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THE MASHRIQU'L-ADHKAR

m OWEVER
inspiring the conception of Balul'i worship,
as witnessed in the central Edifice of this exalted Temple,

IJJU

it cannot be regarded as the sole, nor even the essential, factor
in the part which the Mashriqu'l-Adhbir, as designed by
Bahii'u'11ah, is destined to play in the organic life of the Baha'i
community.
Divorced from the social, humanitarian, educational and scientific pursuits centering around the Dependencies
of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, Baha'i worship, however exalted in
its conception, however passionate in fervor, can never hope
to achieve beyond the meagre and often transitory results produced by the contemplations of the ascetic or the communion
of the passive worshipper. It cannot afford lasting satisfaction
and benefit to the worshipper himself, much less to humanity
in general, unless and until translated and transfused into that
dynamic and disinterested service to tbe cause of humanity
which it is the supreme privilege of the Dependencies of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar to facilitate and promote.
Nor will the
exeTtions, no matter how disinterested and strenuous, of those
who within the precincts of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar will be engaged in administering the affairs of the future Baha'i Commonwealth, fructify and prosper unless they are brought into
close and daily communion with those spiritual agencies centering in and radiating from the central Shrine of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar.
Nothing short of direct and constant interaction between the spiritual forces emanating from this House of
Worship centering in the heart of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar,
and the energies consciously displayed by those who administer
its affairs in their service to humanity can possibly provide the
necessary agency capable of removing the ills that have so long
and so grievously afflicted humanity. For it is assuredly upon
the consciousness of the efficacy of the Revelation of Baha'u'11ah, reinforced on one hand by spiritual communion with
His Spirit, and on the other by the intelligent application and
the faithful execution of the principles and laws He revealed,
that the salvation of a world in travail must ultimately depend.
And of all the institutions that stand associated with His Holy
Name, surely none save the institution of the Mashriqu'lAdhkar can most adequately provide the essentials of Baha'i
worship and service, both so vital to the regeneration of the
world. Therein lies the secret of the loftiness, of the potency,
of the unique position of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar as one of the
outstanding institutions conceived by Baha 'u '11ah.

Sho g hi Elf endi.
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"Thousands of Mashriqu'l-Adhkars, dawning-points of praise and mentionings of God for all religionists, will be built in the Orient and Occident, but
this being the first one erected in the Occident has great importance. In the
future there will be many here and elsewhere: in Asia, Europe, even Africa,
New Zealand and Australia, but this edifice in Chicago is of especial significance."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.

~EW

are aware that there is
being erected in the suburbs
of Chicago a Shrine which is expressive of a great and grandiloquent emotion of the human
heart, namely, that of the brotherhood of man-an International
Shrine dedicated to the oneness of
mankind and the oneness of religion. This is the Baha'i Temple
or Mashriqu'l-Adhkar which is
being erected on the shores of Lake
Michigan in the beautiful suburb
of Chicago-Wilmette, Ill.
There are two unique features of
this monument to the Baha'i Movement. The first is the marvelously beautiful and creative architecture in which it is phrased-an
architecture described elsewhere in
this issue, and universally recognized as ' 'the first thing new in
architecture since the thirteenth
century." The second, of still
greater import, is the fact that this
Baha'i Temple expresses the longing dreams and spiritual aspirations of countless Baha'is among
the different races and religions of
this planet who look with eagerness to the COmlJletion of such a
visible expression of their faith in
this land of freedom, prosperity,
advanced civilization, high humanitarian ideals and tolerance.
~

N or is the interest taken hy the
adherents of this Faith limited
only to good wishes. In deeds of
sacrifice, rather, is their cooperation manifested. Since the inception of this Temple, many countries and many religionists have
contributed generously of their
funds, even to the point of extreme
sacrifice. The following are a few
expressions of consecration out of
the many on record:
'ABDU 'L- BAHA has told the story
of the widow of a martyr who was
left with two young children to
support. She provided for them
by knitting socks; the proceeds
from one sock she used for their
support, and what she received for
the other sock was her glad offering toward the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar.
'Abdu'l-Baha then said, "It is this
spirit which will build the
rremple."
"Truly, I say, the friends of God
displayed wonderful generosity in
regard to the contributions for the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar. They displayed magnanimity at any cost to such
an extent that some of them sold
portions of their clothing on the
street.
"Praise be to God! that at this
moment, from every country ill the
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world, according to their various
means, contributions are continually being sent toward the fund of
the Mashriqu'l-AdhlGir in America..
. . . From the day of Adam until
now, such an event has never been
witnessed by man, that from the
farthermost country of Asia, contributions were forwarded to the
farthermost country of America.
"Contributions for the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar are most important.
Notwithstanding the miserable condition of Persia, money has poured
in and is still coming for this purpose. Although many families are
extremely poor, so that they have
scarcely enough to keep them, nevrrtheless they give towards it. For
many years the West has contributed towards the East, and now?
through the Mercies and Bounties
of God, a miracle has been performed, and for the first time in
the history of the world the East
,is (ontrib~ding to the West."

the world"--has set an example in
the divine art of real sacrifice when
he forwarded the most precious
possession from the Shrine of
Baha 'u '11ah to be sold for the
Baha'i Temple Fund in this country, and he has regularly contributed every month to the National
Baha'i Fund of America.
It is indeed the beginning' of a
new world cycle when the Orient
actually contributes money to the
OcciClent. Is this not the symbol of
true love and brotherhood-knowing as all do the relatively impoverished condition of those people
compared with that of America ~

IN THIS TURNING of the thoughts
and dreams of the Orient toward the
New World and the awareness of
the spiritual evolution going on in
America, one finds the miraculous
enlargement of the Asiatic consciousness which only true religion
could have brought about. For to
the illiterate peasant of Asia in
general,
the New World hardly has
THESE are only a few instances,
existence;
or if any, but nebulous
but the stories of similar sacrifices
and unfOTmed. Yet to the Baha'is
could easily make many chapters of Persia, Rangoon, and even of the
if recorded. Suffice it to say that jungles of India, America exists as
from Australia comes a regular an entity sufficiently to call forth
i10\,'l of gifts for the Divine Edifice. their loving sacrifices. This is
From Persia, India, England, more than human education could
France, from Honolulu and Maui, have accomplished.
Hawaii, and from groups and inAs witnessed in the article in this
dividual Baha'is everywhere comes issue by A. H. N aimi on "Martha
the evidence that ~mity in God is L. Root in Persia," the Persian
a living thing through the creative Baha'is look with real vision topower of the -VV ord of Baha 'u '11ah. ward America. The vision of what
No less a personage than the this dynamic rapidly evolving peoGuardian of the Baha'i Oause, ple of the New World will ultimateShoghi Effendi-who has said that ly achieve for the Universal Baha'i
"the specific Baha'i insti tu tions Faith, becomes the daily inspirashould be viewed in the light of tion and stimulus to our brothers
Baha'u'llah's gifts bestowed upon and sisters around the world.
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WHEN THE DIVINE SUN SHINES

n

N the divine Holy Books there are unmistakable prophecies giving the glad-tidings of a certain Day in
which the Promised One of all the Books would appear, a
radiant dispensation be established, the banner of the Most
Great Peace and reconciliation be hoisted, and the oneness
of the world of humanity proclaimed. A.mouR.· the various
nations and peoples of the world no enmity or hatred would
remain. All hearts were to be connected one with another.
These things are recorded in the Taurat or Old Testament,
in the Gospel, in the Qur'€m, in the Zend Avesta, in the
Books of Buddha, and in the Book of Oonfucius. In brief,
all the Holy Books contain these glad-tidings. In all of
them it is announced that after the world has been surrounded by darkness, then radiance shall appeal'. For
just as the night, when it becomes excessively dark, precedes the dawn of a new day, so likewise when the darkness
of religious apathy and heedlessness overtakes the world,
when human souls become negligent of God, when materialistic ideas overshadow idealism and spirituality, when
nations become submerged in the world of matter and forget God-at such a time as this shall the Divine Sun shine
forth and the Radiant MoTU appear.
"During the years when the darkness of heedlessness
was most intense in the Orient and the people were so submerged in imitations that nations were thirsting for each
other's blood, considering one another as contaminated and
refusing mutual association-at snch a time as this His
Holiness Bah3!u'llah appeared. He arose in the Orient,
uprooting the very foundations of snperstition and broug11t
the dawn of the Light of Reality. Various nations became
united, because all desired the Reality. Inasmuch as they
investigated the Reality of religion they found that all men
are the servants of God, all are the posterity of Adam, all
are children of one household, and that the foundations of
all the Prophets are one. For inasmnch as the Teachings
of the Prophets are Reality, their foundations are one ....
Through Baha'u 'Hah the nations and peoples grew to
understand and comprehend this.
. After cenhuj es
of hatred and bitterness the Ohristian, Jew, Zoroastrian,
Muhammadan and Buddhist arose for amity-all of them
in the utmost love and unity. They became welded and
cemented because they had all arrived at Reality."
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MASFIRIQU'L-ADFIKAR
Now in course of erection at Wilmette, near Chicago, Ill., U. S. A.
(See opposite page.)
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THE MASHRIQD'L-ADHKAR IN AMERICA
How AncHITEcTURE Is EXPItESSING rrHE RENEWAL
SHAHN AZ

OJ!'

RELIGION

vVAITE

There ,is now building near' Chicago the fi?"st expr'(Jssion on the mater-ial plane in
Amer-ica of the Bahd'i Movement for' universal peace and the brothe?"hood of man.
The Bahd'i Movement, dedicated to the g?'eat task never yet achieved by hurnanitll of
b?"inging to pc~ss the Kingdom of God on earth, is fittingly expressed in the uniq'Ltelll
new tllpe of architectu1"e considered bll leading author'ities to be the fir-st absolutely
new creation in ar-chitectu?"(J since the Gothic.

R N approaching the great sub~...Jj ject 0 f the Mashriqu'lAdhkar'K' one feels the inadequacy
of human words or terms~so great
is it, so mystical and holy, and yet
so practical that it "rises above
words and letters, and transcends
the murmur of syllables and
sounds. " In its isolated beauty,
its deep spiritual significance, its
mystical symbolism and its perfect
reflection of a Divine Reality~it
stands unique and alone in the
world today. It is something which
must be felt and realized in the
heart. It cannot be comprehended
by the mind alone.
LET us DESCRIBE the Temple not
by our own definition but rather in
the words of prominent journalists
and notables who have expressed
themselves eloquently concerning
it in our leading newspapers and
magazines, therefore we will briefly review some of the Press notices
which appeared at the time the
model of this sacred edifice was exhibited in the Kevorkian Gallery,
New York City, in the year 1921.
The New York ' , Tribune' , and
"Sun" reproduced it in their rotogravure sections. The New York
*HMashriqu'l-Adhkar means literally "Dawning.
place of the mentioning or worship of God." It is
an inclusive term, referring not only to the Temple
proper but the accessory buildings surrounding it.

"American" gave it the major portion of its art page, with a 1011g
comment beginning with the words,
"Many persons who have seen the
model for this building say that jt
will be the most beautiful structure
in the world. Some go so far as to
say it will be the most beautiful
structure ever erected."
Sherwin Cody, writing a charming article in the magazine section
of the New York "Times" said,
"Americans will have to pause and
study it long enough to find that
an artist has wrought into this
building the conception of a Religious League of Nations."
The New York "World" gave
the Temple a full page article. The
"Evening Post" twice granted it
most generous notice and appreciation. The magazines ,vere equally
impressed. The "Prompter" published a full page article with mustration. " Architecture," one of
the most sumptuous magazines of
art and architecture in the country, devoted a page to comment and
illustration of the model, reproducing among other appreciations the
criticism of H. Van Buren Magonigle, President of the Architectural League, who said of the
model, "It is the first new idea in
architecture since the thirteenth
Century. I want to see it erected,"

8
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The" Architectural Record," one
of the most esteemed of the architectural journals, gave great space
to the Temple saying, "It is singularly beautiful; it is bristling with a
charming symbolism in which is
found the suggestion of all the religions of mankind, and to the psychologist it is startling because the
creator frankly declares "It is
Baha'u'lliih's Temple, I am only
the channel through which it came."
The "Underwood Press' sent out
designs of the model and comments
which appeared in practically every
paper in the country, even the weekly papers of tiny villages printed
reviews. The "Literary Digest"
reproduced it with most favorable
comment. " Art and Architecture"
gave it an extended mention with
beautiful reproduction, saying,
among other things, "So beautiful
is this model and so different from
anything man has ever before designed, either as an abode, or as a
place of worship, that it has caused
much discussion among architects
and sculptors and in the newspapers."
The "Outlook" gave a reproduction of the completed Temple and
sections of the beautiful dome with
description.
The San Francisco "Chronicle,"
the newspapers of St. Louis, Kansas City, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia,-all have published long
articles commenting on the beauty
of the architecture of the Baha'i
Temple in glowing terms.
In the "Christian Register" a ppeared an article under the caption, " A Wonderful House of
Worship. Description of the New
Baha'i Temple said to be the
Greatest Architectural Achieve-

ment of Modern Times."
The
writer comments first upon the
religious purpose of the Temple,
enumerating the Universal Principles which are the firm foundation of the Baha'i Movement.
Most appreciatively he dwells
upon the exquisite, original architectural details of the Temple, and
the histo"rical attention given the
Baha'i Movement in all encyclopedias, together with the great
central figures, the Bab, Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha.
"Wonderful as the architectural
design of the Temple is," says this
same writer, "those most concerned in its erection, see in the
ttniversal service it will render to
mankind its Stlpreme importance.
The Baha'i Message is primarily
a Message of Unity. It recognizes
the divine elements which underlie
all great world religions."
In the Japan" Times and Mail,"
Tokyo, February 16th, 1921, appeared the following: "Baha 'i
Temple is Art Revelation. ModComeled by Louis Bourgeois.
bines the Essence of all Schools.
Marvel of Century Verdict of Experts. It is a Temple of Peace
whose Portals will Welcome Members of all Creeds.
"A new creation of transcendant
beauty has dawned upon the horizon of the architectural world.
The model of the great Baha'i
Temple, now on exhibition at the
Kevorkian Gallery, 57th St., New
York, is being visited by increasing throngs and it has been an
object of professional, artistic and
general interest since its installment there in April of this year.
Like many-indeed most-of the
great art productions, this has
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come from one who has endured
struggle against discouraging deprivation and deferred hopes, but
the universality of the praise bestowed upon the model finally evolved must bring the fullest degree of
recompense for years of battling
against depressing odds.
"Louis Jean Bourgeois, the
architect and sculptor, is the designer of this marvelously beautiful model of a Temple, to be erected as a demonstration of the teachings and precepts of the Baha'i
Movement at Wilmette, IlL, on the
shores of Lake Michigan, to occupy a central location in a beautiful tract of nine acres, already
purchased, skirted by the Lincoln
Highway.
"It is a Temple of Peace, whose
broad portals of welcome and encouragement to devotees of any religion, and all religions, shall be
always open.
From a total of
many different designs on exhibit
at a recent Convention of Baha!is
in New York, the Bourgeois model
was the one accorded unanimous
acceptance.
Beside its Spiritual
appeal the famed beauties of the
Taj Mahal grow strangely pale.
"It has been interesting to note
the effect of this Twentieth Century creation upon those who have
devoted a careful study to its indescribable loveliness. Professor
Luigi Quaglino, ex-professor of
Architecture of Turin, Italy, has
been a recent visitor in New York.
He visited the exhibit for a brief
survey, but he remained fully three
hours, and for two hours without
speaking.
His study resulted in
the declaration, 'This is a new
creation which will revolutionize
architecture in the world and it is

9

the most beautiful I have ever
seen. Without doubt it will have
a lasting page in history. It is a
revelation from another world.' "
GeOl'ge Grey Barnard, the most
widely known sculptor in America,
declared by London critics the
"greatest sculptor America has
ever produced, and a famous
Archeologist, " pronounced it" the
greatest creation since the Gothic
period and the most beautiful he
had ever seen."
Mozo Samuel, one of the foremost writers on religious drama,
the author of the play, "Esther,"
said: "Prior to this time no architecture has made any deep impression upon me, but this Temple
model has thrilled me and I desire
to visit it again and again, and to
be alone with this marvelous
creation.' ,
Musicians, artists, IJOets and
editors have fallen victim to the
lure of its spiritual beauty, and
masses of the lay public have been
enthralled by its magnetism.
Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford, a
Baha'i teacher, who spent much
time at the Kevorkian Gallery in
New York and the Art Institute
in Chicago at the time the Temple
model was exhibited in these respective places, writes of her experiences with the Temple as follows:
"New York: Since the Temple
model has been on exhibi tion at
the Kevorkian Gallery, its history
has been very interesting.
The
model has a distinctive personality; to see it is like having an interview with a Holy and Magnificent Personage. For instance, one

10
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day the editor of a theatrical magazine came in. He was something
of a scoffer, and had evidently
heard unpleasant things about the
Baha'i Movement. So he began to
criticise the Temple. "It is a very
pretty thing," he remarked in a
superior tone, "but it is overdecorated; it will be an absurdity
in its full size." So the caretaker
of the Temple model very gently
began to show him the significance
of the decoration, how each line
and curve was an expression of a
great thought or a noble principle,
so that all the spiritual traditions
and future aspirations of the
human race seemed embedded in
this Temple.
His face changed
and grew soft. His eyes began to
shine; then and there the Spirit
penetrated him and, though he
came to stay five minutes, he was
in the heavenly presence two hours
and left it regretfully. Now he has
opened his magazine to articles on
the Baha'i Movement.
, 'A boy of eleven came rushing
up the stairs one day and stopped
suddenly on the threshold with a
He had been studying
, Gee! '
architecture in school and wanted
to see this 'new thing.' He could
not repress his enthusiasm. I
heard him talking' about it next day
to some children on the street, and
he brought in a little girl friend to
share the treasure he had discovered.
"The colored people came in and
sat quietly drinking in the lovely
Presence, which makes realities of
love, brotherhood, the immortal life
and sympathy. No one leaves this
Presence cold and critical, and no
one can utter gossip or criticism or
scandal within its lovely radiation.

So one can imagine what the great
Temple will be when it rears its
stately head in the blue heaven and
all men feel it.
, 'From Chicago: The first week
the Temple was on exhibition there
at the Art Institute, thirty-four
thousand people visited this magnificent gallery.
They crowded
around the glorious model spellbound. One woman said, 'It is
like our dreams of fairyland, its
tracery is so ethereal.' Architects
exclaimed, 'It is a marvel of engineering.' An artist fresh from
Paris stood before it perhaps an
hour in growing wonder as though
a light were kindling within him.
As he walked away, awed as by a
heavenly vision, he said, 'It is the
most beautiful building I have seen
in all the world.'
"N one of these people knew
about the Baha'i Cause. But, as
one woman said, ' Just to enter the
Temple will bring the peace which
passeth understanding.' She went
out of the room with a new light
in her eyes as though she had
looked into the unseen kingdom.
"Some stand before it for hours
studying every detail. Then they
ask: 'What does it stand for? Tell
'us ab o~d it.'
"A Baha'i saw it for the first
time in the quiet peace of the evening. She said, 'That Temple came
from heaven.
What marvelous
lines! What celestial beauty! Just
to stand before it is a spiritual
experience. It is so pure! So
holy! Like the worlds of God.' If
the model so gloriously proclaims
the Cause of Unity, what will the
Temple itself accomplish? It will
a ttract the people by tens of thousands to the New Kingdom of God
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which has descended among the
nations. ' ,
So much for the comments of
press and individuals regarding
the marvelous beauty of the model
of the Temple, exhibited nine
years ago. Since that time articles
upon the Baha'i Temple and pichues have appeared from time to
time in nearly every newspaper of
America, and various magazines,
both national and international.
Of his model, the architect has
written: "The Teachings of Baha'u'llah unify the religions of the
world into one universal religion,
and as we know that all great historic religions developed a new
architecture, so the Baha'i Temple
is the plastic symbol of the teachings of Baha 'u 'llah.
, 'As the essence of the pure original teachings of the historic religions was the same (though they
have grown apart because of additions which have resulted in dogmas and rituals-the real cause of
separation) in the Baha'i Temple is
used a composite architecture, expressing the essence in the line of
each of the great architectural
styles, harmonizing them into one
Their decorative motifs
whole."
the architect omits, for to him they
represent theological differences
and dogmas. Instead, he has used
for his decorative motif a mathematical combination of lines which
permit him to harmonize all the
great architectural styles into a
harmonious whole. In the Baha'i
Temple is the essence of the Egyptian architecture, the Greek, the
Roman, the Arabic, the Gothic, the
Renaissance. Mathematical figures
crown the Temple dome, represent-
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ing the orbital curve of the planets
around the sun.
Mr. Bourgeois then refers the
reader to the article on the" Symbolism of the Baha'i Temple," by
Mary Hanford Ford, which appeared in print some years ago
when the model was on exhibit at
the Art Institute in Chicago, from
which we quote in part: "The great
Baha'i Temple, the construction of
which has really begun in Chicago,
will interest everyone in the
beauty of its symbolic story as soon
as its walls rise into the air. The
symbolism may be read, of course,
with pm'fect clearness in the perfection of the Temple's model,
which is the completed Temple in
miniature.
We have been accustomed to declare in New York, 'The
Temple model is a personality, it
talks,' or, as some prefer to say,
'it sings,' but no one would apply
to it the term 'frozen music' because its musical impression is so
warm and vibrant that it is impossible to think of anything frozen
in its presence.
"All who are familiar with the
building of the TemlJle model
through Louis Bourgeois, its architect, are aware that it is purely a
work of inspiration. Louis Bourg;eois is an architect of wide experience, culture and learning. He has
been for years first an eager student of spiritual truths and then a
follower of 'Abdu'l-Baha. So he
is naturally familiar with the religious symbology of mankind. But
he did not create the remarkable
symbolism of the Temple model.
He recognized it with joy, after it
appeared through his gifted fingers
in the intricate and beautiful tracery of the Temple model's orna-
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the Baha'i Principles. All during
the talk this lady sat spellbound,
her eyes fixed upon the picture of
the Temple which hung upon the
wall. At the close of the meeting
she turned to the writer and exclaimed, "0, do tell me what building is that a picture of; is it not
a Temple 7" " Yes," was the reply. "Where7 Where is it7" she
eagerly asked. When told it was a
picture of the model of the Baha'i
Temple which was in process of
building in Wilmette, near Chicag'o,
she arose and went up to the picture and stood in silence with
clasped hands and bowed head before it. Soon the tears ran down
her cheeks. For a moment or two
there was absolute silence in the
room, then she turned and with a
radiant smile exclaimed, "I never
was so deeply moved in all my life.
As I sat looking at the picture a
great something seemed to flow
forth from it, like powerful emanations from a Divine Presence
within. Emanations that were the
essence of divine love, the essence
of unity and peace, such peace as
I have never felt before but dreamed of, that peace upon which all
unity depends and upon which the
brotherhood of man alone can be
established, that peace which is
oneness with God."
It has been said: "The Baha'i
Temple is more than an abstract
EVEN A PHOTOGRAPH of the Temple symbol, even though a true and
is far reaching in its effects. The faithful reflection of the Spirit of
writer recalls a meeting held in her the Age. It is a concretion of that
home some time ago for the promul- spirit, an organ by which that
gation of the Baha'i Message. The spirit is enabled to contact, and
president of the Theosophical So- hence influence social life at all
ciety of that city was present. The points. It is the Body of the Cause
subject of the Temple was not men- of God, the material Baha'u'llah
tioned during the presentation of and 'Abdu '1-Baha, visibly and in-

mentation, or structural combinations. But he did not say, 'Here
I will put a triangle, there a circle,
yonder a nine-pointed star.' In
each case there would have been
merely an awkward juxtaposition
of
significant
forms
without
beauty, for beauty-which the
Temple model expresses in such
entrancing degree-is the gift of
God and comes only from God.
"The structure of the Temple is
such that at night all of its surface
will be a blaze of light. Its decorations are cut completely through
the structural material, which is to
be lined with transparent glass, so
that at night each column and buttress ornament, as well as the
stars and crosses and the 'milky
way' of the dome, will shine forth
like an embroidery upon the darkness.
"The nine ribs joined above the
surface of the dome are 'like hands
clasped in prayer,' Bourgeois says,
and in the space between their
union and the rounded top of the
dome proper will shine a great electric light, sending forth nine rays
into the darkness of the night, and
forming a glorious illumined climax
to the beautiful nonegon structure.
So the Temple will be veritably a
temple of light in this day of resurrection, of brotherhood, and new
civilization. "
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visibly causing the social organization to progress.
It is the first
nucleus of the divine civilization,
the focal point around which that
civiEzation will grow to full world
stature.
The spiritually-minded
person who desires a true index to
the progress of reality in this age
may well adopt the BaM, 'i Temple
as that index, for this Temple will
not and cannot be constructed
merely by financial contributions.
It will come into being materially
step by step, according as the new
cosmic reality is felt in the minds
and hearts of men. Already the
Baha'i Temple has this distinction;
contributions have been made to it
by representatives of a greater
number of races, classes, and nationalities than have ever united to
further any other plan. Its appeal
triumphs over every false distinction and division imposed upon
mankind by the limitations of the
past.
"The Baha'i Temple comes into
being unprejudiced for or against
any existing group, free from historical limitations, and from its
very foundation consecr·ated to the
Ideal of Unity. And what is Unity
but the very triumph and yinc1ication of spiritual love ~ When the
Baha'i Temple is completed we will
ha ve a holy place where members
of every race, creed and class can
gather in oneness to worship the
one true God."
No other Temple in the world
had a Manifestation of God stand
upon its grounds and dedicate
them; hold up His Blessed Hands
in supplication to God, standing
upon that Holy Spot, made so by
His Presence, and pray for those
who arose to help build this
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'JlempIe and for all who should
in the future enter it. To haye
seon 'Abdu 'l-Baha so standing; to
have seen Him loosen the first
shovelful of earth; to have seen
Him symbolically lay the cornerstone by placing a stone in the
ground (which stone is now in the
Foundation Hall, awaiting the actual laying of the outer cornerstone, in which this spiritual one
will be placed)~to haYe heard His
address in the tent set up on the
grounds for this occasion, and to
have heard the benediction sung at
the close of this neyer-to-be-forgotten service~was to realize that
not until the coming of another
Manifestation of God to this earth
could such a divine eyent occur
again. That is why this Temple
is called the "Mother Temple" of
all the others that will, in all the
years to come, be built, and that
is why to have sacrificed in any
way, or to have seryed in any
manner in the building of this
Temple of Temples will become a
crown of everlasting glory, and
future generations will look back to
this Great Day of God, when the
Manifestation of His Glory stood
upon this earth, and the Branch of
His Planting built the" Temple of
the Lord" and will envy all those
who were privileged to be a part
of it. 'Abdu'l-Baha has said they
will say, "Gladly would I give all
I have in this world could I but
be of those who were so blessed."
LET us CONsmmn the following
words written or spoken by 'Abdu'l-Baha to different Baha'is at differ e n t t i m e s regarding the
Temple's deep inner significances,
and what it represents to the
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world of humanity. At the time of
its inception He wrote, "Now the
day has arrived in which the edifice
of God, the divine sanctuary, the
spiritual temple, shall be erected in
America."
"Its building is the most important of aU things. This is the
spiritual foundation; for that
reason it is the most important of
all foundations; from this spiritual
foundation will come forth all
manner of advancement and progress in the world of humanity,
therefore how greal is its import."
To another Baha'i 'Abdu'l-Baha
wrote, "The Temple is the most
great foundation of the world of
humanity, and it has many
branches. Although the Temple is
the place of worship, with it is
connected a hospital, pharmacy,
pilgrim's house, school for orphans
and university for the study of
higher sciences. Every Temple is
connected with these five things.
The Temple is not only a place of
worship; nay, it is perfect in every
way."
In view of these facts, the following words of 'Abdu'l-Baha have
a profound meaning. He said, "In
the Baha'i Cause, arts, sciences and
all crafts are considered as worship"; and "service is prayer."
We see from these glorious ideals
for which the Temple stands that
to enter it and worship and pray is
not enotlgh. Faith without deeds
is dead.
What one receives in
moments of exaltation and heavenly inspiration within its sacred
walls must be translated into actual service to the world iof humanity, hence the material means
of this service must surround this
House of Worship, this "Holy of

Holies" wherein the soul of man
may be "recharged" with divine
power from on high and g'O forth
and prove his contact with the
"Heavenly Beloved One" in deeds
of love and helpfulness to His humanity, for our love of God is only
in proportion as we love His creahues.
Further, 'Abdu'l-Baha wrote,
"Today the establishment of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar is of paramount importance. . . It is an expression of the elevation of the
Word of God. Particularly the arrangement of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar is such that it will exert the
greatest effect upon the civilized
world for it has many accessories.
Among them are the following: a
school for orphans, a college for
higher scientific education - (or
higher knowledge )>----a hospital, a
home for cripples, a hospice.
"When the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar
with its accessories, is established
in the world, aside from its religious or spiritual influence, it will
have a tremendous effect upon
civilization. Aside from the religionists who will feel its influence,
ma terialists will not be exempt
therefrom. Moreover it contains
divine wisdoms, spiritual effects
upon the intellects and thoughts.
Subsequent to its erection these
will become evident."
REGARDING
THE
contributions
which have come in from all over
the world, which have paid in full
for the land and for the erection
of the Foundation so far, 'Abdu'lBaha said: "These contributions
are most important.- N otwithstanding the miserable condition of
Persia, money has poured in and
is still coming for this purpose, al-
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though many families are extremely poor, so that they have scarcely
enough to keep themselves, nevertheless, they give towards it. For
many years the West has contributed to the East, and now through
the mercies and bounties of God a
miracle has been performed and,
for the first time in the history of
the world, the East is contributing
to the West."
It was the writer's privilege to
have been a guest in 'Abdu'lBaha's prison home in 'Akka,
Palestine, and to have heard Him
say these words; and shortly after,
on her return voyage, she met on
shipboard while sailing from Port
Said, Egypt, to Naples, Italy, a
most charming young Hindu, an
architect, then living in London.
He had been a Muhammadan, but
had accepted the Christian Faith.
In describing the sad conditions in
the Holy Land brought about by
religious and racial prejudice, the
writer said, "But such conditions
will soon be over; it is the Dawn
of the New Day of Universal
Brotherhood. ' ,
He answered, "That is but a
poet's dream. I was raised in a
Muhammadan home, and a Muhammadan by faith, and my childhood memories are painfully tainted with religious prejudice. It was
emphasized continually, and now
that I am a Christian I am cut off
from my family. I have become, in
their sight, an 'infidel.' Religious
unity will never come on this earth
I feel sure."
"What would you think of a
Universal Temple built to the one
God, through contributions from
every religion, class and race?"
, 'Such an edifice will never be
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built. The ideal is glorious, but
the fulfillment of it impossible," he
answered.
"Well," replied the writer, "it
surely will for the ground is nearly
paid for, and when fully paid for
the contributions will then be given
over to the building fund of this
divine sanctuary and, in time, this
glorious Temple will arise like the
fulfillment of Tennyson's beautiful
vision, 'I dreamed that stone on
stone I reared a sacred fane; a
Temple-neither Pagod, Mosque,
nor Church; but loftier, simpler,
always opened doored, to every
breath from heaven; and Truth
and Peace, and Love and Justice
came and dwelt therein.' Such, ' ,
said she, "will be the Baha'i
Temple."
The young Hindu's eyes grew
wide with wonderment and he said,
with evident amazement, "Can this
be possible?"
" Yes; it is gloriously true."
With marked rev.erence and
realization he answered, "Then
God has indeed performed a miracle."
"Ah, my friend," the writer replied, "it is a miracle, the miracle
of the ages, brought about by the
power of God, manifested through
Baha 'u '11:1h and His 'vV ord, to
unite the hearts of His children
and establish the Reality of Unity
in the world."
'x'

'x'

,~

To AN AMERICAN Baha'i, 'Abdu '1Baha said: "Draw your tnSp1rat'ion from the Taj Mahal."
All that have seen the Taj Mahal
who are spiritually-minded testify
to a marvelous spirit, a "mystical
something" which emanates from
it and which touches the heart and
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soul and transcends words to describe. Its beauty seems of another
world.
And yet by critics it is
said: "Beside the appeal of the
Baha'i Temple the Taj Mahal
grows strangely pale.' , Up to the
present day the" Taj" has reigned
supreme in the realm of architechue, and is generally conceded to
be the most beautiful Temple now
existent. What is the secret of its
divine beauty, and the mystic spell
it exerts over those who behold iH
"Where lies the secret of its
spell, which thousands of men and
women from every land and clime,
through successive generations
have attested? To say that it lies
in its literally unique architectural
perfection would be true, but one
must carry the quest further. That
miracle itself must be accounted
for.
"Perhaps the ultimate explanation is to be found in the domain
of mystic truth, rather than in that
of material design. Is it not true
that of all the great and historic
monuments of the world the" Taj"
alone was inspired by, and raised
to love?
"The world's palaces are the
witness to human vanity; its commemorative pillars and arches to
human glory; its cathedrals and
mosques and temples to human
piety. But the Taj Mahal was designed as a memorial to an eternal
love-at once human and divine. It
is an epic of undying faith in immortality and unending devotion.
Its motive was not egotism but
adoration. It was dedicated-not
to self, but to spirit. Hence its unending splendor and grace."
,~

, 'DnA w

YOUR.

~,

'I.'

INSPIR.ATION

from

the Taj Mahal "-for the Baha'i
Temple. How may we apply this
instruction?
Might it not mean
that as the "Taj" is a monument
to the eternal love of two wedded
hearts, joined in that "eternal
union which endures throughout
all the worlds of God" (as 'Abdu'l-Baha has said) that the Baha'i
Temple is a monument to the eternal love and union of the East and
West 7 The" Taj," an indiv'id~tal
expression, the Baha'i Temple a
~tniversal one 7
The East symbolizes the receptive, negative, spiritual and feminine aspect of Spirit, while the
West symbolizes the positive, creative, mental and masculine aspect of Spirit.
The East-the
Spiritual brj,de. The West-the
bridegroom of creative mental
power. The East the heart-the
West the mind, and only as heart
and mind are united, each equally
developed and in perfect harmony
and balance, can the child of the
new civilization come forth.
'Abdu'l-Baha has said: "Praise
be to God; the Infinite Bounty of
God hath resuscitated the whole
world and the East and the West
have become united with the bond
of the summons of God. This is
the teaching for the East and the
West, therefore the East and the
\IV est will ~tnder stand each other,
and will reverence each other, and
embrace like long parted lovers
who have found each other."
"From the inception of the world
until now there have been no uniting bonds between Persia and
America, and communication and
correspondence never transpired
between these two countries. Now
consider what a joy and bliss have
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united these two regions in the
shortest space of time.
What a
real and ideal tie hath bound them
together.
What spiritual communications have been revealed;
and now is only the beginning of
this early dawn. Soon will the star
of unity shine forth and flood all
the horizons with the Light, and
perfect connection and real oneness be obtained in all regions of
the earth."
May not this great ~tnion be consumated in the building of the
Divine Temple ~
May this not be the mystery of
the Temple~ "Its mystery is great
and cannot be unveiled yet," said
'Abdu'l-Baha.
"In the future it
will be made plain." And may not
those who kneel to pray in this
divine sanctuary say with understanding hearts, ' , 0 God! Turn
our faces toward the beauty of Thy
oneness and gladden our bosoms
with the signs of Thy divine unity.
Adorn our bodies with the robe of
Thy bounty and remove from our
eyes the veil of sinfulness and give
us the chalice of Thy grace; that
the essence of all beings may sing
Thy praise before the vision: of Thy
grandeur. Reveal then Thyself, 0
Lord! by Thy merciful utterance
and the mystery of Thy divino
being, that the holy ecstacy of
prayer may fill our souls-a prayer
that shall rise above words and
letters, and transcend the murmur
of syllables and sounds, that all
things may be merged into nothingness before the revelation of
Thy splendor."
A lVIONUlvmNT TO LOVE and to the
, 'mystery of sacrifice." Baha 'u 'nah
sacrificed all that this ideal might
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become manifest to mankind. Consider these words of 'Abdu'l-Baha:
"Balla 'u 'llah was a prisoner for
twenty-five years. During an this
time He was subjected to the indignities and revilement of the
people. He was persecuted, mocked and put in chains. His properties were pillaged and His possesFirst banishsions confiscated.
ment from Persia to Bagdad; then
to Constantinople, then to Adrianople ; finally from Roumelia to
the prison of 'Akka. He bore these
ordeals, suffered these calamities
and difficulties, in order that a
manifestation of selflessness and
service might become apparent in
the world of humanity, that the
"Most Great Peace" should become
a reality . . . that heavenly miraclos would be wrought among
men; that human faith should be
strengthened and purified, that the
precious, priceless bestowal of
God, the h~m/'an ?nind, might be
developed to its fullest capacity in
the temple of the body; and man
become the reflection and likeness
of God, even as it hath been revealed in the Bible-'We will
create man in O~t1" Own Image."
Baha 'u 'llah bore all these calamities and endured all ordeals and
suffering through selfless love and
service-the very essence of all
love-that His Revelation might be
Thus the
given to the world.
Baha'i Temple is a symbol of the
Invisible Temple not made by
hands, eternal in the heavens-a
symbol of the Body of the Manifestation and lIis Message to humanity, and of the body, or human
temple of man, and its relationship
to God. Great is its glory! Great
is its mystery! It can arise alone
through love and through sacrifice.
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PHYSICAL FEATURES OF THE
MASHRIQU'L-ADHKAR
ALLEN

B.

MoDANIEL

The author of this aj·ticle is a member of The Research Service, an engineering
fir1n in Washington, D. C. Mj·'. McDaniel has given 1nuch attention to the const1·uction proble11Ls of the Bah6:i Temple, the design of which calls for wholly new
methods of technique in construction. The difficulties to be OVej·C01ne are herein
explained.

HE design of the Baha'i
Temple, which has been so
well described by the architect,
Mr. Louis Bourgeois, is extraordinary. The more one studies it, the
more one realizes its uniqueness.
It is a new style, symbolic of the
universality and spiritual significance of the Revelation of this
Age.
Even a casual inspection of the
Temple design impresses one with
the elaborateness and ornateness of
the exterior surface. Of so apparently a complex and exotic character, one wonders how and of what
material or materials such a structure can be built. A further study
reveals the unappropriateness and
impracticability of using natural
stone for the surface material. The
expenditure of time, effort, and
labor would be prohibitive, physically and financially, and the natural
stone tracery would not have the
necessary strength to resist ice and
wind storms prevalent in that locality (on the shores of Lake Michigan, near Chicago).
The very nature of this remarkable design calls for the use of a
plastic, universal character of material. What is more universal and
adaptable than concrete, a form of
stone which is plastic when placed
in the building and can be molded
to any desired form, and any speci-

fied color effect can be produced.
Upon setting, concrete becomes as
hard and durable as the best quality of natural stone.
The durability and permanence
of concrete is demonstrated by history and scientific research. The
ancient peoples of Egypt, Assyria,
and Babylonia used massive masonry with mortars containing cementicious material. Rome still contains the remains of concrete structures which were built about 2000
years ago and are still in an excellent state of preservation.
Among these are the stadium of the
Pala tine, the Temple of Castor and
Pollux, the Baths of Caracalla and
the Pantheon. Research has developed, especially since the World
War, better materials for and
methods of making concrete. Concrete members are reinforced to
carry the loads as effectively as a
steel bridge or timber framework.
The recent development of the
methods of selection, mixing and
placing of the component materials
makes it possible to produce today
an artificial stone of any desired
strength and quality.
Thus it is
possible to use concrete in the production of the curved lines and intricate tracery of the Temple.
The use of concrete for the surface material of the Temple will be
economical, as the component ma-
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terials are available universally,
and low in cost.
As there is a
great deal of duplication of tracery and ornamentation, the same
forms can be used repeatedly to
cast the surface structure in place.
Recent examples of the use of
concrete in buildings with curved
lines, perforated tracery, and varied color, are the Church of Notre
Dame, Le Raincy, Paris; the
Church of St. Therese, Montmagny, Paris, France; the Catholic
Church, Bishofsheim, Germany;
the Church of the Sacred Heart,
Washington, D. C., and the Primavera Building, Paris Exposition,
1925.
Another plastic material which
will undoubtedly be used in the exterior wall construction of the
Temple is a metal alloy. In recent
years several non-ferrous metal alloys have been developed, and a
few, including alloys of aluminum,
have come into use in building construction. These alloys are strong,
light, and highly resistant to corrosion. In the new Koppers Building in Pittsburgh, over one hundred thousand pounds of cast spandrels were used.
In the sixtyeight story Chrysler Building',
nearing completiou in New York
City (March, 1930), the wall spandrels, copings and window sills are
of an aluminum alloy. This type of
ma terial may be used in such sections of the building as door and
window frames, sills, and some details of the ornamentation.
The existing foundation of the
Temple was built of reinforced concrete and was completed seven
years ago. The top of this struchue is the first floor leveL Around
this circular foundation a flight of
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nineteen steps will rise from the
gardens to the main floor of the
Temple.
The superstructure has three
principal divisions or parts; the
first story (the construction of
which will begin as soon as contracts are let as the Fund for the
work has been completed)-the second or gallery story, and the dome.
The exterior walls are largely
tracery, which will give ample
light to the interior of the building in the daytime, and afford a
brilliant luminous effect when
lighted at night.
The height of the Temple structure from main floor to top of the
dome is one hundred and sixty-one
feet. ':!lhe extreme diameter of the
foundation structure is two hundred and two feet. The diameter at
the top of the steps is one hundred
and fifty-two feet. The height of
the first story will be thirty-six
feet, while the pylons or minarets
at the intersections of the nine
faces will rise to a height of fortyfive feet above the first floor.
The central portion of the
Temple will be a single space extending from the main floor to the
inner shell of the dome. Around
this space are nine rooms between
the nine entrance-ways and the exterior walls.
The crowning feature of the
structure will be the dome, which
will be built in three sections; the
outer shell, which will be perforated, an intermediate shell of wire
glass, and the inner shell of perforated material. This beautifully
proportioned dome will be pure
white in color, and at night radiate
light like a great illumined globe.
The Temple structure will be
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erected in two parts; the skeleton
of steel and reinforced concrete,
and subsequently the exterior wall
covering.
The latter is largely
tracery combining with plant-like
forms, the symbolism of the religions of the world.
The construction of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar involves many new
and unique problems. Unlike an
office building, apartment house, or
residence, there are no precedents
and it is not possible to schedule

the building and predict just when
certain parts of the structure will
be completed after construction of
the superstructure begins. Probably no one alive today could state
the proper way to construct the
outer shell of the dome, which is
designed as a perforated structure.
Thus the Temple, the ornamentation of which constantly suggests
life and action, must develop as a
constructive organism, and evolve
through experience, step by step.

The Mashriq~~'l-Adh7uir and its accessories: "1!Vhen
these institutions, college, hospital, hospice, and establishments for the inc1,wables, tmiversity for the st~~dy of highfr
sciences and giving postgrad~tate courses, and other philanthropic buildings, are b~tilt, its doors will be op('n to all tlee
nations and aU religion.~. There will be dmu"r/ absolute!:u
no line of demar·cation.
Its charities will be dispensed
irrespective of color and m,ce. Its gates will be f7nng wide
to mankind; prejttdice toward none, love for all. The central
b1~ilding will be devoted to the purposes of prayer and
w01-ship. Thus for the first time religion will beco'me haTmonized with science and science will be the hand1n~irZ nf
rel,igion, both showering their material and spiritl1,al g'ifts
on all h~~manity. In this way the people will be lifted mtt
of the qttagmires of slothf~~lness and bigotry."
-'Abd~~'l-Baha.
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THE BAHA'I COMMUNITY OF THE FUTURE
HAm~AN

F.

OBER

In this article is depicted the Bcthd'i Community of the fut~ire as it will exist
functioning through its cenh'al organizat'ion, the lI!fa,shriqti'l-Adhkdr-. The Temple
and its accessories will be to the Bahd'i Comrntinities of the future what the heart is
to the body,-a source of vital, life-giving forces. The way in which the POWM' of
the spirit functions through its Te1nple, tmnsmuted into l1:je ser"vice as befits the
common needs of humanity, are well conceived by the author- in this for-ecast. To
our knowledge there has never befor'e in the wor'ld's literature been presented such a
concept of this rnarvelous therrno-dynarnic cycle bz which the Sun of Reality translates Itself into energy and life of the wOTld. It must be tmderstood that the Bahd'i
Community as depicted heTe is in no sense exclusive, it is r'atheT a cross-section of
humanity, for the Bahd'i Movement is veTY definitely an inclusive Move-rnent .

.. The Mashriqu'l-Adhkar has important accessories, which are accounted of the basic foundations.
These are: school for orphan children, hospital and dispensary for
the poor, home for the incapable,
college for the higher scientific
education, and hospice. In ever'y
city a great Mashriqu'i-Adhkar
m~tst be fo'unded after this order.
Open ye the gates of the
Temple to aU mankind."
,Abd~l'l-Baha.

amidst the flowers and the fountains. It calls the soul to prayer
and meditation, and to those voyages in the world of the spirit
which bring comfort, solace, understanding and victory.
Around it are the accessory
buildings, which cover the entire
field of human needs. They provide the means for satisfying the
search for knowledge, and for
social recreation, as well as the
means for maintaining or regaining health.
They also meet the
needs of the aged and the poor, as
~I-IE Mashriqu'l-Adhkar is the
U perfect body for the spirit well as the helpless children. In
of this age. It is a unit-a symbol this ideal community, a "wonderful
and evidence of the unity of the spirit is manifest. The basis of
body politic. It is a means for the every community or individual
protection of humanity by the Holy action is love. As the Holy Spirit
is recognized as the vital center
Spirit.
and
creative power working in and
It is a means of stabilizing the
forces of the world, and of bring- through the Temple, it is also
ing into existence that spiritual known that the divine reality, the
and material equilibrium which is brilliant light, is the cent er of each
the foundation of peace and the individual in the community. The
educational plans, the economic
spiritual evolution of mankind.
A symbol of the interdependence program, the social service agenexisting between men, it opens the cies, revolve around this principle.
Behold a community vigorous
doors to the ideal community life.
In the center of this ideal com- with spiritual health, at every inmunity is the Temple, a dream of stant active and alert, poised like
beauty, which, like a rare and deli- a delicate instrument conscious of
cate bird, has found a resting place itself as an entity, realizing its
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divine obligations, radiating eternal joy and happiness, its members
embodiments of that exhortation of
'Abdu'l-Baha that a Baha'i is one
who possesses all the human and
divine attributes in activity.
At all times during the day
people are entering the Temple.
The names str'anger and foreigner
have ceased to exist, because that
which they formerly described has
c e a sed t 0 exist. The world
knows itself as one home and one
family. Members of this family
from Persia, Japan, China, Australia, Germany, Italy, Russia,
join with those who live in the city
in praise to God; and drink from
that Eternal Spring that alone
satisfies the thirst of the soul of
man. It is an Edifice for divine
and holy thoughts. From time to
time those who possess the spirit
of detachment and beautiful melodious voices chant or recite the
words of God.
From the nine
doors issue souls with faces illumined, with voices vibrant, with
spirits soaring, with hearts overflowing with love because of the
gifts of conscious knowledge and
the indescribable bounty of the outpouring of God.
This city is a happy city because
the Sun of Truth is shining brilliantly in the hearts, and its
warmth is radiating to the uttermost parts of the community.
The terrible disease of poverty
which afflicted humanity like a
scourge for ages has been eliminated through the application of
the economic program of Baha'u'llah. The foundation of this program is "that man shall love his
neighbor.' ,
That there are differences in

capacities and abilities among men
is recognized; but it is also realized
that these are not sufficient to justify great extremes of wealth or
poverty.
Each person brought into the
community by the permission and
bounty of God possesses certain inalienable rights. One of the most
fundamental of these is that during his life he shall always be entitled, as a right, not as a charity,
to his share of the means of subsistence and protection.
While some may consider that
such a plan would encourage indolence, it should be realized that this
new order is constructive; and that
both by precept and by example
man is taught the joy and happiness of the life of service.
Since the world is at peace for
the first time in this cycle, each
city is free to devote all its energies to the constructive developments of civilization. As a result,
extraordinary progress has been
made in the fields of education, of
economICS, and of science.
AGH child born into the
world is considered as a
divine trust, first of the parents
but also of the community.
All
the protective, helpful, creative
forces in the city are made available for him, because it is not
known what unique services God
may have destined for him.
He
becomes the object of the prayers
of all, and every protection is accorded to him that he may develop
perfectly in body and in mind.
Since it is realized that happiness is like the shining of the sun,
everything is done to bring happiness to the father, the mother and
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the child, so that no coldness shall
wither its tender being, nor sorrows bring blight and burden to its
spirit. In this way it grows to
normal, vigorous childhood, and
toward maturity.
. The mother, as his first teacher '
IS trained to turn his soul toward
God and to disclose to him the
beauties of the new world to which
he has come.
As soon as he is old enough to
associate with other children, his
training is shared by a teacher who
now plays a most important part
in his life. Like a beautiful flower
in a garden, he comes under the
care of one who by capacity and
training is qualified to train the
faculties, to unfold the hidden
treasures, to teach the spirit of cooperation with his comrades.
In
the atmosphere of love and affection, and with growing confidence
the child of the new race become~
increasingly aware of his spiritual
heritage and feels the throbbin o'
urge of destiny.
::,
He is taught a trade or art so
that he may attain the most perfect coordination of mind and body,
~lso so that he shall throughout his
hfe be capable of earning his livelihood, no matter what vicissitudes
may come. His horizon is the universe, his aspiration-to attain the
good pleasure of the Blessed Perfection (Baha,'u'llah).
How happy is he after his period
of travel by airplane to all parts of
the world, where he associates intimately with all the important
lJeoples on the globe, to enter into
that field of service that he has
chosen after considering the guidanee of his spirit and the consulta-

2i3

tion of his teachers and his neaT
ones.
One of the most interesting parts
of the work of the community relates to the maintenance of a proper standard of living, and to continuity of employment.
Since it is known that each soul
deserves the privilege of creating
new things in the field of art and
science, since the spiritual, mental,
mora] and physical health of the
city depends upon the health of
each individual in it, every means
is seized to protect the health of
all.
The mainspring of this plan is
mutual love. It is also recognized
that if some are spiritually illumined and others are dark; if some
are well trained in mind and others
are ignorant; if some are followin o'
high moral standards and other~
are negligent;
if some are
stron ob '
.
.
of body wlule others are weak and
subject to disease-there is then a
serious condition, resulting from
these extremes, which will ultimately bring difficulty to that comm~1l1ity.
Therefore none are permItted, by the love of the community, to fall below this accepted
standa I'd of means and of health.
~HE

inventions of this new
age have brought wealth to
the entire world, so that no lono'er
is it necessary to struggle fo; a
mere existence.
It is no longer
necessary to work so many hours
that the body is exhausted, and
neither time or strength is left for
spiritual and mental unfoldment.
Peace has not only made possible
the release of untold billions of
wealth for the benefit of all, but
best of all it has turned the minds

U
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of men away from destructive
thoughts and conditions.
In the same way that medical
science has made possible longer
and healthier lives and eliminated
the
destructive
plagues
and
scourges of former times, so has
the divine science of God prevented periodic outbreaks and collapses that have in past times disturbed the world of government
and finance.
One of the great gifts of Baha'u'llah has been the elimination of
those fears that formerly afflicted
humanity. The fear of poverty, of
dependence upon others, the fear
of loneliness, the fear of unemployment, the fear of inability to
pay for the best medical service
when ill-all of these fears have
disappeared, first because of the
spirit of love and mutual cooperation, and secondly by the carrying out in law and custom of the
provisions of Baha'u'llah's economic plan.
Upon completion of his or her
training the individual joins the
particular field of employment and
service which his abilities and the
needs of the community require.
From the beginning he is a partner in the business, receiving a
stated wage and his proper percentage of the business. His ideal
is to embody that guidance of
'Abdu'l-Baha: "",;Vork with such
happiness and joy that people seeing you will exclaim: 'This is the
work of all the work in the world
that you would desire to do.' "
In this community, work in the
spirit of service is accepted as the
highest form of worship.
Religion, not of exalted words

only, but of deeds, pure, simple.
direct, permeates all.
Now that the world has discovered itself and its treasures, every
community
is
world-conscious.
Man has so transcended the laws
of nature that he has been able to
establish a stability of order, of
government and of economic conditions that prevents the extremes
that in former times brought distress and destruction.
As great reservoirs collect water
and protect cities during the periods of drought, so do the economic
and financial storehouses in each
community protect against the extremes of poverty and unemployment.
The spirit of man is more vigorous, more alert, more penetrative,
more courageous, more fearless,
than in the past times. The field
of his endeavor is now a higher
one.
As wonderful machinery and
homes of beauty have superseded
the crude instruments and caves or
tents of primitive man, so greater
spiritual susceptibilities, wonderful consciousness of the spirit of
service, and deep penetration of
the mysteries of love between men
have superseded the crude emotions and the primitive understanding of former times.
~HEN men's minds and hearts
~ became
universalized and

were freed from destructive tendencies, then for the first time God
opened up the flood gates of
knowledge and stirred the entire
world with the creative power.
The result has been a deepening of
life that only the dreams and vis-
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ions of pure hearts could possibly not attain his divine destiny in a
world of love and unity.
have conceived.
Man is the microcosm of the
Men, women and children walk
about under the blue skies, but they macrocosm. He is a brilliant flame
are a new race, the essence and in the midst of the universe when
fruit of mankind.
They are the he has attained unity with God,
epitome of the noblest thoughts through recognition of the divine
that have stirred the race. They station in every man, and has
are the fulfillment of the dreams of bowed down at the threshold of
the poets and seers of past ages. that station.
It is this spirit, this love, that
They are the radiant lamps of the
Kingdom of God. In their lives, has built the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar,
their thoughts, their deeds, their has made it the "dawning point of
actions they embody the instruc- praises," and the throbbing, pultions of all the prophets and the sating heart of this community.
Its accessory institutions are the
divine educators of humanity.
They are the redeemers of the past first recipients of its love, its 11etime, the perfected fruit on the tree eessary means of spiritual and materia] expression.
of humanity.
The intensity of the ray is so
Some men have dreamed of
them, but most have denied that great, that it is as strong in these
they would ever be. Yet here they abodes of service as in the heart of
are, revealing those latent powers the worshipper in the Mashriqu'lthat from the beginning have Adhkar.
Happy is he who lives upon the
existed in all men.
The gloomy night has passed, earth in the Day of God.
Happy is he who becomes conthe conflicts between the higher and
lower natures of men have ended seious of His Glory, reeognizes His
in the victory of the spirit. Though station, and inhales the fragranee
living on the earth, man flies in the of that spiritual garden, drinks of
world of the spirit, he transcends that heavenly water, partakes of
limited boundaries, and claims the the divine bread, and offers up his
world to be his home and all men life in the Divine Pathway.
to be his brothers. His spiritual
For he has entered the real
susceptibilities are extraordinary, Temple whieh is the very Law of
his sympathies include the uni- God, the eolleetive eenter, the
verse, his only fear is that he will Point of Unity for all mankind.
« The greatest gift of man in t~niversal love-thaJ magnet which
renders existence eternal. It attmcts f'ealities a'nd diffttses life with
infinite joy. If this love penetmtes the heart of man, all the forces
of the 1tniverse will be realized in him, f01' 'it is a divine power 'which
tmnsports him to a divine station ancl he will make no lJrogress tWbtil
he is i1l1~mined ther-eby. Str'ive to incr-easethe love-power of reality,
to make ymtr hearts grea,ter' centers of attraction amd to create new
ideals and relationships . . . . It ,is the fire of the love of God which
renders man s1~perior to the MI!i1'nal. Strengthen thlis superior force
thrmtgh which is attained all the prog1"ess in the world."
-'Abdtt'l-Baha.
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THE MODERN SANCTUARY
THE MAKING OF THE TEMPLE

TEMPLE OF GOD

By JANET BOLTON

By PHILIP AMALFI MARANGELLA

What Hand arrayed the Hopes of all the Ages
In this bright Shape--this many-pointed Star?
What Architect designed this firm foundation
On which to build Love's templed Avatar?
What Wisdom set the waning Lights of Jesus
Above the centuries for evetlllOre;

Emblazoning across a mystic portal
Those everlasting words, ttI alll the Door!"
What Master-mind conceived these Gates of SplendOl',
Nine golden Doors encircling roundabout;
That it should be "A Dawning-Place of Praises,"
Claiming the true, the faithful and devout?
Here God is One! 0 Master of the Temple!
In Thee we trust and all the world is kin,
Thus, by Muhammad, "Seal of all the Prophets,"
By Moses and by Buddha-let them in!
By every Cup that frees from sin and sorrow,
Enter, ye tribes and nations, and be blest
Here each hath life beneath its healing shadow,
And thus God made the Temple of His Rest!

OUR TEMPLE
By

LORNA

B.

TAsKER

Our Temple-dawn of our dreaming,
Dawn of our golden dreaming,
Brighter become each day
At the core of our life's endeavor,
Born like a glory of sunlight,
Or a lTIusic of wondrous singing,
Built of our hearts' deep passion,
Woven of song and fire.
Our Temple--secret of gladness,
Secret of all earth's gladness,
Lovlier grown each day
With the beauty of song and laughter,
Builded of many a handclasp,

o
o
o

flowing fOllDtains, sing Love's praise to me.
beckoning paths, urge faltering feet to thee.
portals wide, embrace entirely
The Self that nears this blessed sanctuary.

o
o

glowing torches, flame from wisdom's seat.
luminous dome, thy hands in prayer complete
This shrine where Faith shall never know defeat;
This mystic heart where soul with God may meet

THE TEMPLE BEAUTIFUL
By SHAHNAZ

W AITE

O! Temple of the Beautiful!
O! Temple of the Lord!
That for God's Oneness e'er will 'stand,
And for His Holy Word;
Thy radiance shall shine afar,
As shines the sun above;
A Refuge thou to weary hearts,
A Fortress of God's Love.
O! Temple that doth symbolize,
God's Word made flesh to man;
Thou att the Body of His Law,
Revealing His great Plan;
All nations shall in thee rejoice,
And gather from afar,
Shall hold aloft the Glorious Name,
That Name-·-Baha'u'llah.

Arms of lovers entwining,

O! Temple of true Unity,
Of Knowledge and of Light,
O! Temple of the Living God,
Of Day-that knows not night;
Thou art a Mystery Divine,
But one that all may read,

Holding the whole world's tenderness,
Folded in God's Desire.

With faith-and loving deed.

Our Temple--symbol of yearning,
Symbol of all OUr yearning,
Loftier grown each day
At the heart of mankind's endeavor.
So shall it grow to-morrow,
And beyond the drift of the ages,
Stream with the joy of the Vision,
Higher-forever higher!

O! Temple of the Beautiful!
Miracle Divine!
In thee the nations join as one,
From every land and clime;
Thou art the symhol of God's Peace;
Which cometh from above;
The symbol of God's Word Divine;
His Manifested Love.

Who enter in with ~'hearts Inade pure;"

o
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THE BASIS OF BAHA'I BELIEF
CHAPTER.

3.

THE OImER. OF MEIJOHIZEDEK

KEITH RANSOM-KRHLRD.

ftf~ H]J

Baha'i Messege, which
demands the conscientious investigation of every
fair-minded person who believes
in the spiritual order of the universe, was enunciated by Baha'u'11ah, the Founder of the Movement. Briefly stated, His characteristic teaching, which gives us a
new philosophy of history, is based upon the periodic appearance
here on earth of a sublime Being, a
great Super-Personality. Through
Him men arise to the recognition
and expression of new and unprecedented activities and relations;
through Him savage and anti-social
practices are reformed; through
Him life takes on a larger scope
and higher significance; through
Him "every mouldering bone is
quickened. ' ,
It is historically true that every
thousand years, mor'e or less, there
appears in the world a Being of
unique capacity. Without any exception the Founders of the great
sacred religions of the world have
announced themselves as possessed
of a Divine Power delegated to
Them from the Supreme Source.
They bave never left men to guess
or infer whence they derive their
authority, but all, in one form or
another, paraphrase the statement,
"Thus saith the Lord."
Within the century since the
birth of Baha 'u 'llah, history has
been welded into a single instrument, that fulcrum upon which the
mind of man has removed the mysftl.~ seriously

tery that shrouded the world. To
the scientific temper which has
ushered in "the new earth," this
magnificent procession of the
Mighty Prophets walking with
periodic regularity through the
great drama of life, is entirely in
accord with the regularity and precision of the cosmic order.
To ask the modern mind to accept the idea that there has been a
single unprecedented and incomparable event in the world-a
unique occurrence-is to place before it a conception entirely alien
to the course of nature or to the
course of history. To ask informed men and women, enlightened by
a thousand years of inquiry and
discovery, to believe a story quite
plausible and acceptable to the ancient mind, is to turn them toward
materialism and skepticism.
But when we clearly descry in
the movement of history a mighty
event not unique but recurrent, a
glorious Personage, not solitary
but repetitive, a revlvmg influence leading always to better
social practices, to greater emancipation and aspiration, here we
have a condition that immediately
relates itself to our experience in
every other field of observation.
Accepting this fact as inquirers
into the Baha'i Teachings are constrained to do, even with no other
evidence than that of history, the
objection is often made that, while
these men are exceptional, outstanding, great geniuses even, to
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claim for them any powers beyond
the purely human is at once to fall
back into the dogmatic and irrational attitude from which we have
just extricated the uncritical thinking of the past.
vVhen the Baha'i teacher counters with the question, "How do
you account for the profound
changes that take place as a result
of His appearance if He does not
produce them?" the answer, in one
form or another, reduces back to
the zeitgeist, or time spirit.
The
answer is that, in the course of
evolution, certain things are constrained to appear at certain times.
This presupposes a perfectly
mechanical universe, already complete and determined; a motion
picture that is merely being run
through a projector.
Herbert
Spencer was the last fashionable
sponsor for this conception, his
theory of organic evolution being
tha t all we had to do was to breed
enough generations of men, finally
to produce the perfect human being, the goal of evolution, who
would stand upon the earth without
either the assistance or the opposition of outer circumstances.
Neither psychology, biology,
ethnology nor sociology know anything about such an assumption.
In the first place, where does the
Zedgeist come from? Either it is
itself an efficient cause and therefore of spiritual origin, or a mere
ethnic phenomenon, which has
never shown itself capable of producing new polities and changed
ideals.
But if it be an Efficient Cause,
how does it make itself known to
man ~ Through what channel does
it issue those directions that enable

men to change existing conditions 1
There is no accredited means of
communication between God and
man direct, for, left without interpreta tion, each individual offers a
different answer as to what the
Voice of God is saying to the soul.
To say that the Zeitgeist appears
from humanity and then becomes
its guide is like saying that the
automobile produces its driver, or
that species produce evolution, or
that springtime causes the return
of the sun. In that case the Zeitgeist is not a cause but an effect
and effects without causes, either
in science or philosophy, are so
generally lacking, that it would be
difficult to convince even a highschool boy that the Zeitgeist was
the effect of a cause and at the
same moment the cause of that
effect.
Predestination and foreordination were all very well in Augustinian Rome and Calvinian Geneva, but they won't stand the
scalpel of Pavlov, the scrutiny of
Adler, the prestidigitation of Einstein or the inquiry of Bergson and
Spengler.
This universe is not a rigid little
buttoned-up mechanism, according
to the findings of biology and
physics; there isn't a small prearranged cog in it called a Time
Spirit (Zeitgeist) that makes men
tick out certain prearranged reactions to prearranged events. The
changes in men's hearts do not
come through some tool situated
there that from time to time produces the expected change.
The
wII,1J1"edictable adjustments that
take place in animal life through
change in environment, nutrition,
mixed heredity and the like; the
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half dozen geometries, mutually
contradictory and all equally possible, in the new physics, show
conclusively the fallacy of the Zeitgeist. It is neither logical nor
scientific to say that periodic fermentation and flowering that occur
in history from age to age can be
produced of itself without some
apparent cause.
But granted that the objector
accept this conclusion, he still does
not see that it establishes the
super-human status of the cause of
human progress, the Manifestations'~ of God. This in itself does
not so establish Him; but it does
establish the necessity for some
reason beside an outworn evolutionary theory to account for
human progress.
On what basis do we rest our
claim that the Founders of the
great religions of the world are a
special order of Being, differing
from the world of humanity as the
human differs from the animal, the
animal from the vegetable, or the
vegetable from the mineral ~
Our first argument is drawn
from history, and based upon the
obvious and inescapable fact that
no one except these Beings ever
accomplish the regeneration of
peoples and nations. No monarch,
no general, no philosopher, no
scientist, no plutocrat, no priest, is
ever able to extend his influence
beyond a few generations-if as
far as that.
But let us, for illustration, take
one single example of the great
Prophet, Moses. In a conflict with
the Egyptians He murdered a

task-master'" and was forced to fly
for his life. When the hour came
that His Mission was to be assumed, He was clothed in the
mantle of Divine Authority. Stepping from that cleft in the rock
where Ho had stood face to face
with the Almighty, He descended
from the mountain (of spiritual
communication) to the plane of
humanity and delivered the Will of
God to man. It is not astonishing
that a man should say He had
spoken with God-the asylums are
full of them--but that for three
thousand years we should continue
to believe that through Moses we
ha ve heard the Voice of God, and
for three thousand years continue
to be guided by it, is a phenomenon unparalleled in history.
Why is it that throughout
Christian and Jewish communities we are unable to barter and
exchange, to buy and sell on the
Sabbath '?
It is because three
thousand years ago a Man descended from a mountain top bringing
with Him as an ordinance from
God, the fiat that every seventh
day men must rest. It was a perfectly arbitrary order so far as
His followers were concerned: why
not every fourth day or every fifteenth day~ But so great was His
Power and so unchallengeable His
Authority that millions upon millions of people living and dead submit and have submitted to His decrees as a sacred trust.
Certainly there is no race at all
comparable with the Jews historically; in truth, they alone have
been the witnesses of historv.
China, India, Persia-nations sy~-

'The Founders of the Great Religions of the World.

*Exodus 2: 12.
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chronous with them-are parts of
history, the Jews alone, in spite of
exile, dispersion, persecution, expatriation, retain their racial characteristics, their national ideals,
their distinguishing ethnic traits,
defying absorption, extinction or
modification.
Scattered amongst
the nations of the world, despised
and outcast, they have watched
their captors disintegrate, their
spoilers perish and the mighty of
the earth become the "companions
of pebbles. "
Egypt, Phoenicia,
Babylon, Assyria, Persia, Greece,
Oarthage, Rome, the Oaliphates of
Baghdad and Oordova, Spain, the
Holy Roman Empire, the Holy Inquisition-these they have seen decay, while they have passed over
dry shod from the pursuing army
of human corruption and historical
oblivion. With no land in which
to perpetuate their aspira tions,
with no hereditary leader to keep
alive the traditions of their racial
ideals-to what can we rationally
attribute this unheard of protection and survival except to the influence of Moses, Who taught them
that they had entered into a special
covenant with God and were under
His immediate and merciful supervision ~
In our introduction we noted the
similar miracles of socializing influence exerted by Jesus and by
Muhammad; the latter taking a
thousand warring tribes of barbarous idolators and elevating
them to a pinnacle of high culture,
education and urbane practice in
two or three hundred years: the
former, planting the germ-seeds
that resulted in democracy: both
from their graves and from remote

historical epochs exerClsmg over
their followers a greater influence
than all living men combined.
The next proof lies in the manner in which the Manifestations of
God establish their mission. Immediately They announce Their
Station and purpose, immediately
men not only shrink away from
Them but by every conceivable
means connive to thwart and to
circumvent Them. The return of
Napoleon from Elba may be cited
as an example of secular success
in rising above human opposition,
but pushing the analogy only a
step further, we find him in a few
years on Saint Helena, while the
influence of Jesus grew greater
and greater as the centuries
passed.
The Manifestations of God establish themselves not only ·without human assistance, with no
prestige, position or public recognition, but against stubborn sinister and tragic opposition. To have
revolutionized His world and the
subsequent era of history in three
brief years, as Jesus did, cannot be
assigned as the work of an ordinary man, no matter how largely
gifted.
If sometimes this astonishing
accomplishment were effected by a
ruler, sometimes by a philosopher,
sometimes by an artist, it would be
entirely unjustifiable to say that
the Saviors of the world are a
special order, specially endowed.
But the results noted have never
anywhere or at any time been produced by any other than those announcing themselves as Messengers
of God, and as revealing His vVill
to man.
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MARTHA L. ROOT IN PERSIA
A. H.

NAIMI

The following letter of aplJreciation of Miss Root's seTvices /lu cc Pej'sian Baha'i
br-other' is hen published as it so definitelu expr-esses that bond of oneness and su~n
pathetic and loving relationship born of the spir'it thr-ough the C1"eative WOT'd of
Baha'u'llah. Ar-ticles by Miss Root j'ecQ1'ding her' expeT'iences in Penia will appear'
in fOr'thcoming issues of The Bahd'i Magazine.

n

T WILL be readily realized
that for a young Persian
Bah3,'i with scanty experience in
writing in general and writing in
English in particular, it is a somewhat difficult task to write upon
any subject for Western readers.
But, prompted by the powerful
feelings and the enthusiasm aroused by the visit to Persia of our dear
and beloved sister, Miss Martha L.
Root, I feel that I cannot leave the
event unmentioned.
I really think that a proof which
makes a Persian Baha'i even more
steadfast in his catholic doctrine of
real attachment to the Cause is for
him to witness with his own eyes
the impression left by the Cause on
the Western mind-that mind so
romantically held in deep reverence by all Easterners. My Persian readers will perhaps better
discern my meaning.
Our Persian Baha'i brothers can
hardly associate in their minds a
Westerner with belief of the Cause
of such a warm and fervent character as the Easterners are so apt
to manifest in general.
But to see our dear and splendid
spiritual sister, Miss Martha L.
Root, so vehemently and wholeheartedly devoted to the word and
spirit of the Cause much in the fervent Eastern manner at once fills a
Persian Baha'is heart with those
feelings of exalted pride in his re-

U

Martha L. Root

ligion and rapturous devotjon to
his creed. This is exactly what has
happened everywhere since this illustrious servant of the Cause has
set foot in this country.
The innumerable meetings, the
throng of eager visitors, the zeal
with which all sought to attend
conferences held by her, the wholehearted welcome that everybody,
rich or poor, each community, big
or small, gave to her can only be
described as a remarkable tribute
to her zeal and whole-hearted enthusiasm in this Great Cause. The
records of the Baha'i Cause do not
indeed furnish many examples of
such public and universal welcome
and exalted sentiments of brotherly love as extended to, and reciprocated by, this dear visitor.
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The writer has had the honor to difficulties, financial, political and
listen on more than one occasion religious troubles over which philin the various conferences to the osophers and philanthropists vainsmooth flow of sustained spiritual ly brood but cannot alter, we feel
language of Miss Martha record- the more the immense comfort,
ing in simple but impressive words mental, material and spiritual,
her insignificance in the immense which Baha'u'llah has so graciousrealm of the Spiritual Kingdom ly offered us in His Cause, the
but expressing full confidence in eternal bounty of the Almighty who
the protection and confirmation of chose us-without manifest superBaha 'u 'llah, Who promised to help iority over others, we must confess
with the Heavenly Hosts those -from among various sects in the
who served in His field.
I have struggle and turmoil of this materbeen deeply touched, and have seen ialistic age and invited us to this
the whole audience touched-liter- well-served divine table of brothally moved-to tears of joy and erly love to all. We cannot help
exaltation when she gave in a few feeling vividly and clearly the burbut expressive words a narrative den of the heavy task and sacred
of her various trips in the service duty incumbent upon us all to
and especially spoke of her success- serve Him in recognition of His
ful meetings with Her Majesty undeserved bounty and to call our
Queen Marie of Rumania, how her brethren to the divine and royal
simple and spiritual devotedness banquet to the advent of which gento the Cause won that royal heart eration after generation of manand how Her Majesty was inter- kind has so fervently prayed.
Blessed be His maidservant,
ested in the service.
In truth, when one comes to think Miss Martha, who has so gloriously
how in this dark and material and valiantly served in His various
world men strive for worldly gains fields of service, and blessed be
and how they incessantly struggle America, that land so dear to all
even with their own countrymen Persian Baha'is, which sends out
for material ends, denying each such fervent believers and true
other the least mercy, indulging servants of the Cause. Heartfelt
whole-heartedly in feelings of hat- greetings to our brethren throughred and resentment towards their out the world.
brethren, entangling themselves in Tihran, Persia
innumerable hardships, terrible February 11, 1930.
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THE BAB
Immortal Man!
Forerunner of amazing things,
Of things but shadowed by our puppet-Xings!
How coulds't Thou know the King of Kings was near?
Thou hads't not seen nor heard
And yet dids't see and hear?

It was not in anibition's cause thou gaves't Thy body;
Not glory called Thy spirit to be brave.
Was it for pleasure's use
That Thou dids't welcome venom and abuse?
Could aught of happiness remain
In days passed in persecution and in pain?
What goal of gain was that which beckoned
To the martyr's grave?

Ah no!--such music played upon thy mystic lyre
As unsensed thee to wind, to earthquake and to fire.
How low Olympus must have seemed,
How plain Parnassus!
How vain the utmost man attains
Which man's ambition mars?
What wonders, therefore, met Thine eyes
In the envisioned countenance
Of Him who Reigns
Crowned with the jewelled splendor of the Stars!
How gladly dids't Thou then proclaim Him
With full sacrifice!
CHARLES STEELE DAVIDSON.
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His Holiness the Bab, the Forerunner of Baha'u'llah, "imparted divine
education to an unenlightened multitude and produced marvelous results on
the thoughts, morals, customs, and conditions of the Persians . . . . . . The appearance of such wonderful signs and great results, the effects prodllced upon
the minds of the people and upon the prevailing ideas; the establishment of
the foundations of progress, and the organization of the principles of success
and prosperity by a young merchant, constitute the greatest proof that He
was a Perfect Educator."--'Abdu'l-Baha.

religion meeting all needs of the modern world
should spring up in one of the most
sequestered, fanatical, and backward countries in the world, is a
strange paradox. Y et it is plain,
upon reflection, that Persia, by its
very physical and spiritual isolation, furnished a sympathetic soil
for the sowing and maturing of a
new revelation. The Persian mentality-brilliant, fanatical, mysticwas as suited to receive and develop the Message of the Bab and
Baha'u'llah as was Israel two thousand years ago to receive the message of Ohrist.
In Persia, as in Palestine, the
pious were accustomed to the idea
of continuous spiritual revelation
and fervently awaited the arrival,
according to religious prophecy, of
a special Manifestation of God's
pnrpose to man. And great as was
the clamor and persecution raised
against the Bab as well as the
Ohrist, bringing martyrdom to
themselves and to many of their followers, the fact must not be overlooked that among the same races
that inflicted these persecutions
were certain souls of great spiritual
receptivity and steadfastness, who,
by their discipleship and apostolic
missions, made possible the spread
of their Master's teaching.
THAT A UNIVERSAL

Israel having been dispersed, nowhere else was there to be found, in
the nineteenth centluy, a people so
susceptible to IVIessiahship, and of
sufficiently obstinate and fanatical
a temperament, to foster the startling announcements of the Bab.
Among a too tolerant and worldly a
community this great Message could
not have been received with the reverenee whieh it deserved, and which
in backward Persia it did not fail
to receive.
The Bab definitely announced
Himself as the Prophet of aNew
Day, and the Forerunner of a Manifestation.
To tho eternal honor of the Land
of the Sun and the Lion this challenge of the Glorious Youth found
willing hearing in the highest intellectual and spiritual circles of Persia. Many great scholars and divines, falling in adoration before
this pure spiritual Vehicle of Truth,
accepted His message and became
His most devoted and zealous disciples. It was these great souls
who, during the imprisonment of
the Bab, eontinued to spread and to
direct His teaching.
As in the time of Ohrist, so under
this dispensation of the Bab, there
was little realization, among the
disciples, of the universal scope of
the message thoy were accepting.
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A reformed Islam, a fulfillment of
prophecy for the greater glory and
perfection of Persia, a nearness to
God's love and purpose vouchsafed
them through His special Messenger-this was what the early followers of the Bab were kindled to.
DID ANY ONE BUT THE Bab foresee
at that time the triumphal spread
of this new Gospel over all the
world, in the Cause of Peace,
Brotherhood, and World Unity~
·Within less than a century from
the announcement of the Bab, how
the scenes have changed! A new
dynasty is establishing justice, tolerance, and enlightenment in Persia.
For the first time Baha'is can freely and safely associate in public.
And the power of the Baha'i Movement, permeating the people, has
stimulated the whole race toward
progress and world civilization.
A new Persia is being born. Education is being extended to the common people, the Government is
sending· picked youths abroad for
study, and the general mentality is
now awakened and progressive. A
railroad is being built to run the
whole length of Persia, from Tihran to the Persian Gulf. Automobile traffic is ra pidly increasing;
and air routes link Tihran wi th
Baghdad and with other Persian
cities. The age-long isolation of
Persia is disappearing and the
whole country is being united by a
progressive nationalism.
In this movement of liberalism
and progress the Baha'is are playing an important part, both within
the government and as private citizens. Wherever numbers permit,
Baha'i communities are founding
their own schools for the modern
education of Persian youth; espec-

ially in the education of girls are the
Bahais doing a most notable work
far surpassing anything as yet
achieved by the government.
The growth of the Baha'i communities of Persia will be a unique
source of study for the economist
and sociologist, as well as for the
student of religion. For gradually
these communities, as numbers and
opportunity occasion, will regulate
their community life, as they have
already been regulating their individual life, in accordance with the
laws of Baha'u'llah. This movement is in fact already begun.
When Persia will have become
preponderantly Baha'i and the
whole country is intent upon constructing foundations for the divine
civilization revealed by Baha'u'llah,-that hitherto backward
country will become, so we are told
by 'Abdu'l-Baha, the expression of
the most perfect culture, and the
gem of the world.
PERSIA HAS ALSO great natural advantages for the creation of a brilliant civilization. The high plateau
climate of the north is conducive to
intellectual vigor, a trait which
has always characterized the Persians; and the mineral resources
promise, when developed, wealth
and prosperity. The Persian race,
when freed by the strict religious
laws of Baha'u'llall from their besetting curse of opium, and inspired
by the exaltation of work and action
in the Balla'i teaching, will move
on to great achievements.
More important even than nationalistic progress, will be the part that
Persia will play in the progress of
humanity. For from the richness
of her spiritual heritage will come
the great blessings of world peace
and brotherhood.
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mAY twenty-third js the anniversary of a blessed
;
iW event. On this day in 1844 His Holiness the Btib
t
was sent forth heralding and proclaiming the Kingdom
t
of God, announcing the glad tidings of the coming of IIis
i
Holiness, Baha'u'llah, and withstanding the opposition of
~
the whole Persian nation. Some of the Persians followed
~
Him. For this they suffered the most grievous difficulties
;
and severe ordeals. They withstood the tests with wonder-!:~.
ful power and sublime heroism. Thousands were cast into
prison, punished, persecuted and martyred. Their homes
~
were pillaged and destroyed, their possessions confiscated.
~
They sacrificed their lives most willingly and remained
~
l1nshaken in their faith to the very end. Those wonderful
~
souls are the lamps of God, the stars of sanctity, shining
;
gloriously from the eternal horizon of the Will of God.

t

His Holiness the Bab was subjected to bitter persecution in Shiraz, where He first proclaimed Hjs mission
and message. A period of famine af-flicted that Tegion
and the Bab journeyed to Isfahan. There the learned men
rose against Him in great hostility. He was arrested and
sent to Tabriz. From thence He was transferred to MaIm
and finally imprisoned in the strong castle of Chihriq.
Afterward He was martyred in Tabriz.
His Holiness the Bab was the Door of the Reality
the Morn of Guidance . . . the Morning Star })en~lding
the glorious dawn of the Sun of Reality. The Bab gave
the glad tidings concerning the appearance of the Mani.festation of God, and His Holiness, Baha'u'll:ih, was the
Promised One of all the nations and religions.
The Bab and Baha'u'llah had no professors ... rrhe
sun emanates from itself and does not draw its light from
other sources. TJle divine teachers have the innate light;
They have knowledge and understanding of all things in
the universe; the l'm:t of the world l'eceives its light from
Them and through Them the arts and sciences are revived
I'll each
~
age.
--'Abd~t)l-Baha.
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THE BASIS OF BAHA'I BELIEF
CHAPTER

3-PART 2.

THE ORDER OF MELOHIZEDEK

KEITH RANSOM - KEHLER

~T

this juncture the orthodox
are likely to say, "What
greater proof of the Divinity of
Jesus could we ask than His miracles ~ " Bu t Baha 'u 'llah does not
admit of miracles as a legitimate
proof of the Station or of the Mission of the Manifestation of God.
Miracles are valid only for those
who witness them or who are their
beneficiaries. The Jews deny the
miracles of the Christians, the Muhammadans those of the Buddhists,
the Christians those of the Muhammadans and so forth.
As serious inquirers, which do
we consider of greater moment 1
That Jesus changed the constituent
chemical elements of water into
those of wine, or that those invited
to the eternal marriage banquet of
the Lord exchanged their troubled
and unstable lives through His
Presence and His Teachings for
the spiritual ardor and the joyous
enthusiasm of divine intoxication 1
Do mature thinkers assign a higher
importance to walking on the waters
of a lake and upholding one who is
about to perish in them, than to
treading underfoot the restless
cares of storm-tossed lives and rescuing men and women from doubts
and superstitions ~
Which is the nobler and more
convincing~ To feed a hungry multitude material bread and fish, (for
within a few hours they would
hunger) or to fill them with the
bread of life, with the knowledge
and love of God, with faith, with

Iil1

courage, with assurance: an everlasting portion ~ As to inducing
the physical resurrection of a man
from somatic death,* he has but to
die again; but to assist him to rise
from the death of self-seeking,
hatred, malice and prejudice to restore a view of spiritual reality to
those who have remained blind to
life's mystery; to enable lame and
faltering minds to leap into spiritual certainty; to penetrate those
deaf to higher yearnings ,vith the
call of the Kingdom; that sinners
should become saints, and cowards,
heroes-these are miracles before
which the petty manipulation of
physical laws becomes the shadow
of a shade.
"It was witnessed that souls before attaining to the wonderful and
new favor of God would protect
their lives with a hundred thousand
plans and schemes from threatenings of destruction, until, for instance, they would flee from a fox
and avoid a thorn. But after being
honored with the Mighty Security
and Great Providence they would
voluntarily expend a hundred thousand lives; nay, rather, their blessed
souls despised the cage of the body
and a single one of these hosts
would fight against a multitude
~, ~{, * Their agitation was changed
to composure, their doubt turned
to assurance, and their fear trans*HWere ye to taste a little of the clear water of
Divine Knowledge ye would know that the real life
is the life of the heart and not the life of the body;
for both animals and man share in the life of the
body." Baha'u'Ilah, "Book of Assurance," 3rd ed.,
1915, p. 85.
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formed into courage.' "X' vVe do not
by any meanR deny that miracles
are performed by these Supreme
Bestowers of Life. Many such instances are known of El Bab,
Bahli'u'lliih and 'Abdu'l-Bah:i, and
are as well attested as any of the
accepted facts of history. But these
things in themselves are 110t convincing.
Mesmer and Houdini
Reemed to defy natural law. If a
man like Napoleon performed a
thousand miracles no one could
mistake him for the Mouth-piece of
God.
To control and to direct the
destinies of men, to administer to
them that Divine Elixir that enables them to conquer themselves,
is far more unmistakable evidence
of Divinity than to control all the
forces of nature.

O·

HERE is a second proof that
,.
the Manifestations of God
are peerless and unique. It is what
the modern investigator might call
the Behavioristic proof: that by
contact with the Holy Breath of
these Lofty Beings a new and entirely unprecedented form of life
appears.
They teach, without exception,
that the purpose of this life is to
leave it to attain another life, to be
born again while still enduring tho
vicissitudes of this earth. Wo caunot calculate what energies were
f:~xpended in lifting the inorganic
matter of the world up to the station of the organic; the stupendous
miracle of making substance that
had lost the power to burn, burn
again, attests to an energy resident
in life that reckons the far·sprinkled systems of the phenomenal universe as the fine dust of
*Baha'u'l1ah, HBook of Assuranee," 3rd ed, 1915, p.

115.

the balance. The inorganic CORmos
is that in which hydrogen and carbon, the elements essential to fire,
are so combined that they no lougel' support combustion. By the
cuuning and baffling mechanism of:
the chlorophyl which acts under
sunlight as a minute blast-furnace
the plant draws the inorganic llni~
verse up into its body and restoreR
to the ashes of a cosmic conflagra-tion the lost glow and warmth of a
reviving fire.
So with the Divine ManifeRta···
tions: humanity having reac]led
the nadir of "the arc of descent"
has become so immersed in materialism and brutality that it has lost
its spark of spiritual fire; it has
taken on the inorganic aspectR of
selnslmesR, greed and opp1'eRsio11;
until from era to era this MigMy
Order sending the irresistible 1'ootR
of Their Love and of Their Hedemptive Power down into the cold
earthly hearts of men elevate them
into a new world, a Dew life, a new
consciousness; restore to them the
rapturous capacity to burn once
more with the fire of the Love of
God; change the inorganic world of
the self into the organic life of the
spirit.
Our blessed Lord .T esus expreSRed it for them all, when He said:
"And I, if I be lifted up will draw
all men unto me."
'Ve are constrained to admit
when we view the astonishing
spectacle of the disciples of J esns
alone (not to consider the parallel
performances of the followers of
other Manifestations) tlmt no
where else in history, in psychology
nor in ethnology is anything of
cognate importance adducablo.
To take a group of simple, ignor-
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ant men and women, untutored and the ethnic effect of the Great Prophunknown, and lift them to that de- ets of the world.
The degree to which men rally
gree of spiritual attainment that
would enable them to establish a round Their standard, leaving their
new social order, and completely to obsolescent beliefs and ideals to
overthrow the superstitions of contribute to the establishment of
mythology, so that as they rose the the New Order, is the degree to
decadent procession of the coffined which we can mark the advancegods rumbled along the ancient sky ment of the polities, peoples and
to sink forever into desuetude,- communities whom the Manifestathis irrefutable influence has never tions of God summon to Their
been exercised by any other than Teachings. And it is the only form
the Order of Prophethood, and has of advancement that we do see: not
always been performed by Them t.he founders of new syst.ems of
whenever or wherever They have philosophy, not the conquerors of
appeared.
vast territ.ories, not t.he enlightened scientist, not the monarch no
~]UR last proof is ethnological. matter how humane,-can accomp"!lI Great ethnic movements re- lish these great ethnic movemel1ts
volve around the Religious Hero. over more than brief periods and
Up to the threshold of the present sporadically.
century the great artistic, social,
To annul the ancient barriers of
political, legal and educational in- fear, suspicion, ill-will and exploistitutions of history have been the tation amongst men, bringing baroutgrowth of the laws, ordinances barian, slave, patrician, emperor,
and principles laid down by the Asiatic, European, Jew, Gentile,
Prophet to the era or people who learned, ignorant, within a single
produced them. Naturally we can- communion as Jesus did, as Bahanot speak of those mythologies 'u'llah, in a world-wide community,
tha t lie without the confines of his- is doing today, remains the unique
tory, but there can be no doubt of accomplishment of the Prophet of
~
this influence in those historical in- God.
"By their fruits shall ye know
stances that can be authenticated.
The vast scheme of enlightened them. " Since our search' for the
and humanitarian administration peer of these Great Educators of
introduced by King Asoka when he mankind, remains unrewarded bv
embraced Buddhism, the miracul- a single example of any other bein~
ous and dramatic energy of Gothic comparable to them in power, auarchitecture, the educational enter- thority or uplifting influence,
prises under religious sponsorship Baha'is are surely justified in
in Arabia, India and Europe, the claiming that the Prophets occupy
interdependence of church and state a distinct and separate position
as one of the most firmly establish- from mankind in general, that each
ed aspects of history, the evident as He appears to lead and guide us
influence of religious doctrine in the onward is "a priest forever after
codification of Justinian law, are the order of Melchizedek;" not a
only a few of the many instances human being, but the member of an
that come to mind as illustrating entirely different order of life.
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AN INTERVIEW ABOUT PERSIA
MARTHA

mfjIS Excellency, Mr. Memdouh
Chevket, the Turkish Ambassador at Tihran, received me in his
office this morning, February 10,
1930. He served me real Tnrkisb
coffee and we spoke of Persia. He
is a very intelligent, cultured man
under the fifties; his eyes speak
sincerity and fearless honesty.
This statesman has a keen grasp
of all Asiatic affairs and he is an
expert in history. Before becoming Ambassador he was a distingnished Professor of History in
Constantinople.
I asked him if he could say anything about Persia, and he responded: "Why not "I I take the
greatest interest in Persia and I
am eager to see this nation go forward to a great progress." He,
as did every other man whom I
have met here, praised His Imperial Majesty Pahlovi Shahanshah,
and said that this phenomenal evolution and new spirit in Persia are
due entirely to him. "Before His
Imperial Majesty the present Shah
became head of the government
there was no safety, no security in
this Land of the Lion and the Sun,"
he went on to say. "In all parts
of Persia the chiefs of the nomad
tribes, which are many and powerful, really surrounded and closed
in the vast plateau which is Persia. Each chief was a little king,
a fiery despot in his section. They
had not been obeying the central
government, and they menaced all
the caravan routes, plundering the
merchandise, robbing the trave]ers
m~

L.

ROOT

and they were not too careful to
save human life. Now since His
Imperial Majesty Reza Shah has
governed the country, these nomad
tribes have almost an been conquered; they are quiet and obedient,
one can truly say that now there
is safety in Persia. ]1'oreigners
can come and live in this country
without fear. rrhe last vestige of
the nomad life is not entirely vanquished, but the government is doing its best absolutely to control
every tribe, to put an end to their
wandering existence, to settle them
in proper homes with lands to cultivate, and to educate their children.' ,
His Excellency the Turkish Ambassador said that His Imperial
Majesty the Shah has opened a new
epoch in this country. "There is
an incomparable difference," said
he, "between this time of the present Shah and the times of those
Kajar dynasties when there were
no roads, no railroads, no motor
cars, no army, no security and but
very few schools and those not
worthy to mention. Now His Imperial Majesty Pahlevi Shahanshah
has a most powerful army, the government has made remarkably good
roads and policed them so that
there is no danger to trave]ers.
Railroads are being built and His
Imperial Majesty has himself superintended this work. Special attention is given now to building
schools and introducing modern
methods and new text books, sendiug large groups of students each
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year to Europe and to the United
Sta tes. If this progress continues
for the next ten or twenty years,
I am perfectly sure that Iran will
advance extraordinarily. This is
my belief, and I sincerely wish the
great development of this countrr
I have much admiration for HIS
Imperial Majesty Pahlevi Shahanshah, for he has created a totally
new life here."
His Excellency also declared that
liberal and democratic men can see
the fulfillment of all their wishes
in Persia.
It is interesting to note that before the time of the present Shah,
it took three months to bring merchandise from Dozdab in the south
up to Tihran. Now it only requires
four or at most five days. The
country is so large, nearly one-fifth
as large as the whole United States
and its population is so small, only
about fifteen millions, that it is only
by railroads, motor roads, telegraphs and posts that the great
provinces can be connected.
The question of prejudice came
up and the writer asked the Turkish Ambassador how best this can
be overcome. Mr. Chevket answered
that the Persian government is
solving this problem of prejudice
in a very wise way. They have increased the gendarme power, the
mounted police, to insure the safety
of the roads. They are sending
hundreds of pupils to Europe and
to the United States to be educated,
and they are opening many schools
for boys and girls in all parts of
the country. Perhaps not all people understand this, but the purpose IS to overcome prejudice
t.hrough education. Schools have

been opened among the nomads and
the government is bringing children
of the chiefs of these nomads to
be educated, free of charge, in Tihran. They are giving special attention, too, to increasing the number of Q'irls' schools. The results
of all tIlis tremendous effort will
not be seen in one or two years,
but later prejudice will pass and
a great tolerance will prevail.
During the conversation we spoke
of the League of Nations; the
writer said that as Persia has taken
her honorable place in the League
of Nations, it is necessary for her
to stand solidly for freedom of
thoug'ht and conscience. TIle Ambassador replied, "Yes, she cannot
live without this, but even if this
were not one of the principles of
the League of Nations at Geneva,
Persia would insist upon it. To
prove this: if the League of Nations, for example, should give an
order that we must not have tolerance and freedom of thought and
conscience, the Persian representatives would go against it. Why~
Because His Imperial Majesty Reza
Shah like our own Ghazi Kemal
Pacha, wants to govern his country and uplift his nation. If the
prejudicial powers, the mullahs, are
in the ascendancy, then the government certainly is not free to work
for the progress of the cOllntry.
The mullahs could come to the Shahanshah and say, 'Building railroads is a sin, it is against religion.
Opening schools is against religion.'
The government could not live if
it did not fight against and overcome the power of prejudice. It
must establish tolerance."
This talk with His Excellency Mr.
Ohevket and with other statesmen
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from many lands, residing in Tihran, and with the Persian statesmen too, convinces one that Persia
ls going forward into a new great
civilization. ]1'01' twenty-five hundred years Iran has kept her na-
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tionality and her country, this is a
long period for any country; at
times she has had historic eras of
progress and world influence. Now
she is ushering in a new cycle of
to1cwance awl progress.

A BAHA'I TRAVELER IN PALESTINE
WALTER

B.

KKA; We are on our way to
'Aldca. We pass along the
seashore "the way of the sea."
The billows roll in ceaselessly,
their w hi te-topped crests flashing
white against the deep blue of the
Mediterranean sea and sky.
We are going to the White Spot,
the city of most ancient story, with
fortress and immense walls that
shine vividly in the afternoon sun:
yet atone time, not long past, was
the spot of cruelty, shame and unsanitary conditions. Here in this
once pestilential spot lived the
Rconrings of Turkey, its criminals
and outcasts, sent to linger alld die,
unfit for human society.
We view the fortress, its citadel
where the "One whom God should
manifest," Baha'u'll:ih, with His
family and loved ones were imprisoned. vVe see outside the fortress, yet still within the ancient city
wall, the honseR and homes of
Baha'n'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha. We
can not today see the squalor and
filth of the past, for aNew Day

GUY,

M. D.

has come~not here alone~but all
over the world: aNew Sun has
arisen, and here and there, and
everywhere, civilization is advancing with rapid strides. Ignorance
and superstitions are fading away.
Truly aNew Era has dawned for
the children of mell. In place of
ruined fortress and dismal abode
in which the Beloved One was immured, we see instead a beautiful
hospital where the prisoners of
society are healed, and in the old
home of 'Abdu'l-Baha, a municipal
headquarters, with beds, and sick
ones i11 the very rooms in which the
Master lived.
vVe pass along the winding
streets and through the tunneled
ways, among the oriental bazaars,
and look under the fortreRs walls
through ancient windows, and see
the arched groins and pillars of
that ancient Crusaders Chnrch now
being slowly emptied of the debris
of the centuries.
To me it is 11 most wondrous
symhol---how the coming of Glory
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has cleansed the city of man, its
streets of commerce and trade;
transformed the ways and byways into paths of cleanliness; and
the debris of centuries is being removed from this ancient church,
its pristine splendor and beauty in
time will be recalled.
So shall it be. "rrhe Most Great
Peace shall come"-the churches
of the Prophets shall likewise surely emerge from their accumulated
debris, and their glorious truths
shine again in the light of this
Glorious Sun of Truth.
We leave the city and drive to
Bahji, see its gardens and now
empty palace, and then place our
heads amidst fragrant blooms upon
the threshold of this sepulchre,
praying that we with our loved
ones abroad may prove valiant and
true servants in forwarding the
splendor of this New Day ; that His
presence shall be ever with us, and
that at last we may ever live with
Him in His eternal Home of Glory.
We start once more for the
Garden of Hidvan, where the Hope
and Light of the World used to sit
by the flowing stream, write IIis
messages to His servants, and pray
that the Most Great Peace would
speedily come into the hearts of all
mankind. We see the flowers and
eat of the fruits of this garden,
then we return to Haifa; we pass
again the foaming breakers, rolling
eternally on the shore, and they
again remind us of the wonderful
power of our Great Creator Whose
waves of Love, Light and Truth
eternally roll over the world,
grinding into powder the things of
man that are not in harmony with
His ancient plan-forever fructifying the deeds of loving service and

giving eternal joy and life to
struggling pilgrims seeking to do
His will, who are traveling to that
Golden City Eternal in the Heavens
of His Command.
AIF A : It was November,
27, 1929-the anniversary of
the passing of 'Abdn'l-Baha from
this world of sorrow and struggle,
achievement and joy. All day long
groups of women and children had
been coming> and going at the home
of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
At six p. m. I joined a group of
men in the courtyard that led to
the main door of the house. They
were dressed in various costumes,
some in European clothes, others
with fez of crimson hue, a few with
white cloth and double rings on
their heads in the desert Bedouin
style.
Presently we passed into
the large entrance hall and here all
shoes were removed before entering the Master's room from where
He had ascended to the celestial
world of the Spirit.
In the corner of the large roon1
was a tall narrow bed with high
posts and white coverings. On a
pillow rested the l'\laster's white
oriental headdress or fez. The
group constantly grew larger until
the room was filled, but still others
came, forming a group in the large
hall outside.
Some wore beards,
white or gray, others were young
or in full manhood and strength.
These men were the exiles or prisoners of 'Akka and their descendants who had shared the imprisonment with the Master.
As each
one entered, he knelt at the side of
the Master's bed and doubtless
prayed that he might worthily follow in the footsteps so nobly and
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faithfully trod by their Lord.
Sobs and moans fiJled the room,
tears coursed do,vn the cheeks of
those grey-bearded men, exiles
from far off Persia, their homeland; how poignantly they realized
the void in their hearts ma.de by the
passing of their loved Master, who,
for so many years in prison and at
last in freedom, had been ever
their leader, master, guide, protector, and friend. Rising from their
knees, they kissed passionately the
bed, its posts, and some the
Master's fez.
Soon all who could get in the
room had made their prayer. The
sobs were stilled and at a word all
sank to the floor.
One of those
present in the chamber raised a
melodious chant, it was the sublime
prayer of 'Abdu'l-Baha, used always at His shrine. Others chant(~d in and outside the room; one by
one we again knelt at the side of
the bed, asking that the light, love
and power that had upheld, inspired and sustained the Center of
the Covenant of God through long
years of exile, prison and struggle,
might be ours; that we, too, might
carry forward to ultimate victory
the Kingdom of God in the City of
Hearts; and that in some glad day
the goal may be won, and all mankiml be a unity in love, truth and
eternal brotherhood.
~ARMEL:

It was night on the
Mountain of God. The stars
sho11e brightly; a chill wind swept
down the mountain sides; the beautiful gardens with their flowers,
stately cypress trees, fruits, and
graveled walks were in densest
shade, dimly outlined by electric
l~
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1mlbs moving to and fro in the
gnsts of an impending storm.
'rhere ·were many men and boys,
also a few women gathered there,
to spend the hours of night in
j)1·:J,yer and devotion, in commemoration of the Master of 'Akka, \l'1ho
had ascended to the Eternal Reahm:
eight years ago.
All were not residents of I-Iaifa,
for some had come from far off:
Persia, Jewish and Muhammadall
Baha'is, others were from Egypt,
Syria and the desert.
It was my privilege to represent
the Baha'is of the West. Japan
and Australia were represented by
people of those countries.
Soon aJl had gathered in tbe
Holy Shrine. Shoeless, on rich
carpets, two by two, each had ImeH
at the thresbold of the sacred toml)
-first in the shrine of 'Ahdu'l·
Bah:'t; next in the tomb of the RaJ).
Sacred and holy prayers were
chanted in each shrine. Here for
the find time I heard the (Juardiall,
Shoghi E:ffencli, in stately, meat:ured cadences, chant the prayer of
his Lord.
n was a deeply spiritual ocnas1011, an experience that can nevel"
he effaced from memory's scroll.
n was particularly Oriental in setting. All heads but mine wer() covered by the Oriental f()z-the deep
yellow of the Persian coats made H
contrast ·with the dark suits 01"
European design. The soft light~:,
the fragrant flowers, rich-hued rugt:
and carpets, the lamps and ornaments in the tomb ehamber, and, to
me, the strange chanting of the
prayers-beautiful, appealing and
iutensely spiritual-made a seene of
simple lmt holy splenc1or.
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No preach ing, no talkin g or
praisi ng; nothin g but praye r. It
was a promi se of that New Day, its
dawn alread y beami ng on this
mount ain of the ancien t proph ets,
when man no longer shall tell God
what He shall do, but instea d, with
resign ed wills and joyous hearts ,
hasten to His Courts , render ing all
to Him Who gave all, and in return
receiv e the influx of His Divine
Realit y that alone brings ineffab le
joy, peace and assura nce of an
eterna l life in the celesti al world.
Later all were gather ed aroun d
the beauti ful lawn and drank hot
tea; more chanti ng was render ed,
and finally in the large Easte rn
Pilgri m House , nearby , the Guard ian said to me: "Tom orrow you
travel early and far; it is my wish
that you go to the Shrine s and pray
alone. There I will bid you faT~
welL" Turni ng to his cousin , the
g-randson of the Maste r, he said,
"Go with him."
It was midni ght when we together knelt at the holy t,hresholds,
strewn ,vith petals of white fragrant flowers, damp with the tears
of the believ ers and follow ers of
the Divine Friend and Teach er.
The Shrine s were empty and silent; the lamps , howev er, still illumin ed the beauti ful adornm ents.
I could but offer mysel f as an unworth y servan t, one who, howev er,
tlesire d to become worth y, and to
serve in such a might y work; and
ask that a portio n of His Spirit
might descen d upon me: "that God
might be my portio n and streng th" ;
and kneeli ng togeth er we waited for

the answe r; for are not all such requests answe red ~
As I recall this scene I am reminde d how the liroph et Elijah ,
three thousa nd years before , had
made that memo rable cry: "I am
the only one left in all Israel to
worsh ip Thee. " Did Hot the sWI
small voice aHer the thund er and
might y wind, speak in his heart
the words of comfo rt and as surance~

As Ruhi Afnan and I waited (he
in Persia n garb and I in \"1 estenl
clothe s-a symbo l of unity betwe en
the East and West) , into my heart
the answe r came out of the depths
of space and throug h the thousa nd
veils that interv ene betwe en us and
infinit e love which ever surrou nds
and seeks to enter into our hearts
and souls.
It ,vas a word of
promi se and assura nce, comfo rt
and joy, that my sacrifice on the
altar had been accept ed and His
Presen ce should be ahvay s with me.
The time of depar ture had come.
The Guard ian gave me the threefold embra ce and words for the
friend s. Faithf ul Fuget a holdin g
my hand, we went togeth er down
the narrow way throug h the
straig ht gate on Carme l's slope
that leads to the Shrine s which
speak so eloque ntly of Life Etel'll al.
\"1 e passed over barren rocks and
throug h dark ~\Yays till we came to
the Weste rn Pilgri m House , a
home of sacrifice and loving service; from thence early llext day
to travel homew ard to servic e and
work in the vineya rd of human
hearts . The Pilgri mage ended and
work begun .
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DYNAMICS OF PRAYER
RUTH J. Mm'FETT

.
O

HE archeologists l1ave dis-

the sun, moon, comets, eclipsos-iu
covered that before the dawn anything that inspired awo and
of recorded history, even tho earl- wonder. Gradually throughout the
iest primitive man has worshipped panorama of cycles, man's concepa super-being and has believed in tion of this Supreme Being l1as unimmortality.
The Neanderthal folded as his conscionsness has exMan, which is represented in the pandecl Although the methods of
newly placed group at the Field worship have changed 1,hrou(1;'h
Mnseum, Chicago, existed 50,000 every conceivable form, yot the
B.C. With the discovery of those keynote of all, throughout this
skeletons was found indications of stupendous symphony a l' 0 n II d
primitive worship and belief in im- which all the melodies, discords amI
mortality. Mr. Henry Field) di- harmonies weave in mystical nprector of the Field Museum, says liftment-is pr·ayer-.
that a very recent discovery indicates that a great flood occnrred at ~HAT is prayer'? ~(1here aro
about 4,000 B.C. and still earlier ~ many beautiful defil1itions llV
at 12,000 B.C. The flood at the the Prophets of God. "Prayer is
"Prayer is thc
time of Noah, referred to in onr loving servico."
Bihle, was probably only about soliloquy of the beholding sonl."
:1)000 B. C. A recent discovery re- But the one I like is, "Prayer is t110
veals this interesting inscription: practice of the Presenco of God."
A careful analysis reveals thn (
"In the land of Kish (which was
t.hefirst capital after the first flood) there are nine ways in which mall
there are legends of earlier racos turns his heart to Goel) or tries to
30)000 years before our inscrip- practice the Presence of God. Tho
tions begin."
one with which we are most familar
From different excavated art is:
pieces and implements, from crude
SUPPLICATION. This is an ]nlll1frescoes on the walls of caves, from ble, earnest entreaty, with a SOlme
the skeletons found in various of dependence upon what is gl'eater
places is clearly indicated that in- than ourselves. We remember tho
herent in the very center of man's words of Paul, "God is an ever
being, there always has been an in- present sou1'ee of help in time of
ner urge impelling' him to look be- trouble." IV0 have all Jjfted OUI'
yond his sense perception, beyond consciousness many times by this
his consciousness to a Creator, an impelling motive to prayer. Am1
urge to implore that Creator for also;
help in time of trouble, and guidCOMPUNCTION. This is an uneasance in time of danger. Our an- iness of mind arising from wrong
cestors worshipped this C1'oator in doing. It is the sting of cOl1seience,
the storm, tho lightnillg, the famino, or a sense of remorsefulness. rFhis
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feeling of unworthiness we find in
many of the Psalms: "Feed me 0
Lord with the bread of tears, and
give me plenteousness of tears to
drink." Psalms 140 :5. Compunction also compells us to prayer, as
does:
ASPIRATION. This is the longing,
usually unexpressed, for what is
above one's present attainment, a
somewhat vague longing for what
is pure, noble and spiritual. Alger
says, "It is not aspiration but ambition that is the mother of misery
in man." \iV e all have these vague
longings and aspirations within us,
which lead us into the prayer life.
The next is,
INTEROESSION. This has been described as entreaty in behalf of
others. We remember these familiar words of the Prophets of God,
"The service of others is perfected
by prayer," ('Abdu'l-Baha) "Let
your light so shine before men that
they, in seeing your good works will
glorify your Father which art in
Heaven." "Inasmuch as ye have
done it unto the least of these, ye
have done it unto me." (Christ).
"\iVithhold not from my servant in
whatsoever he may ask of thee, for
his face is My face, and thou must
reverence JYIe."
(Baha 'u 'llah.)
GRATITUDE. Gratitude is also we
know the cause of lifting the heart
upward. It is the sense of appreciation for favors or bounties received. Gratefulness wells up in
the heart and finds expression in
prayer, as for example the words
of David, "Oh give thanks unto the
Lord for He is good, for His mercies endureth forever." Also the
words of Baha!u'llah, "Praise be
to Thee 0 God of Names and
Creator of Heaven, Praise be to

Thee for that by reason of which
Thou hast made known to Thy servants, Thy Day, wherein the River
of Life hath flowed from the Finger
of Thy Generosity, and the Spring
of Revelation and Unity hath become manifest throug'h Thy Manifestation to whomsoever is in the
earth and heaven. Praise be to
Thee, 0 Desire of the world I
Praise be to Thee 0 Beloved of the
hearts of the yearning I' ,
MEDITATION.
Meditation and
prayer are not exactly synonymous.
We are told that meditation is the
continued thought about those
things beyond the physical world.
Both meditation and contemnlation are necessary as one develops
in the practice of the Presence of
God. Meditation begins with continued reason, we are told, merging
into a state of calm reflection and
devotional pondering on sta temen ts
of thoughts, ideas and principles
about God. This seems to be a higll
intellectual process, while contemplation might be described as beginning vnth continued attention,
merging into a state of beholding, a
looking to God, resulting in spi~>it
ual perception. This seems to be a
combination of the highest intellectual and emotional processes.
Matra Williams in bis book "Hinduism" says, "A true Buddhist
never prays, he only meditates 011
the perfections of Buddha, and the
hope of attaining Nirvana."
OBLATION. May be described as
the act of offering something as a
sacrifice in worship. As man's
ideas of God have changed, the
form of oblation has changed from
the offering of burnt offerings of
many kinds of animal and human
flesh, to the offering of fruits and
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grains with prayers. Later, sweet
smelling incense was used until the
more advanced souls have learned
to sacrifice the self-consciousness
to the God Consciousness, and to
give the self in hallowed consecration and joyous dedication. As in
the words of Baha!u'lHih, "Draw
me unto Thee 0 My Divine Center,
by the secret springs of my existence, and an my powers and senses
shall follow Thy potent magnetism."
ADORATION. Adoration has quite
a different heart motive. It is the
act of rendering divine homage, of
rendering veneration and reverence to the Divine Being. It is a
joyful, spontaneous uplift of deep
feelings of love, admiration, a·we
and devotion. We the servants of
God have much to learn of the way
io turn our hearts to God in adoratiOll and to learn the real meaning'
of the words of Baha'u'llah as expressed in the daily prayer, "0
God Thou hast created us to know
and to adore Thee."
COMMUNION IS TRill combination
of several of tllO foregoing urges.
It is the interchange or inter-communion of spirit, or the spirit's conversation with God. There is the
10llging on the part of the soul to
receive wisdom, guidance, light and
the opening of the soul, not to receive the answer to this or that
minor question, but to receive illumination, the Christos or the
Logos. "As the heart panteth after
the water brooks, so panteth my
sou] after Thee, 0 God." (Psalm
42 :1). "My love is in thee. Seek,
and thou wilt find Me near. I have
placed within thee, a spirit from
Me,that thou mightest be My
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lover." ":Love Me that I may love
thee; if thou lovest Me 11ot, My
love can in no wise reach thee."
(Baha 'u '] lah. )
We can learn a valuable less01l
from the little girl who, when she
was asked why it took her so 10llg
to pray, said, "Y 011 see, I always
like to wait to hear what God has to
say back to me."
These nine urges to prayer-supplication, compunction, aspiratioll,
in tercession, gratitude, medi ta ti 0)),
adoration, oblation and communion,
are all necessary for the practice
of the Presence of God. Some re1i-·
gious groups emphasize and practice one or two to the exclusion of
the others. Each urge is important
amI all are essential, thougll all
need not be used at the same time.
Anyone without all the other steps
is incomplete. The expression 0 f
each urge indicates tbe progress
the soul is making on the path of"
God.
RAYER may he expresse(I ill
four ways, the Thonght Prayer, ·with more or Jess definite
thoughts and ideas; the Heart
Prayer, which is a vague, high,
emotional aspiration.
The vvm
Prayer, which is expressed in various forms of affirmation.
And
last the Uttered Prayer vlhich is
the expressed thonght, idea and aspiTation of the one praying.
These are best expressed in the
-words revealed by the great Prophets of God. There is great power
in the spoken word, and there is
!STeat wisdom in using the words revealed by the great VVorld f)leachCl'S, all of 'ivhom have revealed
prayers for the 1lpliftment of the
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your need. Then as you rise from
prayer take at once the fifth step.
(Fifth Step) Then he said, lastly, Act! Act as thM~gh it had all
~ RILE in Haifa, the beloved been answered. Then act with tire~ Guardian of the Cause of less, ceaseless energy. And, as you
Baha'u'llah, Shoghi Effendi, gave act, you, yourself will become a
to the writer, the most concise, com- magnet which will attract more
plete and effective formula she has power to your being, until you beever seen, for the Dynamics of come an t~nobstn~cted channel for
Prayer. After saying to stress the Divine Power to flow through
the need of more prayer and medi- you. Many pray, but do not remain
tation among the friends, he said for the last half of the first step.
to use these five steps if we had a Some who meditate arrive at a deciproblem of any kind for which we sion, but fail to hold it. Fe"w have
desired a solution, or wished help. the determination to carry the deci(First Step) Pmy and mediate sion through, and still fewer have
ab out it. U se the prayers of the the confidence that the right thing
Manifestations as they have the "will come to their need. But how
greatest power. Then remain in many remember to act as though it
the silence of contemplation for a had all been answered? How true
are those words-" Greater than
few moments.
(Second Step) Arrive to a deci- the prayer is the spirit in "which it
sion and hold this. This decision is uttered," and greater than the
is usually born during the contemp- way it is uttered is the spirit ill
lation. It may seem almost im- which it is carried out.
possible of accomplishment, but if
Now out of a few simple words
it seems to be an answer to prayer by our wise Guardian, a great light
or a way of solving the problem, has shone. Out of this light has
then immedia tely take the next grown an effective method of practicing prayer, out of which has
step.
(Thinl Step) Have detennina- grown a long trail of prayers anlion to ca1'ry the dec·ision throu.gh. swered and problems solved, ana
Many fail here.
The decision, out of this method of practicing
budding' in t 0 determination is prayer has grown a new life in the
blighted and instead becomes a most ancient of human acts of worwish or a vague longing. When ship.
determination is born, immediately
take the next step.
ANY have asked to whom shall
(Fourth Step) 1l ave faith and
wc pray~ All the Manifestaconfidence, that the power will tions have taught the same answer,
flow through you, the right way -to God-through that great Coswill appear, the door will open, the mic Focal Point that stands beright thought, the right message, tween the finite and Infinite absothe right principle or the right book lute station of Unknowableness.
will be given you. Rave confidence, That is the way taught by all the
and the right thing will come to Messengers of God. The Manifes-

people.
'rhe Baha'i Revela tion
contains the most abundant and
richest material for prayer life.
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tation is the ,;V ay of Prayer.
In conclusion may we add these
thonghts. He who is in need will
pray. lIe who hesitates to supplicate God is standing in the statioll
of pride, or has not awakened to
his own need, or has not realized.
the great value of prayel'. He is
therefore deprived. Therefore lei
all onr business be to-know God.
The more we know of Him the
more we shaD desire to know Him,
and as knowledge is the mecU:lUl'e 01'
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love, the deeper and more extensive
our knowledge is, the deeper our
love is. "The root of all knowledge is the lnwwledge of God."
The Presence of God is realized
within, hut is evoked by something
from without. 'When these two
streams meet OIl the fIfth ste1)
enunciated by Shoghi Effendi, the
exterior life becomes an act of worship, and we have learned-the
Dynamics of P1"ayc'r or the P'f'acf>icc
of the P1'esence of God.

A GERMAN BAHA'I TEACHER IN FRANCE
Dn.

HE8MANN GnOSSMANN

Wc are 1Jleascd t.o pub71:8h (tn C/.)'Ur:le sent us by cm earnest th·inkel', (!'Lt'/' Bu'/w:i
/riend of Ge,/,many, D,/,. Gl'oss'Ilw,nn. HeTe he gives l~S C~ b·it of philosophy s'/./.Ch as
could come only /1'0111, one who had been thT01kgh the deep ll·u,vrl·il of WWI'. At. Uti'
Tel/nest of DT. GToSS1nCinn the a'dicle lWJ be011' kindly tran"laled j 01' us by his fTiend,
Mr. H (l. Paul·i, of BTooklyn.

I(\IB D U

'L - B A H A has many
times pointed out how useful
and how necessary it would be to
travel for the diffusion of Unit.y.
As a mat.ter of fact., 13aha'is
t.ravel a great deal, frequently undel' great. financial sacrifices. Is it.
the result. of a desire to undert.ake
jonrneys which urges us on ~ Many
are at.t.racted, it. is true, to st.udy
new landscapes, new people, their
habits and cust.oms, because these
are iuterest.ing. But. only for t.hat
reaS011 ~ No, t.he Balla'i has not.
the time to pursue his interests
only. Are there not endless dnt.ies
t.o porform ~ Does there not. rest
upon each single one of us t.he heavy
responsibilit.y of a new and bett.er
age ~ Are we to think tha t because
others are working foe tbis groat.
purpose, we may now and t.hen take

Bl1

it. easy~ But. did 'Abdu'l-'Baha
ever permit. Himself to take leisllTc
and leave others t.o do t.he work'~
The world exists for our bappiness. 0 surely, t.hat is one of t.he
most beaut.iful of the Baha.'i Teachings, this sincerely wished for joy.
We would and we should be joyful!
But joyful in giving thanks to God
and in feeling that ,vo are Lluitetl
wit.h Him. rChat is the specific ill
the Baha'i happiness. And t.llat
is what I mean when T say th:1 t t.he
Baha'i has no time fo1' enjoyment
only.
To be unite(l with Gocl ill every
hour, in every moment, t.o love Him,
to give thanks to I-Iim, means to
love His creatures, t.o show our
t.hankfl1111ess to Him in showing'
kindness t.o t.hem. rllhat is the ii.rst
duty of a Bahai, t.hat. is his constant. dut.y. Everything' we do
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should attest our love, that it comes
from Him.
It does not help us much to familiarize ourselves with other people and to learn of foreign customs,
if we do not possess the right spirit
and jf this knowledge does not lead
to understanding and to prayer.
, '0 God, I thank Thee, that Thou
hast taught me to see when my eyes
were blind. I give Thee thanks,
that Thou hast taught me not only
to recognize matter, but the spirit
in matter. The Spirit cries for humanity, that we surrender prejudice and that we enlarge our hearts
and open them. The Spirit cries
for unity, for love, and understanding. 0 GOD suffer me to be filled
"with this spirit, suffer me to be a
tool for the sake of Holy Peace
amongst nations and humanity."
Should you travel thus, then ohey
the command as a Ba"!Ja'i in foreign countries and go to other peoples.
!:~~ UT dnty does not exist only

fD in regard to the distant lands.
Perhaps it may be more easy for
us Occidentals to find unity with
the Orient since the Orientals appear to us to be so distant and so
foreign, that we find ourselves attracted to learn to know them. But
arc we also ready to love and to
lea rn to know those more like our
OIyn people, those near to us whose
names are familiar 7 Can wo also
"welcome these nearer neighbors
with an open heart and without
prejudice 7
Are the Germans ready to try
to feel for the French in every respect as for their brothers 1 Are the
English ready to receive the Americans as sons of their own people '1

Not only with outward politeness
and acceptable and obliging manners, but from the very heart 7 Let
us be honest. Maybe it would be
better to travel less, and to supplicate for the Spirit of God as a
COmlJal1ioll

011

our jourlleys.

We

can do that, even as business men
and in the midst of the world.
UND another thing: let us 110t
~ always believe that ,ye have
to perform an educational mission
as we journey through other countries. Admitted, that our particular country has a great culture.
But whatever our country may
have, other countries also possess
a great culture. And we shall find
at least in every country something
that is of value for us to acquire.
Is it the result of pride, that we
so readily put our country above
all the others as regards its customs and achievements 7 Let us observe with an understanding heart.
\iV e love our country. Its customs,
and its peculiarities are familiar to
us. vVe have recognized its usefulness and its purpose and its orderliness. Therefore we believe that
in our country everything is the
best possible. But just so other nations are of the same opinion. Is
not that a reason to become more
thoughtful 7 God has created a
world of diversities, and of a purpose not only just one correct type.
In Germany the telegraph-poles
are in a straight line on the railroad beds. That appears to us to
be correct and intelligent.
In
France the poles incline in the opposite direction of the curves of
the roadbed in order that they may
resist the better pull on the wires.
Does not that appear as self-evi-
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dent ~ Which is the better ~ Every
country has its experience and will
insist that its way is the best! And
perhaps both are right. Therefore,
we must not insist that we are right
in every instance. rrhat is also to]m'ance and alJp1'eciaiion.
Humanity has been guilty in the
past,-they knew not what they
did. But since the war humanity
has, as it were, matured.
And
there rests upon us a terrific obligation: to work, work, work, that
never again war should be, not here
nor anywhere on earth.
Do we
recall how we stood facing each
other in arms; do we remember how
the shells furrowed the earth at
Verdun, in the Champagne, in
Ii'landers ~
How it seemed when
comrades cried out under the
splinters that tore them to pieces ~
How we stood by, bit our teeth together and shuddered within:
"Lord, Lord, help." But we could
not help and were forced to look
on while their lives ebbed out in
contortions!
In front of me in the railroad
train compartment a French soldier is asleep. He wears the uniform against which I stood in the
field out there to fig'ht; and the
scenery through which we pass is
the same in which we years ago
·-not so very long ago-had dug
ourselves in and to which earth we
clung when the maclline guns let
their hail fire sweep over us so
low.
Did we not all of us do our duty ~
At least we were told that it was
our duty.
Today we recognize
another duty, and it is a peculiar
feeliug of brotherhood which overcomes me, a feeling that would
cause me to weep for joy as I
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walk through the streets of Paris
and read and hear so much about
the constructive work for peace.
Many of us in Germany are beginning to realize in the quietness
an unintentional protection in om'
forced defenseless state by the
Versailles Agreement, which will
protect us, wo hope, from the taking part in a possible war-like
complication. We aro happy, therefore, that we may pursue tho path
of freedom without interfer8IlCe
instead of to be obliged to turn our
penetrative mind and our strength
to the means of war in the first
instance. A new war of the great
nations will draw all countries into
sufferings and is it not our kind
that would then destroy itself ~
Let us desist from the naITOW
point of view to visualize the happenings of the past. War is horror
for humanity, even so wherever it
is furious. We must ban the ghost
of war, or we shall never be master
of it. For even while we are resting in the sleep of peace the torch
of war may enkindle our home
again in flames.
Should we not as 'Abdu 'I-Ball;}.
instructed, concentrate all of ou]'
thoughts on love and unity'? ... "A
thought of hatred must be destroyed by a more powerful thought of
love."
Sl10uld the workers [01'
peace be less inspired and loss active, less steadfast, and less COllvinced than the devotees of war '?
Should we wait until a new and
more horrifying world war demolishes humanity, with all bnds of
horror, before we cry for peaee'?
Before us appears Father r:Cime
as a sage, who sayR: "Under my
toga I hide both ,val' and peaee-choose!"
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THE ONLY PICTURES OF THE BAB

n

HOSE who have seen the
beautiful painting of His
Holiness the Bab in Haifa and
gazed upon that pure Face will be
interested to hear from whence
came this painting. On the evening of January 26, 1930, just before I was to arise and speak to
one hundred and fifty friends in a
great drawing-room in Tihnin, I
suddenly caught sight of a large
photograph which looked like the
Bab. I asked my interpreter, Mr.
Valiyyu'llah Varga and he said:
"N 0, that is not an authentic photograph of His Holiness the Bab,
it may have been drawn from memory of the one in Haifa. But on the
way home after the lecture I can
tell you about the only paintings
there are of His Holiness the Bab."
So coming back to the hotel he
told me this thrilling story: "You
asked about the painting of the
Bab: I begin at the beginning.
When the Bab was captured by the
Persian Government, he was at last
taken to Urumiyyih near Tabriz.
There when He wanted to go to
bathe, the Governor of the city sent
Him a most spirited horse which
no one could manage. He thought
that the Bab would try to ride it
and be thrown and killed. However, in the presence of the Bab the
horse became very quiet and even
bent for the Bab to mount it. The
people, all non-Baha'is, who saw
the Bab go and come on this horse
shouted that it was a miracle, and
He was a holy man. They ran to
the bath and collected the water in
bottles, considering it blessed water. One of those who saw the peo-
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pIe come in crowds and came, too,
to observe, was the painter to Muzaffaru'd-Din Shah (though at that
time he was still the Orown Prince).
This painter was engaged only to
do his work.
"This painter, some years later,
became a Baha'i under my father's
teaching (my father was' Ali Muhammad Varqa). Then the painter
told my father about going with
the crowd to see the Bab in Urumiyyih before the time of martyrdom. This painter told father that
at that time he conceived the idea
of painting the Bab without the latter's knowledge. He prepared paper and pencils for a sketch and
went into His holy presence. People were listening to the Bab "Vho
was seated on a rug on the ground.
One corner of the 'aba was thrown
back. As soon as the artist entered,
the Bab drew the 'aba into place,
folded His hands one upon the
other and looked at the painter as
much as to say that He was ready!
The painter studied the Bab's Face
and then went out and drew. He
returned again and again and each
time the Bab took His original position, thus the sketch was made.
The painter showed this sketch
to my father, and father asked him
to make a colored painting from
this sketch in order that it might
be sent as a gift to Baha'u'llah in
'Akka. This was done, and when
Baha 'u '11ah received this painting, He was very happy and said,
'This is the Bab!' In those days
photography was not known and
tha t sketch had been the only one
made of the Bab during His life'-
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time. Baha 'u 'llah called one of the
uncles of the Bab, showed him the
pail1ting and asked, 'Do you know
this face ~ , Instantly the uncle replied, 'Yes, it is the Bab!'
"Baha'u'llah at once sent one of
His' abas to my father asking him
to give it to the painter. My father,
at the time he had sent the painting, had asked permission from
Bah1'i'u'llah to have nine paintings
made and sent to nine important
cities in Persia to be kept by b('llievers in special places. In answer Baha'u'llah had given permission for the painter to make only
one more and that was to be given
to my father. No more were to be
made. This painting of the Bab
which my father had was confisrated by the Government with other
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papers, but when I was in the presence of 'Abdu 'l-Baha He promised
me tllat sometime this will be given
back to our family. Seyid Assadullah found the sketch made by this
painter in the home of a Balla'i
family in Persia and he sent it to
'Abdu '1-Balla in 'Akka. rphns the
painting of His Holiness the Ba.h
and the one sketch are now prcserved in Haifa, the other painting
is lost for the present, and aside
from these there is no other authentic paintil1g or photograph of
the Bab."
Such is the interesting story toW
to me by Mr. Valiyyn'llah Varqa.
American friends will remember
him for he came to tlle United
States with 'Abdn'l Balla in 1912.
M. L. R

THE BAHA'I MESSAGE---"A MAGIC CASEMENT"
LESLIE

R ITAWTHORN

~ MERRILL ROOT, writing as
~ onc of the many contrilmtorR

adventure and an absence from thc
monotony of life are uppermost.
to "Pacifism in the Modern
In an intriguing poetical manner,
W'orld,' "X' expresses some ideas Root says: "The man in the street
which are captivating to a follower . . . accepts war not so much beof Baha 'u '11ah. In an unusual way cause he is a fool, as because hiR
he delves into the problem as to life is foolish. He wants adventure
why the average man does not and poetry; and he has a quaint
oppose war when it comes, but, as passion for dragons; he feels a
often as not, actually welcomes it. divine despair for unicorns; he
At the sound of the bugles and the longs for magic casements opening
beating of the drums, all the hOHor 011 the foam .... Man does not live
of battle, the deprivation, the mud by bread alone, but-as the symbol
and filth, the wounded comrades, of the sacrameut tells us-bv bread
the poison gases, and the utter and wine.
Bread (or pl:ose) is
irrationalism of it all are for- necessary; wine ( or poetry) is
gotten, and only the thought of just as l1e.cessary. Men sometimes
turn to war because they have only
*"Pacifism in the Modern World." Edited by Devel'e
Allen. Doubleday, Domn & Co. Ine., Garden City.
half rations of the l)1'(~ad; but they
No y.. 192~. $:l.
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often accept war with a desperate
joy because they have no rations
of the wine . . .
"It (war) is not a magic casement: it is a barred cell. It is not
a unicorn visiting the glimpses of
the moon: it is a well drilled army
mule."
In this antithetical way Root
describes the horrors and disillusions of war. Later he pictures
in a similar manner the drab
existence of the average human
life.
"The great wrong of our civilization is its dullness-the dullness
of the day-by-day. The great hope
of our civilization is the possible
romance of the day-by-day. What
we need is a world where men can
truly enjoy the lilies of the field
and the many mansions.
"Consider industry. The spirit
of man asks for a fairyland and is
given a factory. . . . Industry is
dull: that is its worst crime. It
gives little bread-but it gives no
wine. Instead of the lilies of the
field fairer than Solomon in all his
glory, it gives us the bobbins of the
factory . . . . It is not a merry-goround, but a dreary-go-round."
Root finds the same dreariness in
education.
"Education should be a magic
casement opening on the foam of
that shore where Sir Isaac Newton
walked .... It should be a unicorn,
carrying us into ultimate lands of
poetry.... It should fascinate the
mind with' the fairy tale of science
and the long result of time.'
" . . . Instead of education we
get paraphernalia: million dollar
dormitories ... halls, laboratories
~-and stadiums . . . , Education is
a dull department store where you

buy science by the yard (or inch),
Shelley-chops by the pound, or history by the quart. The whole affair
is a factory for the manufacture of
intellectual pemmicans, of spiritual
dried beef."
Dullness Root finds everywhere
-in shop, school, home, religion.
"Civilization is endurable only to
cigar store Indians." His remedy
however is constructive. He sums
it all up in one poetic paragraph.
, ',71[ e must, in short, provide the
aesthetic equivalent of war. IvVe
must make art and philosophy
'magic casements opening on the
foam of perilous seas in fairy
lands' that are not forlorn.
We
must make science a unicorn to
carry us nearer to the heart's desire. We must challenge youth
with real dragons: disease, militarism, ignorance, capitalism, war,
the dullness of the mob.
Let us
sign our letters (and our lives)
'Yours for magic casements.' "
As one reads this arresting pres··
entation of a problem in which
more people are interested than
there ever were before, there comes
almost like a flash the thought that
those who have been attracted to
the Bahai Cause do have a "magic
casement" through which to look.
,Vhat do they see7
Low ill the
heavens is a clear and brilliantly
shining Sun heralding in the Dawn
of aNew Age. Stretching long and
dark are ominous shadows, which
to the observant watcher in this
beautiful morning hour are slowly,
but s'urely, growing shorter. Here
and there in the deep recesses of
the garden, darkness still holds
sway and the air is cold and foggy,
The clearer and more sunny spots,
still moist with dew, reflect ill
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myriad rays the light from that
dazzling orb, which, although
slowly climbing to the zenith of its
course, is still nnseen by those
creatures clinging to the shadows
of the night just passed.
It is a beautiful scene to the
watcher looking out and down from
the magic casement, because in it
he can anticipate so much. ]1'rom
his vantage positiol1 he sees the Old
Day struggling against the New,
yet the assertion of the latter irresistibly increases. The eyes of
the watcher dilate and shine
brightly, reflecting perhaps some
of the rays of the Sun at which he
dare not look directly. He is thinking of Jesus the Christ in Whose
t.eachings he was reared.
' 'How
like that Day," he murmurs. Yes,
Eke the coming of Christ, only
much more significant. "And from
this magic casement I see this New
Day, praise be to God!"
Almost two thousand years ago
.Jesus the Christ walked and
talked upon this earth of ours, but
today the Pro11tisecl O'ne of all
nat'ions has brought to the world
Christ's message again, together
with its adaptions for this era.
And now that the Sun of this New
Day has cleared the horizon, we in
the magic casement see wondrous
things. The fascination of the
scene before us calls us to action.
Our daily work has a new meaning,
for Bah:i'u'lla,h says, "We have
made this-your occupation-identical with the worship of God, the
True One." With such a thought
the drudgery of work diminishes.
There is much to attract our attention and to give us food for
thought. Around us everywhere
are Signs of tremendous material
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progress. One can probably sa.fely
say that t11e advances in scientific
discovery during the last century
and their application to the material world are more than eqnal to
all the progress made in the last
nineteen centuries. Today man
has hundreds of aids and comfoTts
llnheard of a hundred years ago.
rco us who have grown up in thi~,
atmosphere and taken most of
these things for granted, it is of tell
hard to grasp the significance of
this wonderful, alve-inspiring progress.
Imagine, however, if onc
had been a spectator looking down
on the life on this planet throughout the centuries of time. \iViiJl
sueh a perspective the last eentury
would seem hardly more than a
moment. Wbeu regarded ill thi,s
ligM, these evellts acquire n new
significance.
Not only are the people of i.o(lay
benefited by these remarkahle material advantages, but many are
conscious of the spread and realization of new ideals. Imperjalisrn
and militarism are tottering and in
their places democracy and internationalism are rising. Prejudice,s
are being removed. The very material progress, of wbicl1 vve have
just spoken, is among other things
making the world smaller, and as
in days of long ago small adjacent
states came to know each other
better through the improved tran8portation and intercommunication
of those times, so today, greater
and farther separated states are
exchanging hospitality with one
another. Although the great urge
is to look forward, one cannot be
conscious of the history of the past
without realizing that it will, in a
sense, repeat itself, although on a
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scale at one time thought impossible. To those looking from the
magic casement of this age, the
many struggles which are going on
between the adherents of the past
and the forerunners of a new era
of human civilization can be understood, and while some of the brave
souls who stand for these refreshing ideals might themselves look
askance at the watchers in the casement, the latter are conscious of
the rising sun, whose progress to
the zenith of the heavens is inevitable. Then all will be bathed in
the glorious noonday light! What
a stirring thought! What an antidote for the "dullness of the dayby-day" that Friend Root sees
only too well!
As in the day of Ohrist, spiritual
life is again receiving a revivification in this day. The watcher in
the magic casement has the advantage of seeing in better relationship to each otber the essentials of
all religions, and can distinguish
with better understanding the unessentials. From his position of
advantage he is conscious that the
sun has risen before, and a longing to explain his realization to
those still existing in the long
shadows of the dawn, comes over
him, for they only know by tradition of a previous day long ago,
and are sceptical of a repetition of
His face
such a glorious event.
glows with excitement. This is the
dawn and ahead is the long fullness of the day. Fading are the
terrors of the night, prejudices,
self-interests, materialism, class
discrimination, hatreds, national
patriotisms, strife, war.
In the
bright places bathed in sunlight
here and there, the watcher is con-

scious of the happy midday hours
ahead, for there he sees signs of
understanding, wide human interests, spirituality, absence of class
distinctions, love for humanity,
neighborliness, and peace.
The words of Abdu'l-Baha come
to mind: "The greatest need of the
world of humanity today is to receive the efficacy of the Holy Spirit.
Until the Holy Spirit becomes effective, interpenetrating the hearts
and spirits, and until perfect,
reasonable faith shall obtain in the
minds of men, it is impossible for
the social body to be inspired with
security and confidence. N ay, on
the contrary, day by day enmity
and strife shall increase among
men and the differences and divergences of the nations shall augment."'~'

There is yet far to go, but the
watcher high in his magic casement
feels "The hea t of the Sun of
Truth. " N ever was there such a
day as this! Life's cup is full and
overflowing. The hours fly by, and
time is too short for all the things
we want to do. If only the great
majority could look through the
magic casement, and become absorbed with what they saw,
Father Time would travel a long',
long way before some reminiscent
person, old in years, would say,
"Why, 'we've had no 'wars of late!"
And his young companion would
answer
with
inqmrmg
look,
"Wars ~ V/ha t are you talking
about~ What are wars~" "Why,
haven't you read in the old history
books about wars? They were
terrible things, in which hundreds
of people went mad and tried to
kill each other."
"Oan that be
"'Baha'i Scriptures pp. 280-281.
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possible ~ 1 've never read any
history books like that, and 1 110nestly don't believe 1 want to. Say)
we folks certainly have enough
exciting things to occpy our minds
today without even contemplating
such terrible events as wars."
If E. M81Ti1l Root's diagnostR of
the problem of the al1nrement of
War for man in the street is correct,
and there seems no real reason
why it should not he, then it would
111so seem that we who have been
privileged to hear the Great Revelation of this Day have a wondel'fnl opportunity to help in the solution of the problem by presenting
to the seekers of Trnth in this Age,
Baha'u'llah's Teachings as the
"Magic Casement" through which
I;hey may look. ]'01' what can be
more exciting than to sce and realize (on]y partly, to be snre, but
none the less deeply) the changes
taking place in the world todayO?
In the material, social, and SI)iril~
nal planeR of current history tremendous forces are at work. ]Jvel'Y-
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where there is heVirilderment, the
old resisting the new; and yet,
stimulated by the rays of the morning Sun, the new concepts of life
are gaining ground, and the old,
holding fast to tlle shadows of the
past, are losing those things to
which in the darkness of the recellt
night they clung so tenaciously and
surely. r:l'he Baha'i Canse offers a
magic casement through which OIW
can see the unity of science alld religion and become conscious ofLllC
remarkable order of the universe
from the ultra-microscopic electron
up to the concept of galaxies of
heavenly bodies in which our earth
is comparatively a speck. As one
is stirred through repeated reading
-by the consciousness of further
meanings of the words of BaM.'u 'nah, a glimmerjng of understanding of what life really is, alld
what the purpose of it may be, seeps
iuto the mind. Life becomes full,
and an excitement which" surpaRses
understanding" dominates the OlW
privileged to look through the magin
easement.

DISCIPLES OF THE BAB
F'A TlMIH

KHANUM

The auth01" of this dramatic nCL1'1"CLti'Ve was the wife of Rnji M1!.Ucth A11~ Akbar···known by the title Ra.ii Akund, a follower of the Bab and lateT of Bctha'11.'llah. The
Tablet of Tajalleyat, fa1niliar to all Bcth6/is, WCtS 1'e'Vealed fm' him by Bcduj/1l11ah.
Rnji Akund wns one of the enrly 1JJeU known cmd 'Very disi.1{ng1l.ished tec/chers of the
Baha'i Cause whose long snffen:ng and reapec/ted impr'isonment is a story (;0'1161'111.g
pages of the tragic history of the Ca1tSe. The article as printed hwrein lw.s been
translated f1'01n the O1'iginal Pe'Y'sian Cl/1HZ sent to 118 by Dr. S11san I. Moody. It loCi,;;
been put into litemry fo1'1n by Ma,rzieh Nabil.

m. Y name is Fatimih; my father
i.l;

was Muhammad Baqir, my
mother Begum Aqa. Om family·
descends from the Safavi Kings of
Persia, and from the Navabih's
family of 1sfa11an, and we lived in
1sfahan on Abbas Mirza street.
'When 1 was eleven years old, my
father passed away.
My two

young brothers, then seven ami
eight, my mother and myself were
left alone. We could not stay in
1sfahan any longer, in the streets
where my fanJer had walked am1
in the gardens 'where we had been
11a])py together. And so it was
that my mother took us away, on a
pilgrimage to tho Holy city of
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Mashhad, and after that we traveled to Tihran and settled there.
We were lonely in Tihran at first
because we knew no one in the city;
however we had some acquaintance
with the family of two Baha'i
martyrs, Sultanu'sh-Shuhada and
Mahbubu'sh-Shuhada (the King of
Martyrs and the Beloved of
Martyrs), and one day Mirza All
Khan, a member of this family,
called upon us with a friend and
inquired after our welfare.
As
time went on he called again, and
eventually it ·was through him that
we came in contact with the man
who was destined to be my husband. One day Mirza Ali Khan
told my mother of 11 distinguished
friend, Haji Mulla Ali Akbar, who
had recently arrived from the Holy
Land, and suggested that she make
his acquaintance. My mother was
interested and a meeting was arranged at the home of Siyyid
Abdu'l-Hadi, and later the H:iji
called upon us. My mother was
most favorably impressed with this
npright and high-minded believer,
and it came about that when Siyyid
Hadi told her that the IHiji was a
widower and proposed on his behalf that she give me to him in
marriage, she was delighted to accept. I was then a girl in my early
teens.
Soon afterward the H:iji came to
l11.y mother and told her frankly
ihat, because he was a B:ibi, he
mig·ht at any moment be thrown
into prison, or GxHed, or put to
death. He said, too, that his future
bride might also suffer imprisonment, or worse. But because my
mother was sympathetically disposed toward the Babis, she bravely accepted these conditions, and

preparations for onr marriage
were set under way.
The wedding day arrived, and
our house was bright with guests
and flowers. I remember well that
among those present were Jinab-iHud-Hud and the wife of ,Tinab-iAttar, Shamsi-Jan Khanum. I can
still see before me the radiant
faces of the friends, and the Jittle
tables piled with sweets and sherbets. I can hear the chanting and
the hum of voices. But alas! Our
happiness was not to last. On the
third day of our marriage my husband was arrested and imprisoned
by order of Prince Na'ibu'saltanih,
the son of Nasiru'd-Din Shah, and
the wedding gaiety was changed to
bitter weeping. In that dark hour
there were some whose hearts were
not touched. They were unfriendly
to the Cause, and they said, "These
people have turned away from the
religion of God (Islam) and that is
·why they are exposed to such awful
misfortunes, which indeed they
richly deserve."
My husband was taken hy the
authorities and tortured until he
was at the point of death. He was
confined in a narrow, underground
cell; his feet were fastened into the
stocks; his neck was galled with
heavy chains. This lasted for seven
months, while I waited and prayed,
struggling with my despair.
One day Nasiru'd-Din Shah went
out for a ride, surrounded by the
11ob1es of his court. On that same
day I went to the prison to see my
husband. He spoke words of comfort to me, encouraging me to stand
firm and to accept our sufferings
with resignation, and he added,
"God is able to set prisoners free."
I had hardly reached home when
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news came that the Shah had set
all the prisoners at liberty. It
seems that as he was riding he was
thrown from his horse and fainted
away. When he came to himself
his courtiers urged that he let the
prisoners go, saying that perhaps
their sighs and lamentations had
caused the accident. In this way
my husband was set free, and after
staying two months in Tihran and
traveling to Mazindaran, he went
on a pilgrimage to 'Akka, where he
remained half a year in the presence of His Holiness Baha'u'llah.
He returned to Tihran and was
again arrested, in company with a
number of other believers.
At this time Siyyid Mihdi, a
Baha'i, arrived from the Holy
Land. Na'ibu'saltanih, the Shah's
son who had issued the order
for imprisonment, commanded my
husband to find Siyyid Mihdi and
bring him to his presence; he
threatened my husband with death
and warned him that many calamities would befall the Baha'is unless
Siyyid Mihdi were brought to him.
The Haji therefore went in search
of Siyyid Mihdi, who declared himself ready to go to the Prince, and
asked for a safe conduct; whereupon the Prince swore upon his
oath that the Siyyid should come
unmolested. And so it was that
Siyyid Mihdi went to the Prince
and conversed with him until after
midnight, and was sent home in
safety. But some days later he was
again summoned, and this time,
sensing danger ahead, he made his
will and took leave of his family.
By order of Na'ibu'saltanih, a
photograph of the Siyyid was taken
and sent to the Shah. Soon after
the Shah decreed his imprisonment.

Gl

For two years Siyyid Mihdi and
my husband were wretchedly con-fined with their shoulders bowed
down by chains and their feet
bruised in the stocks. During this
long period the strain and anxiety
of myself and all the friends Waf,:
beyond description.
At last my husband was again
set at liberty and, having received
permission from His Holiness,
'Abdu'l-Baha, he went on a pilgrimage to ' Akka and remained
there one year.
A Holy Tablet
was revealed by 'Abdu'l-Bahft at
this time, in honor of my son,
Mirza Ali Muhammad, in which He
expressed compassion and consola-tion for the adversities which had
befallen my husband. When this
Tablet reached Tihran, permission
was granted my husband to return
to Persia.
Shortly after his arrival the Haji
was arrested for the third time and
taken to Prince Na'ibu'saHanih.
The beloved Jinab-i-Haji Amil1 was
also arrested and imprisoned. rrhe
two were cast into the same dungeon and submitted again to iron
chains and the torture of the
stocks. Once a week I had access
to the prison. I remember asking
my husband why he should suffer
such disgrace and misery, and he
replied that he had done no wrong
other than accepting the religion of
God. I was told that they had beeD
arrested on the charge of supporting the republican party, whereas
it was conclusively proved that
they had entirely abstained from
interference in politics.
Under
this false accusation, they wero
arrested together wit!1 some political criminals, among whom wore
Mirza 'Abdu'lla.h H11,kim, lVUrzH.
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Haydar-'Ali Zarduz, Mirza Muhammad Ali, Haji Saya, Mirza
Nasru'11ah Khan and Mirza Faraj'u 'Hah Khan. Upon investigation
the Prince declared the charges unfounded and said that he would release the prisoners, but the next
day we learned that they had been
removed to Qazvin in the night and
imprisoned in the strictest confinement. Our anxiety was unbearable,
and we sent my husband's brother,
Haji 'Abdu '1' Azim, to Qazvin, hoping for news. But he was not allowed to see the prisoners and was
only told that they were safe and
desired him to return to Tihran
and protect their families. We
received no further word. The
confinement in Qazvin lasted two
years.
Suddenly a greater calamity befell us for news came of the ascension of His Holiness, Baha 'u 'llah,
and we forgot everything else in
mourning for our Lord.
While my husband was imprisoned in Qazvin the cholera broke
out. I feared for my children-my
two sons and three daughters,
Munirih, Ali Muhammad, 'Abdu'lHusayn, Foruqiyih, Akhtar,-and it
was not long before my son 'Abdu'l-Husayn fell sick of the disease
and passed away. The child had
wept and longed for his father, but
he died without seeing him again.
The next day word came from my
husband that he had dreamed an
ominous dream about 'Abdu'lHusayn and wished to hear of him.
It was a sorrowful reply that we
sent.
Two years passed slowly by and
at last the Shah ordered that the
prisoners be released.
Prince
Na'ibu'saltanih had them brought
from Qazvin to the Amiriyyih, his

palace in Tihran, and there he kept
them imprisoned. I took our children to the palace to see their
father, and this reunion was unforgetably pathetic. Nasiru'l-Mulk,
one of the gentry who was present,
burst into tears at the sight.
When the Prince decided to release the prisoners he demanded a
ransom of two hundred tumans for
each of them, but their relatives refused to consider this because these
prisoners were not criminals, to be
liable for ransom. At last the demand was waived, and our loved
ones were set free. My husband
left almost immediately on his
fourth journey to the Holy Land,
and a blessed Tablet was revealed
for him by 'Abdu'l-Baha. When
he returned to Persia he was no
longer molested and devoted all of
his time to the Cause of God. He
established a meeting for the teaching of women, which was held twice
a week in our home, and among
those attending these classes for
the study of the 'vVord of God were
Jinab-i-Thamarih Khanum and her
daughter, near relatives of His
Holiness, Baha 'u '11ah, who were
both prominent Baha'i teachers.
A few days before his death, my
husband told me that he was more
than content with life and that he
no longer had a single desire for
this world. On Friday the 15th of
Safar, 1328 (Feb. 25, 1910) after
his return from the bath he complained of feeling unwell. He seated himself on a cushion and suddenly passed away. Three years
later our family received permission from His Holiness, 'Abdu '1Baha, to journey to the Holy Land,
and it was in visiting our Lord and
in praying at the Holy Shrine that
we found consolation.
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THE WORD MADE FLESH
BERTHA HYDl~ KUtKPATRICK

It is not the purpose of the presnHO was Christ Jesus?
For
~ nineteen hundred years this ent writer to attempt a careful requestion has been asked and view of the book but to call attenanswered.
The quest continues tion to the fact that here once more
and the answer varies now as when is a positive gospel of faith in
Jesus Ohrist as the Divine Rethe question was first asked.
"Who do men say that the Son veaIer. The Reality, Ohrist, was
of Man is ~" asked Jesus of His the Word of God. Prof. Bl'Unnel'
disciples.
"Some say J olm the omphasizes divine revelation, the
Baptist; some Elijah; and others Messianic consciousness of Christ,
that natural man is sinful and must
Jeremiah or one of the prophets,"
needs be saved. We find such statewas the reply.
"But who do ye say that I am~" ments as these:
"Any doctrine of Jesus that says
, 'Thou art the Ohrist, the Son of
less than this, that the Word of
the Living God," answered Peter.
A little book has recently come God became man, falls below the
into the hands of the writer in true fact of revelation."
"Ohristian faith ... must abide
which this question is again answered. The book is too theolog- by the assertion: 'J esus Christ,
ical to be popular but is valuable the incarnate Word, God become
because it shows a sharp turn in man.' "
May we say reverently and with
religious thought and because the
rejoicing
that here in this group
answer to this ever-recurring question takes us back not only to Oal- of modern thinkers Ohrist again
vin and Luther but to Peter's comes into His own. These scholstraightforward reply and to the ars, recognizing the decay of Chrismore philosophical answer in the tianity, go straight to the heart of
first chapter of John's Gospel, the matter. Prof. Brunner says:
, 'The Word became flesh and dwelt "Ohristianity is either faith in the
among us."
In this book, "The revelation of God in Jesus Ohrist
rrheology of Orisis,' H· the author or it is nothing." And again: "An
has set out for English readers the age that has lost its faith in an
beliefs held by the group of Euro- absolute, has lost everything. It
pean leaders in religious thought must perish; it has no vitality left
known as the Barthian School. to pass the crisis; its end can only
.
rrhis and a book by Professor be-the end."
The Barthian school of thought
Barth entitled "The Word of God
and the Word of Man, ",x,,~ are the has grown up since the war as a
only ones of many written in Ger- reaction to the extreme modernist
man that have yet been rendered view which would do. away with all
revelation and finds that man in
into English.
the course of his evolution, has' be*"The Theology of Crisis," by H. Emil Brunner.
come so good and so great that he
Publ,~shed by Charles 8cribno1"s 80ns, New York.
** The Word o~ God and the Word of Man," by
either needs no salvation or can
Karl Barth. Pubhshed by the Pilg-rim Press, Bm;i;oll.
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save himself. But while their doctrine is a positive reaction from
the wavering, unanchored thinking
of the modernist, it does not, like
the fundamentalist doctrine, ignore
the truths of modern science or the
need of a progressive social program.
Chapters entitled "The
Problem of Ethics" and "Pro grAss
and the Kingdom of God" deal with
some of our present day problems.
Another fact that is of significance in connection with this movement is the increasing interest
which students are showing in it.
VVe are told on the jacket of the
book that "Professor Brunner, in
order to accommodate the students
who are now crowding his lecture
room, has had to move his classes
to one of the largest halls the University of Zurich affords."
Does this interest indicate that
young people are ready, even
hungry, for a relig'ion with a firm
foundation, that the trained modern mind is willing to consider
whether a gospel of revelation may
not after all be in accord with
reason and science ~
These questions are of moment
to all of us. VVhen men begin to
see once more the Reality of Christ
our hearts respond with answering
hope for a better world. For we
believe, as is so clearly and simply
stated by 'Abdu'l-Baha, that "the
Reality of Christ, that is to say,
the vVord of God, is the cause of
spiritual life. It is a 'quickening
spirit'. "
'Abdu'l-Baha helps us, too, in an
illuminating talk given in New
York, to put meaning into the profound words, "The VV ord became
flesh."
"Why was Jesus the
Word 7" asked 'Abdu'l-Baha. Answering His own question, He
says: "In the universe of creation

all phenomenal beings are as letters.
Letters in themselves are
meaningless and express nothing of
thought or ideal as, for instance,
'a,' 'b,' etc. Likewise all phenomenal beings are without independent meaning.
But a word is
composed of letters and has independent sense and meaning. Therefore, as Christ conveyed the perfect meaning of divine reality and
embodied independent significance,
he was the VV ord. He was as the
station of reality compared with
the station of metaphor. There is
no intrinsic meaning in the leaves
of a book, but the thought they
convey leads you to reflect upon the
reality. The reality of Jesus was
the perfect meaning, the Christhood in Him which in the holy
books is symbolized as the VV ord. ' ,
VVho, then, was Jesus Christ?
'Abdu'l-Baha answers this question most wonderfully in these
words: ' , Jesus was a Manifestation of God. Everything of Him
pertained to God. To know Him
was to know God. To love Him
was to love God. To obey Him was
to obey God. He was the source of
all Divine qualities. In this Mirror
the light of the Sun of Realitv was
Th;ough
reflected to the world.
this Mirror the Energy of God was
transmitted to the world. The
whole disk of the SUll of Reality
was reflected in Him."
He who would honestly solve the
question as to "Who was ChrisU"
is confronted in this day with the
question, equally momentous, "VVho
was Baha 'u'llah?" The same cycle
of manifestation evolving brings
again the concrete expression-renewed revelation of the Word. It
is true today as it was in the time
of Christ that "those who seek
shall find."
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rrfI1j IS Holiness Baha 'u '11ah has said that if from each
IlJIJ of the varying religious systems one intelligent
member be selected, and these representatives come together seeking to investigate the reality of religion, they
would establish an inter-religious body before which all
disputes and difference of religious belief could be presented for investigation and discussion. These questions
could then be weighed and settled from the standpoint
of reality and all imitations discarded. In this way all
religious sects and systems would become one.
Do not question the practicability of this and be not
astonished. It has been effected and accomplished in
Persia. In that country the various religionists have
gathered together to investigate the reality and have
united in the utmost fellowship and love. No traces of
discord or differences remain; the utmost love, kindness
and unity are apparent. They are unified and live together like a single family in harmony and accord. Discord and strife have passed away. Love and fellowship
now prevail instead. Furthermore those souls who have
obeyed Baha'u'llah and attained this condition of accord,

fCell~w~hiP Zand affi~iationB dadre . MUhNamma.dans,S ~ ~ws,

hnshans, oroastnans, u lusts, l' estonans, hlltes,
Sunnites, and others. No discord exists among them.
This is a proof of the possibility of universal unification
among the religionists of the world through practical
means. Imitations which have held men apart have been
discarded and the reality of religion envelops them in its
perfect unity.
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"God's creation is perfect. I~very part of the universe
has its connection vvith every other part, a,ccon7ing to a, Di1!ine
system."

,AluZ'II!l-Ba,hft
HAVliJ 'i'HE EARTH and the human
life upon it come to be what they
are by a form of evolution which is
purely an accidental configuration
of matter, or have they followed a
Design which the people of religion
call the Wlll of God ~
The Baha'i teaching defini tely
supports the concept of a vast Design which not only has patterned
life, but has also impelled it to
evolve. "It hath been made evidont
and proved," said 'Abdu '1 'Baha,
"that interaction, cooperation and
interrelation amongst beings are
under the direction and will of a
Motive Power which is the or"igin,

the ?native force and the pivot of

all interactions in the ttniverse."
Scientists, on the other hand, successful in finding material causes
for material things, have tended to
conceive a chain of cause and effect which precludes a Divine purpose or will. Comte, French scientist and philosopher of a century
ago, asserted the dogmatic position
of science in the classic words, "We
have now ushered God across the
boundaries of the universe."
In
other words, the scientist no longer
felt any need of causes outside the
phenomenal universe.
This materialism has continued
to dominate scientific thought from
Darwin till today. But now, for

the first time, the open-minded
scientist is beginning to confess
himself baffled before the nltimate
mystery of matter--and its Imleic1oscopic transformations.
The solidity of the atom, firm ground and
foundation for a materialistic concept of the universe, has already
disappeared into thin air, and with
it the cocksureness of the positivist.
Leading physicists of today, such
as Michelson and Eddingtol1, see
the possibility of explaining ultimate matter in terms of spirit.
And now comes a remarkable
statement from the physicist Arthnr H. Compton of the University
of Chicago, Nobel Prize winner of
1927, to the effect that the world and
mankind have not developed at random ont of an atomic chaos. On
the contrary, he believes there is
evidence of a directive intelligence
or purpose back of everything, with
the creation of intelligent minds as
itFl reasonable goal.
"The old-fashioned evolutionary
viewpoint, "says Professor Compton in an interview to the New
York Times, "was that the world
as we know it developed as a result
of chance, variations of all kinds
occurring, some of which would be
more suited to the conditions than
others, and therefore surviving.
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More recent thought has found this
viewpoint increasingly difficult to
defend.
"To the physicist it has become
clear that the chances are infinitesimal that a universe filled with
atoms having random properties
would develop into a world with the
infinite variety that we find about
us.
"This strongly suggests that the
evolutionary process lS not a
chance one but is directed toward
some definite end. If we suggest
that evolution is direeted we imply
that there is an intelligence directing it. It thus becomes reasonable
to suppose that intelligent minds
may be the end toward which such
an intelligent evolution is proceeding. "
Not only does this modern-minded physicist believe in a Purpose
underlying and impelling all existence, but he doubts if the human
mind and soul, greatest and most
important of all creations, becomes
annihilated at the death of the body.
"If in the world scheme conscious
life is the thing of primary importance, what is happening on our
earth is thus of great cosmic significance, and the thoughts of man,
which have come to control to so
great an extent the development of
life upon this planet, are perhaps
the most important things.
"On this view, we might expect
nailue to preserve at all costs the
living souls which it has evolved at
such labor, which would mean the
immortality of intelligent minds."
The growth of man's character,
through the trials and tests of the
years of earthly life, does all this
come to naught at death? Such

an idea is unthinkable says this
physicist.
"It takes a whole lifetime to
build the character of a noble man.
The adventures and discipline of
youth, the struggles and failures
and successes, the pains and pleasures of maturity, the lonliness al1d
tranquility of age-these make up
the fire through which he must pass
to bring out the pure gold of his
soul. Having been thus far perfected, what shall nature do with
him ~ Annihilate him ~ What infinite waste!"
Thus "ve see that science is more
and more tending in the direction
of harmony with the deeper spiritual truths.
And in the world of economics
we have such a leader as Roger
Babson urging the teaching of the
spiritual veri ties to all school children, for it is more important than
any other knowledge. The existence of God and the soul, the use of
prayer, and the immortality of the
spirit-these are subjects which he
would have the public schools inculcate.
Certainly the time to acquire the
foundations of religion is in childhood. The present generation are
managing to live without religion
because they are still using spiritual momentum acquired from their
parents. But what have they to
hand on to their own children 7
Here is one of the greatest problems that face modern parents who
have themselves lost faith in religion because of its entanglements
with dogmas impossible of reconciliation with known truths of
SClence.
Just at this time when devotion
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to traditional religion is weakening-and this trend is almost as
strong in Japan, China, India, and
the Near East, as it is in America
and Europe-humanity is presented with a solution which is marvelously satisfying to the most advanced thought, and which bridges
the gulf between religious progressives and religious conservatives.
The Baha'i Movement, strongly
practical in its humanitarian message and appeal, also harmonizes
spiritual truth with the truth of
science. ]lrom the old dogmas and
traditions, man-made in an epoch

of humanity's childhood, emerges
once more religion pure and unde:filed.
Such truth is no more hostile to
science than is the universe itself.
For truth cannot be disparate.
There can be only one truthwhether it be approached from the
viewpoint of the scjentist or of the
religionist. Religious dogma which
opposes truth as revealed by
science is pure imagination, the
product of man's emotions rather
even than of his intellect-and certainly not truth as divinely revealed .

.....................
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says the uni'verse twth 'neither beginning nor ending.
He has set aside the elaborate them'ies and exha~Lstive opinions of
scientists and material lJh'ilosophers by the s'ilnple sf,akment "There
is'lw beginning, no ending." The theolog'ians and religionists advance
IJZaw3ible proofs tha,t the creat'ion of the ~miverse dates back six thousand yectrs; the scient'ists bring forth ind'isp~I,table fCLets and say" N of
these evidences indicate ten, twenty, fiftythotLsand years ago," etc.,
etc. There are endless disc~Lss'ions pro and con. BaJ~a'1l'llah sets aside
these disc~Lssions by one word and statement. He says" The divine
sovGre'ignty hath no beginning and no ending." By this annoumcement
and its demonstration he has established a standal'd of agreel1wnt
among those who reflect upon this qtLestion of div'ine sovereignty;
urotLght f'econciliation and peace in this war of op'inion and disCtLs8ion.
B'riefly, there were ma'ny ~m'iversal cycles pr'eceding a~is one ,in
which we are living. They we're cQ1!/;s~pmmated, completed and their
traces obliterated. The cl'ivine and cr'eat'ive pLLrpose in the'!n was the
evol1d'ion of sp'irittwl man, juslt as it ,is in this cycle. The c'ircle of
eX'istence is the same circle; it TettLrns. The t'ree of l,ife has ever bor-ne
the same heavenly fruit.-Abclu'l-Baha.
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NEW ATTITUDES ON COLOR
LESLIE

R.

I(fIBDU'L-BAHA in His writraJ ings and when in this country
had much to say concerning the
oneness of the world of humanity,
and the relationships of peoples of
different color to one another. On
various occasions he referred to
the color problem in the United
States, where, unfortunately, it
presents itself from time to time in
acute forms. To one who is at all
acquainted with this great problem
and with 'Abdu'l-Baha's remedy, it
is refreshing to read in "Pacificism
in the Modern World,' "x' edited by
Devere Allen, a chapter by the
editor, entitled "The New White
Man." In it he depicts the beginnings of aNew Age in which he
already sees changes of attitude
towards the darker skinned citizens of the world on the part of
some of the more progressive white
men.
To truly appreciate his point of
view one needs to read the chapter
itself, for it exposes to view some of
the real reasons for the attitudes of
the white race towards the peoples
of darker color, and likewise shows
the readjustments that sooner or
later are bound to come. Briefly,
the new white man is the person
who has acquired the fundamental
idea of the brotherhood of man and
practices tha.t ideal.
"The new Negro, the new Chinese, the new oppressed and submerged colored peoples everywhere,
are reaching out for higher and
*Published by Doubleday,
Garden City, New York.

Doran

&

Co.,

Inc.,

HAWTHORN"

higher achievements and more
abundant oPlJorhmities for se1£realization. The world around, almost, new is the word which describes the stirring of thought
among those sections of mankind
which have hitherto been looked
down on by believers in AngloSaxon superiority."
Such statements naturally raise
the question as to whether there is
any possibility of a new white man.
Allen evidently thinks there is.
"The new white man will soon
become articulate.
"The new white man will have to
burst the bonds of ignorance."
Allen, after enlarging this statement by saying that the new white
man will become aware of the accomplishments in many lines of not
only the Negro, but peoples of other
pigmentation, too, adds: "He will
know so many Negroes personally,
if he has the good fortune to deserve
their friendship, that the experience of association alone will render
him immune from the foolish
phrases of traditionalism."
"The new white man will burst
the bonds of st~perstition." AlIen
explains that if the colored people
are superstitious the white are also.
Their superstitions pertain to the
darker skinned folk, and are usually very unrelated to scientific
fact. AlIen hastens to say, however: "Yet it is questionable how
far we shall get ahead by appeals to
science and by too learned discussions. This is one field of human
contact where unspoiled fraterniza-
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tion of children belonging to different races is a guide fully as reliable
as laboratory studies or dissertations in anthropology."
"The new white man will burst
the bonds of econom'ic dependency.
In the ranks of organized
white lab or, which for the most part
refuses to admit the col 0 l' e d
worker, "will some day yet be heard
the voice of the new white man,
crying out the sound principle of
all-inclusive labor solidarity."
Elsewhere Allon says regarding
the solution of the race problem,
"Is there, indeed, any way at all
short of complete justice, complete
equality, complete freedom for
friendship?
"Almost uniformly the great
saints and prophets havo pointed
toward a unity of the races transcending any immediate hope we
may dare entertain for our present
easte-ridden society."
To the new white man, however,
he gives the vision, when he says:
"Looking down tho far aisles of
coming centuries he can hardly fail
to see increasing interracial oneness."
Such thoughts are stimulating,
and when we turn to the words of
'Abdu'l-Baha we find "One of the
important questions which affect
the unity and solidarity of humankind is the fellowship and equality
of the white and colored races.
Between these two races certain
points of agreement and points of
distinction exist which warrant mutual consideration. The points of
contact are many; for in the material or physical plane of being
both are constituted alike and exist
under the same law of growth and
bodily development. Furthermore,
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both live and move in the plane of
the senses and are endowed with
human intelligence. There are many
other mutual qualifications. In this
country, the United States of America, patriotism is common to both
races; all have equal rights of citizenship, speak one language, receive
the blessings of the same civilization and follow tho precepts of the
same religion. In fact, numerous
points of partnership and agreement exist between the two races;
whereas the one point of distinction
is that of color. Shall this, the least
of all distinctions, be allowed to separate you as races and individuals ~
In physical bodies, in the law of
growth, sense endowment, intelligence, patriotism, language, citizenship, civilization and religion you
are one and the same. A single
point of distinction exists-that of
racial color. God is not pleased
with, neither should any reasonable
or intelligent man be willing to
recognize inequality in the races because of this distinction."
In discussing the present attitude
of the white man and his dominance
of the race situation Allen makes
the following interesting statement
concerning the white American:
"Despite the log end of the Civil
War, he has allowed himself to be
sold by his desire for dominance
into a spiritual slavery.
It is because thus far we whites
have not had ow· spiritual renaissance that we pay any heed to
oracles who but bolster up our
prejudices.
"
'Abdu'l-Baha tells us, "There is
need of a superior power to overcome human prejudices; a power
which nothing in the world of mankind can withstand and which will
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overshadow the effect of all other
forces at work in human conditions.
That irresistible power is the love
of God."
The new white man will have the
love of God. So undoubtedly will
the new man of the future, whatever his color. Although, perhaps,
in this country it will be the white
man who will have to change his
attitudes more than any others; it
is also true that the New Age will
see a greater feeling of unity on
the part of those whose color is
different from our own. History
shows that subjugated races when
opportunity is given them usually
exhibit an attitude of superiority,
presumably in retaliation for the
wrongs they suffered. Such an attitude, without the love of God, is
rather natural. To avoid repetition
of such events it would seem as
though those now exhibiting the attitude of race superiority should be
the first to take advantage of the
new standards for this Age and
hasten the development of the new
white man.
AlIen makes this startling statement: ".
For the avoidance
of interracial conflict on a titanic
scale in the remaining years of the
Twentieth Century the white man,
beca use of his long dominance, is
chiefly responsible.
"Only the coming of the new

white man can prevent catastrophe. Nothing affects the situation
very much unless the new Negro,
the new peoples of the new East, the
new white man, can begin now to
live a new life more adventurous
by far than war and exploitation."
To those who have read the words
of BaM!u'lhih and 'Abdul-Baha
and have caught the spirit of the
Age which is upon us, and who, with
Their help, are conscious of the
tremendous forces now at work
throughout the world, and who can
see the far-reaching changes going
on in all phases of human life, it is
stimulating as well as enlightening
to come across such a book as
"Pacifism in the Modern World,"
and to read therein such a chapter
as "The New White Man." Such
statements as are quoted above, and
coming from such an authority,
should awaken us more fully to the
problems around us and before ns,
and cause us to devote all onr efforts towards the fulfillment of
those ileals which are fundamental
in the Baha'i ca use, and which were
proclaimed many, many years ago
by Baha 'u 'llah. The most important of all the principles is The Oneness of Mankind, for until this oneness is understood and accepted
peace IS impossible of accomplishment.

"Originally mankind was one family, ~tnited and compact; later on
the members of this happy family were divided and sLtbdiv'ided th1-ongh
ignorance and prejndices. Now the time has come agctin f01' their final
nnification."- '.Abd~l'l-Baha.
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THE NEW WORLD SPIRIT
"What is the spirit of this age, what is its focal point? It is the establishment of
Unive1'sal Peace, the establish'rnent of the knowl.edge thcit humanity is one family . ...
This is the day in which war and contention shall be forgotten. This is the day in
which nations and govern'rnents will enter into an eternal bond of a:rnity and conciliation. This centw'y is the fulfillment of the promised cenhiry."-'Abdu'l-Bahri .

•••••••••
•••
THE PEACE MOVEMENT no longer
depends on a few so-called intellectuals. It has arrived at a point
where it not only challenges some
of the brainiest statesmen in the
world, but where great parties dare
to endorse it.
Twenty-five or thirty years ago,
people regarded it as based on pure
idealism, as righteous in theory,
but hopeless in practice.
Now they realize that it was
shaped by the necessities of modern
civilization, that the twentieth century world could not afford to ignore it, and that instead of being a
romantic dream, it was rooted in
the fundamental needs of hardheaded progress.
Nations are beginning to understand that they cannot live by the
law of the jungle, that world-wide
trade and intercourse calls for
world-wide order and that they
must recognize the common interests if they would enjoy the common benefits of civilized life.
In this respect, humanity is
merely applying on a grand scale
those ideas which it has found

necessary to apply on a small scale
since the dawn of consciousness.
Time was when each family lived
unto itself and looked to its own
strength for protection, and time
was when each tribe claimed the
right to make war at its pleasure.
Unrestrained sovereignty, as we
call it, has bowed to the laws of
relativity and compromise.
In the beginning it was exercised
by the individual; later by the family; still later by the clan, and then
by the nation.
Each step upward has led to its
subordina tion.
Right now there are only fiftyfive governments who pretend to
enjoy it, and the vast majority of
those have yielded to the extent of
joining the League of Nations, entering the World Court or subscribing to the Kellogg pact.
Humanity has not been following
a poet's fancy in this expansion of
ideas, but has found virtue in what
was profitable, in what paid, in
what was indispensable to the
growth of intelligence. - M. E.
Tmcey in the Washington News.
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Ghazi f{e1JUil Pasha, Pr'esident of Turkey (See opposite page)
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GHAZI KEMAL PASHA
MARTHA

nURKEY, the new Republic,
under the powerful courage of
the Ghazi Kemal Pasha, has contributed a mighty forward impulse to
world understanding, to the union
of East and West. Turkey, situated
in both the Orient and the Occident,
the ol1etime llead of the Muslim
world, is today watched by the eyes
of millions of Muslims throughout
the different contil1ents. And Turkey has astonished even Europe and
the rest of the western world by her
most frank democratic attitude.
She has gone a generous half-way
to stretch out her hand of good will
to western Ohristian countries. IJet
not Christian Europe, in its selfesteem walk by on the other side of
the road,~it, too, has broken faith.
and committed atrocities.
One knows that before there can
be a New World Order, the crumbling old dogmas and fanaticisms,
the prejudices and jealousies mnst
be torn down, and efficient tools
provided for building a new nnity
of humanity. This the great Ghazi
Kemal Pasha has done. He has
the reputation of plunging into all
the hardest tasks that no one else
would attempt and carrying them
through to remarkable success. He
is doing his part to make the world
safe for peace; differently to be sure
from Mr. Kellogg and his pact, but
nevertheless very important.
Kemal Pasha has substituted the
Latin character for the Arabic, so
that now western literature will be
easier for the millions of eastern-

U
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el's to learn, and in turn western
nations can more quickly grasp the
Turkish language and through it
understand the religion, the philosophy, the culture of the Oriental.
rrhis must come about if the East
and the 'vVest really a re to understand each other. Man as man can
never hold up his head in honor
until the East and the West are
real friends for until then he is the
universe's greatest failure.
The Ghazi has also separated the
religion and the state in Turkey,
which was a much harder task thal1
it was for Europe to throw off a
similar yoke a few centuries earlier,
Now in the Orient, liberty of thinking and freedom in choosing one's
belief will be realized more and
more for Turkey'S present tolerant
far-seeing outlook undoubtedly will
be studied and adopted by many
other Asia tic countries.
MUI-IAlV[MAD
NEVER
taught the
wearing of the veil. Muhammad's
own daughtcr, called "the Lady of
Paradise" spoke to large audiences
of Arabs with her face uncovered.
It is said that Zeyneb, the great and
very beautiful woman professor in
the University of Baghdad wore no
veil when she taught. It is the
Ghazi Kemal Pasha in this twentieth century who has had the
superhUmaIl courage to take the
veil off Turkish Islam and to do
away with polygamy in Turkey. In
this new republic of Turkey the
marriage law is the same as it is in
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Switzerland and
States.

111

the United

IF ANY ONE visits Turkey and sees
how these Young Turks have suffered, been persecuted and exiled,
how they have fought to hold the
, 'homelands' , of their once vast
empire, and how necessary it is now
to guard their spirit of nationalism
in these first foundation years, one
is not surprised that nationalism
is cherished almost as their religion
in this new Turkey.
If Turkey can be left to develop
her rich resources, expand to the
full her modern education, and if the
world will give to Turkey courteous
consideration and unquestioning
trust, Turkey may stand a glorious

Republic, a model to the East and
a glory to the West.
Now her great President (and he
is the same man who as Commander
of the Army blocked absolutely the
Dardanelles to a warring world)
has opened wide the mental dardanelles so that the East and the
West may come and go, so that
there may be Arabic-Latinized
script, so there may be co-education, great freedom and progress
for women in this eastern-westernized republic, and so there may be
genuine free thinking and freedom
for all religions.
So before leaving this table of
thought, 0 reader, I lift my glass
and pledge a toast to
Kemal Pasha, President of the
Republic of Turkey.

U From every standpoint the world of humanity is undergoing a
re-formation. The laws of former governments and civilizations are in
process of revision, scientific ideas and theories are developing and
advancing to meet a new range of phenomena, invention and discovery
are penetrating hitherto ttnknown fields revealing new wonders and
hidden secrets of the material ttniverse; industries have vastly wider
scope and production; everywhere the world of mankind is in the throes
of evolutionary activity indicating the passing of old conditions and advent of the new age of re-formation. Old trees yield no frttita,ge; old
ideas and methods are obsolete and worthless now. Old standards of
ethics, moral codes and methods of living in the past will not stcffice for
the present age of advancement and progress . ...
U While this is true and apparent, it is likewise evident that the
Lord of mankind has bestowed infinite bounties upon the world in this
century of matttrity and consttmmation. The ocean of divine mercy is
stlrging, the vemal showers are descending, the Sun of Reality is shining gloriously. Heavenly teachings applicable to the advancement in
human conditions have been revealed in this merciful age. This re-formation and renewal of the fttndamental reality of religion constitute
the true and otltworking spirit of modernism, the ttnmistakable light
of the world, the manifest effulgence of the Word of God, the divine
remedy for all human ailment and the bounty of eternal life to all mankind."-' Abdtt'l-Baha.
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THE UNIVERSAL RELIGION
HOOPElR HARRIS

"In this ceniuj'y of illu?n1:nc~tion hea,j'ts arc inclined towa,rd amity and fellowship
and minds aj'e thoughtful upon the question of the unification of mankind, There is
an emanation of the Universal Consciousness to clay which clearly indicaies the dawn of
a great unity,"-'Abclu'l-Baha.

mELIGION which leads the way
to God throug-h Prophets
can alone furnish the authority
necessary to provide the laws and
institutions jn accordance with
which the social, intellectual and
spiritual evolution of mankind
must proceed. For religion must
be not only for that rare company of highly developed people whose souls aspire to God, must
be not merely a more or less successful effort by individuals to find and
know God, but it must be able to
change laws and customs which
stand in the way of progress and enlig-htenment, remove superstitions,
furnish a conclusive proof and argument, and provide us with a sufficient sanction for g-overnment, so
that the foundations of society may
be made firm, and the world saved
from sinking- into g-ross materialism and perhaps from that back
into barbarism, for history teaches
us that barbarism may easily exist
under all the outer forms of culture
and civilization.
Just as life can only be known
throug-h its manifestations, so God
Who is the Author and Creator of
life, can only be known through His
Manifestation, Who is "the life, the
tndh and the way." The question
whence we are, what we are, and
wha t is our final goal and end,
neither science nor philosophy has
been able to answer. Such an
answer as the soul will accept and
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profit by, can be furnished by religion alone. But any answer which
religion gives, to be satisfactory to
the educated and intellig-ent, must
be supported and attested by facts,
confirmed by reason and justified by
experience.
Otherwise there is
nothing- to show that religion is
anything- more than more aspiration of the soul toward the Unknowable.
True relig-ion, according- to the
Baha'i teaching-, is something- more
than soul aspiration, and rests upon
something far more substantial
than psychic phenomena or miracles, which in themselves are not
sufficient to constitute any proper
or satisfactory basis for real faith.
True religion does not deny any of
these thing-s, but it does not depend
upon them. It stands firmly on
div'ine revelation, and affirms that
the only real proof of God and soul
and eternal life is a provable and
demonstrable revelation of the
spirit of God to men, and that such
a divine revelation must come to
man throug-h Man used as the
Mouthpiece of God.
While the Invisible Essence of
God is unknowable and above "ascent or descent, heig-th or depth,
sig-n, description or definition," so
that we cannot say what He is or
what He is not, yet the Revelation
of God is knowable and provable.
The Prophets of God are therefore
His real and substantial proof, for
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in Them His spirit becomes maifest.
The Spirit of God has been at
work in humanity, which is its true
temple, from the very beginning;
and its Manifestations to men in
the various cycles and epochs with
signs and proofs which cannot be
denied is to be clearly traced in the
history of the human race. Through
the different cycles this mighty and
wonderful spirit in man has not
been working aimlessly, but on the
contrary, for the progressive development of man to an end and goal
worthy of his creation. Carlyle has
well said, ' 'Man is a wonderful
crea hue, mysteriously endowed,
with such a life within him and such
a world about him as defies successful analysis."
Individuals may be insignificant,
with only their few short years to
live. But when we consider man
as a race; view him in the light of
the one great spirit in him which is
continually driving him forward
along the road of civilization and
progress, and see his great accomplishments-how he has changed the
face of the earth, subdued and conquered nature and harnessed the
very elements to his use,-it is easy
to understand that there must have
been a great purpose in his creation. As the poet has so beautifully
expressed it: "Towards one divine
event, the whole creation moves."
"\V" e cannot more fitly describe that
event than in the language of the
Hebrew prophets as the Day of
God, "when the knowledge of God
would cover the earth as the waters
cover the sea; when the great Deliverer would arise with healing on
His wings; when God's holy ones
would reign on earth; when the
Most Great Peace would become

manifest; and when there ,yould be
one Lord and His Name One."
THE ONE GREAT spirit, the Spirit
of Truth, has at different times in
the social and spiritual development and progress of the human
race, manifested itself wi tll signs
and with power and authority. It
is the will of God in humanity continually striving to uplift man to a
higher level of divine knowledge, of
morality and of spirituality. Its
Manifestations men have known as
Zoroaster, Abraham, Moses, Buddha, Christ, Muhammad.
Men cannot know the Essence of
God, but those in whom His Primal
Will becomes manifest, are known
as the Prophets of God; and the
great error of humanity has been
the worship of Their personalities,
instead of the Light which shines
from Them, and is apparent in
Them.
"\V"e should always try to see the
Light and not merely the Lamp in
which it is shining; for v{hile the
Light is always one, the Lamps
may be, and have been, of different
fOTms and C01OTS. It is the Spirit
which manifests through Them,
and the instructions received from
Them-the life and teachingswhich are important; and Their hnman personalities, instead of being
a help, may become a veil and a
hindrance unless through the spiritual eye we continually look at Their
Reality which is God.
Since the advancement of the human race is a progressive development, no Prophet has ever claimed
His revelation to be final, but each
has prophesied of another to come
after Him. Each one has His year
or cycle, with its spring, summer,
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autumn, aud winter. And in the
gloomy clonds of the winter time of
His revelation when "darkness
covers the earth and gross darkness
the people," the Light for the New
Cycle appears and the New Dispensa tion is born.
Hence in the Bagavad Gita, it is
written, "\iVhenever religion goes
down and irreligion prevails, I am
born among men to reestablish it
again." And so in the Gospels, it
is prophesied that the Son of Man
would come in the clouds and at a
time when the people would have
the forms of Godliness but would
lack the power of the spirit. Buddha said that after Him another
would come who would have thousands of followers where He had
ha d hundreds. And in the Amba tha
Sutta, tho ancient Brahmin scriptures are referred to and summed
up as prophesying the coming of
"the Great Man who is to conquer
the sea-girt earth without a rod and
without a sword and sit enthroned."
In each cycle the True One appears to bring men back to the one
true God, He \iVho is the creator
and 8US tainer of altlif e ; and to free
the human mind froln soul-chilling
superstitions and from customs inherited from ancestors which prevent enlightenment and progress.
However much we may boast of
our enlightenment, in one way or
another all of us allow the past to
put chains and fetters on us. We
need first of all to realize that wc
must be men, and to he men means
that we must not be afraid to stand
alone, face to face with the Truth,
and to use the great faculties of
reason and judgment where\vith
God has endowed ns in reaching
our conclusions. r:t1 0 be free means
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to stand masters of ourselves, within ourselves, cutting away from the
tales of the past, working out our
own problems, and freeing ourselves from customs and traditions
which had their own reason for
being, but which in this age stand in
the way of progress.
A great lecturer has said the two
great principles necessary to success are discipline and sacrifice.
By discipline is meant self-discipline, for one who cannot govern
himself is not fit for freedom. And
by sacrifice is meant that the in-dividual must be willing-for the
good of his community, of his COUlltry, of the world-to surrender the
petty interests of self and customs
and prejudices which prevent unity
and cooperation.
Discipline and sacrifice certainly
may be found in the Bahit'i religion. Here we see a record of
heroic devotion, of restraint of self,
of obedience and of self-sacrifice.
Countless Baha,'is have not only
had to face the opposition of family
and social ostracism, but tbey have
been compelled to surrender in the
way of God all that men hold dear,
even life itself; and this they have
done cheerfully, uncomplainingly
and without resistance, suffering
martyrdom by thousands.
ALL OF THE divine books teach
the same Truth, and \t is beautiful
to no le the similitude between the
Rig Vecla, perhaps the most ancient
book in the world, and the Gospels,
as to the creation. In the RigVeda, we read, "In the beginning
there arose the source of Golden
Light. He was the only born Lord
of all that is. He established the
earth and this sky." III the Gos-
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pels we read, "In the beginning
was the Word and the Word was
with God, and the Word was God
. . . all things were made by Him
and without Him was not anything
made that was made." Thus from
both the Rig-V eda and the Gospels
we see that the creation is through
this Word or Creative Will, Who is
the source of Golden Light and the
only born Lord of all that is.
But creation through Him is a
spiritual creation or renewal of the
Truth of God in the world of humanity, the coming of a manifestation of that Light which "lighteth
every man that cometh into the
world."
The distinct claim of the Baha'i
revelation is that this is the Day of
aNew Creation, and that the
Primal Will has again manifested
Itself in the world in Baha 'u 'llah
for the re establishment of faith
and the rebuilding of the fallen
temple of God. And as the first
dawning of the Truth was in that
Paradisian country beyond the
Himalayas-the home of the ancient
Aryan race-so today He Who is
called the First and the Last, the
Beginning and the End, has reappeared to man as the dawning of
aNew Day, in Iran or Persia, His
original birthplace.
The Baha'is claim that as in times
past God spoke His creative Word
in Buddha, in Moses, in Muhammad, and in Jesus Christ,-so today He is speaking It for the new
dispensa tion in Baha 'u 'llah. The
proof of this tremendous statement
is found in the very record of the
Baha'i Cause, with its narrative of
heroism, devotion, self-sacrifice and
martyrdom. To this must be added
the inspiration and divine powers

shown through the three great personalities-the Bab, Baha'u'llah
and 'Abdu'l-Baha-Who constitute
the Baha'i trinity of the Herald, the
Revelator, and the Interpreter and
Spreader of the cause, the Ceuter of
the Covenant, an actual and not a
metaphysical trinity, and one which
does not interfere with the onenes
and singleness of God the Creator,
being a trinity of Manifestations of
one and the self-same Spirit.
'Abdu'l-Baha was released from
His long imprisonment, by the
Young Turks Party in 1908, and
thereafter He journeyed to Europe
and the United States where for
several months His proclamation of
the Baha'i Teachings was heard by
thousands for He spoke in churches
and synagogues and befOTe Peace
and Scientific Societies, as well as
many other organizations.
He
proved to all those who were truth
seekers how the Baha'i Teachings
meet the needs and requirements of
the age and is becoming more and
more essential to humanity as world
problems constantly increase.
'Abdu'l-Baha passed to the Supreme Kingdom November 28, 1921
at Haifa, Palestine. In His last
Testament He appointed His eldest
grandson, Shoghi Effendi, as Guardian of the Baha'i Cause, which
means that the Teachings revealed
by Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha
will be protected, that is, never become subject to human interpretation; and will insure the proper coordinating of the activities of the
Cause and a true spiritual administration of its affairs.
IN CONCLUSION the fundamental
teachings and the great principles
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of the Baha'i Faith may be summed
up as follows:
That God, the One, the Impregnable, is in His Essence above ascent or descent, heigth or depth,
sign, description or definition. He
reveals Himself through a succession of Prophets Who are the Manifestations of His Names and attributes, of His commandments and
Will in the world of creation. The
inner truth and reality of the teachings of all of these Prophets is one,
but the method of teaching and the
outer commandments change in accordance with the requirements of
the people of the age in which They
appear. ,Just as we, individually,
have our infancy, our youth and
our maturity, so humanity has its
infancy and youth and maturity.
Today the world is prepared for
and needs a universal Manifestation
of Truth suitable to the requirements of the intelligence of the age,
and accordingly such a Manifestation has come. The purpose of His
coming is to spiritually unite mankind and to show the oneness of all
things in God,-not only the Oneness of God as a Name, but the oneness of man with God, and the oneness of man with man in true and
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real brotherhood, and consequently
the annulment of differences of
race and religion; the oneness of
true religion and science; of religion and social evolution, development and progress; the oneness in
fact of all truth which cannot contradict itself and must proceed
from one Source. Generally, to
paraphrase the language of Bah3!u'llah, the objects which are to be
attained are: that all nations should
become one in faith and all men
as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of
men should be strengthened; that
diversity of religion should cease
and differences of race be annulled;
that fruitless strife and ruinous
wars should pass away, and the
Most Great Peace should come; that
kings and rulers should spend their
treasures on that which will conduce
to the happiness of their subjects
instead of on means for the destruction of the human race; that all
men should become as one kindred
and one family; and that a man
should not glory in this, that he
loves his country, but should rather
glory in this, that he loves the
whole world.

"THERE ARE some who belicve that the divine bou.nties are subject to cessation.
F'or exct1nple they think that the Tcvelation of God, the elhLlgence of God and the
bount·ies of God have ended. Th·is is self-evidently a 1nistaken idec" for none of these
is subject to termination. The 1"eality of divinity is like unto the sun and TCvelation is
like unto the rays thereof. If we should assert that the bounties of God ctre not everlasting we are forced to believe that d'ivinity can come to an end wheTeas the reality
of divinity enfolds all virtues and by TCason of these bmmties ,is perfect . . . . Hence
Tevelation is progress·ive and continuous. It neVe1" ceases. It is necessary that the
TCality of divinity with all its perfections and att1-ibutes should become resplendent
in the human world."-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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A BAHA'I TRAVELER IN PALESTINE
WALTER

B.

RERUSALEM is the Mecca of
many hearts and minds, the
city of holy memories and legends,
the city of the Passion, the city of
the Orusader's hopes and ideals,
the centre of Muslim victories and
the shrine of Omar.
At dawn I was awakened by the
cry of the muzzien from the lofty
minaret nearby, calling' the people
to prayer, that Allah was Allah, the
only One; arise and pray. Soon
the clashing, jarring tones of the
numerous bells of the Ohurch of the
Holy Sepulchre proclaimed that it
was Sunday morning, and from the
many church towers, other bells
added to the din.
A walk through the busy, noisy
bazaars took me to the J affa Gate
and the citadel, where I found the
military band adding its music to
the din of the many bells.
I followed behind the soldiers into the cool, restful spaces of Ohrist
Ohurch and listened to the military
band playing the hymns and the responses of the service of the Ohurch
of England. But in spite of holy
chant and sound of bell, I felt a
sense of strife in this holy city.
What shall be said of Jerusalem
on earth, the city of numberless
sects, religions and creeds-people
from all Eastern lands, in many
garbs and costumes 1 Oan peace
come unto her borders, and love and
amity reign in her homes 1
The question of peace and brotherly love for today, to me seemed
hopeless, yet if we despair, we no
longer trust in the Divine Plan, no
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long'er have faith in the Divine
Power and Love, wl1ich is mightier
than man.
In years to come peace, love, and
the beauty of holiness shall radiate
from the hill of Zion; its problems,
when solved, will point the way to
the rest of a weary, war-torn
world, for the solution of the woes
of Jerusalem is the remedy for all
mankind.
The Mount of Olives stands radiant on the side of the hill. Towards
the east is the valley of the Dead
Sea, beyond, the Mountains of
Moab. The Mountains around the
city are barren and dry, yet We
know that some day peace and
righteousness will reign in place of
prejudice, poverty and pride, and
people will come to worship God in
this place with joy and the fragrance of holiness.

J erusale1n--Old City
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J el'usalem, once seen, can never
be forgotten: its narrow, winding
sheets, its many mosques and
churches, its odorous, busy bazaars,
its donkeys and camels, its clanging bells, its ecclesiastical priests,
its guides and its beggars, its armed
police and numerous sentries, its
castellated walls, its citadel, its rock
of Omar and Pool of Siloam, are
impressed on every mind.
Its wondrous legends of the story
of the lowly Nazarene, its rrower of
David, the many gates, its subterranean places.-all bring memories
of long ago.
Let us leave the future of this
wondrous city in the hands of the
Divine Architect, whose vVord never
becomes void, whose plans never
fail, knowing that as in the past,
the shame and agonies this city has
repeatedly witnessed, will yet bring
to full fruition a wondrous cenhe
of peace and love, for Zion shall
yet reign triumphant over her present darkness and despair.
CANA.-The sun was sinking toward the west as we rode into Cana
of Galilee. It was the little village,
never to be forgotten, whose inhabitants saw the first miracle of J eSllS.
It is the commou type of village: the
well of necessary life-giving water,
the straight-limbed women carrying
on their heads those clay immemorial water pots, whoBe shape
probably remains the same as were
in nse two thousand years ago, the
white stone houses with flat roofs,
its walled streets with its gardens
hidden away from view of the passing traveler.
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Yet an aroma of sacred import
lingers there. On that spot the
lowly N azarene had walked and
talked; those memories of His life
remain to hallow those stones and
village streets so dusty and white
in the blazing sun.
It matters little today as to the
actuality of the miracle or leg·end.
The juice of the grape, the wine
that exhilarates and cheers, that
makes glad the heart of man, is always for the East a symbol of tbe
Divine influx we call today the Holy
Spirit. It may bave been wine
which Jesus of long ago gave to the
thirsty wedding guests, but to me it
must have been those life-giving
Words, those soul-stirring thoughts
that dropped from His lips in
strands of pearls, and the Di vine
love that radiated from His dynamic personality.
The wine of tlJOse days is spilt,
the bottle burst into many fragments; in the Holy Land alone
there exists on every hand a medley
of Christian sects and creeds; hut
still the wine of the Love of God
ever issueB from the eternal fountain, and is ahvays ready to bubble
np in loving hearts and kindly
deeds.
Somehow, somewhere, in many
lands we shall find again, if we seek,
the six water pots of clay that,
whole, intact, and strong, still hold
the wine of the Love of God, so that
thirst.y souls may seek and find, and
haviwr once tasted the life-l.rivinD'
0
potion, shall thirst no more; but
have life and joy eternal bubhling
up in their hearts to soothe and heal
the souls of this sorrowful world.
'-'
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BUILDING THE TEMPLE AT THE
1930 CONVENTION
"In this Cause consultation is of vital i?npoTtance; b~~t spiritual confe1'e1we and
not the men voicing of personal views is intended . . . . TherefoT6 tnw consultation
is spir'itual confer'ence in the attitude and at?nospheTe of love. . . . Love and
fellowship ar'e the foundation."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.

~]NE

enters by a straight path
and a narrow door into the
embryonic structure of the Baha'i
Temple at 'Vilmette.
The grey
concrete base rising from the lakeside site on Sheridan Drive has
been the subject of inquiry from
many passersby.
Could those
hurrying multitudes have entered
the simple doorway and stepped
into the Foundation Hall, in which
for three years the Baha'i Conventions have been held, the casual
voice of curiosity would have taken
on a deeper note in the hearts of
the spiritually susceptible.
For
hidden within the enigmatic exterior there lies a vast circular
room designed with such moving
beauty that the newcomer can but
stand, devoid of words, stirred by
the response of his own heart to
having found its abiding place.
At ten 0 'clock of the morning of
April 25 the sun poured in golden
splashes of light through the
square panes of the skylight to
irradiate the scene of the 1930
Convention. One who has lain in
summer in the tall grasses of some
hill and gazed into "the blue bowl
of the sky" has been aware of the
spaciousness in which God has set
His creation.
Something of that
feeling has been captured in the
structure of this room, with its
high, domed ceiling accentuated in
its appearance of height by panels
converging toward the central sky,~

light. The sidewalls, paneled, too,
are hung with glowing oriental
rugs from the sacred shrines of
Baha'i history. The room had
been transformed into a garden of
spring flowers. Masses of tulips,
daffodils, and spirea bloomed
against a background of graceful
palms. Light, color, form, fragrance, contributed to the spell of
this convention setting. Delegates
and friends sat in semi-circular
rows, their bowed heads caught in
a wide, inclusive nimbus by the
r!lYs of descending light. This
twenty-second annual convention
of the Baha'is of the United States
and Canada was felt by those present to mark the outpouring of a
new and special bounty upon the
friends of God. The searching
sacrifice of years had found its
fruition in the sum needed to resume the building of the Temple.
The inspiring conception of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar - D awn i ngplace of the Mention of God-was
no longer merely to exist in the
lines of graceful drawings, nor in
the intricate beauty of plaster
models nor in the endless detail of
architectural design. This was the
point long heralded of its emergence in the world of actuality; and
in the inmost hearts of those who
sat in the hush of introductory
prayer was to be found the sense
of preparation for bttilcling, building the Temple of the Lord therein,
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that the world might see the Plan
of the Master Builder, Baha'u'llah,
arising from its foundations with
dignity and power.
From the hilltop the firmament
is wide.
The convention opened
with the reading of a cabled greeting from Shoghi Effendi, the
Guardian of the Cause. Telegrams
were read from absent friends
whom distance had prevented from
being present, including messages
from London, Australia, South
Africa, Geneva, Switzerland. The
benign presence of 'Abdu'l-Baha
was felt as the chairman read the
prayer for "whenever ye enter the
council-chamber' ' "0 God, my God! We are servants of thine that have turned
with devotion to Thy Holy ]'ace,
that have detached ourselves from
all beside Thee in this glorious
day. We have gathered in this
spiritual assambly, united in our
views and thoughts, and with our
purposes harmonized to exalt Thy
Word amidst mankind. . . . Make
us signs of Thy Divine Guidance
... standards of Thy exalted Faith
amongst men ... resplendent stars
shining upon all regions ... Make
our souls dependent upon the
verses of Thy Divine Unity, our
hearts cheered by the outpourings
of Thy Grace, that we may unite
even as the waves of one sea and
become merged together as the
rays of Thy effulgent Light; that
our thoughts, our views, our feelings may become as one reality,
manifesting the spirit of union
throughout the world . . . "
IT IS ALWAYS of engrossing interest to listen throughout the
business sessions of the Baha'i
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Convention and to conVlllce oneself that through the growing
Baha'i activities, limited as they
have been by the necessity for rigid
economy, "a new spirit, a new
light and a new motion" is becoming apparent in the world. Especially was this felt in the report of
the Inter-racial Committee with the
inspiring message of its accomplishment of glorious meetings for
the bringing together of the white
and colored races. It was borne
in upon the attentive listeners that
here is a channel through which the
unseen forces flow with incredible
swiftness-here waits the opportunity for the demonstration of the
divine Word, that the eyes of the
world may perceive and be convinced.
The business of the convention is
not by any means confined to those
intense, seven-hour sessions where
one sits unconscious of self and the
passing of time. The yearly event
consists in the opportunity for
representatives from the various
Baha'i centers throughout the
country to meet and flow together
in the exhilaration of expansive and
universal love. What occurs during this unique experience is an
augury and a promise of the attainment of that supreme unity
which is in a special and mysterious
way the Ca~"se of God.
SATUHDAY NIGHT, at the Feast of
Ridvan, three hundred people were
fed beneath the dome of heaven.
On their faces were happiness and
exultation, they associated together "in joy and fragrance" and
the perfumed ties of friendship
were strengthened. A transformation had occurred. The band that
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had yielded itself to the sanctified
atmosphere of the Temple on the
opening morning, had been hushed,
reverent, but waiting as if for a
release. The passing of the hours
had brought with extraordinary
power and sweetness the renewed
sense of the corporate body of the
Cause, animated by the beating of
one Heart, pumping the stream of
abundant life through the arteries
of the Administration to the remotest cells. "Fellowship, fellowship! Love, love! Unity, unity!
-so that the power of the Baha'i
Cause may appear and become
manifest in the world of existence."
So we came to the last day of the
Convention.
That Sunday afternoon, business having gone its systematic way, we met to partake of
the piece de resistance of the
spiritual feast-the session for the
discussion of the Temple.
The greater part of the afternoon was devoted to listening to
the plans rendered by expert structural engineers and architects, and
also to a narrative by the inspired
originator of the Temple design,
Mr. Bourgeois. This was a story
that led back into the past and
which in the future will forever be
part of the lore of the New Kingdom. It is no wonder that we all
dreamed dreams backed by certainty and envisioned the glorious

structure which is to arise and proclaim to the world the Baha'i challenge to the oneness of religion and
the brotherhood of mankind.
It was the last evening and the
next morning we were to separate
in order to carry to our respective
corners of the American continent
the divine Fire that had set ablaze
the hearts and minds. Once more
we sat in the now familiar environment of the Foundation Hall, inhaled the fragrance of the flowers,
looked into the shining faces of
countless lovers. Raised on a platform in the center of the hall was
displayed the exquisite silk rug,
enormous in its proportions, a
flower-garden in its design which
had been the gift of the Guardian
to the Temple which is to be. Exquisite and precious and sacred
with the most holy associations, it
was the jewel that night for which
we were but the setting. People of
many nationalities were present.
Representatives of the various
races were chosen-Negro, Indian,
Jew, Scandinavian, German, Haiwaiian, Persian, Arab, French, and
others-they stood beside the rug
and laid reverent fingers upon it.
We listened to music, to our heightened hearts almost unbearably
beautiful; the Word of Baha'u'llah
was read. We sat in prayer, and
then-this great Convention came
to an end in reverent silence more
eloquent than any words.

M an possesses two kinds of susceptibilities: the natnral emotions
wh'ich are like dt~st t~pon the mirror, and spirit'Mal st~sceptibilities which
are 1nercihtl and heavenly characteristics."-'Abdn'l-Bahti.
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THE GLORIOUS YOUTH
AN ALLEGORY OF THE BAB
LORROL

J ACKSON

AR to the north of the City of sufficed for the simple needs of I:he
Light, amidst the Mountains inhabitants of the valley. It proIntolerance, lay the Valley of In- vided waier for the meager gardifference. This valley was hem- dens, kept alive the eattle and supmed in on every side by high moun- plied the simple household needs.
tains so that the light of the sun But few gave thought from whence
reached it for only a few short it eame 01' 1'01' what purpose it had
been sent into the Valley.
hours each day.
rpo the north stretched the MonnIn the evening, when the days
tains of Hatred and :[jjnvy, whose work was done, the villagers gathercrnel ice-covered peaks bore no ed in the market place or around
vegetation. To the south gleamed the hearth 8to11es content to revievv
the Mountains of False Pride and the gossip of the day. rPhen it was
Superstition; often alluring to the that the elders taught the children
eye but full of treacherous cliffs, the lore of the valley; tradition
deep chasms alld dangerons pitfalls handed down to them by some forfo1' the unwary. To the west the gotten race. Tradition told them
almost impassable crags of Racial that only in the valley was there
Superiority and Haee Hatred loom- safety-that the lofty monntains
ed in forbidding grandeur. But in were the only barriers whieh saved
the East lay the beautifnl l\Iloun- them from complete destruction.
tains of Hope.
Beyond these proteeting peaks lived
A small stream meandered lazily raees of people waiting and eager
through the valley; it was called to destroy them: there, also, were
the Brook of Knowledge; its source wild beasts horrible beyoll(l deswas in the Mountain of Religion far cription.
to the eastward of the Mountains
No youth was allowed to qnestion
of Hope and it lost itself in the the wisdom of whai he was told, or
ma rshes of Dogma and Creed at to seek to know aught but what was
the foot of the western mountains. handed down to him by traditioll-On rare occasions the shining pin- for tradition was law, and for those
nacles of the Mountain of Religion who broke the law there was pnllhad been viewed from afar by some ishment; the leaders of the VilJage
daring soul who had scaled a peak saw to that. The bones of those
in the Mountains of Hope to ob- who had dared to defy tradition lay
tain a broader vision: marvelous bleaehing on the cliff near the openwere the descriptions given by ing through whieh the little stream
those who had glimpsed it, but few entered the valley. Shunned by
of the people of the Valley paid the "Good people" of the VilJage
heed to the Adventurer and many and driven from its shelter by the
scoffed at him as a dreamer of priests, they had perished ere they
dreams.
could find the way through the
Altho the Brook of Knowledge Mountains of Hope to the world
was small, as streams go, yet it beyond.
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Hence, the weapon of the leaders
was fear; for the one overwhelming
desire of the people of the Valley
was to live and all individual welfare must be sacrificed that the Village might continue to be. No individual could survive the dangers
of the mountains alone, hence, the
law must be obeyed that all might
SlUVlve.

Vague stories were whispered at
eventide, of some who had dared to
question the ancient lore: the youth
who had seen the gleam of light
upon the Brook of Knowledge and
had dared to seek its source. Stories were told of those who had gone
fOTth from the valley, seeking wisdom but who had never returned,
or returning, had been taken by the
priests and publicly stoned before
they could more than hint at the
mysteries which lay beyond the
mountains.
Tradition told of one Glorious
Man, who, in bygone ages, had come
down to them from beyond the
mountains toward the rising sun
and had attempted to lead them out
of the valley to pleasant pastures
and noble cities on the heights beyond; but tradition also told that
He had been slain by the priests
for teaching the people contrary to
their law. Some there were who
had followed the path He had laid
down and had sought the heights,
but they had returned to the valley
no more and their names were forgotten by all save a few. So dwelt
the People of Heedlessness in the
Valley of Indifference.
Then, again, from the mountains
toward the Rising Sun came a
Noble Youth treading the pathway
by the Stream of Knowledge toward the village of the People of
Heedlessness. He paused, ere He
passed the place, at the foot of the

cliffs, where lay the bones of those
daring souls who sought the source
of Knowledge, and He seemed to
be in prayer. As He came near to
the village, all marvelled at His
beauty and when He spoke all were
spellbound by the power of His
words.
He told them that He had come
from beyond the mountains, from
the City of Light beyond the Mountain of Religion, whence flowed
their trickling Stream of Knowledge. He told them of a Mighty
King who had sent Him forth as a
messenger to guide them out of the
narrow valley to fertile fields and
broad pastures where fear and
want need never again dog their
footsteps. He told them of other
races of men, their brothers, servants also of the great King, who
were waiting with eager welcome
for those who were brave enough to
rise up and follow Him. He bade
them prepare for the time when the
Great King himself should leave
His dwelling in the City of Light
and come forth to destroy the Mountains of Intolerance and establish in
all the earth His reign of Love and
Peace and Brotherhood. Far into
the night the people listened with
burning hearts to His wOTds of wisdom and some there were who prepared to follow Him.
A little apart, unnoticed by the
people, the priests and leaders of
the Village shook their heads and
whispered together. They had no
thought of injustice, only of safeguarding the people of the Valley;
but blinded by prejudice and superstition, they had not caught the vision of the fuller life which the
words of the Youth had painted before the eyes of the pure of heart.
They saw only one who dared to
teach contrary to their traditions
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and who mllst be brought to trial.
rrradition was Law and Law must
be obeyed.
When morning came the villagers
were aghast to see this Noble
Visitor led to the market place for
trial and they followed in humble
silence. Upon His persecutors the
Yonth turned His back and thus
spoke to the people, "Harken, 0
People, and rejoce! All I have told
you is true. I am the Messenger
from the City of Light and I am
come to lead you out of the Valley
of Indifference into the land of
Unity and Peace. Leave these
mountains and prepare to meet the
Great King when He shall come.
When I am gone follow the trail
which I have made plain and you
will come at last to the Land of
Unity, wherein dwell the people of
every nation and race and tongue
ruled by the Great King. There
you will find better homes, abundant pastures, and marvelous cities
where all men shall be your
brothers and live with you in love
and fellowship." A cry of joy and
thanksgiving rose from the people,
but it was quickly turned into a
cry of horror. "He speaks blasphemy," cried the leaders, "he deserves death! He has dared to put
laws to naught!"-and they led
Him away to be slain.
There was then great commotion
in the village. N one "who had
caught the vision of the fnller life,
pictured in the glowing' words of
the Glorious Youth, could stand
passively by and see I-Iim slain by
the leaders in their blindness. Many
there were who willingly sacrificed
their lives in His defense, but, alas,
in vain! Again the Bringer of
Light was slain by the People of
Heedlessness in the Valley of Indifference; and again the people of
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the village cowered in fear-their
only passion, still, the desire to live.
According to the lore of the Valley the days following the martyrdom of the Glorious Youth wore
holy days and he who touched a
dead body thereon was defiJ ed.
Hence, tho body of the Youth was
placed without the confines of the
Village until the time of prayer was
past. Then it was that one whose
heart burned with the fire of a
great love went forth and rescued
the blessed remains and secreted
them until they could be taken from
the va]]ey and placed in a tomb befitting so 110ble a martyr.
As the days went by, a few left
the village to find the hail of Wllich
the Youth had spoken, bnt they retnrned no more alld the village folk
settled again into the old ways
amid the shadow of the Mountains
of Intolerance.
Years rolled by, then tlle little
stream of knowledge ran dry and a
g'l'eat d1'ont11 came upon the valley.
The gardens withered and died, the
cattle perished in the fields and hunger stalked in the Valley of Indifference. Strange beasts crept dO'wn
from the mountain caves andlothesome rentiles reared their venomons heads even at the hearth stones
of many a cottage. The mOUl1tnllW
reverberated with the roar of
thunder as the lightening' l'eu1 t.he
craigs and split the mighty oaks in
twain. It seem(3d as if the very elements were bent npon the destruction of the people of the Valley of
Indifference.
The priests, however, were not
dismayed,-" only wait, they said,
"the stream will again fill its banks,
-wait and obey the law!" "To
leave the Valley is madness-destruction awaits you beyond the
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protection of the mountains. 'Wait
and obey the law."
But the Stream of Knowledge
flowed no more and despair gave
birth to COUl'age until the people,
at last awakened to the danger,
harkened no longer to those 'who
would dissuade them but prepared
La leave the valley. rChen it was
that they remembered the fiery
words of the Glorious Youth and
knew that their only hope of safety
lay in following the trail He had
blazed for them long years before.
rehe opening to the trail was difficult
to find, some thought it was up one
valley, some were certain it was up
another; so many fell by the wayside ere the true way was reached.
Bnt those who had comage and
vision came at last to the opening
amidst the craigs and, a8 they proceeded, found the way grow plainer
with every step, until they emerged
npon the plain and stood transfixed
by the beauty which they beheld.
On every side, as far as the eye
could see, stretched a beautiful
country, flooded with sunshine,
dotted with villages and cities and
fair gardens. In the distance could
be seen the Mountain of Religion
whose eternal beauty bespoke 1he
loving care of the Great King,
whose first gift to the people of the
earth is religion.
N at far away was a village and
as they made their way thither, the
inhabitants came forth to greet
them with words of welcome, and
la, here were many who had been
their neighbors in the Valley below.
As they gathered at eventide,
around the fire, their talk was all
of the Noble Youth who had perished that they might live more
fully. "How can we atone for our
blindness 1" they asked. The one,
on whose lips were words of wisdom, spake, "0, people, follow the

example of the Glorious Youth who
was a messenger unto you and heed
His words. Devote your lives to
the service of mankind; live in peace
and harmony with all men of whatsoever race or creed or color and
purify your hearts that ye may
know the great King when He shall
come. ' , So the people of the Valley
built for themselves a fail' city to
which they welcomed all who came
I1nto them.
To all they told the story of the
Glorious Youth, of His words of
wisdom and of His martyrdom. 'ro
all they told of His promise regarding the coming of the Great King.
As their hearts filled with love
they learned to use wisely the
abundant streams of Knowledge
'which flowed from tl1e Mountain of
Religion and broad highways were
started through the Mountains of
Intolerance. As the understanding
of the life and message of the Glorious Youth became more elear, a
great longing grew among them to
rescue the earthly body and build
for it some fitting shrine, wherein
it might rest forever amidst a garden of flowers tended by the loving
hands of the faithful.
But none, save a few, knew the
place where those blessed bones lay
hidden, for many were the enemies
who yet surrounded them, and
these faithful few knew that, in the
fullness of time, one would come to
whom the Great King would entrust the building of a fitting shrine.
To them was it given to keep the
hiding place a secret until His eommg.
So the people of the valley heeded
the words of those who were wise
among them, devoting their lives to
the service of mankind and preparing their hearts that they might
know the Great King when He
should come.
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SONGS OF THE SPIRrr
THE CAUSE IS REAL

THE PURPOSE

B.

JANET BOLTON

LORNA

'TASKER

It is re,,[! It is!
Shout, shout, 0 cold, gray, heart
And dull, complaining mind!
The Cause is real!
1'here is a fire that bum, ,1 nd dQes not die,
There is a beauty that Can never fade,
There is a loveArise, leap, let your dreams burn!
Let all your life a dream
Blaze up ill ,,,lendor to the love of God
Like flunc into the sun!
Ye. shall be winged with fire
And tipped with crin1Son,
And all the dawns and suu,et' of the wotld
Shall pale before your joy.
II is real! It is!

o

you, who l110an and Cfe:ep-

Fly, love, laugh, worship, sing!
And die as did the Viking king who sailed
At sunset forth into an unknow1l sea,
Riding a ship of /lame
To find his God!

Ten thousand Sun, all clouds of glory ome,
Ten thousal1d Cycles 111 their orbits spml
E 'er the Etemal in Love's Greatest Name
Could make earth's warring god, and peoples one.

TRUE VISION
SHAHNAZ

W AlTE.

The world is full of discord and strife,
And war-clouds ""ise in the sky;
'Thcl"c is greed, and nation gainst nation doth stand,

While foes ill the ambush oft lic;
But D<lwn is breaking-Gael rules from on high,
And war shall forevcr-nlorc cease,
No Inattcr how dark the hour ll1ay seeJll,

Look not at it-but throngh it-to PEACE.

THE LIGHTHOUSE
SOPHRONIA AOKI

I toiled to make my structure tall:
I wrought in hope, full earnestly,
And that my watch-tower might not fall,
~Ay corner-stone was sYlnpathy.

I bid foundations deep and wide
Of tolerance, broad-mindedne,s;
'fhe rule of reasol1 was my guide,
No stone was laid in carelessness.
By day it stood against the sky,
Severe in syn1111ctry of line,
But darkness hid it from the eye,
As nought without a lamp divine.
1 knelt down in the silcl1ce there;
I "skeel for faith, to know the right,
And oh! He heard Illy sincere prayer:
My watch-tower is a house of light.

There arc hearts that arc weary, brokell and torn
And injustice SeC111S 11last to hold s,vay,
The poor are dowl1~troddelJ, the weak arc oppre:ioed
\Vhile the ,truggle grows harder each day:
Ent a New Era dawneth-with heart-hopes fulfll1ed
There's a Light from the heavens above;
No matter how dark the hour may seem,
Look not at it-but tbrough it-to LOVE.
There are souls that are held by strong prison wa1l5,
Of fear-in a darksome place,
\'Vhile prejudice manacles heart and mind,
Against class, religion and race;
But Freedom is cOluing--and souls 1l1ust awake,
Else pass neath the chastening Rod;
No Inatter how dark the evil l11ay seCl11
Look not at it-but IbrOllgh if-to GOD.
1

MYSTERIES
\VILLARD

P.

HATCH

\Vhat 111ysterics these hUlnans do contain,
\1(,'ho stand between the unseen and the seen,
1'houghts invisible to proclaim by deedTranslations that the winged angels read.
Through clouds of negligence, above the rain,
Thy Perfect Law of greatest Good, between
The tests doth shine, Truth's Sun benign,
That they, who steadfast are in love of Truth,
May to Thy \Vill the humbled self resign,
And trust Thy love in Wisdom's Mighty Sign.

WHAT IS DEATH?

F. W. S.
There is no death!
'Tis but an opening of the door;
A crossing o'er the threshold into wondrous Light;
An entering into joy and sense unspeakable;
A welcoming by those wc've loved before,
An instant change to nobler more abundant Life!
There is no death!
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THE DIVINE r:rRACES IN PERSIA
The followi,ng brief account of some of the gatherings attended by 111is8 Ma,rtha
Root dU1'ing heT 1nemora,ble visit in Pe1'sia, is c01npiled from letters of Dr. Lotfullah
S. Hakim of Tihran.
« Ba7ui'?t'llah has risen from the
eastern horizon. Like the glory of
the s~m. He has cOIne into the world.
If e has f'eflected the reality of
div·ine relig'ion, dispeUed the darkness of i111.itations, laid the foundation of new teachings and 1'esuscitated the world . . . . JYIany people
and sects in Persia have sought
reality thTO'itgh the gttidance and
teach·ing of Baha'tt'llah.
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.

ROCLAIMING the reality of
religion in word and deed in
Persia today is a far cry from the
days preceding the dawn of the
ll8\Y era in that land when the Bab
as the Herald, and Baha'u'llah as
the Law..:giver, arose to revivify the
souls of mankind. In those dark
days in the land which gave Baha-

,

s,

'u'l1ah His birth, social as well as
religious affairs were in a state of
hopeless decadence. Only through
the Word of a Prophet of God
could the people of that or any
other land emerge from the thickets
of superstition, erroneous interpretation of their Scriptures, and the
very depths of ordeals.
God alone has the Power to do
whatsoever He willeth, and the
greatest l)roof of the divine authority of Baha'u'l1ah is the effect of
His ,;V ord in the hearts and lives
of those who accept it.
IN THE FOLLOWING briefs of letters of Dr. Lotfullah, we can see
how spiritual susceptibilities have
been increased, how spiritual civilization is progressing, and how the
oneness of humanity and peace is

~

.~~fBi ~
Central SquaTe, Tihran, Persia
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This illustration has been enlarged frol1t a small kodak pictu1'e taken by Dr, LothtllaJl,
It shows only et section of the gTOUp of twenty-th1'ee hnnclTed in attendance Cit
the Bnh6/i New Y en1' Feast in Tihnxn, Pm'sia, JI!J (tj'ch 21, 1930

being accomplished step by step.
The blending of the different races,
nationalities and religions has been
made possible through the Word
of God.
'Abdu'l-Baha, while in America,
said to a group of friends: "Today
the Baha'is of the JiJast are longing
with deep desire to see you face to
face. Their highest hope and fondest wish is that the day may come
when they will be gathered together in an assemblage with you.
Consider well the Power that has
accomplished this wonderful transforma tion. "
Dr. Lotfullah's letters follow:
On March first, Miss Root, accompanied by the three Bakeroffs
(young brothers of our Assembly)
and myself, visited the prison
where Baha'u'llah was incarcer-

ated, and from there motored a few
miles distant to the Baha'i cemetery to visit the graves of the
friends, among them the well
known teachers, Hadji Amin and
Mirza Bakeroff, the father of the
young men who were with us.
While there we attended the burial
service of a dear old lady in the
Cause, wife of Aga Husein Ali
Nuri. Both wife and husband were
of the very old believers. In their
home the body of the Bab was
hidden for three years. The husband is still alive. Miss Root spoke
in detail about the "Life After
Dea th," and chanted prayers. It
was a very touchilJg' scene at the
grave, tears were in the eyes of
many. I cannot express in words
how o1Tectivt: was this visit.
We then visited the tombs of
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Another View of the Assembled Bah6!is at Their New Yea,r's Feast in Tih1'an
Mar'ch 21, 1930

twenty-three hundred; about one
hundred were non-Baha'is, the remainder were all Baha'is. It was
the most unique conference and
meeting of its kind ever held in
Tihran. Many spoke briefly, but
there were two very dear guest
speakers, Miss Root, and Dr. Youness Khan who had just returned
from his long visit in Europe and
in Haifa, Palestine. He gave a
most interesting talk on his teaching tour and his varied experiences
in the different cities, and conveyed a message of love and affection
from Shoghi Effendi.
Later Miss Root rose and spoke,
her face shining'.
We could see
the light around her distinctlyeven from far off. Her talk was on
"ON MAROH 21ST, the Feast of the greatness of the Baha'i Cause
the New Year as celebrated by and the importance of Persia. She
Baha'is was attended by over spoke with such enthusiasm and

all the friends, and at last those of
Miss Lilian Kappes and Dr. Sarah
Clock (the two American Baha'i
,sisters who died while in service in
':['ihran).
We all stood silent in
deep meditation for some time.
Later we motored to Vargayieh
where the blesf:ed bodies of the two
well known martyrs, Varqa and
Ruhu'llah, are at rest in a ninesided room in a big and lovely
garden. There Miss Root chanted
the Visiting Tablet for them, the
English translation of which was
hanging on the wall.
It was an historic never-to-be
forgotten day for all of us, and
ended happily in a visit to the home
of Dr. Susan 1. Moody.
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courage that everyone was deeply
affected.
That wonderful soul,
Mirza Valiyyu'lHih Khan Varqa
son of the martyr, Va.rqa was an
excellent interpreter, for with his
keen spiritual perception and marvelous spirit he could convey the
true meaning of her words with accuracy and fluency.
All present,
including Miss Root herself, were
deeply affected by the overwhelming presence of the spirit.
WHILJil SPJilAKING at these wonderful meetings in Persia, Miss
Hoot, though an American, might
truly represent not only the American Baha'is bu t the friends all
over the world, for the followers of
Baha'u'lla.h have attained that per-
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fect spiritual fraternity through
His Revealed and Holy Word
which makes the brotherhood of
mankind a living and vital thing.
They hold aloft the standard of the
Oneness of God, the oneness of
mankind, and the oneness of religion.
"In this radiant century," said
'Abdu'l-Baha, "divine knowledge,
merciful attributes and spiritual
virtues will attain the highest degree of advancement. The traces
have become manifest in Persia.
. . . May spiritual brotherhood
cause rebirth and regeneration, for
its creative quickening emanates
from the breaths of the Holy Spirit
and is founded by the Power of
God."

WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
ANGORA, Turkey, May 23 A.P.
-Turkey is taking the United
States as her model in her attempt
to develop a prosperous nation.
Those policies credited to America-peace on earth, time is money,
honest business, no bargaining,
women first-were ticked off one
by one in an interview by r(1evfik
Rnchdi Bey, foreign minister, as
the mottoes of the new FJ\ukey.
The interview was on the basis
of development in AmericanTurkish relations brought about by
the going into effect of the treaty
of commerce-the first between the
two countries.
"It took only 30 minutes to
elabora te the bases of that treaty,"
said the foreign minister, "because
to the United States and the new
Turkey bargaining is distasteful,
and they can't afford to lOBe time
thereby.

"Bargaining in interna tiona1 relations Btill nnfortunately exiBts in
some parts of the world, but the
United States and Turkey want to
do what is reciprocally just, amI
do it in the faBtest way possible.
America and FJ1nrkey are quick to
comprehend new ideas because
both, as nations, created something'
new."
The foreign minister pointed out
that American goods as well as
ideas were gammg rapidly 111
Turkey.
"Automatically certain American goods are replacing other
makes in our market, because we
find greater utility in them and
they are more to our taste. Hence
American-Turkish commercial rela tions are becoming increasingly
important.' ,
Asked what share America's
example had upon the Turkish gov-
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ernment's recent extension of the
franchise to women, the minister
replied:
"A great deal. That example, as
well as the proof onr women have
given of their ability, determined
us to give them the vote before they
wasted time in useless propaganda.
"The new Turkish government
anticipates the desires of its people
by handing' them new rights and
duties, meanwhile constantly preparing them to desire higher
things. That is our way of making; up time lost by centuries of
ignorance and oppression under
the sultans."
As a final great bond between
the American and Turkish Republics the minister called attention to
their mutual strivings for peace.
. E1Jening Star, TV ashington,
D. C.
MEXICO has reduced its army
from 175,000 men to 50,000 men.
Its military budget has been cut
from 200 million pesos to 70 million pesos, or only 35 million dollars in American money.
The
millions rescued from Mars are
being used for public works, highways, dams, railroad extension, and
education. There are 15,000 miles
of highways under construction
and 5,000 miles are in service for
automobile traffic.
Even the 50,000 soldiers that remain are not all "soldiering. "
Thirty-two thousand of them are at
work as highway builders or on the
other communicating systems and
the dams. It is well also that a
little of the money that is saved
from former unproductive expen-

ditures is at the disposal of a Tourist Commission in order that Americans and others may learn the
glories which Mexico has to show
them in place of the over-advertised rebels and bandits of the era
that is passing.
It is noteworthy as a sign of
Mexican progress that this advanced country has no military
attaches connected 'with its embassies abroad, but has substituted
educational and labor attaches. It
is taking the Kellogg Pact more
seriously than some of its neighbors.-N ews Bulletin, N at'l Council for Prevention of W (w.
LONDON, May 20 A. P.-In a
performance that won enthusiastic
applause from a large audience at
the Savoy Theater, Paul Robeson,
celebrated American colored actor
and singer, last night appeared in
the title part of Shakespeare's
"Othello. "
His work was hailed as a triumphant success by the critics of
London's morning newspapers.
The Morning Post said "There
has been no Othello on our stage
for 40 years to compare with him
in dignity, simplicity and true passion."
The Daily Telegraph adds "By
reason of his race he is able to
surmount the difficulties which
English actors generally find in
this part."
The fact that in the play Othello
is depicted as a Moor, and Mr.
Robeson is colored contributed to
strengthen the dignity and fidelity
of what London's playgoers agreed
was a memorable performance.Evening Stat', Washington, D. C.
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"The glory, happiness, honor and peace of man do not
consist in personal wealth, but on the contrary, in sublimit.y
of soul, nobility of resolution, extension of education, and in
the solution of the problem of life."
- ' .Abcl~~'l-Baha.
"I HAVE NEVER seen a very rich
man die happy," once remarked Dr.
Billings of Chicago to a friend of
his. He then proceeded to name five
very wealthy men whom he had attended at their death beds, and they
had all been unhappy, notwithstanding their millions. There was always family trouble, or some other
trouble.
One need not conclude from such
evidence that it is not possible to be
both wealthy and happy. Rather
the lesson to be drawn from such
facts as these is that wealth is not
a guarantee of happiness. If the
amount of happiness an individual
could attain were in direct proportion to his wealth, it would be a
strange universe to live in. For
then there would be every incentive
for acquisitiveness and self-seeking, with assurance of joy in proportion to the degree of self-seeking plus ability to heap up riches.
But unhappiness, as subtle as air
itself, manages to creep even into
bank vaults. Against sorrow and
disaster there is no Slue protection, certainly no insurance to be
paid in premiums of cash.
Destiny has a strange way of
reaching the selfish and acquisitive

-usually by other than financial
loss. Strange law, but true, that to
them that hath shall be given.
Destiny opposes no insuperable obstacles to continuous financial success on the part of able and acquisitive men. For it is inherent in the
very nature of evolution and progress that ability shall have field
for expression, and definite rewards
in kind.
To a Midas, gold seems to gravitate in unbroksll obedience to some
inner law of attractioD. Here the
individual finds no opposition from
Destiny. But there is in this wealth
selfishly acquired no impregnable
fortress to bulwark body and soul
against disaster. From a thousand
directions disaster can come upon a
life lived outwardly so proudly as
an expression of indomitable power.
In the physique of the individual,
in wife, in children, in friends, lie
infinitely complex possibilities of
attack and destruction. The outer
world may obey every be]1est of
Midas, but within the inner world
how feeble is the. control which he
can exert over the sources of joy!
More signii1cant even than cataclysmic misfortunes in family and
social life, is the steady process of
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spiritual atrophy and the growth of
egoism to a fixation. Thus the selfish rich man faces at death dire
poverty as regards that wealth
which is to be needed in the Kingdom, and feels more sore oppressed
than have been any of his clients
who have been brought to material
poverty and ruin by the dying
man's greedy financial operations.
In fact, as these wealthy ones approach the abode of immortality,
they discover too late how shortsighted they were in not accumulating during their lifetime goods of
lasting value.
They had made a god of material
wealth, but now that they approach
the frontiers of the other world,
they find they cannot take with
them either their wealth or the
power of their wealth.
What they should have acquired
during their life upon this planet is
described by 'Abdu'l-Baha in these
words:
"\Vhat is he in need of in the
Kingdom after he is transferred
from this world to the other world 1
That world is a world of sanctity;
therefore it is necessary that he acquire sanctity in this world. In that
world there is need of radiance;
therefore radiance must be acquired
in this world. In that world there
is need of spirituality. In this
world he must acquire spirituality.
In that world faith and assurance,
the knowledge of God, the love of
God, are needed. These he must acquire in this world so that after he
ascends from this mortal to that
immortal world he shall find that all
that is needful in that life eternal
is ready for him."
Carelessness and shortsightedness

regarding eternal wealth is not by
any means a monopoly of the very
rich. Many who have no wealth of
worldly goods have no ·wealth either
of spiritual goods, and at the point
of death find themselves in unhappiness and dismay. Thus neither
does wealth nor poverty guarantee
tranquility, which is in essence a
spiritual, not a phenomenal possesSIOn.

There is no condemnation in material success and wealth, provided
the dazzling power and enticements which these bring do not
blind the possessor to the spiritual
verities. "Wealth," says 'Abdu'lBaha, "has a tempting and drawing quality. It bewilders the sight
of its charmed victims with showy
appearances and draws them on
and on to the edge of yawning
chasms. It makes a person selfcentered, self-occupied, forgetful of
God and of holy things."
Great then, is the station of those
men and women who, possessing
wealth, do not neglect the requirements of the Kingdom. "Such rich
men," said 'Abclu 'l-Baha, "are in
reality the light-bearing stars of
the heaven of mankind, because they
have been tried and tested and have
come out of the crucible as pure
gold . . . unalloyed and unadulterated. With all the wealth of the
world at their feet they are yet
mindful of God and humanity, they
spend their acquired riches for the
dispelling of the darkness of ignorance and employ their treasures for
the alleviation of the misery of the
children of God. The light of such
rich men will never grow dim and
the tree of their generosity will
grow in size and stature, producing
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fruits in all seasons. Their every
deed will be as an example for succeeding generations."
Thus it is seen that God is entirely impartial to wealth. The way
to the Kingdom is open to all, rich
or poor. But it is the wealth of the
Kingdom which the wise acquire
while on earth. This kind of wealth
alone brings assurance, fortitude,
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and joy throughout life. As the
physical powers wane, the spiritual
powers grow. And when Israfel
brings his kindly message and passport for a journey into further and
more ethereal bournes, there is
neither regret nor dread. The
darkness of Death becomes transformed even this side of the grave
into the light of Immortality.

LET ME KNOW LIFE
The following poem written before the a~tthor came in contact with
the Bah6'i Movement, is not only of poetic valtte in itself, b1tt is extr'emely interesting as showing a sihwtion wh'ich has occ~trred man:1f
times in the case of those who have become Bah6'is-that they had
p1"ev'iottsly reached Ottt sttbconsciottsly for tndh and had ar"f'ived at an
attit~tde of mind and spirit which made the Tndh of the Bah6'i Ca1tse
a complete f1,tlfillment of their spirit1wl aspirations.

Let me know Life:Where sunlight sweeps the earth and seas tumultuous
Fling banners of white, shattered foam
In challenge to the high, veiled gods
Who nod above that glorious strife, Let me know Life!
For never by the dreaming rivers have I prayed
With clasping hands, to those old sleeping gods,
For peace and soft content.The future I have loved, and not the past.
Then rise! thou Guardian of the Future, rise!
From far free ends of earth, where dawn
Has found Thee ready at Thy work.
Through the glad tumult of uprising millions, come!
I hail a God with laughter on his lips
And morning in his eyes!
GENEVIEVE

L.

OOY.
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TRUE WEALTH
T,vhat 'weaUh really is, as seen from the 'UniversaL viewpoi,nt of a
Great Teacher, is here described by 'Abd~t'l-Baha in a way which convinces both the intelligence and the heart. This 1"emarkable passage is
from the book, U Some Answered Q~testio11s," and is worthy of the most
care/1,tl st~~dy by all who ponder upon wealth and its problems.
~HE

hOllor and exaltation of a green and fertile meadow, perevery existing being depends fectly pure flowing water, and a
lovely, verdant forest. If these
upon causes and circumstances.
The excellency, the adornment, things are provided for it, no greatand the perfection of the earth is to er prosperity can be imagined. For
be verdant and fertile through the example, if a bird builds its nest
bounty of the clouds of springtime. in a green and fruitful forest, in a
Plants grow, flowers and fragrant beautiful high place, upon a strong
herbs spring up, fruit-bearing trees tree, and at the top of a lofty
become full of blossoms, and bring branch, and if it finds all it needs of
forth fresh and new fruit. Gardens seeds and water, this is its perfect
become beautiful, and meadows prosperity.
But real prosperity for the
adorned; mountains and plains are
clad in a green robe, and gardens, animal consists in passing from the
fields, villages, and cities are decor- animal world to the human world,
ated. This is the prosperity of the like the microscopic beings that,
mineral world.
through the water and air, enter
The height of exaltation and the into man and are assimilated, and
perfection of the vegetable world is replace that which has been contha t a tree should grow on the bank sumed in his body. This is the
of a stream of fresh water, that a great honor and prosperity for the
gentle breeze should blow on it, that animal world; no greater honor can
the warmth of the sun should shine be conceived for it.
on it, that a gardener should attend
Therefore it is evident and clear
to its cultivation, and that day by that this wealth, this comfort, and
day it should develop and yield this material abundance, form the
fruit. But its real prosperity is to complete prosperity of minerals,
progress into the animal and hu- vegetables, and animals. No riches,
man world, and replace that which wealth, comfort, or ease of the mahas been exhausted- in the bodies of terial world is equal to the wealth
animals and men.
of a bird; all the areas of these
The exaltation of the animal plains and mountains are its dwelworld is to possess perfect mem- ling, and all the seeds and harvests
bers, organs, and powers, and to are its food and wealth, and all the
have all its needs supplied. This is lands, villages, meadows, pastures,
its chief glory, its honor and exalta- forests, and wildernesses are its
tion. So the supreme haJ)piness of possessions. Now, which is the
an animal is to have possession of richer, this bird, or the most
~
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wealthy man? For no matter how
many seeds it may take or bestow,
its wealth does not decrease.
Then it is cLear that the honor
and exaltation of man must be
something more than material
riches; material comforts are only a
branch, but the root of the exaltation of man is the good attributes
and virtues which are the adornments of his reality. These are the
divino appearances, the heavenly
b01lnlies, the sublime emotions, the
love and knowledge of God; universal wisdom, intellectual perception,
scientific discoveries, justice, equity,
truthfulness, benevolence, natural
courage, and innate fortitude; the
respect for rights and the keeping of
agreements and covenants; rectitude in all circumstances; serving
the truth under all conditions; the
sacrifice of one's life for the good
of all people; kindness and esteem
for all nations; obedience to the
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teachings of God; service in the Divine Kingdom; the guidance of the
people, and the education of the nations and races. This is the prosperity of the human world! This is
the exaltation of man in the world!
This is eternal life and heavenly
honor!
These virtues do not appear from
the reality of man except through
the power of God and the divine
teachings, for they lleed supernatural power for their manifestation.
It may be that in the world of nature a trace of these perfections
may appear; but they are not established and lasting; they are like
the rays of the sun upon the wall.
As the compassionate God has
placed such a wonderful crown
upon the head of man, man should
strive that its brilliant jewels may
become visible in the world.
-'Abdul-Baha.
, , Some Answered Questions."

LEAVEN
Of Life, Fruit of the Tree,
Love's Testament,All lavishly spent
For a sinner like me!

J ANET

BOLTON.
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A PILGRIMAGE THROUGH PERSIA
i.-Baghdad and Kinnanshah
MARTHA

L.

ROOT

Miss Root. who has recently com.p~eted a tour of Penia, visiting the principle
cities on behalf of the Bahri'i Movernent, relates in this most interesting se1'ies 0/
articles, hej' experiences as an America.n Bahri'i t1'aveler in PeTSiCi.

]iRSIA, the land of Baha'u'llah, the scene of the life and
martyrdom of the Bab, the childhood home of 'Abdu'l-Baha, the
long caravan routes over which
passed Qurratu'l-'Ayn and the
other eighteen "Letters of the Living," the soil made fragrant by
the pure blood of countless thousands of devoted followrs-O
reader! let us approach with reverence our pilgrimage to this sacred
birthplace of the Baha'i Faith!
Of ancient 'Inin once so renowned in the classic days of the great
Cyrus, and again in her Renaissance period of Ha:fiz and Sa-di, the
new glory is this: that out from
Shiraz has arisen the Baob far
mightier than the poets of this
Land of the Lion and the Sun; and
born in Tihnin was Baha 'u '11ah the
Great World Teacher of this budding universal cycle.
Persia has kept its nationality
for twenty-five hundred years and
now it goes forward to its greatest
triumph. This Persia you are to
visit is larger than France, Germany, Spain, Holland, Belgium and
Switzerland combined. It is nearly
one-fifth as large as the whole
United States, even though it has
only fifteen million inhabitants for
this vast area.
Geographically,
Persia is a great tableland, the
plateau of 'Iran.
,Tust as in the histories of past

religions, devotees by the millions
have sought the shrines of Confucius in China; have searched the
places where Buddha trod in India;
have wailed at the Wall in Jerusalem; journeyed through Palestine
where Jesus Christ walked and
talked; have thronged to Mecca,
Medina, Karbila and Mashhad,-so
in this twentieth century hundreds
of thousands of Baha'is and others
interested will pilgrimage to Persia, and in the centuries ahead they
will come in even far greater numbers. Enroute from Haifa and
'Akka, they will travel on to Baghdad to see the House of Baha 'u 'nah
and the Ridvan Garden where He
:first declared His Manifestation,
and then they will come on through
the western frontier of Persia to
Tihran, the city of Baha'u'll:ih.
Later they will go reverently to all
the other places, Shiraz and Bushir
and to Tabriz where the Biib in the
public square was shot down with
hundreds of bullets. They will
bend tenderly over the grave of
many a martyr.

BE WESTERN n80nle ,vill do
their best to hehJ Persia.
'Abdu'l-Baha, in on8 of His Tablets,
g'ives this promise to the Persians:
"In the near future, your brothers
from Europe and America will
come into Persia and establish new
arts, SIgns of civilization, and
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Ba ha' u 'llah has
prophesied a wonderful future for Tihran.
Here are His 'Words
from the "Kitab-iAqdas :"
, , 0 Land of rra
(Tihran)! let nothing
grieve thee, for verily
hath God made thee
tho Dawning-place of
the joy of the world.
Should He so will, He
will bless thy throne
with one who shall rule
in justice and shall
bring together the
herd of God which
hath been dispersed by
wolves. He shall meet
the people of Baha
with joy and happiness. Lo, he shall be of
the essence of creation
before God: upon him
forever be the glory of
God and of those in
the Kingdom of Command!
"Hejoice thou in
tha t God ha th made
FrO'Yn left to right-Dr'. Habibullah who is writing a
book about the Baha'i history of Kir'manshah which will thee the horizon of
be published in both the Persian and English languages; Light, for in thee was
Mme. Habibullah; Miss Martha Root, inter'national Baha'i
speaker' and journalist; Mr's. Behtari Dehgan of Shiraz, born the Dawn of Rewho t'Y'Civeled with Miss Root fr'om Haifa to Tihran.
velation, and upon
thee was endowed the
many factories. They will promote name by which shone forth the Sun
commerce, agriculture, and educa- of Bounty and illumined the heaven
tion. When the country will be and earth.
"Soon shall agitation overtake
perfectly safe, then they will come.
They will make the country of thy affairs and the populace shall
Persia a paradise superior to other reign over thee; verily, thy Lord
lands. Then the government will be is the Omniscient, the Omnipotent!
entirely happy, for it will know that
"Hest thou assured of the Bounty
the Baha'i ideal is to do everything of thy Lord; verily, He shall not
best for the government, and that withdraw from thee the glances of
the Baha'is are most sincere."
His Favor. Soon shall tranquility
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settle down upon thee after commotion. Thus hath it been ordained in
the New Tablet."
'Abdu'l-Baha said of Iran: "The
future of Persia will be great and
splendid, because it is the birthplace of Baha 'u 'llah. All the other
countries of the world will look with
respect and honor to Persia; be assured that this country will progress to such a degree that it will
dazzle the eyes of all learned men
of the world. Verily, this is the
great glad-tidngs, this is a promise
which shall be fulfilled in the near
future. Spread this good news
throughout the world."
WITH THIS introduction, 0 readers, let us enter Persia along the
western frontier. The Baghdad
friends, who have served you and
me as if we were royal guests, have
accompanied us from Baghdad to
Khaniqayn, a twelve bour journey
by train, just to be sure we come
safely. And when they tuck us into
the big motor car, which they themselves had chosen for us, they give
us a truly Baghdad aba which is a
sunshine-brown cloak embroidered
with gold and silver, and they give
us three wool rugs. Then after
ordering little glasses of tea
brought out to us in the car, gallantly with a smile and back of it a
tear they wish us "Allah-u-Abha,";
Coming to the Custom House at
the Persian border five miles beyond Khaniqayn, the writer presented a letter of introduction from
the Persian Minister in Baghdad.
Travelling with her were a Baha'i
lady from Shiraz and a Baha'i
young man from Tihran journeying
the same way. The Customs Official

after reading the letter invited the
party in to have tea, while the baggage which had been roped high to
the sides of the car as heavily as a
peddlar might pile his wares, was
patiently undone and examined.
The official said that if there were
any Baha'i books they must be destroyed. There were none, for the
writer knows the rules of the country.
If Persia did but know it, the very
books they burn and boycott have
been instrumental in creating
among Occidentals an understanding and appreciation of Islam, eliciting such statements from Her
Majesty Queen Marie of Rumania
and other great Westerners that the
Station of Muhammad as the Messenger of God is like the Station of
Christ. Thus these very Baha'i
books which Persian Moslems burn
as heretical have served the Cause
of Islam in the West. The Baha'i
Movement is not against Islam.
After a delightful little talk about
the unity of all religions the car was
again ready, and the bags and we
ourselves were stowed in like peas
in a pod. The snow-bed road was
excellent, the sunshine warm and
exhilarating. VIe were starting into
Persia in January, the coldest and
most difficult season to travel, but
busy people cannot always wait for
the spring and the Persian gardens
where the nightingales sing on the
rose branches. Our chauffeur and
his helper, Hassan, a svelte boy of
seventeen, guided the car so deftly
it moved like a swift-flying bird.
The total distance from Baghdad to
Tihran is about five hundred miles.
At one place deep snow drifts had
blocked the road. Twenty cars,
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trucks and passeng'er machines and
many more horse teams and donkey
caravans stood in the line.
Hassan and the chauffeur shoveled and carried gravel to put under
the wheels, the red quilt round the
baggage was unroped and also put
under.
However the sun sank
lower and lower and it seemed as if
we must spend the night in the
drifts. But in the early starlight
the cars triumphed and we moved
forward to good roads. We followed behind the motor car carrying goveTnment mail and reached
Kirmanshah at one-thirty o'clock in
the morning. Because there were
many cars they could tTavel in the
night, usually this is not allowed.
Kirmanshah Baha'i friends had
sent three believers to the border
to meet me, but they had waited two
days and then returned as there had
been a mistake in the telegram. A
large group of Kirmanshah friends
had motored out many miles to
meet us and escort our car into the
city, but they too had been forced
to turn back at night when we had
not come.
Delighted now at our anival, the
friends came to the hotel early in
the morning and took us to a
palatial Baha'i home. A meeting
for nearly two hundred women was
held that day. The mother of a
martyr sat in the audience. vVhen
her son, J acob Mottahedeh, had
been shot for the faith, she had
given a wedding feast to celebrate
his passing, bcause he had wished
this and not a funeral service.
This youth's pure life and
martYTdom have given a profound
depth to the Oause in that city.
Really, one needs to see it to realize
its powerful significance.
Men,
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women and children are inspired
and urged forw3Td because one of
their dearest members g;ave his life
that the Baha'i Cause might be continued in his city.
A large meeting for nearly three
hundred men was held in the evening. Ten years ago such a Baha'i
meeting would have been jmpossible
without many being killed. Now
whenever any kind of a gathering
is held, the policemen come to the
street and stay until everyone
passes out on his "way home. Oertainly
law and order are very ao'ood
.
111 Persia.
Some people in very high positions in Kirmansh{l,h and in all
other cities of Persia quietly come
to call and to ask about the Baha,'i
Teachings and their progress in the
west. One of the very high government officials in Persia travelino'
that route said he would meet th~
writer in the home of a friend. He
was extraordinarily intelligent and
asked questions which showed he
had studied the Baha'i Teachings
deeply.
When the discussion was over
sh~ said: "I have told you every~
thmg very frankly, but I do not
know how your country will receive
me when they know I am a Baha'i
as well as a journalist."
"Our
country is tolerant" he relJlied
"T
' J :
•
en years ago I should not have
dared take the risk of speakino'
a
WI'tl1 you."
Many people in Persia are
Baha'is who do not openly declare
their faith. All along the motor
route of Inin in the villages and
cities the Baha'is knew that a western Baha'1 sister was passing their
way. They came to the road and
'f they made no greeting, 'their
r-
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smile, their shining eyes that were
quickly lowered or turned in
another direction, showed her that
they recognized and loved the believer from the Occident. There is
11,0 city nor any important village in
aU Persia that does not have
Baha'is.
A VERY EFFICIENT and delightful
Baha'i of Hamadan came to accompany us on to his city. The road
lay over a high mountain but everything went beautifully. Friends
had given us a bountifullunch-(as
they had done everywhere from
Haifa to Iraq, Iniq to Persia !)roasted chickens, hard-boiled eggs,
delicious Persian bread which is of
whole wheat and baked very thin
like great pancakes, dozens of
oranges and very inviting Persian
cakes and bonbons. We stopped
and ate our lunch beside a crackling
wood fire, in a very clean little room
in the wayside inn. Our Hamadan
friend who often travels this route
had reserved the room for us and
he ordered tea to be brought. The
place gave one an idea of what the
best wayside inns are. The chauf-

feur ate with us and plenty of food
was sent out to Hassan who guarded the car and the baggage. The
boy who served us tea was given
a generous share, and in one-half
hour from the time we left the car
we were back and whirling up the
mountain.
W Gstern Persia 18
beautiful in this winter season, her
topography is nearly all mountains
and the immense plateau.
Four miles out from Kirmanshah
we had passed by Bisitun and Tak-iBustan, where there are some of the
most celebrated remains of Persian
antiquity. From the rock carvings,
sculptures and inscriptions which
look down upon one from the chiseled surface of the mountain-side one
can read a wonderful tale of bygone
splendor; but our journey is to seek
and to know the new glD1"Y of this
ancient Iran. The winding mountain road runs along sheer precipices
which sink down to snow-banked
valleys far below. This is a most
difficult mountain climb, but for
us everything' went happily, and in
a few hours we were approaching
Hamadan.
(To be contimted)

(( Is not the object of every Revelation to effect a trans/D1"mation
in the whole character of mankind, a transformation that shall manifest
itself, both o1;{,twardly and inwardly, that shall affect both its inner life
and external conditions? For if the character of mankind be not
changed, the f~dility of God's universal Manifestation would be apparent, "
-Baha'H'llah.
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MILLENNIUM
MARZIEH

K. N ABIL

"The rnarvelous bestowals of God are contimwus. Should the outp01,~ring of Light
be suspended, we would be in darkness. But how could it be withheld? If the divine
graces are suspended, then divinity itself would be intern~pted. Even 11wn ask for
continuity."
- ' Abdu'l-Bahd.
~

recent article by a man well
versed in current trends proclaims the coming of a new era.
According to this authority, people
are no longer interested in what
have been, for the past decade,
burning questions; a cynical attitude toward religion, a patronizing
slant on spirituality and idealism,
an avidity for the brutal in thought
and conduct, may no longer be
classed as modern; rather, we are
recovering from "post war materialism," and are on the eve of a
period when the chief issues will be
idealism, the seeking of "a religion
which will satisfy the unchurched,"
and a more scientific attitude toward science, whose hypotheses we
wi1l a.ccept with discretion, rather
than immediately revolutionize our
mode of life on the basis of some
new theory which may later be disproved.
The BaM!is have known of this
imminent new era for almost ninety
years. It was in 1844 that the Bab
appeared in Persia and awakened
the East to the coming of "Him
Whom God should manifest," and
this Coming occurred when the
world was in the deepest misery and
was sunk in a sea of materialism.
What the cited article referred to
as post-war materialism was in a
larger sense not post-war at all, because the war itself was the result
of hideous materialism accumulated
~

through centuries of growing away
from divine truths. A study of the
climactic nineteenth century would
substantiate this. The times were
ugly with the suffering occasioned
by a mismanaged Industrial Rev01ution' a heartless, destructive society, a Napoleon; human beings
were crowded into poor-houses and
left to die; children were working
seventeen hours a day in the mines;
families were living on "potatoesand-point"-hanging a bit of meat
over their table and watching it
while they ate. The pages historians have left behind bring us not
only details of intense physical suffering, but also describe the spiritual torture which fell upon men;
death was all around them, and they
cried aloud for help, and ran from
one ark of deliverance to anotheT.
This was a new thing in history,
this awaiting a millennium. The
Western Middle Ages had looked
back over their shoulder at the Ancients and the Bible; if they expected a new era, it was only one
in which all things would be destroyed and the world would cease
to exist; and even in life, they looked for death, mortified their flesh,
and retired into solitude. With the
Renaissance and the coming of humanism, an intellectual, materialistic development began, which culminated in the brilliant eighteenth
century, a period in which men
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could see through existing conditions but not above and beyond
them, and in which patronizing intellects disported themselves in
their own technique. As every text
book shows, the second half of the
Eighteenth century saw a wave of
sensitive idealism which swept upward to the chaotic nineteenth.
From the last of the eighteenth century, men began to prophesy a new
era, a millennium, and it would
seem that there was not a thinker
who did not anticipate the coming
of a new day. Carlyle thundered
of the abomination of desolation
and saw a phoenix rising from a
world in flame; to Ruskin, a beneficently ethical Beauty would moralize society; Arnold thought that
culture, that sweetness and light,
would insure a new order; Emerson
awaited the Master Poet who would
open up new horizons; the followers of Saint-Bimon wore their vests
buttoned backward as a sign of new
brotherhood and inter-dependence;
Musset, the burning young Romanticist, shouted, "\iVhich of us will
be a god?"
We all know what happened. The
Millerites went up to their hill and
Christ did not come floating down;
the ardent N ew-Era-ists were
quenced in 1848 with the political
reactions which took place; haloes
were broken, one by one; and after
that men were ashamed to hope any
longer, and gradually turned to the
coldest realities available; we had
a man like Zola, a theory like Darwin's an unhoping, subdued, invertedly defiant attitude which is
now called mod8rn.
All this time, while the world was
in torment and waiting for deliver-

ance, the New Era was dawning in
a lost, forgotten country. In 1844,
in that decade which historians call
the dividing line between our times
and the dead past, the Bab announced the coming of a grea t
World Teacher. In Persia, though
of old the king of kings had bequeathed the whole known world as
legacy to his three sons, there were
now only shattered columns, only
dust heaps left of his palaces.
Persia in 1844 was a synopsis of all
the diseases which can afflict humanity; there was despotism, poverty, ignorance, mutual hatred; the
masses entirely relying for guidance on a grasping, tyrannical
priesthood; the women, the educators of humanity in its most impressionable years, degraded to a
menial position; a despotic government; a country where idealism and
spirituality had guttered out; a
people hermetically sealed against
salvation. Yet even there, a group
of men awaited a millennium, felt
the imminence of a spiritual rebirth. These recognized the Bab,
not only from the prophecies which
they had studied and which His
coming fulfilled, not only from their
years of prayers and meditation,
but also from His radiant, majestic
bearing, His inspired knowledge,
His triumphant message. And so
it was that the East was awakened
and prepared for Him Who Wi:j,S
heralded.
Regarding the lengthy prophecies
and the specific descriptions and
dates which the Holy Books have
handed down to us, scholars all
over the world are in agreement;
an instance among hundreds shows
us that even in the thirteenth cen-
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tury men were familiar with the im- Islam."* vVhen Baha'u'llah lat.er
portanee of the date 1260; for appeared according to the prophecy
around 1255, Paris was in ferment of the Bab, He proclaimed the teachover the "Eternal Gospel," a ings which have so enamoured hutreatise which foretold a new era of ma11ity that t.here is no Baha'i who
the Spirit to begin in the year 1260, would not give his life for them.
in vyhieh the existing theology ,vould
Prophecies, however, are proofs
be superseded.
of a new era only to students of the
No such new era occurred in the various sacred t.ext.s ; but. t.o the unyear 1260 of the Christian dispen- ehurched, to agnost.ies, 01' at.heist.s,
sation; but in the year 1260 of the OT the indifferent., equally impreg1iuhammadan dispensation, the de- nable proofs reiterate the advent of
claration of the Bab occurred. "The a spirit.ual millennium.
The modern world is divided
date of Baha'u'llah is calculated
according to lunar years from the against. it.self, and a world divided
mission and the Hejira of Muham- against itself eannot stand. The
mad; for in the religion of Mulmm- only possible vmy out of present
mad the lunar year is in use, as day conditions is by arbitration,
also it is the lunar year which is and yet this is null a,nd void when
employed coneerning all eommands the arbitrators have the old divisions in t.heir hearts. A religion is
of worship
the
only power intrinsie and eom"In Daniel, chapter 12, verse 6,
pelling
enough to amalgamate huit is said: 'And one said to the man
manity;
unity means religious
clothed in linen, whieh was upon the
unity;
where
faiths are at varianee,
waters of the river, How long shall
there
is
always
a point beyond, a
it be to the end of these 'li,ronders?
seeret
room
in
each man's heart
And I heard the man clothed in linwhere
his
brothers
may not enter, a
en, which was upon the '.vaters of
shekina
where
he
bows
11is head in
the river, when he held up his right
Humanity
hand and his left hand unto heaven, hostile superiority.
needs
one
religion,
one
standard
of
and sware by him that liveth forright
and
wrong;
at
present
there
ever that it shall be for a time,
times and a half; and that when he are no standards at all; what is
shall have accomplished to scatter moral in one house is a life and
the power of the holy people, all dea th offense in the next; when a
society no longer believes in an inthese things shall be finished.'
divisible, ultimate Good, whieh is
" .... we will say briefy that each
one just as the color white is one,
day of the Father counts as a year,
that society is in its death throes.
and in eaeh year there are twelve
The vYill of God, revealed
months. Thus three years and a
throughout t.he ages by His Manihalf make forty-hvo months, and
fest.ations, is t.he ultimate Good.
forty-two months are twelve hunGod is fullest revealed in the nodred and sixt.y days. The Bab, the
blest of men, t.he highest creat.ion,
Precursor of Baha'u'llah, appeared His Manifest.a.tion.
He can be
in the year 1260 from the Hejira of
Muhammad by the reckoning of .'AbdU'I-Baha in "Some Answered Questions," p, 51.
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dearly known only through the
Great Teachers who are His living
exponents. It is idle to say that we
can construe God for ourselves; our
imaginations belong to us, and we
cannot even avoid being patronizing toward our belongings because
they are ours, much less worship
them; even an Emerson or a Dante
cannot see farther than an "oversoul" or a "great white rose." But
among the Manifestations of God,
since only through these shall we
find the standard, there is none
whose teachings in their present
form will bring peace.
Missionaries will tell us that they
have been obliged to divide up their
sphere of activity into zones, each
zone receiving the faith according
to the interpretations of a different schism; this can hardly be termed a dissemination of unity.
Centuries have passed away, and
no one has been able to make a conclusive choice from among the" two
and seventy jarring sects." It is
doubtful whether we should guard
a flame of sacred fire, or bathe in
the Ganges, or lead a holy bull to
pasture. Our thousand schools of
thought, offshoots of religious belief, are equally unable to bring
men together. Philosophy cannot
be lived without religion. Agnosticism will not satisfy an active
mind. Atheism expounded is nothing less than theism with some
changes of vocabulary, and the
atheist is also groping for a standard.
It is only in obeying the command of Baha'u'llah that we worship one God and serve one humanity, following the essential oneness at the heart of each religion,

that the world can be at peace.
There is no Baha'i precept which
mankind will not acknowledge, immediately or after meditation, as
pure truth.
Everyone agrees that peace
among nations is imperative, that
castes and races must be reconciled,
must heal the wrongs they have
done each other, that universal education of a spiritual as well as
material quality is essential, that
true science and true religion are in
harmony, that men and women are
equal. ... It is easy to agree with
the Baha'i principles, but not to
obey them.
The BaM!is are those who, not
content with mere agreement,
spend their lives in striving to obey
the teachings of Baha 'u 'llah; they
have chosen a path which leads to
martyrdom, to loss of fortune, to
the constant setting aside of personal desires. The acceptance of
the Cause of Baha'u'lhih is a serious thing; there is no turning back
from such acceptance, for there is
no individual who can be at rest
with himself once he has renounced
his soul's highest truth. This is a
Cause for the courageous; for those
who can give even their tired hours,
their broken, reluctant bodies, in
service; for those who can win victories and never see their laurels',
for those whose hearts shall not
waver, though all the heavens and
the earth arise against them.
But isolated courage, sporadic
sacrifice, is not enough; it is only
through coordinated effort, through
symmetrical, rhythmic activity, that
the kingdom of God shall come upon
earth. World regeneration is insured by the establishment of the
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OBSTACLES TO HUMAN UNDERSTANDING
ABDUL HUSSEIN ISPHAHANI

The following article by one of the Persian Baha!i scholars who has spent SOjjW
yeaj's of study in Switzerland, was presented as a paper at an internc(,tional congress
for moral education held under the auspices of the League of Nations. It is an
excellent treatment of the causes of provincialism in the jj~ental attitude of youth, and
of the way to overcome this obstacle to ideal growth and de1!elopment.

ROM the start a child must be
familiarized with his true position and value, not to a narrow
circle of a local, national or dogmatic color, but to all humanity.
He must be deeply imbued with the
great ideal that he belongs to a circle wider than his own immediate
environment and to which he owes
more than to his native land. In
other words he should be given as
a guide in his life, that moral means
human and human again is equivalent to moral.
The negligence of the enforcement and development of this noble
ideal in the schools both in the past
and at the present time may be
traced to three obstacles of the first
magnitude.
It is a psychological as well as a
sociological fact that man belongs
The
to different environments.
tea ch e I' and the pupils are
susceptible to innumerable contradictory influences that imperceptibly creep into their character and
deeply affect their conduct in life.
With the teacher who is more mature than his pupil, these contradictions which can be well observed
from his responsiveness to his different callings in life are more pronounced in three fields:
a. In his religio~ts leanings. Taking the religious attitude towards
life as a fact of normal human nature, teachers even if they are athe-

ists, monists, or sceptics, are more
or less religious. A fervent narrow
believer belonging to a certain sect
or system of beliefs and dogmas
is continually in conflict and opposition with the other beliefs and
dogmas of his fellow teachers,
Breadth of view on these matters
is very rare. Unhappily narrowness of mind in reli~ious matters
is a huge obstacle in the way of
the development of international
feelings. A teacher partial in religious matters, however good he
may be, can do no more than turn
his pupils into bigoted fanatics
who may be more dangerous to humanity than pests and plagues.
Therefore, according to the temperament of the teachers punils in
general are either sworn atl1eists
or hot-headed believers, with always
the same result: the total suppression of ideal human sentiments.
b. In his attitwie towards social
institutions. A teacher's conception
of the social regime is continually
clashing with the views of others
on the same subject. The great contention between capitalists and laborers in the field of economics on
the one hand, and anarchists and
believers in government in the
sphere of politics on the other, reflect themselves with a more or less
intensity of view and moral
influence on his pupils. He may
make them good lovers of order or
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s worn enemies to society as a whole
or to a special fraction of it. Unfortunately this spirit which is more
marked in advanced classes proves
a menace and a hindrance to the
establishment of a healthy atmosphere of human brotherhood in the
school room.
c. In his conception of htl1nanity.
One is apt to oveTlook the fact that
in general man's conception of humanity is vague and undefined. In
the mind of the child especially it
is his village, city or at most, his
country, on the one hand; and the
rest of the world, as entirely foreign to his interests and welfare,
on the other. Although education
sometimes smoothes the rough
edges of this narrow and partisan
conception, yet the resistance of the
local, national and social prejudices
point to the undeniable fact that we
are all too deeply imbued with this
anti-human notion-that humanity is composed of heterogeneous
elements of the most divergent nahue, the best amongst which is that
to which we belong.
There is no doubt that the teacher, more especially in his history
class, feeds the brains of the young
on this anti-human poison. Consequently national as well as social
prejudices are shutting the doors
of the class-room to international
feelings.
Now, as to the contradictions in
the influences effecting the pupil's
character, it is enough to point out
three of them: 1. The school. 2.
The home. 3. Public or private entertainments. The opposition and
s~ruggles between the moral conceptIOn acquired in these different en-
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vironments are to a great extent
obstacles in developing in his soul
a highly human sentiment. N arrow religious or national education
at home may destroy the good that
the school has engrafted on his
mind. Entertainments, private or
public, and more especially the cinema-destroy to a great extent
even the harmonious and benevolent work of both the home and the
school.
It is a sad and atrocious thing
to observe that poor innocent children are learning through cinemas
to hate other nations whom they
never know.
THERE ARE two more attitudes
of mind that are menacing human
international sentiment, namely,
intellectual dishonesty and lack of
tolerance.
When a religious man, in spite of
the great similarity between the
moral principles of his creed and
those of another, still holds his own
as superior to those of the other,
he is certainly intellectually dishonest. When a teacher drives into
the mind of his pupils that the imperialistic exploits of a Frederick
the Great or a Napoleon are admirable, he is molding a society of dishonest intel]ectual machines. When
a German, French, British or Italian teacher leads his class to believe
that his nation monopolizes all the
human virtues of which the others
are bereft, he is shaping' dishonest
machines and thus ruining the work
of true civilization.
It is this mental dishonesty that
is poisoning' life, that is eradicating all the sublime, the beautiful
and good in human nature.
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Intellectual honesty does not
always involve tolerance. The attitude of a free-thinker as well as
a devout dogmatic thinker, towards
a religious belief-however intellectually honest both may be, emphasizes the point in consideration
as a hindrance to international human sentiments. A teacher who is
exclusive, and intolerant in his
views does not contribute to the
welfare of humanity. Tolerance in
the school is what we need.
ALTHOUGH BAHA'r schools are still
in their formative period, yet their
methods of teachings, especially in
the subject of history, always have
in view the ideal of inculcating in
the children the spirit of love for
mankind. Universal history with a
view to acquainting the child with
the general line of man's dvelopment and human solidarity, especially in the fields that have always
either divided or united mankind,
forms the essl'ntial program of the
Baha'i teacher.
This does not
mean in the least the exclusion of
national history, which is treated in
so far as it forms a part of the
general movement of the history of
the world.
Baha'i teachers take the utmost

pains to mould the minds of the
children into the most human cast.
Brotherhood of man and real love
for all mankind are always their
guiding stars. It is incumbent on
every Baha'i child first to learn and
practice the words of Baha 'u 'llah,
"Y ou are the leaves of one tree and
the drops of one ocean . . . Associate with all religions and creeds
in the utmost harmony and concord
.... Glory is not for him who loves
his country but for him who loves
his kind." And second, the teaching of 'Abdul-Baha: "Beware of
prejudice! Light is good in whatever lamp it is burning. A rose is
beautiful in whatever garden it may
bloom. A star has the same radiance whether it shines from the east
or the west."
It is with such teachings in the
schools that Baha'is counteract the
bad effects on the child either at
home, or in ,society. Happily for
us the Baha'i home cooperates with
the school and even chisels off the
bad effects of a narrow education
in case the child is in a non-Baha 'i
school. With such sublime teachings and ideals the child grows to
be a lover of mankind and a servant of humanity. How could it be
otherwise~

Bahd,'u'llrih has announced that inasmuch as ignorance and lack of education are
barriers of separation among mankind, all must receive training and instruction.
Through this p1'ovision the lack of mutual understanding will be remedied and the unity
of mankind furthe1'ed and advanced. Universal education is a universal law . . . . The
holy Manifestations of God, the Divine Prophets a1'e the first teachers of the human
1·ace. They are Universal Educators and the fundamental principles they have laid
down are the causes and factors of the advancement of ncttions.
'Abdu'l-Bahri.
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CHARACTER TRAINING
~DUCATION-the

instruction and guidance of men and

~ the development and training of their innate facultIes-

has been the supreme aim of all the Holy Prophets since the
world began, and in the Baha'i teachings the fundamental importance and limitless possibilities of education are proclaimed in the clearest terms. The teacher is the most potent
factor in civilization and his work is the highest to which men
can aspire. Education begins in the mother's womb and is
as unending as the life of the individual. It is a perennial
necessity of right living and the foundation of both individual
and social welfare. When education on right lines hecomes
general, humanity will be transformed and the world will become a paradise.
At present a really well educated man is the rarest of
phenomena, for nearly everyone has false prejudices, wrong
ideals, erroneous conceptions and bad habits drilled into him
from babyhood. How few are taught from their earliest
childhood to love God with all their hearts and dedicate their
lives to him; to regard service to humanity as the highest aim
of life; to develop their powers to the best advantage for the
general good of all! Yet surely these are the essential e]ements of a good education. Mere cramming of the memory
with facts about arithmetic, grammar, geograpby, languages,
etc., has comparatively little effect in producing noble and
useful lives.
The thing of paramount importance in education is character training. With regard to this, example is more effective than precept, and the lives and characters of the child's
parents, teachers and habitual associates are factors of the
utmost importance.
The Prophets of God are the great Eductors of mankind,
and their counsels and the story of their lives should be instilled into the child's mind as soon as it is able to grasp them.
DR.

J.

E. ESSLEMONT.

("Bahd)u'lluh and the New Era.")
I '---
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A MESSAGE TO YOUTH
The following excerpts are hm·e published from the baccalaw"ecLte sermo~s o~ ~he
P1"esidents of some of the leading Ea,stern colleges, becatLse they pre~e'r!'t ~n tnSpt1'tng
vision to the youth of the land, painting a pict.ur:e by no 11teanS pesst':lttsttc of pr~sent
day conditions and ideals in an appa;rently unsptntual age. The quotatlOns were prtnted
in The Boston Globe of June 16, 1930.
YALE UNIVERSITY

"As LONG AS A nation's policy is
frankly determined by the expectation of war with one or more of its
neighbors," said President Angell
of Yale, "and as long as its naval
and military policy is guided accordingly, all talk of abiding
peace must be ironic and will
everywhere be so understood.
Slowly if necessary, but steadily,
we must move toward a psychology
of peace and away from the prevalent psychology of war, and the
men of your generation can render
no greater service to humanity than
in the advancement of this cause by
the constant pressure of your inauence.
"The period in which we are living may well come to be known in
religious history as the 'age of unbelief,' the latest of many, for the
lineage runs direct and substantially uninterrupted from the Greek
philosophers of the fourth century
B.O., with occasional later high
points such as the British skepticism of the 18th century and the radical movement of the French Revolution. Hardly a week goes by that
some new book does not appear attacking one or another of the
strongholds of religious faith, while
the popular magazines are flooded
with articles of like character. Even
college professors vie with itinerant
lecturers and casual essayists in the
chorus of atheistic propaganda. I

doubt whether any vital element in
Ohristianity, to say nothing of
other religions, has wholly escaped
this assault.
"Inevitably contemporary youth
is affected by those critical onslaughts upon Ohristianity, upon religion and morals in general. After
all, our practical attitudes are the
immediately important things. It
is what we do that counts most certainly. Faith without works, as St.
J ames remarks, is dead.
"The world needs real men, men
of courage, both moral and physical.
Evil and injustice are not inert,
much less dead. They stalk abroad
in social life, in politics, in business.
If men like you will not do battle
with them, who should ~ Moreover,
crushing human need is all about
you in the world crying for relief.
Even in these times of great wealth,
poverty and disease and crime and
under-privilege constitute a challenge to that idealism which, thank
God, never dies in youth, however
thin and feeble it may become in
later years. One need not be a
professed pacifist to realize the
grotesque futility of war as a means
for the just settlement of international issues and its utterly irrational wastage of life and treasure.
'With the increasingly lethal character of the modern means of warfare, the time is rapidly approaching when even the fire-eating politician must hesitate to advocate
armed struggle. With the Peace
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Pact, the League of Nations and the
International Court, from two of
which our timid nationalists shy as
too dangerous for us to contemplate, war should be made humanly
impossible. But this will not occur unless the men of your generation so decree, and, if you do not
so decree, you and your children
with you may well be blotted out in
the utter ruthlessness of the next
war. This is not idle speculation,
it is grim fact. Moreover, it is fact
which cuts to the very root of the
deepest instincts of pure religion.
"Let us agree without cavil that
we are living in an age of moral
and religious hesitation and uncertainty. Does this mean that, in consequence, our spiritual life must be
paralyzed ~ Certainly not. The
gods of the Greek Pantheon may indeed be dead, and Isis and Osiris
but faint voices from the tomb; yet
the God that dwel1s in the heart of
man is not dead and will not die.
There is that in the human spirit
which cannot be wholly smothered
by the fumes of a purely self-centered philosophy, nor choked by the
tentacles of a smug materialism.
You may teach that there is no God
until many have come so to believe;
you can ridicule as guileless, or as
fools, all who put anything before
the gratification of personal pleasure and worldly passion; but you
can never wholly slay the ineradicable instinct for noble living, for
daring spiritual adventure, for
genuine devotion of self to the
needs of society and to interests
conceived as higher than this self
and essentially sacred; and that is
true religion.' '-President J ames
Rowland Angell of Yale University.
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY

" A BACCA1_AUREATE addTess is
supposed to deal with the relation
of men leaving college to the responsibilities about to be thrust
upon them as citizens; and so when
invited to give this sermon to the
graduating class I asked myself
what quality in educated men the
world stands most in need of today.
"Knowledge has increased vastly
in these later generations, and is
growing at a rapid rate. Many
laws of nature, previously unsuspected, have been revealed by scientific labors; the history and condition of men, his thoughts and impulses, have been eXIJlored; until
much that lay concealed has become the common property of all
civilized peoples. More knowledge,
no doubt, is needed, and all glory
to those who seek and find it; but
it is not the gravest need of mankind now.
"Education, or rather the possession of the tools for getting it, is
more widely diffused than ever before. For the mass of our people
we need, not so much more, but betteT instruction. A lack of education is not the salient mark of our
time.
"Intelligence is not in general
deficient; and of energy and enterprise, the motive powers that make
intelligence effective, there is, in
our country at least, an abundance.
"In spite of the cynic and the pessimist; in spite of much misconduct
public and private; in spite of the
prevalence of crime in our land,
there is much virtue and public
spirit. The observation of a lifetime has led me to believe that
these qualities have not diminished,
but on the whole, have gained in
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strength; certainly that has been
my impression of college students.
"To many people it may seem
over strained, but to me one of the
greatest, it not the most salient, defects of our day is the lack of wisdom. Cruel and disastrous wars
have occurred throughout recorded history, but none that has involved so largely the whole population, or has been so widely harmful
as theW orld War.
, 'Mankind is now seeing how to
preclude war. Almost everyone is
anxious for this; but no sensible
man is perfectly sure that what all
men object to doing they will not
do. If we felt sure that wars would
not come we should not talk about
them so much. They need not occur if there were wisdom enough
to direct the course of human conduct.
"A university like this is not endowed solely, or even primarily, for
the personal benefit of its students.
That is a great end, but not the
greatest. If it existed for that
alone there might be just cause for
jealousy on the part of those who
do not share its benefits. It is endowed in order that those fortunate
enough to enjoy the privilege may
contribute to the welfare, and especially to the wisdom of the whole
people; and the public has a right
to expect such an attitude from its
educated men.' '-President Abbot
Lawrence Lowell of Harvard University.
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
, , THIS

TRADITION AL

SERVICE

In

which we are participating in the
commencement exercises symbolizes
the spirit which actuated the founders of our historic colleges in New
England. They believed that hu-

man life uninfluenced by religious
conviction was incomplete. They
believed that unintelligence in religion was dangerous as elsewhere.
"In these few hours which precede change in our mutual relationships certain conditions can well be
recognized which perhaps could less
clearly be distinguished while attitudes of all-embracing wisdom on
the part of college authorities, or of
intellectual posing on the part of
undergraduates, seemed inseparable from our common life. The
conditions of American life have so
changed that undergraduates in the
main come to the college without
any acquaintanceship with what
religion really is, except in some of
its superficial forms. Judged on
the basis of these forms, religion appears unattractive and the undergraduate body becomes indifferent
-if not actually resistant-to any
formal attempt to approach it helpfully in clarification at this point.
"The religious impulse is to be
found most purely ill the spirit
which animated Jesus, the great
Teacher, and not in the corrupted
ideals of His self-appointed or unintelligent interpreters, far remote
from Him in thinking and in time.
The resounding din of organization,
the hysterical activities of political
propaganda, the quarrelsome conduct of advocates of exact theological definitions, the confused counsels of social reform, are not the
sources from which to seek either
the comfort or the inspiration of a
devotional relationship between
man and God. As Elijah in days of
old, seeking to know God, found him
not in the great and strong wind
which rent the mountains and broke
in pieces the rocks, nor in the earthquake, nor in the fire, but in the
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still, small voice, so today God most
sUI'ely may be found in the reverence of the reflective mind and in
the sensitiveness of the willing
spirit.
"God grant these college years
may have given hearing to our
minds!' '-President Ernest Martin
H opkins of Dartmo1;~th College.
BROWN UNIVERSITY
"THE BUILDING OF life goes silently on," said President Barbour
of Brown, "with materials which
have been shaped in our daily tasks
and our common place surroundings. For every man is a builder,
not only in that siructUI'e which is
rising in every land and in every
city, but in the inner iemple of the
soul.
"It is well that we reverently
acknowledge and seek the divine
guidance as we do our forest and
quarry work of preparation, and as
we build oUI'selves with the product
of OUI' toil into the life of the
world." - President Clarence A.
Barbotw of Brown University.
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

A sincere and intelligent consideration of traditional religion was
urged on the members of Princeton
University's graduating class by
Pres J olm Grier Hibben in his annual baccalaureate sermon. Pres.
Hibben asked the men to see their
studies of the past four years 111
science, literature and history in
iheir bearing on the problems of
religion.
The speaker urged them to think
their way clearly through the problems of traditional religion and the
skepticism of the age.
Pres Hibben declared in concluSlOn:
"There IS something within
man's nature, the power of his
thought and will, which thus suggests a unique origin and contains
deep hidden intimations that man
belongs to the order of the spirit,
and gives us an assurance of the
reality of those ideas which have
ever kindled the aspirations of our
race, the ideas of 'God, freedom
and immortality.' "

THE INSPIRATION OF GOD'S WORD
BYNE GOODMAN CAVENEE
HERE is an elevation accompanying an act of praise
which comes in no other way. To
find the good and to acclaim it
brings out all that is best in ourselves. It puts us in tune with the
good everywhere, makes us receptive to it and makes us desire it.
Not only should we seek the good
that is in all things and all beings
but we should express our appreciation of it to the best of our ability.
In doing so we expand our inner

self a certain amount and open
it to a world of goodness. N othing good dies; consequently the
effect of such acts is lasting and remains with us. Furthermore it
reacts upon others who hear us and
tends to produce a similar expansion in them. Sincere praise is very
powerful in its influence. So is
criticism, but in a manner directly
opposite to praise. 'Whereas praise
expands, criticism contracts. Praise
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warms the heart while criticism one thinks of nature, and some
chills it.
understanding of His laws is necesOf all acts of praise, however, sary to any appreciation. Studythere is one superior to all others in ing nature is one of the best ways to
its reaction upon us. In perform- come into a proper relationship
ing it not only are we in harmony with Him. When one is lost in adwith good everywhere but we are miration of a sunset, or the magnilifted into an exalted Presence ficent spectacle presented to one's
which dominates us and leaves us view from the top of a mountain, or
desirous of nothing but His love and when the senses are lulled and
to know His will. When the heart soothed by gazing upon a wavevoices songs of praise to its Creator tossed sea the soul is close to God.
it feels something of the vibrations The natural forces are calming unof eternal love, the force of which less one is overwhelmed by their
carries it to or near to the peak of power or in danger from them.
exaltation, according to the depth of Merely breathing deeply of pure air
feeling developed. The deeper the lifts one temporarily to a higher
feeling the higher the exaltation plane, so if one did not do it for the
and the greater the ecstacy of emo- body's sake it would be found protion produced. Such vibrations are fitable for the soul. Deep apprefull of a divine potency that regen- ciation of nature whether in its naerates the soul and fills it with the tural state, or as reproduced in art
joy of living. The mind consequent- or described in literature, especially
ly becomes alert to new knowledge, poetry, is an indication that the soul
and the vibrations of the flesh reach has caught a glimpse of heaven and
a higher plane through their con- sensed the beauty there. Music at
tact with those above. Remaining this stage will bring it even closer.
But beauty in all its glory is seen
in such exaltation the soul becomes
immortal.
only by the soul that has known its
Lord and witnessed it in Him. The
BEAUTY IS A divine attribute and beauty is everlasting and its memits cultivation belongs to the soul. ory never fades, the light that surAppreciation of true beauty is a rounds it dims all lesser things.
stage of growth and anything There is no beauty that apbeautiful, either material or spirit- proaches the shining splendor of
ual, is worthy of protection for its His radiance, his majesty, His
own sake because of the effect upon glory. Seeing this the soul is
the soul. Appreciation of beauty in satisfied forevermore.
face or figure is easy and to a limited extent that of surroundings.
A LARGE PART of our energy is
Beauty in nature is a step more dif- wasted in useless effort, energy
ficult and beauty of the soul still which would be far better expended
more, although it is the most im- in building stronger bodies and
portant of all. Seeing beauties in souls. Especially is it wasted in
nature helps to make one detached diseases of the mind, in worry, fear,
from material things and so is an petty vexations, pride and doubts.
approach to spiritual appreciation. This is due to depending upon huIt is natural to think of God when man intelligence to solve all diffi-
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culties and it is not equal to the stead, leaving all else in the hands
task. In fact no one of them is ac- of God, can he learn to sing.
tually solved through human enWHAT A beautiful word is hope
deavor alone. The sooner one realizes this truth in its completeness and how beautiful is all the world
the sooner he will find the remedy. where hope is. It is the foundation
Few situations involve only our- of faith, also tolerance and charity.
selves, except some diseases of the Even in the depths of despair the
flesh and occasionally our own tal- voice of hope is not stilled for long,
ents, for practically all of thom are and when faith in God exists we
in some degree dependent upon cir- rise, at least temporarily, to the
cumstances in general or upon heights of glory.
Hope is the beginning of all sucother persons for their solution.
and happiness whether matecess
Because of this fact the individual
rial
or spiritual. ·Without hOlle
cannot contTol them and the aboveprogress would not be possible. It
mentioned diseases are the result.
The true remedy can be found is a torch that burns within the
only by discovering the laws gov- heart through all eternity and alerning' our own existence as well as though it may be dimmed it is never
our relationships with each other extinguished. But to burn brightly
and beginning to live by them. The and to cause a glow of radiance
knowledge of them must come first about it the heart must be pure.
to be sure, but that amounts to little Then the radiance is reflected as in
if we do not follow them faithfully. . a mirror and in its presence others
However, we are only too glad to must feel the light of the torch
do that, once we understand some- within themselves brightened. The
thing of their significance. This is hope that comes from a heart puriwhere the secret of right effort ap- fied by divine love is contagious.
plies.
Hope then is also a force of attraction, bringing to the heart
Oonsider the lilies, how they wherein it abides all that is good
grow. Where is any effort ex- and beautiful in others. It is a
pended ~ Not only is everything magnet that dra·ws all unto itself.
needed for their growth provided In fact it has magnetic l)ower which,
without thought on their part of next to love, is the greatest power
how the provision would be made, in the world. It is the secret of
but all that they actually do is to magnetism and eventually overkeep their faces turned directly to throws or conquers all lesser powGod singing His praise and glory ers. There is a sovereignty, a dominion, that belongs by divine right
in their beautiful pure white b]osto the heart aglow with hope and
soms. Only when man's heart is
this sovereignty is enduring, this
purified and his prayer becomes a dominion imperishable. Hope is a
song of praise does he resemble the coworker with love, and through
lily. Only when he prays to be these two all blessings are ours,
free from all petty worries and bur- lifting us at last into that eternal
dens and to have his mind and heart reunion for which the heart has
and being' filled with love in their ever yearned.
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INTERNATIONAL PEACE GARDEN
MARTIN

L.

DAVEY

We take pleasure in publishinfJ the following address delivered over the radio
by Mr. Davey, the Tree Expert, on Easter Sunday. This man of vision gives an interesting desc1'iption of the wonderful project of an International Peace Ga1'den to be
created s01newhe1"e on the bounda1"y line between the United Stc&tes and Canada. The
hundred years of peace between these two enterprising countries is one of the most
signijiwnt evidences that nations can live together peaceably with no deprivc&tion to
them.selves but only gain and progress, hence the value of such a Memorial Garden.
~RIENDS

everywhere, today I United States. No finer example of
would like to tell you about neighborliness or enduring friendthe proposed International Peace ship could be found in the world
Garden, which is to be created some- than that which exists between these
where on the boundary line between two adjoining countries of the
North American Continent.
Canada and the United States.
This inspiring project is sponHow appropriate it is, then, that
sored by the National Association an International Peace Garden
of Gardeners, an organization of should be created on the imaginary
nature lovers, whose lives are de- boundary, half on one side and half
voted to the work of maintaining on the other. It is IJrOposed that
beauty on private and semi-private this Garden shall be a thousand or
places and in public parks. It is more acres in area, and that it be
one of the most unselfish, and beau- located some place on the line where
tiful, and far-reaching undertak- it will be accessible to the greatest
ings that one could imagine, and number of people.
should have a powerful appeal to
In it will be planted all the variethe finest instincts of the people in ties of trees, and flowers, and shrubs
these two great neighborly nations. that can be grown in this latitudeThe idea was conceived in the no- beautiful living things that will
ble spirit of Henry J. Moore, Lec- speak more eloquently of the fact
turing Horticulturist for the Prov- of peace and the will to peace than
ince of Ontario. It was proposed any towering monument built of
at the annual convention of the N a- cold and inanimate stone. Many
tional Association of Gardeners in of these growing things will be conthe City of Toronto last August, tributed out of the abundance on
and was received with moving en- the private places in both countries,
thusiasm and with the fervor of a but the work of creating it will regreat crusade. Without a dissent- quire a considerable investment.
ing voice and in the spirit of earnest Then there will follow, in a natural
purpose, it was decided to accept course, the problem of raising a sufthe heavy responsibility of sponsor- ficient endowment to maintain it
ing this monumental project.
into the long distant future.
For more than a hundred years,
It is the plan of the National Aspeace has reigned inviolate between sociation of Gardeners not only to
the peoples of Canada and the welcome the larger contributions
~
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from those who would enjoy helping in a substantial way, but also
to make a special appeal to all the
school children of Oanada and the
United States, asking that each one,
so far as possible, give just a little
so that a multitude may have a part
in this great living monument of
peace.
It seems to me that no more useful thing could be done than to enlist the school children in this spiritual and intellectual stimulation.
To think peace is to live peace. To
think it actively and consciously is
to build up in the on-coming generation the spirit and the will to
peace. If we receive nothing more
than the development of this fine
philosophy of neighborly living, we
will have been compensated a thousand times for all the effort and
all the cost.
In Holy Writ, we find a powerful
bit of logic: "As a man thinketh in
his heart, so is he." If in the development of this worthy project,
the sponsors of the movement can
cause the children of Oanada and
the United States to think the language of peace and to be inspired
by its idealism, the results will be
more substantial and lasting than
ha ve been achieved by the brilliant
statesmen since the beginning of
civilization. Nor will it be easy for
cunning politicians to undo the effectiveness of this inbred philosophy.
We can visualize this International Peace Garden as a thing of
impressive beauty, where in a. short
space of time foliage and flowers
will vie with each other to produce
a quiet elegance and a glorious
charm that will lure the nature lovers of this continent and the world.
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Yes, it will be the Mecca of unnumbered thousands of those who love
the beauties of nature and those
who are moved by the spirit and
purpose of pea.ce.
In this Garden the living, growing things will symbolize the development of an enduring friendship
and will typify the substantial character and spiritual force of two
great peoples. This outdoor beauty
will be the handmaiden of fine human qualities and will express in
eloquent fashion the deep-seated
purpose of lasting peace that has
operated so powerfully for more
than a century, and that is more
firmly imbedded within us now than
ever before.
About it all will be an atmosphere
of admiration and respect that will
be akin to reverence. Deep in the
hearts of all normal human beings
there is a longing for the blessings
and the fruits of peace. These
beautiful growing things will express in a sublime. way the hopes
and aspirations of the people of two
nations that have lived side by side
without conflict as an example to
the world.
Man could build countless monuments of steel and marble, and place
them at frequent intervals along the
extensive boundary line, but each
one would be cold and forbidding
and could not kindle the fires of
enthusiasm in a single human
breast, nor inspire one mortal being to loftier sentiment.
There is something about this
idea of an International Garden,
with living trees and flowers and
shrubs, that stirs the imagination.
It seems to be so fitting for this purpose. It is such an appropriate
manifestation of human ideals. It
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is so expressive of the finer qualities of human nature. It is at once
satisfying and uplifting.
Year after year innumerable people will travel to see it and will
think the thoughts of peace. They
will be moved to a keener realization of the fortunate circumstances
under which we are permitted to
live as friends and mutual wellwishers. They will carry back home
with them a new sense of their own
responsibilities as neighbors.
Pictures of this International
Garden should hang in every schoolroom in Canada and the United
States to proclaim its meaning and
its purpose. Stories of it should be
told in lofty sentiment to every new
class of children that will be the
citizens of tomorrow. It should be
proclaimed from every pulpit and
told with enthusiasm in the quiet
of every fireside.
This undertaking appeals to me
as a thing of highest value and farreaching possibilities in the thinking and the living of both peoples.
It will not and should not detract in
the slightest degree from the patriotism of Canadians for Canada,
or Americans for America. We expect Canadians to be loyal to their
own country, and they expect the
same thing of us. No person would
be worthy of citizenship in either
country if he were not patriotic toward the land of which he is a part.
But we have been neighbors for a
long time, and we shall continue to
live side by side in peace and
friendship and in mutual respect,
so long as we have the character to
understand the rights of each other
and the capacity to live and act on
the plane of higher civilization.
The National Association of

Gardeners deserve the fullest commendation of all peace-loving citizens for their willingness to assume
the responsibilities of so large an
undertaking in the interest of us all.
They should have the lasting gratitude and the cordial support of
every manly man and every noble
woman, in whose veins runs the
blood of honor, and whose mind is
ruled by the processes of reason
and human idealism. I bespeak for
them the most generous and enthusiastic support. Our loyalty to
the cause which they represent will
be rewarded by an International
Garden of Peace that vrill speak
powerfully to the people of our own
time, and carry the message of
friendship and good will to many
unborn generations.
It is said by some that there will
always be war, and it is possible
that mankind as a whole has not
reached that stage of development
where the scourge of ViTal' can be
permanently removed from the
world. It is also possible that
crafty and selfish tyrants may disturb the peace of mankind here and
there. It is conceivable also that
in some places self -seeking and designing politicians may lead their
people astray. But it will not be
in response to the popular will, except where people are deceived and
misled.
The desire for peace and its benign benefits is instinctive with
every normal father, and is a basic
impulse that surges through the
heart of every mother who has gone
down into the dark valley to bring a
new babe into the world.
The people, the great masses who
make up each country, want peace.
The higher the civilization which
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they have been permitted to attain,
the more definite and fixed is the
conviction that they have a right to
live in peace, and to work out their
individual destiny unhampered and
unscarred by the ravages of war.
How appropriate it is, in this
significant period when sincere efforts are being made by the leaders
of the great nations of the world to
arrive at mutual understanding and
to provide a more permanent basis
for world peace, that this International Garden should be projected!
What a happy thought it is that inanimate steel and marble should be
eliminated from its being, and that
no cannon or other sign of strife
should have any place in its creation or existence! It is to be just
an immense garden of growing
things where beauty reigns and
where friendship is the theme.
Canada and the United States
have offered to the world an example that is worthy of admiration
and emulation. We have lived as
neighbors without the necessity of
armed strife for more than a century. There lies between us an
imaginary dividing line of some
three thousand miles in length. Not
a fort or a battleship has been
found necessary along that farflung border. Not a soldier needs
to be stationed there. We have
business and social and political intercourse without the remotest
necessity of military maneuvers.
We understand each other. Each
people forges ahead to its own
logical destiny in its own way, and
each respects the rights of the
other.
These impressive facts constitute
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a magnificent tribute to the character of the people of both nations,
and are evidence of a form and degree of civilization that should be a
source of enduring satisfaction to
all who are permitted to be citizens
of either country. What a lesson it
is to the world, and what a challenge to the cynics who have no
faith in the capacity of human
beings to live rightly in relation to
their neighbors.
There could be no more fitting
evidence of the friendly spirit and
the understanding of the people
than the creation of this significant
International Peace Gm'den on the
boundary line, where men and
women and children may go to admire the living, growing things and
to be inspired by the beauties that
they see everywhere about them, to
live and act the ideals of peace, both
as individual citizens and as essential parts of either great nation.
All the eloquence of Demosthenes,
all the logic of Cicero, and all the
mastery of Shakespeare cannot
compare with the powerful appeal
of the International Peace Garden
to the hearts and minds of those
who live upon this continent, and
those from other lands who come to
see, with minds that understand
and hearts that comprehend. The
language of trees and flowers and
shrubs, though mute and inaudible,
will be more eloquent and more convincing than the language of statesmen, philosophers and poets. This
International Peace Garden will
proclaim the lofty spirit of two
grea t COUl1 tries. Yes, it will be a
glorious and beautiful picture of
the soul of the people.
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SONGS OF LIFE
La RNA B. TASKER

AFTER SEEING THE MOVING PICTURE
OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
He walked the earth once, patient and tender
And the Light
Of Heaven shone around Him.
All who saw Him
Felt the joy and peace and love.
Shall we forget?
Nay, still He walks among us.
We are blind,
Wrapped in a storm of self.
His sun still shines
Into the hearts of men.
Reach forth your hand, my brother.
Here is mine.

Clasp we in deathless love
This shining hour.
Then when the storm shall fold us
Once again
In its gray fury, though we see not clear,
Still hands shall clasp, and hearts
Shall still remember.
And the temptation shall lead unto light,
And the light shall shine.
It shall flame till it burn away
Desire and doubt.
And then shall come a river
Deep and clear
To sweep away the ashes
And leave naught
But white sand shining sweet and clean
Unsoiled by struggle.
And then shall come a voice,
SayingI was the doubt and the desire
The light, the flame, the river
And the sands,
I was the struggle and the triumph.
I am God.

PREMATURE
In a sweet hour when my heart
Was filled with joy,
I said to God, "I love you more
Than all the world."
And God said, "It is good."
Next day He took my joy,
And when I cried
Aloud in anguish, "Child," He said,
"Take back thy joy-play yet another year.
Try not thy wings again till thou art grown."

PURE SPIRIT
My soul went on a pilgrimage
Through unreality
This morning when the wind
Blew all the grass in silver, and the tide
Ran swift beneath the sun.
I saw the yellow flowers nodding softly
By the wall,
And trees agleam with cobwebs thickly strung
With sunfilled dew.
I saw the myriad seagulls drifting white
Down tides that ran from blue to wine-red purpl
Hastening out to sea.

I saw the wide clear sky
Grow hot with light.
My soul went on a pilgrimage through these
In search for God.
And when I found Him, far beyond them all,
I heard Him say"Dear child, you brought Me with you.
Now return,

And find Mc-everywhere."

WAITING
Dawn, pour thou into my soul,
For I am a pool,
Waiting thy sea of light.
All night the marsh grass waved
Between me and the sky
Fine lines of thought and dream,
Keeping the sky from me.
But noW the wind of love
Has swept me clean.
Dawn, pour thou into suy soul.
I am a pool,

Waiting-waiting for thee.

TO 'ABDU'L-BAHA
I am too small
To love God truly.
Yet,
Because I love You,
I sing songs
To God.
This be Your partTo kindle song,
A flame,
Upon the altar of my heart.

~
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"One of the functions of the sun is to quicken and reveal the hidden
realities of the kingdoms of existence. Through the light and heat of the
great central luminary, all that is potential in the earth is awakened and
comes forth into the realm of the visible. The fruit hidden in the tree appears
upon its branches in response to the power of the sun; man and all other
organisms live, move and have their being under its developing rays; nature
is resplendent with countless evolutionary forms through its pervading impulse; so that we can say a function of the sun is the revelation of the
mysteries and creative purposes hidden within the phenomenal world."
, Abdu'l-Baha.

abundance which
characterizes the phenomena of the
natural world is nowhere more
striking than in the physical life of
the sun. This great cosmic center
of life and heat to its surrounding
planets is pouring forth energy
"vjth a profligacy which can only be
explained upon grounds of infinite
supply. It must be realized that
the Bun's rays are going out into
space in every direction. What the
average person does not appreciate
is the astounding ratio of the total
tlaily radiant energy of the sun, as
compared with the microscopic
amount of it received by this planet
nud making possible our life, health
and happiness. It has been estimated by recent astronomers that
only about a two-billionth part of
the active energy of the sun is intercepted by this planet. In other
words, the sun could with eq.ual
ease and without the expenditure of
one iota more of energy, light and
heat two billion other planets the
size of the earth at the same time
that i1: is caring for our needs.
When we survey this astounding
vitality and superabundant energy
THE

INFINITE

·::Jf the sun and its so lavish expel1dihue of power disbursed into space,
we come face to face almost with
Infinity itself; for the relation of
this total energy nf the sun to the
<"ciual work accomplished upon its
planets, bears almost the proportion of the Infinite to the finite.
Certainly from every practical
point of view, we may assert that
the sun not only has, but is actually
giving out, infinite supplies of energy. Here we have a picture in
lluture of a supply so rich and
abundant as to be impossible of exhaustion or even of complete utilization for the utmost of man's
needs.
A SIMILAR lavishness characterizes all of the phenomena of nature
as we know it, both in the heavens
and upon this earth. Two thousand island universes are conceived
to occupy sidereal space, of average size equal to our own island
universe the Milky Way, and separated by inconceivable and vast
yoic1s. Such is the grandeur of the
scale upon which nature works in
the cosmos as a whole. Or if we
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turn to our own microscopic planet,
we find again the same lavishness
expressed in all phenomena of natural life in the tremendous scale
upon which life is created in its
lower levels in order to eventuate
in Man.
Only in the life of man himself
do we observe circumscription, lack,
and destitution; while in the world
of nature everything bespeaks of
lavish generosity on the part of the
Creator and of a bounty which is
infinite in its supply.
Man has created in his own world
a mode of life in which want is
more characteristic than plenty.
Why is this ~ Let us not assume
that such a situation was intended
by the Creator. Shan He lavishly
expend so vast a quantity of precious solar energy upon a void, and
yet, pinch humanity-the highest
expression of creation-with want
and deprivation ~ It is impossible to
conceive that the Creator works in
such a way. No, the same abundance was intended for man as for
the natural world, not only was intended but exists on the plane of
reality. It is man's own wilfulness
and selfishness which have caused
human society to become so characteristically limited in its supplies
as proportioned to its needs.
It is not the fault of nature that
people have not enough to eat, but
the fault of our economic system
vvhich is based almost wholly upon
the self-seeking and exploiting attributes of man. How is it possible
that there is not enough wheat to
eat when economists are telling us
that the farmers are producing too
much. The fact is that much
wheat now produced is not being
sold; and so with cotton and other

staples. The earth produces abundantly for man. But humanity, having arrived at no adequate way of
distributing this lavishness, sits
down in want and deprivation and
permits the consumer to be in need
at the very moment when the producer is suffering economically because it is said there is no market
for his goods.
AGAIN LAOK IS evidenced in the
matter of the use of power as at
present discovered or invented by
the human race. In\Tentions which
might extend power more cheaply
to the whole of humanity are held
back because they would lessen the
profits of present capitalists. The
aim of society as a whole seems not
to be to find out how cheaply the
blessings of nature can be disbursed to every individual, but to
find out how most successfully to
center and focus her blessings upon
the few who have power and brains
enough to establish monopolies.
Thus it is that while some suffer
from a very plethoTa of wealth the
majority of humanity faces a bare
subsistence and are deprived of all
comforts and of many necessities.
Is this the universe that we see
as the telescope looks out into
space ~ No I The astronomer sees
visions of infinite power and blessings for humanity ill the subatomic
energy of the sun. While econoists are bewailing the exhaustion
of the earth's coal deposits, astronomers are preaching the discovery
of infinite supplies of power from
the atom, or from the very space
about us. But, undoubtedly, this
discovery is to be held back from
humanity until universal peace is
established together with a divine
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order of civilization which assures
a just and kindly distribution of
economic wealth.
LET US try to conceive of the ease
and comfort which would accrue to
humanity when an infinite source of
power easily and cheaply applied
to the needs of man should become
available. This power could be
used to create nitrogen from the ail'
and otherwise to increase fertilization of the soil; to irrigate waste
spaces; to speed up production. It
would create, with the genius of
man at the helm, a superabundant
supply of all agricultural and textile needs of man. The same power
applied to manufacturing would assure a wealth of goods such as now
we can hardly conceive. Distant
travel would be brought within the
reach of the most humble individual, and the application of such dficiency to the machinery already in
the world would assure more leisure
to workmen.
All this, however, is dependant
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upon the reorganization of humanity in terms of service rather than
of exploitation, otherwise this
power might be used to still further
enslave the guileless and humble.
The new divine civilization must be
dedicated to humanity as a whole;
and the greatest genius of the human race in the future must be
spent not so much in production as
in the problems of distribution.
It takes no great stretch of the
imagination to realize that the
great la.w of abundance which
reigns throughout the cosmos is
destined to apply to the economic
life of man both as an aggregate
and as an individual.
Let us realize that deprivation as
humanity knows it at present is
purely its own creation. And let
ns reach out for those means which
God has given us for creating a
world of peace, of plenty, of joyousness. This can come about only
when the divine civilization, the
pattern of which has been given us
by Baha 'u 'llah, is established.

"Now concerning our social principles, namely, the teachings of His Holiness
sp?'ectd fa?' and wide fifty yectrs ago, th61/ ve?"ily comprehend all other
teachings. It is clect?" and evident tha.t without these teachings progress and advancernent for mankind are in no wise possible. Every com?n.~Lnity in the world findeth
in these divine teachings the realization of its highest aspirations. . . . Should these
sublime teachings be diffused, mankind shall be freed from all pe?"ils, /?'o?n all chr'onic
ills and sicknesses. In like manner are the Bctha'i economic principles the embodiment
of the highest aspirations of all wage-ean~ing classes and of economists of vadOU3
schools . . . aU shall bear witness that these tenchings bestow a fresh life t£pon ma.nkind and constitute the im1nedinte remedy for a.ll the ills of social life."

Bah6;~t'lldh

,Abdu'l-Bahd.
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THE NEW ECONOMICS
DALE

S.

COLE

The author, whose !1"equent articles have p1"0'ved of great interest to the readers
of The Bahri/i Magazine, is an electrical engineer of Cleveland, Ohio, and is a deep
student of economics.

1(\1 FF AIRS

of business account

~ for a good portion of life

spent on this planet, perhaps justly so, for an active, effective life is
good. However, the old adage
"business is business' is not as apt
or relevant as it may have been in
the past, and some business leaders
are expressing thoughts which are
both interesting and startling.
An attitude seems to be developing which holds that mere statistics
and the technical interpretations
thereof, are not altogether sufficient
to place in the hands of those interested, all of the data necessary to
shape the course of common endeavor towards that which will result in the greatest good for the
largest number.
Agreement is fairly general that
business which does not so resultis not sound business. It is also
generally indicated that, aside
from the benefits themselves, human progress is predicated on
sound business, because commerce
and industry have profound influences on social conditions.
Sound business may not, however, always insure uninterrupted
periods of maximum commercial
activity. This contingency may
not be an untempered calamity.
A very well known man has
stated that he believes periods of
business depression are not without their chastening effects. During prosperous times wasteful

practices flourish.
Carelessness
grows and crime increases.
When business is poor and
there is much unemployment, men
are jolted out of their neat complacency. They fear because they
are unable to control the situation.
Instinctively they turn to higher
things, to their Creator, seeking encouragement
and
consolation.
Waste is stopped. Efforts are redoubled. Faith increases.
It has been suggested that when
fifty-one per cent of the people
actually decide to render real service-then prosperity results. A
small majority influences mundane
affairs. May not even smaller numbers, working in unity, be yet more
effective towards spiritual advancement?
The recent cataclysmic changes
in the business world of the United
States focuses attention on a factor
which has been assuming increased
importance for some time. Other
matters have received more attention for a variety of reasons, but it
can no longer be doubted that there
is a great and general shift of human interest from politics to economics. Among the greatest problems of the next decade, and thereafter, will be found those of economic relationships.
People are not now so much interested in political matters either
as regards their own internal national problems or those of inter-
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national character. They do not
want to fight or bicker. They want
to work peacefully, to acquire a
competence, and to enjoy some
leisure. They are beginning to realize the importance of the spiritual
nuances of life.
If opportunities are to be realized to work peacefully, to acquire
a competence, and to have time for
the better things of life, it is being
learned that we must look to the
realm of economics and not to the
humoils of politics to bring about
the desired conditions.
Economics is the mechanism
through which existing ills must be
attacked and treated; but the inspiration ,the drive, must come from
fundamentally deeper sources.
Re c e n tl y, Mr. Oalvin 0001idge said that "we must put first
things first," "set small store by
things which are temporal," and
strive "mightily for the things
which are eternaL" He reminds us
that "we cannot give all our
thought to material success. We
cannot be relieved of all hardships.
We should not faint at the first
obstacle. '.'
And there are obstacles. One of
them is the purely national idea of
economic welfare; the rather limited and short-sighted idea that one
nation need not consider the well
being of other nations. But there
are indications that this attitude is
undergoing revision.
The international aspects of
trade are being forced on the attention of every nation and its thinkers.
For instance, the United
States has been for some time now
a great creditor nation and at the
same time has enjoyed a favorable
balance of trade. We have loaned
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much money abroad and continued
to export more goods than we imported. This it is said, cannot go
on indefinitely. There will come a
time when we must accept more
goods from abroad.
How will an excess of imports
over exports affect many of our industrial and social conditions 7
There may be many answers to such
a question but the important part
is that we can no longer ignore the
possibility. World trade, international cooperation and good-will assume increasingly important prospects in this age of new economic
relationships.
What of the threat of a tariff
war 7 We erect high barriers to
keep out foreign goods in an effort
to keep our own wheels turning.
Reprisals on the part of other nations are not unreasonable and instead of cooperative, smooth course
of international trade, a retrogressive and dangerous situation may
not be improbable.
Tariff walls are only one of several kinds of obstacles which must
be eliminated or circumnavigated
if world trade is to fulfill its highest function. There are also geographical lines, limitations of
speech, racial prejudices, and religious bigotry to overcome.
World trade will assume increasing importance as the years go by.
It offers the only chance of doing
things on the large scale which
seems necessary to the newer economic laws which hold sway. World
trade cannot be carried on advantageously if hampered by too narrow nationalism, prejudice, suspicion and selfishness.
Mr. OWGn D. Young recently
pointed out that "we may SIgn
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great declarations of peace, but we
shall concurrently find, if we follow a narrow economic policy, an
increasing resistance in countries
less well off than ourselves, to that
disarmament which is the insurance
of the peace that we seek."
vVhen mass production has once
gained headway, there is need for
ever-increasing markets. Normal
obsolescence of things purchased is
not sufficient to keep the mill wheels
whirring, nor does population increase rapidly enough to provide
the needed outlets. Wider and
wider marts are necessary. Where
but in foreign fields can these be
found?
That our mass production machine has brought a high standard
of living is generally admitted. It
is unthinkable that such a standard
should regress. It has its ills,
many of them, but there are great
advantages. In other parts of the
world, can the standard of living be
improved by similar methods, and
if so can we learn to use advantageously the leisure resulting? How
can a great international productive mechanism function except
through close cooperation of the
component parts?
A new business philosophy is
forming.
The United States
preaches, from recent experience:
machine production, high wages,
shorter hours, greater purchasing
power. Spend, that the wheels may
be kept turning; that you may have
wages to insure purchasing power.
Incidentally it has been found that
the more leisure, the more wants;
the more time to spend the greater
the consumption.
Europe has not yet held with all
of this. Their program has been

low wages, long hours, thrift. Europe has not thrown off post-war
depression. The United States has
apparently forged busily ahead.
Which philosophy will you choose ~
Somewhere between these extremes will there not be found that
which will define progress as that
which brings the greatest good to
the largest number?
Be that as it may, the requirements of expanding commerce are
forcing a better international attitude. Business cannot and does
not wait for the flag. Economics
outstrips politics.
As world trade increases among
nations, and it must increase, there
will be more and better intercourse
even though the needed international language is not yet adopted.
There will be closer acquaintanceship, broader understanding.
Economically, Europe is a group
of water-tight compartments. Each
country is marked off not only by
geographical and iracial boundaries but by economic restrictions and
regulations. It is beginning to be
recognized that this may be one of
the reasons for sluggish commercial
recovery and advancement.
Economically these barriers are
liabilities. Socially they are a
handicap to better race relationships. Spiritually they impede the
universal realization of the brotherhood of man and the oneness of
mankind.
Back of every change, every
trend, every step-there are Slgl1lficances.
Sometimes it seems as if man had
failed in trying to bring about,
voluntarily and effectively, better
conditions in the world; and that
economics is taking these matters
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out of his incompetent hands and
under the guise of business expediency bringing about many desirable improvements.
The world has great tasks to perform, much business to transact,
many wants to fulfill. And in fulfilli~g these wants according to the
dictates of science, social conditions
will be greatly effected, the mode of
life will be universally and continuously bettered. It seems that these
great changes are intimately associated with the application of
science to commerce and industry
and that the mechanization of life
has much to do with it. The machine must be made to serve man,
and apparently it can best do so
when running at high speed.
In order that the industrial machine may function efficiently as a
machine and as an influence towards
human progress, adequate markets
are required. These can only be
obtained through world trade;
world trade in a broader and yet
more intimate sense than it has
been realized before, wherein not
only commodities are traded, but
wherein many intangible services
and reciprocities draw peoples
closer together.
In the panOTama of life a number of interesting pictures may be
projected. These will have to do
with1. The effect of the increased use
of machinery on human life both
here and abroad. Sufficient is being
said about this in the press of the
moment to indicate its importance.
2. The problem of what mankind
will do with the increased amount
of leisure in prospect.
3. The necessity of better inter-
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na tional understanding' and cooperation.
4. A deeper interpretation of
business statistics.
5. A broader conception of the
function of business.
6. The increased importance of
economics and the relatively decreasing interest in politics.
7. Agriculture's place in the commercial scene.
8. Our attitude towards work.
9. A sincere desire to know the
truth.
In all of this, international aspects seem to be assuming greater
and greater importance. In a recent editorial in The General Electric Review may be found these
admonitions:
, 'We must think internationally;
politics must break down some of
her artificial ba,rriers. Statesmen
must heed the voices of Science and
Economics. There is no permanent
blessing in being too rich to be
loved and there is no serenity 111
being over much envied."
Thus is the warning sounded as
regards the United States. Will we
heed it? Will we assume leadership in the solution of the problems
of economic relationships whicll
confront the world and back of
which lie deeper and more significant factors, those things which affect the spiritual life and well being
of every individual?
Mr. Owen D. Young has voiced a
powerful plea"I pray for sober and sensible
responsibility, a spirit of friendliness and helpfulness and cooperation for all, a spirit of restraint in
the use of power which has been
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entrusted to us, and most of all,
restraint in speech."
Does it not seem that with the
great currents of constructive
thought which are surging through
the business world there are forces
back of these conditions and trends
and changes which although more
or less obscure are nevertheless
powerfully active in bringing about
a betterment of conditions 1
Does it not seem as if these forces
are working, not only to bring
about the necessary changes, but to
stimulate mankind to a realization
that these forces can be relied upon 1 Are we not gradually casting
away our cumbersome method of
trial and error and learning to reason more effectively~
And does it not seem that in becoming more familiar with these
forces man will realize that he may
have mistaken means for the end,
that in the final analysis the mere
machinery of business is not the
essence of the problem 1 Final results are paramount, and no results which do not contribute to the

greatest good for the largest nuUlbel' are acceptable.
Perhaps we are beginning to realize that we have not appreciated
the real purpose of life, and that
when "Ye do we will not be content
to let economic necessities drag us
along, but will assume the active
directorship of laws, bending them
to the common good, and shaping
the destiny of mankind according to
the great pnrpose.
According to the Baha'i Re velation the fundamental forces are
divine, and man's duty is to so
orient his activities that he may
become the channel for their operation.
Commercial success is not the
end of life-it is but a means towards the physical and spiritual
advancement of the world.
This definition in no way restricts man's endeavors. It enchances them, and we are taught
that the daily tasks of this work-aday business world, when carried
out in the proper spirit, are high
forms of worship.

"Material affairs are of two kinds. The firS't kind are those concerns which have no direct relation to life. They contribute toward
lttxttry, effeminacy, indolence. Indulgence in these things makes one
negligent of God and stifles all traces of spirittlality. The other kind
are those affairs which contribnte toward the maintenance of li1)elihood,
adding to the comfort, happiness and progress of the htlman family.
Spirittwl Powers come always to the assistance of such affairs, they
increase the moral insight and responsibility of man and add to his
awareness and mindfulness."
- 'Abdu'l-Baha.
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A PILGRIMAGE THROUGH PERSIA
2.-Ilamada,n
:rvL~RTHA

L.

ROOT

This is the second install1ncnt of the se'l'icd stO'l'jJ by Miss Root C01We1"nin.g he?'
eX1Je'l'iences in Pe'l'Sia. The ji'l'st article which described her visits frorn Baghdad to
Kir'manshrih, was published in the July n7l'rnber·.

Il'\li

FEW miles out from I-Iamadan, the Spiritual Assembly of nine came out in a motor car
to greet us; yet a little nearer and
there were nineteen other cars and
several of these were filled with
ladies.
Twenty automobjles in
which were Baha'i brothers and
sisters, came into the city with us.
It was a triumph for the unity of
the East and the West.
"N ot even emperors and kings
have twenty motor cars awaiting
their approach," said our I-Iamadan friend laughing. He was the
one who had accompanied us from
Kirman shah.
The guest was taken to the hotel
and a little reception followed.
Many of the Hamadan Baha'is are
Jewish and they seem to have considerable freedom in serving the
Baha'i Oause. Perhaps the mullahs think that as long as the Jews
have never accepted Islam it does
not matter if they change their
faith to the Baha'i belief. But
among those five thousand Baha'is
in Hamadan there are many wonderful Muhammadan Baha'is too,
who previously had been most bitter against the Oause. Also there
are many Baha'is there who cannot openly declare their faith.
On the way to the Baha'i schools
and to the Baha'i Headquarters'
buildings we pass through a little
square where rest the tombs of

IiJ

Esther and her uncle Mordecai.
Who will be the new Esther in this
Oity of Hamadan T A visit to the
Baha'i Girls' School makes one
think that in that assembly of
splendid girls she may be being
trained here and now. In this excellent School for Girls and in the
fine Baha'i Boys' School are many
hundreds of students. N on-Baha 'is
also send their children there because these institutions have a very
high standard.
All the Baha'i youth of Hamadan
are being trained to take their
places on all committees, to become
Baha'i speakers and teachers and
to write about the Cause.
During my stay of three days I
lectured before five hundrod and
fifty people at each session, and
each time it was to different believers. Every guest came by invitation, presenting a card at the
door. No hall is large enough to
hold them all, and few cities in Persia can have even as large Baha'i
gatherings as these. Baha'i delegates came from several villages
around Hamad:in to greet the sister
from the West.
During my journalistic work I
visited the Mayor of Hamadan, Mr.
Gholam Reza Afkhami; and the
Head of Western Education of Persia, Mr. Ali Ashraf Mumtaz. Both
men are l\:8en workers for the progress of Iran and both are optimis-
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tic that Persia is going forward to
a great era. The Mayor had been a
general and he was in full uniform.
He said that Persia is safe for
travel. The sole credit for this secure and progressive Persia, he
said, is due to His Imperial Majesty
Shahanshah Pahlevi.
Certainly the writer thinks that
this great Shah is a benefactor not
only to Persia, but to all humanity, for in this universal cycle, in
the family of nations each member
must be reliable, dependable, in
order that all may be in peace and
able to progress. During the reign
of this present Shah there has been
more justice, tolerance, and kindness than with any preceding Ruler,
of that long preceding line of the
Kajar dynasty. Those rulers were
born to excessive luxury and to despotism, but His Imperial Majesty
Pahlevi, Shahanshah, was a soldier,
then a general, later Minister of
War and then Prime Minister. He
has come from the people; he knows
hardships, sufferings; and his experiences have made him considerate for others and liberal and
fair. Only a soldier, a general,
Shahanshah could have brought
about the unity, the safety and the
progress of Iran.
MR. ALl ASHRAF MUMTAZ, Head
of the Education Department of
West Persia with headquarters at
Hamadan, in an interview, said
that the plan of the Government is
to increase the number of primary
schools throughout the country.
The higher institutions of learning
will be in the cities. He showed
how public education has progressed more in the past nine years with
His Imperial Majesty Pahlevi Sha-

hanshah than during the fifty years
that went before.
The writer
thought of Lord Curzon's words
and saw his plan fulfilled before
her very eyes. This great English
wri ter had said: ' 'If I had any
voice in the reg'eneration of Persia,
I would not bring out a company in
London but I would organize a
coup d'etat in the village schools."
One of the greatest secrets of the
present Shah's remarkable reigil
is that he has introduced new methods in education, education for
girls as well as boys, and education for the nomad tribes. Mr.
Mumtaz said that the very nomad
tribes who at first rebelled against
the introduction of schools now are
sending requests to the government
for more schools and more teachers.
This western Persia is the most
backward part of the entire country, because it is here among the
mountains that many tribes have
been living the migrating, wandering life of nomads. The government is trying to get them settled
on lands and grouped in villages,
but of course this takes time. Some
of the children of the chiefs are
brought to Tihran and educated in
the government schools.
Mr. Mumtaz has established a library for western Persia. Courses
have been introduced in sewing and
carpentry in some of the schools,
while in a factory some pupils learn
to make Persian rugs, and a few
boys are being trained as :fine toolmakers.
"We are delighted with the
American system of education",
said Mr. Mumtaz. When the writer
asked him what the United States
could do to help Persia, he replied
that it would be a great service if
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American educators could come and
give lectures on the American system of public instruction, or if they
could send books. He himself
studied in Paris and while there he
met Madame Hippolyte DreyfusBarney who has done so much for
education in France and in the educational section of the League of
Nations. She would be welcomed
very warmly in Persia if she could
come and speak.
The writer suggested that it
might be very good if a group of
American experts, each a high authority in his particular work,
could make a trip through Persiaan educator, an industrialist, a
business man and an agriculturist.
Mr. Mumtaz said it would be excellent. This is not at all impossible,
for several distinguished men in
the United States have expressed
the wish to make a tour of Persia.
I told this educator that my journey really is an experiment. If
friends in Europe and the United
States learn that traveling is safe
and that westerners are very welcome visitors, they would like to
come and travel in every province
of Persia, for Persia is one of the
most interesting and enchanting
lands of Central Asia. So far comparatively few tourists, scholars,
writers and educators have ventured long stays in this ancient country. Now Persia, just as Albania
and Turkey, is interesting itself in
active plans to attract the tourist
world to come here.
IT ,VAS HARD to leave the beautiful
Bahi'i friends of Hamadan who
had been so kind, so loving; and to
say good-bye to the nonBaha'i officials who had shown the utmost
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courtesy. It was with a hurt in my
heart that I had to decline the urgent invitations from delegations
from the villages round about who
had come to beg me to accompany
them to visit their Baha'i groups.
One said reverently as he shook
hands with me: "I long to take the
hand that has touched Shoghi Effendi's beloved hand." A Khanum
said: "We can never go to see the
Greatest Holy Leaf, but we thank
God we can see you who have seen
her." May Baha 'u 'llah bless those
deeply spiritual, blessed saints of
the villages!
The morning was very cold and
some of the friends thought it
would be much better to postpone
the journey, but cars had come
through the day before from Qazvin and the writer felt we ought to
start because often the roads fill
with snowdrifts and one is detained
for weeks. So saying "All:ih-uAbha !" to the loved believers of
Hamadan, our party started forward towards Qazvin. A Hamadan believer came with us to see us
safely to Tihran.
We certainly "made haste slowly," for after the first fifteen miles
a blinding, cutting blizzard began,
it took hours to get to the nearest
"Coffee house" ahead. We left the
car and walked the last few yards.
The Persian coffee house consisted
of one room, not very large. The
floor was the bare earth mixed with
snow which had been tracked in,
until it was foul' inch deep oozy
mud. One could hardly see for the
smoke because forty-five men stood
there smoking or ordering tea or
food which was bejng cooked on a
hearth of charcoal.
Fortunately there was a little a1-
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cove space leading off from this
room, and the mule drivers were
good enough to come out from it
and give it to our party. A bed
quilt was brought and hung up as
a curtain. The alcove was swept
and dusted and a long table
brought in and on this my Baha'i
sister and I piled our rugs and
camped!
At first we refused tea, thinking
the glasses would not be too clean,
but later we were only too glad to
have the hot fragrant tea, for
everywhere in Persia the tea is
good, and the coffee-house owner
was very kind to us. We discovered, too, that the cups were clean because every cup was given a deluge
of boiling water inside and out before being brought to us with the
large china pot of tea. We had
food enough in the lunch baskets
and very good food.
We certainly were very comfortable compared to the nearly three
score men standing in the mud in
the larger room or sitting on their
Persian rugs, which they nearly always carry about with them. These
coffee houses are rest houses for
the hundreds of mule drivers who
can travel with their heavily laden
beasts only about fifteen miles in
the day, and they sleep in these
places. However,the blizzard and
deep snow brought many drivers of
motor trucks to that house as well
as the mule drivers and us.
We spent the night there and all
the next day; we broke the window
pane built in this mud house in
order to get some fresh air. In
the early evening', the miracle happened! Motor cars began to come
from both directions. They had
ploughed through from Hamadan,

and the Qazvin cars had forced
their way over the mountains. Fifty
cars joined the kaleidoscopic ensemble around the coffee-house.
..L~fter long discussions among the
chauffeurs, all decided to move forward and travel all night, the Qazvin contingent started first en route
towards Hamadan, but we decided
to keep to our original plan and
try to reach Qazvin.
It took one hour and a half to get
through the drifts into the road
ready to start. After a two hour
journey, at eleven thirty o'clock
that night the cars, some thirty besides the other vehicles had been
halted at a little inn and coffee
house. The chauffeurs had decided
it was not wise to go over the mountain in the night.
All the rooms had been taken by
the earlier comers, and our party
had to be content with a little room
near the coffee house. It had no
stove, no furniture at all and we had
to put the rugs on the stone floor. A
boy brought in a charcoal pan of
coals called "Manghal," the coals
were not ' 'red' , enough and the
fumes nearly asphyxiated us.
It was a long night and each one
of us was very ill from the intense
cold and the fumes, but at four
o 'clock in the morning the boy
came again and brought another
pot of fire, this time Virith the coals a
glowing red, and he brought hot tea.
At seven 0 'clock we started forth
again in the automobile procession,
but soon we outdistanced the other
cars and were first in the line.
You will probably never visit the
coffee houses of Persia along these
motor routes and we never should,
had it not been for the snowstorm.
Usually the cars go from city to
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city quickly and travelers can stay
in very pleasant, comfortable
hotels. This was the worst storm of
the year j so if you, 0 readers, now
see Persia in its most difficult sea-

son, you can imagine how delightful
and easy it would be to go over
these splendid mountain roads in
the spring when all Inln is abloom
with blossoms.
(To be

contin~ted)

THE BAHA'I RELIGIOUS AND SOCIAL PLAN
ABDUL HUSSEIN ISPHAHANI

n

HE Bahii'i Religion, the fundamental principle of which
is the unity of all humanity, holds
in its vision society as a whole in
order to bring about a complete reform. Up to the present, the principle cause which has checked the
development of the ideals of great
reformers and which has prevented
the successful spread of their principles, has been the neglect of these
reformers to envision the grand reform of human society as a whole,
in all phases of human living. They
forgot that the life of humanity is
an integral whole which cannot
easily undergo partial and particular reforms.
These reformers, together with
moralists and philosophers, have
certainly contributed partially to
ameliorating human nature, but
the greatest difficulty has always
been the limitation of their projects and the gradual dissipation
of their efforts, which have ever
failed to result in a unified system
of total reform.
It is not sufficient merely to consider human misery from the economic point of view neither is it
logical to conceive a mode of reform

lit

which would be purely religious. It
is necessary to undertake a movement envisioning the totality of all
these questions, embracing all of
human nature and satisfying every
need of life. And only from God,
the Almighty, through His Divine
Mouthpiece or Messenger, could
come such divine and inclusive
basic Laws.
This is exactly the plan of the
Bahii'i Religion the la test and
greatest of social and religious
movements. It desires a total reform of the life of humanity and
the cooperation of all of the memben; of human society.
But any form of organization destructive to individulaity or, conversely, threatening the disintegration of human society by excessive
concessions to the individual liberties, is completely contradictory
to Bahii'i principles, which seek to
establish a durable union and an
equilibrium between individual ambition and social forces.
The means taken by the Bahii'i
religion for founding such a union
are two: first, means purely religious; second, means purely social
though based on the Revealed
Word.
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From the viewpoint of the Baha'i
Movement, the reconciliation of the
religious views of man must precede the reconciliation of races, and
it is for this reason that it commences its program by religious
means.
THE

RELIGIOUS

MEANS.

The

Baha'i Movement considers religion as a dominant factor in human
progress, a factor which man cannot dispense with since this factor
reappears under other forms more
or less fervent.
The Baha'i religion aims to free
religion from all superstitions and
all injurious prejudices in order
that religion may agree with the
fundamental scientific concepts.
Every religion which tolerates superstitious prejudices, or which does
not conform to established scientific
concepts is absolutely useless, is
even injurious since it causes a loss
of social energy and for that reason
ought to be rejected as incompatible with the ideal of civilization.
The great religious need of today
is not a reform of a certain sect or
reconciliation of different sects of
the same religion, but a complete
reconciliation of all religions; for
in spite of earnest attempts to solve
the difficulties within any single religion, there is a constant recurrence of religious differences which
tend to be perpetuated in different
sects. The only possible solution
and the most reasonable one is to
meet the problem by considering
the common truths in all religions.
In essential principles all of the
revealed world religions really are
in accord, and all of them are expressed in three fundamental ideas:
first, the existence of God; second,
the existence of the soul and eternal
life; third, free will. There does

not exist a single religion the moral
ideals of which do not essentially
conform to all the other religions.
, 'Baha 'u 'llah promulga ted the
fundamental oneness of religion.
He taught that reality is one and
not multiple, that it underlies all
divine precepts and that the foundations of the religions are therefore
the same."
The Prophets of God, the Universal Manifestations, are like skilled
physicians, and the contingent
world is like the body of man; the
divine laws are the remedy and
treatment.
The individual
realties of the Divine Manifestations have no separation from the
Bounty of God and the Lordly
Splendor. In the same way the orb
of the sun has no sepa.ration from
the light
the Divine Manifestations are so many different
mirrors, because they have a special
individuality, but that which is reflected in the Mirrors is One S~m."
Today the tendency of man toward an international and universal viewpoint in almost all phases
of life demands modification in our
spiritual attitude. We need a universal religion. Never has need for
such a religion been so strongly
felt as it is today.
Baha 'u 'llah, the Founder of the
Baha,'i Movement, tells us. that this
renewal of religion, this new spiritual dispensation is the same which
has been prophesied by all the other
preceding Founders of religion;
the very same that has been sought
by the majority of reformers and
freethinkers.
Buddhists, Brahmans, Zoroastrians, Muhammadans, Christians, Jews and freethinkers, have realized in this New
Movement their highest religious
aspirations, and it need not surprise us to see a new spirit in
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Baha'is, a bond of brotherhood, and
abandonment forever of all former
prejudices and all lamentable
hatreds. But in order to have a
founda tion for a durable union
which would never be broken, there
must be effective means for conserving it. The religions of the
past enjoyed a golden age only at
their beginning, but as time went
on, disintegration was produced
from within, and the theology of
man now holds sway.
Among the means for conserving
the unity of the Baha'i Movement
I will content myself with mentioning four, the absence of which
in other religions have resulted in
their ruin.
First, in this new religion the Revealed Word is the sole criterion.
Oral traditions even when authenticated are not given much importance. In this way causes which have
been the means of quarrels, disputes and religious wars, are once
and for all abolished in this Movement.
Second, religious texts must be
taken only in their plain meaning
without having recourse to subtle
interpretations which might cause
schisms. It is absolutely forbidden
to undertake personal interpretation and to explain away the simple
and clear intent of the text. The
principle works of Baha 'u 'lHi,h are
written in language so clear and so
evident that they admit of no ambiguity, and need no professional
exigesis on the part of a clergy.
Since religious orders and the
profession of the clergy is absolutely forbidden, each one can be his
own priest. The function of priesthood thus falls upon all believers,
and each Baha'i is expected to consecrate a certain portion of his life
to producing union and progress
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for all. In other words the Baha'i
religion may be looked upon as a
missionary movement which demands democratization of religious
instruction and extends its clerical
function to all humanity.
Third, the Baha'i religion goes
even further.
It concedes the
differences which exist in the
point of view of men. The intellect
of man is not formed from anyone
model, natural differences and
varying gradations clearly exist
and add to the types and to the richness of humanity. The conception
of a ray of light varies according
to the point of view, whether of a
scholar or of a simple peasant. But
these differences in point of view
need not lead to antagonism or to
harsh disagreements. Bahii'n'llah
has commanded that if two or several individuals cannot come to all
agreement but fall into any kind of
antagonism, because of differences
of opinion, all of these individuals
are in error. Nevertheless, there
is to be throughout the Baha'i
world an actual spiritual unity; in
other words, spiritual unity based
on the Revealed Word without human interpretation.
Fourth, other religions have the
misfortune of having had accidental disturbance, due to the existence
of individuals who make pretense
of divine revelation from God. 111
this Cause such a thing is not tolerated. Religion must be based on the
Revealed Word of God.
The
Baha'i Movement considers the
spiritual emotions and spiritual
life as an essential part of human
nature. It is impossible for man to
live without faith, without religion.
According to the Baha'i Movement every man is endowed with a
mo.re or less pronounced depth of
spirituality. And Baha'is believe
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tha t the Founders of divine religion of several foreign languages, enviare the Mouthpieces or Manifesta- sions an ideal state of things based
tions of God sent to awaken in man upon the employment of a universal
neglected aptitudes and reverse the language which may make of all the
usual mode of life by making the world one country. He states in
His writings that the agreement
spiritual attitude dominant.
The Baha'i religion aims at the and unity of man has always been
spiritlessness of modern civiliza- effected by the Light emanating
tion. The social reformer must from the principles of His Cause,
commence at the foundation and and that the greatest principle
source itself of human nature. The contributing to this end is that all
most direct appeal to the soul of the peoples of the world should
man has always been that of reli- eventually be able to understand
gion.
the language and the articles of
The intellectual maturity of man each other. "The rulers or countoday demands a religion more com- sellors of the earth must consult
prehensive; a universal divine re- together and appoint (choose) one
ligion comprising all that is good of the existing languages, or a new
in every other divine religion, eli- language, and instruct the children
minating from them all that is therein in all the schools of the
superstitious; a religion which world; and the same must be done
is able to stabilize the fluctua- with respect to writing also. In
tions of the intellect; which illu- such case the earth will be considermines the soul morally; and in a ed as one."
word spiritualizes life and all huAnother question of internationman needs.
al importance is universal education. According to the Baha'is eduTHE SOCIAL PROGRAM. The social cation ought to be the same in all
program of the Baha'is focuses up- the schools of the world. The difon the effort to eliminate every ferent systems of education at presort of misunderstanding which sent are so contradictory that it is
exists between peoples of different not surprising that many present
races and mentalities, allowing al- misunderstandings come from this
ways the emergence and persistence source. With a universal world
of a spirit of reconciliation. Once system of education, the possibiliunderstood the social program of ties of wars between nations would
the Baha'i Movement is very easy be reduced.
to promulgate and establish. HavIn order to solve the political and
ing commenced by reconciling the diplomatic differences between nadifferent phases of the religious tions, Baha'u 'llah, in 1865, ordered
side of man toward life, attention Baha'is to work to establish a
can now be given to leveling the Society of Nations, and a Court
differences in other directions.
of Arbitration where delegates
Among these needs the question representing the governments and
of language assumes international peoples of the world would meet
importance. Baha'u'llah, after hav- with equal authority. The ideal
ing expressed His regrets at the and plan of Baha 'u 'llah is to esloss of time devoted to the study tablish Universal Peace in a per-
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manent manner, treating all inter- Heed of an administrative order in
national disputes and especially the Movement, the Baha'i Movethe question of disarmament.
ment has what is designated as the
The Baha'i religion also uuder- House of Justice or Spiritual Astakes a reconciliation on the ques- sembly. rrhere is a local Spiritual
tion of division of wealth with- Assembly which is even at present
out revolution and without over- being carried out by Baha'is in
turning the social order. It solves various centers; there is the N athe economic problem by methods tional Spiritual Assembly already
used both during the life of the in- established in nine countries; and
dividual and at his death: during there is an International Spiritual
life by means of graduated taxes Assembly-not yet establishedon incomes, and at death by inheri- the members of which will be electtance laws.
ed by all the Baha'is of the world.
"Baha'u'llah states that a person
"w ork among Baha'is is considshould be free to dispose of his ered as the worship of God, and the
possessions during his lifetime in Baha'i community is morally obliany way he chooses, and it is in- gated to find work for all. "In the
cumbent on everyone to write a Baha'i Cause arts, sciences and all
will stating how his property is to crafts are counted as worship . . .
be disposed of after his death. Briefly, all effort and exertion put
When a person dies without leaving forth by man from the fullness of
a will, the value of the property his heart is worship, if it is
should be estimated and divided in prompted by the highest motives
certain stated proportions among and the will to do service to huseven classes of inheritors, namely, manity." And this is only one of
children, wife or husband, father, similar utterances from the teacbmother, brothers, sisters and ings of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
teachers, the share of each diminTo elevate the moral level of huishing from the first to the last. In manity, Baha 'u '11ah ordered marthe absence of one or more of these riage as a definite institution. He
classes, the share which would be- insists strongly upon this order,
long to them goes to the public attributing a great number of mortreasury to be expended on the al faults to the present weakness
poor, the fatherless and the widows, of this sacred institution. Alcohol,
or on useful public works. If the opium and all sorts of stupifying
deceased has no heirs, then all his drugs are absolutely prohibited.
property goes to the public treasThese and many other measures
ury."~'
comprehending all the present day
By this method of taxation and
needs of humanity establish the
inheritance laws wealth circulates
foundation of a civilization which
freely and there will be no concenwill be not only unique and unpartration of capital in a few hands
alleled in the world's history, but
such as exists today.
will be the model of the common
In order to solve litigation and
life of man upon this planet
differences which arise between inthroughout all the present cycle
dividuals as well as to meet the
and extending through hundreds of
* "Baha'u'llah and the New Era," Dr. J. E. years to come.
Esslemont.
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A PILGRIM'S SCRIP
l.-Haifa
BEATRICE IRWIN

The authm' of this series of t1'avel articles, of which this is the first, is an artist
by profession. Her contributions to the 'Use of color in illumination have been rema1"kable. Something of this color sense ilh~mines her literary style.

HEN one has been waiting ten
years to arrive at a place,
one is apt to be disappointed, but
in reaching Haifa my expectations
were surpassed. From the moment that the "Mauretania" cast
anchor in the flame-blue bay, a
breeze of balm and welcome encircled life and brought fragrance,
healing and blossom in its wake.
During the six months that held
the mystery and marvel of a daily
contact with 'Abdu'l-Baha in Paris
(1913) -many commands and
prophecies on travel had been given
to me and these life has fulfilled in
unexpected ways and places, but a
culminating experience has been
savoured during a nineteen days
visit in the Pilgrim House, which is
just one of the many glad surprises that awaits us in Haifa,
Palestine.
People often ask if the Baha'i
Revelation has its miracles like the
ministry of Christ, and when one
enters this living foundation that
has been built up within the space
of a few years at the base of Mt.
Carmel, one realizes that here is a
tangible miracle of an international,
rather than an individual character, and one that arrests and bewilders the attention even in our
age of mechanical marvels. Bui the
ways of the spirit are as the ways
of love, hidden in deep waters, the
Rtrength of whose tides is only dimly gauged by the greatness of the
things they bring to pass upon the

surf ace of our vision. ' Abdu '1Baha, Who spent nearly forty years
in Turkish prisons, and was finally
only released and allowed to live
in Haifa in 1909, has left here a
Temple of living deeds to commemorate the Revelation of Baha'u'llah, which tells the message of the
new day in action, as well as in
the peace and repose of the Holy
Shrines that guard the mortal dust
of the three Great Ones who have
brought Their message of spiritual
unity to our distracted day!
There is a deep significance in the
fact that this new Light centered at
'Akka, which was the famous
capital of the mediaeval crusades,
and then that it took as its point
of material radiation, Carmel, the
mount on which Elijah and the
prophets of J ehovah overthrew the
priests of Baal; Carmel, which is
spoken of in Scripture as a place of
U sanctuary and fertility," and not
far from which lies Nazareth, and
that other "Mount" on which Jesus
delivered his Beatitudes.
Continuing the tradition of these
blessed spots, we find that the love
and labor of 'Abdu'l-Baha have
created on Mt. Carmel a haven of
rest and renewal for His followers,
and a beacon of inspiration for
those who are seeking the Light
that the Baha'i Revelation is offering to the world today. Half way
up the mountain are built the homes
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, also thOSE) of His
three married daughters, and the
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Persian and American Pilgrim disposal, and he seeks solitude or
Homes, where "believers" from companionship as he desires. The
the four corners of the earth con- Guardian of the Cause, Shoghi Efgregated, in earlier years, as the fendi, and other members of the
guests of 'Abdu'l-Baha; and now family lunch and sup and visit with
in these days as the guests of us, and their knowledge and
Shoghi Effendi.
thoughts reveal the reality, the
Each of these houses is large, purpose, and the history of the
cool and roomy; set in gardens Baha'i R.evelation from many a
fragrant with fruits and flowers; new and broader angle. Each memand best of all filled with human ber of the Holy Family seems to
beings who tenderly inspired by embody, both consciously and unthe overflowing example that has consciously, different aspects of the
created this abundance, are also tea chi n g s; its administrative
striving to become builders of a power, its fine discriminations, its
new humanity. As one gradually soaring courage, its international
contacts the living buds and enterprise, its friendly gaiety, its
branches of this spiritual tree, and generous love, its tender devotion
meets the wife, the sister, daught- and its spiritual aspiration and
ers, granddaughters, grandsons, freedom. These and many other
friends, and even the servants of the mysteries the vitalized perception
Household, one realizes as never of the pilgrim becomes aware of,
before, what a spontaneous glad- merely in the simple contacts of
ness and generosity is contained in life; receiving spiritual grace with
the Baha'i ideal of love. Over- daily bread.
And then there are those chosen
flowing and unquestioning is the nature of the hospitality and wel- hours when alone, or in fellowship,
come that awaits us here, expand- the path is taken nearer to the suming our hearts and minds to meet mit of Mt. Carmel, where the
its own penetrating and radiant di- shrines of 'Abdu'l-Baha and the
mensions. And so the pilgrim's Bab are set in a nine-terraced garfirst enlightenment is one of kin- den, whose beauties have already
ship with a larger life, more ab- rendered it one of the notable
stract, and at the same time more points of interest in Palestine.
intimate. More abstract, because Travelers of all creeds and counallied so closely to the invisible tries visit here as they pass through
force that underlies all this Mani- Haifa, and many inquire about the
festation; and more intimate, be- purpose of the square building of
cause in some strange way the golden sandstone, whose nine lofty
capacities of the individual nature chambers and strong stately lines
become quickened and startle the constitute a sanctuary for Bahais
human unit into an awareness of throughout the world.
At night the facade of the shrine
his own weakness and strength
is
flood-lighted, and is a golden
hitherto unknown.
Outwardly, life flows by daily in beacon from afar to all incoming
a sweet freedom of happy hours. ships.
There is a prophetic and psychoThe library and public rooms of the
Pilgrim I-louse are at the guest's logic kinship between this mountain
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harbor of light, and the splendid
new harbor of commerce now under
British construction.
Combined,
they give promise of world peace
and world progress, and a fulfillment of the words of 'Abdu'l-Baha
Who predicted that Haifa would be
one of the most important gates of
international communication in the
near future.
A,B the pilgrim walks up the four
palm and cypress bordered avenues
tha t form the approach to the
Shrine, or as he meditates among
the glad abundance of flowers and
fruits that fill the terraced gardens,
with a view of distant 'Akka where
Baha 'u 'llah and the Holy Family
were prisoners for many years, he
becomes aware of another stupendous miracle that Love has wrought
in raising this banner of flowering
beauty above the weight of worldly doubt and the slow density of
matter. Resting one day in the
shadow of a circle of cypress trees
on Mt. Carmel, Baha 'u 'llah selected this spot as a fitting point for
the resting place of the Bab's ashes.
Then 'Abdu'l-Baha developed the
plan of gardens and shrine, radiating them from the same circle of
cypress trees that was their point
of inspiration. His grandson, Shoghi Effendi, co-operatively with the
world-body of Baha'is, has carried
out these plans, perfecting their detail with infinite skill and care, so
that in the incredibly short space of
seven years the present landscaping has been effected and twentyfive hundred trees of different
kinds have been planted to say
nothing of the flood tides of roses
and stocks, geraniums and other
flowers that break in endless waves
upon the vision.
In this garden we have a Hew me-

morial to Death, and an interpretation of its meaning as the portal of
larger life and creative growth. In
such a spot there can be no sadness
in our hearts, only a sense of
strength, peace, joy, and an inspiration to fresh service for world welfare. In the cool silence of the
Shrines, each pilgrim receives his
individual chart of action, and
reads it by the glow of gratitude
that must surely flame in his heart.
Much has been accomplished for
the waiting world by the Bah3!i
Revelation, but so much remains to
be done, that the workers, re-born
after a pilgrimage to Haifa, must
hasten to their destined ends, the
inner significances of their stay
becoming manifest in works, for in
this new dispensation, the essence
of faith is that, "Deeds reveal the
sta tion of the man!"
Doubtless each season has its
charms, but in April the orange
trees are in fruit and flower, the
slopes of Carmel are crimson, white
and gold, with wild anemones,
cyclamen, and daisies; the newturned soils spread bronze and purple weavings between the green valleys, and the nights still preserve
that mysterious delicacy and fragrance that is the greatest gift of
spring.
Any period of sacrifice, waiting
and working that may have to precede a visit to the Master's home,
is but the necessary shadow that
better fits us to appreciate the renewing light of this rare spiritual
experience.
, '0 Friends! In the garden of
the heart plant only flowers of love
and withdraw not from clinging to
the nightingale of love and yearning'. "
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SEARCHING FOR TRUTH
A

SPIRITUAL AUTOBIOGHAPHY

The writer of this interesting article which describes the spiritual evolution of an
in this day and gener-ation, wishes to withhold his name simply in order
that he may dwell more per-sonally upon the details of his life than would seem appropr-iate other-wise. The pictur-e can be delineated with finer strokes than he would consent to make if his na~ne were pU/Jlishd in connection with this true autobiog?"aphy.

individ~"al

mANY times I have been asked
the question, "How did you
come to be a Baha 'i ~ , , I might
answer this question very briefly
sta ting concretely the grounds upon
which I eventuated into this Movement which has so filled my life for
twenty years, but such a brief answer would not in reality do justice
to the question. I did not so suddenly just become a Baha'i, as the
reader will see in perusing the story
of my spiritual life. The fact is I
was evolving from early childhood,
through my own inner guidance and
choice of religious material about
me, toward that breadth of modernity characteristic of the Baha'i
Cause which eventually proved the
solution of all my spiritual needs.
My religious life has been fairly
typical, in its evolution, of the trend
of this generation as regards those
at least who have earnestly sought
a way out from the zealous convictions and fixed theological inheritances of past generations. Not
that my parents were exceptionally
narrow in their religious beliefs.
On the contrary they were more
liberal for their day than were their
contemporaries. By family tradition, my mother was a Unitarian
and my father a Universalist. My
grandfather on my father's side
had been a religious radical in his
day, a powerful thinker and writer
and one of the leaders of the Uni-

iW

versalist Movement at a time when
it was held in great condemnation
by the orthodox faith of the day.
Yet with this liberal approach to
religion, both my parents were
deeply and earnestly pious in their
convictions and had not arrived at
the point where intellection should
begin to cast doubt upon the truths
of the Holy Scriptures. Their expanding vision was derived from a
more liberal interpretation of the
Scriptures, not from any doubt as
to the authenticity or scientific accuracy of the bible.
My mother read the bible every
day, and introduced the reading of
it to her children. On Sunday
nights we made a collection of verses in alphabetical order and memorized each verse that we thus
collected. In fact, these verses ring
in my memory to this day.
It was my mother's greatest delight to lead her family of seven
children up the aisle of the church
every Sunday, and with herself and
husband fill two pews nearly to
overflowing. Nothing could stand in
the way of this regular and required attendance except illness sufficient to keep us in bed. Age was no
criterion. It made no difference
as to whether we were able to
understand the sermons. Our presence in church from the age we
were able to walk was considered
in itself to confer inestimable benefits upon us.
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The church we thus attended was, whistling happily at the beginning
by necessity, a Congregational of the day, and Father, in his grave
church which was the only church voice, said, "Boy, do you know what
within miles of our home. This is day this is?" The playing of the
where my childhood faith was piano was not allowed, even to acstaged, a congregation none too company the hymns at twilight.
liberal-though earnest and in the
These old time Christian hymns,
main cultured and intellectuaL
beautiful as is their music and
After church came the Sunday sp'iritual concept, seemed exceedschool which we also were requir- ingly mournful and depressive to
ed to attend. I can recall to this me as a child, perhaps as much due
day the sensations peculiar to Sun- to the way in which they were sung
day, and especially peculiar to the as to the musical quality of the
mile walk to church and home from hymns themselves. However, it
Sunday school on hot summer days. seems to me even today that the
I can recall the rapt stillness in Christian hymnal has been gradualwhich life seemed to be cast after ly becoming much too sombre. It
these hours of devotion, the sac- was just about the time of my boyroscint atmosphere which envelop- hood that the Christian Endeavor
ed everything, the flickering play Movement found it necessary to
of sunshine and shade about me as pep up its singing service with new
I walked back home, mediating in songs such as, '" There is Sunshine
my childish way on the sacred les- In My Soul Today." I can recall
sons of the sabbath day.
one Sunday evening, when on acAfter the traditional type of Sun- count of bad behavior I had been
day dinner at which all the family sent to bed, the sound of the sombre
were always present, the afternoon singing from below effected me
was spent in quiet pursuits, only a with the utmost melancholy and
limited number of which were avail- sadness to the point of tears.
able to us on this day. The chief
WHETHER DUE to this pious enrecreation was reading, in which
the whole family engaged happily vironment, to my native disposifor several hours after dinner. This tion, or to accidental causes, I bewas followed by a walk, usually of gan to read the bible through at the
three or four miles. At sundown age of seven upon my own initiacame a family song service, follow- tive. I finished it within a year.
ed by a simple supper, and more From Genesis to Revelation every
word was read; even the entire genreading until bedtime.
Games of all kinds were forbid- ealogies-Abraham begat Isaac;
den. No visiting playmates were Isaac begat J acob, etc.-received
allowed us children on Sunday. due attention, my childish mind not
While it was considered that walk- discrimina ting invidiously regarding upon the sabbath was a moral ing the differing material which
exercise, bicycle riding or canoeing composed this holy text.
I do not recall any specially mowere not so classed. Also upon the
sabbath whistling was tabooed as mentous event in my spiritual evounseemly. I can recall an occasion lution during my preadolescent
upon which I descended the stairs years, but a marked change came
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at the beginning of adolescence. At ing intellectual life. Through readabout the age of twelve, the intel- ing "The Light of Asia." I belect began to present questions came fascinated with Hi n d u
which it was difficult for faith to thought and religion. I dipped into
answer. Some of these questions I theosophy and the occult. And by
presented in such a purposely dis- the time I graduated from high
concerting manner to my Sunday school at the age of seventeen, I
school teacher-a motherly and had reached such an advanced point
little-educated religious matron- of religious liberalism that I chose
that she resigned from the class, for my graduation speech the suband a man was secured who was ject, "Beacon Lights of Historywilling to meet my questions in a Zoroaster, Buddha, Confucious and
more jolly manner but not in any Christ." This treatment was a
way more satisfying to my intellect- little too advanced for the theology
ual needs. One of the questions I of the educational authorities, who
asked was, "If Cain was the oldest permitted me to speak on the first
son of Adam, what was this far three in the group of Beacon Lights
country he went to to get him a but eliminated Christ from the list,
wife ~ Where did its inhabitants deeming it unwise that Buddha,
come from ~ , , No answer was Zoroaster and Confucius should be
forthcoming that met with my satis- named in His companionship. It
faction.
seemed a little humorous to me and
not
at all just to deprive me of an
Sunday school proving now no
joy to my rapidly growing intellect, opportunity to deliver encomiums
I made a proposition to my par- upon Christ as one of the Beacon
ents which was willingly accepted, Lights of the world's history.
I attended by choice at this time
that in place of the required attondance at Sunday school I spend the a church in which a liberal Unisame length of time Snndays in tarian preached, and found there
reading the bible. Thus it happen- for the time-being a satisfactory
ed that again I read the bible harmony between my spiritual as
through, this time at the age of pirations a 11 d my intellectual
twelve. Now the sacred book be- powers.
gan to differentiate itself into pasCollege naturally brought to
sages of dramatic interest, pas- play an important influence upon
sages of spiritual inspiration, tedi- my spiritual concepts. A class in
ous passages which were quickly evolution, by one of the greatest
skimmed over, and curiously excit- scholars on that subject in the
ing passages which if isolated from c0l111try, brought me in touch with
the bible and published as sepa.rate the thoughts of the scientific world,
literature would fail to pass a but from a material and not H
board of censorship.
spiritual angle. For instance, it
I now began to think for myself, was to me a great surprise when
but remained none the less earn- our professor stated that at one
estly religious. My religion was time the cuttle fish were so successbroadening out however in a na- ful a type upon this planet that
tural cOl'elation with the broaden- they came within an ace of becom-
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ing the dominant species. This idea
that the happening of man upon
the front stage was seemingly accidental, and that some other
species might equally well have arrhTed where man now is, was of
course rather disconcerting to the
spiritual concept of man as presented in revealed religion. That
was however a period of greatest
materialism in the theory of evolution. Today it may be said that
evolutionists are not so prone to
consider the emergence of types as
accidental. They are puzzled by
the marvelous way in which evolution has moved forward to "homo
sapiens," and there is more room
in their concepts for a Purpose behind this evolution than there was
in the mind of my then professor.
Astronomy brought forcibly to
my attention the fact that the
Christian theology built up 1n a
period of the old astronomical belief that the earth was the center
around which the whole universe
revolved was rather incompatible
with our new knowledge that the
universe is a vast aggregation of
solar systems which, as the spectrum tells us, are all of the same
chemical elements.
Hence they
may also be considered to pass
through similar development as our
own solar system, and to have some
form of life perhaps upon them.
I was puzzled by the thought that
if this were so, what about Ohrist
being the unique Son of God sent to
this planet? If this is the only inhabited part of the universe, the
concept fits. But if there are millions of other stars with their inhabited planets, the concept is far
too narrow.
I went to a visiting preacher who

on Monday (as was the custom)
was receiving students wishing to
discuss matters of religion, and put
this question to him. His answer,
that probably there was not another
inhabited portion of the universe,
did not at all satisfy my dubiousness.
At about this same time I carried some of my most pressing
spiritual problems to the President,
one of the noblest spiritual characters I have known, formerly a
clergyman. In everything else pertaining to our college life I had the
greatest reverence for his character
and judgment and found his verdicts completely satisfying. But
here in this field of spiritual doubt
he had 110 clear message for me. I
can recall gaining nothing at all
from my conference with him. I
went on therefore elaborating a religion of my own which contained a
good deal of Buddhism and Hinduism existing side by side in perfect harmony with my Christian
concepts.
At about this time, through
friends in my native town, I became
reinterested in theosophy and read
deeply in that fascinating field.
This was the first religious movement that I permitted myself to
join, and for a year I was a member of the Theosophical Society.
Intellectually it was quite satisfying. (I had been browsing in it
even some five years earlier.) Its
doctrine of Karma * had more influence upon my ethical life than
anything I had come across. It
*Karma-for the sake of those who may not be per·
fectly familiar with this doctrine---may be explained
as a belief that we can never escape the consequences
of our deeds whether good or bad, but must pay the
last penny for all wrong doing. Thus in reality it
would seem that the greatest reward of doing good
is to grow better,-because then one ceases to commit deeds which are designed to bring suffering.
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had caused me to give up such
little peccadillos as trying to beat
the railroad of train-fare or the
telephone company of the nickel in
the slot. I realized that one can
gain absolutely nothing from such
enterprises, but only can lose. This
theosophical presentation of ethics
in terms of absolute mathematics is
to me still today one of the most
impressive of human concepts concerning ethical living.
A great event in the Theosophical Society of my town proved my
undoing as a devoted follower of
this mystic cult. This event was
no other than the visit of L-, considered at that time to be the most
advanced of all Theosophists and
one of the great leaders of the

movement. My analysis of him as
a human character, however, left
so much to be desired that I greatly lost faith in the effective possibilities of Theosophy as a religion.
For if this was all it was able to
accomplish in the way of a paragon,
there appeared little inducement
for devotion. Soon afterwards, my
youthful judgment becoming confirmed by the emergence of strange
reports leading to L-'s elimination
from the Theosophical Society, I
resigned my membership in that
movement and found myself once
again unattached, and free as any
bird to wing my flight into whatever blue empyrian took my fancy.

(To be conti'Ji//I,ted)

CONCERNING PRAYER
E. M.

GROSSlVIANN

The following ar'ticle is 1"eprinted front the "Sonne dB')' Wahrheit" ("Sun of
T'ruth") the official publication of the Baha'is of Germany. It has been tn1nslated into
English by Mr'. H. G. Pauli of Brooklyn, N. Y.

n

HE meaning of prayer has
been gradually lost in our
Western world. There is scarcely
room for it in our busy occidental
life and in most of our gatherings
one would blush, and under certain
circumstances feel like a criminal,
should an effort be made to mention anything concerning prayer.
But should we at last have the
courage to face our Maker with a
little honesty, then we would feel
how startlingly unseeing and befogged our eyes have become, because they have forgotten to look
to the Light from above; and how
our hands have become more and

U

more empty and disconsolate because they cannot be folded in simple c11ildlike supplication.
At various times the Great Ones
walked the earth; I mean those who
stood nearest to God and Who
brought us His Message. They
themselves became a s the most
humble of His creatures. Their
teachings transmitted to us from
Him, operated with a supernatural
power stronger far than mere human power and left an influence
which will last forever.
As Christ bowed His Head in the
garden of Gethsemane and those
Words passed His lips, "Not as I
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will, but as Thou willest; Thy Will
be done;" He built a bridge over
which the Divine descends to man,
over which God lifts up our little
human existence to His Nearness.
And with dying lips He fulfilled It
for us on the Cross. "Father, into
Thy Hands I Commend my Spirit."
Softly the wind played over the
heights of the Mount of Olives, a
murmur glided along the banks of
the Jordan, passed over the waves
of the sea of Gennesaret, and the
Bridge grew above the localities of
the Holy Land and reached to the
very ends of the earth.
THE STARS also of the Bab and of
Bahii'u'llah scintilated for a long
period of time over the Orient and
over the Occident and 'Abdu'l-Baha
lived His Holy Life at the foot of
Mount Carmel.
Their deeds were a perseverance
in prayer. Their lives formed a
continued treading on that path of
prayer which builds a bridge between heaven and earth.
In all things in the Divine Crea-

tion there is a hidden meaning laid
down as a foundation, even in the
most insignificant of things. If we
are not able to grasp this hidden
meaning it is our fault in our undeveloped state of consciousness.
In each of the words and teachings transmitted to us from God
by the Divine Messengers, there is
a basic hidden meaning and it is
the fault of our own limited capacity if we do not recognize it.
The Divine Manifestations of all
times have made use of IJrayer as
the most powerful means of arriving at the Court of the Almighty,
and at the point of greatest nearness, for They realized God's secret world-conquering power.
Shall we bow our face again in
abashment and stand with disconsolate and empty hands ~
With exquisite fragrance the
wind caresses the garden of Carmel. The prophecies have been fulfilled, and at the" end of the days"
the Bridge between God and man is
erected with renewed power.

THE CAVE OF ELIJAH
\VALTER B. GUY, M. D.
(~] N a lovely mountainside near
"~

the point of Carmel, the
Mountain of God in Palestine, that
jutes out its rocky point into the
Mediterranean sea, is an ancient
cave. Its rounded ceiling is grimed
with soot and smoke; its walls are
roughly chiseled out of chalky
rock; and under the soot and grime

one can dimly see ancient writing
in letters of Hebrew and Greek.
At its far end are two altars for
burnt sacrifices-a rounded concavity between-possibly the site
of an ancient serpent or some
other emblem of divinity. Cut out
of the left wall is a rough rocky
room where doubtless many have
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Courtyaj'd of Elijah's Cave. The j'ooms above wer'e used by both
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha.

slept during their lonely religious
vigils.
It is entered by an ancient
wooden door and lighted by a barred window nearby. Outside is a
courtyard lined by numerous stone
houses. It is reached by a short
climb up the mountainside from the
plain below.
As the writer sat in its gloomy
chamber, the picture of long ago
came vividly before him. For this
gloomy cave is the cave of Elijah
the Hebrew prophet of long ago.
There, after a drought and famine
of three years duration, sat the
prophet of God imploring for rain
that the curse might be lifted from
the land, that God's gift might
again pour down, that nature might
again be refreshed and renewed,
the flowers return and food for the
children of men.
This story of long ago tells us
how Elijah, after pleading for the
return of God's gifts, said to his
servant, "Go up now look toward
the sea," and he went up and returned and said, "there is nothing."
Elijah looked up and said, "Go

again seven times," And it came
to pass on the seventh time that he
said, "Behold there ariseth a little
cloud out of the sea like a man's
hand. "
As we read the story we are told
how Elijah's prayer was answered,
the rain came and nature was refreshed, food came and the people
of the land were saved from famine
and despair.
On this rocky mountain and in
this gloomy cave the ancient prophets have meditated, taught and
prayed. Its walls have echoed to
their chants of praise and prayer
for many centuries. The lowly
N azarene-the I 0 v i n g Christdoubtless many times visited this
sacred place from nearby Nazareth,
and both the Blessed Ones of today-Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha-each have spent three days
and nights at this ancient shrine.
Did they not, too, pray for rain,
the rain of the Love of God upon
human hearts and minds, that the
flowers of the celestial virtues
might spring up and sterile souls
become gardens of paradisical de-
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The interior- of EUjah's Cnve

lights. Even today caravans of
Bedouin Arabs come with their
tents, camels and donkeys; make
their sacrifices, chant their prayers, and perform their sacred rites
[It this ancient shrine.
Nearby lies the little plot of land
containing the graves of Baha,'i
residents and pilgrims, among
which shines the white monument
of the revered Dr. Esslemont, while
just beyond the courtyard at the
side of the rocky path that leads to
the mountaintop, is the lonely grave
of a pilgrim from far off India who
came to worship many years ago.

The waves of the blue Mediterranean sea roll ceaselessly at the
foot of this Mountain of God; the
azure sky frames the rocky summit
with a celestial blue, all is quiet and
at peace. But though unseen the
army of the celestial heights keeps
watch; the sacrifices and prayers
made in this ancient cave shall surely be answered; this ancient land,
though now filled with prejudice
and strife, in God's own time shall
be as the prophet of old proclaimed,
the abode of heavenly peace, the
highway of holiness, and a mirror
of the heavenly kingdom.

"The proof of the validity of a Manifestation of God is the penetration and potency of His Word, the cuLtivation of heavenly attribtdes in
the hearts and lives of His followers, and the bestowal of divine edttcation upon the world of humanity. This is absolute proof."
-'Abdtt'l-Baha.
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A LOOK FORWARD IN MEDICAL SERVICE
BEItTHA HYDE KmKPATItlCK

~

REQUENT newspaper items
!LD remind us of remarkable
medical discoveries, of the great
skill in modern surgery, of the millions invested in hospitals and
laboratories, yet withal there is a
general feeling of dissatisfaction
with our medical service both as to
its quality and high cost. ,Ve feel
there is something wrong, perhaps
with the methods of administering
our knowledge in this science of
medicine which Baha 'u 'llah tells
us is the "most important of all
the sciences."
Or perhaps our
physicians have not advanced far
enough to thoroughly assimilate
and properly coordinate the knowledge so recently obtained.
In an article in the June Atlantic
Monthly Doctor Ralph Arthur Reynolds, a San Francisco physician,
points out the poor showing the
United Sates makes in certain fields
of health and medical practice in
comparison with much better results obtained in Vienna and parts
of Soviet Rnssia. In each of these
places the government has taken
over the conduct of health matters,
giving free service where necessary, making certain tests and precautions compulsory besides using
skillful educational methods. Doctor Reynolds would deplore such
socialistic control in our own country, and thinks physicians themselves should awake and reform
their practices ere reforms are

forced on them by our government.'"
Another San Francisco physician, Dr. C. M. Cooper, realizing
the need of reform in the habits and
practices of physicians in order to
forestall government action, has
already developed a plan offering
relief to overworked doctors and
better s e r v ice s to perplexed
patients.
In a little pamphlet Dr. Cooper
sets out his plan for remedying
some of the shortcomings ofpresent day medical service, in such a
clear and effective way that it
leaves us with a vision of a better
day neal' at hand in this vital
field.'~ 'x'

Dr. Cooper's plan, briefly, consists in physicians grouping themselves in small "unit service organizations." "Each unit would
do one line of work and remain
small enough to keep in human
touch with all its patients." His
own organization consists of four
physicians having sufficient skill in
all fields of medicine to save patients unnecessary trips to specialists. It includes also nurses, technicians and a secretary or direct"'*T'he Future of Medical Practice--Medical Service
Organizations by C. M. Cooper, M.B., Sun Francisco.
Reprint from California and Western Medicine,
March, 1930.

'The same note was sounded by Dr. Malcolm L. Harris at the recent lneeting of American Medical Association in Detroit (June 23, 1930) when he warned
the members of the profession that unless they took
steps toward establishirrg medical centers of their
own~ "the profession must eventually capitulate, b2come socialized and become employees of the State."
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ress. This is not the place for reproducing the details of the plan,
but it is appealing since it relieves
the physicians of the long days and
vacationless years, which too often
take the very soul and life out of
him, prevent him from giving his
best t.o each patient. and offers t.o
the patient a much more easily
available and moderately pricecl
medical service than at present.
The system aims at friendliness,
the personal touch which begets
confidence, a doing away with redtape and formalities. Provision is
made for free service, and near free
service, where circumstances call
for it, and for preventive measures.
N or does Doctor Cooper forget that
education in right and hea.lthful
living is the greatest insurance
against sickness and that the public needs educating in these things
as well as in such fundamentals
as will prevent people from ent.rusting themselves to U11reliable methods and practices.
Six years 1 trial of this plan has
convinced Dr. Cooper that it goes
far toward solving many of the
problems that have arisen with the
new discoveries and methods in
medicine.
The plan is in keeping with the
spirit of the times in that it recognizes the power and efficiency of the
group, and yet does not restrict individual initiative. There is mutual aid and relief resulting in
greater justice and opportunity
alike to physician and patient.
From a layman's point of view
one of the most valuable things in
connection with the plan is the opportunity it offers of avoiding ex-

cessive routine and machine met.hods. The present tenclency in medical pmctice is to perfect the tests,
the analyses and microscopic examinations until the hospital and
clinic seem to some sim})ly soulless
machines. These things are good
and must by all means be utilized.
But are we not in danger in the
field of medicine as in other fields
of letting our discoveries and inventions enslave us rather than become our servants ~
Perhaps we need to remember
that the practice of medicine is an
art, the healing art, and in just so
far as it becomes simply technical
and mechanical, so far it loses
much of its healing power. Are we
in danger of neglecting the spiritual side of healing and of forgetting
that whatever the means all healing comes from God ~
Baha 'ulliih tells us in a beautiful
letter to a physician how to use both
the spiritual and material means of
healing:
i'In God must be our trust. There
is no God but Him, the Healer, the
Knower, the Helper . . . . Nothing
in earth or heaven is outside the
grasp of God.
0, doctor! In treating the sick,
first mention the name of God~ the
Possessor of the Day of Judgment,
and then use what God hath destined for the healing of His creatures. By My Life! The doctor
who has drunk from the ~Vine of
My Love, his visit is healing, and
his breath is mercy and hope.
Cling to him for the welfare of the
constitution. He is confirmed by
God in his treatment."
I(
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"God has given to man the wonderful gift of scientific
knowledge . . . by which he is able to do much for the advancement of civilization. . . . He should use his power for good, to
bring the fruits of civilization into the possible possession of all
men, to encourage harmony and kindness, to produce concord
amongst men. For this reason God gave this divine gift."
,A.bd~t'l-Bahft.

THE FUTURE of mankind is a probtem which now interests not only
sociologists but scientists. The immense age of this planet, 110W est~ablished at about a billion years,
is only the prelude, so astro-physicists think, to at least another billion years of life upon the earth.
An estimate upon such a tremendous scale leads naturally to the
question of what the nature of human existence will be in this vas t
stretch of the future. Wl1at win the
world be like in the next billioD
years~

A thousand million years of ex~
istence has passed and mankind, the
highest expression of life upon thi8
planet, has but just reached the
point of being' able to accumulate,
organize, and perpetuate knowledge. There does not seem to be
now any limit to man's capacity to
go on doing this. However, it is
not with the accumulation of knowledge that we need be most concerned, but with the use to which we will
put this knowledge. Howadequately shall we be able to employ theso
great stores of information when
secured ~

John O. Merriam, President of
the Oarnegie Institution of Washington, asks this question and describes serious obstacles in the way
of a wise and adequate use of the
power which modern lmowledge
gives to man. "The future of mankind, in the social sense depends not alone upon onr capacity
to accumnlate and to orgalTize. Ultimately, in handling our greatest
and most critical affairs we mast
depend upon the capacity of individuals to understand and to utilize
the materials thus brought together.'H'
It is not only becanse individuals
have limited capacities to operate
the knowledge gained, but especially because of their emotions and
their innate tendency to individualism that men find it difficult to utilize efficiently and nobly the lmowledge which the scientists bring
them. "Independence, " says Merriam, "is one of the most marked
qualities of human beings." And
this together with man's emotionality brings almost infinitely complex
elements of disturbance. It wjll be
*"The Living- Past"-Charles Scribllel"S Sons.
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As the scientist sees, the problem
fundamentally is one of the individual and his constitution; even the
magnificent pattern of civilization
which Baha 'u 'llah constructs for us,
would be impossible of fulfillment
were the individual to retain the
qualities which up to the present
made autocracy the seed of exploitation and war, and democracy the
symbol of fickleness, weakness, and
inefficiency.
But the Baha'i Oause does change
the individual. That is its first
task. Gradually the sense of individualism is merged into the
spiritual sense of unity within the
group. Self-will gives place to
evanescence. The group knowledge
and the group wisdom achieved by
consultation becomes a guide for action more efficient than the prowess
How remarkably the vision of of any individual.
this great scientist points toward
the climax in human affairs at which
WHEN mankind is thus perfectly
is needed just the Divine Revela- organized and ready to function action and divinely ordered organiza- cording to the laws of Baha 'u 'llah,
tion of society which Baha'u'llah his nature having become spiritual
has brought us. Here we find a and pliant to the will of God and
solution to the problem with which loyal and obedient to delegated huthe scientist is so deeply concerned man leadership, then there can be
-that of controlling the emotions safely committed to man's care
and the individuality of humans so these immense treasuries of knowlas to make safe the efficient use of edge which are accumulating ever
the marvelous knowledge which faster.
science is pouring into the world.
The proper organization of huAll of this is completely satisfied
manity having thus been conceived,
in the organization of the Baha'i
Oause. Here we have the machin- there arise sublime visions of fuery perfect in plan and feasibility ture achievements of a society
for securing leadership of the high- where science reverently questions
est quality, establishing that leader- the universe for truth and power,
ship in a firm position in a way that and in the spirit of true service and
is democratic, and pledging to that harmony the man of affairs applies
leadership the loyalty and obedi- to the world's needs the truth and
ence of all classes.
power gained by the scientist.

extremely difficult, thinks Merriam,
to handle the affairs which we organize unless there is a different
and new development of the individual. We are gathering "dangerous fruit from the tree of knowledge, and may question whether we
can bear the consequence of coming
to view the world as gods." The
problem of democracy and modern
society is how to secure for its direction "individuals with adequate
ability for performance of great
tasks. " And, secondly, how to secure the proper subordination of the
individual to the direction of gifted
leaders. The social world should
be so organized and trained that
each element in the complicated
machinery will keep understandingly to the fulfillment of its duties.
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THE INNER REALITY OF MAN

UT
.

i,~ ImoW11 ~hat in ma1~ the~e is a reality other than

. tIns materIal one whIch

IS

called body, and that

reality which js ot118r than this physical one is called the
heavenly body of man; and we call that body the ethereal
form which corresponds to this body. It is that reality
which discovers the inner meaning of things; otherwise,
this body of man does not discover anything".
reality grasps the mystery of existence.
scientific facts.

That

It discovers

It discovers technical points.

It dis-

covers electricity, telegrapby, the telephone, and so on,
discovering all the arts--and yet the reality whjch makes

Rn these discoveries is

other t.han this hody, for, were it

this body, then the animal would likewise be able to make
these scientific and wonderful discoveries, for the animal
shares with man all physical limitations and physical
powers. What then is that power which discovers the
realities of things which is not to be found in the animal ~
rrhere is no doubt that it is the inner reality of man; and
/:hat reality comprehends all things, throws light upon
the inner mysteries of existence, discovers the Kingdom,
grasps the mysteries of God, and distinguishes man from
the brute.

That reality penetrates the inner core of

beings; and it is evident that man is endowed with that
reality and there is

J10

doubt therein.

-_... ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE BASIS OF BAHA'I BELIEF
KEITH RANSOM-KEIILER.

This illuminating series of articles by M1's. Rans01n-Kehler, distinguished Bahti/i
tectchm' and lecturer, began with the introductory chapter in the November 1929 issue
of this magazine; chctpter 2 dealing with "Tales of the Past," was published in two
parts in the FebnLary emu Ma,1'ch, 1930 issues; cha,pter 3 on "The Order of MeZchizedelc," consists of three paTts, the first two pa1'ts were published in the April and
May nmnbers; part 3 which follows, concl~(des chapter 3.

DHERE are some sixteen essential mineral elements necessary for our bodily health. It
would be just as sensible to say:
"Why all this bother about agriculture, with its problems of cultivation, fertilization, floods, drought,
harvesting; why the drudgery of
preparation, cooking, preserving?
Why not just eat these essential
minerals and do away with the
labor and effort of consuming them
through another medium, the vegetable kingdom7"
Nothing of which the human
mind can conceive can be acquired
except through mediation. To ask
mankind to find God without a
Mediator ·would be like trying to
obtain light and heat without a sun,
like having music without notes,
literature without words, words
without letters, letters without
sounds, sounds without atmosphere,
atmosphere without its constituent
elements, and these without that
underlying all-pervasive, indivisible
energy upon which all empirical
contact is based.
It is just as defensible to ask that
we acquire knowledge without
focusing the attention, as that we
attain to the Ultimate by any other
means than through that Eternal
Sun of Probity that reflects His

o

Light and Life to men. An apple
might as well say: "I do not want
to be severed from my source by
any intervention. I wont grow 011
the branch; I'll grow on the Toot
of the tree."
'Abdu'l-Baha speaks of the focal
center which lies in the very struchue of the universe. The two
fundamental laws of creation are
organization and change. Beginning with Heraclitus and Empedocles, extending to Bergson and
Dewey this question has vexed and
lured the minds of men: What is it
that remains fixed in the flux; why
does the universe continue changeless in the midst of incessant
change 7 Tha t which does not
change is the organization of all
phenomena and of all experience
around a center. The atom witl1
its proton; the systems wi 1-11 their
central suns; the protoplasmic ce 11
with its nucleus; the vortical movement of gTavity tovvarc1 its center:
centripotal and centrifugal forces;
legislative and executive functions
in government (else anarchy and
chaos); the cerebro-spinal nervous
system as the center of perception
with its attendant motion; apperception, the organizing power of
the personality; the point, irreducible minimum of the universe (mod-
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ern physics shows the point as containing the whole non-spatial universe-the nexus between the finite
and the infinite; this same condition expressed in religious tennillology is the only Begotten Son of
the Father, the Word made flesh);
the heart which focuses the vital
forces; attention, the pivotal poillt
around which reason and learning
are organized; the great personalities Who alone have inHuenced
social and historical movements;
rrruth as the reference point which
determin0s whether propcsitions
klgree among themselves ami with
the further interpretation of 8"perience; and so forth indefinitely
as far as the mind can reach.
For everything there is a center,
and this center is the mediating
point through which otherwise Reveral and disunited strata, powers
and kingdoms mingle. The vast
primordial flow of energy would remain undifferentiated and therefore useless to human beings did it
not reach combustion in the sun,
there to be reflected out agaiIl in
the form of light and heat, the essentials of life on this planet.
Without the taut string, the hollow
reed,-the mighty winds of heaven
would withhold forever from man
the sublime purgation of music; and
·when the tides of the heart fina.lly
ebb, the rapture and glory of el'eative life has lost its cOlltaet with
this world.
If then the physical universe, the
universe of ehemistry and biology
with its magieal perfection of 01'gauiza tion and structure is built
around a center, a focal point, how
can we rationally suggest that a
kingdom as unorganized, as inchoate, as imperfect as the kingdom of
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man's mind and heart can dispense
with this requirement that holds the
systems, the exact proeesses of
mathematics as well as his own
thinking in their proper orbits.
But here he is likely to say:
"Very well, I will grant t1mt my
relation to God must be organized
around a cent er ; but why must that
center be a human being? Why
can't it be somethillg psychological
like attention 01' apperception, already used in your illustrations ~"
Out of his own mouth wc judge
him; the quarrelsomeness, the
hatred to which he has already objected arise from the substitution
of human psychology, the following of our own differing and antagonistie interpretations of God
and His Will, for the supreme guidance laid down for us by that Great
Mediator Who alone can transform
through the Center of His Life and
Teachings the majestic attributes
of God to accord with the finite requirements of man.
When ,Ye attempt to push aside
the Manifestation and "go direct
to God," each one of us is motivated by an entirely different conception of what God is, how to express
His Will, of what is well-pleasing
to Him. A fine and courageous
woman who recently offered this
objection to the Baha'i TeachiDgsthat we had had enough Manifestations and didn't need any more-·
responded when I asked her where
man would turn for accurate guidance if the Great Mouthpiece of God
did not reveal His Word from age
to age: "Why, you are God, I am
God, everyone is God." When I
gently suggested that things equal
to the same thing might reasonably
be expected to be equal to each
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other; but that my impression of
God being totally different from
hers it would look as if the two
Gods, the one that she 1S and the
one that I am did not represent an
essential unity but a positive contradiction, she was not convinced
of the incongruity of her assumption.
The crux of the matter lies in
our interpretation of the nature of
the soul and of life's ultimate purposes. The embarrassing news of
ourselves given us by modern psychological discoveries unfolds the
age-old effort of the subconscious
mind to aggrandize the ego and to
bend the environment to its progress and supremacy. The age-old
struggle envisaged in the great religions of the world is carried on
between those elements in the personality that would escape the limitations of the self with its humiliations, doubts, fears, defeats, seeking the assurance of sacrifice, good
will and peace, and those demanding human supremacy, personal
preferment and selfish satisfactions.
Aside from the considerations
already adduced no one could be
sure of God's Will and purpose in
human life if it were left to the
mere guess-work of the individual;
my idea of what God wanted humanity to do would be at variance
with my neighbor's. Only as One
appears with the authority and majesty of God's Words upon His lips

which He unfolds in such ,vise that
no doubt or question of their authenticity eventually arises, can mankind take each succeeding step of
the soul toward the supreme eventuation of his journey toward
Reality: for" the divinity of God is
the sum of all perfections which reveals itself in the reality of man.' Ho
"God the Exalted appears in the
clothing' of His creatures. This is
through His Favor, so that His
servants may not flee from Him,
but that they may approach Him,
rest in His Presence, and be benefitted by that which He reveals from
the Heaven of His ,Vill. " >X' *
The Manifestation as the Focal
Center around which the whole of
creation is organized, is the great
archetypal pa ttem tha t reflects
this relationship in every phase of
expression. Since nothing exists
without a cent er, since everything
is focused into the relatively small
and out again into a vast in£1uence,-the cosmos into ninety-two
elements, language into fifty-six
sounds, the tree into the seed and
back into the tree again,-we are
constrained to look for that nexus
rela ting God to man. Direct relations throughout the universe do
not occur; therefore we see that in
man's striving to know God, "this
knowledge is impossible save
through His Manifestation."
':'''Some Ans·wered Questions," p. 228.
"Tablet of the Manifestation, p. 384.

(To be continued)

u No one hath any way to the Reality of Deity except tMo'llgh the
instru,mentality of the M anifeslation. To s'uppose so is a theory and
not a fact."
-'Abdtt'l-Baha.
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SOME ASPECTS OF MODERN SCIENCE
THE CHANGE IN VmWPOINT
GLENN

A.

SHOOK

Professor' of Physics, Whectton College
The author of this series of thr'ee a1'i'icles on modern science, written at editor'ial
r'equest, is u,nusually qualified to present to the renders of The Bahri'i Magazine some
of the spiritual aspects of modern scientific thought. In the first ar·tide he shows how
uncer·tain scientific thought has become about the constitution of ma'tter', and how thM"e
ar'e different concepts even regarding what the atom is,. whereas et gener'ation ago
science was much mor'e dogmatically assertive and obstinately materialistic. The fact
is that the gr'eat scientists -today are not at all cocksure, and the trend is to featur'e
matter in othe-r terrns than the merel1f concrete, thus approaching a point where the
spiritual truths regarding the umseen find a possibility of ndjustment with the tru;ths
the scientists perceive about the known universe.

r.

~NE of the important principles

~

of the Baha'i Teachings is
the harmonizing of religion and
science. "Any religion which contradicts science or is opposed to it, ' ,
says 'Abdu'l-Baha, "is only ignorance, for ignorance is the opposite
of knowledge. There is no contradiction between true religion and
science. "
In an age the activities of which
are so controlled and guided by
scientific knowledge it is evident
that religion must come into agreement with science or be totally
discredited by humanity, at least
by the educated portion of humanity.
No religion in the past has offered such a harmonization, for the
reason that in the past there has
been no body of scientific knowledge with which it was necessary
to harmonize; but the Baha'i Movement, designed and revealed for
this day and age, contains within its
precepts a perfect solution of this
apparent gulf between science and
religion.
A reconcilation between science
and religion is impossible, however,
so long as any theory of science

loads directly 01' indirectly to the
conclusion that a revealed religion
is an illusioJ1. It is the object of
this thesis to point out some of the
present tendencies and to indicate
in a general way the nature of the
ground upon which certain philosophical ideas are based.
When we turn to the :Renaissance
and consider carefully the forces
that brought about the significant
changes of that period we are impressed with the fact that tho em-·
ergence of the scientific spirit is the
most revolutionary. Not only do
wo see here a revival of Greek
learning but a new type of thinking.
A.uthority gives way to observation
and experiment, deduction is supplemented by induction.
The most, astounding thing, however, is that with two or three exceptions there were no martyrs; the
persecutions while thorough-going
and up to standard were mild compared to religious persecutions, and
as for scientific wars the idea is
nonexistent. In no other field of
ideas since the beginning of history
had it been possible to bring about
radical changes in thinking without bloodshed and a temporary halt
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in real progress. Its inception was
marked by a single purpose; the
search for truth, and the desire for
reward or distinction of any kind
was never in evidence. A Pole, an
Italian, a German, a Dane and an
Englishman; catholic, protestant,
good churchman and heretic,all labored together for an understanding of the physical universe.
By the end of the seventeenth centuryan ostensibily solid foundation
for the physical sciences was laid,
but by the end of the nineteenth
century it was considerably shaken,
nevertheless we have witnessed nothing but steady progress. It is not
surprising therefore if the educated
world turns to science for the solution of many of its problems. Here
at least there is no prejudice, no
bias, and the knowledge of the physical world is the most exact knowledge that the world in general is
aware of.
To get a concrete picture of the
sort of scientific background that
is now necessary let us consider
briefly the history of the atom.
Very simple phenomena like the
evaporation of water or camphor,
the transfer of odors etc., makes it
clear that matter is not homogeneous but exists rather as discrete
particles and they must be very
small since they cannot be seen with
the most powerful microscope. In
the case of a compound like water,
we call these particles molecules,
while in the case of a simple substance like hydrogen we use the
term atom. Now one of the fundamental laws of chemistry states that
elements like hydrogen, oxygen,
etc. always combine in the same
proportion to form compounds. For
example, in water we always have

two atoms of hydrogen combining
with one atom of oxygen and moreover we know that the oxygen atom
is thirty-two times heavier than the
hydrogen atom, which is by the way
the lightest of all. In the early
days they did not know the actual
mass of any atom in grams so they
expressed their relative mass calling the mass of hydrogen 1. These
relative masses were and are today
called the "atomic weights" and
for many years they were sufficient
for the problems of chemistry.
N o"vv in dealing with chemical reactions what kind of an atom must
we imagine ~ Simply particles with
the proper relative mass and nothmg more.
In dealing with an enclosed gas
we explain pressure by assuming
that the gas consists of particles
which strike against the walls of the
vessel. Here again they must be
very small but what they lack in
mass they make up in numbers and
velocity so the pressures we observe are satisfactorily explained.
~rhe question naturally arises, is
this the atom of chemistry ? Yes
and no. Here we must assume that
we are dealing with elastic spheres
and that is obviously unnecessary
in chemical reactions.
Again we speak of positive and
negative charges simply because we
observe attraction in some instances
and repulsion in others. We mnst
be dealing' with two kinds of
charges but they differ only in that
two similar charges repel while two
dissimilar charges a ttmct. 'vVe call
the charge produced with a glass
rod rubbed with silk "positive";
but that produced by an ebonite rod
rubbed with fur, "negative." However the designation is quite arbi-
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tra1'Y and we might just as well caU
a positive charge negative. Wllen
two platinum strips are placed in
acidulated water a current of electricity may be passed from one
strip to the other through the
water, but what is far more interesting we also observe that hydrogen gas collects at the negative
strip and oxygen at the positive. It
is quite natural that we should assume in this case that the water is
broken up or ionized, as we say,
into two particles which we call
"ions" or wande 1's. One of the
particles manifestly has a positive
charge associated with it in some
way and the other has a negative
charge. An ion is an atom or sometimes a group of atoms with an electric charge. When a hydrogen ion
loses its charge it becomes hydrogen gas. The properties of the ion
are quite different from the properties of the atom. It is not necessary, of course, to assume that the
ion is an elastic sphere and it
·would be superfluous to do so, but it
is necessary to assume that it has a
charge or to put it another way, if
we assume it has a charge we can
account for the facts of ionization.
The point to keep in mind is simply
this, the physicist or chemist does
lwt make assumptions that are not
bo th necessary and valid.
Some phenomena in light require
a much more complicated atom
model which we can only describe
briefly. This atom, for the most
part, consists simply of space; likewise does the sola.r system when
you come to think of it, so that must
not bother us, for in the center there
j s a positive particle," the proton,"
which contains nearly all the mass
and revolving aronnd the proton
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there are negative particles of very,
very much smaller mass called
"electrons." 'rhe model resembles
the sun with its plal1Ed;s. This is
the modern atom and "while it is
necessary to account for the more
complex phenomena of the physical
world, it is superfluous for some of
the simple things we have explailled
above.
vVhy not have just one atom ~
Indeed this is precisely ·what we
would like but at present it is 110t
forthcoming, although there is no
doubt that a universal model will
be devised.
Is then the atom a discovery~
Does it really exist 'I In one sense
yes, and in another sense it is a
mechanical model devised tont the
facts of observation.
Sometimes we reach a dilemma
as in the case of the classical wave
theory of light. Up to the last
quarter of the nineteenth century
practically all of the observed
phenomena of light demanded a
wave theory, but certain discoveries
of the last fifty years, notably those
involving interchanges of energy,
can only be explained if we assume,
not a wave but a flight of particlos
va l'iously called quanta, corpuseles
or photons. At6.rst sigl1t it clOGS
not appear that both theories can be
right, and yet it is entirely probable
that we simply lleed a larger outlook. In the words of Sir J. J.
Thomson, "this duality of co1'puseles and waves may be of the
llature of things." Perhaps this
is just another way of saying that
the physical universe is decidedly
more complex than anyone in the
eighteenth century ever dreamed
it to be.
One result of these changes is
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that there is less stress upon atomic fantastic to the layman but this
models. In the past a phenomena may be taken as a sign of progress.
was explained when a mechanical
In concluding it may be well to
model could be built in the mind. summarize the important facts.
There was always a desire to get
1. A scientific model like the
back of the mathematical equations atomic model must not be considerbut today we realize that the ulti- ed entirely in the light of a discovmate reality is very much beyond ery but rather as an explanation,
our reach so we are for the most adequate perhaps today but subject
part content with symbols. The to modirlcation tomorrow.
complexity of the physical world
2. Mechanical models have sucand the failure of a simple model ceeded, at least so far, only with
to solve most of our preblems has
the simplest type of phenomena
naturally led to this conclusion.
with which we are aware, namely,
What lies behind the symbols that
the physical universe i. e. the inwe use in equations ~ The answer
organic world.
is, "we do not know. " We no lon3. As the physical universe unger think that a thing> must be confolds
before us, as the result of
crete to be real, and this attitude
indica tes tha t we are becoming scientific research, it becomes more
more spiritual for as Eddington and more complex while the models
says, ".
we are no longer and theories become more and more
tempted to condemn the spiritual abstract.
4. In the light of all the facts
aspects of our nature as illusory because of their lack of concreteness." we have at this moment, the crude
In short much that was consider- discarded model of yesterday can
ed fundamental in the old classical hardly be expected to solve the
physics has been shown to be quite complex problems of tomorrow.
inadequate for modern discoveries.
In a subsequent article we will
The old ideas of length mass and attempt to show the instability of
time have been replaced by new the atomic foundation of all me~
concepts which seem very weird and chanistic theories.
(To be continued)

"The highest praise is dne to men who elevote their energies to
science; and the noblest center is a center wherein the sciences and
arts are tanght and st~~died. Science ever tends to the ill~~mination of
the world of hnmanity. It is the cause of eternal honor to man) and its
sovereignty is far grea.ter than the sovereig11Jty of kings. The dominion
of kings has an ending; the king himself may be dethroned; b~~t the
sovereignty of science is everlasting and without end. n
- 'Abd~~'l~Baha.
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A PILGRIMAGE THROUGH P.BJRSIA
QAZVIN AND TIHRAN
MARTHA

L.

ROOT

7'his is the third part of the se1'ial st01"y by Miss Root conce1"ning her experiences
in Persia. The first article whieh a,ppeared in the July number described hw;' visits
front Baghdad to Kirmanshah; the second part published in the August nU1nber gave
an account of her stay in the city of Hamadan.

nHE morning we left Hamad:in
was glorious. rrhe sun shone
warmly and the snow-covered
mountains scintilated as if decked
with millions of diamonds. The
writer, though, was seeing something more. She closed her eyes to
think about Qurratu '1-' Ayn, her
great ideal of spiritual womanhood
who had come this same way, only
on donkey-back, and at every step
her life had IJeen in great danger
from the fanatical clergy. To go to
Qazvin, the city of such an heroine,
is indeed a holy privilege. Suddenly while I was thinking and
praying, the chauffeur was halting"
the car. There in the road ahead
of us were peasants dressed in
costumes of green and apple pink
and wl1ite, They lifted their arms
to motion that the car be stopped.
Then, playing on Persian musical
instruments called "Tars," they
danced a most graceful dance and
sang a salute to the spring season.
1)1hen standing on either side ot the
road and bowing low, t11ey motioned
the chauffeur to pass. "Vere they
Baha'is who had come far out from
Qazvin, dressed in the ancient costumes, to give a silent welcome to
the sister from the 'west ~ If so, it
was very sweet and apropos, for
now is the springtime of a new
11niversal eyclo.
A few miles further 011 sLood

U

fifteen motor cars filled with Baha'i
friends who were waiting to greet
us. First among them were the
nine members of the Qazvin Spiritual Assembly. Mr. Arbab Borzoo,
owner of the Grand Hotel, the best
hostelry in Qazvin, and a devoted
Baha'i, asked the guest to ride in
11is Grand Hotel autobus, which she
diet A little outside the gate of
the city, in one of the large buildings, a reception was given where
tea, Persian cakes and fruit were
served by the Baha'i friends of
tbat suburb. rt'heir speeches of
welcome were so beautiful, one can
appreciate what it means to hear
"the broidered tongue of the East."
The Persians are keenly intelligent,
eloquent, poetical by nature, and
extraordinarily courteous and hospitable.
After a happy half-hour here the
friends again entered their motor
cars and accompanied the visitor
to the Grand Hotel. JDntering' the
foyer massed with palms, there I
found more than Ol1e hundred
Baha'i women and girls waiting to
greet me. It was exquisite to see
these women of Qazvin from whom
the world expects so much, for since
Quarraty'l-'Ayn has come from
this city, women in every continent
who have admired her so deeply,
naturally oxpect all women of this
histOl'ie ciiN to be beautiful, highly
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cultured,
spiritual,
marvelous
speakers, and fearless, possessed of
a courage which thrills the world.
I was not surprised to find Esperantists among them, for I feel sure
if Qurratu'l-'Ayn had lived in this
generation she would have learned
this international auxiliary language. Only some of the ladies
came, for in Persia there are so
many Baha'is that only a limited
number can be present at any
gathering.
A luncheon was given that day in
the hotel for members of the Spiritual Assembly, and at six o'clock a
lecture was given in the Baha'i
School building. The women had
decorated the great hall with scores
of wonderful Persian rugs and embroidered pieces made by themselves and the pupils of the schools.
The place was lighted with a hundred lamps. Flowers were placed
in little vases on all the tables, and
standing with shining eyes to receive their sister from the west
were more than three hundred
men and boys. Truly it was a great
welcome. First a prayer was chanted, then came addresses of welcome
in both Persian and English, emphasizing the union of the :mast and
the West, after which the visitor
spoke of tho progress of the Baha'i
Cause in the United States and
Europe, giving many incidents of
the influence of QUl'ratu'l-'Ayn in
the West. When the last prayer
was chanted and the vast audience
still stood in great silence, the
writer felt that if Quarratu'l-'Ayn
looked down upon those spiritual
souls she would know what rare and
eternal fruits her life and her
martyrdom have brought.
The next day a luncheon was

given at the Grand Hotel for
Baha'i ladies, and immediately
afterwards a women's meeting was
held in the same school hall. Here
several poems of Qurratu'l-'Ayn
which had been set to music were
given, for her poems are sung today not only by Baha'is but by
musicians of all religions in Persia.
Prayers were chanted, and then
came the lecture in which the writer
told them how good it ,vould be if
some Qazvin women could lectur8
in Europe and in the Americas;
they could speak dynamically about
the history and great life of their
townswoman Qurratu'l-'Ayn.
A
feast was served for more than
three hundred women and girls.
The meeting was held in the school
building, which was a little more
comfortable in this extremely cold
weather, but generally all meetings
are held in the Mashriqu'l-Adhka,r
in Qazvin, and it is a house where
Quarratu'l-'Ayn had often lectured
and taught the Baha'i Cause.
Returning to the hotel, the writer
was presented to foul' Baha'i
friends from Tihran who had been
sent by the National Spiritual Assembly to welcome her and escort
her to the capitaL It was characteristic of Persia that these friends
and Baha'is of Qazvin and the
writer had a little meeting of prayer
before they discussed the plans for
Tihran. The Persians always chant
their prayers, and one who hears
this sweet chanting of the vVord8
of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha
will long to heal' them, I am sure,
long after the pilgrimage to Persia
is finished.
The next morning the hotel was
thronged with friends who had
come to say good-bye. The ladies
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Photo by Aftab, Tihran

This grmtp picture was taken at Karadj, a town near Tihrun, when the National
Spir'itual Assembly of Per'sin and one hundred and fifty other friends journeyed then
to 1neet Miss Mnrtha Root, Al1wrican j01trnctlist and inter-national Ba,hu'i speaker' and
teacher' who made et tr'ip thr'ough Persia.

were in ODe drawingroom and the ran brothers followed close behind
men were in another large drawing- ours. The dear Qazvin friends
room which had been specially waved us out of sight.
given for the American to meet her
A JOURNEY from Qazvin to r:Jlihbrothers and sisters during the
brief stay of two days. rehe Spirit- ran requires only about four hours
ual Assembly and many other with a good car and on this day the
friends took motor cars to accom- weather was fine. rrihran friends
pally the Bahi'i.'i teacher on the first had wished to come out in very
stretch of her journey towards great numbers to meet the Ba~ha'i
Tihran. There they descended and guest, but she had asked then and
distributed Persian 8weets,-if we in all other cities that the numdid not break bread together we ber be limited. She feels, and so
broke cake and bonbons and tasted does the National Spiritual Assemsalt as a Persian symbol of life- bly, that in Persia at the present
long friendship, as well as of most time moderation,--llever astoundthoughtful hospitality. rrhen say- ing, never attracting public exciteing again and again " Allah-u- ment--is better when the GovernAbha" to them all, we directed om ment is doing its beRt to have a safe,
chauffeur and Hassan to dri ve tolerant and neutral Iran. The
forward and the car with the rrih- spirit of the reihran Baha'is, how-
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ever, is so hospitably big that several thousand believers had asked
to come and meet the western sister
at Karadj, a suburb nineteen miles
before the gate of the capital.
Tihran is a city of three hundred
thousand inhabitants, situated midway between the eastern and
western thriving cities of Tabriz
and Mashhad. It can be reached
via Russia and the northern
city of Rasht, or from the northwest via Tabriz, from the south via
the Persian Gulf and Bushir, and
from the west via the golden-route
from Baghdad over which we had
just traveled. It has only been the
capital for the past one hundred
years, before that Isfahan and
Shiraz had the honor of being the
ancient capitals.
However, if
Tihra.n is a new city which is considerably Europeanised, still it is
said to have all the charm and the
gorgeous splendor of the greatest
oriental capital in Centr~l Asia.
It stands close beside the remains
of Rhey or Rhages (spoken of hy
Baha'u'llah) which was a contemporary of Babylon and Nineveh, a
city of a million souls in those (1a~s.
In' the time of the Arab conqu~st
it was reported to have had eight
million inhabitants.
Coming in the motor car we saw
Mount Demavand with its shapely
white cone so high and keenly cutting and it seemed close to Ti11Tan
as if it and the Elbnrz Mountains
embraced the city to the north.
Whether Noah's Ark had rested
on Mount Demavand nineteen
thousand four hundred feet above
the sea level we must leave to the
historians to decide. Anyway, to
come to Tihnin is a thrilling adventure for a Bah<'i'i, and to others,

too, it is a country with great tourist interest.
The writer closed her eyes for a
moment to breathe silently a couplet from the "Masnavi" of Baha'u 'nah. (These divinely inspired
lines do not refer to Persia but to
the Abha Kingdom, the Kingdom of
Heaven from whence He came to
show us the way. )
"0 thou sacrifice of God
From the altar of love do not return,
Give your life in the path of love!
Come to the Door of the Beloved
Without head and body,
In order that you may be accepted
As a citizen of This Land!"
How gladly the Foul1ders of the
Baha'i religion and those first believers in Persia had done this!
KARADJ WAS very near; the N ational Spiritual Assembly and more
than one hundred and fifty other
Baha'is had left their motor cars
and stood to receive the sister
from the west. In that solemn moment, it was not just individuals
greeting one another, it was the
spiritual union of the East and the
West. It was a tremendous ovation, and then everyone went into
the large restaurant where tea and
cakes and flowers were served, and
speeches were made. Many policemen stood about, several photographers took countless photographs; everyone was happy and
enthusiastic. After this reception
the automobiles ,vere ag'ail1 entered and the writer came in the car
with the owners of the Grand Hotel
to Tihran.
When wc reached the imposing
gate of the city of Tihran, called
"Qazvin Gate" becaus(:) it is the
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end of the Qazvin-Tilmin road,
there were many cars and vehicles.
It was the busy time of the day, and
every passenger must halt to show
his card of permission to enter.
Cars of friends q nietly drew up
around my car, policemen came and
we cannot say it was merely a coincidence--they stood beside my car
until the signal came to start forward.
Coming into the Grand Hotel, I
saw that covers had been laid for
nearly one hundred and fifty guests;
the owners ·were giving tllis dinner
in my honoI'. Many of the famous national dishes of Persia were
served,--chicken pilaw with 11istachio nuts, rt'tisins, dates and orange
peel for flaVOL Also they llacl tJle
many delicious fTllits for "which
Persia is so celebrated.
r:phis 110to1 has heen my headquarteI"8. It is one of the most
beautiful and comfortable hotels in
aH Persia. It is an interesting' fact
that tlle huilder of this hostelry, Mr.
Seyid N asrou1]ah Bakeroff, a most
ardent Balla'i, constructed this luxurious "palaee" huilt round a centra] eoud and with a great theatre,
in the hope that the Center of the
Covenant
'Abdu'l-Baha, would
come again to His native land and
tbis hotel ·would he I-Iis home!
Some religionists opposed him and
tried to have the construetion
stopped. They said, "he is buildillg' such an hotel for his God."
ell,indeed he did build it to the
g'lory of GO(1. One feels the love
and the 8pirit in this 110nse. Ordinary travelers are impressed
with HIe conrtesy, t11e completeness
of everything'; but eoming as I did
as Cl BHha!i (uncl it ·wiJl be the 8ame
IV]lon YOl] eome), it is ilLfinitely
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sweet to heal' "Allah-u-Abha"
every time a boy eomes to serve
you; and he does not walk, he runs
to fulfill your wish! The three
brothers Mir Aminollllah Bakeroff,
Mir Kamal Bakeroff and Mir .J alal
Bakeroff own this hotel, and with
them I feel their love, their thoughtfulness, their efficient care arc
showered upon this humble Baha'i
from the west as it would have been
poured upon 'Abdu'l-Haha "Who
could never come durillg' His lifetime, and the builder, too, }1(IS
passed on to the Other WorkL
One day they told me an incident
of their good father this A,g-ha Seyicl
N a8ronllah Bakeroff. They sa i.d
that at the time of Nasil'o 'cl-Dill
Shah's death by an assassin, their
father was in Balm. rrhe MllhamTnadans, very prejudiced, attacked
him and said: "You killed t.he
Shah!" Everything that. ever hapDeIied ,vas blamed npon the Hahit 'i s.
1j1ifty policemen eame and took the
father t.o the police eour1~. ']l11e
Ohief of Poliee shook ]lands with
1\1[1'. Hakeroff and said: "I know
yon Baha'is are the best people
in tlle wor1c1 and would 1101. ld]]
anybody! For your own safety,
however, I imlJrison you here for
two clays, for if I hee you the Muhammadans will put yon to deat]l."
Thus his life ,vas saved.
During thenve weeks 11e1'O,
Bahii.'i pa.r1.ies with the invitation
card have been given six l1ights a
week, always one hundred guests
and many times two hundred, and
at each reeeption and lecture there
have been new faces, for no one has
been invited twiee, yet I ]lave
not seen nearly all of tl18 Rah5iR in
rrihrall.. rpwo meetings were attended by mOll aud women together.
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(rhis is a great innovation for husbands and wives to come together
and to sit together. One young
woman made a most eloquent speech
of welcome, but it was the first time
she had ever spoken before men. *
The hospitality of the Persian
people is remarkable. One afternoon it was raining when I left
a reception, but the women and
girls and little children all came
thTough the garden to the outer
door where the carriage stood,
even though I had said goodbye to each one of them in the draw-

ingroom and on the veranda. They
were not thinking of the rain on
pretty frocks; it was sisters of the
East and the VVest meeting together
for just one afternoon. One young
girl said: "Do you realise it is
pro b a b 1 y good-bye forever!"
Others said: "It is the promise of
Baha 'ullah fulfilled, for He said our
fair-haiTed sisters with blue eyes
would come to us from the west."
* (Only two years ago a law passed permitting
that lU€1l and women could ride together in the
same carriage. Certainly during the reign of His
Imperial Majesty Shahanshah Pahl~vi 111uch progress
has COlll€' in the equality of llleTI and women, and in
the education of women.)

(To be continued)

ThrmLgh the teachings of Baha''Lt'llah the horizon of
the East was made radiant and glorious. SO'Ltls who have
hearkened to His TYon7s and acceptecl His Message li've
together today in complete fellowship and love . . . . Th'is
has been d1,te to the declaration anil foundat'ion of the oneness of the world of hUl1utnity, Today in Persia there are
meetings and cLsse'fnblagcs where'in souls 1.071,0 have become
illmnined by the teach-iF/,gs of BaJui,'n'llah-representcd,ive
M1tha1nmaclans, Chi"istians, Jews, Zor'oash'ians, Buddhists
and of the 'uaricnts denOlninat'ions of each-m'ingle and conjo,in in perfect fello1P8h'ip and a,bsoh~te agree'lJ'/'ent. A wonderi'nl brotherhood and love is established among them and
all are 1.mited in slyirit and senJice for internat'ional peace,"
U
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THE KEY TO UNITY
LOUISE

DBAKE VVnIGH'1'

nHEJ curiosity of the world has
recently been stirred by the
discovery of what appears to be a
ninth neighbol'ly planet circling outside the orbit of Neptune, a telescope powerful enough to sight the
unknown member of our solar system having been constructed.
}1'resh probabil ities open unchallenged as the thought is entertained,
and if it be verified, some of the
careful calculations of the past tha t
made a comfortable, orderly sequence for our minds to rest upon
may be subjected to changes as the
presence, power and light of thj s
immense magnet, henceforth, will
have to be taken into consideration.
As each noticeable discovery in
the world of science urges new
estimates of past assumptions in
its field of knowledge and opens
further possibilities, likewise in the
realm of divine revelation each
Light-Bearer brings to judgment
past concepts and offers vast and
beneficent reformations based upon
adherence to fundamental, unchanging laws.
Now that achievements in ltatural science have outstripped imagination in many ways, advanced
ideas are quite generally welcomed
by persons of intelligellce. Wo no
longer imprison our Gallileos of
scientific ad,Tenture. But in thc
domain of divine investigation primitive methods, where distrust,
fears and condemnation prevail, are
still adhered to.
One of ineffable holiness, who in
the past century offered the key to

Mit

'world 11nity and peace, was held a
Prisoner for forty yeaTs, suffeTing
every calamity and jndignity possible to endure. N eveTtheless, this
supreme SlUl of celestial radiallee
arose unhindered by opposition, and
is discernible to those ,vho acljUFlt
the telescope of the spirit-the
mind-to spiritual requirements
and values, and turn its clear leml
directly upon this all-inclusive recent revelation of God.
The Orb of Manifestation became
known to the world through three
individualized Aspects, or Vehicles
of Its significance.
The first to be recognized was
the Rib, as Herald of the M anifestation.
Then the Light-BeaTer Himst:lf,
Baha'u'llah, the Dawning-Place of
Divinity, revealed His Pl'esenco and
His Mission.
His eldest SOIl, 'Abdu'l-Baha,
next became known as tho defim)r
and explainer of the 'W ord of: the
Manifestation and the lIJxemplar of
His Teachings.
The spiritual supremacy and exquisite personality of AJi Mohammed, the Bab,immediateJy aUraeted
large numbers of the Muhammndan faith after He announced Himself as :Hel'ald of "011e wbom God
will mauif(:)st." f)l JlOlJRands of His
followers so eallght tlw fltlme of
His unearthly qnality and the high
ecstac] of His ill1H:)r beauty that
they suffered llllspeakable martyrdom ratller than be Reparated from
the love of God shining through
Him ,vith such intensity. On the
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other hand, it was quite inevitable
that those who clung to orthodox
tradition should passionately resent His resounding demands that
they burn many of their books, do
away with long cherished rituals
and abolish their superstitions. He
also went into the minutest detail
as to their manner of living, making strict rules as to what ~hey
should eat and training them care"·
fully in much needed ways of 11ersonal cleanliness. He was a hurricane shaking the trees of their existence; a plough to dig up old roots
so long interlaced beneath the surface of their lives; tilling the ground
of their minds and hearts to make
ready for the momentous event
rapidly approaching. A Manifestation of God was about to proclaim
Himself. Who would welcome
Him ~ Not those imprisoned in a
dead past and surrounded by walls
of prejudice nor those filled with
self -righ teousness.
He bade His followers to turn
entirely to the Holy One when He
appeared. "At the time of His
Manifestation there will be for
them (the people) no greater paradise than belief in Him and obedience to Him,' , He 'Nrote in the
"Beyan.' ,
After this "Dawning Point of
Revela tion" had opened highways
of faith for the incoming of the
"Promised One," the Bab's immaculate young life was set at naught
by His enemies and He was libera.ted, through maTtYI'Clom, from the
cage of this world.
For hundreds of years, many religious books have reiterated certain sacred names which the Prophets, throngh their utterances and
visions, have kept before the minds
of the people. Like long vine roots

mnning below the ground until
drawn out into the light and air to
burst into bloom, these familiar
ideas may be traced over long periods of development until they eventually impersonate in great beings
who manifest God's purpose and
explain His meanings. How many
generations of the Jews brooded
over the hallowed name of the Mes"
siah as a fulfillment of their heart's
desire, until He was born as the
Christ Child, The Word, The Son
of God, at the time when spiritual
comprehension was in its youthful
stages.
Similarly there are two famjliar
expressions, "The Lord of Hosts,"
and, "The Covenant of God," that
have stood out prominently throug'h
the centuries. At last, humanity
having acquired a more mature realization of the character of their
Maker, and, being ready for closer
union with Him, tl1ese conceptions
have taken outer form in the holy
personages of Baha'u'llah, the
Lord of Hosts, and 'Abdu '1-Balla,
the Covenant of Goel
The outstanding events in the
amazing history of Baha'u'llah are
written that all may read these
tragic but victorious pages. We
know how the prison of 'Akka became a mighty throne from which
emanated His Light to the world.
It is said that in His presence the
strongest impression one received
was a vivid realization of the tender solicitude and ineffable love of
the Heavenly Father. He came t.o
awaken the divine nature and reveal the treasures hidden therein.
He wrote these beautiful lines:
"To gather jewels have I come
to the world, If one speck of a
jewel lie hid in a stone, and that
stone be beyond the seven seas,
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until I have sought and found that
jewel, My Hand shall not stay from
its search."
Those who were blessed by a
close view of His daily life tell of
His unchanging poise and majesty,
serenity and kindness during the
long years of poignant calamity.
Disaster never caused agitation;
human circumstance, whether favorable or detrimental, was welcomed
indiscriminately. The will of this
"prisoner" of the Sultan of Turkey
and the Shah of Persia was so
powerful that no messengers sent
by those dominant potentates came
before Him unless He read in their
hearts worthy motives and granted
them permission.
In a Tablet He spoke of the mission He was particularly to accomplish-" My part is but to deliver
this great and clear Message."
The delivery of so sublime and
vital a message must Imve been
written, not only by the Supreme
Pen in manuscript form, but traced
upon the living page everlasting
where those eternal verities are
indelibly inscribed, which man in
his upward climbing has become
capable of appropriating and which,
through the power of the Holy
Spirit, he may always reach and
possess. Each Manifestation as
the Divine Physician gauges the
receptive capacity of the people of
the world and creates the fructifying environments in which His
prophecies of attainment and benefits may find expression in human
affairs.
The Master at one time said that
the Word of a Manifestation was
not only a prophecy but that it was
also a creation. In the Tablet of
J oseph, Baha 'u '11ah wrote, "My
demonstration was brought to its
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fullness and completion for all that
are in the heavens and on the earth
before I made Myself known, because it appeared with such wonderful condition that no one could
find any way to delay or oppose."
The unique genius of Baha'u'Hah has brought to this chaotic
world an indivisible, irresistible,
indestructible, all-embracing penetrative plan. This plan is not static
but dynamic and operative, and today is moving steadily, creatively
through all avenues of life, remoulding thought and feeling' and
arousing those slumbering, long delayed, God-given high hopes and
aspirations, through its inspiring
promises of victory that mark the
opening of the New Age.
Baha'u'llah makes known that in
a shorter time than any past experience can warrant, there will be established a new order of nations,
built securely npon the bedrock of
divine justice.
Baha'u'11ah gave to 'Abdu'l-Baha a number of significant and
mystical Names: which are familiar to every Baha 'i; and beE ore ascending to His spiritual station on
high, proclaimed that 'Abdu'l-Bahft
was to be His successor, leaving in
His Will no uncertainty as to the
meaning" of this bestowal.
Had it not been for the intimate
acquaintance with the perfect life
of 'Abdu 'l-Baha and also His
wealth of explanations regarding
Baha'u'lHih's Station and Principles, the teachings might have stood
too far removed from the comprehension of the creatures to have
been grasped and put into operation before a long period of years
had elapsed. But through contact
with the Master's unprecedented
selfsacrifice and devotion, the peo-
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pIe came close to a Life they could
partly understand and wholly
adore. Through His explanations,
the Word of Baha 'u 'llah is tempered to the people's capacity to receive.
The white light of the love of
Baha 'u 'llah shining through the
Center of the Covenant (' Abdu'lBaha) breaks into rainbow colors
of promise across the sky of eternal
hope, and thus illumines all shades
of intelligence.
In one of His Tablets 'Abdu'lBaha speaks of that which He was
particularly meant to represent.
"0 ye friends of God! . . . No
one must believe that 'Abdu'l-Baha
is the •Second Coming of Christ,'
nay rather he must believe that he
is the Manifestation of Servitude,
the mainspring of the unity of the
human world, the Herald of the
True One ,¥ith spiritual power
throughout all regions,-the Commentator of the Book according to
the divine text, and the Ransom to
each one of the believers of God in
this transitory world.' H'
This •• Mainspring of unity of the
human world" wove for the earth a
fresh garment. The strong and
skillful weaver moved with ceaseless, painstaking tread through the
warp and woof of existence to
blend and harmonize the countless
dissimilar threads of life. Seekers
for truth from all religions, countries and peoples, came pouring to
Him in endless streams. Hindus of
high and low cast found it possible
to lay aside long held prejudices
when they sat side by side in the
presence of such holiness. The
poor and neglected He singled out
as doubly dear to Him, consoling
them with spiritual and material
'Tablets of Abdu'l-Baha, Vo!. 2, p. 429.

aid; warring Arab chiefs coming
to have their grievances justly settled, walked away together in
peace; great officials of the surrounding regions and those representing various foreign nations
who were stationed in His vicinity
came for consultation upon affairs
of state; Muhammadan Mullahs
sought His interpretation of obscure passages in the Qur'an.
Those of all religions brought their
intricate questions for Him to
solve, either through means of the
tremendous correspondence always
piled high about Him or tl1Tough interviews with Him while He lived
in the prison town of ' Akka; or
later when He traveled to far countries to proclaim Balui'u'llah's
Cause, as well as in Haifa where He
entertained numerous pilgrims all
the remaining years of His life.
His charity, loving kindness and unerring wisdom guided and uplifted
the multitudes that ever pressed
about Him.
The Master's many years of
martyrdom drew to a close on N 0vember the twenty-eighth, 1921, and
the sanctified Tabernacle of His
Spirit was placed within the beautiful Sacred Shrine on Mount Carmel
where the outermost garment of
the Bab had lain for many years.
Ever unified in life purpose, these
two mighty aspects of the Orb of
Baha 'u 'llah,-the Morning Star of
annunciation, the Bab, and the
Moon of perfect reflection, 'Abdu '1Baha,-blending eternally with the
Sun of Truth, Baha 'u '11ah, form
the beacon light of the new creatioll.
When the Will of 'Abdu'l-Baha
was read and it became known that
He had left a great inheritance to
all who loved Him, a wave of relief
and gratitude went around the
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Baha'i ,IVorld. He appointed a
"Guardian of the Cause," to direct its multitudinous affairs. He
created and defined this new station of service in the world with its
nature, function, and grave responsibilities. "The Guardian of the
Cause of God as well as the Universal House of .Justice," the ·Will
read; and He named His eldest
grandson, Shoghi lilffendi, as the
one to initiate this highly difficult
undertaking and to fulfill the sacred
trust.
A few lines of the Will are here
quoted:
, '0 my loving friends! After the
passing away of this wronged one,
it is incumbent upon . . . the loved
ones of the Abha Beauty, to turn
unto Shoghi lilf£endi . . . as he is
the sign of God . . . the Guardian
of the Cause of God . . . he is the
expounder of the Words of God,
and after him will succeed the first
born of his lineal descendents. The
Guardian of the Cause of God as
well as the Universal House of Justice, to be universally elected and
established, are both under the care
and protection of the Abha Beauty,
under the shelter and unerring
guidance of His Holiness the lilxaHed One, (May my life be offered
up for them both I). Whatsoever
they decide is of God. . . . Whoso
deviateth, separateth himself and
turneth aside from him hath in
truth deviated, separated himself
and turned aside from God. . . .
"So soon as they find anyone beginning to oppose and protest
against the Guardian of the Cause
of God, they must cast him out
from the congregation of the people of Baha and in no wise accept
any excuse from him. . . .
"He that obeyeth him not, hath
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not obeyed God; he that turneth
away from him, hath turned away
from God; and he that deuieth him,
hath denied the rprue One."
Nothing could have assured this
generation more effectually of the
victory of the Cause of God in the
near future than the merciful provision of a succession of devoted
adherents to the Will of 'Abclu'lBaha, who, down the centnries, will
"amplify and apply" His Word to
the needs of humanity at the period
of time in which each will occupy
this centralizing position.
Shoghi lilffendi is a "Master
builder"; the only one who is capable of bringing into visibility and
making concrete this mighty structure, a Universal House of Justice.
He is endowed from on high with
the insight, wisdom, love and power
to inaugurate so stupendous an
enterprise as a Universal House of
.Justice at this time of warring nations.
The unified action of a body of
servants chosen for their adeqnate
mental and spiritual endowments
will, through organizing courts of
arbitration, prepare the way for
the permanent establishment of nuiversal peace.
His Holiness, our Lord ,T esus
Christ said, "My sheep know my
vocie." All who have learned to
listen to the voice of 'Abdu'l-Bahcl,
know that the inestimable gift to the
Cause of our precious Guardian's
leadership is the Master's dearest
love speaking anew through the
consecrated life, perfect balance of
mind, spiritually attuned, clear
heart of His Highness Shoghi lilffendi, through whom the "Hands of
Power" will fashion the human
habitation for the descent of the impregnable divine plan.
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SEARCHING FOR TRUTH
A

SPIRITUAL AUTOBIOGRAPHY

II
In the present instaUment the author takes up his spiritua~ experience from the
end of his college days, and traces it through a period of three years 1'ich in growth
and development, leading to the decision to enter the ministry. In the next and concluding 'install'l1wnt, life at the Harvard Divil~ity School will be described and the
event, in the midst of his preparation for the ministry, which led the author to give n1)
this purpose and devote the rest of his life to the Bahd/i Movement.

NHY college
Illl with an

education left me
increased fund of
knowledge and an intellectual training, but with considerable impairment of health due partly to the
fact that I worked my way through
college while at the same time endeavoring to stand high in my
studies.
I found great help in the treatments of a Dr. William Pratt,
mental healer and one of the most
spiritual and noble men that it has
been my privilege to know. He had,
previous to his work in mental
healing, been a business man who
had failed in business and incurred
a nervous breakdown. He started
in business again and had another
nervous collapse. It was then that
he came in touch with that same
source of healing to which, as some
assume, lVIary Baker G. Eddy owed
her inspiration, namely, Dr. Quimby. Among other patients there at
the same time were the Dressers
who, with Mr. Pratt, developed an
independent system of healing.
':Chey called it metaphysical healing,
later to be ably expressed in more
general terms by a son, Horatio
W. Dresser,-while Mary Baker G.
Eddy went on developing her own
powerful system of healing now so
widely diffused.
Dr. Pratt, as we called him,

though he had no medical degree,
having been himself healed in a remarkable way by this mental healing system of Quimby's, practiced
it with great effect upon others and
kept a sanitarium where resident
patients were helped. He was one
of the most selfless men I have ever
known. His personal presence and
atmosphere were most cheering and
uplifting and his treatments were
very helpful to me. His method
was to spend ten or fifteen minutes
in spiritual conversation, and then
have a period of silence in which he
concentrated on the patient. His
power of concentration was great.
I have seen him run upstairs-( a
man of sixty-five) from shaking
the furnace, and sitting down, immediately compose himself to his
spiritual task. Once, in the midst
of the silent treatment, a hirdygirdy began its vociferous music below our open window. I wondered
whether it would effect Dr. Pratt,
as it was disturbing to me and made
it difficult for me to maintain an
atmosphere of meditation. But it
had no effect upon my healer, and
soon I was totally oblivious of it.
I can recall that in these silent
periods my mind became more or
less a rosy blank, and I was suffused with a calm and buoyant
flood which seemed to heal. I
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would return home walking on air,
and bring enough vitality to last me
until next I could drink from this
fount of healing.
I thought that my problems were
all solved with this wonderful guido
and healer at my side, for he was
indeed a spiritual guide as well as
healer-a man of deep mystical
wisdom. But just at this point one
of those catastrophes occurred
which change the pattern of our
lives, namely, that Dr. Pratt himself passed away from this earth.
Thus I found myse]f again spiritually afloat.
AT ABOUT this time, while teaching school in Brockton, Mass., I had
two very deep spiritual experiences
which I will naTrate.
As I was strolling out one evelling feeling a little lonesome, being
nnacquainted in this city, I passed a
diminutive church and hearing the
sound of singing stopped to look in.
This perhaps was more than an act
of mere curiosity on my part. I
was being lead undoubtedly by my
spirit of religious investigation.
When I entered the rear of the
church, the little congregation was
then engaged in prayer. rrhey were
quite evidently simple men and
women earning their bread by manual or clerical labor. Their prayers were the most remaT1mble I
have ever heard in any Chrjstian
church. When the prayer closed,
the young clergyman came down
and urged me to join with them. I
became a frequent attendmlt at this
church, -which as I discovered was
of the denomination of" The
Church of the Disciples"
or
"Campbellites." I found a wonderful spiritual brotherhood in these
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simple men and women: ono of them
the driver of a baker's wagon,
another a watchman at a railroad
crossing, women who worked in a
candy factory, and such like.
In their prayers they really talked with God, and their Christian
love for each other was of such a
quality that when I was urged to
join the clmrch I felt strongly attracted to do so; for here I saw
manifested, as I had never seen before, a wonderful spiritual power
pervading the whole church body.
Oddly enough this chnrch to which
I found myself drawn was of the
Evangelical type with a theolog3T
far from the liberalism to which I
had been accustomed. In order to
join the church, it would be necessary to receive total immersion, an
act which they deemed essential to
salvation. ReasoniIlg pragmatically thatwhetller or no total immCTsion was necessary to salvation it
was an act that certainly would do
no harm, I decided to Id it be no
obstacle to affiliatl1g myself with
these wonderfully spiritual men
and women.
A t the time that I was ba ptiJled
011e of my pupils also happened to
be bapHzed, and I will speak later
of the effect in my sc]1001 of this
whole affair. rrlllls it happened that
the ol1ly chnrch I have ever joined
,vas 011C of the mm:t evangelical in
type, strangely differont from all
in which I Imd ever -worshipped;
but my guidance bad always beeD
to seek for spirituality under whatever gnise jt was to be found. Here
in this church I found a real quality
of spiritual pmver.
SHORTLY A:{I"TEll this event a revival service came to Brockton con-
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ducted as a union service in the
leading Congregational Church by
a Mr. Campbell, a revivalist from
London. I have frequently attended revival meetings out of religious
curiosity, but at most found them
emotional rather than spiritual in
their effect. This revival was quite
different, however; it seemed to he
imbued with a marvelous spiritual
potency. I joined with the group
who rose to partake of tbe specjal
revival benefits. I found a tremendous spiritual power impregnating my life for some weeks follovving this meeting, and my relation with my students was fraught
with a spiritual sweetness and a
love which I have rarely known. I
suppose the fact of my baptism
in one church followed by a pub]jc
declaration in the revival service
became spread among the pupils,
and these definite spiritual steps on
my part seemed to have called
forth from the pupils all that was
harmonious and lovely in their nahues.
Unfortunately my stay at this
school was brief because I was only
substituting for a teacher during
her illness, and I left Brockton with
great regret on my part amid many
farewells and bouquets of flowers
from my pupils.
I speak of this relationship with
the pupils merely to indicate how
spiritual potency in life always
flowers out into blessings of harmony and love.
I must confess herc that this
spiritual elevation was not permancnt. I wish indeed it had remained
so.
My next teaching experience was
in a school characterized by great
evil-one of the foulest schools in

our country. I need not go into
detajls. I was very unhappy there
and not at all well; my spiritual
powers seemed to have disappeared
entirely.
When the summer vacation came,
I was a wreck physically and nerv0usly' and went to Mt. Desert,
Maine, to camp out and to recuperate.
During my last few weeks at the
N--High School I had come in
contact with a young Christian
Science practicioner, whose name I
have forgotten, and had taken some
treatments from him. He was a
very earnest and sincere young man
and worked hard over me, and I
seemed to feel some benefit. I attended a Christian Science lecture
and bought the book, "Science and
Health."
When I reached my
camping site with the friend who
was to spend the summer as a
camp-mate, I found myself so depleted of psychical as well as physical vitality that I could not even
engage in a limited way in the
wholesome tasks and recreation of
camping in the midst of those glorious mountains by the brilliant sea.
When my condition was at the
lowest ebb, upon a day when I had
given up a proposed trip of mountain climbing with a group of
friends and was lying in the hammock gloomy and depressed-a letter Came from my practicioner. It
was an official healing letter of
preachments to me and references
in "Science and Health" and the
Bible which I was to read. Feeling
already helped by the letter, I immediately set to work reading the
references cited. In a short time a
great buoyancy seemed to fill me,
and I got up and started out to
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overtake my friends. ~[1hey had
gone too far to be overtaken; but
from that moment on I began to
take hearty exercise, to work efficiently at the camp tasks, and to
hold cOl1sistently to the faith that
all this work was making me stronger instead of shaining me as it bad
seemed to do before.
1 began to thrivu mal'velollsly,
and when my father came up to
join us a month later, he hardly
recognized me. He was amazed at
my tireless energy.
WHEN ~'HE end of the Sllmmer
came., I arrived at an important
decision, namely, to give llP teaching and enter the ministry. Acting
with speed, I found that I eould get
a scholarship at the Harvard Divinity Sehool to pay my tuitioll and
room rent there and I was able to
secure in addition a fellowship of
$250 from the Unitarian Association. Thus within two weeks of the
time I had decided to go into the
ministry, a penniless student found
himself provided with ample funds
for the year. Such has been always
my good fortune when my ehoices
are right and destined.
One may be surprised that it was
ill(') Unitarian denomination that I
cOllneeted myself with as a divinity
student rather than "The Ohureh
of the Disciples" whic1} I had joined. The reason was this: that an
inves tiga tion of their 1 a r g e l'
cluuches of this denomination
around Boston, and of their divinity
students, disclosed the faet that
there was here no such earntlst simple faith and beautiful spirit as hacl
so remarkably characterized the
members of the little church in
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Brocldol1; and I came to the sa Cl
conclusion that tlw spirituality of
the latter had been a local rather
than a denominational expression.
The theology of the Campbellites
being far too narrow for my them
iutellectual development, I saw 110
reason to eOl1neet myself fUl'thm'
with this clenominatioll. rl1hel'efore
it was with the Unitarians that I
110"V threw my faith and efforts.
My parents weTe deeply re;joiCtlcL
at my entering the ministry, fo], two
reasons: one that my grandfather,
with seven sons, hacl been deeply
disappointed because none of them
had been willing to follow the professioll which seemed to 11 im the
most worth while in the ~wol'ld. Tt
now seemed fiUing that a grandson
should take 111) that work. Secondly, because it seemed a fnHillment of
a pledge that my mother had made
under extTaordinary eiYcumstm1C'es.
In my babyhood, at the age of abont
a year, I had double pneumonia and
was in a dying condition, the doc·-.
tors having absolutely given up al1
hope.
During the CrISIS, my
mother, walking back and forth
with me gasping' in bel' arms, had
prayed deeply for my recovery and
had made a vow to consecrate my
life to God's service should it be
spared. Miraculously, it seemed,
my breathing' became more Teglllal'
and I was soon pE~aeefnl1y asleep,
and as present events prove, managed to live. Thus it seemed a guidance that due to no sngg'estions from
my parents I should be studying
for the ministry and from my
own desires was entering 11pOll a
course 01' action whieh tended to
fnlfill the promise my mother had
made to God.

(To be conti9tUed)
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COLLEGE professor once 1'e- spectator, and induce them to aban-

turned a paper on philosophy
with the marginal comment that
after all, true happiness is to be
found only in a state of complete
1lonexistence. The words of professors are frequently so profound
that the ordinary mind lntd best
make no attempt to fathom them.
However the remark is an interesting one, because it reminds us again
of the innumerable philosophies
am1 systems of existence which are
quietly flourishing' about us, often
in the least likely places. Philosophers write conscientiously tedious
tomes on how to live life, and our
libraries are crammed with Utopias
and paradises, each representing
someone's solution to the problem,
ranging from descriptions of a
world where the houses are edible
and the streets are paved with sapphires, to the heaven of the Divine
Comedy, where triumph the joys of
the intellect. Nor is the average
human being's mind entirely idle j
for as the world goes on in its impulsive way, counting' calories and
puzzling comfortably over the latest murder mystery, each imlividual is yet evolving for himself, as
a sort of by product, a philosophy
of life; this ho v,7i11 conflde on occasion to friends in need. He will
tell them, for instance, to return
to Nature, and there they will :find
peace out under the great redwood's balm is awaiting them; or he
,vill insist on the contrary that the
spectacle is always within the

don the redwoods and take L1p mindreading or Swedish gymnastics.
Should he quote Scriptl1l'e, be 'will
do so ,'lith the pointless charm of
Rabelais' pilgrims, whom Gargantua ate in a salad and who
found in the Old Testament a
literal reference to their experience;
he will regard the essence of Scriphue only with indulgent respect,
and dismiss it as counsels of perfection. He prefers to invent some
sleight-of-hand method of living,
some system of philosophy, either
original or derived from a fellow
mortal to whom he has intrusted
his judgment.
Man desires a complex and obscure solution to existence; he
would rather go bare-footed, subsist entirely on canots or listen to
the voice of his departed uncle issuing at midnight from an aluminum horn, than prefer his neighbor to himself, or confine his business activities to honesty. Moreover his conduct is not unreaS011able, for a peculiarity of the universe is that it may, logically, be
made to fit any theory whatever;
Schopenhauer, disappointed in love,
had little difficulty in blaming the
female sex for the French Revolution; while some of our modern
scientists could with equal justice
attribute the disturbance to a
pandemic dysfunctioning of endOCl·il1e glands.
Such are human attempts at directing' existence. They are by de-
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finition imperfect, for obviously a
finite mind cannot hope to settle the
infinite business of living, any morc
than unconscious natural phenomena could organize themselves into a disciplined whole. A study of
every philosophy, whether homemade or recognized, will prove that
for one acceptable tenet there are
ten to be rejected; that every human leader of a school tacitly obliges his followers to disregard
many clearly established truths because these happen to conflict with
his doctrine; and that even should
he bring the moon out of a well, he
wears a green veil which nOlle may
lift.
In the whole range of human experience there is no fellow human
being, however great, who can claim
us unreservedly; we invariably
find, after reading his book or
watching him live, that he suffers
as we do from human inadequacy;
and so it is that Flaubert warns us
not to touch our idols, because their
gilt comes off on our fingers; and
Emerson grows indignant when WE~
exalt another human being and seek:
our truth from him, because onr
ideas are easily as valuable as llis,
we too are subject to "gleams from
within," we find in every work of
genius our own rejected thought.
vVe all, then, have our gleams
from within, even though they are
often but the vague phosphorescent
lights which skim over graveyards
after dark. But if we would see,
we must stand in the full beating
force of the Sun of Reality, which
alone" gives truth to the known and
the power of knowing to the knower." We must go to the source of
all knowledge, which is the knowledge of God; it is only in this light
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that a science or a philosophy, an
act or an event, may be estimated;
and this knowledge, which :is our
only true standard, is embodied in
the words and deeds of the Divil1c
Manifestations, Who come to Ius
at Their appointed times and make
the world new again. rrhey are the
Truth which all men seek, and an
other doctrine is true only in so far
as it approaches Their divine explanations. They unravel for mankind the significance of human endeavor, and light up the waste and
chaos which men have made of
former religious dispensations;
and learning is sterile WiIJlOut them.
,:rhey are the sonl of life, and the
Test is only technique. Their words
are the blossoming trees and the
pools white with dawn, and men's
words are at best like those ,Japanese bits of paper that develop
into flowers when they are dipped
in water.
.
There are those who say that if
the prophets of God bring with
them a new springtime, while
scholars and thinkers do not, it is
because the Divine Messengers appeal to the emotions, and they
speak simple truths which all can
understand, while philosophers
have their being on a high intellectual plane to which only the chosen
few may hope to ascend. This
thought is comforting to our socalled intelligentsia, but unfortu])ately it does not bear investigation.
Those who have watched mysogyn·ists warm to Schopenhauer and the
bellicose to Nietzsche, patricians to
Plato and politicians to Machiavelli,
intuitionists to Kant and cynics to
V oltaire, must conclude that emotions are strongly engaged. As for
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the second point, that the average
mind is unable to understand the
great truths in our libraries, it is
undeniable that some of our writers
are involved and tedious; but after
painfully ferreting out their meaning we usually find that it could
have been expressed in a few simple
words, and we decide that what is
obscure in a philosopher is his vocabulary. Moreover a thoroughbred
thinker is apt to be meticulously
lucid; Socrates blamed himself
when his pupils failed to understand him, and was at pains to clarify; and Descartes addressed hi8
Discourse to the layman, saying
tha t good sense is the best-shared
thing in the world.
But the words of a Divine Manifestation are so perfect in regard
to form that the meaning lies open
before us; here we do not see as
through a glass darkly; the window is fiung ,vide, and we may look

as long and as far as our capacity
allows; and with each new experience, each new fact learned, the
vista develops, and the horizon recedes. The intellectual stimulus is
indeed such that it brings to birth
new civilizations, driving thought.
toward reality; while the higher
emotions, without which no good
act is ever accomplished, are awakened-the heart speaks and is answered.
The Baha'is are commanded to
engage in the most strenuous endeavor, both mental and spiritual;
our education may never be spoken
of in the past tense; the lines laid
down by His Holiness Baha 'u '11ah
stretch to infinity, and there is no
profitable learning from which we
are excluded. For the difference
between truth and opinion is this,
that the first is a setting-free of the
mind, and the second a postponement of wisdom.

ONENESS IN ITS TRUE SIGNIFICANCE
FLORRNOlD KING

The policy of the Bahd'i Magazine has been to lJ1tblish from time to time m·tides
contributed by Bahd'i youth in different po,rts of the world. The (n~thor of the following article is one of the younger 1nembeTS of the Bahd'i COJnnnmity of Washington,
D. C.

pT

is evident to most people
that there is a supreme
power which controls the universe.
The people of religion call this
power, God. All of the great
pro p het s; Moses, Bud d h a,
Zoroaster, Christ (the Son of God),
Muhammad (the Seal of the Prophets), and Baha'u'Uah (the latest
Prophet, Who declared Himself in
1868) have taught us that there is
one true God. ' 'God singly and

U

alone, abideth in His own place
which is holy above space and time,
mention and utterance, sign, description, and definition, height and
depth. ' "" Baha 'u 'llah 's teachings
emphasize the "Oneness of God."
He says, "Oneness, in its true
significance, means that God alone
should be realized as the one power
which animates and dominates all
things, which are but manifestations of Its energy."
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If there is only one true God,
there can be only one true religion.
Then if all the great Prophets
taught the worship of the Olle true
God, why is the world of humanity
divided up into sects and creeds ~
There are the followers of the great
religious systems; Bud d his t s ,
Jews, Christians, Muhammadans,
etc. Each religious system is divided into countless sects. Everyone thinks that his religion is the
only true religion and that everyone else is wrong. What is the
cause of these differences ~ Manmade interpretations, forms, and
ceremonies. These differ. When
we read the actual words of the
Divine Teachers (Prophets), we
find that they all taught the same
fundamental truths and that the
foundations of all religions are
these same truths. "All the great
Prophets,"
said
'Abdu-I-Baha
"have served the selfsame foundation. They have served the same
Reality. Hence the purpose and result of all the Prophets have been
one and the same. rrhey were the
cause of the honor of mankind.
They were the Divine civilizations
of man, whose foundation is one.
F'or the fundamental basis of the
religion of God then~ is 110 e.hange
1101' variation."
The great obstacle to ideal spiritual development, is that all the religions are so clnttered up with superstitions, interpretations, forms
and ceremonies, that the one true
religion as taught by the Prophets,
is obscured. A restatement of truth
by a Divine Revelator speaking
with authority is needed. That :is
exactly what Baha 'u 'Hah has done
for the people of the world today.
In the introduction to one of His
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most important books, called "The
Hidden Words," He says, "This is
that which descended from the
Source of Majesty, through the
tongue of Power and Strength upon the Prophets of the past. vVe
have taken its essences and elothec1
them with the garment of brevity,
as a favor to the beloved, that they
may fulfill the covenant of God;
that they may perform in themselves that which He has entrusted
to them, and attain the victory by
virtue of devotion in the land of
the spirit." Therefore, according
to the teaching of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
"The Bah{t'i religion is not an invitation to a JleW religion, not II
new path to immortality, God forbid, but the ancient path cleared of
the debris of strife and misunderstanding and the imaginations and
superstitions of men, and is llgain
made a elear path to the sincero
seeker that he may enter therein
and know that the VV ord of G odi s
one vV ord though the Speakers
were many."
ALL Ol<' TH]<] Prophets have taught
the fatherhood of God and the
brotherhood of mall. rrhey have all
taught the Golden Rule anrl tlleLJ·
purpose hasbeell to bring abollt
unity and love among mankil)cL
Oneness should be applied to
mankind as well as to God and to
religion. Why have men divided
the world into countrieR and made
boundary lines which God never intended to exist '? Those in power
have done this from personal motives and selfish interests. These
national divisions have cansed
much rivalry between rulers and
countries and terrible wars have resulted. "Glory is 110t his who loves
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his native land," said Baha'u'11ah
"glory is his who loves his kind.
. This handful of dust, the
world, is one home: let it be in
unity." The worlc1 has become so
much smaller than it used to be as
a result of the improved means of
transportation and communication, that it now seems little larger
than a single country in the past.
,Vouldn't it be wonderful if the
world could be considered as one
country and governed as such ~ Certainly it would be the means of the
solution of many perplexing problems which confront humanity today.
THERE IS ANOTHER division which
has been the cause of much discord
in the world. That is the division
of mankind into different races.
There is in reality one human race.
All were created by God and all
are descendants of Adam. Why
should the color of the skin make
so much difference and be the cause
of hatred and separation? That is
the only real point of difference between the races. (' They are constituted alike and exist under the
same law of growth and bodily development. All live and move ill
the plane of the senses and are endowed with human intelligence.
Baha 'u '11ah has declared that difference of race and color is like the
variegated beauty of flowers in a
garden. ' , When one goes into a
rose garden, some of the roses are
white, some red, pink, and yellow.
This variation of color makes the
garden more beautiful. It should
be the same in the garden of humanity.
When we travel from country to
country and mingle with the peoples of different races and nation-

alities, we are surprised to find how
much alike people are the ·world
over. Of course s 0 m e h a v e
greater educational opportunities
than others and are therefore more
advanced; but if all received the
same education and training, and a
universal language was part of
that education, differences would
disappear and the path to world
unity would be cleared of many obstacles.
The Lord has manifested Himself to the worlc1 again today. This
Manifestation of God is Baha'u'Hah, -Who spoke with divine authority giving the revealed laws and
creative words of God which shall
purify religion from its superstitions and imitations. He has not
only made a restatement of the
truths which the former Prophets
gave to the worlc1 and "Clothed
them with the garment of brevity"
but He has given us the solution of
the peculiar modern problems
which need adjustment ere humanity finds peace and rest. He
teaches the" Oneness of God," the
, , Oneness of Religion," and the
, 'Oneness of Mankind." He is the
Collective Center about which all
the people of the different religions,
races, and nations ,v:ill gather in
love and unity. All those who have
accepted His teachings and who
see in Him the Manifestation of
God, whether they be Jews, Christians, Zoroastrians or Moslems, or
whether they be black or white or
belong' to the East or the West are
already associating in perfect
unity, brotherhood, love, and joy.
Only One whom God has sent could
accomplish this. "Every dignity
shall vanish," said ' Abdu '1-Baha,
"save the Glory under the shadow
of the Word of God."
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(( Thoughts must be lofty and ideals uplifted in order that
the world of humanity may become assisted in new conditions
of reform."
, Abd1c'l--Baha.
INTUITION is a remarkable guide
and counselor in thought and action. Some individuals seem to
have developed this power to an
extraordinary degree; it is especially characteristic of the genius,
who arrives at truth through ways
other than that trodden by ordinary
mortals. The g I' eat leaders of
humanity, as men of thought arrive
at truth, or as men of action steer
safely amidst great risks and dangers, by means of the guiding star
of intuition.
This power is however in us all
and can be cultivated. To speak in
spiritual terms, we may call it the
guidance of the Holy Spirit-a
guidance granted even to those who
know not its source. Destiny, to accomplish her ends, aids men of great
capacity to achieve through this
her gift of intuition.
Those who use this power may
or may not recognize it as divine.
Napoleon did not. Washington and
Lincoln did. But whether recognized or unrecoguized, this force
has been the principle factor in the
great ideas, the great discoveries,
the great achievements of the human race.
But there comes a time in many
lives when intuition fails to guide.

rrhose who have walked safely
through risks and dangers now
stumble and receive no longer the
divine guidance. Of such, Napoleon
is the most striking instance.
He plainly fron1 the beginning of
his campaign in Russia seemed
to have lost all power of guidance, and his ruin followed upon his own misjudgments and mistakes. Why this sudden curtailment in correctness of guidance 'I
Plainly the power of intuition cannot be granted in unlimited degree
to mortals who are too self-centered
and exploitive in their aims. This
guidance, which raises the power of
the individual to the nth degree, is
unsafe to put in self-is11 hands; and
although destiny may grant it to
men of great capacity in order that
their peculiar gifts may reach fruition for the sake of the world, if
these individuals do not come to
consecrate their lives purely to service the gift of guidance finally is
withdrawn. Otherwise the selfish
would use this power to exploit the
very universe itself.
]DXACTLY the same thing is true of
prayer. In small degree we are
permitted to pray for material
things, for definite desires-human
though they be.
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"Ask, and it shall be given you;
seek, and ye shall find; knock, and
it shall be opened unto you. """
But how far can the desires of
material human nature be met
through prayer~ It is evident that
there is an almost mathematical
limit to this possibility. For two
reaBons there cannot be unlimited
fulfillment of individual desires.
First because the selfish desires of
individuals often conflict in such a
way that if the desires of one person are granted ad infinitum it
would mean a proportionate curtailment in the satisfaction of the
wants of others. For instance, in
a specific locality all might desire
to live in the most desirable and
elevated section of the locality; yet
plainly all cannot do so. Therefore
there is a distinct limit to the posE,ibility of answer to prayer on the
part of the individual for such a
purpose.
Even mOTe apparent is the inevitable limitation of prayer in meeting
the desire of individuals to rise to
the top level economically, socially
or politically. The reason is apparent and is of a mathematical naiure. The number of individuals at
the top is always a very limited
number. If we reckon it mathematically, only ten percent of the people
can ever rise to the position of the
first ten percent. That is a universal law which no amount of
prayer can interfere with. The organization not only of human socity, but of the universe itself, depends upon gradations of rank and
subordination as 'well as upon leadership of the few. "The degrees
of society must be preserved. The
farmer will continue to till the soil,
*Matthew 7:7

the artist pursue his art, the banker
to finance the nation. An army has
need of its general, captain, and
private soldiers. The degrees varying with the pnrsnits arc essential. ,,*,~ This is a universal law not
subject to the caprice of man's desire, even if expressed in the most
earnest of prayers.
But supposing one IJrays not for
external things so much as for opportunity for the fulfillment of one's
own abilities and for complete se1£expression. Even here, however,
there is necessarily a definite limit,
if by self-expression we mean the
will-to-power and the enhancement
of the ego. For should prayer become a tool for extending the ego to
an infinite degree of resourcefulness
and power the universe would become a sorry chaos of warrhlg
titans. Plainly there is a limit to
self-expression 'which no manner of
earnest prayer can avail to overpass. The Infinite and lDternal One
cannot bestow, upon the many,
power to an infinite degree. In fact
power is not bestowed by God upon
anyone. It is only loaned. The
individual may become a channel
for the Will of God, and as such
continue to progress infinitely.
There is no limit to the extent to
which the individual may seek to
express the Will of God; for in such
an arrangement there is still the
One Power-the universe is still a
unity and not a chaos.
ApPLYING these truths to the individual life, it becomes apparent
tha t prayer is not too much to be
used toward the fulfillment of material desires or toward self-expression, though God in His mercy and
**Baha'i Scriptures, parag;l'aph 572
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beneficence permits prayer to be spiritual request many human maan aid even in these directions with- terial desires do find fulfillment, it
in the limits already described.~(' is true; but when the individual beBut men of faith should soon arise comes puzzled by the fact that there
from the low plain of requesting is no consistency in this procedure
God to satisfy their personal de- and that while some prayers are
sires toward the higher planes of answered others are not, he may do
selflessness and service; and where well to consider the two great spiritprayer is used, seek for further ual laws above described which
abnegation of self, union with and make it inevitable that the further
attachment to God, illumination and one proceeds in the direction of usguidance in the way of universal ing prayer for egoistic desires the
less in proportion is the success atserVIce.
Many earnestly religious people tained. On the other hand, there is
are dismayed at finding their most no limit to the extent to which prayHI'Clent prayers unanswered. Could er can be used as a source of illuthey look within themselves they mirlation, of union with God, of
might find the reason and learn to power for service. The best prayer
raise their prayers to a higher \Ve can make is-" I ask of Thee, 0
level. T h r 0 u g h earnestness of Thou Beloved of the hearts and the
Hope of the lovers, to make us pure
'l:Justifiable prayers for Inaterial things are l'equt;sb
for the aetual necessities of life. In the Lord's prayer
and
without desire, following Thy
this need is provided for-"Give
this day our daily
bread." And one of the most helpful of the prayers
eommand,
and leaving our delights
given hy 'Abdu'l-Baha similarly provides for the daily
needs in the phrase, "Give nw, in a right way, my
to
seek
Thy
good pleasure."
daily living, and confer a blessing on my necessities."
11s

, 'We ask for things which the Divine Wisdom does not
desire for us, and there is no answer for our prayer. His Wisdom does not sallction what we wish. We pray, '0 God! make
me wealthy!' If this prayer were universally answered human affairs would be at a standstill. There would be none leH
to work in the streets, none to till the soil, nOlH) to build, none
to run the trains. Therefore it is evident that it would not be
well for us if an prayers were answered. The affairs of the
world would be interfered with, energies crippled and progress hindered. But whatever ,ve ask for, which is in accord
with Divine Wisdom Goel will answer. Assuredly!
'Abd'lf, 'l- B ahft.
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DIVINE LOVE AND MAN'S PROGRESS
R,OSA

V.

WINTERBURN

nHE first need of finite man in
U his progress towards the Infinite is the infiltration of the Spirit
of God. The Spirit is illumination,
it is impulse, it is energy; and, perhaps most important of all, it is
the means of steady contact with divine sources of life. It is communication opened up between man and
God. It is imperative for human
happiness, achievement, and success that this road be kept open;
that man permit this spirit of God
to grow in his heart, and that he
consciously foster and encourage
it. This growth depends largely
upon expression. It must manifest
itself in the words, the actions, the
heart fibre of man, or it will wither
and die. We are steadily assured
in the Divine -Words that the agent
for this expression is love, divine
love.
Love is not only the constructive
energy between human beings, it
serves the same purpose between
man and God. So important is this
command to love that it appears
among the first instructions in the
Hidden Words:*
"0 Son of Existence! Love me,
that I may love thee. If thou lovest me not, my love can never reach
thee. Know this, 0 servant!"
That is man must open his heart
by love. He must live love, or the
understanding of the divine love can
never penetrate into his own consciousness.
The unruly, hating
"A book revealed by Baha'u'lIah.

child has no conception of the meaning of a parent's love. It is only
when his own heart becomes awakened by love and he gives it expression that the father's or mother's
love can sweep in a flood into his
life and understanding. So a human being must love; must live it,
must help plant it in the lives of
those around him before he can
even dream of the meaning of divine love. But once implanted such
love becomes the agent for the expression of the divine s p i l' i t
through man; and as the spirit
grows stronger so also will its expression, love, become more compelling, more comforting, more constructive.
'We are not left in doubt as to the
nature of this love. We are warned
against mistaking involved human
preferences, longings, and emotions
for the clear sunlight of Divine love.
Such a love light makes as clear
the beauties in the life of one we
may have called an enemy as in the
life of one we humanly love. It
stimulates the growth of tolerance,
justice, help towards all; it eliminates suspicion and jealousy; it is
an ever-purling stream of human
happiness.
This divine love in the hearts of
men and its expression are imperative if the world is to be reconstructed in this new age. In fact
it is the only means. World peace
will never be brought about by laws
and courts and conferences and par-
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liaments, unless these are the active
agents for the organized formulation of human and divine love.
Love mu st function through human
agents because the world is human.
It is not intended to function miraculously nor by direct divine intervention, because men are entrnsted with the rebuilding of this
world as God's agents; and the fact
that men rebuild by their own efforts is what causes the upliftment
of mankind. It is said, "God does
not cllange that which people have
until they change what is within
themselves. ' ,
"The divine purpose in religion
is 1)ure love and amity" * 01< *
"Thus vvill humanity be rescued
from the strife and wars of six
thousand years, dissensions will
pass away and the illumination of
unity dawn." Oonsider the depth
of meaning in these words and their
significance to the human race. The
divine J.nr,rpose of religion is pure
love and amity. For six thousand
years, says Abdu'l-Baha, vicissitudes and hardships have prevailed
in this world, but he continues,
"Now in this radiant century let
us try to carry out the good pleasure of God, that we may be rescued
from these things of darkness and
come forth into the boundless illumination of heaven, shunning division and welcoming the divine oneness of humanity."
The conclusion is evident. Live,
love and amity. Teach them to our
children. Practice them in business. Deal with crime and evil
through love, not revenge or fear.
In such a life there is no place for
weak yielding to evil or wrong doing; for love must be strong and
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just. It must be ceaseless training
for the divine perfections. "Pure
love and amity" are not the mere
human personal emotions. They
are the universal divine principles
of eternal life and growth and happiness. One of man's greatest difficulties is to learn how to distinguish between his own personal
emotions-the human-and the universa] basic guides of life-the divine. Failure to so differentiate the
human from the divine holds mankind back in the old six thousand
year struggle.
The lesson of this "radiant century" is that humanity shan emerge
from the merely human environment of materiality, emotion, and
personal desires into a practical
and applied understanding of the
universality of the divine principles, and that he shall base upon
the divine principles our treatment
of crime, ignorance, poverty, unemployment, unlimited accumulation of wealth, and discords individual and national.
Slowly through the ages man has
been trained to a fuller comprehension of the divine purpose. There
have been glorious teachers and rac1iant followers, steadily lifting
mankind to higher and higher levels of understanding and accomplishment. Now the day has dawned when all mankind should participate in this religion which is
"pure love and amity." "]Jnough
of these six thousand years which
have brought such vicissitudes and
hardships into the world! Now in
this radiant century let us try to
carry out the good pleasure of
God!"
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STUDENTS OF THE LAND OF THE RISING SUN
AGNES

B.

"Just as the snn is t-he source of a,U lights
in the solad' system, so todny Bahu'u'1ld,h is
the Gente?' of Unity of the human l'nee and
at the p<lCiCe of the 1oorld."

g

REBE werG the \vords of
'Abdu'l-Baba to the late Dr.
Naruse, the founder of the Japan
,Voman's University, of Tokyo in
London, in 1912.
As I look from my window on
the street below, there pass by
young men clad in bh18 ullifonns,
or girls in blue skirts, white blouses
aIld hats all of the same style, some
with their lmapsaclrs of books on
shoulders, or school bags in their
hands. These are the students of
the Land of the Rising Sun, where
kno\vledge is eagerly sought. As
all 'wear regulation schoolul1iforms,
Tokyo 'ivould appear to be a city
of students.
A study of more recent trends in
Japanese school children and of
schools of higher education shows
a most unusual evolution from customs of previous generatio11s to an
extreme modernization both in costllmes and habits of thought.
One of the :fine things about these
schools is their democl'atiza tion expressed outwardly by uniform costumes so that all students, rich and
poor, appear alike, [[nd no one can
tell whether they come from humble or wealthy homes.
Education is t.aken very seriously
in Japan. There is greater demand
for higher education than there is
opportunity or accommodation for
the pnpils, therefore there is gTcat
competition and school life is taken
very seriol1s1y.

ALFJXANDER

Students in Japan have a broad
outlook upon life, very cosmopolitan, and they think deeply 111')on
some of the WOl'ld's current problems. For instance recently in a
contest held between students of
three universities of Tokyo, amOllg'
the subjects chosen 'were the fo11o\\'ing: The World State; at the PaciJic Era; Religion, the Primary Institution; Japan's Civilization and
vVodd Prosperity; the Pacific
Ocean in the Jj'llture; the Final Goal
of the East; International Student
Federation; the Coming ,:VaT and
Imperialism on the Pacific; Individual Consciousness and the Solution of the Economic Problem; Arbitration and \Vorld Peace.
One of the fine private Pl'epal'l:ltory Schools for Boys in Japan is
the Seikei Gakuyen, a school of
about foul' hundred boys in the suburbs of Tokyo. I had the pleasure
of attending here an Esperanto
Program gottell up by a group of
about forty student.s \vho are devotees of this linguistic movement.
I had been invited to take part ill
the program and to speak in Espm'anto on some subject which
~'!ould interest their mothenl and
sisters for 011 this occasion they
were the gnests of t118 students.
The }Jrogram began at eightthirty a. m. and continued, 'with an
hour-al1d-a-half intermission at
1100n, until four p. m.
The first
part' was devoted to speeehes in
,Japanese by ten of the students.
The Esperanto program opel1ed
with SOl1gS sung lJY the ESperalJto
group of the school follo\\'ed by et
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FJspemnlo group of Seilcei School, Tokyo and thei1' f1'iends, June 15, 1.930. Fifth /1'orn
the 1'ight is DJ'. Asajvl'O Oka ctnd next Miss Agnes Alexande1'.

talk given by Dr. Asajiro Oka, a
member of the Imperial Academy
of .T apan, the highest educational
body in Japan, and an enthusiastic
~Jsperantist. Speaking in Japanese
on, "The Interna tional Age,"
which he described as the age in
which we are livhlg, he called attention to the necessity at this time
for an international language.
The writer spoke in ]Dsperanto,
one of the students eloquently interpreting into Japanese. The talk
was entitled, "Showa," that is,
"Bright Peace" (the name given
to the present era in Japan) and
how to attain it in the world through
the Teachings of Bahli'u'llah.
Twelve musical numbers consisting of occidental music, piano, violin and vocal songs in English, German and Hawaiian completed the
program.
In the school rooms were exhibits
of history, art, geography, travel,
baseball, rugby, weather reports,
Esperanto and other subjects. In
the center of the Esperanto exhibition room, a tree placed upon a ta-

ble with rainbow streamers extending from its top had inscribed at
jts foot the word, "Mondpaco,"
"World Peace." Around it and on
three sides of the room Esperanto
literature from all parts of the
world was displayed. The conception of the Esperanto tree
coincided with word sw h i ch
Lidja Zamenhof, the daughter of
the author of Esperanto, wrote to
a group of Esperantists of Tokyo:
"Baha'u'llah, la granda Profeto de
la lasta jarcento, diris ant an ke]kdele jaroj, ke lingvo internacio cstas necesa por atingi la Oiamdauran Pacon. rria sama estis la motivo de la Autoro de Esperanto, kaj
tio cstas la stelo, kiu ne nul' verde,
sed per ciuj koloroj de cielarko lumigas kaj hriligas nian horizonton."
r:Che translation of this is: "Baha'u'11ah, the gTeat Prophet of the
last century said some sixty years
ago that an international language
was necessary in order to attain
Everlasting Peace. Such also was
the motive of the author of Esperanto, and that is the star which not
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only in green (the Esperanto
color), but with all colors of the
rainbow, brightens and illumines
our horizon."
In an adjoining room, travel by
means of Esperanto was represented. Here seated upon an aeroplane, "Esperanto," suspended in
the air by means of wires, was a
dummy which appeared to be traveling through the universe. Across
the room a paper globe represented
our world, and other planets were
indicated by stars.
In order to arrange the Esperanto exhibition, the students had
sacrificed their nights' sleep and
worked, with only one hour's rest,
through the night."~
This school also observes a fast
during the year. As most of the
students come from families of the
higher class and have never experienced what it is to go without sleep
or food, these meetings are held to
teach them (as explained in the
school pamphlet) "how delicious is
sleep and how much they owe to
food. "
The "fast meeting", as it is
called, is not compulsory, only each
student of Seikei is required to keep
it once during his school days there.
At the time of the fast, the boys
of the lower grades abstain from
eating two or three meals during
one day, while those of the higher
classes retire to a temple for three
days and keep a fast, except for
a bowl of rice water served each
day at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.
It is said, the first day they are
*These studeuts are trained to sacrifice sleep
through the observance once a year of a "sitting
up all night meeting," that is, during one night
they assemble in the school hall and spend the
night, first sitting in silence followed by talks from
the teachers, moving pictures, a walk out of doors,
and again silence broken after a time, until the

morning.

hungry, the second day they are
not so hungry, and the third day
their minds are clear. During
these three days they practice J apanese penmanship, and are advised
to omit their physical exercises.
For each time a student keeps the
fast, he is given a silver medal, and
if he keeps it five times, he receives
a gold medal.
Morning devotional service is observed in this school by the students
assembling in the main hall and
sitting there in silence for fifteen
minutes with hands folded in front,
but during the fast they remain in
silence for thirty minutes.
The eager, earnest students of
Japan are found everywhere. A
group which I have been privileged
to meet are the students studying
:EJnglish in the new Tokyo Y. M.
C. A., a six-storied building which
was opened December 29, 1929.
B ere three hundred and fifty young
men, most of whom work during
the day, attend the night school
which is held five evenings in the
week. I had the pleasure of teaching here as a substitute for a friend
several weeks. On three especially
arranged occasions the opportunity
was given me to speak of the Baha'i
Movement ,one of these times to the
English Speaking Club when about
one hundred assembled.
To share in any way in assisting
these bright, eager minds to find
true knowledge is indeed a joy and
a privilege.
In a Tablet from Abdu'l-Baha to
the late Dr. George J. Augur, of
Honolulu, are these words:
"Japan has great capacity, but
there must needs be a teacher who
will speak by the confirmations of
the Holy Spirit."
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THE PASSING OF LOUIS BOURGEOIS
s. V1.
nHE architect of the
U first Baha'i Temple of ,ry 0 r s hip in
America, and ill fact on
this continent, passed
to the life eternal on
August 19, 1930. rrhe
Raha'i world has thus
lost one of its most distinguished citizens.
Probably in every
country of the world
Mr. B 0 u l' g e 0 is was
known, at least in architectural circles, for his
nOlv famous design of
the Mashriqll'l-Adhkar
which is now in course
of construction on the
shores of Lake Michigan in Wilmette (suburb of Ohicago, TIl.).
Of this magnificent des i g n .M r. Bourgeois
himself wrote in a letter to a friend in these somewhat It reminds me of the Moving Picmystical terms:
hue called D'I8raeli. When this
"I cannot write on the rremple. mighty .Jew accomplished the im':Chis belongs to some one else to do. possible, all his frionds came to COllH is what others see i11 this Temple, gratulate him because of h18 WOllnot what I may say. It is too sacred derful ]10\ver. His answer was, 'I
to me to try to utter words about have no power, but they do not
it. It would be like a mother prais- know it.' Most people who appreing her child, besides it is not my ciate this 'new art' look to me as
child but God's child. Very few the creator of it, but the One Who
will see its reality in this age. I did it, they do not know-that One
cannot see the end yet regarding was the Blessed Perfection, Bah:'i,'the Temple, but I leave it all to the u'll3.h."
Blessed Beauty and to the Greate8t
Many times we have heard it said
Branch who shall 'build the Tem- by retul'lled Baha'i pilgrims from
ple of the Lord.' My share in it is the Holy Land that Abdul-Bah:'i, had
so small, it is not worth mentioning. said that the design was given to
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the world by Baha'u'lhih, that it
was Baha'u'llah's Temple.
Mr. Bourgeois submitted his
model at the Convention of Baha'is
held in New York City in April,
] 920, at which time his design was
chosen. The Temple as now being
constructed under the direction of
The Research Service, Inc., Managing and Supervising Engineers of
Washington, D. C., is somewhat reduced in size, the design having
been made smaller by Mr. Bourgeois himself in accordance with
the instructions of Abdu'l-Baha.
This Temple is dedicated to the
Oneness of God and the oneness of
mankind. Its reality both materially and spiritually will not be fully
understood, as Mr. Bourgeois intimated, for some time to come. It
is a Temple of Light, "the first
thing new in architecture since the
thirteenth century," according to
Mr. H. VanBuren Magonigle, past
president of the American Federation of Arts.

But to the minds of many one
of the most remarkable things about
this unique and magnificent edifice
is the fact that funds for its erection have come from many parts of
the world and only from Baha'is.
In the Words of Abdu'l-Baha,"
... from every country in the world
according to their various means,
contributions are continually being'
sent toward the fund of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar in America.... From
1he day of Adam until now such an
event has never been witnessed by
man that, from the farthermost
country of Asia contributions were
forwarded to America. This is
through the Power of the Covenant
of God."
Probably no modern architectural
creation of any kind has attracted
such widespread interest as Mr.
Louis G. Bourgeois' design of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, descriptions of
which have appeared in newspapers
and magazines around the world.

"Notht"ng short of dij'ect and constamt interacUon between the spiritual forces
emanating front this House of Worship centering in the heart of the Mashj'iqu'lAdhkd.j', and the energies consciously displayed by those who administer its affairs in
their service to humanity can possibly provide the necessary agency capable of removing the ills that have so long and so grievously afflicted humanity. F01" it is assuredly lLpon the consciousness of the efficacy of the Ret'elation of Bahri'u'llrih, reinforced on one hand by spiritual communion with His Spirit, and on the other by the
intelligent application and the faithful execution of the principles and laws He 1'evealed, that the salvation of a world in travail must ldtimately depend. And of all
the institutions that stand associated with His Holy Name, surely none save the institution of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkrir can most adequately provide the essentials of
Bahri'i worship and service, both so vital to the regeneration of the world. Therdn
lies the secret of the loftiness, of the potency, of the unique position of the Mashriqu'lAdhkrir as one of the outstanding institutions conceived by Bahri'u'llrih."
-Shoghi Effendi.
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IN MEMORIAM
To

LOUIS BOURGEOIS

THOU ART NOT DEAD
SHAHNAZ W AITE

o

thou who caught the vision crystal clear
And brought it forth to m,111 in outer form,
A thing so mystical, so wondrous fair,
That those who stand before it, bow their heads
As if before a shrine and say, "Behold!
This is the work of God, and not of man!
A Temple whose design Was drawn above,
And given to humanity through thee."
How pure a mirror must have been thy heart,
That it could draw from realms invisible
This radiant ray of truth, and it reflect
In all its splendor to a waiting world.
This is the Temple of the Living God,
A House of Worship, Unity and Love;
Where all who enter in are one in Him,
And in that oneness ever will abide.
Its form divine is like a mighty chord
Of sweet celestial music-spreading peace
And harmony throughout the world. It is
The "Lost Chord" found again, the chord of love,
That shall retune each heart with Power Divine
Dntil tlJe whole world joins in one great song,
That Song of Life-the Song of the Redeemed.
Blessed thou art, thrice blessed thou indeed,
Whom God didst choose to be a channel pure,
To give this Glorious Temple to the world.
Thou art not dead, but risen to higher realms,
Thy work not finished; thou shalt still work on
And gnide the hands of those who daily build,
Until completion crowns the Temple's brow;
Then with the "Choir Invisible" thou wilt join
In songs of praise, while from the temple's doors
The songs of little children, sweet and pure,
Will float out far upon etheric waves,
Encircling all the earth with Peace and Love.
In fondest memory thou wilt still live on,
And ever will the Temple speak of thee;
For God through thee didst give it unto man
A Monument of sacrifice and love
'fo shed its glorious light of knowledge true;
And in that light shall men sce face to face,
And East and West forevermore be one.

Hollywood, CaU/.,
September, 1930.

A CANDLE
MON"

WANDANITA

HILLE

A candle-once you said-if it would give light
Must give its life to the dark night,
Drop by drop. So when the feeble flame
Had flickered out I saw your name
In silver signature blaze across the darkened slry.
Then I knew why.
The frail, clear crystal bowl
That held your soul
Had shattered.
For, after all, what mattered
To you was Light!
And that there might
Be yet more light you gave yourself in rapt caress
To loveliness
That an all-roo-poignant beauty might raise
Itself in temple-towers for the future days.
Clear-etched against the lake
It towered in your vision. You knew not it would
break
Your heart with beautyThis sweetly dim altar to an unseen Deity.
You smiled-and slept-a slow, white slumber.
But do you know the number
Of lights you lit with your candle, as it dripped
It, life on those who dipped
Into your soul ? "You know!" you said, in accents
slow.
Ah, yes. We know . . . .

v;rilmot Roar!, Deerfield, Illilloh,
August 19, 1930.

THE ARCHITECT DEP AR TS
PI-IILIP

AMALFI

MARANGELLA

Build him no monuments of stone,
o faithful followers of Abha Light!
Unfurl nO banners by the zephyrs blown,
Ring bells no more, chain every song in flight!
Give God the praise. He gave, and taketh all;
Each soul must answer to his Master's call.
Ours be the loss, but his reward shall be
Imperishable; immortality.
Sculptor of Shrines for all Humanity!

Green Acre,
September 18, 1930.
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SOME ASPECTS OF MODERN SCIENCE

n.

The Pass'ing of Atomic Material,ZSl1i
GLENN A. SHame
Professor' of Physics, lVheaton College

H~ early doc~rine of physical
SCience "vas nghtly called Atomic Materialism. It accounted for
all physical phenomena by means
of the motions, impacts, etc., of
some sort of atom model, but made
no claim to account for the mental
and spiritual aspects of our lives.
As the triumphs in the p]1ysical
,'lorId increased, however, the a tomic world became more and more
real,while the mental and spiritual
,\ras regarded as more or less shadowy. By the end of the nineteenth
century this type of materialism
was generally accepted among scientific men and it would have
claimed all educated men had it not
been for the failure of the classical
physics to solve all our modern
problems. The radical change to
which the atom was subjected every
few years did much to disturb the
confidence of scientific men so we
are not far from the truth when
we say that mechanical materialism was finally destroyed by the
very progress of physical science.
The public at large, however, lags
a good many years behind the foremost minds so that we still see some
eighteenth cGl1tury materialism even
today, although it is hardly considered respectable!
Now this change called for a
truce between science and religion
so that the old time conflict is no
longer in evidence; nevertheless
there is a kind of materialism which

D

is just as dallgerous, if not more
so, to real spiritual and moral progress.
When the physical sciences discarded their crude atomic mode18,
because they .,vere inadequate faT'
their researches, these models were
taken over by the newer biologtcal
sciences I",hore they still occnpy an
important place. N o,v it is important to remember that while the
physical sciences no longer hold to
the old views of m3 Her they are
nevertheless "mechanistic." Th8yT
operat8 exclusively in a "m8chal1ical" world (using the term in a
broad sense) , a ,vorId in which
there is no urge or desire to attain
a definite goal.'
If a ball is releas8cl from the
hand it 'will fall to the ground but
the ground is not a goal for the
ball, that is it has no urge to reach
the ground. If an obstacle is placed
in the path of the ball, say a table,
it will fall upon the table and it
will make no effort to reach the
ground. It may, to be snre, roll
over the edge of the table and thus
reach the gronnd but no one ''lould
interpret that as an urge. Agai.n
when the ball is released wo kno,v
with certainty 'what will happon to
it. No,,,, when a fiovver turns toward the light it shows a IJurposivo
action and if an obstacle is placed
-~DougaII. Modern
Evolution, page 124.

M;3,terjali~m and Emergent
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in its way it will endeavor to get
around the obstacle but the ban
never exhibits any such purposive
action and it is with this kind of
world and with this kind only that
the physical sciences are concerned.
Moreover any science, biology or
psychology let us say, which bases a
theory upon a physical science is
necessarily mechanistic. Incidentally, as McDougall points out, the sciences find some difficulty in keeping
up with the rapid changes of the
latter and as a result very many of
them are still thinking in terms of
atomic materialism. If the simple
atom of Democritus cannot solve
the problems of physical science it
seems highly improbable that it can
solve even the simplest mental process. We need not dwell for a moment upon the obvious fact that as
a machine the mind is incomparably more complex than the most
baffling physical problem.
The object of the present article
is to indicate some of the conclusions of a mechanistic theory and
to explain, briefly, to be sure, the
grounds upon which such a theory
is based.
Modern Materialism,
then, as differentiated from the Atomic Materialism of the past, is essentially a mechanistic theory.
Let us examine some of the consequences of Modern Materialism
to see if our views of the origin,
purpose, and destiny of man is
thereby effected, for jf there are no
serious implications in the mechanistic science we shall not be particularly alarmed concerning it.
~ro quote from McDongal1 's recent book": "If the mechanist'ic asst~1nption is valid) we cannot validly
2 McDougall,
Evolutjon~

Modern

page 9.

Matel'ialis111

and
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postulate any, even the slightest, degree of freedom of choice, any effectiveness of our ideals and our aspirations for their fulfillment; we
cannot believe in the reality of
moral effect or of creative activity
of any kind; our belief that wc can
by our efforts contribute in some
degree of the realization of our
ideals; our belief that by taking
thought we may refine our ideals, or
give preference to the better over
the less good; our belief that by
self--discipline and culture we may
raise ourselves in some degree in
the scale of personal value and
contribute however little towards
the conservation of values--all such
beliefs are illusory." He has probably not overstated the case against
Modern Materialism and indeed
we are tempted to go one step
further. If all creative activity is
an illusion why not throw out the
mechanistic assumption "I rrhere is
some slight evidence that the whole
theory might fall of its own weight,
but we should not take that passive
attitude toward any vital question.
Revealed religion in the light of
such a theory would be pure superstition and herein lies its greatest
danger. The only religion possible
under such a system would be Pantheism for Deism is ruled out.
When we consider the circumstances it is not surprising that
some sort of scientific attack should
be made upon the mental process.
At the same time when a concrete
mechanical model was considerecl a
sufficient explal1ation for physical
phenomena the scientific method
appeared to be the only ideal one
and quite natmally if this is the
most perfect example of the way in
which God works it would cArtain-
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ly be consistent to apply this simple
and orderly procedure to the mind.
Moreover, about the time Modern
Materialism was taking shape, the
physical world was considered the
real world and it is but natural that
certain types of materialistic philosophers should look upon the mind
only in the light of a ready-made
mechanical model.
On the other hand, before a complete physical explanation of all
mental and spiritual aspects was
established, certainly before the
great mass of educated men realized
the consequences of the mechanistic
assumption, the physicist had
ceased to look upon a model of any
kind as ultimate reality.
Physicists today realize that they
cannot get very far behind the
symbols they use in equations. As
we have shown before a thing is no
longer considered real merely because it is concrete. As Eddington points out ". . . time might be
taken as typical of the kind of stuff
of which we imagine the physical
world to be built. ' , This suggestion
js very 11elpful, for time is real to
all of us but it is certainly not concrete, and to most of us energy is
also real but hardly more concrete.
Now if we could extend the same
idea to mass and to space as the
physicist is able to do, we should
realize that the physical world is
symbolic.
We may now summarize the
salient points:
1. The mechanistic theory is not
based upon the most modern and
consequently the only adequate concepts of the atom. To quote Eddington; "Physics today is not
likely to be attracted by a type of
explanation of the mind which it

would scornfully reject fOT its o'wn
ether. "
2. From the time of Newton to
the present physicists have made
no claim to account fOT mind or
spirit and it is reasonable to assume
that they are in a l)osition to realize
the limitations of physical science.
3. No philosophy or science
should claim the support of the
physical sciences upon matters
which the physical sciences repudiate. Eddington's reaction to this
point is very illuminating'; "Penetrating as deeply as we can by the
methods of physical investigation
into the nature of a human being
we reach only s~ymbolic description.
Far from attempting to dogmatise
aB to the nature of thG reality thus
3ymbolized, physics most strongly
insists that its methods do not penetrate behind the symbolism."
The efforts of psychology along
this line must be regarded in the
light of an explanation rather than
a series of significant discoveries.
The physicist drops a theory or explanation when he finds that it fails
to explain the observed facts. It
may happen, as in the case of the
wave theory of light, that he retaillf~
a theory provisionally if it seems to
explain some of the facts, but under
this condition the retained theory
is certainly not regarded as satisfactory. vVe do not maintain today
that we have a satisfactory theory
of light but 011 the contrary we are
inclined to regard the situation as a
dilemma.
Such things as intuition, spiritual guidance, creative impulses, etc.
are as real to a highly developed
people as fear, anger, and the desire for physica1 necessities are to
the general run of mankind, and
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they must he reckoned with hy any
theory that claims to explain mental and spiritual effects. rro maintain that spiritual experiences are
an illusion is comparable to saying
that all of the modern discoveries
iJl light are false merely becaus(:~
they cannot be expla ined upon the
old wave theOl'y.
A hundred blind men may testify
that the sun does not exist but jf a
few should receive sight they would
~mmediately discredit the testimony
of the rest. Again a community
may consist for the most part of
ignorant people but that would 110t
disprove the existence of wisdom,
foy' a few wise mf'll might so demoll:-;!rate the value of wisdom that the
ignorant would desit (' to attain it.
The only position ':hen, that ;Jsychologists can take (upon spiritual
matters) is the position that the
modern physicist takes 'with reference to the wave theory or any similar half tI'llth; that is they must
admit that they are in a dilemma
for the reason that the mechanistic
~heory will not explain all the facts.
Shall we ask psychology, then, to
explain our spiritual experiences,
putting them aside as illnsory if
they are not thus justified ~ No, we
must reject psychology for the
larger experience just as we reject an atom model as an explanation of the ultimate reality of some
physical law.
is sometimes claimed that when
sufficient data are collected psychology can explain mental and
spiritual operations with the same
accuracy that the physicists can
explain it physical phenomenon.
Even if true such a pronouneement
is far from satisfactory, for if man,
to illustrate the point, has no
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greater evidence for the future life
than the physicist has for the existence of the ether, he would certainly
be justified in turning materialist.
The whole difficulty is, as we have
t.ried to indicate, these two ideas
[Ire not comparable.
Finally we must remember that
any theory or hypothesis whicll is
proposed as an explanation of some
effeet cannot be attended with a
large number of exceptions. If the
mind is a machine, then it should
behave like a machine most of the
time. To assume that it is a machine but on account of an infinity
of unknown factors it practically
never functions as a machine can
hardly be taken as good ground for
a theory that rejects the most obvious and direct experiences of lif().
Again we can do no better than to
quote Eddington, "In comparing
things spiritual and things temporal, let us not forget this-Mind is
the first and most direct thing in
our experience; all else is remote
inference .... Surely then that mental and spiritual nature of ourselves, known in our minds by an
intimate contact transcending the
methods of physics supplies just
that interpretation of the symbols
'."hich science is admittedly unable
to give."
'We must always be ready to follow truth wherever jt leads, but in
rejecting the meclut11istic assumption we are rejecting a theory that
is built upon an unstable foundation and that does not take into account all of the facts of our mental experience.
In the last artiele wc shaH approach the problem from the spiritual rather than the rational standpoint.
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A PILGRIMAGE THROUGH PERSIA
111 arlynl oms a1ul the N e1U Civil'ization
MARTHA

L.

ROOT

This is the foU'rth install1nent of the serial stOTY b?J Miss Root clesc1'ibing her exIJ eriences in Persia.. The articles have been appec,ring monthly beginning with the
July Baha'i Magazine.

rtl)

Baha'i Pertlia! You have
"~ borne the martYl'doms, the
(~xiles, the loss of all your worldly
possessions, you have suffered and
yet worked on cont.inuously, day and
night, taking no rest. nor composure. You have established th e
Baha'i Cause on a :firm foundation.
You have looked to t.he western
friends to come. I give.YOll t.he
glad t.idings that. t.hey will come,
and soon. The rest of t.he world
can never t.hank you enough t.hat
you have st.ood in your place and
done your part to establish and promote the Teachings of Baha'"Ll'llah.
How many of the stories of the
martyrs come to my mind! Suleimnan Khan, a young man still in the
t.hirties, son of a statesman, when
the executioners had cut holes in
his body and after placing lighted
candles in the wounds paraded him
through t.he st.reets of Tihnin in
derision because he was a Baha'i,
he said to the chief: "Would you
please move this one candle that is
burning my hair and put it. in some
other place ~" Angrily asked why,
he answered very softly: "Because
13aha'u'l1ah's hand has t.ouched my
hair! "
The litt.le boy of t.welve years,
Houhullah Vargha, \,,-ho so courageously gave his life rather than deny
his 1-1ord, I have written as a story
apart from this, it is one of the
most touching spirit.ual tales in all

history. The child, after seeing his
rather cut to pieces for being a
BaM!i, the Chief of the Court who
could not persuade the boy to say
t.hat he was not a Baha'i, whispered
orders to strangle the lad a little
just to frighten him and t.hen he
would ask t.he boy again. This little boy strangled with the rope
around his neck did reg3in consciousness. The Chief of the Court.
coaxed him to give up his religion.
Rouhullah Vargha said: "No, I saw
Baha 'u 'llah, I ean never deny Him.
I will go as my father went." Dropping on his knees, as the Persians
pray, this little boy began to c113nt.
The Chief of the Court was so overcome he called out to the executioner to kill the child quickly, and
he himself ran out of the room
through the corridor past the other
Baha'i prisoners standing to await.
execution, and no more of those
prisoners were put to death that.
day. None of these people had done
anything. It is written on their
prisoner photographs taken before
their execution, that they had become Babis (Baha'is) which was
against religion.
No city, no province escaped, all
Imd their martyrs' graves. This
religion was accepted by many mul13hs, Seyids and statesmen as well
as by lay Muhammadans. Indeed,
foul' hundred distinguished mu1lahs accept.ed the teachings of t.he
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!Ji!cij·tha L. Rooi, (is a pilgT'im, /;rl7cen at the HaLLsI' of the BaD in ShiTM, Penia, on lWrr.?J
4, 1930. Th1:S is the TOOln where the BaD .iil'si. declared His m·ission. LCilw)' He declccrecl
it ut Mecca.

Bab and Baha'u '11a.11 and openly
declared their faith. ']lhey too,
were martyred.
TODAY THE VISITOH to Persia sees
that some of the most responsible
positions of the whole FJmpire are
entrusted to Bahit'is, and no Baha.'i
has ever betrayed the confidence reposed in him. They are most loyal,
trustworthy citizens who work fol'
the Government with all their
brains and all their heart. A. great
llew spiritual culture is arising in
Persi1a. When you read the account of the various Baha.'i COInmittees in 111 y next et l' tic 1 e
you will see the training that is
transforming th(:J believers into efficient workers. rrhe y a l"(j broadened and evolved through the

Teachings of 13aha.'u 'Hab. lnvery
Baha.'i too without exception educates his sons and daughters, and
,vhen he cannot do it the National
Spiritual Baha.'i Assembly helps
him.
One man who knows all Persia
very well said that some of the
young people educated ill J1Jurope
lose the spirit and striet observance of their ancestral .Muhammadan religion. ']lhey cease to believe in their Prophet and are reaJly
a,gnostic. Before tbey went abroad,
iJwir religion was the foundation
of their purity and character. Losing their religion, they lose their
highest ideals. reheD when they
come back sometimes they are not
sincere with themselves or with
others. r:eheir ancestors, although
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they had not been trained in education as we know it today-still
they were moral, pure and sincere.
The great service which the Baha'i
Cause is giving to the present generation is the morality, the pure
life, the sincerity of their forefathers plus the new sciences and
modern education. This is helping
to build the new Persia.
The great masses of the Baha'i
students who, because of the financial condition of the country, cannot afford to study in Europe and
in the United States, still are getting education in the Baha'i schools
and in other schools of the nation;
in their studies of the Teachings
of Baha'u'llah they catch the illumination and they evolve to a high
spiritual culture which combines religion and the sciences.
Even the humblest Baha'i in the
smallest village-and there arc five
hundred villages in Persia where
there are Baha'is-has become tolerant, kind and really internationally-minded. Foreigners going into
Persia are astonished to find that
these poor peasants in the cradle
of Central Asia are liberal-minded
toward people of all other religions.
Men sometimes study forty years
to become mullahs, but their learning belongs to the past; when speaking with a Baha'i peasant they cannot always answer his arguments.
Another man whom I met in Persia, this one a Baha'i, told me that
there are many laws passed in Parliament about elections. Some of
f11e laws preclude Baha'is. If one
is known to be a Baha'i, according
to the laws he cannot become a parliamentarian. One day this Baha'i,
\vhen speaking to a well-known
member of Parliament, said to him:

"You have among your Parliament
members Zoroastrians, Jews, Christians who really do not believe in
Muhammad. 'Why do you exclude
Baha'is who believe in Muhammad
and know His Station as the Messenger of God ~ He replied: "Those
Zoroastrians, Jews and Christians
have no influence over us, while you
Baha'is, although you are a minority, you are uprooting us, you are
taking great numbers of our members. This is why we do not wish
you to have more power. I shall
tell you the truth, we do not wish
you to increase in influence in Persia."
However, the Baha'i Cause is
progressing steadily. During these
five weeks of the writer's stay, a
Persian Almanac was being published. It had a large paid advertisement against the Baha'i movement inserted by enemies. Although
the book was in the press and four
hundred copies had been finished,
when the National Spiritual Assembly took this matter up with government officials the advertisement
was ordered out of the book. The
four hundred copies were ordered
to be sent to the Police Department
where this page was cut out from
everyone of the four hundred
COpIes.
THE WRITER was present at an
amateur theatrical performance
given by Baha'i young men before
seven hundred men and women in
the Grand Hotel theatre to raise
money for the Baha'i Library. It
was interesting to see that (just as
at the cinemas now) the men and
women attended, the ladies sitting
in one half of the theatre and the
men in the other part. Many gov-
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When Baha'is of TiMan hold their Feasts they fill la1'ge gar'dens to oVM'fio1JJing, [me!
even at that only a portion of the Tih'ran Baha'is can attend anu one Feast.

ernment people were present, captains, policemen, at least a third
of the audience was non-Baha'i. A
fine orchestra was playing and
every musician was a Baha'i. The
actors, and they were all Baha'is,
performed with the capacity and
ease of professionals, and received
the deserved applause due to true
artists. The drama had to do with
education, the calamity of the rich
father who refused to give his son
an education and the blessing to the
poor man who struggled that his
boy might be trained in the sciences.
On a blackboard in the last act
were the Words of 'Abdu'l-Baha on
the necessity of education. Also a
chorus of Baha'i children chanted
one of the Baha'i poems.
The Tarbiat Baha'i School for
Boys and the School for Girls will
be written about in a separate

article. However, Persians told
me that many great families send
their children to these schools because of the high moral character
of the training. For fifteen years
they were the highest institutions
of their kind in Persia, excepting
one government school which was
known as the University. Now the
government has established excellent schools. The children of His
Imperial Majesty Pahlevi Shahaushah attended the Tarbiat Schools
before he was Shah, and afterwards
a teacher from Tarbiat Schools has
been one of the teachers in the
Royal Palace; for His Royal Highness the Crown Prince Muhammad
Reza Pahlevi and the Shah's
daughters now have private tutors.
So many children from the provinces have asked to come and study
in the Tarbiat Schools, but it is not
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possible until a dormitory can be
built for them. I asked how much
such a dormitory would cost and
the National Spiritual Assembly
said it would require thirty-five
thousand dollars. It would be very
beautiful if the west could do this
for the country boys and girls of
Persia. Any service which is rendered for education to this nation
which is making such a stupendous
effort, is a good relationship which
would never be forgotten. Eighteen dollars a year pays the tuition for a pupil in either school.
J\hss Adelaide Sharp of San Francisco who has been the Director of
the Girls' School since 1929 received a letter of appreciation from
the Persian Board of Education for
her modern scientific methods. Dr.
Susan I. Moody of Chicago who has
worked in Tihran for years has
done much to help these schools.
No ACCOUNT of the new civilization in Persia would be just without
a full description of the wonderful
work of His Imperial Majesty Pahlevi Shahanshah. But I hope my
articles about him may appear simultaneously with this narrative.
However, what I did not state and
what will interest Baha'is, is that
His Imperial Majesty Pahlevi Shahan shah was born in the same Province, Mazandaran, near the village
of Nur where the family of Baha'u'llah lived.
As Baha'u'llah's
father was a Minister, the family
was much in Tihran and Baha'u'llah Himself was born in the capital, but 'Abdu'l-Baha was born in
Nur. During my stay in Tihran, I
heard that His Imperial Majesty
telegraphed to the Persian Ministers in Moscow and Askabad, and

Persian subjects Baha'is imprisoned in those cities were freed and
allowed to return to Persia. His
Imperial Majesty is very just and
very neutral. He probably would
have done the same if the Persian
subjects had been Muhammadans or
Christians. This was only one of
several Baha'i incidents which
showed that he is fair to all his
subjects and tolerant. There 11as
been very little Baha'i persecution
since civil laws were introduced in
Persia, chuing his reign.
Just about two years ago the
Persian Government introduced
the civil code which thus did away
with the old religious courts. Where
the Muhammadan religion has
heretofore played a leading role
sometimes running counter to the
government, now the power of the
mullahs is much less. ,Vhcn the
Persian government began the universal military service, conscription, the M uhammadan religions
authorities definitely opposed it, bnt
the government decided that the religions elements must not oppose
the laws of the land. Certainly the
power of the mullahs is mnch less
under the new regime.
Something else in Persia has
helped indirectly towards tolerance.
One year ago the government ordered that the kulah (the black
Persian hat for men, really a kind
of fez) shonld be changed to the
Pahlevi hat, which is a cap, for it is
the knlah with a little brim in front.
vVhen the Muhammadans touch
their foreheads to the floor in prayer they must turn this cap, even
though it is very awkward to do
this, with the peak to the back, for
it is not the cnstom to take the hat
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off. Small as this departure of the
kulah may seem to the western
world, still it is an orientation to-wards change in thought. It is an
interesting fact that when 'Abdu 'lBaha was in New York City in
1912, He said to His Persian secrEotary, Mr. Valiollah Vargha, who
had come from TihI'lln: "The
kulah is a very good hat, but it
ought to have a little brim to protect the eyes." Mr. Varglm bonght
a French hat and from it fashioned
a kulah with a brim 01' peak to it
and used it sometimes, in the United
States. 'Abdu'l-Baha said to him:
"'rhat is very good." rrhenviheJ1
the Persian government first in troduced the Pahlevi hat and the soldiers were wearing them even though
the law hac1not been passed mah:ing
this compulsory, Mr. Varghaworc
the Pahlevi bat. His employer, an
ambassador, said: "You will be insulted and persecuted in the street,"
hut Mr. Vargha replied: "I am
going to wear it anyway because
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'Abdu'l-Baha approved this very
kind of hat."
Then too the government passed
a law two years ago 1,hat the ove)'coat must replace the abii. This
was another help to bring tolerance.
Only legitimate mullahs vvho could
come forward and pass a rigid examination that they possessed the
high qualifications to be spiritual
teachers of Islam could wear the
turbans and the aba.s. Before that
time thousands uuder the gnise 0 f
turbans a 11(1 abas could commit
deeds that no country that is an
honorec1 member of the IJeagl1e of
Nations, which Persia is, eoul(1 allow.
His Imperial Majesty Shahallshah Pahlevi is one of the most
creative rulers Persia 118 s had since
tho founding of the Persian JDmpire by Oyrus. He is vVOTking 110t
only for Persia but that Iran mny
cooperate with all the oth(~l' great
countries for the welfare of humanity.

(To be Gonf;inued)

THE NEW GREEN ACRE
l~oUls G-. G-nEGO I1V

RfDIDN ACRm~ has long been
known to readers of the
Baha'i Magazine. It has lived a
generation; yet it is now new. The
reference is not to physieal changes
but rather to the new spirit which
swept over its activitios during the
past season and aroused general
testimony to something new born.
]-1'01' a year or more, perhaps during
many years, this community struggled in the pursuit of ideals wl1ieh
* The

Baha'i Summer Colony in Eliot, Maine.

now seem measLlrahly attained.
':rhe aim is concentration upon that
which is real both in the single and
the mass life of mankind. Here
idealists meet and strive to combine
recreation with knowledge, rest with
service, change witI] system, freedom with devotion, activity with
service. The fame of this spot has
spread around the world. Men amI
women of genius have here shared
their gifts with others. Literature,
art, science, statecraft, education,
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commerce and religion have been ous Bab inaugurated the season. A
its patrons. But its greatest treas- flood of light was shed upon this
ure is the hearts of those who have wonderful character by selected
humbly served, making others readings, prayers and addresses.
happy through their warmth and One might well feel himself amid
glow. Green Acre has its shining those times that tried the souls of
river, golden sunsets, fragrant men and marked the birth-cries of
flowers, wooded acres, mysterious the New Age. The deeply mystical
pines, attractive buildings and sac- and spiritual ,vere vividly set forth.
red hill. It is inwardly equipped It revealed an influence of marvelthrough the harmony of its friends ous power in its first contact ,vith
to create joy in human hearts and the appalling glooms and shadows
io attract souls to the supreme of a waiting world, a power that
knowledge of God. This is the spreads increasing circles of light.
fountain which is perennially new.
Special occasions were those comPeople came from New England, memorating the life of Miss Sarah
:N e'N York, the middle West and the .T. Farmer, the founder of Green
sunny South. They appeared in Acre, the anniversary of the visit of
divers shades of thought and color, 'Abdu'l-Baha to Whom its workers
of varying social ranks, some mild turned for guidance; and Eliot and
and contemplative, others strenu- Portsmouth days. The village of
ous or executive in type, yet all il- Eliot in which Green Acre nestles is
lumined by the same sun, drawing a stronghold of orthodoxy. It yet
life from one soil and sustained by takes pride in its somewhat waythe breezes of the same Heaven. ward offspring and those occasions
Each found a broader horizon and are always notable which bring the
received a spiritual boon in ming- two communities, typifying the
ling kindly with his fellow beings. fundamentalist and modernist in
Green Acre has a message for religion, into cooperation, mutual
those who seek the treasures of God understanding and the exchange of
friendly sentiments. Each finds in
concealed in man.
the other that which is worthy of
THE PAST SEASON was preeminent- cultivation.
ly a workers' convention. Those
Portsmouth day was the means of
who are striving in various ways to assembling a brilliant company with
uplift and guide humanity confer- an orchestra of a dozen pieces,
red and gained inspiration. Speech with its officials and workers to
is golden when it reflects action. voice its traditions of freedom, inPerpared addresses showed a terracial justice and its humane at'Kealth of information produced by titude to all who labor for the good
labor as well as inspiration. Many of humanity.
Portsmouth and
impromptu talks seemed coined in- Green Acre have so much in comto expression by the powers of the mon that although one is a city and
l1eart.
the other the country and they are
f-ieparated by a river and the boundThe sacred anniversary which ary between states, yet in realitv
marks the martyrdom of the glori- they seem like one community aVs
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each in its own way applies thu
ideals of the New Age to the service of all mankind.
Parents sometimes lend thuir
children to Green Acre, this for
various reasons. A group of those
of very tender years lived Oll a farm
not far away. When it was mentioned to them that they IUHl better
attend a class at Fellowship B0118e
they all went on a strike. ,Vas this
not vacation time'? MUl-lt they ::;pellll
all their time at prayer "I r:l1ruly
does the modern revolt against eUNtom, affect all humanity! Yet the8e
dear children yielded to a mild persuasion whieh prompted a trial for
just once.
After getting started, they loved
the stories so much that when those
who had charge of them wished to
discipline them, they were not allowed to attend the elasses. What
happiness in journeying ove1" the
mountain-tops, to the moon, in the
wilds of adventure throngh the forests, and to share in the deeds 0['
118roie lives and to gain knowledge
from the Nfanifestations of God!
These deal' children sho-wed a joy
that ,vas unmistakable. rrhcy di::;played precocity. T'hc heaven that
is neal" them in their innocence
cheered their hearts. A touching'
incident was that near the dose of
the season a child's love for God
was the canse of the assembling of a
number of mature people together
to hear the messa.ge of the Kingdom.
-With what joy did we lJail the
youth, those whose lives are ;jll:st
lmdding into ma turity! Should they
be expected to abandon their playf'ulne::;t:i? ,Vhy Hhoul(] they't 1::1 not
.youth the time to he froliesomc'?
Yd illO:se were Bah~t 'i youth indeed
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in that they gravitated to the universal, showing no sense of separation from the elders, pursuing their
pleasures with moderation and
delving earnestly into the divine
teachings so as to fortify their
young Jives for the trials and struggles as well as the suecesses and
victories that must come to thot::e
,vho are faithful. rrhese young people went in for intellsive stlHly, nllsorbing the Brilliant Proof und the
Hidden Words ancl beillg able 10
state their ideas in a WHY to eommand admindiol1. With a senNe of
gratitude and confidence do ,Ye lean
npon those who al'e young HmI
strong and who as fnture guides
will direct the destilli es of mall kind.
Those who sought a broader horizon with supersti ti ons dispelled
could listen to a brilliant series of
lectnres on the begi.nnillg of onc of
the -world's great ci v j 1izations, tJ lio':::
being a study of what }\[uhmnmacl
brought to mankind. This is Olle of
the necessary elements in the study
of comparative religions, the objed
being to establisll the validity of an
religions by discovering the unity
upon the plane of reality. How
men of genius snch as Carlylc amI
other thinkers have reacted to the
Prophet of Islam, thp motif and
genius of the Prophet Himself, the
reverence He inspired by His luminous teachings, the lUi:ltre that He
shed UpOll mOll, the 8wakeuing' of
culture, diffusion of kllolvleclge, the
::;aintly lives and the men of genins
that fiowered forth as a result of
the mystical power that He wielde(l
and His propheiie vision of the Sllpreme. Light appeariug in this maJ'velous age. Sueh,vcl'u thougH s
that a;wakc)]l irnpn]ses of llobilii.y.
Delights, HcloHllucmts a]\(l enpaci-
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ties are served in the quest for
God. Perhaps some found the True
One in the classes for meditation
and prayer that swung, like a pendulum between the Fellowship
House and the Pines.
Others
might perceive the light of guidance in the Hidden Words or Seven
Valleys, or in the group studies of
divine sociology and following
guidance.
THE NEED FOR order, which of old
was called heaven's first law and
the evolution of an administration
which binds the strongest to the
weakest by the bonds of divine wisdom and love, were set forth by a
man of affairs with large experience, and thence came a wealth of
illustration drawn from actual
knowledge. That which lends itself
harmoniously to the rapid changes
of the world, which is firm yot not
harsh, gentle yet strong, mighty
yet simple, will survive the wreck
of material things and the crash of
conflicting theories and doubts.
Baha'i administration attaining its
ideal in action will increasingly
serve men of all religions through
tl1e years.
There came from another man of
affairs a resume of the world's
treasures in architecture. It was
a liberal education and a broadening of culture to trace the graceful
flowering forth of constructive genius as expressed in the building
of temples of worship in all the
ages and cycles. Shown a people's
monuments, we can easily read
their civilization. As we followed
the words of the speaker, as well as
the beautiful portraits shown upon
the screen, through the Egyptian,
Greek, Roman, Moorish, Byzantine,

Rennaissance and modern, we were
prepared for what was the fitting
climax: the structural and architectural beauty of the great universal Temple of today, the temple of
light, which like the horizon will
cover all men. Here indeed is overshadowed "the g>lory that was
Greece and the grandeur that was
Rome" even in their most halcyon
days, this through the Glory of the
Highest.
Baha 'u 'l1ah declares:
"This is a great and magnificent
century and that which is hidden
and concealed in man shall be revealed in this day." How marvelous is man when he becomes divinely conscious!
Opportunities were also afforded
to absorb views in practical education, several professional educators bringing to bear their experiences and range of knowledge.
They developed the trend in modern education to get beyond set
forms, ancient dogmas and lifeless
platitudes. Baha'u'l1ah was quoted
as commending studies but of those
sciences which "do not begin and
end in mere words."
Another course of lectures reviewed the latest book of Prof. Eclclington, the noted British scientist
and made it apparent how the present scientific mind is striving to
explore the universe and discover
the cause of causes. In what was
developed the absolute need of the
Manifestation became apparent.
For whether the effort be to trace
"natural laws in the spiritual
world" or spiritual laws in the
world of nature, men can apprehend the unseen reality only in the
way He makes clear. The scientific mind is increasingly awe-struck
at the phenomena of the universe.
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Men make ideal progress when they
seek to know the Creator along with
His creation. The mind is brightened by the evolution of science;
but out of the depth of the heart
comes the longing' to know!
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limitations and differences in the
How of the divine. Although the
holding of so many meetings imposed a great physical strain, a]]
sessions were crowded and people
seemed to forget all save their love
for reality and their wish to know
more of divine love. The Olleness
of the human family; the removal
of the blight of human prejudiee8;
the scientific and spirituaJ light 0('
unity and freedom; the overpowering joy that appears in true brotherhood; the progrcss of those who
seek to build rather than destroy;
a just appraisement of spiritual valLies and a willingness to recognize
merit though concealed by worldly
station; courage, faith, vision, selfsacrifice; pursuit of the ideal and
upholding the principles that arc
sublime and eternal: These are a
few of the lights which attraeted
souls to the perfect way.

A FLOOD OF new ideas and the de.scent of heavenly bounties marked
the holding of the regional convention. It was a meeting of teaching
and one of the noblest training
classes for teachers.
Teachers
came in greater numbers and with
an enthusiasm rarely seen during
many years.
Their eloquence
soared to the highest plane as they
consulted about the joys of teaching, the technique of approach, the
plan to open new cities, the way to
invoke the spiritual l}ower which
is the means of attraction, the confirmation which comes to traveling
teachers, the severance and sacrifice
needed, the need of firmness in the
THE PAST SEASON was a demonCovenant and loyalty to the Cen- stration of the power of unity whict1
ter of life and the apprehension of reached so high an efficiency that
those Holy Breezes which waft from inquirers found the atmosphere
the Paradise of Abha. rrhese meet- Pentecostal and so declared jt.
ings continued beyond the appoint- Some ,vho came as agnostics found
ed time and perhaps reached their their doubts resolved into certainty
climax in the one held 011 Mount and are now seeking to spread the
Salvat, where a recent pilgrim to teachings in their respective enviHaifa brought back a wealth of wis- ronments that humanity may grow.
dom and a spiritual heat which rrlms may hearts discover the mysseemed to set hearts aflame. Rarely teries of the new creation 1 rrhu8
if ever has a greater number of may injustice end and oppression
teachers been heard and those who give way to freedom of the realm of
taught as a rule showed humility day! Thus may patience with clay,
rather than self-sufficiency.
a trait of great souls, keep love upon
The conference for interracial the plane of permanency which is
amity and the teaching convention, divine! rrhus may minor notes bealthough separated from each other come majors and celestial songs be
by a week seemed to be one con- heard that mark the change of ertinuous meeting in all of which the ror's night into endless day! Thus
gems of reality continued to flash may the Spirit of God envelop the
forth and to dazzle by their splen- world and all humanity within its
dor. People forgot their human radiant form!
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SEARCHING FOR TRUTH
A SPIR.ITUAL AUTOBIOGRAPHY
In this, the thij'd cmd conduding instaU1IIent, the writer rlescribes how he wetS Led
both through logical concepts nnd through S}Jl~Tit'/{.ctl intuition to n n71lctrknble realization of the Bah6,'i Teachings. The paUern of this qlwst faT T'l'uth wi,ll Imclo'U.bteclly
suggest to ma,ny j'ectclej's similar expcrience.'; of their own for it may be said that
the world today 'is unive'I'snUy seekin,(j.

~HE
rf.l.~ the

!

two years tl:a: Rpent at
Harvard DlV1l11ty School
proved 011e of the most thrilling intellectual and spiritual episodes of
my life. Here I found the privilege
of contact with great professorial
intellects, a training in exact scientific approach to knowledge even in
the field of religion, a fellowship of
earnest sincere students, and an opportunity to browse ad libitum in
the magnificent library of religious
literature.
One of the three most formative
intellectual influences of my life
"vas George Foote 1£oo1'e, professor
of history of religions, perhaps the
greatest thinker in that field in the
world; a tremendous intellect at
'whom the very professional lights
of Harvard marveled and called the
, 'Encyclopedia of Harvard." His
el'udition was both vast and exact
in many fields. I took all the
courses offered by him in the history of religions, and when I had
finished had a marvelons birdseye
view of the great I'eligions movements throughout the world's history.
Strangely enough the effect of
t11ese courses at the Divinity School
with the treatment of religion used
by these great scholars was to minimize ra the!' than to magnify religious faith and enthusiasm. The
mysti{lal was ra ther scoffed at and
derided. Heligion came to appear

the expresslOll of man's ideas
of the universe rather t h a n
any distinct revelation horn God.
It was rather interesting to note
the reaction to all this on the part
of the more evangelical type of students enrolled. In order to keep
their ardent faith in Christianity,
these students zealously refrained
from any thought or discussion concerning that critical approach to
the Bible and to religion which was
current at Hal'vard.
I have found from other sources
that the Harvard Divinity School
is not unique in this peculiar and
paradoxical effect of tending to destroy the religious faith of those
receiving its training for the ministry. (Even Divinity Schools cannot withstand the Spirit of the
Age.) A gradual transition had
been taking place for some decades
as regards curriculum; now no
longer did Divinity students find
it necessary to study Hebrew or
Greek in order to read the Bible in
the original. The courses most popular 'with tlle students were history
of religions, philosophy, and sociology-courses which helped to
bring the students into rapport with
the intellectual life of the contemporary world rather than courses
which dealt with the BilJle as a
unique source of truth.
PERSONALLY I found, however, an
absorption in certain directions in
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the more direct spiritual life, most
notably in the course on mysticism
given byWilliam W. J1'e11n (later
Dean of the Divinity School)---who
handled the subject of the history
of mysticism in a more devout and
sympathetic way than it was being
handled in other modernistic theological seminaries-a truly remarkable man who was able to appreciate the most delicate mystical
thoughts of the great spiritual writers of the past and to place them
in their proper relationship to
rrruth as a whole.
Of even greater value to me than
this course was my own deep reading in the sacred books of the great
world religions, of which I found
an immense amount of material in
the libTary of the school--material
hard to find elsewhere. Here I
found my real spiritual education
rather than in the courses given by
professors. In reading these writings of the great mystics of all religions I discovered two striking
facts: first that they all approached
truth from such similar viewpointR
that many times one could not ten
from the context whether Olle was
reading the rapt utterances of a
Christian, a Hindu, a Buddhist, a
Muhammadan, or a ChilleRe mystic.
The reason for this spiritual eonsanguinity is apparent. Mysticism
being in reality the flowering of religion and its highest expression,
these great souls who had made the
most eomplete contact with the Divine Being were all relating in their
writings the same experienee. When
they sang of the love of God and
of the joy of union with J-Iim, they
were all writing of an experience
which is as universally catholie to
the human sOlll flS iR the experi-
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enee of human] ove. H ere on this
altitude there was no difference or
opposition of thought.
Secondly, I diseovered that the
styles of writers of spiritual subjects differed in proportion to the
power and sineOTity of their inspiration. It would almost seem as jf
their words beeaIDe impregnated
with a certain vibration or rhythm.
I became finally so sensitive to this
rhythm of style that I eould tell
immediately the degree of sincerity
and the spiritual height of the soul
of the writer, regardless of the
sentiments expressed. Let me make
this clear. A book may contain
most lofty sentiments and yet be
the expression of an insincere soul.
How can one discover this discrepancy? By sensitiveness to the spiritual vibration of the written or
spoken wOTCl one ean learn to cliseriminate and distingnish the sincere from the insjneere. r]lhis power
of quiek analysis 11as proved very
valuable to me in all my spiritual
reading, has guided me to only tlw
purest and best spiritual thought
amI expression, and became a s a
touchstone which :finally led me to
the full appreciation of the spiritual utterances of Bahft 'n 'llah nnder an experienee which I will presently narrate.
During my i-irst year at the Djvinity Sehool I experimented with
a vegetarian diet with two results:
:F'irst, that in the lack of proper
substitutes-eating as I did at the
university commons-I came to suffer from lack of sufficient protein
and found myself nervous and rundown; secondly, I beeame exceedingly sensitive, and this sensitiveness, while a deterrent in the ordinary transactions of life, proved
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an advantage as regards spiritual
intuition which I found quite increased in the course of the year.
I discontinued the experiment
~md have since followed a normal
diet~"

THE events which immediately
led up to my contact with the BaM,'i
Movement and my acceptance of it,
I will now briefly narrate.
In the course of my first year at
Harvard, meditating over a book I
was reviewing for the Boston Transcript which dealt critically with
the values of present day society
and presented an ideal organization
for humanity, I came to a conclusion which both then and now
seems logical and sound. ' 'This is
a splendid picture of the ideal humanity which the author is painting," I thought to myself as I walked for exercise and meditation on a
beautiful spring morning past the
sparkling water of the Brookline
reservoir, "but who is able to put it
across 1 Can the author persuade
humanity to adopt this splendid
type of civilization, or can I myself
with the utmost of enthusiasm and
spiritual power which I might hope
to develop in the course of my ministry bring the whole world to this
foundation?" The ludicrousness of
this caused me to smile. Plainly
such a thing was unthinkable that
any human being could bring all
humanity to one thought, one opinion, and one mode of action-no
matter how gloriously appealing on
the plain of the ideal.
But the more I reflected upon
the imperative need of humanity
'That vegetarianism or fasting are not In the present
age essential steps to spiritnal development is definitely stated in the Baha'i Teachings.

for the adoption of such a perfect
pattern of life, the more I felt the
inevitableness of a cultural revolution. On these two premises my
conclusion was therefore drawn,
that the time was ripe when, since
no one of human power could accomplish this need for humanity,
we should again have upon earth
a Being of more than human spiritual dynamics, both to reveal and to
J]'itt into effect this Ideal Oivilization.
A FEW months after this experience, while being at York Beach,
Maine, during my summer vacation,
I gravitated to Green Acre as a
natural result of my general policy
of seeking out any new thing. I
had read in the Boston papers frequently of the discussions of universal religion at Green Acre and
my interest had been aroused. Finding myself now in close proximity
to this unique center of thought I
dropped in one Sunday afternoon
just in time to hear a lecture on
sculpture by a New York artist. It
was a glorious August afternoon,
of a quality of summer weather
which only Maille can give, and the
lecture was held under a tent the
sides of which were up enabling
a view of the beautiful sunlit waters of the Piscataqua I' i g h t I y
called by the Indians "HiveI' of
Light.' ,
However, as so frequently happens in life, it WitS not the lecture
on sculpture which I was led there
to receive. At the close of this
somewhat pompous and egotistical
talk, I went up to the platform
to greet, not the lecturer, but the
presiding officer and director of
Green Acre, Miss Sarah J. Farmer,
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whom I had personally met at Mrs.
Ole Bun's home in Oambridge; and
whose sweet smiling face upon the
platform had inspired me more
than the words of the lecturer.
As I recalled myself to her acquaintance she took and held my
hand for some time and looking intently at me she said: " Have yOU
heard of the Persian l{evelati'on'?
I know by your eyes that you are
ready for it. (A remarkahle discermnent, as the reader will presently see; for within half an hour
from that moment I was to become
an assured Baha 'i.) Go to that lady
with the gray veil. She will ten
you about it."
The lady with the gTay veil (Mrs.
Mary Lucas, soprano soloist, who
had just returned from a visit to
Abdu'I-Bah3, in His Prison at
Akka) drew me under the shade of
an apple tree and in that simple
natural spot unfolded to me the
story of a new spiritual revelation
for humanity and assured me that
our spiritual Lord was in very fact
upon the earth.
"
So prepared had been mv intellect for this very fact by my meditation, previously described, upon
the need of a universal revelation
and Revelator, t 11 a t I aecepted
without further query or any obstacle of scepticism this great Truth
and have held to it ever sinee. What
doubts I had were to come later as
!,he critical intellect put into play
Its effect. But the inspiration of
these early days in the Cause
were to me like the fresh and joyous hours of dawn, when the birds
sing of the glories of God as expressed throughout His firmament
and the flowers sparkle with tran-
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scendent beauty in a fresh morning
dew undissipated by the heat of life.
THERE was then hardly any litenlture upon the subject and the teachings of this Movement had to be
acquired through direct eontact
with individuals. Therefore I decided to come and spend a few
weeks at Green Aere in order to
absorb more knowledge of this
Movement which had so gripped
my spirit. As s 0 0 n a s my
business permitted I earried out
this purpose, and spent three glorious weeks at Green Aere-weeks
transcendent in sweet human fellowship and in glorious inspiration
and guidanee. Here I found others, both mature men and women
and inspired youths, traveling the
road which I had but shortly taken.
In this spiritual fellowship -were
iwo young college graduates, now
well known throughout the Balla'i
world, who became wonderful spiritual comrades to me-HnrlanF'.
Ob er and Alfred E. Lnnt.
All that Brook Farm aimed to be
---a lofty and divine fellowship of
ldndred minds-Green Acre baR
proved to be; and this has been
possible in practical working out
for the reason that here the impossible feat was not attempted of
earning a liviIlg at the same time
as holding spiritual concourse.
My most impressive contact with
the Baha'i literature was the aetual
Words of Baha:u'llah as published
in a tiny pamphlet where some of
the so-called" Hi dden Words" were
gathered together. This booklet I
would take from my vest poeket as
I walked the fields, and the vibration of these holy words were as
fire to my spirit. I literally seemed
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to ·walk on air, to he lifted 11p above
the ground.
Now all of the sensitivGness
gained by my vegetari an diet and
all of tlle po,ver of diagnosis as
applied to spiritual writings became
cffective, in enabling' me to perc-eivG the transcendent power of the
Ba-ha/i vVord. :0J 0 spiritual writiug in all my reading through the
s<lcred books from the dawn of civilizatioll up to now had the dvnamic
spiritual creative llower· which
these vlTOrds of Bahii'u'llah had.
rrhus the spiritual impression of
!fis utterance cOIToborated the logICal approach to the )fovement
which had been "working out in my
intellect and which had enabled me
to immediately accept. the asto-unding fact of a Divine Revelator actually being upon earth.'x,
From
tllis moment on mvJ thono'ht
•
to)
my hfe, my efforts have been
thrown into this great universal
Movement fOT humanity which r
found to contaill all the 'ideals that
have been conceived for humanity,
and which also, viewed 11OWeVCl'
critically contained nothing that
should be omitted from a perfect
pattern. All tlle trutllS which I had
sought and previously f ouncl in
other movcmcnts reached t 11 c i r
apotheosis for me in the Baha'i
'Jlruth"
As was natural, my relatives and
friends took rather lightly my llew
religious faith, and predicted that
it "vould soon yield ground to some
other noyelty. But their predic'Many who have become Baha"is haw been led to
t~€ acceptance of the Revelation by the more mYs~
beal process of meeting in vision and being taught
by 'Ab-du'l-Baha before they came in contact outwardly with the Baha'i Movement. Son~e of these
experiences we hope to publish at a future date in
The Baha'i :Maga",in~.

tions have proved false. "\Vhat had
appeared to be fickleness in preyions years was in reality a seareh
for truth ·which would accept nothing short of perfection. The giving up of the semi-perfect had been
no betrayal of loyalty to Truth. For
how could one attain to pure gold
if one remained content with baser
metals 1
The ·whole world is today searching indifferently or earnestly, as
the case may be, for truth and is
rapidly discarding the old forms.
rrhis is because a Hew epoch is at
hand, and the old traditions do not
avail for the life of todav. Tfhis
search for a new religious' pattern
is as ",vide as the human race itself, and is going on among the
youth of Islam, of Hinduism, of
Oonfncianism, of J udaism, even as
i.t is among the yonth of ChristG11dom.
I present this brief tale of my
own spiritual life that it may po~
sibly inspire and encourage those
who are still on the road of search.
In the 'V 0 rds of Baha 'u 'Hah: "The
steed l1pOll whieh to jonrney
through this valley (the valley o~E
search) is pat·ience. In this jonrney the traveler will reach no destination without patience.
'Those who strive strenuously for
us, we will assuredly direct 'them
into our ·ways.' "
Let ns all be assured that there
is Truth; that the universe does
not moek ns ·with a spiritual \78cuum; and that this Truth, gradually realized by humans, is one
and the same Truth which the Light
of God recurrently reveals Hot onlv
here but thronghout all the world's
of being. "Peace be unto those who
follow gnidanee."
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"There are two influences tending to~ward prosperity and
progress which emanate from the forefront of advancement of
the world of humanity . . . . One is the influence of civilization.
. . . The other is the divine influence."
·'Abd'l.l'l-Bahl.i.

THERE ARE TWO kinds of organization which characterize human affairs. One, the result of conflict of
human wills, energies, and intelligences finally resulting in a political and economic empire which has
the power of functioning perhaps
for centuries and regulating the affairs of all humans under its sway.
Of such was the Roman empire, the
most striking example in antiquity,
a stupendous organization which
for some centuries assured the
peace of the known world and the
stability of a universal civilization.
Of such also are the modern empires which at the opening of the
twentieth century bid fair to rule
the world by gentleman's agreement.
The second form of organization
is that which expresses an inner
truth, intrinsic, essential to the soul
of man. This truth we call spiritual. It is in fact, however, as much
pertaining to the secular as to the
spiritual world, for it is simple
Truth, and Truth in its essential
unity is unique and one. When
mankind become enrolled under the
banner of this essential Truth, a
wonderful organization takes place
which is an expression of the spirit-

nal qualities of man-those qualities which we may call the higher
and truer qualities: loyalty, obedience, brotherhood, kindness, charity, justice, patience, industry, perseverance, serviceableness, and
subordination of self to the need of
the group.
AT THE VERY time when the Roman empire was at its height and
the legions of Caesar shook with
their colossal tread all the lands that
fringed the Mediterranean, there
was a hU,1nble ca.rpenter, of a subject race held somewhat in contempt
by the Romans, who gathering a
few simple-minded disciples about
Him launched a movement which
was destined to produce for mankind a spiritual organization. To
the secular-minded Romans this
stupendous event was no event at
all. It remained unnoticed, unrecorded in their chronicles. N evertheless the organization founded by
Christ was to wax in proportion as
the organization founded by Caesar
was to wane. And when the time
came that the will of the Caesars
was no longer efticacious in controlling the world and the huge colossus
of the Roman empire was falling to
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ruin before extraneous attacks,
nevertheless within this rotten shell
was sprouting- a new g-erm which
was to overshadow all of Europe
with the blessing-s of its verdure
and its fruits. The Pax Romana
came to a trag-ic end, but the Pax
Christiana effectively g-rew until it
sheltered three continents with its
power.
Ag-ain in the Seventh century
arose in Asia the spiritual force of
Islam which was able to org-anize
warring- desert tribes into a force
which united under one empire and
one civilization diverse peoples,
tongues and races from India to
Gibraltar. Within these districts so
long- the prey of petty warfare,
peace and prosperity flourished as
never before.

gue of Nations IS threatening to
crumble before the emotional outbursts of a neurotic and war-crazed
Europe. All American newspaper
correspondents ag-ree in testifyingto the war psycholog-y which now
pervades the Old WOI' Id and the im~
minent dang-er of a new world war.
They assert that the Leag-ue of N ations and the Briand-Kellogg peace
pact are today the least important
factors constituting international
politics.
Tragic fact! The Structure upon
which the League of Nations was
founded, ideals noble and perfect in
theory now seems to be but a futile
display in the midst of the electric
storms which rage throughout Europe.
Was not this exactly what 'Abdu'l-Baha announced-that human
and political efforts toward world
peace would be unavailing for the
very reason, He pointed out, as
events are now proving, that the human will cannot so regulate itself
in the midst of the play of volcanic
human emotions; "According- to
the divine teachings the banner of
Universal Peace must be raised by
the Power of the Word of God.
rrhe oneness of humanity must be
established by the Power of the
Holy Spirit. No matter how the
politicians strive, their efforts cannot bring peace. Unaided human
power is of no avail.' ,*

TODAY WE HAVE the spectacle of
humanity strug-g-ling- to form an 01'g-anization of the first-named type
-a g-reat Leag-ue of Nations in
which the diverse wills, needs, desires, emotions, of fifty-two countries are expected to be so balanced
as to g-uarantee perpetual peace.
While this praiseworthy effort is
g-oing- on in Geneva, from Haifa is
radiating- an influence of quite
another nature seeking- to build
world peace and brotherhood upon
the expression of the innately
spiritual and noble qualities of man.
Which of these two movements will
predominate in world affairs ~ The
UNFORTUNATELY humanity eannot
one has all of pomp and circum- lift itself up by its own bootstraps.
stance to render g-lory and prestig-e. In other words, human nature being
The other movement is working- w-bat it is (as pessimists so often
quietly and humbly in the hearts of take pleasure in pointing out) strife
individuals, unheralded by news- and conflict will go on inevitably.
papers and by politicians. Already But the very nature and essenee of
the foundation of that noble poli- religion is to change and sublimate
tical structure conceived as the Lea- 'Teachings of ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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human nature.
Only by such The spirit of conflict and aggression
change and sublimation can the is like a trail of gunpowder which,
causes of war be eliminated or con- if once fired, blazes to a catastrophic
trolled. "The world of humanity end. Such is human nature in its
cannot be saved from the darkness present state of evolution upon this
of nature, and cannot attain illum- planet. For this reason it becomes
ination, except through the aband- apparent that no politico-economie
onment of prejudices and the acqui- system can hold in balance the desition of the morals of the King-- sires, needs, passions, of humanity
dOlll. ,,*
in such a way as to guarantee peace
The impulse to unity, to peace, and security of civilization.
must come from within the heart of
But while the efficacy of secular
man both individually and collec- peace movements is waning and
tively. Individuals must value the their futility is becoming apparent,
welfare of others as highly as their the power of the spiritual is daily
own; so, too, must nations deal with gammg. All over the world men
other nations in terms of the Golden and women are turning to that horiRule. Only where this good w.ill js zon illumined by the Glory of God
actually being expressed collective- in this Day; and a living miracle
ly by humanity is universal peace takes place, that races which have
possible; and such a spirit of unity existed in eternal hatred of each
and brotherhood is possible only other have now become brothers in
through a spiritual power impreg- fact. The Baha'i brotherhood is a
nating and revivifying the hearts of potency capable indeed of one day
men.
achieving world unity and peace,
for in it is that same Power which
THE PRESENT SPECTACLE of nations created the fair peace of India
that have just missed annihilation under Buddha, the glories of Chrisin the last war ag·ain facing each tianity, the majesty of a virile
other with hatred and malevolence Islam. But today for the first time
which cannot help but produce religion, unified in expression as
another conflict,~this spectacle it-! well as in truth, is destined to peneone of the most tragic that human trate the whole world and to lead
nature has to offer. How often has all nations and races under the
man's passion-nature driven him banner of universal peace and
into a course of action which his in- brotherhood in the name of Bahatelligence could show him was 'u'llah. "Peace be unto those who
suicide. And yet he could not stop! follow guidauce.' ,

"Today no power save the g1"eat pOW61· of the WO'rd of God, which comprehends
the realities of things, can gather together undm" the shade of the same tree, the minds
and hearts of the world of humanity. It is the motive-power of an things; it is the
11WVM· of souls and the controller and governor of the human world."
,Abdu'l-Bahri.
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THE FIRST FEMINIST MARTYR
ZEINE NOUR-UD-DINE ZEINE

Mr. Zeine, the author of this valuable article, is a graduate of the American University of Beirut and is now a teacher of sociology in that splendid institution. He
has a remarkable background. His grandfather, Jinabi Ziene, left Persia and followed Baha'u'llah first to Baghdad and later to 'Akka where he spent the rest of his
life as one of His amanuenses, so the family first lived in 'Akka and later in Haifa.
We a1'e fortunate to have for the Bahri,'i Magazine the accurate material which Mr.
Zeine has sent us-a picturesque and dramatic (tcconnt of the tragic story of Qurratu'l'Ayn, the fa1'-famed Persian Feminist and Poetess, the first woman martyr for the
freedom of women.

m

OD can kill me as soon as so greatly impressed by the beauty
you like, but you c a nn 0 t of her speech that, "forgetting the
stop the emancipation of women ", festivities, they gathered round her,
so said the Persian feminist and diverted, by listening to her words,
poetess Quarratu '1-' Ayn, when she from listening to the melodies, and
rendered indifferent, by witnessing
was imprisoned in 1850.
Born from a noble family, her her marvels, to the comtemplation
keen and sagacious intelligence and of the pleasant and novel sights
her fervid eloquence very soon which are incident to a wedding".
filled all those who came in conIT MEANS VERY little to say that
tact with her, with awe and admiration. Awe, because in her con- Quarratu'l-'Ayn was in advance o~'
troversies with the most learned her age, unless one says also what
men, she was ever triumphant. Ad- that age was. Persia, nay the East
miration, because in a time when in general, was in a deplorable
most of her country women could state. Ignorance and superstitions
not read or write, she displayed prevailed; intolerance and bigotry
such marvelous powers of learning waxed high. Education was negand speech.
lected. The rights of women were
Her beauty matched her elocu- slighted. Such were some of the
tion. But it was a grand, a com- conditions during that age. Filled
manding, a majestic beauty. On with a passionate desire to change
one occasion, it is so related, when all that situation she raised her
she was delivered up to the govern- voice against it, discussed and dement authorities, she was brought bated with doctors and sages, and
before the Shah, who, on seeing her, addressed the meetings of the most
said: "I like her looks; leave her eminent men. At the beginning
and let her be' '.
On another she used to carry on her discussions
occasion, the festivities and rejoic- and talks from behind a curtain,
ing of a wedding were going on in but later she threw aside her veil,
the house of one of the Persian thus adding the power of her looks
nobles.
W hen Qurratu'l-'Ayn to the potency of her words.
came in the ladies of the court and
To lay aside the veil and speak in
other distinguished guests who public, at a time when "women
were present were so much attract- were secluded in harems and had
ed by the charm of her looks and to be closely veiled if they appeared
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in public places"! when it was considered impolite for them to speak
to men, needed a heroic eourage.
The very ideas she propounded endangered her life. Yet her courage
never failed her and her heart
never reeoiled from the oppressions
and persecutions that she received
at the hand of her enemies. By day
and night, and accompanied by a
few women who had become inspired by her noble ideas, she
traveled in Persia from eity to city,
pleading with men and women
everywhere to abandon their prejudices and superstitions and love
truth; to put aside hatreds and
jealousies and live in harmony and
good will with each other. She
ehampioned the cause of education
of both sexes and fought for the
freedom and rights of her kind.
Her fame now spread far and wide
so that "most people who were
scholars or mystics sought to hear
her speech and were eager to become acquainted with her powers
of speculation and deduction."
Finally, the clergy were alarmed:
her vehement and tumultuous ideas
confounded them, and her courage
and steadfastness in spreading
those ideas filled them with apprehension. The people were aroused
to molest her, and eventually, she
was delivered up to the government
authorities. It was then that she
pronounced those heroic words with
which this account begins. She was
imprisoned for two years. rrhen
in August, 1852, a disastrous attempt was made on the Shah's life.
Many people were arrested, horribly tortured and condemned to
dea th. And she was one of the
innocent victims of that fatal day.
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QURRATu'L-'AYN met a very painful and lingering death. The story
of her execution is a very tragic
one. She was delivered over to one
of the military authorities - a
Sardar-who was made responsible
for her executj on. In Tihran "she
was placed in the house of the
Kalantar, a town ofncial who was
made responsible for her custody".
" 'Three days' (the Kalantar's
wife related) 'our beloved guest
stayed in her room chanting prayers-eating little and seldom. On
the morning of the third day she
said to me: "Tonight, they will
come for me". She gave to me a
bottle of attar of roses, a ring, and
a handkerchief-her only possessions-all she had left of her former
riches.' "*
Another account has it that
Qurratu'l-'Ayn had put on a snowwhite robe of pure silk before her
execution. When asked by her
guardian, early in the evening, why
she had changed her dress, "I will
be going on a long journey tonight," she had answered. And so
by dint of feminine intuition, she
had known the time of her death.
As the leaden-footed hours of the
night were passing one by one and
the silence of nature grew deeper,
the beginning of that journey was
drawing nigh. "Chanting prayers,
she waited, waited, prepared and
ready for what she knew would
come I '''X<
And that evening they came.
It was the fifteent,h of September,
1852. The lights of the eity of
rrihran were going out one by one.
People were sleeping. The richly
colored domes and minarets of the
*F'rom unpublished notes, with permission of Lady
Blomfield.
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Capital shone pale in the light of
the moon. A sad moonlight was
shining through the window of the
room where the beautiful Qurratu'l'Ayn was confined. It was a room
in the garden of the Sardar near
the gates of the city, to which she
had been brought that same evening. The stars were so pale! And
the night was so still, so silent, as
if the whole creation was watching'
breathlessly in dreadful expectation of a bitter and heartrending
tragedy.
At about midnight, for the first
time, the tranquil silence was
broken by the sounds of some footsteps. Presently a key turned in
the lock, the door opened slowly,
and a handsome young Turk entered the room of Qurratu'l-'Ayn.
He held a silken handkerchief in
his hand. She, sitting on the floor
in the middle of the room, was
praying. As he moved towards her,
she suddenly raised her head, threw
at him one of her piercing glances
and said in a clear and dignified
voice: "Young man, it becomes
you not to be my executioner, and
to perform such a crime". Horror
stricken by those words, the young
Turk refused to touch her, turned
back, and ran out of the door "like
a madman". It is said that he
dashed into the room where his
master, the Sardar, was awaiting
him, flung at his feet the fatal
handkerchief and the money he had
received as a bribe, and said: "I
am ready to kill myself and not
shoulder the responsibility of this
woman's death".
A few moments later, another
person entered the room of the
prisoner. He was a heavy set,
coarse, ugly looking man. And he

was drunk. He held the same handkerchief in his hand. Qurratu'l'Ayn had finished her prayers, but
she was still sitting on the floor.
As his looks fell upon her, his wolfish eyes flashed with ferocity born
half of intoxication and half of his
own beast-like nature. Without a
moment's hesitation, he threw himself upon the unfortunate young
woman and accomplished his dark
deed-he strangled her with the
handkerchief.
There were still
signs of life in her when he drew
her out of the room. Here he met
others who were sent to help him in
the accomplishment of the Sardar's
fiendish scheme. They dragged her
to the rim of a dry well and threw
her into it. Immediately the well
was filled up with large and heavy
stones. It was midnight.
The moon had now sunk behind
the snow-clad Elburz mountains.
The shadows of the domes and the
minarets grew deeper and blacker.
Darkness enveloped the city of
Tihran. There was not any light
save the pale glimmering of the
lonely stars. As the men were returning from the well, something
fluttered on a rosebush near by. Apparently a nightingale disturbed in
her sleep. At the same time a loud
shrill sound of a cock pierced the
appalling silence of the night. Also
a wind was growing, "a ,vind that
laid a cold finger upon flesh and
spirit." And the leaves that laid
without a sound on the trees began
to whisper again. It seemed that
the creation was beginning to
breathe once more; but there was
something in that breath that resembled a deep sigh, like the sigh
that is drawn by the audience when
the curtain falls on the last act of a
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mournful tragedy. And we can,
with a profound certainty, say that
the silent stars, that night, looked
down upon one of the most ferocious
and cruel acts of man.
Thus ended the life of one who
"like a lily of the desert growing
amongst ruins, gave flowers and
perfumes to surrounding moral
devastation". Why~ Because she
believed, she believed in the Great
New Message of the Bab; and because she, fearlessly, unwaveringly,
enthusiastically, delivered t hat
Message to the people of her country. "The Bab said of her: 'Lo!
she answered My call, even before I
had called her.' " She believed that
that Call was the Truth.
The story of her conversion is
in itself a testimony to her keen
spiritual sense and deep receptiveness to truth. "One never-to-beforgotten day," writes Lady Blomfield, ~, "she (Qurru tu '1- ' Ayn) was
turning some books and papers in
the library of a more enlightened
cousin, when she found a little leaflet, the first words attracted her
attention, she read on and on, she
became more and more interestedthen thrilled and excited!
" 'Who wrote this ~' She cried to
her cousin who came in.
" ','\That have you there1 What
has happened? Why are you so
agitated ~'
" 'But you must tell me who
wrote this'. She showed the leaflet
to him. Then it was his turn to be
agitated.
" 'You have found that, where?
Oh, I cannot tell you about it, you
should never have seen it!' It is a
very secret matter! It should have
"From unpublisheiI notes, with permission of Lady
Blomfield.
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been securely and carefully concealed. '
" 'Now that I have seen it', and
her voice shook with excitement,
'you must tell me about it, my
cousin.'
"He still hesitated, but at last,
yielding to her enthusiasm, he
said: 'It is written by Sheikh
Seyid Kasim-keep it a secret,
closely guarded-the risk of a terrible danger would attend its discovery!'
" 'So this wonderful pamphlet is
by Sheikh Kasim Rashti and Sheikh
Ahmad Ahsai ~ And this is what
they teach their disciples ~ But it is
the Truth, every shining word of
it
' "
And once the fire of that Truth
kindled her soul, her faith became
dynamic. From the moment when
she believed the Truth until the
hour of her martyrdom, she followed the demand of the venerated
Sheikhi teacher, Sheikh Qasim
Rashti, :
"then let all the
world know". No wonder then if
E. G. Browne wrote "Had the Babi
(Bahai) religion no other claim to
greatness, this were sufficient that it
produced a heroine like Qurratu'l'Ayn".
More than seventy years ago,
Qurratu'l-'Ayn, throwing back her
veil, told her countrymen: "Why
do you sleep ~ Awake from your
beds of negligence. The sun hath
arisen from the day-spring of preexistence. Why do you drown yourselves in the sea of materialism V
B e h old the resplendent light!
Listen to the songs of the New Age.
A new life is breathed into all existing things. The zephyrs of the
divine favor are wafting upon
you".
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DOES NOT THE world need that
message today when the moral life
of the people everywhere is becoming loose, when ancient customs
and cherished beliefs are disintegrating', when the economic forces
are threatening disaster, when the
threads of political relations are
sorely strained and tangled ~
Let the politicians in their offices
of State, and the leaders of religion
in their houses of worship and
the teachers of youth in their edu-

cational institutions-who are all
in a great measure responsible for
the establishment of Peace and
Order in the world-let them turn
their gaze to the Revelation of
Baha 'u 'nah and see for themselves
if it is not therein that lies "a
supreme instrument for the establishment of the Most Great Peace,
and the one agency for the unification of the world, and the proclamation of the reign of righteousness and justice upon the earth".

OLD AS THE HILLS
NOTHER GREEN Acre season has closed and memories crowd
upon me-the low spot on the path where the cold evening mists
always greeted us, the old Inn, the river, the happy faces of the friends.
Vivid pictures remain etched on my heart, a woman who came in tears,
her fortune suddenly gone, her husband snatched away by death, her
family miles away, alone, so terribly alone; the dawning in her sad
face of the first faint promise of peace; her wistful smile in answer to
offered friendship and at last new courage, new plans, a life caught up
out of the blackness of despair and given a vision of happiness through
service-the miracle of re-creation through the Master's touch. A
young Jewish girl, bringing to Green Acre a sister who needed the outof-doors, coming an atheist and going away in the company of "Him of
Whom Moses and the prophets did write", Whose "sign" is His power
to transform human lives.
Such is Green Acre. The method? Old as the hills-the presence
of God mirrored first in the lives of human friends, until the broken
reflections are lost in the complete picture and the Master is real! The
miracle comes often in this place. Here His eyes saw the sunset reflected in "The River of Light". His feet have trod these paths. These
pines have given Him of their fragrance. Here the sunlight wove a
golden carpet for His use. Here those who love Him gather for rest
and refreshment and talk of Him with happy voices and faces made
radiant by His presence. Hither each brings his tiny candle to illumine,
if may be, the path we strive to follow in the footsteps of the Master.
And now we go again, the newly born with eyes still misty in the
unaccustomed splendor, with feet faltering a bit on the new path but
with faces alight in confidence and trust. To the four winds go souls
with renewed courage, with clearer vision, with readier sympathy, with
deeper love and truer devotion to our Lord. Such is Green Acre, "the
Green Acca of America".
-CORA

E.

GRAY.
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A PILGRIMAGE THROUGH PERSIA
THE ADMINISTRATION OF TH]] BAI-IA'I WORK
MAHTHA

L.

ROOT

This is the fifth and conchlcl'ing ar'ticle of the series bU Miss Root descr'ibing her
experiences in Persia. Begt'nning in the J7dy number and continuing monthlu, the
articles have been widely and fa.vorably comrnented upon, arul have interested both
Baha/is and non Bahri'is. They have often been j'efwl'red to as the best conirib1ltions
from the pen of this distinguished Bahri'i teacher and author.
~S Persia
~ nation

is the foremost Baha'i
both chronologically
and in point of numbers, it will be
of great interest to describe the administration of the Baha'i work in
this country because of the number
of years in which the Movement has
been developing there. The application of the principles of Baha'u'11ah in the daily life is now being
practiced to a remarkable extent.
NATIONAI~

SPIRITUAL

ASSEMBLY:

First and foremost in speaking of
the work in Tihnin is to explain
about this group of nine, elected
each year. Until the present time
the Tihran Spiritual Assembly has
acted as National Spiritual Assembly, looking after the Baha'i work
of the whole country. This year or
next, probably this will be changed
and a National Spiritual Assembly
will be established. It has not been
possible to do this earlier, to gather
and publish the lists and statistics,
because of the many prejudices existing in the country. Never have
I seen a group of men work more
indefatigably than does this group
of nine in Tihran. They meet in
sessions from four to five hours
long, three times a week. Many
other meetings must necessarily be
called, too, when telegrams from
other cities show that Baha'is are in
difficulties. On fete days-and they

are numerous in Persia-this committee spends the entire day
straightening out the affairs of the
Cause. Hundreds of letters are received from all parts of Persia and
advice must be sent. The work in
Tihran itself is colossal, for all the
work in all the committees must
first be presented to this National
Spiritual Assembly, and all questions and information about these
matters must be discussed and voted
upon. No committee does anything without the consent of the National Spiritual Assembly.
This National Spiritual Assembly also gives a great deal of attention to the two large Baha'i Tarbiat Schools, one for boys and the
other for girls, and these institutions rank very high in character,
in morals, and in scholarsbip, Of
the eighty students sent by the Persian Government to Europe to study
this year, twelve were Baha 'is;
tbey won through sheer scholarsbip
and notwithstanding the fact that
they were Baha'is. One examiner
said: "I am against your religion,
but I must say that the Baha'i
youth are well trained."
Each year, too, this National
Spiritual Assembly arranges a national convention where different
subjects are discussed. This congress continues for twelve days,
with two sessions each day, these
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meetings being of four or five hours'
duration. For example, topics like
the following may be chosen: What
to do in order openly and officially
to declare the Baha'i Cause as a
new religion ~ How best to facilitate intermarriage among the Jews,
Zoroastrians and Muhammadans
who have become BaM/is ~ What
must we do to promote the education of Bah3.,'i children in all villages ~ This convention is held at
the Ridvan the last of April, for in
this springtime the Government offices are closed in the afternoon and
thus there is a little more leisure
time for the majority.
When these questions are decided
upon they are sent to the seventeen
different Baha'i districts, for it
should be explained that the Baha'is
of Persia are arranged in seventeen
great sections of the country, each
section having a Central Spiritual
Assembly for that area which may
include one hundred or two hundred
local Spiritual Assemblies. These
questions are relayed on from the
seventeen points to all local assemblies. Then the seventeen Central Spiritual Assemblies hold
seventeen earlier Baha'i conventions each in his province, where
these questions are duly discussed
and each of the seventeen conventions elects one delegate to come to
represent them at the National
Convention in Tihran at the Ridvan time. After the National Convention in Tihran, this National
Spiritual Assembly in Tihran must
collect all the data and discussions
on these questions, decide upon
them and put them into action.
There are many committees for
men. They are as follows:
1. Men's Arrangements Commit-

tee, which plans many hundreds of
meetings all over the city. Every
night in different sections meetings
are held, for one hundred or perhaps two hundred persons, because
so far in Tihran it has not been possible to have a large Baha'i gathering very often. It has seemed more
wise to keep the gatherings smaller
until Persia is a little more advanced in freedom of religious
thought and conscience.
n. Charity Committee, and this
really means the Finance Committee. Every Baha'i gives money
each month for the expenses of the
Cause in Tihran, and this Finance
Committee spends this money for
the schools, for progress of the
Cause, for sending nineteen Baha'i
teachers throughout the country,
and for the poor and sick. A subcommittee of this group buys food
and fuel in the summer months
when they are cheaper, stores them
and then in winter gives them out to
the poor. All the Baha'i poor and
sick are looked after, their wants
are investigated, and in difficult
times many persons are helped irrespective of religion or nationality. Every call for help in Persia
has found a response from Baha'is.
Ill. H uq~tq is managed by one
man who is specially appointed for
this work. Every Baha'i in Persia
without exception gives his Huquq
each year; this gift is never asked
for, it is always brought with happy
free wilL Many persons in Persia
who are most sincere Baha'is but
outwardly cannot declare their
faith, send their Huquq secretly
just as they also send money to the
Charity Committee. Perhaps I
should explain exactly what Huquq
means. At the end of each year
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when a Baha'i makes up his accounts and sees how much he has
been able to save in this period he
gives nineteen per cent of this income in a lump sum as his Huquq.
Baha'u'llah in the Kitab-i-Aqdas
says regarding Huquq:
"Whosoever possesseth an hundred mithgals of gold, nineteen
mithgals thereof shall be dedicated
to God, the Lord Who hath power
to rend the earth and the heaven.
Beware, 0 people, lest ye deprive
yourselves of this great bounty.
Verily, We laid this Command upon
ye while We were independent of ye
and of all there is in the Heavens
and the earth. Herein lies a great
wisdom and discernment comprehensible by none save God, the AllKnowing, the Wise. Say thou, by
this (He) hath willed that your
possessions may be cleansed and
that ye approach stations unattainable save by those whom He willeth.
Verily, He is the All-Giver, the Beloved, the Bounteous. 0 people, defraud not the Lord of His dues, and
enjoy not (your wealth) save after
with His permission. Thus hath it
been ordained in the Tablet and in
this exalted Tablet. Whoso defraudeth the Lord defraudeth justice; and upon him who obeys what
ha th been ordained, shall descend
blessings from the Firmament of
the Bounty of his Lord, the Generous, the Bounteous, the All-Giver,
the Ancient!"
IV. P~tblishing Committee. This
group writes articles for newspapers and these are shown to the
National Spiritual Assembly before
they are sent out. Sometimes this
Committee brings books fro m
Egypt to be sold; many Tablets
are mimeographed for distribution
as printing is not allowed. This
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Committee receives its money from
the Finance Committee.
V. Teaching Comrnittee for Men.
This committee arranges sub-committees in all the different sections
of the city. There are many Baha'i
teachers in Tihran. These subcommittees bring together the little
groups of individuals who are interested to hear about the Cause
and to study. This General Teaching Committee chooses and sends
the Baha'i teachers to these little
meetings which occur, five or six,
every evening.
VI. Committee for Entertainments. Each believer in Tihran
goes to this Entertainment Committee and announces what entertainments he will give during the
year whether dinners, luncheons or
teas. He states how many guests
he can entertain and gives the dates
for these events. Then the Entertainment Committee arranges these
meetings which are also semi-social
parties. Many hundreds of these
entertainments are given by Tihran
Baha'is during the year, for Persia
is noted the world over for its hospitality.
VII. Committee for Children's
Savings Bank. Every day Baha'i
parents try to give their children
coins more or less. Every Sunday
the child when he goes to Baha'i
Sunday School takes his coins and
the teacher gives him little tickets
for these. When the tickets accumulate to make one dollar, he is given
a cheque or share for one dollar.
No child can draw his money for
ten years, as the idea is to teach
them to save.
This committee has extended its
activities to the provinces where it
has many , , shareholders. ' , At
present the capital of the committee
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amounts to about twelve thousand consult with the teachers about all
dollars being the aggregate of very the needs of the schools.
X. S~tccess Committee. The work
small savings; and this sum has
been put at interest at six per cent. of this Committee is to interest peoThe foundation of this committee ple who are in high stations, minwas based upon instructions from isters, statesmen, chief officials and
'Abdu'l-Baha, Who sent two gold others.
XI. Committee for Copying Tabcoins as the first contribution to the
"Savings Bank."
An account lets of the Bab, Baha 'u '11ah and
under the title "'Abdu'l-Baha's 'Abdu'l-Baha. This is a very great
Capital" has been opened to which task because it is all by hand and
contributions are made by friends. there are many thousands of these
By 'Abdu'l-Baha's instructions Tablets. They are collecting every
ninety-five per cent of the interest Tablet from every part of Persia.
on this capital is to be spent each Most of these precious Tablets have
year for Baha'i purposes and five never been translated into English
per cent added to the capital. The or other languages. For three
fact that the Beloved Guardian years this committee has been workShoghi Effendi also has a capital ing constantly, and only one-half of
in this committee is an effective the work is finished.
XII. Holy Places Committee,
encouragement to the children.
which looks up all Baha'i historical
VIII. Boys' Sunday School Com- sites and houses, takes photographs
mittee. This committee me e t s of these places, and when the proptwice a week to prepare the spirit- erties are owned by nonBaha'is
uallessons for the boys. They not this committee tries to purchase
only study the Baha'i Teachings, them in order that they may be kept
but the Books of all other religions as historic shrines.
and philosophies, and choose exXIII. Committee of Properties
tracts from all to teach the children. Left by Will to the Ca'Ltse. The
Every six months they have an ex- duty of this group is to ask the docuamination for the boys (and girls). ments of such properties from all
Little prizes are given to those who parts of Persia and file them, also
stand highest and these premiums sometimes by consent of the N aare presented at a feast to which tional Spiritual Assembly they
are invited the parents and all the change these properties into money
children. They do wonderful work, or for other better properties. This
and they say that Dr. Susan I. is often a long process.
Moody has helped them very much
XIV. .An Economic Committee
in organizing and arranging the has been recently established. This
various departments.
group has written to the United
IX. Schools' Committee. Their States, Great Britain and other nawork is to promote the schools. tions for information how to estabThey have control of the funds of lish a great cooperative association
the school and they sometimes give first in Persia and then between
garden parties, theatre perform- Persia and the United States and
ances and other entertainments to with other countries. The members
raise money for the schools. They are now translating these circulars.
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When the translations are ready
the National Spiritual Assembly
will study them and decide what to
do and the Economic Committee
will carry out their instruction.
XV. J2tstice Committee. The
work of this committee is about as
follows: For example, if some difficulty arises between two Balui'is
financially or otherwise, this committee settles it.
Each party
chooses two members of the Committee and the committee chooses
one member. These five hear both
sides of the case, give a decision
and the complainants must accept
the verdict of the five. This saves
the time and money of lawsuits in
the courts. The other day two Muhammadans who had a difference
came and asked this Justice Committee to settle their case in this
same way.
XVI. Committee of the Eternal
Garden. This is the committee
which looks after the Baha'i cemetery. This Baha'i cemetery which
is just outside Tihran is the most
remarkably beautiful one in all Persia. The Baha'is bury their dead
according to the Commands of
Baha'u'llah as given in the Kitab-iAqdas in the best respect and in a
lovely manner. The graves, just as
in the western world, are dug deep
and the lots are made attractive
with fine trees and fragrant, beautiful flowers especially Persial1 roses.
Nearly all the Baha'i dead are laid
to rest in this great garden which
was given by one of the believers.
XVII. Y02tng Men's Bcthd'i Association which looks after the general Baha'i Library and other
places where non-believers may
come to read the Baha'i books. It
has several sub-committees. One
of these is to train youth to give
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Baha'i lectures.
Another is a
Sports' sub-committee that arranges games in the great Baha'i
Garden of 15,000 square yards
situated just outside the city. After
the sports the young men gather in
the Baha'i Hall in this garden to
hear lectures about the Cause. This
Young Men's Committee also has
another sub-committee to correspond with Baha'i youth of the
west. Still another sub-committee
is called the theatrical group, it is
composed of very capable Baha'i
actors and musicians who give two
or more theatre productions each
year. These plays are sometimes
solely about the Baha'i Cause.
Sometimes they are classic Persian
plays with a high moral and with
them something about the Cause is
introduced. The money raised is
devoted to the work of this Committee. This Committee also arranges ~celle~ Esperanto
Courses.
XVIII. Women's Arrangement
Committee. This committee arranges meetings for the ladies as
the men and women have separate
meetings except a few times in the
year when they are able to have
joint sessions. This group decides
the places, the dates and the program for many hundreds of meet··
ings for women in Tihran.
XIX. lVomen's Teaching Comrnittee to interest non-believers.
XX. Y oWlbg Women's Committee
to teach the girls. These classes
which are like the Sunday Schools
of the west, meet every Friday
afternoon, as that is the holy day of
the East. The classes are held in
private homes. This year there are
seventeen classes for girls in different sections of the city. There
are thirty-four teachers amI three
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hundred and sixteen scholars. They
have nine grades. The first and
second classes of little girls learn
brief quotations from the Holy
Words of Baha 'u 'llah and 'Abdu '1Baha and other Prophets. The
third grade is given a short history
of the Baha'i Cause; the fourth
gTade learns " Hidden Words" in
Persian; the fifth and sixth grades
study a book called" Lessons in Religion" written by a great Baha'i
teacher Muhammad Ali Nab i 1
Akbar. It deals with many Commands in the "Kitabel-Aqdas."
The seventh grade has a course in
"A Traveler's Narrative." The
eighth grade studies the book of
Iqan and the ninth and highest
grade is given a course to learn to
give public lectures on the Baha'i
Cause.
XXI. Committee for Progress of
Baha'i Women. This group has a
school for women who did not have
the opportunities for education in
their youth. These women are first
taught to read and write, or if they
know how to read and write, they
are taught composition in order to
know how to express themselves.

Later they all write articles about
the Cause, and they are taught to
give Baha'i lectures.
XXII. Committee of Co-operation of M en and Women. Since
conditions in Persia do not permit
of men and women holding joint
meetings very often, this committee
is to co-ordinate the work of the
men's and women's committees.
Each committee among the men and
women appoints one delegate to
this special committee.
All these committees which I
have enumerated for Tihran have
similar duplicates in all the other
sixteen districts in different provinces of Persia where each district is the center of many local assemblies.
Those who have had the privilege
of seeing the Persian Baha'is at
work in this wonderfully arranged
administration, can realize the
potency of the Baha'i Cause in the
actual life of the world and its
power to transform its civilization
from the chaotic individualistic
systems of the present to that of
cooperation as given to the world
by Baha 'u 'llah.

* * * *
« In this century a great impelling stream is manifest in, the
world of intellect. Minds have been stirred by this intpulse and have
made marvelotts progress . . . Man mt~st throughout aU the degrees
of life evolve and progress day by day, for life is continttotts. The
Divine Manifestations have appeared so that They may confer the
divine realities upon man, an ideal power which enables him to advance
along all the degrees of hnman attainment. The power of the world
of existence is limited, while the power of God is ttnlimited . . . therefore the holy souls who are confirmed with this divine power are Ukewise endowed with eternal motion. Their progress becomes tmlimited.
Day by day their lives are strengthened, the circle of their comprehension becomes wider, the sphere of their inteUects becomes more effectttal and their Spiritttal powers are increased."
,Abdn'l-Baha.
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SOME ASPECTS OF MODERN SCIENCE
HI.-MANIFESTATIONS OF GOD
GLENN

A.

SHOOl(

Pr-ofessor- of Physics Wheaton College
This is the concluding ar-ticle by Professor Shook in his series on modent science
which commenced in the Septel1~ber- numb 61". These articles have pr-oven to be an
illuminating course in modern scientific trends linking religion and science.

n E HAVE already seen that if
~ the mechanistic assumption
is carried to its logical conclusion
there is little chance for any type
of religion. In most instances, to
be sure, all of the destructive implications are not taken into account and this leaves room for at
least Deism if not Pantheism,
nevertheless there is a feeling,
shared alike by those who are familiar with Modern Materialism and
those who follow scientific thought,
that ultimately science will have a
complete solution of the mind. Now
we are forced to add to this the
rather sinister fact that the very
word "religion" to many sincere
people, cannot be disassocia ted
from the notion of prejudice, superstition, discord, etc. In reality
these people are not antagonistic to
religion but to the incrustations of
religion; nevertheless the result is
the same.
On the other hand we observe
great progress for peace, universal
brotherhood, reconciliation and
racial amity, etc., operating ostensibly without the aid of organized
religion and in most cases entirely
devoid of the spirit of religion, as
the plain man understands it.
Consequently it is rather difficult,
at the present time, to reestablish
the concept of a revealed religion,
that is, a religion promulgated by

a prophet divinely inspired, such
as Christ or Muhammad.
However, there are two or three
points that we must keep in mind.
"When we apply anything like scientific investigation to world conditions today it is not at all obvious
that society, unaided by great spiritual ideals, will gradually evolve
into a higher state so that it can
control its own destiny. Moreover,
it is not unreasonable to suppose
that a Manifestation of God, on
earth today, might do for society
just what Christ did for the Roman
world or Muhammad for Arabia.
Finally, if we assume that religion may be renewed again, i. e. if
we assume that the Christ spirit
(not the historical Jesus) might return to earth again, it is quite
plausable that it might come at a
time when irreligion and nndecipher'able confusion are the rule of the
day.
While science can make no contribution to religion, the scientific
spirit, which is free from dogma
and prejudice, will greatly assist
us in differentiating truth from
error even in things spiritual. One
trained in science cannot, because
of his scientific training, advance
the knowledge of spiritual development but he may, because of his
tendency toward mysticism, be
able to demonstrate the conscious-
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ness of the presence of God. It
has often been suggested that such
a person probably keeps the two
fields in separate compartments of
his mind but so he does with music
and science or art and science. This
does not indicate any dualism but
a differentiation of method as applied to two distinct fields. The
difficulty in the past, that is, in the
days of atomic materialism, was
that the foremost thinkers assumed that scientific knowledge was
the only certain knowledge.
The greatest proof that man may
again receive spiritual education
from a great Prophet (or Manifestation of God) is, of course, the existence of the Prophet Himself. To
use Abdu'l-Baha's very comprehensive illustration, Christ was the
perfect mirror that reflected the
divine rays and when the people
turned to Christ they saw God reflected in Him. In speaking of our
relations with God Eddington's
words are to the point, "The most
flawless proof of the existence of
God is no substitute for it: and if
we have that relationship the most
convincing disproof is turned harmlessly aside."
When we turn to the cause of
Baha 'u 'nah we find all of the elements of any past religion but in
the very nature of the case we also
discover that He has brought infinitely more than any other
Prophet because His message is
universal, and moreover the world
is more mature today than at the
time of Christ or Muhammad.
The validity of His mess-age and
His uniqueness as a Divine Educator does not depend upon anyone
phase of His life or teaching although anyone part of His teach-

ing would in itself be sufficient
proof for the erudite. We will in
this connection, however, point out
certain important aspects of this
universal religion in order to demonstrate that things spiritual cannot be reduced to a mechanical
system of atoms. At the same time
we will not lose sight of the fact
that our scientific training will
keep us from being objects of antiquated traditions.
Even a superficial study of
Baha'u'llah and Abdu'l-Baha (His
son and successor) will convince
any fair minded person that They
were unique in Their station and
that Their message to the world is
not to be compared to local and
transitory reforms that we witness
on every hand. Some forty years
ago Benjamin J owett of Oxford, in
speaking to one of his colleagues,
made this significant statement,
"This is the greatest Light that has
come into the world since Jesus
Christ. N ever let it out of your
sight. It is too great and too near
for this generation to comprehend."
All who are familiar with the
early history of Baha 'u 'nah, both
friends and enemies, are agreed
that He was not educated in any
school and certainly He could not
have been very familiar with the
arts, sciences or political history of
Europe and the New 'W orld, at the
time He was exiled from Persia in
1852. The rest of His life was
spent in exile and prison; sometimes with a little liberty but more
often under conditions that would
be unendurable to the most rugged
to say nothing of one who was of
noble birth unaccustomed to such
hardships. Nevertheless in spite
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of these handicaps He trained thousands of His countrymen to a degree of enlightenment that has
astonished all onlookers and we
must remember that Persia was at
this time among the lowest of the
civilized nations of the world.
At a time when the eastern
nations were in perpetual strife
and conflict, when the various sects
were exhibiting nothing but intense
hatred, He taught that it was better
for the individual to be killed than
to retaliate and so effective was His
teaching that over twenty thousand
were martyred within a few years.
For more than a thousand years
these people were taught that all
religions were inferior to Islam and
that all foreigners were infidels;
nevertheless in an incredibly short
time these apostles of the new day
under the inspiration of their
leader in far away AkIn)" came to
regard all religions as one and the
people of the earth as " the leaves
of one tree".
He urged Persia to study the
arts and sciences of the vVestern
nations, taught that reason and religion must conform, that men and
women are equal, that all children
must be educated. He even went so
far as to maintain that society must
educate the children if the parents
are not qualified to do so.
Not only did He advance ideas
that were entirely new to the IDastern nations but He anticipated
practically all of the most progressive ideals of today.
1s01a ted from the culture of
Europe and without books of any
kind He commands the limitations
of the extremes of wealth and poverty, the abolition of both chattel
and economic slavery, the adoption
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of a universal language, the formation of a Universal League of
Nations, the settlement of disputes
between nations by an international
arbitration court. And these are
only a few of His reforms.
Such knowledge must be innate:
The more we attempt to give a
mechanical explanation of the mind
of such a unique individual the
more irrelevant does such an explanation become to our experience.
One of the greatest proofs of the
Manifestation of God is the creative
power of His words. I£ven if one
is only slightly susceptible to mysticism he cannot read the words of
Baha 'u 'nah without feeling their
spiritual import. The following are
from the Hidden Words:
"Busy not thyself with this
world, for with fire \¥ e test
the gold, and with gold We
test the servants."
, 'Thou desirest gold, and I
desire thy freedom therefrom.
Thou hast recognized the
wealth of thyself therein, and I
have recognized thy wealth in
thy sanctity therefrom . . . "
"Thou art My lamp and My
light is in thee. Get thee light
therefrom and seek none other
than me, for I have created
thee rich and bountifully
favored thee."
The prophecies usually create
very little interest except in the
minds of those who have a profound regard for sacred scriptures,
and probably for the reason that a
prophecy has no practical significance until it has been fulfilled.
When a prophecy is fulfilled however it does furnish corroborative
evidence which must not be overlooked.
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The zeal of the unorthodox for
their skepticism concerning the
prophecies of Isaiah, Daniel and
Revelation is only equalled by the
zeal of the orthodox for the literal
interpretation of the first chapter
of Genesis but we will try here to
avoid any bias by considering only
prophecies that have been made
and fulfilled in our day.
About sixty years ago Baha!u'llah wrote to the heads of the leading nations, announcing His mission and urging them to cooperate
in the establishment of true religion, just government and international peace.
Napoleon III showed only contempt for this timely warning
whereupon Baha 'u 'llah wrote him
again in 1869 saying in part :1
" Thy doings shall throw thy
kingdom into confusion, sovereignty
shall pass from thy hands, to requite thee for thy deeds, and thus
shall thou find thyself in grievous
loss .. "
We behold abasement
hastening upon thy heels and thou
art yet of them that are heedless."
The next year he was defeated by
Prussia and the second French Empire came to an end.
A few years later, in the very beginning of the new German Empire,
Baha 'u 'llah wrote to the Emperor
an equally solemn warning as follows:
"0 King of Berlin! . . . Recollect the one who was greater than
thee in station (i. e. Napoleon Ill)
and whose position was higher than
thine. Where is he ~ And where
are his possessions ~ Be admonished and be not of those who sleep.
He cast the Tablet of God behind
him when We informed him of
(1) Baha'u'lIah and the New Era, J, E. Esslemont.

what had befallen Us from the hosts
of oppression, and thus disgrace
beset him from all sides until he returned to the dust in great loss .... "
"0 banks of the River Rhine!
We have seen you drenched in gore
because the swords of retribution
were drawn against you and you
shall have another turn. And we
hear the lamentations of Berlin,
although it be to-day in manifest
glory."
How could a prisoner in Akka
predict such events except by intuition!
'While Abdu'l-Baha was in this
country He referred to the World
War on several occasions. In October 1912 in California He said;
"\Ve are on the eve of the Battle
of Armageddon referred to in the
sixteenth chapter of Revelations.
The time is two years hence, when
only a spark will set aflame the
whole of Europe."
'Abdu'l-Baha also foretold the
social troubles after the war in no
uncertain terms.
In November
1919 when everyone was fairly confident that peace and harmony
would certainly reign for a while,
He said;
"It is clear that each nation now
wishes complete self-determination
and freedom of action, but some
of them are not ready for it. The
prevailing state of the world is one
of irreligion, which is bound to result in anarchy and confusion. I
have always said that the peace
proposals following the great war
were only a glimmer of the dawn,
and not the sunrise."
On the other hand we are assured
of the ultimate triumph of spirituality over materiality. In 1904
'Abdu '1- Baha wrote:
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"Know this, that hardships and ment of the race, the elimination of
misfortunes shall increase day by prejudice, the reconciliation of the
day, and the people shall be dis- nations and the establishment of
tressed. The doors of joy and hap- praiseworthy morals must be in the
piness shall be closed on all sides. very nature of the case the reflecTerrible wars shall happen. Dis- tion of this great spiritual force.
appointment and the frustration of
It is not unscientific to assume
hopes shall surround the people that such a spiritual force does exfrom every direction until they are ist in the world and that it operates
obliged to turn to God. Then the as we have indicated; rather it
lights of great happiness shall en- would be decidedly unscientific to
light Em the horizons, so that the cry attempt an explanation of the mind
of 'Ya Baha-el-Abha (0 God the without taking' into account the inmost Glorious) may arise on all flnence of these Manifestations of
sides. "
God who appear in our midst from
The moment we realize that man's time to time.
spiritual nature must be trained by
We may be cognizant of the source
a Divine Educator a certain amount of this power or entirely unaware
of confusion in our mind gives way
of it and still manifest it to more
to order. The coming of the Great
or less degree according to our
Prophet is like the renewal of
capacity. In the words of Baha'spring; every activity of man takes
u-llah;
on new life. It is not surprising
"Its light, when cast on the mirtherefore, with this powerful spiritrors
of the wise, gives expression to
ual force operating in the world today, that we should witness a tend- wisdom; when reflected from the
ency toward spirituality in the arts minds of artists, it produces maniand sciences in the face of the pre- festations of new and beautiful
arts: when it shines through the
valent mechanistic outlook.
minds
of students, it reveals knowlEvery effort then, that we see,
which is primarily for the advance- edge and unfolds mysteries."

* * * *
Between religionists and scient'ists there has always been warfare for the reason that the former have proclaimed religion sttperior
to science and considered science opposed to religion. For this reason
strife and enmity have existed between them,. His Holiness Bah6,'tt'llah
declared this to be a mistake, for religion is in har'mony with science
and reason. If it be at variance, ,it proceeds from the mind of man only
and not from God and is therefore unworthy of belief and not deserving
of attention . .. Bah6/tt'llah has removed th'is fonn of dissension and
discord from among mankind and 1"econc'iled science with religion.
This is His uniqtte accomplishment in this day."
,Abdu'l-Baha.
«
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CONSULTATION AND DISCUSSION
E. B. M.

DEWING

The author of this interesting article on the value of consultation has recently
come from New Zealand to this country, and has been carrying on specia,l studies in
the social sciences at Columbia College. His tr-eatment of the subject well expresses
the importance which the matter of consultation is assuming in the eyes of the social
scientist. The a1'ticle will be especictUy illuminating to BaM/is who may not have
fully realized to what ext'raordinary extent the secular world is being moved to carry
out the very principles laid down by Bahri'u'llrih many years ago.

ON this article consultation and
U discussion are dealt with in
their broadest aspects and for the
sake of convenience are not differentiated. The primary objective is
to enumerate the mental and spiritual attitudes of individuals that
it is necessary to hold, in order that
a perfectly conducted and harmonious group may come into being.
Its purpose is also to demonstrate
that the social sciences have arrived
at a realization of the value of integration in the group. Throughout,
the Baha'i law of loving consultation is upheld as the most advanced
conception of this subject yet
achieved. The perfectly conducted
Baha'i Spiritual Assembly, be it in
the Orient, in the Americas or in the
Southern Hemisphere, is the new
world order in embryo and there is
nothing to prevent each individual
and association from introducing
these ideals into their affairs with
great advantage.
'Abdu'l-Baha laid down a law in
His Will and Testament to the effect that "It is incumbent upon
everyone not to take any step without consulting the Spiritual Assembly, and they must assuredly obey
with heart and soul its bidding and
be submissive unto it, that things
may be properly ordered and well
arranged. Otherwise every person

will act independently and after his
own judgment, will follow his own
desire and do harm to the Cause."
The recognition in some degree
of the value of consultation is by
no means a recent development.
We are told by a Jewish chronicler
of the Macabean period of ancient
Rome that "three hundred and
twenty men sat in council daily,
consulting always for the people
to the end that they might be well
ordered.... and there was neither
envy nor emulation among them."
In the days before the Great "Var,
De Toqueville, author of "Democracy in America," in discussing the
habits of free cooperation and discussion, almost uninfiuenced by the
character of the state among German, and to a greater degree among
the Russian peasantry, wrote, "It
is man who makes monarchies and
establishes republics, but the cooperative community seems to come
directly from God."
Today in all walks of life the
principle of consultation is taking
hold upon the structure of society.
In education the discussiol1 method
is being developed more and more,
at the end of public meetings and
lectures of all kinds, it is almost
cU8tomary to have discussion before closing; in big business, the
one man concern is being increas-
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ingly rare, and has given way to
trusts, the corporation and the limited liability company controlled
by an elected board of directors.
The question of the desirability of
these associations does not enter
into the point under discussion.
A still later development which is
usually rewarded with considerable
success is the business where the
worker also has a controlling interest. Democracy itself is in fact
based on the principle of consultation. The dictator is always insecure and absolute monarchs are almost of the past.
In all these instances, however,
and in many othm"s that could be
given, where consultation is resorted to, the law of consultation is
only incidental and subjective,
whereas Abdu'l-Baha makes it objective and fundamental. Moreover, as is always the case when a
philosophic and spiritual structure
is built up around a social incident,
it quickly assumes a significance
that previously was absent. It is
like the raw material for a product
that is all assembled, and which as
yet exists only in the plans and
mind of the artisan.
There is also at least one vital
aspect missing. The vital characteristic of consultation as enunciated by Abdu'l-Baha is that it must
be loving and harmonious and He
says regarding the obligations incumbent upon the members of consulting councils, "The first condition is absolute love and harmony
amongst the members of the assembly. " This essential difference is
not present in the concept held by
the average citizen. Where consultation takes place, as for example
between members of a parliament,
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consultation in love and harmony
is not considered essential; in fact
usually there is no real desire for
agreement. Consultation is brought
about under those conditions by a
group in the hope that their eloquence will be instrumental in winning over a majority to their way
of thinking, so that they may bring
about some policy that they desire
to see affected. Personalities and
anger are frequent and there is no
obligation or attempt on the part
of the defeated side to abide by
the will of the majority. Their
views are unchanged and they
will work unceasingly to the end
that their point of view will eventually prevail.
Concerning this
Abdu'l-Baha says, "It is again not
permitted that anyone of the honored members object to or censure,
whether in or out of the meeting
any decision arrived at previously,
even though that decision be not
right; for such criticism would prevent any decision being enforced."
HAVING thus briefly described the
Baha'i law of consultation and compared it to other forms of consultation, let us now consider the desirable mental and spiritual attitude for the individual to assume,
and the psychological processes
that take place during consultation.
Abdu'l-Baha says, "The shining
spark of truth cometh forth only
after the clash of differing opinions."
This is a marvelous and
profound statement which psychologists and sociologists today increasingly echo. Miss Foley wrote
of individual attitude in a discussion group, "\¥ e must not press
our view. vVe should pool our differences."
H. A. Over street in
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"About Ourselves," when discussing the manner in which world unity can be brought about, mentions
the matter of suitable institutions.
He says, "Far more fundamental
then is the necessity for producing
the type of minds which have the
habit of thinking widely and understandingly with and through
other minds. Such intercreating
minds, making' their linkages with
other minds, will gradually build
up more finely functioning groups,
which in turn making their wider
linkages will carry on a progressive unification of mankind." Again
he says, "In discussion, mind meets
mind. Each mind gives as well as
takes. Each mind learns in a measure, to become open to the other,
to tolerate, to try to understand.
In each mind there are born ideas
and attitudes that come not solely
out of itself, but out of the interaction of other minds. And out
of that union of other minds with
many minds, comes a breadth and
power of insight not otherwise
achieved. ' ,
The command to consult should
be welcomed by every Baha'i because the importance of the Cause
is so vital, that none should feel
capable of taking the responsibility
of individual action. He should
realize that no matter how altruistic his motives may be his point
of view by reason of his humanly
constituted mind, must of necessity
be tinged with his personality. It is
only the Perfect Man Whose opinion is impersonal; yet such Beings
are exceedingly humble and Their
charm lies in the manner in which
They do not seek to force Their message upon those around them and
so destroy their ability to express

themselves. Rather they seek to
draw out the individual and bring
to light all that is best in mankind.
The very least that can be said
in favor of group consultation, is
that it is a shifting of responsibility from the weak shoulders of the
one to the broad shoulders of the
many. Inharmony is often due to
individual mistakes; but if the
whole group have made an error,
all alike are responsible and friction between the group and the individual or between the group and
a section of the group is accordingly rendered less likely.
One prime requisite for consultation is humility. Each individual,
especially if he has a pet scheme
of his own which he wants to see
put into operation, should approach
the council chamber as though he
were a subject bearing gifts, which
he knows are quite inadequate to
a king. His attitude should be that
of desire to have his scheme tested
and if feasible, improved upon.
, 'Should anyone oppose, he must on
no account feel hurt for not until
matters are fully discussed can the
right way be revealed," wrote
Abdu'l-Baha.
Professor McIvor, of Columbia
University, says there should be a
willingness to discuss differences,
and they should not be regarded
as a source of division.
The attitude should be that of
the scientist. Heigel describes the
scientist as one who sinks himself
in the object. He goes out from
himself, seeks to unite with something that is out there in the thing
or the life he is studying, he divests
himself as far as possible of his
personal equation, intrudes nothing
of his private self, lets the object
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tell him what it has to tell. Overstreet says the scientist tries to find
fact deliberately with carefully
guarded technique.
Eddington,
when discussing the value of science, says, "Moreover the answers
given by science have a singular
perfection, prized the more because
of the long record of toil and
achievement behind them."
In
short discussion to be effective must
be carried on with patience and a
passion for truth.
Let us emulate the great and wise
Socrates, whom Overstreet so beautifully describes, " Socra tes was
great as the oracle once reminded
his fellow Greeks, because he knew
he did not know. He did not come
bristling with his own opinion, he
had no impervious dominating egotisms; he was not at all wrapped
up in a kind of finality of self congratulation. He went out modestly
and sincerely to discover what other
people thought. And in the process of talking with them simply
and searchingly, he brought to birth
ideas of which they themselves had
been quite unaware. But what was
more hy this give and take process
of his, he brought to birth ideas in
himself; so much so, that when
these ideas emerged, he was the
most astonished of all.
, 'It would be a pleasant task to
paint the picture of Socrates for
Socrates is convincingly like what
any average individual might be, if
only that individual could grasp the
idea of emptying the idea of pretention, and trying to build up ideas
by intercreating processes with his
fellows. "
No one, when the majority disagrees with him, should adopt the
attitude, "Well, you have my opin-
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ion and you do not accept it, I accept your decision, but you are
wrong, and I have nothing further
to say."
Such an attitude closes
the door to truth as far as that
individual is concerned and may
prevent the master key to the true
solution from being contributed
which that individual may yet hold.
It is like a rower in a race throwing away his oar because he does
not like the instructions of the
stroke. The rest of the team are
not only deprived of his propelling
power, but have an additional dead
weight to carry and this extra
weight in the group is represented
by a straining of the relations. It
is an attitude that indicates that
the individual considers himself exclusive and superior in intelligence
to the others. This does not mean
that in a group there may not be
experts of superior ability. It is
the duty of the rest to recognize this
great~r wisdom when it appears.
But it would seem that only in the
case of a definite hard and fast technical or legal point is it justifiable
for an individual to hold on to his
opmlOn. There is a further danger to the individual that results
from this holding on to a point of
view. It may become inhibited and
a mania, and result in neurosis and
all kinds of undesirable nervous
conditions. There is nothing more
tragic than to find someone who has
a perpetual grouch because, some
group ten years ago would not do
something he thought they ought
to do.
Then there is the opiniona tec1
person. He is slightly different because whereas the previous type
may be perfectly sincere, the opinionated person merely likes to hear
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his own voice and never really mise in its very nature implies conminds very much if his ideas are tinued difference under agreement;
acceptable or not. Of this kind the parties agree to differ.
In discussion, interest in dull subOverstreet naively remarks, ". . .
he has his mind all made np. He jects is stimulated. Matters that
knows. 'Don't tell me,' he says. are hard to give whole-hearted attention to when attempted alone,
And if you are wise you don't."
Tricks of oratory should have no assume a different aspect when
place in true discussion, useless re- dealt with by a group.
True discussion is stimulating to
iteration avoided, and above all argument for its own sake.
the intellect, a group intelligence
All should be ceaselessly on the is aroused that is something in the
watch for the clique consciousness. nature of healthy competition, but
As soon as a group within a group more profound. Man is a social
develops, efficiency and vitality di- animal and it is a well-known fact
minish, and loving consultation is that two working together will do
impossible. A slavish adherence more work than the same two men
to precedence must be avoided. working separately.
Associations that plan conferConditions change and just because
a step failed ten years ago or even ences should remember that the
last year, it does not say it always best results accrue when the
will. Henry Ford is a good exam- speeches are brief and few, and the
ple in this respect; he refuses to discussions under control and numallow records of unsuccessful ex- erous. It is not conje1'ring to have
periments to be kept. New blood billed speakers and after them to
should be deemed a necessity and confine the discussion to a few prevall should acquire the secret of eter- iously selected persons who proceed
nal youth as far as thought is con- to deliver prepared speeches. Such
cerned. The greatest men never gatherings fail to a large degree,
get old and often do their best work because all have not participated,
at great ages. Just as soon as an the thought is individual thought
individual has ceased to look for and the "shining spark of truth
new aspects of truth and starts to has not come forth after the clash
sit back on his laurels and the glo- of differing opinions."
Regarding the character of a
ries of the past, that individual
ceases to be a positive force in so- group, it is easy to see that the
more important its function, the
ciety.
The timid should be encouraged, more difficult it becomes to mainfor beneath a retiring exterior deep tain harmony. A discussion group
or a language class is not likely to
wisdom of tell lies.
indulge in acrimonious debates, because nothing very vital is involved.
THE ATTITUDE of compromise is
1lot truly constructive, because it is A group of business men, legislaDot real agreement and that process tors or members of a religious body
of integration that is so characteris- are far more likely to so indulge
tic of the highest type of consulta- because matters that affect them
tion has not taken place. Compro- deeply are involved.
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The group needs to examine the
notives of the individual if he is
)bstinate and a continued source
)f inharmony. In everyday life it
would probably be found to be due
co self-interest and in religious matcers it may be that also, but more
likely due to a narrow dogmatic
mind. Singleness of purpose and
absence of complex motives are the
first essentials for a harmonious
and efficient group. It might well
be said that the harmony of the
group increases inversely as the
Clomplexity of the motives of the
individuals decreases, and their
sincerity, love, singleness and purity of purpose increase.
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In the Baha'i group, the highest
type of consultation yet conceived
is evolved, because their method is
conscious loving consultation. It
will be the pattern for all society
of the future and the Parliament
of Man yet to be. In Persia especially, whole groups of society practice the Baha'i plan on a large scale,
indeed it would be a separate article in itself to describe them.
Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the
Baha'i Oause, says that Baha'is
should consult even in their private
affairs. When that is universally
practiced, a civilization of the very
highest order will be born.

" Nothing less than persistent and st'rennmlS warfare
against onr own instincts and nattlral inclinations, and
self-sacrifice in snbordinating O'~lr own likings to the imperat'ive reqtlirements of the CatlSe of God, can insure
mlr tlndivided loyalty to so sacred a pr'inc'iple [consu,ltat'ionJ-a princ'iple that will for all ti'I1Le safeg'Llard O'Wf'
beloved CatlSe from the all'ure'rnents and the trivialities
of the world withmlt, and of the pitfalls of the self
within."

-SHOGHI EFFENDI,
Guardian of the Bah6/i Cause.
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CONSULTATION IS AN ART
Doms
UCCORDING to the Teachings
of Baha 'u 'llah, true consultation brings forth the right decision.
That is, a procedure exists by which
the right decision may be found.
This is one of the basic principles of
the Baha'i Revelation. If we work
from principles to particulars, our
action being the result of conscious
obedience to spiritual law, our action will be based upon a solid
foundation which the winds of personal opinion cannot blow down.
We will have an unerring formula
by which the right decision may be
arrived at. The principle or law
employed to find the right decision
is the law of consultation, the guiding principle of this age.
What is true consultation ~
"Every destruction is followed
by a construction", Baha 'u 'llah asSlues us, so perhaps if we see what
is supposed to be consultation in
the usual sense and clear that preconceived idea out of the way, we
can proceed to the interpretation
of this guiding principle according
to the spirit of the Baha'i teachings.
Ordinary consultation consists in
talking over an already-formed decision with someone we have picked
out, consciously or unconsciously,
to agree with us. Do we consult
with someone who we know in advance will not agree with us ~ Not
unless we have to, and often then we
don't even listen to what that "unreasonable" person has to say. If,
unexpectedly, the person with whom
we are consulting does not agree
with us, we try to win him over to
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our opmlOn. That is, we try to
prove the correctness of an already
formed opinion by finding a corroborator. We find another person of the same opinion to prove the
success of our consultation. But
have we made the right decision?
As the principle upon which this
form of consultation is based is the
principle of agreement, and even
more strictly, agreement with us,
the word consultation can hardly
be applied to it. Agreement has
nothing to do with the right decision, it is simply a confirmation of
an already formed decision.
Consulta tion is an art. We need
training in this subtle form of the
expression of truth.
The free
schools for this important education are the Spiritual Assemblies of
the Baha'is of the world.
In the administration of a Baha'i
community under the World Order
of Baha 'u 'nah, decision is vested
solely in a Spiritual Assembly.
When we use the means of true consulta tion in this age, by consulting
with an Assembly (as a member of
it or as a believer), we haven't
chosen those whose decision is final,
but they have been chosen by the
whole community. Therefore any
other form of discussion ceases to
be consultation in the sense of the
existing procedure by which the
right decision may be found. The
decision is obtained through opinions advanced without attachment,
and this is a result of spiritual
growth. The opinions are advanced
impersonally, in a spirit of search
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for truth, and the decision arrived Baha. At first we submit outwardat by majority vote of a Spiritual ly to the majority rule, but inwardAssembly is unquestionably accept- ly we are not convinced. Even if we
ed by the Baha,'i community.
have the wisdom, (and obedience)
The training of those elected to not to mention it to others, inwardserve as members of a Spiritual As- ly we feel that our idea or opinion
sembly is difficult and painful. (which has been rejected) is right
These nine people, as a whole, the and timely, and would have provarious personalities representing duced much good but for the fact
different salient qualities, or states that the other timid souls lack courof consciousness, make together one age and vision. In other words we
more or less complete human being. are completely attached to our own
It is like being mixed with eight inspiration. It is only as our conother people in a magic retort, sciousness begins to change from
which, if heated to the secret inten- the personal to the impersonal, from
sity, will produce the divine elixir. the particular to the universal, that
These training schools in the art of we can begin to form a part of that
consultation are crucibles in which mysterious collective entity through
the fire of self must be wholly con- which the truth can come-a chansumed.
nel through which the spirit can
The attitude of the ordinary per- work-when that channel is not
son, at first in an ttnchanged state clogged by insisted-upon opinions
of consciousness, is that of pride at and personal prejudices.
the honor conferred upon him, or
Prayer, and meditation upon the
an over-awed admiration of the words of Baha 'u 'lhih, produces a
other eight members and a feeling changed state of consciousness, and
of spiritual inferiority. The latter it is only by a changed state of conis really false humility, for we are sciousness that the Revelation can
taught not to think of our own capa- be proved. Otherwise it is useless.
city (it would be enough to discour- If we stay just the same, personallyage anyone), but to know that if we minded and limited, we do not beare elected we must do our best and long to this universal age and cantrust in God, and that to be over- not become an instrument through
whelmed with our own short-com- which its spirit can function. As
ings is but the other side of the our thoughts become permeated
shield of being overwhelmed with with the spirit of the Teachings our
our own importance. The outcome consC'iotlSness changes. This is the
is just as limited. "Self-mastery mysterious secret of the spirit of
is self-forgetfulness," said' Abdu '1- the age.

NOTICE: Back numbers of the Star of the West from the earliest
issues are very much needed to complete bound volumes. Will all those
who have extra copies which they can spare please mail them to The
Baha'i Magazine, 1112 Shoreham Building, Washington, D. C.
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A UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE-WHICH?
A.

EVELYN BAXTER

This 1nagaz'ine has often published accounts of International EspeJ'anto Congresses.
The Twenty-second Universal Congress of Esperanto was held this year at Oxford the
sessions of which are very well described by Miss Baxter in the following article.

rm
.. P AND down the world, multi-

~ tudes now realize the need of

a universal language which shall
make not only possible but easy the
interchange of trade, culture and
friendship between small and almost unknown nations, as well as
between the so-called "G rea t
Powers." But it is another matter
when one inquires which among the
tongues already spoken is to be the
medium of interchange, or whether
it shall be a new invented language.
Only those who are accustomed
to international affairs, such as
great congresses for peace, religion, law, medicine, police, postal
services, cooperative societies~ and
the like, have any idea of the chaos
which reigns owing to the translation and retranslation when, say,
even four languages are used; and
although this is somewhat obviated
by simultaneous radio transmission
of the translations, yet considerable difficulty remains yet to be
overcome.
But what was the state of affairs
at the great Twenty-second Universal Congress of Esperanto held
at Oxford (England) in August ~
Any misconception arising from
ambiguity1 Any preference of one
person before another due to supposed superiority of nationality, or
to the fact that the on8 is uqin o: b '-1
mother-tongue while to the listener
it is an acquired language? Em-

phatically no! Whatever the naturE
of the gathering-social function
concert, play, the business meetingi
of the Congress, the impressivE
Summer University, or the small81
meetings of special societies or ac
tivities-the same success and sat
isfaction prevailed.
As one who had the privilege oJ
attending this great Congress, ]
should like to give a few persona:
impressions and remlluscellce:~:
Matter-of-fact reports can be rear
in the various Esperanto journals
such as "Esperanto," "La N OV2
Tago," "International Language,'
, 'Heroldo, " etc.
First of all let me say what ar
ffisthetic treat it was to meet in thi~
historic university city-the cen·
turies-old seat of learning-and tc
have the opportunity between mort
serious occupations, of roaming
around the wonderful old college~
with their interesting halls and
beautiful gardens. And with wha1
hospitality and generosity the May.
or and Corporation welcomed us
What excellent arrangements had
been made by the indefatigablE
secretary, Mr. Cecil Goldsmith, fO!
housing his unwieldy family!
All large meetings were held ill
the beautiful hall of the Town Hall
-those of the Congress itself and
of the Universal Esperanto Association (U E A) in the mornings:
those of the Summer University ill
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the afternoons; and in the evenings
the various social functions; while
sectional meetings were held in the
lecture-rooms of Christ Ohurch College adjoining.
The Congress was attended by
over twelve lllmdrerl neo',,>'n 1'1'- ,
twenty-nine different countries. Is
that not indeed a miracle when
twenty-nine tongues are made eloquent in one common language ~
This great family was welcomed
individually by the Deputy Mayor
and Lady Alderman and most hospitably entertained. The great hall
was beautifully decorated with
plants and flowers, and the gallery
running the length of the hall was
draped with the flags of many
nations, and on the platfOl'm was
the' 'Verda Standardo" representing "Espel'antujo." Mr. Bernard
Long, B.A. (London), President of
the Congress, ably presided and
welcomed the many nations represented at the Congress. Official
representatives from various governments gave the greetings of
their country, and a letter from our
beloved Guardian, Shoghi Effendi
(Guardian of the Baha'i Cause)
was mentioned, and was afterwards
read at the second business meeting. How encouraging to feel the
interest and support of our Guardian in this important world-wide
movement towards friendship between all nations!
A wonderful service was held on
Sunday morning at St. Mary the
Virgin's, when the large church
was full, and Rev. T. Grahame
Bailey, M.A., D.D., gave an excellent address on the necessity of exerting ourselves in order to make
progress in the spiritual life, and
called on us to put forth every ef-
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Miss Lydja Zumenhof, youngest daughter
of the late Dr. L. Zamenho/, creator of the
Esperanto language.

fort towards the realization of universal peace which can be so gTcatly helped by a universal language.
A Roman Catholic service was held
in the Priory of the Holy Ghost.
At noon, all the "Kongresanoj"
assembled in a corner of the quadrangle of Christ Church College for
a group photograph, and in spite
of cloudy conditions this proved a
grea t success.
THE CON G RES S was officially
opened on Sunday evening, when
the hall was again crowded. One
representative from every country
attending the Congress gave a
short greeting in turn. It is ever
a joy to see the family of Dr.
Zamenhof represented at the Congress, and at this meeting Dr. Felix
Zamenhof, brother, and Miss Lydja
Zamenhof, youngest daughter of
the esteemed "Majstro," were
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both on the platform and gave
short but moving speeches in the
very spirit of the inventor of this
wonderful language. It is no mere
coincidence that this daughter of
so universally-minded a father, is
the only Baha'i in Poland. She
not only knows and loves the Baha'i
Faith, but works devotedly to promote the C a use by speeches,
articles and translations. She has
just finished translating into Esperanto "Baha'u'llah and the New
Era" by Dr. Esslemont. The meeting closed with the singing to organ
accompaniment of the world-wide
Esperanto hymn "La Espero."
AMONG BAHA'I activities, a meeting was held on Monday, August
fourth, in the afternoon at which
about sixty people were present,
representing several nationalities.
The feeling was most sympathetic, and the three papers given
by our esteemed teacher, Mrs.
Mary Hanford Ford of N ew York,
Miss EIsa Maria Grossmann of
Hamburg, and Miss Lydja Zamenhof of Warsaw, pointed out the
need of a recurrent Manifestation
of God, and that the time was ripe
for such to appear-indeed that He
had already appeared in the person
of Baha 'u 'llah. Professor Paul
Christa11er (Stuttgart) as Chairman presided in a most cordial
manner and gave a few of the
Teachings which are peculiar to
the Baha'i Movement, such as a
universal language, script, education, and above all universal
pea ce. Two of the "Hidden
Words" of Baha 'u '11ah were read
by the writer. The Baha'i friends
met twice for lunch, when those

from other countries were the
guests of the Baha'i British National Spiritual Assembly. Many from
distant lands felt the joy of friendship which is only possible in many
cases by means of Esperanto.
A SPECIAL feature of this Congress was the large number of blind
persons from several countries, and
the splendid arrangements made
for their comfort by Mr. and Mrs.
Merrick and their helpers. Two
ladies devoted the whole of their
time to the sale of objects at a stall
on behalf of the blind, many of the
articles having been made by the
blind themselves. Esperanto has
been of enormous benefit to the
blind, not only for purposes of
travel, but by using only the one
international language for translation greatly increasing the SCOIJe
of literature available in Braille.
As a relaxation from the serious
occupations of the day, every evening had some form of entertainment, and on Friday evening was
held a great international ball at
which many wore the picturesque
dress of their country. Every
evening also there was given a
short "Talking Film" in Esperanto.
Perhaps one of the most touching of the Congress meetings is the
closing one. Our amiable President,
Mr. John Merchant (Sheffield) who
so ably conducted the business meetings with the efficient help of the
Secretary, Ro bert Kreuz (Geneva)
bids us keep the "Verda Standardo" flying throughout the world
for another year, when we hope to
experience as successful a Congress
at Krakow in the land where Dr.
Zamenhof lived and worked.
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"The Divine Power' alone ,is potent enough to tr'iumph over these 1"eligious, racial and patriotic prejudices . . . . He (Baha'u'llah) her'alds the hm/.?'
of un:ity which has dawned on all 111ct.nkind."
,A bdt~' l-B aka.

"CHINA is calling, in fact the
whole world is calling for Light.
Tha t is why people are taking such
an interest in these Baha'l Principles and the books explaining
them. There is a need, there is an
approach, and there is a fulfillment.
This is a New Message of great
value; it is liberalizing, quickening.
It makes religion more dynamic to
solve world problems. For all this
there is a need, and the deep-thinking men of China all realize this
great necessity; for we cannot go
back to the old stereotyped, halfdead creeds. This Baha'i Message
supplies a new ideal and the world
cannot win against it," said Dr.
Y. S. Tsao, former President of
Tsing Hua University, to Miss
Martha L. Root, journalist and
Baha'i lecturer and teacher.'x,
China groping her way for Light
in one of the most turbulent, chaotic
and yet imminently progressive
periods of her existence, would find
indeed in the Baha'i Movement an
answer to all the problems which
harrass her.
Here, as in fact almost universally throughout this planet, the old
religious forces are crumbling. The
moral sanctions and customs supported by thousands of years or re• See Pag"e 262,

ligious tradition are no longer holding Young China In the race of a
thousand outside influences impinging upon them.
N ever deeply
spiritual in temperament, the
Chinese now left without even the
comfort of religious habit are in
great need of some guiding star for
their national and racial destiny.
There are those among this vast
populace who find this guiding star
in Communism. There are those,
and they are fortunately strong in
number and influence, who find it in
the Nationalism based upon the
three-fold principle of democracy
uttered by Sun Yat-Sen, whose
ideals are near to being a religion
among the zealous leaders of the
Kuo Ming Tang party. Yet this is
not enough, as Dr. Tsao himself
acknowledges, for there are many
and deeply serious problems before
which the best brains of China find
themselves baffled.
N or is China alone in this danger
of chaos. Not alone China, but the
whole world, needs the Baha'i
Teachings. The Christian world
no less than the Confucian world
today faces the danger that her civilization as it is built up cannot actually survive the threat of chaos
and disintegration.
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The same disruptive force which
has turned China into a slaughter
pen, bringing to stop the wheels of
progress, menaces also other nations in an alarming way. As we
approach the Christmas season of
peace and good-will to men we hear
from Europe increasingly alarming
accounts of the will-to-war.
To get rid of war is the biggest
task to which mankind has ever addressed itself, said former Prime
Minister Arthur Meighen of Canada at the International Conference
of the World Alliance for International Friendship recently hold in
Washington. "We must meet the
new conditions if we hope to survive. With war possible now in
three dimensions weapons come into play which cannot be matched
with other weapons. The only way
to meet offense in this new warfare
on three planes (sea, earth aud air)
is by reprisal. Reprisal will follow
reprisal until the whole civil population are wiped out or demoralized.
'Phere can be nothing but defeat
and despair to both the conquered
and conqueror, and no agreement
to limit destructive agents will hold
in time of combat for war is itself
an outlaw. The belligerent fighting for his life will stop at nothing.
Necessity Imows no law.
"But what of the League of Nations and the numerous peace pacts ~
These are praiseworthy indications
of man's will to peace," says Mr.
Meighen, "but we must not rely
upon them. The absence of any
provision for enforcement of the
pact will tempt the nations to achieve a quick victory. During the
period of these pacts has taken
place a growth of armament more
terrible than the world has yet

known. Within a decade of the
"war to end war" we have witnessed expenditures for armament more
enormous than ever before.
, , Very manifestly there is nothing
in the world capable of giving security against war. Something
must be found. There is nothing of
supreme importance in the world
today save to be adequately organized against war. Nationalism must
be abated. We must find those
common cords of humanity that will
vibrate to those who feel themselves as brothers."
Another speaker at this Conference, Hon. J acob Gould Schurman,
former American Ambassador to
Germany, said that prevention of
war is assured only if nations living side by side, no matter what
their differences are, never think
even of resorting to war. He has
put his finger on the crux of the
matter. War can only be abolished
when the desire for war is annihilated in the human breast, and that
desire will never be annihilated
until men come to think of all mankind as brothers, the welfare of all
being held in equal esteem.
Ruhi Afnan, grandson of 'Abdu'lBaha, a graduate of the American
University at Beirut and student at
an English University, in an illuminating article published a few
years ago in this magazine'" pointed
out that the world cannot accomplish reforms in the way in which it
is now endeavoring' to do, singling
out one at a time. War cannot be
abolished until national racial and
religious prejudices and hatred are
abolished. The Baha'i Movement
carries forward simultaneously all
the principles necessary to accomplish this. Here we have a Move"Vat 17, P. 10.
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ment which at the same time establishes a universal religious conRciousness; an actual world brotherhood as deep and earnest and effective as the world has ever known
within the heretofore limited fieldR
of sectarianism; a will-to-peace
springing from the sentiment of the
sacredness of human life (to be
killed is better than to kill, says
Baha'u'llah) and founded effectively upon the Parliament of Man,
These principles are accepted in
toto by every adherent of the Baha'i
Cause. Everyone who becomes an
adherent of the Baha'i Cause,
whether cultured or uncultured,
whether erstwhile enlightened and
tolerant or bigoted and ruthless,
becomes thereby an active agellt
for world peace.
Where else can one find in tbe
world today a Movement which like
this can actually offor seeurity
against wad A Movement capable
of drawing into its fold Christian,
Buddhist, Muhammadan, J ow l'lml
atheist, as regards reJigious deav-

age; and of the classes of men,
every type of intelligence and every
degree of education from the imterate and fanatical tribesmen of
Persia to the college professor and
scientist, nay, even, the rulers of
Christendom.
The European and American
worlds, though at present moving
smoothly in the ordinary channels
of civilization, are in no situation to
be hypercritical regarding the chaos
in China. Let us extend to that
great people who are sincerely
striving toward better government,
customs and religion, the hand of
brotherhood. Let ns not continue
to teach them the arts of war and
force them to use those arts for
their own national safety. Let ns
rather offer them this Golden Gift
of the Baha'i Teaching which is, if
ihey could but see it, the greatest
means today for their advancement
and reposo) as indeed it is for the
advancement and repose of the Oc,cident.

* * * *
"China, Ch'ina, China, ChinawaTd the Cause of Ba,hd'u'lldh must nta1'ch! Where
is that holy sanctified Bahd'i to become the teacheT of China.! China has most great
capflbility, The Chinese people a1'e 'most simple-hearted and truth-seeking. The
Bahd'i teacher of the Chinese people must ftxst be imbued wUh their spirit; know their
so,cTecl litc1'cttu1'e,. study thei1' national customs o,nd speak to the1n from their own
standpoint, and thei1' own tm'minologies. He 1nust ent61'tain no thought of his own,
but eve1' think of their spiritual welfa1'e. In China one can teach many souls and
//rain and educate such divine personages each one of whom may become the bri,qht
candle of the wodd of humanit1/. Truly, I say they a1'e free fT01n deceit and hypocrisies
and are lJ1'mnpted with ideal motives,
"Had I been feeling well, I would have taken ct .101I,1'ne1/ to China 11~yself! China
is the country of the future. I hope the r'ight kind of teache?' will be inspired to go to
that vast e1np'ire to lay the fo'undat'ion of the K'ingcio1n of God, to pr'o?note the principles
of divine civilization, to 'U,nfurl the banner of the Cause of Bahd'u'Udh, and to invite
the people to the Banquet of the L01'd!"

'Abdu'l-Bahd.
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CHINESE CULTURE AND BAHA'ISM
MARTHA

L.

ROOT

RHE Baha'i Movement is beginlilt ning to bring a new orientation in China, this wonderful nation with 500,000,000 souls. vVhat
China does later, may have its effect
in every country of the globe. If
she should become a militaTY Dation, who can say, how with onefourth of the population of the globe
involved, she might be the balance
that would sink all civilizations. If
China comes out strongly for
Baha 'u 'llah 's universal principles
she might lead the world, in a century or two, to a new undreamed
of international co-operation! Dr.
Sun Ya t-sen, the" George Washington of China, ' , the immortal
Father of the new Republic, listened with interest to the Baha!i
Teachings when I met him in CanHis Excellency Che1t Ming-Shu, Govern01'
ton in 1924. He asked to have two
of Kwangtu1tg P1'ovince.
Baha'i books sent to him. He was
a great idealist; his program was but as I read it, I believe Baha'u'lbased on cooperation rather than 1ah was a Prophet and Ohina has
on competition, and his ultimate need of a Prophet in these days.
aim was universal peace.
Such Teachings at their lowest esVisiting Oanton again in Sep- timate could not harm any nation
tember, 1930, five years after the and at their highest they could do
passing of this great man, I had the a great good in China and in every
honor to meet His Excellency Chen other country. No nation is more
Ming-Shu, the Governor of Kwang- fitted to receive these Teachings
tung Province. He was formerly than China, for the base of Ohinese
one of the great generals of Ohina; civilization is universal peace. Just
he has stood at the front and faced now we are going through great
death many times. He is a man of disturbances, but when Ohina is
vjsion and one who thinks deeply. righted and we are on an equal
He said: "I did not know much footing vnth other nations, China
about this Baha'i Movement until will take her place in all internayou sent me a booklet two days ago, tional welfare."
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Governor Chen Ming-Shu, although he is such a busy mall,
visits the schools and sometimes
speaks to the students just as did
the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen. Governor Chen knows which schools are
the most progressive, which teachers have the broadest outlook, and
no one realizes more than he that
no force can convert China into
peace. r(lhe ideal alone can conquer
in the end.
WHILE in Shanghai, the writer
had the joy of meeting again Dr.
Y. S. Tsao, former President of
Tsing Rua University (this is [118
Boxer Indemnity Institution). Rn
is one of the keenest educationists
in China and a distinguished
writer of Chinese affairs. Speaking with him about the relation of
Chinese culture to the Baha'i
"Movement, he stated among other
points: "An analysis of Chinese
culture shows that the Eastern
philosophers when in troubJe dig
deep down into their souls. This
Baha'i Movement is a new way of
'digging down' and the Teachings
supply the help they are seeking.
China is calling, in fact the whole
world is calling for Light. That is
why people are taking such an interest in these Baha'i Principles
and the books explaining them.
There is a need, there is an approach, and there is a fulfillmellL
This is a new Message of great
value; it is liberalizing, quickening. It makes religion more dynamic to solvo world problems. FOT
all this there is a need, and the
deep-thinking men of China all realize this great necessity; for we
cannot go back to the old stereotyped, half-dead creeds.
This
Baha'i Message supplies a new

Dj'. Y. S. Tsa,o, one of the gTeat educationists of China, who is g'tacious~y assisting in the ln~blicCl,t'ion of the Ch1:nese
veT'sion of DT. J. E. Ess~enwnt's book,
"Balui'u'lldh and the New Ej'a."

ideal and the world cannot win
against it. The older religions may
struggJe on till they aTe dead: they
may uover attain to the goal of accepting this. The world may sink
farthor and faxther down until it
drinks the last dregs and then it
will come np again. Chinese history has been like that. After a
number of years of suffering some
ruler or teacher appears and for
several hundred years there is progress. Then a relapse comes, but
in these modern times China cannot afford a relapse. Confucius
himself taught that about every five
hundred years or so a great teach01' or reformer will come.
"These Baba'i Teachings carry
universality and supply the educational, tho economic and the social
solutions for this new epoch," said
Dr. Tsao. "Not alone China, but
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the whole world needs these Teachings. China needs them specially
because her leaders are groping for
Light."
"How will the Chinese people
take these Teachings ~ I sometimes
ask myself," he continued, "among
the Eastern people there are some
that take religion much more seriously than does the West or China.
People of the Near East and many
in Central Asia make religion their
very life, they are desperate in their
religion. My question is will the
Chinese people take this Baha'i
Movement so seriously as the peoples of the Near East ~ According
to history in the past, the Chinese
people have rarely taken religion
so very earnestly unless it was encouraged by government or by some
of FO'feign Affai?'s
sovereign. Judging from the mod- D'f. C. T. WCing, lViiniste?'
in China.
ern spirit of the new rulers in
China, they have learned so many
Dr. Tsao graciously is assisting
and modern ,7i[ estern ideas that the in the publication of the Chinese
present Government and its leaders version of "Baha 'u 'llah And The
have not yet looked to a religious New Era," a Western book written
teacher or a new religious move- by Dr. J. E. Esslemont, giving the
ment to help in the solution of history and the Teachings of the
China's affairs.
However, they Baha'i Movement.
have not made as rapid improve"Common sense which runs like
ment in the direction of the affairs a thread through China's long hisof state as they had hoped, so the tory," said Mr. Yeh Kung-cho
earnest thinkers and leaders who former Minister of Communicaare endeavoring to dig deeper into tions, "shows that the common
the human soul, and looking for a ideal of China is the peace of the
guiding spirit from the spiritual world. Much literature condemnHeaven, might appreciate and ing war had been written by China's
understand the value of this new thinkers. She entertains no wild
Message from Baha 'u 'llah, inas- ambitions towards any other counmuch as this new movement not try, so when her house is put in
only fulfills the needs of the pres- order, she will stand ready to coent day, but supplies as well an operate with the world in material
ideal for the future of manl\:ind. and human resources according to
Through their sufferings, through her former traditional spirit and
their wanderings, the Chinese peo- morality.' ,
Dr. C. T. Wang, Minister of Forple may see a Light here."
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eign Affairs was in his office in the University of California in 1912
capital, Nanking, and when I asked and took his Ph. D. degree in Cohim about China's aim for world lumbia University, has always
peace he answered! "We have al- specialized in education. He said
ways stood for world peace. We that since the revolution in 1911,
have never been an aggressive several times there have been two
power, this has been an historical governments, but education has
fact for four thousand years. We never disintegrated. During all
have stood for cultural and peace- this time instructions about educaful development; the Mongolian tion could be sent to any province.
race fought, but not the Chinese. I asked Dr. Chiang about the teachIf we have something good, we let ing of religion in the schools, bethe world have it, if it wishes, but cause at the moment there is a great
we have never forced our customs furor among the foreign missionor laws on other people. We never aries. He answered: "So far as
conquered Japan, never intended to, the public schools are concerned
but they took our written language there is no teaching of religion in
and our culture." When I spoke these schools; it is the same as in
of the French Revolution by way of America. We go a step farther and
comparison, saying that it took that include the private schools no matcountry small as it is when one ter by whom established, whether
thinks of China's vast millions, one by private individuals, societies or
hundred years to restore peace, he missionary organizations; in the
said: "Times are different now, it lower schools below junior middle
will not take China one hundred school no religious training shall be
years to develop peace in her do- given. However, above junior middle school, and this means the normains."
Dr. Paul Linebarger, legal ad- mal schools, colleges and universiviser to the National Government ties where students are old enough
of China called upon me at my hotel to think for themselves-religious
hI Nanking. He said that he had teaching is optional. Teachers canworked for eighteen years with the not enforce attendance. The mislate Dr. Sun Yat-sen and that the sionaries are too drastic, but our
latter's great aim was universal program is much more moderate
peace. Dr. Linebarger, who was than in some countries."
given the degree of Doctor of Laws
I gave Dr. Chiang one or two
in the National Central University books about the Baha'i Principles
the week I was in Nanking (and and we spoke of Baha'u'llah's
t his h 0 nor has only been Teachings and what the new unibestowed upon one other scholar versal education should be. All
either Chinese or foreign in this great educationists are interested
young University) said to me: in these Teachings which proves
"You Baha'is are most welcome in what Dr. Tsao said that the TeachChina. We like to see you intro- ings of Baha'u'llah offer a new soluducing the Baha'i Teachings here." tion for education, and the economic
The Minister of Education, Dr. and social welfare of mankind.
Mon-lin Chiang, who studied in the These solutions have not been
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brought forward in former religions. The great universities of
Ohina just as the Western universities were opened to lectures on
these Principles. Their International Olubs also arranged for more
talks. The writer spoke to two
thousand young men in the National
Oentral University in Nanking, October sixth, on "International Education For the New Age," a lecture
based on BaM,'u'llah's plan for the
new universal education.
The
Ohancellor in his letter said: "You
are heartily invited to give us a
speech. ' , After the lecture in
Hong Kong University which was
well attended and enthusiastic, a
beautiful girl of nineteen years
came forward and asked what she
could do to promote the Baha'i
Oause in Singapore, her home city.
They said she is one of the brightest girls in the university, and whatever life-work she undertakes she
will bring to it extraordinary
capacity.
There is absolutely no prejudice
in Ohina. They are open to investigate truth. The Director of Broadcasting in Oanton said that the people of Ohina would be very interested in these universal principles.
Three lectures were given over the
radio, and the "Oanton Municipal
Daily News" in its issue of September 23, 1930, had two full pages
with photograph of 'Abdu'l-Baha
in the Special Supplement Section.
On these two pages were (1) a
story about the visit to Oanton; (2)
Lecture broadcast on "New Universal Education; (3) "Esperanto
As a Universal Auxiliary Language" and ( 4) the broadcast
speech on "What Is the Baha'i
Movement ~ "

The speech broadcasted in Hong
Kong was given in full in six newspapers the following morning.
The West on the other hand,
could with profit examine the basic
foundation of Ohinese culture and
ask itself whether the great civilizations of Ohina contain elements
which can contribute toward interna tional coopera tion. Ohina has
seen the rise and fall of many
dynasties, Ohina has had her discoverers and inventors, men of fine
arts, philosophers and poets and
scholars, while we in the Occident
were still savages on the plains.
Highest of all, Ohina had the great
sage and Prophet Oonfucius, born
in 551 B. O. who taught the central
doctrine of being sincere in thought
so as to rectify the heart, to cultivate the person, to order well the
state, and to pacify the world. He
taught also that all within the four
seas are brothers.
According to the School of Physiocrats, one writer says: "The
whole teaching of Oonfucius aimed
at restoring to human nature that
first radiance that first beauty,
which it had received from Heaven,
and which had become obscured by
ignorance and passion. He therefore exhorted his countrymen to
obey the Lord of Heaven, to hono1'
and fear him, to love their neighbors as themselves, to overcome
their inclinations, never to make
passion the measure of action, but
rather to subject it to reason, and
not to do or think or say anything
contrary to reason." The essential
part still remains to be done, to
bind it upon the brows of earth,
and this was the task of oonfucius ,
to bring men back to the original
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divine state of nature. What has
happened to China in the lapse
from Confucius' teachings, has
similarly come upon the West in its
neglecting to live the teachings of
Jesus Christ. These great Prophets and Manifestations-and SUd1
an One is Baha 'u 'llah-come to this
earth from age to age to "renew religion, " and Their Teachings Carry
the great Creative Power to change
men's hearts and lead them up.
Just as I am finishing this
thought, at six 0 'clock this morning, here in Shanghai, I see with
my very eyes a symbol of what the
Bahai Teachings will do for China.
From my high window, I view the
black clouds over China, over the
sea and over the Yangtse River. It
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looks as if it would be a day of
"night" and depression; but something is happening behind this grim,
floating blackness: a mighty orb of
light steadily arises behind all this,
and slowly but surely the black
clouds drop down out of sight or
are melted through magic, into
white beauty. It is the glorious
full sun uprising in dazzling brilliance! What can withstand the
rays of such a light! Today breaks
into glad sunshine and all the
blackness passes away and will be
remembered no more. So arises
Bahi'u'llih to these thinkers of
China who, in the early morning
watch of a new epoch just breaking,
glimpse the Sun of Truth!

* * * *

WHAT IS TRUTH?
THORNTON CHASE

The following was wTitten some yea1's ago and is fro'Yn the unpublished leUm's of
the auth01' who was pronounced by 'Abdu'l-Baha to be the first bel'lever in America
in the teachings of Baha'u'llah.

ftfPIRUTH presents itself in the
passing of the centuries in
the enduring record of its effect
npon civilization and the tenacity
with which man clings to the
channel of its expression. Its immediate proof is demonstrated in
that which is the acme of miraculous expression-when through its
assimilation a sinner becomes a
saint. In other words, it is a complete transformer of the individual
Boul life.
The Water of Life, which is a
Bymbol used to express Truth, is no
shallow pool upon which we are to
launch the frail toy rafts of meta-

U

physics and philosophies; instead,
it is a boundless and bottomless
ocean in which we may plunge and
should immerse our entire beings,
divested of every thought and concept save that which is of God.
Truth is single like light, and
just as light when broken upon the
cross of the prism, becomes fragmentary and disjointed and diluted,
so the Light of Truth when strained
through our mentalities becomes
fragmentary and adulterated with
our misconcepts and false imaginings, and is thereby deprived of its
innate potency to influence the
lives of men to spiritual attainment.
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This is demonstrated in the beauty
and simplicity of the life and
teachings of Jesus the Christ-the
Divine Light of the World-which,
broken on the cross of human
hatred, opposition and denial, became fragmentized in the upbuilding of different sects and cults, each
calling itself by the Name of Christ
and yet, by reason of these different attitudes, all of them falling
short of the Christ intent.
Throughout the ages, man has
been prone to take one little cup
of this Water of Life and become
so attached to it that it finally became for him the entire ocean i-to
take one Tay of the light, of the
color suited to his liking-red, or
green or yellow-and become so
enamored of it that at last it grew
to constitute for him the entire sun.
Thus, the Christian holds no tolerance for any form of religion which
does not teach a personal God,
while the Indian philosophies reject
any which does teach a personal
God; the reincarnationist will accept no religion which does not
teach that repeated experiences in
the flesh are the only means of soul
purification, and so on almost endlessly. Each thus immures himself
in a fortress of his own making
wherefrom he combats the approach
of any with ideas contrary or different to his own. No man may
rightly declare that if the Word of
God be not presented in exact accordance with that which he considers the proper manner of Its appearance he will have nothing to do
with It. In so doing, he withdraws
himself to a dungeon with his one
little ray of light and refuses to admit the larger illumination.
There was no ritual in the pres-

entment of the Truth by Jesus the
Christ; no creed advanced by Him
save that of love; no dogma save
that of the oneness and singleness
of God. But humanity has builded
about the virgin form of Truth so
great a struchue of all of these,
that the Great Treasure itself has
now for long been almost obscured.
Many of the new sects and cults
and isms and various other movements relating to the spirit have
absorbed much of their doctrines
from age-old Oriental philosophies
which declare that man is sufficient
unto himself; that within him rest
the potentials for satisfying all of
his needs and aspirations, to attain
which he must engage in the performance of particular acts,-the
leading of an ascetic life, or make
positive declarations of his power
and that he is a part of God and
that the center of God rests within
himself.
How remotely different is this to
that which has been the attitude of
everyone of those who have come
with the Real Message and the Divine Authority!
"I of myself can do nothing."
"The vVord that I speak is not
mine, but my Father's that sent
me. ' , , 'And Moses hid his face;
for he was afraid to look upon
God. ' , , 'The Lord is my strength
and my salvation: He is my God .
. . . My father's God, and I will
exalt him!" "The gales of the AllKnowing, the All-Glorious passed
by me and taught me the knowledge
of what hath been. This thing is
110t from me, but from One who is
Mighty and All-Knowing." "This
is a leaf which the Breezes of the
Will of thy Lord the Mighty, the
Exalted, hath stirred. Can it be
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still when

the

rushing win d s

blow~"

Thus all of these things which
are being sought after and accepted
by many as a means for the acquisition of religion may be recognized
as the results of religion. It is not
the result (the fn~it) of the tree
which gives it its life: nay, rather,
it is the sap drawn up by the forces
of attraction (love) through the
pulsating arteries of being from
the invisible, unattainable and unknowable fountain of the Almighty.
All else is subject to decay, disease,
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disintegration and death.
The Baha'i Revelation is the
Light of today. It is a call sent
forth in this age for the races of
men to unite these d i veT g e n t
streams sent forth from tho Fountain of Truth to irrigate the soil of
human hearts, and to recognize the
single flowing of the Great River
of Life, bringing all mankind to a
common heritage in the ocean of
the Bounty of God. Thus will be
accomplished racial and religious
unity, real human brotherhood and
universal peace.

WHAT HOPE IS THERE FOR MAN?
SHAHN AZ

RWjHY have the great forces of
~ evolution thundered their way
through cycles of creation to produce so infinitesimal a being as material man, if this life is all, and
has no other purpose than to eat,
drink and be merry and tomorrow
die~

Until this question is answered,
so long must life at its very best be
but vague and unsatisfactory; so
long over all things must brood the
shadow of death and decay, made
more appalling by hopeless contemplation; so long must creation
appear but a cruel mockery, a
heartrending tragedy, and a useless
faree, for which peoples and civilizations come into being only to he
destroyed and to leave no trace,
utter obliteration being their fate.
All the work of evolution futile;
scientific inventions and all education useless, and all the heart-longing and hope, vain.

'WAITE

What hope is there for man, imprisoned in a world which has no
pity for him, whatever may he his
fate ~ A world which goes -:m in
precisely the same fashion whether
he live Or die. The glories and
beauties of nature "were the same
when Ceasar lived and will still be
the same when we who now gaze
npon them have pas'Jl'Cl into the Un·
known.
Of what avail then is the struggle
of human life? Is it for the many
or only for tbe few? Is all the toil
and sorrow of the millions merely
for the upliftmellt and perfecting
of: certail1 types 'I If so why sllch
waste of brain and heart, of love
tl.nrl patience ~
Ouly when men and women turn
to the Spirit and learn that their
lives are not infinitesimal, and useless but one with the Infinite; that
each one possesses within himself
01' herself an Eternal acti.ve, consci-
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ous individual being, a form, en·dowed with a Divine Energy which
draws to itself and accommodates
to its use, everything that is necessary for the accomplishment of its
unfoldment, whether physically,
mentally or spiritually; only then
will i t b e clearly understood
that nature is subject and servant
of this Radiant Energy, or Soul of
man, which is an eternal emanation from God, made in His image
and likeness potentially, and as such
has its eternal movement towards
the "Eternal Highest." Without
this knowledge there is no joy, and
life is purposeless.
IN THE TEAOHINGS of Baha 'u 'Hah,
expounded by 'Abdu'l-Baha, we
find the answer to all of these abstruse problems, the problems of
life and death solved, and the purpose of this life made clear. Relative to this subject 'Abdu 'l-Baha
has said; "How can man be content
to lead only an animal existence
when God has made him so high a
crea ture ~ All Cl' ea tion is made
subject to the laws of nature, but
man has been able to conquer these
laws. The sun in spite of its power
and glory is bound by the laws of
nature and cannot change its course
by so much as a hair's breadth.
The great and mighty ocean is
powerless to change the ebb and
flow of its tides, nothing can stand
against natures laws but man.
"To man God has given such
wonderful power that he can guide
control and overcome nature. The
natural law for man is to walk on
the earth, but he makes ships and
flies in the air. He is created to
live on dry land, but he rides on
the sea and even travels under it.

He has learned to control the power
of electricity and he takes it at will
and imprisons it in a lamp. The
human voice is made to speak
across short distances, but man's
power is such that he has made an
instrument and can speak from
East to West! All these examples
show you how man can govern nature and how, as it were, wrest a
sword from the hand of nature and
use it against herself. Seeing that
man has been created master of
nature, how foolish it is of him to
become her slave. What ignorance
and stupidity it is to worship and
adore nature, when God in His
goodness has made us masters
thereof. God's Power is visible to
all, yet men shut their eyes and see
it not. The Sun of Truth is shining
in all His Splendor, but man with
fast shut eyes cannot behold His
Glory."'~

"Some men's lives are solely occupied with the things of this
world; their minds are so circumscribed by exterior manners and
traditional interests that they are
blind to any other realm of existence, to the spiritual significances
of all things; they think and dream
of earthly fame, of material progress, sensuous delights, and comfortable surroundings bound their
horizon; their highest ambition centers in success of worldly conditions
and circumstances. They eat, they
drink and sleep. Like the animal
they have no thought beyond their
own physical well being. It is true
that these necessities must be
dispatched. Life is a load which
m~lst be carried on while we are on
earth, but the cares of the lower
* Wisdom

Talks of 'Abdu'l-Baha in Paris.
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things of life should not be allowed
to monopolize all the thoughts and
aspirations of a human being. The
heart's ambitions should ascend to
a more Glorious Goal. Mental activity should rise to higher levels;
men should hold in their souls the
vision of Celestial Perfection and
f;here prepare a dwelling-place for
the Inexhaustible Bounty of the
Divine Spirit.' ,'I'
" All around us to day we see how
man surrounds himself with every
modern convenience and luxury and
denies nothing to the physical and
material side of his nature. But
take heed, lest in thinking too earnestly of the things of thc body you
forget the things of the soul; for
material advantages do not elevate
the spirit of man. Perfection in
worldly things is a joy to the body
of man, but in no wise does it
glorify his soul. Only by improving spiritually, as well as materially
can we make any real progress and
become perfect beings. It was in
order to bring this spiritual life
and light into the world that all the
Great Teachers have appeared.
They came so that the Sun of Truth
might be manifested and shine in
the hearts of men, and through Its
Wondrous Power man might attain
to everlasting life. "'~
"The Soul of man is eternal, immortal. ... Man is shown to be the
sum of all creation, the superior of
all created beings, the goal to which
countless ages of existence have
progressed. At best man spends
three-score years and ten in this
world-a short time indeed. Does
a man cease to exist when he leaves
the body 7 If his life comes to an
* Wisdom

Talks of 'Abdu'l-Baha in Paris.
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end, then all the previou,s evolution
is ~tseless, all has been for nothing!
Can one imagine that the Creator
has no greater aim than this~"*
IN A TALK given by 'Abdu']Baha in New York City, July 6th,
1912, on "Evolution", we find a
clear and complete explanation of
"The Purpose of This Life", and
upon reading this masterful presentation of the subject, the salient
points may be put as Questions and
Answers as follows:
Question-What is the purpOflC
of this life~
Answer-" To prepare one's self
for the life beyond."
Question-What is the state of
man during this life ~
Answer-"Just as he prepared
himself in the world of the matrix
by acquiring forces necessary in
this sphere of existence, so likewiflc
the indispensable forces of the Divine Existence must be potentially
a ttained in this world."
Question-What is he in need of
in the Kingdom which transcends
the life and limitation of this mortal sphere?
Answer-"That world beyond is
a world of sanctity and radiance,
therefore it is necessary that in
this world he should acquire these
Divine Attributes. In that world
there is need of spirituality, assurance, faith, the knowledge of God
and the love of God. These he must
attain in this world, so that after
his ascension from the earthly to
the heavenly Kingdom he shall find
all that is needful in that life eternal ready for him."
Question-What are the elements
of that world?
Answer-" That divine world is
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manifestly a world of lights; tl1erefore man has need of illumination
here. That is a world of love; the
love of God is essential. It is a
world of perfections; virtues or
perfections must be acquired. That
world is vivified by the Breaths of
the Holy Spirit; in this world we
must seek them. That is the kingdom of life everlasting, it must be
attained during this vanishing existence.
Question-By what means can
man acquire these things ~ How
shall he obtain the merciful gifts
and powers~ (Here 'Abdu.'l-Baha
gives us seven steps which are like
seven g rea t Candles-sticks of
Spiritual Illumination.)
Answer-' 'First through the
knowledge of God. Second through
the love of God. Third through
Faith. Fourth through philanthropic deeds. Fifth through se1£sacrifice. Sixth through severance
from this world. Seventh through
sanctity and holiness."
Question-If man fail to acquire
these forces and attain to these requirements what will be the outcome~

Answer-" U n I e s s he acquire
these forces and attain to these requirements, he will surely be deprived of the life that is eternal."
Question-If these forces are acquired what is his attainment ~
Answer-' 'If he possesses the
knowledge of God, becomes ignited
through the fire of the love of God;
witnesses the great and mighty
signs of the kingdom, becomes the
cause of love among mankind and
lives in the utmost state of sanctity
and holiness, he shall surely attain
to the second birth, be baptized by

the Holy Spirit and enjoy everlasting existence.
Question-For what has God
created man?
Answer-"Man has been created
for the knowledge of God and love
of God; for the virtues of the human world, for spirituality, heavenly illumination and life eternal."
Question-But how does man
spend his time 1
Answer-"He continues ignorant and negligent of all this. Consider how he seeks knowledge of
every thing except the knowledge
of God. For instance his utmost
desire is to penetrate the mysteries
of the lowest strata of the earth.
Day by day he strives to know what
can be found ten metres below the
surface, what he can discover within the stone, what he can learn by
archaeological research in the dust.
He puts forth arduous labors to
fathom terrestrial mysteries but is
not at all concerned about knowing
the mystel'ies of the kingdom, traversing the illimitable fields of the
Eternal World, becoming ittformed
of the Divine Realities, discovering
the Secrets of God, attaining the
Knowledge of God and witnessing
the Splendors of the Sun of Truth
and realizing the glories of everlasting life. He is unmindful and
thoughtless of these. How much he
is attracted to the mysteries of matter and how completely unaware he
is of the Mysteries of Divinity!"
Question-Wha t is the purpose
of a Baha'i?
Answer-" His purpose is the
good pleasure of God, the understanding of the mysteries of the
heart, and investigation of the
Realities.' ,
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Question-How mnst 11e spend
his time?
A11swer-" Day and night he
mnst strive that he may attain to
tI1e significances of the heavenly
kingdom; perceive the signs of
divinity; acquire certainty of
knowledge and realize that this
world has a Creator, a Vivifier, a
Provider, and Architect."
Question-How must he know
this~

Answer-" Through proofs and
evidences and not through susceptibilities-nay rather through decisive argnments and real vision;
that is to say, visualizing it as clearly as the outer eye beholds the sun.
In this way may he behold the Presence of God and attain to the
Knowledge of the Holy Divine
Manifestations.' ,
Question-How must he come into a lmowledge of the Divine Manifestations ~
Answer-" He must come into
the knowledge of the Divine Manifestations and Their Teachings
through proofs and evidences. He
must u11seal the mysteries of the
Supreme Kingdom and become
capable of discovering the -inner
realities of things. Then shall he
be the manifestation of the mercy
of God and a true believer, firm and
steadfast in the Cause of God."
Question-By whom has the Door
of Divine Knowledge been opened "I
Answer-" Praise be to God!
~rhe Door of Divine Knowledge 1ms
been opened by Bah:i 'u 'Wih ; for He
has lain the foundation -whereby
man may become acquainted with
the verities of heaven and earth
and has bestowed the utmost confirmation in this day."
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Question--What is He to us~
Answer-"He is our Teacher and
Adviser; He is our Seer and the
One Clement towards us."
Question-What gifts and bounties has He prepared for those who
are faithful?
Answer-"He has prepared His
gifts and vouchsafed His bounties,
revealed every admonition and behest, prepared for us the means of
eternal glory; breathed upon us the
life-quickening breaths of the Holy
Spirit; opened before OUT faces the
doors of the Paradise of Abha, and
eaused the lights of the Sun of
Truth to shine upon us. The clouds
of mercy have poured down their
precious rain. The sea of favor is
swelling and surging towards us."
Question-What sea son has
come?
Answer--" The Spiritual Springtime has come. Infinite Bounties
and Graces have appeared. What
Bestowal is greater than this?"
Question-What must be our expression in return?
Answer-"We must appreciate
the Divine Generosity and act in
accordance with the Teachings of
Baha'u'llah, so that all good may
he stored up for us and in both
worlds we shall become precious
and acceptable to God.
(~uestjon-What will be the ultimate attaillmenU
Auswer-"'We will attain to
overla sting' blessillgs, taste the delicacy of the love of God, ii.nd the
sweetness of the knowledge of
God, perceive the heavenly bestowals and witness the power of
the Holy Spirit."
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GOD-INTOXICATED ARCHITECTURE
DR. FREDERICK H. N EWELL
Dr NeweU the auth01' of this article is an enginee1', President of The Research
Service' Incorp~rated, Consulting and Supervising Engineers, of T:Vashington, D .. C.
He is the author of many scientific a1,ticles, and is deeply interested t?'. all that pertatns
to the progress of humanity,

mANKIND in the making has
~ marked his progress by the
temples he has built. Most of
these have long since disappeared; the records of these are
blank. When fragments of others are found they give us perhaps
our only evidence as to the existence of nations, wholly lost except
for these fragments. Such ruins
prove that these forgotten nations
possessed intelligence and a high
degree of skill during milleniums
long before the historic era. They
afford clues, fascinating but elusive, of systems of primitive
thought and practice. The material temples have survived the
deities to which they were erected.
Primarily a temple is not a
church, not a place of public worship, quite the contrary. It is a
consecrated piece of ground, not to
be profaned by the careless crowd;
it has been defined as the dwelling'
house of the Deity to which it is
consecrated and whose presence is
marked by a statue or other symbol. Here are kept the sacred
treasures, the gifts and tribute of
the worshippers.
A church building on the contrary
is often regarded as a social center,
a place of meeting for all who may
be interested. It is not narrowly
limited to the use of the priesthood
but is more comparable to a school
or place of instruction, an evolution in part comparable to the J ew-

ish synagogue, a place for religious
instruction and worship.
The Mashriqu'l-Adhkar with its
surrmtnding buildings may be said
to combine the conceptions both of
a temple, and of a church with class
rooms and facilities for study and
meditation. In one sense it has no
direct ancestors; it stands in a class
by itself. Yet it has its predecessors or prototypes, infinite in number and variety. Some of these
doubtless have had an influence on
the design; a few in a negative way,
warnings what not to do; others
have been helpful in suggesting size
and form. It is well worth our time
to study the "a ncestors" or predecessors of the temple, so that we
may appreciate the magnitude and
far-reaching effect of the work in
hand, namely, the building of the
Baha'i Temple, now in course of
construction at Wilmette, Ill. It is,
of course, impossible in a brief article to do much more than suggest
a few lines of thought.
THE MOST complete or readily
available source of information on
the growth of the ideals of a temple
are in the Hebrew sacred books, at
least those combined and printed
together as the Old Testament.
There have been recorded the traditions reaching back into pre-historic
times; giving the development of a
Semitic people from the days of
human sacrifice, when each tribal
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LINCOLN MEMORIAL, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Most notable modern treatment of the exquisite temple m'ehitecture of the G1'eeks.

deity had a local habitation, on up
to the times when there was erected for their god a permanent home
or temple in Jerusalem, a rectangular room or structure into which
the high priest alone could enter
once a year. This was surrounded
by courts and cloisters where the
various classes of people might
meet for public worship.
The essential feature of each
temple, erected in succession at J el'usalem on the older ruin, was this
, 'Holy of Holies" devoted to the
Divine Presence. So far as is
known, it was a plain box-like room
of 20 cubits on each edge; that is,
about 30 feet high, wide and long.
The buildings which surrounded
and concealed this, in whole or part,
were doubtless ornamented in Oriental fashion; possibly a mixture
of Cretan, Egyptian and Babylonian styles. Nothing characteristically Hebraic has been found.

,]~here are no traces of the ornamentation nor of the colors used;
many of which were doubtless vivid.
The Greeks had much of the same
idea, a room or darkened enclosure
devoted to the presence of a particular god whose statue was enshrined there. This was surrounded by columns all relatively severe,
with little ornamentation; a striking contrast to the elaborate details of their far Eastern contemporaries. It must not be supposed,
however, that these temples were
colorless.
Those that remained
have been bleached white by the
weather, but particles of colaI'
found in interstices show that they
were not originally of the snowy
white pentalic marble. Possibly
the best idea of one of these temples devoted to the presence of a
specific god can be had from the
Lincoln Memorial in Washington,
D. C., where the great statue prac-
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tically fills the building. The doorOpposed to the stTaight lines, low
ways of the Lincoln Memorial are roofs and box-like forms of the
unobstructed, whereas the doors of classic age are the curves and elabthe Grecian and Roman temples orate tracery of the temples and
were thrown open only on great oc- tombs of Persia, India, and China,
casions when the multitude was al- -with arches, slender posts, openlowed to gaze upon the statue from ings of all sizes and shapes, riots
of forms and color, peaked roofs,
a distance.
The Romans followed the Greeks spires, pagodas, minarets and
in simplicity of outline, erecting domes, fantastic to western eyes,
rectangular buildings, car e full y grotesque rather than serious. All
proportioned and conforming to in a sense were intended to serve
certain architectural conventions the same purpose, namely, to guard
which became more and more rigid and protect the sacred relics, imas the arts declined.
ages or symbols which denoted the
In contrast to these Grecian and presence of a deity or which turned
Roman structures, which the world the worshippers from worldly to
has regarded as the highest achieve- spiritual thoughts.
One of the most impressive forms
ment of art, were the Egyptian
temples. In these the more strik- of architecture evolved by the huing feature was the entrance or ap- man race, the Byzantine was a creaproach with gigantic pylons guard- tion of the Greco-Roman world,
ing the door-ways, all massive, particularly, its Eastern branch,
everything designed for perma- The Eastern Roman empire located
nence and with resultant heavy, se- at Byzantium (now Constantinople)
from whence the name Byzantine is
rious and gloomy effects.

Taj Mahal, Agra, India, universally considered the finest specimen of the Islamic architectu1"e, and by many as the 1nost beautiful building in the world.
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deri ved. The special character of
this Byzantine architecture, of
which St. Sofia is the most notable
example, is the placing of a round
dome upon a square base the foul'
walls of which are each supported
externally by half-domes. In the
most perfect elaboration of this
architectural system, as in the
Turkish mosques of Oonstantinople,
the central dome lifts its majestic
head skyward above the friendly
grouping half-domes clustering at
its base and enclosed in the foul'
slender tapering minarets; while
the interior presents a special
beanty of vast space unbroken by
supporting columns, a majestic
simplicity which commends itself
especially to Muhammadans as expressive of the Unity of God.

trasted with the more ornate European structures.
There is a tendency to try to improve on these forms. In attempting to develop something suitable
and yet characteristic, there has
come about a wide range of effort
shown by some of the more recent
structures in the United States,
particularly those adopted by the
founders or followers of the newer
religions or sects. As an illustration of such an attempt may be
noted the temple in Salt Lake Oity,
obviously inspired by European
ideals and yet not following classicallines. This is a temple in the re-'
stricted sense in that its use is confined to the priesthood; while the
people as a whole must congregate
for worship in a tabernacle nearby.

DURING THE progress of the renaissance of art in Europe came
the evolution of the Gothic forms
notable for the pointed arch and
for symmetrical pinnacles. There
was in medieval Europe a period
when men's energies seemed to be
devoted to the multiplication of
these churches and cathedrals repeating over and over again, with
slight variation, the more attractive of these structures, embodying
a union of the Greek system of
columnar construction with the Roman vaulting and arches. In fact,
to the European mind a church or
temple must be based upon some of
these types.
A reaction from these well established forms took place in New
England where there developed the
characteristic colonial church, barnlike in form and with a plain
pointed steeple; possessing a certain charm from simplicity as con-

BEARING IN mind these recent attempts and the older well-known
types, it is of peculiar interest to
view the sketches of the Mashriqu'lAdhkar whose concepts differ so
widely that it has been said by one
of the architects of the country to
be "the first new idea in architecture since the 13th century."
'Whether so or not, it is unique. It
is erected on a circular foundation which reaches down to bedrock, the building itself being ninesided. It has no front nor back, as
all sides are identical. There is
hardly a straight line visible, everything is curved. In place of solidity
an attempt is made to create an impression of airiness. The architect,
Louis Bourgeois, "has conceived a
Temple of Light in which structure,
as usually understood, is to be concealed, visible support eliminated
as far as possible, and the whole
fabric to take on the airy substance
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St. Sofia in Constantinople, a Byzantine chuTch, now itself a Mosque, and the Sot~1'ce
from which the Muhammadans derived theiT 1'eligious architectuTal expTession.

of a dream; it is a lacy envelope
enshrining an idea, the idea of
Light, a shelter of cobweb interposed between earth and sky, struck
through and through with lightlight which shall partly consume
the forms and make of jt a thing of
faery."*
It is to be noted that each type
of religious architecture that humanity has created has been an expression of a definite religious belief.
The Egyptian, Hebrew,
Greek and Roman temples respectively, were of this kind. Christendom experimented with adaptations of the Roman bascilica, until
the glorious Gothic architecture
flowered out in the middle ages as
a perfect expression of the inspira.Statement of Mr. H. Van Buren Magonigle, architect of New York City.

tion and upsoaring qualities of the
Christian faith.
Meanwhile the Muhammadan
world was evolving from the
Byzantine church the mosque which,
as already stated, is a perfect expression of the simplicity of dogma
of the strictly unitarian faith of
Islam.

NotTe Dame in PaTis, a modern type of
Gothic aTchitect~£re.
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It was to be expected that the
new power and inspiration of the
BaM,'i faith should express itself
in new forms of art and architecture. Such a form would naturally
evolve from pre-existing forms
just as, for instance, the Muhammadan mosque evolved from the
Byzantine, and the Gothic from the
bascilica; yet would be in a way a
de novo creation. A study of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, designed by
Louis Bourgeois, will make it evident that his glorious creation does
exactly this. It embodies, as defi-

nitely conceived by him, the characteristics of past religious architecture brought together in a new
whole of which there is no similar
example. In other words, this inspired architect has created a new
form of architecture perfectly
adapted to the expression of the
Baha'i Faith with its universality
and its world-wide comprehensive
scope. The future alone will show
whether the Baha'i world will seize
upon this form of architecture as
its particular type, or whether it
will go on evolving other forms.

* * * *
"WHAT DO WE NEED OF A SAVIOR?"
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER

The following is Chapter 4-"The Collective Center'''-in the ser'ies which the
author has been contributing intermittently since November' 1929, under' the title "The
Basis of BaM,'i Belief."

nUST as the question most frequently asked by orthodox
Christians when informed of the
coming of Baha'u'llah, is "What
do we need beyond J esus ~"-so
amongst those for whom the Sun
has ceased to give its Light, the
first question is: "But what do we
need with a Manifestation or Savior'1 They represent just another
cause of quarrelsomeness and misunderstanding among men; their
followers hate, condemn, yes, kill
each other in the name of their
Founders; why complicate human
life any more than is necessary by
setting up these divisions ~ Let us
dispense with this Figure and go
to God direct."
There are some sixteen essential
mineral elements necessary for our

U

bodily health. It would be just as
sensible to say: "Why all this bother about agriculture, with its problems of cultivation, fertilization,
floods, drought, harvesting; why
the drudgery of preparation, cooking, preserving ~ Why not just eat
these essential minerals and do
away with the labor and effort of
consuming them through another
medium, the vegetable kingdom ~"
Nothing of which the human mind
can conceive can be acquired except through mediation. To ask
mankind to find God without a Mediator would be like trying to obtain light and heat without a sun,
like having music without notes, literature without words, words without letters, letters without sounds,
sounds without atmosphere, atmos-
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phere without its constituent ele- physics shows the point as containments, and these without that un- ing the whole non-spatial universe
derlying all-pervasive, indivisible --the nexus between the finite and
energy upon which empirical con- the infinite; this same condition extact is based.
pressed in religious terminology is
It is just as defensible to ask that the only Begotten Son of the Fawe acquire knowledge without fo- ther, the Word made flesh); the
cusing the attention, as that we at- heart which foeuses the vital forces;
tain to the ultimate by any other attention, the pivotal point around
means than through that Eternal which reason and learning are orSun that reflects His Light and Life ganized; the great personalities
to men. An apple might as well Who alone have influenced social
say: "I do not want to be severed and historical movements; Truth
from my source by any interven- as the reference point which detertion. I won't grow on the branch; mines whether propositions agree
among themselves and with the furI'll grow on the root of the tree."
Abdu'l-BaM, speaks of the focal ther interpretation of experience;
center which lies in the very struc- and so forth indefinitely, as far as
ture of the universe.'x, The two the mind can reach.
For everything there is a center,
fundamental laws of creation are
and
this center is the mediating
organization and change. Beginpoint
through which otherwise sevning with Heraclitus and Empedoered
and
disunited strata, powers
cles extending to Bergson and
Dewey this question has vexed and and kingdoms mingle: the vast prilured the minds of men: What is it mordial flow of energy would rethat remains fixed in the flux; why main undifferentiated and therefore
does the universe continue change-- useless to human beings did it not
less in the midst of incessant reach combustion in the sun, thero
change ~
Tha t which does not to be reflected out again in the form
change is the organization of all of light and heat, the essentials of
phenomena and of all experienee life on this planet; without the taut
around a center. The atom with string, the hollow reed,·-the mighty
its proton; the systems with their winds of heaven would withhold
eentral suns; the protoplasmic cell forever from man the sublime pur-·
with its nucleus; the vertical move- gation of music; and when the tides
ment of gravity toward its center; of the heart finally ebb, the rapcentripotal and centrifugal forces; ture and glory of creative life has
legislative and executive functions lost its contact with this world.
If then in the physical universe,
in government (else anarchy and
the
universe of chemistry and biolchaos); the cerebro-spinal nervous
ogy
with its magical perfection of
system as the center of perception
organization
and structure is built
with its attendant motion; apperaround
a
center,
a focal point, how
ception the organizing power of the
personality; the point, irreducible can we rationally suggest that a
minimum of the universe (modern kingdom as unorganized, as inchoate, as imperfect as the kingdom
of man's mind and heart can dis• Baha'j Scriptures ~.983_
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pense with this requirement that
holds the systems, the exact processes of mathematics and of his
own thinking in their proper orbits.
But here he is likely to say:
"Very well, I will grant that my
relation to God must be organized
around a center; but why must that
center be a human being? Why
can't it be something psychological
like attention or apperception, already used in your illustrations?"
Out of his own mouth we judge
him; the quarrelsomeness, the
hatred to which he has already objected arise from the substitution
of human psychology, the following
of our own differing and antagonistic interpretations of God and His
Will, for the supreme guidance laid
down for us by that Great Mediator
\/Vho alone can transform through
the Center of His Life and Teachings the majestic attributes of God
to accord with the finite requirements of man.
When we attempt to push aside
the Manifestation and "go direct
to God," each one of us is motivated by an entirely different conception of what God is, how to express His Will, of what is wellpleasing to Him. A fine and cou-·
rageous woman who recently offered her objection to the Baha,'i
Teachings-that we had had enough
Manifestations and didn't need any
more-responded when I asked her
where man would turn for accurate
guidance if the Great Mouthpiece
of God did not reveal His VV ord
from age to age: "-Why, you are
God, I am God, everyone is God."
I gently suggested that things equal
to the same thing might reasonably
be expected to be equal to each other; but that the God in her and the

God in me have a totally different
impression of what God really is.
If each of us is God with such variant ideas of what His own nature
is the Almighty is not only not Omniscient but as mystified, struggling and partially informed as the
average human being.
This conception, called in philosophy Dogmatic Idealism, was especially fostered by Bishop Berkeley. Its red~~ct'io ad ab8~~rdam is
known as Solipsism; if I am coexistent and identical with the consciousness of God what proof have
I that all the other people in the
world are not merely my ideas or
tha t I am the idea of some one of
them'~ This particular system now
stands in the museum of mental
antiquities along with Absolutism,
Nominalism, Scholasticism, Aristotelian Logic and Platonic Politics.
The crux of the matter lies in our
interpretation of the nature of the
soul and of life's ultimate purposes.
The embarrassing news of ourselves
given us by modern psychological
discoveries unfolds the age-old effort of the subconscious mind to
aggrandize tIle ego and to bend the
environment to its progress and supremacy. The age-old struggle envisaged in the great religions of the
world is carried on between those
elements in the personality that
would escape the limitations of the
self with its Immiliations, doubts,
fears, defeats-and those that seek
the assurance of sacrifice, good will
and peace.
Now each kingdom is dependent
upon something above it, if it is to
be elevated into a higher state. It
is only as the vegetable sinks its
roots into the mineral kingdom that
the mineral is enabled to change i,ts
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nature and rise into a condition of elements, invisible, indiscernible,
augmentation and growth; only as and then builds the complicated
the vegetable is sacrificed to the structure of the universe: the powanimals that it can enter into a er of mind can be reduced to some
kingdom of free motion and sense fifty-six sounds, infinitely small in
perception; so human beings are comparison to the stupendous kingpowerless to elevate themselves to dom of reason, science, philosophy,
the spiritual station for which they guidance, communication, art, which
were created except as something those sounds build.
from that level reaches down and
A focal centeI', a transmitting
they through the sacrifice of their point between two infinitudes is the
inherent nature of egotism and self- evident structure of the worlds we
ishness, are exalted to the Healm are living in: it is therefore irraof God's Kingdom.
tional and indefensible to suggest
All the basic things of experience
that this great cosmic pattern
begin with the infinitely great, are
breaks
down at the one point where
reduced to the infinitely small and
it
is
most
sorely needed, a point of
then once more are radiated out
again into infinitude: the basic en- transmission between God and man.
For these reasons (and for othergies focus in the sun and then susers,
which lack of space prohibits
tain a great system as they are reflected to the planets. The funda- discussing) man cannot dispense
mental unified energy of the cosmos vvith a Mediator or Manifestation
focuses into ninety-two chemical of God.

THE GARDEN OF THE HEART
DORls MoKAY
~I-IEHE

has come to my hands
U a little book in a rainbow
binding-its flyleaves are the allure
blue of sky. It is called" The Garden of the Heart," compiled from
the wri tings of Baha 'u '11ah and
'Abdu'l Baha by Mrs. Franees
Esty.'~

As I turned the pages of the
slender, bright-hued volume, eharmingly rendered through the Roy* The Garden of the Heart, Frances Esty. Baha'i
Publishing Committee, New York.

erofter's art, I read at the heads of
the pages the enchanting words
whieh are a key to the passages of
whieh the book eonsists: sun, garden, seeds, flowers, plant, fountain,
trees, birds, frag'l'anee, spring.
Soon I was lost in that retreat of
the spirit where "the ideal eonsummate wisdom is hidden in every
plant and a thousand nightingales
of speeeh are in eestaey upon every
braneh. "
rrhose who have already found
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their way to the garden of the heart
have learned the Source of those
utterances in which the wordless
messages of God through Nature
are revealed. The Persians called
Baha'u'llah the Ancient Beauty,
the Beloved of the World. Words
of love, of dominion, of wisdom
from His Supreme Pen have astonished the learned and worked miracles upon the hearts of the heedless in two hemispheres during the
last century. Of Him only an occasional picture is revealed~of a
child of the imperious ruling class
of Persia surrounded by marveling,
venerable mullahs ; of a youth made
head of a lordly household famed
for its magnificence and regal hospitality; of a young man in chains
in a B:ibi dungeon, or seen for a
moment as His child saw Him,
shackled by the neck to a fellow
prisoner, hatless under a tropical
sun; as a law-giver in a prison room
at' AklGi, gray walls, stone floor,
pacing through the night, a trembling amanuensis transcribing words
of revelation upon a blazing, incendiary scroll. Then of a sage in a
crumbling palace in the shadow of
prison walls-sunset hours of a Day
of existence in which the "rushing
wind" of God had blown continuously; a King moving among His
most obedient servants-the birds,
and flowers and trees; a Creator
gazing into the innocent, upturned
faces of His creation.
In the garden He found promise
of a world based on divine law-our

world that is to be. Here flowers of
different colOl's agreed; beauty, submission, simplicity, usefulness were
the unconscious expression of the
inhabitants of this kin g do m .
Through the delicate perfection of
the world of nature God alone was
speaking. There was no lesser
sound.
To what other world than to that
of Nature should 'Abdu'l-Baha, the
Servant of Baha, turn for analogy
in His promulgation of His Father's
teachings ~ The chiming of fragile
flower bells, the joyous whirr of
wings, the brimming of perpetual
fountains, the glory of eternal sunshine-through these did God reveal His secret that man might
understand.
The idea for this compilation,
wherein one finds the essence of
mysticism and poetry, grew in Mrs.
Esty's lovely earthly garden; it is
its most beautiful flowering. "From
flowers inhale the fragrance of the
Beloved One, ' , Baha 'u 'llah had
said, and there were the words of
an oft-repeated prayer, "Cause me
to walk in the Garden of the N earness of Thy Presence, 0 my BeThe whisperings of the
loved!"
Beloved in her dream of a mallbuilt garden were inscribed in a
God-made Book, where the Presence
so subtly revealed, became articulate in deathless words. In the
"Garden of the Heart" Mrs. Esty,
lover of gardens, shares with us the
results of loving search.
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MEDICAL HISTORY AND THE ART OF HEALING
ZIA M. BAGDADI, M. D.
1.
Dy. Bagdadi, whom we asked to wr'ite upon the science and aTt of med'icine From,
the moder'n viewpoint, has the unusual advantage of thorough acquaintance with the
medical concepts of the Orient as well as the Occident. FurtheTmore he has had not
only the great opportunity of the guidance which comes through the teaehings of
Bah6,'u'llrih and of 'Abdu'l-Bahri as regards 'medical pract'ice, but also diTect contact
with 'Abd~t'l-Bahri Whose message to a group of medical students at Beir"ut Uni'verwity he cites in his aTticles. The fir'st article byings a bTief of rned'ical histor'y up to
modern t'imes, The second arl'icle describes the a,r,t of heal'ing ((s Bahri'is conceive it.

n E E Egyptians and BabylonniB ians are considered the
world's earliest builders of the
foundation of medical scienee.
The Egyptians were the first ones
to use many drugs such as opium
and squill with other vegetable extracts, as onions, caraway and
pomegranate seeds, and sycamore
fruit. In surgery the Egyptians
were particularly skilled in performing amputations, cutting for
bladder stones, venesection, cupping; and their surgeons bandaged
well.
The Babylonians more than 2,000
years B. C., endeavored to :find
ways and means to combat diseases.
At that time, the city of Babylon
was the world's greatest city, even
larger than the cities of London
and New York combined. The
Babylonians had famous Temples
and "hanging gardens." When
one became ill, the members of the
family would put the afflicted one
in the temple or in the garden,
where sympathetic people could
stop at his bedside, make a diagnosis and prescribe in writing whatever might help the sufferer. Then
in the evening the anxious parents
or relatives would come for the patient and the various prescriptions,
and hurry back to their homes to

tryout the different suggested
remedies. Thus human knowledge
and varied experience collected together just as little rain drops form
a stream or lake. The Babylol1ians
employed cupping and the aid of
the whip to obtail1 hyperemia. But
now we are fortunate to apply a hot
water bag or bottle instead of 11sing
the whip on the poor patient.
The Persians took all the medieal
experiences of the Babylonians,
added to them from their own
knowledge and reeorded them in
the form of books. Avicenna, a
Persian by birth, wrote his first
book on medicine at the age of
twenty-one. He wrote on anatomy,
surgery psychiatry and materia
medica, and his books have been
printed in Arabic, Latin and Heb~
rew. Then the Arabs contributed
their share; and later were instrumental in spreading this knowledge in Europe where it was translated into several languages. The
Indians used actual cautery instead
of the knife; and resorted to other
primitive practices in both medieine and surgery.
WITH THE DEVELOPMITINT of medieine, it is natural that superstitions should have developed
among the ancient people. I n
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early Greek times, amulets and
charms, especially crab eyes, were
used against eye troubles. A cOTal
branch in silver settings and a coral
chain placed around the neck of a
child were regarded as protective
against evil eyes, jealousy and bad
influences. In the Orient even up
to this time beads and sometimes
pieces of alum are strung together
and used as amulets to protect children, camels, horses, mules, donkeys
and cattle. While traveling in
FJgypt, Palestine and Syria a few
years ago, I was very much surprised to see so many automobiles
and trucks decorated with amulets
and charms for protection against
accidents, engine troubles or flat
tire.
Hippocrates, (460-357 B. C.)
"the father of modern mediclne~"
gave to Greek medicine and through
it to modern medicine, its scientific
spirit and its ethical ideals. He
was instrumental in divorcing medicine and surgery from superstitions. Plato (427-347 B. C.) likewise was a famous philosopher and
noted for his knowledge of the
healing art.
Pythagoras, (580489 B. C.) sage and philosopher,
traveled through Egypt and the
East in search of knowledge. He
introduced a regular system of dietetics, avoiding meat. Aristotle
(384-322 B. C.) never dissected a
human body but examined the structure of a great number of animals
and thus contributed to biological
knowledge. His physiology and
anatomy show that he was a great
philosopher and doctor. Claudius
Galen (131-201 A. D.) "The Prince
of Physicians," was the last great
Greek physician after Hippocrates.

Aurilius Cornelius Celsus in the
first century after Cl11'ist, though
not a physician, rendered the best
account of Roman medicine of his
time. The Romans were the first
people to create military first-aid
stations. In a country almost constantly at war with its neighbors,
the development of military surgery
was no more than natural. The
Romans invented teeth-extracting
forceps, small pocket case instruments, speculum, probe, etc.
IN THE MIDDLE AGES the Arabs
excelled all other nations in medicine, and, they were the earliest
experimenters in chemistry. In the
13th century branding and acupuncture-(bleeding by penetrating the
tissues with needles)-were the
chosen methods of treating joint
diseases as well as muscular pains.
Cupping in a wet and dry form
was and still is employed in the
Orient. The cups used for this
purpose are especially designed
where the air therein can be exhausted by suction. I, too had to
use cupping, scarification, and other
primitive methods, in order to
please my patients in Palestine and
Syria.
Trephining-drilling in the skull
-was practiced with primitive
drills. Schematic illustrations representing the bony, nervous, muscular, arterial and venous systems
were some of the works in the evolution of the 13th century.
In the 14th century the art of
medicine was improved. Nursing
was studied by talented women;
and a primitive laboratory for tests
and analyses was in use. On the
other hand, witchcraft in the mid-
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dIe ages was at its highest. Humanity at that time could hardly
accept the spread of epidemic diseases and misfortunes without assigning a cause, and so the devil
was to be blamed. Thus the conception of witchcraft was born.'"
In the 15th century, anatomy,
dissection and pharmacy were
taught to students. Teachers such
as J acobus Sylvius read from
books, the servants did the dissection and the students looked on.
In the 16 century, a hospital was
opened in Paris. The physician
used to administer medicine to tbe
patient from a special beaker, a11(1
the nurse carried a jug of water to
wash away the taste of the medicine.
As to surgery in those days,-in
preparation for an operation--the
patient was placed in a \vooden
bathtub, often partaking of a good
meal, while the surgeon prepared
his instruments. A narrow table
served as an operating table. rrhe
patient's hands were tied above his
head, and the extremities were held
down by assistants. While the surgeon operated, a servant served refreshments to the onlookers. In
amputation, the surgeon wonld amputate the limb, leaving the assistant to sew up the wound, while he
occupied himself with consoling the
patient.
*Even today. there are many witch doctors in the
world. When a witch doctor in South Africa is
called upon to make a diagnosis, he does not care
for X-ray negatives, laboratory reports, history cards,
nor does he even bother to take the patient's tem~
perature. Instead, he picks up a bag filled with
vertebrae of various sizes and, mumbling a few
words of sorcery. carelessly spills them in all {1irec~
tions. He then propounds the diagnosis and prog'·
nosis, and collects his fee. Primitive silnple-nlinded
people who believe in everything, consider the witch
doctor as a person with extraordinary power of heal~
ing: who can assjst ardent wooers in their love
problems; who can find lost or stolen property; who
can bring rain from heavens; who can bring or drive
away good luck, etc.
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Ambroi8e Pare (1510-1590) from
a barber's apprentice developed
into the greatest surgeon of his
time in Paris. He discarded the use
of boiling oil to stop bleeding after
amputation, and introduced the use
of ligature and surgical dressings.
Gu ill a ume Bondelet (1509-1566)
founded the anatomical theatre, and
was such an enthusiastic anatomist
that he dissected the body of his
own son. Obstetrics in those days
was a comparatively primitive and
simple matter. Heronymus Cardanus (1501-1576) of Milan,\vas
famous in the explanation of symptoms and the administration of
laxatives.
Michael Servetus (1509-1553)
pointed out that the blood passed
into the heart after being mixed
with air in the lungs. He was a
physician and clergyman. He was
persecuted and burned alive in
Geneva.
AMONG the greatest medical and
anatomical discoveries of the 17th
century were the successful carrying out of experiments in blood
transfusion by Richard Lower; the
discovery of the circulation of the
blood by William Harvey; the use
of the microscope in studying the
blood corpuscles and human tissue
as practiced by Marcello Malpighi.
The 18th century ushered in by a
dreadful plague in Europe, saw the
eventual discovery of vaccination
as insurance against the dreadful
plague of smallpox-a discovery of
Edward ,T enner in 1798. During
this century also occurred the first
attempts to treat the insane in a
humane manner. Philippe PineT
urged the necessity of treatment
by gentle means and recommended
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physical labor in place of corporal
punishment and physical restrictions.
The 19th century witnessed a
tremendous advance in medical
The
knowledge and treatment.
most important discovery of the
century-that of Louis Pasteur regarding the bacterial causes of contagion-distinctly stands as one of
the most beneficent discoveries of
man since the beginning of the
world. During this century also the
homeopathic medicine and treatment was inaugurated by Samuel
Hahnemann. From the discoveries
of Lord Lister has been derived the
present system of aseptic surgery.
In this century also anesthesia were
discovered and used for surgical
operations, Dr. Long of Athens,
Ga., giving the first public demonstration with ether at the Massachusetts General Hospital in 1846.
Robert Koch made the important
discovery of the tubercle bacillus
and the vibrios of cholera.
DURING THE present century a
great development has taken place
in treatments other than those based
upon materia medica and surgery.
Doctors themselves place little
value in drugs. Maintaining nor-

mal conditions of living with the
power of nature to do the healing
-this is what all physicians recognize as the reality of healing today.
The vast success of Christian
Science and other schools of mental and spiritual healing have acted
as a leaven to impregnate the art
of medicine with mental as well as
physical qualities. The power of
the mind in the mechanism of the
body is being more fully recognized,
not only by the laity, but also by the
medical profession.
Anything'
which can effect the mind becomes
also a factor in healing, namely,
prayer, faith, etc. This is recognized even by materialists who realize the vast importance of the
subjective as well as the objective
world of the patient.
At this point in the evolution of
society and of medicine, the world
is indeed ready for the practical
and all comprehensive treatment of
the art of healing as given by Baha'u'l1ah and 'Abdu'l-Baha.
The
Baha'i Movement has the distinction of being the first religion definitely to inculcate a science of
healing. What this Baha'i teaching'
is will be described fully in the ensuing article.

* * *

0)(.

« Religion and science are intertwined with each other and cannot
be separated. These are the two wings with which ht~manity mt~st fly.
One wing is not enmtgh. Every relig'ion which does not concern itself
with Science is mere tradition, and that is not the essential. Therefore,
science, education and civilization are most important necessities for
the full religiotts life."
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE UNSEEN WORLD

Life put within my hand a slender thread
Of tenuous beauty and of fragile strength,
Like unto the strand a spider weaves
That breaks not easily tho' holding in its length
The sparkling crystal beauty of a thousand drops of dew.
Ever it led me on seeking through all my days
The Unseen World. Past rigid beauty set
In liturgy; simplicity that sought for truth;
Goodness formed in deeds of kindliness
Until that glorious day
The Message of the blessed Ridvan
Pierced all my being with immutable Reality.
As a rose garden hid behind a wall
Proclaims its presence by perfume rare,
Yet is not seen; the sweeping winds bring
Witness from the Unseen World.
Fragrance of Love and Unity, source
Of all I passed before. The winds of El Abha.

Gretchel't Westervelt.
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"You must become distinguished for heavenly illumination and acquiring the bestowals of God. I desire this distinction for you. This must be the point of distinction among
you. "-'Abdu'l-Baha.
"How CAN I perfect myself as a
Baha'i when my daily work absorbs
all of my energy and I have little
time for reading and studying the
Baha'i teachings? I wish The
Baha'i Magazine could give me aid
in this direction," so states a letter
recently received.
This is indeed a theme worthy of
many articles which we hope will
flow to us in answer to such a need.
Meanwhile there can be no better
subject for an editorial than this
very problem of how to grow spiritually when there is little time left
from a busy working day for spiritual study and for meditation.
It would seem that such a humdrum life was deprived of opportunity for spiritual growth. Just
the contrary is true however, for
work is perhaps the greatest opportunity life offers for development and expression of the spiritual; because of its very handicaps
work offers the best field for distinctive effort toward spiritual
growth. The working day is full
of those little tests which are so
necessary to show to us our true
spiritual station: tests to one's
patience, to one's kindness, to one's
spirit of service, to one's love and
fai th toward mankind and God.
The more easy and secluded life of

the home, or life free from affairs,
does not afford such opportunities
for tests and such means of growth.
An individual under these circumstances may feel complacently amiable and conceive of himself or
herself as rather adequately fulfilling the spiritual injunctions,
when in truth the reality of that
person is not in such a condition of
perfection; for there has not been
acquired through daily practice the
strength of will, the effort, the
patience, the active kindliness and
spirit of service which daily
work, no matter how humdrum,
calls forth. We grow by striving,
not by dreaming of how to be perfect; and in the very strife of the
business world souls grow strong,
just as generals prove their valor
only on the field of battle.
THERE IS STILL another direction
in which work is a splendid spiritual opportunity, for here is the
grea test field of service. Indeed
work, as modern thinkers and industrialists perceive, must, to be
perfect, be an expression of the
will-to-serve. All work, no matter
if it is in exchange for money, is a
form of service. However, just as
the form is lifeless without the
spirit, so work loses its advantages
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for spiritual welfare if not done in
a spirit of service; the more conscious and sustained that spirit is, the
more powerful is the spiritual
growth. One can in fact so perfect
one's spiritual attitude toward
work as to make it pure service, all
commercialism being withdrawn
from the inner consciousness. It is
not necessary-so state even practical men of affairs-to connect
one's work consciously with motives
of gain. If the idea of service is predominant, the gain, says Mr. Ford,
will take care of itself. Thus one
can in reality free one's work-life
and one's daily tasks entirely from
self-seeking motives, functioning
only in the spirit of service; and
yet find the universe supporting one
in all the necessities of life.
It is only work done in such a
spirit that is equivalent, 'Abdu'lBaha tells us, to prayer. This is a
very important point to realize and
one hard to appreciate; for it is
difficult to conceive that sweeping a
floor, or waiting on the table, or
selling goods at a counter, or typing, or teaching, is actually equivalent to prayer. Yet we are told so
in the divine teachings, and such is
the case when the spirit is that of
pure serVlCe.
The most striking example I have
seen of this truth was at Haifa,
Palestine, in 1910, when upon being
greatly impressed at the sight of a
venerable patriarch in the group
meeting around 'Abdu'l-Baha, I inquired who that most saintly looking man was and found that he had
been the cook and devoted servant
of Baha 'u '11ah. Truly I say his
face stood out in all that group of
followers as the most distinguished
in spirituality.

THIRDLY, there is marvelous opportunity through work to tryout
and prove the power of the Holy
Spirit to flood our lives. Work can
be done as the expression of individual ability, which is limited in
us all; or it can be done through
the aid of the Holy Spirit, which is
limitless. Let us make our work,
no matter what it be, a true expression of the divine creative forcethat Force which both created and
sustains the universe. At this point
work ceases to be a task and becomes a creation. Every individual
through such a surrender of self to
the universal as to become a channel for divine inspiration, could
work as the artist works and find
that joy in work which every artist
knows. It is just this point of
creativeness which lifts work up
from drudgery to an art.
Now there are many tasks which
it might seem ridiculous to connect
with creative power, but be sure
that there is in reality no task in the
universe in which the doer cannot
function through aid of the creative
force. So nature works, from her
humblest to her greatest tasks;
from building the atom to building
the universe itself. Those who
work aided by this creative force
are true Builders, servants of God
in the development of Being. "The
body of man," 'Abdu'l-Baha states,
"is created for this world but his
heart is made for the habitation of
the Holy Spirit.... When you are
plowing the ground, or sowing the
seeds or reaping the harvest let all
your thoughts and subconscious
thinking be of God. Your hands
and feet will be working but your
heart must be attached to the
Almighty. "

EDITORIAL

SO MUOH for perfecting one's
snirituallife. But that is only half
the end and aim. Every individual
must, at the same time that he is
speeding his own development, be
demonstrating to the world the
Rnirituality that is within him.
Especially is this so in the
Day of a Manifestation of God,
when the world watches and
judges every adherent of the
new faith by his deeds rather than
by his words. Every Baha'i has
not only a great opportunity but a
great responsibility to demonstrate
to the surrounding world the insniration and sustaining power of
the Cause even in the midst of the
daily life. "Let your light so shine
before men, that they may see your
Q'ood works, and glorify your
Father which is in heaven," said
Christ. And it was these very good
works which Christ enjoined unon
His followers that were the chief
means of confirming others in the
faith.
Baha'is should stand out and
shine like the sun, says ' Abdu '1BaM" Distinction does not mean,
as in the fairy tale, that a Cinderella become a princess; or that a
newsboy rise to the Presidency.
By standing out with distinction
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'Abdu'l-Baha does not mean to rise
to a greater station in life, but to
ennoble the life we live from day
to day. This is the distinction
which He enjoins upon us, and here
is perhaps the greatest opportunity
which any individual has to spread
the Cause which he holds dear,
Anyone who can live kindlily,
generously, magnanimouslv, radiantly, demonstrating sustained joy
and faith in the midst of the drudgery of life, will do far more to convince onlookers and companions in
work of the efficacy of his religion
than if he shone in golden robes
and spoke with organ voice majestic principles of truth.
Therefore we see that the day's
work instead of being an obstacle to
spiritual growth, is the greatest opportunity that life affords. But in
it one should never lose consciousness of the divine. A few words
and lJhrases of prayer silently uttered from time to time help to lift
the thought, even in the midst of
action. Every moment must be
transfused with the divine love and
aid.
It is thus that people become
saints through work. And when we
come to think of it, do we know of
individuals who have ever become
saints in any other way~

"The Baha'is must be distinguished from oth61'S of hU1nanity. But this distinGItion must not depend upon wealth-that they should become 11wre affluent than other
people. I do not desire for you financial disUnction. It is not an ordinary dist·inction
I desire: not scientific, commercial, industrial distinction. For you I desire spiritual
distinction; that is, yon must become eminent and distinguished in morals. In the
Love of God yon must become distingnished from all else. Yon 11tUst become distingt~ished for lovin,q hnmanity; for unity and accord; for love and jt~stice. In b1"ief, you
must become distinguished in all the virtues of the human world: for faithfnlness and
sincerity; for justice and fidelity; for firmness and steadfa,stness; for philanthropic
deeds and service to the hnman world; for love toward every huma,n being; fo?' unity
and accord with all people; for removing pre.judices and promoting internationcd peace.
Finally, you must become distingu,ished for heamenly illumination and acquiring the
bestowals of God. I desire this distinction for you. This must be the point of distinction among you."
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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MEDICAL HISTORY AND THE ART OF HEALING
ZIA

M.

BAGDADI,

M. D.

The first part of this series was published in the December Bah6!i Mctgazine CLnd
covered briefly the subject of medical history up to 'Ynodern times. In this, the second
chapter, the author desc·ribes material and spiritual healing.

nHOUGH the science of medicine, with all its branches,
and the art of healing have progressed a great deal from the time
of the Babylonians until now, in the
days to come the methods of healing will be a hundred per cent better than now. In the future diet
will replace most of the bitter medicines and nasty drugs. Some of
our physical ailments are caused by
a disturbance in the proper balance
of the elements that constitute the
body. For example, in a diabetic
person, the carbohydrates-sugar
and starchy elements are increased;
and in the anemic, the iron elements of the blood are diminished.
In both cases, the correct balance
of the elements of the body is disturbed. Since the body derives all
of its elements from food, the most
scientific and logical method of
restoring the normal balance must
be through food and correct diet.
Thus anyone can understand whv
a diabetic must not take sugar and
starchy food, and the anemic must
take food rich with iron.
All the animals get sick. All the
birds get sick. They do not go to
doctors nor do they consult specialists. Then how do they cure themselves ~ Simply by eating the proper food, avoiding any thing the
body does not need and selecting
what is needed. Their only doctor
is their natural instinct which

U

works through the senses. A donkey once was very ill and nobody
seemed to know what troubled him.
He refused to eat until some one
brought him thorny cactus which he
ate immediately and got well. The
animal was suffering from a deep
abscess in his throat which needed
lancing, and the cactus thorn performed that simple operation.
Unfortunately man, the highest
type of all other creatures, is the
most stupid and helpless fellow
when it comes to curing himself.
He likes what harms him and dislikes what is good for him. But
man can and will learn how and
what to eat correctly if doctors and
healers teach the truth about diet;
and without self-interest, prejudice,
or exaggeration redouble their efforts in educating the public.
Should man become a vegetarian ~ Were we extremists our answer would be, yes, certainly. But
because we prefer moderation in all
things, our answer is, yes, but
gradually. Because heredity is a
great factor in human life and the
fact that the man of today has inherited from time immemorial the
habit of eating meat, and has not
yet educated himself in knowing
just what he should and ought to
know about food, therefore, man
must for a while continue to be a
meat eater, gradually lessening
however the amount of meat in his
diet.

MEDICAL

Food is important, but sleep is
more important than food, and happiness is most important of all. To
make a patient happy is to hasten
his recovery.

HISTORY
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causes the pain and nervousness to
stop. On the other hand, should a
sick or even a healthy person come
in contact with a frightful object,
as in the case of great fear, his face
becomes pale, his lips white, his exIN THE FUTURE, materia medica tremities tremble and he may colwiU form only a small part of the lapse and faint. This is because
healing art for there are other more fear shocks the nerves which in turn
causes the blood vessels to contract,
efficacious methods of healing.
The important subject of spirit- impairing circulation. It is eviual healing is fully explained by dent, therefore, that for certain
the great Teacher and Master, nervous diseases, spiritual healing
'Abdu'l-Baha, in the book called, can be obtained by contact with a
"Some Answered Questions.' , I strong, optimistic, spiritual healer.
have learned from Him in a short
time more than I could learn in
THE SECOND SPIRITUAL healing by
my lifetime from the Medical material means is by the power of
Schools of the East and West. He touch-that is, the strong healer,
divides spiritual healing into four by touching or placing the hand on
kinds, namely, two kinds of spirit- the affected part will impart relief.
ual healing by material means, and This is because in every human
two kinds by spiritual means.
being there is a magnetic power or
The first spiritual healing by ma- electricity. Thus, from the hand of
terial means can be obtained by con- the healer, a current of human
tact-that is, instead of taking magnetism or electricity flows and
medicine, the sick can be healed stimulates the nerves, relieves conby coming in contact with a strong gestion and improves circulation.
spiritual healer. For just as cer- When a baby falls and injures its
tain physical diseases are contagi- little hand, it usually cries until the
0us' likewise health is contagious. mother picks it up, and probably
Suppose a person suffering from kisses the sore part. Then the
pain due to congestion of the blood, baby's cry ceases, often as sudor nervousness due to poor circula- denly as it started. Was the baby
tion, should go to a cheerful, strong crying for that kiss? No, it is the
healer, or suddenly come in con- magnetic force and the electric cnrtact with happy and charming rent flowing from her gentle lips
company. What happens~
No and arms that help the baby when
doubt such a contact will act on his it is distressed by pain and weaknerves as a nerve stimulant or ness.
tonic. The nerves which control
the blood vessels when thus stimuTHE THIRD SPIRITUAL healing by
lated, will in turn transmit that spiritual means is obtained by constimulation to the arteries and centration faith and prayers:veins, dilating their lumens, imThe power of concentration has a
proving their circulation, and re- great effect. That is, the mind can
lieving the congestion. And· that produce great power through con-
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cent ration. For example, from the
modern hose of a fire-extinguishing
engine, a stream of water can shoot
up in the air more than 120 feet
high. But Lake Michigan, more
than 300 miles long, or even the
greatest ocean in the world can
never rise so high. This is because there is a power of pressure
behind the water in the hose. And
that is the power of concentration.
rr'hus, when the human mind concentrates on health or sickness, it
attracts either one, as a powerful
magnet does to a piece of steel.
Moreover, this world is full of good
and bad things. When you think
of good things, through the power
of imagination and concentration,
you feel happy; and when you think
of unpleasant things, certainly you
can feel very unpleasant. Therefore, is it not better for man to heed
the unanimous advice of all the
divine and spiritual physicians, the
true and great prophets, who
taught" See no evil. Hear no evil.
Speak of no evil and think of no
evil "~
Moreover, how often it has happened that you felt sore all over,
depressed and melancholic, you did
not care to go anywhere or see any
body, you felt sick mentally and
physically! Then suddenly and unexpectedly you received the greatest news of your heart's desire:
perhaps your loved one just arrived in town and called you up
from the station, or you unexpectedly received money due you, and
could now pay bills and debts. What
did you do about it at that moment ~
Did you remain in bed, pull the
covers over your eyes and try to
sleep ~ Or did you jump out of the
bed, and rush to answer the

happy call1 Yes, that was what
you did, and you forgot all about
pain and troubles. This is the
power of concentration. This is
the miracle of determination. This
is the effect of will-power. Therefore, when the mind of the healer
and the mind of the one seeking
health are concentrated on health
the desired results can be obtained.
FAITH is important. Millions of
people in India touch the tail of
the white elephant or the sacred
bull to heal their ailments. Millions
of Arabs, Persians, Turks, Russians, Egyptians, and others from
the near and far East, travel thousands of miles and make pilgrimages to the holy city of Mecca, and
its sacred well, the Bir Zam-zam,
and to Jerusalem and the Jordan
to fill their bottles from the holy
waters for blessing and healing
purposes. A great many also go to
the holy shrines of the saints in
the Holly Land and in Iraq (Baghdad) to get some of the sacred soil
to make out of it mud pills and give
to the sick as you would take and
swallow a medicinal pill. And they
get good results. Yet everyone
knows that in the tails of the white
Indian elephant and bull there is
no such thing as power of healing.
N or can there be any healing power
in the waters and soil of the shrines
in the holy cities. Then where does
healing come from ~ It comes from
faith. Therefore, he who wishes to
obtain spiritual healing must have
faith in the healer.
PRAYERS should be considered in
this life in the same way as the
life preserver to a passenger on a
boat. For the effect of a sincere

MEDICAL

prayer is not less than concentration and faith. Prayer is a strong
magnet that attracts the mercy
and bounty of God. Consider how
the thirsty plants attract the bounty
of the gardener. The heart of the
gardener is moved only when his
plants and flowers pray to him for
water; they appeal to him by the
humble attitude of drooping their
heads and the wilting of their
leaves. The gardener is fond of all
his plants, but he pays attention
only to those that show their need
of help and he gives them plenty
of water. His mercy and bounty
goes to the humble among the flowers, not to the one whose head
stands high as an arrogant person.
In like manner, man who is the
highest and noblest tree of the garden of existence can attract the
mercy and bounty of the Heavenly
Gardener His Creator - through
prayers.
Another benefit of prayer is that
it imparts true happiness to the
human heart and soul. For true
happiness exists only when the
mind and the heart are free from
worry. Therefore, when you have
faith in prayer you free yourself
from worry, and are filled with
hope and cheer. Thus, he who believes in the efficacy of prayer is
much happier, lives better, sleeps
sounder than one who does not believe.
Furthermore, prayer should be
considered as the best means of
communication wit h God, the
Source of all good. As a loyal lover
yearns to commune with his beloved
and benefactor, how much more the
loyal creature must long to commune with his Creator7 Also, just
as it is the duty of the patient to

HISTORY
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ask his physician for all that he
wants, in like manner man ought to
ask his needs from the All-Provider. When our prayers are not
answered it is only for our good,
if we are of those who know. A
good mother does not always give
her little child the thing it cries for,
because that thing may bring disaster to its life. Therefore, the
merciful mother and father heed
the cry and grant the child everything that is conducive to the happiness and growth of its body and
soul. They are neither deaf nor
cruel when they do not heed the
hundreds of silly requests made
constantly by their little child.
Likewise, man has many wishes
that sometimes are more dal1gerous
to him and to society, and even
more destructive than children's
notions. Therefore, while praying,
our real prayer from the depth of
the heart should bo: Lord! Thy vVill
be done, not mine." Last but not
least, man should be reminded that
divine and natural laws are not to
be violated. He must not break
these laws, and then wail because
his prayers are not answered.
THE FOURTH SFIHITUAL healing by
spiritual means is through the
power of the Holy Spirit. That
mysterious power works through
the Divine Manifestations Moses,
Christ, Muhammad, the Bab, Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha, and before them all the ancient prophets
had that power. How well I remember the time when I was burning with malarial fever in the
ci ty of 'Akka in the Holy Land.
I was attended by a prominent
physician, who notwithstanding all
his medical skill and all his
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quinine pills, was unable to lower
my high temperature. Finally,
in a delirious condition I was
carried from the pilgrimhouse
to 'Abdu'l-Baha,'s home. He came
down to see me, and after feeling
my pulse, He ordered a glassful of
iced lemonade and told me to sip it
slowly. I took it and fell asleep, for
two hours. Then my good old doctor called and found me sitting up
in bed, smiling, refreshed and with
normal temperature. I did not
hesitate to tell him how I enjoyed
that glass of lemonade. And by
the way during all the time of two
weeks that I had such a high fever,
that doctor would not even let me
have a cold drink of water, not a
drop. ·Whereupon he nodded his
head and said. ' 'The Master has
cured you!" Yes, with lemonade,
or sour milk or rock candy, 'Abdu '1Baha used to heal the sick.
But you will be surprised to
know the number of people who
died in 'Akka with their stomachs
filled with lemonade or sour milk.
This is because on seeing or hearing how that wonderful Master was
healing so many of the sick with
such simple things as lemonade, or
sour milk, others thought they
could do the same. They did not
realize at the time that it was the
Holy Spirit behind the sour milk or
lemonade that had the power of
healing!
That mysterious power of healing through the Holy Spirit may
also find a channel through the pure
and sanctified souls such as true
disciples, and sincere spiritual
physicians. But those who attain
to such a station are very rare indeed.

JUST BEFORE leaving the medical
school of the American University
of Beirut, Syria, about twenty-two
years ago to come to America, a
number of medical men and students, myself included, heard from
the lips of 'Abdu'l-Baha His views
on medical ethics. He said in effect:

The duty of a doctor is to be divine in
character and merciful in heart. He must
meet the patient with a cheerful smile, not
with a stern and frightful look. He must
give ample time to find the cause of illness,
then prescribe according to the correct diagnosis. If he has no time to spend on a
thorough examination, he should not take
so many cases that he cannot handle, but
rather refer them to another doctor. And
last, but not least, he must not give less attention to those who cannot pay their bills.
Any doctor who characterizes himself with
these qualities, is verily an angel of life.
Otherwise, he is an angel of death!

In the writings of Baha 'u 'Hah
you can find everything your heart
desires, even on the subject of healing for He has given great treasures of wisdom. His first advice
is, "when you are sick, go to the
skillful amongst the doctors." And
the following words are from the
writings of Baha'u'llah in Arabic
which may be quoted here, not as
the text, but from my own memory:
Do not eat save when you are
hungry and do not drink after retiring to sleep. (Perhaps this is to
avoid the habit of getting up during the night to drink cold water.)
Exercise is best before meals, thereby the organs become strong; but
it is dangerous when the stomach
is full. Take medicine when needed, and leave it alone when the bodv
is normal. Do not take any food
save when digestion is completed
and do not swallow until after
thorough mastication. Heal the
sick first with diet, then with medicine. If you can find what you need

MEDICAL

for healing in a simple remedy, do
not use a compound medicine. When
incompatible foods are served, do
not mix them, be contented with one
variety. Begin first with the simple or light food, then the heavy or
coarse, and take the liquid before
the solid. To eat one meal on top,
or shortly after another, is harmful, beware of it. When you start
to eat, begin in My name, the Most
Glorious, and finish with the name
of God, the possessor of the throne
and the earth. Whatever is difficult to be masticated-too hard on
teeth-is forbidden by the wise. A
little food in the morning-a light
breakfast-is like a light to the
body. Stop all bad habits, they are
the cause of unhappiness in the
world. Find the causes of disease.
Be moderate in all conditions, by
this, the body is kept from fatigue
and that tired feeling. Shun worry
and anxiety, therein is a black
calamity. Say! Jealousy eats up
the body and revenge burns up the

HISTORY
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liver, as fire consumes the wood.
Avoid both as you would avoid the
lion. To purge the body is essential
during the mild seasons. He who
overeats, his illness will become
more severe ....
And here is Baha,'u'll:ih's message to the doctor and the sick:o Doctor! Heal the sick by mentioning the name of your God, the
possessor of the day of judgement,
and after that, use what God has
destined for the health of the bodies
of His creatures. By my life! The
doctor who has quaffed from the
wine of my love, his visit is healing and his breath is mercy. Say!
Cling unto him for the protection of
health. He is confirmed by God in
his treatment. Say! this profession
is the most honored of all other
professions, because it is the greatest means from God, the Life-Giver
of the dust-to safeguard the
bodies of all people, and He has
placed it at the head of all other
sciences and wisdom.

(To be Continued)

Under the title, "Things To Think About," Milton M. Schayer,
columnist in the Intermountain Jewish News of Denver, Colorado, devotes one of his columns to the following statement of some of the principles of the Bah:i'i Movement as sent to him by Willard P. Hatch of
Los Angeles, Calif.
"Willard Hatch probably will never make the front page in any
sort of scandal, so his name will not be generally known, The world,
however, is a better place in which to live on account of his work. He
is devoting his life to spreading the gospel of the brotherhood of man
as enunciated by the Bah:i'i Movement, and he asks that a friendly
word be said for this unselfish and humanitarian cause. They advocate
searching for truth and want mankind to abandon all superstition and
prejudice. They believe in the" oneness of mankind," and that religion must be a cause of love and harmony else it is no religion; and
they also believe that religion must go hand in hand with science. Faith
and reason must be in full accord. These are just a few of the principles they preach, and fortunately as the years go by more people
learn to practice them."
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ABOVE THE COLOR LINE
CORALIE FRANKLIN COOK
"Ve·rily the century of radiance has dawned, minds are advancing, 1Jerceptions
are broadening, realizations of human possibilities are becoming universal, susceptibilities are developing, the discovery of realities is progressing. * * * Do not only say
that unity, love and brotherhood are good; you must work for thei1' 1·ealization.
* ':' * In the sight of God color 11wkes no difference at all. He looks at the hearts
of men."
'Abdu'l-Bahu.

n

HIS sketch, concerning a man,
begins with a woman. She
was a little woman, brown of face,
bright of eye, with a low voice and
gentle manner, and she was the
mother of three small children. The
father, a high-gTade mechanic, died
when his son Ernest was only four
years old, and for him and a younger brother and sister the young
widow set herself to be not only
guide and director but bread-winner. She had some education and
so could teach an elementary school.
Donating a part of some property
accumulated by the thrifty husband
to the establishing of a school in
her home city (Charleston, S. C.)
she was for a number of years its
principaL Mrs. Just's accepted
labor brought her in touch with the
lowly and needy colored people of
that city and she enlarged the scope
of her endeavors to include much
unpaid service to these her neighbors.
In that school-house to which she
had dedicated a part of her own
small holdings she opened a night
school and conducted a Sunday
school, and when no preacher was
at hand, held religious services and
pointed the way to right-living and
to progress.
It was in his mother's school and
in her Sunday school that Ernest
Just's education began.

U

It was a day of small beginnings,
offering perhaps no suggestion of
the great future which lay ahead,
unless indeed that mother's faith
and courage fed a something in the
spirit of that son of which both may
have been, even then, dimly conscious and which these later years
have seen quickened to a veritable
flame.
All during childhood and on into
youth Ernest Just must have been
receiving impressions that did not
add to his happiness. In a lad of
different training and temperament
they might have subtracted from
his self-respect. Not so with him.
He became aware of a world from
which he was shut out-a world of
wealth, of opportunity, of achievement, of power safe-guarded and
made exclusive by a color-line. But
he had found another world-a
world of thought! And in it he
dreamed and worked and revelled.
By THE TIME he was £fteen that
messenger of light, the Northern
school-maam, had invaded his
schooL One such was quick to discover this wide-eyed, serious lad
who always knew all of the lesson
assigned, and often showed hunger
for more than the text-books contained. On one memorable day she
drew from him the confession that
he was torn between the desire to
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go North and be educated, and a
sense of duty that prompted him
to go to work and make life easier
for the mother who had done so
much for him. This teacher wisely
pointed out the possibilities which
a liberal education would open up
that could never be realized if
school were abandoned at his then
stage of advancement. She did
more, she paid a visit to the mother
and was surprised and delighted to
find her sharing her son's ambition.
There seemed only one obstacle.
There was not sufficient money to
finance the adventure. But here
the lad himself came forth with a
solution of the problem. He would
work his way. Others had done it.
Why could not he? One of the
things which Dr. Just recalls, with
a twinkle of the eye, is the grave
concern of some of their friends!
"Don't let that boy go way ~tP
n01"th," they protested to his
mother; "he aint so strong and he's
bound to catch cold, then what'll
he do 'mong strange white folks ~
He'll just lay down an' die. ' ,
"Well," responded the far-seeing
mother, "I'd rather he'd die trying
to make something of himself than
to live and be no good to himself
or the world." And so, inspired by
that Spartan-like mother, Ernest
with little of this world's goods but
mightily endowed with courage and
capacity, set forth for the "cold"
North.
Kimball Academy in New Hampshire has the honor of opening its
doors to the young student. Although barely prepared to enter the
lowest class, young Just completed
the four years course in three years
with honors. Meanwhile he had so
distinguished himself for scholar-
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ship that he had been made president of the school's debating club,
and editor-in-chief of the Academy
Magazine.
Graduating from Kimball was
only a beginning. Ernest Just was
headed for the heights' of life. In
the fall of 1903 he matriculated at
Dartmouth College. Here the savings from vacation earnings were
soon augmented by prizes and
scholarships. Hamperings and disadvantages began to recede while
nrogress and achievement took
definite shape in the mind and life
of this lone youth, battling his way
forward, upward!
Then came the day of graduation
with magna c~tm laitde. What had
happened? He had not only kept
pace with his classmates, he had
gone beyond them. Previous to
this time no Dartmouth student had
ever taken honors in two different
fields, but he did. Mark his versatility. He made the highest mark
in Greek ever awarded a freshman
in Dartmouth College. In his sophomore year he bore off prizes, in his
junior and senior years he won
scholarships. It was I believe during his senior year that there appeared in the college magazine one
of the tenderest, most beautiful
tributes ever paid a beloved mother
by a gifted son. Ernest Just was
the author. Small wonder that it
was predicted of him that he would
succeed, no matter to what he might
decide to devote his attention.
With this brilliant scholastic record fresh upon him, Mr. Just joined the Faculty of Howard University, Washington, D. C. Although
he had come as a scientist, it is only
fair to say of him that he brought
to the institution its awakening as
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to the dramatic gifts of its students.
It was with a class in English literature that he demonstrated to the
school and to the community the
possibilities of developing dramatic
art even among under-graduates.
To some this may be forgotten or
unknown history, but distinguished
alumni working in these lines at
home and abroad recall with enthusiasm the presentation en coshtme of two legitimate dramas
under the direction of Prof. Just,
and the overwhelming surprise and
delight of the crowds who came to
look and listen.
BUT THE WINDS of Destiny were
blowing the bark of this young
scholar into far different channels.
Prof. Just began to spend his
summers in research work in the
Biological Laboratory at Wood's
Hole, Mass. In 1916 he was given
the degree of Ph.D. at the University of Ohicago. And from now on
he travels so fast that one grows
almost dizzy in watching his flight;
nor can one lacking scientific knowledge essay to give adequate description of that flight.
His interest now lay chiefly in
the subject of fertilization concerning which he made valuable discoveries and wrote extensively. He
was one of the authors of "General
Oytology," collaborating with such
distinguished scholars as Dr. Lillie of the University of Ohicago;
Dr. Morgan, President of the N ational Academy of Sciences; Dr.
J acobs, Director of the Marine
Biological Laboratory, and others.
By degrees his name and his fame
were being cited in foreign magazines and in 1924 he was the choice
of a group of German scientists to

prepare a monograph on "The
Functions of the Oell."
He contributed to a set of books on
chemistry; was placed on the editorial staff of a scientific journal
published in Berlin, Germany; assigned to similar position on equally important periodicals at home,
in Ohicago and in far away Japan,
while significantly enough, he became a member of the staff of the
official periodical of the Marine
Biological Laboratory in America
where he began his scientific investigations. Honors were heaped
thick and fast upon the now distinguished scientist. He was made a
Fellow of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science,
also member of the American Socity of Zoologists. He was awarded the first Spingarn Medal.
"N 0 miser in the good he holds"
is Dr. Just. To the aspiring student he is ever ready with timely advice or the helping hand. Ambitious study clubs turn to him for
advice upon abstruse questions and
he often puts aside scientific work
to meet with a group of students
when in simple compelling manner
he holds forth upon some topic in
which they are interested. On °such
occasions he is at his best. So he
will be remembered by some readers of this magazine privileged to
hear him at an interracial meeting
under Baha,'i auspices.
IT WAS perhaps inevitable that
the distinguished accomplishments
of this man should attract the attention of that group of philanthropists who are consecrating vast
sums of money to the encouragement of study and research that
lead to the benefit of all mankind.
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The Rosenwald Foundation has
given the Zoological Department of
Howard University of which Dr.
Just is head, fifteen thousand dollars a year for five years with an
additional five thousand dollars for
equipment.
Dr. Just was able to spend last
year in Italy where he engaged in
the work that has become so dear
to him and to which he has made
definite and valuable contribution.
His attainments and popularity
brought to Dr. Just a return engagement, and he had the overwhelming distinction of returning
to Europe in the summer of 1930
to the city of Padua where as on8
of eleven of the world's greatest
scientists he lectured to a Special
Assembly of scientific follc
One has to be little short of a
magician to wrest from this great
but modest man any account of his
varied experiences, his mU):velous
triumphs. We all have heard how
those European students are given
to register a pPI' 0 V a I or disa pPI' 0 V a 1 of the men who
lecture to them. It has been learned
that in Italy there came from the
students in response to the last of
his talks such spontaneous outbursts of cheering and applause as
is rare even there. I tried to get
from its recipient some account of
it all, but he was so reluctant to
talk of himself that I had to
abandon the effort.
One particular experience among
the many experiences that have befallen him is deeply cherished by
the scientist, that is his stay at the
Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Berlin. He went there to lecture in response to an invitation from its
f 0 u n deI', Adolf von Harnack,
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author of The History of Theology,
Higher Criticism and other works
of value.
It is like a bit of beautiful drama,
is it not, that this young man from
the new world met and communed
with this ripe old scholar of the old
world only a few short months before the latter journeyed to the
Great Beyond ~ May it not be a
harbinger of what the future holds
in store to be able to record that
this eminent theologian was in harmony with mod er 11 scientific
thought even to the extent of founding a school for its promotion? Add
to this the fact that his work with
a man of different race and younger
generation is cherished by the latter as one of the most satisfying' of
all his many contacts and it becomes possible to go even farther.
Why may we not forecast a day
when East and West, youth and
age, black and white, shall meet on
one harmonious plane where religion and science shall have brought
them?
It is the men who are doing the
same kind of work that he is doing,
dealing' with the same problems,
who say of Dr. Just that he is "one
of the greatest scientists in the
world today," but he wears his
honors as all the truly great dowith unvarnished simplicity.
To those who do not know him
well he may seem indifferent, at
times perhaps almost rude. Not
so to those who know him best. He
is almost shy, yet out of those wide
dreamy eyes he has a way of looking at one that might prove embarrassing if one lacks the sincerity,
the probity, the honesty that are so
dominant in his own character. He
is tall, something over six feet I
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should say, or at least he appears
so when he stands beside his petite
wife or is rollicking with the two
girls and small boy who constitute
the family group. This man of
science has a mouth sensitive
enough to belong to a poet. His
voice is low and mellow, but capable of being very stern or very
sympathetic as his students will
tell you.
IN THIS STORY I have not told of
that dark, dark day before the end
of his academy life when young
Just made a hasty trip southward
to say good-bye,-the last good-bye
to that mother whose gentle yet
forceful character has without
doubt been a great influence in all
his career. Only rarely does he
permit himself to speak of it. I
have not dwelt upon the long struggle with the prejudices, the insults,
the hypocrisies, the flagrant injustices that have been flung in the way
of this man's progress. Steadily,
bravely, he has refused to be conquered by them, aye, even to be
hindered by them. Do not think he
has escaped them. To one of his
slightly brown complexion such experiences are inescapable.
"Why, then," do you ask, "does
he not go to Europe where character not color is the measure of a
man ~" I will tell you why! To be
the father or mother of a colored
child in this the twentieth century
of civilization is to live always on
the borderland of tragedy, when not
in the very centre of its sickening

whirl. When Dr. Just looks into
the faces of his own beautiful children there surges up into his heart
and mind millions of other facesdown in the swamps of Georgia, in
the cottonuelds of Mississippi, in
cities and towns, in high school and
college, in hovel and cottage and
beautiful homes, - faces, faces,
faces, all shut in,-below the color
line! If you have managed to get a
little closer to him than most folks
he will confess to you in words like
these: "I cannot leave them! I
have tasted the joy of freedom, but
I could not be happy if I failed to
do my duty. I believe that Science
is yet to play a large part in the development of human beings, and if
I can help these boys and girls to
look at life as a splendid adventure,
and upon themselves as a necessary
part of the great whole, I think it
will mean more to me than work in
the laboratories of princes or
kings."
A scientist and a humanitarian!
A master of the test-tube and a
mag'ician with the microscope, but
above these a man who understands
spiritual values and who has the
inherited gift of relating these
values to all work in his class-room.
He lives above the color line! And
in all of this is Dr. Just not among
the few who exemplify in every
day life this injunction of 'Abdu '1Baha: "By his arts, sciences, inventions and all of his work, man
must reveal his highest capacity.
'" * * Work done in the spirit of
service is worship."
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may be likened to a mirror wherein the images of the
~ mysteries of outer phenomena are reflected. It brings forth and
exhibits to us in the arena of knowledge all the product of the past. It
links together past and present. The philosophical conclusions of bygone
centuries, the teachings of the prophets and wisdom of former sages are
crystalized and reproduced in the scientific advancement of today. Science
is the discoverer of the past. From its premises of past and present we
deduce conclusions as to the future. Science is the governor of nature and
its mysteries, the one agency by which man explores the institutions of
material creation. All created things are captives of nature and subject
to its laws. They cannot transgress the control of these laws in one detail
or particular. The infinite starry worlds and heavenly bodies are nature's
obedient subjects. The earth and its myriad organisms, all minerals,
plants and animals are thralls of its dominion. But man through the
exercise of his scientific, intellectual power can rise out of this condition,
can modify, change and control nature according to his own wishes and
uses. Science, so to speak, is the "breaker" of the laws of nature.
This endowment is the most praiseworthy power of man, for through
its employment and exercise, the betterment of the human race is accomplished, the development of the virtues of mankind is made possible and the
spirit and mysteries of God become manifest. Therefore I am greatly
pleased with my visit to this university. Praise be to God! that this
country abounds in such institutions of learning where the knowledge of
sciences and arts may readily be acquired.
As material and physical sciences are taught here and are constantly
unfolding in wider vistas of attainment, I am hopeful that spiritual development may also follow and keep pace with these outer advantages. As
material knowledge is illuminating those within the walls of this great
temple of learning, so also may the light of the spirit, the inner and divine
light of the real philosophy glorify this Institution. The most important
principle of divine philosophy is the oneness of the world of humanity, the
unity of mankind, the bond conjoining East and West, the tie of love which
binds human hearts.

- 'Abdu'l-Baha.
(April 19, 1912, at Columbia University, New York)
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BEWARE OF DIFFERENCES
HARRY P. FRANTZ
The author of the following article is a student at the Univ61'sity of Pennsylvania,
Department of JournaliS1n. We are pleased to publish his brief review of the Bahri'i
Movement in accordance with our policy of publishing frequently a1'ticles contributed
by the youth of the world.

N collegiate circles young men
and women pride themselves
upon their tolerance and flaunt
their open-mindedness as though it
were some phenomenon peculiar to
a particular class of society. The
Baha'i religion is a d ire et
challenge to this self-appointed intelligentsia to extend their tolerance from such obvious and personal considerations as color and
race to a greater tolerance, that of
the religious and spiritual life of
other people. It offers opportunity
for world tolerance that the real
liberal will be only too glad to embrace.
Baha'is ask no Ohristian to give
up Ohrist; no Muhammadan to
turn his back upon Muhammad; no
Buddhist to disown Buddha. The
Baha'i religion does ask the world
to look further afield than a faith
or a sect; to substitute tolerance for
bigotry; to accept everyone of
"God's Messengers."
Muhammadans say, "There is but one God
and Muhammad is His Prophet."
Baha'is would have us say, "There
is but One God and in Him we are
all one."
WILLIAM MILLER of Low Hampton, New York, was a scholar
and a devout man. He believed the
, 'two thousand and three hundred
days" mentioned in the Bible;~ referred to years not days and that
*Dan iel 8:14

the time of the Second Advent of
Ohrist ,vas close at hand. Resourceful as well as mathematical,
on May 23, 1844, he stood on the
highest hill in Low Hampton with
a little band of followers firmly
determined to be a favorably-placed
welcoming committee when the
cloud bearing the returning Savior
should appear. The heavenly visitation failed to function and the
Millerites walked down the hill to
repurchase their homes and substitute blue serge for their conspicuous white muslin robes.
William Miller was right. But
contemporaneous events in Persia
proved that his mistake lay in
awaiting divine pyrotechnics while
the Bab, the Herald of Baha 'u %1h,
the One awaited, was then "just
another fana tic, " and ' Abdu '1Baha, born on that same day in
1844, must have looked much like
many another brown Persian baby.
Today over half a million Baha'is
in Persia celebrate the date of
Miller's unhappy climbs not because of William Miller, but because on that day the Bab, the forerunner of Baha 'u 'nah, declared this
cause and began His ministry, and
on that day the Son of Baha'u'llah,
the Oenter of His Oovenant,
'Abdu'1-Baha (The Servant of
God) was born.
Now Baha'is
are to be found in n earl y
every country of the world with a
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consid erable group of believ ers in
this Truth worki ng vvith fervor to
spread their religio n in the United
States .
MUCH as John the Bapti st
preach ed t.he comin g of Jesus
Christ~ so The Bab (The Gat.e)
preced ed Bah{l 'u'llah and procla imed the appro aching adven t or One
greate r than Himse lf whom He
called ' 'Him Whom God shall maniMidst the ovenv helmin g
fest."
power of the Muha mmad an religio n
some advan ced thinke rs dared to
hope for somet hing better and to
these The Bab poure d forth His
sermo ns and His prophe cies. So
well did His eloque nce and sincerity conve rt His few listene rs
that they in turn depar ted to spread
His story of "a greate r One to
come" throug hout all Persia . While
His early missio n, being localized,
had allowe d Him to remai n unmoles ted, the later wide-s pread success of The Bab led to His violen t
death; for the Muha mmad an priest hood realize d too late that they had
under rated this latest Proph et.
They reveng ed thems elves upon
The Bab with six years of persGcu··
tion culmin ating in His death at
the hands of a firing squad ; but the
messa ge of the devou t Messe nger
had taken root and His adhere nts
grew in spite of fierce persec utions .
Amon g the forem ost of The Bab's
suppo rters was Mirza Husay n Ali,
better known by the title of Baha' u'llah (Glory of God). Born of
wealth y paren ts and with a youth
spent in the highes t of social circles ,
He threw Himse lf into the ranks
of the follow ers 0 f the B a b,
sharin g their persec utions . In 1852
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He was throw n into a prison from
which many of His fellow -believ ers
went to a violen t death. Baha' u'llah
was assiste d by the Russi an consul who interc eded in His behalf
and testifie d to the purity of His
charac ter.
His freedo m restor ed, Baha 'u 'Hah lived in the wilder ness for two
years. His innate spiritu al leader ship was recogn ized by the Babis.
Baha 'u 'llah conve rted thousa nds
with His sermo ns and the Ba.bi
movem ent in Persia contin ued to
grow until again the Mosle m authoriti es decide d to take a hand.
This t.ime exile was impos ed upon
Baha 'u '!Hih and His family . In preparat.i on for their journe y to exile
in Adria nople the famou s tvvelveday encampment. in the Garde n of
Ridva n was made. It was on the
first of those twelve days in April,
1863, that. Baha'u 'IHih declar ed
Himse lf t.o be the One whose coming' The Bab lmd foreto ld.
At Adria nople Baha' u'Hah publicly annou nced His missio n and
was ent.hu siastic ally accept.ed by
the major ity of the Babis who were
known therea fter as Baha' is. A
small minor ity, inspir ed by t.he
jealou sy of Mirza Yahya , Baha' u'Hah's half-b rother , attem pted to
make t.rouble for t.he Baha' is and
t.he religio us author ities, ever-s eeking a way in which to attack the new
and growi ng Faith repres ent.ed the
conflict in such t.erms to the civil authorit.ies t.hat in 1868 the Turki sh
govern ment banish ed both Babis
and Baha 'is; Baha 'u 'llah and His
follow ers g'oing to 'Akka in Palestine, a city with a climat e so deadly
the Sultan had reserv ed it for
politic al enemi es.
It was during this time of suffer-
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ing that Baha 'u 'llah spread the message of the Baha'i Faith throughout the western world by a series of
letters written to the rulers of the
principal countries. Queen Victoria of England replied: "If your
religion be The Truth it will live."
The Baha'i religion has not merely
lived; it has taken on new life and
strength.
After many years the conditions
of His imprisonment were improved and Bah:i'u'11ah spent the
last years of His life in comparative
peace and comfort, passing away in
1892 at the age of seventy-five.
TODAY we marvel that a message
could bring such persecution and
suffering upon those who were
faithful, and naturally we are curious to discover the foundation of
such unbending faith and devotion.
This message, for which men and
women were content to suffer in
prison and exile, had as one of its
fundamental principles, the Oneness of Mankind.
J. E. Esslemont, one of the most
prolific of Baha'i writers, has declared: "One ploughs, another
sows, another waters, another
reaps, but there is One Lord who
giveth the increase."
The beloved son and successor of
Baha'u'llah,
'Abdu'l-Baha, proclaimed the t 0 I e l' a n c e of the
Baha'is by this declaration: "It is
not necessary to lower Abraham to
raise Jesus; it is not necessary to
lower Jesus to proclaim Baha 'u'11ah."
Baha'is believe that some of the
present day professing Ohristians
have so weakened the teaching
of Jesus that One is needed Who

will bring' with Him a strong, vigorous belief, alike to all the world,
and that Baha'u'llah is the vehicle
chosen by God to transport a rejuvenated faith to a world that has
strayed far from the teachings of
earlier Prophets.
There is nothing revolutionary or
iconoclastic about this Faith which
had its beginning in the Birthplace
of Relig'ions, the Orient. In 1912
'Abdu'l-Baha told the American
people that "the solution of economic questions will not be brought
about by array of capital against
labor and labor against capital in
strife and conflict, but by the voluntary attitude of good-will on both
sides. Then a real and lasting' justness of conditions will be secured."
The most conservative of our business colleges now teach that doctrine to their students.
America prides itself on large
college eI1rollments. The Baha'i
religion is not an ignorant faith.
Baha'u'llah attached great importance to the equality of the sexes and
one of the means He relied upon
was universal education. "He who
educates his son, or any other children, it is as though He hath educa ted one of my children."
The Baha'i Cause would undertake the education of public opinion
by the teaching of a tolerance that
would bring the Ohristian into the
synagogue and the Jew into the
church. The Baha'i religion would
not have young people in the
United States-the "melting-pot of
nations "-asking, "I wonder if
that girl is a Oatholic~" or, "Do
you think that fellow is a Jew~"
'Abdu'l-Baha said, "Since all
gather to worship God what difference is there ~"
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FROM MOLECULE TO MAN
LOULIE

A.

MATHEWS

The author has given us here in a simple and vivid forln the story of Ufe development from the first ato17t to the perfection of 17tan himself, lord of the world of nature.
In this treatment of evoh[tion, S017te of the teachings of 'Abdtt'l-Baha bear'ing on the
subject are interwoven, teachings which wonde1'f'nlly illu1nine the 1JUzzle of how life is
evolved. This and the following chapter, which will appear in the Februa1'y Baha'i
Magazine, were originally written as a "Child's History."

(~]UR world is swung in starry
.~

space like an emerald ball
tossed high against the sky.
There was a time when the earth
was covered with water that hid the
valleys and hills, and even the
mountain tops.
A fierce sun beat down and dried
little patches of earth, here and
there, where the water was shallow.
And plants sprang up. Neither
animals nor human beings could
have lived at this period of the
world's history, as there was no air
fit to breathe. After a while, the
plants waxed stronger and more
sturdy and exhaled gasses that helped to create for us the necessary atmosphere. But these plants upon
land were not the first. It was under the sea that the earliest traces
of life appeared. Water plants
grew and after countless ages, animal life followed. Thus, a crude
procession of living creatures
spread from the water and began
to cover the earth.
In those far-off days, inventions
and discoveries lay in the invisible
realm, waiting for man to develop
and call them into everyday life.
It was to Evolution that God
gave the gigantic task of developing man. The meaning of the word
"evolution" is "to bring forth,
change and perfect;" so you may
well understand that time, as we
know it, could play no part in such
a labor. A million years was as

sunrise to sundown with us. There
was no one to say" Finish this piece
of work right away, for we are in
a great hurry."
No, everything
moved slowly forward. To perfect
a single form took so much time
that no one could reckon it.
"These cellular elements have at some
time been in the mineral kingdom. While
in the mineral kingdom, they have had their
coursings and transformations through myriads of images and forms."

We learn that our senses are
not reliable sources of information.
If we believe them we should think
the world standing still instead of
spinning round and round. We
should look at a rock and believe it
solid-immovable, instead of being
made up of millions of separate
cells. For the expression of all
physical life is change and movement because everything on this
planet is composed of tiny invisible
cells: the air you breathe, the water you drink, the house in which
you live, the mountain tops and the
forests, even you yourself are composed of the cellular elements of
which .Abdu'l-Baha speaks.
Ages ago these tiny invisible cells
were dancing freely about the universe when Evolution called to them
and said, "It is time for you to go
to school," and started the various
elements that now make up your
body on a long, long journey. At
the outset they came to a mysterious land, spoken of in the Baha'i
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Revelation as the Mineral Kingdom.
'I'his kingdom was a hidden treasure chest, containing wonders
greater than any fairy story ever
told.
Let us imagine ourselves far
down under the earth, carrying a
magic lantern, so that we can unlock the treasure chest and examine
its contents. There were great
caves in which heaps of leaves from
prehistoric forests had lain. The
form of the leaves had disappeared,
and was replaced by a substance,
solid and black, that today we see
burning brightly in our fireplaces.
As we watch the flames making
shadows on the wall, we must not
forget the stately forests of long
ago. The origin of coal.
Wandering about, we should come
upon rocks of many hues, and blocks
of marble, pink and white. Mounds
of gold and silver, and veins of copper, that would make mirrors and
ornaments for Egypt and Syria.
Here were diamonds embedded in
the rocks that were to sparkle on
the fingers of queens. Rubies and
emeralds to be woven into royal
crowns, and jewel jade destined to
adorn temple altars in far-off lands.
Into each one of these substances,
the little invisible cellular elements
plunged, working the i I' way
through the cruder materials and
l;)recious stones. Millions of years
passed. Then the head master, Evolution, chose from among the elements, those ready to be forwarded
into the vegetable kingdom-that
kingdom lying in the sunshine under the blue sky.
"In the vegetable kingdom the elements
again had their journeys and transformations through myriads of conditions. Hav-

ing accomplished their functions in the
vegetable kingdom, the cellular elements ascend to the animal kingdom."

The new world in which the elements found themselves was full of
gayety and freshness. Now they
put on Nature's brighte:,t colaTs,
dressing in tints of the garden with
broad green sashes. The trees, the
flowers, the vegetables received
them, as did the waving fields of
grain. A happy rhythm was everywhere. Even during the winter
sleep, dreams of spring stirred by
sunshine and showers were ever
present. It was like a long, long
summer vacation. But at length the
tireless master Evolution pressed
them forward. It was time for a
sterner school. Oh, with what regret they bade goodbye to the forest, stream and field, and sadly
wended their way to the kingdom of
the animals.
"In the animal kingdom again the elements go through the composition of myriads of images."

Loudly they knocked on the gate
of the new kingdom, crying, "Let
us in ! 'vVe come from the headmaster, we have gone to the school
of the Mineral as well as the Vegetable, and have thus arrived at your
threshold. "
The scholars soon
made a tremendous discovery: In
this Kingdom they could move
about! What a delicious experience
to run and jump after centuries of
keeping still ! Wandering about
wherever curiosity pro m p t e d,
brought greater knowledge of the
earth than had been acquired
through all the previous ages.
Everything in the Animal Kingdom was not easy, however: here
food must be hunted; the young protected from fierce claws. And a
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watch set for enemies. They endured cold and thirst and for the
first time encountered conscious
death. Yet these misfortunes served
them well, for it brought them
nearer and nearer to the end of
their journey, until, without realizing any change, the elements crossed the borderland and entered the
Human Kingdom.
"Por every single phenomenon has enjoyed the postulates of God, and every form
of these infinite electrons has had its characteristics and perfections.
"In the human kingdom the elements
have their transformations and coursings
through multitudes of forms. In short
every single primordial atom has had its
journeys through every state of life, and
in every stage has been endowed with a
special virtue and characteristic."

There was no use knocking here,
for the gates were thrown open and
it was plain to see no one was within. The Kingdom stood empty.
Not knowing what else to do they
sat down and waited for Evolution,
who could be seen running towards
them at great speed. "Your journey is ended," he cried joyously.
"It was by means accidental that
your experiences led you hither, for
all the time while passing throug11
the different degrees of matter, in
all the varied kingdoms, you were
potentially man." You can understand the word "potential" if you
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think of an acorn in which is imprisoned an oak tree; with its trunk
and spreading branches, all its potential life hidden in a tiny seed
that can be held in the palm of your
hand.
Evolution assured them that all
the necessary tools for man's development were in the Human
Kingdom. "There was only one
key that would unlock the secrets
of Nature: this key was to be found
in man's brain." "You must adventure along new paths, relying
upon your own initiative; yet, go
not alone, but in the company of
Courage and Patience. And have
no fear."
And so the elements advanced
and the tasks became more and
more difiicult.
Countless trials, countless faillues there were before primitive
man learned to make a fire, build a
shelter, and to prepare his food.
Painfully he mastered the rudiments of physical life, one by one.
How many hundred years passed
by while he gazed at the rushing
waters, unable to invent even a rude
raft with which to reach the opposite bank, while you and I
thunder over that same water carried by a locomotive on a suspension bridge.

(To be Continued)

"In the wor-ld of existence man has b'aver-sed s1wcessive degr-ees until he has attained the human kingdorn. In each degr-ee of his pj'ogr-ession he has developed
capacity for- advancenwnt to the next station and condition. While in the kingdom of
lhe 1n'iner-al he was attciining the capacity for promotion into the degree of the
vegetctble. In the kingdom of the vegetable he under-went pTepanttion for the wOTld
of the animal and fTom thence he has come onwar-d to the human degr"ee or kingdmn.
Thr-oughout this jountey of pr-ogr-ession he has eveT o,nd cdways been potentially man."
'Abdu'l-BaM.
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AVE you ever wondered which
experiences the most joy, an
astronomer looking far a way
through his great telescope into
dim distances, or the worker in the
laboratory peering into the minuteness of things through a powerful
microscope? Undoubtedly there is
a thrill in each experience to the
true seeker, for in each case new
knowledge is being sought. Another
building stone is in the process of
being added to the foundation of
the temple of knowledge. In each
case truth is being sought through
the sense of sight aided by wonderful lenses.
Science is teaching us to think
abstractly. The final solution of a
complex scientific problem regarding the universe may be an equation
of symbols. Such an equation may
express a law without explaining
the meaning of the symbols. It is
the meaning of the symbols which
we must try to understand. The
full import may lie beyond the
bounds of human perception, but by
trying sincerely to interpret these
meanings into life, we will undoubtedly be led along the path of
spiritual appreciations and away
from the older, and no longer tenable, ideas of materialism. Spiritual progress has profound effects
on mundane affairs.
"When you breathe forth the
breath of the Holy Spirit from your
hearts into the world, commerce
and politics will take care of themselves in perfect harmony. All arts
and sciences will become revealed
~
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and the knowledge of God will be
manifested. It is not your work
but that of the Holy Spirit which
you breathe forth through the
Word.
This is a fundamental
truth," said 'Abdu'l-Baha.
In prosperous times humanity is
prone to be complacent. But in
times of stress and bewilderment,
when humanity realizes that it cannot completely control its environment, it instinctively looks upward
to some source of help outside or
above the material universe and
its workings.
Human interest in spiritual or
religious thought and possibilities
is accelerating. There is increasing evidence that we are beginning
to realize that "we cannot pull ourselves up by our own bootstraps."
Science is frankly endeavoring to
peer into the meaning of the symbols which so stealthily slip into
the equations expressing natural
laws.
Prof. Thomson, closes his most
excellent little book "The Atom"
with this very interesting suggestion:
"It is a remarkable instance of
the unity of thought that a study
apparently so remote from human
emotion as atomic physics, should
have so much to say on one of the
great problems of the souL"
He refers here to the difference
between living and dead matter,
between the conscious and the unconscious.
In another place he suggests that
what we may need is "a less ma-
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terialistic view of the universe."
Prof. Albert Einstein has qujte
recently voiced ideas regarding
science and religion which have
caused considerable comment. (New
York Times.)
He believes that neither a religion based on fear nor one embracing solely a social or moral
idea of God are effective, but that
gifted individuals and noble communities have had a cosmic religious sense, free from dogma and
the idea of God made in man's
image. This cosmic religious sense
leads to a "definite conception of
God." He believes that "the most
important function of art and
science is to arouse and keep alive
this feeling in those who are receptive. "
Whether we agree with him or
not "that the only deeply religious
people of our largely materialistic
age are the earnest men of research," we can see much in his
statement "that the cosmic religious experience is the strongest and
noblest driving force behind scientific research." We can realize the
worker's deep "faith in the rationality of the structure of the world."
We can see that the men of science
are devoutly seeking by following
at least one path, that of scientific
method.
It is decidedly inspiring and
stimulating when scientists of the
rank of Thomson and Einstein direct thought into spiritual channels. It indicates that spiritua.l
forces are working, however as yet
generally unrecognized and possibly unanticipated. It tends to
guide the thought of a world interested in science to the real foundations of the universe. Science in-
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terests many because of its applications. The s e myriad applications result in material wealth, but
the time is not far distant when the
spiritual significances of science
will far outweigh the others. To
many, those brief and guarded suggestions of the men of science have
greater inspirational value than
many sermons. They indicate that
spiritual values are being gauged
as more and more jmportant and
fundamental.
One of the most intriguing and
stimulating books of the hour is Sir
J ames Jeans" The Mysterious U niverse." Although not as comprehensive as Eddington's earlier
"The Nature of the Physical Universe" it is a provocative challenge
to think about the universe and the
particle of it which we call home.
Jeans suggests that "the nature
of ultimate reality can only be expressed in terms of mathematical
formula."
The mechanical and
biological concepts of the universe
have failed to offer complete and
satisfactory explanations, and human intellectual activity has advanced so far that anything short
of a complete explanation is not
deemed adequate.
Oertainty has given way to probability. Scientists no longer endeavor to state, in every case, that
given a certain set of conditions, a
second specific set of conditions or
states will follow. They say it is
probable that such will be the case.
Determinism seems to have been
given a death blow.
Because of advanced technique
we are now able to deal with conceptions of particles much smaller
than ever before. For this reason
and others, mathematical averages
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now have great significance.
He believes that the laws which
nature obeys are not so much like
those which a machine follows as
those which govern a musician composing. The universe can probably
best be pictured "as consisting of
pure thought, the thought of what,
for want of a wider word, we must
describe as a mathematical thinker."
Present day pictures, w h i c h
science draws, are mathematical
ones, and "the universe appears to
have been designed by a pure
ma thema tician. "
By pure mathematics is meant
those departments of the science
which are creations of pure thought
as contrasted with applied mathematics which reasons about the external world.
Jeans believes that the final truth
of a phenomenon resides in the
mathematical description of it.
Mechanical models no longer suffice,
but mathematical formula do not
tell what a thing is, only how it behaves.
"Today there is a wide measure
of agreement, which on the physical
side of science, approaches almost
unanimity, that the stream of
knowledge is heading toward a nonmechanical reality; the universe begins to look more like a great
thought than a great machine
. . . Mind no longer appears as
an accidental intruder into the
realm of matter; we are beginning
to suspect that we ought rather to
hail it as the creator and govenor
of the realm of matter. Not, of
course our individual minds, but
the mind in which the atoms, out of
which our individual minds have
grown, exist as thoughts."

'Abdu'l-Baha said, "When we
speak of the soul we mean the motive power of this physical body
which lives under its entire control
in accordance with its dictates. If
the soul identifies itself with the
material world it remains dark ...
but if it becomes the recipient of the
graces of the world of mind,
its darkness will be transformed into light, its tyranny into justice, its
ignorance into wisdom, its aggression into loving kindness; until it
reach the apex. Then there will not
remain any struggle for existence.
Man will become free from egotism; he will be released from the
material world; he will become the
personification of justice and virtue, for a sanctified soul illumines
humanity and is an honor to mankind, conferring life upon the children of men and suffering' all nations to attain to the station of perfect unity."
"There is, however, a faculty in
man which unfolds to his vision the
secrets of existence. It giyes him
power whereby he may investigate
the reality of eyery object. It leads
man on and on to the luminous station of divine sublimity, and frees
him from all the fetters of self,
causing him to ascend to the pure
heaven of sanctity. This is the
power of the mind, ... "
It is intensely interesting to read
Jean's last chapter in the light of
the Baha'i Revelation.
'Abdu'l-Baha explains the third
power of man "which is an emanation from the divine bestower; it is
the effulgence of the sun of reality;
the radiation of the celestial world,
the spirit of faith, the spirit His
Holiness the Ohrist refers to when
he says, 'Those that are born of
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the flesh are flesh and those that are
born of the spirit are sph-it.' The
spirit is the axis round which the
eternal life revolves .... This spirit
of faith is the flame of reality, the
life of humanity and the cause of
eternal illumination. It inspires
man to attain the virtues and perfections of the divine world."
Modern science has taken a huge
step away from its older materialism when it quite frankly begins to
talk of the mind, and of the universe being, perhaps, a great
thought. A thought certainly is
not a material thing. Perhaps it
will not be so hard to take the next
step and recognize generally the
third power of man-the spirit of
faith. It has already been suggested that our scientists may need
a "less material view of the universe" to enable them to understand at least some of the meanings
of the symbols which occur in the
most accurate pictures of the universe-mathematical descriptions.
Perhaps the probabilities which
theories and hypotheses seem to
lead to will be found to be but
another expression for the Will of
God.
Mathematical pictures are the
most complete but these equations
are in symbols. What do the symbols mean ~ The whole course of
science seems to be away from the
tangible and towards the intangible. We can scarcely now expect a
reversion to a physical or entirely
materialistic interpretation of these
mysterious symbols.
It was suggested that the thought
comprising the universe is that of a
p~lre mathematician and a pure
mathematician does not reason
about the external world.
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Is it not clear that all of these
extremely interesting speculations,
and many more which might be
cited, point to spiritual forces,
spiritual influences, spiritual effects ~
Our modern scientists are doing
much to emphasize an increasing
appreciation of the fundamental
importance of things and forces
which cannot be defined as purely
physical or material.
Current
literature is rich in such highly interesting material. It is hard to
understand why we go on placing
such undue importance on the
trivialities of life when there are
such great things to consider. It is
comforting to know that there is a
great fund of knowledge which
grea t minds are tapping and that
when released, such knowledge always benefits mankind.
"Scientific knowledge is the highest attainment upon the human
plane' , said 'Abdu '1-Baha "for
science is the discoverer of realities.
It is of two kinds, material and
spiritual. Material science is the
investigation of natural phenomena; divine science is the discovery and realization of spiritual
verities. The world of humanity
must acquire both. A bird has two
wings; it cannot fly with one. Material and spiritual science are the
two wings of human uplift and attainment. Both are necessary, one
the natural, the other supernatural;
one material, the other divine. By
the divine we mean the discovery of
the mysteries of Goel, tIle comprehension of spiritual realities, the
wisdom of God, inner significances
of the heavenly religions and foundation of the law."
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THE EXPECTATION OF THE AGES
KEITE RANSOM-KEELER

This, the fifth installment of the series under the title "The Basis of Bah6!i Belief,"
deals with the subject of biblical prophecy as reaching its fulfillment in the Manifestation of Bahri/u'llrih. In the present age the validity of prophecy is not a very cu?"rent
belief, nevertheless the mere fact that there have been hundreds of fantastical interpretations of bible prophecy is in itself no proof of the invalidity of p?"ophecy. One
cannot even frorn a scientific point of view dis?niss with 'mere ne{Jation the whole
matter of prophecy which forms such an inte.qral basic part of the Judaic and Christian ?"eligions. A ca?"eful perusal of this a?"ticle will be of interest to anyone who
desires to see to what extent the Bahri'i Movement is the fulfilll1tent of the direct
prophecies recur?"ent all through the bible. The Moffatt f?-anslation is used throughout.

O

HE most important question
, to every sincere and spiritnally-minded person today is how
he may know his Lord when He
appears: for the signs of His coming are so evident that all save the
dead are aware of them.
The Hebrew prophets gave clear
evidence to the Jews of the conditions that would accompany the advent of the Lord of Hosts when He
should tread upon the high places
of the earth; Jesus Himself expounded the ways in which His followers might know His Spirit when
it descended again into flesh.
Since the only evidences which
the Ohristian accepts as sacred and
authentic are these two let us examine in some detail this proof
from prophecy concerning the
Baha'i claim that Baha'u'llah fulfills the great expectation of the
ages and has come in the fullness of
time to usher in the Kingdom of
God on earth, making of human
hope, divine assurance.
Jesus instructing His followers
as to "the time of the end" refers
them back to Hebrew prophecy-let
the reader note what Daniel said
about it is His word on this subject.' Turning then to Daniel we
(1) Matt. 24 :15.

(2) Chapter 9.

find an exact chronology of the
events that are to transpire:
He assigns from the time of the rebuilding of Jerusalem in 457 B. O.
(Ezra :7) seventy weeks of the sacrifice of Jesus. In Numbers 14 :34
and Ezekiel 4:6 the symbolism of a
day is interpreted as a year: therefore seventy weeks is four hundred
and ninety days or, scripturally,
years. When the thirty-three years
of the life of Jesus is added to 457
B. O. we obtain the number 490.
But in chapter eight we find the
prophecy to which Jesus refers:
"How long . . . to give both the
sanctuary and the host to be trodden underfoot~" "Unto two thousand three hundred days." From
the edict to rebuild Jerusalem until
the year of the birth of Jesus there
were four hundred and fifty-six
days; this date subtracted from
twenty-three hundred gives the
date 1844. Daniel also gives the
same date in another way. In 12:6
he gives it as a time, times and a
half, or a year, two years and half
a year. The sideral year is three
hundred and sixty days, twice that
number is seven hundred and
twenty and half of it are one hundred and eighty, which added give
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twelve hundred and sixty, after the
daily sacrifice is abolished. This
occurred in 622 A. D. Adding the
numbers we arrive at 1882 subtracting the thirty-eight years difference
between solar and lunar time we obtain1844 which exactly corresponds
to 1260 A. H., or Muhammadan
reckoning.
To the wary this might seem like
special pleading or adroit manipulation to establish a point, but the
fact that in widely scattered lands
(America,
Germany,
Bohemia,
Sweden and elsewhere) without intercommunication or the knowledge
that other groups were trying to
interpret these passages, they all
quite independently arrived at the
date 1844. It might have been a
coincidence had two groups agreed,
but where six or seven without
comparison reach the same conclusion, we are constrained to believe
that the cryptogram is evident to
those who seek its meaning.
In the Christian Bible John also
refers to a time, times and a half,
giving in the eleventh chapter a
reference to three days and an half,
and explicitly to H a thousand, two
hundred and three score days."
Thus the date 1260 A. H. and 1844
A. D. are given in many references
in both the Hebrew and Christian
scriptures.
Daniel, to whom Jesus told His
followers to refer, gives a second
date: a thousand two hundred and
ninety. Dating this from the declaration of Muhammad (for it
concerns a similar declaration) we
have the year 1864.
Americans are familiar with the
story of the group in this country
who found thus, in the prophecies,
(1) 12 :6.
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"the time of the end." They now
call themselves "Seventh Day Adventists," though at that time they
were known as "Millerites." Interpreting the scriptures literally
they gave away their property, severed all earthly ties, and clothing
themselves in white went up onto
the hilltops in New York state "to
meet their Lord in the air." Similarly a group of Germans having
independently found the same date
repaired to Mount Carmel for the
same rapturous experience. Such
was the origin of the prosperous
German colony today living at the
foot of Mount Carmel. The date on
which these expectations were thus
dramatized was May 23rd, 1844.
The date 1260, given as such in
Revelation,' was also the date of
Muhammadan expectation. "The
year sixty" for a thousand years in
Muhammadan history was spoken
of as the time of the return of the
Imam Mahdi.
On this very day the Glorious
Bab in His tender youth arose as
the consummation of the past cycle
and as the Forerunner of the great
Day of God for which the righteous
were yearning. A young man of
irresistible beauty and power, He
established, in the six short years
before His martyrdom, a following
for "Him Whom God shall manifest" Who in nine and again in
nineteen years would reveal Himself.
THE RELIGIONS of the world teach
the appearance of two great contemporaneous Manifestations in
this day: the Jews are promised
the Lord of Hosts and the Messiah;
the Christians the return of Christ
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and Elijah: The Muhammadans, world as the Covenant'; the Holy
the Mahdi and the Messiah. But of Holies where man ever makes
also forth from the Lord would contact with His merciful Creator;
come His Branch" His Servant 'Abdu'l-Baha, the focal or pivotal
reflecting His Light as the moon point of Love and Unity in the
reflects the light of the sun. world, was also born on May 23,
"Moreover in that day the light of 1844.
the moon shall be as the light of
Thus we see that the chronology
the sun, and the light of the sun of prophecy was fulfilled by the deshall be seven-fold as the light of claration of the Bab and the birth
seven days' '": the religion revealed of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
When Daniel had his vision he
in this day shall be as great as all
seven of the previous dispensations. was standing in the palace of
When Jesus was transfigured, Shushan in Elam. Glancing at the
previsioning the state in which He Biblical Gazeteer we find that Elam
would next appear, the disciples is Persia and that Shushan the
saw two others with I-Iim, whom capital is near the site of the presthey called Moses and Elijah. ent capital, Tihran, where BahaDaniel in his apocalyptic vision 'u'llah declared His mission. This
sees three: the man clothed in was in 1853 (the first date given by
linen and one on this side one on the Bab) to a chosen few of His
that side of the river." In the Zoro- friends: in nineteen years or 1863
astrian teachings three would arise He made known His Station to a
in Persia.
larger group and in 1864 (the secThe third figure in these predic- ond date in Daniel, 1290 days) He
tions is 'Abdu'l-Baha, the Arm that publicly announced in Baghdad
would rule for the Lord of His Purpose and Authority.
Hosts: He was the oldest son
But according to Biblical prophof Baha'u'llah appointed by His ecy the return of the human preFather as Center of the Eternal sence of God amongst men, was to
Covenant of God with man; to occur on Mount Carmel :"0 that
Baha'is He is identical with Baha- is why the German group made
'u'llah differing from Him only their pilgrimage there to await His
in function: as for example the coming. Mount Hermon is also
light and heat of the sun are two called Mount Zion and between
different functions. By this means, Mount Carmel and Mount Hermon
long prophesied, Baha'u'llah ex- is situated the city of 'Akka, welltended the rays of His bounty and remembered in prophecy."
blessings upon mankind by nearly
So clearly has this locality been
thirty years.
established as the place of reunion
'Abdu'l-Baha, which means the when the Promised One should
Servant of God; the actual incar- come-that during the second crunation of that ancient agreement sade in 1136 a band of monks
between God and His creation, settled on Mount Carmel for that
taught in the sacred religions of the sublime rendezvous. There to this
3
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(1) Mal. 4:5. (2) Isa. 4:2; Zec. 3:8; 6:12-15; Jer. 33:15; 23:5. (3) Isa.52:13. (4) Isa.30:26. (5) Matt.
17. (6) Daniel 12 :5-6. (7) Isa. 40:9; 22-23. (8) Baha'i Scriptures 527. (9) Isa. 59 :21. (10) Amos
1:2; Micah 7 :14; Isa. 9 :35:2; Zech. 2 :12. (11) Deut. 4 :48; Ps. 133 :3. (12) Isa. 65 :10; Hosea 2 :15;
Joshua 7 :24.
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day their monastery stands on that
brow where Carmel gently slopes
into the sea. Baha'u'llah pitched
His tent near there: once more He
came unto His own, but His own
f (Ilk did not welcome him.'~
Turning to Micah 7 :12-15, he says
that in the day of restoration the
One promised of God shall come
from Assyria! Examining a map
of that period we find that the
present site of Baghdad is included
in that ancient empire. Baha 'u'nah was first thrown into prison in
rrihran for allying Himself with the
followers of the Bab in 1852.
Banished to Baghdad the following
year, He proclaimed His Station in
1864 on the eve of His banishment
to Constantinople; from there He
sojourned for a brief time in Adrianople whence He was sentenced to
the penal colony of 'Akka-between
Mount Carmel and Mount Zion in
1868. At' Akka He passed from
this earth, a titular prisoner, in
1892. In the twelfth verse it gives
f.our different movements, in addition to coming from the fortified
cities. The fourteenth verse" refers to the group of voluntary
exiles who accompanied Baha'u'nah throughout His bitter trials
and hardships, sharing the unspeakable abasement to which He
was subjected. In the fifteenth
verse Micah gives the days of
Israel's coming out of the land of
Egypt as the time during which
the marvels of God will appear unto the Promised One: Baha'u'llah,
as already stated, went into prison
in Tihran in 1852 and ascended
from the world in 1892; 'Abdu '1Baha entered the prison of 'Akkli
with His Father in 1868, and was
"John 1 :11.

(1) Isa. 11 :16.

(2) Cf. Isa. 37 :2<1.
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freed by the Young Turk revolution in 1908: thus both terms covered exactly forty years.
Therefore we see that the Bab,
Baha 'u 'llah and 'Abdu 'I-Bahii fulfill the Christian and Jewish prophecies with regard to Their number,
the time of Their Appearance and
the place in which They should appear; the exile and wanderings of
Baha 'u 'nah and His final coming to
Achor3 and Mount Carmel was
fulfilled; He Who would establish
the Covenant and build the Temple
of God was appointed,' and so
the expectation of those who can
look with clear sight and pure heart
has been satisfied.
The great burden of prophecy
throughout the Old Testament COl1cerns the dispersion and the return
of the Jews; when the Lord of
Hosts appears Israel will flowback
to Palestine, and" sing there as in
the days of her youth."
Of startling significance then
was the issuing of the great Firman of Toleration by the Sultan
of Turkey in 1844 permitting Jews
to take up residence in Judea and
Turkish subjects to become Christians. The world today is apprised
of the Zionist movement which
amply fulfills the ancient predictions; but not until the Bab declared the presence of Baha 'u'nah in the world was this gesture
of restitution made.
There is still another point before we finish wi th these proofs
from prophecy and take up the next
signs given by Jesus in the twentyfourth chapter of Mark.
Baha 'u '11ah, Who was born I-Iusayn Ali Mirza Prince of Nur, was
a descendant of the ancient royal

(3) Also spelled Akka.

(4) Abdu'l-Baha.
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dynasty of Persia. His grand- Name of God (Allah, in the relifather was Prime Minister of the gion where He appeared)-as
empire, His father a Vizier. Be- Jesus, for example, called Himself
fore His princely estates were con- the Son of God, and Baha 'u 'llah
fiscated and His rank reduced He became the title under which He
often met with the followers of the went forth to conquer the world
blessed Bab, Whose Station as the with His Love and Wisdom and to
Imam Mahdi, or Ga'im (as He is establish the reign of the Almighty
called in Persian) Husayn Ali on earth. Baha 'u 'llah means the
Mirza immediately recognized be- " Glory of God' , and prophecy
fore the world. In these meetings rings with His coming. "The city
He was addressed by the support- needs no sun, for Baha'u'llah illuers of El Bab as J enabe Baha. The mmes it, and the Lamb' lights it
name was given Him before His de- up.' ,2 "The earth shall be filled
claration. Choosing, as each suc- with the knowledge of Bahaceeding Manifestation has ever 'u'llah as the waters cover the
done, the Name by which His fol- sea.,,3 "Arise, shine for the light
lowers shall call Him, this word, is come and Baha 'u '11ah is risen
already given Him in recognition upon thee ... and the Gentiles shall
of His sublime character and at- come to Thy light and kings to the
tainments, was combined with the glory (Baha) of Thy rising."<
(1) Abdu'l-Baha. (2) Rev. 21 :23.
lsa. 11 :9. (4) lsa. 60:1 and 3.

(3) Hab. 2 :14;

(To be Continued)

THE CARMEL MONKS
A waxen Virgin hovers in the gloom
Lit with red gems and candles, and the fume
Of agate clouds of incense; heavy sighs
Hang listless in the air, and upturned eyes
Are straining for the brazen trump of doom.
The monks are waiting yet for Christ to come.
On Carmel mountain they have made their home,
Over the shore where the wan ocean dies.
To beautify His coming roses bloom,
And tuberoses, and yellow Spanish broom,
And in the chapel singing voices rise;
But Christ has come, and gone again, and wise
Were they who kissed His feet and saw Him home.
-MARZIEH

K. N ABIL.
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THE MAN OF SCIENCE
~CIENCE is
~ All created

the first emanation from God toward man.
beings embody the potentiality of material
perfection, but the power of intellectual investigation and
scientific acquisition is a higher virtue specialized to man
alone. Other beings and organisms are deprived of this
potentiality and attainment. God has created or deposited
this love of reality in man. The development and prog~ress of
a nation is according to the measure and degree of that nation's scientific attainments. Through this means, its greatness is continually increased and day by day the welfare and
prosperity of its people are assured.
LL blessings are divine in origin but none can be compared with this power of intellectual investigation and
research which is an eternal gift producing fruits of unending
delight. Man is ever partaking of these fruits. All other
blessings are temporary; this is an everlasting possession.
Even sovereignty has its limitations and overthrow; this is
a kingship and dominion which none may usurp or destroy.
Briefly: it is an eternal blessing and divine bestowal, the supreme gift of God to man. Therefore you should put forward
your most earnest efforts toward the acquisition of science
and arts. The greater your attainment, the higher your
standard in the divine purpose. The man of science is perceiving and endowed with vision, whereas he who is ignorant
and neglectful of this development is blind. The investigating mind is attentive, alive; the mind callous and indifferent
is deaf and dead. A scientific man is a true index and representative of humanity, for through processes of inductive
reasoning and research he is informed of all that appertains
to humanity, its status, conditions and happenings. He studies the human body-politic, understands social problems and
weaves the web and texture of civilization.

R N fact science may be likened to a mirror wherein the infinite forms and images of existing things are revealed
and reflected. It is the very foundation of all individual and
national development. Without this basis of investigation,
development is impossible. Therefore seek with diligent endeavor the knowledge and attainment of all that lies within
the power of this wonderful bestowaL"

9
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"We may think of Science as one wing and Religion as the
other: a bird needs two wings for flight, one alone would be useless .... Religion and Science walk hand in hand, and any religion contrary to Science is not the Truth." - ' .Abd~t'l-Baha.
THE EVIDENT disparity between
science and religion, growing gradually through three centuries of the
modern scientific age, has reached
its culmination since the doctrine
of evolution explained the method
of progress of all life forms, while
geology explained the development
of the earth, and modern physics,
chemistry and astronomy turned
man '8 attention powerfully to the
material universe. In proportion,
the truths of the spiritual world
have suffered great diminution of
interest.
This strife between science and
religion has proved quite disastrous
to the emotional nature of man. It
has caused blind and unthinking opposition on the part of the uneducated religionists to the clear truths
of the scientific world, and such opposition to truth could not fail to
have a disastrous effect upon those
opposing it. On the other hand,
this strife between science and religion has undermined the religion
of the educated to such an extel1t
that the intelligent class who are in
effect the leaders of public life and
thought are greatly lacking in
spiritual faith and earnestness.
Humanity cannot safely continue
to function in this way-its emotional nature divided between alle-

giance to the truths of religion on
the one hand and the truths of
science on the other.
IT IS evident to anyone who reflects on the subject that there can
be no actual disparity between the
truths of science and the truths of
religion. For both science and religion are seeking to explain the
universe and to discover the best
ways in which man can harmonize
himself with those cosmic laws
which regulate all life. As there
is but one universe, so there is but
one truth about that universe,
whether it be sought by the path
of science or by the path of religion.
Baha'u'llah enunciated the great
principle of unity between religion
and science, and 'Abdu 'l-Baha the
Interpreter and Expounder of the
Baha'i Faith states, in a way which
can hardly be open to controversy,
this great principle:"There is no contradition between trtte religion and science.
When a religion is opposed to
science it becomes mere superstition; that which is contrary to
knowledge is ignorance. . . . It is
impossible for religion to be contrary to science even though some
intellects are too weak or too immature to understand truth .... Put
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, , Nothing can be more disastrous
to honesty of thought than to try
to segregate scientific and religious
ideas into water-tight compartments. . . . Science and religion
when rightly scanned give supplementary views to a picture of life,
vastly deficient when looked at
from either standpoint alone ....
"At the foundation of science is
the principle that the universe is
orderly. The belief that this expression of order is the expression
FORTUNATELY there is a rapof a superior intelligence, an ultiprochement going on at present bemate Personality, is a premise of
tween religion and science. Intelall religion. . . . As the correctness
ligent religionists, not only in
of assumptions in science becomes
Ohristendom but in the world of
substantiated through the consistIslam, of Buddhism and Oonfucianency of subsequent experiments, so
ism, are welcoming all the truths
in religion the vindication of faith
which science has to offer mankind.
comes in the test of subsequent exOn the other hand scientists, findperience based on such faith. Many
ing the cosmos more and more mys- of the tentative hypotheses of
tifying and inexplicable at every science trace their origin to an instep of their investigation, are now tuition not unlike the intuitions of
in a more hospitable mood toward faith.
But we cannot expect
the admission of spiritual forces science to prove or disprove nonin a universe in which matter has material realities. The existence
almost entirely disappeared before of great personalities such as Soscientific analysis and philosophy.
crates, Buddha, Jesus, and Lincoln,
Of late there have been pronoun- afford better evidence for the excements on the part of world pro- istence of a Master Personality
minent astrophysicists maintain- than any laboratory experiments
ing the essential reasonableness of can offer. Water does not rise
believing in a divine force eternally above its level, nor a personality
at work in the universe, both cause
above its Source."
and guide of all material phenomena. One of the most stimulating
THE CONCEPT of God which is
and helpful of such books is the
promulgated in the Baha'i faith is
recently published "Man and the of a type uniquely acceptable to
Stars' '* by Harold True Stetson, scientific thought-a Divinity which
Professor of Astronomy at Ohio
in its infinitude is beyond the comWesleyan University and Director
prehension of finite minds. It is
of Perkins Observatory.
futile to attempt to describe in huIn his chapter, "Has Science Disman terms this" One Power which
placed Religion?" he says:
animates and dominates all things,
* Whittlesey House, McGraw-HilI Book Company, which are but manifestations of Its
Inc., New York.

all your beliefs into harmony with
science; there can be no opposition
for truth is one. When religion,
shorn of its superstitions, traditions, and unintelligent dogmas,
shows its conformity with science,
then there will be a great unifying,
cleansing force in the world which
will sweep before it all wars, disagreements, discords and struggles
-and then will mankind be united
in the power of the love of God."

EDITORIAL

energy. ,,;,{' Man only wastes his efforts in metaphysical attempts as
to the nature of Deity. The function of religion should rather be to
help man find his proper relation to
a universe which is the expression
of this Power. It is the purpose of
the great Prophets and Founders
of religion-such as Moses, Christ,
Buddha, Muhammad, Baha'u'llahto help man adjust himself to the
world he lives in. These Prophets
demonstrate to humanity a truth
most pregnant both for science and
for religion, namely, that the Divine Power which lies back of all
phenomena is a force of love, and
that the universe is therefore a
friendly home to man, serving both
his needs and his aspirations.
Just as the religionist needs to
take cognizance of the material discoveries of the scientist, so the
scientist needs to take cognizance
of the immaterial discoveries of
the religionist and should be able
to shift his attention from a universe of whirling electrons, atoms,
planets, suns and island universes,
to a world of Reality where the
spirit that is within him can commune with the Great Spirit that is
omnipresent.
WHEN we change our focus from
the world of Becoming to the world
of Being, we pass beyond the
portals of time, which exists only in
relation to the movement, growth,
evolution of star-dust and life-forms. We pass also beyond space,
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which is the habitation of matter
only and not of Idea.
The world of Becoming is a busy
workshop where the clang of the
anvil, the throb of incessant activity, and the sweat of human and
nonhuman labor fill the air. But
the world of Being is a pleasant
world-all serenity and peace like
a secluded valley or like quiet ocean
depths. Here no activity, no striving for progress, disturb the measureless tranquility of Perfection.
From the world of Being radiates
the world of Becoming-but though
the latter is energy itself, the former is infinite repose.
The great teachers of humanity
have known how to live equally in
both of these worlds. In the world
of Becoming they have played an
important part, pushing forward
by their teachings and lives the
evolution of humanity. But when
this titanic task has over-wearied
them, they have known how to retreat into the world of Being and
how to find there both peace and
power to bring back to their work
amidst mankind.
One of the most important functions which religion can perform
for us is to teach us how to turn
from the world of Becoming and
explore the world of Being; so that
we too may find peace and refreshment even in the midst of the turmoil of life, and thus beCOmE) more
effective in performing our modest
share of the great task of building
a better universe .

• Words of Wisdom, Baha'u'llah.

"Discov61' for yourselves the reality of things, and strive to assimilate the methods
by which the 1neans of life, of well-being, of noble ·mindedness and glory are attained
arnong the nations and people of the world."
- 'A bdu' l-Baha.
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BODY-SOUL-SPIRIT
LOULIE

A.

MATHEWS

In the January nU?nbe1' the author gave us a vivid pictu1'e of the st01'Y of evolution
"F1'01n Moleettle to Man." In the following arlicle she describes what ?nan's bij·thright
really is and how it is attained. Both of these articles were originally written as a
"Child's History."

[I] OST
thou think thy body a
small thing when within thee
~

enfolded the universe?' ,*
We might compare the body to a
nest of boxes. It is only the outer
box that is visible. For a long time
scientists and physicians were satisfied with having opened the first
box, thus being able to study anatomy and the circulation of the
blood. But as the light of Baha'u 'Wih spread, men began to see
into all sorts of odd corners that
had not been thought of before;
they wanted to investigate everything. The scientists, therefore,
set to work to construct a powerful
glass that would greatly magnify
objects. Lifting the lid of the inner box, they peered through the
lens. Here were found heretofore
unknown groups of living particles
in the body, which they named molecules.
Once having discovered the molecule, the scientists were less satisfied than ever. Now they put their
heads together, and their wits to
work, and made another magnifying glass, many times more powerful than the last. This second
magnifying glass was the power of
scientific imagination and investigation. By these means it was discovered that the molecule contained
particles of matter finer than any
substance ever dreamed of! The
molecule, in fact, contained the
atom. Unbelievable! Extraordin-

IS

."The Seven Valleys," Baha'u'lJah.

ary! It seemed useless to search
farther, there could be nothing
more. So the smallest box lay unopened. But progress does not
stand still, and after about twenty
years again the power of scientific
investigation cleft the atom and
there inside, were seen bobbing
about, electrons and protons. Tbe
most minute division of matter; but
of tremendous importance. For
herein lay a secret evolution had
never before divulged, and one that
makes us understand a little of
'Abdu'l-Baha's meaning, when He
speaks of the elements now composing the body having passed through
the lower kingdoms and there acquired characteristics and perfections that were impressed upon
these indestructible elements, and
by them carried forward from one
state to another, from one generation to another.
It pushes back the narrow boundaries of our minds until we see vast
horizons. It tells us, too, that while
these elements are with us, we are
impressing our own qualities upon
them. Would it not be worth while
if we left them charged with the
love of God and of humanity~ Is
this not what the Prophets are beg-ging us to do for those who come
after us ~
And what are we to conclude of
science that has brought to light
these secrets of nature 1 Baha 'u'llah states that "Science and Reli-
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gion are one," no longer separate,
no longer against one another, but
joined together. The Baha'i Revelation teaches that the Prophets
bring Light, making scientific discoveries possible; and that true religion and true science walk hand in
hand.
"In the mineral kingdom soul is called
latent force.
In the vegetable kingdom virtue ctugmentative.
In the animal kingdom sense per-celJtion.
In the human kingdom the soul signifies
ra,tional being or mind . . . .
"The soul, like the intellect is an abstraction."*

Physical man is the final attainment of evolution. If we think at
all, we conclude the body was intended for a high purpose since it
has journeyed so far and been fashioned with such care. The Prophets
tell us that the body is a vehicle
and a companion of the soul during
its earth life. 'Abdu'l-Baha speaks
of the soul as being abstract. ,¥ e
never catch a glimpse of it, any
more than we do a message passing
over a telegraph wire.
The qualities and elements that
go to make up the soul are drawn
together by the laws of affinity and
heredity and come into being at the
same time as the body, but the soul
does not reside in the body, it cannot be found in the body any more
than intelligence can be found in the
brain, or affection seen by cutting
open the human heart. The soul is
connected with the body. 'Abdu '1Baha speaks of the body as the
horse and the soul as the rider:
sometimes the rider moves without
a mount-meaning that the soul
acts in the physical world with the
aid of the body, but when freed,
acts without it. Then when man

---'Divine Philosophy•• Abdul-Baha.
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dies, l1is relation with the body
ceases. Fie also gives us this illustration. "The sun may be reflected in a mirror, but the sun does not
enter the mirror; if the mirror is
broken the sun does not die." So
the soul reflects whatever is held up
before it, as 'Abdu'l-Baha goes on
to explain :-"If the soul identifies
itself with the material world it is
dark. If it remains in this station
and moves along these paths, it will
be the receptacle of darkness, but
if it becomes the recipient of grace,
its darkness will be transformed into light." Remember that whatever you think and feel makes a picture that is reflected by the soul,
just as your face may be seen in a
still pool of water.
Very different laws govern our
two companions. The body needs
sleep, not so the soul. While you
are safely tucked up in bed, the soul
can go and come without fear of
disturbing you. It can visit islands
and lands beyond the sea that you
have never seen. It needs no aeroplane to carry it aloft. As we know
to our sorrow the body is subject
to illness and injury, but not the
soul. It never feels pain nor suffers physical loss.
After sharing many happy years
together, the time comes when these
two companions must part. The
body fears death and 80 does the
soul, unless it understands what
death really is. "The breaking of
the cage that sets free the bird," as
'Abdu'l-Baha says. "The body is
like an egg shell, when the chick
comes forth the shell is broken up."
Now the soul must prepare for a
journey that is even longer than
the one we have traced for the body.
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Its work done, the body will sink ses8e8 an element nowhere else in
down into the earth to rest. vVhat nature-a soul-which when filled
can the soul take on this myster- and exalted by the light of the
ious journey~ It can take the spirit attains to that exalted height
knowledge and love of God, faith of being which Baha'u'llah calls
in the words of the Prophets, unsel- Life Eternal. It is spirit that lends
fish acts and pure thoughts that wings to the soul. But the ray
make up true individuality, as well of s piI' i t u a I 1 i g h t cannot
enter our very being without our
as our intellectual attainment.
We want to know, more than any- consent. Spirit is the light that
thing else, if we remember this life. penetrates the soul with each unBaha,'u'llah and 'Abdul-Baha tell selfish act. Doing God's will with
us we do, and that we shall recog- joy and fragrance sets us free. If
nize one another and feel love and during life, you open the door of
affection in all the worlds of God. your heart, only a crack, then only
Love is eternal-a reflection of God. a tiny little ray of light can enter,
If we have served our fellowman but should you open wide the door,
with tender kindness, our love for a flood of light will pour into your
humanity leaves a shining track heart and fill your whole being with
upon the earth that will point the radiance.
Something wonderful happens
path to God and reflect joy into
countless hearts.
then! You have been baptized by
Baha'u'llah writes, "If any of the spirit. You have been born
us could realize what hath been as- again, this time into the kingdom
signed in the kingdom of God, the of heaven! You have received the
Lord of the throne and the dust, he second birth spoken of by the
would yearn with a great longing Prophets I
for that exalted holy and most glorYou remember what His Holiious station."
ness, Jesus, said about giving a cup
of water in His name that we have
"There is yet another, however, which given it to Him. We do not have
must be differentiated from that of soul
and mind. The third power is the spirit to do big things in order to please
which is an emanation from the divine God.
There are only two things
Bestower."*
necessary.
That our intention
'Abdu'l-Baha has explained matshould
be
free
from self-interest,
ter to us; how elements are drawn
and
that
we
give
away our hearts
together and again separated to aswi
th
every
gift.
sume new forms. The form is
Baha 'u '11l1h speaks of this in
constantly changing, but the elements that compose each form re- The Seven Valleys, "When the
owner of the house is at home in his
main eternal.
In the htlman kingdom these ele- own house (the heart), all the
ments are drawn together by a na- pillars of the heart are radiated and
tural law-birth, and dissolved illuminated through the giver of
again by another natural law- light. "
death.
vVhen does the ray enter the
How then can man attain to im- soul~ Whenever you rush to the
mortality~ It is because man pos- assistance of a little animal that is
'Teachings of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
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hurt, a helpless bird that God has
placed under your care. When you
have noble thoughts and aspirations, whenever you give the best
to a comrade and keep the least for
yourself, when you speak with
candour and treat others with justice you are inviting the Celestial
visitor, you are opening the door
to the spirit. This is the way the
soul fills with light and becomes
eternal. Good deeds are like a
drawbridge: they allow the spirit
to pass over the dark moat of our
animal nature. At first the bridge
is let down momentarily and taken
up again by the force of self. But
each time the drawbridge is lowered, it remains down a little longor,
until at last goodness weighs it
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down so heavily that spirit pours
across continually.
Lovely pictures of eternal life
have been painted by the Prophets
of today. The pure spirit, they
tell us, converses with the Prophets
and saints of every age; journeys
through space to other universes;
is surrounded by beauty not to be
imagined by our finite minds; experiences spiritual union with those
loved; assists the children of earth
and carries upwards prayer to the
very gates of paradise. The pure
spirit shall reach God, the destination and purpose of all creation.
And in that bright morn we shall
shine wHh a radiance more dazzling than the iridescent wings of
angels.

"The face of nat~~re is ill~~mined·-the grass, the stones, the hills
and valleys shine j b~d they shine not of themselves, b~tt b eca~~se they
reflect the rays of the s~m. It is the s~m which shines. In the same
way, o~~r minds reflect God. Those who live thinking good thOitghts,
doing good deeds, and with love in their hea1"ts-the minds of these
become ever clearer, reflecting more and more perfectly the love of
God, while the minds of those who l'ive in ignorance and desire are
clo~~ded and obsc~wed and give fodh His light b~~t meag1"ely . ... When
in the co~wse of evol~Ltion the stage of thonght and reason has been
reached, the h~~man mind acts as a mir'ror reflecting the glory of
Goel . ... Life is eternal, b~d the inclivid~wl h1~man consciOi~sness is not
'inherently so. It can only gain imm01"tality by ~tniting with the p"ure
Divine Essence. This w1/ion rnan may reach by a p~t1'e l'ife and love for
God and his fellow men."
- ' A.bd~t'l-Baha.
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THE GREAT DISCOVERY
ESTHER DAVIS

RT was

in my twenty-first year
when the first marvelous vision came to me. I had been
through a very sad experience, having been greatly deceived in one
whom I dearly loved. The thought
of going through life with the burden of confidence and love misplaced seemed more than I could
bear.
Walking by the river and thinking of this painful event, the words
came from my heart: ' 'I cannot
bear it. I shall not be able to live
through it!"
Suddenly a wonderful thing
happened! As I faced the river,
and looked up to the heavens as if
for help, the sky seemed to open.
I saw the form of a man, an old
man. At the same time, a ladder
appeared, and it reached from the
heavens to the earth. I thought
the man was God. I then heard a
voice, although there was no sound,
and these words came from the
man:
"Follow my commandments,
walk in my paths, and all shall be
well with thee."
Then I realized I was at the very
bottom THng of the ladder.
To do what the voice advised
seemed too great a task. It meant
I should have to climb that great
height from the low place whereon
I stood. My poor little brain could
not believe it would be possible to
attempt so huge a task.
I said, "it is impossible. I cannot! "
The voice again spoke to my soul
with soundless words:

M

"You can if yO'L~ try."
Would that I could convey to my
readers the power of those mighty
words! So powerful were they, I
felt they must be tTHe.
I immediately responded, with
great resolution: "I will try."
I turned from the river and retraced my steps homeward.
I WAS a changed being. Life from
then on was different. vVhere before it was dark, now I belleld the
light. I was happy, very happy.
The question then came: "What
shall I do ~ What course shall I
pursue that would be pleasing in
the sight of God ~"
The thought came: "Study your
own religion. It will teach you
many things."
I had not been trained very much
along religious lines up to this time.
At heart I firmly believed in my religion, which was the Jewish faith.
I felt that God was guiding my
footsteps. His words were in my
soul, lighting the path, making even
the hard places easier. Prayer and
supplication were great helps in
changing some of the tendencies to
which I inclined.
I found there were many obstacles in the path, much to be overcome in myself, sacrifices to be
made.
I went into the homes of the poor.
My deepest sympathies were with
them and their problems. Giving
to them the hand of love and guidance as far as I knew, the recompense was far greater than I could
have imagined.
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Many years have passed since
then. Letters of gratitude still
come to me from those who now
have reached manhood and womanhood and were children at that time.
I studied long and hard in the
faith of my fathers, keeping to the
old traditions and customs with the
utmost devotedness until suddenly
the thought came to me: "Why not
look into other faiths, go into other
churches, make comparisons ~ , ,
The idea seemed strange, and
novel; yet it persisted until I finally went to other places of worship outside of my own. I then
realized I had been following the
thoughts of others, many of which
were old and outworn. I began the
search for those pearls of great
price, light and love, which I found
not in any church.
I looked for the Light in the faces
of those whom I met in the streets.
I did not see it. It was then revealed to me that there was one on
earth who was next to God. He
would reveal all things to me and
He would teach me. I could not
speak of this revelation to anyone,
thinking no one would understand.
It was kept in my innermost being
as a sacred, precious possession.
AND THEN, by some fortunate
chance or destiny, I heard of Green
Acre. It was at Atlantic City, on
a visit, that I saw a notice in one
of the shop windows of a Mrs. Dow
Balliet giving lessons in psychology. I was strangely attracted,
and went to see her. After meeting
and speaking to her, she said to me,
"You should go to Green Acre."
N ever having heard of that place,
I inquired where it was.
"If you write to Miss Sarah J.
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Farmer, mliot, Me., she will tell
you and give all directions."
It seemed almost impossible at
that time that I should be able to
get so far from home. However,
events turned out later on that
made it not only possible to go,
but enabled me to spend the summer there.
I shall never forget the first time
I saw Miss Farmer on the platform
in the attractive hall where the
meetings were held.
She was
speaking at one of the large afternoon gatherings. Her words literally seemed like pearls and diamonds as they came from her lips. I
loved her from the moment that I
saw her there. We became great
friends and were mutually attracted.
One evening' she asked if I would
attend a small meeting which she
It
called "The Sunset Group."
was in the little cottage of Miss
Mansfield, on the hill facing the
beautiful Piscataqua river. Miss
Farmer loved to sit on the porch of
the cottage to view the sunsets that
are so lovely at that spot.
We were a party of about six. I
had never attended anything like it.
We all sat silently watching that
glowing ball of fire as it slowly disappeared over the water. After
several moments of silence, each,
one by one, gave a short spiritual
message.
Each had given out what came to
her through the spirit. It was time
for me to say something. I was
silent. Nothing had come to me. I
felt stupid, empty; when suddenly
the place seemed filled with a great
light, and I saw an immense pair
of wings and a hand seemed pushing me to arise, go forward to Miss
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tions regarding her needs; she
Farmer, and tell her what I saw.
"Miss Farmer," I said, "I see an would ask and might have them
immense pair of wings over this answered satisfactorily.
Miss Farmer's experience vvith
place. They are especially over
'Abdu'l-Baha is a part of her hisyou, as if to protect yOU."
At that time I knew nothing of tory.
the difficulties that Miss Farmer
was laboring under. She was trySARAH FARMER had not written to
ing to do more than her strength me, not one word, during heT enwould allow, and in consequence tire trip. I only knew she was in
Europe. Spiritually, I was in close
was much troubled.
As I uttered the words she cried, touch with her and realized she was
"Oh, my child" (she always used exceedingly happy; yet knew not
that endearing term to me) "you what had caused the change in her
are seeing the wings of the cher- mental attitude.
ubim! It is my symbol! " See, , ,
Most eager was I to see her when
pointing to the brooch she wore, the news came that she had arrived
with its outspreading wings, which in N ew York and was stopping in
I had not noticed, "put your hands the home of Miss Emma Thursby.
upon me and give me the blessing, I immediately went there. To my
for you know not how much I need astonishment and regret I was told
no one was allowed to see her. She
it."
Her voice was filled with anguish. had fallen, was hurt, and was ill
It brought to me a keen sense of her in bed.
suffering. After that evening there
Miss Thursby assured me I would
was an added bond between us. She be one of the first to see her when
never forgot that message, and, al- she was able to have her friends;
luded to it many times. Later on, and in about two weeks I received
when her troubles seemed to grow a note saying Miss Farmer was
greater, we had other spiritual ex- much improved, I could see her.
periences which I shall not dwell on When I hastened there Miss Thursat this time.
by told me that she was still quite
weak and that three minutes must
THE FOLLOWING summer Miss be the limit of my stay.
Farmer went abroad. In the course
Upon entering her room, seeing
of her travels she met one who told her lying in the bed so white and
her to go to 'Akka and consult a helpless, I involuntarily exclaimed,
wise man who lived there.
"Oh, my dear! I don't underMiss Farmer was much in need of stand I"~
advice regarding her plans for
"What is it you do not underGreen Acre. There seemed to be stand, my child?" she asked,-lookno one able to give her the required ing up at me with a wonderful exhelp. She resolved to see this wise pression in her eyes, "Seeing you
man in the East. He might be the lying here so ill. I have been thinkone who would solve her problem. ing of you being so happy."
Accordingly she went. But be"Oh, but I am happy, so very,
fore going she made a list of ques- very happy!"

THE GREAT DISCOVERY

"What is it'?"
Her answer came: "I have seen
Him."
"TELL ME about Him," I implored; for a dart of confirmation
through the center of my being assured me she had seen The One who
was with me in spirit.
She looked up at the little Swiss
clock above her bed and said,
"Only three minutes," meaning I
could be with her only that length
of time. It was not possible to explain, then ~
Again speaking, she said, urrake
down this address," and she gave
me the name and address of Mr.
Hooper Harris. "There is one who
came over in the same steamer with
me who is a guest there. His name
is Rafne. He is a young Persian.
'Write to him. Ask if he will come
here one week from today. You
also come. I will introduce you.
He shall tell you all about it."
Reluctantly I left her. I was
burning with the desire to hear and
learn more, and could hardly avvait
the time when more would be given
me. I wrote at once to Mirza Raf-fie. He replied promptly. His letter began:
"My dear Sister Esther:
I shall gladly meet you at the
place you mention, and give you the
message that will bring joy to you
and your family."
His letter was signed, , 'Your
brother, Mirza Raffie."
Never had a letter brought such
joy to me. He called me his "sister, " and signed himself, "you r
brother. " Why, this was the very
thing I had been in search of.-brotherhood and sisterhood of the
human family!
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I had looked in vain. Here it
was at my door. How wonderful!
Mirza Raffie came as promised.
Miss Farmer introduced him to me.
He greeted me with a lovely smile.
After a little conversation he began
to read the prophecies in the Bible.
I wondered why he did so, without
explaining the great message I
craved. There was a vital purpose
in it. It was the beginning of a long
series of talks and teachings which
finally led to the fulfiIlment-the
Coming of the Promised One.
IN THE October 1930, number of
The Baha'i Magazine, in the article,
"Searching for Truth," the author
has beautifully expressed himself
in these words: "The inspiration of
those early days in the Baha'i
Cause was to me like the fresh and
joyous hours of dawn, when the
birds sing of the glories of God as
expressed throughout His firmament, and the flowers sparkle with
transcendent beauty in a fresh
morning dew, undissipated by the
heat of life."
I testify to those statements.
We were on :fire at that period.
Each time a lesson was given, my
feet were like wings carrying me
to the place where I would receive
the next part of the glorious message.
The following summer found me
again at Green Acre. In the little
cottage "Willowcote," a small coterie co 11 S i s tin g of "Mother
Beecher," Agnes Alexander, Young
Raffie and myself were exceedingly
happy.
I-Iow we worked and played together-work that seemed play, it
was all so joyous. One night I was
left alone. r[1he rest had gone to
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an evening talk at the Inn. Thinking of this glorious Baha'i Revelation, I saw myself on the edge of a
mighty ocean whose broad expanse
reached north, south, east and west.
It was the ocean of Truth, of
Life, of Love. We all must become
immersed in it some day. But now
we were just at its border, as if
playing with the pebbles on the
beach. We little knew how great
it would become. This wonderful
Baha'i message! Bringing on its
wings the comforting assurance of
the brotherhood of man, the oneness of God, the banishing of war,
and the establishment of the Most
Great Peace. Walking down the
lane through the pasture one lovely
day I sat down to rest beside the
Piscataqua river.
It was all so quiet and peaceful,
I thought of the second verse of
the first chapter of Genesis: "And
the spirit of God moved upon the

face of the waters."
Surely, He
was in this place. His spirit vvas
here. "Let there be light, and there
was light.' , Yes, the Light had
shed its radiance on this old earth,
but never had the Light shone so
powerfully for me. Its rays are
penetrating the dark corners, the
shadows are disappearing.
Light and Love, walking hand in
hand. How wondrously changed
will be the places where men dwell!
They will see Light through the
eyes of Love.
The ladder of life is still being
climbed. Step by step we each must
go, slowly making our way, until at
last the topmost rung will be
reached for "Man has been created
for the knowledge of God and love
of God," said 'Abdu'l-Baha, "for
the virtues of the human world, for
spirituality, heavenly illumination
and life eternaL"

THE SEARCH ETERNAL

o

Prophet Heart, that pulses life for me,

Thru world on world my love shall search for Thee.
I grope thru all the misty veils of space
To trace the outline of Thy boundless grace.
I climb the topmost peaks 'neath star-swept skies
To glimpse the light reflected in Thine eyes.
I wing my soul thru all the singing spheres
To hear the same love-song Thy Soul endears.

o Prophet

Heart, Thy life-pulse sings to me;

My list 'ning heart eternally follows Thee.

-Philip Amalfi Marangella.
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COOPERATION-SPIRITUAL AND MATERIAL
BEATRIOE IRWIN
Miss Irwin, who promises us a series of articles on "New Interpretations of Old
Ideas" of which this is the first is one of the foremost exploj>ers in the j'ealm of light
and c~lor' in their effect upon th~ human emotions. She has worked m~t types of lights
for certain ejnotione~l effects, and is the author of "Gedes of Light," recently pt~blished
cin London.

MODERN mystic has said
that by constantly having
fresh thoughts we preserve the
youth of our bodies, and it is true
that what interests us refreshes us
phY8ically as well as mentally.
The reason that religion to a
growing extent is losing its hold on
modern life, is that its method of
presentation remains largely medieval, and sets spiritual life and
thought apart from daily existence,
consequently people have acquired
the habit of considering religion
merely as a mental theory, an artistic formula apart from life, rather
than an interwoven essential and a
heartfelt cooperative fact!
ONE OF THE MOST revivifying and
vitalizing aspects of the Baha'i Revelation is its presentation of religion as a cooperative liberator into a larger life, a constant invocation to the "investigation of reality," and to a fuller self-expression, through the use of the word
do rather than the dont which is
usually associated with religious
ceremonial.
By calling upon each individual
to be a priest unto himself, and to
skillfully interweave the material
and spiritual threads of existence,
Baha'u'llah has freed religion into
a more mature cooperation with
life, and has provided a definite method for the creation of a new pat-

Miss BecLtTice /Twin

tern in our spiritual consciousness.
This glorious pattern is embodied
in the word Unity.
Perhaps we use that word a trifle
too glibly, and without realizing
what a difficult and awe-inspiring
ideal it contains! However, the
Bab, Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu-l-Baha,
have provided us with a magic
lamp of guidance with which to illumine the obscure and arduous
road! That lamp is cooper'ationmaterial and spiritual; for this
principle animates the basic ideals
of the Baha'i Revelation. Let us
consider how its rays function in
material realization.
In (1) universal religious tolerance we find the spiritual cooneration of religions demanded. (2) In
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the establishment of International
Parliaments the material cooperation of nations. (3) In the union of
science with religion the cooperation of two different methods of expressing· much of the same Truth.
(4) In the equality of sex the material and spiritual cooperation of
human rights.
From this four-square tower of
cooperative strength rises the
reality of the Baha'i Revelation,
though but a few stones of its
future structures can yet be discerned.
It is an ironic fact that at the moment, Geneva, India, Egypt, tho
Holy Land and Britain, are all talking cooperation, but achieving 110
results, for the reason mentally and
nationally-which means materially-that this principle is neither
understood nor practiced, and
therefore morally or spiritually it
is impossible of achievement. In
short, it is better if possible, for
deeds always to precede words.
Biology and psychology show us
that a material cooperation between mind and body is necessary
before the Spirit can cooperate
with either. In other words the
spirit demands a highly organized
physical instrument. Christ said"Be ye perfect even as the
Father." Baha'u'llah said-"Possess a good, a pure, an enlightened
heart that thou mayst possess a
kingdom eternal, immortal, ancient
and without end." Both these utterances proclaim that material and
spiritual cooperation are interdependent and indivisible. History
also proves the truth of this statement for during different epochs
spiritual ideals have been demon-

strated by material cooperation
and activity.
The middle ages were dominated
by religion, the Renaissance by art
and beauty, the nineteenth century
by progress, and our day by human
unity, towards which we are struggling through a clamoring diversity
whose very intensity only makes
the need for unity more keenly seen
and felt.
The world-body of Balla'is as
well as individual Assemblies cannot expect to entirely escape the influence of this world unrest and
questioning, but in struggle there
is growth, and growth is conducive
to fruit.
Bringing' the question of cooperation from the nation, through thG
Assemblies down to the individual,
I believe that as intimatG a knowledge as possible of each other's
lives and conditions is essential to
the correct basic understanding
from which thorough cooperation
develops.
'Abdu'l-Baha always said, it is
not enough to contact each other at
meetings; we should visit with each
other whenever we can? for by so
doing we gain a clearer insight of
the gifts, limitations, privileges,
penances and responsibilities that
constitute the working capacity of
any life, and by recognizing these
are in a position to ask both more
and less of each other. Equipped
with this clear understanding we
can more readily give ourselves like
glowing threads to Love's shuttle,
which is ever working' out the cooperative design that is the glory
of the Master's plan.
Spiritual solidarity is the result
of spiritual understanding', and this

COOPERATION-SPIRITUAL AND MATERIAL

fine flower of attractive fragrance
can and does only grow from a material cooperation based on rational
demands and a loving appreciation.
So in spite of the rush and turmoil
of existence we shall always gain by
making time and opportunities to
know each other better; above
everything glad of each others'
gifts, for their very diversity is essential to the cooperative plan
which is fitting us to enter first the
Baha'i unity and then into that
vaster world unity of which Baha'u 'nah has commanded us to be
builders, the builders of a new civilization!
"Know that a heart wherein
lingers the least trace of envy cannot enter My presence. '" * 't "Ye
are all the leaves of one tree, the
drops of one sea."
~, 'x' "Oonsort
with all the people of the world
with perfect love and fragrance."
In these three utterances of Baha,'u 'Hah, we find the principle and the
philosophy of material and spiritual cooperation comprehensively
expressed for the individual, for
the community and for the world!
Briefly then let us crystalize the
result of these observations upon
the advantages of cooperation and
the disadvantages of individualism.
Individ~talisrn develops a narrow
and (1) egotistical outlook on life.
ij.'
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(2) It creates fear and suspicion of
others through a lack of the understanding of facts. (3) It has a
tendency to encourage avarice,
which is the result of fear; and a
lack of generosity, which is a -perversion of the possessive instinct.
(4) It induces an aversion to new
experiences, and in so doing limits
our knowledge of life and of our
powers and limitations.
Cooperation on the other hand
(1) develops an unselfish, enquiring
and tolerant attitude towards life.
(2) Through the intelligent understanding of facts that cooperati011
brings, confidence is established iD
ourselves and in others, and Cl, desire to be just in our dealings. (3)
This desire develops first discrimination, then good judgment, and
finally a sense of spiritual values.
(Not until we have arrived at this
point is real spiritual cooperation
possible!) ( 4) The necessary friction and mental i1exibility that cooperation entails, results in breadth
of outlook and an approximately
sincere knowledge of other people's
and one's own mental and moral
resources, and limitations.
Each individual can direct the
habitual attitude of his mind, but
the grand keynote inspired by the
BaM. 'i Teachings, is that of cooperation-material and spirituaL

.
« If the ?neness of the h~~1n.an world were established all the differences whtch separate rnan7m,nd wM~ld be eradicated. Stl"'i/e and
wa~/ar'e wO~tld cease and the wo1"ld of h~trnanity wottld find 1"epose.
Umversal Peace WMtZd be prornoted and the East and J;V est wO~tld be
conJoined in a strong bond. All rnen wottld be sheltered beneath one
tab. ernacle. N ativities would b ecorne 0:1,e; races and religions be
umf}ed. The. people of the world would ltve together in ha,rrnony and
the~1" well-betng WO~tld be ass~/Jred.n
---' Abd~t'l-BahCt.
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CIVILIZATION, RACE, AND INTELLIGENCE
STANWOOD COBB

VERY race of any achievement tends to develop a racial vanity which in current opinion
relegates all other races to an inferior place.
Thus the Greeks at the height of
their power and achievement and
forgetting or unware of former
centuries when they as a rude and
uncivilized people acquired all their
arts of civilization from foreign
races-applied the term "barbarous" without discrima tion to all
nations who were strangers to the
language and manners of the
Greeks. The Romans, borrowing
the word, applied it in like manner
to all hostile nations beyond the
pale of the Roman empire and civilization. In medieval times the
term was applied to those outside
the civilization of Christianity, despite the fact that the Islamic and
Chinese civilizations were in the
early centuries of the medieval period far superior to Christian civilization. So likewise the Chinese
called barbarians all peoples not
natives of the Celestial Kingdom.
The implication that races not
expressing the same type of civiliza tion as one's own are lower in intelligence and capacity, inheres in
all manifestations of racial vanity.
Pride is natural in any race or
nation which has achieved a significant culture. But a pride that entails as corollary a contempt of
other races and an assumption of
inherent racial superiority based
on biological factors, is unjustifia ble in the light of historic and

scientific fact; and is an obstruction
to human progress in the light of
the pressing need in this age for a
real interracial sympa thy and
amity based upon the realization of
deep-seated similarities and the
general equalities of human capacity and potentiality regardless of
nation or race.
Those races or nations which
manifest a too evident superiority
complex may find enlightenmellt in
the realization that other races ill
the past have been in the vanguard
of humanity and that in all prob ..
ability the future will disclose new
racial and national leaderships.
To despise or relegate to the
category of inherent inferiority
races who having achieved mightily
for civilization have fallen into a
decrepitude, or races in the callow
stage who are but adolescing into
civilization, is as ludicrous as for
a man in the prime of life to decry
and disdain the intelligence of the
senescent, or of the budding youth.
In other words, the races and nations of the planet live in a time
cycle, as do individuals, and like
individuals they have in general
their period of rude and energetic
childhood, their period of ripe fruition and achievement, and their
period of decline.
PLAINLY the civilization prowess
of any given race or nation is not
dependent upon innate racial superiority of intelligence but upon
other less easily determined factors. For if racial achievement
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were dependent chiefly upon the
factor of intelligence, then such cultural achievement would continue
so long as the racial strain continued.
But such is not the case. Once a
given race takes on a new configuration, due to internal or external
forces of disruption, the racial
achievement ceases even though the
race continues in the same biological strain.
Thus the Egyptian fellaheel1,
though of the same race today as
the peasants who tilled the banks
of the Nile in the days of the
Pyramids, have not for three milleniums borne cultural frnitage.
And the Greeks, since the Silver
Age of the Mediterranean Basin,
have ceased to express themselves
in glorious forms of art and logic
and intellectual creativeness.
The peoples who constitute the
brilliant Islamic civiliza tion which
next to the Greeks held up the torch
of science and learning to the world
-they too, though still surviving as
to biologic strain have not for centuries given birth to one iota of
knowledge or cultural progress.
Yet who shall say that their inherent capacity is less today than it
was when Muhammed and His immediate successors blew slumbering
embers of racial genius into fires
which lit the world ~
Well might the Arabs of the
ninth, tenth and eleventh centurietJ
have looked with contempt upon fhe
half-barbarous and almost wholly
rustic civilization of Europe in
comparison with their superb cities,
their richly productive industries,
their scientific agriculture and horticulture, their world trade, their
universities, hospitals, and ad-
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vanced medical science. Today the
relative values of these two civilizations are exactly reversed. Yet
Europe is composed of the same
races today as then, and the Islamic
world with the exception of Turkoman invasions is also essel1tially
the same in race.
WE MUST not fail to distinguish
at all times between the existing
cultural status of any race, and its
native intelligence and capacity.
The latter cannot be judged on the
grounds of the former.
Could the world have foreseen in
1850 the Japan of today~ One
doubts whether even the most perspicacious of Americans or Europeans realized in the Japanese of
the Shogunate period the capacity
for industrial and technological
progress which they have evidenced
since suddenly emerging from feudalism into a nationalism determined
to vie successfully with Occidental
nations. Yet as regards native intelligence, the Japanese were the
same then as now and are the same
now as then.
It is evident that one cannot
judge capacity by status nor compare the intelligence of races on the
sole grounds of known achievement. N or can one safely in judgment limit any race as regards its
future development.
MODERN biology and psychology
do not warrant the assnmption of
any vital differences of intelligence
as inherent biologically in race as
such.
, 'Science can find no evidence
whatever that one race is inherently less intelligent than another,"
says J oIm Langdon Davies in his
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"New Age of Faith." This negative kind of proof nevertheless deserves consideration.
My education work with pupils
of many races at Robert College,
Oonstantionople, left me with the
conviction that intelligence is a
matter of individual, not racial difference. In one class a Greek
might lead in scholarship, in
another an Armenian, a Bulgarian,
or a Turk.
As these youths of the Near East,
coming from environments of the
utmost cultural simplicity not to
say ignorance and superstition,
took up their lives in the collegiate
intellectual environment of the
twentieth century they began to apnroximate to a cultural pattern
which was above nationality, race,
or creed-the pattern of the modern scientific civilization which dominates the Occidental world.
Many of these Oriental students,
continuing their education in the
universities of Europe or of America, came still nearer to the universal type of modern culture. And
some of these, settling into professional work in the countries of
their educational adoption, have become naturalized citizens so to
speak in the realm of scientific
knowledge and pra.ctice in which
they now live, fully abreast as regards achievement with their Occidental neighbors.
A very interesting psychological
study of immigrant children at
Ellis Island has been carried on
since 1923 by Dr. Bertha M. Boody,
executive secretary of the Y. W.
C. A. of New York City and formerly dean of Radcliffe College.
This investigation of the mentality
of the immigrant stream as it

reaches the doors of the United
States, carried out by means of
tests which eliminate language as
an obstacle factor-gives very interesting results as regards comparison among the immigrant races
tested, and also between the intelligence of these immigrants and of
average American school children
of equal age. Children were selected for those tests because it was
felt that their reactions would be
less conditioned and restrained by
folk-ways than that of adults.
The races tested were numerous
enough to allow for rather universal conclusions. Italian, Polish,
German, Russian, French, Armenian, Spanish, Hungarian, Jugoslavie, Czecho-Slovac, Swedish, Danish, Greeks, Swiss, Albanian, Chinese' Belgian, Lithunanian, Arab,
Dutch, and Negroes from the
British West Indies.
"The differences indica ted by
these tests" concludes Dr. Boody,
"seem to be individual rather than
in race or nationality as such--.
In anyone test, or in the case of
one individual as compared to
another, there may be apparent
distinctions; but as the study goes
on, day after day, the records, as
far as race is concerned, seem to
even themselves.
"There may be examples of low
mentality or of high powers, but
for them to be located as belonging
to one race as set off against
another, the actual tabulated results do not seem to allow. Individual differences there are in great
numbers; but the curve of the
scores seems not to differ in any
marked degree from race to race,
nor does it differ markedly, with
possibly a slight allowance for dif-
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ferences in the strain of examination conditions, from the curves
shown in studies of unselected
groups of American children."

idea toward which certain types of
temperament and mentality have
been gravitating from all the countries and races of Europe for three
hundred years.

As REGARDS those periodic manifestations of human intelligence,
energy, and genius which through
the impetus of the Divine Power
create great periods of civilization,
we find upon close study that they
are national rather than racial in
scope.
And nationality is a psychologic,
not a biologic fact. No historic
races we know of were pure at the
time of their highest creative work
for civilization, unless we except
the Egyptians. The greatest cultural achievements of Mesopotamia
came from repeated mixtures between Sumerians, Arcadians, and
other Semitic races. The beginning
of creative development in the
Greek race occurred in the islands
and coastal cities of Asia Minor,
where for centuries there had been
a mingling of races. Rome, at her
height, was a true racial melting
pot. The Islamic civilization of the
ninth, tenth, and eleventh cenhuies
was so heterogeneous as regards
race that the term " Arabic" can
hardly be applied to a culture which
included Persians, Syrians, Greeks,
Moors, and Turkomen as well as
Egyptians. Nor can one strictly designate as "Islamic" that great
flowering of civilization to which
Jews and Christians contributed as
fully as Moslems. Yet this civilization, so heterogeneous as regards
race and religion, was most homogeneus as regards its culture. And
America-newest type of creator of
civilizations-is not a race in any
sense of the word, but rather an

IN FACT, it is far easier and simpler, in considering the causal factors of civilization, to speah: of nationality rather than of race. For
the groups now called races are
nothing but peoples made brethern
by civilization more than by blood.
And since nationality is in essence
psychological-the true causes for
great historic outbursts of civilization must be sought in the rea1ms of
spiritual dynamics, of psychology
and sociology rather than in the
realm of biology.
Civilization being a matter of environment and ideology rather
than of race, depending on spiritual,
psychological and social causes,
it is hazardous to pass judgment
as to relative inferiority or superiority of intelligence or capacity of
different races or nations on the
ground of present achievement, or
of the lack of past achievement.
"As the behavior of an indivi-dual depends, certainly in some
measure upon the training he receives at the hands of parents, playmates, teachers and social environment in general, so the cultural behavior of families, groups, tribes
and nations," says Dorsey, "is dependent upon historic and psychological factors never in any way
proved to be heritable traits. What
any individual family or physical
type could or would do under diff81'ent geographic and social eDvironmental conditions is something which no one at present is
warranted in asserting dogmaticany. "
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How DO civilizations come into
being ~ What causes a given locality to flower out into amazing creativeness, setting new world patterns for living 1 The fundamental
origins are mysterious, and must be
sought in the world of Reality
and Spirit, which is ever overshadowing, guiding and stimulating
the phenomenal world. But the
process is quite capable of analysis.
It is observable historically that
the occasion of a great civilization
is the growing wealth and prosperity of a youthful and vigorous
people which under the stimulus of
a great Ideal and the guidance of
great leaders suddenly begins to
flower forth in new and unforseen
patterns.
While the impetus to each new
civilization epoch is thus given to
some special city or nation, the development of the civilization is
through a prosperous civic or national center becoming a focus of
opportunity, a vortex drawing irresistibly to it men of high ability,
initiative, and enterprise from surrounding lands. This immigrant
talent contributes no small part to
the victorious achievements of the
favored nucleus, and the total result is the expression of the highest
genius of a geographical unit which
is as large as human contacts of the
period permit.
The spirit of the locality or nation, exerting an esoteric influence,
becomes a catalysis enabling the
world civilization of the epoch to
combine with its natural environment in such a way as to produce
new creative forms and modes of
life. It is as if the God of Michael
Angelo's Creation reached down
successively to the slumbering clay

of Adam, and inspired it with a
divine affiatus.
And just as at its period of highest prosperity genius from all surrounding lands flock to a favored
focal point which has become the
stage for the world's contemporaneous power of leadership; so
when the national energy wanes
and prosperity drops bit by bit
away the leaders and bold spirits
forsake the ship of state which they
see to be slowly sinking and foregather to some newly rising center
where opportunity again is rich.
Thus national vigor, industry,
prosperity and intelligence is a
centripetal force drawing all to it;
while national decadence, decrepitude and senility not only lack all
magnetism to attract but even
tend to become centrifugal and
dispersive of its native genius.
Cycles of na tional greatness
t h u S l' e 13 eat themselves in
successive racial centers. Each
race, each nation, each people has
its destiny of growth, of fruition,
of decline, and of senescence which
in sheltered peoples becomes a sort
of quiescent immortality. For a
race never dies.
Sometimes, after a long hibernation, a new life springs up within an
ancient race and there appears a
recrudescence of racial vitality and
achievement. Thus the Italians
have had two periods of greatness
-one in the Roman Age and one in
the Renaissance; and they give
signs of vitality today which hints
at the possibility of a third cycle.
The Semitic race perennially blossoms forth into greatness, but always in new nationalistic groups.
China, most remarkable example of
racial continuity, has had at least
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ciliousness. Among the many instructions on this subject given to
us by 'Abdu'l-Baha, are these ilIT SEEMS clear, then, that ac- lumined words:
hievement or lack of achievement
"The one all-loving God bestows
cannot form a basic test of the na- His divine grace and favor on all
mankind; one and all are Sel'van ts
tive intelligence of any race.
In fact, the time has come when of the Most High and His goodness,
we should judge men as individuals, mercy and loving kindness are
regardless of race. We must give showered upon all His creatures.
up the habit of pigeon-holing the The glory of humanity is the heritdifferent races, assigning fixed age of each one, as the Holy Writracial attributes to them, as to say, ings tell us: all men are equal besuch and such a race is honest or fore God. He is no respecter of
dishonest, brave or cowardly, intel- persons.
ligent or unintelligent. Ra ther let
"Prejudices of religion, race or
us look upon all men as brothers, sect destroy the foundation of huand realize that what any particu- manity. All the divisions in the
lar individual of the human race is world-hatred, war and bloodshed,
today is largely the result of geo- are caused by one or the other of
graphic and social environment, these prejudices. The whole world
training, education and oppor- must be looked upon as one single
tunity.
country, all the nations as one naLet us see all humans as the tion, all men as belonging to one
Truth revealed to us today teaches race . . . . We must obey God and
us, then we shall see all as equally strive to follow Him by leaving all
needful of our love and of the hand our prejudices and bringing about
of brotherhood free from super- peace on earth."

three periods of high creative civilization.

"The Light of Truth has heretofore been seen dimly throt~gh
var'iegated glasses, bt~t now the splendors of divinity shaU be visible
throttgh the translucent mirr'ors of pure hearts and spirits. The Light
of Truth is the divine teaching, heavenly instr~tction, mercif~~l principles and sJ:riritual civilization.
"In Persia among the variot~s religions and sects the1'e were i'l1r
tense differences. His Holiness Bah6,'~t'llah appeared in that conntry
and fo~"ncled the spiritual civilization. He estaHished affiliation among
the various peoples, promoted the oneness of the httman world and
~wtf1,wled the banner of the (Most Great Peace.'
He wrote special
epistles covering these facts to all the kings and rt"le1's of nations . ...
Ther'efore spirit~wl civilization is progressing in the 01"ient and oneness of httmanity and peace among the nations is being accomplished
step by step."
- ' Abd~l'l-Baha.
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THE MEANS OF ECONOMIC RELIEF
DR. ALBERT D. HEIST
Has science any means of 1"elief to offe'Y' for the present economic woes of mankind? Undoubtedly science is a great servant of 1nankind, b~tt science 'I1tust be illumined by a noble purpose. What this pm"pose is the attthor 1nakes clear in the following article.
~HIS is a
~pectancy.

Day of vital exThe unmarked trail
lies ahead, alive with thrilling
uncertainties, the future hopeful.
The world is endeavoring to find
some means of relief from the
distracting burden of economic
grief and adversity which has
enthralled it.
To many minds
it seems as if the present civilization is but a terrible tragic
ferment of conflicting ideas, ideals
and standards of value, an intense
and universal struggle not only of
nations but of words, thoughts and
ideas. Ignorance and prejudice
parade in the guise of intelligence,
and it seems as if the majority has
not learned to place emphasis on
the things of the spirit, rather than
on things earthly. This is apparently the condition of the lowlands
of life where crime, selfishness, prejudice and superstition prevail.
But to other minds there has
come a realization that we are living in the morning of aNew Day,
that the rays of the Glorious Sun of
Truth are casting their luminous
rays on the highlands where intelligent hope dispels fear and anxiety. They have caught the vision.
With conviction and assurance they
heed the Words of the Divine Revelator of this New Age.
There are many evidences in the
world today, which indicate that
s 0 m e Power is directing the
thoughts and actions of those true

servants of humanity who sacrifice
time, thought and energy to discover the eternal laws and spiritual
values of this great universe. To
them greatness is translated in
terms of usefulness-a real deep
and abiding service to mankind, in
the fields where personal gifts and
qualifications permit.
In many avenues of human endeavor, we may also recognize a
progressive effort toward the consummation of a great purpose, that
of establishing a Divine order of
peace and unity. A brief resume
of a few more recent developments
in the fields of human thought and
activity are presented.
II

The New Day of Science and
Religion: In an age when we are
surrounded by the marvels of
science, when each day new powers
are harnessed to the chariot of civilization, the human mind is tempted
to accept the methods and means of
science only to deliver us from the
present difficulties.
Science has triumphed over many
physical barriers; it has extended
human vision; quickened the hearing, so that we may catch whispers
from the antipodes; and by means
of electrical and mechanical development it has added immeasurably
to the power of human achievement.
It has built huge steamships that
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sail the seven seas, and constructed
means of transportation which are
marvels for safety and speed. Applied science has developed many
conveniences and advantages for
modern life, but we cannot go to the
laboratory for a solution of social
and industrial difficulties; and when
it comes to the problem of the adjustment of relationships between
nations, science must confess its inadequacy.
But scientists are realizing that
all invention and discovery must be
directed towards that goal where
humanity is benefitted in a larger
sense than mere material satisfaction. The fact that scientific research in its effort to comprehend
the law of matter leads but to the
realm of the spiritual, is becoming
more evident. New values are
being determined, and these values
arise in an object or activity when
it is discovered to possess the possibility of influencing life in a
wholesome way. A wholesome life
must have capacity to recognize
spiritual and moral values. As representative of such may be mentioned good will, kindliness, fellowship, faith, hope, sincerity and
many other attributes. When these
may touch life with beneficence,
they have value. To contribute to
the spiritual satisfaction of man
seems to be the ultimate purpose of
pure science.
IN OONSIDERING some of the sta tements which have recently been
made by some of our prominent
scientists, we note this definite tendency.
At the conclusion of his presidential address, before the American
Association for the Advancement
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of Science, Dr. Robert Milliken
said: "Acceptable and demonstrable facts do not, in this twentieth
century, seem to be disposed to wait
on suitable mechanical pictures. Indeed has not modern physics
thrown the purely mechanistic view
of the universe root and branch out
of the house."
In "Science and Civilization" by
the same author are these words:
"Science has laid the foundations
for a new and stupendous advance
in man's conception of God, for a
sublime view of the world, and of
man's place and destiny in it."
In accord with this thought Sir
Arthur Eddington has given expression to this: "The universe
seems to be rath~r like a great
thought than a great machine."
While others may be quoted, we
may add another very interesting
idea recently described by Dr.
Whitney,-" there is no rational
description of the ultimate cosmic
motion except the Will of God."
Tlms we learn that Science is recognizing the ultimate possibility
and trend of the evolutionary proc··
ess toward a more perfect adaptation between material form and life.
"Everywhere throughout creation a purpose is working out, a will
towards perfection is manifesting.
That purpose and that power are
controlled by love and wisdom, and
those two types of energy-the purpose of spirit and the attractive
force of the soul-are intelligently
applied to the perfecting of the
matter aspect. Spirit, soul and
body-a divine triplicity-manifest
in the world and will carry all
forward towards a consummation
that is pictured for us in the scriphues of the world in a wealth of
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imagery of color and of form.' "x'
In all modern effort at research
the spirit of expectancy and hope
prevails; and with the accumulated
knowledge, and experiences of the
past, man is striving' for a greater
cosmic consciousness, in the humble
realization that present equipment
and understanding of the human
being and of his relation to the Universal is so inadequate. Western
thinkers feel that they are at the
threshold of a great Revelation,
when the curtain of uncertainty will
lift and a larger view be obtained
of the next step higher. This idea
has found expression in "Leaves of
Grass" (Whitman)"Hurrah for positive science! Long live
exact demonstration! . . .
"Your facts are useful, and yet they
are not my dwelling,
"I but enter by them to an area of my
dwelling."
PROMPTED by the scientific investigations and with the acceptan?e
of such important truths, there Will
emerge a new race, with new capacities, new ideals, new concepts of
God and of matter, with a better
comprehension of life and spirit.
Through that new race and through
humanity of the near future, there
is bound to come a better understanding of races, nations and peoples, an understanding which is motivated by the divine principles of
love, wisdom and mutual cooperation.
How true are the words of
'Abdu'I-Bah3"

"The greatest attainment in ~he .wor~d
of humanity has ever been sCIentIfic. m
nature. It is the discovery of the realIty
of things . . . Science ever tends to ~he
illumination of the world of humamty.
It is the cause of eternal honor to man,
and its sovereignty is far greater .t~an
the sovereignty of kings. The dommIOn
""The Soul and its Mechanism" (Bailey).

of kings has an ending, the king himself may be dethroned; b~t the so';"ereignty of science is everlastmg and wIthout end."

III
The New Day in Psychology and
Religion (Oriental and Occidental).
A great parable is being taught today. A miracle is happening, but
we may be too near to appreciate
its meaning and influence.
The growing interest in and
understanding of the Oriental mind
by the Western people and the consequent altering relations between
them, indicates that some subtle influence is operating in the world today.
The difference between the way
in which the Western people have
represented the East to themselves
in the past, and the real East, may
be likened to the difference between
"Faust" of Gmmod, and the real
"Faust" of Goethe.
The first
being but an expression, melodramatic tears and terror for the
crowd; the latter a creative philosophy comprehended only by the few.
The day of the missionary, gunboat policy is gone. The West is
no longer imposing its commercial
policies and military systems upon
the East. A new understanding is
apparent. The veils of misinterpretation and misconception are
being penetrated. The West no
longer regards with awe and mistrust the idiomatic literature of the
East as a strange and confusing
jar g 0 n of poetical expression
steeped in self-mystification, but accepts many phases of Eastern
thought not as a challenge but as an
illumination.
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On the other hand the Eastern
mind no longer assumes an attitude
of apparent indifference to the
scientific literature of the West, but
endeavors to comprehend the significance and utility of that scientific knowledge.
Thus old antagonisms are vanishing, and out of a mutual interdependence there is developing a new
consciousness-that of an essential
'imity.
"Praise be to God! The infinite bounty
of God hath resuscitated the whole
world," said 'Abdu'l-Bahi "and the East
and the West have become united with
the bond of the summons of God. . . .
Today the call of the Kingdolll of God
hath reached the hearing of the far and
near of all the continents of the world
and the standard of the solidarity of
mankind is held aloft by the grasp of
the Divine Power."

WHEN WE endeavor to ascertain
some of the causes which have led
to a better understanding of these
peoples, we find that in the realm of
religion and psychology a common
note is being struck. Western psychology has wandered in that borderland of the unseen, which like
some other sciences seems to converge towards some no-man's-land
on the indefinable. Its terminology
has led to confusion and misunderstanding. Dignified words such as
energy which could not be clearly
defined as meaning nervous, alomic
or vital, and force which had no
common meaning, implying etheric
vibrations, electrical currents or
freely floating power, are the producers of violent discord. A study
of the latest literature on psychology emanating from the many and
varied schools in Europe and
America shows that the majority
were primarily concerned with endorsing or rejecting the mechanistic
philosophy of the Behavioristic
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School. In the "Mansion of Philosophy" (Durant) the picture is
very ably presented:
"Psychology has hardly begun to
comprehend much less to control,
human conduct and desire; it is
mingled with mysticism and metaphysics, with IJsycho-analysis, behaviorism, glandular mythology
and other diseases of adolescence."
Thus the West, has its dissenting
voices, but a new school has appeared. It may be termed the introspect'i'Ue school of psychology,
sometimes called the introspectionist and also the mentalist. In contradistinction to the older ma terialistic philosophy it admits the fact
of consciousness and assumes a
conscious entity, as Dr. Leary defines it in "Modern Psychology:"
"The introspectionist is interested in consciousness, awareness,
awareness of awareness, the self,
the "I" images, and all sorts of
other things that the behaviorist of
strict training and rigid technology,
scorns, ignores or denies.
"The mentalists insist that psychical activity is not the mere reflection of physical activity, that
over and above the body and the
brain there is something different,
on a different level, call it mind,
spirit, consciousness, what you will.
Thought is not the functioning of
matter. "
As compared with the Eastern
thought, which is inclined towards
the spiritual and transcendental,
the Mentalist group of the West appears like a hazy reflection of the
oriental idea--an idea which assumes that a soul al1d a spirit is the
fundamental life and energy which
vitalizes form and structure.
The venerable scriptures of India
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have expressed this thought from
time immemorial. In the "Bhagavad Gita" we read:
"The Supreme Spirit, here in the
body, is called the Beholder, the
Thinker, the Upholder, the Taster,
the Lord, the Highest Self.
"Illuminated by the power that
dwells in all the senses, yet free
from all sense-powers, detached, all
supporting, not cl i v i cl e d into
powers, yet enjoying all powers.

that the combination of materialistic and introspective philosophies
will play an important part in harmonizing the East and the West
which leads to unity and reality.
, , The melody of the East has
made joyous and happy the Western World, and the song of the
West has penetrated the ears of the
Eastern people, " said 'Abdu '1Baha.
ANew Day has dawned in the
World.
"Without and within all beings,
The great hope of the Ages is
motionless, yet moving, not to be being fulfilled, Science and Reliperceived is That, because of its gion are cooperating to establish
subtlety, That stands afar, yet close a closer relationship between people and nations. New discoveries
at hand.
"These temporal bodies are de- and new truths are solving many of
clared to belong to the eternal lord the old problems mitigating against
of the body, imperishable, Im- the possibility of that Unity and
measurable.
Accord which Prophets and poets
"They say the sense powers are have visioned and which is the great
higher than objects; than the sense keynote of the most illustrious maspowers, emotion is higher; than ter of all ages.
emotion, understanding is higher;
But in completed man begins anew
A tendency to God. Prognostics told
but higher than understanding is
Man's near approach; so in man's self
He."
arise
August anticipations, symbols, types
Here we learn that the Oriental
Of a dim splendor ever on before
Psychology deals with the Cause,
In that eternal circle life pursues.
For men begin to pass their nature's
the Creator, the self, and teaches
bound,
that the lesser self merges with the
And find new hopes and cares which fast
supplant
Greater Self, in whom all live and
Their proper joys and griefs; they grow
move and have their being.
too great
For narrow creeds of right and wrong,
Thus there seems a gradual fuwhich fade
sion of the East and the West in the
Before the unmeasured thirst for good;
while peace
realm of psychological thought.
Rises within them ever more and more ...
The West with its scientific knowl"Paracelsus" (Browning)
edge about form and structure, is
approaching to the point of recogThus we are standing expectantly
nizing that the true self is the con- at the dawn of a New Day. It
scious divine soul, with an aware- seems as if mankind were standing
ness of its physical existence, while before a curtain in a cosmic prothe East is becoming cognizant that scenium, eagerly waiting for the
the physical is the vehicle through rising of the curtain when there will
which the Spirit demonstrates its be revealed the next drama of huenergIzmg power. It is evident man life with the expectation that
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the promised land of man's hopes
and dreams will be realized.
With his long past history of experiences and accumulated knowledge man has come to a point where
his progress is stayed and baffled by
many obstacles. In this apprehensive condition he feels the need of a
great guiding Personality who will
lead on toward the Promised Land
of international harmony, racial accord, scientific-religious cooperation, and many other needful principles which will ultimately lead
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him upward and onward.
Baha 'u 'Wih teaches us that:
"In that Day there is no refuge
for any save the Command of Goel
and no salvation for any soul but
God ....
Hasten, 0 People unto the Shelter of God, in order that He may
protect you from the heat of the
Day whereon none shall find for
himself any refuge or shelter whatsoever except beneath the Shelter
of His Name, the Clement, the Forgiving."

MEDICAL HISTORY AND THE ART OF HEALING
ZIA

M.

BAGDADI,

M. D.

In -this, the authoT's concluding chCtpteT in his seTies undm" Uw above title, a vital
COln1nent on the aTt of material and spir'itual heeding is continued fTon~ the ]JTevious
chapter, with the addition of l1wny helpful instnwtions fTom the wTitings of 'Abdu'l·
Bahd.

NE of the problems in the
"
scientific world today is the
existence of so many different
schools of medicine and healing institutions everywhere. One migl1t
say, "the more the better." True,
the more the better if they wou1d
accept the truth in each and not be
antagonistic to one another. Instead of being blessings to mankind, often these great institutions
are the cause of utter confusion to
the minds. Their conflicting methods, their contradictory theories,
and their lack of sympathy toward
each other, have puzzled the public
and made it very difficult for many
who are not well informed as to
whom the sick should go for relief.
The unnecessary sufferings of human beings, and the death rate will
be very much lessened when the

medical profession becomes more
spiritualized and the public is more
illumined by turning to the Source
of knowledge and mercy, heeding
the advice and exhortation of the
Divine physician of the day.
ALTHOUGH IN the previous article,
the subject of material and spiritual healing was somewhat fully explained in accordance with the
teachings of 'Abdu'l-Baha, here
again His own words are quoted
from His writings, that the reader's
memory may once more be refreshed and this vital topic be better
understood.
"There are two ways of healing
sickness, by material means and by
spiritual means. The first is by
the use of remedies, of medicines;
the second consists in praying to
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God and in turning to Him. Both
means should be used and practiced.
"Illness caused by physical accidents should be treated with medical remedies, those which are due
to spiritual causes d is a p pea l'
through spiritual means. Thus an
illness caused by affliction, fear,
nervous impressions will be healed
by spiritual rather than by physical treatment. Hence both kinds of
remedies should be considered.
Moreover, they are not contradictory, and thou shouldst accept the
physical remedies as coming from
the mercy and favor of God, who
hath revealed and made manifest
medical science so that His servants
(creatures) may profit from this
kind of treatment also.
Thou
shouldst give equal attention to
spiritual treatments, for they produce marvelous effects."
The above message was from
'Abdu'l-Baha to a doctor who had
not decided to which school he
should belong-medical or spirituaL The substance of the answer
to him is of course both.
In the previous article, the advice given by 'Abdu'l-Baha to a
group of medical students at Beirut
was mentioned. His further advice
and intructions to old and young
doctors and patients as well in
America, are here quoted; and indeed they might well constitute the
light of guidance to all conscientious physicians, the means of their
true success, and the path that
leads to physical and spiritual
health.
"For the physician the first
qualifications are-good intentions,
trustworthiness, tenderness, sympathy for the sick, truthfulness, in-

tegrity and the fear of God. With
life and heart strive thou to be both
a spiritual and physical physician."
"0 THOU son of the Kingdom!
If one possesses the love of God
everything that he undertakes is
useful, but if the undertaking is
without the love of God, then it is
harmful and the cause of veiling
one's self from the Lord of the
Kingdom. But with the love of
God every bitterness is changed into sweetness and every gift becometh precious. For instance, a
musical melodious voice imparteth
life to an attracted heart, but lureth
toward lust those souls who are engulfed in passion and desire.
"With the love of God all
sciences are accepted and beloved,
but without it, are fruitless, nay,
rather the cause of insanity. Every
science is like unto a tree; if the
fruit of it is the love of God, that
is a blessed tree. Otherwise it is
dried wood and finally a food for
fire. ' ,
"0 THOU sincere servant of the
True One and the spiritual physician of the people! Whenever thou
presentest thyself at the bed of a
patient turn thy face toward the
Lord of the Kingdom and supplicate assistance from the Holy
Spirit and heal the ailments of the
sick one."
To A YOUNG physician. ' , Now
experience is necessary in order to
attain skill and proficiency. The
greatest of all these is the confirmation and the power of the favor of
the Blessed Perfection. [Baha 'u'-
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11ah] . I am hopeful that also will
be thine."
THE SYMPATHETIC nerve is an important factor in a balanced health.
This strange nerve which springs
into branches from small bulb-like
glands, called ganglions, all along
the human spinal cord from the
neck down to the end of the spinal
column or back bone, to supply the
internal vital organs, is still a mystery to most of the doctors today.
It has a relation between body aud
soul. It controls the heart, the
morals and all emotions. It is a
great factor in health and happiness. For example, when a parbcle
of dust enters the eye, it causes irritation of the sensitive nerves
which control the lachrymal gland
-(the tear-producing gland)-and
the eye is filled with tears. On the
other hand, the mere seeing or
hearing of a real sad tragedy, gives
the same effect, namely, acts upon
the sympathetic nerve which in
turn agitates the lachrymal gland
and causes the eye to shed tears.
This goes to prove how this nerve
controls human emotions. In the
following paragraph 'Abdu'l-Baha
tells the doctors in a few words
what this nerve is and how and
when its marvelous function could
be better understood.
"The powers of the Sympathetic
Nerve are neither entirely physical
nor spiritual, but are between the
two. The nerve is connected with
both. Its phenomena shall be perfect when its spiritual and physical
relations are normal. When the
material world and the divine world
are well corelated, when the hearts
become heavenly and the aspirations grow pure and divine, perfect
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connection shall take place. Then
shall this power produce a perfect
manifestation. Physical and spiritual diseases will then receive absolute healing."
IN ALL my life I have never seen
anyone who practiced and believed
in prayers more than Baha 'u 'llah
and 'Abdu'l-Baha. I-Iow well I remember those early hours before
the dawn when I became awakened
by 'Abdu'l-Baha's melodious voice
praying and supplicating in behalf
of His loved friends everywhere.
On one occasion while He was occupying one room and I another
next to that of Baha'u'IHih's in
'Akka when both arose from sleep
at that usual early hour, He said
emphatically that were it not for
those prayers His bones would
have been turned to ashes long ago.
To a friend He wrote: ' 'Man
must, under all conditions, be
thankful to God, the One, for it is
said in the blessed Text, 'If ye be
thankful, I will increase ye.' (That
is, if we are thankful to Goel, God
will increase His bounty unto us)
Man must seek shelter in the mercy
and protection of Goel, for he is
constantly subject to a hundreel
thousand dangers. Save for the refuge and protection of the Merciful Lord man is without shelter."
To a patient who needed spiritual healing 'Abdu'l-Baha wrote:
, 'Turn thou to the Kingdom of thy
Lord with a truthful heart and with
all devotion, sincerity and great
spirituality, and ask to be healed
from pain and passions and be confident in the bounty of thy Lord."
To another patient: "Rest assured in the mercy of the Lord; be
rejoiced for my remembering thee;
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gladden thyself by the appearance
of the Kingdom of God and call
out, 'Ya-Baha EI-Abha,' from the
depth of thy heart with all meekness and supplication, attracted by
the fire of the love of God. Then
annoint or rub all the parts of the
body. Verily I say unto thee, if
thou attainest this condition we demonstrate to thee (i. e.; if thou followest the direction given) be confident in the speedy recovery
through the favor of God."
To one who believed his illness
was his punishment from God, He
said: "Take some honey, recite
'Ya-Baha EI-Abha!' and eat a little thereof for several days. For
these thy prevailing diseases are
not on account of sins, but they are
to make thee detest this world and
know that there is no rest and composure in this temporal life."
And to another: "I hope thou
wilt become as a rising light and
obtain spiritual health,-and spirit-

ual health is conducive to physical
health. "
To a lady physician: "0 handmaid of God! Continue in healing
hearts and bodies and seek healing
for sick persons by turning unto
the Supreme Kingdom and by setting the heart upon obtaining healing through the power of the Greatest Name and by the spirit of the
love of God."
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha
have revealed many healing prayers. Fortunate is the one who uses
them. The following is a short and
sweet prayer by Baha 'u 'llah which
is usually repeated nine times by
Baha'is:
"0 my God! Thy Name is my
healing, Thy remembrance is my
medicine! To be near Thee is my
hope and Thy love my companion.
Thy Mercy is my need and my hope
in this world and the world to
come; for Thou art the Giver, Allknowing, and Wise."

The" John 0 'Groat Journal," a weekly paper published in Wick,
Scotland, with the largest circulation of any paper in the five surrounding counties, comments as follows in the issue of January 9 :
"The Bahri'i Magazine (December) has the usual fine selection of articles bearing
on the principles of this world-wide movement-racial and religious unity, true human brotherhood and universal peace. Leading place is given to an editorial on present conditions in China, a great country now groping her way for Light. "War," says
the writer, "cannot be abolished until national racial and religious prejudices and
hatred are abolished. The Baha'i movement carries forward simultaneously all the
principles necessary to accomplish this." Among various other features containing
the enunciation of many uplifting thoughts and sentiments, the issue contains a beautiful picture of the great Baha'i temple which is in course of erection near Chicago
and which it was the privilege of the present reviewer to see over last year, so far as
it was then constructed. No reader who with open mind peruses this magazine and
other publications issued by the Baha'is can fail to appreciate the lofty thoughts and
noble ideals for which the movement stands."
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THE SOCIAL FABRIC
~HAT

could be better before God than thinking of the
For the poor are beloved by our heavenly Father.
When His Holiness Christ came upon the earth those who
believed in Him and followed Him were the poor and lowly,
showing the poor were near to God. When a rich man believes
and follows the Manifestation of God it is a proof that his
wealth is not an obstacle and does not prevent him from attaining the pathway of salvation. After he has been tested
and tried it will be seen whether his possessions are a hindrance in his religious life.
~ poor~

[~~ UT

the poor are especially beloved of God. Their lives
are full of difficulties, their trials continual, their hopes
are in God alone. Therefore you must assist the poor as much
as possible, even by sacrifice of yourself. No deed of man is
greater before God than helping the poor. Spiritual conditions are not dependent upon the possession of worldly treasures or the absence of them. When physically destitute,
spiritual thoughts are more likely. Poverty is stimulus toward God. Each one of you must have great consideration
for the poor and render them assistance. Organize in an
effort to help them and prevent increase of poverty. The
greatest means for prevention is that whereby the laws of the
community will be so framed and enacted that it will not be
possible for a few to be millionaires and many destitute.

If

~]NE

of Baha'u'llah's teachings is the adjustment of
!Il means of livelihood in human society. Under this adjustment there can be no extremes in human conditions as
regards wealth and sustenance. For the community needs
financier, farmer, merchant and laborer just as an army must
be composed of commander, officers and privates. All cannot
be commanders; all cannot be officers or privates. Each in
his station in the social fabric must be competent; each in his
function according to ability; but justness of opportunity
for all.

-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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"Differences of capacity in human individuals is fundamental.
It is impossible for all to be alike, all to be equal, all to be wise.
Baha 'u '11ah has revealed principles and laws which will accomplish the adjustment of varying human capacities.",
--'..Abdu 'l-Bahti
THE WORLDWIDE problem of unemployment, diminished markets for
industry and commerce, and grow··
ing poverty of the masses, present
an alarming phenomenon concerning which economists and statesmen
find no optimistic solution to present. Unlike other business crises,
this is worldwide; and there is no
sign yet upon the horizon of its
abating.
In Asia the fall in the value of
silver has destroyed wealth of the
people to the extent of several billions of dollars. Until the former
value of silver is restored, the purchasing power of that vast continent containing one-half the population of the world is immensely
reduced. Statesmen do not know
exactly how to restore the value of
silver. Even if they did, it does not
seem likely that there could be sufficient unity in the banking and political interests of the world to
bring any such step to pass.
South American countries, with
the exception of Argentine, a.re in
such a condition of hardship and
poverty that they have become a
prey of constant revolution, which
does not help but merely hastens
economic disintegration.
As for Europe, the prospect there

is even more gloomy, if we may
trust the reasoned comment of
Frank H. Simonds, perhaps our
leading newspaper correspondent
there, who makes the following
statement:
" . . . the impression I gather from
Geneva and from the public men of all
European countries here assembled is
this: With the exception of France, the
condition in all continental countries has
become such that the familiar issues and
problems of the post-war era, problems
political and military, have become
actually side issues.
Disintegration
within countries has become so general
and gone so far that one of the most
familiar judgments one meets is that
capitalistic and democratic civilization is
endangered, if not doomed, and that
Europe is drifting toward a general
catastrophe."*

IT IS indeed time for all seriousminded men to inquire whether the
economic and political institutions
thus far prevailing among leading
nations are either the best or the
most feasible for humanity.
It must be admitted that this
country has up to the present prospered under the regime of economic
individualism. Both the capitalist
and the laborer, leaders of wealth
and the masses, have gained immensely through the efficient and
scientific exploitation of this country's enormous resources, and
through the application of SCIence,

• Washington, D. C., Sunday Star, February 22, 1931.
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inventiveness and efficiency to industry. Yet if these are all the
factors necessary to prosperity,
why the present crisis with its
worldwide ramifications? Should
the cycle of mass production and
mass consumption again be restored to the success which prevailed during the last decade, there
would be little inclination to critically scan the fundamental structure of our economic institutions,
for this is a pragmatic country
and what succeeds is considered
ipso facto to be right.
It is, however, the fact that this
cycle of mass production and mass
consumption is not today successful, the fact that economic individualism seems helpless to stem the
tide of unemployment and misery
either here or elsewhere-these
facts seen in the light of even more
seriously impending catastrophes
abroad, throw doubt upon the perfection of the human institutions so
far established.
"WILL paternalism be ushered in
as a reaction to exploitation and to
competition that can have but one
outcome?" asks Dean Arland D.
Weeks, School of Education, North
Dakota Agricultural Oollege, in a
very interesting article'" in which
he queries as to what the future
organization of society must be to
adequately solve the political and
economic problems due to vast differences in the mentality of humans
as discovered by the modern psychologists. Over one-half our population, that is to say, more than
sixty millions people are found by
the psychologist to be of low average intelligence or less, that is, hav"The Scientific Monthly. February, 1931.

ing an intelligence quotient of less
than one hundred. We cannot blame
this lower intelligence group for
stupidity, says the author, they
cannot help themselves. It is a
biological quality. In this connection the author states an amazing
fact, just the opposite of our ordinaTY idea, namely that the increase
of knowledge due to the education
of today does not tend to level the
intelligence but rather multiplies
disproportionately the resources of
the superior.
"Science means something directly to the lowly, but it gives
unprecedented power to the gifted.
As knowledge grows from more to
more, a wedge progressively separates the social fates of persons at
different levels of native ability
. . . Two illiterates of contrasting
abilities would upon learning to
read be still more different."
"Economic manipulation governed by relatively high intelligence
can be more persistently and hopelessly oppressive . . . The bigness
and inscrutability of manipulative
processes leave the lower mentalities badly off for self-help."
"With the ripening of institutions and the perfection of economic
strategies, assuring steady increase
of disproportionate benefits to the
upper levels of intelligence, it can
only be through policies determined
at the seats of power that, for example, in the United States, a
farmer is not made a peasant or
exhaustively exploited and put on
a dole."
"We can only hope that the lower
millions will have great leaders, and
that the classes who have mental
power by birth will conceive of the
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state in terms inclusive of the welfare of the mass-for the inequality
of brain cells is great."
AT SUCH a time as this when the
whole world is perforce seriously
questioning the efficiency of its institutions-political, social and economic-the solutions to these grave
problems which the Baha,'i Movement offers in its great vVorld Design revealed by Baha 'u 'llah merits
the earnest attention of every
thoughtful person.
As regards the institutions of
government-we have in the Baha'i
World a perfect balance of democracy and aristocracy. By means of
universal franchise employed without chicanery, or even electioneering (which in reality is a dangerous
procedure tending to defeat the
very purposes of democracy) the
best and worthiest people are
elected as leaders. In the Baha'i
election there is but one aim-the
selection of the best people, as evidenced by character, by gifts, and
by general efficiency and ability to
serve. Once elected, this group constitutes a government by the best,
using the word best in its larger
significance; harmony of thought
and absolute unity being essential.
This governmental body has but one
aim, to legislate honestly and wisely
for the benefit of all; and as these
aims and accomplishments are to be
uni versal in their beneficence, so on
the part of the electorate is found
a loyalty that upholds the hands of
government. Here we see the per-
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fect solution of the problem raised
by the previously quoted writera vast problem due to the mental
differences of society.
As TO the economic problem, we
find in the Baha'i World of the future a perfect solution of the present impasse between capital and
labor, without destroying the individual initiative of either group.
By means of a really effective
method of profit-sharing the interests of labor and capital are amalgamated. Furthermore the state,
local and general, guarantees employment and livelihood. By these
provisions poverty is absolutely
elimina ted.
Here we have the ideal co-operative state, an enormous step forward from the individualistic state
of the past, yet retaining the opportunity for individual effort, inventiveness and reward. The different
classes of society, the different
classes of industry, the different
classes of government, are so integrated as to perceive and feel an
actual working unity. This is what
one might call one hundred per
cent co-operation. Mutuality of interest is both conceived and practiced by all, and with the great
dynamic power which comes from
an efficient working llnity, humanity
will be able to prevent all these
economic crises and catastrophes
which are at present the concern of
governments and which are indeed
threatening the very foundations of
human society.

The principal cause of these difficulties [economic problems] lies in the laws of the
present civilization; for' they lead to a smcdl n~m~ber· of individ~~als accwrnulating
incomparable fortu,nes beyond their needs, ~vhilst the g1'eateY numbey 1'emains
destitu,te, stripped and in the gl'eatest misery. This is cont1'ar-y to jUJstice, to
humanity, to equity; it is the height of iniq~~ity, the opposite to what ca~Lses divine
satisfaction.-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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"The marve[ous bestowals of God are contin1wus. Shou[d the outpoltring of Light
be suspended, we would be in d(J,rkness. But how could it be withheld? If the divine
graces are suspended, then Divinity itself would be interrupted. Even men ask for
continuity."-'Abdu'l-Bahd.

~]VER sixty years ago, Baha'u-

11

'llah wrote: "Verily, every
drop contains an ocean and in every
atom there is concealed a sun. ' ,
That sounds like the declaration of
a dreamer, or some allegory, and
not by any possibility applicable to
a real condition.
Many have
doubtless read articles which of
late have been appearing in periodicals and the daily press regarding
scientific investigation of the atom.
In one there appeared this statement: " Scientists have determined
that in every atom there is contained in miniature a replica of our
solar and planetary system; that
each atom contains a sun with planetary electrons revolving about it
and situated relatively to one
another as are Sa turn and Neptune
of our own system."
And there
are dreamers in the scientific
world who insist on peopling these
infinitesimal realms with beings infinitely more infinitesimal still,
possessed of intellects with which
they struggle with the problems
confronting them, just as we with
our advanced capacity wrestle with
our greater problems.
By reason of the installation of
the great lOO-inch reflector in the
telescope on Mount Wilson, in
California, we have been introduced to that wonderful sun, Antares, in the constellation of Scorpio. Astronomers have succeeded
in measuring its diameter and have

found it to be four hundred and
twenty millions of miles-a distance so inconceivably vast that
fully fifty thousand such bodies as
this earth of ours could be strung
along it and leave a great distance
to spare. They have determined
that what we have always considered this universe of ours is the
merest of pigmies in its relation to
untold millions of universes distributed through space.
If the
mind of man shall thus delve into
the regions of the infinitely small,
what intellect is there which shall
give to the imagination wings of
such power that he shall attain to
the vistas of limitless grandeur enjoyed by those upon a plane beside
which our own is only as a rose-leaf
on a shoreless ocean!
Scientists the world over are
agreed that one of the greatest
problems confronting them is that
of the atom: that with its solution,
practically all of their troublous
problems will be dissipated in thin
air. If the secret of its stability
shall be uncovered, the illimitable
forces of nature will yield to the
supremacy of intellect, and humanity will enter upon a plane of complete domination of all the material
realms of the divine. It is the atom
which constitutes the basis for the
creation of the material universe,
and which is the compelling argument, never changing, never ending, enduring as God its Creator,
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and acted upon and developed in
unbroken accord with the predestined plan for the execution and
fulfillment of an irrefragable law.
Regarding the atom and its importance in the eternal plan of
creation, we refer to 'Abdu'l-Baha's
wonderfully clear treatise on evolution as given before the Theosophical Society in Paris ;' and to the
add~ess before the ~Ietaphysical
SOCIet.y of Bost.on," and other published writ.ings. These include a
definition of the completeness of
divine justice which compels that
every individual at.om in t.he universe of worlds shall have it.s coursings
t.hrough all the kino'doms
t.o
.
n
lts predest.ined station in it.s
"paradise" which is its development t.o t.he st.at.ion of service in
being part of t.he highest contemplat.ed physical creation of Godthe. human bo.dy-a divine temple
deVIsed by DeIt.y t.o house a human
so.ul capable of being a perfect
mUTor for t.he reflection of the
beauties of the divine station. Having attained to this "paradise," it
reverts by regular and orderly
processes t.o its original primal
station, to begin again it.s interminable coursings.
And, because this is so, it follows
tl:~t t.here can never by any possiblht.y be a perfect world. \7I,T ere it
possible for a perfectly completed
state t.o exist, then must creation
cease to be, for the reason that the
eternal law of God is progress, and
there can be no progress after perfe?t.ion has been attained. This applIes not only in a limited sense to
a limited portion of the created
realms, it applies to the totality of
•

1

The Wisdom of 'Abdu'l-Baba.

mlttee, New York.

2

all the realms. It applies to this
distinctively human condition with
which we are associated and in
which it is the design of God that
we shall be determining factors in
the working out of our destiny.

n.
How illimitably magnificent are
the vis t a s of lif~ when we
come t.o full realization that less
than a remote suggestion of a
clock-tick in the eternal historv of
the soul is even the most extel~ded
experience it may enjoy as the
measure of life as we know it.
upon t.he plane of human consciousness! That t.hrough et.ernities it. is
to uninterruptedly progress toward
a goal which has no fixity, and
along the pathway to which are
scattered inconceivable beauties of
augmenting attraction, to whose
advancing splendors the soul is
continually developed in its capacity to assimilate and understand!
There is no condition in t.he
worlds of the unseen which has not
its reflex in the material realm.
Therefore, we can approach this
subject of continued imperfection
with a clearer definition of its
meaning and intent. As matter,
evolving' through infinite &ons of
the past, has suecessively developed
material forms which have been
susceptible to cultivation and advancement to something higher and
more refined and beautiful, so must
it inevitably follow that in all the
illimitable ffions of futurity shall
the ato~ have its coursings through
all the kmgdoms of matter. remaining continually in a conclition of
~mperfection, destined to express
m every ag'e all of the weaknesses ,

Promulgation of Universal Peace, Vo!.

n.

Baha'i Publishing Corn-
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all of the crudities, all of the qualities of every description which
matter in its progress in the past
has ever expressed. That is why
perfection in a human state cannot
rationally be even dreamed of in
the sense of a widespread attainment. It would controvert the established and inviolable law of evolution which God has fixed in his
universe of worlds as an agency for
bringing forth understanding of
something of His beauty and of
raising up in the human heart the
desire to make an approach thereto.
Now, to revert to this matter of
the divine spiritual influence working along other than directly spiritual lines. It will be readily conceded that a worship of divinity
which is a matter of compulsion
through the dominance of an established law could not in any real
sense be considered as worship at
all. It would be like a boughten
friendship or a compulsory service.
Therefore, God, in sending forth
the emanation of His unfailing love
from His source of being, raised in
His human creation an independent
will which He caused to have separated from His own and existent of
itself by a voluntary evolution from
the being of man. And this independent human will He made capable of opposing itself to the divine
will in every realm of its activity
except that of composition and decomposition; that is, it should have
no control over life or death, but
should be voluntarily the director
of all its intervening action between
the cradle and the grave.
In such a creation, designed and
projected upon its predestined
plane of being in a state of abso-

lute purity, there rested the capacity to differentiate between beauty
and ugliness, between right and
wrong, between sanctity and grossness, and with this capacity the
authority to make an independent
choice. Then Divinity upraised in
a human temple a reflex of itself,
mirroring in full perfection all of
the glories of the divine attributes,
and caused this unsullied human
creation to endure all of the exigencies and vicissitudes of life
which any human might be subject
to and through all of this to demonstrate that a pure character may
remain unsullied in a sea of wrong.
Consequently, when a soul shall be
attracted to this human expression
of divine beauty and demonstrate
sincerity in daily living, this constitutes the reality of sanctity and
the apotheosis of worship of the
Divine.
You have now had placed before
you the up raising on the human
plane of that which is called religion.
If from the beginning God failed
to afford this opportunity to follow
example: if He failed through any
period of human need to supply a
source of light and guidance to a
wandering race, then would He
fail in His established law of absolute justice which was designed to
perpetuate the universe of worlds.
Therefore, in every age has the Almighty lifted up these mighty
human expressions of Himself as
agencies for influencing the human
will to a recognition of His beauty.
We perceive, therefore, the absolute failure of religionists to understand the character of divine justice when they will insist that there
has been and is no other than a
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single channel for the administration of God's law, His bounty and
His love.

Ill.
To some pilgrims ·visiting Him in
the "Most Great Prison," in 'Akka,
'Abdu'l-Baha gave this teaching:
, , Jesus spoke eyerything in parables because the ideal sense is, in
this ·way, revealed and understood.
This contingent world is like the
mirror of the spiritual kingdom,
consequently it is better to explain
each subject so that the real meaning can be understood. ·When anything has been renewed in this contino'ent
world it is found to be in
a
better condition, and if renewal did
not take place from time to time,
annihilation would be the result of
all contingent beings. If the plants
had no rotation they would soon
cease to exist. This is the reason
that God has ordained rotation and
renewal. EYen the sun itself revolves around another center. In
appearance the sun is the center of
the contingent world, but in reality
it has a center around which it
revohres.
The earth revolves
around the sun once in three hundred and sixty-flve days, which
causes the four seasons; and by
these four seasons the contingent
world is constantly re'Vived and renewed. And this same renewal is
seen in the Kingdom. The early'
days of every Manifestation are
called the spring-when you see the
seeds first sprouting and everything is young and tender. Then
follows the summer season, when
things have reached a state of perfection and the fruits are gathered.
Then comes the autumn season,
when everything begins to fall into
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decay; after which speedily comes
the winter, when all is dead, and
without any apparent life. God is
almost forgotten, and the hearts
are turned to the world entirely.
But when this state is reached, it
is a sign that a new springtime is
coming.
"]'or instance, in the beginning
of the appearance of Moses, it was
the springtime of His day.
The
summer time was when many
people had accepted Him, believed
in Him, promulgated His teachings
-His fruit was gathered. Then
came the autumn, when His eomroands first beg'an to be neglected,
and the true followers began to fall
away, and the true teachings to
sink into decay. Then came the
winter, when the hearts ceased to
turn unto God, were occupied with
woTldJy things entirely, and spiritual death apparent.
Then eame
tlle springt.ime of Ohrist. In the
last days of winter, just before the
snring, t.here is no sign of herbage,
or anyt.hing' that is green, but when
the springtime comes onee more the
oreariness of ,¥inter is forgotten.
Thus it is that in the different
Manifestations the four seasons
aTe made manifest."

IV.
BaM!u'lla.h tells us that the
Word of God is as a two-edged
s,Yord; it cuts at the heart of
Duman institutions and character
and it creates in the people of love
a condition of pure holiness and
sanctity, and in the people of hatred an attitude of denial, opposition and oppression. This does not
mean that it injects the opposing
attitude into the human condition,
but that because of the purity of
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the Word the impure tendency of
the human will brings out its expression of denial. But the seed
of the Word of God, wheresoever
planted, cannot remain without effect, and therefore whether it be
in the people of direct opposition
or in those who wander from the
paths of truth because of vain
imaginings and false interpretations, the spirit of the Word continues as a compelling force. That
is why in every religion, at certain
stages of its history there may be
found remarkable-sometimes wonderful - demonstrations of the
workings of intellectual capacity in
fields of scientific development
when spiritual aims seem to be aTmost entirely lacking.
That is
why, although the glory of the 801omonic sovereignty was attainable
by the Jewish people and they had
become uplifted by the laws revealed through Moses, they were
subject to the continued augmentation within themselves, as individuals and as a race, of characteristics which led to their sure destruction. That is why the followers of the Prophet Muhammad,
even when they had departed from
the pure spirituality of the allegorical teachings of the truth which
He revealed, progressed by inconceivably rapid bounds to the highest degree of material civilization
the world had known. That is why
the Christian dispensation progressed to a full recognition by
imperial Rome and became the
dominant religion of Europe, only
to pass to its decline in the blackest
night of human experience-the
Dark Ages of Christian Europe.
Every Founder of a prophetic
dispensation brought to the world a

capacity in Himself for the complete reflection of the will of God.
He did not manifest it in its fullness, but limited its expression to
the capacity of understanding in
the people He addressed. And the
identifying quality in each dispensation over all other qualities was,
after His passing, a characterizing
influence in the development of
those who professed religion under
His banner.
Thus, the identifying characteristic of the teachings of Brahma
was Sacrifice. And, resultant on
this, even after these long centuries
of idolatrous habit and practice of
His followers, we see them engaging in the most extreme forms of
sacrifice to accomplish soul-purification.
The outstanding teaching of Lao
Tse was Reverence. And although
nearly three thousand years have
passed since his rise, the Chinese
people remain today the most reverent of all the races of earth.
Zoroaster stressed Ptwity. And
it is a matter of record in the presidencies of Bombay and Calcutta
that the Parsees give the lowest
percentage of trouble because of
crime, prostitution, or other forms
of vice, of any of the other Oriental
subjects of the British Empire.
Buddha taught Re1n~nciation.
And it has been a leading characteristic of His followers-this renunciation of self, which obtains
even to the extent that the Buddhists are today less in opposition
to other religious teachings than
are those of any other branch of
religion, renouncing claim to an
exclusive revelation and welcoming
all worshippers beneath the canopy
of God's bounty.
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The mission of Moses was directly attached to Righteousness-the
establishment of which was the
most desirable condition of His
time, and His followers have ever
persisted in adhering to His laws
more consistently than have other
religionists to their own. Beyond
that, the laws which He revealed in
that remote past constitute the
bases of practically all of the laws
existent in the world today.
The particular quality emphasized in the teachings of Jesus was
Love, and although Christianity
has often failed to develop and
foster in its devotees the real
Christ spirit of wide acceptance
and recognition of God and His
truth, this spirit of love and helpfulness is clearly and scientifically
applied by Christian peoples.
Muhammad brought to His followers Subrnission. How marvelous was the influence of this teaching on the barbaric tribes who had
formerly laughed in derision at
every law, but who, in an incredibly brief period, became submissive to law! Today, even, we find
everywhere amongst these religionists the almost absolute submission of their desires, their possessions and their lives to the requirements of their religion which involve a greater degree of simplicity
and a less complicated system of
theology than any other extant religion.
Oh, matchless pageantry of purpose in the promotion of qualities
to constitute the structure of a perfect man! Sacrifice! Reverence!
Purity!
Renunciation!
Righteousness! Love! Submission!
And now we come to another expression of these enduring paral-
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lels in the scientific application of
the unchanging law to the requirements of human well-being: All of
the rivers of earth start from
sources sparkling' and pure and
have their coursings through wide
varieties of soils from which they
gather and absorb the impurities
and discolorations, to discharge
them at last into the purifying body
of the waiting sea. So, too, all of
the streams of divine instruction
have had their birth in pure and
inspiring fountains, and down the
centuries have flowed through the
soil of human hearts and intellects and have become sa tura ted
more or less with their qualities
until at last they must be plunged
into the purifying ocean of God's
design.
It must readily be recognized
that the predestined purpose compels an ultimate juncture of all
these 11itherto separated streams,
and that when a Messenger of God
shall finally arise, giving equal and
full emphasis to everyone of the
divine qualities, He must be the
Perfected Expression of the desire
of the Creator.
So, do we reach the time of the
coming of Baha 'u 'llah-the Glory
of God-Whose Manifestation of
all the power, the beauty, the comnassion, the lmowledg;es, which
ha ve had expression through the
ages of the past, brings to a discordant and war-torn world the inspiring message of Unity as the
healing balm for all its woes.
Under the clear definition of the
divine purpose which He has
brought we find a mandate for the
unification of all the schools of religion uncleI' the one banner of a
single Gocl-a gathering together of
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all His worshippers under the tent
of Unity, recognizing as divine in
its inception and origin every prophetic dispensation of the past, and
that all were ordained by the Almighty for the expression of His

·will.
Baha 'u '11ah has declared that the
soul that is alive in t11is day has
attained to everlasting' life, and the
soul that remains dead in this day
shall never attain to the desired
station. That is, if one shall persist in blindness when the sun is
shining in the fullness of its glorious effulgence, he cannot hope ever
to attain to vision when the world
is bathed in a lesser illumination.
The BaM,'i Faith aims to stir the
dulled consciousness to a deeper

understandil1g and, precisely as the
yeast leavens the lump and causes
it to expand, so do the Baha.'i
Teachings bring about an expanded
concept of life and life's relations
and duties, and inspire in the sincerely seeking soul a greater degree of selflessness and simplicity
in its approach to truth. In the
coming of Baha \1 'llah the walls
which have been raised by man's
fallacies between the pillars of the
temple of faith have been tOTIl
do"\vn, and today the entire world
of humanity may offer its worship
in service, bathed in the unquenchable Light shining from befaTe the
altar of the unapproachable Divinity.

ORDEALS A}\TD IDEALS
THE SPIRITUAL EDUCATION OF PERSIAN CHILDREN

J ALAL

SAHIEI

The auth01' of this article, written at the Editor's request is a Persia·n youth who
is studying 'modern industry anel engineering in Detroit cd the smne U'rne that he is
doing practical W01"k in the F01·d fcWt01"Y there, his ai1n being to take bcwk to Persia
a proficiency in these lines which may be of service to hi!5 12atiiJe co~tnt)'y. Mirza
Jalal describes to us vividl')f the obstacles as H;ell as the spiritual exaltation of his
boyhood training in the Bcthr1'i religion. liT' e considwi' this a1'tiele et hIV·l1um document
and a valua.ble. chronicle of the past daus of spiritu(t~ persecution. liJ7 e hope to have
further a'dicles from his pen dealing with his [ife in Pm'sia and also in this amentry,

T things are not alwa:ys
great in appearance.
Objects of real significance are Oftel1
hidden in insignificant surroundings. The noblest hearts may be
found in the humblest persons, and
the dearest treasures in the cheapest la.nds.
Everybody can see in the BaM,,'i
Magazine, or in other Baha'i publications, pictures of groups of
Baha'i children, mostly from the
East; simple in appearance those

pictures are, and yet full of meaning, full of suggestion, full of instructive "points. From them we
may easily learn a great deal
about some Baha,'i activities that
for years have been silently going'
on in many Baha'i centers, especiallv in the East.
Being recently surprised in finding his own picture in a vVestern
publication, this writer wishes to
take the opportunity to share with
the friends some of the reminis-
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cences that the picture suggests to
him.
Tihran's present well-organized
Baha'i classes, wherein meet hundreds of Baha'i children and young
people every Friday'X' morning,
started at a time when the friends
in Persia still had the problem of
safeguarding their lives and property in addition to all of the problems related to the spreading of the
Cause in a world of bitter and violent opposition.
Aside from all
was the problem of rearing the
lamb-like children in the midst of
such a wolf-like people. How difficult the task, how necessary that
it be done!
The friends already had the conviction that no wise gardener would
devote all of his attention to the
well-rooted trees to the neglect of
the young ones. They realized the
necessity of selecting a special
body of far-sighted, whole-hearted
teachers to take care of the children and young people so that in
the light of the Baha'i teachings
they might grow to be souls in
whom universal love and brotherhood would be things of heart
rather than words of mouth. The
seriousness of other problems,
however, might have overshadowed
this vital problem had not the rays
of hope shone through a few noted
young Baha'is who rose to organize
the first Baha'i class for children.
These young teachers noticed one
day a few Baha'i children in company with a number of religiously
unpolished nonBaha'i lads.
If
our youth is going to grow like that
of others, what hope then ~-they
thought. So with Baha'i assurance
and firmness they started the new
activity in a city the soil of which
• Friday is the Sabbath day in Persia.
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was stm colored with the pure
blood of its martyrs; the air of
which was still filled with the cry
of "Death to the Baha'is"; its
people still stalking for Baha'i
prey; and its government cooperating to crush the whole movement.
THE WRITER had seen but five
springs before his first contact
with a class which started about
one year previous. The following
is essentially the story of the first
class as given by several teachers:
There came that historic Friday
morning. For the first time a
dozen or so Baha'i children found
themselves where they could
breathe, so to speak. They could
mention the name of 'Abdu'l-Baha
or Baha'u'llah with no fear, but
with no loud voice lest some unfriendly ear should hear and cause
trouble. There were two or three
adults, the organizers of the class,
sitting on the carpeted floor like
the rest, facing a number of adorable, peaceful children whom they
addressed not as pupils but as
brothers and friends.
In a low
tone a prayer was first chanted,
silence and meditation followed,
and then the joyful voice of a
teacher said, "Friends," and proceeded to tell the little friends why
they were there.
Anyone who has dealt with
young children will understand
what it means to talk to a number
gathered together for the first time,
but would he also thoroughly understand what it means to be in a
room with every door tightly shut
to avoid detection, and have to tell
the children why they were there
and why they could not have much
freedom; why they were to as-

A Bah6/i S~mday school class conducted by the author (front row, center). These boys are all 1nost zealous students of their
religion and active in helping to spread the Bahri'i Movement. A study of their faces reveals the earnestness and fine altitudes of
character already attained. They 1"epresent nwst prmnising matm"ial for the new Persia.
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semble in that way every Friday to torment the young students.
morning; why they were to enter But every thing has its advantages;
without talking to or looking at any the mischief of the lads helped us
one outside so that nothing might to practice what we were learning.
be suspected; why they were not to The more they hurt us, the deeper
scatter or expose any of their writ- they engraved sympathy in our
ings or lessons; why they were not hearts; the more they tried to agito talk loudly while in their meet- tate us, to excite us, to break up
ing; why they were to go out one our meetings by shouting, cursing,
by one at long intervals; and why throwing stones into the courtthey were not to complain if they yard, the more we learned to unshould be stoned, neither to use the derstand and appreciate the value
least unkind word if mistreated. of calmness, peacefulness, harmSuppose now, dear reader, you put lessness and quietness; and, what
yourself in place of a six to eight is more, our teachers, too, found
year old child who was to mind all many occasions to quote to us more
those admonitions, and yet be and more of the beautiful, touchhappy and contented. The little ing and penetrating words of our
heroes, however, went on to their Master, 'Abdu 'l-Baha.
As all
meetings very joyfully, and did these hardships came and passed,
what they were asked to clo.
we learned to share with our parThe lesson of the day consisted ents the unescapable ordeals. We
of a sentence containing six mean- had some reason to pray to the
ingful words in the original Per- Lord and ask Him to assist us to
sian, meaningful individually and serve and teach those whom we
collectively. It was a short quota- could help.
tion from the precious words of
Praise be to the Lord that a
'Abdu'I··Baha to the effect that a successful end came to the first
Baha'i is one who possesses all year of our class, but not an end
human perfections. This was the to the enthusiasm of the teachers
first lesson; this was the corner- or the students. The second year
stone; this was the first spiritual started; the lessons were a confood served to the young Baha'is, tinuation of the first year, that is,
a food nutritious enough to last short quotations. The first year
them forever. So far as this writer lessons were taught to the younger
knows, this lesson has remained the ones.
first lesson ever since for all the
Most of the Baha'is of Tihran
children attending Friday morning resided at that time in the southern
part of the town where the meetBaha'i classes.
ings were being held. There were
A NUMBER of weeks passed; the also a number of Baha'i families
number of students increased; the scattered all over the town so that
difficulties in meeting became great- another problem for some of the
er because the neighboring lads had youngsters was that of transportadiscovered the assembling of their tion. They had to walk very long
little Baha'i acquaintances, and distances and had to pass some
were wickedly doing all they could dangerous zones; yet nothing pre-
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vented the presence of all the little
BaM,'is at their meetings.
Will
the writer ever forget the caressing
touch and encouraging words that
he received so many Friday mornings from his mother, who would
prepare him to attend his classes,
asking him to keep his lessons in
his pocket and go with prayers;
and she herself, then, would pray
in her heart that her son might not
return with a fractured head or a
broken arm, for, if he did, there
was no place to go for justice.
Undoubtedly all BaM,'i mothers
did so every Friday morning.
THE ABOVE description is not to
present the cruelty of the ill-bred
Muhammadan children, but just to
indicate the seriousness with which
the BaM,'is in Persia approached
the problem of spiritual training
for their children, and of making
them thoroughly acquainted with
the marvelous teachings of Baha'u'llah.
Three considerations of
equal importance have always been
chosen by them for spreading the
Cause: themselves, their children,
the outsiders.
Now we may look upon the enjoyable side of our Friday morning meetings. Not only were we
having our regular tea twice at
each session according to the Persian habit, and luncheon parties
occasionally, but also our monthly
feasts at which time the little
friends themselves were the speakers. Yes, the gifted little Baha'i
speakers would quietly utter such
words as "We must all unite and
work for universal peace, for removal of prejudices of all kinds,
for racial amity," etc. Then there
would come the prizes for the best
'Revealed by Baha'u'IIah

speakers, the gifts from the parents for everyone; and then sherbet, candies, and fruits would be
served.
In later years, when there was
more than one class, the students
of different classes would have a
general gathering in some one's
large garden, where hymns would
be sung, prayers would be chanted,
and speeches would be delivered.
All these united forms of praying,
chanting, and feasting were our
general source of inspiration, happines~ and encouragement.
They
kept us up and going. We always
enjoyed them and looked forward
to them.
The greatest thrill we
ever received came from one of
'Abdu'l-Baha's tablets blessing all
the children who attend8d Baha'i
classes.
Unlike school education, our
study in these newly organized
Baha'i classes was never to come
to an end-that we knew from the
beginning. "Ve were taught that
none or U8 would evel' be graduatElG
from the studies of Baha 'u 'llah 's
teachings. If a Baha'i is to be the
possessor of all human perfections,
we were told, and one of the conditions for perfection is to have
knowledge, a knowledge translated
into practice, then who would claim
that he knows all the Baha'i teachings practically~
Based on this kind of reasoning,
we were invited to attend the third
year class to study the "Hidden
Words "", together with a number
of tablets in Arabic; the fourth
year to study the history of the
Cause in detail; the fifth and the
sixth year to study, as thoroughly
as possible, the "Book of Iqan";
the seventh year to learn "Some
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Answered Questions"; the eighth
year to study the writings of the
well-known teacher, Mirza Abu'lFadl. Thereafter it was suggested
to us that we join the classes of
the grown-up friends, to study
further the different phases of the
teachings in more detail, to speak,
to learn how to present the teachings to different types of seekers,
and, in short, to be a Bahai in
practice.
MANY OF the students of the early
years who went to all those classes
whole-heartedly
a I' e
Persia's
young, capable, energetic, trained
Baha'i teachers of today. Together with every year's new
product, so to speak, they constantly reflect the divine light to
the world, and help all the true
seekers to find their path toward
Truth.
Friends in other Persian towns
started long ago to follow the steps
of the Tihnin friends. In a similar
manner they have gradually organized their own Friday morning
Baha'i classes.
The lessons they
teach are the same as those taught
in Tihran. Members of each local
committee for children's classes
are chosen annually by the respective local Assemblies just as Tihran's is elected by the Assembly.
Through regular monthly reports
all the committees keep in touch
with each other, and all with
Tihran, thus making the whole of
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Persia a Baha'i unit in that respect. So we see that when Friday
morning dawns in Persia, our little
brothers and sisters rise not only
to get illumination from the glorious sun, but also to receive divine
light from The Most Glorious Sun
of Truth.
Friends of other lands, too, have
gradually organized their classes
for BaM.'i children. Their reports
flow to all corners of the earth, and
accomplish their part in making a
unit of the world. Many times in
our classes Dr. Susan I. Moody,
one of the few American friends
who have sacrificed a part of their
lives in assisting and inspiring the
Persian friends in their endeavor to
serve, has spoken of "The Rose
Gardens" of America as our dearest friends in the West, and also as
the hands that are soon to be extended to grasp those of the East;
then, united, to raise the standard
of human relationship to ever
higher planes.
"0 God, permit us to partake of
the perfection which belongs to
Thee and of whatsoever Thou hast
ordained for Thine elect. Make us
to desire that which Thou dost desire, namely, Thy command. Help
us to fly upward by Thy grace,
sheltered by Thy presence, assisted
by Thy nearness, and tranquilized
by Thy love, in such wise that we
may look only to Thee, speak of
naught but Thy love, and turn to
none save Thee."

Editor's Note-Happily for the Bahd'i comm~~mities of Pers'ia, the sittLation there
today contrasts most dTamatically with the little less than tr'cigic conditions which the
authM' descTibes as pTevaUing dur'ing his you,th, Today, thanks -to the liberal vision
and efficient ad-ministr'ation of His hnper'ial Majesty Shahanshah Pahlevi, Bahd'is
are everywhere protected in all rights of religi01Ls liberty and can congregate pu,blidy
in large nU1nbers with perfect safety. Religious l1wrtyrdMn in Persia is now a
thing of the past.
It is su,bject of thought to consider' how deeplu indebted the whole world is
and will always be to these pioneer's of the Bahd'i Movement in Persia who, at the
constant risk of p'roperty and life, car'r-ied the Bahd'i Cau,se through this dark p61"iod
of bitter per'secution and 1nar"tyrdom.
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THE COMING OF SPRING
UMAN tastes differ; thoughts, nationalities, races
and tongues are many. The need of a Collective
Center by which these differences may be counterbalanced
and the people of the world unified is obvious.
"Consider how nothing but a spiritual power can bring
about this unification, for material conditions and mental
aspects are so widely different that agreement and unity
are not possible through outer means. It is possible, however, for all to become unified through one spirit, just as all
may receive light from one sun. Therefore, assisted by the
Collective and Divine Center which is the law of God and
the reality of His Manifestation, we can overcome these
conditions until they pass away entirely and the races
advance.
"The Collective Center has always appeared in the East.
His Holiness Abraham, His Holiness Moses, His Holiness
Jesus Christ, His Holiness Muhammad, were Collective
Centers of their day and time and an arose in the East.
"Today His Holiness Baha,'u'llah is the Collective CenteI'
of unity for all mankind and the splendor of His light has
likewise dawned from the East. He founded the oneness of
mankind in Persia. He established harmony and agreement among the various peoples of religious beliefs, denominations, sects and cults by freeing them from the fetters
of past imitations and superstitions; leading them to the
very foundation of the divine religions. From this foundation shines forth the radiance of spirituality which is unity,
the love of God, the knowledge of God, praiseworthy morals,
and the virtues of the human world. Baha'u'llah renewed
these principles, just as the coming of spring refreshes the
earth and confers new life upon all phenomenal beings ....
His Holiness Baha'u'llah came to renew the life of the
world with this new and divine springtime .... "

- ' Abdu'l-BaM.

I
11
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CONTRASTS
1.

THE WORLD

"Because man has stopped his ears unto the Voice of Truth and shut his eyes unto
the Sacred Light, neglecting the Law of God, for this reason hath the darkness of war
and tumult, unrest and misery, desolated the earth." ... Talks by 'Abdu'l-Bahd.
o hear the battle rolling 'midst the far peaks of the hills,
The roaring and the thunder from the clash of different wills!
o see the wounded falling, and the blood that stains the groundThe dear, red blood that's flowing, while the death-clouds gather 'round!
To block this path to glory, and to still this dreadful fame,
The world doth pray, imploring that true Love be set aflame That tyrants cease to flourish, and oppression to prevaiIThat this, the end of aeons, shall another earth unveil.

2.

"THE GLAD TIDINGS"

"With power and 1night will the proiJla1nation of the Kingdom/ of El Abhd found a
new civilization, transforming humanity; dead bodies will become alive .•. blind eyes
will see . . . the indifferent will be decorated with the fiowers of divine cvvilization."
. 'Abdu'l-Bahd.
o hear the Bab, the Herald that the Dawn of Truth appears,
With Light of Love and Righteousness, allaying all the :fears!
o see the banners flying, where the tents of princes gleamThe passes in the mountains, whence oncoming cohorts stream!
Baha'u'llah is calling, and the drum-heads roll and beat--The shaken earth is trembling 'neath the march of peaceful feet:
The pillared skies are fallen, and the clouds are blown away,
The while the martyrs' glory is the token of the Day.

3.

HIS SERVANTS

"They are not greedy after comfort, nor do they seek fii"ttin.1J pleasnres. They
are not longing for hononr, neither pnrsue the phantasmal inwginations of gloTY and
wealth. They are the devotees, the tried soldiers of Bahd'u'lldh ... " Bahri,'i Scriptnres.
His servants here shall suffer from the world they would retrieve,
Although their hands are gentle and their tongues shall not deceive·Opposing thoughts shall sweep them as the rain-drops from the sky,
Until they hear Him calling' as their death is drawing nigh;
Baha'u'llah is calling, but the seeds of peace are sown,
The seeds of human fellowship, whence bitter hate is flown;
His battle is with evil, and His weapons Truth and Love,
To fill the fields of Godliness with plowshares from above.

4.

HEREAFTER-THE REWARD

"Like ~tnto the candle they ar'e afiame with all the virtues of the world of hnmanit?J.
This is everlasting .qlory. This is eternal life. This is trne attainment. This is the
divine sublimity of the creation of God."-'Abdn'l-Bahd.
How could a world of darkness know and welcome them and Thee,
When Thou art Light, and night doth ever from the morning flee?
o see these birds of heaven rise in ever higher flight,
Until they're lost in distances far past the range of sightIn realms of God of Glory, of the King-dom that's Divine,
Where virtues are superna!. and Thy Spirit's Love is wine:
In death of all unworthy things they draw Thy Presence near,
Whose brows the angels marked with Light-whose names Thou caIIest dear.
WILLARD

P.

HATCH.
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TREASURES FROM THE LAND OF FARS
FLORENCE

~HE

past" wrote Baha 'ullah to
Uthe Persian Zoroastrians, "is
the mirror of the future. Look and
perceive!' ,
And it is in this spirit-not one
of mere curiosity-but of sincere
desire to understand something of
the past of an ancient and once
mighty land, whose history, literature and culture naturally possess
an absorbing interest for all Baha 'is, that one approaches the great
International Persian Art Exhibition now being held at Burlington
House, London.
To one able to perceive beneath
the surface of apparently chance
happenings, deeper issues, it would
appear of peculiar significance that
the world of Islam should have, in
this way, made so definite a rapprochement to the Christian, extending hands of mutual interest
and friendship, and pouring into
the lap of an astonished West of its
hitherto most jealously guarded,
sacred and dazzling treasures. And
that we should be privileged to see
them is, as Sir Arnold Wilson,
Chairman of the Committee has observed, "more astonishing than any
event in the history of the progress
of modern civilization to date."
Also, to a Baha'i, it is not without import that, during this year of
world-wide anxiety and depression,
attention should thus have been focussed upon the land of Baha'u 'llah; that by means of the radio
and newspapers, journals and books,
this long isolated and little known
country should be, as it were, flung
open to the understanding and ap-

E.

PINCHON

preciation of the Occident, and of
England in particular. That around
this nucleus and shrine of Persia's
past splendors have been gathered
offerings from Paris and Poland,
Russia and Egypt, Denmark and
Germany, Austria and America, and
indeed from most of the leading
countries of the world. And, by
such an act, bringing yet a little
nearer that happy Day when mankind will have come to realize their
essential oneness and interdependence, and seek shelter beneath the
Tent of Unity and the Canopy of
Glory. Reminding us, too, of that
other Treasure House, at whose
holy Threshold we have been commanded "to endeavor to present
every priceless and valuable thing."
Even to recall the way in which
these rare and wonderful objects
were collected, with its strange
mingling of most primitive, modern and ultra modern modes of
transport, stirs the imagination.
Across great tawny deserts they
were borne-costly bales of merchandise-on the backs of slowswaying camels, even as in the days
of Cyrus and Darius, or of the Magi
who journeyed from Saba, purposing their long pilgrimage to an overcrowded inn at Bethlehem. While
overhead, across other stretches of
wilderness, magic carpets and jewelled riches literally floated on the
throbbing wings of aeroplanes.
They were whirled by automobiles
into city depots; hidden among the
dates of a tramp steamer in Sindbad's port; till, from the perilous
seas once more the twentieth cen-
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tury received them into the grey
mists of a London dock.
"Tis but a step between the desert and the sown" sings a Persian
poet. Only a door in a wall may
separate arid wastes from a green
garden. So, on crossing the threshold of this Home of the Arts, one
passes from the gloom of an EngLish winter into another world; a
world of glowing color, vibrant with
the intangible atmosphere and romance of the East. Scarcely anyone so poor that he may not behold,
and in that way share, some of the
world's priceless possessions; none
unimaginative that they may not
wander awhile in a region of poetic
fantasy and become enlarged thereby.

,,0

IT WOULD neither be possible, nor
rtdvisable, to attempt to trace the
history of Persia's artistic developments, nor to describe in detail
this amazing and unique exposition,
the Press in many countries having,
110 doubt, afforded opporttll1ities to
grasp it in more or less detail. Sufficient perhaps to say that, for the
serious student here, beneath one
roof, is provided a complete survey
ranging from 3500 B. C. to the reign
of N asir-ed-din Shah of Babi days.
So, gentle Reader, all that one can
ask is, that you will walk for a brief
hour through this bazaar of beauty,
with a Baha'i visitor, and share
with her a few of the thoughts, and
perhaps a little of the emotion,
aroused by this intensive visit to a
land steeped in the great poetry and
mysticism of the past, and ;now so
closely linked with all we hold most
dear. This land that cradled the
arts, and heard the immortal songs
of Hafiz and Sa 'adi; that staged
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the marvelous and mythical feats
of Rustem-the Persian Hercules;
that worshipped with Zoroaster the
great spirits of Light and Darkness; the land that saw the vast ambitions and failure of the youthful
Alexander, who, thus early, tried to
unite the East and West into a
single empire, and to achieve, by
force of arms, that which was destined only to be accomplished, in
these latter days, by the power of
mutual understanding; the land
that knew the might and tyranny of
Mahmud" 'N eath the hoofs of whose Turkish squadrons
The glory of India lay,
While his elephants proudly trampled
The deserts of far Cathay."
But, above all, the land that offered so sombre and yet sensitive a
background for the heroic epic of
the Bab, and beneath whose turquoise skies has sprung to birth, in
God's hour of final consummation,
its last and greatest Spiritual Genius,-the peerless Manifestation
of the Glory of God to men.
Perhaps the first fact to impress
us in our brief survey is, that the
art we call Persian is, in a sense,
the most ubiquitous of arts. It has
never been a strictly national product, but rather an elusive influence
that has penetrated and permeated
the whole of the civilized world, offering a striking illustration of the
truth that to real art, as to great
music, there can be set no geographical boundaries.
For eight centuries Persia was a
subject country, and the Arabian
Caliphs, and also their Mongol and
Turkish rulers, recognizing the artistic sensibility of the peoples they
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had conquered, sent artists from
Fars to every part of the Saracen
domains, from India to Spain, from
the Caspian to Africa, thereby creating an art that became, in process
of time, truly international.
Is it not easy to perceive an analogy between this and that which is
taking place to-day in the realm of
religion ~ The new religious genius
of the Persian race, born and nurtured, with so much suffering,
among its receptive people, is now
being disseminated far and wide.
Like these flowing arabesques, exquisite flower-patterns, and lovely
colorings, the ideas, ideals and principles of the Baha'i Faith are gradually permeating the mental and
emotional life of all nations, and
weaving on the cosmic loom the
woof and warp of a divine civilization and art of living, in which
Truth and Goodness, Science and
Religion, blend to create that plan
and pattern whose realization is joy,
and whose perfection is beauty.
THROUGH a doorway of Yesterday
then, let us pass into the Archaemenian and Sassanian periods, of
the third to the seventh centuries.
Beneath these winged bulls and
mighty lions in wonderfully enamelled tiles, Cyrus may have stood to
receive deputations from his subject kingdoms. And a frieze depicting the scene would have been admired by Darius as he mounted the
great staircase of his new palace
at Persepolis. Xerxes probably ordered this presentation, in stone, of
a sacrificial lamb, offered at one of
his own royal banquets. While upon
"pavements" that is, glazed bricks,
like these, "in red and blue and
white and black" we are told in the

Bible that the people feasted, when
Esther reigned as queen at Sushan.
In that same palace where Daniel
saw those far visions of the Angel
Michael and the things that were to
be.
Although no work of art or
monument, save a ruined arch by
the Tigris, survived the conquering hosts of Islam, it is known
that art reached a high state of
development during this period;
while these particular rulers and
their deeds seem to have dominated
the memory and imagination of the
Persians all down the centuries. It
is, therefore, highly probable that
it was this brilliant dynasty Baha'u'llah made reference to in His
letter to the Shah:
"They have become such that
thou seest naught but their empty
places; their gaping roofs, their
uprooted beams, their new things
waxed old ... They have descended to the abyss and become companions to the pebbles; to-day no
mention is heard nor any sound;
nothing is known of them or any
hint .... Verily the decree of God
hath rendered them as scattered
dust."
Possibly no country in the world
has, by reason of its repeated ruthless invasions, devastations and
subjections, had more vividly impressed upon the national consciousness the transitoriness of all earthly things. Such a people would not
find it so hard to realize, as we do,
that, as the Sufis taught, and Baha 'u 'llah emphasized-" Verily this
mundane world is as a mirage of the
desert. "
Yet, through it all Persia has contrived to retain her sense of nationality, and in some subtle way to
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Group of rare Persian textiles, embroider'ies and weaves. Fr01n the collection of lYIirza
Ali [{uli [{han, Persian Art Center, Hollywood, Calif.

"lead captivity captive," by imposing on her conquerors her own cultures, while absorbing the best in
theirs, thereby on a truly grand
scale, "distilling sugar and honey

from the bitter poison of suffering."

W

Perhaps for most visitors the main interest of the ExCARPETS:
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hibition centres in the carpets; carpets, which sweeping from ceiling
to floor scintillate with superb
harmonies of blue and green, fawn
and crimson, deep rose, silver and
gold. Yet, amid their myriad complexities of pattern and decoration,
it is easy to discern their ritualistic
origin and the ancient symbolism
typified in the designs employed.
For here, on every side, we can
trace the countless illustrations
with which we are accustomed to
meet in Baha'i literature. Here the
cypresses-those "trees of immortality" spread wide their branches,
and the "doves of eternity" sing
upon the delicate twigs of the "divine lote tree," or their bleeding
hearts are transfixed by the "arrows of misfortune." Here, too,
the partridge and gazelle flee from
the pursuing hunter, and the
"nightingale of holiness" utters
his melody to the listening heart of
a rose.
The symbol, which has been described as "the clothing which the
spiritual borrows from the material
plane," is essentially a form of artistic expression. It suggests. And
this symbol of the Tree and its
branches is one of the oldest in human history. God, or the Manifestation of His creative power, was
from earliest religious history typified as the Tree of Life. The design
of a branched tree, on either side
of which stood two figures, is to be
found inscribed on many ancient
Indo-Iranian stones, on antique Assyrian and Babylonian gems, and
on sacred amulets. The long oval
shape of the amulet forming a centre pattern in many of the carpets.
Baha'u'llah frequently refers to
Himself as the "Parent Stem" and

"Root" of the New Revelation, and
also establishes 'Abdu'l-Baha's station and degree when giving Him
the title of the" Greatest Branch."
The latter, explaining- the symbol
of the Cross-which design can be
traced throughout all naturesays:
"There is nothing more beautiful
than this tree united with the cross.
Verily, this tree is a type of the
Tree of Life in conjunction with the
cross; in this, the mystery of sacrifice."
In this handsome crimson rug,
the maker has wrought, with the
fingers of infinite patience, many
hundreds of knots to the square
inch, and among them his own humble name. Now across the centuries
we greet his handiwork. Time and
skill and patience have combined to
transform the wool of a sheep into
this thing of joy, as it has the mulberry leaf into yonder gorgeous satin brocade. What a lesson for
those of us who are so apt to feel
discouraged when, of the spiritual
seed sown to-day, we fail to reap a
harvest to-morrow! Yet are we not
working for to-morrow rather than
today7 And may it not be that future generations will see of the labor of our hands and the travail of
our souls in the threads we are
weaving in this new and glorious
carpet of a divine civilization.
Here hang the silk carpets of J oshagen, with their circles of dark
green cypress trees upon a pale blue
background-like a picture caught
at early dawn. Indeed more like
pictures they seem, than rugs upon
which to tread; or symphonic poems
in rich bass chords, with overtones
of silvery arabesques. And in the
centre of them all shimmers a huge
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fantasy of a consumma te a I' t i s t,
and a wonder of
the world!
Surely no one,
and certainly not a
Baha'i, could stand
unmoved b e for e
this wondrous emblem of Persian
Islam! For to us
it appears not only
as a gesture of
friendship from its
new 1 y awakened
people and tolerant, broad-minded
Shah, but as a verjtable s i g nand
token that age-long
prejudices are, at
last boing broken
d 0 w n, and the
longed-for cycle of
religious unity and
MiniatuTe painting Indo-Per'sian School 16th-17th Centur'y,'
reconciliation alFrom the collection of MiTza Ali Kuli Khan, Per'sian Ar·t
ready at hand.
Center, Hollywood, Calif.
"Verily He hath
patch of gold. It is a twelve-sided shone forth from the direction
silk carpet-one for each of the of the Orient, and His Signs have
Imams-brought from the tomb of appeared in the Occident! ,,'K'
We do not know the names of the
a Safavean king, in a golden-domed
mosque which stands in the heart Imams here memorialized; it is
of a little blue city on the road to enough that we know the greatest
Tihran. Here it was Mullah Abdul of them all, He who is the new
Karim lived-that most trusted Manifestation of that most ancient
servant of the Bab. Box shrubs Glory.
"0 last of the Prophets,
screen this unique and sacred carI know thy nearness to Allah.
pet, whose centre is an ivory oval Thou hast come late-because thou hast
come
surrounded by broad glowing bands
From a great distance."
of orange and crimson and again
The representations in mosaics of
ivory, splashed with blue palmettes the mihrab or praying corner to be
and red stems, and cypresses in found in every mosque, and the
green and yellow, the whole bound- small crimson mats in which the deed by a patterned combination of sign is repeated, remind us of the
all the colors used. The exquisite fact that, in the Moslem religion,
*Lawh-el-Akdas, Baha'u'llah,
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the value and necessity of prayer is
enjoined, as it is to-day in a far
greater measure in the Baha,'i. And,
as we are told, "in the estimation
of a wise man, a mat in the Kingdom of God is preferable to the
throne of the government of the
world."
Turning away from this section
we remember the admonition to
"rest on the carpet of 'All is from
God: there is no power or might
but through God alone'." A firm
truth upon which to stay our weary
feet during these days of acute personal and national distress-in this
great and terrible Day of the Lord,
wherein the "mountains shall be
made like unto carpets."

W
~"",~

POTTERY: Then we find ourselves
standing, like Omar Khayyam,
"one evemng at the close of
Ramazan . . . in that old Potter's
shop, with the clay population
round in rows."
But, no! the hand of the Potter
did not shake when these beautiful
works of art were made. Indeed,
it seems difficult to realize that these
lustrous dishes and platters, these
jars and bowls painted in green and
blue and gold were really formed
from mother earth, and formed too
so many hundreds of years ago.
Some of them were, no doubt, destined to adorn the banquet tables of
kings, but others, less ornate, but
none the less pleasing, were made
to serve the common usages of life,
-to hold the freshly-made mast, or
water from the spring.
With what new force there comes
to us many a Baha, 'i analogy:
"From the clay of Love I have
kneaded thee: why seekest thou an-

Polychr-ome 11wsaic tile, 16th CentuT'Y.
Fr-om the collection of R. Y. Mottahedeh, Ne~v York.
Below. Polychrome plate, 13th Century. Metropolitan Museum of Ar-t,
New Y01'k.

other? ... By the hand of Power I
have made thee and by the fingers
of Strength have I created thee. Do
ye know why we have created ye
from one clay? That no one should
glorify himself over the other. Be
ye ever mindful of how you were
created. "
In the Qur'an is written: "Thou
shalt see no difference in the creatUres of God. ' , From the ideal
standpoint there is no variation between the creatures of God, because
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they are all created by Him. Yet, we
know, that so individual is the work
of the Supreme Potter that no two
human beings were ever exactly
alike; no, not even two grains of
wheat.
The artist soul in the Persian
craftsman loves to retain this flexible individualistic touch. He takes
a joy in allowing some subtle difference to appear in every object
made, however humble; feeling instinctively, as one of their own critics has said, that it is rather by his
"works" than by his "work" he
should be known.
Yet is the informing Spirit ever
one and the same. And the great
Teachers have always striven to
arouse in men that keen sense of
their spiritual identity in variety.
"Be," said Abdul-Baha, "as one
soul in many bodies." And as a
Persian Mystic has expressed the
idea.
, 'Beaker and flagon and bowl and
JarOf earth or crystal, coarse or
fine,
However the Potter may make or
mar,
Still may serve to contain the
Wine;
Should we this one seek, or that
one shun,
When the Wine which lends
them their worth, is one."
In the East, art has never been
divorced from the ordinary purposes of daily living, but designed
to serve the ends both of usefulness
and beauty. A lesson that we of the
West might well take to heart. And
it is not difficult to believe that if
here, in our more recent and mech-·
anized civilization, once the dread of
poverty and destitution could be

Royc,Z Mosque of Masjed Shah at
Isfahan, 16th Centu1"Y·

eradicated, which-were the Baha'i principles practically applied
should be quite possible-a love of
Beauty would soon become a quickening force among all men, instead
of being, as now, more or less the
culture of minorities.

W
THE
MOSQ,UE
OF I s FAH AN:
Through a small reproduction, decorated with mosaic faience, of the
entrance to the Royal Mosque at
Isfahan, we reverently enter. Shall
we remove our shoes? Or is it only
a reflection in the pool of water
that stands before it ~ We pass beneath its glittering facets, thinking
of the youthful Bab 'Who, during
the year He spent in this ancient
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capital of the Safavi kings, must
often have crossed the broad sunlit
expanse of the Meidan-i-Shah and
entered' here to worship.
Here,
where the angry Ulemas refused to
meet Him in conclave, fearful of
their own confounding.
In imagination we see, in the spacious courtyard, lined with shrubs
and flower beds, a number of blackrobed figures, bowing towards the
Kibla, with foreheads to the ground.
Or upon the wide-spread carpet benea th the dome they stand, making
response to the voice of the Mullah.
The name of Allah in deep sonorous
chords fills the air. Rich colors of
turquoise blue and green and crimson streams over the assembled
worshippers.
But now, clear
through the silence that has fallen,
one hears the warning voice of
God's new Messenger to men.
"Rend asunder the veils. Beware
lest celebration preventeth you
from the Celebrated, and worship
from the Worshipped!"
Or its
echo comes to us in the words of
'Abdu'l-Bah:i :
"0, army of Life! East and West
have joined to worship stars of faded splendor, and have turned in
prayer unto darkened horizons ...
In this holy dispensation, the crowning glory of bygone ages and cycles, faith is no mere acknowledgment of the unity of God, but rather the living of a life that manifests the virtues and perfections
implied in such belief."
Over our heads hang a pair of
lacquered doors enriched with gold,
believed to have come from the
"Hall of Forty Columns," the beautiful open audience chamber of
Shah Abbas, and little garden palace, wherein Minuchihr Khan so

-The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Qur'an stand, signed Hasan son of
Soleirncm of Isfahan.

successfully concealed the B:ib from
His enemies.

~
Now let us pause for
a few minutes before the blazing
jeweled appurtenances of the Persian Crown. The cases are aglitter with objets d'art which bear
eloquent witness to the lavish extravagance of the country's rulers,
especially of the Safavean kings,
when Persia knew unusual prosperJEWELS:
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ity and the Court touched a height
of unprecedented splendor. The
walls above are draped with rugs
woven of silk and gold fit for royal
gifts. And we remember that Baha'u'llah, brought up in the precincts of the Court, must often have
seen such sights as these-quite possibly these very objects-bowls and
vases of gold inlaid with exquisite
enamels, gem encrusted rosewater
ewers, huge emeralds, glistening
pearls, diamonds and pink tourmalines, richly embroidered garments
and priceless ornaments-and in after years drawn numerous analogies therefrom.
"0 children of the Spirit! Ye are
My treasures, for in ye I have treasured the pearls of My mysteries,
and the gems of My knowledge."
"Look at the Pearl! Verily its
lustre is in itself, but if thou coverest it with silk it assuredly veileth
the beauty and qualities thereof.
Such is man-his nobility is in his
virtues not in that which covereth
him."
Just such a finely wrought damascend sword as this might the
great Teacher have had in mind
when He wrote:
"0 my Servant! Thou art like
unto a well-tempered sword that
lieth concealed in the darkness of
its sheath and the value thereof is
unknown to the expert eye .... "
And as all fair things may thus
serve to remind us of diviner, this
gold necklet sparkling with old diamonds, rubies and pearls will flash
to us its spiritual message-' 'Your
ornament is the love of God."
Again we catch the same note in
Baha'u'llah's stirring appeal to the
Pope:
"Sell that which thou hadst of
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decked ornaments and expend it in
a sovereignty to the King . . . .
Should anyone come unto thee with
the treasures of the earth, turn not
thy sight towards them; but be as
thy Lord hath been."
Or in His passionate appeal to
Nasir-ud-din Shah:" . . . . Where
are their hidden treasures and their
apparent gauds, their bejeweled
thrones and their ample couches ~
. . . . Emptied is what they treasured up, dissipated is what they
collected, and dispersed is what they
concealed . . . . "
And then there comes to us those
words of gracious promise and profound yearning:
"To gather jewels have I come
to this world. If one speck of a
jewel lie hid in a stone, and that
stone is beyond the seven seas, until I have found and secured that
jewel my hand shall not stay from
its search."
THE ART OF THE BOOK: To
those for whom the literature of
Persia-its poetry, philosophy, legends and religions-possess the
dominating interest, a world of wonder and delight lies open among the
Manuscripts and Miniature Paintmgs.
Sometimes we have questioned
why it was that this new Message
of God should have been clothed in
the tongue and revealed through the
characters of such ancient languages as Arabic and Persian, languages so hard for us to learn and
so far removed from the usages of
the Western, and particularly the
Anglo-Saxon world. Bnt beholding
these masterpieces of calligraphy
one ceases to wonder. The very
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forms of the letters, their graceful
curves and flowing outlines inscribed in crimson and black, blue
and gold, convey a vivid impression
of combined beauty and dignity.
Suras from the Qur-an appear on
thick golden-leaved parchment, intertwined with arabesques and
richly colored mosaics. And one
realizes that here is a language and
a penmanship more worthy than
any other could be to bear the traces
of the Supreme Pen-" from the
treasury of which the gems of wisdom and utterance, and the arts of
the whole world have appeared and
become manifest."
And with what keen freshness of
understanding we remember our
Lord's injunction:
"Write that which we have revealed unto thee with the ink of
Light upon the tablet of the spirit
. . .. and if thou canst not do this,
then write with that crimson ink
tha t ha th been shed in my path ... "
It is with a sense of profound deprivation that one admiringly contemplates, but cannot read, these
brilliant quatrains from some of the
world's supreme Poets, from the
Diwan of Hafiz, the mystical J ami
and Jalal-ud-din Rumi-author of
those famous lines quoted by Persian Baha'is:
"It needs an eye which is king discernmg
To recognize the King under every
disguise. ' ,
Here too are beautiful specimens
of lacquered calamdans, or long
pencases,-looking as though they
might have come out of an old Italian studio,-used by a Persian
scribe, and in which he carried the
Indian ink, reeds, scissors, etc., so
essential to his art. And one calls

to mind the remarkable calligraphy
displayed by both the Bab and Baha 'u 'llah, and which, to the Oriental mind constituted so sure a sign
of inspiration. It was at Kum that
Mullah Abdul Karim received in
trust the pencase and seals bequeathed by the Bab to His Successor; when, at the urgent request of
those present was revealed a pentacle in the form of a man, penned
by the Bab with such fineness and
delicacy that it appeared like a
single wash of ink on the paper, and
containing 360 derivatives from the
root word Baha. After examining
some of these extraordinary pen
drawings, one can better appreciate
this form of art. But probably only
a Persian, and a calligraphist, could
fully understand the skill and spiritual significance of such a creation.
For any real appreciation of the
beauty of Persian paintings one
finds it necessary to make practical
application of the Baha'i principle
of discarding prejudices and preconceived ideas, and trying, by
means of a sympathetic imagination, to enter into a different realm
of thought and perception. A most
fascinating and profitable exercise!
To our Western minds, accustomed for centuries to a form of art
so much more localized and representative, with its decided anthropomorphic tendencies, these paintings seem to possess a curiously impersonal atmosphere. We begin to
realize that the outlook of an Oriental artist is far more universal and
abstract than ours-of the mind
rather than of matter. It is essentially decorative in character. No
attempt is made to render light and
shade. Everything glows in brilliant hues, distinct and hard like a
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Persia.n mirror cases, lacq'lwred pen cases and book covers painted and lacq'uered by
fctmous artists of the Gm~rt of Shah Abbas a-nd la-tM' such as Ati GhoH, Agha Zaman.
(Fro'in the collection o.f Mi1"Za Ali K~di Khan, Persian Art Genter, Holly~l)ood, Ca.[ij.).

jewel. Yet are these miniatures
fragile marvels of minute detail.
Strange that a country of SUd1 empty spaciousl1ess and magnitudes
should produce an art so microscopic! As though the mind thereby
sought for and found a necessary
reaction and relief.

It is also interesting to note that
Persia paid less hono1' to her painters than to her poets. This is in
part due, 110 doubt, to the fact that
the priests of Islam inferred, from
a restriction given in the Qur 'all reg"arding images in the mosques, that
Muhammad prohibited painting and
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sculpture. Which only goes to show
that religious zealots in all ages are
especially prone to "magnify His
strictness with a zeal He would not
own." At any rate, the Moslem has
always lacked the inspiration afforded by religion to the Christian,
Hindu or Chinese. Painting too was
essentially an affair of Courts for
the materials used cost money and
so could not be executed without the
patronage of the wealthy. The
painter, therefore, was less happily
situated than the poet, who could
paint his word-pictures, and weave
his "metrical chaplet of coral and
pearls and gold" more independently.
To a Baha'i student, in this connection, two figures make an outstanding appea1. One is the Prophet-Artist Mani, who, about three
hundred years after Christ, sought
to reconcile his own Zoroastrianism with the new teachings from
Galilee. It was Zoroaster who
founded the Messianic idea, and
prophesied the ultimate coming of
Shah Bahram to establish a reign
of righteousness and peace, weaving
for his followers the three-fold cord
of good thoughts, good words, good
deeds. With clear inward vision
Mani perceived that these two great
Teachers were in the realms of
Spirit one. To this fusion of religions he tried to unite art, holding
that painting was a sacred rite and
duty. He had an immense following; St. Augustine being, at one
time, among his adherents. Like
many another pioneer idealist he
perished for his beliefs. But the
influence he exerted on his country's
art still lives.
And here, among many small but

lovely paintings illustrating Persia's poetic legends, hangs a picture
by Bihzad illustrating the story of
Laila and Majnun, to whose power
of yearning love Baha'u'llah refers
in the "Seven Valleys." Bihzad is
the second figure to claim our interest, for he was Persia's supreme artist. Born at a time when Sufi Mysticism had permeated the very marrow of the nation's life, he has introduced into his work this element
of spiritual love. As a painter he
caught the same vision that inspired
the poets Jami and Jalal-ud-din
Rumi and many others of that particular period; and under the spell
of this ideal of the realization of
the divine, he created his country's
masterpieces.
Before such beauty one can only
stand in quiet contemplation; not
seeking to define it, but rather letting' it define us, lending the time
necessary for its radiant colors and
inner meanings to awake within us
a responsive echo of joy. So that
we may not merely look, but perceive; not only admire but understand.
"THE PAST is a mirror of the fuhue." Great as have been the
achievements of Persia in bygone
ages. widespread as her influence
has been on the art and literature
of the world, it is by a far more
wonderful contribution that she is
destined to shine for future generations; and by exemplifying in her
national life the principles laid
down by Baha'u'llah, to create a
new and brilliant social order such
as no country in the world has ever
yet known.
"Glory be upon -the people of the Glory!"
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OUR BROTHER
(Il'umbly dedicated ta Shaghi Effendi)

So wise he is, and noble, and so true,
So radiant of soul, and like a king;
So fair and tall, he is as if he grew
By Living Fountains in the heart of Spring ...
I have not seen him save in mystic flight,
I have not touched his hand except in prayer.
I know him still as God's appointed Knight
Of Truth and Beauty in a world of care.
I, being weak, am mute before his face,
And yet all flame and wonder to behold him;
Since Life withholds from me this gift of grace
I dare in reverence alone to fold him.
And still forswear the need of human other,
So strong, so true, so tender is our Brother!
-J anet B altan.

(As this issue of the magazine goes to
press, news comes of the sudden death of
this gifted poet.)
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One of the Bahd'i principles "s1Lggests a plan when by all the individual
members may enjoy the 1ttmost comfort and welfare. The degrees of society must
be pr'eser'ved. The farmer wiU contimw to till the soil, the artist pursue his
a'rt, the banker to finance the nations. An army has need of its gene'ral, captain,
and private soldiers. The degrees varying with the pur'suits are essential. But
in this Bahd'i plan thm'e is no class hatred. Each is to be protected cmd each
individual member of the body politic is to Uve in the gr'eatest comfQ?'t and
happiness. Work is to be provided for' all and ther'e will be no needy ones seen
in the streets."-' Abdu'l-Bahd.

Doms THE STATE owe the 111dividual a living~ Certainly not,
says America. That is a matter of individual effort. Those who
are willing to work, and who are industrious, can earn a living commensurate with their ability. Those
who are feeble of intellect, or incapacitated for labor, are supported
by the State, but no others.
Yet already, in great -sections of
the world, a new philosophy is
being applied with revolutionary effect-namely, that the
State must guarantee a livelihood
to every individual born into it.
The apparent cause of this great
economic innovation is the universally prevalent unemployment situation. Those who will not work
may languish, we have said. But
what of those who will work, yet
through no fault of their own cannot find work~
For the first time in the history of
the world, governments consciously
are facing this dilemma and striving to find an answer to it. "Let
them starve!" is plainly not the
answer. "Feed them!" is the universal slogan. But how~
The world, taken unawares, is today desperately trying to work out

some plan whereby life, as well as
liberty, shall be guaranteed to every
individual. For liberty is not of
much use to dying men; and democracy must offer its citizens richer
values than the mere liberty of
starving when work fails.
THlll STATE does not exist as an
abstraction. The modern State is
conceived of as a cooperative enterprise, safeguarding to each individual composing' the group the opportunity for the pursuit of life,
happiness and prosperity.
The
State is for the benefit of the individual, not the individual for the
benefit of the State. The duty
which the individual owes to the
State is simply to contribute to the
power and capacity of the State to
aid the individual.
The power of circumstance rather
than the appeal of theory has forced
the leading nations of today to such
a philosophy of the State. As a
Labor member of the British Parliament recently told the writer,
Great Britian has definitely adopted the point of view that the State
must guarantee a livelihood to
every individual, and this policy
dominates its action in the face of
unemployment. All of Europe is
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acting along much the same lines.
In America the civic organizations
and city governments have largely
been meeting the crisis of unemployment; but should that crisis
continue longer, the city treasuries
being now nearly exhausted from
this strain the nation as a whole
will have to face the definite problem which Europe is meeting 111 a
practical way.
A GENERATION and a half ago
Baha'u'llah, sending forth His Message of a World Revelation and a
New World Order based upon the
divine pattern, made the declaration that the right to live is sacred
to every individual; and that it
would be the duty of the Baha'i
State of the future to safeguard
that right, the community standing
at all times back of the individual
and guaranteeing him a livelihood.
Since that Creative Word went
forth, the Spirit has been stirring
the heart and conscience of man,
stimulating world thought to the
point where today it has arrived at
virtual acceptance of this great
economic truth.
The new State, by whatever name
we may label it, will certainly be cooperative rather than individualistic. It will plan for the individual
members of the group much in the
same way as the family has always
planned for the career of its members and safeguarded their welfare.
In the Orient the patriarchal
family, expanding to a very large
unit, has guaranteed to all of its
members cooperative aid in case of
destitution or misfortune, the
family group standing solidly behind each member. Today the idea
of the family is everywhere merging into the larger idea of the State;

and those dynamic qualities inherent in the family as a vital unit
governing human conduct and human welfare will reappear in the
larger unit, the State.
IT IS evident, however, that a
change must come over the individual as well as over the State in
order that this cooperative arrangement should be made successful. If
the State owes the supreme duty of
life and welfare to the individual,
so the individual owes supremely to
the State the duty of contributing
according to his ability and prosperity to the power of the State to
accomplish its necessary ends and
purposes.
Doubtless as the State is seen by
the individual to be more and more
an agent for his prosperity and
happiness, he as an individual will
develop an increasing loyalty and
devotion to the State. To contribute in taxation from the surplus
means at his disposal will become
an accepted responsibility, and to
men of large heart and conscience
even an enjoyed privilege; since
such contribution to the State ,¥ill
plainly be seen as a means of benefaction to all everywhere who are
in need or misfortune and as a
means of guidance and development
to those who have abilities to express.
The haphazard application of
philanthropy under our present individualistic system, where man
gives of his superfluity only as he
feels moved to do so, will yield to a
more orderly, beneficent and intelligent plan conducted by the State
and reaching a fruition such as
private philanthropy could never
attain.

EDITORIAL
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ALL OF THIS implies a growth in livelihood for all of its members.
the spiritual nature of man. In One writer queries which was the
fact, the whole economic and 1Joli- higher civilization, that of the contical structure of humanity is al- queror or of the conquered.
ways expressive of that spiritual
Many factors go to make up civistate of development which human- lization, but in epochs of a transiity has at the time reached.
tional nature certain factors assume
Private philanthropy in the twen- a tremendous importance and certieth century expresses magnificent- tain needs must be satisfied if civily the spiritual conscience planted lization is to survive. Today these
in the human race through the factors which must be satisfied are
teachings of Ohrist. But this spirit the economic and spiritual. The
of good will and beneficence must be Roman empire fell mainly because
broadened and transferred from its economic structure was rotten.
the individual to the state; so also It had become a supreme expression
must the spirit of individual respon- of gross selfishness.
sibility and service to the State beHumanity today faces the necescome correspondingly broadened
sity of working out a foundation for
and deepened.
its
economic life which shall assure
The Baha'i Movement works
stability,
not only to the economic
simultaneously along both lines of
but
also
to
the political structure.
action. While it holds out to humanity the perfect pattern for the The pattern given us by Baha'u'lHi,h
future State, it also stimulates and is perfect for such a purpose. And
inspires humanity to that degree of Destiny, which works as a. hidden
spiritual development essential to force stimulating and urging huthe carrying out of such a program. manity onward in its evolution, is
It has been said of the Inca civi- forcing the world to the recognition
lization at the time of its conquest of new economic truths, preparing:
by Pizarro, that it had achieved it for the adoption of the Baha'i
through organization a certainty of State as revealed by Baha'u'llah.

"N o thing short of the all-encompass'ing, all-pervading power of
His ['Abd~l'7-Baha's] gHidance and love can enable this newly-enfolded
order to gather strength and flmwish amid the storm and stress of a
t~lrbulent age, and in the f~llness of tin/,e vindicate its high claim to be
U;11,iversally recognized as the one Haven of abiding felicity and peace."
-Shoghi Effendi.
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CAPITAL AND LABOR
OHE question of socialization is very important. It
will not be solved by strikes for wages. All the governments of the world must be united and organize an
Assembly, the members of which should be elected from the
parliaments and the nobles of the nations. These must plan
with the utmost wisdom and power so that neither the capitalists suffer from enormous losses, nor the laborers become
needy. In the utmost moderation they should make the law,
then announce to the public that the rights of the working
people are to be strongly preserved. Also the rights of the
capitalists are to be protected. When such a general plan
is adopted by the will of both sides, should a strike occur,
all the governments of the world collectively should resist
it. Otherwise, the work will lead to much destruction, especially in Europe. Terrible things will take place. One
of the several causes of a universal European war will be
this question. For instance, the owners of properties,
mines and factories should share their incomes with their
employees, and give a certain fair percentage of their products to their workingmen in order that the employees may
receive, besides their wages, some of the general income of
the factory, so that the employee may strive with his soul
in the work.

lit

No more trusts will remain ill the future. The question
of the trusts will be wiped away entirely. Also, every factory that has ten thousand shares will give two thousand
shares of these ten thousand to its employees, and will write
them in their names so that they may have them, and the
rest will belong to the capitalists. Then at the end of the
month, or year, whatever they may earn, after the expenses
and wages are paid, according to the number of shares,
should be divided among both. In reality, so far, great injustice has befallen the common people. Laws must be
made, because it is impossible for the laborers to be satisfied with the present system.
- ' Abcl~~'l-Baha.
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A NEW ECONOMIC CONSCIENCE
HARLAN

F. Ona

"Moderntion is desimble in c've'ry a,ffair a,nd

~vhen

it is exceeded -it leads to detri-

11 I·en t."-B aha' u' llah.

"In fm'mer ages it has been said, 'To love one's native lc~nd is F'aith.' But the
Tonmw of Grandeur' hath snid in the Day of (this) Manifestation: GloTY is not his
who loves his native land, but glory is his who loves his 1cincl."-Baha'~~'llah.

~
tl~

GREAT episode is unfoldi,n g
before the eyes of the peopJe
of the world. It is the drama of
"humanity on the move." Happy
is that one who, from the vantnge
point of detacllment and spiritual
vision, can observe this stirring
spectacle.
In an address, befoTe the Free
Religious
Association,
Boston,
Mass., Abdu'l-Baha said"Creation is the expression of
motion. Motion is life. A moving
object is a living object, whcreaR
that which is motionless is as cll~ad.
All created forms are progressive
in their planes or kingdoms of existence under the stimulus of the
power or spirit of life. The universal energy is dynamic. N othing is stationary in the material
world of outer phenomena, or in the
inner world of intellect and consciousness. "
At present most of the nations
and peoples of the world are affected by a depression in the field
of commerce. Economic disturbances are not a new phenomenon,
but observers have pointed out that
this distuI'bance which is seriously
affecting the health and equilibrium
of the entire world, possesses certain characteristics never previously developed to the degree now apparont.

For instance, this difficulty reveals extraordinary contrasts, of
famine and plenty, of vvealth and
poverty, of industrial activity and
industrial stagnation. Under the
stimulus of new knowledge, the
earth, the air and the seas have
poured forth their treasuTes to an
unprecedented degree. The controlled power of electricity, steam
and gasoline, have developed industry and agriculture to a point
never before known.
Intensive cultivation of crops
has developed a surplus of wheat,
cotton, coffee, sugar, rubber and
other commodities. The producers
find themselves in financial difficulties because of low prices, and millions of potential consumers are
unable to buy either the food products or the materials they need for
clothil1g or shelter, or manufacture.
Some nations possess an excess
of gold and others have too small
a proportion to be able to develop
prosperity through interchange of
products.
It is apparent therefore that the
great difficulty, (in the world) is
caused by the laek of a proper circulation, alJ inadequate distribution
of wealth.
One economist with jnternational
experienco has stated that the great
difficulty was that business had be-
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come international, but that the various governments of the world, operating from a limited national
viewpoint, not realizing this international requirement were interposing various artificial barriers and
hindrances to the streams of commerce, thereby producing these
periodic disturbances.
There is no doubt that this situation exists and that it has a definite
influence and effect. It is apparent
to the thoughtful that the real
causes lie deeper than this, and the
people of the world need the realization of certain fundamental facts
if permanent prosperity is to be
established.
A great power is undoubtedly
stirring the world, but in the main
this power is being directed into
limited channels. It is not being
made available to all the peoples of
the world, largely because antiquated ideas are in control of the
minds and hearts of men.
These periodic collapses are apparently necessary to compel a rea I i z at ion of world-interdependence. Since however, outer action
springs from inner thoughts, it is
most important that universal
thoughts, big enough to surround
the world order, shall penetrate the
minds of the leaders in all the nations.
Baha'u'llah stated many years
ago that the only thing that would
prevent these violent commotions
and agitations would be that the
peoples of the world should become
united in affairs or in one religion.
This unity cannot come into existence except through the establishment of an international body or
group possessing the new spiritual
vision, in whom the world will have

confidence. When such a body is
firmly established, it will be in a
position to gather all facts regarding world conditions, and to give
wise and true guidance to all the
peoples. Until such a group is operating then each nation or industrial or agricultural unit working
from its own knowledge and l:Jlans,
must inevitably come into collision
with conditions of which it has inadequate knowledge, and 0 v er
which it has but slight control.
One of the most interesting
phases of the phenomena of modern
life is the very rapid development
of conscious control of affairs. At
present the areas of control are too
limited, but the fact is there. It is
apparent that God purposes, for
this great age, that all things shall
bow down before the power of
spiritual man. He is not to be a
derelict driven here and there on
the seas of life, or by natural
forces, but is intended to develop an
intelligent and ordered civilization,
with all affairs subordinated to a
spiritual purpose and a divine control.
The outer phenomena, the vehicle
of the new world order, is being prepared. The guiding power will 111
time become evident to all.
The description of the Tower of
Babel is a description of our times,
for each builder while longing to
build a great edifice, speaks his own
language, and works in his own way.
The result is confusion, uncertainty
and loss.
The Plan of Baha 'u 'llah is simple
and direct. It is a swift healing
antidote. It recognizes the fact that
ideas control action, and that no result will come until fundamental
ideas are changed.

A NEW ECONOMIC CONSCIENCE

Mankind must wake up and become aware of the facts of life and
of the world. It must forget past
ideas-freeing itself wholly from
prejudice-realizing that the world
is one home, that all men are
brothers, and are co-sharers in the
privileges and responsibilities of
lif e on this planet.
Since all are the children of God,
and the recipients of His mercy, it
is clear that all must work together
in the building up of the new civilization.
Is there any justice or wisdom
in the competitive program now in
existence, that condemns large industrial and agricultural groups in
various parts of the world, to low
standards of life, and the hardships
of economic slavery~ It is certain
that the development of world
markets was not for this purpose,
but rather that, through the interchange of products of skill, there
should be mutual benefits and not
loss.
The Plan of Baha 'u 'llah has both
a vision and practicality, greatly
needed at this time. While looking
upon the world as a whole, and
considering all the titanic forces
that ebb and flow, it starts with the
individual in the small community,
and considers his rights and privileges. The whole is made up of all
the parts. The rights of the smallest child in the smallest community
must be preserved, because he is a
part of the whole.
What a contrast this suggests to
our present day industrial and community methods.
Can we imagine in this new world
order a situation such as exists today in many industrial communities
throughout the world, where tre-
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mendous wealth flows ou t to the
world, but the workers live year after year with precarious employment, and uncertain future.
I recently visited a County Home
in a mining area, where the majority of inmates were former miners.
Their long hours below the ground,
far removed from the life-giving
rays of the slln, had had their effect and had afflicted them with
physical difficulties incident to their
employment. Though this work is
always dangerous because of the
possibilities of explosions from dust
or gases, the compensation received
does not take into consideration
these hazards. At the end, physically weakened, they live a drab uneventful life in the home provided
by the county, grateful for its shelter, and its food.
How attractive, how merciful is
the provision of Baha 'u 'llah in reference to the establishment of a
standard of living, below which none
in the community shall be permitted
to fall. Before the wealth of the
village is sent to other parts of the
world, the needs of the village and
of the individual must be considered
and adequate provision made.
History shows that for thousands
of years religious, racial and commercial wars have destroyed the
peace and prosperity of the world.
The remote village as well as the
leading cities have been affected by
these periodic uncertainties.
An
aggressive, selfish program, of
some nation or group would suddenly turn apparent prosperity into calamity and loss.
No standard of living could be
successfully maintained under these
conditions, and history records the
great extremes that were reached.
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The Most Great Peace, as one of
the evidences of True Internationalism can alone provide the inner
stability necessary for the establishment of proper standards of
life.
Is it not an interesting' fact (one
that is often overlooked), that the
only guarantee of freedom to the
village, is a world government,
which shall protect all, from the
piratical attacks that have up to
this time afflicted humanity.
The Spiritual Civilization is in
reality the protector of Material
Civilization.
The gradual development of the
plans of the new world order will be
thrilling. How happy will the world
be when the action of its chosen and

wise leaders, considering the welfare of all, establish those plans
that will bring both peace and
plenty to all mankind.
This will
come and the joy of the world will
reach to the supreme spheres.
"But if material civilization shall
become organized in conjunction
with divine civilization, if the man
of moral integrity and intellectual
acumen, shall unite for human betterment and uplift with the man of
spiritual capacity, the happiness
and progress of the human race
will be assured. All the nations of
the world will then be closely related and companionable, the religions will merge into one, for the
divine reality within them all is one
reality. ,,*

*Teachings of 'Abdu'I-Baha.

AWAKE AND SING
MAYE HARVEY GIFT

nODAY I am enamored of
the beauty of the world of
creation. In my heart paeans of
thanksgiving and praise are welling up and pouring forth in endless stream.
All my life have I
gazed upon these landscapes, but
today they really live for me.
There is a fresh vividness of color,
a new delicacy of fragrance, an
exquisite grace of form that mine
eyes have not glimpsed before.
The song of. the lark falls on my
rapturous ear, the rose is radiant
with dew, the sunset flaunts its
banners gloriously o'er the sky and
the stars scintillate like precious
gems.

U

These are but the externals, the
beautiful symbols of a new world
of significances. The great reality
is but beginning to dawn upon me.
In some way quite unexplainable in
mere words, I have emerged from
the dark restriction of the chrysalis
and am winging my eager wa.y
through infinite spaces. Shall we
call it a. new birth-an extension of
consciousness-I care not.
It is
the wonder of the experience itself
that holds me enthralled.
A small leather-bound book,
, 'Hidden Words," opened to me
this new world of joy and illumination. It was with this very simple
yet profound sentence: "In the

AWAKE AND SING

garden of thy heart plant naught
but the rose of love." I had read
these words of Baha'u'IHih before
and had seen in them a certain
truth and beauty of imagery. But
today-I must pause a bit at the
all-powerful sensation and live it
over! But today-no one can take
another into such a soul-revealing
experience! Today, it was as if
those words had become living,
vibrating spirit; as if through their
power a veil had been torn apart
and I had caught a glimpse of the
wondrous world of reality. It is a
new world, this garden of the heart,
and I look upon its beauties with a
new eye, hearken unto its melodies
with a new ear and speak its truths
with a new voice. That many will
not understand does not make it
any the less real to me.
But I
have a great longing to share it
with others, for it brings the life
and contentment and infinite joy
that only the Master of Life can
impart.
While darkness still covers a
slumbrous world I waken to explore
this new realm of mine. I see the
stars scintillating and brilliantcountless g',lowing worlds stretching
away into a vast eternity of space.
But now they are more than stars,
more even than worlds; they are
living torches of light to guide the
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souls of men throughout the
gloomy night till morning breaks.
Then I hearken unto a first faint
stir, a movement, a growing restlessness around me, as if it were
the groping search of the soul of
humanity, "O! that I knew where
I might find Him!" Then with a
note of hope a melody rises, it
swells, it breaks forth into a hallelujah chorus as the dawn comes on
apace. The myriad birds are greeting the new day!
The morn is coming! Heralded
by the beauteous morning star and
by this burst of song, the red-orbed
sun moves toward the horizon as
does a monarch toward his throne.
Again I see beyond the physical
symbol.
I see the 8~ln of l'rnth,
the Mighty Illuminator of the
realm of hearts and minds, dawnmg.
Rejoice! Rejoice! The gloom of
doubt and ignorance has vanished!
Rejoice! Rejoice! The darkness
of man's selfishness is past!
Rejoice! Rejoice! The night of
fruitless, baffling strife is over!
Rejoice! Rejoice! For struggle is
transmuted into praise!
Baha'u'llah, the Light of God, has
risen!
A Day of Peace and Brotherhood
is dawning!
Awake, 0 Earth! Awake and sing!

"Springtime is springtime no matter' when or how often it comes. The Divine
Prophets are as the coming of spring, each renewing and quickening the teachings
of the P1'ophet who came before him. Just as all seasons of spring are essentiaUy
one as to newness of life, vernal showers and beauty so the essence of the mission
and accomplishment of all the Prophets is one and the same."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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DISCUSSION, CONSULTATION AND DOGMA
E. B. M.

DEWING

I a previous article the writer dealt with various aspects of consu~tation .and
discu'!:sion, and gave som,e of the Baha'i Teachings on ~his important questwn. ywws
of a number of social scientists were quoted to show ~n how great a degree th1s law
of Bahri'u'llrih has penetrated the world. This article is. intended to go i~t? the .question in additional detail, and to show how ~or;sultation ~nfi'l1'ences the rehgwus l~fe of
society. This introduces the question of rehgwus orgamzatwn and dogma.

(( The Great Being saith: the
firmament of divine wisdom shineth
with the twin orbs of consultation
and mercy. Take counsel together
in all things, inasmuch as consultation is the guiding that giveth enl'ightenment and leadeth ~tnto the
Way."
RWjHEN one contemplates the social developments that are
taking place in the world today,
after having read the above mighty
resounding words uttered by Ba1111 'u 'lh1h, their prophetic truth irresistibly impresses one. This passage like many others reminds us
that when Baha'u'llah came, He
commanded and it is. While individuals in loving self -sacrifice are
hurrying hither and thither attending this Baha'i meeting and passing
that motion with so little apparent
result, the powers of darkness are
ceaselessly being rolled back by the
"Mysterious Forces of Oivilization. "
Consultation, hand in hand with
discussion, is rapidly becoming the
order of the day, and one does not
realize what a vital part these twain
already play in the life of the community, until one starts to take
notice. Discussion is of lesser importance than consultation. In the
case of the former a mere exchange
of ideas takes place; while in the
case of the latter a decision is re-
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quired. During consultation, discussion is employed, so in that sense
discussion is the tool of consultation.
Consultation is a new science, and
so it is not surprising to find that
those who attempt to take part in
it often fail and inharmony results.
It is essential for each individual to
endeavor to the utmost to eliminate
his personality as much as possible
and to merge himself into the
whole, in the interest of the whole.
In this New Era we are seeing the
dawn of mass consciousness and the
gradual departure of the night of
intense individuality. There is no
occasion to shed tears over the departure of the individualist-he is
an egoist and a constant source of
conflict, and the sooner his departure is complete, the better it will be
for us all. No doubt many will express the fear that future society,
if it is to assume this harmonious
and corporate aspect, will produce
a kind of mass production automaton. Concern on this score is
groundless. Truth never betrays
the idealist and her weapon of defense is the paradox. Although
consultation necessitates the elimination of the individualist, it does
not destroy individuality, but on
the contrary enhances it, because
consultation encourages specialization. This age is also the age of
the specialist, and the specialist
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most assuredly exists to be consulted. The true individualist in the
highest sense, is outstanding because of his capacity to serve and
his ability to control his ambitions
and selfish desires. Those who have
been privileged to mingle freely
with various Baha'i communities,
will know that in this sense the
units of a harmonious group are
intensely individualistic.
The manner in which this tendency in the world at large operates
is often surprising, and we see it
most in the various social services
and professions. It can best be described as a complex movement that
is a reaching out on the one hand
and a withdrawal or a restriction of
the sphere of activity on the other.
Thus we see the psychologist in
court as an expert witness in cases
that run the gamut from an automobile accident to juvenile delinquency. The medical practitioner
calls in the social worker, who reports on the personal Ufe of the
patient; the judge of the juvenile
court case forgets all about his
legal training and consults with the
psychiatrist; and so forth. PerImps one of the most remarkable examples of consultation is the case
conference committee in social
work. In this instance the opposite
process takes place and the expert
consults with the amateur. The
committee usually consists of interested people in the community
whose only qualification is their
good standing, and the case worker
-the expert consults with them. It
can truthfully be said that this is a
Vf)ry highly evolved type of consu1-tation, because the decision rests
entirely with the collective wisdom
of the entire group.
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In one American city the social
workers have adopted with striking
success, what is known as the block
system. The city is divided into
areas and residents in those areas
consult with the social workers on
all matters appertaining to their social welfare. One more example
must suffice. In Montreal recently
a new Y. M. C. A. started and its
success as far as membership is concerned has created a record for
North America. Apart from the
fact that it is of outstanding interest in that its membership consists of the entire family-a completely new departure in that respect alone-it is managed by a
number of secretaries who consult
together, and in the words of one of
them, ' 'We have no bosses." The
different clubs and activities are all
controlled by the people themselves,
and to be brief the entire enterprise
is based on a system of control
similar to the local, national and international Spiritual Assemblies of
the Bahfl'i Movement.
II

IN A PHEVIOUS article, it was maintained that the highest conception
of consultation yet attained was
that upheld by the Baha'i teachings,
because here consultation is to be
conscious and loving. It is interesting to note in the following brief
classification the degree in which
various types of associations practicing some form of consultation,
function in the light of this conception. There may be those who 0 bject to the inclusion of love as a
vital force in social relations, on the
grounds that it is too abstract a
quality. To these the Baha'i Cause
makes no apology, for it aims to
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spiritualize every branch of human 4. Associations for Prornoti01~ of
Sections of Society.
relationship and to elevate all and
sundry by the insertion of a little
These are largely for self-intermore of the quality of love into est. Under them come Rotary
their affairs. "The disease which Olubs, trade unions, associations of
afflicts the body-politic is lack of employers, cooperative societies
love and absence of altruism," said etc. Here the type of discussion
'Abdu'l-Baha. This list is purely employed is a definite advance, betentative and no doubt could be eause interest in the welfare of othmuch improved. Moreover there is ers is much more decided. Soviets
bound to be considerable overlap- also are entitled to inclusion under
pmg.
this group because they are confined
to one section of society, i. e., the
1. Advisory Councils to Q'n Abso- proletariat.
hde Monarch or a Dictator.
5. Organizah:ons of One Sectio'n of
Here we have the lowest type of
Society in the Interests of
consultation. The legislators hands
Another.
are tied for they can only consult
Obviously under this group would
within presctibed limits. Their decome charities and philanthropic
cisions are not vital, because they
societies. Discussion is usually of
are for the ruler to use as he thinks a high type by reason of the alfit.
truistic motives of the association.
2. Undisguised Self-interest
6. Discussion Groups.
Grm~ps.
Under this heading come debating
Under this heading come boards societies, study groups, scientific asof directors, etc., and meetings of sociations. These definitely recogshareholders.
nize the value of discussion, but no
3. Legislative COltncils and Local great principle is involved.
Boa1"ds.
7. Fusion of Two or M ore 01JPOSing Grot~ps.
Here the groups discuss a great
Under this come businesses where
deal, but depend on majorities. At
least two groups within the group employees haye a controlling inusually exist and their motives are terest in the business with the emusually complex, for they avow ployers.
Also all types of conferences to
concern for the people, but have to
be loyal to party which is dictated promote harmony and understandto by groups and forces behind the ing between opposing sections of soscenes. Self interest is the main ciety. For example conferences for
motive and there is no real attempt better understanding between workduring discussion to reach a har- ers and employers; between opposmonious conclusion. If however ing religions; racial amity conferthese groups should act purely as ences; disarmament conferences;
they profess, i. e., in the interest of informal discussions such as that
the people they would rank in a di- between President Hooyer and
vision by themselves between 6 & 7. Ramsey MacDonald; and League of
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Nations Sessions. All these are of
a very high consultive nature because differences are freely aclmowledged with a view to finding common grounds for agreement.
8.

Village Communes and variMts
types of primitive peoples.
These are placed as a separate
section because the principle of harmonious discussion is very highly
evolved. But there is still no conscious recognition of the value of
consulta tion.
9. Finally the Baha,'i GrMtps.
In these we see the pattern for
all society of the future and the
Parliament of Man yet to be, when
conscious loving consultation will
be the order of the day.
IN THE above summary it will be
noticed that churches and religious
bodies have not been included. This
is because the method of administration and the extent to which consultation is permissible varies so
much that it is impossible to classify them as a whole. There is
however one characteristic which
every church-Christian or Oriental-has in common, and that is a
priesthood. Priesthood can best be
defined as an impanelled body banded together for the purpose of propagating a set of dogmas and doctrines. They discuss matters to
some extent among themselves, but
do not encourage the sect as a whole
to express their opinions. On the
contrary the sect believe what they
are told is right to believe. The
fate of a church that permits discussion can be vividly pictured after
reading the following passage from
"An Introduction to Sociology," by
Dawson and Gettys.
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"A government by discussion, if
it can be borne, at once breaks down
the yoke of fixed custom. The idea
of the two is inconsistent. As far
as it goes the mere putting up of a
subject to discussion, with the object of being guided by that discussion is a clear admission that that
subject is in no degree settled by established rule, and that men are
free to choose in it. It is an admission too that there is no sacred authority-no one transcendent and
divinely appointed man whom in
that matter the community is bound
to obey. And if a single subject or
group of subjects be at once admitted to discussion, ere long the
habit of discussion comes to be established, the sacred charm of use
and wont to be dissolved. 'Democracy,' it has been said in modern
times, 'is like the grave; it takes,
but it does not give.' The same is
true of ' discussion. ' Once effectively submit a subject to that ordeal, and you can never withdraw it
again; you can never again clothe
it with mystery, or fence it around
by consecration; it remains forever
open to free choice, and exposed to
profane deliberation. "
The fact remains that when members of a church begin to discuss
and to think for themselves, there
are only two things that can happen: either the "heretics" must
leave the church and perhaps form
one of their own, or the church must
modify its doctrines. This alternative in these more enlightened days
is becoming more common, but it
cannot be denied that when this
happens, it is a case of reluctant
surrender to the more virile and unfettered thought of the profane.
Tremendous things happen when
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men begin to discuss and question.
Men talked of Jesus of Nazareth
and the God Mithra fell; they heard
of a humble Camel Driver, and Europe basked in the sunlight of a new
culture; a monk pins a notice on a
door in the Netherlands, men read
and discuss and Rome is lashed to
impotent fury; and in this day-in
Persia-a young man exhorts the
people to think for themselves and
unite, and Orthodox Islam is rocked
to its foundations and a President
of the United States of America
propounds "His" Fourteen Points.
As soon as a sect think that they
hold a monopoly of Truth, and beliefs come to be considered more important than deeds, the members
of that church become as ineffective
as a chrysalis. But ere long the
hardened and brittle shell splits and
the moth of an awakened humanity
emerges to stretch its wings in the
Light of a new learning. No human
or group of humans can erect a
credal structure of their own accord, based upon their own interpretations of the teaching of the
Prophet and expect it to stand. It
is bound to be fallacious in some
fundamental doctrine and the integrity of the sect ,viII rest upon the
success that meets the efforts of the
leaders to curb discussion and free
thought.

III
TODAY THE Baha'i religion alone
can afford to encourage free discussion without fear of modification
and disintegration. In this enlightened faith which has no priesthood and in which all have a say in
the administration, will be found
people, than whom none hold more
decided views. To investigators it

must surely be a source of wonder
that the COml)Onent parts of such a
loosely knit structure are such a
composite body. This is because
the Baha'is alone can refer to a
written Revelation suitable for this
day and complete in every detail.
The Bab told of the coming of Baha 'u 'llah; Baha 'u 'llah brought the
teachings and appointed 'Abdu'lBaha to expound them; and' Abdu '1Baha by His Will and Testament
appointed Shoghi Effendi the Guardian of the Cause. Thus there can
be no room for doubt as to what the
Revealor taught, no room for interpolation. If one of their number
adds or rejects a portion of the
teachings, he is no longer a Baha'i.
Thus we see that what the Prophets teach is the only true dogma and
what their followers add is supposition, superstition-call it what you
will. Jesus, for example, said, "Before Abraham was-I am." That
was pure dogma, pure truth. But
His followers-well we know what
they have done to His teachings.
This aspect of dogma is not the
popular conception which groups
all absolute statements of the truth
as dogma regardless of the author.
Perhaps some day a new word will
be invented which will differentiate
the dogmatic statement of a follower from the truthful utterance of
the Prophet. In the notes taken
by Mrs. May Maxwell during an informal conversation with Shoghi
Effendi, he said:
, 'There are certain things one
must accept in order to be a Baha'i;
a faith and belief in the Manifestation of God, in the Bab, Baha 'u'nah and 'Abdu'l-Baha. People will
say this is dogma; certainly this is
dogma, we must not be afraid of
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dogma, which is a statement of certain unchangeable truths.
"The Principles of the religion of
BaM, 'u 'Hah which are being spread
in the world today, are only a part
of the Baha'i religion. To believe
in these Principles, and to teach
these Principles, is not sufficient. It
is necessary to teach these Principles of Baha 'u 'llah, because
through them the world will become awakened and true civilization
will become established, but it is
only through the belief in the Manifestation of God Himself, through
the recognition and adoration of the
Source of the Light, that the world
will become regenerated."
There is one aspect of modern
life which is peculiar to this period,
namely, the number of people, who,
having seen the fallacies of the old,
refuse to attach themselves to anything else. They besport themselv~s with glorious socratic freedom in a world of theories and
fancies. They have an insatiable
appetite for truth which they receive with wide open minds-that
wide they are open at both ends so
that nothing is absorbed-nothing is
accomplished. It is among this type
that the Baha'i Cause would be immensely popular if only there was
no responsibility and oblig'ations
connected with being a Baha'i.
In a recent letter to the writer,
Shoghi IDffendi, Guardian of the
BaM!i Cause, said: "The Cau'se
will never be able to shoulder its increasing responsibilities if it fails
now to help the development of its
institutions." And he goes on to
say that the tendency today against
institutionalism, while salutary in
certain respects, if carried to an extreme, would certainly "undermine
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all our social fabric and bring about
a chaotic state of world affairs."

IV
IT IS self-evident that without 01'Q'anization nothing of a permanent
~ature can be accomplished in the
way of creating a new world order.
Over-institutionalization is bad, it
is true, but when one witnesses the
personal disorganization t~at .occurs among second generatIOn Immigrants for instance, due to the
failure of the religion of the parents
to be taught to the children, one is
sorely tempted to say that even a
bad religion is better than none at
all. That is rather an extreme example, but nevertheless it drives
home the lesson that there is danger
in casting adrift from one institution without first having another to
take its place. In mundane affairs
institutionalization as a necessity is
not for one instant questioned, in
fact the tendency to organize on a
vast scale is continually increasing;
yet there are those who say it is not
necessary to organize in order to
propagate and guard the vital religious truths which make it possible
for our material civilization to exist. Nothing worth while is ever
accomplished in life by an individual, until he disciplines himself in
an organization. Even a great
singer undergoes rigid discipline
under the guidance of a teacher or
school, rules are taught the singer
which throughout life are adhered
to until it hurts.
Once an individual has become
convinced of the divinity of Baha'u'llah, it should not be difficult to
obey His laws. It is illogical to accept His claim and to reject His
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message and vice versa. Moreover
when one considers that all that he
has given to the world is scientifically accurate and that in any case
His laws rest but lightly upon the
shoulders of His servants, it should
not be difficult to obey His behests
in love and fellowship.
There is a special virtue in laws
laid down by the Manifestations of
God, for they affect the lives of
those that heed them in a way no
earthly laws are able to do. The
commands and laws of a Manifestation give to the individual a finality
of purpose and a poise which no
law of human origin is capable of
doing.
The social instability of the world
of today is due to the breakdown of
religious institutions which have
been unable to withstand the strains
and stresses placed upon them by
the Industrial Revolution. And
nothing less than the willingness of
the world to accept the laws of
Baha 'u '11ah and to abide by them
with radiant acquiescence, will make
it possible to bring about permanent
reorganization and the 'Most Great
Peace.' The magnitude of the task
confronting the establishing of the
New World Order of Baha'u'llah so
far as precedent is concerned is thus
expressed when Professor Cooley
says, "But beyond this and looking
at the matter from the standpoint

of the larger mind, the cause of
failure is seen in the difficulty of organization. Even if our institutions
were always good we should not
succeed because to make good institutions they must be extended
into a system. In attempting to do
this, our constructive power is used
up and discouraged, We are even
led to create that which though kind
in certain aspects, may brutalize
and ossify the individual so that
primary idealism in him is almost
obliterated.
The creation of a
moral order on an ever-growing
scale is the great historical task of
mankind and the magnitude of it
explains all shortcomings."
Thus we see that the Baha'i
Cause is attempting to accomplish
something which no body of men
and women in the past have succeeded in doing. To establish this
"new moral order," that will not
"ossify" will be the feat of all ages.
One pauses to ask, "Can this be
done ~" And the answer is, not by
any man-made organization will it
be done. Only God can bring this
to pass and His instruments will be
great minded men and women who
are not too great to submit to selfdiscipline and self-effacement, and
who will consult together to the end
that the interests of the whole may
first be served.

THE TEMPLE OF LIGHT
ELIZABETH HACKLEY

Then we will build us a temple of light,
A symbol of God among men,
Whose rays of truth will illumine the night
Of man's prejudice, fear, and sin!
Through the nine great doors of religious faith,
Will the races of men come in;
And under one dome of love universal,
Will worship as brothers and kin!

Then hasten the time, 0 lovers of truth,
When the temple of light will shine;
And in the dawn of God's Great New Day,
We will enter His holy shrine!
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THE TEMPLE HAS ARISEN
ALLEN

B.

nINE years ago the foundation
~ of the first Baha'i Temple in
America was completed on the
beautiful site in Wilmette, Illinois,
at the intersection of Sheridan
Road with the north channel of
the canal taking water from Lake
Michigan. Since that time many
thousands of people who daily pass
the site have wondered as to what use
was being made of this great flat top
cylindrical structure, and as to what
was to be built on it. The people
of the North Shore of Chicago now
have their answer, for during the
past eight months on this foundation has arisen a unique and remarkable building. All who see it
are impressed with its beautiful
proportions, the uniqueness of its
design, and the dignity of its style
and form.
The general contractors, the
George A. Fuller Company of New
York and Chicago, working in collaboration with twenty-four subcontractors are completing the work
which was included in the contract
entered into by the Temple Trus-·
tees on August 27, 1930, for the construction of the main superstructure of the Temple. This superstructure comprises a structural
steel and reinforced concrete and
glass-enclosed building which has
the general shape and form of the
final design of the architect, the
late Louis Bourgeois. The engineers in preparing their plans and
specifications arranged for the construction at this time of a building
which would embody the architect's
design and provide for the future
application of the exterior ornamental material.

McDANIEL

This exterior ornamental material will be added later on as
funds become available.
During
the past nine years the architects
and engineers, collaborating with
the Trustees and the architect, have
been studying this unique problem.
It is likely that the major portion
of the visible exterior will be some
special form of architectural concrete. Metal of a suitable nature,
such as an aluminum alloy, will
doubtless be used for window grilles
and the finer sections of the ornamentation.
The building as it is now being
completed consists of four main divisions or stories. The base por-·
tion at the first floor is 36 feet high
and 150 feet in diameter. It includes a circular hall 72 feet in
diameter and extending for a clear
height of 138 feet to the interior
of the dome. Around this circular
hall are nine smaller rooms or
chapels, with a main entrance between each pair of rooms. A unique
feature of the building is its shape,
having nine sides with a pylon at
the intersection of each pair of sides
or faces.
Above the main story is the first
gallery which is also nine sided, but
with the corner pylons above the
middle of the faces of the main
story; that is over each of the nine
doorways. This first gallery floor
has a height of 47 feet and an approximate diameter of 136 feet.
Above the first gallery is the second gallery story which has a height
of 20 feet and a diameter of 93 feet.
Above this story rises the dome
which forms the covering or roof
of the central circular area or hall.
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The dome consists of an unusual
steel framework built in two sections; the lower section supports
the hemispherical glass dome which
will serve as a watershed for the
structure and later on will also support the interior ornamental ceiling. The outer section will support
the exterior ornamental surface
material.
The beautiful arched
window spaces are enclosed with
heavy glass set in frames and sash
which are formed of a non-corrosive material.
For the present, at least, there
will be used only one of the nine
entrances to the building, namely,
that facing the intersection of
Sheridan Road and Linden Avenue.
This is made necessary as it will
be impossible to build the eighteen
circular steps on the Temple foundation structure, as these must form
a part of the surface ornamental
material to be placed in the future.
Through the excellent cooperation of the general contractor, the
sub-contractors, and the engineers,
it has been possible with the funds
available to do considerable work in
the basement and in the installation
of part of the utilities, including
the plumbing, heating, ventilation
and electric light al'id power. In the
basement structure the entire floor
has been concreted and permanent
partitions have been erected for
several rooms adjacent to the Linden Avenue entrance, including rest
rooms, receiving room, kitchen and
serving room, transformer room
and space for mechanical and electrical equipment.
The past winter has been an unusually mild one in Wilmette and
remarkable progress has been made
on the construction. The favorable
weather conditions has made it possible to secure a very high quality

of concrete masonry. Experts in
this field who have seen the work
are impressed with this quality and
permanent character. In the early
morning of January 15, 1931, a fire
broke out in a second gallery space,
which was being heated to protect
the concrete while it was setting
under low temperature conditions.
This fire driven by a high wind
spread over several bays of the second gallery story and destroyed a
platform which was suspended at
the base of the dome. This fire
proved to be a very interesting and
instructive test of the concrete masonry. Oareful inspection made by
experts after the fire indicated that
aside from the blackening of the
face of the masonry and some
slight spalling of the concrete, there
was no real structural damage done.
The loss was covered by insurance
carried by the general and sub-contractors; all damage sustained has
been repaired and replaced.
As the building is now entirely
enclosed and sufficiently equipped
with facilities for heating, ventilation and light, it can be used in the
future for the various services of
the Oause. These will be set forth
and provided for later on by the National Spiritual Assembly, in accordance with the instructions of
the Guardian of the Cause, Shoghi
Effendi.
The building of the Temple has
aroused interest in people the
world over, for this is truly the first
universal Temple which is open to
all the peoples of the world regardless of race, sect or belief. In the
years to come people from everywhere will gather under the central
dome to worship the one God in the
spirit of loving unity and in accordance with the laws of Bah3,'u'llah.
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IS RELIGION WORTH WHILE?
A.

SAMIMI

The author, who holds an official position in one of the foreign embassies in
Tihran, is one of those numerous Orientals who has attained a perfect fluency in the
English language. We have already published articles fr01n his pen, and are promised
others in the near futwre.

MELIGION receives little respect in this present age,
when the minds of the thinkers of
the world have so much advanced,
and the m ass e s are m 0 r e
attracted to the present material
civilization with its brilliant scientific discoveries and inventions,
than to the spiritual life.
It should be frankly admitted
that those who have been so much
allured by the outward dazzling
beauty of the present material civilization and think they may dispense with religion and its seemingly elaborate principles, are partly right in holding such an opinion.
For they see in the present religious
systems of the world, when judged
only outwardly, an awkwardness in
comparison with the marvelous
body of scientific knowledge. In the
religious doctrines inherited from
the past are ideas and beliefs which
cause astonishment to those who
look upon them at the first glance
through the eyes of Twentith Century intelligence.
Consequently,
they fail to take the further step of
searching into the truth of the principles and ordinances originally revealed by the Founders of religions.
These fantastic and strange looking dogmas and beliefs still held by
many followers of the present religions, are in reality a series of superstitions and false ideas which in
no way can agree with scientific
truth. These dogmas have never
been intended or revealed by the
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Founders of religions, but they have
been added in the course of time,
to the fundamental spiritual principles revealed by the Founders of
the religions, and thus they are man
made doctrines. This is why most
of the enlightened men of today,
when finding these innovations and
false ideas to be against scientific
rules, are somewhat reluctant even
to hear the word" religion. ' ,
If, however, we take a further
step and thoroughly study the principles of religions as they are revealed, we will see that religion is
the only effective and divine force
and policy which is able to secure
order and harmony among human
societies, bring about real peace and
comfort, and become the remedy for
curing the various social ailments
and pains from which humanity has
been suffering for ages.
One might say, however, that
such an object can be secured by
laws and regulations enacted by
man. But such laws could only govern mankind as far as their social
and civil dealings and relations
with each other are concerned. They
could not, in any way touch the
hearts of people, give them that real
tranquility of mind which is so
much sought by every individual in
the world. Furthermore they could
not prevent men from perpetrating
unlawful and irregular acts, and
from encroaching upon each others'
rights. A glance into the history of
religions would make very clear the
fact that it is only religion which
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has always been able to accomplish
such a wonderful achievement.
All the great world religions,
when they first appeared in conformity with the exigencies and requirements of the time and environment, have been able to relieve human beings from various troubles
and difficulties, cure them from
various ailments and pains, and
guide them to the path of prosperity and progress. But after
the lapse of a few centuries,
the superiors and ecclesiastical
heads of religions began to introduce gradually new ideas and personal views of their own into their
respective religions, sometimes with
more or less self-interest; and
in time the originally revealed
principles were so much changed
and transformed by these additional
views and ideas that they seemed to
have no relation with the religion
itself as it first appeared in the
world. One might say that the Sun
of religion became darkened and the
fundamental principles of religion
lost their divine force and ceased to
guide humanity along the divine
path.
What we need is a religion which
may be universal, and thereby
promulgate peace and order in all
parts of the world in this day when
the relations and communications
between human societies are rapidly increasing and, as a result,
drawing> humanity closer together.
W hen we study the existing
religions most impartially and in a
spirit of searching for truth, we
would certainly come to the conclusi0n that the Baha,'i principles, because of their loftiness and high
ideals are the only principles which,
being in complete conformity with

the exigencies of the time, can adequately administrate the affairs of
the world of humanity and bring
peace and harmony among various
races and creeds. These principles
are, in fact, the unique remedy for
various ailments with which humanity has been suffering for ages.
Furthermore, if we study the
Baha,'i religion, we would find that
apart from being of an international nature the Baha,'i teachings
clearly and categorically provide
that no one has the slightest right
to make any comments on, or interpretations of, the writings of
Bahii'u'lliih, the Founder of the
Bahii'i religion. These principles
and teachings are, therefore, immune from any additions or interpretations on the part of individuals.
We may safely say that the
Bahii'i religion is now the only universal religion aiming at bringing
about complete cooperation and real
harmony among humanity and
meeting fully the requirements of
the present age. It is in other
words the only divine force which
is able to unite all different religions and creeds of the world.
This is why peace-lovers, philosophers, enlightened men and wellwishers of the world, who are working for establishing peace and for
the eradication of hatred and animosity in human society, should
for the sake of sue c e s s in
their noble task, after carefully
studying the principles of the
Bahii'i religion and realizing the
absolute necessity and advisability
of putting the same into force, try
to promulgate these principles and
make them known throughout the
world.
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THE SEARCH FOR TRUTH
The a~[thor is a rnembe?" of the Bahri'i Youth Movement a,nd is a ve?"y pTMnising
student of the teachings of Bahri'u'lld,h. We wdco1ne contr'ibutions from the ever in
creasing group of you,ng Bahd!'is fQ?' they have vision, a new style (f,nd (J, new SpiTit.

Il\lI

FFrW weekR ago wJl1le I was
searching for several hooks in
the library, a friend of mine came
in, and, seeing me surrounded by so
many books, asked what I was looking for. I answered, "I am searching for truth." He smiled. Tt did
not take me long to realize the
meaning of this smile beeause I discovered that truth is something that
cannot be found in books. It is
infinitely more real, more deep, than
we can express in words, or record
on paper. I conld, however, find a
few statements concerning truth
like, for instance what Confucius,
wrote: "Without truth I know nothing .... To learn the truth at daybreak and die at eve were eil0ugh."
We are all familiar too, with
what Christ said: "Know the truth
and the truth shall make you free."
Carlyle, the famous English historian, writes: "One man that has a
higher wisdom, a hitherto unknown
spiritual truth--in him is stronger,
not than ten men that have it not,
nor than ten thousand, but than all
men that have it not. ... "
These are only a few of the statements I quote to show that tmth is
something worth looking for.

raJ

BUT WHAT IS truth ~
This reminds me of the story of the blind
man who had been asked by a lady
to drink milk for his health's sake,
but as this man was born blind he
never saw milk, so he asked a little
boy to describe what it was. The
boy said "It is a white stuff, good
to drink." The blind mDll did not

know what "white" was, so he
8sked for a11 explanation and the
boy told him that white was like the
tOlJ of a goose's back. Next the
blind man wanted to know, "What
is a goose?"
So the boy further
explained that the goose is a big
bird with a crooked neck. The man
wanted to know what "crooked"
"vas. So the little boy lJut his elbow
in the band of the blind man and
said, "This is crooked." Then suddenly one saw the face of the blind
man gleam, and he exclaimed,
(( Now I know what milk is!"
This little story mustrates the
easiest way to explain truth. There
are millions of people who are satisfied with such an explanation. We,
today in the twentieth century,
ought to have a clearer and more
definite answer. In my search for
truth, of course I found a few definitions, but they do not cover the
subject. For example-"Truth is
conformity to fact or reality-exact
accordance with that which is, or
has been, or will be." ... "The characteristie of truth is its capability
of enduring' the test of universal experience. "
We know that man since the beginning of history has been continuously searching' for truth. We
know that the history of the world
is the history of a search for truth.
"IV' e know that men in every age, in
some aspect or other consciously or
uneonseiously-have heen and are
seeking for Imowledge, for truth. It
may be an inarticulate yearning, an
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unformulated desire-but it is a
striving for something.
VVHEN 'ABDu'L-BAHA was asked
the question, "What is truth ~" He
said in His wisdom, "Truth in its
essence cannot be put into words."
But as He was always anxious to
satisfy a seeker He further explained: "Truth is the Word of God
which gives life to humanity. It restores sight to the blind and hearing to the deaf; it makes eloquent
those who are dumb, and living
beings out of dead beings; it illumines the world of the heart and
soul; it reduces into nothingness
the iniquities ,of the neglectful and
erring ones."
vVe can see, therefore, that truth
is the very essence of life itself. It
is something creative, something
which stands to create harmonious
thoughts in our environmenteverything beautiful, everything
good which helps growth and progress. Truth is the law of the universe, it is the Law of God, the
Word of God.
But now, assuming that we accept these explanations of truth,
how can we discern, how can we dis·
tinguish, truth from falsehood ~
How can we know what is right and
what is wrong, what is elevating
and what is degrading1 There are,
I think, four methods used to discern truth from falsehood.
The first method is by means of
our senses.
Most philosophers
agree that our senses are the most
reliable means of discerning truth.
They say, if we see a chair with our
own eyes, we know that it is true.
We can rely on our sense of sight.
If we feel the touch of a hot iron,
we know it is not ice! If we hear

music, we know it is a fact and not
imagination. But-does the sun not
seem to revolve around the earth ~
Is it true ~ According to our sight
the stars seem to be smaller than
our globe, but is it true ~ If we go
into laboratories and ask the students of physics, they can enumerate
a great number of examples proving that we cannot always rely on
our senses. Consequently we have
discarded our senses as a means of
discerning truth from falsehood.
Another method is through our
emotions. We know from our own
experience how little we can rely on
our emotions, how often we are mistaken if we follow just our emotions.
The third method is by way of
our reason, one of the most wonderful phenomena of nature! It distinguishes man from the animals.
It is one of the underlying means of
our present civilization. All the
literature of past ages-all of the
inventions discovered-were accomplished by means of man's intellect. All our philosophers used reason in their aim to discover truth.
But can we accept our reason as
an infallible guide to truth 1 No, we
cannot. Because truth is one; it cal1not be many. Our opinions are various. We disagree, we contradict
each other. vVhen we try to und
truth by means of reason we soon
realize that our thoughts reach a
chaotic condition; they become confused and we see no way out. The
wise, those who reason, ~will try to
find a solution to a problem. They
come to different conclusions. Plato,
who was well known for his logic,
proved through his reasoning that
the sun revolved around the earth.
Twenty years later this same Plato,
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with the same logical arguments,
proved that the earth revolves
around the sun! Consequently we
have to discard reason as the sole
guide to truth. It is not reliable.
THE FOURTH and last method is
through the study of the sacred
books, the Old and New rrestament,
the Qu'ran, the Vedas and all of the
other holy scriptures-the sacred
·writings believed to be inspired by
God. We know that millions of people accept the Bible as a standard of
truth and follow literally everything
it contains. Everything in it is true
and everything contradictory to the
principles found in the Bible is
false. Men were willing to defend
it as a standard of truth; they had
wars-were willing to kill each
other in order to maintain what
they believed to be the truth. But
can we rely on the sacred writings,
on the Bible, and all the other scriptures as truth ~ Truth is there, but
human reason gives to it various interpretations. It is plain that vve
would not have so many religions
and so many opinions and interpretations of the different sacred writings if we knew the Truth. r(1hat
is why our ideas cross so often. We
have to come to the conclusion then
that our bible and all other sacred
writings, although containing truths
in all their integrity, have become
involved in man's theologizing to
such an extent that the world is still
bewildered.
WE HAVE consequently disca rdecl
our senses, our emotions (instincts),
our reason and theological interpretation of the sacred writings as
inadequate in our search for truth.
Most of the thinkers who arrive at
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this conclusion become self-centered, cynical or sophisticated; while
a few-the chosen ones-become
faithful, firm, the heralds of happiness and the leaders of mankind.
These few chosen ones seem to know
the truth, as they live a beautiful
and harmonious life.
Their secret is obedience to the
laws of the universe as revealed by
the Manifestations of God. 'Abdu'l-Baha, the Interpreter and Expounder of the Law revealed by
Baha'u'll:'th for this New Age, has
stated:
"No one hath any way to tIle
Reality of Deity except through the
instrumentality of the Manifestation. To suppose so is a theory and
not a fact.
"That Reality which is the Essence of God cannot be conceived
of by any understanding, therefore
God has created a Manifestor, and
in Him is reflected that Sanctified
Reality. "
"Goel sent His Prophets (Manifestations of God) into the ·world to
teach and enlighten man, to explain
to him the mystery of the Power of
the Holy Spirit, to enable him to
reflect the Light, and so in his turn
to be the source of guidance to
others. "
This is why we have to turn to the
Prophets of God as the only criterion in our search for r[11'uth. The
conditions to reach that step, however, are-as expressed in the
-VVorc1s of 'Abdn'l-Bah:i, that "man
must cut himself free from all prejudice, and from the result of his
own imagination, so that he may be
able to search for Truth unhindered. Truth is one in all religions,
and by means of it the unity of the
world can be realized."
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Only those who are acquainted
with the claim of Baha'u'llah's Message can realize the responsibility
laid upon the shoulders of those who
know the Truth. Unlike previous
dispensations, Truth has been revealed in this Age in the writings of
Baha 'u 'llah not only for individual
conduct, but also for the reconstruction and consolidation of our social
order which is at present tottering
to pieces. Those who are conscious
of this will realize the significance
of the following statement by
Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the
Baha'i Cause.
"How pressing and sacred the
responsibility that now weighs upon
those ,vho are already acquainted
with these teachings! How glorious the task of those who are called
upon to vindicate their truth, and
demonstrate their practicability to

an unbelieving world!
Nothing
short of an immovable conviction in
their divine origin, and their uniqueness in the annals of religion;
nothing short of an unwavering
purpose to execute and apply them
to the administrative machinery of
the Cause, can be sufficient to establish their reality, and insure
their success. How vast is the Revelation of Baha'u'llah!
How
great the magnitude of His blessings showered upon humanity in
this day! And yet, how poor, how
inadequate our COnCelJtion of their
significance and glory! This generation stands too close to so colossal a Revelation to appreciate, ill
their full measure, the infinite possibilities of His Faith, the unprecedented character of His Cause,
and the mysterious dispensations of
His Providence."

THE FLAME OF LIFE
DR.

W ALTER B.

GUY

RHE spirit of life, the spirit of Eastern world), spoke of, when He
fill man, that entity of reality said, "There is a Light in every
by which man rises above the man that is born into the world.
animal kingdom and becomes hu- If that Light be darkened, how
man, that power which endows man great is the darkness."
His Holiness Baha 'u 'llah in the
with reason, and wisdom and understanding and enables him to obtain Hidden Words says; "My Lamp
mastery over the material world, thou art and My Light is in thee."
to subdue the lightning and chain "I have placed in thee the Essence
"Thou art my
the forces of nature-is from God of my Light."
the Creator, the Sustainer, the Be- Light and my Light shall never beginning and the End, the Manifest come extinct.
Why dost thou
and the Un-Manifest, the Knowable dread extinction ~ Thou art my
yet Unknowable, the Ineffable Love. Glory and my Glory shall not be
It was this spirit or flame that the veiled. "
lowly N azarene, the Spirit of God
The spirit of man is an emana(as He is called tllToughout the tion from the essence of Deity, it
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functions thru the brain, sees thru
the eyes, hears thru the ears and is
the superior force or identity, in
the human organism.
At the present stage of human
evolution the spirit of man is but
dimly making itself manifest in human life. Far too much is the ego
of man, the personality we call it,
governed by the forces of greed,
ambition, power over others, wealth
and fleshly lusts, ignoring and ofttimes unconscious of the mightier
forces of the spiritual world. Disbelieving God and yet utterly dependent upon the fiame or emanation which keeps the world in equilibrium and order.
Man ofttimes denies God yet His
attributes are on every hand and
His evidences complete. For justice,
mercy, wisdom, truth, etc., are the
mainsprings of social order and
without the manifestation of the
eternal attributes no business, barter, trade, city or corporation can
survive or carry on.
So in the individual life, recognition of and surrender to the dictates of the human spirit, denial of
and mastery over the impulses and
desires of the material man, is the
full attainment of a victorious life
which is destined in some glad day
to be the state of all humanity,
The Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.
MAN IN his essence is divine, a
spark from out of the Essence of
Life and Love, whom we call God.
Man's true home is not of the earth,
but whence he came. Out of Tyre-existence he appears in this realm of
manifestation, and to the realm of
pre-existence he returns.
Tha t man should be conscious of
this fundamental law and truth, the
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Messengers and Manifestations of
the Eternal One appear at stated,
regular, preordained times to call
men to Love, Light and Spiritual
consciousness. They are ever denied but always affirm-ever oppressed but always conquer-they
suffer death, but always live-they
are ever imprisoned but always
establish freedom for mankind.
They call man from death to life,
from sickness to health, from poverty to spiritual wealth, from darkness to spiritual light, from de8pair
to hope, from sorrow to heavenly
JOY·

True life and happiness on oarth
is found only by attainment to this
spiritual consciousness. "Man must
attach himself to an infinite reality
so that his glory, his joy and his
progress may be infinite." 'Abdu '1Baha also said that any truly
unselfish service for the uplift of
humanity is a step toward the Kingdom of Heaven-the Will of Godthe World of Reality.
Hear then the words of 'Abdu'lBaha. "0 thou who art alive
through the remembrance of God."
"Reality on this earth consists in
the remembrance of the Almighty.
Therefore let your earthly life become a mighty sign of God that thou
mayst prepare the way for eternal
life. Shouldst thou fail in this endeavor; thy life in this world and
the next will surely come to
naught." Verily true mention of
God lies above all else in the teaching of His Cause. Throughout the
untold ages of the past to untold
ages to come the Manifestations of
Deity-Messengers of Love and
Light-have and will call mankind
to the Knowledge of God, the Love
of God, the Light of God. His
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Truth, His Law, is His Claim on
man. Did He not create him, Does
He not sustain him, and at the last
will call him to Himself ~
These Messengers of Loye tell us
of the mighty plan of God and call
us to partake of the feast, the banquet outspread for us on the Heayenly Table-celestial food of joy,
int~xicating wine of the loye of
God, eternal identity in the presence of God. But man's ears are
stopped by the noises of the earthly life and they will not hear. Their
eyes are yeiled by earthly splendor
and they cannot see, their minds
are clouded by tradition, imagination and worldly desires and they
cannot understand.
HIS HOLINESS Baha 'u '11ah likens
this mortal body to a cage which
imprisons the nightingale of the
spirit, the bird of paradise. In
immortal words He writes, "ascend from the dungeon to the
beautiful Plains of Life, and arise
from the cage of the world to the
alluring Garden of the Placeless."
Again He says, "Olose not thine
eyes to the peerless wine of the
eternal Beloyed, and open not thine
eye to the turbid and mortal wine.
Take immortal Oups from the Hand
of the Oup Bearer of Oneness, and
thou shalt become all consciousness
and hear the inyisible 'utterance of
Reality. "
Eternal identity, eternal 1 i fe,
eternal joy, eternal seryice are
found only in that state of consciousness from which we came, for
which the heart of man eyer longs
and that life, joy and loye awaits
all and is for all.
God's Holy Messengers come
from Him, manifest Him, and His

attributes, and like trees at the end
of the desert point to struggling
souls the way home, the road to joy
and high content. Their hands hold
out the chalice of the Wine of God
-They giye us Their sublime teachings, the Bread of Life.
As we study their diyine teachings, turn to these Messengers of
Loye in loying appreciation for
their unselfish gift, see with unclouded yision their wondrous loye
that carried the m undaunted
through prison, exile, shame and
even to Oalyary-love, unselfish
loye wells up from our human
hearts to them and contacting the
ineffable loye which makes itself
manifest in them and through them
our inmost self is thrilled and intoxicated wit h t his heayenly
ecstacy. Then the light in the
heart becomes a liying flame, burning eyer brighter, daily, hourly, continually burning away all selfish
longings of the egoistic animal
consciousness until that 10Yer becomes a dynamic liying flame, in
the Presence of his Lord.
And at the last, when life's service is complete, work done, the
load laid down, this flame of Loye
and Light shall merge into that
glorious flame from whence it came
-truly the Eternal Life. Not lost
in a cold, passionless Niryana, but
clothed instead with the diyine attributes, acquired through simple,
loying service, heayenly qualities
and characteristics that like jewels
shall adorn the robe of glory with
scintillating, celestial beauteous
colors of eyer liying light.
Home, home with God, performing His Will, sharing, partaking of
celestial joy, in the eternal, joyous
seryice of the Kingdom of Heayen.
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"THE AIMS OF THE BAHAI FAITH"
The following rnost appreciative 1'6view of The Bahd'i World, is her'e j'e-published
from The John O'Gr'oat Journal, Wick, Scotland, whose Editor' hCis fr'equently Teviewed
'issues of The Bahd'i Magazine and q~wted from var'io'us Bahd'i articles in his Jou:rnal.

AST week we gave a brief review of a book entitled" The
Clash of W arId Forces," in which
the author, M1'. Basil Mathews,
after analysing present-day world
movements, emphasised the point
that what Christianity had to do today was to strive to "break clown
with remorseless love the walls of
class and race and nation."
We
wonder if he and Christians in general aTe sufficiently aware that the
followers of Baha'u'llah, a Persian
sage, have been proclaiming similar
views for many years. Based on
the spirit of truth which is essentially at the foundation of all religions, Baha'ism seeks to promote
the brotherhood of man and peace
and unity among the nations
through fellowship, tolerance and
justice. It is non-political, and, although highly spiritual in its conceptions, has no priestly order.
Baha'u'llah, its founder, is regarded as a Manifestation of God for
this age, and perhaps for that reason he has been looked upon by
Christians who know anything of
the Baha'i Cause as a sort of new
Messiah. That, however, is neither
the claim of himself (he died in
1892) nor of his followers, as is
made abundantly clear in the beautiful volume now before us. Rather
is it that, like Christ, he had not
come to destroy but to fulfil. The
Baha'is accept the spiritual oneness
of all the prophets and their mutual
consecration to the same task of
leading mankind from darkness to

light. In a most illuminating article, "The Aims and Purposes of
the Baha'i Faith," by Mr. Horace
Holley, New York, the teachings are
thus summarised:
"The harmony of true science and religion; the spiritual equality of man and
woman; the oducation of all people in
terms of complete personality . . .
social responsibility for every individual's
economic well-being; the addition of a
universal secondary languag'e to school
curriculums; the spiritual obligation of
every government to make world peace
its first and most important concern; and
the organisation of an international tribunal capable of maintaining world
order based upon equal Justice to the various nations and peoples."

Such, they believe-and who can
doubt it ~-is the Divine Will. Present-day civilisation, despite all its
mental activity and scientific marvels, can scarcely survive its own
forces of disunity without reinforcement by a new, world-wide
faith, expressive of a regenerated
mankind and a higher type of social
organism-such is Mr. Holley's
statement of the case. In other
'words, the principles enunciated by
Jesus Christ must become a reality
in human relationships as a fundamental need of humanity in the
present era.
Sufficient is contained in this volume, as in those of the two previous
issues, to show how widely the
Baha'i teachings have gripped the
imagination, and commanded the
enthusiastlC support, of many
thoughtful people throughout the
world. It would be qmte impracLlCaDle ill tIllS notice to give any-
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thing like an adequate idea of the
rich and varied contents of the volume. Suffice it to say that no one
can peruse it without a deep sense
of the lofty aims and purpose of
Baha'ism and the noble spiritual
conceptions on which it is based.
Considerable space is given to a
description of the great Baha'i
Temple which is in course of erection at ,Vilmette, near Chicago, and
which the present reviewer had the
privilege of being shown through
last summer. At that time he had
the honour of an introduction to the
architect, M. Louis Bourgeois (since
deceased), and was deeply impressed by his wonderful spirituality and evident genius. The design
of the Temple seeks, in M. Bourgeois' own words, to symbolise the

unity of all religions and of all
mankind. It will, when finished, be
something entirely new in architecture, and from the illustrations
given we think it will be easily the
most beautiful structure in the
world. Such at any rate is the opinion of many prominent architects
who have carefully examined the
plans.
There is much in the Baha'i
Cause which cannot fail to appeal
to all who are perplexed by the existing unrest throughout the nations. It is already a greater force
than the general public are aware
of, and its spiritual, cultural and
sociological principles will, we
think, command a much greater attention in the near future.

THE MOUNT OF FAITHFULNESS
A Height Divine awaits the severed soul"The Secret placeless Place of The Most High!"
It is that looming, lofty, matchless Goal
For which the mounting faithful only sigh.

o mystic nightingale!

Abandon thou
The mortal dust, the mire of neg·ligence.
o messenger of love! Hear Him Who now
Melodiously entreats departure hence.
The Beauty of Perfection bids thy flight
Unto the fragrant Garden of His Love.
Soar on thy wings into the Infinite!
Heed thy Beloved's first call from above.
Immortal phenix! Thy One Love confess;Dwell not save on the Mount of Faithfulness!
-WALTER

H.

BOWMAN.
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THE NEED OF SOCIETY

O

HE disease which afflicts the body politic
is lack of love and absence of altruism.

In the heart of men no real love is found, and
the condition is such that unless their susceptibilities are quickened by some power there can
be no healing, no agreement among mankind.
Love and unity is the need of the body politic
today. Without these there can be no progress
or prosperity attained.

Therefore the friends

of God must cleave to that power which will
create this love and unity in the hearts of the
sons of men. Science cannot cure the illness of
the body politic.

Science cannot create unity

and fellowship in human hearts.

N either can

patriotism nor racial prejudice effect a cure. It
can be accomplished only through the divine
bounties and the spiritual bestowals which have
descended from God in this day for that purpose.

- ' Abd~~'l-Baha.
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"There is need for an equalization so that all may have an
apportionment in the comforts of life. 'x 'x' * There must be a
readjustment and legislation which shall equalize conditions
until humanity may have composure and rest with the utmost
ease.' '-' Abdu 'l-Baha.

Op MANY CAUSES assigned for the
economic crisis existing in this country, one emerges with considerable
importance as the result of the recent returns from the income tax of
last year. These returns show very
decidedly tha t wealth is being
rapidly and alarmingly concentrated in the hands of a few, and
being correspondingly reduced from
the pockets of the small income
earners. For the first time we find
actual economic evidence for the
statement frequently made that
, 'the rich are getting richer and the
poor poorer."
In the last ten years there has
been an enormous increase in the
number of men with incomes of
more than a million dollars per year.
In 1930 there were fifteen times as
many receiving such huge incomes
as there were in 1920, and the total
amount of their incomes was twenty
times greater than the total amount
of income of a similar class in 1920.
This great increase in the wealth
of the wealthier classes might not be
open to criticism if the general
prosperity of the country were increasing in equal proportion. But
what is alarming is the fact that a
corresponding decrease has taken
place in tllose classes receiving ill-

comes of less than three thousand
dollars per year. Between 1920 and
1928 the total incomes of the people
in the class of less than two thousand dollars per year dropped from
four billion to one and one-half billion, and the total incomes of the
next higher class-those receiving
incomes of from two to three thousand per year dropped from six billion in 1920 to two billion in 1928.
Where in 1920 six and one-half million men and women with small incomes had almost fifteen and a half
billion dollars to spend, in 1929 the
number of small income earners had
been reduced to three million and
they had only a little more than
eight billion dollars.
These figures would seem to indicate the the rapid increalile in the
incomes of the wealthy was partly a
transfer from the incomes of the
lower classes. Certainly it shows
that while the rich have grown
richer, people of very moderate
means have, in the last ten years,
been losing ground to the extent of
eight billion dollars of purchasing
power.
WHAT does this mean ~ The loss
of eight billion dollars of purchasing power on the part of the com-
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mon people is a tremendous blow to
the free circulation of our economic
system. Eight billion dollars less to
spend per year for economic goods.
This, indeed, might be one of the
chief causes for the lack of consumption of manufactured goods,
consequent shutting down of factries, and the resulting unemployment. The prosperity of a people
depends very closely upon the free
circulation of wealth and of money.
Anything which impairs that circulation, impairs the health and the
economic life of the nation.
But, it may be stated, this income
being transferred to the wealthy
classes can still be spent for goods.
This is not, however, the fact. There
is a decided limit to the amount of
money which the very wealthy can
spend for their actual needs, and a
psychological limit to what most of
them spend for their personal pleasure and gratification. Most of the income which they receive is reinvested during normal economic periods
in stocks, the profits of which must
come from further manufacture of
goods. Now, as amount of wealth
flowing into the coffers of the
wealthy increases in undue proportion to the wealth of the general
community and is constantly being
reinvested, there must inevitably
come about a surplus of manufactured goods, the tendency being to
keep on manufacturing and to force
sales continually in order to increase income and returns upon investment stock.
That is just what has happened
in this country. Too many goods
were being manufactured, but no
one was willing to call a halt. Dividends had to be paid upon invested

capital, forced measures of salesmanship were invented, and the consumer's dollar was being taken to
the point even of the mortgaging of
future incomes by means of installment selling. At last came the critical moment when the purchase of
goods could not keep up with the
rate of manufacture. Once that
point of unfortunate balance was
reached, the scales began to turn
swiftly and inevitably in the opposite direction, toward a greater and
greater difference between the ratio
of production and the ratio of consumption. More and more factories
had to shut down. Unemployment
grew more general. The means of
purchase on the part of the lower
classes grevY constantly less. And
up to date nothing has been able to
stem this economic rout.

,VHAT may we infer from this ~

It is evident that there should be a
wider distribution of wealth, otherwise the accelerated growth of capitalism would entail its own destruction. There must be greater purchasing power among the masses in
order to keep up the necessary circulation of the economic life.
This most important issue is completely considered and met in the
economic laws established by
Baha 'u '11ah for the greater prosperity and economic stability of humanity. By means of a graduated
income tax and by inheritance taxes
a decided limit is placed upon personal fortunes. There will not be
possible in the Baha'i States those
huge aggregations of wealth which
begin to characterize the economic
life of today. On the contrary,
wealth will percolate down into the

EDITORIAL

masses; first, through the practice
of a wider distribution of wealth in
bequests; and, secondly, through
labor receiving not only wages but
also a definite share of the net
profits of industry. Also from the
public treasury financial aid will be
given to all those who for adequate
reasons have not received an income
sufficient for their needs and the
needs of their families.
This great change will come about
not by force or revolution, but by
voluntary acceptance on the part of
the rich of this new economic structure. They will not only see the
wisdom of it so clearly as to willingly acquiesce; but they will even
joyfully accept the new role of cooperator with the State for the economic welfare of the whole, rather
than their present role of individualistic profit-seeking limited only
by vitality, ability and competitive
skill.
ONE may easily conceive certain
clecided changes which will take
place in the psychology and life of
the future under these new economic
la ws. In the first place, since there
will be a limit to personal fortunes,
there will, doubtless, be a more
early retirement from commercial
life, making room for more individuals to take part than at present in
the top level of the industrial and
commercial life of the country. That
retirement or economic renunciation necessitated by the economic
structure will bring a happiness, a
contentment and a culture to the
life of the financier and industrialist such as he cannot know today,
when the economic structure forces
him to expend every ounce of avail-·
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able energy in the terrible competition of economic survival. At present there is far too little time and
energy for the actual enjoyment of
life, or for the enrichment of the
personality in its cultural aspects.
When this strain is taken off of the
lives of our industrialists and commercialists they will know a peace
such as they have never known before. At present, though there are
thousands who would welcome such
relief, they are powerless to effect
as individuals any change in the relentless pace set by the mass-mind
of today under the extreme system
of individualism which prevails.
If the wealthy will gain in happiness through the economic laws of
Baha 'u 'llah, unquestionably the
masses vvill gain tremendously in
ease and certainty of living, and in
the means of more cultural enjoyment of life. With shorter hours
for labor, and with the growing tendency to locate factory units outside
of the large urban centers, the
prophecy of Micah may literally
come true, that every man shall sit
under his own fig tree. In other
words, the workman may own his
little home and plot of ground, and
have ample time to devote to a vegetable garden and other means of
improving his family life. This tendency we see already starting, and
undoubtedly it will grow rapidly
under the new economic laws.

LET it be understood that there is
intended here no disparagement of
the rich as such, and no criticism of
those whose abilities have enabled
them to ,¥in a successful economic
position. Such men not only are
contributing immensely to the world
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through their economic ingenuity,
skill, and efforts, but are also adding to such contributions gifts of a
humane nature dedicated to the
amelioration of human living in
many different ways.
Of such
'Abdu'l-Baha says, "Yea, verily,
wealth and riches are worthy of
praise if they be justly partitioned
amongst the nation, but if some few
be possessed of great riches, and
many be reduced to poverty, then is
the rich man's gold deprived of all
its worth. But if great wealth be
employed in the propagation of
science, in the establishment of
schools and colleges, in the nurture
of arts, and in the education of
orphans and the care of the needyin brief, for the public benefit, then
shall its possessor be accounted
great, both in the sight of God and
man."
There will always be a freedom
for expression of the varying abilities of humankind, implying the
possibility of some winning to
higher financial stations than
others; but for the sake of the general welfare a limit is to be set to
the amount of wealth that can be accumulated by anyone individual.
\¥e still would have a capitalistic

group, but modified so as to avoid
the faults which are at present so
endangering our economic life. Today the very richness of the intake
of the capitalist is like the over-rich
diet which is ruinous to the body,
building up toxins that lead to fatal
diseases.
THE REVELATION of Baha 'u 'llah,
establishing by divine laws a new
civilization, eliminate all economic
ills, renders perfect health to the
economic body of humanity, and in
the course of time will bring such a
transformation to human living as
the mind at present can hardly conceive of.
Those are rig'ht who say that the
spiritual life cannot duly be considered so long as the physical necessities are wanting. This is not the
time to preach to the world populace abnegation, resignation and acceptance of misery for the sake of
heavenly rewards. The ideal religion is one which establishes just
and prosperous conditions for all
upon this planetary stage of our
existence, at the same time that it
calls upon all to lift their hearts to
God in love, in adoration, and in
faith.

"The citizens of a cottntry are li1i;e the vari01~s members and organs
of the body. 80 long as the brain and the nervotts system are coordinate in their fmtctions there will be no ja1" in the constitution. But
when they fall out of harmony great dist~wbances become manifest
In like manner when the government represents ideals of progress and
j~lstice, the people will advance and progress in their activities. I deal
cooperation will bind together the heads and strike at the root of
poverty, for preventable poverty is a SotlrCe of all misery and evil.
The n~lers m~lst be filled with mercy and solicit~lde for the condition of
the ~lnfortwl,ates."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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EMERIO SALA

One of the marked results of the BaM/i Movement will be a new i1npetus and inspiration in all the arts and which we already see taking place. Th1:s c~'rticle from the
pen of a young mctn who a, few years ago became attracted to the Bah6/i Tea,chings,
we consider a striking exan~ple of a new kind of writing expj'essive of this mar-velous
new movenwnt for humanity. It is all the 1nore inter-esting as the work of youth. We
aj'e always glad to open our pages to the expressions of inS1Jired youth in this great age.

RE world is in unrest. The
,
competitive spirit of rivalry
predominates in the lives of individuals, groups and nations. Suspicion,
hatred and mistrust separate one
country from another. Another war
seems inevitable.
And we, who live in this world of
eonfiiet, are, in spite of our religions
and eulture, our skilled leaders and
most aeeomplished statesmen, helpless when faeing the problems of the
world. There is, however, a way
out, and we must find it, or perish.
There is one thing we have to be
dear about before we can attempt
to go further. In the eourse of soeial evolution, from the prehistorie
times on, conditions and needs
brought about eertain eustoms, beliefs and rules. In the eourse of
centuries the eonditions ehanged,
and the needs which 011ce existed
disappeared, while the old eustoms,
beliefs and rules remained.
This is the situation of today.
We aro living under 11ew eonditiol1s.
Onr needs are ehanged. We will not
progress nntiJ we realize that onr
old eustoms, beliefs and rules must
be replaeed by new ones.
The world in which we are living
eannot be disassoeiated from international rivalry, national pride or
elass hatred. Poverty and unemployment are its eompol1ent parts.

O

Inequity is its foundation. Strikes,
revolutions and wars are expressions of its underlying eode.
And the world we are moving towards is the Commonwealth of N ations, governed by a Parliament of
Men, the Guardian of the Most
Great Peaee. In that world there
will be an abundanee of all tho elementary needs of life, with plenty
of leisure for eulture and 1'efinemeDt.

WE KNOW the world we are living
in and wo know our goal. To reaeh
it, we need three things-a meehanism, a propelling power and a high'way.
The mechanism are the people.
Hllmanity is destined to reaeh its
goal
The propelling power is the law
of growth, the law of progress, revitalized by the appearance of
Baha 'u 'nah on the horizon of the
world's history.
And all we want to know now is
the highway, on which we ean travel
towards our goal-the Commonwealth of Nations and the Most
Great Peaee.
Should we study all the books of
the world we will find but two roads
eoneeived by men for the attainment of our goal.
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The first is as old as men. It has
been trodden by Buddha and Moses,
by Christ and Muhammad, and by
all the other Prophets of old with
millions of their followers.
Their aim is to change the individual, and thus to bring about the
necessary reform in society.
Even today, if you go to any
church or synagogue, or mosque of
any denomination, in any village,
city or country, in any part of the
world, whether you listen to a rabbi,
minister or mullah, you will hear
them preach individual salvation.
They will summon you to love your
neighbor as yourself and to return
evil with good. They offer eternal
happiness in the life hereafter, but
fail to give us any practical solution
for the salvation of our social organization as a whole.
The second road is more new. Its
aim is to change first our environment, that is, our institutions, and
then to bring about eventually a
change in the individual.
This road is monopolized by all
the radical movements of today,
such as Communism, Socialism and
similar organizations which come to
mind.
IT IS beyond doubt that the first
method was of inestimable benefit to
mankind. Religion is the very
foundation of our present civilization. Our actual code of morals is
derived from it. It was the consolation to the suffering millions. It
raised the moral standard of the individual.
It failed, however, to be effective
in our relations as groups or nations. It is because of the influence
of religion that we do not kill each
other as individuals. We are, how-

ever, killing each other as organized
units, despite our individual religious convictions.
The average man does not steal.
We are honest in our dealings as individuals with our fellow beings.
Those few who are not, are considered outcasts of society and are
jailed.
If we, however, exploit, as an
organized group or nation, a weaker
unit, our action is beyond the influence of religion, and, therefore,
honorable.
The second road leads toward
social democracy and a cooperative
commonwealth of nations, to be
achieved through collective ownership of the means of production.
It is admitted that Socialism,
using this term in the vaguest sense
of the word, spread with a greater
effectiveness and rapidity than any
other movement in the history of
the world. We cannot overlook its
increasing' influence and the radical
changes it might force upon human
society.
However promising their 1::>1'0gram and how lofty their ideals, we
cannot fail to recognize the inadequacy of their philosophy in satisfying our highest aspirations, or in
meeting our miscellaneous problems
with which we are confronted in this
new day.
Assuming' that their ideals-a social-democratic co-operative-commonwealth-will be realized; that
there will be an abundance of all the
elementary needs of life; equal opportunity, without any discrimination, for all; an equitable distribution of the products of labor, and
plenty of leisure for education and
culture, man will be still craving for
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something higher, and will not be
composed unless and until he can
find other as yet una ttained ideals
for the realization of which he can
strive with unswerving dedication.
This is why we are compelled to
discard both the first, as well as the
second road as inadequate in our
journey toward the Commonwealth
of Nations.
HUMANITY is seeking for a road
that combines the elements of both,
individual regeneration and social
righteousness. Any system lacking
these two elements is doomed to
failure. Our existing religious system fails to regenerate our social
order, and our socialistic movements fail to regenerate the individual.
This explains the helplessness of
our most sagacious statesmen and
the fallacy of the most skillfully prepared political schemes-however
genuine and disinterested in scopewhen facing such problems as unemployment, disarmament and international arbitration. While we cannot deny the desire of each human
being for peace, universal edncation
and material prosperity, we lack the
agency to transform this desire, potentially latent in every inhabitant
of this globe, into actuality. We
need an instrument that can transform individual desire and individual faith into positive cooperative
action.
Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of
the Baha'i Cause, directs our attention to this instrument in the following words:
, 'Baha 'u 'llah and His Son,
'Abdu'l-Baha, have, unlike the Dispensations of the past, clearly and
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specifically laid down a set of Laws,
established definite institutions, and
provided for the essentials of a Divine Economy. These are destined
to be a pattern for future society, a
supreme instrument for the establishment of the Most Great Peace,
and the one agency for the unification of the world, and the proclamation of the reign of righteousness
and justice upon the earth."
The uniqueness of Balla 'u' llah's
method culminates in the complete
amalgamation of the hitherto isolated human endeavors, namelyindividual regeneration and social
justice.
The impression of the following
quotations from the writings of
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'I-Bah~l serve
as an indication of the" regenera ted
individual" in the Commonwealth
of the future:
"0 Son of Man t Thou desirest
gold, and I desire thy freedom
therefrom. Thou hast recognized
the wealth of thyself therein, and I
have recognized thy wealth in thy
sanctity therefrom. By my life.
This is my knowledge and that is
thine imagining. How can my way
agree with thine 7"
"Baha 'i 's consider that bestowing good upon one another is the
greatest means of help to both."
"I hope you will be just in your
relations with each other, that you
will never harm your fellows, that
you wj}} respect the rights of all
men, and above all, consider the
rights of others before your own."
We will deal now with a feature
of the teachings of Baha'u'llah
which is new in the history of the
world.
"Should we look back upon the
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past, ' , w r i t e s Shoghi Effendi
(grandson of 'Abdu '1-Baha) , "were
we to search out the Gospel and the
Qu'ran, we will readily recognize
that neither the Christian nor the
Islamic Dispensations can offer a
parallel either on the system of Divine Economy so thoroughly established by Baha 'u 'Hah, or to the
safeguards which He has provided
for its preservation and advancement."
Freedom, however democratic in
its origin, is impossible without conformity to laws. No community
could exist without laws. In the
Baha'i teachings we will find, however, an admonition that laws decreed by any government must conform to the divine law.
To our question as to which laws
are divine, 'Abdul'l-Baha answers:
"The Laws of God are not impositions of will, or of power, or of
pleasure, but the resolutions of
truth, reason and justice."
In other words, we will have no
oligarchy, no plutocracy.

W
IN THE World Commonwealth of
the future, all laws, whether municipal, provincial, national or international, will be based on resolutions of truth, reason and justice.
But how, we might ask, will the
generations to come find legislators
with such qualifications ~
Baha'u'Hah knows human nature,
our weaknesses and limitations. He
provides us, therefore, with a new
and unique means of legislation.
We cannot go on without referring to a recent appeal of Shoghi
Effendi that we should "disregard
the prevailing notions and the fleeting fashions of the day, and realize

as never before that the exploded
theories and the tottering institutions of present-day civilizati on
must needs appear in sharp contrast
with those God-given institutions
which are destined to arise upon
their ruin."
One of the most essential contributions of Baha 'u 'Hah and upon
which the foundation of the new
civilization will be established, is
the principle of consultation. It is
the fulfiHment of individual consciousness in this age.
Its working is simple. Communities, nations, and federations of
countries elect, in a democratic way
directly, or by proportional representation indirectly, a council of
nine, re-elected every year. The
most outstanding characteristic of
this group is its objective attitude.
Some people call it a prayerful attitude.
The members of these assemblies
meet without any preconceived
ideas. They do not represent any
group interests. They do not belong
to any party. (We will do without
political parties in the future.) They
have no personal interests in the
ma tters under discussion. They
have no ambition for fame or glory.
They are not remunerated for their
services. Their only concern are the
interests of the people, and their
only passion is for love of mankind.
They are deeply religious by nature.
To them service is worship. They
serve men in order to please God.
Such men and women, who combine a nobility of character with mature experience and expert knowledge in the discharge of their duties,
cannot fail in their attempt to reach
resolutions based on truth, reason
and justice.
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And quoting Shoghi Effendi again:
"As the Baha'i Faith permeates the
masses of the peoples of the east
and west, and its truth is embraced
by the majority of the peoples of a
number of the sovereign states of
the world, will the Universal House
of Justice attain the plenitude of its
power and exercise as the supreme
organ of the Baha'i Oommonwealth,
all the rights, the duties, and responsibilities incumbent upon the
world's future super-state.
J

Wl~ AIm, therefore, ;justjfied in
foreseeing in the not too far distant
future a situation when there will be
economic justice upon the earth;
when the loftiest aims of our 1)1'esent-day idealists will be attained;
abolition of poverty will be assured,
with ample provision for the aged
and sick; when such terms as illiteracy, unemployment or war will be
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obsolete, and when the dream of the
poet the "Parliament of Man and
the Federation of the World" will
be a reality.
Who, we venture to ask, with allY
sense of responsibility for the age in
which he is living, and love for the
welfare of the human race, could remain indifferent to the following
challenge pronounced by the Guardian of the Baha'i Oause?
"Leaders of religion, exponents
of political theories, governors of
human institutions, who at present
are witnessing with perplexity and
dismay the bankruptcy of their
ideas and the disintegration of their
handiwork, would do well to turn
their gaze to the Hevela tion of
Baha'u'llah, and to meditate upon
the World Order, which, lying enshrined in His teachings, is slowly
and imperceptibly rising amid the
welter and chaos of present··day
civilization.' ,

Bah6'tt'll6h i,s the D'iv'ine Phys'/:cian who diag'Jwses the wor-ld's
malctdy; for the whole plwu:.t ,is m and needs the power of a gr'eat
specialist.
Baha'~t'll6h's teacn/ings ar-e the health of the wo1"ld. They repr·esent the spir·it of this age, the light of th'is age, the well-being of th'is
age, the sottl of this cycle. The wor-ld will be a,t 1"est when they ar-e put
into practice for they are Real'ity.

Pr-aise be to God, the door-s of divine knowledge at'e fl~tng wide, the
'infinite light is shining, and to s~(,ch as l)el1:eve and obey the d'iv'ine 1'nys··
tet"ies at'e revealed.
·--'Abd1,t'l-BahC(,.
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REMOVING BARRIERS
LIDJA ZAMENHOF

An address given in Esperanto at the Bahd'i Lib7'a.ry ·in London and translated
by lJ;liss Evelyn Baxter. 1liiss Zamenhof, well known as the d[~ughteT of the creator of
Esperanw, has recently completed a t'('anslation into this 1{.nivB1'8al auxili.((;ry langl~a!Je
of "Bahd'u'lldh and the New Era," by Dr. J. E. Esslemont.

COME to you from a distant
. . land not ~rery "vell known to
you. Only a journey of two days
from here; it is, however, foreign
to you.

D

How large our earth was once;
how small it is now! Once it. seemed
the center of the universe, now we
know it is but. dust. Once it t.ook
years to travel round it, now, in the
days of steam, electricity and radio,
it has ceased to be an unpassable
space; it is becoming more and more
the territory of one mankind; the
whole earth has become the fatherland of all, the home of one human
family.
May that family be happy! An
old proverb says that man is the
forger of his fate. vVhether mankind 'will be happy 'will depend on
itself.
Mankind at times resembles a
band of children who have wandered into a forest, not heeding the
warnings of their elders. There,
having lost their way before nightfall, they curse and weep and grind
their teeth, and, blaming one another, begin to fight. And at. that.
moment, when, perhaps, from afar
shine the eyes of wolves or enticing
will-o'-t.he-wisps on the marshes,
suddenly is heard the father's voice
showi.ng the way home. Children
would immediately run home. And
mankind ~ If it obeys the Voice it
also will be saved from the forest at
night.; otherwise it will become t.he
victim of the ,volves.

In these last days mankind has
entered a forest where thorns
wound the body and the feet sink in
a bog. It is not. the first t.ime it has
turned aside from the path. ~fany
t.imes has the Fat.her saved it from
danger. But now the people have
entered such a wilderness that they
have lost the hope that t.he Father
will find them there, that His voice
will reach them; they even doubt
w11ether they have a Father.
But the Father loves His children
and does not leave them to periRh
helpless.
The Father's voice calling to
mankind is the teachings of the
prophets. The voice, calling through
the dense forest ill these last days
of despair, is Balm 'u 'llah.
His
teachings lead again to tranquility,
peace and safety.
He reminds us that we are children of one Father, members of one
family, dwellers in one 11ome; that
"ve must make this home a sanctuary of peace, not a battlefield.
I remarked at the beg-inning that·
I come from a eountry not known to
you. Can the country of any nation
be other than a room in the home of
the family of mankind ~ However,
room is sometimes separated from
room by a high step. 1,Vhat is this
step whieh presents a barrier between peoples? Not mountains, for
already tunnels pierce them; not
distance, for steam and elec.tricity
conquer it. This dividing- step is
the feeling of foreign-ne ss ; and one
of the chief sources of this feeling

ZAMENHOF:

is diversity of language. We have
taken the hatchet and are chopping
away this step-let nothing separate us!
Some of you, perhaps, attended
the Twenty-third Congress of
Esperanto, the International language, which ended a few days ago
at Oxford. Did you not feel, looking at that mass of different nationalities, that something great and

THE MAN
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holy was happening there"/ That
the peoples, who, according to the
Bible legend, were scattered at the
Tower of Babel have come back to
their fRtherland, to their home~ If
you felt this and understood, do not
stand on one side. Together with
us, take the hatchet and help us to
chop away the barriers, so that no
longer shall anything stand between
the children of mankind.

ZAMENHOF: THE MAN
L.

N. NEWELI,

This article, reprinted from "International Language," gives an excellent picture
of the man who created Esperanto. The author calls him a genius. It would see'11'1, clea1",
however·, that his success was due not only to genius, but io divine guidance, which
flowed to hil1~ because of his utter sincerity, devotion and self-sacrifice in the spnad of
the great ideal of an international auxiUary language.

AMENHOF was an indefatigable -worker. All his life,
except during the days of his last
illness, he had to struggle to keep
his family, and for an oculist
amongst poor people, the struggle
was a bitter one. From Esperanto
he made no profit, except royalties
on the sale of his works, which certainly did not make good the losses
caused by the inevitable neglect of
his practice. Lack of money made
difficult even traveling to the international congresses; the childlike
excitement discernible in his leHers
on his journey to the Sixth Universal Congress in Washington
shows how great was the event in
his life, and how great were the efforts which it cost. In spite of
money worries, ill-health, bitter opposition and mockery, he fought on
and worked unceasingly, and in
none of his work is there any Slgll
of discouragement (except, per-

Imps, in the poems Ho'rnia kor' and
lJIlia penso) or bitterness.
Oue looks for the motive which
enabled him to persist and conquer.
As we have seen, it was not love of
money. Nor was it ambition or love
of power, for when, in 1889, it was
proposed that the American Philosophical Society should call an international conference of scientists
to elect an auxiliary language, he
offered to hand the matter over to
them entirely and "to retire from
the scene"; and, as we know, at a
later date (as soon as it was practicable), he gave up all rights in his
invention and all official positions.
He wished for none of these. His
aim was to give humanity peace and
ease from the suffering caused by
dissension and war, and he saw that
a neutral means of communication
would be one of the most important
factors in achieving that aim.
He was an idealist through and
through, and he strove for his ideals
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with a passionate tenacity which lutely deaf even to the wisest of
snrang from the simplicity of his moral sermons, but remember that
character. That simplicity gave him it flies to that which appears to have
the strength to inspire his followers achieved success. For ourselves we
with his own ideals; to that fact it may realize that our task is still
is due that Esperanto survived the very difficult and perhaps for a long
early years. At times he showed time to come will demand an iron
even a touch of naivety, as, for in- patience; but to the public we must
stance, when he proposed to collect always show a cheerful face. We
the names and addresses of ten must not lie, as the Vola pukists did,
million people who would promise inventing great and impOTtant
to learn Esperanto, before asking facts, taken from the air; but also
we must not forget that mankind,
anyone to begin to study.
But he was shrewd, too. He ex- for whose good we are working, is a
pected no miracles, and foresaw op- sick, obstinate child, who will take
position from the first. In his first no medicine unless we take pains to
textbook he answered in advance al- sweeten it.
most all the objections which can be
Vve have 110 record of unkindness
or
injustice of any kind, but the folraised against an "artificial" lanQ,'uage. He realized that to make lowing letter shows that he could be
headway, the new langnage must be tart, when occasion justified it:
Your letter is signed: ' 'One of
stable, and that to be stable, its
basis must remain unchanged until the warmest friends of the language
the language is universally ac- Esperanto"! I do in fact remember
cepted. Hence, the principle of the that from time to time you send me
inviolability of the fundamental letters asking after the progress of
grammar of Esperanto, which has the affair; but you have never writcaused so much controversy. It is ten to say what you yourself are
safe to say that Esperanto would doing for our cause. The "warm
have gone the way of a hundred friend of our affair" is not he who
ephemeral projects, dying stillborn, is always asking questions, but he
if it had not been protected by this who works for it and spreads it. In"dogma. " "'\iVhen the famous Dele- stead of asking me every month
gation was convened in 1907 for the what has been done, you should ask
purpose of choosing an international yourself, "What have I done for
language, he pointed out from the our affair during the past month?"
first that it lacked the necessary
I quote these texts to show that
authority, and that its choice, what- Zamenhof's character had its due
ever it might be, would be ineffec- proportions of salt. "'\Ve may guess
tive; and the Delegation was indeed that many letters like the above
a fiasco.
were required.
He had a vein of wise disillusionWith all his simplicity, 1)erhaps
ment, as is shown by the following because of his simplicity, he showed
paragraph which appeared in La in his leadership of the Esperanto
ES2Jerantisto in 1891:
movement a sagacity and statesWe must not forget that the manship which amounted to genius.
world has always remained abso- I need not dilate on the innumerable
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pi tfalls besetting the inventor of an
instrument nsed by all sorts of men,
in all parts of the world. It is sufficient to refer the student to the
speecbes and articles in this book, in
wbich he points out that Esperanto
must have a democratic government; that the language must evolve
slowly and naturally in use, and not
by sudden changes; that it must be
tied to no religious or political
theory (not even to Zamenhof's own
dearest cause, pacificism and interllationalism allied with the noblest
sort of patriotism). His sane guidance was the determining factor ill
the constant and orderly progress
of the movement, and his good influence is still felt today.
I have used the word genius. This
is the only word whicb is adequate Dr. Luclovilc Zn11tenhoj, crentor of Espernnto,
Ct universnl ctuxilinry lnnguage.
when we are considering his creative work on Esperanto. When he
compiled the language, research words, or arrangement of grammar,
work on the elements necessary in from the artistic point of view; he
an artificial language was hardly never touches on aesthetics. It is
begun; he must be considered as the possible that he never presented
pioneer and greatest master of the this side of the question even to himsubject. Familiarity with the result self. But the beauty of sound and
of his labors does not breed con- association in Esperanto could have
tempt; on the contrary, it is the com- been imported only by one very senmon experience of those who have sitive to beauty; he was undoubtstudied Esperanto deeply, that their edly a great, unconscious artistadmiration and wonder grow -with the language itself is proof of this.
increasing knowledge. That is the
Above all we receive an impresproof that he worked well; and sion of a modest, lovable man; one
those who have followed in his steps who Was sincere in all things, an
have never equalled him. The sup- enthusiast who never thrust his
periority of Esperanto results views on others; a determined
partly from that ten years' constant worker who never wavered from his
testing which it had before appear- aim. His personality calls forth a
ing in public; but it results too from deep respect, and even from those
the fact that its author was a genius. who never knew him in the flesh, an
"Genius" here includes the term affection which explains the enthu"artist." It is curious that no- siasm and sacrifices of those who
where in his articles and letters do had the privilege of working with
we find any mention of selection of him.
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THE CHAMPIONS OF REALITY
DR. CHARLES

S.

FRINK

There is an ever-growing tendency toward unity cmd tt11deTStanding bctween
science and 1·eligion. How this unity can be attained is told us by the author; and
those leaden of science and religion who are honestly wQ1"king to bring ab01tt this
unity he classes as "Champions of Reality."

UT

must be apparent to those
who have followed the trend
of current literature, that the gap
which has existed for so long between religionists and scientists is
gradually closing up.
Prior to the advent of tbis scientific age, dO,Q:matic religionists have
systematically and with various motives succeeded in cultivating the
weeds of superstition in their own
minds and in the souls of their followers. But any attempt today to
perpetuate the imitations and superstitions of the dark ages in this
"Age of Light," becomes increasingly difficult as hU,man understanding broadens and develops.
Scientists, as a whole, are naturally reluctant about associating an
admittedly incomprehensible and insensible God with matter and its
phenomena. Except for those who
have faithfully studied and accepted
the illuminating, all-inclusive teachings of Baha 'u '11ah, the problem of
adjustment seems to remain unsolved as if pendently waiting for
some belated superhuman power to
perform the nuptials of science and
religion.
The idea that science is of the
head and religion is of the heart
is not new to many. That religion
must conform to science and reason
there can be no doubt in the minds
of those who have realized the import of the authoritative utterances
of Baha 'u 'llah, Who says:

U

"If religion does not agree with
the postulates of science nor accord
with the regulations of reason it is
a bundle of superstitions; a phantasm of the brain. Science and religion are realities, and if that religion to which we adhere be a reality it must needs conform to the
fundamental reality of all things."
Science can be as wrongly dogmatic as religion. But, fortunately,
there are many eminent scientists
who have avoided the pitfalls of
dogmatism. They have not all allowed their intellects, as it were, to
paralyze the intuitional susceptibilities of their hearts. A noble expression of this type is found in one
of the recent statements of Dr. W.
R. Whitney-" A world figure in
science" :
"The will of God, the law which
we discover, but cannot understand
or explain-that alone is finaL"
If the final results of scientific
research should lead to the general
conviction that the beginning and
the end of all creation, with its
countless phenomena, is because of
the "will of God," would it not be
the greatest possible achievement
towards the fulfillment of the
Lord's Prayed
100

9

IN REALITY, science and religion
have always been affinities-a temperamental balancing, so to speak,
of the extremes of extroversion and
introversion. Heretofore, the anti-
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pa the tic guardians of science and he might further study and record
religion would not sanction such an the unconscious states, qualities and
affiliation. The arrogant religionists powers of the human soul, would he
looked upon their ward as being too not then become a metaphysician
heavenly to associate with an also~
earthling whom the scientists were
Exact science demands that the
determined should, at least, possess scientist, who would be successful,
some exact knowledge of the corre- must possess the inherent qualities
lative forces of its physical exist- of truthfulness, otherwise, we could
ence.
expect no more from him than a
Essentially, religion must be the juggler's performance. The invensame today as always. But man, tion of the electric light, for
through his ignorance and selfish- example-commonplace as it now
ness, has covered Reality with the seems - necessitated innumerable
accumulated trappings and tradi- conjurings with the occult forces of
tions of the ages until its perfect nature before it could be presented
figure has become a fantasy and an to the world in the form of a deobject of ridicule in the sight of pendable commodity which is as
those who are heedless and unwise. necessary to the convenience and
It has been the peculiar office of enlightenment of the enemies of
science to help destroy these tin- science as it is to the scientists
seled draperies and subtle forger- themselves.
ies, one or more at a time. Who
can say that such an exposure is not
another manifestation of the "will
WHAT EINSTEIN calls the "cosmic
of God~"
The exactions and perplexities religious sense" is, no doubt, deeply
constantly confronting the scien- rooted in the soul of every true
tific researcher seem to prevent scientist. Paradoxical as it may
him, with a few individual excep- seem, the "cosmic religious sense"
tions perhaps, from becoming dog- or "creative urge" as others have
matic over that which, at best, has designated it, may be as keen in
to do with proximate causes.
the mind of the physicist who is
Science, we are informed, "Is working day and night to produce
knowledge reduced to law and em- a gas that could be used for the
hodied in system." Such being the destruction of his fellowmen, as it
case, it is not difficult to imagine is in another who might be searchwhy the work of the physicist will ing for knowledge of a way to proalways be confined within the limits duce cheap motive power from the
of sense and matter.
Should he air. The original purpose of the
discover ways and means to mater- two scientists is the same, viz., to
ialize, measure and weigh the prop- control the forces of nature. Should
erties of conscious mind, would he the efforts of both prove to be sucnot still be the physicist? On the cessful, the accomplishment in
other hand, should the physicist either case will have been legitiattempt to develop the alleged oc- mately within the field of science,
cult phase of psychometry by which while their motives, from a moral-
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ist's point of view, may be directly
contrary.
There are many people who are
inclined to look upon the scientist
as one who, because of the exacting
nature of his work, must be temperamentally cold and unemotional.
This may appear to be true because
of the scientist's absolute refusal
to take any unproven theory for
granted. It is admitted that there
may be certain scientists whose
emotional natures have become
more or less dormant; nevertheless,
they must have imagination. Any
theories which the scientist may
develop in the abstract are so bum
with the distinct understanding
that, until his theories are proven,
he must regard them only as mental
images or patterns until he has
made them tangible and workable.
In the laboratory, the scientist is
free to indulge his imaginative
powers to the utmost. Here he may
quietly theorize and dream to his
heart's content. Here the whole of
creation becomes his mental playground, and yet the task is always
before him to demonstrate the
soundness of his theories and to reduce them to practical usefulness
and, as the psychologist might say,
"He must objectify his mental
.images before he will be recognized
as a scientist."
The great protagonists of the renewed religion of God for our time
(the Bab, Bahii'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha) teach us that "Man is the
collective cent er of all phenomena."
Long before the time of Christ,
Socrates seemed to realize this
truth, hence his injunction, "Know
thyself! ' , It is a large order and
would be quite beyond our limited
human powers to fulfill were we not

so fortunate as to have been born in
the early morning of aNew Day
wherein we may expect a quickening of the soul's powers in fulfillment of the prophecies of the great
OllPS d)f the past.

SCIENCE is doing much to deepen
our knowledge of the interdepend(mce of our physical and mental
functions.
True IJsychology, or
"The science of the human mind or
soul, " is also adding much to our
better understanding of the soul's
operations, powers and functionsbut, let it be borne in mind that
there is as marked a distinction between true and pseudo or false
psychology as there is between the
true scientist and the juggler.
The most important lesson one
can learn from the study of true
psychology, perhaps, is that his
own soul is the intermediary between his visible world of effects
and the invisible world of causes,
or, to quote from the Baha'i Scriptures:
"The soul hath two phases: the
higher aspireth to the Kingdom of
Abha, and the lights of the mind
shine forth from that horizon unto
its higher sphere; the other phase
inclineth to the lower concourse of
the material world and its lowest
sphere is enveloped in the darkness
of ignorance.
But when light is
poured upon this phase (the lower)
and if this phase of the soul is ca pable of receiving it, then 'truth hath
come and falsehood vanisheth, for
falsehood is of short duration'otherwise, darkness will surround
it from all directions and it will be
deprived of association with the
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Supreme Concourse and will remain in the lowest depths."
After studying the foregoing
statements, the consequent question would naturally be, "What is
my personal responsibility in the
matter of preparing my soul to receive the light ~" Reading further
in the Scriptures the answer is
fonnd in the following statements:
"The prophets also ae1mowledge
this opinion, to-wit: That edt£cation
hath a great effect upon the human
race, but they dedare that the
minds and comprehensions are
originally different. And this matter is self-evident; it cannot be refuted. We see that certain children
of the same age, nativity and race,
nay, from the same household, under the tutorship of one teacher,
differ in their minds and comprehensions.' ,
"No matter ]1O"W much the shell
is polished, it can never become the
radiant pearl. That is to say,
training does not change the human
substallce, but it produceth a marvelous e:ffeet. By this effeetive
power all that is registered, in
latency, of virtnes and capacities in
the human reality will be revealed.
It is for this reason that, in this
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new cyde, ed't£cation and training
are recorded in the Book of God
as obligatory and not voluntary."
From the above it will be dearly
understood that education is the
means by which the mirror of the
soul is polished and prepared to refleet the rays of light from on high.
Education, it must be remembered, is dynamic. It is ever progressive and it is incumbent upon
all who "would be prepared to receive the light to constantly readjust their minds to new discoveries
of the Jaw which Dr. Whitney so
conclusively calls the" will of God"
as it is manifested in all phases of
our existence.
When the leaders of ancient, outworn religious creeds-with their
innumerable sects-have learned to
readjust their minds to the basic
idea, namely, that reJigion must
conform to science and reason, and
the scientists will have agreed that
the mysterious forces of nature
cannot be accounted for except as
manifestations of the "will of
God, " may we not then speak of
1he miJIenium in the present tense
8,11d hail our modern religionists
}j,nd scientists as the Champions of
Ti',eality?

"As we witness on all sides the growing r'estlessness of a restless age, we aTe
.filled with mixed feelings of fear and hope-few', at the p?'ospect of yet a,nother' dea,dly
encounter', the inevitability of which is alas! becomin,c! incr'easingly manifest; hope, in
the serene assurance that whatever cataclysm may yet visit huma,nily, it, cannot but
hasten the appr-oaching er'a, of univer'sal and lasting pecwe so emphaf;ically 1),/'0claimed by the Pen of Baha'u'llah. , , , Let '/A.S take lwart theTefore, and labol' with
r'enewed vigor and deepened understandin.q to contTibute our shar'(J to those fones
which, whetheT or' not cognizant of the regener"ating Faith of Baha'~~'llah in this age,
are oper'ating, each in its respective sphere and under His all-encompassr:ng guidance,
faT the uplift and the salvation of humanity."
Shoghi E.O'endi,
Guar'dian of the BahCt/i Cause.
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THE FUTURE RELIGION
HowARD R. HURLBuT
The auth01", connected with the 1nunicipal gOVM"n1Twnt of San Francisco, has
frequently w1"itten for the Bah6'i Magazine. He now cont1"ibutes Cb sel"ies of articles
describing the Bnha!i Movel1wnt as the ftdfillment of prophecy, the solution of the
world's present needs, the perfect civilization that has been awniting the enHghtened
efforts of l1wnkind.

OW, for more than twenty
years, the Bah6/i Magazine
has been engaged in making known
the teachings of the Baha'i Revelation, discovering to the world their
effect upon the individual and the
national life-in the individual instance, the inspiration to the great
adventure in entire selflessness of
striving to disseminate this new ex"jJression of the age-old Truth; and
in the wider fields of national optimism, the introduction of the principles voiced by Baha'u'llah as
a corrective of existing evils between peoples of different races and
na tionali ties.
The world has been witness to
the continued effort of nations to
incorporate the Baha'i principles in
their treaties and relationships, and
yet, those responsible for this have
remained in ignorance of their
source. The principles referred to
are Equality of the Races, Equality
of the Sexes, Equality of Opportunity, Universal Education, a Universal Auxiliary Language, a transposition from merely national fealty to that of loyalty to the whole
human race, an International Court
of Justice, a League of Nations, an
Adjustment of the Relations between Capital and Labor, in the establishment of an economical condition which shall eliminate poverty
and proscribe the hoarding of
wealth for the advantage of the
few.
All of these were sent forth as

divine mandates more than sixty
years ago, at a time when there was
no consideration nor observation of
them in any land, and they are functioning at best only lamely today
for the reason of their non-association with divine motives through
their attempted adaptation by })urely political means.
Then, too, Baha 'u 'nah voieed
other vital principles which peoples
are not according recognition and
which have been limited in their acceptance to those who have accepted
as valid the Baha'i Revelation-the
Voice Divine. These are the singleness of purpose and of authorization of every great Revelator
throughout the ages who has appeared in the establishment of a
school of religion-a condition
which compels the recognition, also,
that there is only one )·el'igion. and
that, the unassailable Word of God.
It may be seen that in giving acceptance to these, all religious prejudice will be wiped out and with
the gradual wakening to realization
of the universal brotherhood of
man, accompanied by the assumption of the responsibilities which
such a relationship compels, wars
will cease to be and a spread of
prosperity and augmented comfort
be inevitable.
There are many remaining blind
to the beauties of the revealed Truth
who are curious over the mystical
utterances contacted with in Holy
Writ, and it is not unbelievable that
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some of these, given explanation of have discussed in relation to words
that which hitherto has remained in general.
subject to surmise, might be attractTherefore, having the wisdom to
ed to an investigation of the source foresee this obsolescence, they set
of that Truth which could make their determinations regarding the
plain the concealed verities. It is future in terminologies based on the
to such that this thesis is offered as eternal verities-those things which
something over which to ponder were and are and ever will be presand, according as it may appeal to ent in the world-the sun and moon
reason, accept.
and stars, water and air and light,
NOT infrequently comment has
rivers and streams and sea, clouds
been made over the improbability and earth and stone, man and womof divine inspiration being asso- an and wife, and numbers of other
ciated with the Bible, which is filled objects time cannot destroy. That
with matter not appearing to be was one reason-pr-eser-'uation.
consistent with divine thought and
THI~J:tE was another reason. When
also with allegorical presentments these allegories and symbols were
which constitute a cloud 10 conceal emp]oyed, it was also written that
such meanings as may be attached the vVord was not for private interthereto. They ask why so many pretation, and that these secrets
crudities are injected into Holy were to be sealed until" the time of
Writ and also why God didn't give the end"-a term which is itself an
truths in plain and understandable allegory and has been the cause of
terms, and that is an entirely ra- endless controversy, having been
tional query to be put if one does generally accepted to indicate that
when certain prophesied conditions
not grasp the intent of the form.
One has only to refer to the lat- should obtain in the world, the
est of our dictionaries to discover world itself would be at an end-the
lists of thousands of words which Day of God, the Day of Judgment,
have become obsolete, and if this the Resurrection. This" other reaobtains in association with the lim- son" was that in the "time of the
ited period of which lexicographers end," when One should appear who
treat, it must be rational to assume would demonstrate the knowledge
that back of that time there were to make clear the meanings in the
in use unnumbered thousands of concealments of Holy \Vrit, this cawords of which we have no knowl- pacity would constitute one of the
edge.
proofs of His divinity.
The Prophets were dealing with
H.
affairs and conditions which they
visioned were to exist upon the
WHILE an intent of this thesis is
earth thousands of years after their to treat in the larger measure of
own time, and had they employed applied prophecy, its purpose will
to record these events and condi- be the better served if there shall be
tions the idioms then in use it must made clear the real meaning of
have ensued in the passing of gen- some of the disguised and disputed
erations their record would have passages. And this brings us to a
passed to the oblivion which we consideration of the 36th verse of
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the 30th chapter of Isaiah-a verse
which before this era has never been
given acceptable explanation. It
reads:
"Moreover, the light of the moon
shall be as the light of the sun, and
the light of the sun shall be sevenfold, as the light of seven days, in
the day that the Lord bindeth up
the breach of his people and healeth
the stroke of their wound."
The best that Bible commentators
have been able to weave out of this
has been that at some time in the
experience of the race the illumination emanating from our present
solar center will so vastly transcend
that to which we have been accustomed that night itself will be dissipated, regarding which the main
difficulty would seem to be the ability of man to endure it.
Wheresoever the term "the day"
or "that day" is employed in prophecy, associated with some great
event, it has reference to this day in
which we are living, and to understandingly discuss this requires a
harking back to the day of "beginning"-that is, the story as given
to us in the opening chapter of the
book of Genesis. Because a Manifestation of God brings spiritual
illumination to mankind, he is likened to our phenomenal sun and is
called a S-U-N. And, because the
sun is inseparably associated with
day, he is also called D-A-Y. And,
as we determine a day to constitute
the period between dawn and dark,
so, too, the period during which the
spiritual teachings presented by a
Manifestation have the power to influence to spirituality the souls of
men, is called His Day.
That one who follows immediately in the footsteps of the divine messenger to explain his Word and

spread the cause is styled moon,
because he rises in a reflected glory,
just as our satellite of the night reflects the light of the sun.
WHEN we approach Creation, we
see it as something not related to
the bringing into existence this
earth of ours, nor of any sphere in
the universe of worlds, nor, indeed
of any substance whatsoever, because, if we shall accept God as
perfect, we must conclude there
never was a period in which everything was not, all being co-existent
with God. Had there been at any
time something lacking in the universe, necessary for God to create,
it would imply an imperfect world
and therefore an imperfection in the
Creator, which is an entirely impossible assumption.
No, Creation, when applied to
bodies like this earth of ours, does
not mean the bringing into being of
anything new, but, instead, an introduction into a field in which it
had theretofore been strange, of
something infinitely old. But, the
term "Creation," as employed in
Genesis, does not mean even this-it means the creation of souls. That
is, out of the darkness and ignorance, the glory of the Light brought
recognition of the purposes of God.
Allegory and symbology saturate
the entirety of the Scriptures with
their incomparable utility for the
preservation of the record of the
intent. The "Garden of Eden" is
the first of these allegories after
that which we have discussed as
Creation. As given to us almost
daily in the press and in numerous
periodicals, scientific investigation
has determined that this earth of
ours, to which some religionists persist in attaching a life period thus
far of only six or seven thousand
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years, must have endured through
incommensurable bmions of years,
and this conclusion of science is directly in line with the declaration
of Baha'u'llah that the present cycle in which we are and of whic11
we are a part, is merely one of unnumbered thousands of similar cycles of like thousands of years duration which have obtained on this
planet, during which people have
risen from states of ignorance and
deprivatioll to planes of the highest intellectual and spiritual attainment, then to retrogress or, by some
seismic cataclysm to be almost completely wiped out, so that all knowledge of that which has gone before
is lost to the succeeding remnants
of the race.
Possibly, this can be more clearly
grasped if we shall assume that the
recession of the antarctic ice cap
and the increase of the arctic cap
shall in a not far distant future become of such magnitude that a tipping of the earth will bring about
an almost complete submergence of
areas now exposed, such submersio11
continuing sufficiently to be destructive of the major portion of all life.
Thus, to have again the race-beginning in people of little or no attainments, were the islands of the southern seas to be lifted as continental
areas, the populace would be dense
in its ignorance, and the small understandings during the earlier generations be lost because of the absence of competent instruction and
guidance.
Such a condition, therefore, may
be pictured in the dawn of this cycle, when the people without understanding of right and wrong were
in an edenic state-they could do 110
evil, because what they did was in
the absence of knowledge. That
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was their true "Garden of Eden,"
and it continued until their state
becoming hopeless of voluntary development along spiritual lines, out
of their midst arose Adam as the
iirst "Day" and brought them the
Light, exposing for their guidance
the divine principles in life's true
relatonships. It was in this dawning
cognizance of their past error that
their "Fall" was accomplishednot a fall from grace, hut a fall
from their edenic experioneo in being ignorant of sin.
The "]~'all" was in reality a 1'ise
from a plane of igno1'anco to a station of understanding. The manner
of their acceptance of this teaching
by Adam is also indelibly inscribed
in scriptural allegory, showing evil
(personified in Cain) battling with
and becoming victor over good (personified in his brother, Abel).
It exposes the conflict in the individual soul between the promptings toward evil and good-a condition which has shown 110 change
from that time to this.
While religionists, as a rule, regard the Holy Books to have been
revealed for a spiritual purpose,
they have persisted in applying to
material affairs what is to be found
therein. They have done this with
the creational story, as we have
said, but inasmuch as the narrativo
related solely to matters of the
spirit-the creation of souls-we
cal1 now understand Adam in this
allegory as "the first Day." His
teaching endured as a means of
guidance until human egotistic assumption and selfish striving plunged mankind into a night of ignorance, out of which came the dawn
of the second day of creation, in the
appearance of N oah.
(To be contin~ted)
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THE SHRINE
CLARA WEIR

[~~ Y a happy coincidence I ar-

iD

rived at Haifa in time to participate in one of the most important celebrations of the year, namely, the observation of the Ascension
of Baha 'u 'llah. 'x'
We set out for Bahji just at
night-fall, Zeah Khanum, the mother of Shoghi Effendi, Ruha Khanum,
the second daughter of
'Abdu'l-Baha, a Persian pilgrim,
and I, occupied the same car.
Our route lay through the narrow streets of Haifa, and thence
along the shore of the Mediterranean, the road running so close to
the water that the tide washed over
it in some places. There was an
invigorating, salt-laden breeze. To
the left we could still see the gentle
breakers, and to the right, the billowing white sands, with, here and
there, a cluster of palm trees, dimly
silhouetted against the sky. Scarcely a word was spoken during that
drive; it would have seemed irreverent to break the silence.
Arriving at the Shrine, we found
a large gathering of men in the
garden, one of whom was chanting
a Tablet of Baha 'u 'llah. We took
seats outside with the women, but
after a time, repaired to the interior of the Shrine.
The outer chamber was brilliant,
the large cut-glass chandeliers scintillating with myriads of candles,
and on a table a number of candlelighted lamps threw their radiance
upon delicate rug and velvet drapery. The outer Shrine is two stories
'This date is observed May 28th of each year.

high, with no windows on the
ground floor, but having several
above on each of the four sides.
Through these windows one could
see the blue sky, and beneath them,
electric lights, the only suggestion
of Western atmosphere, brought
into relief the color and waxen texture of tropical plants, which form
a miniature garden in the center.
Dark clad forms reverently sat
along the walls or moved silently
toward an open door through which
flooded a radiance not only seen,
but felt.
The inner Shrine, while dimly
lighted by lamp and candelabra, yet
revealed the soft green velvet draperies, and Persian rugs, and exquisite urns filled with flowers
which shed their fragrance as rare
incense in honor of a King. There
was no somberness here, but rather,
a regenerating atmosphere, which,
while bearing comfort to the weary
heart, yet filled one with a heavy
sense of loss and indefinable longing. One realized, here, the kinship
of joy and sorrow. Those who had
gazed upon the splendor of His
personality, silently wept. What
memories must have crowded in!
What heavenly bounty had been
theirs to behold the King of Kings,
the unrequited hope of generations,
but the fulfHlment of their own.
After kneeling in silent reverence
at the Threshold, each one, still facing the Shrine, entered an antechamber, to make room for the men.
Shoghi Effendi entered first, and

THE SHRINE

knelt before the inner Shrine, after
a few moments retreating to the
outer chamber. The room was
rapidly filled, as men, old and
young, reverently approached the
Shrine. Shoghi Effendi then chanted a Tablet, yet untranslated, which
while literally incomprehensible to
a Western pilgrim, yet conveyed its
spiritual beauty, and broke the restraint of the sorrowing ones.
The chanting over, and homage
offered at the Holy Threshold, the
chamber was again emptied, and devotions were resumed in the garden. This rotation con tin u e d
throughout the night.
The moon had now risen, lighting
up tall cypress and brilliant flower,
but a rich tenor voice in holy chant,
recalled one's attention to the devotion. One observed that in this
Tablet the names of Baha'u'Ihih and of Abdu 'l-Baha were mentioned. I was told that it was the
chanting of poems inspired by the
noble lives of these Divine Messengers of God. One experienced deep
regret at not being able to understand the words.
Again the believers entered the
Shrine, until it was filled as before.
At three 0 'clock, the hour of the
Ascension of that Glorious One,
Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the
Baha'1 Cause, again approached
the Holy Shrine, and again chanted
the saered words which penetrated
every heart and made it respond
wit.h gratitude, and renewed dedi-
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cation to the service of the Most
Glorious.
When we retired from the Shrine,
the first streaks of dawn had already appeared in the eastern sky,
while a sacred silence broken only
by the song of bird, seemed to permeate all nature.
It was four 0 'clock when we began our homeward journey. Daylight soon brightened the landscape,
and what had been only dimly outlined at night-fall, now assumed
shape and color; the dull green of
olive tree, in contrast with the dark
green of spreading cedar; the graceful movement of robed figures, each
bearing a burden upon its head; the
small flocks driven by Arab and
dog; a camel, or a donkey, laden
with produce, all combined to add
picturesqueness to the scene.
In spite of the drowsiness that
gradually settled upon one, the
tranquility of the morning kindled
the imagination, and one saw, again,
the Master traveling over the same
road, many times weary with the
weight of burdens, too heavy for an
ordinary mortal to bear, and yet
with what hope He must have gazed
upon that glorious scene-Mount
Carmel in the distance, with the city
of Haifa snuggled at its foot; the
beautiful bay, one day to become a
grea t harbor-and one suddenly
realized that here lay the concrete
fulfillment of His hopes and that
this was 'home.'

"Prayer and s~Lpplication are so effective that they inspire one's
hea'l't for the whole clay with high ideaL" and s~"preme sanctity and
calmness. One's heart 1mLst be se11sitive to the 1n1,LSic of prayer. He
1n~Lst feel the effect of prayer."
--'Abdu'l-Baha.
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REFLECTING THE LIGHT
ELWYN SURGES

This brief but illuminating article came to us in answe?' to the editO?'ial in the January number of The Bahri'i Magazine, in which we had 1nade a nqUGst for correspo?~d
ence on the ways of i?nproving one's spiritual life in the 1nidst of p?'essing datly
activities. We are glad to have this contribution, and hope that others who have any
helpful message to contribute will feel encouraged to submit their ideas.

RE there periods in our lives
when we feel we have little
time for reading and studying
Baha'i principles to perfect ourselves ~
It is during these very periods
that we may put into practice what
we already know. And after all, it
is only those principles that become
active that are really our own.
We wish to acquire perfections.
But do we see perfections in every
person and in every thing that
concerns us in our daily lives even
1"n trivial affairs ~ We may think
we do. But checking up on ourRelves, sometimes the results are
surpnsmg.
It is related that once as Christ
and His disciples passed the corpse
of a dog, all the disciples exclaimed
on the deformity and dissolution of
the animal; but Christ looked until
He found the beautiful white teeth,
then commented only on the pm'fection of the teeth, disregarding entirely all the defects. Christ looked
at the praiseworthy qualities always.
As BAR A 'IS, we :find there are
scientific reasons why we must gaze
only at the divine and perfect attributes. It is facing the sun instead
of the shadow; seeing the positive
qualities as real, the negative as unreal. We have learned "that we

are as mirrors; that as physical objects receive the light of the material sun and reflect it to the degree
in which they are able, so ,ve likewise receive the light of the Sun
of Reality and reflect it to a greater
or lesser degree, according as we
are able," there being no ingress or
egress of divinity.
To reflect, we must turn toward
the Sun of Truth, as we are exhorted all thru the Scriptures. Upon first thought we naturally suppose we are turned toward the Sun
of Reality-that certainly is our intention. But remembering that it
has been said "that we are turned
toward that which we love the most
and that which we love the most occupies our thoughts to the greatest
degree, "-on applying this test, we
might discover something altogether different from what we supposed.
It is so easy to be actually turned
toward the shadow, without knowing it! In other words, we may be
like the disciples, looking more often at the imperfections.
Could we improve and perfect
ourselves more by anyone method,
than by adopting the practice of
striving to see perfection everywhere, at all times ~ This practice
is turning toward the Light, huning towards the Sun of Reality indeed. For was not Baha 'u 'llah the
Blessed Perfection ~
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THE COMING OF THE SON OF MAN
LOVJ<i "\VAXED COLD

("Because iniquity shall abound, the love of many shall
wax cold."-Jesus.)

III the loveless cold of wintertime
Far seems the warmth of Love's .June Day.
The Son of Man would bring it near
To souls possessing power to hear
And ·will to walk Love's Way.

,V

INTER PASSED

(Suggested by the Song of Solomon.)

Lo, the winter even now is passed,
The time of soul-depressing' dearth;
r.ehe certain signs of Spring' are clear;
rrhe time of singing birds is here,
The flowers appear on earth.
rehough the little foxes spoil the vines
Because of tender grapes they heal',
rehey shall be taken soon, and God
Shall feed I-Iis people with His Rod
And make His Garden fair.
He will take away the bramble patch
And bring' a beauty before unlmowll !
Earth shall become a garden spot,
A joyous life the common lot,
With Love upon the throne.
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"IN THAT DAY"

~

("Prove me now, saith the Lord of Hosts, if I will not
open you the windows of heaven and pour you out a
blessing, that there shall not be room enough to receive
it."-Mal. 3 :10.)

In the day when the people perforce shall prove
The God of Love who waits to bless,
The windows of heaven shall be opelled widc;
All hungers shall be satisnedAll fed from Love '8 largesse.
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THE UNSEEN ARMY OF SCIENCE
MARTIN

h D AVEY

The following is part of an address delivered by Mr. Dcwey, president of the Dave11
Tree Expert Company of Kent, Ohio. Mr. Davey's speech was delivered as pa?"t of
the Davey Tree Surgery radio hour which C01nmemorates the achievement of John
Davey who fifty-one years ago, created the science of tree sUTgery.

nHAT great force of men and
women, who are engaged in
the various branches of science,
represent the most tremendous forward movements of our civilization,
insofar as they are governed by
human efforts and genius.
N early all the great work of
science is hidden from public view.
For the most part, it is performed
quietly, patiently and persistently,
without any spectacular manifestations and without any hope of public applause.
A peculiar attribute of the average scientific mind is the fact that
it usually does not concern itself
with monetary gain or commercial
advancement. It is primarily se1£repressive, and is devoted to the tedious grind of mastering known
truth and searching for new. It is
concerned with the results of its
labors rather than personal reward.
It is for these reasons that I wish
to speak in public appreciation of
the unseen army of science, that has
moved forward under cover of the
laboratory and the study, almost
unnoticed by the general public and
without any clamor or popular demonstrations. The scientists of this
and past generations have lifted
mankind out of darkness, have advanced the common welfare, have
provided new instruments of helpfulness and service, and have opened man's eyes to the amazing facts
concerning the world in which he
lives and the universe of which it
is a part.

U

EXCEPT among the most primitive
peoples, science and its operations
affect human life at almost every
turn. Insofar as its scope reaches,
it has lifted our civilization to the
highest level that people have ever
enjoyed. But the thing that is
most impressive to me is the fact
that science has so tremendously
enlarged man's vision. Its material
contributions are so great that it
is quite impossible to describe them
within the scope of human language,
but its contributions to man's intellectual stature are to me the more
profound. Science has unlocked so
many of the secrets of nature! It
has elevated our comprehension of
things! It has given us so much
greater understanding of life and
the world in which we live and the
universe of which we are a part,
that it has been possible for civilized man to grow to a new and
greater intellectual stature!
Some folks think that science is
at war with religion, but I am one
of those "who believe that science
has done more to confirm the infinite power of the Creator than
anything that could have happened.
It is an immeasurably greater God
that we can see through the revelations of science. We can look up
to our Creator in more devout worship and with more profound veneration, because science has opened
our eyes and uncovered our minds
to the infiniteness of the universe
and the majestic plan of its divine
creation.
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SCIENCE-A GREAT UNIVERSAL FORCE
OHE virtues of humanity are.m~ny.but sci:nce is the ~ost
noble of them all. The chstmctlOn whICh man enJoys
above and beyond the station of the animal is due to this paramount virtue. It is a bestowal of God; it is not material, it is
divine. Science is an effulgence of the Sun of Reality, the
power of investigating and discovering the verities of the
universe, the means by which man finds a pathway to God.
All the powers and attributes of man are human and hereditary in origin, outcomes of nature's processes, except the intellect, which is super-natural. Through intellectual and intelligent inquiry science is the discoverer of all things. It unites
present and past, reveals the history of bygone nations and
events, and confers upon man today the essence of all human
knowledge and attainment throughout the ages. By intellectual processes and logical deductions of reason, this superpower in man can penetrate the mysteries of the future and
anticipate its happenings.

U

.
D

T IS impossible for religion to be contrary to science,
. even though some intellects are too weak or too immature to understand Truth.
God made religion and science to be the measure, as it
were, of our understanding. Take heed that you neglect not
such a wonderful power. Weigh all things in this balance.
To him who has the power of comprehension, religion is like
an open book, but how can it be possible for a man, devoid of
reason and intellectuality, to understand the divine realities
of God7
Put all your beliefs into harmony with science; there can
be no question, for Truth is one. When religion, shorn of its
superstitions, traditions, and unintelligent dogmas, shows its
conformity with science, then will there be a great unifying,
cleansing force in the world, which will sweep before it all
wars, disagreements, discords and struggles-then will mankind be united in the Power of the Love of God.
- ' Abdtt'l-Baha.
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NEGRO
A BOOK REVIEW
CORALIE FRANKLIN COOK

making many books" about
the Negro, present-day literature seems to have "no end." Much
that is written is so unsound and
misleading as to be of little or no
value to one in quest of facts or reliable inferences concerning the
habits, the conditions, the lives of
this tenth part of our American
population. It is, therefore, both
refreshing and heartening to discover a book which in simple,
straight - forward language sets
forth, without fear or favor, the
status of the American of color and
his curiously complex but unavoidable relationship to the nation.
The book is "Negro-National
Asset or Liability," by John Louis
Hill, a white man of southern birth
and education.
For the past ten years Dr. Hill
has traveled in the north and in the
south. He has touched elbows with
men and women of high social rank
in his own racial group, studied
colored folk on levee, in cottonfield,
in alleys and byways, in home and
church, and school, apparently with
open mind and the will to judge
righteously.
With courage and frankness the
author defines "the three separate
and distinct stages" through which
he has IJrogressed in reaching his
present attitude on the race question.

No. 1. The Negroes were to be
kept in their place. No longer slaves
they were yet necessary as servants
and common laborers and so must
be tolerated. They were not looked
upon as citizens, hardly as human
beings.
No. 2. The author takes up residence in the north, finds colored
people in the role of citizens, functioning in the higher walks of life,
"men and women of clean morals,
high ideals and lofty conceptions of
life and duty." He realizes that
these people have been robbed of a
fair chance and that the white race
has been to blame for their treatment. But, note the author's conclusion, that while this attitude was
an improvement on the former it
was by no means adequate.
No. 3. Arriving at No. 3 he has
come to the enlightened understanding that" all people are the results
of creative forces operating in
their own peculiar times and climes
under the inexorable law of cause
and effect. God is the Author and
Maker of all people, and His gifts
are vouchsafed alike to all people,
regardless of race, color, kindred,
save as they may be affected by the
forces of heredity and environment." First contempt, then pity
and finally understanding and a
sense of human brotherhood.
It should be illuminating' to the
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American who is content to call him- ual labor alone such statement
self Negro to read this white man's might well go unchallenged.
dictum on the use of the word.
With unerring judgment Dr. Hill
"Never," he says, "can he take his touches upon the artistic temperaplace as an upstanding citizen until ment of the Negro" creative of and
he does as a man and not as a readily reacting to all forms of
art." With his inherited gifts and
Negro."
increasing
and larger opportunities
Many a colored person, too, who
for
self-expression,
Dr. Hill regards
has striven with mind and soul to
it not improbable that within a few
work in harmony with white people
generations the very largest contriwill thank God for the clarity of
bution to national art wjJl be made
vision which has led a white man to by the American who carries Negro
say "most white people actually blood in his veins.
concerned about the welfare of the
The author warns against meascolored race are still in the second
uring the Negro's worth in any way
phase. They are really very kindly except as an asset to the nation. He
disposed to the Negro, many of must not be judged as part of a
them with a burning desire to help "white man's country," nor by the
him. That attitude constantly holds standards of those who think money
the white individual" superior" to the one thing to be desired, rather
the colored one. He looks down by the Declaration of Independence
upon him and talks down to him and and the Constitution of the United
regaros himself as intensely hu- States.
manitarian in that he is honestly enDr. Hill must have looked back a
deavoring to uplift an inferior crea- number of years. He must have seen
hue.' ,
the freed-woman reaching out with
A gullible public rating its con- motherly hands bringing together
cept' of colored people upon sordid her scattered and often ill-assorted
fiction and popular broadcastings children, and with the help of a huswould do well to ponder on this re- band, housing them under one roof.
He has witnessed, no doubt, her
flection. Such things "are only a
matchless ambition for those chilportrayal of certain phases of
dren, and the planting of courage
Negro life so overdrawn that they
in the minds of her sons and chasdo the colored people as a whole an tity in the minds of her daughtenL
almost irreparable injustice."
He has seen this dark woman deThrough the better work of velop and grow until today she has
science and philanthropy, whose come forth a woman among women.
twin genius approaches Negro life
So far, the Negro's patriotism
with a "sincere investigative atti- and his strong religious nature, the
tude, " there will come such start- writer thinks, have been a great
ling revelations that there will be no asset to the nation. The blind, who
question that this man of darker hue still insist on race proscription and
is one of the most dependable assets injustice, may well consider the poto the nation. In the field of man- tential danger of the Soviet teach
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mgs, which offer a way out and
above social abuses.
For colored people themselves no
finer note could be struck than this:
"The last potential evil that might
come out of the colored race, which
would be destructive to themselves
and possibly disastrous to future
inter-racial amity, is the possibility
of its turning anti-religious."
Many more pages than are in this
book might be written about this

book. We who hope, who strive and
who with patience wait, may well
say with Dr. Hill when he writes as
poet and philosopher, "may it not,
indeed, be possible that in the divine
economy of the various racial and
national strains converged in America, to eventually exhibit an ideal
civilization-the Negro himself,
with his suffering past and saving
future, may be the one element to
prevent dissolution."

1I..:.II.III •••••••••••••••• w. •••••••• Ii • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1111111. •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1111 •••••••••••••••• 11.liIiI ••••••••••••••• IIIII ••••••••• III1 •••• It.liI ••••••••••

"To bring the white and the colored together is considered impossible and improbable, but the breaths of the 11oly Spirit will acc01nplish
this fact.
"The world of America 1mtst be very thankfttl for this realization,.
for this en1nity and hatred which exist between the white and the colored
races is very danger01ts and there is no doubt that it will end in bloodshed unless the penetration of the Word of God, the breaths of the
Holy Spirit and the teachings of Bah6'tf'll6h are difftlsed amongst them
and love instead of hatred is established between the two races. They
must destroy the fottndation of enmity and rancor and lay the basis of
love and affinity. The power of the Teachings of Bah6/tl'll6h will cmtse
the disappearance of this danger from America."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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'''11he Baha'i Movement imparts life ... And when this
Cause is fully spread ... warfare will be a thing of the past,
universal peace win be realized, the onGness of the -world of
humanity wiII be recognized and religion and f3cience will
hand hl band."
'Ab 'l-Bahcl.

IT IS INDBgD true that "GXpOl·ience is the best teacher."
Mall
may theoriz,e about principles
human conduct a.nd policies vlhich
would help humanIty to progress,
but unless events tend to support
contention of the idealist his
ideals do not produce fruit in action.
When, however, destiny by means
of great cosmic event:", brings to
pass dynamic changes, man lE!
fo;rced to think and act on a new
level and humanity quickly arises
to the necessity of the new occasioll.
VVh en Baha 'u 'Hah, 11 early eighty
years ago, gave forth His messago,;:;
of universal peace to the crowned
heads of the world, the great nations had then no thoug'M of renouncing war as a means of national
aggrandizement.
Events of the
had seemed to demonstrate
that waT, when successful, was a
unique means of national grovvth,
expansioll and prosperity.
Humanity was not at all ready to listen
to the Divine Commands as uttered
by Bahft)u 'Ha.h.
Then came the Vvorld war, an entirely new experience in the martial
history of humanity because of the
llew methods of destruction used.
Vvar was no longer a holiday excursion in which a great victory
could be won at the cost of a few

lives. No nation profited by the
war. Instead it proved a cataclysm
most UIJSettillg' to the l)olitical and
economic stability of all the nations
engaged.
many monarchs lost
their croYvns! IIow many nations
sav{ their boundaries changed and
the vv-hole patteI'll of their national
life destroyed because of this war!
Now for the first time enlightened
public opinion was unanimous ill
its cry that war should cease.
Events have forced the world to a
recognition of the truth which it
had refused to accept when expressed by Baha'u'llah.
THE} SAl\fm thing is true as regards the world '8 economic reformation, the pattern of which was
given by Baha'u'llI:ih almost two
generations ago. The principle
that economic security should be
guaranteed to each individual by
the State was not accepted tben
either by the politicians or by the
economists as a feasible thing. rro_
day, however, two major events
have forced a great swing in the c1irection of the economic pattern
laid down by Balla 'u 'lHih.
The first of these events is the
establishment of a government by
and of the working classes in Russia, which guarantees a livelihood
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to every individual who will work
and which places the whole resources of the State at the disposal
of the community.
The second event is the great
world-wide economic crisis and consequent unemployment which has
forced all nations to face the definite issue as to what is the responsibility of the government in regard to the populace out of work
and lacking in food and other necessities of life. For the first time,
in many countries the individualistic policy of "laissez faire" is
being forced to the wall by the very
necessities of the occasion.
TODAY NO nation can afford to
seem indifferent to starving millions of the working classes, especially with Sovietism claiming daily
extraordinary performances of a
government wholly conducted by the
working classes.'x, Therefore we
find a country like England accepting definitely the principle of economic responsibility to each individual citizen. This would never have
come about by mere theory and
preaching before the world war, the
experiment of Soviet Russia, and
the present economic crisis. The
other nations of Europe are committed more or less as England to
this same principle, that the State
should guarantee a livelihood to
every citizen.
N or can this country avoid ultimately a similar definition of what
government means. As long as
private enterprise in the United
States can take care of the starving,
it will be allowed to do so; but
should the resources of privately

organized charity be overtaxed, it
is quite evident that the government
can not permit millions to starve
without appropriating public monies in the face of such need.
SO ALSO as regards the equality
of men and women. The VV oTld
War was a great leveller of the
sexes and was the occasion of
woman suffrage in England and in
the United States.
It caused
women to successfully invade many
industries previously closed to them
by custom and tradition.
It was the World War more than
any other single factor which awakened all Asia to the need of universal education in order that by
means of the enlightenment and
progress resultant, she might equal
the power and prestige of Europe
and so find independence and
equality in world affairs.
And the greatest ideal of all for
humanity and the only means of
achieving world peace, that is, the
unity and brotherhood of man,this idea has been tremendously advanced by the earnest desire of enlightened peoples for a stable
foundation for world peace. Realizing that such a peace can only be
founded upon mutual understanding, respect and confidence, all
idealists today are advocating international friendship and interracial unity.
THUS we see that all the major
principles announced by Baha'u'llah as the basis for a new world
civilization have entered the consciousness of humanity through
cataclysmic events that could not

~:The Baha'i civilization does not establish the rule of a single class. but harmonizes the need of capita]

and labor and reconciles class differences in such a way as to produce a stable economic and social foundation for a national and world order.
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have been foreseen when Baha,'u'Hah gave His great Message to the
world. Now humanity has indeed
developed into a more or less receptive attitude toward these principles, made so by the sad experiences it has tTaveled through. Today the world is ready in a remarkable degree for the great Message
of universal brotherhood, universal
peace, universal education, universal security to the individual, which
the Divinity that guides our em1s
has proclaimed through Baha'u'11;'ih as the necessary pattern for humanity's future progress.
JUST as in the case of the individual, so also in the case of a nation or of humanity as a whole,
there is no susceptibility or receptivity for new truths so long as the
old customs seem to bring happiness
and success. The individual who
has health, prosperity and happiness too commonly feels no need for
reJigion; but events that change the
whole pattern of that individual '8
life, bring receptivity and capacity
for divine guidance. It is exactly
so in the case of humanity itself.
While the old customs seem to be
advantageous, there is no collective
capacity for receiving the Message
of God for the welfare of humanity.
But when old customs fail, institutions totter, thrones are shaken to
the dust, governments quail before
the rising tide of popular strength,
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then it is that all enlightened men
attain a capacity for understanding
the groat principles enunciated by
the Founder of the Baha'i Movement.
As A great statesman of a foreign race said when the \'/rite1'
spoke to him of the principles of
universal brotherhood proclaimed
by Baha'u'Hah, "What harm is
there in this °1" Many l)rese11t day
thinkers, upon hearing of the
Baha'i Movement and its principles
of universal brotherhood, go even
further and say, "What salvation
is there for the world today unless
it accepts these principles ~"
It does not matter greatly at this
moment that these thinkers do not
align themselves definitely with the
Baha'i Movement. As 'Abdu'l-Baha
says, "It makes no difference
'whether you have ever heard of
Balla 'u 'Hah or not ... the man who
lives the life according to the teachings of Baha'u'11ah is already a
Baha'i."
The power of Destiny moves upon the face of the world urging humanity into a condition where it is
very near to accepting" in practice
the Baha'i principles. It may well be
that coming events of a momentous
nature may break down this last
remaining barrier dividing sympathetic understanding from active
participation in the work of the
Kingdom.

"If the world should remain as it is todc,y, grec,t danger wiLl face it; but if j-econciliation cind unity are witnessed, if sec~Lrity and confidence are established, if with
lwart and soul we sb'ive in ordm- that the Teachings of Bah6!u'lldh ?nay find effective
penetrcition in the j'ealities of hurna,nkind, ind1wing fellowship and c,ccord, binding
together the hecirts of the various r-eligions and uniting divergent 1Jeoples,-the wodd
of mankind shall attain peace and compOS~Lre, the will of God will become the w'iH
of man and the earUt a veritable habitation of amgels."-' AbdtL'l-Bahd.
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S.

O\iV masterfully, Rob er t
Bridges in i ' The Testament
of Beauty" depicts conditions in
the world today, when he says:
"We sail a changeful sea through halcyon
days and storm, and when the shin laboreth,
our steadfast purpose trembles like as the
compass in a binnacle. Our stability is but
balance, and wisdom lies in masterful administra.tion of the unforeseen."

"MasLerful administration of the
nnforseen" is just what the business world is trying to achieve, although the attempt is not often as
vividly phrased. There seem to be
unique forces at work, which have
not been encountered in commerce
before, widespread in their influences, and ruthless in their machinations. Many sacred economic tracIitions seem to he awash. A decade
of spiritless prosperity has come to
a catastrophic end. The ship of international trade laboreth after the
storm. All phases of life are affect8el Where is that balance which
means stability~ Is it to be found
in trying to reconstruct the cycles
of pro s per i t y and depression
through which we have passed intermittently for a number of years ~
To reconstruct them with the same
building materials as before ~
What queer quirk is there to human nature which causes us, at the
same instant, to be slaves to traditional attitudes and enthusiastic
proponents of the new ~ We seem to
prefer antique methods of government and education, but in industry
and science the newest is none too
new. We like old paintings and
modern automolJiles. We like new
clothes and old shoes-the glitter of

COLE

new raiment but the comfort of old
leather.
Some such attitude seems to sway
many of our reactions today. We
want the benefits of the new without
giving up some of the fiavors of the
old. Changes occur so rapidly that
our adaptability in many res11eets
is insufiicient. It is not strange then
that our conceptions of certain
phases of existence lag behind
changes.
Certain w 0 r d s a 11 cl
phrases have meant specific things
to us
we aTe loathe to alter their
meanings 'vvith the times. vVe are
accustomed to the mellow chimes
from the belfry, and resent any modification of them, but we are not
averse to having the bells rung electrically and automatically, in fact,
so to do would be a matter of pride.
Wallace BreH Donham in his
most challenging' book-B~£siness
Adrift-warns that:
"The world is in a llecularily dangerous
condition because of the numerous elements
leading toward instability.
Science continues to change our environment without
changing human nature. Human behavior
is changing rapidly because it is constantly
facing new environments."

Human behavior may be thought
of as compounded from desires and
environment. Human nature, as
generally conceived, m a y not
change, but human behavior is a
chameleon) a poor, confused ehameleon knowing not what color to
adopt.
Without some steadfast
purpose, S011'1e wise plan, clearly
understood and assimilated, are we
not prone to be blown about as autumn leaves before the winds 1
In The PrO'lm£lgation of UniversalPeace J (page 138), 'Abdu'l-Baha
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is reported as saying some nineteen
years ago,
"Present exigencies demand new methods
of solution; world problems are without
precedent. Old ideas and modes of thought
are fast becoming obsolete. Ancient laws
and archaic ethical systems will not meet
the requirements of modern conditions, for
this is clearly a century of new life, the
century of the revelation of the reality and
therefore the greatest of all centuries."

Being true when uttered, how
much more true, if possible, it is today. Changes have accelerated in
the meantime as 'Abdu'l-Baha knew
they would. Unfamiliar forces are
at work, and these must be wisely
controlled, we are told on every
hand, if our civilization is to continue to advance. We are not only
faced with the necessity of restoring
healthy economic conditions, but we
are confronted with the essential
necessity of solving attendant social
and humane problems as well.
IF HUMAN behavior is changing,
as it undoubtedly is, why should we
cling to the customary meaning of
the magic word "prosperity"~ Because, in the past it has meant those
things which were pleasant and
profitable. It savors of humming
factories, of great shipments of
goods, of high wages a\nd rampant
speculation. It has meant the easy
acquisition of things. In the period
just passed it has carried mass-production to the competitive borderland of profitless prosperity. It
has allowed some men to acquire
fortunes in the short span of a few
years, or even months, while many
others remain in need of the necessities of life. It has built up what
has been characterized as the high
American standard of living. All
of which has been based on the
manufacture and sale of things and
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on the rewards of a system depending upon individual incentive.
When this treasured state of affairs known as prosperity is no
more, when factories slow down,
when many people have no emlJloyment, when the standard of living
is threatened,--with one accord we
scan the business horizon, intently
and constantly, for the return of
lJrosperity. We expect it to occur
in the same old form in which it departed. and for the same old reasons, bringing the familiar and
cherished effects. We expect it to
mean the same things that it did in
the past.
But can it do so ~ Is prosperity
ever the same for any two contig'uous periods of history~ Will it
mean the same things in the next
ten or twenty years that .it has in
the pasH Have we any right to exnect that it will ~ Do we want it to ~
Is it one of those things which we
prefer to consider traditionally
rather than rationally? Is it not
like the old shoes which have beeD
lost and which we hope to find and
claim again as our own, wiggling
our toes in familiar comfort?
IT
WHATEVER prosperity has meant
in the past, it will probably mean
something' quite different in the fuhue. The prosperity of tomorrow
will be a new, different sort of prosperity than we have known in the
nast, if civilization is to advance.
For instance, greater economic
stability will have to be achieved.
Employment insurance is in the offing. Shorter working hours are
much talked of. Greater premium is being suggested for leisure.
Each year we say that the spring
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returns, but does it ~ Certainly one
springtime may be much like
~nother, but time has elapsed, with
Its effects, and no cyclic event recurring, can ever be exactly like
that which has gone before. There
is progress even if nothing else can
be said to move but the hands of our
clocks.
And so in looking for the return
of prosperity in the old sense perhaps we are anticipating a ph~;tom
and had better place our faith in a
kind of prosperity, one better
SUIted to the day, and one which will
almost inevitably bear the marks of
having been influenced by that great
?urrent of. change which is sweepmg humamty along toward a better
and more stable civilization. Economic factors are changing rapidly.
Prosperity is not immune-it mu~t
be redefined.
One of the great reasons why the
:neaning of prosperity must change
IS that there is a new competition
to deal with in human affairs. It is
that powerful rivalry between the
tangibles and the intangibles. Today and tomorrow business will
have to concern itself with this new
~{ind of ~ompetition. The problem
IS :no~ of mducing individuals to buy
thIS mstead of that thing, in order
to keep production up, \vages high
and purchasing power active' but
it. i~ the problem of weighing the in
dIvI.dual'~ wants for tangible things
a!?:amst hIS needs and impelling desIre~ ~or the intangibles-security,
stabIlIty, protection, a just share in
well-being.

ne:v

"The. clear fact is that for any stage of
eC?nOmlC progress, above the minimum of
eXl~tence, the. ,:"ants for intangibles are in
actrve competrtIOn with the wants for things.
*Wallace Brett Donham, in "Business Adrift."

If purchasing power were unlimited this

competition between tangibles and intal1giblp.s would still go on."*

In time of stress, with purchasing
power severely restricted, when humanity realizes that it has lost control of affairs at least for the time
being, there is a large degree of
chastening necessity which forces
the attention of many from the tangibles to the intangibles. Then is
when we look upward and not
around.
W'ere purchasing power unlimited, the surfeit of things would soon
stale enjoyment, and we would Ekewise turn for consolation and inspiration to the intangibles.
And so the new prosperity must
be one which deals with the' intangi?les of life. The new prosperity
wI~l be guaged not by material
thmgs alone, but by thino.s and
other things-the intangibl:s, ,vith
ever increasing accent on the latter.
W~at are some of these intangibles ~
LeIsure, security, self-respect, the
chance to get recreation and keen
health, .to play, to study, to develop
aesthetIc values, to share in the progress of .the .world as a community,
to be actIve m and contribute to the
progress of humanity, to investigate
truth, and to comply with God's
will.
Thus it seems probable that the
new prosperity will be clothed ill
~ew garments for this one compellmg reason of competition alone.
The new prosperity may arise from
an as yet obscure point on the horizon, so that we shall have to watch
intently if we are to discern the
exact time and place of its origin.
Its trends and effects will be apparent to all.
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IMPORTANT and impelling as will
be the new competition between
tangibles and intangibles, it is not
the only factor which the new prosperity will have to take into account. The economic welfare of the
world depends upon cooperation of
nations, and those things which contribute to increasing commercial
pressure between them, act as a
brake on the industrial, ethical,
political and spiritual advancement
of the world. There is greater need
now than ever for stability, in order
that those economically embarassed
nations may regain their equilibrium.
Another factor which the new
prosperity will have to face, is that
of excess productive capacity in
many industries and in some agricultural localities.
The chances
are, that in many instances, existent
capacity can never again be utilized
completely. Improvements in processes are all in the direction of
greater and cheaper production
with less human labor. Rationalization, or the weeding out of inefficent units with attendant hardships
in readjustment may be widely applied.
The new prosperity will have to
devise means of preventing an over
supply of such commodities as
wheat, sugar, coffee, rubber and
metals entailing the dislocation of
commercial and social life and forcing entire nations not only to the
brink of but actually into revolutions. It will have to revise the
whole system of distribution and
solve the economics of agriculture.
'rhese are grave and momentous
tasks.
The new prosperity will have to
contribute mightily to the stability
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of the world and the individual communities of which it is comprised.
Wallace Brett Donham formulates
the problem, as far as America is
concerned as follows:
"How can we, as business men, within the
areas for which we are 1'esponsible, best
meet the needs of the American people,
most nearly approximate supplying their
wants, maintain p1'ofits, handle problems of
unemployment, face· the Russian challenge,
and at the same time aiel EU1'ope and contribute most to 01' disturb least the cause
of International Peace?"

His is a great cry for leadership
and a plan in which all may cooperate. On whatever grounds we may
criticize the Russian experiment,
they at least have a definite purpose
in mind and adopt plans to achieve
it. Plans may change but their aim is
a clear cut issue. But he warns us
that "we must remember that even
plans made through such leadership
(in America) will be dangerous if
the leaders lack a philosophy of the
problems of business as related to
civilization or fail to develop the
modes and habits of thought necessary to the rational foresight required in a changing world."
As to this required philosophy,
Alfred North Whitehead, in his introduction to "Business Adrift" explains that-"Philosophy is an atattempt to purify those fundamental
beliefs which finally determine the
emphasis of attention that lies at
the base of character."
"We must produce a great age,
or see the collapse of the upward
striving of our race."
Remember t hat 'Abdu'l-Baha
said that this is "the greatest of all
centuries." This age, to fulfil these
characterizations, will have to be
based on a new kind of prosperity,
no matter by what terms we attempt
to define it, general prosperity will
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have to do with many of the spirit- sufficient. It will not satisfy. Its
ual nuances of life. Emphasis will benefits are limited to this earthly
have to be placed with accelerated life. But there is no limitation to
tempo, on the intangibles of life the spirit of man. There is need
rather than on things and the pos- for a divine civilization which will
witness great progress.
session of them.
This is the key to that "great
To those who are bearing the
hardships accompanying the col- age" mentioned previously. This
lapse of the familiar kind of pros- is the plan for "the greatest of all
perity, it will be no task to accept a centuries." With the divine civilredefinition of it. The very things ization, prosperity will also be ilof which the older prosperity has lumined with those attributes which
deprived them will be the stock in may help us to define it as spiritualprosperity.
trade of the new.
We are told that if we develop
our susceptibilities to the spiritual,
In
It is beginning to be realized, our effectiveness will be enhanced.
from a purely economic viewpoint, We need all the effectiveness we can
that there can be no widespread and muster to raise the world from its
sustained prosperity as long as a present state of mal-adjustment.
Solutions for the exigencies confew, either nations or individuals
are superfluously wealthy, and the fronting us, He ('Abdu'IBaha) has
many possessed of but very limited explained can be brought about solemeans and slight opportunities to ly through the Religion of God,
enjoy those intangible needs which which can alone create love, unity
are the great factors in modifying and concord in human hearts, the
the desires for the material things absolute requisites for the complete
produced by industry. When a per- solution of the ills which beset
son is very unhappy, disturbed, in- humanity. It is through the agency
secure and worried, he is not a good of the Love of God that our pilrpose
consumer nor a good prospective must be found and plans formulated. We must seek to reflect the
customer.
In The Wisdom of 'Abdil'l-Baha, Light of Reality on a troubled
(pages 140 to 143), this matter is world.
Standards of monetary systems
very clearly discussed.
The Baha,'i Revelation teaches may and do fluctuate but the fundathat every human being has a right mental values on which the real life
to a "certain amount of well must be based, are unchanging and
being." The rich may have their eternal.
luxuries but the others must have
comforts, the necessities and privilOUR theorists are confused.
Old
eges of development.
laws do not seem to fit present situaIn The Prom1dgatiO?f/; of Univer- tions. There are different schools
sal Peace, (pages 97 and 98), 'Ab- of thought among which there is
du'l-Baha reminds us that material little agreement. New problems
civilization has reached a very ad- have appeared about which there
vanced degree, but that this is not seems to be some mystery, some
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deep-seated factors which lie hidden. Many explanations and suggestions are offered from numerous viewpoints, and there is a growing conviction that there are some
secrets which have escaped us.
In Baha'i Scriptures, (page 445),
'Abdu'l-Baha kindly tells what
these are:
"The secrets of the whole economic question are Divine in nature, and are concerned with the world of the heart and the
spirit. In the Bahi'i Teachings, this is
most completely explained ,and without the
consideration of the Bahi'i Teachings it is
impossible to bring about a better state."

Thus a great responsibility is
placed on those who are familiar
with these tenets, a responsibility
involving the w'ise dissemination of
knowledge concerning them. Some
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one has said "that knowledge is
power" but that wisdom is the control of s~Lch knowledge. Unwanted
knowledge is almost always unwelcome, and ineffective. Education
cannot be forced on unwilling recipients, but the dynamic forces now
acting towards instability the world
over, are also arousing new susceptibilities through sheer necessity
and despair of old methods of
thought, and opportunities are
being presented and will continue to
arise for the promulgation of the
real solution as explained in the
Baha'i Revelation.
, 'Economic questions" said 'Abdu'l-Baha "are most interesting but
the power which moves, controls
and attmcts the hearts of men is the
Love of God."

PROGRESSIVE RELIGION IN JAPAN
The following interesting 'YJuite1"ial has
been sent to us by our contributing Edito1'
for Japan, Miss Agnes Alexande'Y'.

nHE participants of a meeting
held in a Buddhist Temple in
Tokyo, January 10, 1931, representing Buddhist, Baha'i and Christian. The object of the meeting
was to seek true religion delivered
from all prejudices. From left to
right: Rev. J. Mori, Buddhist
Priest and Superior of the Temple;
Miss Agnes Alexander, Bahft'i
teacher, and Rev. Sempo Ito, Christian Pastor. In the background the
Temple entrance is seen and in the
lower righthand corner is the announcement of the meeting which
was posted outside the Temple
gate.

, U
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.A Short Historical S~trvey of the Bahri'i Movement in India,
Java Islands, Siam, and Malay Penins~da.
8IYYID

MusTAFA

B~trma,

ROUMIE

The Author, one of the leading BaM/is of Manda,lay, was in his youth an ardent
associate and c01npanion of the great Mir-za Jamal Effendi who fint brought the BCihri'i
Message to the countries of southern Asia. These chronicles a1'e both fascinating themselves in the SlJiritual adventure they narrate, and also invaluable as a history written
by one who was an eye witness.
~HEN

through the mighty Will
~ of God, His Holiness Baha'u 'Hah, came out of the terrible prison walls in the fortress of 'Akka
(where He had been exiled and incarcerated for a number of years by
the Turkish government at the instigation of the fanatical Muslim
clergy of Persia) and finally settled
at Bahji, at a distance of about a
couple of miles from the Great Prison, His numerous devoted followers
and many ardent admirers of His
teaching and high ideals poured
forth from all corners of the world,
especially from Persia, to lay their
allegiance at His feet and to receive
His command to serve the great
Cause of the "upliftment of humanity" for which He and His noble
adherents had undergone severe
sufferings and privations and suffered diverse humiliations, chastisements and persecutions of which
there is hardly a parallel in the history of the world.
Among these followers was a venerable figure of rather an advanced
age, a great scholar of Arabic, Turkish and Persian, the selfless striking
character of whose personality and
whose singular courteous manners
most eloquently testified to his noble
birth and high rank. Sulayman
Khan was his original and official
name, and Tanakaboon in Mazindaran (Persia) was his birthplace. He

subsequently came to be known in
the Baha'i world as Jamal Effendi
or J amaluddin Shah. As an orthodox believer in the Bab since the
early period of His Declaration, he
was well aware of the prophecies
regarding the Manifestation of His
Holiness Baha 1U %ih. Therefore he
with peaceful heart pledged his
faith in Him. Leaving his dear
home in Persia he renounced all his
worldly possessions, very eheerfully
gave up his offieial Tank and position and presented himself to His
Holiness Baha 'u 'nah, offering most
humbly and meekly to saerifiee himself at the Holy Threshold of his
Lord so that he might attain His supreme pleasure whieh to him was
more preeious than all the treasures
of the universe put together. Such
was the eonditioll of the early 8ineere devoted believers.
His Holiness revealed a Tablet
conferring upon him the distinguished title of "Lamia" (i. e., the
brilliant one). The opening words
of that holy Tablet whieh was written by the Supreme Pen were as follows: "0 thou the brilliant Olle!
We have eonferred upon thee the
title of "the brilliant one" so that
thou mayest shine forth in the universe in the name of thy Lord the
Possessor of the Day of Distinetion." He then reeeived a command
to proceed to India with his kins-
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man, JYIirza Hussain, who was di- Isna Asharieh Mosque, Meer Sayed
rected to accompany him. These ~1\1uhammad. The latter accepted the
two noble and heroic souls, without Message and proved to be one of
the slightest wavering, at once set the most confirmed and devout heout from the Holy Land with un- lievers. Within a sh01't period J a-flinching determination to serve the mallDffendi became a marked figure
Divine Cause, and took the first boat in the public eye, and the nature of
available from Port Said to India. his activities became widely known,
They landed in Bombay about the which necessitated his friends adyear 1872-73. On their arrival here vising him in the interests of the
they met Jinabi Haji Sayed JYIirza Ca use and their own protection to
Afnan and the great sage Jinabi leave Bombay and go to the interior
Haji Muhammad Ibrahim, "the mo- provinces of India. Accordingly he
balligh"-both of Yazd (Persia). left Bombay and traveled through
Since they were quite strangers to many important towns proclaiming
the country and were not acquainted the glad tidings everywhere and reswith the language, customs and urrecting souls from the dark
manners of the people of India, they graves of error and prejudice whendecided for the time being to act ever such opportunity presented itunder the advice and guidance of self. Finally he reached Rampur
these two gentlemen of Yazd, who Rohilkhand, which was then under
were well known as general mer- a native chief by the name of N awab
chants and commission agents, and Kalbi Ali Khan, an orthodox Sunni
had their business of long standing Muslim. J amal Effendi was the
in Fort Bombay under the celebrat- guest of the chief's uncle Colonel
ed name of Messrs. Maji Sayed Mir- Nawab Asghar Ali Khan. During
za and Mirza Mahmood Co. So J a- the stay there the chief one day armal Effendi's first place of resi- ranged for a meeting at his palace
dence in India was "The Hussai- of the Muslim clergy of his State
nieh." rrhis was a building dedi- for a discussion with him about the
cated to the celebration of the Baha'i doctrine of the "nonexistmourning ceremony of Imam Hus- ence of eviL" J amal Effendi in the
sain by its founder a zealous Shi'ih course of his address told the audiphilanthropist from Lucknow, In- ence that the Baha'is do not believe
dia, called Babri Ali.
that there exists any positive evil
in the creation. According to BaDURING his short stay in Bombay ha'i philosophy all is good. The
J amal Effendi did not remain inac- Creator of all things is but one God.
tive. Despite the language difficulty He is good, and therefore I-lis creahe managed to deliver the Great tion is purely good. Evil never exMessage to many distinguished Per- ists in His creation. It is a nonsian residents, such as the late Agha existent thing.
At the end of his discourse the
Khan (the then head of the Khoja
Ismailieh Community and grand- High Priest of the State, who was
father of the present well known noted for his learning, pointed to
leader of that Community), and the the fire on the hubble-bubble which
Persian High Priest of the Shi'ih the chief was smoking and questioJl-
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eel Jamal Effendi. "Is this not a
positive evil? It may burn the palace and reduce to ashes all present
here in no time."
J amal Effendi answered the question with great eloquence. He asked
the audience to imagine what would
be the consequence if fire were to
cease to exist upon earth for a moment. In its absence the very existence of human life would be impossible, as it is a principle element
in the creational system believed by
the cosmologists, and generally in
cold countries people would be simply frozen to death without fire. We
ought to be thankful to the Creator
for creating such a useful thing for
the preservation of our life. How
can one justly call it a positive evil!
The imnroper and wrong use of it,
as of all things in the world, is undoubtedly an evil.
It is the same with all the natural
Qualities of man. If they be used
and displayed in an unlawful way
they become offenders and blameworthy. The gist of the Divine Laws
in all religions is to use each and
everything in its proper place as
ordained by its Author. Then each
thing is termed as good and lawful.
Only when used in a wrong place is
it called unlawful, evil, or sin. The
chief object of the Prophets of God
was to teach this doctrine to mankind according; to their condition
and the necessity of that time. Thus
have arisen the" Commandments"
and "Prohibitions."
He also illustrated the same principle from a pen-knife which was
shown to him by the Chief. Referring to it he said, "How useful an
article is this. But its misuse (for
example, if it is used for the purpose of stabbing) is an evil. The

creation of metal is not an evil in
itself. It is one of the necessities of
our life. But when men turn it into
a deadly weapon it becomes an
evil.' ,
The Chief and the whole Assembly of the learned men accepted his
scholarly exposition of the doctrine
with great applause; and many became interested in the teachings of
the New Philosophy of the New
Age.

n.
ABOUT this time in 1876, there was
held an historic gathering in Delhi,
the ancient capital of the Mogul Empire in India, on the occasion of the
assumption of the title of the "Emnress of India" by her Majesty
Queen Victoria. Almost all the Rulers of the various Native States
with their entourage, high officials
of the British Government and
many notable persons, Indians as
well as nonIndians, came to the
g:athering. J amal Effendi was not
slow in taking advantage of a unique
opportunity. There he came in contact with almost all the celebrities of
India and quietly unfolded to them
the Great Mystery of the age. He
met here Swami Dayanand Saraswati, the founder of the Arya Samaj, and found in him a true and
svmpathetic friend of the Cause.
Finally he proceeded to Deccan Hyderabad-the Nizam's dominion.
The Nizam being very young at that
time J amal Effendi was introduced
to the Prime Minister, Sir Salar
Jang Mukhtaru'l Mulk, who was a
staunch Shi'ih. Through the magnetic personality and eloquence of
J amal Effendi this statesman soon
became deeply interested in the Baha'i Movement and eventually a
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Tablet from the Supreme Pen was
revealed in his favor. (According
to the laws of the Kingdom, high
ofiicials could not confess openly any
religion except their ancestral faith
declared on oath, even though they
were ruling monarchs.)
His next move was towards Madras, in southern India. While in
Hyderabad and Madras he conceived the idea of visiting' Burma and
unfurling the banner of Ya Baha
UI Abha on the shore of the Irrawaddy, as he received information
that King Mindon of Burma was a
monarch of exceptionally generous
disnosition and absolutely unprejudiced mind, and though himself a
Buddhist was tolerant to all forms
of worship. In those days the steamships running between India and
Burma were very few in number,
so he had to wait for some time before he could catch a boat to take
him to Rangoon. While he was thus
waiting, a message from the Chief
of Rampur State was received, soliciting his immediate presence there,
hecause the brother of the ChiefN awab Mahmood Ali Khan-had
displayed a tendency towards atheism and it was the conviction of the
Chief that Jamal Effendi was the
only person qualified to demonstrate
to his brother the absurdity of his
belief and bring him round to the
true faith of Islam. J amal Effendi
readily accepted the invitation. But
before proceeding to Rampur he
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sent Mirza Hussain with a servant
to Rangoon by a cargo boat, and he
also sent along with them all his luggage.
IT was in Madras that Siyyid
Mustafa the writer of this account,
met Jamal Effendi the first time. I
was then quite a young man and was
just preparing to return to my native country, Karbala and Baghdad,
after having settled my dues in consequence of a heavy loss sustained
in the rjce business. J amal Effendi's eloquent address, his silver
voice and his flowery language frequently attracted large gatherings
around him. This humble servailt
was one of his ardent admirers. I
soon became so devotedly attached
to him that I actually approached
my father, Siyyid Muhammad, celebrated as Roumie, for permission to
accompany J amal Effendi to Rampur. My father, who was a very
learned Muslim divine and held in
great esteem and reverence by the
Muslim public, did not approve of
the proposal; and although he did
not exactly know that the theme of
Jamal Effendi's talk was the Baha'i
Revelation, yet he not only refused
permission but even prohibited me
from entering his house. I was determined, however, to accompany
J amal Effendi to Rampur and succeeded in doing so.

(To be

contin~~ed.)

"The Holy Spirit is the energizing factor in the life of man . ...
He who is educated by the Divine Spirit can, in his ti111,e, lead others
to receive the same Spirit. The life and morals of a spirihtal man are
in themselves an ed~lcation to those who know him."
,Abdu'l-BaJui
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GROWTH
HENRIETTA CLARK W AGNEE

U

FEW years ago I renewed a
very precious friendship of
my girlhood with a woman, in the
interim widowed, to whom with her
husband I had given the Bahii'i
Message more than twenty years
previous. Since the sad event we
had lost touch with each other, but
I was gratified to find that she had
kept track of The Movement
through press notices and comments.
After the ordinary conversation
about personal matters, she ventured to ask, "Etta, are you still
interested in that religion ~"
"Yes, Mary, more than ever. In
fact, it is all that has kept me on
the earth." Then a pause.
"Didn't the Leader of that Movement come to this country some
years ago ~ , ,
"Yes, in 1912. He spent about
nine months in the United States,
traveling from coast to coast, but
very quietly, even so, it was astonishing how many people He met,
singly and in groups-the high and
low, rich and poor, educated and uneducated, people of all religions and
of no religion, scientists, theologians, peace advocates and manufacturers of deadly weapons and
explosives-all were touched, silenced and melted by His simple
words and his indescribable, allembracing spirit."
"And didn't He pass away some
years ago ~"
" Yes, in 1921, when His earthly
work was accomplished."
Another pause. Then, finally,
~

"Well, Etta, I want to ask a question. Why, does the Movement grow
so slowly ~ , ,
THERE IS, i Dr everyone of us,
food for thought in this question,
as to what extent we are inc1ividually responsible.
Yet all great
and lasting movements have had
slow growth in the beginning because of the prejudice of the people
to innovations. Like the boy in
school who was promoted and given
a first reader in place of the primer
to which he had become fondly attached, we cry when our primers
are taken from us-our old ideas,
beliefs, habits and customs.
Just yesterday I heard a woman
say that she and her husband had
been attending the Congregational
Church, and liked it, but she must
some day go back and die in the
Lutheran Church because that was
her mother's religion. We cannot
but admire a woman's loyalty to
her mother's memory, but this is
largely sentiment. Should we reflect a moment, we would realize
that if we all think and believe as
our forbears did, there could be no
progress upon the earth. Personally speaking, I feel sure that my
dear mother, who has been in the
Realm of Spirit many years, has
progressed infinitely more than I
have, imprisoned in this cage of the
body, and she would tell me, I
know, not to think as she did in
those dark ages of the past, but to
go on, and ever on, in the Light of
the Spirit of Truth.
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Take our own Christian religion
as an example. When Jesus was
crucified, He had only a handful of
real believers and followers, though
many out of curiosity flocked to see
and hear Him, but fell away and
were no more seen nor heard from,
in such wise that He turned sadly
to some of the faithful and asked:
"Will you also go away ~ " After
His agony in the Garden, He found
them asleep, and at His trial we
hear not one voice raised in His
defense.
Oh, the pathos of that
hour!

Think of this in benighted Persia,
where, a few years ago, to be even
known as a Baha'i was sufficient to
be dragged forth to an ignominious
death!
With what enthusiasm have we
in America followed the triumphal
world teaching tOllr of onr Baha'i
traveler and apostle, Martha Root!
Particularly impressive is the pichue of the open air New Year
Feast in Tihran, at which she
spoke, attended by twenty-three
hundred people! Can we ask, Why
does the Cause not grow faster~

LET us, in comparison, look to
this day, the dawn of the establishment of the Kingdom, and see if
humanity has made any progress.
From the time of the Bab down to
the present time, it is estimated
that more than twenty thousand
souls in Persia have offered up their
lives on the altar of Baha 'u '11ah,
the Glory of God. They went to
their death singing and dancing
and praising God for the privilege
of shedding their blood in His path.
Out of their sacrifice a new Persia
has been born; schools have been
established and boys and girls are
being educated alike. The women
are coming forth from the seclusion
of centuries, are becoming educated
and appearing in meetings in company with their husbands. Railroads have been built, automobiles
are becoming common and aeroplane routes have been established.

IN THE western world the conditions are different and the Cause
has been of slower growth, due to
onr materialistic tendencies. We
are "from Missouri"-we have to
be shown. But the factors are at
work which will show even the
people of the dollar mark, and
when the American people are at
last aroused and put on the robes
of spirit, we will prove that we do
not do things by halves.
The Christian religiol1, that had
its birth in the Orient, was worked
out and made practical in the West,
and carried back by the missionaries, as Jesus commanded, into
every corner of the globe. So may
it not be, throngh the wealth and
enterprise of America rightly expended, that every conntry of the
earth may become a garden spo1and the footstool of the Most High ~

"Inasmuch as this century is a cent~~ry of light, capacity for action is ass~~red to mankind. N ecessa1'ily the d'i'vine principles will be
spread among men ~~ntil the time of action arrives. S~lr'ely this has
been so and tn£ly the time and conditions ar'e rilJe for' action 1'W'W."
'Abd~~'l-Bah(i
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THE FUTURE RELIGION
HowARD R. HURLBuT
This is the author's second install11'wnt in the articles he is contributing which
describe the Bah6!i Move1nent as the fuJfillment of prophec'J} and the soLution of the
world's present needs. The first install1nent appeared in the 1J1ay number' of this 11~aga
zine.

OAH was therefore to revive
the Adamic instruction. and
the experiences associated with his
11lhors are presented in the allegory
of the "Ark" which had no relation to a structure of substance, but
was the "Ark of the Covenant of
fi-od" wherein N oah standing as a
Hevelator of the Truth, called upon
the neo1Jle of his time to emerge
from the seas of their sUlJerstition
:'JnrI error and take refu12,'e in the
ODlv Truth. Correspondinglv with
the Adamic exnerience, the evil tendencies were paramount and only
a few responded favorably to his
CRll while the great majority deridpd him and, as recorded in the
Our 'an. they asked him by what authority he stood to present to them
a new religion. Their faith had been
l2:ood enough for their fathers, it
was ,good enough for them. So the
light of the day of N oah witnessed
accession of interest and sure decline to the state of spiritual darkness. despite the high scientific
standards promoted by Enoch.
When Abraham a I' 0 S e - the
"third day"-there was no change
in the manner of reception accorded
the message. We see him pictured
with his hammer breaking the
images of the gods in the temple
'where his father worshipped, its
meaning being his assault upon the
false doctrines and the idolatry of
the people, by reason of which on
the incitement by the priestcraft, he

was compelled to take recourse in
fli~'.'ht from Ur to Aleppo.
With the dawn of his era, the race
had developed from its original nomadic state, which had become tribal in the time of N oah and had begun to make claim to territories of
authority as distinct from those
similarly held by others, and "nations" became a human establishment, their regulation of relationships being entered u-pon according
to their human concepts of what it
should be. These laws became inadequate to uphold either an international accord or a spiritual force,
and after the night had fallen upon
the people, Moses (the fourth day)
appeared with a repetition of the
aQ,'e-old cry. His was the mission of
the promulg:ation of the Law of God,
and the divine tablets which He revealed have endured through all
these thousands of years to remain
in our own time as the bases of all
law.
His appearance is limned in one
of the most deceptive, as it is one of
the most alluring, of all the allegories of Holy Writ. The narrative
1Jictures him as being found in a
floa ting' cradle in the bulrushes of
the Nile by the daughter of Pharaoh, and we find ourselves almost
unconsciously absorbing it and taking it into our innermost hearts as
something' sweet and intensely Imman, with the coloring of romance
about it-a daughter of a king
stooping to associate with the hum-
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ble and taking to herself the offspring of a slave. One might consider it were better to leave so intimate a narration of human love, unsullied by explication, much as we
defer making known to trusting
childhood the truth regarding Santa
Claus.
Undoubtedly, too, however completely we may accept this revealment of the truth about Moses, the
memory of what we once accepted
must linger with us in the indestructible fragrance of its romance. The
bulrushes along' the banks of the
Nile are of almost impenetrable density and for this reason, when Ezra,
the inspired priest of Israel, began
during the Babylonian captivity the
compilation of the folklore of his
people which, with other matter,
was to be merged in that which constitutes the Bible, he fixed upon the
bulrushes of the Nile as an adequate
presentment of the density of superstition and spiritual ignorance of
the Egyptian people.
in youth, Moses had become established as a favorite at the
court of Pharaoh, and when, as with
every other Christ, the urge came
within Him to begin His ~ission,
He began quietly to spread the truth
of a single God, in contradistinction
to the several gods-Isis, Osiris,
and the rest-worshipped by the
Egyptians. Small attention was accorded to what He sought to promote until its rationality appealed
to Aseyeh, the daughter of Pharaoh,
and when she began to realize the
unapproachable majesty and dignity
and power of a single God ruling
the entire universe of worlds, instead of a multiplicity of deities
warring with one another over the
EARLY
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manner in which affairs should be
carried on, that was the time of her
budding understanding' of the
Christhood-she found Moses (the
Christ) in the density of the superstitions of her people.
The manner of the wider reception of His message is also presented in an allegory which possibly has
constituted a greater test of the
faith of religionists in the divinity
of the station of Moses, as the Interlocutor of God, than any other
recital in Holy Writ, namely, the
murder in the market place. To
one deeply considerate of unbroken
consistency in the divine attitude, it
must ever appear as impossible that
a personage appointed to a divine
station to reflect the attributes of
the Most High should be a slayer of
his brother man, and yet the record
stands that this was the reason for
the Egyptian monarch seeking'
Moses with the intent of destroying
Him. To snggest any SUCl1 procedure on the part of Pharaoh appears as an absurdity on the faco
of it.
The killing of one of the common
people by a court favorite would
mean little more to the monarch
than might the killing: of a dog' and
it therefore becomes imperativ~ that
search shall be had for a more rational excuse for His action. It is
this-the sword employed by a messenger of divinity is His tongue and
it was because of His incontrovertible argument supporting His
teaching of the singleness of God,
refuting every contention of the
Egyptian priesthood, that they,
foreseeing the loss of their influence
over the populace through continuance of their appeal to prevailing
superstitions, repaired to Pharaoh
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and informed him that the teaching
of Moses was intended to destroy
the religion of his forebears and
also threatened the stability of his
throne. Upon such a determination,
it may be readily grasped, the monarch would lose no time in seeking'
out Moses for his destruction, because of which Moses made His
flight to take refuge with J ethro in
Mic1ian.
The conversion of Aseyeh, realizing as she must have the bitter
condemnation of her sire, must ever
stand before all womankind as one
of the most inspiring pictures of
the beauty of an unfaltering' faith,
Pharaoh having her seized and imprisoned in a barred iron cage and
submerged alive in the waters of the
Nile.
The rescue of the children of Israel from the hosts of Pharaoh by
the upraising of the walls of water
across the Red Sea is also an allegorical presentment of their escape
from the practice of Egyptian idolatries, into which many of them bad
fallen. Their awakened faith in the
mission of Moses enabled them to
throw back the waters of superstition and with shining' faces march
along the highway of clarified understanding toward the "Promised
Land" of God.

n.
BECAUSE in this day, the compilation of records is a labor of ready
accomplishment, possibly there is a
measure of excuse for the many in
assuming that when the Bible was
prepared all of the data had been
gathered and ready for final transcription. But this is farthest from
the truth. There has never been any
final determination as to the origin

of the books of the Bible, nor the
time of their compilation. It is
known, however, to as great an extent as anything may be said to be
known regarding the undertakings
of a period ante-dating positive historical record, that when the Jews
were detained in Babylon a cry was
raised by some of them for their
Book, although the major number of
them were entirely ignorant of the
fact that they had ever had such a
thing. The labor of its compilation
was laid upon Ezra, the priest.
Also, quarrel may be raised as to
that stated herein regarding the assemblage of Jewish and tribal folklore, to be made part of a book
which was to be considered divine in
its origin. But it is this assemblage
in precisely the manner of its compilation ·which is one of the convincing arguments for the validity of
the Book,-that is, it registers a
matchless panorama of the qualities
we name divine, and in corresponding completeness those which we
know as distinctly human. Thus is
presented a picture of spiritual
beauty upon the identical canvas
where the Master Artist has caused
to be limned every human emotion,
every evil and vicious tendency,
every degrading trait which finds
root in the uninstructed soul, so tla t
mankind shall have exposed for its
guidance two directly opposing
forms of attractions and be able
therefrom to determine for itself
that which it will adopt as the better suited for human advancement.
With the throwing off of the
Egyptian yoke of superstition and
their rise after less than half a millenium to the glory of the Solomonic
sovereignty, the downfall of Israel
began in their departure from the
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worship of the true God and their
devotion to material things, so that
they became subject to other powers
and the fourth day of creation passed to its night. Then, out of their
body, arose one of themselvesJesus, the Christ. The reception accorded Him differed only in the
manner of its application from that
experienced by His predecessors.
Our observation of Easter-the resurrection-is based also upon an allegorical presentment of something
which never took place in fact. Its
explication removes it from the category of things which must be taken
on faith and places it entirely on the
plane of rationality. When Jesus
had undergone crucifixion, it threw
I-Iis disciples into the deeps of despair and doubts. Up to the final
moment they had believed that
through I-Iis divine power He would
rise superior to His enemies and
flout them through a miraculous escape, convincing them of His divinity, but when He had failed in this
they began in their despair to think
that after all they had been worshipping only a manlike themselves.
Sorrowfully, they lowered the still
form from the Cross and bore it for
burial to a cemetery, but they found
the visitation of hate had not been
dissipated at the Cross, and they
were denied at every gate. Even
with the owners of lots they met no
more favoring reception and were in
the uttermost of dejection when an
old Jew came to them and consented
to interment in a lot belonging to
him. This was hailed by them as a
special providence and giving to
him all their small possession of
coin they followed as he directed,
only at last to find themselves looking aghast at the "Place of the He-
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fuse" of Jerusalem. In the face of
this horror they were overcome and
sat and pondered long until at last,
with hope died out, they scraped
away the surface of the sickening
mass and there, under the refuse of
the city, they laid the body of their
Lord. It was through three clays
thereafter they remained in the
deeps of dejection until Mary of
Magdala, who alone of them all had
realized the Christ in Jesus, as they
had not, because they had been holding His personality-His body-in
their hearts, by her ministry
brought them to an understanding
of the Truth, and then it was that
He was res~lrrectecl in them, and
they saw Him in His Reality, and
heard in their own awakened souls
the voice of God, proclaiming" This
is My beloved Son, in Whom I am
well pleased."
Jesus, therefore, appears on the
plane of divine purpose as the fifth
creational Day.
FOLLOWING on the Hevelation of
Jesus, after six hundred years, the
sixth Day dawned in the personage
of Muhammad. He has been put
before us as "a Manifestation
a part, "-his placement in the unbroken continuity of guidance being
likened to the Caspian Sea-isolated from the great oceans, but of
their identical substance.
His appearance and the predestined period of His infiuence-His
Day-are allegorized in the story of
Hagar being driven with her infant
into the wilderness. While the field
of His missionary, initially, was one
of isolation-in the arid reaches of
the Arabian desert, an underlying
purpose in it was the rescue of
Christianity in the "dark ages" of
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Ohristian Europe, from its al)par- brated "night flight" from Mecca to
ently hopeless spiritual degrada- Medina from which we have the dattion, the ' 'Wars of the Orusades" ing of Muhammadan chronology.
constituting the channels through The prophesied term for the conwhich was transmitted to deprived tinuance of His teachings as a spiriOhristian Europe an inspull1g tual force as given in the story of
grasp of the marvelous civilization Hagar ended on the day and the
of the East, being instructed in year (1844) when Ali Muhammad,
which, Europe was stirred from its the Bib, made declaration of His
spiritual lethargy and an awakened appointment to serve as the Anchristendom was launched on its nouncer of the dawn of the new Day
pathway to greater things.
of God, and this" final day," pointThe opposition which had attend- ed to in the prophetic utterances in
ed the dawning of each new Day all the sacred Books, and in which
was not in any measure stilled in we are living, is the seventh day" in
Muhammad's rise and as a measure which God rested" with His work
of preservation he made the cele- complete.
(To be

continq,~ed)

IDEALS OF PERSIAN ART
ALl KULr KHAN, N.D.
Mirza Khan is an authority on Persia and P61'sian general cultU1'e. In the PCtst
he has represented his country in various dilJlomatic capacities, 1nost notably in the
United States and Russia. He is at p1'esent in private business in this country, first
having founded the Persian Art Genter in New York, and later established Genters on
the west coast.

ALPH W ALDO EMERSON
Tamerlane and other mogul rulspoke of the Persians as a na- ers of Persia, assisted by the learntion who, in the long course of their ed statesmen and scholars of that
history have ever refined and civi- country, introduced Ohinese art into
lized their conquerors. This is due Persia, and later diffused a broader
to their ancient culture and to the knowledge of Persian culture
original character of their art. The throughout the countries of the
Moslem Arabs who conquered Per- Near East, not forgetting the noble
sia in the seventh century and gave gifts of the Aryan civilization with
their religion to her people were, in which they enriched China. Thus,
time, conquered by the superior these two conquerors of Persia bequalities of Persian culture. The came the means of disseminating
same is true of the Mongol descend- Persian art in all the countries from
ants of Genghis Kan who conquered the Pacific to the Atlantic Ocean.
There are those who contend that
Persia in the early thirteenth cenPersia
is not the originator of her
tury.

IDEALS OF PERSIAN ART

arts, in that Assyria and ancient
Egypt have made their contributions to Persian art. But this is true
of all the nations and their arts.
\;\Thy is it that Persian art has had
such a general appeal ~ Why has it
endured despite the many vicisitudes experienced by the Persian
nation ~ Why has Persian art influenced the arts of all the nations
of the world?
A brief answer to these questions
may here be of interest. The main
reason is the universal conception
of the Creator which the Persian
artist has ever aimed to express in
his handiwork. To him, the divine
creator of the universe is the one
father of one humanity, irrespective of race, region or religion, not
a racial or parochial God, but the
supreme invisible spirit of whom
nature is the visible garment.
To portray this conception in
lasting fashion, the Persian artist
has had recourse to the two agencies of design and color. He early
adopted the floral design with the
cypress and the rose tree as its central pattern. The evergreen cypress
symbolizes the eternal nature of
God, while the fragrance of the rose
suggested the fragrant qualities of
the perfect man, or divine manifestation. The so-called "palm leaf"
pattern is nothing but the cypress
with its head bent in token of the
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reverence shown by created things
toward the Creator.
Color is the eloquent tongue by
which the various attributes of God
are expressed throughout nature.
One of the innumerable attributes
is divine glory. This is symbolized
by the phenomenon of the sun,
whose color is yellow and gold. Another is the impregnable and unfathomable nature of God, which is
expressed by the deep blue of the
sea and the azure blue of the sky.
Another is the virtue augmentative
visible in the vegetable kingdom,
which is green. Another is the heat
of the love of God, which is symbolized by the element, fire, suggested by the various shades of red
rose and crimson.
The Persian artist searched the
realms of the vegetable world to discover the substances out of which
these color's were drawn. But he
neglected the perfecting of black,
which is the symbol of evil, and
against which he was warned by all
Persian pro))hets from time immemorial. In sum, this sacred mission
initiated the Persian artist into the
arcana of the philosophy of calor,
which embodies the principle of
eternal truth and furnishes the key
to the enigma of divine nature,
Hence, the greatest of all modern
Persians, 'Abdu 'l-Baha, has said:
"Art is worship,"

"The sttn emanates fr-om itself and does not draw its light fr-om
other- sottrces, The D'ivine Teachers have the innate Light; They ha'ue
knowledge and ttnderstand'ing of all things in the 1t11liverse, the r'est of
the world receives its l'ight from, Them, and Throttgh Them, the arts and
sciences are revived in each age."
J Abdtt'l-Baha.
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THE GLORY OF GOD
KEITH RANSOM - KEHLER

The following is the second part of Chapter 5 in the series of ar·tides which the
author has been contributing ~mder the title, "The Basis of Bah6:i Belief." The third
pwrt of Chapter 5 will appear in the July number, and will conclude this noteworthy
but br'ief presentation of the Bahri'i Message as related to ChTistianity.

nH~ Olc~ Testame~t

prophecies
glVen III the prevIOUS chapter,
represent a very small number of
the references continuously made to
the Manif estation of Baha 'u 'llah ;
but space "rill not permit a more exhaustive investigation. The major
references of prophecy to the time
and place of this great expectation
and to the repatriation of the Jews,
as already exhibited, were definitely
fulfilled by Baha'u'llah. Now we
must turn to the New Testament in
order to see whether or not the repea ted warnings' uttered by Jesus
against the false prophets who
would appear in his name, include
Baha 'u 'l1ah.
It has already been noted that the
New Testament gives the same date
of fulfillment as the Old so that we
may no,v turn our attention to the
definite statements made by Jesus
as to the character of the "time of
the end."
The most serious warning is
against the" false ehrists and false
prophets who will rise and bring
forward great signs and wonders,
so as to mislead the very elect-if
that were possible.'"
In the course of this discussion
the teachings of Baha'u'llah regarding miracles, has already been set
forth. Although the miracles of
Baha'u'l1ah and of 'Abdu'l-Baha
are quite as clearly authenticated as
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Matt. 24 :24; Mark 13 :22; Luke 21 :8.
religions of the world.
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any of the facts of their lives, Baha'u'llah makes it evident that miracles are convincing only to those
who witness them; that they constitute no proof of the authority or
reality of the Manifestations of
God."
Our teachings would put us in full
accord with the attitude of Julian
the Apostate when he scorns the
Christians for offering no greater
evidence of the God-like qualities of
their Savior than that He had healed some blind and halt people in
Palestine. However gratifying this
was to the beneficiaries there would
be millions in the world who would
challenge or reject the authenticity
of these stories. But no inquiring
person can reject the historical fact
that a simple Jewish peasant, facing
the organized opposition of the rulers, despots, priests, authorities and
society in which He appeared was
able, in a few brief centuries, to
overthrow the powerful and flourishing order of that brutal and materialistic era and to substitute for
it his own teachings and commands.
In the Orient an event is recounted that clearly substantiates the atti tude of Baha 'u 'l13,h. One of His
followers approached Him with a
manuscript containing an inclusive
rest~1ne of His apparently supernatural and inexplicable accomplishments. Baha'u'llah at once destroy-

Matt. 24 :15 and Rev. 14 :16.

3

The Founders of the great
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ed the manuscript on the basis, already explained, that miracles do
not constitute proof of the might
and the divine origin of this Peerless Personage. Therefore it is evident that the warnings which Jesus
gives against the false prophets who
will perform great signs and wonders, cannot possibly apply to Baha'u 'Wih, since He does not permit
us to evoke as evidence this phase
in His mission.
Oontinuing the account of the a t-titude and teachings of the false
prophets J eSl1S says further, "If
they tell YOl1 here he is in the desert,
do not go out." In other words,
when that Spirit which was in Him,
returns once more to dwell amongst
men, lIe will not be remote and difficult to find, His teachings will not
be removed from the ordinary
struggles and problems that confront humanity. Nor will he be "In
the secret chamber;" approachable
only through occult and mysterious
practices; but "like lightning that
shoots from East to West so will be
the arrival of the Son of Man,"
Already we have referred to the
meaning of the Aramaic phrase
"Son of man,,2 as an idioma tic pronoun meaning I, he or, generically,
a Man. Now lightning is confined
to neither waste nor secret places
but is equally evident to all observers, the yOl1ng and the old, the ignorant and the learned; the rich and
the poor, the white and the black,
agree without any difference of opinion, as to what constitutes lightning :-one brilliant flash, illuminating all the dark wastes lying under
the pall of night and after its cessation an apparent return of the
1

1

Matt. 24 :26.

2
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darkness: but in the minds of those
who have beheld the illumination, an
ineffaceable picture of reality.
That the revelation of Baha'u'a.llah is universal, embracin?: the
IDast and the West, has already been
stressed. As 'Abdul-Baha has expressed it "Under these teaching's
the Orient and the Occident will embrace like two long-parted lovers."
Bnt more literal than this has been
the flash of His Eghtning. Baha'11 'allah, from His prison cell in ' Akira, under the shadow of Mount Oarmel, memorialized all the monarchs
and rulers of the world in the West
as well as the East through His famous "Tablets to the Kings": Summoning them to disarmament and
to the abrogation of war; to the establishment of peace and of justice;
to the nurture of the poor and dispossessed. More convincing still
was the actual journey undertaken
by 'Abdul-Baha, after sixty years as
an exile and a prisoner, from the
Orient to the Occident, penetrating
to the very shores of the Pacific,
during His memorable visit to
America in 1912; which like spiritual lightning revealed the glory
of unity, peace and good-v.till to East
and West alike.
As to the darkening of the sun,
the failure of the moon to yield her
light, the dropping of the stars, and
the rolling together of the Heavens
as a scroll, Baha 'n '11ah in His fascinating treatise on the interpretation of prophecy, (recently translated by Shoghi Effendi, under the
ti tIe, "The Book of Assurance")
indicates the interpretation of these
terms: "the sun" is the Manifestation or Founder of the past dis-

Prof. Nathaniel Schmidt's "Man of Nazareth."
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pensation; "the moon" His laws His glory quite as much as the birthand ordinances; "the stars," those place of Jesus, His failure literally
who represent the administration of to fulfill the prophecies and the
His principles; while the rolling to- manner of His birth, had previously
gether of the heavens represents the beclouded His.
power which the command of the
Jesus in the parable of the vinenew Manifestation possesses to turn yard gives us to understand that the
men's hearts from outmoded prac- Owner, Who has sent His Beloved
tices and perverted conceptions to Son, will Himself come and requite
the glorious light of the New Day. the wicked servants for their treat, 'Then the sign of the Son of man ment of His Son. '
will appear in Heaven and they will
The New Testament indicates as
see the Son of man coming in the clearly as the Old the coming of
clouds, with great power and both the Father and the Son; Jesus
Glory." Zodiac, from its derivation states in the 16th Chapter of John
indicates its meaning" A circle of His return to the Father, and the
Beasts." Astronomically there is coming of the Spirit of Truth, not
but one man in the Zodiac, Aquarius, as an abstraction, but as a human
the Water Bearer. Due to the pre- being who will disclose that which
cession of the equinox the North he hears. "All that the Father has
Pole cuts a small circle in the direc- is mine, that is why I say, He will
tion of its inclination, about every draw upon what is mine and disclose
twenty-seven thousand years, which it to yoU.,,2 An examination of the
means that the equator of the earth text shows the identification of
will cut the ecliptic in a different the "Spirit of Truth" and the
sign of the Zodiac about every twen- "Father.'"
ty-three hundred years.
The first Chapter of John also
The earth progressed from the gives this relationship of identity
sign Pices to the sign Aquarius, as- between the Father and the Son,
tronomically, about the middle of while looking> forward in Revelation
the Nineteenth century, and at that to this Day, J olm sees the hundred
time the "Man" came in the clouds and forty-four thousand standing on
of His Glory, for coincidentally Ba- Mount Zion with the Lamb, "Bearha 'u 'Hah was exiled to Baghdad ing his name and the name of his
and made the first declaration of Father written on their foreheads.,,4
His mission to a small group of , 'No one who disowns the Son can
trusted followers. Clouds cover the possess the Father.,,5 Furthermore
sun, they do not reveal but conceal J olm says that in the last hour (the
it. Therefore, this prophecy clear- end of the old dispensation) the
ly refers to the apparent limita- Anti-Christ will appear: Many intions from which the Manifestation terpreters seem to imagine that the
of God would suffer.
Anti-Christ will be a personality,
The fact that Baha'u'll:ih was im- who will attempt to undermine the
prisoned, exiled, subject to the vicis- Kingdom of the Christ, but J olm
situdes of ordinary men, beclouded very early disabuses us of this idea
1

John 20 :9-18.

2

John 16 :13-15.

3

Moffatt edition.

4

Rev. 14:1.

5

St. John 2 :22.

01st John 2 :18.
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by telling us in the most definite
terms that "every Spirjt that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is
come in the flesh, is not of God; and
this is that Spirit of .Anti-Christ."
"Every Spirit that confesseth that
Jesus is come in the flesh, is of
God",,7
Invel1 in that day, wbm J GSllS was
no more than a generation out of
the world, men weTe beginning to
hypothecate Hin'!, to treat Him as
an abstraction, as a SpJrit, as one
of the mythological Gods, not an inca rna te man. John W1;l,rns us that
at
time of the end these beliefs
will once more reappea.r, and to-day,
,,'le have the widespread conception
that the second coming will be some
sort of Spiritual experience, sometha t will descGnd into men's
a transmutation that makes
experience the return of the
Christ ~'And this is that spirit of
Anti-Christ." IrhG indefensible assnmption, already analyzed, that
man can reach to God without a
mediator finds no evidence anywhere; no kingdom makes contact
·with another an)! where in creation
excepl; through a focal center.
Also this assnmption that the
]YIanifestation will not "come in the
flesh" necessitates the illogicality of
assuming in the parts of creation
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something that does not exist in the
whole, i. o. personality.
It is scientifically and rationally
impor::sible to advance any evidence
of the part's T)Ossessing characteristics that do not originate in the
whole. Since this question has already been exhaustively treated
there is 110 need£or repetition here,'::'
Suffice it to say, that this spirit of
ADtl-Christ namely the belief that
the Manifestation "will not return in
this era as He appeared previously
-in a human personality-constitute,s the belief of a large and increm3ing group of Christians.
The fnl:fillment of t11e prophecies
of t11e Sacred boo1;: of Zoroaster, the
Zend'avesta, and of the Qur'an are
equally as startling and convincing
as tllOse quoted from the Old and
New Testaments of the Hebrew and
Christian faiths. It would encroach
too far upon the limitations of this
series to make more than this mere
reference.
There are many to whom the inteTpreta tion of prophecy is entirely
lll1COllVincing; they argue tlmt it is
perfectly possible to manipulate
such utterances to suit the exigencies of the case. Therefore, this
argument constitutes only one of
the evidences of the reality and station of Balla 'u 'Wih.
( To be contin'ucd)

1st John 4 :2-3.
*Decelnber issue Baha'i Ma12;azine.

7

"The fields and flowers of the 8pi'rittwl Realm are pointed rnd to
us by the ]J/[am:[estations Who walk amid their glories. It rcmains for
the 8011(Z of man to follow thpm
paths of eternal lite, thrOt~gh
U
exercise of its own hivrnan tv'ilL
'.Abdt~ 'l-B ahd.
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LET THERE BE LIGHT
Reflections from the Twenty-third Aml//,tal Baha'i Convention
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRIOK

OW can one diffuse the fragrances from the twentythird annual Baha,'i convention to
one not present ~ Surely one would
need a powerful pen to do this.
To separate the spirit of the convention from the atmosphere of the
Temple is impossible. In the seven
and a half months from the middle
of September to the first of May
the Temple had been erected.;'~ Complete in outline and form, if not in
detail, finish, and ornamentation, it
stood ready to greet those coming
from all parts of the United States
and from Canada. Could anyone
look at it for the first time without
a sense of its meaning, without a
spiritual uplift 7 It is a Temple of
light. As one stands under the
dome he is unconscious of the
heavy ribs and pillars of steel and
concrete, which are but a framework to hold the walls and dome of
glass. For the Temple is designed
not to shut out but to let in the
pure white light. By day its beautiful dome and sides of glass seem
to bring together and absorb the
light of the sun from every direction. By night it will send out its
beacon light for miles in every direction from its own illumination.
The delegates and believers had
come from every direction to bring
light and information to each other
on important and pressing problems, and to get more light, more
spiritual insight through consultation, meditation, and prayer, under
*The

super~structure

the dome of light. The problems
discussed and faced, although on
subjects seemingly disconnected
with the Temple yet in reality centered in it, ramified out from it
and intricately connected themselves with it and with each other.
The light of the Temple symbolized
the light earnestly sought for the
solution of these problems, the light
of the Spirit of God.
The cry of even the learned and
wise in this age is for more light
to understand and untangle the intricate problems of this topsy-turvy
world. So it seems inevitable that
a Temple which represents universal religion and the renewed descent
of the Holy Spirit should be a Temple of Light. As the pure white
light stands, too, for unity, the
union of all the prismatic colors, so
the Temple stands for the unity of
all religions and the oneness of
mankind. Could anything more
perfectly illustrate 'Abdu'l-Baha's
words: "The outward is the expression of the inward; the earth
is the mirror of the Kingdom; the
material world corresponds to the
spiritual. ' ,
THIS TEMPLE and its accessories
is known in Persian as the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, meaning the "Dawning-Place of the Praise of God."
And so it was that on the first afternoon of the convention, the afternoon of May first, 1931, a group of
two or three hundred Baha ':£ be-

only; the foundation having been completed several years ago.
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lievers stood on the large auditorium floor for the purpose of dedicating this universal Temple 'x' to
prayer and the praise of God. According to the instructions of Baha 'u 'nah, and emphasized b y
'Abdu'l-Baha and Shoghi Effendi,
the services held in this auditorium
are always to be simple, informal
and confined to the Words of Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'l-Baha, and the
great prophets of the ages. The
hearts overflowed with joy and
gratitude as the words of 'Abdu'lBaha were heard and the beginning
of their fulfillment was sensed:
"When the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar is
accomplished, when the lights are
emanating therefrom, the righteous
ones are presenting themselves
therein, the prayers are performed
with supplication toward the mysterious Kingdom (of heaven), the
voice of glorification is raised to the
Lord, the Supreme, then the believers shall rejoice, the hearts shall
be dilated and overflow ,vith the
love of the All-living and Self-existent (God). The people shall hasten to worship in that heavenly
Temple, the fragrances of God will
be elevated, the divine teachings
will be established in the hearts like
the establishment of the Spirit in
mankind; the people will then stand
firm in the Oause of your Lord, the
Merciful. ' ,
The exultant significance of the
occasion seemed to urge those present to shout for joy even while they
heeded the words: ' 'The Lord is
in His Holy Temple, let all the
earth keep silent before Him."
Then from out of this silence were
heard in supplication further words
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of 'Abdu'l-Baha beginning: "In the
name of God, the Most High I Lauded and Glorified art Thou, Lord
God Omnipotent I Thou before
whose wisdom the wise falleth short
and faileth-before Whose Light
the enlightened is lost in darkness."
The hearts responded also to the
selection from the "Discourse of
the Temple" including the words,
"Glory be to Him who huth caused
the signs to descend." Surely this
material tem}Jle was one of the
signs, erected by sacrificial gifts
from loving Baha'i believers in all
corners of the world as well as
Americans.
The simple service ended with the
reading in English and chanting in
Persian of the Tablet of Visitation
made IJrecious by its use at the
sacred shrines of the Bab, Baha 'u'nah and 'Abdu'l'Baha. Thus for
the first time in history the praises
of God dawned from a universal
house of wOTship in America, this
Temple where all religions blend
into one religion, where all races
are one race, where all creeds and
prejudices are destined to vanish.
IT IS interesting to note in passing that nineteen years ago, also
on May first, 'Abdu '1-Baha dedicated the site for the Temple by
laying a stone at the center of the
grounds. Nine years ago, but on
July ninth, the first service was
held in the Temple's foundation
hall.
In the evening of the same day
as the dedication, opportunity was
given to watch step by step the erection of the Temple when Mr. Shapiro'x' showed pictures taken every
few days during its construction. At

*Situated on Lake Michig'an at Wilmette, suburb of Chicago.

*Constl'llction Engineer.
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this time and Sunday morning when
the privilege of seeing and hearing
the engineers and contractors was
granted, the uninitiated sensed a
little w hat difficult construction
and engineering problems had been
overcome in erecting this absolutely unique structure and of the fine
cooperation that had been exercised
by all directing and participating
in the work.
THE FEAST of the Ridvan was
beautifully restful after two days
(three for many) of reports and
concentrated discussion and consulta tion. It was held, as were all
the sessions of the cOllvention except the dedication, in the foundation hall of the Temple.
The wOl'ds heard at the Feast in
regard to guidance seemed peculiarly fitting and to link this consecrating service with the delibera ting and consulting sessions of the
convention. Shoghi Effendi in writing concerning the lVlashriqu'lAdhkar and the matter of guidance
says: ' , Theirs (the willing worshippers in the Baha'i Temple) will
he the conviction that an all-loving
and ever watchful Father who in
the past, and at various times in
the evolution of mankind, has seut
forth His Prophets as the Bearers
of His message and the Manifestations of His Light to mankind, cannot at this critical period of their
civilization withhold from His children the Guidance which they sorely need amid the darkness which
has beset them, and which neither
the light of science nor that of
human intellect and wisdom can
succeed in dissipating."
The Temple then, symbolic as it
is of light and guidance, is more

than a place of worship. It is the
'(Dawning-Place of the Praise of
God. ' , Let the reader emphasize
for a moment the first word,
uDawning-Place." Irhe words of
prayer and praise dawn
the Temand are sincere only when they
break forth into
of deeds. In
the Baha'i world worship and service must be indissolubly linked.
"The people
Baha must
manifest the Light of God in their
deeds. " This command of Baha'u 'Hah is
again and again by
Effendi. He says, "It (worship) cannot affOTd lasting satisfaction and benefit to the worshipper himself, much less to humanity
in general, unless and until trmulla ted
transfused into
dynamic and disinterested serVIce
to the cause of humanity."
one listens to the
reports and consultations of the
general sessions of
convention
he finds abundant evidence of this
service to the cause of humanity.
The sympathetic listener is conSClOUS of something new in the
spirit ill which experiences are
experiments are explained,
advice sought and given; he senses
a different method and purpose in
electing, voting and administering.
There are no nominations, there is
no excitement, no dmnonstration.
Voting time is preceded by prayer
and silence. ''';;:re need group unity,
no individual mind, just group
mind," says one delegate. One of
the essential qualities of the administration seems to be self-effacement, not personality. ""l1hosoever will be chief among you, let
him be your servant." , 'Success is
in proportion to sacrifice' , and
"the measure of success is found in
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its effect on lives" are standards
which we know are met by those
who set them.
Two new features in connection
with this twenty-third annual convention were the conference of Baha'f youth and the teaching conference, both held on Thursday, the
day preceding the opening of the
conference proper. There seemed
no room for doubt of there being
life and activity in the group of Baha'i youth gathered to face problems and seek advice. How irresistible seems the combination of
youthful enthusiasm coupled with
humility and sincere desire for light
and guidance.
Most widely known of the teach81'S is Miss Martha Root with whom
the readers of the Baha'i Magazine
are acquainted through her frequent
contributions to it. For nine years
she has been traveling throughout
the world informing the "kings,
rulers, chiefs, princes, learned men
and mystics" that this is the time
for world peace, for racial amity,
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for abandonment of all racial, national and religious prejudice, for
the establishment of economic justice, for the realization of the oneness of all religions and of all mankilld~ihat this is the founclatjou
upon which Baha'u'llf:Lh has established His universal religiol1.
The inspiration that came from
the getting together in exchange of
experiences and ideas, in consultation, cooperation and plannil1g of
a group of such selfless, active and
devoted souls could not fail to permeate the entire convention.
On Sunday afternoon two of these
inspired teachers, Miss Hoot and
Mr. Gregary, spoke at the public
meeting to an overflowing house.
Sunday evening the last sec"sion of
the convention was held, the friends
and delegates gave a lingering 10011::
at the dome of light and separated,
filled with the consciousness of the
truth of the words of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
"the ages of darkness have passed
away and the Century of Light has
arrived. "

"In this wodd we judge a cause or' T1w've'ment by its progress and development.
Some movements appear', rnan'i/est a brief pe'riod of c,ctivity, then disconLin:ue. OtheTs
show forth a gr'eater rnea,sure of gr'owth and str"ength, b~tt bef01'e attain:ing mc,tuHJ
development, weaken, disintegTate, and aTe lost in oblivion. N eithwl' of these mentioned ar'e pTogr"essive cmd per'manent.
"There is still another" kind of rnovmnent or' cause which fr"orn a ver'y snwll inconspicuous beginning, goes forward with SUTe and steady prog'ress, gTa.dually bToaclening
and widening until it has assumed univeTsal dimensions. The Bah6:i Movement is of
this nature . . . . . At the beginning the Cc,~,se of Bc,hri'~"'llrih wc,s ccl'most unknown,
but on aCCO~int of bdng a divine 1?'wvement it g?"eW and developed r,vith ir"resistible
spiritual power until in this day wherever' you tr"a,vel East 01' ToVest and in whctter'6T
country you journey you will meet Bahri',i Assernblies a,nd institutions. This is an
evidence that the Bahri'is a,re spr'eciding the blessings of unity and pr'ogressive develop1?1ent th1'oughout the wo?'ld under' the d'ir'cetion of divine guida.nce and }Ju?'pose."
- ' Abchi'I-Ba,h6..
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SONGS OF THE SPIRIT
POSSIBILITY

V ALERIA

DE MUDE KELSEY

Suppose, after I died it would be like this:
I'd find myself within a wondrous place,
Quite freed of everything and facing Him,
And He should smile and gently speak to me:
"Well, child, did you succeed or fail on earth?"
The while that glowing smile enfranchised me,
And I beheld how all my life I had failed?
The burning Inelnory of constant fear

Would make me cry: "How could I help but fail?
The pain, the sonow, all the endless woes
Were heaped upon me till I groaned aloud.
Now that I'm here the life on earth seems farHad I known there tbis glory shining clear,
I could have kept the pace with any man.
But always it was pain, defeat and lossI knew not this-else I had never failed!"
He smiled and then I knew His strength had made
More speech impossible. Sudden I swayed
Into the depths of that divinest smile
Dimly as from far worlds I heard Him say,
"Dear child, ),011 newr left My Presence. All
The while I sent your body forth to work
Upon that pendulum of time, the earth,
You dwelt here in the Kingdom of your Lord.
But through that instrument of matchless skill
Your register of consciousness was made,
And I have heard your song-have heard your song!
My child, my child, My love for you endures!"

CONCERNING TRUTH
WILLARD P. HATCH
"The source of all learning is the knowledge of
God, exalted be His Glory, and this cannot be
attained save through the knowledge of His Divine
Manifestation." -Baba'1l'llah.

How ca" a soul be truthful, if it knows not Truth:
And, having known, within Its rays transnluted be,
Until the baser metal of neglectful gloom

THE GLORY OF HIS BEAUTY
BEATRICE

E.

\VILLIAMS

I saw my Lord and Master,
In a haze of golden light,
His form of power and majesty,
Was robed in dazzling white.
The flowers that bloomed around Him,
Of every kind and hue,
Were sending their perfume upward,
While drenched in heavenly dew.
By the side of a pond where lilies grew,
He paused and prayed awhile,
And the very place seemed flooded,
With the radiance of His smile.
The air itself seemed vibrant
With a power undefined;
As He prayed for peace triumphant,
And unity of mankind.
He prayed for another garden,
Where birds of knowledge soar,
In the meadows of the souls of men,
That their wisdom may be pure.
He prayed that knowledge, faith, and love,
Into the heart of man be born;
And the flowers of human kindness,
Like a crown the head adorn.
That the Cause of God be nourished,
And spread through all the land;
Though sin and strife still flourished,
With foes on every hand.
Then as I watched and waited,
He vanished from my sight,
But the Glory of His BeautyIt filled me with delight.

Is gone, and happiness eternal takes its rOOIn?
~'Oho," 'tis said,

SPRING

Hand pray, what then, indeed, is

Truth
By which creation moves? Where find Its chemistry?
And how attain the fluting of Its pleasing strain?"
The false doth meet decay, and, in the end, it finds
Despair: then come and walk the Path of Life with
pain,

If Truth shall top the cliffs whereto the Pathway
winds!
The shining angels paused and prayed, the while they
heard-For Truth is God, effulgent in His holy \X'ord.

KAUKAB

H. A.

MACCUTCHEON

In the great wild joy that thrills
Through earth and plant and tree;
In the awakening song of praise that fills
All space from sea to sea;
In throbbing pulse of quickening life
As mighty heartbeat bursting cords of girthWe know that Spring's Creative Power is rife
Among the atoms of the air and sea and earth.
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"In these days there must needs be a mighty power of
accord instilled into the nations ... the activities which are
trying to establish solidarity between the nations and infuse
the spirit of universalism in the hearts of the children of men
are like unto divine rays .... "
,Abdu'l-Baha.
IN AMSTERDAM, Holland, is to be
held during August, 1931, an "Industrial Relations Congress" to
consider the causes and possible
solutions of the present world-wide
economic depression. In the first
edition of the program, the call for
the Congress states:

Twentieth Century, for this century, as 'Abdu'l'Baha stated, "is
the century of new and universal
nationhood. Sciences have advanced, industries have progressed, politics have been reformed, liberty
has been proclaimed, justice is
awakening. This is the century of
motion, divine stimulus and accom"Unemployment today is widespread plishment; the century of human
throughout the world. Markets are restricted by lack of purchasing power. Yet solidarity and altruistic service, the
productive capacity has been enhanced at century of Universal Peace and the
an increasingly rapid rate by mechanization and the advance of technological in- reality of the divine kingdom."
vention. In a world of enlarged economic
The World vVar brought to all
resources, employment is insecure and
standards of living have not been raised or peoples an immense realization of
maintained in proportion to the increase in the importance and necessity for
production. Maladjustment exists between
the international viewpoint in polieconomic capacity and buying power.
"In the present stage of economic life the tics, a necessity which had been raptask of achieving baiance seems to demand
international economic cooperation. Devel- idly growing since the marvelous
opment of means of transport and com- inventions of the railroad, steammunication is day by day establishing unity
as the coming stage of economic evolution. boat, telegraph, telephone, radio
The process is not yet complete. Some re-· and the aeroplane have been bringgions of the world remain largely self-sufficient. Others are more closely interde- ing the nations of the world into
pendent. But interdependence is rapidly such close contact with each other.
taking the place of self-sufficiency. This
It was not until the present ecoconstitutes the factual aspect of the subject.
nomic depression, however, that the
"Nations and industries, however, are not
fully conscious of this actual growth to- necessity for an international point
ward unity, and their policies are still large- of view in the realm of economics
ly shaped toward self-sufficiency as an objective, often to the detriment of human was clearly perceived. Up to now
welfare, which can be assured only if eco- economic activities and plans have
nomic and political policies are based upon
been considered the individual privthe realities of economic development."
ilege of each nation. Whether to
INTERNATIONAL ideals in the realm have tariff or not; where one should
of politics have been increasing rap- trade; where get raw materials;
idly since the beginning of the where dispose of manufactured
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goods or agricultural products,- ment has been undertaken at seriwas a matter for each nation to de- ous financial risk to the investor,
cide as best it could according to but that risk is considered to be
its own apparent advantage. What- preferable to complete loss of exever happened to other nations in port markets.
In order to secure markets in
this matter was felt to be no conRussia for machinery and other incern of the home nation.
dustrial goods of this country,
IT HAS BEEN felt to be of no con- American firms have been willing
cern to one nation what happened to accept terms most onerous to
to the industry, trade and general them and containing very little aseconomic welfare of another coun- surance of complete cash payment.
try. But since the war this whole
A most extraordinary situation
viewpoint has been amazingly as regards international aid is the
changed. One of the first factors in proposal made to Oongress, and
that change was the realization that seriously considered by it, that this
an economically prostrate Germany country loan Ohina three hundred
was a great obstacle to the economic and fifty million dollars in silver in
recovery of Europe. Next came the order to stimulate the economic life
loss of the Russian market through of Ohina sufficiently to maintain a
the establishment of Sovietism. market for our goods. This plan
Now has been added a depression
may never become effective. But
which is nothing short of an economic cataclysm. It is this which the mere fact that it could be conhas forced economists and states- sidered at all seriously indicates
men of the world to realize that how delicate is the economic relawhich happens in the economic tionship between countries, and
field of other countries vitally con- how anxious one country may becerns themselves. Now for the first come over economic perturbations
time we have worldwide confer- in another country.
Latest of all national problems
ences on the economic problem, and
which
have become international in
an endeavor to act with some degree
scope,
is the threatened economic
of unity upon this problem with an
attempt at solution by some inter- disintegration of Germany, and the
attempts of the other Great Powers
national agreement.
Already this country has been to arrive at some method of aiding
obliged to assume a tremendous Germany in order to avert worldamount of financial responsibility wide catastrophe. The mere sug'for European industry in order to gestion of a moratorium or postmaintain there a purchasing mar- ponement of Germany's reparation
ket for our goods. Some fifteen bil- payments and of all international
lion dollars have been invested by debt payments for one year, caused
American citizens in European an upward trend in world markets.
bonds and stocks in order that the And it is clearly perceived by the
industries of Europe could prosper Great Powers that this kindness to
sufficiently to buy our manufac- Germany is in reality kindness to
tured goods. Much of this invest- themselves.

EDITORIAL

IT IS AN interesting fact that the
world is being brought into this
concept of close economic rela tionship not through theory but through
the force of events themselves. Now
we are beginning to realize that
where one country suffers economically all the world will suffer to
some degree; and when many countries suffer economically, the whole
world is dragged down into a depression.
Mutuality is everywhere seen to
be the secret of prosperous commercial relationship. It is so within
anyone country. It is so as between
individuals. No person or group
of people can continuously prosper
at the expense of other people. True
prosperity based upon lasting confidence is due to but one thing-the
exchange of efficient services, of
which money is merely a token.
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Hence, the vital importance of
such an international conference as
the one to be held in Amsterdam.
"The world's experience today
points to the conclusion that 'economic integration must precede
political cooperation.' " These leaders realize fully that the economic
situation can be handled only from
the international viewpoint. The
meeting together of many minds
representing the great countries of
the world will start, let us hope, a
careful investigation of this field
and a willingness to view economics
from a pure human standpoint
which, we may be certain, will also
be the most practical standpoint. It
will eventually produce a sure and
continuous prosperity for
the
world, and it is the only thing which
can be relied upon to insure such
prosperity.

"The spiritual brotherhood which is enkindled and established through the breaths of the Holy Spirit unites nations
and removes the cause of warfare and strife. It transforms
mankind into one great family and establishes the foundation
of the oneness of humanity.... Until all nations and peoples
become united by the bonds of the Holy Spirit in this real
fraternity, until national and international prejudices are
effaced in the reality of this spiritual brotherhood, true progress, prosperity and lasting happiness will not be attained
by man.... The basic plank in any economic program must be
that man shall love his neighbor."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE FUTURE RELIGION
Ho WARD

R.

HURLBUT

This is the third instalhnent in the series 1AJ'hich describe the Baha'i Movement as
the fulfillment of prophecy and the solution of the world's p1'esent needs. The first
and second chapters appeared in the May and June numbers respectively.

The author, in his previOtts
articles, has developed the idea that
the seven days of creation can be
taken symbolically representing the
seven great world religions as historically manifested. In this article
he shows prophecy as referring to
the coming of Bah6/u'llah and the
establishment of the Baha'i Dispensation.
HERE is the creational story,
and the Genesis account holds
no other meaning. You perceive in
all of this that it is not presented in
whole or in part as having features
of foundation for schools of religion, but that it is solely in explication of scriptural allegory. The
establishment of the several schools
of religion is something with which
another prophecy of Isaiah has to
do, and this is to be found in the
first verse of the fourth chapter of
bis book. It reads as follows:
"And in that day, seven women
shall take hold of one man, saying,
We will eat our own bread and wear
our own apparel, only let us be
called by thy name, to take away
our reproach."
Inasmuch as this applies directly
to this time and to the Manifestation of Baha,'u'11ah, it is essential
that it shall have explication.
Whensoever, in scriptural prophecy the term 'woman' is employed,
it is introduced to signify either
, soul' or 'religion,' which is the life

of the soul. In this verse it takes
on the latter meaning-religion.
The term 'man' is used to identify
the Perfect Man-the Manifestation of God-and, as we have previously explained, the term that
day applies to this day in which we
live-the end of the worM.
Therefore, the prophecy, stripped
of concealed meaning, is interpreted
to read: "In this (our) day, seven
religions shall present themselves
before the Baha, and they shall say
that it is their desire to continue in
the teachings (bread) given to them
by their particular prophet, and
they will continue to be known by
the name of their school of faith
( apparel), only they ask to be admitted as a factor in His great temple of unity, in order that being so
admitted as co-sharers in the belief
of a single identity for all faiths
they shall be called by His N ameBaha'i, Glorions,-and in this way
the reproach of having entertained
differences will be taken from
them."
Has anything of this nature happened as yet, in order to validate
the declaration of the prophet of
thousands of years ago? Ask of
those who, during the past twenty
years, have made visits to Persia
and the Holy Land. There, at a
common board, they have witnessed
the assemblage of adherents of
every faith, each acknowledging
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the divine station of the Founder of
every other faith. There they sit,
count them-Brahman and Parsee,
Buddhist and Confucian (of which
Tao is the soul), Christian, Muhammadan and Jew-peoples of
the oldest and the newest faiths,
hitherto ever at loggerheads, now
rubbing shoulders as brothers, and
all acknowledging their faith in
Baha'u'lllih. In some of the Persian cities, nearly the total of the
Jew ish population, numbering
thousands, is Baha'i and, being
such, recognize the divinity in
Jesus, and have erected schools for
Baha'i instruction and temples in
the name of Baha 'u 'llah as places
of worship for the adherents of every faith.
As to all of this, it may be said
(and not without reason)--that
such application of prophecy as has
been made is really only an interpretation of the utterances to which
scholars of other faiths have attached an entirely different meaning. Therefore, it is necessary to
present a more concrete argument
which shall leave no loophole for
differences of opinion, and as opportunities to this end are numerous, these will now be presented.
The meaning of the prophetic utterance by Isaiah regarding the
"light of the sun" is unmistakable-Baha 'u '11ah discovering to mankind all the expositions of the Truth
previously made. In reality, His
light being sevenfold, "as the light
of seven days," and as 'Abdu '1Baha was appointed as the Center
of His Covenant and the Explainer
of His Word, 'Abdu'l-Baha stands
as the "Moon" of this dispensation, shining with the h~llness of the
Light of the Sun itself."
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DIVERSIFIED PROPHECIES

nN the

mass of visionated utterance, it is difiicult to know
how best to begin. These references to the "final appearance"
cannot well be placed in chronological sequence, for the reason that
prophecy is not a matter of today
or yesterday, but rather a kaleidoscopic vision of colorings of divine
intent, wherethrough at intervals
richly perceiving souls have been
able to fix a time and place when
and where these colorings shall
merge into tha t of the shining
luminary to be recognized by all
men as the Light Divine. As the
mission of Baha 'u '11ah is proclaimed as Divine, and all such in the
past have had varied expressions
of prophecy attached to them, the
exalted personage, Baha 'u '11ah, is
presented not only as One to whom
numerous prophecies apply, but as
the single and only one to which
prophecies in all the books of religions can be made rationally to apply.
These attach not merely to the
single personage-Baha'u'llah, but
to that Holy Trinity of which He
stood as the central and activating
figure. There is none of the Christian mystery surrounding this
Trinity, none of the Muhammadan
mysticism, but three distinctly identified personalities expressing a
single and unique individuality.
One ignorant of prophetic meanings is as one ignorant of astronomy. Baha'u'llah was not only
the fulfiller of prophecy, He was
the Causer of the appearances of
the pror"i-tets of the past to prepare
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the world for His coming by their forty and two months is 1260 days,
(or years), and is the duration of
advance announcements of it.
Practically all students of scrip- the cycle of the QUI' 'an.
The
tural chronology are agreed on the QUI' 'anic cycle began with the
meanings of certain terms employed night flight of Muhammad from
to determine time when given pro- Mecca to Medina, in 622 A. D.,
phetic pronouncement. Firstly, a which followed by thirteen years
day is recognized as a year: a the proclamation of His prophet"time" as 360 days: "times" as hood. To determine the date of
720 days: "half a time" as 180 the termination of the cycle, it is
days. The Muhammadan calendar only necessary to multiply the 1260
is based on lunar periods and 354 years by 354 which totals 446,040
days constitute a year. With Chris- and divide by 365 which gives us
tian peoples, a year is 365 days. 1222--1222 years according to our
Understanding this, it is easy to fix calendar.
the dates to which prophecies have
Adding this to 622, the beginning
reference. It will be interesting to of the cycle, we have 1844.
In Daniel, Ch. 12, verse 6, the
begin with Daniel's vision of that
which the future was to expose. In prophet gives the period to elapse
the beginning of the seventh cen- as "time, times and half a time,"
tury A. D., when Jerusalem was which as we have already pointed
conquered, the Holy of Holies (the out figures 1,260.
Law of God) was outwardly preNow, to go back to the Revelaserved and when in those long cen- tion of St. J ohn--in the 11th chapturies preceding this condition, the ter, verse 3, the entire verse:
vision was given to Daniel, he gives
"And I will give power to my
us this-in the eighth chapter: two witnesses, and they shall pro"Then I heard one saint speaking'
phesy a thousand, two hundred and
and another said unto that certain
three score days," by which you see
saint which spake, How long shall
be the vision concerning the daily the identical period. These" two
sacrifice and the transgression of witnesses" are Muhammad and
desolation, to give both the sanc- Ali, his chief disciple, whose teachtuary and the host to be trodden ings were to be promoted during
the stated period.
under foot ~"
Again, in verse 9 of the same
Then he answered (V. 14) "unto
2,300 days; then shall the sanctuary chapter, we read: "And nations
shall see their dead bodies three
be cleansed."
days
and a half:" 31j2 days are 31/2
This dates from the issuance of
the edict of Artaxerxes to rebuild years, or 42 months--again, 1,260.
J erusalem-456 B. C. Deducting
The meaning of ' 'their dead
this date from 2,300 we have 1844. bodies" is that the spirituality of
Now, we will jump to the Revela- the Revelation becomes so becloudtion of St. John (ch. 11) :
ed in doctrines and faulty interpre"The Holy City shall be trodden tations of Truth, that it is as a
under foot forty and two months;" thing that is dead.
that is, the Gentiles shall govern
Verse 11 also carries the same
Jerusalem during that time. This reference, as it reads:
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, 'After three days and a half the
spirit of life from God entered into
them."
That is, that at the conclusion of the predestined period,
all clouds would be removed in the
appearance of the Glorious Manif esta tion of God-Baha 'u '1111h.
Then, there is chapter 12, verse
6: "And the woman fled into the
wilderness, where she hath a place
prepared of God, that they should
feed her there a thousand, two hundred and three-score days."
In
scri ptural symbology , 'woman' ,
signifies religion, or soul. In this
case, it refers to religion, and tbis
prophecy goes back to Hagar,
who was driven into the wilderness
vVlth her son Ishmael, from whom
in direct line, after neaTly two millenia, Muhammad was born. She
is again injected into the picture in
the 14th verse, which reads:
"And to the woman were given
two wings of a great eagle that she
might :fly into the wilderness, into
her place, where she is nourished
for a time, times, and half a time
from the face of the serpent. "
Again, you perceive, we have the
1260.
In the consideration of prophetic utterances, it may be clarifying to the reader to be informed
that the Baha'is regard the expression "Lord of Hosts," wheresoever it may be found in Holy Writ,
as applying to Baha'u'llah, and
none other.
The tri-une character of the Divine Appearance will now be given
attention, as prophetic pronouncements regarding it are numerous
and cannot possibly be rationally
applied to any other than that which
has come to us in this day. In the
Book of Malachi, the 3rd chapter,
first verse: "Behold, I will send
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my messenger, and he shall prepare
the way before me: and the Lord,
whom ye seek, shall s~tddenly come
to his temple: even the messenger
of the Covenant, whom ye delight
in: Behold, he shall come, saith the
Loni of Hosts."
Herein, Baha 'u 'Hah announces
His own coming in the flesh: He
mentions His advance herald, who
was the Bab, and Whose sole purpose was to prepare mankind for
the transcendent Appearance. That
is the meaning of the PeTsian and
Arabic word "Bab" which designates the station of the Heraldthat of the Door to Divine attainment. It was through Him that
mankind was to come to an understanding of, and a meeting with,
, 'Him whom God would make manifest. "
You know that a tenet of Islam
is that Muhammad was the" Seal
of the Prophets." That is, that all
prophecy as to the oncoming of God
and the establishment of His Kingdom ended with the declaTation of
the Arabian Prophet. And this is
absolutely true, because after Him
no voice spake of the promised
Hour.
The Bab was in no sense a prophet: He was the very Door of
Manifestation, and there were to
be no long centuries of waiting for
the Promised One. As Malachi declared: "The Lord shall suddenly
come." Then Baha 'u 'llah speaks
of the Messenger of His Oovenant
(Vlho was 'Abdu'l-Baha) saying:
"Behold, he shall come!" In the
Will and Testament of Baha 'u 'nah,
the mantle of authority was bestowed upon 'Abdu 'l-Bahii, and the
designation of His station was
"The Oenter of the Oovenant."
(To be continued)
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A VISIT TO BAHJI
NANCY

BOWDlTCH

ETWEEN the sand dunes and
the sea runs a road, wavewasiled and uncertain, which leads
from Haifa to the ancient city of
Akbi in Palestine. Here Richard
the Lion Hearted fought across the
mighty ramparts, against whose
sides the persistent onslaught of the
sea still makes war . Near here N apole on laid siege from an artificial
hill, which he constructed in order
to reach over the double walls of
the city. There still remains the
moat through which the strength
of the sea used to be turned in times
of war. It is outside of the walls
of this town that "The Most Great
rrison" stands, bleak and forbidding, and in this place Baha'u'llah
and His family and followers were
imprisoned. One can see the windows from which He gazed at the
first pilgrims, who could only look
at Him from a distance and be content to return ID[tny miles on foot
with that precious memory. In a
courtyard near the pnson building
is the long staircase up the outside
d the house which leads to some
roomf', where th(~ fumiiy were permitted to move h>Jef. Here came
the first European visitors to see
'Abdu'l-Baha, and it was here that
, 'Some Answered Questions" were
written. There is another house in
Akka where they were moved later,
but this is a different story from
the one I want to tell, for mine deals
with the aftermath of those terrible and uncomfortable years, and it
is with great comfort and joy that
we can now turn toward Bahji.
After driving through the coun-

try outside of Akka, and passing
under an old arch of a Roman Aqueduct and through a forest of eucalyptus trees, we at last arrive at
the place where Baha'u'lhih spent
His last and happiest days. On the
left as we approach is a walled-in
area with cypress peering over the
top, and a cluster of old farm
houses; on the right a lovely sweep
of cultivated fields and a distant
range of mountains. At this point
the old mansion at Bahji looms into view. Indeed it comes suddenly
like opening one's eyes on a ship at
sea which one has not seen approaching. It is a big white house
with an arched arcaded veranda
around the second floor. All this is
seen over the top of a high stone
wall, vine covered at the base. Into
this wall is set a small arch of plain
white which frames the entrance
door, a big green door, which seems
to have been built to withstand any
intrusion into this abode. But door
and walls seem to cry "welcome"
as the smiling Turkish Baha'i servant swings open the gate and
greets one with the "Greatest
Name. "
Shoghi Effendi has so
carefully renovated this old place
that he has not erased the air of
ancient mystery and romance. So
much has stirred within these walls
that will never be forgotten.
But now we are eager to enter.
Leaving the lovely yard filled with
lemon trees we pass through anoth.er green door with a knocker,
whlCh the servant unlocks for us.
We enter and mount a long closedin marble staircase to the second
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floor and turn to the
right through a small
hall. Passing through
gold and blue draped
damask curtains we
e n t e I' the central
room of the house.
rrhis is about twenty
feet wide and thirtyone feet long. The
ceiling is supported
by eight white marb I e columns, a 11 d
roofed with d e e p
Around the
blue.
central point is a
skylight letting in a
soft light on the
white marble floor
and the elaborately
stenciled walls. In
the very cent er of the
hall is a table which
stands on a square
of black and white
marble with an inlaid design of simple pattern.
T h El
table is draped with
a Persian cloth and
on it rests a large
vase of plumelike
Cent1"Cll Hall Cot the BC6hji Mcms'I:on.
sprays of coral flowers, the favorite flower of Shoghi the walls above the columns are
Effendi. There are, below that, thickly stenciled with a design of
small vases of flowers, and yet small pink roses with green leaves
another set of roses of every hue on a white ground. All of the ceilfloating in flat dishes-a fountain ing in the hall is blue, and the rest
of flowers in a still room. There of the wall under the arcade is stenis an album placed among them all ciled in broad perpendicular bands
with pictures of the Bahai Temple of designs in various dull shades
near Chicago, showing its growth of red and blue. A deep wainscoatfrom the first to the latest picture. ing of three broad stripes of blue,
As we look about we notice that green, and red gives a strikingly
the walls under the skylight and Oriental look to the general effect,
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and sets off the beauty of the white
marble. Under the arcade are hung,
on one side, two old colored prints,
one of Mecca and one of Medina.
At one end is a large picture of the
"Greatest Name," and at the other
a view of the tomb of 'Abdu'l-Baha
and the Bab, showing the gardens
and a view of the sea, with Aklni
and Haifa. On the opposite wall
there is a colored print of J erusalem, and a painting, by Miss Marion Jack, of the view from the
Mansion looking toward Akka.
There are ten doors leading off to
various rooms, and one to a kitchen
which is not used at present. These
doors are dark brown with a panel
of deep blue running crosswise
about half-way, and each has a
small brass knocker and a heavy
lock. In the extreme left corner
hangs a brown portier with a lifesized" Greatest Name" in gold, and
behind this is the room in which
Baha 'u 'llah used to stay, and where
Professor Brown, one of the only
two Europeans to do so, visited him
in 1890. The account of that visit
is framed and hangs outside the
door. We read Prof. Brown's
words:
"My conductor paused for a moment while I removed my shoes.
Then with a quick movement of the
hand he withdrew, and, as I passed, replaced the curtain; and I
found myself in a large apartment,
along the upper end of which ran
a low divan, while on the side opposite to the door were placed two
or three chairs. Though I dimly
suspected whither I was going, and
whom I was to behold (for no distinct intimation had been given
me), a second or two elapsed ere,
with a throb of wonder and awe, I

became definitely conscious that the
room was not untenanted. In the
corner where the divan met the wall
sat a wondrous and venerable figure, crowned with a felt head-dress
of the kind called taj by dervishes
(but of unusual height and make),
round the base of which was wound
a small white turban. The face of
him on whom I gazed I can never
forget, though I cannot describe it.
Those piercing eyes seemed to read
olle's very soul; power and authority sat on that ample brow; while
the deep lines on the forehead and
face implied an age which the jetblack hair and beard flowing dowll
in indistinguishable luxuriance almost to the waist seemed to belie.
No need to ask in whose presence
I stood, as I bowed myself before
One who is the object of a devotion
and love which kings might envy
and emperors sigh for in vain.
, 'A mild dignified voice bade me
be seated, and then continued:
'Praise be to God that thou has attained . . . . Thou hast come to see
a prisoner and an exile ... We desire but the good of the world and
the happiness of the nations; yet
they deem us a stirrer-up of strife
and sedition worthy of bondage and
banishment ... That all nations
should become one in faith and all
men as brothers; that the bonds of
affection and unity between the sons
of men should be strengthened;
that diversity of religion should
cease, and differences of race be
annulled-what harm is there in
this? ... Yet so it shall be; these
fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars
shall pass away, and the Most Great
Peace shall come . . . Do not you
in Europe need this also? Is not
this that which Christ foretold? Yet
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do we see your kings and rulers
lavishing their treasures more freelyon means of the destruction of
the human race than on that which
would conduce to the happiness of
mankind ... These strifes and this
bloodshed and discord must cease,
and all men be as one kindred and
one family ... Let not a man glory
in this, that he loves his country;
let him rather glory in this, that he
loves his kind ... '
"Such, so far as I can recall
them, were the words which, besides
many others, I heard from BaMt.
Let those who read them consider
well with themselves whether such
doctrines merit death and bonds,
and whether the world is more likely to gain or lose by their diffusion. "
PaTch of the Bah.ii Mansion.
But who can describe this room
or this house where Baha 'u 'llah ers the floor, on top of which are
lived in exile, and from where spread soft Oriental TUgS. On the
mighty Tablets from His pen went right hand table, among other
forth to a world in need. We visited things, is a framed "Greatest
this room the last. The shoes, the Name" in gold on white. Above
bed of I-Iim who lived there were this hangs a TUg with a picture of
set out for us to see. We stood just the Temple woven into it, and on
where Professor Brown was stand- one wall is a large picture, a copy
ing when he received this wonderful of one of Mr. Bourgeois' designs
impression. But it is the whole for a window in the Temple, an
house that speaks of those souls exquisite piece of architectural
who lived under its roof. Some one drawing by the hand of a genius.
said "people forget but places re- There are various photographs of
member." That is the feeling I had Baha'i groups, and other objects
about the walls of Bahji. They have concerning the Oause, among which
seen and remembered, and we can is a hanging bookcase of Baha'i
take from them if we will.
literature in different languages.
Shoghi Effendi has arranged a Two big windows overlook the garpleasant and convenient writing den.
Opposite the writing room is a
room for the friends. In it are two
writing tables with every conveni- sitting room. On the central table
ence, with the seal of the Mansion is a lovely framed picture of 'Abto stamp on the letter written there. du'l-Baha, and two beautifully
Oandles and flowers adorn the ta- bound books in morocco, one red
bles. A heavy straw matting cov- and one green, gold embossed. One
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of these has recently been presented to Shoghi Effendi. It is the
"Hidden Words" translated into
Albanian by the first Albanian pilgrim, Refo Chapari, and the other
is Shoghi Effendi's translation of
the same. On the left is a filing
case on whose shelves rest translations of the Baha'i writings in thirty-nine languages, and nearby is a
map of the United States vvith the
different assemblies marked in red.
The opposite wall has eight framed
tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha and Baha'n'llah, and above these tablets is
an old formal painting of the Mansion. Here also is another picture
of the Temple, a rug with the Temple woven in it, a picture of the
view from the Mansion looking towards the tomb of Baha 'u 'llah and
Akka, the matting and Oriental
rugs, and many other things of interest to the pilgrims.
Now we pass through the central
hall, through a large corner bedroom, around the walls of which are
long seats covered with white linen
commonly found in this house, and
out to the big veranda. Here is a
marble fountain with gold fish and
gently splashing water. The window sashes are of green, the blinds
and doors of blue, the floor of white
marble, and beyond all this the vistas of landscape through the pillars
and arches which support the roof.
These are the lovely scenes at which
Baha 'u 'llah and His family must
have gazed so often. Through some
of the arches a distant view of the
city of Akka is framed. In the foreground are grey-green olive groves,
and in the middle distance stately
rows of cypress, then the old farm
house, and a grove of pine trees
with rounded tops. To the left are

Ridvan Ga,rden.

more framed vistas of the rolling
cultivated fields and distant monntains. Here, as we stand in the
refreshing sun and breeze of spring,
a camel caraven may pass slowly
by reminding ns that we are in Palestine, but otherwise it is hard to
realize,-this place has such a feeling of freshness and freedom.
On the extreme right of the porch
we have a lovely view of the enclosed garden adjoining the tomb
of Baha 'u 'llah, and from there we
can view the sea and the big trees
under which 'Abdu'l-Baha used to
stroll. Here a white donkey is tethered as of old, but this one is a descendant of the one 'Abdu'l-Baha
used to ride. But now, before we
leave this veranda, we notice painted at intervals on its clean white
walls above doors and windows, all
sorts of interesting designs in ancient mode, having been skillfully
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renovated under Shoghi Effendi's
careful direction. The subjects are
put on as one would paint a coat
of arms above a door, giving the effect of concentrated masses of color from a distance.
·We spent a night of perfect rest
in one of the comfortable highstudded chambers. ,IVe arose early
the next morning and the birds were
singing in the garden below our
window; a wind tossed the breakers on the shore which we could see
in the distance. It was quiet in the
big Mansion so we moved cautiously about, did some writing, and then
found our way under the arcades of
the lower porch into the garden.
The clouds were racing overhead,
letting the sun in and out. How
lovely it would be to live at Bahji
and paint the views from there.
Akk:a in the sunlight for one picture, with the sea beyond and Mt.
Carmel in the distance, olive groves
with cypress, and old houses peep
ing through the green.
Before leaving we visited the
lohrine of Baha 'u 'lhih. We a pproached it through the closed garden, by
gorgeous hedges of red geranium,
over the red gravel paths to the
white pebble path before the door
that leads to the outer shrine. Here
a lemon tree stood heavy with golden fruit, and a great cypress pointed heavenward. In the shrine the
air was sweet with yellow jasmine
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that is thickly strewn on the threshhold to the inner shrine. The outer
room is a bower of green, reaching
to the high skylighted ceiling, and
the floor is completely covered with
the finest silky Persian rugs, so fine
that it seems wrong to tread them
even without shoes. It is a place of
indescribable sweetness and peace.
But each pilgrim's heart knows best
what sort of a place is the Shrine
of Baha 'u 'Wih. I shall but say
that next to this divine spot stands
the old, old Mansion in which Baha'u'lHih moved and lived, shut
away hom the world,-He who was
for light and glory. rrhe pilgrims
of His following are greatly privileged in being permitted to go 1-here
and spend a night. 'vVe rejoiced to
sit about the table where 'Abdu'l'Baha used to receive the pilgrims
in former days. We saw His simple little room just as He left it;
and back of all these lovely experiences the painstaking hand of His
grandson, Shoghi Effendi, in every
room, among the books and relics
and treasures saved, and so he it
was whom we thanked in our hearts.
So at the end of the day, tired
and happy, with our arms full of
fragrant flowers, we returned along
the tide-swept road, and home to
Haifa and the Pilgrim House. vVe
had slept at the Mansion of Baha'u'llah, and our hearts were full of
the richness of this experience.

"0 ye humankind 1 Verily ye are 17Jl the leaves of one tree: ye are all the fruits of
one tree; ye are all one. Hence associate with each other in amity; love one another;
abandon the prejudices of race; forget forever this gloomy darkness of ignorance, for
the Century of Light, the Sun of Reality, hath appeared. Now is the til11.e for affiliation and now is the period for unification. For six thousand years ye have been contending and warring. It is sufficient 1 Now is the time for unity. Ye should
abandon selfish purposes, and know ye for a certainty that all mankind are the se1'vants of one God and all are to be mutually bound."-'Abd~~'l-Baha,.
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BAHA'I PIONEERS
A Short Historical Survey ot the Bah6/i Movement in India,
Java Islands, Siam, and Malay Peninsula.

B~wma,

SIYYID 1'li[USTAFA ROUlVIIE

In the first installl1tent of this spiritual a~ttobiography, Mr. Roumie told us of the
work of the great teacher, Jamal Effendi, Persian apostle of the Bah6,'i Cause who had
proceeded to India by the command of Baha'u'llah. how he spread the Bahri'i teachings
there; the author's own meeting when a youth with this great teacher and his keen
desire to accompany him on his missionary tour of India. The sec'ond installment
follows.

T the time I succeeded in
carrying out my desire to accompany J amal Effendi on his missionary tour through India, he had
with him two other Baha'is as his
constant companions: they were
Rafiuddin Khan of Hassanpur, and
Haji Ramadhan of Rampur. After
leaving Madras, our journey was
broken for a couple of days at Gulburga where friends and officials
from Hyderabad came to meet him.
After a short trip to Bombay we set
out for Rampur. On our way to the
Oawnpore Railway Station J amal
Effendi met the very brother of the
Ruler of Rampur State for whose
sake he had undertaken this long
journey. What happened was that
the Rampur Ohief, with the object
of forming a closer acquaintance
between J amal Effendi and hit<;
brother, sent the latter to Oawnpore
to meet him and travel with him up
to Rampur State.
J amal Effendi on this occasion
stayed about a month and a half at
Rampur, in the mansion of the
Ohief's brother, and availed himself of this opportunity to hold several public and private discourses
on the ideals and ethical teachings
of the Baha'i religion. Within a
few days the Ohief's brother and
those who were prompting him
were silenced, their a theistic doc-

trines were thrown into the shade,
and all their casuistry proved to
have no real foundation. In this
way J amal Effendi incurred the
displeasure of one N azir Ahmad
Hassall of Aligarh, a most zealous
supporter of atheism, who wielded
considerable influence over the
Chief's brother and who, by some
treacherous means, had cheated him
out of more than thirty thousand
rupees which resulted in much heated conversation and correspondence
between the two.
The Chief's
brother was indignant at the COllduct of this old atheist fTiend
and had imprisoned him. From
his prison he wrote to J amal
Effendi asking him to intercede for
his release. J amal Effendi did so
and he was duly released, eventually having to leaye the State. He
swore vengeance against J amal
Effendi, although from him he had
received nothing but kindness.
J amal Effendi and I accompanied
by a servant boy, left Rampur for Lucknow yia Kashipur
State and Moradabad. At Lucknow he met the Raj a s 0 f
Amethi and Balarampur States,
who accorded him a very cordial
reception. Meanwhile the Raja of
Kashipur also arrived and took
him to meet and interview the Governor of United Provinces (India).
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The Rajas gave us a letter of introduction to the Maharaja of Benares,
the sacred city of the Hindus.
J amal Effendi then proceeded to
Benares and for a fortnight remained the guest of the Maharaja
at his palace. During this short
period he became acquainted with
many leading citizens of Benares,
Hindus as well as Muslims of all
schools of thought. One of his acquaintances was Agha Mohammed
Taqi Benarasi of Khurasan, at
whose house he happened to meet
Haji Ahmed Bindani, an influential
and wealthy citizen of Rangoon;
and several leading Persian Muslims of Calcutta.
At the very first interview the
conversation gradually turned on
the question of time regarding the
appearance of Imam Mahdi, the
Qa'im and the Raj-at-i Hussayni
according to Shi'ih creed.
A
learned Shi'ih theologian who happened to be present in the assembly
at the time, declared that no time
had been specifically mentioned in
regard to that, either in the Qur'an
or in the sacred traditions of the
revered Imams. J amal Effendi
then cited several passages from
the holy Qur 'an and the traditions
of Imam J afari Sadiq which pointed to the year 1260 A. H. (corresponding to 1844 A. D. )-as the time
when one should look for the coming of the expected Mahdi who
would be born like other human
beings in accordance with the natural law of procreation. He refused the theory of the sudden and
phenomenal appearance of a youth
of one thousand years of age from
the strange and unknown region of
'Jabulqa' and 'Jabulsa'.
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Jamal further maintained that
the Imam on his appearance would
introduce aNew Cause, aNew Dispensation, aNew Revealed Book,
and aNew Divine Law for the guidance of mankind. He also quoted
numerous passages from the sacred
traditions to the effect that the
Imam would be subjected to all
kinds of perseutions, humiliation
and opposition, and eventually he
and his followers would be martyred by men of his own race. It was
an exceedingly interesting discussion which went on for a couple of
days, at the conclusion of which the
learned divine protested that although there was a good deal of
force in Jamal Effendi's argument,
were they justified in accepting it
since there was no appearance of the
Anti-Christ or Sufyani. J amal Effendi then in his usual friendly
manner said, "Let us jointly pray
for the divine guidance and endeavor to grasp the true significance and right meaning of the
Words of the Holy Book, which according to the saying of Imam J afar Sadiq could be comprehended
only by his chosen ones and faithful servants whose hearts are
pure."
FROM BEN ARES we proceeded to
Calcutta, visiting Patna on the way.
We arrived at Patna at dusk and
went directly to an Inn where we
spent the night. Early next morning, information was received that
the police had surrounded the Inn
the previous night and had been
checking the arrival and departure
of the guests. Shortly thereafter
some high IDuropean officials came
directly to J amal Effendi and informed him that the Chief Commis
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sioner desired to see him, and that
he should accompany them. So we
went with the officials to Danapur
where the seat of government was
at that time. On arriving at Danapur, we were ordered to wait in a
room under police surveillance and
remained there for four hours without knowing the cause of this sudden arrest. I suggested however
that N azir Ahmed Hassan, the atheist, who was offended with J amal
Effendi at Rampur, must have had
something to do with this little surprise. My surmise proved to be
quite correct for very soon a clerk
came to J amal Effendi with one of
the letters which he had written to
N azir Ahmed Hassan, and began to
question him about it. Finding that
the reason of the arrest was some
misunderstanding about this letter
in the mind of the officials, I asked
for permission to produce the letter of N azir Ahmed Hassan to
which that one was a reply. Upon
reCelvmg permission I promptly
produced the letter in question, a
reference to which at once cleared
all doubts. We were immediately set
free and all our effects were returned to us. Thus the attempt of an
atheist to do mischief to the Cause
was frustrated.
As this incident took place during the month of Moharram (Muhammadan New Year) the majority
of the best citizens, like Nawab Mohammad, Nawab Welayat Ali Khan,
and other illustrious persons, sympathetically,
gathered together
around J amal Effendi and invited
him to their homes, where he had
opportunity to deliver the Baha'i

Message freely in those large meetings.
After a week or two we left for
Calcutta. On arriving there the
party went to live in a house in Kolutollah which had been engaged
for us by Nawab Safdar Ali
Khan, the paternal uncle of the
Rampur Chief. Here, too, within a
very short time the magnetic personality of Jamal Effendi and his
exceedingly affable manners attracted many leading citizens of
Calcutta and its neighborhood.
He soon became a well known figure
in the eommunity, partieularly
among men of a religious and philosophie turn of mind. J amal Effendi however, was always eagerly
seeking an opportunity to deliver
the Great Message of universal love
and peace, the message of the wonderful revelation of God's mystery,
the message of the advent of the
New Age.
At last the opportunity presented
itself when he met Haji Mirza AbduI Karim Shirazi, a renowned
Persian merchant of Caleutta, at
whose residence leading Muhammadans used to meet every day to
discuss current topics.
T his
was the time of the Russo-Turkish
war of 1877, and so the main subjeets discussed were the events of
the war as they appeared in the
newspaper reports. In the course
of these discnssions, J amal Effendi,
as often as possible, directed the attention of his audience to various
prophecies in the Holy Qur 'an and
the Tradition of the Prophet, regarding the signs of the appearance of the Promised Redeemer.
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His marvelous eloquence and his
unique method of presenting the
subject made a great impression on
his audience.
About this time Jinabi Haji
Mirza Mohammed Ali Afnan and
his assistant Agha Mirza Ab duI
Hamid arrived from Honkong,
China. They were enroute to Persia via Bombay. Jinabi Afnan was
one of the maternal uncles of His
Holiness the Bab. Both these gentlemen had business in China and
came to see Haji Mirza Ab duI
Karim in this connection, and were
his guests. They were known to
J amal Effendi, and they recognized
each other at the meeting in Haji
Mirza Abdul Karim's house. The
unusual joy expressed by these
friends on their sudden and unexpected meeting, the extraordinary warmth and affection manifested as they inquired about each
other's welfare, astonished all who
were present at the gathering. The
people then began to suspect that
J amal Effendi was a member of the
new sect.
On the following day the visitors
came to see J amal Effendi, and
after a long conversation about the
war and much discussion of various
passages of the Holy Tablet of
Baha,'u'11ah (Lawhi-Rais-the Tablet
of the Chief) relating to prophecies
concerning Turkey, Jamal Effendi
requested me to chant the rrablet
for his two honored guests. As it
was the first time that he had heard
these supreme utterances,-while
I was chanting the Tablet-he was
conscious of a sudden flash of
Heavenly Light and was quite overwhelmed with an inexpressible divine illumination. He could not at
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the time fully realize the cause of
the strange emotion that completely
overpowered him. After the chanting of the Holy Tablet was over,
the revered guests and J amal Effendi discussed between themselves
the fulfillment of Baha'u'llah's
prophecies, His teachings for
the upliftment of mankind, His
noble ideals raising the standard of
morality, and the majesty of His
mission, all of which I listened to
attentively as if spellbound. At the
termination of the discussion, I confessed the truth of Baha'u'llah's
claim and decided to dedicate my
life to the service of the Divine
Cause. The three veterans at once
embraced me, and kissed me most
affectionately. J amal Effendi then
in his supplication to the Sacred
Threshold submitted my name, and
a Holy Tablet was revealed in mv
behalf, the English translation o"f
which is as follows:
"0 Mustafa. (the chosen one or
selected as the best one): The supplication of Jamal, who is soaring
in the atmosphere of the love of his
Lord, the Opulent and Exalted,was submitted in the Holy Presence, and thy name was mentioned
therein. We testify to thy truthfulness and sincerity, that thou
mayst read it and be among the
thankful ones. Say,' 0 God of the
universe, who appeared with the
Grea test Name! I beseech Thee by
the essence of the existence in the
name of those who were not prevented by the hosts from turning
towards Thy Face, and those whom
the Kings could not prevent from
beholding towards Thy Horizon, to
write for me with Thy Supreme
Pen that which behooveth Thy
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Generosity. 0 possessor of the and Creation. Verily Thou art
Names and the Creator of heaven! He, there is no God but Thee. I
o my Lord! I hereby testify that supplicate Thee that thou mayst
which Thou hast already testified draw me in every condition near
before the creation of heaven and to Thy Horizon, and destine for me,
earth, and I acknowledge that o my God! that which is good in
which Thy tongue has already de- every world of Thy worlds. Verily,
clared before the manifestation of Thou art the Mighty, the Exalted,
the Kingdoms of Thy Command the High and the Great."
(To be cQ1ldin~ted)

PROMOTED TO THE SUPREME KINGDOM
THE PASSING OF MISS ETHEL

J.

ROSENBERG AND

MRS. CLAUDIA STUArtT OOLES

"We cannot realize in this world the Bounty of God 1101' can we appreciate His
Love. But in the next world we can do so . . . . The difference between this earthly
kingdom and the heavenly kingdom is as the difference between the el1'ibryonic world
and this world. After its ascension the spirit will enter into the presence of God in a
form suited for eternity and for the Kingdom."-'Abdu'l-Bahd.

MISS ROSENBErtG

rrl] NEBaha'iof Cause
the pioneers of the
in the western
"~

world, Miss Ethel J. Rosenberg,
passed away recently at her home
in London, England, crowned with
age and the service of the Master.
The end was peaceful for this devoted servant of 'Abdu 'l-Baha,
whom He knew and loved so well
and to whose devotion and untiring
labors He often paid priceless tribute by voice and pen.
Known and loved by all the members of 'Abdu'l-Baha's family in
Haifa where she had visited for
months at a time in the earlier
stages of the outlJOuring of the Baha'i spirit from the East to Europe
and America, Miss Rosenberg played no small part in the adaptation

of the Baha'i Message to the western mind. Ever modest and unassuming, the full value of her work
in this capacity seldom appeared
on the surface but those who knew
her well and were in close touch
with her activities were and are well
aware of the great assistance she
gave to 'Abdu'l-Baha, and how
valuable was the help she rendered
in the translation and transcribing
of some of the outstanding works
through which the truths of the Baha'i Message were made known to
the peoples of the western hemisphere.
No one is more fully cognizant of
the worth of this servant's labors
for the advancement of the Cause
of Baha'u'llah, as developed and
expounded by 'Abdu'l-Baha, than
the Beloved Guardian of the Baha'i
Cause, Shoghi Effendi, who, when
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Miss Ethel J. Rosenbu,rg, a pioneer in the
Balui'i Cause in England, 'who died at her
home there recently.

he was advised of her passing, cabled forthwith to the friends in
London a heartfelt message of condolence and appreciation.
"Deeply grieved passing England's outstanding pioneer worker.
Memory of her glorious service will
never die. 'Abdu'l-Baha!s family
join in expressing heartfelt condolences to her brothers and relatives.
Urge friends hold befitting memorial service."
London Baha'is held a fitting
memorial meeting at the Bah3!i
Centre for suitable expression of
the love all the members of the Baha'i Community felt for this longtime friend and counsellor. Here
was voiced that reverent recognition due her for the clear vision she
had of the Baha'i Message and purposes, and the lucid and authorita-
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tive expositions she was able,
through contact with the Source of
inspiration and the pure spirit that
burned within her, to give to those
who sought.
Jli[jss H,osenberg, who was sevonty-five years of age, was born ill
IDngland alld had lived for many
years in LOlldoll. She was one of
the most prominent and active of
the believers in Great Britain up to
a short time before her removal to
the higher plane.
During her long connection with
the Baha'i Cause her correspondence with 'Abdu'l-Baha had been
voluminous, and to her He had revealed numerous precious tablets,
many of which, of a general nature,
have been included in the Baha'i
writings.
ANNIE B. ROMER,
Secr'etar'y, London Bahti'i Assembly.

MRS. COLES

KmITH the passing of this great
~ character, Mrs. CIa u d i a
Stuart Coles, the Baha'i Cause has
lost one of its most loyal and enthusiastic adherents.
Mrs. Coles was born in South
Carolina about sixty-five years ago.
When quite young she moved to
Washington, D. C., and it was here
she heard and accepted the Baha'i
Teachings, and served as a faithful
and honored member of the Baha'i
community for many years. In
1920 she moved to London, England,
where her daughter and granddaughters lived, and thus for the
past eleven years she was a member
of the London Baha'i community.
She had been reelected many times
to the National Baha'i Assembly of
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kITS. Glaudia Stuart Goles, Bc.hri'i teache1"

who 1"eCently died in London.

England, and as Secretary of
body served indefatigably.
Mrs. Coles' home in London
a meeting place for traveling
ha/is from other countries. It
always a joy to associate with

this
was
Bawas
and

consult this radiant enthusiastic
Baha'i to whom friends could turn
for help and advice. She undoubtedly worked far beyond her strength
in her great enthusiasm, and one
might well say that from the standpoint of her physical health, there
was always in her work and service
the element of sacrifice. Particularly noteworthy, too, was her great
efficiency. She was undoubtedly one
of the best informed Baha'i teachers in the western world, and knew
where to find any quotation asked
for. She certainly has been instrumental in spreading the Baha'i
Message around the world, for her
personal correspondence had assumed voluminous proportions.
As a Baha'i, Mrs. Coles had an
international reputation, and was
distinguished and will be forever
remembered for her true spirituality and her unique spiritual enthusiasm. She classified among the most
sincere and devoted Baha'is, and
we are told that" the rays of those
spirits (the sincere) are the cause
of the development of the people."
From this beautiful soul "will appear the traces of God."
M.H.

"Humankind have come to the world in innumerable numbers, and
passed away; their physical bodies and that which belonged to them
passed away with them. Their health and disease both passed away.
Their rest and hardship both vanished. Their wealth and poverty
ended. Their hmifor and misery terminated. B~d the reality of man is
immortal. The spirit of man is everlasting. It is the spirit to which
importance ,is to be attached. The difference (between spirit and body)
is this, that one will enter the realm of enlightenment, whereas the other
will fall into the world of darkness."
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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KEITH RANSOM-KEHLEH

The following is the third part of Chapter 5 in the series by the author under the
genera,l title "The Basis of Bahd'i Belief." This concludes a b1'ief but most illuminating
study of the Bahd'i Message as r'eic,ted to Clwisi'ianity.

As ALREADY outlined, when the come with a new idea and we hear
Manifestation of God comes into that there are only twelve people
the world, He brings with Him not who can understand him. Baha 'u 'only that quickening power which 11ah has voiced the age old wistful
revivifies the dead spiritual life of longings of man, until now despairman, but reveals as well, a social ed of as possible of human accompprogram which will better the lishment; but becoming at last
earthy conditions under which he through the superlative potency of
must live. One of the most convinc- His command part of the great foring proofs of the Divine power oe ward-looking plan of humanity.
Baha'u'llah, is the plan which He Certainly universal peace is not a
has outlined for the amelioration of new idea, Isaiah prophesies of that
human conditions.
time when "the sword will be beaten
Amongst the principles laid down into the ploughshare and the spear
by Him for the guidance of men to- into the pruning hook, when nation
ward a better social order, are the will not lift up sword against nareconciliation of religion wit h tion, neither will they learn war any
science and reason; the independent more." We must recall that these
investigation of truth; the conquest principles were laid down in the
of prejudice; universal peace; a uni- Orient around the middle of the last
versal tribunal of arbitration; uni- century. Though there had been
versal education; a universal lan- those who had seen a vision of uniguage; the equality between men versal peace previous to this time
and women; the solution of the eco- it was not until after Baha 'u 'nah
nomic problem; a democratic form included this among His principles
of government. Space forbids a that the present almost universal
further enumeration, but the prin- agitation in favor of peace was
ciples indicated are sufficient to started; today there are innumershow that the executive power of able movements numbering millions
God 's Word spoke through the Lips of members working toward this
of Baha 'u '11ah; for although no con- end. Before Baha 'u '11ah 's declaracerted effort had been made prev- tion that war must cease, as fundaiously to establish these ideas in the mental to the new order in the
world, we find them developing with world, history had never witnessed
astonishing urgency as great human anything comparable to our modern
objectives after they had been enun- disarmament conferences. Thirty
years after Baha'u'llah called for a
cia ted by Baha 'u 'nah.
These are not new ideas, many of universal tribunal, the Hague was
them have been in the world for established and later the World
thousands of years. Einstein has Court.
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The sane and simple method of
learning an auxiliary tongue in addition to one's own language would
enable universal communication. No
human being can speak as many as
a hundred languages, (there are
supposed to be three thousand
dialects and languages in the world)
but if a man could speak a hundred
languages, there would still be millions upon millions of people with
whom he could not converse: by this
simple expedient of learning two
languages the problem of human
communication would be forever
solved, without forfeiting the rich
treasures of our literature and traditions. Fifteen years after Balla'
u-11:ih recommended a universallanguage Doctor Zamenhoff invented
Esperanto. There have been other
efforts to introduce a universal
tongue.
Today the widespread movement
throughout the world toward literacy, education, and enlightenment,
is antithetical to the condition when
Baha 'u 'nah called for universal
education. In that day monarchs
and despots prided themselves upon
keeping their populace in ignorance.
This more urbane and advanced attitude was not taken until Baha'u'11ah had included mental development in His scheme of human progress.
The Bab enunciated the equality
between men and women in 1844. It
was not until 1846 that the first suffrage meeting was held in America.
More and more startling discoveries
of our scientists are carrying ma tter back into the realm of metaphysics. The great names in this field
of activity such as Eddington,
Pupin, Milliken, and Lodge, are to-

day advancing arguments to show
that materialism is much too fantastic for science. Everywhere we
see men throwing off the yoke of
constraint, inhibition, and superstition, in order to follow truth whereever it may lead. These attitudes
on the part of large numbers are
much more recent than Baha'u'llah's proclamation of the reconciliation of science and religion, and
the independent search for reality.
Ancient empires have crumbled,
while democratic principles have
been almost univesally incorporated
into those that still stand. These
changes took place quite fifty years
after Baha 'u 'llah suggested democracy as the most appropriate fOTm
of government in the world.
A graduated income tax and profit-sharing were among the recommendations of Baha'u'llah as a
means of solving the economic problem. These were not generally employed until many years after Baha'u'llah had formulated them into
His program.
It is evident that to continue this
form of argument would carry us
far beyond the confines of this series
of articles but from the examples already given we are constrained to
accept the conclusion that the relation of Baha 'u 'llah to the changes
that have taken place in social practice, are far beyond the realm of the
coincidental. In science if we find
the same effect recurring three or
four times, we look for the law back
of its recurrence. If Baha 'u '11ah
had indicated only three or four of
these great social principles which
had afterward appeared so prominently in human thought and activity we might perhaps say that he
had caught the spirit of the times,
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and was merely reflecting it; but it
is utterly irrational to imagine that
any human being not super humanly
endowed c 0 u I d possibly grasp
twelve or fifteen of the great trends
of modern times not yet in practice
(which appeared shortly afterward)
without bearing to those events
some form of interdependent and
causative relationship. The candid
and impartial inquirer, is bound to
see the profound significance of
Baha'u'llah's having enunciated
His program in every instance before it was commonly practiced.
Ruhi Afnan said in his paper before the Congress of Living Religions that when we see the teachings
and principles of this Revelation at
last stepping down out of the cold
empyrean of idealism and becoming
part of the everyday working' order
of the world, we cannot but agree
with 'Abdu'l-Baha that "the pulse
of this mighty message of Baha 'u'11ah is beating like an artery
through the five continents of the
world."
Another evidence of the station
of Baha 'u '11ah was His stupendous
and irresistible personality. In the
"Baha'i World" is summarized the
convincing tributes of some of the
world's greatest men to Baha 'n 'Hah
and 'Abdu'l-Baha. His power was
so gigantic that though the captive
of two powerful despots, the Shah
of Persia and the Sultan of Turkey,
(who exercised over their subjects
the right of life or death.) He arraigned them both in the Tablets already referred to, pointing out their
crimes and injustices in a way that
would have brought swift retribution to any other.
His magnanimity and superiority
to His terrible sufferings were God-
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like and humbled even His worst
enemies, to paraphrase the words
of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
A history of His life shows that
He invariably decided the terms on
which He would live; as long as He
accepted imprisonment, He remained a prisoner; as soon as He was
ready to go free, He retired to the
plains of 'Akka, there ending His
days as He had begun them, in a
Palace, which at will He had exchanged for His prison. When coming from Adrianople to the prison
of 'Akk:i He defied the Sultan as to
the terms on which He and His followers would go, and carried His
point. Countless other examples
can be given.
Most convincing of all is that hldubitable power which Bah:i'n'llah
has exercised over the lives of His
followers. Upward of thirty thousand martyrs have joyously and
willingly given their lives for the
establishment of His Canse. Count
de Gobineau, Lord Curzon, and
other equally authoritative writers
on Persia, point to this drama as indicative of the intense spiritual vitality of the Baha'i message.
'Abdu'l-Baha says that these
martyrs "hastened clad in holy
ecstacy to the glorious field of martyrdom, and writ with their life
blood upon the tablets of the world,
the verses of God's Divine Unity."
Men and women do not idly toss
away their lives for base and ignoble purposes. These ecstatic souls,
who drenched benighted and fanatical Persia in their blood, are the
holy harbingers of that great power
which is today sweeping like a
mighty and majestic tide through
the hearts and souls of those dedica ted to this glorious command of
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Baha'u'llah to establish peace and
unity throughout the world.
Nothing is more inspiring than
this phase of our Baha'i proof, this
t.ransforming, and revolutionizing
power which Baha 'u 'llah exercises
over the lives of His followers. 'Ve
recall the prophecy in John that
"He will send his angels with a loud
trumpet-blast to summon his elect
from the verge of heaven and the
verge of earth." Like a great army
of faith and strength His humble
followers everywhere, without prestige, without importance, without
means, often facing bitter opposition and sore trial, are going forth
to vanquish the old', evil things of
the world.
Daily into our ranks are flooding
those who are seeking a complete
and comprehensive program for human advancement. Today there are
societies for a better understanding
among races, for a solution of the
problems between classes, for the
improvement of international relations, for the reconciliation of religious differences; but the Baha'i

Movement is the only great organized movement in the world which
definitely includes them all.
We must bear in mind that our
cause is not tentative, experimental; we are not going about sug'gesting to people that it might be
well to try such a plan with the hope
that it would work. To use our
American colloquialism the Baha'i
movement is an "un and going concern" in which millions have already found sanctuary, exchanging
their prejudices, distrust, arrogance
and resentment for that abundant
life of harmony and accord that has
ever flown from the appearance of
God among men, throughout the
ages.
Words are futile to convey the
impression of the reality and vigor,
the grace and power, of the teachings of Baha 'u 'llah. * We can only
refer you to His multitudinous writings, so that "He, the spirit of
Truth, " through His Own Words
and Teachings may "guide you into
all Truth."

* It

is regrettable that very few adequate translations of His writings are available.
tions are projected.

Worthier transla~

HOW I BECAME A BAHA'I
ANONYMOUS

The followinq account of a religious experience-the seeking for and finding of
that which satisfies the s01d--is written by a member of the Baha'i Youth Group in
an eastern city. It well demonstrates how the youth of today are on the highmay of
independent investigation of Truth.

Y reI i g i 0 u s training was
received in a C h r i s t i a n
church. When I was a very little
girl, I was enrolled in the beginners' department of the Preshyterian Sunday School. My attendance there every Sunday was as
much a matter of course as my at-

tendance at the public school on the
other days of the week. Some of
my teachers were beautiful souls
and unusually spiritual. When I
grew older, I joined the Church and
the Christian Endeavor Society. I
then attended four services every
Sunday; Sunday School and Church

ROW I BECAME A BARNI

in the morning, Christian Endeavor
and Church in the evening, and in
addition sang in the choir. I even
took a teache.rs' training course
and then taught a class for a short
time.
Trained in a knowledge of the
Bible and Christianity, I believed,
as all good orthodox Christians believe, that Christ was the only divine revelator and Christianity the
only true religion. Buddha, Muhammad and the other prophets
were all false, so their religions
were untrue. The missionary books
that I read more or less proved this
to me. It almost seemed that the
highest calling in life was to be a
Christian missionary to the heathen
in foreign lands. I was extremely
religious by nature, so I liked books
and articles on religious subjects.
If I looked through a magazine, I
would read the religious article and
then throw the magazine aside.
This extensive reading broadened
me considerably, for many articles
written by people of different beliefs arrested my attention and not
only interested but deeply impressed me. I began to realize that much
of the Bible was written in symbolism.
To be an active member of the
Christian Endeavor Society of the
Presbyterian Church, one has to
sign a pledge to read the Bible every
day. Admitting to myself that I
had not kept this pledge, my conscience troubled me. I therefore resolved to read the Bible through,
and started with the New Testament, intending to read at least one
verse every night before retiril1g. I
found myself reading, instead of a
few verses, several chapters. Somehow, to read from the Word of God
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when the house is quiet and one can
truly concentrate, is more beneficial
than all the sermons and training
one receives from teachers. I felt
Christ's power and greatness as I
never had before and my love for
Him was strengthened to a great
degree. I read the Now Testament
through in a very short time, and
then started on the Old, but my interest in it was not as great. Certain parts, like the Psalms, I loved,
but some of the history and wars
seemed very tiresome. When I
meditated on the New Testament,
I felt that I would like to understand some of the verses which apparently seemed contradictory, and
I longed to understand "Revelations " and some of the symbolism.
I was not satisfied. I was really
seeking to understand the Bible.
My FATHER had been a Baha'i for
several years and, without any
lmowledge of the teachings, the rest
of the family had always opposed
him. We thought it some peculiar
cult, one of those many false religions. He tried to read to us and
to get us to read from the teachings, but we thought that in order
to be loyal to Christ, whom we truly loved, we should turn a deaf ear
to everything he said upon the subject. Strange, how willing I was
to read about New ThOttght and
other sects, and how I resisted any
suggestion to read the teachings of
'Abdu'l-Baha.
One memorable night, however,
I was alone in the house. The town
library was closed, and there was
nothing about the house that I seemed especially to want to reacl. The
bookcase was in my father's room.
I went in and looked over the hooks.
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Nothing looked interesting. With
my usual instinct for choosing
something religious, I picked up
, 'Some Answered Questions' , by
'Abdu'l-Baha. My first thought
was how much I would like some
questions answered, but felt very
skeptical about 'Abdu'l-Bahas being'
able to answer them satisfactorily;
just some more theorizing, and I
could theorize about the meaning
of the Bible just as well as anyone
else and was just as apt to be correct in my theories. I opened the
book and glanced over the chapter
headings. My interest was aroused.
The very subjects upon which I
wanted more light were discussed.
I started to read. I became amazed.
I felt great power in the W ords,the same power that I felt when
reading the Words of Christ. This
teacher likewise spoke with anthority. It was not like reading other
books and articles on religion. I became thrilled. The same Voice which
spoke through Christ was speaking
through 'Abdu'l-Baha. I was more
and more aware of the power and
authority with which He spoke. I
did not put that marvelous book
down until I had finished every
word in it.
I not only read it but I drank in
the meaning as one starved. I felt
like a person who had stepped from
a room dimly lighted by a candle,
into a room flooded with electric
light. Everything was clear. 'Abdu 'l-Baha 's logic was perfect. He
left no room for argument or difference of opinion.
To me the Baha'i Revelation
fulfilled the second coming of
the Lord. It had not occurred
to be sure, as I had imagined it
would, and as the Christian world

imagined it would, but" as a thief
in the night" He had come and
gone. The reason all of the Christians had not recognized Him when
He came, was because they interpreted His coming literally, just as
the Jews had done when Christ appeared, and so they, too, were prevented from recognizing Him as the
promised Messiah. To interpret
literally is to defy science and reason.
The spiritual meanings of the
signs and symbols regarding the
second coming are clearly explained
in the Baha'i teachings, and explained in such a way that they
agree with science and reason. It
would be beyond the scope of this
article to explain them here.
How MUCH more reasonable it is
to believe, as 'Abdu '1-Baha teaches,
that God has not only sent Christ
to train just a part of the people
of the world in the things of the
spirit and has left the rest to grope
in darkness all these years, but that
He has also sent all of the other
great prophets, Buddha, Muhammad and others.
'Abdu'l-Baha
says that each Prophet was sent by
the one true God to teach the one
true religion, but only in accordance with the capacity of the people to whom He appeared. Our capacity is much greater today, so
Baha'u'llah has given us meat instead of milk, as was promised in
the Bible. "Therefore be ye also
ready: for in such an hour as ye
think not, the Son of man cometh.
Who then is a faithful and wise servant, whom his lord hath made ruler over his household, to give them
meat in due season ~ "-Mat. 24 :44,
45.

HOW I BECAME A BAHA'I

Since all the founders of the
great religions of the world were
sent by the one true God to teach
the one true religion, man-made theology and forms which were introduced after the Prophets had left
this world, were the causes of the
differences in the beliefs of the peoples of the various religions. 'Abdu'l-Baha shows in "Some Answered Questions" what Muhammad accomplished among those wild Arabian tribes, and one cannot help seeing that more than human power
was needed for this resurrection of
souls. The same thing is true of
all the great spiritual teachers. Muhammad was only taken as an example. The symbolism of the Bible
which no one had ever been able to
understand, was explained so that
it agreed with science and reason.
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both mind and heart to the extent
of my capacity, I longed to interest
others so that they, too, would read.
Nothing· has such power as the
Word of God as spoken through His
chosen Messenger. ' 'God, and God
alone has the power to do whatever
He wills, and the greatest proof of
a Manifestation of God is the creative power of His word-its effectiveness to change and transform
all human affairs and to triumph
over all human opposition. Through
the word of the prophets, God announces His will, and the immediate
or subsequent fulfillment of that
Word is the clearest proof of the
Prophet's claim and genuineness of
His inspiration.' '*
Those who have read the Words
of God-the Teachings for this New
Day as spoken by Baha'u'llah, have
laid aside their racial, religious and
THE NEXT morning to the amaze- na tional prejudices. Colored and
ment of my family, I stated that I white, Jews, Christians, Muhambelieved 'Abdu'l-Baha was a Divine madans, and others, occidentals and
Messenger of God; that the second orientals, are associating in perfect
coming of the Lord was fulfilled in
harmony.
the person of Baha 'u 'llah. How
In conclusion it is evident that I
sorry I was, thereafter, for my hubecame
a Baha'i because I was not
man prejudices as I so often read
satisfied
with the religious Imowlthese Words of 'Abdu '1-Baha :
"Beware of prejudice! Light is edge I possessed. I was seeking for
good in whatsoever lamp it is burn- Truth always, and the reading of
ing. A rose is beautiful in what- this book~' * made ' 'the crooked
soever garden it may bloom. A star things straight." The illuminating
has the same radiance if it shines teachings I found therein swept the
path which leadeth unto real life
from the East or the West."
My father rejoiced exceedingly clear of "superstitious fancies;" I
over my great spiritual happiness had found that which satisfied me,
and suggested a course of reading a religion to live for or to die for.
for me. I read all of the Baha'i And from that time I could truthbooks which we had, and then went fully state that I not only have mere
up in the attic and read back num- faith about religion, but I know.
bers of The Bah6/i Magazine for And only the Word of God could
hours at a time. When everything have awakened me to the Divine
had been read and understood by Realities.
·"Baha'u'llah and the New Era" by Dr. J. E. EsslemonL

>:'*"Some Answered QuestIons."
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ORGANIC AND SOCIAL EVOLUTION
KOKICHI SUMI

The following is an address given by a young Japanese student, member of an
EngLish Speaking Society in Tokyo. Mr. Sumi is deep[y inte?'ested in the Bah6/i
Movement. After attending the Bah6/i Nawru,z Feast on March 21st [ast, he wrote to
Miss Agnes A [exander, our Contr-ibu,ting Editor', that he "apl)recic~ted this mer?'y garden party very ?nuch indeed. That warm, bright, fair at1nosphere I found on that day
is the symbo[ of the ideal form of or-ganic society, which is the natucre of the sun.
Through it and throu,gh it only all organic existence is conceivab[e as a reaLity, and
that is the Bah6/i Spir-it I guess . . . that beautifu[ sunUke spirit is indispensable to
our human society: that penetrating spir-it from heart to heart is the only rope to make
man's society possible."

AST summer I made a trip to
the central part of the Island
of Shikoku. The district I visited
lies thirty miles horn the nearest
town and is three thousand feet
above the level of the sea. It is divided into many smaller districts
by ranges of high hills and mountains. I spent a week among the
solitary houses and villages dotting the valleys and the hillsides.
My first interest was to study the
folk-psychology of the region, but
to my great disappointment, the
social conditions were quite contrary to my expectation. Before
I started on the trip I was told that
the life of the people there was very
primitive, and that one could hardly discover any modern cultural influences among them. With such
information I fully expected to see
wild men of little or no cultural
training, little capacity for counting, little ability in abstract thinking, and speaking an entirely different language or dialect.
But what did I really find? On
the day that I reached the very
farthest point of the journey, and
supposedly the farthest from the
centers of civilization, I was overtaken by a storm. Seeking shelter,
I entered a hut near the summit of
a mountain. To my astonishment
I found children reading the Na-

tional Reader. At the entrance I
saw little rubber shoes, and hanging on a nearby wall I observed a
regulation school cap.
Bicycles
they know, motor cars, and even
aeroplanes. And though they do
not actually use it in their daily
speech, they know quite well the
same language Tokyo ladies and
gentlemen speak so fluently.
Now what is the meaning of all
this? It shows, it seems to me, the
tremendous penetrating power of
our culture, and the almost unbelievable capacity of a people to accommodate themselves rapidly to
the demands of a changing social
environment. Biological changes
are very slow. It is said that our
functional organs are almost identical with those of primitive man.
And the capacity of modern men
and women of backward races is almost the same as that of the more
advanced races. The great differences are found, not in the field_ of
biology, but in that of culture and
civiliza tion.
You may say that those primitive
minded peoples are very mystical
and superstitious. But I beg you
to recall how many relics of superstition are still living amongst us.
We do not eat dogs. We may be
able to give many reasons for our
refusal to do so. Perhaps it boils

ORGANIC AND SOCIAL EVOLUTION

down to this, "it is not customary."
If we are justified in saying that
primitive peoples live by taboos,
they can rejoin that dog-meat is
taboo among us.
When we look back to ancient
lDgypt, ancient Greece, and ancient
China, we must acknowledge that
they could produce individuals
equal in capacity to any modern
man. Christianity has not produced a greater than Jesus or Paul.
Plato's world of ideas is no less
broad and deep than that of Bergson; and Kanpi's social observation
is as keen as that of Karl Man.
It is therefore not in the realm
of individual capacity that the modern man exceeds the capacity of
his more primitive prototype. It
is rather in the realm of social
evolution and interracial experience. Retaining practically the
identical biological form of the man
of milleniums ago, our civilizations
h a v e passed through various
stages: tribal communistic, imperialistic, theological, feudal, aristocratic, democratic, socialistic and
communistic. In passing through
these stages we have increased our
social inheritance and grown in
wisdom acquired from this experIence.
But it has been shown time and
time again that it is not necessary
to pass through all these stages to
acquire the necessary wisdom for
modern life. Just as the younger
people of central Shikoku are able
to enter into the problems of modern life guite successfully, though
their parents represent a much
more primitive type, so anywhere
in the world the old customs and
ideals of barbarous and semi-barbarous life can easily give place to
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those of our modern scientific age.
Now the chief characteristic of
our modern civilization is that it
is proceeding along the line of tested knowledge and experience. Instead of being guided entirely by
the hit-and-miss methods of our
pre-scientific age, we are learning
to verify and test causes and results, and guide our conduct according to the results of our study. And
it is entirely possible to teach this
method of procedure to peoples who
have heretofore been guided entirely by superstition and inherited
tradi tions.
I wish to apply this principle to
an institution among us which is
undoubtedly a relic of barbarism,
and has no place in the progress of
a well-ordered international society.
I refer to the institution of war.
War is the child of our tribal
antagonism. It grew up in a world
when there were no intertribal relations, and no international contacts. In those days the only way
to gain an advantage or secure justice was by the sword. In that
early age Might was Right, and the
Beautiful and the Good were compelled to yield to the god of material power.
But it has come about that our
interna tional and interracial relations must be developed, for modern science has thrown the ends of
the earth together, until we are all
the members of one great neighborhood. So that war has become the
enemy of social progress, the awful
disturber of international good will
and commerce.
But it may be said that changes
must come slowly, and that it is impossible to give up war within one
generation. But I beg you to re-
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call my Shikoku experience. Within one generation the whole fabric
of our social and political life has
been changed. The feudal ideas of
fifty yeal's ago ha:ve given place to
the international ideals of modern
science, commerce and education.
What has been done in these important fields of human achievement can and ought to be done in
the case of war. If we had a mind
to do it we could master this demon
and throw him out in a single
decade.
But what do we see ~ The fearful monster is taking advantage of
all that our science has taught us.
He squeezes our experience and
prostitutes our tested knowledge,
compelling us to act directly opposite to the demands of our reason.
Our brain becomes his slave, and

GREEN

our inventions become the food for
his voracious appetite! The powder which Nobel invented for the
benefit of the coal and mining industry becomes the explosive for
war's devastations. The gigantic
Messenger of the Air invented by
Zeppelin for peaceful international
intercourse, becomes the frightful
engine of the god of war.
Thus it is that war consumes its
own offspring and destroys all the
children of industry and peace. It
is a menace to civilization which it
is seeking to destroy ... But we can
now choose whether we will yield to
war or rise up and forever drive It
from our human society. We can
now choose whether we will follow
our tested knowledge or whether Wp
will be guided by the Demon of Dsstruction.

ACRE

I would stand on the knoll that overlooks
The radiant River of Light;
And lift my eyes to the distant hills,
From whence come strength and life!
I would walk through forest aisles, where pine
Trees rise like cathedral spires;
And in the hush of early morning hours,
Feel the peace that God inspires.
Once again, I would enter the Inn,
The Inn that is glorified,
Because it had room and welcome for Him,
Our Lord, to enter and abide!
Green Acre, Green Acre,~' home of my soul,
My heart ever turns to thee;
The beautiful spot where the Master walked,
And hallowed the earth for me!

-Elizabeth Hackley.
* Baha'i

Summer Colony, Green Acre, Eliot, Maine.
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WHAT IS THE ONENESS OF HUMANITY?

HE greatest prize this world holds is the consummation of the Oneness of Humanity. All are the children
of God. God is the Creator, the Provider, the Protector of
all. He educates all of us, and is compassionate towards
men. His grace encompasses all mankind. The sun of God
shines upon all mankind. The rain of God falls for all. The
gentle breeze of God wafts for all. Humanity at la.rge is
sitting around the Divine Table of the Almighty. Why
should we engage in strife ~ Why should we ever engage on
the battlefield to kill each other? God is kind, is He not?
Why should we be unkind ~ What is the reason? How are
we benefited by being unkind? Today the chief means of
dissension amongst the nations is religion, while in reality
the religion of God is one. Differences lie in blind imitations which have crept into religion after its foundation.
"Religion is Reality, and reality is one. It does not permit of multiplicity. His Holiness Abraham was the Herald
of Reality. His Holiness Moses was the Spreader of Reality. His Holiness Jesus was the Founder of Reality. His
Holiness Muhammad was the Spreader and Promulgator of
Reality. The Reality of religion is one. Fundamentally
there is no difference.
"The Reality of religion consists in the love of God, in
the faith of God, in the virtue of humanity, and in the means
of communication between the hearts of men.
"The Reality of religion is the oneness of the whole of
humanity.' ,
-'Abdtl'l'Baha.
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U For in this age the bottndar'ies of terrestrial things have
extended; minds have taken on a broader range of v'ision;
realities have been unfolded and the secrets of being have
been brottght 'into the realrn of possibility. What is the spirit
of this age? What is its focal point? It ,is the establishment
of ttniversal peace, the establishment of the knowledge that
httmanity is one family. "-'Abdtt'l-Baha.

W HAT IS THE WORLD 1 This term,
which is so widely used, I doubt if
anybody understands. Just """hat
do we mean by "the world" 1 When
the inner earth first began to stir
to life in obedience to the solar impulse, at that time the world was
just a geographic, planetary object.
Certainly this is not what we mean
today when we say "the world," a
concept not at all synonymous with
, 'the earth."
Life sprang up upon the earth
and grew and grew until it reached
its climax, man. Human beings living upon the earth in widely scattered groups, not yet masters of their
planet-here is a more advanced
planet than the inert earth we first
looked at. Yet this is not what we
mean today when we say "the
world."
Communications grew. Caravan
trails and sea ways brought distant
peoples together. Warfare and
conquest consolidated tribes and
peoples. Great empires evolved.
Each empire became in time a cultural unit. Rome, mistress of land
and sea, unifier of nations, builder
of a great Mediterranean civilization,-now for the first time we
have the term "world" meanino'
b
something definite in human society.
Rome-that is the world, or so it

seemed to the Romans. And so it
seems to us today as we look back
on that vast ancient culture which
the Romans, after absorbing and
assimilating, gave forth to all of
Europe.
At the time Rome did not know
that across the barrier of deserts
and mountain ranges was another
world all its own-the Celestial Empire. Here too a great unifying
force had been at work for centuries
-milleniums perhaps. Here had
grown up an indigenous civilization
so self-contained, so perfect, that to
the Chinese it seemed that the whole
world was contained within the
Four Seas.
And neither the Romans, nor the
Chinese realized that there exiSTed
across great stretches of ocean
waste another world living its own
life, creating its own civilization,
passing thru phases of growth and
disruption so little known that when
later Europeans discovered its existence they called it the "New
World" altho it is perhaps the oldest part of the land surface of the
planet.
Up TO THIS point, then, there was
not one world upon this planet, but
many worlds of human society. Today, however, intercommunication
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-physical, intellectual, spiritual
between the continents and peoples
has gro"\VIl so rapidly toward a psychic unity that now for the first
time, when we say "the world" we
mean a human society composed of
all the educated, intelligent people
of the planet.
'Ve say" the world thinks this,"
, 'the world thinks that, ' , , , the world
is progressing," "the world is in
economic distress," and now for the
first time we mean by such statements to include all civilized peoples of the planet, the vast majority
of mankind.
But even when we use the term
world to mean all the peoples of the
world, we are using it loosely if we
mean to intend a unity effective and
real. Such has not yet been achieved upon this planet.
The nations of the world are still
far too much divided between themselves by barriers of prejudice, of
greed, of misunderstanding, of commercial competition, to make it possible to use the term "world" to
mean humanity. There are still
many spheres of selfish interest, so
to speak, which compose the planetary life.
IN SPITE of this fact, there is
growing before the sight of us all a
super-structure of actual world
unity, a universal culture and a universal consciousness. This universal
consciousness is struggling with the
provincial, national consciousnesses
and is destined before the century
is out to absorb and supersede all
those more provincial units of society that make up humanity today.
All men of intelligence and power
of direction in human affairs, are

now beginning to realize that if the
national consciousnesses should continue to prevail to the sacrifice of
the universal consciousness, humanity would soon extinguish its flame
of life in a delirium of war. Therefore the intent and purpose of all
leadership today is directed to the
end of universal peace, of universal
culture, of universal brotherhood
upon this planet.
IF WE look ahead then a few decades, a few centuries, we can conceive that the term "world" will be
synonymous with all humanity, that
it will imply a human society which
is homogeneous, coherent, unifiednot only culturally but psychically
and spiritually. Then when we say
"the world thinks this "-"the
world thinks that "-it will actually
be true that all humanity is moving
as by one impulse and one aim.
Life would be miraculous in such
a dispensation. For if the unity of
many small nations into one great
empire such as Rome was able to
build so mightily for civilization,
what will be the result of the psychic unity of all races and peoples
upon the planet ~
The creative force and effectiveness of humanity will be multiplied,
not in arithmetic but in geometric
ratio, by t.he coalescence of all the
various minds and temperaments of
the world into one strong, coherent
foree-illto one vast psychic unity
of culture.
Then we may conceive of the
world as having' but one soul. The
world will be synonymous with
planetary life as a whole. It will be
a unitary being, multitudinous in its
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component parts but one in its spirit
and directive force and energy.
THIS IS the g'olden age, perhaps,
of which the poets have dreamed
and philosophers philosophied. The
golden age of man in his full maturity as the son of God. The planet
achieves its final destiny.
What other planets and worlds
are achieving, we do not know. Certainly life is evolving elsewhere
throughout the universe.
Quite
probably it is evolving in various
planets of our own solar systemevolving in ways unique to each
planet. Some day it may be our
earthly destiny to merge into a still

greater unity-that of the solar
system. The time may indeed come
when other planets will join hands
with this planet in ways of communication not yet possible to foresee, each planetary society expressing through its own genius the destiny established for it by the Lord
of creation, the whole planetary
system vibrating to the creative
evolving power of the Holy Spirit,
the Logos, the Lord of all Being.
But here is a transcendent destiny
that is beyond human comprehension. Let us come back to mother
earth. It is enough for the present
that we strive to make that earth a
world.

"
This limitless u,niverse is like the htmwn body a,ll the
members of which aTe connected ancl linked with one another with the
greatest strength. How rmtch the organs, the members, and the parts
of the body of man are intermingled and comwcted for 1mdtwl aid and
help, and how much they influence one anothe1'! In the same way the
parts of this infinite ttniverse have their me11tbers and elements connected with one another and inflttence one anothe1' spirittwlly and ma,terially
Since this connection, this spirittwl effect and this
influence exists between the members of the body of man, who is only
one of many fin.ite beings, certainly between these ttniveTsal and infinite
beings there will also be a spir-itual and material connection. Althmtgh
by existing ndes and aci1,tal science these connections cannot be discover-ed, nevertheless their existence between all beings is certain and
absol1de.' ,
({ As to YOttr- q1,testion Te,qa1'din,q the stw's: Know that these brilliant stars are nttmberless amd their- existence is not de1)oid of wisdom
both useful and im170r-tant. Rather- they aTe wOTlds, as ,is this WOT'ld of
Ottrs. Bttt the'/! differ in their bodies, by the difference of elements.
from this eaTthly body. The1! diffeT in formation. The beings existent
ttpon these bodies are acconling to their- fOT'mation. n
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE FUTURE RELIGION
How ARD R. H URLBUT
Chapter IV
The a~~thor, in previ01ts chap- any other time to the Appearance
ters lntblished in the ]JI[ay, .hme and in the day and age in which we live.
July numbers of this magazine, has Of this, which was designated as
developed the idea that the Se1)en "The Mighty GlorY"-which is a
days of creation can be taken sym- free translation of the meaning of
bolically representing the seven the Name ' 'BaM, 'u 'llah" - the
great world religions a,s h'istorically prophet wrote: "This Splendor atmanifested, and in the last article taches itself to the hero (who is to
partic~tlarly showing prophecy as arise out of the number) of prophreferring to the coming of Bah6/~l' ets (called' Saoshyanto') and to his
llrih and the establishment of the companions, in order to make life
Bahri'i Dispensation. In this article everlasting, undecaying, imputrescihe continues his presentation of ble, incorruptible, for-ever existing,
full of power (at the time) when the
thcse prophecies.
dead shall rise again, and the imrit9l0 much for the Bible prophecy. perishableness of life shall com~ Now, to turn to the Book of mence, making life lasting by itZoroaster: In the Ninth Vanant self." (That is, by its inherent
Yasht of the Zend-Avesta, there is qualities).
"They will be commissioned to
an even more direct reference.
check
the influence of the devil
While the time of the rise of Zoroaster is not of great importance, which increases at the time whml
it may be of interest to note that the world is verging toward the end,
there are wide var:iants of Lixation by restoring truth and faith in reliby different students of chronology. gion. The dark period of wretchedN one has fixed the time later than ness and sin in which they appear
1500 B. C.: More assign it to :WOO is compared to night, and the era
B. C. and a very great many rele- of bliss they endeavor to bring
gate it to the rise of the first pyra- about is likened to brilliant day. The
mid dating back four to five millenia first of these prophets is called
before the dawn of the Christian , Hushedar-Mah, ' - the 'moon of
Happy Rule.'"
Surely, no more
era.
What is important, however, is apt definition of the soft radiance
that the Light of Divine Truth of illuminating love of the Bib than
shone so clearly through Zoroaster this could be found. He 'was empty
that He was enabled to inspire the of every desire for individual recogprophets who came after Him to nition, and all of His song was of
point more clearly than those of that One, immeasurably greater
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than Himself, "Whom God should
make manifest."
"The second is 'Hushedar-Bami,'
-the Aurora of Happy Rule."
How richly the glory of the Appearance of Baha, 'u 'lHih is pictured!
The incomparable radiance of the
effulgent glory of Light of God
burst forth from this Center, Who
was Light and the Source of Light,
and illumined with its encompassing
rays the remote areas of the realms
of humanity, announcing in terms
of dominant authority the establishment of the Day of God.
"And the third, and greatest, is
called' Sosyosh.' He brings a new
Nask of the Zend-Avesta, hitherto
unknown, and reveals it to man."
This third One is 'Abdu'l-Baha. It
is not for any human to determine
the relative greatness of the Manifestations of God.
That understanding is something
entirely apart from any intellectual
accomplishment, and we may assume that the prophet, looking
through the vistas of the oncoming
millenia, might well have considered
this Appearance in its relation to
closeness of communication with the
people of this time, just as though
we might, to make the argument
clear, consider ourselves as the soil
upon which the sower casts the seed.
By reason of this intimate association of seed-sowing, we might come
to consider the near one greater
than the great provider of the seed
in the granary from whose bounty
all things must come. Our understanding could in no wise affect the
true condition.
The "New Nask" which 'Abdu'lBaha did bring and which has
hitherto been entirely unknown, is
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the chapter of selfless service universally rendered, which He read
into the heart of humanity through
living it in is long life of persecution, exile and imprisonment, as it
has never been lived before in the
history of the human race. vVhen
Zoroaster was asked whence God
would come to establish His Kingdom in the earth, He answered
, 'From the Land of Nur." Baha'11 'llah was a descendant of the
royal house of Persia and was
therefore a prince. His estate was
the Principality of Nur, which lies
midway between the Persian capitol, Tihran, and the southern arm
of the Caspian Sea. His title was
Hosein Ali, Prince of Nur. The
meaning of the word ' , Nur' , is
Light, and as the Baha came as the
great Revealer of Light, the declaration of Zoroaster carries a
don ble significance.
Again, in the Pitakas of Buddha.
If you are familiar with Buddhistic
literature, you must have formed a
deep affection for Ananda the old
servitor of the Buddha, who was
the closest and most beloved of all
the bikshtts who followed in the
footsteps of the Master. And when,
in those last sad hours, the old se1'vitor looked upon the emaciated
form of his Lord and was troubled
over what by in:o:tore for those of
the Faith, he asked "What shall
we do, Master, when thou art
gone ~" And Buddha, looking upon
his anxious face with a smile of infinite compassion, answered: "One
will come after me who will be possessed of the fullness of all Truth,
to point the way to salvation."
Troubled, Ananda queried: "But
how shall we know him, Beloved,
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when he comes ~ , , And Buddha
answered: ' 'He will be known as
'Maitreyeh,' " which means kindness.
In the early youth of Hosein Ali,
by the passing of his father, the
responsibility of all the affairs of
his great estate fell upon his shoulders. Repeatedly, he had been urged
by public officials to take the place
in governmental affairs to which his
princely rank entitled him, but he
had ever turned a deaf ear.
Now, these importunities became
more insistent, but he held aloof
and as time went on he gave from
his wealth so freely to the poor and
deprived ones that the officials
looked on aghast and cried: "This
youth needs a guardian, else he will
dissipate all of his rich patrimony I"
He was the personification of kindness in his every act of life.
In the writings of the idolatrous
religion of Baal, which was founded
on the pure Truth revealed by
Enoch, there appear references to
the" Last Days" which are repeated in the books of the Israelitish
prophets, in the Gospel, and in the
Qur'an of Muhammad.

It is of these that Baha'u'llah in
His wonderful Book-the Iqan-devotes fully sixty pages to clear
elucidation. The reading is in effect that in the last days the sun
shall be darkened and the moon
ashamed, the stars fall, etc. You
will note mention of Enoch and recall that from the Bible narrative
we have small understanding of
him, his disappearance being recorded as "Enoch walked with God
and was not.' , Yet, one of the
strangest of the prophecies regard-

ing the appearance of the Manifestation in the last day, is in connection with the Book of Enoch.
In 1892, Professor Charles, of
Oxford University, chanced to read
an obscure item in a German publication to the effect that an original
Book of Enoch had been discovered
in Russia. He had at no time heard
mention of a Slavonic Book of
Enoch and concluded that it was
merely a translation of the Ethiopean Book of Enoch, but being a
true student, he had an emissary go
to Russia to trace the rumor, and
much to his delight discovered an
original pseud-epigraph which had
been known to the inner circle in
Russia for twelve hundred years,
but was not a matter of general
public knowledge. In this Book,
Enoch described his journey to the
"Seventh Heaven," under direction of an appointed guide and at
last fell prostrate as there reached
him a Voice from the unapproachable Presence, concealed behind His
"seventy thousand veils of light."
He gave the Book to his sons, saying that it would be sealed and
guarded by two angels until the
"time of the end, when the Great
Michael shall stand up."
In scriptural parlance, the term
"Michael" means one who is near
or like unto God. This describes
the station of the Manifestation of
God which was Baha 'u 'llah, Who
"stood up," or ascended in 1892,
the precise year in which the Book
was brought to light. In this Book
of Enoch, there is written (Chapter
40, verses 3, 4 and 9): "The holy
great one will come from his dwellIllg.
"And the eternal God will tread
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upon the earth (even) on Mount
Sinai:
., And behold He cometh with ten
thousands of His holy ones."
You perceive the identical mandn te as to the ' , sealing" of the
Book As His Books were sealed by
the Almighty God, none but He
could have the power to unlock the
seals, and when the time was to arrive for their revealment the ability
to unlock would be one of the convincing proofs of the divine authority of the Messenger.
Baha 'u '11ah, in our time, has
unlocked the doors of the chamber of mystery in the Word of
God. The whole trouble in the
world today and in the past
has lain in the egotistic assumption
that intellectual capacity enables
one to read the meaning of the
Word, whereas it is pureness of
heart. Because of this attitude, the
great diversity of sects and creeds
has been evolved in all the schools
of religion. The" Seventh Heaven," to which reference is made in
the flight of Enoch, and which corresponds to a like adventure recounted of Muhammad ill the traditions of Islam, means his attainment to a complete knowledge of the
seven great religions, the term
"heaven" meaning religion, so that
in his prevision he was given understanding of the culmination of the
divine plan.
The place of the Appearance is
also given by the prophets of Israel.
In Jeremiah, the 49th chapter, 38th
verse: "And I will set my throne in
Elam (Persia) and will destroy
from thence the kings and prince~,
saith the Lord."
As you have been informed, the
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fortressed prison-city of 'Akka (or
Achor), on the nose of Mount Carmel, the Zion of God, was selected
as the place of imprisonment for
Baha 'u 'l1ah and His followers.
This, too, is in fulfilment of prophecy. In Hosea, chapter 2, verse 15,
we read: "And I will give her her
vineyards from thence, and the valley of Achor for a door of hope."
Also, in Isaiah, chapter 65, verse
10: "And Sharon shall be a fold of
flocks, and the valley of Acbor a
place for the herds to lie down in,
for my people that have sought
me."
The nearness of God in His physical Manifestation in the last days
is also given. Turning to Revelation, chapter 21 and verse 3: "And
I heard a great voice out of heaveD,
saying: Behold the tabernacle of
God is with men, and he will dwell
with them, and they shall be his
people, and God Himself shall be
with them and be their God."
The repeated references to the
"Branch" in the Bible has ever
carried a conviction of the exalted
station of the one so-called, but until
our own time it had never had anything approaching a clear explanation. The sons of Baha 'u '11ah were
always referred to as "branches"
projected from the Exalted Tree,the Pre-existent Root, and 'Abdu'lBahU, the oldest son, was designated as the "Greatest Branch." The
psalmist David particularly sang
of His coming with an insistent
adoration and praise. Of Him in
the 2nd verse of the 2nd Psalm, we
read: "I will make him, my firstborn higher than the kings of
earth. "
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Also, did 'Abdu'l-Baha fulfill the
prophetic utterance in the 26th
verse of the 88th Psalm, which
reads: "He shall cry unto me, Thou
art my father, my God, and the rock
of my salvation," for it was in the
ninth Veal' of the Manifestation of
the Bib, which was also the ninth
year of the life of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
after His father had been released
from that dread dungeon in Tihran
and exiled to Baghdad and there
was explaining to 'Abdu'l-Baha the
mystery of the Manifestation that
the boy fell at His Father'S feet
and with a cry of passionate adoration, called: "I know that Thou art
God!"
It will, therefore, be of interest
to review the Bible declarations regarding Him: In Zechariah, the
third chapter and eighth verse:
, 'Hear now, 0 Joshua, the High
Priest, thou and thy fellows that sit
before thee; for they are men wondered at; for, behold, I will bring
forth my servant the BHANCH."
And in the sixth chapter, verse 12
and 13: "Behold the man whose
name is the BRAN CH, and he shall
grow out of his place, and he shall
build the temple of the Lord ~, ;; ;:'
L~nd he shall bear the glory and
shall sit and rule upon his throne."
And in Isaiah, the fourth chapter and second verse: " In that day
shall the Branch of the Lord be
beautiful and glorious." And in
the eleventh ehapter and first verse:
"And there shall come forth a root
out of the stem of J esse, and a
Branch shall grow out of his roots."
"And the spirit of the Lord shall
rest. upon him, the spirit of wisdom
and underst.anding, t.he spirit of
counsel and might, the spirit. of

knowledge and of the fear of the
Lord."
Now, of 'Abdu '1-Baha, the Manifestation has written: "0 Thou, my
Greatest Branch! V er i 1 y, we
have ordained thee the guardian of
all the creatures and a proteetion
to all those in the heavens and
earths, and a fortress to those who
believe in God, the One, t.he Omniscient. I beg of God to proteet them
by thee, and to reveal to t.hee that
which is t.he dawning-point of
riches t.o t.he people of creation, t.he
ocean of generosity t.o t.hose in the
world, and the rising-point. of favor
to all nations. Verily, He is the
Powerful, the All-Knowing, the
\Vise. I beg of Him to water the
earth and all that is in it by thee
and that there may spring up from
it the flowers of 'wisdom and revelation and the hyacinths of science
and knowledge."
Has 'Abdu'l-Baha fulfilled the requirements of the prophetic and
other dedarations of His etation?
As early as His nint.h year, at the
beginning of the dread period of
exile, He independently took upon
Himself the service of warding off
intrusion on His father and the latter, once in speaking of Him, said:
, 'There is only one who is Master
and that is 'Abdu 'l-Baha." The
term "Master" applies to Him today throughout the world. This service to His father was the beginning
of that. feat.ure which characterized
all of His wonderful life, which is
vastly more important to us to-day,
and must so continue throughout
the oncoming ages, than any glamour of history or tradition. Yes,
even more than the most profound
philosophy, or of the unapproach-
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able tragedy of exile and imprisonment which was His-this exemplification of selfless service. The entire story of 'Abdu'l-Baha's life is
saturated and permeated with this
principle, across which He chose to
write the name He bears, whose
meaning is the" Servant of Glory."
It was during the period of the
great world war, when the members
of the Holy Family and all the followers in the Holy Land carried on
under the dread experience of deprivation which was theirs because
of being shut off from contact with
the outside world and sources of
supply, that 'Abdn'l-Baha had established extensive gardens at ~ib
erias and from these cared for the
needy, even for the poorly fed
soldiers of the Turkish army, his
oppressors, and afterward when
the time of the adjustment of the
difficult problems in the Near East
confronted the British authorities,
it was very largely due to 'Abdu'lBaha's influence and wise counsel
that the way was made smooth. In
partial recognition of this, Knighthood was bestowed on AbdulBalla
April 17, 1920 by order of King
George of England. Even while the
Master was carrying on his great
work and assisting the Turkish
soldiers, their general announced
that when he had defeated the British forces and seized the Suez
Canal, he would return and hang
'Abdu'l-Baha. It was then, with a
smile inspired by his rich prescience, that 'Abdu'l-Baha said to
him in effect: "When you shall have
seized the Suez Canal and returned,
'Abdu'l-Baha will await you here
to be hanged."
This splendid courage was ex-
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emplified at the time, in 1908, when
Abdul Hamid, Sultan of Turkey,
had sent a committee to inquisition
'Abdu'l-Baha and the order had
been issued to send Him away from
His followers to Feysan in the great
desert. An Italian warship in the
harbor at Haifa was offered to Him
to transport Him to England or
other place of safety, but His answer was: "Ali Muhammad, the Bab,
did not seek safety in flight: Baha'u 'Hah declined to fly the dangers
which beset Him: 'Abdu'l-Baha will
not flyaway." On the day when His
exile was to have begun, the Young
Turks Party came into power and
'Abdu'l-Baha and other prisoners
were set free, and Abdul Hamid
consigned to a dungeon in chains.
The opportunity for His father's
release came toward the close of
1858, when Colonel Arnold Burrowes Kemball, Consul General of
Great Britain, at Tihran, entered
into a friendly correspondence with
Baha 'u 'llah, offering to make Him
a British subject and to place Him
under the protection of the British
Government. The Consul said to
Him if He did not like to live in
England He could journey to India
and dwell in any spot agreeable to
I-Iim. This generous offer was declined. It was ten years later, on
August 19, 1868, that witnessed the
embarkation of Baha'u'llah and His
little band of faithful followers in
boats from Gallipoli for the Austria-Lloyd steamer which was to
take them via Smyrna and Alexandria to that long imprisonment in
'Akka, which ended for the Manifestation in His final passing in 1892,
and for 'Abdu'l-Baha in His first
freedom in fifty-six years, in 1908.
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, 'GUIDANOE IS GIVEN BY DEEDS"
MARY HANFORD FORD

"Turn your eyes away
the means which conduce to
This spanwide world is but
is the cctuse of discord, and

from jm'eignness and ga~e unto Oneness, and hold fast unto
the tranquility and secunty of the people of the whole w01:ld.
one native land an~ one locality. Aband~;" that q,lotY, whwh
tur'n unto that whwh prornotes harnwny. -Baha u Uah.

OWADAYS it is a compaTatively easy matter for a traveler-especially if he speaks at least
one foreign language-to recognize
in theory the oneness of mankind.
Nevertheless his afiirmation is frequently followed by a declaration of
what he finds very objectionable in
all races.
It is one thing to accept a statement mentally and quite another to
feel it in one's heart so that
thoughts are translated into the
world of action. Baha 'u 'llah said:
"Guidance hath ever been in
words, and now it is given by deeds.
That is, everyone must show forth
deeds that are pure and holy, for
in words all partake, whereas such
deeds as these are special to Our
loved ones .... "
Many in the past have been unable to admit the accusation of the
customary attitude on the part of
some people toward the Hindu,because they were so accustomed to
the feeling of superiority that they
were unaware of its expression.
With others the conviction of Negro
inferiority is so strong' a hereditary
trait that they are not aware of
resenting the Negro in any other
capacity than that of belonging to
the servant class.
In this day of reality it is not
enough to register an intellectual
conviction upon any subject. One

must pragmatically feel it and live
it.
Few seem to be aware of the extent of the discrimination against
the Negro. It is accepted as a rule
that the colored and white people
should live in different sections and
have but slight social relations. As
a rule citizens accept the custom and
do not reason about it. Recently an
intelligent and well to do American
woman of New York City said to
the writer, "You know I am going
to move, Mrs. Ford."
"How is that?" I replied in
surprise, aware that she owned a
most attractive home.
"You see" she continued, "the
Negroes are invading the locality
and it is not agreeable any longer."
"But are they an ignorant lot of
people ~" I asked, having in mind
a group of highly cultured colored
friends whom I knew.
"Oh no," she answered, "but you
know one does not like to put N egroes on one's calling list."
, 'Are they not good neighbors ~ , ,
I continued. "In my experience
Negro neighbors are exceedingly
kind."
She was evidently surprised, and
expressed her "hundred per cent"
Americanism with decision: "I like
Americans best," she declared.
I laughed again. "But dear
lady" I cried, ' , the Negroes are
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Americans as much as you or I. The
only pure-blooded Americans are
the Indians. All the rest of us from
the point of view of the continent
are aliens and came over here as an
alien group of different races."
There are many, however, and the
number is increasing who feel that
friendship with members of a different continental group is always
inspull1g. One discovers thus the
salient qualities of each variety of
humans. The Anglo-Saxon is an instinctive organizer; the Chinese
have great capacity and are far-seeing; the Hindu is philosophic; the
Norwegian and Russian possessed
of natural insight; the Latin phenomenally quick to see and decide;
the Negro is especially loving, poetic
and psychically sensitive.
Roland I-Iayes, a colored man who
has a superb voice, is a brilliant illustration of how fully geni~~s
banishes prejudice, for in his crowded concert audiences, white and
black sit together without consciousness of difference, and are equally
enthusiastic.
I saw Paul Robeson, a colored
man with notable dramatic ability, play Othello in London last
summer with such artistic interpretation, and often original conception
that his success was always unqualified.
IN NEW YORK we have frequent
social gatherings of colored and
white people, among which was a delightful Racial Amity Meeting, or
Conference which was largely attended. In its arrangement the
Baluii Centre of New York City collaborated with the Urban League of
Harlem, which is a particularly fine
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Negro organization. One of the
meetings was in the form of a reception at the Baha'i Centre.
I must not forget to chronicle the
reception given some weeks ago also at the Baha'i Centre, to Mrs.
Mary McLean Bethune. The reception was planned by the Travel
Club of Harlem, and it so happens
that the members of this club are all
fair skinned negroes and highly cultured women.
Mrs. Bethune herself, who is very dark, was the only
one present who looked coIOl'ed, yet
she was unquestionably extremely
gifted. As an American woman she
ranks high in eloquence, understanding and intelljgence, and as
President of Bethune Cookman College at Daytona Beach, Florida,
and also president of the Woman's
International Society of Colored
V\Tomen, she labors with ceaseless
enthusiasm for the betterment of
her race.
A young white woman sat next to
me who had never seen colored women of this particularly fine type.
Each one, as she entered the room,
was noticeable for beautiful manners, exquisite speech and undeniable charm. All these characteristics were exemplified in the chairman, Mrs. Ho1'ne. As each one entered my young friend would ask in
an awed whisper,
"Is she colored ~" and the affirmative response drew from her a sigh
of surprise again, showing how
deeply her prejudice was being
shocked.
,;Y e are living in a day when
traditions and racial preconceptions
must disappear. Baha'u'll:ih says:
, '0 Children of Men! Know ye
not why We created you from one
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clay~
That no one should exalt
himself over the other. Ponder at
all times in your hearts how ye were
created. Since We have created
you all from one same substance it
behooveth you to be as one soul, to
walk with the same feet, eat \vith
the same mouth, and dw(~ll in the
same land; that from your inmost
being, by your deeds and actions,
the signs of oneness and the essence
of detachment may be made manifest. This is My counsel to you, 0
Concourse of Light! Heed ye this
counsel that ye may obtain the fruit
of holiness from the tree of wondrous glory."

NEVER BEFORE could such words
transform life, but their effect is
now manifest in every direction.
Those who watched carefully the
progress of events in India last
year, and the development of the
Round Table Conference in London,
must have been delighted at two resuI ts-tha t English and Indians
were discussing realities on a basis
of equality never previously attained, and that on the Indian side of
the Conference the outcast UntouchabIes were admitted to the circle.
These" untouchables," constituting forty-three millions of the citizens of India have never been permitted the slightest contact with
other inhabitants of the country.
No untouchable can walk on the
highways of India; or approach
within a certain distance of one of
another caste; he cannot even draw
wH,ter from the village well. For
many years Ghandi has been doing
an he could to combat this bitter
pi ~judice; and long ago adopted
'"1'1. infant girl from an untouchable

household, who has played her part
in the family and been associated
with its entire environment.
For the first time the bars were
broken, and at the Round Table Dr.
Ambedkar, graduate of an FJnglish
university, untouchable, was present to safeguard the rights of his
people in the constitution that is to
be drafted. Moreover his presence
in London was a complete triumph
for his oppressed and suffering
group. He was received by all without prejudice, and was publicly entertained at dinner by the Maharajah the Gaekwar of Baroda, who invited as his other guest a distinguished and orthodox Brahman.
A charming book has been recently published, entitled A Marriage
to India, in which Mrs. Frieda Das
the author describes the eight years
of her life in India as the wife of
a Brahman who was endeavoring
to introduce western methods of
agriculture into his country. She
makes such a picture of caste discrimination and purely hereditary
human prejudice, that though her
book contains not a word of criticism, one lays it down with the
thought, "Am I hating some one or
refusing association with some one
through mere family or class, or
race tradition ~ If so, I ,vill stop
it! "
The mind creates barriers more
powerful than those of iron and
stone, and one must sometimes pass
through tragedies to understand
tha t the color of the skin is merely
a garment which may conceal an ineffaceable beauty of heart and soul.
Moreover one discovers that the
skin has exquisite attraction in
every variety of shade both dark
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and light, and the bronze body and
face, the Eurasian and quadroon,
are often much more fascinating
than the dead Caucasian white of
the Anglo-Saxon.
'Abdu'l-Baha states that we
should strive "to bring about absolute affiliation between the white
and the colored. This variety in
color is indeed an ornament. If in
a rosegarden all the flowers are unicolored, what beauty may be found
therein ~ Whereas if thou beholdest
a garden wherein multicolored flowers bloom, infinite grace and beauty
will appear therefrom.
"Likewise if the world of mankind were of one color what preference would it have ~ Whereas
multiplicity of color is an emblem
of the "Power of the Merciful. ...
'" All mankind are the trees of
the divine garden and the Gardener
of this orchard is His Most High,
the All-Sustainer. The hand of Ihs
favor hath planted these trees, iTrigated them from the Cloud of
Mercy and reared them with the
energy of the Sun of Truth. Then
there remains no doubt that this
Heavenly Farmer (Gardener) 18
kind to all these plants, This t]'11th
cannot be denied. It is shining li1z:e
unto the sun. This is the Divine
Policy and unquestionably it is
greater than the human policy. "Ve
must follow the Divine Policy. l '
A

HUNDRED

years ago when there

were no railroads, no steamships,
aeroplanes; no telegraphs, telephones or radio, all races were necessarily separated fro m 0 n e
another. If a man was familiar
with the speech of his district that
was sufficient for every human contact. Now however he travels hundreds of miles by aeroplane in a
few hours and feels the Tleed of a
dozen languages.
Baha'u%ih looking forward to
this period of the world's history
declared that in this day the complex demands of humanity could
only be met by an auxiliary language which men must learn; so
that whatever his native tongue the
universal speech would also be at
his command. In the late eighties
when invention had broken down
the outward barriers of mankind,
Dr. Zamenhof created the beantiful
Esperanto language, and gave us a
means of unlimited communication.
Oneness has at length an intimate
means of expression. The walls of
ignorant prejudice have no longer a
sanctuary, they are ever the last to
yield. I shall be able presently to
say to my friend Bonon Tagon in
the same tone, with the same love,
whether he is black, yellow, or
white. I shall not think of his color
because I shall be so entranced 'with
the light of his soul sllining tluough
his eyes, and the noble harmony of
his Good Day!

« In the estimation of God there is no distinction of calor; all are
one in the COlM and bea~dy of servit1,tdeto Him. Calor is not impodant; the heart is all-important. It matters not what the exteriM may be
it the heart be p~tre and white within. God does not behold differences
of h~te and complexion; He looks at the hearts."

-'Abd~t'l-Baha.
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IS OCCIDENTAL CIVILIZATION DOOMED?
HASAN BALYUZI

The author of this article is a student at one of the large Nea?" East Colleges. His
cmalysis of present day world problems is just another evidence that the youth of today
are thinking deeply and independently on causes and effects in relation to the bodypolitic.
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WILL try and answer this maintain her industries. Markets
question briefly, avoiding a and resources are to be sought elselengthy introduction. Is occidental where. And where are those to be
found ~ In the undeveloped councivilization doomed ~
What is Occidental civilization ~ tries of Asia and Africa. And then
First let us distinguish between cul- the result-sometimes a cruel merture and civilization, for there is a ciless policy called Imperialism.
The natives are not willing to
difference between the two. One is
the spirit and the other the form. share their wealth with the greedy
One is intangible for practical pur- intruders, and the Powers themposes, and the other is felt and of- selves cannot watch calmly and unten grossly materialized Culture interestedly one another's acquisinever dies, it is self perpetuating, tions. The most natural consebut civilizations rise and falL
quence of these antagonisms, is conExamples may clarify the mat- flict, war and bloodshed. The history
ter. The spirit of worship is origi- of Europe in the last one hundred
nal and eternal with man, but in years is to be read in the light of
different ages it takes different this dementic search for new marforms and finds various manifesta- kets and new resources. The Great
tions. The ceremonies and rituals War itself was born out of this
which embody the spirit of wor- quest and struggle. But the hour
ship, change with the changes of of the doom of such so-called Imtime, but the spirit is ever-living. perialism has already struck for
The Roman and the Greek civili- there is a slow but sure awakening
zations have long ceased to exist, to the fact that the law of compenbut their cultures are ever-fresh. sation is always operative and when
Their intellectual works have not one part of the world suffers, all
died out of our world, but their civi- suffer more or less.
lizations have long since passed into oblivion.
LET us set Imperialism aside for
The Occidental civiliza tion is a while. Look at Europe itself.
based on machines and mass pro- The laborer, a human being, a man
duction. Mass production necessi- like you and I and anybody else, is
tates raw materials in huge turned forcibly into a living maamounts and free unrestricted, and chine. He has no will of his own, no
unmolested markets for the sale of initiative, no originality, nothing
the finished products. Europe is of the sort. A perfectly mechanical
small, her population large and her being. From morning to dusk he
natural resources insufficient to works on one wheel, not to mention

U

IS OCCIDENTAL CIVILIZATION DOOMED

on one screw. Have you seen the
picture film, "Metropolis ~ , , How
a worker behaved! Quite thoughtless. That is exactly what the illused machine makes out of human
beings. POOl' creatures They are
enslaved, and turned into desperate
animals sacrificing their lives on the
altars of business. Such is the
standard set by the civilization of
this age.
A good many authorities allege
that mass production in goods,
means a mass production in ideas.
Who can deny iU Can you really~
The restlessness prevailing in the
West, is a sign of decay. The birth
of so many "isms" indicates the
desperate efforts of a dying order.
And why so ~ Because the divine
spark is lost. The standard is not
"one for all," but "one for oneself." It is the elimination of the
weak and the struggle of the strong.
And what results-war. The doctrine of "self-sufiiciency" which
precipitates an impending doom on
any civilization, is already accomplishing its destructive work.
It is playing havoc and bringing
ruin in the form of economic depression. Who or what is to be blamed ~
A civilization which has outlived its
day~

LAOK OF FAITH and loss of belief
in God and Man, are the direct results of occidental civilization. The
way it acts is likely to make man
disavow his trust in any power save
what he feels with his rough senses.
Everything fine and sublime is out
of place in this diabolical maze, called a civilization. Some people have
begun to believe in a mechanical N ature, without any mind or intellect
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behind it. They have lost every
hope, and along with it their faith
in God as well as Man.
See how a man caught in this
whirlpool thinks and reasons. If
there were a God, what the fools
call a kind heavenly Father, then
why should a civilization, sans
Mercy have its way~ Why should
machine act as a destructive agent,
ra ther than a blessing as it was intended to be? And then follows a
revolt-a revolt of unfaith.
The mechanical, unwise and
monotonous routine of a purely material civilization, works at the expense of human nerves. We in the
JDast cannot imagine the conditions
in the West. Ask a Londoner or a
Parisian, and meditate on his reply.
.Just look at the statistics and then
judge for yourself. Insanity is increasing in European centres of
business and industry. And crime
too. This unemployment business
is born of what? What has been
the impetus to the flourishing of
crime?
Material civilization c I' eat e s
mechanical behavior, crime Ul1faith, human slavery, merciless
competition, economic stress, imperialism and war-all agents of
destruction. And therefore it cannot live. Every other civilization
taking such a course, has met a terrible death. The Egyptian, the Hebrew, the Chaldean, the Persian, the
Greek and Roman civilizations died
because of turning into the wrong
path.
TIllS most unnatural of all the
civilizations has to die. It has to
go and something merciful, virtuous
and divine shall take its place.
It is beyond the scope of this
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article to explain the nature
and qualifications of the new
world order. But I must sincerely
express my heartfelt conviction
that the new civilization is that
foretold by Baha 'u 'llah. The
changes in recent years point clearly to this fact. The more I study
the principles laid down by that
Divine Educator, the more I become
tenacious in my faith and belief.
'Abdu'l-Baha has given us many
concrete teachings regarding material and divine civilization, among
them this statement:
"Oonsider what is this material
civilization of the day giving forth ~
Has it not produced the instruments
of warfare and destruction ~ . . .
Instruments and means of human
destruction have enormously multiplied in this era of material civilization. But if material civilization
shall become organized in conjunction with divine civilization, if the
man of moral integrity and intellectual acumen shall unite for human betterment and uplift with the
man of spiritual capacity, the happiness and progress of the human
race will be assured."

When we get a glimpse even of
the divine civilization of the future,
fresh hopes spring anew in the
heart, and often do we think of one
of Shoghi Effendi's constructive
statements as we see the world in
the throes of its new birth:
"But great achievements still
await us in this world, and we feel
confident that, by His grace and
never-failing guidance, we shall
now and ever prove ouselves worthy to fulfill his great purpose for
mankind. And who can fail to realize the sore need of bleeding humanity, in its present state of uncertainity and peril, for the regenerating spirit of God, manifested
this day so powerfully in this Divine Dispensation?
"Four years of unprecedented
warfare and world cataclysms, followed by another four years of bitter disappointment and suffering,
have stirred deeply the conscience
of mankind, and opened the eyes of
an unbelieving world to the power
of the Spirit that alone can cure its
sickness, heal its wounds, and establish the long-promised reign of
undisturbed prosperity and peace."

"The East and the West must unite to give to each other what is
lacking. This ~~nion will bring abmd a trtle civilization where the
spiritual is expressed and carried mlt in the material. Receiving thus
the one from the other, the greatest harmony will prevail, all people will
be united, a state of great perfection will be attained, there will be a
firm cementing, and this world will become a shining mirror for the reflection of the attributes of God.
"~e all-:-the Eastern with the Western nations-m~lst strive day
an~ ntght wdh heart and soul to achieve this high ideal, to cement the
~~n~ty between all the nations of the earth. Every heart will then be
r~freshed, all eyes will be opened, the most wonderfttl power will be
gwen, the happiness of h~lmanity will b e ass~lred."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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DIVINE JUSTICE

,f

HE question has been asked' 'Will t.he Sl)iritL~all)rogress
~..lL~ of the world equal and keep pace wIth matenal progress
in the future ~" In a living organism the full measure of its
development is not known or realized at the time of its inception or birth. Development and progression imply gradual
stages or degrees..
. Now is the beginning of the manifestation of the power spiritual and inevitably its potency of
life forces will assume greater and greater proportions.
Therefore this twentieth century is the dawn or beginning of
spiritual illumination and it is evident that day by day it will
advance. It will reach such a degree that spiritual effulgences
will overcome the physical, so that divine susceptibilities will
overpower material intelligence and the heavenly light dispel
~lnl d badnIt'SIh eaI rthdlyfdarkness. 'lIDivinedhealiI~tg sh~ll purify all
1 S an
le c ou 0" mercy WI pour own 1 s ram.
Among the results of the manifestation of spiritual forces
will be that the human world will adapt itself to a new social
form, the justice of God will become manifest throughout human affairs and human equality will be universally established. The poor will receive a p;reat bestowal and the rich
attain eternal happiness. For although at the present time
the rich enjoy the greatest luxury and comfort, they are nevertheless deprived of eternal happiness; for eternal hapniness
is contingent upon giving and the poor are everywhere in thn
state of abject need. Through the manifestation of God's'
great equity the poor of the world will be rewarded and assisted fully and there will be a readjustment in the economic
conditions of mankind so that in the future there will not be
the abnormally rich nor the abject poor. . .
The essence of the matter is that divine justice will become manifest in human conditions and affairs and all mankind will find comfort and enjoyment in life. It is not meant
that all will be equal, for inequality in degree and cm:mcity is
a property of nature. Necessarily there will be rich neo1)le
and also those who will be in want of their livelihood, but in
the aggregate community there will he equalization and readjustment of values and interests. In the future there will
be no very rich nor extremely Door. There will be an equilibrium of interests, and a condition will be established which
will make both rich and poor comfortable and content. This
will be an eternal and blessed outcome of the glorious twentieth century which will be realized universally. The significance of it is that the fdad-tic1ing's of great joy revealed in the
promises of the holy books will be fulfilled. A wait ye thi s
consummation.' '-' Abdtt'l-Ba7ui.
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SOUVENIR OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
MARTHA

L.

ROOT

The writer of this article, having 1'ecently 1'eturned from a nine years' world
pilgrimage devoted to the pr01nulgation of the Teachings of Bahri'u'llrih, has been speaking through this country during the past few months in l1tany of our leading universities
and Moadcasting from a great number of Am,eT'ican radio stations. At the Souvenir
Feast in West Englewood, N. J., herein described she lectured on "P1'ogress of the
Bahri'i Movement in Five Continents". As she also had the goocl fortune to have been
present Cit the original Feast given by 'Abclu'l-Bahri in 1912, she is especially qualified
to narrate this remarkcible memorial se1"vice at Evergreen Cabin.
It is not only on this anniversary that Evergreen Cabin functions, however, f01"
meetings for Bahri'is and others interested ar'e helcl several times each week. Visitors
come daily to see ancl to admire. They ask: "Is this eclifice a tel1tple, a shrine, or a
house of peace?" Ancl "What is the BCihri'i Movement?" A silver-hairecl lady, Mrs.
J. O. Wilhelm, meets l1tany inqui1"ers, answer's their questions and explains the Bahri'i
principles.

POCR making in the spiritual pools in which they stand; waters
history of the American Con- rush up through these rocks and
tinent was the Souvenir of 'Abdu '1- splash with rhythmic cadence into
Baha held on June twenty-sev- the air. They symbolize the living
enth, 1931, at "Evergreen Cabin", waters of pure religion coming out
West Englewood, New Jersey. It of the stones of the earth. The
was a notable and unique gather- birds have built their nests in the
ing, Baha'is coming from many ci- pine trees of the gardens, and tiltties. Looking at those groups in- ing on the topmost branches add
cluding several hundred people dur- their songs to the music of the afing the afternoon and evening, one ternoon. The pines waft their delisaw with the inner eye the great cate perfume.
spirit of several systems of religion
Even the outer, physical features
blended into one radiant whole. Be- of "Evergreen Cabin" and its garsides Baha'is, people attracted to den represent all fatherlands, for
find out what this new universal re- stones in the fireplaces and gardens
ligion, the Baha'i Movement, really include rare specimens from every
is, came to hear and to learn.
country in the world-stones from
"Evergreen Cabin" and its en- Persia from the homes and the
virons are beautiful. The cap- prisons of the Bab and Bahaacity of this Cabin is being 'u '11ah; stones from Akka, Bahji,
taxed by the ever increasing at- Haifa and Mt. Carmal; stones from
tendance and as the years go by the great Wall of China, from the
it becomes evident that no cabin Wailing Wall of Jerusalem, from
can be built large enough to emperors' gardens, and from hehouse the throngs who will come roes' and heroine's scenes of action;
to these Souvenirs. The building all are a part of these grounds. Just
was aglow with soft lights gleam- as these historic stones from all
ing through pearly, pastel-shaded
countries, sent by friends, show to
shells, shells picked up from the
shores of the seven seas of the globe. the visitors that here is a material
The gardens have immense rocks portion from his fatherland, so also
lifting their mighty heads above the he finds that "Evergreen Cabin"
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A partial view of the large gathering in attendance at the Annual "Smwenir
Feast" at West Englewood, N. J., June 27, 1931

in its inner reality is a home of the
spirit of all the religions. The universality of this place impresses
every guest.
What is this "Souvenir of 'Abdu'l- Baha" when telegrams come
from many lands and letters from
many cities and guests from various
races, nations and religions? Here
nineteen years ago on June twentyeight, 1912, 'Abdu'l-Baha, the SOIl
of Baha 'u 'Hah and the interpreter
of His Teachings, Who was traveling through the United States to
promulgate the principles of universal peace, gave a feast in this
charming West Englewood place.
He honored His friends with an invitation to present themselves in
commemoration of His feast, and
on that occasion He stated that this

feast marked the real birth of the
Baha'i Cause in America. Later in
a Tablet He referred to the gathering as "The Annual Souvenir of
,Abdu '1- Baha."
There in the pine-perfumed grove
on that beautiful June day, 'Abdu'lBaha, Himself the host, smiling joyously, welcomed His friends. He
said among other things, "Since the
intention of all of you is toward
unity and agreement, it is certain
that this gathering will be productive of great results. It will be the
cause of attracting aNew Bounty.
This is aNew Day and this is aNew
Hour wherein we have come together; all are turning to the Kingdom of Abha, seeking the infinite
bounties of God."
, 'This gathering has no peer or
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likeness upon the surface of the
earth, for all other gatherings and
assemblages are due to some physical basis or material interests. This
outward meeting is a prototype of
the inner and complete spiritual
meeting.... Hundreds of thousands
of meetings shall be held to commemora te such an assembly as this,
and the very words I utter to you
on this occasion shall be reiterated
by them in the ages to come. Therefore be rejoiced, for you are being
sheltered beneath the Providence of
God, and be happy and joyous because the bestowals of God are intended for you. Rejoice because
the breaths of the Holy Spirit are
directed to you.
"Rejoice, for the heavenly table
is prepared for you!
"Rejoice, for the angels of heaven
are your assistants and helpers!
"Rejoice, for the glance of the
Blessed Beauty, Baha'u'llah, is directed to you!
"Rejoice, for Baha'u'llah is your
protector!
"Rejoice, for the Glory Everlasting is destined for you!
"Rejoice, for the Life Everlasting is for you!"
One can but feel that if this Sou-

Photographed near "Everg1"een Cabin," West
Englewood, N. J. Some of the ?n61nbers of
the National Bah!i;i Assembly; and, f1"om left,
Mrs. J. O. Wilhel1n (mother of Mr. Roy
Wilhelrn, who is the owner of "Evergreen
Cabin" and its beautiful environs); Miss
Martha Root, international Bahli'i teacher;
Miss Berthn Herklot:z, Secretary at "Everg1"een Cabin."

venir has made such progress in
nineteen years, what will it be in
nineteen hundred years when these
Baha'i Teachings are understood
and lived throughout the world!

({ Let ttS be ready to give mlr lives, mw fort1,mes, positions, achievements, in order that a new state of existence may be diff1,lsed throughmlt the world. There are fellow-beings who are weaker than we are, let
tlS strengthen them; there are those who are more ignorant, we rmlst
teach them; some are as children, help them to develop; many are
asleep, awaken them; others are ill, heal the1n; never despise them. Be
kincler to them than to the stronger ones. One m1,tst always be kinde1"
to the weak and ill and to the children. N ever seek to h1,tmiliate yotW
brother.
"Bah6/1,t'llah is the S1,ln of Tnlth: all humanity will be ill1,tmined
1,mder His protection, and whosoever follows His instntctions in this
day will feel the potency of His protection."
-Abdu'l-Baha.
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QUESTING
.A Searching
RUTH

So~tl's

J.

P'ilgrimage

MOFFETT

"Son of Existence! Love Me, that I may love thee. If thou lovest Me not, My love
can in no wise reach thee. Know this 0 servant."-Bah6;~~'llah.

[qIINCE man first lifted his gaze
into the azure sky and wondered,-What is the purpose of
life~ Why am I here? Why does
all life live and move and change ~-
he has continued to wonder. Philosophers, agnostics and sages have
attempted answers but they have
not satisfied the inner heart of man,
so their theories have drifted away
like falling leaves before the autumn breeze.
Slowly throughout the ages each
groping, struggling, human being,
has been trained by unseen forces,
to an unfolding and fuller comprehension of the divine purpose. His
feet have traveled through many
dark and murky valleys, and been
scratched by many brambles, weeping drops of blood along the way.
He has drifted about on the grassy
plateaus amid the clinging vines,
until his understanding becoming
quickened, he begins the long climb
up the steep and thorny pathway
with his eyes shining with the reflection of the Great vVhite Goal beyond.
These familiar lines by an ancient
poet vividly picture the pilgrimage
of the soul.

M

"To every man there openeth
A way and ways and a way.
The high soul climbs the high way
And the low soul gropes the low.
And in between on the misty fiats,
The rest drift to and fro.
And in between on the misty fiats,
The rest drift to and fro.
But to every man there openeth
A high way and a low.
And everyone decideth
Which way his soul shall go."

Shall we follow the quest of one
of these souls whom we shall call,
Ruhanea ~ Once upon a time a tiny
blue-eyed baby came to live in this
world, as a first child in a Christian
home among the hills and lakes of
Wisconsin. As a wee baby she was
alert to all around her, always active except when her devoted
mother would tell her stories. She
would sit quietly for hours while her
mother would tell her Bible stories,
asking for them again and again.
Then she would gather her family
of dolls, nineteen in number (becauSe she was born on the 19th),
teaching them the stories she had
learned.
Her father being superintendent
of the schools for many years, believed in children starting young, so
at three years of age, Ruhanea went
to Sunday School and was soon
teaching the other older children
the stories she had taught her dolls.
One day her mother heard her singing to her dolls, "One Glory has
gone, another has come. Another
has come. Another has come! ' ,
Her mother, shocked, asked her
what she meant. She said, "Why,
Mother, don't you understand ~ One
Glory has gone, another has come."
She never heard such a thought expressed by anyone. At five she was
sent to kindergarten, which was
simply an experIment, in those days,
and again taught her family of 19
dolls some of the things that she
learned at schooL
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Because she always had a group
about her teaching them something
she waS given a Sunday School class
of children older than herself to
teach and she was often gently reproved by the "higher ups" tor
teaching lessons not in the quarterly but much more interesting
correspondences she found in the
Bible, applied to their lives, so that
the children did not want to miss a
lesson.
The years rolled by. Her beautiful mother with high spiritual
though orthodox ideals, her stern
father, who was judge of the county
courts, with his strict though unorthodox ideals, her teachers with
their meticulous conformity to custom, all tried to mould this sensitive, loving, idealistic child after his
own pattern. She would listen
eagerly to all but was seldom satisfied with the answers to her questions. She would find her own answers from the Bible or elsewhere
then teach them to her dolls or her
twenty months younger brother.
This searching while still a young
child, caused her to read deeper and
more broadly than many of the
other children.
When Ruhanea was twelve years
of age Rev. Arthur C. Kempton
became pastor of the First Baptist
Church. Because of his unusually
beautiful spirit, clear well organized mind and broad vision, he had
a great influence upon this sensitive
young child. Ruhanea attended
church every Sunday morning and
evening for two years, almost with
out exception during his pastorate.
She always took a little book with
her in which she recorded the subject, date and text of the sermon,

the general divisions and the conclusion. She told no one. Some thought
she was drawing pictures, as she
loved to draw.
One day at the end of two years
when she heard the pastor say he
wished he had kept a record of some
of the subjects of his sermons, Ruhanea timidly gave him the complete record not only of his subjects
but the way he had developed them
and his conclusion, written in childish hand. He was astonished and
delighted and they were fast friends
until his untimely death. Walking
hand in hand he would often answer
satisfactorily her unusual questions.
High school days were happy,
busy days filled with the many activities of youth. Ruhanea and her
brother started and edited the first
high school paper. It seemed to be
her path to be the pioneer in many
things and to blaze the trail for others to follow, always a difficult and
thankless task. She and her brother
graduated in three and one half
years, thus starting a midyear
graduation and opportunity for the
first time for post-graduate work in
tha t school. During those high
school years her deepest spiritual
education was reading where she
would find some great truth that
touched her soul, then she would
teach it to her students, trying to illustrate it in their lives. Always
there was the restless urge within
her heart to find another gem of
truth and share it with some listening ear. She read many books of an
uplifting nature and read the Bible
completely through seven times consecutively, for which she received a
number of awards, and a valuable
mental picture, but greatest of all
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an added power of comprehension,
because of the concentration upon
the words of the Prophets rather
than what man has said about them.
ONE OF the most thrilling experiences of her life was the years spent
at Oberlin College, in that wonderfully stimulating intellectual and
spiritual atmosphere. The contact
with great minds like John Henry
Barrows, President of the Parliament of Religions of the World's
Fair, and later President of Oberlin
College when she entered; Dr.
Henry King, Dr. Edward Bosworth
with whom she took courses in comprehensive Bible studies, and many
others, together with association
and fellowship with sincere and
eager students, all had a wholesome
and broadening influence in moulding the religious drift of her life.
Because her brother wanted to attend the University of Wisconsin,
Ruhanea returned home from Oberlin to teach, that her brother might,
too, experience college stimulus.
THE SACRIFICE of that which meant
so much to her, that another might
have similar opportunities, was one
of the most valuable lessons for her
soul unfoldment. For of what use
is religion, she reasoned, unless expressed in practical living and in
self-sacrifice for the best good of
others ~ This proved a fmther step
in the expansion of her consciousness. Freshly returned from college, she was soon deep in the many
activities of her home city, as president of several groups, and organist of her church, all of which became avenues of expression for her
growing ideas and ideals, but the
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mental inertia of her associates disheartened her.
ONE DAY IN 1907, in looking for a
current event for a club of which she
was Founder President, she read in
her father's Literary Digest a
long article about Baha'u'llah, the
Prophet foretold by all the Bibles
of the 'Vorld. The article declared
that the One fOT whom the whole
world was awaiting had appeared
in Persia. That He had established
His proofs and given His Message
to the world, and that He had declared the principles for the establishment of the New World Order.
Something stirred deep within
tll e soul of Ruhanea, as a young
bird's first glad awakening call to
the first faint glimmer of the rosy
dawn. Then her shocked orthodoxtrained mind rose in rebellion, but
the little bird in her soul had awakened.
She read the article several times
·with the conclusion that "this is
either the greatest blasphemy or
the greatest truth of the world today. I will find proofs."
After
she had given it to the club, she "was
disappointed, orthodox though she
was, that their reactions were either
shocked, apathetic, or with the remark, with a tone of finality, "0
that is only a newspaper story." No
one seemed to catch a new gleam of
light in her spirit. Later she repeated the same current event for
the benefit of some new friendr-:
present, and this time she was more
disappointed, because the reaction
then was, "Oh that current event is
stale, you gave it before." She went
to the library to search for proof,
but the librarian after some search
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said, "I am sorry, but that was but
a newspaper story." Ruhanea carried that precious clipping around
with her for two years occasionally
asking some one about it, usually
with the same answer, "0 that is
only a newspaper story. It cannot
possibly be true."
The year before Ruhanea married, she went to Europe with some
of her college friends, visiting thirteen countries, doing everything
that a good tourist should do, and
seeing everything a tourist should
see, but not once did she find a signboard to the path of the New Knowledge she sought. She seemed to be
on the "misty fla ts " wandering
aimlessly with the masses, drifting.
However because of that one little
bird song in her soul, she was
vaguely conscious that she was
drifting, even though her orthodoxtra ined mind would continually try
to hold her to the past.
Her marriage to a man of keen,
philosophical mind, clear, broad vision, and noble, high ideals has been
one of the greatest influences of her
busy life. They went at once to Chicago to live. Here for nine years
they eagerly sought together in the
Valley of Search for the answers to
many questions. They were earnest
students of Christian Science first,
then Theosophy, then New Thought,
Psychology, J udaism, Buddhism,
Muhammadanism, Mysticism, then
the ancient Religions with most of
their questions not yet satisfactorily answered. In each group
where they had so earnestly studied, they found beautiful ideals entirely separated from the program
of "living the life", individually or
in relation to society. In each group

they found some that were motivated by a deep unselfish love and
universal ideals, but the many
seemed to be drifting aimlessly on
different plateaus, totally unconcerned about the kind of world they
were living' in, or what they could
do to help society as a whole.
Certain great truths were the inevitable results of all this questing.
Slowly had emerged the knowledge
that1. The same divine precepts and
development of the same heavenly
qualities are taught in all the Bibles
of the world.
2. That the Commandments and
the Beatitudes are found in all other
Bibles.
3. That the idea that certain precepts or passages could not be
matched in any non-Christian Bibles was false.
4. That the seven great world religions and their numerous sects can
no longer be called false or pagan
any more than a child can be called
a false man.
5. That all religions worship God
according to the light and understanding they have.
6. That Chinese, Hindu, Muhammadan, A z t e c , Christian, all
bowing, kneeling or prostrating
before an altar,-all have the same
yearning, hungering for purer, nobler, more perfect life than they
ever before experienced and their
worship is accepted by God in the
spirit in which it is given.
7. That all the Religions are
founded by a Prophet of God, an
Abraham, Moses, Krishma, Buddha,
Zoroaster, Christ, and Muhammad.
8. That all foretell a Mighty One,
a Promised One, The Everlasting

QUESTING

Father who in the Latter Day will
bring the spirit of unity.
One day in the year 1919, a physician said to her, '" 1 see by the
light in your eyes that you know
about Baha'u'llah and His Message
to the world." Eagerly she arose
and said, "Who? Who is He1 What
is His Message to the world ~" For
two hours she asked questions, until he said, "1 cannot answer your
questions, you ask them too fast,
and 1 cannot answer them anyway.
That book 'Some Answered Questions by 'Abdu'l-Baha', wi1l answer
a few. She then began an exhaustive study of the available Baha-i
literature. The more she studied,
the more compelling, illuminating
and convincing it became, as had
not been true in all of her other experiences. The unfolding Knowledge gripped her spirit. The actual
Words of Baha 'u 'llah were as :fire
to her soul. No spiritual writing
throughout all the study of the Sacred Books had the dynamic, spiritual creative power as had the \iV ords
of Baha 'u 'llah. All the Truths she
had sought and previously found in
other movements reached their fulfillment and climax in this great
Message. Then she found the principles He revealed-which were
practically unknown at the time of
His appearance, 1817, and the announcement of His appearance in
1844-have become the dynamic of
the world today. Such a dynamic
that the world has made more progress in the acceptance and realization of these principles, than in all
previous history, back to the N eanderthal man, 50,000 years ago.
Deeper research revealed to Ruhanea, that the whole earth has be-
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come flooded with a new Spirit. New
things are unfolding everywhere.
The scientist discovers new laws
and facts. The artist beholds new
beauties. The physician uses new
methods. The student learns new
lessons. The philosopher conceives
new ideas. The aspirant forms new
ideals. Never before has the earth
witnessed such a disclosure of its
secrets. All evidencing that "One
Great Power which animates and
dominates all things, which are but
manifestations of its energy."Baha 'u 'llah.
Ruhanea also discovered, that not
only did Bahii'u'llah reveal practical, workable principles for the uplift of society, but also the pOwer to
bring them into realization. This
dynamic is the Spirit of the New
Age. As the whole world today is
discarding worn out forms, traditions and methods, the search for
the new spiritual pattern is progressing among the youth of Islam,
Confucianism, J udaism, and even
Christianity. Many are catching this
New Spirit in the various religious
gronps, though they are as yet unconscious of the Cause of the New
81yirit of Unity and the Great Dvnamic back of it, or the meaning: of
The Everlasting Father, The Glory
of God, The Prince of Peace.
In her recent travels about the
world, Ruhanea was astonished to
find not only how sincerely the followers of Baha 'u 'mih live the life
individually, but how they are proving themselves to be worthy and
well qualified to the degree that
they have already become outstanding factors in the building of the
New \iV orld Order, especially in
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Persia , Egypt , Germa ny, Palest ine,
Engla nd, China, Japan , the United
States and Canad a.
There fore Ruhan ea becam e convinced that aNew Civiliz ation was
becom ing establ ished by this New
Manif estatio n, Baha' u'llah , Who
states, " Conce rning the progre ss of
existen ce and the develo pment of
men We have reveal ed that which
is the greate st Door to the trainin g
of the people of the world ."
Thoug h the Religi ous Drift has
found its goal in satisfy ing realiza tion, yet the soul of Ruhan ea contin ues and will ever contin ue its quest
for greate r and ever greate r understandi ng of how best to serve in
buildi ng the New World Order in
this world and in all the worlds to
come.
She sees the pictur e of the world
today as does Edwa rd Carpe nter,
the Englis h poet, in these vivid
lines :-

"Slow ly out of the nuns of the
Past,
Like a young fern-f rond uncurl ing
out of its own brown litter;
Out of the litter of a decayi ng society;
Out of the confus ed mass of broken
down creeds , custom s, ideals ;
Out of the distru st, unbeli ef, dishonest y, and fear;
Out of the cant of commerce,
The crocod ile sympa thy of nation
with nation ;
The despa ir and unbeli ef posses sing all socie tyThe rich and poor, the educa ted and
the ignora nt, the money -lende r
and the wage slave, the artist
and the washe rwoma n alike;
All feel the terribl e strain and tension ofThe Moder n Proble m.
Out of the litter and muck of
A decayi ng world ;
La, Eve10 sol
I see a new life Arisel I I

"Man must cut himself free frol1~ all prejudic e and j1'om
the result of his own
il1wgincition so that he ?nay be able to sea?'ch for Truth unhinde
red. Truth is one in
all religion s, and by means of it the unity of the world can
be realized . * * * No
one Truth can contrad ict another Truth. . . . Be free from
prejudic e, so will you
love the Sun of Tyuth fyom whatsoe ver point in the horizon
it may ayise. . . . We
?nust be willing to aleay away all that we have previou sly learned
, all that would clog
our steps on the way to Tyuth; we must not shrink if necessa1
'y fyom beginni ng OU?'
educati on all ovey again. W e l1~ust not allow our love for anyone
religion or anyone
Persona lity to so blind ouy eyes that we become fettered by superst
ition! When we aye
freed fyom all these bonds, seeking with libeyate d minds,
then shall we be able to
arrive at our goal."
'Abdu'l- Baha.
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WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
, 'THERE IS NO REASON to believe
that one race is by nature so much
more intelligent, endowed with
greater will power, or emotionally
more stable than others that the difference would materially influence
its culture.
N or is there any good reason to
believe that the differences between
races are so great that the descendants of mixed marriages would be
inferior to their parents.
Biologically, there is neither good
reason to object to family close inbreeding in healthy groups, nor to
intermingling of the principal races.
I believe that the present state of
our knowledge justifies us to say,
that, while individuals differ, biological differences between races are
small. * * *
What is happening in America
now is the repetition on a larger
scale and in a shorter time of what
happened in Europe during the centuries when the people of North Europe were not yet firmly attached
to the soil. * * *
The high nobility of all parts of
Europe can be shown to be of very
mixed origin.' '-Professor Franz
Boas, Opening as President the
Summer Session of the Amer'ican
Association for the Advancement of
Science.-N ew York Times.
, , NEITHER religion, statesmanship,
nor diplomacy having yet been able
to prevent war, many of us ask ourselves, "Will it ever be possible to
establish permanent peace among
the nations of the world ~" Some
of the world's deepest students of

the subject answer, "Yes; but only
through lasting universal friendship based on confidence, understanding, tolerance and justice. ' ,
However, such friendship is not possible until the war instinct which is
innate in man and which since the
day of his creation has been one of
the dominant influences of his existence, has been brought under complete control. As every student of
the biology of war knows, all wars,
whatever their immediate causes,
germinate from the war instinct in
man, which, as history shows, v[hen
aroused causes him to make scraps
of paper out of all peace treaties
and other antiwar pacts made when
the doves of peace are cooing. Only
through the slow processes of educa tion can the war instinct ever be
controlled. But the time to educate
man is when he is a child". So, we
see that the solution of the age-old
problem of the abolition of war is
to be found only in the education
of the childhood of the earth in
world friendship founded on confidience, understanding, tolerance
and justice. . . . "-0 al. J ames A.
Moss, U. S. Army, Ret'ired. Wash,ington Post.
"THE COMING of the Chinese students to the United States constitutes
a part of the migration of Chinese
students to the western world. 1'he
Opium Wars not only broke China's
political and economic isolation, but
also disturbed her intellectual complacency. The students beg:an to
see that the ancient Chinese cnlture
was not adequate to enable China to
struggle for existence during the
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modern period. Consequently, they upper levels of our economic or inset out to discover the secret power dustrial life is where it may be
easier to break through, and those
of a modern nation. . . .
, 'Whether the Chinese students who do break through can help the
who have studied in Ameriea con- masses break through at the bottom.
stitute a helpful or harmful influ- -Dr. Will W. Alexander at Atlanta,
ence in China, one may confidently Georgia, Director of the Commisbelieve that this group has at least sion on Interracial Cooperation, in
contributed to the intelligent mutual an address at Hampton Instittde's
understanding between America and 63rd am"iversary.
China, that it has also acted as a
SAORAMENTO, May 23 (A.P.)stimulant in the modern Chinese intellectual life, and that it has pro- Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink,
duced a few leaders for the political world-famed singer, has rebuked
and social reconstruction of China." war mothers here because of their
Chih M eng, Associate Director, protests concerning appearance of
China Institute in America. In the foreign-blooded children at a recital
In,stitute of International Educa- marking dedication of a memorial
auditorium.
tion Btdletin.
City Manager J ames Dean told
Mme.
Schumann-Heink some of the
IF NEGRO business is to succeed,
it must become part of the business mothers had protested the schedof the community. This does not uled appearance last night of Chinmean that the Negro must not pa- ese, Japanese, Negro, Portuguese
tronize his own concerns; but that and Italian chilClren on the stage.
is only an expedient. There must The women thought such a "melting
be found some more secure basis of pot" aggregation was not represengrowth. We can have no separate tative of the American race.
Last night the singer turned her
life in any field of endeavor.
We must not bar the Negro from back upon her adult audience and,
any field of activity. Don't hand facing the bank of well-scrubbed
the Negro education with one hand black, yellow and white faces, croonand withdraw economic opportunity ed a mother's lullaby especially for
them. Then the children sang" The
with the other. . . .
There can be no satisfactory life Star-Spangled Banner," with her.
When Mme. Schumann-Heink finfor the Negro except as part of the
ished
her singing and after the a punified life of the United States. If
this is to become so, the problem plause died down she stepped to the
of race prejudice must be attacked footlights and said:
"As a war mother I know what it
from the top to the bottom. The
Negro must be trained for any job, means to suffer. I gave five sons,
anywhere, and be allowed to do any- four to Uncle Sam and one to his
old fatherland.
thing anybody else does.
Closing schools of engineering to
"It is up to the war mothers to
him will never open the field of en- teach their children the love of law
gineering to him. Perhaps, in the -and not make a difference be-
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tween black or yellow or brown or
white skins.
"Don't make a difference in race
or creed. You make war among
yourselves - through your children. "-Washington Post.
Excerpts from an address by Miss Hiroe
Ishiwata in the International Oratorical
Contest, Honolulu, April 10, 1931. M~ss
Ishiwata is the first Japanese college gul
to enter an international contest in a foreign country.

ERHAPS it would not be without significance to speak on
this occasion about the Japanese
women, their ideals, and the problems they are confronted with today.
We have little to say about the
upper class women, because they
are comparatively few in number
and most of them confine their career to the home life. What we are
interested in are the women belonging to the middle and the lower
classes. Their scope of activity is
indeed great. And the women's
problems that confront us now
chiefly concern those classes.
From the occupational point of
view there are of course a great
many varieties of women. The
kinds of work they are engaged in
are ever increasing. There are
about 29 million women in Japan,
and out of them about ten million
are in occupations of one kind or
another . . . .
The number of women who aspire
to study the English language is
rapidly increasing in recent years.
Their end is not only to broaden
their own intellectual fields, but to
use it as a means of the international purpose for their movements.
A number of girls go to America
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and European countries to study
and come back with new assurance
as well as intellectual power for
fighting further for the cause of
womanhood in Japan. We love and
respect those western countries and
are ever ready to welcome everything from them. And why? Because we know that it gives us the
essential power for living and
teaches us to know ourselves and
awake to ourselves.
The best thing we can get from
the western civilization is neither
the splendid buildings nor the smart
style of clothes, but the very sense
of democracy. This is very simple
to say and has been said thousands
of times before. And yet the more
we think about it, the more fully we
can appreciate it.
It is this spirit that has opened
our way to emancipation. It has at
least suggested to us the way to our
true happiness. It has inspired the
doll-like women of the Meiji Era
into taking up a new career to do
something good of their own will.
In fact, considerable changes have
already been made by the hands of
women.
Let me take an example from the
Women's Suffrage Movement in
Japan. Of all the problems confronting the women of Japan today,
it is now the focus of keen interests
and attention. It is a movement of
the new womanhood of modern
Japan to become established legally in the full sense of the word as
human beings, women and citizens.
It is again a movement of selfawakened women of new Japan to
regain their old lost right of freedom, equality, and a.ctivity. The
movement had gradually developed
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first among the minority of se1£a wakened women, and later, fusing
itself deeper and wider until at last
it has become very recently a movement more universal in nature ....
Not only in the suffrage movement, but in various other ways can
be seen the influence of the democratic spirit upon the women's life
in general. ...
Democracy aims at giving happiness to the mass instead of a
selected few. Of course, we still
have a lot of things to do and must
be ready to undergo many difficulties to realize in our everyday life
the true cause of democracy we have

o

learned from the West. Japan is
further on the way to westernization than any other Asiatic country; compared with others she is
almost a western country now.
It does not follow, however, that
she will lose what she has inherited.
No, we remain Japanese at soul, but
Japanese of this day well impregnated with American and European
influences so that we can understand their ideals and serve to better our international relationship
by increasing mutual friendship and
good will.-Mid-Pacific Magazine,
official organ of The Pan-Pacific
Union} H onoh~lu.

LIGHT REVEALING

Hast seen the Light? Know, then, thou hast found peace
Of body, mind and soul; thy spirit once released
From out the thraldom of material life
Lives only on the heights; gone is all strife,
All hatred, envy, fear, while only love is rife
Within thee; mysteries are anon to thee revealed
Which, e'er thy spirit eyes were opened were fast sealed,
Not only as regards the things of earth,
But Heaven as well; for e 'en in thy rebirth
Thou art transformed, illumined, potent, free,
To greet thy Lord and Master, who sees thee
Not as the miserable, wind-tossed grain of dust thou wert,
But as a soul transfigured, pure, with heavenly spirit girt,
Which in the direful battles with thy foes wast hurt
But never conquered; for upon thy path the Light
Hast been made manifest to thee-gone is the night!

-Virginia. J. Wul/f.
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JUSTICE

n

USTICE is not limited; it is a universal
quality. Its operatIOn must be carned
out in all classes, from the highest to the lowest.
Justice must be sacred and the rights of all the
people be considered. Desire for others only
that which you desire for yourselves; then shall
we rejoice in the SUll of Justice which shines
from the horizoll of God.

U

, 'Each man has been placed in a post of
honor which he must not desert. An humble
workman who commits an injustice is as much
to blame as a renowned tyrant. Thus we all have
our choice between justice and injustice. I hope
tha t each one of you will become just and direct
your thoughts toward the unity of mankind;
that you will never harm your neighbors nor
speak ill of anyone; that you will respect the
rights of all men and be more concerned for the
interests of others than for your own."

- ' Abclu'l-Baha.
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"Hovr shall we attain the reality of knowledge ~ By the
breaths and promptings of the Holy Spirit which is light and
knowledge itself. Through It the human mind is quickened and
fortified into true conclusions and perfect knowledge."

- ' Abcl1,~'l-Ba7ui

GENIUSES are people of strong intuitions and pronounced affinities.
In this respect, as in many others,
they are androgynous. We find in
the poets such as Goethe, Shelley,
Tennyson, a power almost subconscious of encompassing truth. These
men, from sheer poetic insight into
life, previsioned the theory of evolution which scientists later built
up as a result of enormous amounts
of research.
Intuition has long been realized
as an important factor in life. It is
a recognized trait of the feminine
temperament, by means of which
"yomen seem able to arrive at just
conclusions by some immediate process of a mysterious kind. It is not
the laborious process of ratiocination which the male usually follows.
Y et so clear-cut and directive is this
experience, that many men find it
but wisdom on their part to follO\y
these guidances of their womenfolIc.

'.,Tv HAT is this power "yhich wells
up from subconscious depths ~ Is it
the deep-self within us, possessed of
larger powers than our conscious
self! Or is it a contact made with
some outside Force ~
Plato's theory of inspiration is
Ivorth our attention here. No grea t-

er mentality has existed upon this
earth. Philosopher, poet, and seer,
we cannot afford to treat slightingly
his belief, eXl)Tessed in Phaedrus, as
to how inspirational ideas comeas an intermittent illumination
of man's inner being from the world
of Reality.
In this archetypal
World of the Ideal-Truth, Beauty,
and Goodness exist in their sublime
perfection. To men "vho are sensitive and susceptible, visions come
from time to time from this creative
'vV orld. The poet and seer are
seized by a Force outside themselves, greater than themselves,
and thus are able to give to humanity 110blcr 'lisiollS of trl1tll tllEtll
are those who endeavor by mere
ratiocination to puzzle out the nahue of life and the universe.
MODERNISTIC philosophy has tended to discard the idealism of Plato
2nd to substitute a realistic attitude
toward the universe. Pragmatism,
as enunciated by J ames and Dewev
v ,
asserts that there is no Ideal WoTld,
that there is no perfection any"vhere
as yet in the universe. 'vVhat we
have as the present stage of our
existence is a universe in the making. This universe is what Ive make
it, no more and no less.
So practical a philosophy has
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found ardent acceptance in a coun- and when we strive wisely we \vorl{
try like America, dedicated to pro- in accordance with the blue-prints
gress through activity. The idea of of Destiny.
a universe already perfect appears
FROM THIS POINT of view a genius
to the pragmatists an idea stagnant
and displeasing. But a universe might be considered as an individual
which calls for heroic effort on the nearer than others to the Creative
part of man, if perfection is to be Force. He is a sensitive mirror, reachieved, is something both stimu- flecting Light-a radio vibrating
lating and inspiring to courage and more clearly than others to messages from the Cosmos. Buck exdaring.
presses this idea in his "Cosmic
HOWEVER, IS IT not possible that Consciouness, " in which he deboth concepts may be true ~ Tha t scribed the lives of poets and thinkthere may exist somewhere perfec- ers whom he believes to have been
tion, although the material universe inspired by contact with the Oosmic
as a phenomenal cancatination of Force. Such men as Francis Bacon,
Isaac Newton, William Blake, Walt
events is still in the making ~
Recent investigations and discov- vVhitman, were according to his beeries of scientists, both in biology lief sensitive instruments vibrating
and in astro-physics, more and more to cosmic rays.
bring to the front the concept of a
'Abdu'l-Baha, interpreter and
Exemplar
of the world-wide Baha'i
universe progressing definitely according to some plan. The U ni- Movement, uses a remarkable symverse is in the making, that is true. bol to illustrate how these cosmic
But its progress is so orderly, so rays reach man in the form of
marvelous both in microcosm and spiritual and creative guidance. The
macrocosm, as to induce a belief on divine force back of the universe
the part of many of the world's which men call God is to man inleading scientists that there is be- comprehensible and impenetrable.
hind this cosmic development a By its very nature this Infinity
Planner and a Plan.
which comprises all existence can
Among others, Michael Pupin never be directly perceived by the
presents vividly this idea in his finite. But Its force reaches man,
"New Reformation,"-that there is as the force of the sun reaches the
an everpresent, evercreating Force earth, by emanation and radiation.
in the universe, harnessing multi- The Spirit which contacts with the
plicity into a working unity.
spirit of man is this radiant mesIs it not possible, therefore, that sage from the Divine Reality.
in the main the concepts both of
If the mirror of man's heart be
idealism and of pragmatism may be pure, the light reflects strongly from
true and capable of harmonious ad- it. But if the mirror of the heart be
justment each to the other 'I The dusty, little reflection is possible.
Universe is in the making', yes. And That is why some individuals reflect
we have both opportunity and ob- greatly the creative force of the uniligation toward its perfecting. But verse, and others but slightly.
the Plan is there, already existing,
This spiritual force, says 'Abdul-
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Baha, "is the energlzmg factor in addition to all these, there was some
the life of man." By means of it added factor, some elusive force,
are manifested the various expres- which being absent in other men
sions of man's genius in the realms makes impossible such achievment
of art, of knowledge, of science, of on the part of ordinary mortals, no
matter what the effort put out.
universal achievment.
What is the lesson for us to deThe most perfect mirrors known
to man are those great Teachers rive from this ~ It is not necessarily
"who are pure channels for the Di- discouragment, nor resignation
vine Force-a Moses, a Buddha, a to a life of mediocrity. It is rather
a hint to follow what guidance is
Ohrist, a Baha'u'llah.
granted us, and strive with 8011 the
WHAT IS the practical application power that is within us to :find that
of such a doctrine for us as indivi- line of work which expresses our
duals ~ It is this: that we should own innate powers. For when we
consciously strive to increase our are doing just the thing we are most
capacity for becoming' channels of fitted for, we too shall :find inspirathis Oreative Force. We should tion in our work; and shall achieve
de:fini tely seek inspiration and guid- with relative ease and joy, as does
ance in all our undertakings, in the genius, each according to our
order that we may reflect Beauty, talent.
Goodness, and Truth from a Source
The genius has strong affinities
higher than that of our mVll indivi- for people, for things, and for ideas.
duality. Thus, as it were, ,ve be- He seems to possess intuitive l}ower
come workers for the Divine of reaching out and absorbing from
Planner in building a better uni- the universe that which he needs
verse. We have found the Source for his self-development and for his
of inspiration. "Ve have become work. Just as each flower knows
agents of that Power back of evolu- how to absorb from the soil its own
tion which is the energizing factor Imes and fragrance, so man should
making continuously for progress be able to put his roots down into
throughout the Oosmos.
the depths and bring up easily and
joyously the nourishment needed
IT IS NOTIOEABLE that the gemus for his particular fruition.
achieves those things which lie
This is what I call living crea'Vvithin his powers 'Vvith apparent tively. Such a creative life is 110t
ease. He may work "with industry. dependent upon the magnitude of
But it is not industry, as Anatole our talents, but only upon the perFrance has pointed out, Ivhich fect expression of that which we
creates great literature. It is not have within us. It is a matter of
the study of rhetoric. It is not quality, not of quantity. vVe can
scholarliness nor continuous appli- all live creatively. And we shall be
cation which have created those doing so when we turn our minors
great works of literature which still to the Sun and reflect to the utmost
delight the human heart. No, in of OUT capacity.
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EDUCATION BEYOND THE CURRICULUM
DALE S. COLE
"0 people of God! Be not OCCU1Jiecl with younelves.
of the war-Id and tr-aining of the nations."-Bah6/u'llah.
~N

these trying days, when the
U solutions to the many complex
problems confronting humanity
seem to be so elusive and difficult of
attainment, our attention is drawn
again and again to the need for education in many phases of life. A
number of "ways out" have been
suggested, most of them involve
profound changes in our ideas.
Many traditional viewpoints seem
to be no longer tenable. Precedent,
as bearing upon knotty questions,
is either lacking entirely or is completely inadequate. These changes
of attitude and thought concerning
the relationships of life involve the
necessity for education, and there
are great objectives, international,
national and individual involved in
the remolding of human thought.
Of course the basic and fundamental requirement is for spiritual
education for "religion is the
greatest instrument for the order
of the world and the tranquility of
all existent beings.' "~ When the
population of the world is truly
spiritually alive, many of the dilemmas which beset our statesmen and
business men now, will disappear
or be automatically solved. But we
cannot hope to stir the world instantaneously into a realization of
the significance of spiritual laws.
Shoghi Effendi has warned us that
the complete working out of the Divine Plan can come only in the
"fullness of time," but this does
not mean that some improvement
cannot be made in the meantime.
* Words

of Paradise, Baha'u'Ilah.

Be intent on the better-ment

Conditions can be made much better than they are and still be far
short of ultimate fulfillment. And
so it behooves us all to do what we
can for immediate relief without
losing sight of the fact that "the
Most Great Peace" will come.
With such assurances of final
success as we have, the hard work
of the present should not be too discouraging. Knowing, as we do, that
there are potent and irresistible
spiritual forces at work, we can be
more patient with the trial and error methods so commonly used, and
with actions handicapped by haclitional animosities. Even though
we flounder about apparently,
there are strong undercurrents in
the right direction. Our opportunity is to recognize these undercurrents and to direct our efforts, however feeble, in the same direction.
With new and unprecedented
difficulties before us, affecting every
walk of life, there is an increasing
need for education; education first
and primarily in the great spiritual
truths, but education secondarily in
those less important but related affairs of life with which we have to
deal in every-day intercourse.
"It is impossible to reform these
violent overwhelming evils, except
the peoples of the world become
united upon a certain issue or under
the shadow of one religion *
EDUOATION may be divided into
two broad classifications; that
which is given to us from outside
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agencies such as schools and experience; and that which we strive
for ourselves from within. Both
are necessary and both involve different degrees of individual effort.
It is one thing to attend a lecture
or to have some hard fact of life
forced upon us through some bitter experience, and quite another to
strive continuously for the illumination of the soul.
Education involves certain obligations. Those who have knowledge of "ways and means of betterment are most certainly obligated,
by the very possession of such
knowledge, to use it and disseminate it, for the good of humanity.
,Ve are instructed to "hold fast
to the rope of consultation, and decide upon and execute that which
is conducive to the people's security, affluence, welfare and tranquillity; for if matters be arranged
otherwise it will lead to discord and
tumult."*
It is interesting to note that
there are certain analogies between
the struggle business is going
through for economic stability and
the struggle which is going on, generally unappreciated, for SlJiritual
advancement. Perhaps" analogy"
is not the right word to use in this
sense, for "without doubt the superficial ills of industry, commerce,
and politics arise hom deep seated
spiritual maladjustments.
However, business men are VOlCll1g
opinions and suggestions fOT remedial measures which are not without significance.
For instance, N orval A. Hawkins, in an article entitled "The
vVay Back" in Nation's Business
for July, suggests that "Business
as a whole can be restored only by
'" Tablet of the Vvorld, Baha'u'llah.
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way of recovery of individual institutions."
And again-" So the
"vhole gigantic problem becomes a
question of individual initiative and
energy, resting upon the resourcefulness and courage of some one
man or group of men at the head of
each enterprise."
Another statement has a very familiar ring,
" . . . . the progress of the individual business institutions will act
as a leaven, raising the 'whole
mass."
Wha t is he advising but a stringent re-education of the modern
business institution vvithin itself ~
He anticipates that "multiplication
of effects will bring about the cure."
This is sound advice and just as
applicable to the social and spiritual problems of the world as it is
to business, in fact, one finds these
very thoughts in the writings of
'Abdul-Baha with reference to the
necessity of every informed individual arising to spread the Glad
Tidings.
Mr. Hawkins also says, "Given
ten such businesses today and a
hundred next month and a thousand
the following month, each within
itself solving its own IJroblems, and
general prosperity will be the inevitable result of such unit success."
This reminds us of the suggestion often heard in Baha'i circles,
that if each believer confirmed but
one soul a year, spiritual welfare
would soon be assured for the
,\'hole world.
The "unit success" of the inclividual in educating himself spiritually would soon be reflected in
numbers being attracted to the real
solution.
BUT

HARD

as it may be to achieve
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sufficient education of the right
kind to be really' effective as a small
but potent individual force, it is
first to know and then to do. In
other ''lords, we are taught that Vle
must solve our own problems first,
we must be illumined and understand before we can expect to pass
our knowledge and inspira hon to
others. Our training' must be so
thorough as to be apparent in our
lives. Small forces, acting in eoncert, may move mountains. The
great. foree of expanding steam is
due to t.he harmonious action of
numberless partieles.
"Ve are
promised too, help from God, so
t.hat what may seem to us a -very
small force, may be very effective.
And so, while we cannot all sit
on committees handling national
and international affairs, we can
educate ourselves to see the problems in their true perspective, in the
light of the Vlrisdom of the 11anifestation of God, and to teach this
-viewpoint to others.
01Jinions
change rapidly t.hese days and we
do not know what. effect a little impetus in the right direction may
have or how soon it may burst forth
collect.i-vely in support of some new
and progressive· action toward the
betterment of the world.
Mr. \V. R. lngalls, writing in the
July Journal of the Franklin Institute, on "The ,Yealth of )J ations"
and speaking of the paradox of po-vedy amid plenty says that " ....
the correetives, which appear to be
of psychological and political nahue, may be extremely difficult to
bring about. \~That we need more
than anything else is a restoration
of the principle of authority, by
which I mean the leadership of intelligence. "

Now a leadership of intelligence
probably will not emanate from
some uninformed source. Setting
aside the possibility of genius, the
-very meaning of the word" intelligence' , suggests a well balanced
view of the 1Jroblems and elear
sighted vision. Setting aside also
the possihility that some one great
leader may arise to lead business
and politics out of the morass, the
responsibility falls on lesser shoulders, in short on those spiritually
educated individuals whose collective efforts integrated can bring results, with the help of God.
AGAIN and again we return to the
importance of the individual and
his education, education in the
broad sense, for a village, a county,
a state or a nation is naught but a
collection of indi-viduals. Collective
01Jinion is a powerful force. If it
be the correct opinion it is almost
irresistible. Correct opinions are
the result. of education. How great
is the responsibility of those who
have knowledge for im1Jarting' it to
those who ha-ve it not! N ever was
greater accent placed on the need
for proper instruction, of teaching,
of education.
Education, in this sense, is not restricted to the usual cunicula-it
means a knowledge of life and how
best to live it that the world IDay
progress in aceordanee with the Divine Plan. Education in this sense
is independent of time. ,Ve may
strive for months or even years to
attain to a well balanced, intelligent,
spiritual station from which we may
see things as they are, while anot.ber
may attain this bounty in the
twinkling of an eye.
Mr. vVill Durant, in Aclventures
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Geni~£s, quotes an interesting and
relevant passage from Confucius:
"The illustrious ancients, whell
they wished to make clear and propagate the highest virtues in the
world, put their states in proper
order. Before putting their states
in proper order, they regulated
their families. Before regulating
their families, they cultivated their
own selves.
Before cultivating
their own selves they perfected
their souls. Before perfecting their
souls, they tried to be sincere in
their thoughts, they extended to the
utmost their knowledge. Such investigation of knovvledge lay in the
investigation of thiligs, and in seeing them as they really were. vVhen
things were thus investigated,
knowledge became complete. vVhen
knowledge was complete, their
thoughts became sincere. When
their thoughts were sincere, their
soulif became perfect. \Vhen their
souls were perfect, their own selves
became cultivated.
When their
selves were cultivated, their families became regulated. vVhen their
families were regulated, their
states came to be put into proper
order. When their states were in
proper order, then the whole vvorld
became peaceful and happy."
However circular this may be, jt
is certainly comprehensive.
As Mr . .T. l'v1. Keynes, in a British
magazine recently pointed out"The prevailing -world depression,
the enormous anomaly of unemployment in a world full of wants, the
disastrous mistakes we have made,
blind us to 'ivhat is going 011 uncleI' the surface, to the true interpretation of the trend of things."
The trends of social and political
progress are intimately associated

in

* Tablet to Zoroastrians, Baha'u'I1ah.
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with the economic pressures and
'Abdul-Baha has informed us that
the whole question, in the final
analysis, is a spiritual one. This is
the true interpretation, and while it
may be a little difficult to see the
strong tide of advancement, below
the surface ripples, nevertheless it
is there and at work.
"0 ye sons of intelligence! The
thin eyelid prevents the eye from
seeing the world and what is contained therein. Then think of the
result when the curtain of gTeed
covers the sight of the heart. ' ,
"0 people! The darkness of
greed and envy obscures the light
of the soul as the cloud pTevents
the penetration of the sun's rays."~'
IT MAKES little difference whether
we consider that business is finally
educating itself or whether enlightenment is being forced upon it by
the exigencies of the times, it is believed in many circles that its salvation must come from within itself,
probably through stringently corrective practices.
Such sentiments being expressed
in regard to mundane economic affairs, where the applications may
be tangible and practical, ought to
open the minds of the traditionallybound to the fact that if business
salvation must come from within
itself, so must individual enlightenment shine from the inner being,
and that if world economic recovel'y
depends first upon individual institutions, likewise the more important
spiritual progress must begin 'i\"ith
the individual.
Two opportunities seem to be
presented; one of using such busjness arguments as illustrative of
spiritual methods and necessities,
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thus providing a unique and relevant approach; and secondly, of
educating the individual to his importance and responsibility in any
scheme of general improvement.
It is quite evident that the longer business drags along, the more
dangerous become the possible social and political implications. This
does not mean that spiritual progress depends upon prosperity.
There seems to be nothing like adversity to bind people together and
if out of the very necessity of the
situation, nations are drawn into a
closer harmony of action, their 1'eeducation in co-operation will recompense the world, in part at least,
for its present agony.
Necessity is not only the mother
of invention but it is also a great
educating force. vVhen old ways
seem entirely inadequate in dealing
with a desperate situation, we become less hesitant about changing
our ideas. Necessity may be a stern
task-master and the experience encountered a cruel discipline, but it
seems that humanity must be faced
with some gTave crisis, before it is
willing to avail itself of solutions
based on progressive and intelligent analysis.
As evidence of this, we are hearing" a great deal just now about reducing the amount of money spent
on armament. This now seems to
be the logical and intelligent step
follovving the debt adjustments. Incomes of creditor nations are reduced by the suspension of payments. As the administrative costs
of government are increasing, the
loss of income from abroad must be
made up internally by taxation. Already peoples are groaning under
tax burdens in many places. If the

governments stop expending such
huge sums on armament, the absence of the debt payments will not
necessarily result in increased taxation. This is pure business reasoning but it is a strong force towards the limitation of armaments,
an end greatly to be desired. Is this
not a step in the re-education of the
world 7
Limitation of armaments has
been sponsored by thinking people
for some time, as one means of
elimina ting the possibility of wars,
but as such it has met obstacles in
the old animosities and jealousies
between nations. Now when economic affairs are in dire straits,
the world accepts with some complacency, the suggestion that a holiday in armament construction is the
intelligent epilogue to debt adjustment.
Such great changes of thought,
when accepted by the leaders of a
nation, are usually appropriated by
the masses without any great resistance. This emphasizes the responsibility of the leaders. One or two
or three leaders by accepting and
sponsoring these epochal revisions,
are the cause of untold numbers revising their own ideas, of opening
their minds and hearts to progressive influences. On the other haDd,
these few leaders are, iD many instances, swayed by what they believe public opinion to be. Public
opinion is the synthesis of the opinions of numbers of individuals.
Only in grave crises dares the small
group of leaders to act without consideration of it.
IN THE present situation of the
world, the problems are so complex
and far reaching, that there is no
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concerted body of public belief discernible. This is partly because individuals have not, for various rearons, informed themselves of the
facts involved. Then, we have llabitually leaned on tradition and IJrecedellt and today these are falling
props. Many people do not kno''\"
"vhich ,,'lay to turn in their personal
perplexities and consequently are
more 'willing than usual to follow
intelligent leadership in national
and in terna tional affairs.
Education is being forced upon
us. We have learned and are learning many things in this country at
least. For instance, vve know now
that. we are not economically independent of the rest of the world. vVe
know now that. high wages will not
insure l1l1intenupt.ed prosperity.
I.Ye are about convinced that no
country can be made to pay that
which it has not and that which it
has no opportunity of earning. 'vYe
are not. so proud of our business
machine wit.h its glaring faults. vVe
have entirely overlooked the fact
tha t "the ultimate and final cure is
in the things men plant in or dig
out of the ground and the thoughts
which they think in their heads."
vVe have misconstrued the meaning
of wages, not realizil1g that' 'wages
are fundamentally a measure of exchange of services." I.Ve have not
appreciated that "while an employer may dispense wages in currency in an envelope it is in the
final analysis the consumer who
pays and that the payment is in exchange of one kind of service for
another." ",Ve are not. very proud
of the condition of poverty amid
'~Answ-ered

Questions, p. 73, 'Abdu'l-Bahtt.
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plenty.
The evils of widespread
UnemlJloyment appal us.
Despite our business acumen,
things are badly out of adjustment
economically, soeially, politically
and religiously. There is serious
criticism of the situation "vhere few
have and many have not. The old
skeleton in the closet, the distribution of wealth, is eoming in for
another examination. We are less
fearful of rattling his bones than
formerly, for ,ve have learned that
\videspread purchasing pO'Ner is a
boon to the standard of living.
But perhalJS the thing that astonishes many of us the most is that
trade no longer seems to be the end,
but merely a means t.o the end, and
many are \yondering what the real
end may be. Certainly it is not. the
attainment of mat.erial wealth for
only in rare instances does that
bring happiness. Perhaps it is leisure, but if so, leisure to do what·~
Perhaps it is po\yer, but if so, how
shall it be directed and to what
ends~

Very little thought is sufficient to
impress upon us that something
very fundamental is wrong throughout the world, and that the solution
lies in the spiritual education of
the individuals, the nations, the
world, in the knowledge and application of the Divine laws.
But lest Ive lose heart in individnal, national and international eduJational endealTors, let us remember
that we have been assured that the
time is coming when "the world
Ivill be filled \\'ith science, with the
knowledge of the reality of the mvsteries of beings, and with the kno~vl
edge of God.' H:'
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MARZIEH

K. N ABIL

OOORDING to an aged re- its literary beauty and its cultural
ligious official in Oonstanti- value; hence the Bible courses,
nople, who wore a lavender velvet where the sacred lines are read as
skull-cap and had never spared him- gingerly as possible, and their
self wrinkles in toiling after knowl- meaning contradicted by the biology
edge, Eve was made out of Adam's across the hall.
rib for this reason: that all humanOur professors' attempts at rekind might be known to have sprung leasing their charges from orthodox
from one father. He felt that had faiths are of course sincere; except
Eve been specially created as was for the old-school pedagogues,
Adam, some amongst men might dreaming their lives away in a midhave gone back to their mother, Victorian afterglow, every instructaken her side, established and tor feels that he must share with his
maintained a duality. As it was, classes, however implicitly, what he
Eve herself was only a component considers to be true; and so he gives
of Adam, the world had only one to them the doctrines of our present
parent, and from the beginning the age, an age bitterly disillusioned
principle of unity was asserted.
since the 19th century struck down,
Oollege-bred Westerners who in a generation or so, the truths by
profess modernity may be only which humanity had lived two thouamused at such a statement. Since sand years. So much was then
Darwin, the Book of Genesis is not found untrue that human beings,
often read in non-sectarian colleges, with their characteristic exaggeraexcept in Bible courses, where it is tion, are now inclined to deny everytreated at arm's length, or on Sun- thing. One remembers the modern
day evenings, if chapel attendance child who not only did not believe in
is compulsory. Oonditions indicate Santa Ola us-he did not even bethat the professorial world is in lieve there was a Lindbergh. At
doubt regarding how to proceed in best, the most educated and tolerthe matter. The situation is almost ant of our contemporaries outside of
embarrassing, because 19th century Baha'i communities consider everyscience has proved that the events thing to be relative, shifting; at
rela ted in Genesis cannot be read worst, we see humanity embracing
literally, and the professorial world the most fantastic faiths conceivis still so taken up with this discov- able, and reestablishing the mediery that it will not countenance the eval criterion of "I believe it
possibility of spiritual significances because it is impossible "-until,
in the age-old record. On the other with all our modern illuminahand, mothers who grew up in a tion, we find such things as starMathew Arnold tradition desire the gazing and celery water elevated
Bible for their offspring because of almost to a principle of life. So-
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ciety, then, offers countless examples of the educated, who believe
nothing, and of the quasi-educated,
who believe anything, providing it
is not true.
To Baha'is, the Book of Genesis
embodies profound spiritual realities, and is sacred. vVe may, then,
accept the words of the old wise
man of Constantinople, who sat under a shaft of sunlight in his darkened room, and said that all mankind were born from a single father.
It is interesting in this connection
to remember Darwin's concluding
remarks in the Origin of Species, to
the effect that animals and plants
are respectively descended from at
most four or five progenitors, and
that both are possibly issued from
one prototype. Here were two men,
examples intellectually of countless
others; 011e deep in the lore of the
Torah, a follower of the Book; the
other at variance vvith orthodoxy,
interested only in nahwal phenomena, opposed to a teleological view
of the universe (writing, for example, "I am in an utterly hopeless
muddle. I cannot think that the
"world . . . is the result of chance;
and yet I cannot look at each separa te thing as the result of Design") ;
and yet each comillg after years of
search to a doctrine of original
unity, however differently regarded: the priest rejoicing in the
knowledge that human kind are one
family; the scientist interested in
·what he considered a tn18 explanation of origins, and saying, although
he was probably not much concerned yrith any spiritual implications which others might draw from
his work, that his theory and its
connotations apparently "accords
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better with what we know of the
laws impressed on matter by the
Creator."
vVhatever our attitude toward
the human race may be, it is evident
that thought must bring us to a belief in the basic oneness of humanity. Such a belief is an indispensable corner stone in any ideal lifestructure that we may build; we
cannot symmetrically lodge in the
divine pattern of the world unless
our thought is founded on the
knowledge that the human family is
one; that at most existing differences are superficial, indicate varying opportunity, varying degrees of
adjustment; and that, stirred by a
new heavenly force, every race will
arise at last to fulfill its promised
destiny. For within every race is
latent the power to develop toward
perfection, and wherever there is
man, there is potential reflection of
divinity. 'Abdu'l-Baha says that
"The greatest bestowal of God to
man is the capacity to attain human
virtues." He does not restrict this
capacity to white men or yellow
men, or to any so-called superior
race; he tens us this bestowal is
granted to "man." We must, then,
honor the gift of God to man, and
live in the certainty that all human
beings are divinely endowed, however various may be the expressions
of this endowment.
The understanding of human
oneness is thus an all-important article of successful belief, but should
it remain merely a philosophical
conception, it is of little practical
value. The violence of modern raceha tred is not to be quieted by the
mere reiteration of an axiom. Our
library shelves have been lined for
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centuries with splendid thoughts,
and the dust is thick upon them. It
is for this reason that Baha'u'llah
has made it incumbent on His followers to live the principle of world
unity, saying, "It behooveth you to
be even as one soul, in such wise
that ye may walk with the same
feet, eat with the same mouth and
dwell in the same land; that from
your inmost being, by your deeds
and actions, the signs of oneness
and the essence of detachment may
be made manifest."
Baha'i communities include members of every
race and color, and Baha'is are forbidden to turn away from any human being; they are bidden, rather,
to "see the face of God in every
face. "
This practicing of oneness comes
often as a shock to those who are
unacquainted with the Baha'j
Cause; such people express a physical aversion even to sitting in the
same room with members of some
race or races which they are accustomed to disdain; they feel this
physical distaste to be in a measure
even divinely ordained by the Creator; something on the order of that
other physical manifestation, the
antipathy to snakes, which many
cherish in a spirit of righteousness
because of what happened in Eden.
As a matter of fact, the dislike of
one race for another, far from being
an ordained protection to the chosen
and justly imposed punishment
on the rejected, is the accumulated
result of an age-long practice of
tyranny; we are a verse to those
whom we have mistreated, just as
we love those to whom we have been
kind; the first recall to us our ugly
and inharmonious action, while the

second reminds us of ha ppiness
which came from fulfillment of function; it would seem that service is
prerequisite to love. Again, dislike
of the unknown is a cause of racial
antipathy, and explains why people
select some races to accept and
others to repel. Moreover, a scandalous tradition grown up around a
race and fostered by enemies often
prevents the welcome of the victimized. Most important of all, perhaps, as a source of race hatred, is
a feeling that members of some
other race are unclean; uncleanliness is often the greatest barrier
between human beings; the idea of
uncleanliness is so closely associated with hate that every language
includes in its vocabulary of profanities terms imputing uncleanliness to those detested; and every
people feels that other peoples arc
relatively dirty. The stressing of
immaculate cleanliness in the
Balla'i teaching is thus of great importance: an unclean humanity can
never be united. It is interesting
tha t when a IIV esterner learns of the
Baha'i injunctions regarding cleanliness he usually comments on the
great benefit to Easterners of this
teaching; and in the same way, the
Easterner, often a Muhammadan
who washes five times a day, (whatever the water) feels that at last
the 'vVest is to be clean. In any
event, an attempt to adopt the
Baha'i standards of cleanliness is
highly spiritualizing, one knows
that future peoples will be dazzing1y clean.
, Abdu '1-Baha tells us that" Man
can withstand anything except that
which is divinely intended and indicated for the age and its require-
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ments." Conditions imply that the
asserting of human oneness is become indispensable to livable existence, and we may therefore confidently believe that a time of perfect
human solidarity is upon us. Our
love for others may no longer be
selective-selective love is indirect
hatred.
'Abdu'l-Baha explains
that "When reality envelops the
soul of man love is possible," and
by reality is intended the Word of
God as revealed through the great
teachers "vho appear among men
when hearts have faded and minds
have crystalized in cruelty. He says,
regarding human relations, "Never
become angry with one another ...
Love the creatures for the sake of
God and not for themselves. You
will never become angry or impatient if you love them for the sake
of God . . . the imperfect eye beholds im1)erfections," and again
" . . . if you have an enemy, consider him not as an enemy. Do not
simply be long-suffering, nay,
rather, love him . .. Do not even
say that he is your enemy. Do not
see any enemies." This love, this
centrifugal power by which hostility will be destroyed is impelling to
its service people of every relig'ion
and belief. This love is neither a
pasty sentimentality nor an hysteria, but an unfaltering practice of
'ivaiting on humanity; and humanity
is llot a vague abstract ,vith a capital "H," it is the family, and the
man going by in the street, and the
chance acquaintance. Such a service is not exercised with any hypocritical h01)e of reward either in
this world or the next-one does
not accept l)ay in exchange for love.
The offering it, is considered a p1'iv-
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ilege, like a tree's privilege of blossoming when the spring comes.
A leading> anthropologist recently
advocated intermarriage between
the w-hite and yellow races, saying
that the union would result in a superior type of human being. This
sta tement is encouragingly in advance of popular belief, demonstrates that informed men are approaching a conception of human
oneness; and since ideas born in
the laboratory are found to influence people at large, and to show
them where they have erred before,
it is interesting that scientists are
unsaying past criteria and substituting 1)rinci1)les that are more in
harmony with the spirit of a modern age. Again, psychologists find
in their study of gifted children
that many such cases are products
of mixed races. Obviously, were
humanity not essentially 011e, and
were certain races inferior per se,
a cross could not be beneficial, and
results would belie the above conclusions. Furthermore, we have recently heard of some distinguished
people among the professional
class here in the United States
I\-ho are beginning to advocate inter-marriage of colored and white
races, asserting that in view of the
outstanding progress among colored peoples, the old exclusion policy
is no longer workable. Everywhere,
apparently, the cause of human oneness is winning adherents, and the
"forts of folly" are battered down.
ONENESS, of course should not be
confused with sameness, which is a
tedious, artificial thing, entirely
alien to a world where no two grains
of wheat have ever been alike. The
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peculiar curse of t.he t.imes is an
effort. at. st.andardization; savages
wear top hat.s and gum is chewed on
the Himalayas, and everyone is t.rying desperat.ely to be like everyone
else, or more so. This sit.uation results from the advent of machines,
and will doubtless be conected little by little, as humanity gravis accust.omed to machines and has them
subservient to beauty. A Persian
cobbler never dares to make two
shoes identical in every respect, because he thinks such an act. will kill
his wife, he may be harboring a
superstition, but artistically be is
quite sound. Indhriduality is precious and refreshing; t11e world presents subtle blends of endless variations; there must be orchids and
hills, roads and tuberoses, intimacy
of sunlight and the mystery of fog.
Spiritually, too, every human being
has his candle to burn, his spire of
blue incense smoke to offer as a
gift and a worship in the temple of
humanity. Does it matter what
calor are the fingers curved in
prayer? Or whether t.he music be
a honey-slow spirit.ual from Louisiana, or the flute-song of a Persian
shepherd, watching in a turquoise
dawn ~ The sacred gift of an obedient life is treasured-up for all
eternity, and every giver is belO\recl
In this c1avvn of a new humanity, no
one is rejected. There are no unt.ouchables, no social lepers, no
spurned and remnant peoples any
more; 'Abdu '1-Buha tells us that.
"The love of God haloes all created
things. "

The Ollelless of t.he world of humanity is to be est.ablished because
it. is God's will t.hat "this handful
of dust, t.he world," should be one
home. No materialistic. endeaYol's,
however sincere, can be of any peTmanent assistance here, bec.anse
they c.annot. stir the heal'ts of meE;
no ethical pl'actic.al "system," no
legions of deft. cleTlm and c.atalogues
of statistics, no cheques and afterdinner speeches, can right the
hatred of one man for allother. No
smiles can cnp the blood that centuries have shed. Only a God-inspired effort, functioning through
the knowledge that all humanitv is
equally beloved, that all are precious in the sight of God and wear
the emblems of His beaut.v
.,
build the alabaster cities ·vd1ere t.he
races of the future are to live
united.
'Abdu'l-Baha tells us that "the
fundamental teachings of Baha 'u 'llah are t.he oneness of God and
unit.y of mankind," and He says:
" Just as the human spirit of lif ~ is
the cause of co-ordination among
the various parts of t.he human organism, t.he Holy Spirit. is the controlling cause of the unity and coordination of mankind. That is t.o
say, the bond or oneness of humanity cannot be effectively established
save through the power of the Holy
Spirt, for the world of humanit.y is
a composite body and the Holv
Spirit is the anim~ting principle o"f
it.s life." Let us, t.hen, be servants
of the Holy Spirit, and live hour bv
hour
the knowledge t.hat humallit.~.
.
]s one.
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WHY WE SHOULD INVESTIGATE
EALITY or truth is one, yet there are many religious
beliefs, denominations, creeds and differing opinions
in the world today. Why should these differences exist ~
Because they do not investigate and examine the fundamental unity which is one and unchangeable. If they seek
the reality itself they will agree and be united; for reality
is indivisible and not multiple. It is evident therefore that
there is nothing of greater importance to mankind than the
investigation of truth." * * *
"It is incumbent upon all mankind to investigate truth.
If such investigation be made, all should agree and be
united, for truth or reality is not multiple; it is not divisible.
The different religions have one truth underlying them;
therefore their reality is one.
"Each of the divine religions embodies two kinds of
ordinances. The first are those ·which concern spiritual
susceptibilities, the development of moral principles and the
quickening of the conscience of man. These are essential or
fundamental, one and the same in all religions, changeless
and eternal, reality not subject to transformation. His
Holiness Abraham heralded this reality, His Holiness Moses
promulgated it and His Holiness J eS11S Christ established
it in the world of mankind. All the divine prophets and
messengers were the instruments and channels of this same
eternal, essential truth.
"The second kind of ordinances in the divine religions are
those which relate to the material affairs of humankind.
These are the material or accidental laws which are subject
to change in each day of manifestation, according to exigencies of the time, conditions and differing capacities of
humanity . . . . .
"In brief; everyone of the divine religions contains
essential ordinances which are not subject to change, and
material OTdinances which are abrogated according to the
exigencies of time. But the people of the world have forsaken the divine teachings and followed forms and imitations of the truth. Inasmuch as these human interpretations and superstitions differ, dissensions and bigotry have
arisen and strife and warfare have prevailed. By investigating the truth or foundation of reality underlying their
own and other beliefs, all would be united and agreed, for
this reality is one; it is not multiple and not divisible."
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THE FUTURE RELIGION
HOWARD

R.

HURLBuT

This is the concluding article of a se?"ies showing the 1JTogressive continuity of
Divine Revela,tion. He1'e the a~~thoT desC1'ibes the unive1'scil dispensation fo?' the present and future ages known as the Bahti'i 1I10vement.
~.
' E

cannot fail to sense how the

~ great hearts of the Prophets

pulsed with divine inspiration about
the far-off events which were to be
centered about the Holy Land:
Witness Isaiah ( Chapter 53, verse
8) : "He was taken from prison and
from judgment-He was cut off and
out of the land of the living-for
the transgression of my people ,vas
he stricken."
Chapter 40, verse 5: "And the
Glory of the Lord shall be revealed
and all flesh shall see it together."
Daniel 12:1: "And at that time
shall Michael stand up: and there
shall be a time of trouble, such as
never was since there was a nation
even to that same time."
Jeremiah 11 :15: "And the Lord
shall utterly destroy the tongue of
the Egyptian Sea, and with his
mighty ,vind shall he shake his hand
over the river, and shall smite it in
the seven streams, and make men
go over dry-shod." (In May, of
1901, a road of solid masonry
bridged the Nile.)
Isaiah: 19 :23: "In that day there
shall be a highway out of Egypt to
Assyria and the Assyrian shall
come into Egypt and the Egyptians
into Assyria.' ,
(This rail highway was constructed by the engineering force of the
British army during the great war
to facilitate transportation to the
seat of activities in the Mesopotamian area.)
Did Job 'write idly when through
him God asks: "Canst thou send

lightning'S, that they may go and
say unto thee 'Here we are ~' " In
these" last days" on the rise of the
Bab, the first electric telegraph in
the known history of the race declared the voice of the lightnings
"Here we are!" The birth-date of
'Abdul-Baha and the Declaration of
the Bab bOTe the same date-May
23, 1844. Oddly enough, in that
twenty-four hours, the first telegraph message-sent from Philadelphia to New York-carried the
words from the 23rd verse of the
23rd chapter of Numbers, these
being "'\Vhat hath God wrought."
MOTe curious still is it that the Bab
selected for His immediate messengers eighteen who first recognized
the divinity of His mission, and
these He called the" eighteenlettel's
of the living." The message sent
as a mateI'ial response to the great
spiritual .L~ppearance contained exa ctly eighteen letters-carrying to
the world the tidings of the new
means for the transmission of ne,vs,
-a medium which ,vas to make possible the instant communication of
Baha'u'llah's great Universal Message to the most remote areas of
earth.
Don't permit yourself to be misled into the belief that the worldunrest is because of the degraded
condition of society, its disregard
for la,y, its immorality, its social
and economic greed, its irreligion.
If these alone were existent in the
world, all this upset would not appear, because mankind would be
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gliding along smoothly in the rut of
its own making. The disturbance is
the result of the injection into the
realm of consciousness of the Spirit
of Truth, which is diametrically opposed to all these things which are
unable to endure or to successfully
combat it for any considerable period. It holds up to the soul the
faultless mirror by which the soul
witnesses the degree of its departure from the purity of the Divine
Design.
When we transgress the Divine
Law in our social relationships, that
transgression becomes subject to the
inviolable law of evolution which
will carry it along to the apex of accomplishment, from which it must
totter to its fall. Man cannot for
long play fast and loose with the
eternal verities, nor can he hope to
build up for himself a spiritual station by an outward observance of
religion and an inward violation of
its principles.
The argument regarding the year
1844 as the time for the appearance
of a prophesied Great One is not at
all unique with the Bah:i'is. That
year, which is the year 1260 of the
Muhammadans, had been looked
forward to for a thousand years as
the time when the missing Twelfth
Imam Mahdi would reappear on the
earth and establish the religion of
Ivruhammad as the religion for all
the world. That year, too, had been
fixed upon by the sect called the
"Millerites," as the time for the rea ppearance of Jesus the Christ
, 'riding on a cloud," and in their
misconcept of meanings of the Gospel they gave away their earthly
possessions and robed in white on
the New England hills they waited
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and prayed for this impossible demonstration of Divine purpose.
Their error lay, not in computation
of the time, but in their misinterpretation of the Word.
The
, , cloud" carrying the Christ is the
human body-the temple raised up
from the body of the people, like
themselves,-this element of sameness with humanity blinding the eye
of the soul, so that it becomes attached to the physical temple and
is oblivious to the Light within. As
we have seen, however, the Christ
did appear, and exactly on time, in
accordance with the schedule of the
Prophets, and was recognized and
acclaimed by pure-hearted ones who
were able to read the signs aright.
~When the B:ib was inquisitioned by
the mullahs of Islam as to His
claims, He answered: "I am that
One for whom you have waited and
prayed for a thousand years."
In His coming He fulfilled to a
nicety all the wide ramifications of
Muhammadan prophecy, exactly as
to time and place, and also as to
lineage, because He was of the
family - Beni-Hashem - directly
linked with the Arabian Prophet
Muhammad, the founder of the
Faith. The Muhammadans had and
have the same misconcept of Muhammad that Christians have of
Jesus-that He was the final avenue
designed by Deity for the salvation
of all the races of men. That is the
fault today with the Christian program: It aims to christianityize humankind instead of to Christianize
it-that is, to establish the tenets
of a sect or school instead of to
make plain the universal character
of the teachings of Jesus and the
unbroken continuity of the Divine
plan of salvation.
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In conclusion, it may be instructive to engage briefly in elucidation
of the relation of the three who appeared in fulfillment of prophecy as
vve have sought to show you. While
to our purely 11Uman understanding
there were three separate and distinct human entities, this was only
Of the Bab,
superficially true.
Baha'u'llah wrote: "Had the First
Point (the Bab) been someone e~se
beside JJie, as ye claim, and reached
the event of My appearance, He
would never have left Me, but rather
,Ye ~would have had mutual delights
,vith each other in My days: Verily,
He lamented over our separation
and came before Me to preach to
the people of My Kingdom. * * '-',
VV ould there ,vere someone from
those who are ignorant who have
ears to hear His clamor in the
Bayan (the Book of Explanation) of
that ,vhich came upon Myself: and
to know His yearning at My separation and His passionate love to meet
Me, the Precious, the Incomparable. "
As to the Bab Himself, all of His
song was of that" 011e whom God
"wald make manif est. ' , He declared that upon that transcendent
appearance, all that He had ever
said or written would not be so
much as a single word of the words
of the Mighty Manifestation. Yet,
Baha 'u '11ah declared the Rib to be
the 811preme Lord.
Of 'Abdu'l-Baha Baha'u'llah
wrote: "He is Myself, the ShiningPlace of My Identity, the East of
My Cause, the Heaven of My
Bounty, the Sea of My will, the
Lamp of lily Guidance, the Path of
My Justice, the Standard of My
La,vs '-', '::' ':('.
"vVhosoever turneth unto Him

hath surely turned unto God, and
,vhosoever tUI'neth away from Him
hath turned away from My Beauty,
denied My Proofs and is of those
who transgress. * ,~, * Verily, He is
the Remembrance of God amongst
?ou) and His Spirit within you, and
His Manifestation unto you, and
His Appearance amongst the servants vvho are nigh."
And, of Baha'll'llah, 'Abc1ul-Baha
wrote: "I am the servant of the
Blessed Perfection: My greatest
g'lory is to roll my head in the dust
at the tlueshold of His GreatnesE':
JVly greatest sia tion is this. ~ )
Thus, are we faced with the condition of looking upon tluee facets
of a single incomparable jewel of
transcendent beauty, each I'adiating the Light from a sing'le Sourceeach bestowing the Divine Bounty
in giving reflection to the Glory of
the effulgent Sun of the Truth of
God.
The Baha'is do not merely believe
in this Dispensation: They know it,
throngh the consciousness of its
\~erity ingrained by the inspiration
of the revealment of the "VoI'd.
Never, at any time, has any Di\Tine Messenger laid claim to the
gTeatness and the Divinity of His
station in sllch authoritative utterance as this Manifestation ... the
Beloved of the V/arId, [has appeared] the h1tended of the Knowers,
the
orshippecl of whomsoever is
in the heaven and the eaTth, and the
Adored of the ancients and the
llloderns.
"Bev.nu·e of hesitating to accept
this Beauty, after the Ruler of
Might, POIver and Glory hath alJpeared. Verily, He is the Truth
and everything besides Him on the
part of His servants is annihilated
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and lost at the appearance of His ment, instruction and hope, guiding
Light! " * ,~ * "Shouldst thou the thought of humanity to a higher
turn thy face toward all the things Light.
of the world and listen with a spiritWhat, after all, is the compelling
ual ear, thou wilt hear them exclaim attraction in this latest Revelation 1
'The Ancient hath come! The Lord Its tmiveY"sality. It touches upon
of the Most Great Glory hath ap- every human relationship: It shapes
peared!' "
itself to every condition: It inspires
As Baha'u'llah was the great Rev- in the deepest depths of deprivaelator of the Truth, 'Abdul-Baha tion and sorrow the consciousness
held the mission to spread it, to ap- that these are as nothing in comply it, to exemplify it in His daily parison with the eternity of Light:
and hourly living. Did He fulfill It appeals by its completely underHis mission1 Ask of the crowding standable simplicity, and through it
thousands who on the day of His the unlettered becomes lifted to a
final passing stirred the heart of plane of the richest understanding.
Mount Carmel with the throbbing
It does not offer any form of mafootsteps answering the heart-beats terial reward: It does not, except
of unutterable sorrow: Read the in- under certain and difficult condicomparable eulogies of those influ- tions, extend the hope of physical
ential ones of the Near East who up health: It taboos individual strivto only the yesterday of His life had ing even for spiritual reward which
opposed Him, but in His passing is in itself a form of selfishness.
realized that the greatest figure in What then has it to present which
their experience had passed beyond might be expected to attract the
the reach of human vision: Ask of serious seeked It offers the printhe Jews and Parsees, Muhammad- ciple of Divine living, not for the reans and Buddhists, Hindus and ward one might hope to gain in some
Christians throughout the East to- far world of the spirit, but to l'ive
day who, having discarded the pre- it for the love of it-to be a factor
judices of caste, of race and reli- in the world of humanity whereby
gion, meet in brotherly amity and the paths of other men may be ilpay honor, each to the other's lumined by your example, taking no
Prophet, while still acknowledging credit to yourself by reason of the
fealty to their own. Look about quality of your excellence.
If
you in the world of business and your physical health is faulty
politics and see great principles of it does not oppose any salle effort
broad consideration of human toward its correction; illstead,
rights, which are today being re- it defines clearly how every form of
garded as they have never been be- healing is accomplished and it prefore this Dispensation as moving scribes one means by which if you
factors in human relationships and will adopt it you shall be guaranconsiderations, and that through the teed absolutely perfect physical,
forty long years of His imprison- mental and spiritual health. Would
ment 'Abdu'l-Baha had been pen- you like to engage in the attitude
ning and sending forth to all parts whereby this will come to you ~
of the world messages of encourage'Abdu'l-Baha told two such who
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came to Him with the plea for
health :~"If you will live as Mary
of Magdala lived the Word when
she knew it, then shall you have perfect health. I promise it."
Mary of Magdala is placed in a
sta Hon of spiritual excellence beyond that ever attained by woman.
Hers was the spirit of faith which
remained undaunted in the face of
the failure of Jesus to outwit His
enemies, as His disciples had been
certain He would, and in those trying days which have been defined as
the" Entombment," she alone of all
the followers remained serene, filled
,vith the fullness of the meaning of
the resurrection of the Christ. It
was she who at last by the wonder
of her living the vVord caused the
others to see the Christ before them
and in their newfound concept of
His return they gave UI) their all
and started out to give His Message
to mankind.
And this Message which the disciples of Jesus ventured forth to
spread~what was it? Was it the
Pauline Christianity from which
have developed all of the dogmas
and creeds and rituals which have
stirred the sects of the professing
followers of Jesus through these
thousands of years ~ Is it this faulty
superstructure, rea red entirely
through the imaginings and sometimes selfish designing of man,
which is to be the religion of the
future? vVere it to be that, how can
we come to believe tha t the world of
the future will be /'tny different or
any better than that of our own
time? It is not the Love which
Jesus taught which is at fault, but
the manne'J' of the presentment of it
which has lain up to this time at the

base of all human misunderstandings, the basic cause of all the wars
that ever have been.
N o,~it can be nothing of this.
The religioll of the future must be
Olle so simple that all can understand it~even those who are highlyeducated. These latter have been
the guides of those whom they have
regarded as the deprived ones, but,
in reality, it has been in every age
the knowing who have been unable
to understand. They have trained
their egotistic assumption to replace the simplicity of the heart,
and it is this which affoTCls explication of the remarkable condition
that an incomparable teaching of a
faultless Love should be the generator of the most devastating of
hatTeds and greed, and ambitioll
and desire.
Before such a condition, the
Baha'i presents the broad principle
of human brotherhood, the casting
off of misleading concepts of Divine
design and the acc61)tance of the
truth, that the" Chosen People of
God" are not those of any paTticular race or age or clime, but that
they are the l)ure in heart.
vVhen man shall have risen to see
every man really his brother, regarclless of race, or color, or the
channel for the profession of his
faith, then will he be standing at
the portal of the Temple of the
Most High, through which he will
witness the unending procession of
the believers of every faith, consorting with one another without
friction, freed from prejudice in the
knowledge that everyone of the
great Founders of the schools of
religion has been of equal importance in the sight Divine.
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SONGS OF THE SPIRIT
RUTH

J.

MOFFETT

THE MESSAGE

IN "HIS GARDEN"
The dew is on the petals of the rose;
The lark sings out his greetings to the sun;
A dewdrop glistens with resplendent light;
The dawning of the day has just begun.

If I could dip my pen in living fire
And write a ll1essage that would never die,

So full of truth and love and heartfelt urge,
That every soul would answer to its cry.

Upon this misty morn the Master walks,
With majesty and power that thrills the earth,
With piercing eyes of far celestial light,
He sees each earth-born spirit at its worth.

This is the message writ in living fire:
"B.ha'u'll ah, the God of Love is here;"
"It is the Judgment Day, Awake, Arise"
"Take Refuge in His Name, while He is near."

The floating, graceful robes, illumined face,
The glistening turban white, the aba bright;
With peace ineffable, 110 word can name,

o

I'd pour my message out in flames of light,
'Till all would see and hear my earnest plea,

The Master walks in palpitating light.

And all would shout in answer to that call

hallowed strip of leafy bower green,
rapturous love and glory so divine;
attar of the rose, bowed heads anointing!
Delectable fragrance-O to be Thine!

"Oh God, we turn our hearts, our lives to Thee."

o
o

The dewdrop glistens in the morning

SU11,

A dazzling prism, radiant and bright.
o may we now be like the clear dewdrop,
Reflecting Thy sweet fragrance and Thy Light.

SUN-GLEAMS
As quiet as the sun-gleams on the blossoms,
As silent as the sunrise o'er the hill,
Is the gleanling of the spirit in our souls,

AT THY SHRINE
From out the great Infinite Boundlessness
From cosmic planes far beyond finite ken,
The voice of God hath spoken to the world.
The Essence of God hath manifested again.

Is the falling of its peace upon our will.
And subtler than the sunlift in the leafbud,
That thrills through all the branches making May,
Is that shining of God's Spirit in the world,
Bringing light to human hearts in this New Day.

The spirit of
As radiant
From distant
Attracting

Thy love surrounds the earth
halo crests the harvest moon.
climes, Thy spirit hath such power,
hungry pilgrims to commune.

did not think my heart could weep so much,
While bowing humbly at Thy Holy Shrine.
The nearness of Thy Presence melted all
Except my wish to be completely Thine.

SIGNS OF GOD
Thou who art the fragrance of the flower;
The blush upon the petals of the rose,
The glory in the sunset path of gold,
The soft caress of zephyr as it blows.

did not think my heart could hurt me so,
While ecstacy Divine filled all my soul.

Thou the force that moves the distant star dust,

dedicate my life to Thee, 0 God.
To reflect Thy Light, my only wish and goal.

The deep love-urge that moves the vast creation,

(At Bahji, 'Akl"'., Palestine)

The power behind the yearning heart of pr. yer,

By all these signs, God makes my heart aware.
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FINDING THE DIVINE FRIEND
E. T.

'. OT in the noise of crafty l)olitics; not in the conflict of jealous religions; not in the conflict of
the sexes; not in the inferno of war;
not in the glamorous imaginations
of the egotists; not in the superstitions of the weak; not in loveless
minds may Truth be found. Only
when the Glory of God lights u})
loving thoughts may one find in the
peaceful, placid soul, as in a clear
pool, the Teflection of Eternal
Truth.
How simple this sounds as one jots
it down in a notebook whilst half
dreaming of the pleasant woods and
the sun-lit waters and meads of the
Lune and the Ribble, where the footsteps have wandered this year ere
the finish of Summer, in this homely
atmosphere of Manchester. How
simple, indeed, it sounds; y.et looking back, there was a long period
in life when I knew many things
which were but fragments, broken
bits, of Truth.
The heart of Truth I did not
know. A mass of Scripture, a mass
of other (secular) knovvledge, a
mass of thoughts gained from experience in everyday life, and Cl
faith in some kind of a Supreme
Being (of which all manner of
things -were being taught in most
perplexing and contradictory ways)
were stored in the mind. I could
find my way about amongst some
of this knowledge without getting
lost, but in the main there was a
feeling of insecurity, considerable
dissatisfaction, and douiJts regarding the views and theories of those
whose lot it 'Ivas to teach us.

HALL

Regarding the teachings of Jesus,
of their goodness I had no doubts
at any time, but felt very unsafe
amidst the contradictory interp1'etations of the Gospel-indeed I often
felt that it was being used merely
to support the various views of selfinterested teachers rather than as
the basis of their lives; and especially vexed was the heart with a
dreadful feeling that there was no
intention on the part of the teachers
and leaders to make any self-sacrifice so that the dead letter might be
overcome and the real Glory shine
out. In fact, there seemed to be
nothing but controversy and prejudice in the world instead of the
Spirit of Love manifested by the
GlOTious One in Galilee. In a sort
of despair I was driven to penetrate
for myself the veils which hid me
from tIle something which was the
Spirit of my life and urgent within
me, and so reach the Truth for myself. But even at the age of twentyeight I could but just reach the sense
that the Brotherhood of .iYlan should
be the goal of all. Even at that, there
"{as more despair in the conclusion
than any of the Glory -which is the
perfection of life.
At the age of thirty, still learning,
still seeking Truth, watching attentively the various happenings and
events in the outer world, dissa tisfied with the seeming futility of
things in general, as it were by
chance I heard of a remarkable figure cllvelling in Palestine by the Bay
of Haifa, in the vicinity of Scriptural Carmcl-a figure of strength,
beauty, and wisdom; a Servant of
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God in the Holy Land, standing for
UJorld peace, 1{)orld unity, and the
Glory of God! A figure with a tremendous and remarkable history
behind it, and ~with a mighty purpose before it. A figure of which a
traveler said: "A few days later
vve said good-bye to Him, saw Him
standing radiant and beautiful at
the top of the long staircase which
leads down to the inner court where
the fountain plays and the roses
bloom all the year. The Light of
Love was still upon His face-it is
always there-it is a face of Loveand so I shall always see Him."
Imagine the eagerness with
which I sought for more information concerning the revered Servant of God, 'Abdu 'l-Baha! Imagine the haste with which I read
everything possible concerning Him
and His mission! Friends were
mildly surprised at such a suddenly
awakened interest, and they intimated that such a sudden flare
would quickly die down.
But I
had found the Key to all that mattered in life. I had found the beautiful Face of that Spirit of Life
which dies not. I had found that
which made Christ and the Sermon
on the Mount real things, in a ~world
of spiritual decay and doubt. I had
found the up welling spring of that
Divine Power which is beginning to
carry mankind to the next phase in
the world's evolution-a settled
world under ali International Court
of Arbitration (or 'IV orld Parliament in the interests of Peace).
I learned that Revelation did not
cease with the passing away of St.
.T ohn, the beloved disciple of .T esus,
but that Revelation is progressive,
for the Holy Spirit is guiding the
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world to its appointed end. I
learned that 'Abdu'l-Baha, in the
strength of God, was disseminating
the world teachings of His still
greater Father-Baha'u'llah-Who
was the Mouthpiece of the Holy
Spirit, fulfilling Christ! I loved
the sense of it all-its truth; its
beauty; its fitness to the needs of
the world; its fulfillment of prophecy; and, indeed, as the poet has
said: "We needs must love the
highest when we see it! Who could
fail to see the Glory so finely manifested? Who could fail to See the
Hand of God in such a matter? I
knew in all my being that this was
what Christ had foretold when He
said: "When He, the Spirit of
Truth, is come, He will guide you
into all Truth," that is to say, into
the very COll(·.el)t of God, which is
the Heavenly Kingdom.
In time I saw it all and thanked
God for the Glory that illumined mv
existence from such a Divine Revellation. I was satisfied with the
grand social teachings of Ball:).'u'llah as well as His Spiritual teachings, realizing that both social and
spirit'ual are one necessity in the
world now commencing. Through
Baha 'u 'l1ah the Holy Spirit tenderly addresses each individual heart
with these sweet words: "I loved
thy creation, hence I created thee.
Wherefore, do thou love Me, that I
may name thy name and fill thy
soul with the Spirit of Life." And
also through Baha 'u 'l1ah the Holy
Spirit calls all the warring peoples
to peace and harmony ("Rebuking
strong nations afar off"), saying:
, 'This handful of dust, the world,
is one home; let it be in unity!"
I pondered long over all these
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things, sometimes in the green
glades of Blavincourt, sometimes by
the pleasant shores of wooded Arnside and Windermere, and in the
lovely gardens of Heaton Park, or
on country rambles, and even
amidst squalid surroundings in the
City-but mostly in the quiet of my
own home. More and more 1 realized that the origin of all things
in the universe (visible and invisible) is in God's Loving Thought,
and that the magnetic power which
brings God's concept into manifestation binds the creature to God in
the bonds of both conscious and unconscious love, until, in man, it
brings the creature to InlO,Y and to
adore God. This magnetic power
is God's Holy Spirit, and it was hIT
that Spirit t hat the beloved
'Abdu'l-Baha, exclaimed: "1 testify, 0 my God, that Thon has created me to know Thee and to adore
Thee!"
I STUDIED the Baha'i Revelation,
and in its light re-studied the Bible
and other Scriptures; but above all
1 looked steadfastly upon the needs
of the world and upon the need fOT
each soul to realize the truth of its
existence. At last 1 summarized
the Truth with a heart thankful to
'Abdu'l-Baha, realizing' that I had,
hy His light, reached the truth
knovvn to all the dear ones and enlightened ones of the past. HOlY
slo·wly does Truth find realization
in the mind! Long had it been in
the heart, lJut the mind had to be
nroperly focussed to the Glory of
it, that it might be a burning power
in life itself-a clear, concentrated,
burning power! vVhen once the
mind was clear, and satisfied, the
pen swiftly noted down the SUill-

mary; yet 1 refrained from putting
it as a writing before people, merely confining myself to voicing the
sense of it from time to time in various addresses.
At first it seemed a purely personal concern-a thing others would
find out for themselves. However,
at fifty years of age, it has come to
me that it might help a mind here
and there to realize something in
their lives, and recently, whilst
tramping along the country road
from the precincts of the fine old
church of Skipton to the beautiful
church of Gargrave, I felt it strongly. Thoughts might be stirred in
the minds of people by the breaths
of such a summary, as the breaths
of the pure breeze stir the leaves
npon the splendid trees that whis1Jer ronnd those sacred fanes. The
Scriptures of the world are a
mighty maze of things, and it is
well to throw a light upon the heart
of them. One receives of the Glory
freely, therefore onG shonld freely
shed the light for the sake of those
who seek.
1 ·would that the mighty theme
,vere expanded to embrace the fulness of the sense of things-the universal, ethereal, magnetic power
, 'rolling through all things"; the
grandeur of the earth and the
heavens in all their harmony; the
beauty of the skies and sunshine
with all the dazzling coloring involved; the health from seas and
mountains and the ,vinds; the
nourishmellt from lovely fruits; the
enchantments of fragrant gardens
and forests; the heart attachments
of the young people; and the
friendships of all; and the love of
1Jarents for their offspring. 0 God!
If Thy Glorious Love for all Thy
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creation were withdrawn, the uniyerse would collapse-for it is built
of Thy Loye!
As I MEDITATED on the Power of
Love to recreate the viTOrld, this "vas
the yision that I had of the coming
humanity when all obey the 'Vill of
God, the All-Glorious, the Perfect.
In His Divine 'Visdom God conceived a Heavenly Kingdom; a humanity, a Mankind, responsiye to
His Spirit, loving Him consciously
and volunt.arily, glorying in His
Glory. A mankind living healthily,
through knowledge and science, and
in peace, through love and just laws,
in a beautiful and interesting
world; everyone fed, clothed,
housed, and educated, ideally and
happily, to the end that. each and all
should s11O"w forth the yirtues of the
Heavenly Kingdom.
This was God's Concept, His
Loving Thought, which originated
our existence; the Spirit of \vllich
guides, comfort.s, and sust.ains us.
Because God is all-glorious His
Concept. is filled ·with His Glory (in
the Persian tong'ue "GlorY" is
known as "Baha'';). Becaus'e God
is perfect His Loving Thought IS
perfect.
Our origin, therefore, is not in
ourselves, nor in our parents nor
.
'
111 the earth (no, not in this world
at all), but in God's Lovino'
6
Thought; and it is His desire that
~ve should realize t.his sublime truth
and ~o cont.inue to develop, full};
conscIOUS, in t.he Glory (in the
Baha) of His Loving Thought,
thl:O~lgh oneness with His Holy
SPIrIt.
The Holy Spirit is the magnetic
Po·wer proceeding from God's Concept, which carries His Loving
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Thought into effect in creationcausing it to come into manifestation; giving power to this, taking
the power from that; and attracting
things through affinities to whatsoever it' ViTilled; and, loying, guiding, comforting, urging, inspiring,
confirming, developing, idealizing,
and universalizing the mind of ::'vfan
through its manifestations, princl:pally the Holy Prophets.
The Holy Spirit, like the sunshine, is a personal friend as well
as the "Cni-versal Friend; for, as the
sunshinG liberates the plant from
the sealed-up yet predetermined
seed, and brings it to leafage, blossom, fruition, and even to the ripening aDd sweetening of the iTuit, so
the Holy Spirit liberates the Concept of God from our sealed-up, yet
predetermined nature, bringing it
to full manifestation of the virtues
of the Rea venly Kingdom.
Amongst all other blessings, even
to the Seriptures of all peoples, the
Holy Spirit gave to us the Gospel
of Jesus Christ and the Teaehings
of Baha 'u 'nah. Through knowledge) thr01.1gh meditation upon these
rreaehing's, and through prayer and
snpplieation, we come to realize the
sublime Truth (that our origin is in
God's Loving Thought), and so we
reach the first conscious stage of
oneness with the Holy Spirit. The
sense of self is lost in the sense of
the Holy Spirit., which is unlyersal.
That is to say, "self " disappears
in nniversality. A radiant, blissful
condition of heart and mind and
soul arises from the consciousness
that we are in the presence of God
-because "ve are consciously within the sunshine, tlle \varmth, the
magnetic field, of His Holy Spirit.
This condition is that of Eden, a.nd
.
the Kingdom of Heaven.
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nHE most indisputable Truth in
g the spiTitual world, abollt
"which there is not the least doubt,
and which has been demonstra tecl
by each and every sage, is that beyond the veil of diversity there is
Unity. This Unity is Existence absolute; in other words Consciousness absolute. Every atom, every
living being is a conditioned form
of it, and man is a self-conscious
mode of the same.
Above man there are countless
forms of life, invisible, and "with a
greater control over time and space.
They are called by various names-devas, angels, spirits, etc. Matter)
time, space, mind, intelligence, are
all la-wer manifestations of this one
great Unity-God.
(( Man is the mystery of creation,
and I am the mystery of man." Man
has not fallen, but the spirit in man
is evolving. It is in his po"wer either
to hasten his evolution by conscious
efforts to evolve through service to
his fellow-men, and cultivation of
his spiritual elements, or to retard
his progress by living the life of
sense worship, selfishness, and
duality.
In the Gita, the Lord says that
sacrifice is the spiritual law, and
creation is based on this law. Cultivation of the law of sacrifice promotes our spiritual interests.
In the non-Aryan religions, the
sacrifice of animals at the altar
of gods vvas a symbol meaning that
the lower passions aml desires of

D.
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man must be sacrificed. In the
Aryan religions, first one must sacrifice anger, avarice, egotism, attachment to worldly things; and
then offer at the altar of God, love,
indifference to material advantages
and works, knowledge, devotion,
etc.
God who manifests Itself as nature and man, also manifests Itself
as God-Man, or Manifestation of
God. This is called Avtar, or descent.
Such men were Buddha,
Christ, Muhammad, Bah3!u'llah and
others. They brought the same
fundamental Truth, and preached
the same fundamental Law-sUIJremacy of ethics and unselfish service
with devotion to God-Men. These
great Beings live today in the spiritual world, and are conscious of
our efforts toward spiritual progress.
As Arjuna cried:"How shall I learn, Supremest Mystery!
To know Thee, though I muse continuallv?
Under what form of Thine unnumbered
forms
Mayst Thou be gTasped? Ah! yet again
recount
Clear and complete, Thy great Appearances,
The secrets of Thy Majesty and Might,
Thou High Delight of men.

And now, once again in the long
ages of religious history has that
Appearance become "clear and
complete" in the Manifestation of
Baha 'n' 11ah.
A religious man must have a living ideal embodying in himself the
highest and holiest spiritual ideals.
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This is the highest understanding of
the Existence absolute by the human mind. A religion which is
based on dry laws, and ethical conceptions, however great, is bound to
remain only a lip-assertion. It will
not influence human life, and eventually produces moral anarchy. The
fall of the beautiful Stoic doctrine,
or the defeat of Neo-Platonism before the simple truths of the spiritnal ethics of Jesus illustrates the
fact. Stoicism has all that Jesus
taught, but lacked a living personality-a God-Man through whom
God s p 0 k e His authoritative
Divine Word, whom one could love,
revere, and worship. In the third
century of the Ohristian era every
laborer in Alexandria was a philo-

sopher, but at the same time a moral wreck. What Paul (as a disciple
of Ohrist) could demonstrate in his
life Aristotle could not.
To realize Truth one does not
need a keen intellect, but surely one
mnst have a feeling heart. It is
easier to feel unity with all through
the emotions than through logic.
Truth is to be realized in the heart;
the head will take care of itself if
the intuition is awake.
Let us fill our hearts with the love
of the God-Man morning and evening, read the sacred scriptures,
meditate, pray, and then manifest
love by loving mankind in general.
So shall we live glad in All-Good,
nigh to the peace of God.

"The holy Manifestations of God-the Divine Prophets-are the fir'st Teachers of
the human race. They are universal educat01"s, and the f~mdarnental principles they
have laid down are the causes and factor's of the advancement of nations. Forms and
imitations which cr"eep in afterward are not conducive to that pr'ogress. On the
contrary these are destroyers of human foundations established by the heavenly
Educators. These aTe clouds which obscure the Sun of Reality. . . . Therefore thC'l'e is
need of t~ir'ning back to the or"iginal foundation. The fundamentcd principles of the
Prophets are cor'r'ect and tnw. The imitations and superstitions which have crept in
are at wide var'icmce with the original precepts and cornmands. His Holiness
Baha'u'llah hcw revoiced cincl reestablished the quintessence of the teachings of all the
Prophets, setting cisicle the accessoTies and p~ir'ifying r'eligion fTorn h~iman inteTpretation. He has w1'itten a book entitled "Hidden W01·ds." The pTeface announces that it
contains the essence of the wOTds of the pr'ophets of the past clothed in the gUTment of
bTevity fOT the teciching ancl spiTitual guidance of the people of the wOTld. Read it
that you may uncleTstancl the tTue foundations of Teligion and Teflect upon the inspiTation of the Messenge1'S of Goel. It ,is light upon light."

- ' Abdti'l-Baha.
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BAHA'ISM-THE RELIGION OF PERSIA
"The Epidem,ic of the Persian Jews"

A. J.

WIENBERG

The following article wets pu.blished in the Jewish peiper, Cemetdian AdZer', of
Montreal, Canada. Tnmslated b'om the Jewish by Ethel Moss Nlw'j'ay.

[I R.

A. FISHEL, J e,vish Professor of the Oriental Institute, Hebrew University,'~ on his
return from Persia, Iraq and Kurdistan, stated to the Ita (Jewish
News Agency) that a mass conversion is predominating among the
Persian Jews. vVhole communities
turn to Baha'ism, the religion of
Persia. What is the Baha'i belief'?
The Baha'i Movement originated
in Persia in 1844 and then spread in
the Near East and also in European and American countries. The
main centers of the Baha'i religion
today are Akka and Haifa, Palestine, where its Founders are buried
in specially erected SllTines. Few
in our generation know of this modern religion. It really sounds like
a paradox, that religion and reformation, spirituality and social
progress, Prophet and revolutionary, could get together and actually
unite without conflict.
Many European historians have
delved into this religion, and with
great enthusiasm express their opinion alJout the Asiatic thinker*'x,
who was far from the influence of
European philosophy. His religion
is a calm and tranquil philosophy
of life, but, a very active religion
which requires the translation of the
teachings into deeds.
Historians have written about
Baha 'u 'llah, the Founder of Baha'ism. His religion carries the promise of a great progress, and is
international in scope. This reve~

* In

Palestine.

lation from the East which offers
a solution to the problems of the
West, is in the form of an international or universal religion.
IN 1844 appeared in Persia before a multitude an enthusiastic
young mall, tyventy-five years of
age, who called Himself the Bab
[,vhieh means Gate or Door]. He
began to preach a doctrine designed
to create new conditions for lmmanity. The masses immediately
accepted the teachings, which had a
great effect on account of His divine name. In 1850 the Bab was
killed at the instigation of Muslim
clergy who saw in this Movement a
great danger for Islam.
After the martydom of the Bab,
His followers turned to the One
whom He prophesied would come
after Him and who would be the
Law-giver for this dispensation,
namely, Baha'u'llah [v,Thich means
the Glory of God].
In 1852 the Muslims started an iIr
quisition against the followers of
this religion. Every day many
thousands were put to death and
thrown into dungeons.
In 1863 Baha 'u 'llah, with his
family and some seventy-two of His
followers, ,vere exiled to Constantinople and then later to Adrianople
vvhere they remained about five
years. Then they ,vere exiled to
Haifa in Palestine, and were put in
l183vy chains and committed to the
prison of 'Akbi.

** Refers to the Founder of the Baha'i Movem.ent.
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Baha 'u 'llah, while in prison, was
occupied in giving out His teachings. He proclaimed twelve great
basic principles of the Baha'i Movement, namely:
(1) The oneness of mankind. (2) Independent investigation of truth. (3) The
foundation of all religions is o.11e. (~) Religion must be the cause of ~mIty .. (5) Relio-ion must be in accord wIth SCIence and
r:ason.
(6) Equality between men and
women. (7) Prejudice of all kinds must h.e
forgotten. (8) Universal peace. (9). U lllversal education. (10) Spiritual Solu~.lOn of
the economic problem. (11) A umversal
language. (12) An international tribunal.

In 1892 Baha 'u 'lHi.h died in the
prison city of 'Akka. In His 'Hill
and testament He 11ad appointed
His son, Abbas Effendi, as His successor.
After t.he revolut.ion in Turkey,
perfect freedom was given to the
Baha'is, and 'Akka became for the
believers a second Mecca.
Abbas Effendi called Himself
'Abdu'I-BaM., the Servant of Goel.
In 1912 He' visited Europe and
America, and the Baha'i teachings
were widely proclaimed.
The
Baha'i Cause has spread around
the world.
On November 28, 1921, 'Abdu'lBaha died in Haifa, Palestine. His
body rests in a tomb on Mt. Carmel,
where also rests the body of the
Bab.
THE BAHA'IS are spiritual but
not emotional. They are good and
refined people. They love each
other and are ready to sacrifice for
each other. All are equal in spirit
-rich or poor.
The Baha'i Temples are open to
mrery one. There are no clergy or
officials in them. In the Temple
there is vvorship, and in the fut.ure
as t.he Baha'i Cause grows, the
* Baha'is
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plan is to have all kinds of accessory buildings surrounding the
Temple which will be used for
definite services to humanity. 'x'
Baha'is can have but one wife.
Divorce is grantetd under certain
conditions. Baha'is must not gamble, or drink intoxicating beverag'es , and must not use drugs. The
.
true believer loves everyone Irrespective of belief, race or natiollality. Baha'iasm also advocates
love for animals.
The Baha'i Teachings resemble
in many instances a Kabala (mysticism) Movement. The creatioll of
the world in accordance with the
Baha'i teachings is God's creation
vvhere God alone manifests His supremacy.
All mountains, hills,
flowers and grass, oceans and lakes,
fields and other creations of nature,
are all created so that God's attributes may be manifested. The sun
and the moon are God's servants.
Humanity is the highest type of
creation, and man must strive, with
all his marvleous endow-ments, to
attain his birthright.
A person must be free from oppression. A slave cannot serve his
Crea.tor because the Lord loves
freedom and justice.
Slavery is
against truth and freedom.
This Baha'i religion is now predominating in Persia, and the Jews
of Persia follow it because the
Movement teaches love and respect
for other beliefs. 'Abdu-I-Baha explained t.hat. people have to love
~nd respect other religions and beliefs. All are worshipping God in
their own way no matter by what
Name-Jew, Buddhist, Muhammadan, Christian, and others. The
mail1 thing is to live a life of righteousness, love and good deedil.
~

believe that divine and material civilization must go together.
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A LETTER FROM PERSIA
mECENTLY I made a trip from
Tihnin, the capital of Persia,
to the town of Rasht, situated near
the Caspian sea in the northern part
of the country. Its port is Enzeli
through which it has important
commerce for it is probably the
greatest center for the silk trade. I
assure you one could write at great
length about the scenic wonders of
this country for travelers are
charmed every instant with the
beauty of nature.
But this is not the purpose of my
letter. vVhat I do most assuredly
consider worth recording is something about the progress of the
Baha'i Cause in Rasht.
I had not visited this place for
fourteen years or since 1917. And
during that time we might say a
miracle has taken place.
Formerly, or during the Qajar
dynasty, there were but few believers in Rasht, and even they
lived under the most difficult conclitions. Hardships and troubles were
inflicted on them by the Muhammadans at the instigation of the
Mullahs and clerical class. At that
time the Baha'is in this town as well
as in other places in Persia were
denied social rig'hts.
Under the most trying and difficult conditions the Baha'is arranged
their meetings, and sometimes these
meetings were stopped and the
audience dispersed when the Muhammadans knew about them.
But now, thanks to the wise
management of affairs by the present Ruler of the country, peace and
order has been established, and the

W

Baha'is are more or less enjoying
peace and tranquility.
Recently the Baha'is have purchased a house with a small garden
which is used as a center for the
Baha'i administration, for meetings
and activities, all under the name
"Hazirat-ul-Quds." The Spiritual
Assembly which administers the affairs of the Cause, holds its meetings here, and there are meetings
every week for Baha'is and nonBaha'is for the study of the Teachings. People of all classes are coming to investigate the Cause.
The inhabitants of Rasht who
may be averse to the comparative
freedom enjoyed by the Baha'is, at
the same time connot express anything against them.
And so a Baha'i tra veler is filled
with joy as he sees the laws of God
in this New Age taking effect in the
heart of humanity, thus foreshadowing the day of The New WorIel
Order of Baha 'u '11ah,
In the words of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
, 'His Holiness Baha 'u 'llah came to
renevv the life of the world with this
new and divine springtime which
has pitched its tent in the countries
of the Orient in the utmost power
and glory. It has refreshed the
world of the East."
As this is "the radiant century,"
the attainment of spiritual happiness in the human world is possible, and one must rejoice exceedingly to see the practical a pplication of the Baha'i Teachings in the
lives of the Baha'is of Rasht, and
the great progress which naturallv
follows from the creative effect o'f
the Revealed VV ord.
-Ahmed Samimi.
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"Man must throughout all the degrees of life evolve and
progress day by day, for life is continuous. The Divine Manifestations have appeared so that They may confer the divine realities
upon man, an ideal power which enables him to advance along all
the degrees of human attainment."
- ' Abcl~~'l-Bah6.

WHAT is the meaning of life~ As
far as I can discover-and I have
given the question a great deal of
thought-the sole purpose of life as
regaTCls the individual is growth
thrm[gh stmggle. That life is a
struggle, all of us must admit-a
s t I' U g g 1 e seemingly inseparable
from existence. This fact is what
chiefly causes the frequent complaint-' 'What is life all about ~
vVhat is the good of it all ~"
Growth, I feel assured, is the
purpose of it all. If growth is attained, the struggle seems vYorth the
Iyhile, especially if we believe in a
continuity of individual existence.
If growth has not been attained, I
think it is safe to say that in every
case the fault is ours and not that
of the Cosmos.
Life, then, means opportunity for
growth on the part of the individual.
But what is the purpose of this
growth ~ Evidently growth, if it remains a purely individual thing,
can have no meaning beyond itself.
But in a Cosmos made up of inclividual existences, growth on the
part of the individual means increased power of functioning of the
individual in the organization of the

Cosmos. Growth means achievement, and achievement becomes the
means of universal progTess.
Having got thus far in OUT query,
can we go further ~ I think not.
\Vhat the purpose of individual progress is, I confess I am at a loss to
state. It is not at all necessary for
us to speculate about this matter.
This, I presume, is the GTfeat
Enigma which many existences may
fail completely to clarify. For
when this Enigma is at last solved,
the finite will have become Infinite.
To GROW, to achieve, this is to perform our part in the universe.
When we do this, we are tTuly creative-we are expressing the genius
tha t is vvi thin each one of us. We
are radiating, pulsating life.
vVe grow only by means of activity-or as the psychologists call
it-purposeful activity. Not to be
active is to stagnate, atrophy, crystalize. Movement is the sign of life.
It is more even than that. It is
the essence of life.
If we did not start on a career
of purposeful activity the moment
we came into the world we would
never learn how to walk, how to
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talk, how to use our hands, how to another Sun which he needs also,
think. We would not even learn for the development and growth of
his spiritual being. From this Dihow to eat.
We grow by acting, by express- vine Sun there emanate, as it were,
ing, by achieving. If this be true, the rays of the Holy Spirit, which
we have then arrived at a peculiar bear the same relation to man's
paradox of existence: namely, that spiritual growth as the rays of the
achievement is both the means and physical sun bear to his physical
goal of growth. And since growth growth. Without the energizing
is life itself, we must conclude that stimulus of these Rays, man cannot
achievement is at the same time the grow spiritually to the full stature
destined for him in his cosmic evomeans and goal of existence.
lution.
Could any scheme of things more
It is from this Source that man
wonderful than this be conceived?
derives
both his growth and his
Destiny has placed within the hands
power
for
achievement. These cosof every individual both the purpose of his existence and the means mic rays of spiritual Force, penetrating and kindling his soul, quickto achieve that purpose.
en it to a creative power otherIN THE growth of the individual, wise impossible. Thus the Spirit
just as in the growth of the plant, emanating from God and reaching
there is a power outside of us which man in this intermediary way is
energizes. In the case of the plant the cause of all his growth and
it is the physical sun. From this achievement. Not only is his spirthe plant derives all the energy for itual progress absolutely dependent
its growth. It is because of the sun- upon this Force, but his creshine pouring down upon it that the ative development as an individual
tree, through its myriad leaves, is is influenced and fostered by this
able to perform the miracle of trans- Power.
muting inorganic matter into or"The greatest need of the world of
humanity today is to receive the efficacy of
ganic matter. By means of the the
Holy Spirit. . . . The Holy Spirit is the
chemistry of light the plant builds energizing factor in the life of man. Whoreceives this power, is able to influup stalk and leaf from the carbon soever
ence all with whom he comes into contact.
dioxide of the air and the mineral . . . An humble man without learning, but
with the Holy Spirit, is more powerful
salts of the earth. Without sun- filled
than the most nobly born profound scholar
shine there can be no plant growth 'Yit~out that inspiration .... No capacity is
,
'
consequently no transmutation from hmlted when led by the Spirit of God."'"
inorganic to organic life; no food
Every person then who longs for
for the animal world; no sustenance more creative living, for richer
for man upon this planet. Such is g~owth and individual development,
the importance of sunshine in the 'wIll :find that he must seek this in
cycle of material existence.
the realm of the spirit. He must
Man, as pertaining to the animal establish a conscious relationship
world, also needs the light and with this Divine Force, with these
warmth of the physical sun for the rays of the Holy Spirit pouring
best development of his physical down upon the world. Apart from
and nervous system. But there IS this Cosmic Sunshine, growth can be
• Wisdom Talks of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
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but feeble; Man stagnates, remains
but an animal, fails to reach the
sta tion of cosmic man that is destined for him.
"I came that you might have life,
and have it more abundantly."
From the angle of the individual
need this was the chief purpose of
Christ's mission-to disclose to
man the secret of a marvelous
source of power by which he could
reach the glories of the Kingdom.
JUST AS man is destined to grow
to his full development by means
of the Holy Spirit, so is humanity
in its corporate form destined also
to attain to its perfection of organization only through the aid of this
Divine Power. Humanity cannot
solve its many problems-problems
all of which arise from the carnal
and self-seeking nature of manexcept through the stimula ting
Force of the Logos. This Divine
Sun shines ahvays upon mankind;
but more powerfully at certain
epochs, the periods of the Divine
Springtime.

"Just as the solar cycle has its four seasons the cycle of the Sun of Reality has its
distinct and successive periods. Each brings
its vernal season or springtime. When the
Sun of Reality returns to quicken the world
of mankind a divine bounty descends from
the heaven of generosity. The realm of
thoughts and ideals is set in motion and
blessed with new life. Minds are developed,
hopes brighten, aspirations become spiritual,
the virtues of the human woTld appear
with fl'eshened power of growth."':'

This is the purpose, then, of the
Manifestations of God so far as
their universal mission is concerned: to aid humanity to progress and evolve into that perfect organization which Christ called the
Kingdom of God. For this purpose
the great teachers-Moses, Christ,
Buddha, Muhammad, and lastly
.j:

Promulgation of Universal Peace, p. 91.
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Baha 'u 'llah-bring not only a specific solution for the ills of mankind, but also the powerful dynamic
of the Holy Spirit to revivify the
souls of men and stimulate them to
new spiritual growth. ·Without this
spiritual rebirth mankind would
not have capacity for canying out
the spiritual laws necessary for the
maintenance of the organization of
the Kingdom - an organization
based upon love, upon service and
cooperation rather than upon those
egoistic and self-seeking qualities of
man of which our present civilization is mostly the expression.
"VHAT is the nature of these Manifestations that visit the world at
certain intervals and stimulate humanity to the creation of new civilizations, replacing the old stagnant
forms that have prevailed7 What
are these Manifestations but pure
channels of the Divine Force ~

"The Holy Spirit is the Bounty of God,
and the luminous rays which emanate from
the Manifestations; for the focus of the
rays of the Sun of Reality was Christ; and
from this glorious focus, which is the Reality
of Christ, the Bounty of God reflected upon
the other mirrors which were the reality of
the apostles."*':'

As the primal impulse given to
humanity by these Saviors of men
die out and religion becomes stagnant, there comes a new Savior, a
new focusing of the Holy Spirit
upon a planet which elsewise ·would
remain spiritually inert.
Such a period has now anived,
not only for CllTistendom but for
Islam, for Buddhism, for the world
of Confucius-in fact for all humanity. Every·where religion is dying
and is in dire need of the resurrecting Force of the Holy Spirit. To
meet this need Baha 'u 'llah was
manifested on this planet with a

.;::;.. 'Abdu'l-Baha in AnS1Vel'ed Questions, p. 124.
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spiritual message the most complete planet itself. We cannot play our
that humanity has ever had the ca- part as isolated actors, but as perpacity to hear. In this message is formers in a group. It is in the
given not only full instructions for group that our destiny lies. It is
the spiritual life of the individual within this group that all our acand his resurrection from the grave tivities take place. It is for the
of self to the celestial plane of self- sake of this group that we should
lessness; but there is also contained achieve.
the specific solution for all the probToday more than at any other
lems that beset the world:time in the history of the world
The abolition of war and the es- there is a marvelous opportnnity
tablishment of universal peace. The for the individual to serve the
a bolition of race prejudice, and the group, to achieve in ways that will
establishment of a great and lasting redound to the benefit of mankind
brotherhood of man. The abolition for ages to come. It is in working'
of religious prejudices and differ- for the establishment of that perfed
ences, and the joining of all human- Divine Plan for mankind--the
ity into one great religious unity Kingdom of God npon earth-that
dedicated to the knowledge of the every individual today will find
service of one God. The abolition of the fullest expression for his powers
strife between capital and labor, and the greatest enioyment in livand the establishment of harmoni- ing. Here he will feel that life is
ous relationships under which both worth while. He will realize himself
these important factors of the eco- as living the" abundant life."
nomic world may survive in mutual
Why then should we complain
beneficence. The abolition of povabont life? We have it within om
erty, with the assumption by society
power to achieye, each according to
of complete responsibility for the
our capacity. And when we are ~:iv
lives of the individuals of which it
ing fnll expression to the creative
is composed.
force within us, we are living' indeed.
We are fulfilling' the law of
THE PURPOSE OF LIFE for the indiour
being.
vidual is growth through achieveThis is wbat brings happiness.
ment. But that achievement cannot
be an isolated thing. In whatever This is the only way to tranqnilitv.
way we act, we are affecting some It is the path to perfection, not only
thing or some individual. That is for the individual but for the race.
the nature of action. All our growth It is the path that leads upward toand achievement has its bearing wards those celestial heights where
then upon the growth and achieve- the rays of the Divine Sun are maniment of humanity and upon the fested in their fnll splendor.
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THE HOLY SPIRIT AS A CREATIVE FORCE

nHE Holy Spirit is the mediator between God
~~ and His creahues. It is like a mirror facing
the sun. As the pure mirror receives light from the
sun and transmits this bounty to others, so the Holy
Spirit is the mediator of the Holy Light from the
Sun of Reality, which it gives to the sanctified realities. It is adorned \vith all the divine perfections.
Every time it appears the world is renewed, and a
new cyc]e is founded. The body of the wodd of
humanity puts on a ney\! garment. It can be compared to the spring; whenever it comes the world
passes from one condition to another. Through the
advent of the season of spring the black earth and
the fields and wildernesses will become verdant and
blooming, and all sorts of flowers and sweet-scented
herbs will grow; the trees will have new life, and
new fruits will appear, and a new cycle is founded.
The appearance of the Holy Spirit is like this.
\V"henever it appears, it renews the world of humanit:)! and gives a new spirit to the human realities; it
auays the world of existence in a praiseworthy garment, dispels the darkness of ignorance, and causes
the radiation of the light of perfections."
nHEN you breathe forth the breath of the Holy
~J.I Spirit from your hearts into the world, commerce and politics will take care of themselves in
perfect harmony. All arts and sciences will become
revealed and the knowledge of God will be manifested. It is not your work but that of the Holy
Spirit which you breathe forth through the ·Word.
This is a fundamental truth."
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"THE WAY TO RECOVERY"
DALE

S.

OOLE

HHE greatest call to unity and the time is now at hand "when a
Bill cooperation which has ever comprehensive plan of adjustment
been given is found in the profou11(l must be formulated."
Nations have been lUTwilling to
and magnificent words of Baha 'u 'act
concertedly towards the ends
Ilah. Repeatedly He admonishes ns
dictated
by the common good. Those
tl1at we are" all the leaves of one
tree"; "the flowers of one gar- nations which benefited bv t.he
den"; "the members of one world war have desired, ab~ve all
familY"-and that the ',vay to pro- things, to retain their advantages.
gress lies along the path of uni- Oredit and trade have not been well
versal goodwill and mutual en- nor equitably adjusted. Now there
deavor. Superstitions, prejudice, is difficulty on every hand, wit.h posanimosities of all kinds must be sible far reaching political reacabolished from the face of the earth tions, as evidenced by the changes
and we must not glory in loving a in many governments, the distress
of nations and the general feeling
nation but "in loving our kind."
of
insecurity and fear.
This mighty call resounding from
Each
individual nation has largethe tOlNer of religious universalitv
has fanen on deaf ears although ly been following' its own policies,
years ago He addressed the m~n designed to protect its OlVll interarchs of many nations, directlY. ests. National self-sufficiency has
pointing out t hat unless the brought the ,vorld near the ro~ks of
"s\yords were beaten into plough- bankruptcy and revolution. The
shares," swords of a11 kinds. econ- motto of national prosperity reomic as well as military, dire dis- garcUess of other nations has been
tress would fall on the peoples of disastrous. It has also been a futile
endeavor, for no nation can drive
the earth.
successfully towards proSIlerity
According to Sir George Paish, alone.
Governor of the London School of
But despite these policies there
Economics, some such thing' haFl has been an ever increasing meashappened, for the opening' words of ure of international cooperation
his book, "The vVay to Recovery,"
which is a hopeful sign in an otheremphasize the seriousness of the wise drab picture. There is urgent
present world situation:
need of greater cooperation; in fact
"The present crises is universallv ad- it is the "supreme necessity" in
mitted to be the most serious the world has
ever experienced, and the most difficult it these "days of universal interdehas ever had to adjust."
pendence. "
Sir George Paish believes thatHe points ont that no comlJrehen"No policy other than one of whole
sive plan was made at the end of
hearted cooperation between all nations can
the world war to avert a world preserve the world from the grave dangers
breakdown and that no concerted with which it is confronted and can place
it again on the high road which leads to
plan has yet been evohTed, but that an ever increasing' measure of well being."

"THE WAY TO RECOVERY"

Tha t this is a very difficult task,
no one will deny, but the penalty of
failure in this accomplishment is too
severe to risk, and it is hoped that
the needed increase in cooperation
will come without delay.
There is a great feeling of political insecurity, despite the numerous
pacts and agreements -which have
been consummated since the ,var.
Economic cooperation would be the
greatest safeguard against war and
{( econo111,ic coope1'ation demands
that war be made ~mnecessary,i1n
possible cmd wdhinkable." Economic cooperation would do much to
remove the feeling of political insecurity -which can be nothing but a
drag upon the recovery and advancement of the world.
There is also a great feeling of
injustice abroad in the world today, a feeling that redress of past
,vrongs is impossible to obtain.
Such impressions raise great psychological barriers to closer understanding.
The mental attitude of the -world
in regard to world problems is
largely similar to that obtaining in
the infancy of human relationships.
'vVe must learn that there is no limit
to the possible volume of trade and
that prosperity in one country affects others. vVe must recognize
that one nation's gain is not necessarily another's loss. New truths
must be learned to meet the new and
changing conditions.
Forces for cooperative endeavor
are gaining despite the gloomy forebodings of the present conditions.
Democratic governments VOlcmg
the desires of their peoples are not
so prone to be adamant to changes
as long established monarchies.
Easy means of communication and
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travel are doing much to foster
more intimate acquaintanceship
among the various peoples of the
world. There is a strong desire for
even closer and more intimate intercourse especially as regards commerce. Civilization is being lifted
from a national to an international
plane.
These things and the progress of
SClence"Have converted all the nations of the
world from a number of isolated units suffering from a relatively low standard of
well-being into a group of complementary
and interdependent countries each making
its contribution to the well-being of the
whole . . . "

This movement met opposition
from nations and individuals in
favored circumstances, just as the
needed acceleration in the movement towards greater cooperation
is meeting opposition today in old
prejudices, animosities and beliefs
which must be swept away.
It is not generally appreciated
that the basic industries of each nation are largely dependent on other
nations, and that these basic industries are in trouble today because of
the extremely low prices of their
commodities, resulting from national attempts to re-introduce the policy of self-sufficiency. Many nations are preventing the export of
their basic products by placing prohibitive import duties on the products of other nations. Values in
the world market govern movement
of basic products, and when the demand is insufficient, prices fall.
High import duties in many instances strangle the demand. The
value of many nation's non-basic
products are artificially maintained
by a privileged position in a national, not international, market.
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With such wide spread economic
dislocation Sir George Paish asks:
"Is it not obvious therefore that the pressure of forces making for complete international cooperation are likely to prove irrestible in the not distant future?"
"In brief, will not the consequences of the
present insular policy of the nations be so
grievous until the true remedies are applied
that the peoples of all countries will elect
leaders with knowledge of present world
economy, who will be prepared to apply the
remedies for which the situation so urgently
calls?"

The question of reparations is a
great barrier. Each nation presented the largest claims possible and
have erected tariff walls to prevent
a flood of German goods. Germany
in an earnest effOTt to pay offered
her goods at low prices and reduced
her own purchases, not without reactions in many parts of the world.
France, for instance, will not accept goods in total payment and her
gold supply is piling up. Germany's sincere but unsuccessful endeavors to meet her obligations
have earned her the privilege of
more lenient treatment.
"In the interest of all nations a complete
settlement both of reparations and of the
other questions at issue between Germany
and her late opponents has now become a
matter of urgent necessity if the world is
to adopt a policy of conciliation, adjustment and cooperation and thus to overcome
its difficulties."

The debts of the world add to the
disorganization and tend to contract
trade. They involve many phases
of imports and tariffs against products and services, which might better be allowed to flow more freely.
"Taking into account America's farming,
planting and mineral industries, it will be
realized that if Europe is not to be allowed
to meet her debt payments by selling more
of her products to America, it would be
most advisable to cancel the war debts altogether in order to increase the power of
America to sell her products in foreign
markets in normal quantities and at normal
prices, and thus to help her own industries."

In the past nations were not
averse to taking payment in goods
and services. A wealthy nation
would supply credit and markets.
This resulted in great expansion of
productive power, in trade, in
wealth. Sometimes, however, production would outpace consumption,
but the periods of expansion were
long and those of relative depression short. Producers were assisted in selling their products to meet
their obligations.
Today, for example, the United
States discourages imports and
debtors are compelled to reduce
their purchases and consumption of
goods made with the result that
debtors to the United States are
forced into financial difficulties,
lenders private and institutional
cannot collect, basic industries cannot dispose of their products, and
general economic problems are
made more difficult of solution.
Such obstacles to world adjustment should be removed, for "no
nation can enjoy prosperity withmd
the help of International trade."
It is rather a discouraging fact
that statesmen still seem to consider
trade as a form of war. Are all imports evil and all exports good ~ As
nations increase imports they usually expand their exports.
"If the nations will now remove the
mental, political and artificial obstacles
which they have erected . . . the grave
danger confronting them will disappear
and they will enter upon a new period of
greater trade expansion than they have
ever experienced."

With reference to the gold problem Sir George Paish has this to
say:
"The great obstacles to world recovery
are political. When these are removed the
world's present stock of gold will be found
to be fully adequate for all requirements ... "

"THE WAY TO RECOVERY"

But he believes that whereas now
distrust prevails, there can be no
general recovery" withmd a ~tniver
sal spirit of confidence."
rrhe
mentality must be changed to apprecia te underlying factors of the
situation. Today, people are thinking for themselves and affairs are
controlled in a large measure by
public Opll1lOn.
Statesmen and
peoples fail to realize their common
in terests "in this age of easy and
rapid communication."
"How can there be confidence when nations, institutions and individuals are being
forced into bankruptcy not by an inability
or any unwillingness to produce but because
almost every nation is endeavoring to prevent payment being made in the products of
other nations for what it sells or for obligations due it?"

A changed mental attitude is
needed. " All reasonable people believe the war a product of wrong
mentality," but the change in attitude is not complete.
(( No single step that co'ulcl be
taken to overcome the present crisis
wo~~lcl be as effective as the (~boli
tion of all danger' of war both in the
'immediiate and the distant f~d~we."
Fear needs be changed into COllfidence, injustice into justice, and
antagonism into cooperation.
"Is it not obvious therefore that
the change in the political1nentality
of the nations 1m(st bec01ne C01nplete, and that politically as tuell as
economically nations ?n~~st regarlZ
each other as friends and partners,
and not as antagonists?"
Definite, positive action along
these lines is sorely needed. 'vVords
will not suffice.
"The conference which the situation now
demands is one to which the statesmen of
every country would come and would bring
the greatest contribution, both political and
economic, which their respective nations
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could possibly make to the solution of the
most difficult and dangerous crisis with
which the world has ever been confronted."

Both national and international
stability is essential and each nation
must contribute to the common
good. National policies must be
brought into harmony with international policies, and differences
should be settled without further
delay.
Among the measures which will
facilitate the solution of world difficulties are that nations become
responsible for maintaining world
peace and that the European pOWers agree to reach a better understanding, that prosperity may
again favor the -world.
"The almost universal answer to this
question would undoubtedly be the forgiveness of reparations, indebtedness, the cancellation of the so-called Inter-Allied debts,
the removal of all hindrances to both national and international trade, and the provision of new capital and credit for world
development in the same manner that it has
been supplied, almost without intermission
for the last two or three centuries, and more
especially during the last century."

After outlining the needs and essential changes in attitude of several of the great nations, Sir George
Paish concludes that all nations
must make their best contributions,
exchange goods freely -with others,
and create political and financial
confidence.
He closes ,vith the following:
"The existing situation is without precedent. The crisis is no OTdinary depression that will right itself as former crises
righted themselves. It is a great catastrophe
that cannot be overcome without the cooperation of all nations, great and small. ...
The distress of all nations which is rapidly
growing threatens to bring universal revolution. The difficulties of adjustment are
thus not diminishing but increasing. The
situation needs therefore to be considered
not as a depression but as a disaster which
necessitates and demands the combined efforts of statesmen and peoples of all countries to overcome. . . .
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"The first and greatest step that is needed
is a recognition of the common danger and
of the need for united action. The statesmen of Europe have already recognized the
European danger. The statesmen of the
world have neither admitted nor recognized
the world danger."
"Will the statesmen of all countries recognize the common danger before there is a
complete breakdown, or must the peoples
of all countries be subjected to unprecedented distress and suffering before the nations understand that they now constitute
one great family and that they must cooperate for their common good?"

Thus from sheer economic necessity he pleads for the solution of
the world troubles, for the abolition
of war and animosity and for the
establishment of better understanding and coopera tion-f or universal
peace.
It is interesting to kno-vv that such
an authority has the courage to
speak so clearly on the complex
problem of wOTld betterment. It is
more interesting to see how closely
his admonitions synchronize with

the great principles of Baha'u'11ah.
The one call is sounded from the
halls of commerce and politics-the
other from the chambers of religIOn.
However accurate and profound
may be the thoughts expressed in
"The \TV ay to Recovery," 'Abdu '1Baha has taught us that the underlying secrets of the difficulties of
economic adjustments are spiritual
in nature, and that the real solution is in following the laws of Goel.
One cannot read " The Way to
Recovery" without feeling gratitude to Sir George Paish for his excellent analyses of the problems and
their solution, and feeling that it is
a book which stimulates wholesome
thinking.
The world must not only , , recover' , materially but progress
spiritually.

EINSTEIN-THE MODERN MYSTIC
EMERIC SALA

STEIN is a man of mystery.
His picture has been reproin almost every magazine and
newspaper. Perhaps no scientist
ever attained such popularity as
Einstein. And yet his scientific
works are understood only by a
very limited number of scientists.
He has destroyed the foundation
of all physical sciences. He has
overthrown the universe of Newton
that endured for three centuries. He
is the greatest mathematician of our
day. And yet there are scientists
who tell us that there is nothing we
laymen can derive from his discoveries.

Einstein is an intuitive thinker.
He is essentially religious by nahue. His private life discloses the
characteristics of a saint. He has
been a dreamer all his life; and as
such he caught a vision of the infinity of the universe. He produced
scientific proofs of the endlessness
and spacelessIless of the cosmos.
And yet many of our scientists and
philosophers fail to recognize the
significance of Einstein's contribution to modern thought.
Students of the teachings of
Baha'u'llah have, we assume, a better perspective and can perceive, in
part at least, the radical changes

EINSTEIN-THE MODERN MYSTIC

Einstein's work will eventually impose on science, philosophy and religion.
His approach to scientific problems is unique.
As an intuitive thinker, he conceives an idea first, then he develops
its mathematical soundness, and
then he establishes its truth.
LET us apply this same method to
other departments of human study.
If one wishes to make new discoveries in economics, for instance, he
Ivill conceive an ideal first. He will
recognize the fallacy of our economic system, ,vhich condemns millions of people to a state of stricken
poverty and deprivation for no
fault of their own. And after having convinced himself that this system can be replaced by one that assures an equitable distribution of
,vealth, he will concentrate all his
powers tovvaTCls the realization of
such an objective.
Having caught that vision, he will
according to Einstein's method, chrect all his studies and research
work towards that objective. He
will discard all those antiquated
books and confused theories that
fail to serve his purpose. Such a
process of crystaliza tion "'\vill cleyelop a clear and positive mind that
will serve as a potential asset in the
Commonwealth of the future.
This new method of scientific approach, as exposed by Einstein, has
been referred to by Baha,'u'llah in
the following words: ({ To acq~~'iTe
knowledge is inm~mbent on all, b~d
knowledge of those sciences which
may profit the people of the earth,
and not of such sciences as begin in
mere words and end ~n mere
words. "
It is interesting to note that Ein-
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stein's statement: "I am of the
opinion that all the finer speculations in the realm of science slJring
from a deep religious feeling" can
be correlated with the following utterances of Baha 'u 11ah: "Verily
we have made thee the 1"ising-place
of my science and the manifestation
of my wisdom to whosoever is in
heaven and on earth . .. we shall
mise ~~P' from, thee people of wonderf~~l sciences and powerful ads
and will show forth from them that
of which the heart of no Se1"Vant
c01clcl ever conceive."
THE SOIE:NTIFIO discoveries of
Einstein will, in all pro bability,
have the same revolutionary effect
on our religious outlook as it had
on scientific thought. One of his
most outstanding contributions is
the complete eradication of absolutism and fundamentalism in religion
as well as in philosophy.
All religious organizations of the
past, within the reach of our knowledge, are based on doctrines that
are to be interpreted as absolute
and final. In the light of modern
science a statement conceived by
the human mind cannot hold as absolute and final. Our conception of
truth is only relative and not absolute,
Absolute is only infinity,
which is timeless and spaceless, and
beyond the comprehension of the
Imman intellect. This is why Baha'u'llah said: "Ye shall be hindered
f1'o111 loving me, and S01&lS shall be
perturbed at 1ny 1nention; f01' minds
ClChnnot grasp me nor hearts contain
11'/,e. "

Truth is God, the Infinite, yvhich
we cannot express in words. Every
religious utterance, pronounced 01'
reasoned out by man with logic, is,
therefore, only of a relative value,
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Shoghi Effendi* describes as damental, one and the same in all
"The fw~damental verity ~lnderly religions, changeless and eternal,
ing the Bah6'i faith-that religimls reality not subject to transformatruth is not absohde b~d relati1.le, tion ... all the Divine Prophets and
t11Jat d'ivine revelation is not final Messengers were the instruments
b~[t progressive."
and channels of this same eternal,
This new outlook contained in the essential truth.
, 'The second kind of ordinances in
Baha'i teachings, and now being
discnssed by modern science, is un- the divine religions are those which
known and unpracticed by any of relate to the material affairs of humankind. These are the material
the former religious systems.
All indications show that modern or accidental laws which are subscience is turning again towards a ject to change in each day of manireligions interpretation of the uni- festation, according to exigencies of
verse. (The mechanistic conception the time, conditions and differing
capacities of humanity."
of life is already antiquated.)
The rising generation is slowly
Einstein says: "Only deeply relirealizing all this, and they are turn(rio~[s people ar'e earnest men of reb
search!" And again: "Cosmic re- ing away from SUIJerstitions , imao'iligioHs expeTience is the strongest nations and dogmas. They are
and the noblest driving force be- searching for a new conception of
religion, which will not limit their
hind scientific resea1'ch."
Modern science could never ac- thoughts and aspirations to certain
cept a religion that is based on ab- obsolete rules.
In the light of modern physics
solutism or fundamentalism, that is,
everything
is relative but the innot a religion with human measure~
finite,
which
is not subject to space
ments and interpretations.
nor
time.
The Prophets of all ages were the
In the light of the teachings of
harbingers of both spiritual and
Baha
'u 'llah all the limitations of
ma terial teachings, but Baha 'u 'llah
na
ture
and of the human mind are
said: " Know thml, that in every age
earthly,
while the attaining of a
and dispensation all divine ordinuniversal
consciousness that knows
ances are changed and transformed
no
boundaries
is of God.
according to the req~[ire1nents of the
Finally,
here
is a concrete statetime excerJt the law of love, which,
ment
from
the
teachings
of 'Abdu '1like ~&nto a fmmtain, flows always
Baha
which
gives
enconragino'
and is never ovedaken by change."
. f
b
And 'Abdu'l-Baha explains what promIse or the future:
" A New Era of divine consciousis meant by the unchangeable law in
ness
is npon ns. The world of huthese words: "Each of the divine
manity
is going through a process
religions embodies two kinds of orof
transformation.
A new race is
dinances. The first are those which
being
developed.
The
thoughts of
concern spiritual susceptibilities,
human
brotherhood
are
permeating
the development of moral principles
all
regions.
New
ideals
are
stirring
and the quickening of the conscience
the
depths
of
hearts
and
a new
of man. These are essential or funspirit of ~miversal consciousness is
being profoundly felt by all men."
"i"Guardian of the Baha'i Cause.
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"Year by year the implements of warfare have been increased and perfected. Oonsider the wars of past centuries;
only ten, fifteen or twenty thousand at the most were killed but
now it is possible to kill one hundred thousand in a single day.'*'
In ancient times warfare was carried on with the sword; today
it is the smokeless gun. Formerly battleships were sailing
vessels; today they are dreadnoughts. Oonsider the increase
and improvement in the weapons of war.
"God has created us all human and all countries of the
world are parts of the same globe. We are all His servants.
He is kind and just to all. vYhy should we be unkind and unjust
to each other? He provides for all. Why should we deprive
one another? He protects and preserves all. Why should we
kill our fellow-creatures?
"If this warfare and strife be for the sake of religion, it is
evident that it violates the spirit and basis of all religion. All
the Divine Manifestations have proclaimed the oneness of God
and the unity of mankind. They have taught that men should
love and mutually help each other in order that they might progress. Now if this conception of religion be true, its essential
principle is the oneness of humanity. The fundamental truth
of the Manifestations is peace. This underlies all religion, all
justice. The divine purpose is that men should live in unity,
concord and agreement and should love one another. Oonsider
the virtues of the human world and realize that the Olleness of
humanity is the primary foundation of them all."

(Abdu'l-Baha.

"(From an address at Columbia University, New York City, April, 1912)

t........................................................................................................................................................................................
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BAHA'I

PIONEERS

SIYYID MUSTAFA ROUMIE

A Short Historical S~(1'vey of the Bah6!i Mov61nent in India,
Siam, and M alay Peninsula.'"

The rnissionary imml,eys of the
al,dhor, Mr. ROI,~mie, with the great
Baha'i tea c her Jamal Effendi
throtf,ghm~t Indi,a, were st~ccessj1~l
in a gener'al way. J amal, a cnltu,red Persian, scholar' of refined,
veneralJll? appearance and elogt~ent
discou,rse, fmmd no difficulty in attaining access to leading lJeople of
varim~s Ind1:an Stat es, indtuling
high govel"nment officials and rulers
themselves, Dt~ring his stay of two
years in India, he visited many important States. Ever'ywhere he received a warm reception and his
message was listened to cm~rteons
ly. In many cases rnen of influence
became followel"s 0 f the Baha'i
Faith, and in several pbaces Balui'i
Assemblies were formed. The work
t7n~s begtm by J amal has contint~ed
in t~nbroken st(ccession to the present day when India has reached the
point of being second, perhaps, in
i1nporiance to Persia itself in the
n1l1nber of Baha'is.
~E left Calcutta May 1878
~ reached Rangoon after a

and
trip
of seven days, steamers at that
time being very slow. Our arrival
in Burma was rather unusual.
Though we had no acquaintances in
this city, the news of our missionary
journeys had been widely spread
and because the difficulties III
regard to our baggage and the
police department had been noised
abroad, all of the citizens of Rangoon knew of our arrival. At the
* The

tively.

B~(1'ma,

Java Islands,

wharf were many people who had
come to meet ns, among them a
young man, Haji Siyyid Mahdi Shirazi of Egypt. We had written to
him about our coming, requesting
him to procure a suitable place for
our residence. This he attended to,
and was at the wharf to meet ns
upon our arrival.
Here we found in this picturesqne
new country everything different:
new faces, new kinds of dress, new
langnage, new manners, new food,
new religion, and new forms of worship which were not known in India.
There were very few Persians then
living in Rangoon, and most of them
rich merchants; the other foreign
peoples frequenting Rangoon were
Chinese and Indians. Our new
friend, Haji, assnming us to belong
to the wealthy commercial class had
secured a large building in the business quarter. Later, because of defects in the roof, we moved to adjoining' quarters in Mogul Street.
Here people of all nationalities,
creeds and castes came daily to see
us. J amal Effendi had the faculty
of speaking to each soul in accordance with its own needs. His wisdom as a teacher was extraordinary.
His audiences were always attracted and as a rule felt themselves
blessed by his eloquent addresses.
The Chief Commissioner gave us
a wonderful reception and listened
with kind attention to our statements, promised to help us in every
vvay possible, and gave us a letter of

first and second instaIlments of this series Were pub1ished in the June and July numbers
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Siyyid Mustafa Roumie, ct, renowned Bahd'i
teacher, cmd author of this series.

introduction to the then chief secretary, Mr. J. E. Bridges. The next
day ·we went to interview this gentleman. He received us courteously, was very kind to us, and after
due inquiry into our affairs, directed us to see the Deputy Commissioner to whom he gave us a letter
of introduction.
As A RESULT of this mission of
J amal Effendi in Rangoon many
wonderful souls accepted the Faith
enthusiastically, and in a very short
time the Cause was widely promulgated. Then occurred a peculiar
incident due to the unwise ~eal of
our Rangoon friend, Haji Shirazi.
Being a novice in the Cause and untrained in the best way of giving
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the Baha'i Message, he took it upon
himself, in a moment of great zeal,
to go to the Shiite Mosque in the
midst of the Friday worship; and
there making a stand loudly ('~, lled
upon the congregation inviting tllGm
to come and see the Baha 'j tl~achel',
Jamal Effendi. "Dont pam10 or
tarry for a moment," he said,
"come immediately. The appointed
time foretold in the Holy Books hat:;
arrived. The prophecies have be(~n
fulfilled. The Promised OJ!(:~8 h[l\'8
duly appeared. The g'lad-tiding't:; of
Their Manifestation is widely
known in Persia and all over the
world. Thousands of people in
Persia have accepted this Faith, and
ha ve sacrificed lives, family and
wealth in this path. Come immcdia tely and hear J amal Effendi in
his wonderful way expound this
Movement. You will see with your
own eyes the new heaven and the
llew earth, the llew sun and the llew
moon, the new religion and the Dew
faith ... " etc.
This unwise and ill-timed discourse created the greatest commotion and tumult among the fanatical
Shiite congregation in the Mosque.
Outcries ,curses, abuse, scoffings,were raised from every side. A terrible excitement reigned, in the
midst of which Haji fortunately escaped and slipped out of the Mosque, otherwise he would undoubtedly have received fatal injuries from
the mob and perhaps have been
killed then and there.
The Muhammadans called a meeting to deal with this" infidel," and a
special priest named Agha Sayed
J awad, a visitor to Rangoon,
brought there to officiate especially
at the Feast of Moharram, rose in
the pulpit and openly denounced
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and abused and cursed our friend
THE HESULT of Haji's mistaken
Haji, mentioning him by name. He zeal in the Mosque did not cause any
roused the mob to fieree exeitement, violent hindrance to the work as
urging them to unite in forc(' and was feared, but it was some time
violence and to eradicate the bef OTe the poisonous effect of the
Bah:i'is from Burma. He urged incrimina ting sermon of the priest
that our friend Raji be expel1ed had died away. After all, some
from the Shiite ::'viosque, excom- results did come from Haji's public
munica ted and killed on the spot announcement of J amal 's missiol]
lest the whole pro'lrince be won over as given in the Mosque, for some of
to this heretic faith.
the people who heard it were curThis provocative sermon im- ious to investigate the truth of the
pressed only a few of the audience. matter.
One afternoon a young Persian
Fortunately the majOTity were of
gentleman
of about thirty came up
too much culture and intelligence to
to
see
us,
evidently
by his appearpay any attention to it.
ance
some
one
of
high
family. But
Meanvvhile we were all in the dark
he
was
most
rude
and
course
in his
concerning this event-Raji, probably because he ,vas ashamed, hav- manller to us, and we soon noticed
ing given us 110 information con- that he was intoxicated. Evidently
cerning it. It had been done entire- he had been under the impression
that. we were people of low class.
ly without consultation ,vith 11S.
As soon as he entered into the presvVhat he did do was to bring a ence of J amal Effendi and recogcharge of defamation of character nized his culture and station in life,
against the priest who had delivered he realized his mistake, became silthe violent sermon against him. ent and remained only a little while,
This eharge, brought before the Dis- asking permission as he left to come
trict ~fagistrate Court, after full in- and see Jamal Effendi the next day.
vestigation, was decided against the
He came pllnctually as promised,
fanatieallJriest. He was obliged to a peT£ect gentleman now both in
execute a bond for keeping' the manner and dress. We welcomed
peace for six months. Feeling dis- him ~warmly, and as Jamal Effendi
graced by this, the priest left discoursed to him with love and \v-isBurma by the next boat for Cal- dam, gradually the young man's
cutta.
face shone as a result of t.he effect
Soon Haji came to us again bring- of the Divine Message with which
ing half a dozen of his relatives and he seemed to be delighted. He refriends to J amal Effendi to hear mained seated for a long time in silthe Baha'i ~Iessage. Haji's father- ence, a soul enchanted. Then J amal
in-law-a ,veIl kno\V11 merchant- told him to come again the next day,
having died, his wife had inherited for he should take time nO\y to
the property and rule of the family. digest what he had heard this day.
Sillce she did not sympathize \,,-ith It was enough of a lesson for the
Haji in his Baha'i Faith, it was ne- present.
cessary for him to leave his kindred
J amal Effendi learned upon inand become separated from the quiry about him that he was a desfamily.
cendant 0 f th e "Kad-Khoda"
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family of Shiraz, Persia, and his
name was Agha Muhammad Kassim
Shinizi. He had come to Rangoon
to visit his uncle and cousins who
had settled here many years before
and were clothing merchants.
This youth now came every day
to see us and soon was a confirmed
Baha'i. Later he told us how he
had come first to see us as a foe, and
purposely had made himself intoxicated in order to inflict some fatal
injury upon us. But what a miracle,
he said, that he had returned the
next day and the next and the next,
impelled by his attraction to the
Cause. This youth received many
wonderful Tablets from Baha'u'llah.
In Rangoon we had many followers from the Sunnite community
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and some from the Shiite community.'"
In the Sunnite community \vere
Meolvi Abdul Subhan Koreishes,
his five sons, his wife and his wife's
sister and mother, as well as other
relatives belonging to this family.
This composed the largest Baha'i
family in Rangoon. They subsequently received many Tablets from
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha.
Among the Shiite community also
there were a large number who received Tablets from Baha'u'ILih
and 'Abdu'l-Baha, and from this
community a group journeyed in
1899 to Haifa; they were the pilgrims who went with the sacred
marble coffin, made in Mandalay for
His Holiness the Bab, which was
placed in the Tomb of the Ba.b on
Mt. Carmel.

(To be Continued)

* The

Muhalnmadan world is divided into two main groups: the Sunnites and the Shiites. The Sunnites
(Turkey, Arabia, part of India) are literal followers of the Word and acknowledge the Caliph as their spiritual head whom they look upon as the spiritual and temporal successor of Muhammad. The Shiites, on the
contrary, do not accept the Caliphate, considering that Omar usurped this rule by his martyrdom of Ali
an:! his two sons. They believe in the hi.dden spiritu1.1 succession of Mahdis, the twelfth Mahdi yet to be
revealed would be the return of Muhammad. They follow interpretation rather than the letter of the Qur'an
and in the interpretation depend upon their priests, who thus have great power over them. They are more
excitable than the Sunnites.

EL BAB

o inner heart
Thru which the rivers of God's love shall flow,
Thou art the Gate
By which a waiting world will know
That glorious Orb
Who rose 0 'er Persia's slowly yielding night
To flash a host of angels into flight.
o Gate of God,
Ope wide Thy door
And let the vista of Thy mystic lore
Reveal the pre-existent plan
To make of earth a paradise for man.
Take Thou our hearts and gently lead us in
The chalice of supernal grace to win.
Lead us beyond our hopes; beyond our tears;
To see that Beauty Whom Thy soul reveres.
o Gate of God!
-Philip Amalfi Marangella.
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AUGUSTE FOREL-MAN OF VISION
STANWOOD COBB

n

SHALL never forget my pil~.fI gTimage in 1922 to "La Fourmiliere" at Yvorne, Switzerland,
home of the great scientist, philosopher and lmmanitarian, Dr. Auguste Forel, recently deceased. He
was then in his seventy-fourth year
and crippled by paralysis as a result of a previous stroke. His
enunciation -was poor, it --was difficult
fOT him to formulate his thoug'hts
rapidly in ,vords, his hands were
crippled and writing vms extremely
aTCluous for him. Yet the thing
'Ivhich impressed me most in my
day's visit and communion ,vith him
'Ivas the feeling of a great intellect
and a great soul expressing itself
through the crippled medium. Ono
could see plainly that the spirit of
the man was undiminished, his intellect as pOIverful as ever. It "vas
only the channel through which that
intellect could reach the world that
was effected. "lVhat an argument
for the immortality of the soul!
His brain had become injured, hiR
mind not at all. His spirit, may -we
say, had become even greater as Et
result of his physical disability.
Dr. Forel showed me with interest
and indefatigable patience his
works ranged about on the numerons shelves of his study, innumerable l)ooks on a wide range of subjects. He had literary command of
two languages, German and French,
in each of "lvhich some of his publications had appeared. In addition,
copies of his v"Forks had been transla ted in to almost every language
of Europe. All these he showed
me with pride.
:"Le Monde social des foul"mis.

Besides his own publications,
these book shelves which surrounded the room on every side from
floor to ceiling, were piled thick
with other publications which he
used as research material, all divided into sections accOTding to subject matter. Here no housekeeping diligence was allowed to invade.
This room was sacred to Dr. Forel
and his literary work. Ever3Tthing
must be left as he himself left it,
so that he might know just where
to put his hand on anything that he
wished. It was not as oTClerly as a
modern office or library. But it
was evidence of the strange paradox
that a creative mind which is most
orderly in its power to organize intellectualma terial, may be in the organization of the material environment somewhat cluttery. For the
mental and physical energy is given
in such cases to the organizing of
ideas, and no time or energy is left
for tidying up.
"lVith the keenest interest Dr.
Forel showed my wife and myself
five volumes on the life of the ant*
which has just been published in
French. This work has later been
translated and published in this
country. He turned to the different
parts of the book, and gave ns a
long disoourse in elucidation of the
text and of the illustrations, telling
us how he came to make his discoveries. At the age of twenty-one,
he had published a book on the ant,
the observations and discoveries of
which he never had reason to
modify. By coloring with cobalt
the foodvvhich he fed the ants, and
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by keeping food from all but one
ant at a time, he made the discovery
of the strange social st.omach of the
ant. which is anterior t.o its own individual st.omach. Food is first
turned into liquid form in t.his socil1l
stomach and from there regurgitated and shared in case of need
wit.h other hungry ants, only on8ninet.eenth being kept t.o go int.o the
individual stomach.
He showed us an illustration of
the valve whieh leads from the social stomach into the individual
stomaeh. I remember my attempt
at that time to picture to myself in
hovv far ·we must consider the workings of this valve to be automatic,
and in hovv far we may consider this
a voluntary ethical effort on the
part of the ant.
DR. FOREL gave us many interesting incidents of his life. He said
tl1at as a boy he was not yery fond
of studying. He was poor at Latin
and mathematics. vVhat he loved
best was to linger on his way to and
from school to st.udy insect life by
the roadside. From the age of six
years he obseryed the snails, the
wasps and the ants. A.t the age of
eleven his grandmother, appreeiating his fondness for insect. life, gave
him a rather costly book on the ant,
highly prized by him ever since.
This book he said, was a great formative influence in his life; for it led
him into making the study of this
remarkable insect his major life
work.
At the age of twenty-one, as
stated above, he brought out his
first work on the ant, which made
him famous. Others too have become world authorities on the ant,
but Forel has the honor of having

Dr.

A1~g1,ste

Forel, distinguished scientist,
scholar and hwmctnitct?'icm.

added more variety of ants to the
knowledge of science than any other
man, and of having formed th8
largest collection of ants in existence, which later he donated to the
Natural History Museum of
Geneva.
DPc. FOREL had a many sided mind.
Both his interests and education
covered many spheres of human
thought and study. He received the
Doctorate of Medicine, also of
Philosophy, and made distinguished
contributions to t.he science of psychiatry, myrmocology and philosophy. He published books "which became well known on such subjects
as hypnotism, alcoholism, psychiatry and the sex life. "The
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Sexual Question," published late in
life, has been widely circulated and
has been translated and published
in this country.
During his long life of scholarly
achievement, Dr. Forel published
more than four hundred different
works. The mere enumeration of
these filled a pamphlet of thirty
pages which was published by his
friends in Vienna in 1908 on the
occasion of his sixtieth birthday.
DR. FOREL'S medical and psychiatric work at the lunatic asylums
of Munich and of Zmich (of the
la tter he became director) turned
his attention to the fatal effects of
alcoholism. From then on it became one of the chief missions of
his life to combat in every ~\Yay possible this curse. I recall with what
fire and indignation he spoke to me
of how besotted drunkards get, how
filthy they make their homes, and
how tragic their inebriation may become for their wives and children.
This poison which leads men to foul
and evil deeds of ~which they would
otherwise be incapable, seemed to
him one of the greatest curses of
humanity. He was one of the first
in Europe to found a temperance
society. ~When he bought the property at Yvorne he told me that he
had the vineyards torn up to make
place for vegetable and flower gardens.
"On the first of September 1928,"
says the "F e~cille D'.A vis de La~c
sanne," "thousands upon thousands of the people of Europe wrote
their recognition of the master of
Yvorne as a compassionate physician, a courageous struggler against
alcohol and all forms of vice, as a
learned psychiatrist, a seeker who

revealed the world of the ants, and
a thinker who showed the people
prophetic vision and the voice of a
life free, peaceful, united and
happy. All of which he lived as he
recommended. ' ,
Shortly after the world war,
which was a tragic blow to his humanitarian belief in the ideals of
world peace, he came in contact at
Karlsruhe-(where he was visiting
his daughter and son-in-law, (Mrs.
and Dr. Brauns)-with the teachings of the Bahii'i Cause. The principles enumerated by Baha 'u 'nah
for the New World Order, those
lofty ideals for world peace and
world brotherhood, so deeply impressed Dr. Forel that he became
himself a Baha'i.
"I found Baha 'u 'Hah had years
ago declared the very principles
which I had come to believe in, he
told me, therefore I wished to be considered a follower of Baha 'u 'llah. "
From that day on "the grand old
man" of Switzerland devoted his
life largely to the promulgation of
these principles of Baha'u'llah. "He
served Baha 'u '11ah "vi tll immense
capacity and indefatigable faithfulness up to the day of his passing,"
says of him Miss Martha Root,
Baha'i teacher and world traveler,
who visited him a fe~w years before
his death, "He was truly a glorious
and loving apostle of Baha 'u 'llah."
"Dr. Auguste Forel," she declares, "was one of the great
Baha'is in Europe. Wherever, in
lecturing at the leading universities
of Europe and the far East, I spoke
of Dr. Forel, his great achievements
and his Baha'i acceptance, the students listened with keen interest and
acclaimed their approval with tremendous applause. And when I
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that one of the most important Tablets given by 'Abdu 'l-Baha to the
world was addressed to this great
scientist. The Tablet dwelt chiefly
on the proof of the existence of God
and the immortality of the soul, Dr.
Forel having been, up to the time
of becoming a Baha'i, a positivist;
he was an ardent humanitarian devoted to the advancement of humanity but not believing in the existence of God or the soul. This
remarkable exposition of 'Abdu '1Baha on the scientific proofs of the
existence of a Divine Creator and
of the soul was accepted by Dr.
Forel. It would be well if this Tablet could be studied in every uniIT IS OF interest in connection with versity in the world, and by every
the later life of Dr. Forel to know scientist and religionist.

visited the chief cities of Switzerland to lecture a bou t Baha 'u 'llah' s
universal principles for world
peace, every city and every educator
in Switzerland had heard of these
teachings from their celebrated patriot and scientist, Dr. Forel.
"I had the privilege of visiting
Dr. Forel in 1929," Miss Root further states, "and I consider him one
of the greatest humanitarians I
have ever met-one of the most just,
most kindly, most intelligent. He
was a genius who saw the truth and
the power of Baha 'u 'llah 's teachings to usher in aNew Era in divine
civilization.' ,

A PROOF OF THE SOUL
An extract frorn the remarkable Tablet of 'Abdu'l-Bahli to Dr. Forel ntentioned in
the above article. For the cO'YJ~l)lete Tablet the reader is refen'ed to The Bahli'i
Magazine, Vol. 14, pp. 101-109.

nEandregard
knowledge and wisdom as the foundation of the progress of mankind,
extol philosophers that are endowed with broad vision ....
~

"Now concerning mental faculties, they are in truth of the inherent properties of the soul, even as the radiation of light is the essential property of the sun.
The rays of the sun are renewed but the sun itself is ever the same and unchanged.
"Consider how the human intellect develops and weakens, and may at times come
to naught, whereas the soul changeth not. For the mind to manifest itself, the human
body must be whole; and a sound mind cannot be but in a sound body, whereas the soul
dependeth not upon the body. It is through the power of the soul that the mind
comprehendeth, imagineth and exerteth its infiuence, whilst the soul is a power that is
free. The mind comprehendeth the abstract by the aid of the concrete, but the soul
hath limitless manifestations of its own. The mind is circumscribed, the soul limitless.
It is by the aid of such senses as those of sight, hearing, taste, smell and touch, that
the mind comprehendeth, whereas, the soul is free from all agencies. The soul, as
thou observeth, whether it be in sleep or waking, is in motion and ever active. Possibly
it may, whilst in a dream, unravel an intricate problem, incapable of solution in the
waking state. The mind, moreover, understandeth not whilst the senses have ceased to
function, and in the embryonic stage and in early infancy the reasoning power is
totally absent, whereas the soul is ever endowed with full strength. In short, the proofs
are many that go to show that despite the loss of reason, the power of the soul would
still continue to exist."
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DRIFT AND DIRECTION*
FLORENCE

E.

DRAMATIS PERSONAE:
Sir John cmd Lady Gray
Frances (daughter)
NIr. James MCign~[S
Rev. Goode1to1lg h
Roduki Effendi, et tn.veling tec.chej·

n

T is a quaint and pleas~nt sitting-room who s e wll1c1O\vs
oveTlook a broad river shining in
grey and silver, and fringed by a
few trees.
An ancient barge, heavily laden,
drifts slowly down stream.
Afternoon tea is being arranged
on a small table to right centre of
the room. Lady Gray, a gracious
motherly woman, is seated there
putting some finishing touches to a
bowl of flowers.
Sir John Gray, a white-haired
statesman, is standing on the
hearth-rug filling a cigar box with
fresh cigars. He is a dignified man
with brows drawn in fine lines of
anxious thought.

U

Sir John-It is scarcely like your
usual tact, my dear, inviting this
colmed gentleman to meet our
guests.
IwcZy Gmy- ( Quietly) Just wait
till you see him, J olm. He's not a
bit darker than a Spaniard or Italian. Besides, it is surely time that
we gave up these foolish prejudices
about a person's skin.
Sir John-Yes, of course. But
you know the Rev. Goodenough is
not too tolerant of any religious
ideas other than his own. Although
I must say that, as parsons go, he's
pretty broad-mincled.

PrNCHON

Lady Gmy-(to maid entering
with cakes, etc.) Yes, nIary, put
them there. (Continues anangillg
the flowers.)
Sir J o7on-By-the-way-you said
he is a kind of tTavelling teacher.
What does he profess to teach 1
Lady Gmy-( calmly) He is going
round the world spreading the
ideals and principles of a great
Movement which-he declares-is
divinely inspired.
SiT J o7on-Humph I-Divinely inspired I I wonder what his reverence will say to that I
Lady GJ<cty-Ancl that a practical
application of these spiritual principles would solve all our modern
problems.
Sir J ohn-(with short laugh) I
should like him to have just half
an hour in my shoes at the Home
Office I
And I can't imagine that Jimmie
,vill appreciate anything that the
East has to say about the management of coal mines.
Lady Gray-(,vith gentle coolness) I don't think you need be uneasy, John. One can at least always rely npon Oriental courtesy.
Sir J ohn-(meaningly) Oriental
-yes I
Enter Frances, young, with fair
shingled hair, wearing an artists
overall and carrying palette and
brushes. She pauses at sight of tea
tray.
Prances-Oh I-I quite forgotyour tea-party I
Lady Gray-Be quick and change
Dear. (As she is turning away).

).. Author's Note: The gestures and nlDvenlents portraYing the E:.motions of the characters are, 0-£ course, most
necessary in order to impart reality to the spoken dialogue, but these must be left to the skill of the Producer. It has not been possible, in the circumstances, to give more than slight indications.
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Sir J ohn-( calling her) Frances!
.. I suppose you know we're expecting a stranger this afternoona Persian .... Persia-the home of
the Arts.
Frances-It is hardly likely that
he will have any opinions to offer
on modcn~ Art. (Turning swiftly
to Lady Gray.)
What is he,
l\/fother?
Lady Gray-You will see for
yourself, my darling.
Frances-(going out on door to
left and aside to herself.) Something morally devastating, I suppose.
Religion-politics-money!
. . . A real boring afternoon I can
see!
She exits on left, as maid announces-door to right- Mr. Magnus. He is middle-aged, stout, and
very well dressed. He shakes hands
with hostess, accepts a cigarette
from host, and stands talking.
Mr. ]J!fagmls-Came down from
the mines in record time, and then
got held up for nearly ten minutes.
... Never think we were facing
severe economic depression to see
the traffic.
Sir John-Trouble again with
your men?
Mr. Magnus-Yes, the usual.
Higher wages-shorter hours. I
just won't stand for it (gloomily).
It means another strike, I'm afraid.
Sir John-My wife tells me that
a Persian friend she has invited to
meet you holds a kind of-magic
solution-for all these difficulties.
Mr. Magmls-A pretty big order
that, Sir John!
Door opens, maid announces Rev.
Goodenough. Tall and thin with
glasses. He shakes hands and talks
with hostess.
Rev. Goodenough-I was very in-
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terested in your kind note, Lady
Gray. There is no doubt much that
we may learn from the East (with
slight condescension).
Ladg Gray-( sweetly) I am so
glad that you were able to come.
SiT' John-(jocularly) I hope you
have all your guns ready, Sir; for
I understand that Roduki Effendi is
something of a theologian.
Rev. Goodenmlgh-Oh, I like to
keep an open mind, you know. It
doesn't do to be dogmatic these
days. (Takes cup of tea from hostess. )
Enter Frances. As she is greeting gnests, footsteps are heard approaching.
Sir J ohn-(glancing at wrist
watch, observes smilingly) The virtue of punctuality, anyhow!
Door is opened and Roduki Effendi enters. Maid does not announce him, and lingers a moment,
staring after him curiously.
Company betray, by little signs,
surprise at his appearance and apparent age. He is a youthful looking man, dressed in Persian costume of pure white, small neat turban crowning dark, rather long hair
brushed back behind ears, buttoned
tunic and sari. His bearing is upright and dignified, his voice and
manners pleasing and extremely
courteous, conveying an impression
of happiness combined with alertness and strength.
A breath as of spring seems to
come into the room with him.
Everybody looks interested.
Frances-(aside to Lady Gray).
And I thought he'd sure to be a real
old fossil!
Quite naturally the Traveller is
given a seat in centre of the group
after being' introduced all round,
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and tea and cakes are handed about,
to be followed later by cigars and
cigarettes, as the following conversa tions proceed.
Sir J ohn-I hear that you are a
great traveller, Effendi, and well acquainted ~with the state of affairs in
this part of the globe.
Effendi-Yes-the whole world
being-so to speak-my home, I
perceive that the needs and problems of both East and West are,
fundamentally, the same.
(His voice is quiet, measured and
courteous. )
JIIh. Magn~is-(rather loudly)
But you're better off, in some ways,
than we are, Sir-with our strikes,
trade unions, and unemployment.
Effendi-Ah, no! Only mir spirit
of discontent, greed and class prejudice has always taken a somewhat
different form.
MT. Magnu,s-(makes a little gesture of surprise. The others begin
to listen intently.)
Lady Gray-You mean, I suppose, the terrible castes, and so on?
Effendi-Yes. For with us the
dividing lines are formed rather by
religious beliefs and superstitions
than by the size of the banking account.
Rev. Gooclenmigh-Yet it is surprising how much more charitable
people are now than they used to
be. At any rate we do not leave our
unemployed to starve.
Mr . .LVlagnns-(with conscious b.enevolence ) Yes, and of course some
form of public charity it must beor the dole. But in my opinion hoth
are equally pernicious. If only-as you were saying Sir-(turniug'
to Effendi) we could get rid of thi:3
ugly temper among the workers,
this bitter class prejudice and clis-

content (strolling towards window).
But meantime the whole industrial
system of the country is in more
or less chaos, and drifting-like
that old barge out there (waving
hand towaTCls window as he moves
again to company)-to heaven
knows where!
Eflemli- (sympathetically) If
the captain of the ship does not
know the port of destination, how
can he steer his course ~
Mr. Magn1is-That's just it! How
in the dickens can he ~ 'vVe ca pi talists have no unified policy or plan
of action at all ...
E ff endi-Yet the plan is thereonly waiting to be adopted.
Mr. M agn1is--( eagerly) Eeally'1
I've never heard of it then. ,Vhose
is it ~
Effendi-(with quiet emprmsisj
It is God's. (There is a significant
hush. Company exchange glances.
Mr. Magnus looks very disappointed).
It is a part-only a part-of an
all-inclusive and consiTuctive plan
which He is giving, not to your
country alone, but to the ,'{hole modern ,vorld.
Sir John - (urbanely) 'vVell,
granted that this is so, by what
means do you suggest this-ehPlan may be a pplied7
Effendi-In the industrial world
by means of intelligence, and a sympathetic imagination.
Fmnces - (handing tea, stops,
and repeats softly with pleased surprise) Sympathetic-imagination!
Rev. Goodenongh - (carefully
wiping his glasses ) Just the golden
rule-of course-the golden rule!
Effendi - (smilingly assenting)
Certainly. But the golden rule as
applicable to the social and econo-
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mic conditions of a great industrial
age.
Lady Gray-(leaning forward
eagerly) Which means, Effendi- ~
Effendi-That owners of factories, mines and big businesses would
cease to regard their employees
either as inferiors, or as cogs in a
machine; but would consider the
happiness and welfare of the workers equally with their own.
Mr. Magm~s-But you've 110 idea
the enormous increase I've already
made in the wages of my men.
Effendi - But wages are not
enough !)
(Several voices repeat in surprise
-not enough!)
Effend'i-No, because the worker
needs to put his heart and energy
into his business, and to feel t~1.at
he has a personal interest and ambition in the particular work he is
doing.
Mr. Magnt~s-(appealing to Sir
John and Lady Gray) Now, isn't
that just what I've always said ~
Lady Gray-(nodding) Yes. You
ha ve often complained.
Effendi-Yet this interest should
not be difficult to secure. Why not
introduce a system of bonuses and
fair profit-sharing, say-a certain
number of shares assigned to each
employee.
This, combim~d vrith
frank and open dealing on the par!
of the directors, would SlHely serve
to transform the discontented employee into a happy and \yilling
partner and co-wol'ker.
Mr. Magnt~s - (with surprised
dismay) And you really think-it
must come-to tha t ~
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Effendi-Unless you wish to suffer far greater losses.
Frances-(handing her :Mother a
cup) Yes-Mother-for Mr. Magnus. He will need it extra shong'.
(Magnus motions her to be careful.)
Sir J()hn-(helpfully) You know,
Jimmie-the kind of thing: that a
few firms arc already trying' out ill
the States and Australia-with
quite satisfactory results, I believc.
Mr. Magnt~s - (s low 1 y and
thoughtfully) Yes-I think I catch
the idea. Good-will, co-operation
and all that-as a sort of illnmined
self-interest. But-my dear fellow,
as you are only too well aware,
there's a whole vicious circle of
other problems involved-currency
-tariffs-customs. . ..
Sir John-It seems to me that
none of these questions can now he
solved by any country alone. So
rapidly is the world becoming a
single economic unit, the distress or
prosperity of one must affeet all.
What do yOt~ think, Effendi ~
Effendi-That is, happily, true.
For this is the Hour of Unity of the
sons of men, and there is a wakening
in the consciousness of mankind a
new keen realization of their essential oneness. So-let us strive
to fling wide open the 1'i nws of commerce, and remove the barri ors of
suspicion, fear and jealous rivalry
by means of international co-operation and trust, by unified systems of
distribution and exc h an g e of
\vealth, goods, produce and natural
resources. For glory is no longer
his who only loves his native landglory is his who loves his kind!
( To b e contim~ecl)
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LIGHT ON BASIC UNITY
LOUIS G. GREGORY

Inte?Tacial amity hCis been taught by Baha/is since the ea1'ly days of the Ccaise
when Bahd'~i'lldh so marvelously pToclcci?ned the oneness of humanity in His teaching,
"Ye are all the leaves of one t?'ee, and the drops of one sea." And again, "Do ye know
why vVe hCive cTecited ymc from one clciY? That no one should exalt himself OVM' the
other. Ponder in your hea?'ts, how ye weTe created . .." lj1[any othe?' similar instj'uctions are found in the Bahd'i teachings. The following TepO?'ts the ConfeTence fQ?'
Rcwe Amity held at the BaJtd'i StL1n1116r Colony in GTeen Acre, EDiot, Maine, during
August.

n

HE Oneness of Mankind is one years which has completely changed
of the fundamental Baha'i current ideas among the learned
principles. Adherents of the Baha'i about Africa and the infhlence of its
faith understand the vital import- Negro inhabitants upon the great
ance of the practical application of civilizations of the past. As a rethe teachings in the daily living, for sult many now believe that Africa
deed not words are essential in this has a prior claim to Asia as +he
Age of Light.
cradle of the human family. There
Conferences or conventions or- has come to light positivf3 proof of
ganized for racial amity under
great kingdoms and empires which
Bahii'i auspices have covered a deformed)T existed in liJastern, vveRtcade and have been uniformly sucern and Central Africa which octe11
Such occasions always
cessful.
bring a glad exhilaration with slulJassed the better known culture~3
"'wealth of thought, felicity of ex- of Europe and Asia. These findi11~";
pression and spiritual understand- upset the idea that CeniTal Africa
Illg. The latest conferenee l1eld in and its Negro peoples have had but
Green Acre, Eliot, Maine, in Au- little part in human histOTY, This
gust of this year ,vas no exception, region of the world has had a most
indeed it even surpassed the san- decided and positive sway over the
destinies of mankind. Science fortiguine hopes of its sponsorR.
One of the most significant con- fied by ancient literature now shows
tributions to the Conference was the that European types of people in
address by :Mr. William Leo Hans- very ancient times emigTated there
berry, Harvard scholar, specialis;t from Africa and that this is quite
in the Department of Hisr,ol'Y, Ho'i'.'- manifest, it is claimed, in most of
the Mediterranean races. It was
Hl'c1 University, \l\f asl1inglon D. C.,
who unfolded r{~cent sbd!8S in an- shO"\vn quite clearly that these
thropology,
paleontology
and African peoples played a much
archaeology bearing upon the con- more important part than has been
tinent of Africa. His two lectures, realized in earl)T prehistoric civili"N egro Civilizations in Ancient zations.
Mr. Hansberry's lectures were ilAfrica" made a deep and lasting
impression not only Iyy their pro- lustrated by numerous pictures of
found learning but by bis ability to f 0 s s i 1 s, monuments, paintings,
express the discoveri r;,':; almost en- tombs, sculptures, temples etc.
tirely in common pal'1::mce anel a These shOlved the features of kings
way intelligible to the laity. Hc and other great characters unmispresented knowledge of recent takably Negro. The story of the
~
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human race in evolution and his
description of Proplipithac~Ls haeckeUi, the supposed missing link of
the scientists, a very interesting
little creature w h i c h gradually
evolved through such stages as
A ustralopithimLs african~ts and
Ilo'l'YW rhodesiensis, Ilomo capensis,
types found among African fossils
and similar to types in other continents, all finally culminating in
Il omo sapiens, presented a very
fascinating study. The effect of
climate upon hair and features over
long periods of time was also scientifically explained.
He accepted from the standpoint
of his researches without reservations the Baha'i principle of the
oneness of humanity.
THE SOCIAL ASPEOTS of race relations claimed a session and a half
of the convention and two special
meetings extra, growing out of a
spontaneous desire to deal more intimately and directly with problems
of daily life involving the color line
or to cheer the hearts by disinterested kindness.
Questions were
asked and many voices were raised
ill consultation with no trace of inharmony. What do we owe to our
fellow beings of another race 1 How
can we aid them if victimized by oppression on the one hand or heedlessness or indifference on the
other"? The lordly ideals of Baha'u'llah, the lofty exhortations of
'Abdu'l-Baha, the strident notes of
Shoghi Effendi all gave light to
consultation. A friend from far off
New Zealand, wise beyond his years,
gave an enlightening account of the
high standards of justice maintained by the English settlers in New
Zealand to the Maori, the aboriginal
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race, which has brought the latter,
but half century ago cannibals, to
the highest plane of social, political,
cultural and spiritual awakening.
The power of the Prophet brings
new birth. The new teachings of
the new day are adequate for unity
in race relations. This work is one
of the most needed and inviting for
service.
Justice to our fellow
beings clarifies our vision. The
ignorant can and must be taught.
The heedless must be attracted and
even the dead must be revived!
People born in an atmosphere of
prejudice are not hopeless. Such
conditions yield to spiritual training. Association with those who
firmly but lovingly take the stand
for right may often bring astonishing results.
Improvements in the ways of
transportation with justice for all;
education which proves the subjective as well as objective harm of
human prejudices; practical ways
of handling situations and people;
the need of keeping willing workers
busy and therefore happy; the need
of friends themselves finding opportunities to serve a world full of sorrowing hearts; are some considerations that require action. Truly an
amity convention is one that has life.
How the psychology of suffering
masses may be affected by the
knowledge that somewhere in the
world there is a group of people
who believe in justice and fair play
is something to ponder. That which
is, is affected by that which ought
to be. The real is influenced by the
ideal. Ideals must be cherished
and spread. Should ideals disa ppear all worth while in humanity
would soon be lost. So idealists and
workers came augmenting the joy
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of life, while many others sent expressions of regret. Among the
latter is a man of great influence,
former governor of a neighboring
sta te, who asked to be remembered
when such another convention is
held.
One of our seasoned workers who
could not attend in person sent her
address which contained among
other beautiful thoughts this exhortation:
"Amity is a campaign requiring
patience, knowledge and spiritual
guidance, holding the good of
another in mind vigilantly 1 est
satisfaction in a deed blind us to its
quality. Let us determine that not
one day shall pass without an effort
towards racial amity. Thousands
of little acts, small sacrifices which
are within the reach of all will bring
grea t results. God will assist us to
march forwaTCl to a new day in the
relationship of all mankind."
THE SPIRITUAL part of an Amity
Conference is always most important and it was emphasized by the
chairman on the opening night.
After quoting a number of the most
powerful and beautiful of the
Baha'i teachings, he said:
"If the light is one, is it possible
any longer to view and treat mankind as separated by color, race or
merely material origin ~ We are
meeting tonight representatives of
many races in a world baffled and
confused by the serious problems of
adjustment that confront it. If a
man wishes to plant a gaTClen and
raise fine vegetables or fruits and
has no suitable instruments such as
plow, hoe and seecl, he is helpless.
Such is the condition of the world
today. Mighty forces are at work

which no man can subdue unless
equipped with divine instrumentalities at present unknown or unacceptable to the statesmen and governments of the world. N evertheless these instruments exist and are
divinely fitted for the work at hand.
Therefore it remains for those who
are informed of their existence, who
are conscious of their perfect adaptation to the needs of the world to
demonstrate their perfect fitness,
usefulness and uniqueness to heal
the wounds of the world. This is a
mighty task. But be assured that
Divine Assistance is at hand to
strengthen and assist and confirm
every soul who arises for this supreme service to mankind. ' ,
The Sunday morning session, was
especially planned to teach man's
sole dependence on God and His
creative Power.
The chairman
read the divine explanation of
man's creation in the image and
likeness of God. A voice from the
far South told of distressing conditions which could only be remedied
by a heavenly power. The one universal outlook is the spiritual. The
slow but steady process which
makes success certain, that of striving to gain the respect, esteem and
affection of those we try to teach
received due emphasis. An account
of prayer at the Shrine of Baha'u'Hah and the immediate answer was
.
.
ImpreSSIve.
The Spirit of the Glory of God
seeks "villing mirrors for its reflection in the world of man. Those
who pray, those who are active in
service under the shadow of guidance may perceive its power. Eyes
may see the signs of God. Ears
may be attentive to celestial music.
Hands may serve. Feet may tread

HA W All PROVING GROUND OF PACIFIC PROBLEMS

in the foot steps of the True One.
Minds may reflect the ideals of the
Kingdom. Knowledge from Him
may teach His ways. Hearts may
favor His loved ones. This is the
way of amity, which is quite free
from personalities, but at all times
relates to the eternal realities.
One of the most effective workers
writes: "I was inwardly impressed
during the three days of the conference, and particularly at the unique and wonderful atmosphere of
the musical and fellowship meeting
Sunday night, that the Pentacostal
outpourings were flowing. I don't
think I have ever seen or experi-
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enced before such an utter demonstration of the blending of races as
on that evening, nor witnessed such
love as passed to and from every
heart. This is the first realization
at Green Acre of what 'Abdu'lBaha told us to participate in. This
is the answer to Green Acre's problems, spiritual and materiaL The
message fro m Shoghi Effendi
through Miss Easterbrook a recently returned pilgrim from the Holy
Land,-clearly points to this as the
solution,-' an emphasis (there) upon the racial harmony.' You should
feel radiantly happy."

HAWAII PROVING GROUND OF PACIFIC
PROBLEMS
W ALLACE R. F ARRINGTON
President of the Pan-Pacific Union
Excerpts from a talk given over
the National Broadcasting Company
Radio, New York City, and printed
,in the Honol~Ll~L Star-B~Llletin.
nHE intermingling of Oriental
U and Occidental cultures in
Hawaii is a topic on which a volume
could be written. A whole evening
of discussion would not exhaust all
phases of the subject.
At the outset one is faced with the
attitude of some of our good citizens
and my good friends on the Pacific
coast, that the mingling of these cultures, the Orient and the Occident,
is impossible. They tell us that the
barriers are insurmountable, that
any intermingling must result in
lowering the standards of all concerned.

The immediate answer to that
point of view is the life of Hawaii,
where the Orient and the Occident
have intermingled, formed unions,
so to speak, taken of value something from the East, and something
from the West.
Hawaii is one place on this earth
where the evils of racial caste have
been reduced to a minimum. To my
mind this is the secret of the successful development of sterling
citizenship in a territory that is the
strategic key to the Pacific; strategic in the commerce of the Pacific;
strategic in the scheme of defensive
control in time of emergency;
strategic in the good will among the
peoples and the races whose homes
are in the lands about the Pacific
ocean, the peoples on whose good
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sense, good judgment and good will
depends the continued and permanent good will of the Pacific ....
THE HAWAIIAN indeed is well denominated as an amalgam race.
Contrary to the popular conception,
the Hawaiian population is steadily
.
.
lllcreaslng.
Though not of pure Hawaiian
blood, the mingling of the races with
the Hawaiian has probably furnished a foundation for the high character of American citizenship in
Hawaii, a citizenship where representatives of IJlue blood families
of the accident, pure blood families
of the Orient, mingle freely and on
terms of social equality with pure
blood Hawaiians and mixtures of
ancestry that in some instances
combine in one family the ancestral
strains of New England, Europe,
Hawaii, and China ....
'i¥hen you realize that there is no
public or private school in the Territory of Hawaii where a child is
barred from the school for reasons
of race, you have a better appreciation of why we speak of the future
with confidence and point to our
past and present citizenship with
definite pride . . . .

WITH SUCH a situation prevailing
among our people; \vith such an atmosphere pervading Hawaii's social, political, business and neighborhood life, it is natural for Hawaii to become known as a human
laboratory, a proving ground to determine how the peoples of the
Pacific may adjust themselves so as
to avoid the mistakes of bitterness,
suspicion and antagonism that have
punctuated the history of the Mediterranean and the Atlantic....
And thus we feel that ,ye of Havvaii, with all our races and mixhues, are, besides having the joy of
living in the most beautiful place of
the ,vorld, making a definite contribution to the future happiness and
material welfare of the Pacific area
by doing daily what so many have
said cannot be done-mingling the
cultures of the Orient and the accident on even terms. If any doubt
it, come to Hawaii, observe for
yourself, form your own estimate.
If you come as a doubting Thomas,
we are confident you will leave a
convert and an evangelist in the
cause of happier human relationships that create the eternal foundations of enduring friendships and
peace between nations.

"The world of hU'lrwnity is l;ike imto one kind1'ecl and one family.
Becaiose of the climatic conditions of the zones, thTOiigh the passi,ng
ages colors have beco'lJ/,e different. In the tOr1'icl zone on aCC01.,mt of the
intensity of the affect of the smt thToiughout the ages the black mce
appeared. In the frigid zone on acc01mt of the seve1'ity of the cold
and the ineffectiveness of the heat of the sun the white 1'ace appeared.
In the temperate zone the yellow, brown and reel races came into eX'istence. Biot in l'eality mankind is one mce. B eca10se it is of one 1'ace
1mquestionably the'J'e must be 1mion and harmony ancl no sepal'ation or
discor'd.' ,
- ' Abdio'l-Bah6.

, ,
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THE APPEAL
By His side I wandered and saw His hands outstretched
To give.
Under the beautiful sun of glory He walked,
Administering to the poor,-no word of censure,
Only a quiet giving of self, always a giving of self.
And I could only smile and wonder, not understanding.
Yesterday, when the blue haze of morning covered the world,
I came upon Him unawares;
He stood pensive, contemplating the drifting clouds
Above Mount CarmeL
Suddenly the garment of sorrow descended upon Him,
And I felt Him surrounded by warring elements:
A myriad voices tore the delicate fibre of His being;
At once He seemed overcome with longing
And fell prone upon the warm earth.
Alas, I heard Him sob and I shudderedBut I understood.
"Thine aid, 0 Father!" He whispered,
Soaring to heaven with soul-pinions fleet;
"Thine aid, 0 Father t Thy children stand on a precipice,
Caught in a whirlwind of destroying forces;
Help me to reveal the loveliness of Thy desire for them!
Let them look into the heart of Thy glory!
Thou hast called me. Ere I cast the earth mantle away,
I would tie the jeweled sandals of love upon their feet,
That when I am gone, they may remember, remember!"
Then I saw the blue haze of morning shift.
The destroying forces were withdrawn,
And the clamour of tongues was lost
In a solemn thrill that came down the mountain-side.
Among the low shrubs I lay quiet.
Soon a figure, wrapped in a long, flowing robe, passed me,A figure magnificent.
My soul-burdened, weighed down, beheld the white form,
And purged of all else but the heaven I yearned forReached out in the silence.
Today He is gone!
His mantle of earth He has laid aside;
Only the wonderful whiteness of His presence
Still lingers.
I have looked into the heart of His desire for me
And am content, for I understand.
-EDITH BURR.
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" . . . The Teachings of Bahii'u'lliih are such that all the communities of the world whether religious, political or ethical, ancient
or modern, find in the teachings of Baha 'u 'Hiih the expression of
their highest wish . . . These teachings constitute the all-inclusive
power among all men, and are practicable. "-' Abdth'l-Baha.

, , No ONE has any plan!" said a
friend to me recently as we were
discussing the confused and chaotic
condition of the world today.
"Everyone is discussing the situation but no one has come forward
with a perfect plan to remedy condi tions. ' ,
It is true that the statesmen and
economists of the world find them-selves baffled by the peculiar symptoms, as it were, of a cultural disease sweeping over humanity and
threa tening the overthrow of civilizatiol1 itself. Rivalry, fear and
hatred between races, nations and
classes the wOTld over are dishubing the stability of the present
order. In addition to that comes the
terrible economic collapse which no
one seems able to remedy.
How can we remedy these evils
which now effect the very foundations of human living upon this
planet ~ Everyone has ideas. But
who has a perfect plan ~ Even if
some one did come forvvard ·with Et
perfect plan, how could the whole
world be brought to accept this
plan and put it actually into execution ~ When we realize how difficult it is to carry out a logical and
beneficial reform in a single city or
even in a small tOW}}, the obstacles
in the way of actually effecting a

world-vvide reform in economics and
world government seem insuperable.
SOlVIE YEARS AGO; meditating U1)on
this very problem as to how humanity could discover and1)ut into
practice a perfect organization, I
came to the conclusion that humanly this was impossible. For man,
being basically an individualist,
would not universally acquiesce in a
new ]Jlan, even when proposed.
And for any human being to attempt to mould all of humanity with
its diverse traditions, racial differences, and individual idiosyncrasies
into the pattern of a perfect civilization would be absolutely impossible.
But the thought occurred to me,
that if some one should appear
upon the planet plainly endowed
,vith divine inspiration and divine
authority, like the Prophets and
Teachers of the past, such a character could both propose and effectuate a plan for the perfecting
of humanity.
Strangely enough it was not long
after this that I discovered such a
thing had actually happened, that a
perfect plan for a new humanity
had been given to the world by
Bahii'u'lliih-not only with spirit-
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ual insight but with spiritual force
sufficient to enroll as loyal and devoted followers of this plan individuals of every clime, of every race, of
every creed and of many distinct
nationalities. I discovered that so
grea t had been the devotion of these
followers that they had been willing
to sacrifice possessions, family, and
even life itself-to the extent of
twenty thousand martyrs-for this
Great Cause which they saw as the
Cause of God for this day and generation.
STUDYING unprejudicially the
great plan laid down by Baha'u'11ah, no reasonable person can find
in it faults either of commission or
of omission. The great principles
therein enunciated: of the oneness
of mankind, the independent investigation of truth, the abolition of
racial and religious prejudices,
the substitution of universal peace
for the cruelties and wastes of war,
the establishment of a g l' eat
brotherhood of man upon the planet,
harmony of science with religion,
the establishment of universal education the world over, a universal
auxiliary language, an international
tribunal,-these principles have for
years commanded the respect of all
unprejudiced thinkers. And today
when such reforms are plainly seen
to be so much needed for the tranquility and prosperity of mankind,
there is a fast growing appreciation
of the world-order of Baha'u'llah
on the part of statesmen, economists
and earnest thinkers of all types.
This plan seems capable of solving all the problems which confront
humanity. It is all-inclusive. There
is nothing in it that should be left
out, and there is nothing left out

that should be in it. In other words,
it is a perfect plan.
SO MUOH for the plan. It is already here it seems, and the friend
who said to me "But no one has any
plan," was unaware of this platform laid down by Balla 'u 'nah for
the perfecting of humanity. The
plan exists. But how about its execution ~ Can the world's millions
of diverse races, creeds, nationalities, temperaments and intellectual backgrounds be persuaded, first
to accept this plan, and secondly to
put it into operation ~
The average person, upon hearing of these great ideals of Baha 'u'llah, reacts to them with the statement, "Beautiful ideals, but impossible of fulfillment." Let us see if
this be true. Certainly if these
plans were proposed by an ordinary human it would be true that
they would be impossible of fulfillment. For the individualistic bias
of the human mind and temperament, and the egoism and se1£seeking which are the strongest motives of man's conduct, would interpose insuperable barriers.
But BAHA'U'LLAH brought not
only a plan. He brought also a
spiritual power which gripped as by
a powerful magnet the hearts of
men; enrolled them as devoted and
zealous followers; and changed
their very na hues, moulding them
into the form required for this perfect civilization.
Since the promulgation of these
teachings by Baha 'u '11ah, thousands, nay, millions of citizens representing nearly every country of
the world have become followers of
the Baha'i Movement. This means

EDITORIAL

that they have absolutely accepted
the Plan of Baha 'u 'llah,-not only
because it appeals to their reason,
which it does; but also because they
see it as the Divine Plan for humanity. To it they vow their full
energy and poweT. They are endeavoring with heart and soul not
only to live and cauy out this plan
as regards their OWll lives; but also
to spread these ideals throughout
their community, their country and
even throughout the world-so that
all humanity may in due time come
to accept this vision and cooperate
with it.
The writings of Baha'u'llah have
already been translated into fifteen
languages and circulated among all
types. And it is not the intellectual
only who are influenced by these
ideals. From every class of society,
from every degree of culture, from
every type of person, are drawn
these loyal and ardent followeTs
who are willing to give life itself
fOT the spread of the Baha'i Cause.
SO WE HAVE not only the pm-fect
plan, but we have the dynamic
power operating to put this plan
into effect-a power operating in
the hearts and consciences of lm-
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manity. What more is needed, then,
than the gradual spread of this plan
throughout humanity, the accession
of other millions to its ranks of followers, and their devoted efforts to
cauy out this plan in their own
lives and in the life of their communities~

Reader, if anyone says to you
that no one has any plan for curing the various ills that threaten
civilization today, say to that person that he is mistaken; that a plan
has already been given, and is actually being cauied out. Say that
this plan is perfect in all its details;
that it contains every necessary solution for the evils of human
society; and that it commands the
respect and admiration of all those
who give it their unbiased attention.
In the perplexity and desolation
of world thought today, there is 110
more cheering prospect than that of
the Baha'i Movement developing to
the point of successfully carrying
out the Great Plan of Baha'u'llah.
And I know of no greater motive for
efficient action and for spiritual
growth on the part of the individual
than the appeal of this noble },{ovement to the heart and conscience of
mankind.

"BcrJ1(i'~"'llrih,

we should readily recognize, has not only il1~blted mankind with a
and regeneTating Spirit. He has not 1nerely emmcie"ted ceTtain lmiveTSal principles, 01' 1Jropmmded e" pCllrticulaT JJhilosophy, however JJotent, sound and 1Uliversal
these may be. In addition to these He, as well as 'Abclu,'l-Bcr,hd a/teT Him, he"ve, unlike
the Dis1Jen8e~tions of the past, clearly emcl specificedly laid clown a set of Laws, established definite institutions, and pj'ovided f01' the essentials of et Divine Economy.
These e~Te destined to be a pattern fm' fu,tuTe society, a s~~pre1ne instTu.1nent faT the
este('blishn16nt of the .Most GTeat Peace, emd the one e~gency fm' the ltnifiwtion of the
worlcl cmcl the jJToclcmwtion of the 1'eign of righteousness and justice l"pon the earth."
n9W

~SHOGHI
G~~anliem

EFFENDI,

0/ the Bahri'i Cause.
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THE DRIVING STORM
DALE

S.

OOLE

"0 Son of Man! If calamity befall thee not in my pcoth, how wilt tho% tyead in the
way of those who aye content in My will? If affliction overtake thee not in thy longing
to 'meet Me, how canst thou attain to the light of the love of My Beauty?"
"/ al1~ not impatient of calan~ities, in God's way, nor of affliction for His love and
at His good pleas~~1'e. God hath made affliction Cl,S a 11wrning showey to this green
pasture and CiS a match for His Lamp whereby ea1·th and heaven are illu1nined."
-Bah{i'~L'llah.

no a hardy soul there is sorne-

M.B

thing compelling in the whip
and lash of a driving storm. To be
out in it, to bare one's face to the
rain, is to touch one of nature's vibrant cords. We may flinch at the
flash of lightning, tremble at the
crash of thunder, and cringe before
the destructive force of the wind,
but in it all there is an element of
grandeur, of sublimity, of irresistible power which arouses awe and
wonder.
The young sapling bends before
the blast, its branches whipping in
the wind. The whole tree, and
every fiber in it is being tested. The
roots-are they firmly enough implanted to withstand the pressure
on the leaves and branches ~ The
slender trunk-will its fibers break
or tear under the tremendous
forces of tension and compression ~
Is there enough elasticity to cushion
the effects of the sharp gusts ~ And
after the fury has passed, can the
beautiful little tree summon its
recuperative powers and resume its
life, erect in the rain and sunshine,
through the changing; seasons, functioning as nature intended ~ Or will
it snap, crashing its foliage to the
ground to wither there in brown impotence~

However somber the possibilities
of tragedy in such a test, it is overshadowed by the implication of mystery. Why should the little sapling

be called upon to undergo such vicissitudes ~ Is it that some element of
strength be instilled into its fibers,
thence to its seeds, that generations
of increasingly stronger trees may
grace the slope of woodland glade ~
Science seems to answer "yes,"
that in nature many things become
strong where there are compelling
reasons for their doing' so. This
strength is not acquired instantly,
but during the slow process of withstanding many storms and of
gradually reinforcing the fibers of
being and transmitting this additional strength into the never ending and dynamic stream of life.
We may view natural meteorological distrubances with momentary
fear knowing that the storm will
pass, and that in time any resultant
damage will be repaired, but when
the storms assail our social, economic and political institutions and
methods, we have not the same assurance because we are dealing with
more or less intangible things.
While wind cannot be seen, it can be
felt and does not seem so mysterious as the apparently sinister and
subtle forces which attack our material operations so ruthlessly. We
are at a loss to know how to repair
such damage. Seemingly brilliant
remedies prove ineffective and we
become baffled and discouraged,
when purely human endeavoTs seem
incapable of solving difficulties.

THE DRIVING STORM

Tests are old, as old as the world
and the universe itself. Nature has
always imposed tests and thereby
has evolved those species of al1imals
and things which best serve the purposes conceived for them.
Science and industry have taken
many pages from the book of nahue, but none which assume greater
importance in these enlightened but
troublesome days, than the method
of proof by test. Tests-chemical,
mechanical, electrical-prove the fitness of things and combinations of
things.
Tests-intellectual, emotional, psychological and spiritualdetermine the metal and caliber of
individuals and try their souls.
PROOF BY test is a scientific and
natural method. It may be severe
and not without pain, but the mere
successful 0 u t c 0 m e engenders
strength. Proof by test is positive.
Positive fOTces and methods accelera te progress and therein lies
some compensatory consideration
for those subjected to tests ever
more severe.
A good designer knows that his
structure is not complete and trustworthy until proven, therefore testing is a vital part of any constrnctive program. Trials may result in
failure but from the bitter ashes of
failure, tllTough increased krlowledge and experience, a hardy,
rugged structure evolves, to fulfill
the designer's purpose and to embody his dreams.
A careful designer also knows
that his structure, whatever it be,
ship, building or machine, must
withstand not only the usual stresses of everyday utility but it must
be able to withstand the destructive
tornadoes of emergencies. There-
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fore there is incorporated in it a
factor of safety. Every bridge,
however small, is built to carry several times the normal load imposed
upon it.
An intelligent person knows that
not only must an individual be so
balanced-intellectually, emotionally, and spiritually-as to meet with
poise the demands of ordinary life,
but if that individual is to withstand
tests, trials and vicissitudes and
maintain his equilibrium and effectiveness, he must also have a factor
of safety, a reserve beyond the usual
demands, and the amount of such
excess power is the guage of his
ability to rise above his environment and to progress against the
opposing CUrTents 'Ivhlch he may
have to breast.
This reserve is also the measure
of his faith in God and his compliance with the Divine wm, for his
reliance is on Divine Power, irresistible and all-sufficient, and he acts
with the assurance of Divine confirmations.
Every test that we meet successfully strengthens the fibers of our
beings, increases our confidence, and
prepares us to meet even harder
tests. Spartan as this may he, it is
nevertheless true, and always has
been. It will probably al'ivays be so.
A life of ease may easily become
one of retrogression.
A test well-met is a victory earned and suffuses the individual with
thankfulness that, through the kindness of God, strength has been acquired, fear dispelled, confidence attained and balance assured.
Individual crises are the woof of
life. National tests are not uncommon, but when the whole world is
storm-wracked one cannot help but
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wonder what the result will be. Such
wholesale tests cause us to fear for
the welfare of humanity as we have
never feared before. Individuals
may stand or fall without affecting the total result very greatly,
unless there be tremendously large
numbers of them. Businesses may
fail and a nation here and there go
financially or socially bankrupt
without causing a great deal of concern. But when it seems that the
whole world is involved in trials
and tTibulations the like of which
is unknown to historical record, humanity wonders what is the wisdom
and mystery of these hurricanes
and catastrophes, which can shake
the very foundations of civi]ization.
However difficult and insistent
our own personal problems may be,
their significance pales in comparison with the plight of the world.
Were it not for assurances given in
the Baha'i Revelation, the situation
would seem almost hopeless and
that our concern could only end in
despair.
WHEN WE are unable to control
the forces in play aboue us, when
our experience does not teach us
what they are or how to handle
them, when there is no precedent to
copy, and no leadershi~) in evidence,
when material means are ineffective, and the scheme of life as we
have known it in the past threatened with unpredictable changes from
obscure influences, then we turn to
some realm beyond the ma terial
and physical for enlightenment, inspiration and guidance.
To the untutored savage, storms
were supernatural forces which he
could not understand. He cowered
in abject fear before them and at*Divine Art of Living,

l).
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tributed all sorts of superstitious
powers to their fury. It is quite
possible that a considerable heritage of this kind has come down to
us, and when we are weighed down
by adversity, we lose our sense of
perspective and question the justice
of a scheme of things which forces
some of us to undergo great hardships while others speed along unimpeded and luxuriously. In such a
state of mind the poison of envy
is distilled to further disturb our
equilibrium. "When one is -ill, in a
state of nervous tension, worried or
frightened, it is very difficult to
pronounce sound judgmenr. and to
reason clearly. It is then that we
must rely on the Divine Power.
"Do not think for one moment, that these trials and ordeals
are confined to thee. In reality all
the people are surrounded with sufferings so that they may not attach their hearts to the world, but
will seek for composure and rest in
the Divine World and beg for the
bestowals of the Kingdom.' '*
Peoples hearts, many of them
are attached to the world and
worldly things. The seriousness of
the present world business depression registers itself forcibly on most
people because it has so shackled
the business world. When income
is reduced, savings and property
endangered, the situation becomes
very real and intimate. At first
people think only of the outward effects but when the tests become
severe, when people become helpless
before economic disturbances, then
it is realized that there ~I.re deep
lying causes which involve spiritual
consider a tions, and in turning to
the Divine Physician we learn the
true significances of values.

THE DRIVING STORM

Christ said, "Come unto me all
ye who are heavy laden and I will
'Where else can
give you rest."
stricken humanity turn for guidance today but to God and how soon
will the realization of this become
general ~ If all the 'wurld turned
sincerely to Him, the troubles being
encountered would be considered a
very small price indeed.
TESTS, WE are taught are necessary, and it is not possible to be
saved from them. But. we are assured, that "there is a .gTeat wisdom
therein of which no one is aware but
the wise and knowing"." .L~ realization of this ·wisdom is attainable. It
is made clear in the Baha'i Teachmgs. It is at once the solace and
inspiration which we have to give
to an ailing world.
",IV ere it not for tests, genuine
gold could not be distinguished
from the counterfeit." In this day
of the application of science to the
welfare of humanity) it is essential
that the designers know which
metals they can trust and how far
they can trust them under stress
and strain. Like-wise, it is even
more essential that each individual
assay himself and ascertain his own
weaknesses, that he may know of
what he is capable, and seek to
strengthen himself, that he may
have a full share in disl)elling the
dark storm clouds which hover over
a distraught world community.
, 'Were it not for tests, the courageous could not be known from the
coward."
Especially in troublesome times, is it essential to know
upon whom we can depend, and to
attain that degree of courage which
will urge us to act constructively.
"vVere it not for tests, the people
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of faithfulness could not be known
from those of selfishness." Thus by
tests will those among us emerge
who will have the ability to guide
humanity away from the selfish
practices which have made the economic situation so complex and
baft1ing, to lead nations into closer
agreement and to guide humanity
into the way of God. Great spiritual leaders have been vouchsafed
us. The need is to apply their admonitions, as quickly and completely as possible.
"Were it not for tests, the intellects and faculties of the scholars in
the great colleges would not be developed. " In the midst of suffering, it is hard to realize the great
educational possibilities and force
of tests. However, the sapling
bending before the blast of the wind
is being taught even if in a hard
school. Unconsciously, it seems to
understand that it must strengthen
the fibers of its being and transmit
such strength to succeeding generations.
",V ere it not for tests, the sparkling gems could not be known from
worthless pebbles." In the labyrinthian byways of life and thought,
it is essential to be able to recognize
that 'which is fundamental, that
'Nhich is true, and to weigh the real
significance of things and events.
How can we exercise the kind of
judgement necessary if we are not
taught by tests to acquire the requisite knowledge and how to al)l)ly
it ~
"yVere it not for tests, the fisherman could not be distinguished from
Annas and Caiaphas who were amid
glory (Worldly dignity). vVere it
not for tests the face of Mary, the
Magdalene, would not glisten with
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Lord will extenuate thy straightened circumstances even in this
wor Id, ' , 'Abdu '1-Baha advised an
inquirer, and we may all appropria te His kind words to our own
needs.
Tests are a part of the training of
TESTS, TRIAL, hardships and af- teachers and everyone possessed of
flictions are being experienced on an the knowledge of the Divine Plan
unprecedented scale. There are wants, most sincerely, to be an effew corners of the world today fective teacher. We are told that
which are not affected. If tests are unless one accepts suffering and
conducive to the development of the undergoes trials and troubles, he
individual, how much more effective can reap no reward nor can he hope
they should be in contributing' to to attain success and prosperity.
the advancement of the world, for We must endure tests" so that the
when such large numbers are af- infinite Divine out-pourings may
fected the combined force of their encircle" us and so that we may
actions, their thoughts, their hopes "be assisted in spreading the fragand aspirations, their longing for rances of God."
peace and security is multiplied
A truly discerning person will not
many fold and can be a very potent be too disturbed by tests because he
force of itself, but when the yearn- foresees the final result, the end of
ings are supplemented by the real- which the storms are but a means,
ization that God's way is the only that the aim Divine is the revivificaway-the effect will be irresistible tion of the world. Storms may
and profound, touching eve l' y trouble the uncertain, who see but
sphere of life.
the physical phases of the play of
Becoming disturbed to the extent forces and are saddened thereby
of committing rash and ill advised and frightened "at the surging of
actions adds to the burden of the the waves which storm the shore."
individual and the world at large.
What a firm and unshakable
When the tempest rages it is time
foundation
for the conduct of all
to remain calm and well poised.
human
affairs
would result should
"Be patient in time of at1:liction and
all
the
people
of
the world be fully
trial, endure every difficulty and
hardship with a dilated heart, at- cognizant of the Divine Plan and
tracted spirit and eloquent tongue active in its application! What sufin remembrance of the Merciful. fering could be averted should they
Verily this is the life of satisfac- do this voluntarily instead of waittion, of spiritual existence, of ing to be forced into it by utter desheavenly repose, divine benediction pair in the failure of all human
and of the celestial table. Soon the measures!

the light of firmness and certainty
to all horizons. These are some of
the mysteries of tests which we have
unfolded unto thee that thou mayest
become cognizant of the mysteries
of God in every cycle.' 'ox,

.Divine Art of Living,

p. 127.
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VVAITING FOR A MAN WITH A MESSAGE
~OIENOE

has been advancing by giant strides in our days.
~ The veil which hangs between the known and the unknown, which science every day endeavors to pierce, is tending
here and there to become very thin.
Science itself, in the examination of the constitution of
matter, has led many wise and learned men, in consequence of
their researches, to realize that there must be light behind all
material things-a spiritual something which it is difficult to
grasp and yet impossible to define.
Such a feeling is widespread amongst thoughtful people
today. vVe are waiting for someone who will not overthrow
the old revelation, who will not disestablish the old faith, but
who will carry us into a vvider field and will give us a new
vision of a world that is beyond, a new vision of the unknown
and the eternal, toward which we ordinary folk can but blindly
grope.
Thirty years ago I and my companions were standing on
the shore of an Arctic island waiting the arrival of a ship that
was to carry us away. We had shot our last cartridge, eaten
our last biscuit, and we were waiting for the ship that did not
come. vVe waited and anxiously watched the horizon for a
day or two. At long last a little puff of smoke appeared very
far away. It was the herald of our deliverance.
Thus we, the puzzled people of the modern world, are
waiting on the shoTe of eteTnity, each one of us authentically
on its very margin, every day looking out on the unknown,
waiting fOT a message of salvation, waiting for a new message which this world longs for.
Vl e want something more than ecclesiastical refinements
and aesthetic frills, something more than a slight change in
this or the other prayer of ceremony. vVe want a new spirit
-a wider revelation. \F/ e are waiting for the man who shall
come with his lips touched vvith the live flame from the Altar
of Goel He will bring a Hew message, a new revelation from
heaven of the meaning of the eteTnal veTities.
As it is, our oTclained shepherds know not wheTe are the
pashues ,and so "The hungry sheep look up, and are not feel"

-SIR MARTIN OONWAY,
In the Liverpool Echo.
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DR. DAVrD STARR JORDAN
MARTHA

[~]NE

of the Presidents 0 f
J~ American universities whose
name l¥ill go down the centuries because of his friendship wit h
'Abdu'l-Baha and for his unprecedented contribution to world peace
is Dr. David Starr Jordan, President Emeritus of Leland Stanford
University in Palo Alto, California,
who passed on, on September 19,
1931.
The writer had the privilege of a
little talk with Dr. Jordan in January 1931, at his home in Palo Alto
where he had entertained 'Abdu '1Baha in 1912, the day the latter
spoke in Lelancl Stanford University. Although this President and
scientist of such international repute was ill, on this January day I
called, his face suddenly lighted up
with a splendid fire of interest as I
said that I was a friend of 'Abdu'lBaha. His first words were:
" 'Abdu'l-Baha! I always remember' Abc1u'I-Baha because He
I'lorked fOT 'vVorlel Peace! Give my
love, my very best love to Shoghi
lDffendi, grandson of 'Abdu 'l-Baha

L.

ROOT

who is now the Guardian of the
Baha'i work!" He added: "I wish
you could speak on Baha'u'llah's
principles in our university; but I
am helpless, my work in this world
is over!" And tears came into his
eyes.
The writer told him that his peace
plan, his noble achievements were
working for him all the time, and
that university students in Europe,
in China and in Japan were studying and adopting some of his measures. She did speak in his university on "The Baha'i Movement."
As an apostle of peace who welcomed 'Abdu'l-Baha to Leland
Stanford University, Dr. Jordan
will be long remembered. His work
as a scientist and educator is outstanding, but greatest of all has
been his work for universal peace.
He was fittingly chosen President of
the Carnegie Peace Foundation and
Director of the World Peace
Foundation. He will always have a
leading place among the American
heroes who have led in the plans for
world peace.

"'When man dies his relation ~vith the body ceases. The sun is reflected in the
mirror; the mil'l'ol' l'eflects the light cind brilliancy of the sun, b~tt the s~tn does not
reside in the mi1T01·. It does not enter nol' come Ottt of the min'01', nevertheless one
~ees it 'in the 1nilTOl'; so the soul Teflects itself in the body. If the 1ni1"Tor be broken
the sun does not die. The body is the tel1tpOl'ary ?ni1"ror; the spiritual SOIt! suffers no
change, no 1J1Ore than the S1tn does, remaining etenwlly in its own station. Even as
in the world of drea,1ns vJhen all the physical feiculties a1'e in a,beyance cind the soul
travels, in a,ll ')"eal111s seeing, hewring, speaking,-so when the lJhysical body dec01nlJOSeS,
the SOt&! is not affected."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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A PATHWAY FOR ETERNITY
GHETOHEN

RN a recent book one of the charD acters speaks of memories as
being of two kinds: the kind that is
"just a sort of knowing how something in the past happened," and
, 'when suddenly everything seems
to be happening all over again."
Looking back over the religious experiences and training that were a
part of my life through high school
I find memory functioning just as
the little girl described.
"In the past" I went to an orthodox church, Sunday school, and
Christian Endeavor. Dming the
last year in high school I also acted
as organist for the church services.
But, as vividly as though it were
happening all over again is the
breathless search for, and firm conviction in the reality of fairies.
Born on Midsummer's Day, the legend was early told me that therefore I was under the direct control of the fairies; and never did I
doubt this for had they not again
and again granted me certain material desires that has seemed impossible of attainment. Equally
vivid are the moments when a need
for guidance or for understanding
of a problem led to a sincere carrying out of a ritualistic precedure
of my O\vn devising as I turned to
Pallas Athene. Just when I ceased
finding aid in fairies and in the
Grecian goddess of vVisdom I can
not say positively but the habit certainly persisted, even though more
and more infrequently, into high
school.
During this same period there
was an interest in sueh school ac-

W ESTEHVELT
quaintances as I knew to be of different race or religion than myself.
In spite of the social disapproval of
my own group I constantly found
friends amongst these others and
learned that fundamentally there
were 110 differences.
A few years later found me in one
of the four or five largest cities of
the United States working in close
as,sociation -with people of other
races, colors, customs, and creeds.
Eagerly I learned about their customs, their beliefs. (Of course one
could not help being puzzled over
the family who vvas so sancitified it
could do no wrong even thus found
,vith the contents of your pocket
book! Because my family desired
it, I affiliated with a church, choosing one of an historically liberal
denomination. Here it was possible
to establish social contacts. It
meant but little more.
My real religion at this time was
'brotherhood'. Means of expressing it were found in an International Club, the League for Industrial
Democracy, and similar agencies.
Ko longer needing the church as a
social agency' my attendance became
very desultory until the development of another church whose leader ,vas a social reformer. Here at
last was institutionalized religion
trying' to interpret the ethical teachings of .Jesus in terms of socialliving. The brilliant sermons held me
intellectually, but always there was
a quest for certain values and realities on whieh these teachings were
supposedly based. I knew Jesus
only as a teacher to be honored, a

A PATHWAY FOR ETERNITY

teacher whose ethical teachings satisfied though I felt they had rarely
been carried into practice. Again
the church retreated; why tie theology to ethical teachings ~ For a
time I drifted in a current of activities which filled each day but
after a fe,'! months a growing sense
of futility pervaded my thinking;
no longer sure of myself in the face
of a complex urban civilization I
longed as never before for some
centre of reality. Still I sought in
organized religion but failed as I
always had failed to have any conscious awareness of God. I knew
beyond any doubt He must exist if
only somewhere a Path might be
found. Unable to maintain the
early reliance on Pallas Athene, I
sought for Something that 'should
replace that childhood security.
It chanced that the young reformer was called to another city and
another field. In the ensuing period I was attracted by a series of
seTlTIons on world religions. These
sermons were followed by a forum.
Already somewhat familiar with
Islam and J udaism through friends
in the International Club I listened
eagerly; Goel was not there. There
did evolve, however, a realization
that the fundamental teachings of
all religion seemed to be similar.
Toward the end of the series during
a discussion period one speaker was
introduced to us as the representative of a Conference soon to take
place in the city. As we left the
church my companion and I found
ourselves continuing the discussion
with this person. The conversation
led to an appointment for another
time as we seemed to have much in
common. That night I found myself unable to forget the stranger. I
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was also possessed of an intense
feeling that something was soon to
occur that for me would be in some
way a crisis. I did not connect this
feeling with the stranger.
In the days that followed there
was placed in my hands a small
blue book having on its cover the
figure nine. Here I first learned of
a movement whose twelve principles
embodied those things which I had
found hitherto scattered through
many agencies and organizations.
This interested me but casually because my entire attention was bent
upon fathoming the personality of
our new friend. Back of her,
through her surged a power such
as I had never known before, a
power that I felt must be the answer to my quest for Reality.
The Conference ended, the people
connected with it left. I huned
again to the little book reading it
through with great care. Impressed by the twelve principles I decided to give more attention to the history of the movement. Another revealed religion! Annoyance and
irritation were my inevitable reactions. The booklet was tossed on
the desk. More restless than ever,
I plunged again into activity that
should preclude thinking. In spite
of this" as if it were happening all
over again" memory brought back
sentences from the little book and
I spent much time trying to integra te them with the unusual impression made by our friend of the Conference; somehow one must explain
the other.
After several weeks, contrary to
all my habits, I wrote to her asking, haltingly enough, for more information about the Baha'i Movement, Certainly she read in that
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letter all the things I found it impossible to ask coherently or concretely. Return mail brought a letter, a copy of "Baha'u'llah and the
New Era," and a small book of
prayers. The latter, after a casual
glance, was put aside for prayer
was only 'wishful thinking;' how
could it seem otherwise in the light
of the only real pmyers I had ever
uttered, those to PaUas Athene. I
read the book from cover to cover
in an initial attitude of antagonism
and sceptism. This attitude gradually changed until, closing the book,
I acknowledged an intellectual assent.
In the months that followed I
reread such parts as dealt with
social conditions, skipping the chapters which told about the Bab,
Baha'u'llah, and
'Abdu'l-Baha.
They seemed to be great Teachers
similar to Jesus, Muhammad, and
Buddha; this was the only reaction
to Them at this time.
Later, in putting my desk in order, the little book of prayers came
to light. Remembering the chapter on prayer in "Baha 'u 'llah and
the New Em," I read them all.
Certain ones were marked and
these I reread. Their power penetrated my inteUect~wl assent and
there began to develop a realization
* Dr.
mittee.

J.

E.

Esslemont,

Baha'i

Publishing

Com-

of their potency. I decided to memorize one or two of the prayers and
use them regularly over a given
period of time; hoping against
hope that they might prove to be,
not just wishful thinking, but a
bridge which would lead to God.
During the weeks that followed I
continued the experiment, wavering
between indifference and hope. So
gradually did inner conviction of
the Station of Baha'u'llah evolve
that I failed to recognize it until the
day I first visited the Bahii'i Temple. There, in the "Dawning-Place
of the Mention of God," that place
so pregnant with the spirit of the
New Day, I first experienced the
presence of God.
It is sheer coincidence of course
that it chanced to be Midsummer's
Day, but so it was. The early connotations of that day have faded,
into a memory of "something in the
past that happened." The Baha'i
Cause with its divine philosophy
which goes so far beyond my former concept of social living permeates all my thinking, all my actions. It has given me also that
other kind of memory "when suddently everything seems to be happening all over again;" a precious
memory that is the end and the beginning of a quest,-the presence of
God.

"Hitherto the world has been as a child at the breast, able to
receive and manifest btd little of the powers of the Spirit. Now it is
entering the age of its mat~[rity, and it is possible fat' the divine teachings, confirmations, bmmties and spirit~wl laws of God to appear pe1"fectly b eca~~se now there is capacity."
- ' Abd~L'l-Baha.
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THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD
~HERE are periods and stages in the life of the aggregate world of

U

humanity which at one time was passing through its degree of childhood, at another its time of youth but now has entered its long presaged
period of maturity, the evidences of which are everywhere visible and apparent. Therefore the requirements and conditions of former periods have
changed and merged into exigencies which distinctly characterize the
present age of the world of mankind. That which was applicable to human
needs during the early history of the race could neither meet nor satisfy
the demands of this day and period of newness and consummation. Humanity has emerged from its former degrees of limitation and preliminary
training. Man must now become imbued with new virtues and powers, new
moralities, new capacities. New bounties, bestowals and perfections are
awaiting and already descending upon him. The gifts and graces of the
period of youth although timely and sufficient during the adolescence of the
world of mankind, are now incapable of meeting the requirements of its
maturity. The playthings of childhood and infancy no longer satisfy or
interest the adult mind.
From every standpoint the world of humanity is undergoing a reformation. The laws of former governments and civilizations are in process
of revision, scientific ideas and theories are developing and advancing to
meet a new range of phenomena, invention and discovery are penetrating
hitherto unknown fields revealing new wonders and hidden secrets of the
material universe; industries have vastly wider scope and production; everywhere the world of mankind is in the throes of evolutionary activity inclicating the passing of the old conditions and advent to the new age of reformation. Old trees yield no fruitage; old ideas and methods are obsolete
and worthless now. Old standards of ethics, moral codes and methods of
living in the past will not suffice for the present age of advancement and
progress.
This is the cycle of maturity and re-formation in religion as well.
Dogmatic imitations of ancestral beliefs are passing. They have been the
axis around which religion revolved but now are no longer fruitful; on the
contrary, in this day they have become the cause of human degradation
and hindrance. Bigotry and dogmatic adherence to ancient beliefs have
become the central and fundamental source of animosity among men, the
obstacle to human progress, the cause of warfare and strife, the destroyer
of peace, composure and welfare in the world.
While this is true and apparent, it is likewise evident that the Lord of
mankind has bestowed infinite bounties upon the world in this century of
maturity and consummation.
Heavenly teachings applicable to the
advancement in human conditions have been revealed in this merciful age.
This re-formation and renewal of the fundamental reality of religion constitute the true and outworking spirit of modernism, the unmistakable light
of the world, the manifest effulgence of the Word of God, the divine remedy
for all human ailment and the bounty of eternal life to all mankind."

-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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DRIFT AND DIRECTION
FLORENCE

E.

PINCHON

(Conclusion)

DRAMATIS PERSONAE:
SiT John and Lady Gnty
Frances (claug hter)
1111'. Jm'16s Nlagnus
Rev. Goodenongh
Rod1Lki Effendi, a tt'aveling teacher
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS INSTALLMENT

.4 gronp of people in cm English drawing1'001n have been disc1LSsing the existing indust1'icd nn?"est and the de?JloTable econon~ic
conditions and possible sol~Ltion. A mysterious st1"an.g6?" fTo111 the Orient, Roduki Effendi, i?npTesses them with his s~&ggestions
fOT a mOTe perfect c·ivilizcdion. He says
that the hour of 1Lnity ";s at hand, that men
aTe c&wc&kenin.g to Ci Tecdization of tlteiT essenticil oneness, tlwt the solution of the
economic dep1'ession is the renwval of cdl
suspicions, fean, Jealousies cmd rivalries between nations, cmcl the establishment of
inteTno,tional cooperation with ~miveTsc&1
systems of dist'i"ib1&tion and exclwnge.
]JI[r.
]JI[agn'us-(aside to Rev.
Gooclenough sitting back in chair
and accepting cigar) Idealistic; ...
but one must admit thoroughly sensible ... might be worth trying out.
Rev. Goodeno~~gh - (pleasantly
superior) Oertainly the right-and
I should say-quite the obvious direction.
Si?" John-(rises from couch beside his wife and takes up favourite
attitude on hearth-rug).
But, of course, all this happyone might almost call it-" spiritually democratic" state of affairs is
a mere Utopian dream in the present condition of this country-to
say nothing of the world ill general.
Effendi-But is not every advance in human welfare at first but
as a poet's dream-or a vision ill
the mind of some great Seed
Re'/). Goodeno~"gh - (from the
depths of a comfortable chair contributes) Where there is no vision the people perish.

Sir John-Exactly. Fm as far
as political faith or vision is concerned we're certainly drifting into
a dangerous position. The masses
are full of fear and anxiety, or else
stTangely indifferent, while the
younger generation appear to have
no convictions about anything.
Prances-(from a seat in the window) But Dad, we don't know what
to be "convicted" about. It all
seems such a queer muddle!
Sir J ohm-Oh, I didn't mean to
blame you young people. Even we
experts (with apparent anxiety):find
it almost impossible to agree on any
policy adequate to deal with the
ever-increasing difficulties.
Lady Gmy-(sympathetically) It
must be a dreadful worry for you,
J aIm. The blind leading the blind
-so to speak.
Sir John-(trifle nettled) Not
quite as bad as that, I hope, my
Dear. But (frmvning) I must admit that, where government is concerned, our democratic system
seems to have largely failed. We
often cannot get the right men for
responsible posts. Parties tend to
split and multiply-valuable time is
vlasted in mere bickering and nullifying each other's efforts. NatuTally the people are losing faith in usand Communism-Bolshevism-and
all kinds of rival factions are on the
increase . . . (getting anxious and
excited) .
JYh. 1I1agn~&s-I should just think
so!
Sir J ohn-(then slowly, as thinking aloud) I sometimes 'wonder
whether some supreme leadership
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. . . a kind of super dictator .. .
might not prove a solution. Yet .. .
no mere man could . . . (voice trails
off. There is a little pause, then-)
Effendi-(softy and reverently)-Only a man charged with the
power to apply the laws of God.
Sir John-(suddenly stiffening) I
have not found religion much use,
so far, in the solving of these practical problems.
Effendi-(graciously persuasive)
But did you not say that you need
the best men for the task of government ~ Not necessarily those who
possess money, social position, or
personal ambition-but those who,
by reason of character, ability and
disinterestedness, could hold the
confidence of the nation-in factspiritually-minded men ~
Sir J ohn-Well-yes. Of course
it really comes to that.
Effendi-Therefore, would not
the most effective form of government consist of a body of such men
who would meet-not to further the
aims of any particular party, but
for impartial and harmonious consultation concerning the country's
welfare as a whole ~ Then only
from out the clash of differing opinions would emerge the shining
spark of Truth.
Rev. Goodeno~tgh-Like a great
conference with its various committees, I presume.
Sir John-The idea seems sound
enough; but I don't see how it
would work out in actual practice.
(Oompany lean forward as if
wondering what would be) answered.
Effendi-Election by universal
franchise could be made to local
councils or (smilingly) shall we call
them-Houses of Justice ~ which
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would administer as far as possible
all local affairs.
Sir J ohn-( aside to himself)
"Houses of Justice "-good namethat!
Then delegates appointed by the
inhabitants could elect the members
of the National Oouncil-or House
of Justice. And finally accredited
men of outstanding capacities and
wisdom could be sent forward to the
Supreme Oouncil of the United
States of the world. In such a way,
democracy would obtain its aristocracy of brains and of character,
and stable government, progress
and prosperity be the better ensured.
(Oompany sit back and relax a
little.)
Mr. Magn~ts-Good! but what
about the electors ~ You've human
nature to reckon with thereEffendi-But "human nature"
that is also divine-and that, given
wise leadership and a more enlightened system of education, would
learn to choose those who were
proved worthy. That they are now
discontented shows this.
Rev. Goodenmtgh-(taking cake
from Frances) Thanks-most delicious ! (aside to her) An aristocratic young Daniel of democracy,--Frances-(with sudden warmth)
-With no fear of the lions-anyway.
Sir John-(with slowly dawning
conviction) But-how is it possible
to know that this ingeniously simple
and selective system would be successful-or in the right direction?
You (if you will pardon me) are
still so youngEffendi-But I do not presume
to speak of myself. This universal
plan which combines social justice
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and efficiency with opportunity for
the highest expression of the individual life, is the authoritative word
of God's new Messenger to menBaha 'u 'llah-whose humble servant
I am.
Lady Gray-( radiantly) Don't
you see, J 011111 That supreme leadership you want! Not a dictatorbut a Prophet!
Frances who, as though fascinated, has drawn a hassock nearer and
nearer to Effendi Roduki, at this
juncture asks hesitatingly:Frances-Excuse me-but please
-do you consider ATt one of those
"highest expressions ~"
(Sir John and his wife exchange
a meaning smile. Then all look surprised, for Effendi turns to her with
evident eagerness.)
Effendi-So high-that a true
Artist should be considered as one
having an honoured place and a
great right among the people.
Lady Gray-Now, there's a
feather in your cap, Frances!
Effendi-For the mission of the
Artist is to interpret or reveal
Beauty, and this can only find expression through the whole spirit
and personality of its mediuID-llOt
alone by clever technique-for
otherwise it would not be creative,
but merely manufachued wOTk.
Prances-Is that what you mean
by a tme Artist ~
Eff endi-Yes. For has not one
of your most famous critics said:
All great art is the expression, by
Rn art-gift, of a pure soul, and is
the clear evidence of its character?
Rev. Goodenollgh-(with evident
relish) Just what I'm always telling
our modern youth-you can't, I say,
hope to get away iTom morals.
Prances-(slightly scornful) Yes

-but-put like that it sounds so-so
stuffy!
Elfendi-(smiling) Yet, little Sister, is not Art, in its essence, the
minor of the underlying spirit both
of the age and of the individual; for
the artist can only express what he,
or she, is capable of feeling, OT paint
according to his spiritual perceptions.
Frances-( eagerly) Yes, yes, of
course.
Effendi-NovY, in this da\vl1 of a
great new cycle of creative power,
forth from those inner realms of
Spirit there is flashing upon receptive minds everywhere, a fresh revelation of t hat One Eternal
Beauty; a lle"W Impulse inspiring
oTiginality of ideas and stimulating
to novel, and sometimes startling
forms of artistic expression in colour, form and sonne1.
Fmnces-(with gesture of surprise and delight) Ah, yes! I feelI know this! Oh, do please go onEffendi-On the shores of a
beautiful lake in the heart of the
American continent is rising today
a noble witness to this n8\Y creative
Spirit. It is a Temple of Light-a
lacy envelope enshrining an ic1eathe idea of beauty and radiance;
and embodying an ideal-the ideal
of religious Unity.
SiT John-Ah! now I remember
reading something about it in the
papers. Quite unique in designthey said-the first really original
conceptiOIc in architecture known
for several centuries. Might bewhen finished-as lovely as the Taj
i'liahal!
Mr. 1l1cLgn'Us-Then that means
money.
Effendi-Yes, in d e e d.
But
whereas the Taj was an offering of
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Manifestation of the Divine ~
L(~dy Gray-Then, you believe,
Effendi, in a progressive revelation ~
Effendi-When all else evolves
and progresses, must religion alone
remain sta tic ~
Lady Gray-(wistfully) It is
strange-but sometimes I feel that
Christ has grown so-so dim.
E ff endi-Yet is His Spirit being
renewed in the world to-day by this
fresh outpouring of Love and Wisdom. For that which is being revealed through the New Name of
Baha'u'l1ah is that same ancient
Glory that shone through the compassion of the Buddha, the wisdom
of Confucius, the love of Christ, the
simple austerity of Muhammad. It
is the Sun of yesterday, arisen in
fresh splendor, and shining, as always, from the East even unto the
West.
paid~
Effendi-We have no priesthood
Rev. Goodenough~(aside) Irrein this religion of Light. All may futable-yet so different to what I
be priests unto God, and serve ac- had always imagined.
cording to the gifts that are theirs.
Mr. Magn~~s-(with blunt simRev. Goodenm~gh-Really! Quite plicity) I've noticed that folks don't
like the early Christians.
attend church nearly as much as
Effendi-Naturally, for the they used to do.
Baha'i Faith has the same root as
Neither do I-for that matter I'm
Christianity, and is as the full flowafraid. . . . Golf on Sundays-so
er of that beautiful bud.
g'ood, you know-for the liver!
Rev. Goodeno~~gh - (irritably)
Rev. Goodenm~gh-Yes-I must
But we have no need of any new
admit
that the voice of the Church
sect or religion Sir, there are far
seems
scarcely to be heard nowtoo many in the world already.
adays.
So much of my time too has
Effendi-(sweetly) Then why not
to
be
spent
in trying to get into line
a religion of reconciliation ~
with
modern
science.
Rev. Goodeno~~gh-(:firmly) But
Frances-(l a u g h i n g) Who
I hold that Christianity has provided us for two thousand years wouldn't prefer a lecture on lightwaves to a sermon on original sin ~
with all that is necessary.
Rev. Goodenm~gh-(plaintively)
Effendi-And for that past age
and cycle, this was true. But did That's it. These new physicists are
Galilee exhaust, for all time, the quite unsettling the minds of people,

love from a great and wealthy monarch, this temple is a tribute of the
love and devotion of even the poorest and most obscure member of the
Movement in every part of the
world.
Lady Gray - How wonderful!
And will anybody be allowed to worship there~
Effendi-Everybody. Its nine illumined portals stand open wide to
every race and religion. For it is
an earthly symbol of the beauty of
divine Love and Unity-the church
of the New Day.
Frances-(with dreamy, half abstracted gaze) Y es-I think I'm beginning to see it ... the worship of
Beauty-and the beauty of Worship-made one .... like some lovely
dream ... come true.
Rev. Goodenm~gh - And your
clergy ~ I suppose they're well
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and, somehow, dissolving all our old
foundations.

the message and guidance to humanity is
One.
For such truths as these, souls are waiting and hungry. Have faith! Have courage! and feed them. And soon you shall
behold from out the crumbling ruins of the
old, a new and glorious edifice arise-the
Temple of Divine Unity.

Effendi-Yet is Science only the other
wing of the bird of humanity, and both are
needed for perfect flight. For if the bird
tries to soar with only the wing of religion,
it will fall into the slough of superstition;
or if it tries to fly with only the wing of
science, it will end in the dreary bog of
materialism. But with the clarity of science
balanced by the power and passion of religion, the possibilities of progress are infinite.

Mr. Magmls-(with keen interest) Tell us, Sir, are there many
people who believe these wonderful
things ~

(Turning to Rev. Goodenough)
And in these new teachings you will
discover solid-because spiritualfoundations, and a complete reconciliation with your former enemy.
Rev. Gooclenmtgh-(in agitation,
and allowing cigar to drop unheeded to ash-tray) If only I could believe-what an inspiring message to
have to IJreach!
Sir John-But all this, of course,
preSUPIJoses that we have succeeded
in establishing Peace-Effendi ~

Effendi-In every country groups are
forTning upon an ordained plan; and quietly
but surely the social and spiritual scaffolding of another civilization is arising.
Among the busy cities of the American continent; in the far-fiung dominions of the
British Empire; and the diverse nations of
Europe; beneath the burning suns of India,
Arabia and Africa; in the universities of
Japan and China; and above all, throughout the scattered towns and villages of
Persia-the land of its origin-everywhere
I behold the dawning of the new kingdom.
Men and women-from a European queen
to a Burmese rice-grower-are thrilling to
the new melodies of the Spirit, and dedicating their all to this high service. They are
the heralds of that oncoming Glory which
shall one day cover the earth as the waters
cover the sea.

Effendi-Yet permanent peace, my friend;
can never be achieved by politicians and
statesmen alone.

(During these words Effendi Roduki
rises, and then making a sign of blessing
and farewell says :-"Happy is he who
penetrates these mysteries, and takes his
share from the W01-ld of light."

J}Ir. Magmts-You mean that it
must also be secured in social and
industrial spheres ~
Lacly Gmy~-With, I suppose,
some enlightened standard of Ulllversal education?
Rev. Goodeno~tgh-\ryhich will
imply that we have managed to lose
all our old prejudices.

-While the company appear to be
deeply pondering these words, the
room grows dim, and before they
seem aware, the Speaker has gone.
Figures of group can just be seen
as though gazing after him. Voice
of Frances is heard.
Fmnces-Oh, Mother - whyhow
strange! He's gone. How
EfJendi-Yes, indeed! For this supreme
goal may only be attained by the applica- beautiful he was-like the Spring.
tion of spiritual principles and good-will Shall we ever see him again ~
along every line of human activity.
Lady Gmy-Yes, my child. I be(Turning to Sir John) But have no fear.
lieve
we shall. For surely we have
For it is the divine purpose that-ere
another decade has passed-an Interna- seen the Light of aNew Day.
tional Tribunal and Council of the Nations
Sir J ohn-Ancl heard the call of
shall stand at the apex of the world, guiding and co-ordinating all affairs towards a a Herald of that Most Great Peace.
new world order, and maintaining for a
Bev. Goodeno~lgh-And did not
thousand years, the Most Great Peace . ..
(Turning to Rev. Goodenough) But its our hearts burn-while he talked
spiritual support must be the recognition
that, though God's Messengers are many, with us!
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A MAN vVITHOUT TROUBLE*
"I have heard thy cries and am gaily as they went along. The
of thy tears. Remember guard whipped him unmercifully,
at all times and in all places that saying, ' 'Now, will you sing ~ , ,
God is faithf~~l and do not dOHbt Mirza Haydar-' Ali replied, "I will
this. Be patient even tho~lgh great sing more gladly than ever because
calamities may come ~lpon thee. you have given me the pleasure of
Yet fear' not! Be firm in the path enduring something for the sake of
of thy Lord; as a mmlntain ~ln God."
For twelve years Mirza Haydarmoved, ~mchanging in thy steadfast'Ali was a prisoner in Khartoum,
ness. "
Egypt. The dungeon-room in which
rHESE words were written by he was confined had a tiny window
~ Baha'u'll<ih to Mirza Haydar- through which the sun shone but
'Ali to strengthen him during great one hour a day. For one precious
persecutions. In his early days hour every day Mirza Haydar-' Ali
Mirza Haydar-' Ali traveled from read with glowing heart the Tablets
city to city in Persia proclaiming of Baha'u 'llah. The rest of the day
with great wisdom and love the glad he was in the twilight. But he contidings of the new and divine day centrated his spirit upon the glory
which was dawning' upon the earth. of God so perfectly that each day he
But the fanatical religious leaders grew more saintly.
to whom the vision of universal
When, in later years, he was askbrotherhood and peace was too ed by Miss Stevens why the Baha'is
bright to be endured soon persecut- all looked so happy (she was thinked him with terrible bitterness. At ing especially of the radiant joy in
one time he was beaten and driven his face), he replied, "Sometimes
through the streets of a city by a we have surface troubles, but that
wild and howling mob. During this cannot touch our happiness. The
experience he cried out, "This is hearts of those who belong to the
my triumphal procession." Again Kingdom are like the sea. When
he was transported from one prison the wind is rough it troubles the surto another in a very cruel fashion. face of the water; but two meters
His hands and feet were tied and he down there is perfect calmness."
was put in a bag, head downward,
MRS. LUA GETSINGER was one day
and flung across the back of a donkey. Another Baha'i was put in a in 'Akka. A western woman was
bag on the donkey's other side. The there also and she was telling' Abhead of each of the prisoners drag- du'l-Baha all about her troubles.
ged on the sand as the donkey was This was a strange thing to do for
driven the long journey over the usually when people entered the
desert. Mirza Haydar-' Ali sang presence of' Abdu'l-Baha they were
conscio~ls

I

'The Angel of Mount Carmel, Reprinted fr<fal Star of the West, Volume 8, Pp. 243, 244.
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80 filled with the contagion of His Baha went out, but quickly rehuned
radiant love that they could think with Mirza Haydar-' Ali whom He
only of their blessings. 'Abdu '1- presented to the woman, and then
Balla with great kindness listened departed.
for a half hour to the western
The "Angel of Mount Carmel"
woman's troubles; they were really with great humility and sweetness
not very big troubles. At last He of manner began to talk with the
arose, and said He had another woman of the luminous century in
engagement and must be going."
which we live and the divine age
"But there," He said, pointing that is to be. She listened for a
out of the window, "goes a while, impatiently, and at last broke
man who m I will bring in in with, "But 'Abdu'l-Baha said
to see you. His name is Mirza you would tell me about your trouHaydar-' Ali. vVe call him the '-,-~ngel bles."
Mirza Haydar-' Ali looked
of Mount Carmel.' He walks on up in amazement.
earth but he lives in heaven. He
" Troubles? " he replied, " why
has had many troubles and he will madam, I never had any troubles. I
tell you about them." 'Abdu '1- don't know what troubles are."

"The life of this world is only a few days. TYhether happy or unhappy, in freedom or in bonels, healthy or ill, in comfort or in povedythey will pass away. The one who is established on the tMone and the
one sitting on the mat-both will cease to exist he1'e. . . .
"B1d the heaA'ts of the people of faith a're ass1{;recl. If they are
by a thm{;sand enemies they stand finn on thei1' grow~cl.
The greatest divine bowdy is a confident hea1't. When the heart ~s
confident, all the trials of the 1uodcl will be as child's play . . . .
81~Trmwided

"Rest ass~{;recl in the protection of God. He will preserve His own
children ~mder all circumstances. Be ye not afraid nor be ye agitated.
He holds the scepter of powe1' in his hand, and like ~{;nto a hen He
gathe1'eth His chickens ~{;nder His wings."
-( Abdu'l-Baha.
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WHAT OF THE FUTURE?

n

F the tent of the oneness of the world of humanity
is not pitched on this earth and Universal Peace
is not established, there will be more wars. For this
war has become a cause of hatred. For instance, the
Germans will not forget, the Austrians will not forget,
the Bulgarians will not forget. If the banner of Universal Peace is not raised, this question of war will
be more acute.

U

, 'On one side there will arise the tumult of the
Socialists, from another the storm of Bolshevism, from
another the problems of lab or, from another the antagonism of nations, from another religious hatred, and
from another racial prejudices. It is clear what will
happen. All of these are like dynamite. One day they
will explode, unless the banner of Universal Peace is
raised according to the divine teachings, and the oneness of the world of humanity proclaimed.
"According to the divine teachings the banner of
Universal Peace must be raised by the Power of the
Word of God. The oneness of the world of humanity
must be established by the Power of the Holy Spirit.
No matter how the politicians strive, it will become
worse. The power of man is helpless.
"This period is like the false dawn. This peace is
like the false dawn. We will see what the future
brings. This has not taken place yet.
"We cannot abolish war by war, for it is like cleansing blood with blood. The divine teachings will accomplish it however."

- ' AbdH'l-Ba7ui
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BAHA'I PIONEERS
A Short Hist01'ical Sttrvey of the Bahri'i Movement in India, BtWl1W,
Java Islands, Siam, and Malay Peninst~la.
SIYYID MUSTAFA ROUJ\iIIE

JCc1nal Effendi, acco11tpanied by the author,
Mr. Romnie, dUTing two years of pioneer
missi01:aTY w0.r~ in India, found no difficulty tn obfatmng access to the leading
people of many il1tp01'tant Indian states including high governl1wnt officicds and Tul61'S
themselves. Everywhere Jamcd received a
warm Teception Cind his 1nessccge was listened to courteously. In 1nany cases men of
infi~wnce beccc1ne followers of the Bahd'i
Faith, and in seven&! places Bcchd'i Assemblies were fonned. The work th~Ls begun by Jamccl has continued in unbroken
succession to the ]Jresent day when India
has peached the point of being seco,~d, perhaps, in importance to PeTsicc itself in the
numbe1' of Bahd'is.
In 1878 theu left Calcutta for RCin.aoon.
He1'e theiT mission was highlU successful,
and in a short time the Bcdtd'i CC&11Se ·iuas
wielely P1'01n1dgclteel in s]Jite of some instances of attempteel ]JenectLtion.
~FTER

the establisbment of the

~ Cause in Rangoon we left for

Mandalay early in 1879 with several
Persian companions. As there was
no railroad communication at that
time, ,,'le had to go by a slow river
steamer which ran once a week from
Rangoon to Mandalay, capital of the
then independent kingdom of Burma.
There were many obstacles to successful missionary work in Burma.
In the first place we did not know
the Burmese language. Secondly,
we had no anangements for our 811tertainment there or for contact
with the natives, and had to shift for
ourselves until v:re were fortunate in
finding, as later described, a Persian
from Calcutta who knew us and who
gave us our first opening in the city.
Thirdly, under the rule of the despotic Burmese king, teaching of
the Cause was extremely dangerous.

Promulgation of a new religion
was, by Buddhist law, to be punished either by banishment, or execution by torture.
But did not a Tablet from His
Holiness Baha 'u 'llah give us the
Divine command to proceed to
Mandalay and establish the kingdom there ~
This, the n, was
our spiritual duty. \iVhat difference did it make to the lives of
obedient servants if they were killed
or spared in the line of duty~ They
considered nothing to be their own,
all belonged to their Lord.
The trip to :Mandalay ,yas long
and tedious, as the boat did not run
at night, and it took us more than
ten days to reach our destination.
We arrived at Mandalay about an
hour before sunset, and had great
difficulty in finding lodgings there.
At the advice of the chief of customs, who was a l\i(uhammadan, WG
took shelter for the night at a Mosque called J oon Pulli, where we
slept as well as we could in an open
shed adjoining the Mosque.
Fortunately on the very next
morning a Calcutta friend, previonsly referred to, Haji Abdnl Kareem, upon hearing of our arrival,
came to see us bringing with him a
Burmese friend named Haji Abdul
Aziz (in Bmmese Ko Pooh), a dealer in precious stones. This Burmese gentleman was well known
and respected by the Moslem community -of Burma. We asked him
if he could procure us a house,
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which he did-a residence in the
Moslem quarter not far from the
Mosque.
News of our arrival spread
through the Moslem community of
Mandalay, and men of all classes
came now and then to see us asking
many religious questions.
One
gentleman who had already accepted the Cause in Rangoon, Agha
Mohammed Kassim Shirazi, came
rejoicing to see us, and became a
regular and enthusiastic visitor
thereafter.
Also our Calcutta friend Haji
Abdul Kareem came regularly to
question J amal Effendi upon spiritual problems connected with the
Moslem law. He joined us every
day to take with us the Persian tea.
As far as possible in our missionary travels, we tried to mingle with
all races, creeds and nationalities,
but the people brought to us at this
time were chiefly Muhammadans.
As it was in this circle that we
mingled mostly, we felt it necessary
to observe all due Muhammadan
rites. There was for instance the
Fast of Ramhadan and the Feast
that follows it; all the obligatory
prayers we also attended; but although we were associating constantly in this way with Muhammadan Burmese, we were unfortunately not able to converse with
them in Burmese, and our Calcutta
friend Haji Kareem interpreted for
us.
Thus our days went on until one
evening as we were returning home,
all of a sudden, stones were thrown
at us from the darkness opposite
our house. We were seated at the
time in front of the house in conversation with friends who had been
waiting to see us. Fortunately no
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one was hurt, and the landlord came
out, shouted loudly, and the stoning
ceased.
The next morning our
friend Haji Kareem came to tell us
tha t the people of the quarter disliked our presence there and it
would be best to move somewhere
else-they wanted to get rid of us.
We thought it best to comply with
their desire and engaged a house
with a compound at some distance
from this one. Here our friends
continued to meet with us, occasionally bringing new seekers of truth.
These people J amal Effendi welcomed and entertained in the most
kindly way, conversing with them
on spiritual subjects, and they
would depart strong admirers of
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him and of the message which he
had presented.
This quiet and unobtrusive method of teaching led to some important results. One of our new
friends, Abdul Wahid, who, like
many other Muhammadan merchants in Burma, had taken the
Burmese name, Ko Thin, carried
the news of J amal Effendi and his
spiritual message to his uncle Abdus Sattar (in Burmese U Koo), a
very well knOIlI'1_1 silk merchant, a
man of great intelligence and influence in his circle. Abdul ,V-ahid
1'elated to his uncle all that he ha cl
heard and seen during his visits
with J amal. The old gentleman,
Abdus Sattar, an ardent seeker of
truth, told his nephew to invite us
both to dinner in his home--an invitation which we accepted with
grea t pleasure.
They came to fetch us with a
bullock chariot, then the chief vehicle in Burma, and after our evelling prayers, we accompa:aiecl them
to the home of Abdus Sathu 'vvllere
,ve found our host very eagerly
awaiting us. ,V-e observed that we
"vere the only guests, and after the
dinner and the usual exchange of
politenesses, Abdus Sattar began to
put all SOTts of questions to ,J amal
relating to Sufi mysticism. J amal
Effendi with great promptness and
brilliancy answered all of his (l1..1esti0118 and solv8d all of his spiritual
problems to his entire satisfaction,
'vVe talked until the early morning
hours and it was about t'NO 0 'elocl~
when we made our apologies and
took our departure.
La ter we
heard that our aged host, through
the sheer delight and pleasure he
had in conversing ,vith Jamal, vJas
unable to sleep that night.

The very next day, to our great
surprise, his nephevY came with a
bullock cart and a chariot to take
us with all our belongings to a home
which Abdus Sattar had assigned
to us.
Upon arrival there we
found the old gentleman busily at
work, engaged in having constructed for us a meeting-house on a vacant piece of land adjoining our
home. Soon this meeting-house became a center which attracted a
sincerely devotional audience. This
was the real beginning of the Divine
Cause of Baha'u'llah in Mandalay.
It is evident that the chief credit for
the opportunity to spread the Cause
in Burma must be given to Abdus
Sattar and his nephe,v. They were
the first to become believers in
Mandalay, noble souls, each of
them, and they ,vere the recipients
of many Tablets from His Holiness
Baha 'u 'nah.
Gradually the number of believers
increased from day to day until it
reached the number of some two
hundred or more. These were busy
and happy days. Indeed "ve worked
day and night, and I was also kept
busy translating Tablets into the
U TC1u language, translating verses
from the QUI' 'an and the Traditions
regarding the time, place and person of the Divine Manifestation
prophesied in these Holy Books.
This subject finally extended itself
into a book of some three hundred
pages, The Standard of Tndh or
Reality, which I wrote fOT Abc1us
Sattar.
'vVe stayed in Mandalay for eighteen months. IV-hen the time came
to leave, Abdul Wahid vvas appointed as our representative. Through
him we were able to continue commnnication with the Mandalay
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friends. In order to prepare him
for this responsibility we had been
teaching him daily the divine principles of Baha'u'11ah.
How grateful we were to God
that in a city where there was such
danger in spreading the message of
Baha 'u 'lHih, we had been protected
by the friendship and influence of
our new Baha'i brother, Abdus
Sattar. This was our salvation, for
although the Persian Shiite COIDmunity publicly denounced J amal
Effendi as a Baha'i and incited the
people to do us injury, yet so great
was the influence of Abdus Sattar
that no one was found who dared to
come forward and oppose or obstruct the Movement.
Meanwhile our Persian friend,
Agha Muhammad Kassim Shirazi,
was working independently within
the circle of the Persian Shiite community where he was able to guide
many souls to the Truth, among
them Agha Sayed Mehdi Shirazi
and Agha Muhammad Sadiq, both
of them partners of his in his Mandalay shop, and others some of
whom had become natives of Mandalay.
In the course of time the prejudice of the Persian Shiite COIDmunity be c a ill e somewhat decreased. Two well known merchants, Mirza Ivluhammad Ali Is-
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fahani and Agha Muhammad Ibrahim Shirazi, each invited us to dinner in their homes where we found
gathered all the notable Persians
of Mandalay. J amal Effendi took
advantage of this wonderful opportunity to deliver a most convincing
address on the expectation of the
Gha'im and the Messiah. The audience received this address in the
most respectful silence except for
a few polite questions. It seemed
these souls had been impressed, but
due to their ignorance of Truth and
to their intellectual pride they preferred to follow blindly their own
dogmatic creeds.
The Priest of the Chinese Muhammadan Mosque, a learned sage,
came to see us bringing with him a
written question, a spiritual puzzle, which he wanted made clear.
This J amal Effendi accomplished to
his great satisfaction, pointing out
how the Bab and Baha 'u 'llah had
fulfilled all these prophecies. The
Chinese gentleman retired completely satisfied with his answers.
Thus having finished our duties
for the present in Mandalay, feeling that much of importance had
been accomplished and that the Supreme Cause of Baha'u'llah was
well founded there, we returned to
Rangoon by the same river steamer
by which we had arrived.

(To be contintLed)

"The will and plan of God is that each individual 11w1nber of humankind shall
become illul1tined like unto a lamp; 1"adiant with all the destined virtues of humanity,
leading his fellow C1"eatures ot~t of natal darkness into the heavenly Ught. Therein
rests the virtue and glory of the WQ1'ld of hUl1tanity. This is the perfection, honor
and glory of man; otherwise man is an cmimc&l and witho~ct differentiation fr01n the
creatu1"eS of that lower kingdom."
-'Abdu'l-Bahri.
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EDUCATOR AND PUBLICIST
ALAIN

L. LocKE

nHE many friends of Professor
g George William Cook were
shocked in August by his unexpected passing just a few weeks after
relinquishing the office of Secretary
of the Alumni Association of Howard University. Mr. Cook was in
succession student, pupil-teacher,
teacher, dean, secretary-treasurer,
dean emeritus, alumni secretary
and finally trustee of this important Negro educational cent er, and
his association with it spanned a
period of fifty-seven years all
but four years of its life history as
an institution. Re was therefore
in an intimate and peculiar way a
part of this institution; and although he was a man of many public associations and interests, it is
as a Nestor of Roward University
tha t he will be most remembered.
Indeed he shares with fewer than a
half dozen figures the honor of
being a symbol of the Old Roward.
But why mention this outside the
constituency where it is too wellknown to be anything but a platitude~
Because the key to an appreciative understanding of the
man is in this fact. Mr. Cook was
spiritually a product of the period
of Reconstn~ction and so also was
the Negro college. Its stamp was
upon him; its ideals and principles
were the dominant passion and motivation of his life. vVhat were
they~ Liberty, education and justice. We shall have a true picture
of the man if we trace the way his
life reflected them.
Mr. Cook escaped early from the

GeoTge William Cook
1855-1931

dark house of bondage. He passionately loved freedom all his life,
and sought it for himself and for
his people as an indispensable of
life. With a persistent and deelJseated fervor he hated all forms ~f
slavery and gloried in independence. vVith insistence and cannieness he struggled for economic independence, and attained it. Similarly, he advocated it for his people, and it is not SurlJrising that he
was a pioneer advocate of business
training at Roward first as head of
the commercial academy course,
later as first dean of the College of
Commerce and Finance. Although
an ardent and efficient educator, Mr.
Cook was always thought of as essentially a man of business, because
of this preoccupation as much and
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more than because of his long service as business manager of the university during its trying and perilous years of financial struggle and
uncertainty. It was not a mere selfish interest in wealth,-rather a
passionate realization of the necessity for economic independence
for the Negro. Political and civic
independence were equally dear?
and although denied direct political
activity through life-long residence
in Washington, Mr. Cook was ever
an advocate and counsellor of political action and joined every campaign for the safeguarding of the
Negro's political and civic rights.
Thus he became one of the main
supporters and officers of the Washington branch of the National Association of Colored People.
Similarly, he believed ardently in
education. It was perhaps his 131'0foundest illusion. The reconstruction period, in which he matured,
believed in education as a panacea.
So the newer ideas of social reform
did not appeal to M1'. Cook,-liberty, justice and education were so-·
cial salvation enough for him,- because he thought they could bring it
about. Perhaps they could if fully
applied everywhere. But we are
trying to understand a man, not
solve the problem of society. Mr.
Cook emphasized knowledge as that
which makes men masters of themselves and sets them free. And for
a person with such a faith, one can
imagine no greater boon than to
spend practically all his life in a
school that grew in sixty years from
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a handful of unlettered freedmen to
today's community of nearly three
thousand college and professional
students, and from a mortgaged
farm property to a state supported
university. It was Mr. Cook's good
fortune and great life-long effort to
build himself into this institution,
and even after the memory of
friends has faded out, this will be
for him an enduring monument.
But with all the conservatism of
his mind, he was yet able to embrace
whatever new truth seemed to him
a logical extension of fundamental
principles. On many occasions he
expressed with earnestness and entlmsiasm his appreciation of the
g I' eat principles enunciated by
Baha'u'llah for the perfecting of
the human race, and unhesitatingly
offered his home for Baha'i meetmgs.
There is but one thing more to
be said,-and that worthy of being
last i-this life, and that of his
faithful wife have been lives of tireless, scrupulous, sacrificing and devoted public service,-in so many
capacities and connections that the
detailed mention would be boresome. This principle of social responsibility and social service is
after all, my conception of the vital
proof and test of the presence of
real religion in a character and life,
and it is a privilege to attest its
deep and profitable presence in the
life of this friend whom we all shall
miss greatly, but just as greatly
remember.
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SONGS OF THE SPIRIT
EL ABHA
E.

T.

HALL

TO THE MADONNA AT THE PLACE OF
CRUCIFIXION
MAR Y ALIcE PEARMAN

I truly lived to find out GodAnd I have found His Holy Light
In Heaven, in every path I trod,
And in my heart by day and night.
I thank Thee, Lord, for all the seers
\Vho trained my sight to know Thy Face;
And for Thy love through all these yearsThese years in which Thy signs I trace.
I love Thy light in all Thy ways,
Thy works, Thy words, Thy cosmos grand,
Thy mercies great, Thy lovely days,
Thy love that makes me understand!
I praise Thee, Lord, I praise Thy Name-That Greatest Name to which I kneel;
I fan its mention to a flame
And in my heart a warmth I feel.
From all Mankind within my heart,
And from the trees, the hills, the seas,
That in my being have their part,
I send my praise on Summer breeze!
As to the sun
Responds with
Though small
Thou knowest

the morning star
lovely radiant glow,
I be-at distance farme and Thee I know.

Thou lovest me and I love Thee,
Thy Glory fills my life and mind;
And I in Thee in full degree
The Treasure of existence find!

THE SONG OF THE PINE OF BAHJI
MARY ALIICE PEARMAN

Little Madonna the wind that is blowing
Seeks the night long, but it cannot find you.
By hill and valley and rivulet calling,
But you have left the green world behind you.
Little Madonna your arms are o'erflowing
With gifts the adoring world has carried;
If your son Jesus had not been going
From the green pastures, would you have tarried?
In a dark chamber, forever praying;
What a sad face, so pale with sorrowBut Christus is living little Madonna!
\Vhy not go back to the fields, tomorrOw.

DEEDS NOT WORDS
ETHEL CLAIR MURRAY

Efficiency rules in the Kingdom of God,
The spirit is keen and alert,
No thought of one's self has a part in the plan,
Resentment comes not for a hurt.

If we hear S. O. S. we are ready to act,
Though our station be high or be low,
For the angels are there to aid in our task,
To strengthen our faith. This we know.
Our courage is great for we've nothing to fear,
There's no thought of hiding away
To let someone else do the service of love,
Or wait till another day,

I am the Pine of Bahji, and my limbs
Bear scars of pain, still they are full of light.
Sun love caresses them with golden glow.
Moon fills their depth with peacefulness at night.

In the Kingdom we care not what others may say,
When our hearts appeal to our minds,
We realize the MOST important comes first
And leave the important behind.

I am the ancient pine of centuries;
The sentinel who stands without a sword,
By day, by night, by radiant dawn I guard
The Threshold of the Prophet of the Lord,

If we are efficient the spirit will lead
The way to a life more divine;
We'll never refuse to give one a drink
From the cup of Heavenly Wine.

Before the Prophet came I was alone;
All day the caravans went trooping by,
Yet no one stopped-the sun was dull like bronze,
And there were no bright stars across the sky.

We'll think of the needs of God's pitiful poor,
And feed them and clothe them and aid,
We'll give our last crust without thought of self:
Far greater than if we had prayed.

I was alone and blind, nor could I hear
The singing of the glad bird on his nestUntil one day two people, passing by,
Stopped for a moment ill my shade to rest.

We'll take in the homeless without thought of harm,
Believing that God will protect;
And through being selfless, a blessing is born
From which God's Love will reflect.

Oh glorious day! My branches filled with joy,
The sun sent forth her radiating light~
I woke, and to my poor blind eyes there came

0, efficiency rules in the Kingdom of Love;
It's something that all must acquire.
To gain it we go through the hardest of tests:
0, let us come safe through the Fit'e.

Dawn, and the clearness of eternal sight!

,
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CHRIST

n

HY did Christ come into this world ~ People think He
in order that they might believe in Him as the
vVord of God, or the Son of God. 'He came,' they say, 'to
redeem us through His blood.'
Christ was not seeking after fame. He came that He might
educate the world of humanity and illumine the world of
reality. He sacrificed His life for the realization of this fact.
This is reality. Every fair and just man accepts this. Now is
it befitting that we lay aside the refining of character and engage in war, or abandon the second birth and occupy ourselves
with enmity ~ Christ came to release the people from the
promptings of the lower nature, to make them angelic. For
this thing He accepted all calamities."
~ came

~HEN

His Holiness Christ appeared in this world it was

lW like the vernal bounty; the outpouring descended; the effulgences of the Merciful encircled all things; the human world
found new life. Even the physical world partook of it. The
divine perfections were upraised; souls were trained in the
school of heaven so that all grades of human existence received life and light."

m

ONSIDER the essential teachings of His Holiness Jesus
Nobody can question them. They are the very source of life. They are the
cause of happiness for the human race, but subsequently imitations appeared, which imitations becloud the Sun of Reality. That has nothing to do with the Reality of Christ."
~ Christ, you will see they are lights.

D

um world must

come to know the Word in Christ. How
He was mocked, scorned and laughed at, yet His mission
was to uplift the very world which refused Him. Realization of
this will bring tears to the eyes of those who deny Him;
cause them to grow silent and thoughtful. Christ is Always
Christ."
- ' Abd~~)l-Baha.
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"This Baha'i Cause is great and it was at great cost that Baha'u'llah strove
to spread these principles in the world. During His Life He was imprisoned,
His property was pillaged. He was separated from His friends, and twenty
thousand of His followers were martyred. They saCl'Hied their lives in the
glorious cause of doing away with imitations and limitations, to this end that
Unity might be established among the children of men."
-'Abdu'l-Bciha.

A MOST STRIKING parallelism exists between the national and religious conditions incident to the rise
of the Baha'i Movement and those
conditions which surrounded the
birth of Christianity. Those who
give a favorable ear to the soulchallenging claim of Baha 'u 'llah as
the Messenger of God for this day
and age may formulate-expressed
or unexpressed-the query, "Why
did this Prophet of the new age
arise in Persia, one of the most insignificant and degenerate countries
of the world at the time of Baha'u'Hah's declaration ~"
"All observers agree," says Shoghi Effendi in his introduction to The DCiwnBreCikeTs'\ "in representing Persia as a
feeble and backward nation divided against
itself by corrupt practices and ferocious
bigotries. Inefficiency and wretchedness,
the fruit of moral decay, filled the land.
From the highest to the lowest there appeared neither the capacity to carry out
methods of reform nor even the will seriously to institute them. National conceit
preached a grandiose self-content. A pall
of immobility lay over all things and a
general paralysis of mind made any development impossible. To a student of histOTY the degeneracy of a nation once so
powerful and so illustrious seems pitiful
in the extreme."

WHY SHOULD the Messenger of a
new day, the proclaimer of a new
social, economic and political order
for mankind, the Founder of a new

and ultimate civilization, appear in
this isolated and backward country~
As one reads Nabil's story of the
rise of the Cause, the reasons for
this paradox appear and it becomes
apparent that Persia was the one
country of the world in which the
new dispensation could gain a foothold and mature to the point of
world-wide propagation. For in
Persia alone of all the countries of
the world, in 1844 there permeated
through all classes and sects the
ideal and the expectation of the
coming of the Messiah.
Here is a striking parallelism to
the time of Christ. Only a country
psychologically isolated as J udea
vvas, and as Persia was in 1844,
could carry in their hearts and
minds with unmitigated fervor a belief in the immediate appearance of
the Messiah. This expectation had
a double cause: first in the prophecies of the Scriptures of these
two peoples; and secondly in the
realized need, a desperate need indeed, for some force to lift them out
of their degradation.
In both these countries the popular concept of the Messiah and His
destined achievement IJroved erroneous. It was confidently expected

*The Dawn-Breakers-Nabil's Narrative of the Early days of the Baha'i Revelation. Translated into
English from the original Persian and edited by Shoghi Effendi-$7.50; Baha'i Publishing Committee
P. O. Box 348, Grand Central Station, New York City.
'
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that He would lift these peoples not
only out of national degeneracy but
also out of national weakness, into
a position of supreme command
and glory among the nations of the
earth. Thus racial and national
pride was a powerful factor in the
vivid concepts and expectations of
the Messianic hope as held in Persia in 1844; and here, as well as in
ancient Palestine, the ecclesiastical
hierarchy looked forward to the
coming of the Messiah as eagerly
as did the populace. "They confidently expected that the promised
Advent would not substitute a new
and richer revelation for the old
but would endorse and fortify the
system of which they were the functionaries. It would enhance incalculably their personal prestige,
would extend their authority far
and wide among the nations and
would win for them the reluctant
but abject homage of mankind."*
Into such a nation and racefanatical in the extreme, ignorant
of all but the ecclesiastical learning-came the Bab in 1844 with His
declaration of Prophethood and His
announcement of the coming of the
Messiah. What a tense and spectacular environment in which to
stage such a noble drama! N 0where else in the world could such
a claim have received the attention,
both favorable and unfavorable,
which it received in Persia. The
full intensity of the Messianic hope
had prepared the mind of Persia
either for the ardent acceptance of
the claim of the Bab or for bitter
and diabolical attacks upon the
growing strength of His movement.
It was this very ardor of the Per-

sian temperament which made possible the drama of the Bab. Staged
elsewhere in the world, His claims
would have been more tolerantly
endured, but with a sophistication
which would have defeated the very
essence and power of His movement.
The Persian psychology,
with its Messianic complex set for
an explosion like a gun with a
hair-trigger, was the only possible
locale in which the Messianic claim
could be made and fulfilled.

vV HAT A GREAT drama unfolds to
us from the pen of N abil! Simply,
with no effort at rhetoric but with
the power which comes from the
sincere narration of great events,
N abil unfolds to us the concrete
story of the missions of the Bab
and of Baha 'u 'llah. We see the
Bab in all his youthful glory and
a ppeal win, as if by a miracle, the
greatest of the divines to Him as
disciples, pledging heart and soul
and life to His Cause.
Here even more than in ancient
Palestine the spiritual battle of reform is waged in the midst of ecclesiasticism. On the one hand are the
great divines and Qur'anic scholars,
-leaders of spiritual thought, and
because of the power of the church
leaders also in affairs-becoming
flaming apostles of the gentle Bab;
enduring all manner of persecutions and martyrdoms; yet spreading with the incredible rapidity of
fire the conflagration which the
penetrative power of His word affected. On the other hand we see
powerful ecclesiastics combining
with provincial and local rulers and
endeavoring by every means possible to suppress this Cause which

*Shoghi Effendi-Introduction to "The Dawn-breakers."
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threatened their power and glory. hammad Shah to interview the Bab
We see, as in the time of Christ, of and to investigate His claims. On
what diabolical selfishness, egoism the way to Shiniz, Darabi thinks
and cruelty the human soul is cap- out various questions with which he
able. To the illumination of the would confront the Bab, and' 'upon
a postleship is contrasted the sty- the replies which the latter should
gian darkness of an evil priesthooc1. give to these questions would, in his
I,Vhat an inspiration to have view, depend the truth and validity
snread before us by the touch of of His mission." Coming' into the
Nabil's simple art the pictmed presence of the Bab he undertook
power of the Bab to melt souls at a with the latter a long and abstruse
glance, to overwhelm hearts with discussion of the metaphysical
conviction, to reduce the proudest of teachings of Islam.
More and more as the Bab conscholars to tears and 'win them to
an ardent following of His teach- versed with him and answered his
ings. What a stir it gives to our queries, did the learned divine come
smug complacency and our easy en- to feel a sense of deep spiritual hujoyment of a great faith to read mility before this glorious youth.
the tales of bitter persecution, of In the course of his second int81'life blood pOUTed out; of diabolical view, Siyyid Yahyay discovered to
torhues endured by great souls in his amazement that the questions
order that all the world might ulti- wbich he had intended to submit to
mately receive the Light which daz- the Bab had vanished hom his mezled their vision and drew them to It mory. As the interview went on he
as the moth is drawn candleward.
discovered again to his amazement
that the Bab was answering with
As WE READ these stories of dis- grea t lucidity and conciseness the
cipleship we seem to be moving in very questions which he had moa spiritual domain as ancient as the mentarily forgotten. This, howPlanet itself; and to sense the epic ever, "might have been merely a
recurrence of the Manifestation, coincidence, " so Siyyid Yahyay restaged intermittently from time solved in his third interview with
immemorial, as humanity has had the Bab to request Him to give a
the need. Take for example the win- commentary on one of the most difning to alJOstleship of Siyyid Yah- ficult chapters of the QUI' 'an and to
yay-i-Darabi, the most learned, the base the validity of the Bab's claim
most infiuential of His subjects who of Prophethood on His elucidation
occupied a position of such pre- of this obscme Surih. The Bab, beeminence among the leading figures fore His interviewer could state his
in Persia that at whatever meeting question, smilingly gazed at him
he happened to be present, no mat- and said, "Were I to reveal for you
ter how great the number of the ec- the commentary on the Surih of
clesiasticalleaders who attended it, Kawther, vvould you acknowledge
he was invariably its chief speaker. that My Words, My claim is bom
This great divine, chief ecclesiasti- of the Spirit of God1"
The Bab then requested His seccal figure of Persia, was sent by Mu-
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retary to bring His pen-case and
pa per and started to reveal His
commentary on the Surih of
Kawthar.
"How am I to describe this scene of
inexpressible majesty?
Verses streamed
from His pen with a rapidity that was
truly astounding. The incredible swiftness of His writing, the soft and gentle
murmur of His voice, and the stupendous
force of His style, amazed and bewildered
me. He continued in this manner until the
approach of sunset. He did not pause until
the entire commentary of the Surih was
completed. He then laid down His pen
and asked for tea. Soon after, He began
to read it aloud in my presence. My heart
leaped madly as I heard Him pour out, in
accents of unutterable sweetness, those
treasures enshrined in that sublime commentary. I was so entranced by its beauty
that three times over I was on the verge
of fainting. He sought to revive my failing
strength with a few drops of rosewater
which He caused to be sprinkled on my
face. This restored my vigor and enabled
me to follow His reading to the end .... We
later verified all the traditions in the text
and found them to be entirely accurate.
Such was the state of certitude to which I
then attained that if all the powers of
the earth were to be leagued against me
they would be powerless to shake my confidence in the greatness of His Cause."

It was by such a majestic spiritual power as this that the Bab drew
to Him the greatest minds of Persia,
and the most sincere hearts. Like
a fairy tale, this story reads. But
it is no myth or legend. It is an
accura te first-hand account of
scenes witnessed by Nabil, or of
scenes witnessed by friends who
themselves narrated these events to
Nabil.
The author was thirteen years
old when the Bab declared Himself, and was throughout his life
closely associated with the leaders
of the Cause. For many years he
was a close compaJ1ion of the Bab's
secretary, Mirza Ahmad. "He entered the presence of Baha 'u 'nah in
Kirmanshah and Tihran before the
date of the exile to Iraq, and after-

wards was in attendance upon Him
in Baghdad and Adrianople as well
as in the prison-city of 'Akka. He
was sent more than once on missions to Persia to promote the
Cause and to encourag'e the scattered and persecuted believers, and
he was living in 'Akka when Baha'u'11ah passed away in 1892. . . .
... His chronicle was begun in 1888
when he had the personal assistance
of Mirza Musa the brother of Baha'u'nah. It was finished in about a
year and a half, and parts of the
manuscript were reviewed and approved, some by Baha 'u '11ah, and
others by 'Abdu 'l-Baha. The complete work carries the history of the
Movement up to the death of Baha'n'11ah in 1892.

The Dawn-Breakers, it is clear,
will become to the Baha'is a second
Book of Acts of the Apostles; its
power of inspiration equals that of
the Cause itself as a stirrer of
man's heart and conscience. In the
secular world, this unique volume
will take its place as the greatest
source-book on the early days of the
Babist and Baha'i Movements.
This is a book which every Baha'i
family should own and study deeply, in order that through it they
might live again in these stirring
days of the early Cause. The book
gains tremendously in its appeal
to Baha'i readers from the fact of
its having been translated and
edited by Shoghi Effendi. And it
gains also added importance in the
eyes of the world of scholarship
from this authentication by the
present leader of the Baha'i Movement, the great-grandson of its
Founder.
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CHOICE OF MARTYRDOM
DR.

Y OUNESS

AFROUKTA

The authol", a distinguished PeTSian Bahri'i who was with 'Abdu'l-Bahri in 'Akkri
fOT nine yeaTs (from 1900 to 1909), told the following story to a gToulJ of friends on
his Tecent visit to Gel"1nany. It has been ?"ecOTded at theil" Tequest, Cknd is here published for its gTeat spiTitual vahw and histoTic interest.

OME thirty years ago when
, Abdu '1-Baha was surrounded
by His bitter enemies; when they
were instigating the Turkish Government to illtreat Him; when in
His confined place of 'Akka He had
a very small group of true and
faithful Baha'is, 'Abdu'l-Baha always expressed great joy and happiness at the thought of being
martyred like unto Jesus Christ
and His disciples, and like unto
thousands of faithful followers of
the blessed Bab and Baha 'u '11&h.
In those days the doors were
opened wide for the Oriental
friends to enter heaven.'~ All the
true believers prayed to God and
yearned to be accepted for martyrdom. One day one of the pilgrims
and I were discussing the best way
of being admitted to sacrifice. My
friend, M. Fazlullah, said that he
preferred to be killed by Shamajeen
like Suleiman Khan, who danced
with joy during that terrible torhue.
(Shamaj een means decorated, grafted with candles.)
This is the ·way that Suleiman
Khan was martyred. His body ",vas
cut through in several places and
burning candles were planted in the
",vounds. In such a horrible state
he was driven for several hours
throughout the city to show the
people the fate of a distinguished
and honorable man converted to the
.1;

new Faith. This was the way that
the government, instigated by the
clergy, punished the believers, in
order to terrify those who desired
to know about the new religion.
Now my friend, M. Fazlullah,
preferred this way of being sacrificed in the Path of Baha'u'llah.
But I did not choose this way. I
preferred to be put to death by
cannon shot, for that was the best
way of propagating throughout the
world the call to steadfastness.
Several prominent people have
been martyred in that way. This
was the way that I had chosen, and
I implored God to help me to attain to it. But I could not convince
my friend that mine ViTaS the best
",vay. He stuck obstinately to his
own way. The discussion lasted a
long time without being able to convince each other.
At last we left the pilgrims' room
and went to the room of 'Abdu'lBaha. In His simple courtyard
room, we found Him standing
among a dozen of the faithful ones
who were from the different oriental countries. They had surrounded Him like unto a number
of butterflies of various colors
gathered around a lighted candle.
He was full of joy, uttering heavenly words, giving divine exhortation.
And the first words we heard Him
say, as we arrived, in continuation

So violent were the Dersecutions that thousands were being Dut to death at this time.
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of His speech was: "In the Path of could not help smiling. I am sure
Baha'u'llah, the faithful Baha'i he understood what I meant to say.
mnst become Shamajeen."
This was the end of our discusOn hearing this my friend looked sion. None of us has ever proved
at me severely. I understood what worthy to attain to the zenith of
he meant by that look.
such a desire. But the rememberBut lo! What heard we after ance of the heavenly power of
thaU 'Abdu'l-Baha, without pay- 'Abdu'l-Baha to know our mind and
ing any attention to our arrival, to conciliate the different thoughts
said: "Yes, the true believer is he of His disciples gives me such an
who wishes to be sacrificed with eternal joy and spiritual happiness
cannon shot for the sake of the that I mentioned this event once in
Europe'" and am repeating it now
Cause of Baha 'u 'llah !"
in
order to sanctify His Name for
Hearing this, I did not fail to
look at once at my friend, and ever and ever.
::: In lecturing on the Bahai Cause in Mecklenburg, Germany.

g.

N the nineteenth century, strife and hostility prevcdled among the
people of the 01·ient. Apathy and ignorance characterized the nations.
They were indeed gloomy and dark, negligent of God and unde1' the subjection of the baser instincts and passions of 111~ankind. The struggle for existence was intense and universal. At such a time as this, His Holiness Baha'u'llah appeared among the1n like a luminary in the heavens. He flooded the
east with light. He ]J1"oclaimcd new principles and teachimgs. He laid a
basis for new institutions which a1'e the very spi1'it of 1nodernism, the light
of the world, the develop11wnt of the body-politic and eternal honor. The
souls who hearkened to these teachings among the various 01'iental nations
im11wdiately nnounced the spirit of strife and hostility and began to associate
in good-will and fellowship. From exi1'e11tCs of animosity they attained the
aC11te of love and brotherhood. They had been wCi1'ring and quarreling; now
they became loving and lived together in complete unity and ag1·ee1nent.
Al1wng them today you will find no nligious, political 01' patriotic pre.iudice;
they are friendly, loving and associCite in the g1'eCitest happiness. They have
no part in the wa1' Cind stdfe which take plCice in the eCist; their attittide toward Cill men is that of good-will Cind loving-kindness. A standard of Univenal Peace has been unfurled among the11t. The light of guidance has flooded
their souls. It is light upon light, love ulJon love. This is the education anl!
training of His Holiness BCiha'u'llah. He has led these souls to this standard
and given them teachings which insure eternal illu1ninCition. Anyone who
becol1tCs well versed in His teachings will SCiy, "Ve1'ily, I declare that these
words constitu,te the illumination of humanity; that this is the honor everlasting; that these are heavenly precepts and the CCiuse of neveT-ending life
al1wng 11~en."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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MY VISIT TO TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
MART HA

L.

ROOT

"Newspapers are as CL mirrm' which is endowed with hearing, sight and speech;
they are a wonderful phenomenon cmd CL great matter. But it behooveth the writers
the1"eof to be sanctified fro111 the prej1Ldice of egotism and desire and to be adorned
with the ornament of equity and justice; they must inquire into mCitten as 1nuch as
possible, in m'der thcit they ?nay be infonned of the Teal facts and commit the SCi1ne
to writing." -Bcdui'u'llah.

fIljJEMPLE UNIVERSITY in
Philadelphia, Pa., a University for the people, was founded by
Dr. Russell H. Conwell, one of
America's most celebrated preachers, lecturers and educators. Two
hundred students from three international relations groups, came together on October 28, to hear a talk
on Baha 'u 'llah 's peace principles,
Professor Graves, in his talk afterwards, expressed thanks for the intimate glimpse of the lives of peoples in other countries that the
students otherwise would not have
had the opportunity to see. He expressed appreciation, also, for the
glimpse of the world of peace that
might be realized through these
Universal PrincilJles.
The writer told of her interview
a few years ago with Dr. Oonwell,
concerning the Baha'i Movement.
He had said to her for publication:
"The Bal1a'i Movement is the biggest Movement in the world today
for world-wide Ohristianity, and
'Abdu'l-Baha is the Peace Prophet
of this age. I know because I
spent seven months in the orient
and I saw that millions of Muhammadans, Buddhists, J evvs and other
orientals have come up beautifully
into Ohristianity through becoming
Baha'is. I cabled to Egypt, asking
'Abdu'l-Baha to speak in my church
(Baptist Temple)-and when He
came to this country He did speak
there on June 9, 1912."

U

It may be interesting to know
that Dr. Oonwell, in introducing
'Abdu'l-Baha on that occasion in
the Baptist Temple said: "Our
own people know well the history of
'Abdu'l-Baha, visitors are here who
already know Him, hence there is
no necessity of any further introduction. We wish to hear of the efforts of those who have gone before
Him and of His own splendid efforts
in bringing about the unity of all
mankind.
I therefore give the
time entirely to our friend and the
friend of humanity everywhere,
'Abdu'l-Baha Abbas of Persia,
more recently of Palestine."
Miss Root's lecture in Temple
University was on these peace
principles of Baha 'u 'llah. After the
lecture, several of the students of
the school of journalism asked
questions and the speaker told
them what 'Abdu 'l-Balla had said
about newspapers when He had
visited Philadelphia.
'Abdu'lBaha's own words were:
, 'N ewspa pers are the mirrors
that reflect the progression or the
retrogression of the community.
'll[ e may ascertain the progress or
the retrogression of a nation by its
journalism. If journalists should
abide by their duties, they would be
the promoters of many virtues
among the community. Truth and
the virtues would be fostered.
This would be so if they carried
out the duties incumbent upon them.
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Journalists m u s t serve truth. the Baha'is in the fact that it was
Newspapers must investigate the not only an institution of theory but
means for the progress of human- an institution of practice. In the
ity, and publish them. Journalists center is the Ohurch (the Temple)
must write significant articles, and connected with it is the great
articles that shall foster the public people's university where several
welfare. If they do so they will be thousand students are enrolled in
the highest promoters for the de- the year 1931, and connected with
Temple Ohurch three great hosvelopment of the community.' "x'
pitals
have been built, and Dr. OonMiss Root's lecture had been announced in the Temple University well also has done much work for
News Wednesday, October 28, 1931 children.
as "a representative of the Baha'i
The words of Dr. Oonwell about
Movement, an organization de·- , Abdu 'l-Baha and the Baha'i teachsigned to promote ideals of peace."
ings are significant because he was
As she was shown through the uni- one of the very greatest humaniversity of the temple afterward, a tarians of America, and though his
number of questions were asked last days were spent while theologiabout the Baha'i teachings. She cal controversy was rife, he never
commented that Dr. Oonwell's descended to it. He did not atgreat project was somewhat like the tempt to define Ohrist but to live
plan for the Mashriq 'ul Adhkar of like Him.
* This

was published in the Philadelphia Ledger Juue 10, 1912.

r,r==================================================~

"The glory and the exaltation of the Station of Christ is as
clear as the S~Ln at midday from the books and tablets of Hi,s
Holiness Baha'~L'llah. The object of the Baha'i Ca~Lse is identical with the object of the Bible and the Gospel. The Baha'is
m~Lst be informed as to the contents of the Old and New Testaments. Concer'ning the faith of the Bah6/is as to the Station
of His Holiness Christ, they believe He is the Word of Gael."
- ' Abd~L'l-Baha.
~=====================================================~y
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MAHATMA GANDHI AND VOLUNTARY
POVERTY
FLORENCE

E.

PmCRON

"To be poor in all sa,ve God is Cc grec,t blessing; mCcke it not 81ncdl, for in the end
it will m,ake thee rich in God."
-Bahd'u'llrih.

!:o~ ROWN,

emaciated, clad in el's and mischievous street urchins;
tJj white scanty garments-a who had even won the hearts of the
strange enough figure-he stood be- Lancashire cotton spinners by humfore the crowded audience gathered bly confessing how it had distressed
in the Guildhouse, Eccleston him to have to injure them in the
Square, London. Gathered, in this course of his duty to India's starvfamous modern church of Dr. ing millions. A man who had deMa ude Royden, to see and to hear fied the law and suffered iml)risonthe greatest living exponent of vol- ments, yet whom archbishops deUl1tary poverty-the Mallatma lighted to entertain; who was absorbed in affairs of high import yet
Gandhi.
Voluntary poverty! The bare loved to sit on the floor and talk
idea made us shiver a little in with outcasts; who was gentle as
the chilly autumn evening. But a lamb and as unyielding as iron;
then, as we were to discover later, who could command almost any
we had not realized the spiritual position he wished, but deliberately
glow and blessedness enfolded in chose the lowest station of poverty.
Conscious of our wonder, very
that pregnant word "voluntary."
Quietly the keen, luminous eyes simply and naturally he began:
, , You will be astonished to hear
behind their large spectacles
scanned the rows of well-dressed from me, that though, to all appeople. And one could imagine pearances my mission is political
that he clearly enough l)erceived ... its roots are spiritual. I claim
the conflicting opinions, ideas and that at least my politics are not dicuriosity that filled our minds con- vorced from morality, from spircerning him-our genuine friencUi- ituality, from religion . . . . A man
who is trying to discover and follow
ness but be"\vilderment.
For here was a man, known to the will of God cannot possibly
every news boy as " the Naked leave a single field of life unFakir," who, by some magic of per- touched .... I found that the polisonality, had become the most pow- tics of the day are no longer a
erful leader of his country's des- concern of kings, that they affect
tinies. A man who, to our amaze- the lowest strata of society ... and
ment, considered his seven 0 'clock that if I -wanted to do social servhour of prayer of more importance ice, I could not possibly leave polithan a meeting of statesmen; who tics alone."
Here then was a sincere worker
preferred a cell-like room in an
for
humanity who had realized that,
East end settlement to a palatial
all
its
problems,
hotel; who shunned social func- ultimately,
tions, and made friends with cost- whether economic, social, political
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or national, were inextricably interwoven, and having their secret
roots embedded in the hearts and
minds of men, were profoundly
spiritual in nature.
To a Baha,'i these expressions of
personal conviction held a peculiar
significance, coming like an echo
from that autumn-just twenty
years ago-when in other famous
London churches, that great Visitor
from the Orient, the Master 'Abdu'l-Baha, taught to the Western
world the interdependence of all
things, and offered for its enlightenment those truths that He, in His
own life exemplified.
THE

PROCESS

OF

DISPOSSESSION.

But soon Gandhi realized that to
carry his fight for his destitute
countrymen into the political arena
and remain unsoiled by its untruth,
immorality, and what is known as
"political gain" was impossible.
And so, after much anxious consideration, he came to the conclusion
that there was only one way in
which he could continue to remain
"in the world, but not of it"-the
way of utter renunciation. And
that if he would effectively aid
those of whose sufferings he was
a daily witness, he must be prepared to share their afflictions.
Not only must he discard all personal ambitions, all earthly desires,
all monetary gain, but also all ease
and comfort and every material
possession possible.
The process of dispossession was
slow and painful. It was such a
complete reversal of the ordinary
impulse of human nature. Not how
much could be won, used and accumulated-but how much discarded'l With how little was it pos-

8ible to keep alive and efficient? A
tremendous experiment in living!
There were naturally stTuggles
too, with his wife and children.
And one recalls how the members of 'Abdu'l-Baha's household
protested when the Master, Who
happened at the time to actually
possess two abas (coats), would insist on giving one of them away.
The pathway was beset with
many temptations. It was so easv
to say: "In spirit and intention ·I
have given up all these things, although externally I am still possessing them."
But this, for
Gandhi, was not enough. He was
resolved to press on towards the
valley of absolute poverty in God,
to attain that station where, at last,
poverty may be, and is, transfigured into a glory.
That such a state of extreme asceticism is not possible for all, this
modern Diogenes frankly admitted,
strongly as he would like to recommend his tub! He was, he said,
only trying to explain his own interpretation of complete non-attachment, an ideal that he felt far
from having realized in its fulness.
If one must have possessions, then
he considered that the only true
consistency was to hold them at the
disposal of those who needed them
more; for the service of one's fellowmen, in a spirit of surrender to
God. Even the body was only a
temporary possession given us by
His bounty. But in the opinion of
the Mahatma, the vow of voluntary
poverty was indispensable for
those who would wholly dedicate
their lives to spiritual service.
In the graphic words of 'Abdu'lBaha: "We must die to ourselves
and to the world." "In a state of

MAHATMA GANDHI

complete renunciation call the people to the Kingdom of God."
Do any of us understand the full
implications of such an injunction?
What it must involve in the actual
daily living out ~
Yet it is not unlikely that Gandhi
would have endorsed the wisdom of
'Abdu'l-Baha when the latter explained that for a rich man to denude himself of all his possessions,
would not help to solve economic inequalities. Rather must he hold
them in the spirit and practice enjoined by Baha'u'llah.
"0 ye who are wealthy on earth!
The poor among ye are My trust.
Therefore guard My trust, and be
not wholly occupied -with your own
ease."
, '. . . Know ye that wealth is a
strong barrier between the seeker
and the Desired One. . . . Never
shall the rich arrive at the abode of
nearness, nor enter into the city of
contentment and resignation, save
only a few. Then good is the state
of that vvealthy one whose --wealth
preventeth him not from the everlasting Kingdom, and depriveth
him not of the Eternal possessions.' ,
COMPENSATING RICHES. But it
,vas when the Mahatma began to
speak of his compensating riches
that a thrill passed through the audience. For, at length, a point was
reached in his experien(}8 when it
became a positive joy to give things
np. ,\Vhen the possession of anything became a burden.
"And then, one after another, by
almost
geometric
progression,
things slipped away from me . . .
a great burden fell off my shoulders, and I felt that I could no\'\!
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walk with ease, and also do my
work in the service of my fellowmen with great comfort and still
greater joy. I tell you that it is
beyond description, the happiness,
the bliss, and the ability that this
voluntary poverty gives one. I can
only say to you, try it, test it for
yourselves.' ,
He could go among the outcasts
now -without fear of robbery, and
as a friend could make suggestions
and bring some ray of hope and
comfort to their hearts. There was
no need then to preach or argue.
They would say-"He is happy, although he possesses nothing, how
is this 1" And they would fall to
making enquiry.
The basis of culture for civilization, continued the Speaker, is understood to be the multiplication of
all our wants. The more you possess, the better culture you represent, so to speak. He had found on
the contrary that the less you possess and the less you want, the better you are. Better for what~ For
the enjoyment of personal service
to one's fellows.
Then in tones of deep conviction,
he went on to explain how, when
a soul had reached that blessed
state of utter dispossession in God,
he would find that having nothing
he yet possessed all things. That
is, anything that he really needed
for service was then at his disposal.
He could command all the resources
of the world-but he could do so
only for service-and to the extent
of his ability to serve.
He, personally, could not recall
a single instance when, at the eleventh hour, God had forsaken him.
Christian men and women would
say that they knew something of
this experience as an answer to
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prayer. "But," declared Gandhi,
"it is not only an answer to prayer;
it is a scientific result of this vow
of non-possession."
In the Baha'i scriptures, speaking of this condition where the soul
has abandoned all mortal attachments, we are told"When thou reachest this station, there shall remain no obstacle
... and all that is thy highest wish
shall be realized." "The victory
of the Supreme Concourse is the associate of everyone who is pure in
heart."
VOLUNTARY SHARING. It was interesting to find that this great
Soul advocated the fundamental
Baha'i principle of voluntary
sharing of wealth, rather than a
grudging" acquiescence in measures
of taxation. Legislation alone cannot solve social injustices and
economic distress. A revision of
values, a far higher degree of unselfishness is needed to-day among
all men.
To the myriads of the depressed
classes for whom Gandhi thus
strives "that they might have life,
and have it more abundantly"and to those who know and love him
throughout the world, small wonder
is it that he is "Mahatma"-one
who has become spiritually illumined and attained to the station of
cosmic consciousness.
ATTAINMENT. And those of us
upon whom, in these distressful

days, poverty has fallen as an avalanche, or stolen, as a thief in the
night, shall we not try to accept the
experience in this spirit of voluntariness, thereby making it a supreme opportunity for sYJiritual attainment 7 Consider, for instance,
the high level of resourcefulness
that is required in order to maintain health and self-respect on the
borderland of destitution. What
inventiveness necessity can awaken!
What firm faith in God and mental
courage must be exercised if we
are to avoid sinking into depression and perhaps despair! Even
the sweetness and humility that is
called for when one has to stand
aside from the particular form of
service that one loves.
May we not then draw strength
and comfort from the realization
that, over this rough pathway, we
are making swift journey to that
bright Treasure-house of incorruptible riches, those fine qualities of
heart and mind, of which we can
never again be deprived ~ That to
us the Masters are extending, even
as They would have done if on
earth, a peculiar care and tenderness. Therefore, "let us not be
grieved at the hardships of these
numbered days," for more and
more shall we feel within our souls
the fulfilment of the gracious promise that "every destruction is followed by a construction, and a paradise of rest is concealed in every
hardship.' ,

"If wealth was a necessity, Christ would have wished it for Himself. He lived
a simple life, and one of the tiUes of Bahri'u'llrih was 'the poor one.' In Persicm His
title was 'darvish', and that 1neans one ~uho has not a slave. All the Prophets of God
were poor. His Holiness Moses was a 1nere shepherd. This will show you, that in the
esti1T~ation of God poverty is greate?" than the accwrnulation of wealth-that the poor
a1"e more acceptable than the lazy rich. A rich man who spends his wealth for the
poor is pnJ;iseworthy."
-'Abdu'l-Haha.
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TRUE WEALTH

R. . ,.
U

T is clear that the honor and exaltation of man must be
something more than material riches; material comforts are only a branch, but the root of the exaltation of man
is the good attributes and virtues which are the adornments
of his reality. These are the divine appearances, the
heavenly bounties, the sublime emotions, the love and
knowledge of God; universal wisdom, intellectual perception, scientific discoveries, justice, equity, truthfulness,
benevolence, natural courage, and innate fortitude; the
respect for rights and the keeping of agreements and covenants; rectitude in all circumstances; serving the truth under
all conditions; the sacrifice of one's life for the good of all
people; kindness and esteem for all nations; obedience to
the teachings of God; service in the Divine Kingdom; the
guidance of the people, and the education of the nations and
races. This is the prosperity of the human world! This
is the exaltation of man in the world! This is eternal life
and heavenly honor !
"These virtues do not appear from the reality of man
except through the power of God and the divine teachings,
for they need supernahual power for their manifestation.
It may be that in the vyorld of nature a trace of these perfections may appear; but they are not established and lasting ;
they are like the rays of the sun upon the wall.
"As the compassionate God has placed such a wonderful crown upon the head of man, man should strive that its
brilliant jewels may become visible in the vvorld."
, Abdil1l-Halui.

(The reader is referred to the chapter on "True Wealth in "Answered Questions, p. 89.)
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BAHA'I PIONEERS
A Short Historical Survey of the Bah6/i Movement in India,
Java Islands, Siam, and Malay Penins~tla.

B~mna,

SIYYlD MUSTAFA ROUMIE

Jcnnal Effendi, accompanied by the author, Mr. Roumie, dU~'ing two yea~'s of pionee1" missiona1"Y w01"k in India, found no
difficulty in obtaining access to the leading
people of many i'Ynpo~'tant Indian states including high gove1"nment officials and ~'ule~'s
themselves. EV61'ywhere Jamal 1"eceived a
warm reception and his 1nessage was listened to cOU1'teously.
In 1878 they left Calcutta fo~' Rangoon.
H 61'e their mission was highly successful,
(knd in a short ti'me the Bah6:i Cat£se was
widely pr-omulgated in spite of some instances of attempted per-'sectdion.
After- establishing the Cause in Rangoon
the missionar-ies went, eCir-ly in 1879, to
Mandalay. Here they met w1:th some pe1"secution. Their- tea,ching had to be quiet
and unobtrusive. F01"tunately they we?'e
befriended by a wealthy 1ne?'chant of great
influence who built them a, S1na,ll ha,ll in
which to caYJ'y on their wor-k, a,nd put
them under his personal protection. Feeling tha,t they had given a, good founda,tion
to the Ca,use in Ma,nda,la,y, they now 1"etU1"n
to Ra,ngoon.

rlUR

safe arrival back at Rangoon delighted the hearts of
the friends and uplifted their spirits. We found awaiting' us there
many holy Tablets revealed by His
Holiness
Baha 'u '11ah for
the
friends in India and Burma as well
as for ourselves.
As we planned to stay for a
while in Burma, it was thought best
to undertake some kind of business
in order that, like the apostle Paul,
we might earn our own living and
pay our own way as we went about
our missionary work. It was finally decided to open a pony market, also have a line of hackney carriages, and a shop for the sale of
provender. This business in due
time proved quite successful and
profitable.
The Oause of Baha 'u 'llah, mean-

"~

while, was gradually progressing;
but although we had a goodly number of followers, they were, as a
rule, of our own race, and we felt
it very necessary that the Oause
should reach out among the natives.
Otherwise the foundations of the
Baha'i Movement in Burma would
not be strong enough to withstand
the changes that time brings about
among a foreign population who
are constantly on the move, going
here and there in search of business. The result would be that unless the Oause was spread among
the native population, it would
gradually die away again.
By this time we counted among
our followers only two native families in Rangoon: that of J enabi
Agha Haji Sayed Mehdi Shirazi
from amongst the Shiites; and secondly that of Molvi Abdus-Subhan
Korishee. Even these, however,
were not actually natives of Burma,
although they had become na turalized citizens: the former family being from Persia, and the latter
from India.
We did our very best to remedy
this defect in the establishment of
the Oause in Burma, and exerted
our utmost to attract the natives
to the Kingdom. But our endeavors at this time were not effectual.
After the lapse of one year we
took a second trip to Mandalay to
see the friends, upon their invitation and continual requests, so that
wc could nourish them with new
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and higher teachings. A member
of the Shiite Persian community of
Mandalay who was very hostile to
the Baha'i Movement engineered a
piece of chicanery which proved
quite fatal to our work at Mandalay
a t this time.
He instigated a professional
cook, who had been with us at Hyderabad while we were sojourneying in that city, to start, falsely, a
civil suit against us for one hundred and seventy-six thousand five
hundred and nine rubies, stating
that he had sold goods to us in Hyderabad for which he had not been
paid.
The courts in Mandalay, we were
informed, were entirely lawless and
unjust at this time and well known
for their bribe-taking. Many bonafide claims had been dismissed by
them as false, and many false
claims had been decided in the afnrmative. Many defendants, and
some of the plaintiffs even, had
been sent to jail and violently tortured preliminary to the first court
hearing.
Fortunately some of our influential Baha'i friends managed to secure all of the details of this claim
and a copy of the complaint from
the Court. We also had an interview with the Prime Minister Kewun Mingyi through the kind intervention of our Baha'i friend
Mulla Ismail, the Chief Commissioner of Customs. After listening
to our story, he promised to give us
justice upon the following day
when the case was called. He was
as good as his word, and the case
against us was dismissed 011 the
ground that it was not a case for
the judiciary of the Burmese Court,
but should be presented at the
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Court where the business transaction had taken place. The Judge
stated in his judicial opinion that
the case seemed to be nothing but a
piece of religious antagonism and
hatred toward the revered personage of the defense.
Although thereafter we found
ourselves free from this danger, the
Baha'is of Mandalay had no peace
of mind even after the decision of
the case in our favor, for they well
knew the lawlessness of their
courts. Anybody might bring an
action, civil or criminal, against any
person without much trouble or expense. Therefore it was deemed
too risky for us to stay longer in
this city, and after a few months we
departed for Rangoon although it
was a great disappointment to our
friends. This was the decision of
the Mandalay believers, although it
was a bitter disappointment and
sorrow to them.
We came back to Rangoon distressed and heartbroken over the
results of our trip to Mandalay, but
we could not sit down and lament in
idleness. We had to earn our livmg. So the writer was sent with
some ponies and some jewelry to
Calcutta, from which trip he returned with great profits. He was
then sent on another trip of the
same kind with livestock and gems
to Penang in the Malay peninsula.
This was an entirely new part of
the world to him, but I managed to
find lodgings, upon my arrival, in
the house of a well-known leader of
mysticism, Omar Khalidi, a man of
Malay descent. He was about sixty
years of age with half a dozen
grown up sons and daughters, most
of whom were able to speak in
Arabic. Thus I was able to con-
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verse with them and got along very hammad Roumie, then in his one
welL
Because this island was hundred and fourteenth year.;;
quite small, I became ,vithin a
During our stay in Madras many
week a conspicuous figure every- eminent persons joined the Baha'i
where, and although I had not yet religion, among them: Nawab Ferfound educated and interesting ooz Hossein Khan, N awab Mahsouls, yet I continued to deliver the mood Miyan, Sayed Kazim Ali, Osmessage of Baha 'u 'llah to all re- man Khan Subadar, Major Ballaceptive and intelligent people. Fi- duI', Sayed Dawood, and one mulnally after disposing of all my lah, Muhammad Ali Rampuree, a
ponies and gems favorably, I re- very learned sage, also his nephew,
huned safely to Rangoon.
Morad Ali, a merchant.
After a couple of months I was
Our next stop was Singa pore,
sent on a similar errand to Cal- where we were the guests of the
cutta. Now it was decided that Turkish Vice-Consul, a well known
J amal Effendi and the writer Arab merchant. From here we
should go on a long trip through sailed for Batavia, the chief seaIndia, and if possible around the port of Java. We had great diffiMalay peninsula and to the Java culty in getting a passport for travIslands. The friends in Rangoon eling in Java, but finally secured
unanimously agreed to this propo- one from the British passport office.
sition. Therefore leaving our busi- This allowed us, however, to travel
ness in charge of some of the only in seaport towns and for only
friends, we took the first boat to six months.
During all our travels in Java,
Calcutta. Here we found that most
of the Baha'i friends had either we were closely watched by detecmoved or died, therefore ,ve did not tives and spied upon everywhere,
stay long here, but left for Dacca, as the Dutch government was exan important city of Bengal. Here ceedingly afraid of religious propawe met with some interesting and ganda in Java. We were also hamimportant people. From there ,ve pered here by lack of facility ill
went to Bombay where we stayed the Javanese language, which J aabout three weeks. Bombay at this mal Effendi did not understand.
From Batavia we ,vent to Saratime was an important cent er of
the Baha'i Movement in India.
baya where we sojourned for a
We next went to Madras where couple of months, leaving there
the Cause had a large number of finally for the island of Bali Lomfollowers, about four hundred in bac. The inhabitants of this island
all. The number of believers was had originally been Hindus and
considerably increased after our ar- Buddhists, but their religion now
rival in Madras, and the writer was had become somewhat cOTrupted;
kept busy delivering public lectures the king of this province could
every night in various parts of the hardly be said to pTactice any retown. He was delighted to be again ligion except perhaps a corrupted
with his aged Father, Sayed Mu- form of Buddhism. His queen had
::: The MuhalTIlnacian year, being lunar, is shorter than our solar year, so that the age of one 11undred and
fourteen in Muhamluadan reckoning would correspond to the age of about one hundred and five years
in our reckoning.
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been a Muhammadan by birth.
This queen was keenly desirous of
seeing J amal Effendi. She sent
some high officials to fetch us to the
palace, bringing two beautiful
ponies for us to ride on as there
was not any kind of a vehicle. Accompanied by the palace escort, and
by our friend the Chief Commissioner of Customs who served as
interpreter for us, we reached the
palace and were cordially welcomed. For hours the king and
queen questioned us earnestly
about spiritual subjects. It was a
most interesting conversation. Finally, after partaking of coffee and
some sweets, we received permission to retire.
After a couple of days, we sailed
for the Celebes islands, the chief
seaport of which is Macassar, now
the seat of the Dutch Governor.
We landed here safely and the police instructed the porters to take
us with our luggage to the Arab
quarters, where we were to be put
under the guardianship of the Chief
of this quarter.'"
We were greeted cordially by
this Arab Chief, who had been born
and brought up here. A very large
brick building with an iron gate
was given us to live in, of which we
occupied only two rooms on the top
floor, one for J amal Effendi, and
one for our luggage, occupied by
the writer.
As experienced travelers, it occurred to us to inspect carefully the
whole building. We closed the
doors of all vacant rooms, especially we took particular pains to
close the huge gate opening on the
public road. The wisdom of this
* Throughout
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precaution will soon be seen. The
building, owned by a rich Chinese
merchant, seemed to have been
abandoned for many years. It took
hours to lock the gate with the utmost difficulty. Meanwhile news of
our arrival and of the location of
our lodgings was being spread over
the whole town.
In the morning, to our amazement, when we looked out we saw
a throng of citizens outside the
building. They asked us with great
astonishment how it was that our
lives had been spared that night.
Had no ghost, demon, or evil spirit
disturbed us 7 How was it that we
had been safe from harm'? Had
we overcome the Monstrous Devil7
It had always been the case previously that those who spent the
night in this great edifice, were
found dead in the morning, and
from no known ca use. So terrible
had been the reputation of this residence that the surviving heirs of
the Chinese owner of the building
dared not live in it.
We told them that we had driven
out the evil spirits, ghosts, demons
and devils from the house and made
it habitable, thus wiping out the superstitious ideas that the Chinese
and natives had had about this
house for years.
Knowing that the Chinese have
many superstitions and a great fear
of demons, we concluded that, owing to some deaths in this household, they had abandoned the place
because of the belief that it was
haunted. But to our amazement we
subsequently learned that their
fears were by no means groundless.
The Chief of this Arab quarter who

the Dutch East Indies it was then the custolU for travelers of various foreign races to be
segregated, each in its own district. and under the rule of a chief of' that race,
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was in charge of the residence, had
been in the habit, it seems, of bestowing it as a shelter upon inexperienced and unknown fellow
counrtymen traveling to that city,
if he considered them to be rich.
They would retire for the night assured of the careful protection of
this Arab Chief and would go to
sleep without taking any precaution. Once they were sound asleep,
seme of the Chief's men would
creep in, dressed up to resemble
demons, and choke the sleeping men
until they were dead. The next
morning they would be buried by
the Chief and their belongings
would be taken away by the said
Chief for safe custody!
But in our case the evil designs

of the Chief were thwarted by our
precaution. His men did come to
the big gate, it seems, and tried
hard to force it open. J amal had
been awakened by the noise and
shouted loudly in Arabic, "Who is
there 1" and looking out he saw
men running away from the gate.
In spite of this knowledge which
we had acquired of the evil designs
of our native Chief, we dared not
disclose to him our awareness of
his villany, for we needed his help
in all of our movements. So instead of coniTonting him with his
crimes, we deemed it best to present him with a gem worth twenty
dollars and thanked him for his
kind protection.
(To be continu,ecl)

THE BLIND OF JAPAN IN THE NEW
WORLD ORDER
AGNES

B.

ALEXANDER

"Effort must be exe?'ted that the East and West 11WY be reconciled, that the darkness of bigoi?'Y l1WY 1Jcmish, that the unity of mankind may be made mcmifest and~
that East and West, like unto two longing souls ?nay embrace each other in the utmost
of love. Fa?' all are the sheep of God and God is the Real Shephm"d and is kind to
every one."-'Abdu.'l-Bahli in a Tablet to an Ame?"ican Bahli'i teacher in Japan.

n

N the New World Order which
is slowly and imperceptibly
ushering a dispensation of spiritual
Light into the world, the blind of
Japan have a unique place. The
limitless love of 'Abdu 'l-Baha
poured out during His lifetime on
all mankind, inespective of race or
class, was especially besto'wed on
the Japanese blind. That among
nineteen Tab 1 e t s revealed by
'Abdu'l-Baha to Japanese living in
J a pan, five should have been addressed to blind young men is significant of the part which seems destined for the blind of this land in

U

the N e,v 'vV orld Order of Baha'u'llah.
Mr. Tokujire Torii was the first
one of these friends to hear of the
Baha'i Message. Through the New
Light which he found he wrote,
, 'Every prejudice in my heart is
forgotten. Truly, there is no country, no nation, no race in my heart,
-everything is equal in the presence of the Almighty, indeed, 'the
heart is the real country.' "
Already an ardent Esperantist at
the time, Mr. Torii's first supplication to 'Abdu 'l-Baha was written
in Esperanto. In reply 'Abdu'l-
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Balla addressed him in part: "0 was sent by :Mr. Torii to a Japanese
thou possessor of a seeing heart! woman who had lost bot.h her sight
Although, mat.erially speaking, and hearing, became t.he means of
thou art dest.it.ute of physical sight., her awakening. Reading with her
yet., praise be to God, spirit.ual in- finger tips its pages, she came int.o
sight. is t.hy possession. Thy heart the joy of the knowledge of the
seet.h and t.hy spirit. heareth. Bo- Baha 'i Revelation and in a dream
dily sight. is subject. to a thousand had the blessing of a visit from
maladies and ultimately and assur- 'Abdu'l-Baha. Of this experience
edly will be obscured. Thus no im- she wrote to me, "Even though one
portance may be attached to it. But has eyes and ears he cannot see
the sight of the heart is illumined, 'Abc1n'l-Baha because He is far
it discerns and discovers the Divine away, but I could meet Him. vVith
Kingdom and is everlasting and sightless eyes and deaf oars I saw
eternal.
Praise bet 0
God, therefore, that the
sight of thy heart is illumined, and t.he hearing
of thy thought responsive. "
In the Japanese place
of honor in }fr. Torii's
home is a small bronze relief copy of a picture of
'A b d u '1- Ba h a under
which, carved from wood,
is the Greatest Name in
Persian characters. Here
these spiritual treasures
are touched by the fingers From left: M7'. Yoshio Tanaka, Tohujiro Torii, blind
of those deprived of ma- Bahri'i brother, Agnes B. Alexander, Baha!-i teacher'
und lect~Lre7', Mrs. Torii.
terial sight.
The library of this home contains and heard Him in a dream and this
many braille volumes of the writ- is the utmost happiness in the
ings of Baha 'u '11ah and 'Abdu '1- world. This bounty came from God
Baha transcribed from the English and I thallk 'Abdu 'l-Baha heartededitions. It was Mr. Torii's de- ly."
(Translated from Japanese
voted wife, who, spelling the words braille. )
of these books, one by one to him,
Mr. Torii's prayer is to be able to
as she did not know English, helped translate the Baha'i Teachings into
to accomplish this great task of Japanese and to help the blind of
transcribing into braille.
his land. In a second Tablet from
From these vv~ritings in 1917, Mr. 'Abdu'l-Baha he was given permisTorii succeeded in translating int.o sion to visit the Holy Land whenJapanese a braille book for the ever t.he means of travel were seblind of Japan ent.itled, "A Mes- cured. As t.he Internationl Assosage of Light." This book, which cia tion of the Blind will meet in
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Geneva in the summer of 1933, it is
his h01)e to be able to attend it and
to visit Haifa on his way.
The wOTds of 'Abdu'l-Baha to
another blind young Japanese who
had sent Him a supplication were:
"Praise be to God, the sight of thy
mind has been opened and thou hast
acquired the power of spiritual
healing. Thou hast sought and
found the Truth and hast been
aware of Heavenly Mysteries. The
teachings of His Holiness Baha 'u'llah, like unto the rays of the sun
illumine the East as well as the
West, vivify the dead and unite the
various religions. They prove the
Oneness of God, for they gather all
communities of the world under the
pavilion of the Oneness of the
'ivorld of mankind. Consider hoW
stirred the world is and in what a
commotion are the people of the
world. Heavenly power is needed to do away with this stir and
agitation. Otherwise, this great
Cause will not be realized through
human power. Human power, no
matter how strong it may be, it illumines like unto an ignited lamp a
limited space and trains a small
number of souls. It is the sun
which illumines all regions, and it
is the Heavenly Power which
gathers around a single spot all the
sects and communities.
Strive
therefore, that hou mayset serve
this remarkable Power and attain
unto profitable and far reaching results. "
The receiver of this message
afterwards wrote to his friends,
" 'Abdu'l-Baha declares Himself a
Servant of God and proclaims His
life-giving Message to the whole
world, yet He receives such un-

worthy letters as mine and answers
their questions so clearly and kindly. What great generosity, what
limitless mercy He has for us! At
first I couldn't realize His great
love, but now I acknowledge His
limitless love fOT mankind."
To a third blind young man
'Abdu'l-Baha wrote in pa I' t :
"Verily, verily hast thou suffered
much in thy life time. Do not thou
be grieved because of the loss of
thy sight. Praise be unto God, that
thy insight is keen. Do thou not
lament over thy poverty, for the
Treasury of the Kingdom is thine.
Do thou not worry that thou couldst
not study in the material schools,
because thou hast received lessons
in the Verses of the Oneness of
God in the Divine University."
About fifteen years ago the study
of Esperanto began among the
blind of Japan and now is quite
widely spread among them. It was
my privilege to take part in the
Nineteenth Congress of Japanese
Esperantists which was held in
Kyoto, October 16 to 18, and speak
of the Baha'i Revelation in the sectional meeting of the Association
of the Blind Esperantists of Japan.
The general sessions of the Congress were attended by more than
300 Esperantists who gathered
from all parts of Japan. Although
I was the only foreigner present, I
felt as though among brothers and
sisters.
In recent years the blind Esperantists in a school of Tokyo published the small compilation of the
Baha'i teachings known as, No. 9,
in Esperanto braille. In 1916, at
the request of one of the blind
friends, I wrote a letter telling of
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the Baha'i Message and addressed
to the blind women of Japan which
was published in J apanefll) braille.
Another recent Japanese braille
publication is the booklet, "vVhat
is the Baha'i Movement ~"
To our late Balla'i brother, Dr.
George J. Augur, when he was serving the Baha'i Cause in Tokyo in
1916, 'Abdu 'l-Baha revealed the
following words: "A thousand
times bravo to thy hig'h magnanimity and exalted aim! Trusting
God and while tmning thy face toward the Kingdom of Abha, unfurl
thou the Divine Flag in Tokyo and
cry at the top of thy voice :-0 peopIe! The Sun of Reality hath appeared and flooded all the regions
with its glorious light. It has IIpraised the standard of the Oneness
of the world of humanity and summoned all mankind to the refulgent
Truth. The cloud of mercy is pouring; the Zephyr of Providence is
wafting and the world of humanity
is being stirred and moved. The
Divine Spirit is conferring eternal
Life; the heavenly lights are illumining the hearts; the table of Sustenance of the Kingdom is spread
and is adorned with all kinds of
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foods and victuals. 0 ye concourse
of men! Awake ! Awake! Become mindful! Become mindful!
Open ye the seeing eye! Unstop
tbe hearing ear! Heark! Head:!
The soft tones of the Heavenly
Music are streaming down, ravishing the ears of the people of spiritual discernment. Ere long this
transcendent Light will wholly enlighten the East and the vVest !"
After the return of Dr. and Mrs.
Augm to Honolulu from Japan in
1919, 'Abdu'l-Baha in addressing
them wrote: "You two have fulfilled your roles and have striven
within the limits of your capacity.
At present ye must rest for a time;
the turn of others has arrived, that
they may similarly travel to Japan,
may water the seeds that have been
sown and may serve and take care
of the tender shrubs. The days of
life are s-wiftly going by and eventually man will be confined into subterrean regions and his name shall
perish except those souls who become divine gardenenl and who sow
seeds in the soil of hearts. These
shall eternally remain shining and
glittering liko unto stars from the
horizon of truth."

« Know thmt verily, insight seeth that which sight seeth not and apprehendeth that which the body perceiveth not, inasmt~ch as the sight
seeth the mirage as water, the images pictured in the mirror as a reality
and genttine, and it seeth the earth as stationary, and the great stars as
though they were small. Btd the insight correcteth the mistake of the
sight and apprehendeth the reality and seeth that the mirage is not
water, that the images pictt~red in mirrors are naught else save reflections, that the earth is 1noving and the distant stars are large. Consequently the trtdh of insight, its effectiveness and power, is proven, as
well as the weakness of sight, its inefficiency and defects."

- 'Abdu'l-Baha

~
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buildin!J~

wnd [j1'Mtnds u,t Louhelen Ranch, J)(lmison, Michigan, and (t g1'01L1J of Bah6!i j?"iends who p«('rticipated in the fTuitful and
happy be[jinning of the Bahd'i SU1n1nWI' SchooZ at this beaut'iful place. (Sce opposite page.)
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NINE DAYS AT LOUHELEN RANCH
BERTHA HYDE KmKPATRICK

!fa OR

many years Baha'is and
other forward looking people
have assembled during the summer
months at Green Acre, Maine for
the purpose of promoting interest
in the universal principles of Baha'u 'llah; and for the past several
summers the friends in the Pacific
States have gathered at a camp
near Geyserville, California for a
short time in order to study and
promulgate these principles which
are the basis of universal peace and
world unity.
This last 8l:mmer (19~n) a new
and similar venture was carried out
for the Central Mtates at Lou11e1on
Ranch, Davison, Micbigan. This
beautiful farm is most strateg:ically
located for such purposps, being
twelve miles from Flint and ollly
fifty from Detroit. Indeed, situated
as it is, on a state highway, we may
say, in these days when distallce is
almost no barrier, that it iR easily
accessible from all parts of the Middle West. Here in a beautiful
ravine, a half mile back from the
road, a group of earnest friAllds
ga thered daily to listen to tallu' on
subjects of vital importance to mankind.
Individuals and groups all over
the country and throughout the
world are asking the same questions as were asked here: Why this
stagnation in business? Why starvation and inadequate clothing
when enormous crops of wheat and
cotton lie unused in storehouses ~
Why must the willing worker sit
~.

abjectly and hopelessly idle at home
or homeless wander the streets ~
Why continued war and :fighting
when all agree that prosnerity cannot come without peace ~
These questions, asked f:i0 often
as to seem almost trite in spite of
their tremendous importancl', were
a sked again here. A 11rl we believe
the true answer was given. 'rhe
cause of the ·world maladjustment
is deep seated aurl the remedy mnst.
go to the roots of human na1nrr
and come from spiritual S011r('es.
Nineteen years ago and more
'Abdu'l-Baha traveled from coast
to coast of the United States explaining the cause of the world
sickness and telling the remedy.
More than this He caTI'ied with Him
and radiated wherever He went the
boundless, tender, universal love
which, He said, is the renJedy and
whirh must come into human hearts
to heal the ailing world. These are
the penetrating and loving word;')
He spoke on that trip to a group 1n
New York City:
"Love and unity are the needs
of the body-politic today. Without
these there can be no progress or
prosperity attained. Therefore the
friends of God must adhere to the
power which will create this love
and unity in the hearts of the son,:;
of men. Science cannot CIU(~ the illness of the body-politic. Science
cannot create amity and fellowship
in human hearts.
Neither cau
patriotism nor racial allegiance effect a remedy. It must be accomp-
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lished solely through the divine
bounties and spiritual bestowals
which have descended from God in
this day for this purpose. This is
an exigency of the times and the
divine remedy has been provided.
The spiritual teachings of the religion of God can alone create this
love, unity and accord in human
hearts. "
The group of friends assembled
at Louhelen Ranch last summer believed these wOTds and were acting
on them.
They believed that
, Abdu 'l-Baha had understood and
stated the true cause of the world
misery and disintergration. Yet
a t the time these
ords were
spoken the
orld War had not occurred and fe'N realized how sick
the world was. Tlwy belived too
that these" spiTitnal tunchings of
the religion of God:' "\yh ich "can
alone create this love, unity and
accord in human h0arts" are found
in the written teachings of Baha'u'llah and' Abdu 'l-Baha, that these
Creative Teachers have brought
again to the earth the Christ love
that the sick world so much needs
today. Those who Imow the teachings and follow them will grow in
love, unity and accord. It is even
as Christ said, "If ye keep my commandments, ye shall abide in my
love."
The aim of the school was to
stndy these teac11ings of Baha'u'Hah and spread them abroad. Those
",vho were well informed in the
teachings through long study and
experience and those who were
eager beginners were happily
brought together. People in neig'hboring communities heard the
Baha'i message for the first time.
A spirit of unity and cooperation

,!If

,!If

was established, spiritual forces
were loosed, confirmations descended.
Two series of fine lectures formed the nucleus of the nine day's
program. One series was on "The
New Economics. " These talks were
designed to make the listeners intelligent in regard to the established economic order, giving' a
bird's-eye-view of the economic development of society as civilization
has advanced, and to set forth the
New vVorld Order. The speaker
traced briefly this development
from the nomadic and barter stage
of society down through the emergence of our present day metropolitan industrial system, showing
how this system coupled with man's
greed and selfishness has plunged
the world into its present plight.
Then he pointed out how perfectly
Baha 'u 'llah 's teachings give us the
perfect remedy for this sick world,
and finally set out vividly the need
of a Baha'i community as a working plan of the New World OTCler.
The other series dove-tailed into
the first, furnishing as it did both
practical suggestions and spiritual
inspiration for the boundless, selfless love and infinite wisdom which
are needed to raise the call and
summon others to aid in establishing the New World Order.
A daily class in public speaking
unfolded latent talent, develolJed the
imma ture, furnished a real basis
for cooperation and frendship, for
all, younger and older, were learners together. Vivid and meaningful reminiscences of 'Abdu 'l-Baha,
experiences of those who are devoting their lives to the spread of Baha'u'llah's Message, a carefully developed and practical outline for
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the "Education of Children for the
:\few Day," talks on "Radiant Acquiescence, ' , "Russia T 0 day,"
"The Hidden "Yords,' '-all these
varied themes make it apparent that this group realized the
need for and the interdependence
of both tlle practical and spiritual.
N or were the social and physical
needs ignored. The opportunity
for swimming and horse-back riding was made good use of; the lawn
and other quiet places were used
for group conversations, intimate
talks and rest. The evening campfires and out-door suppers were
particularly conducive to friendship and unity.
TIle physical setting' of t his
school must not be overlooked for
the natural beauty of the place did
its part in adding the quiet inspiration and peace which comes with
close contact ,vith nature. The
traveler speeding along 11 15 would
not realize that he was passing any
bnt an ordinary Michigan far~
stead unless the modest sig'n "Bahii,'i Summer School" caught his
eye. He who stopped to investigate found a real welcome, an atmosphere of hospitality and rest
which invited one to linger. He
sensed a feeling not of an impersonal school but of a home. Outside again he found the road which
led between the farm buildings and
past the corn fields to the wide ravine, through whose grassy valley
a silvery stream wound. Halfway
down the valley side a log cabin
had been built overlooking the valley. "Ridvan Garden" was the
name given to this lovely, peaceful
valley. It was here, out in the open
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or on the cabin porch, that most of
the meetings were held. A miniature dam held back the waters of
the stream thus forming a pool
where the children delighted to
play. Across the stream the wooded banks invited both children and
elders to explore the hidden beauties above and beyond them. Even
so the beauties of the Divine \7i,T ord
that were unfolded at tlle meetings
invited the seeker to explore its hidden meaning.
But although ,ve may enumerate
the varied activities and dwell on
the beauty of the natural environment, these do not hold the secret
of the bountiful blessings gathered
into tllese nine days or of the spil'i t
of attraction which urged friends
from a distance to come day after
day, or the spirit of love and unity
which caused those who came for
the purpose of finding fault to go
away in thoughtful silence, or the
spirit of power which awakened
sleeping souls and sent them forth
to bear to others Baha'u'lhih's
Message. This spirit of love, attraction, and power can be explained in no other way than as the" anima ting', unifying presence of the
Holy Spirit" radiated from the
hearts of those present.
Those who experienced some of
the bounties of this smnmer school
are tempted to paint its future in
glowing t.erms but it is the part of
wisdom not to make predicti011s.
It may be allowable however to
suggest that observers keep watch
for future activities and developments at Louhelen Ranch where in
tIle summer of 1931 such a happy
and fruitful beginning was made.
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ESPERANTO-A LINGUISTIC BOND-*
HENRY

W.

HETZEL

(P1'esident, Espe1"cmto Association of North America,)
Few 1nen cwe as well qualified to write on Esperanto and its progress ove1' the
woTld as the ciuth01' of this article. He hCis attended ~vor'ld confeTences of Esperanto,
and the i1npTessions of these conferences as 1"egaTds thei1" feeling of unity and bTothe1"hood, he admiTably desc1"ibes. ThTML.Cfh his instnL1nentctlitJI n resolution was presented
and passed at the Conference of the "World FedeTCition of Education Associations" in
Denver last SU1n1TW1", rec01mnending the appoini1nent of a c01nmisswn fOT1nally to look
into the 1natte1< of the intm"national language qttestion specificaUy with regaTd to'
Espenmto and to 1"epoTt at the next confeTence in 1933.

n

T is evident to thinking p801ile
~JlI that the lJeace of the world,
if it is ever to be realized, must be
established by means of and maintained by the greatest possible de,Q,Tee of mutual understanding and
cooperation. To a large extent this
necessity is already being met (but
without any conscious idea to insure peace) by an enormous, even
a feverish, urge to shorten the distance and time bet,veen ourselves
and our neighbors. However, irrespective of our preferences in the
matter, and whether the immediate
result be a quickening of moral
progress or not, we all realize that
the peoples of the world are being'
brought together in contacts increasingly numerous and intimate.
Big movements of all kinds are becoming as much at home in one
coul1try as anotheT. Problems of
statecraft, education, science and
industry are arising 'which only the
united intelligence of mankind can
solve. Aclmolvledging the natureordained fact of their interdependence, the peoples of the earth must
seek the fulfilment of their highest
ideals tllTU world-wide cooperation.
Yet in the very tool of communication and cooperation, language,

there have always been and are notentialities for keeping alive the
snirit of suspicion and aloofness.
National tongues are not only distressingly numerous, exceedingly
cumbrous, illogical and difficult to
master, but each is notoriously tinctured witb the characteristics, psychology and even prejudices of the
country where it is native. The admitted truth whose significance
time certainly intensifies, that the
diversity of tongues is a serious
barrier to world progress and that
eventually civilization must adopt
a common speech for all peoDles. is
thus qualified by the fmther
thought that no national tongue can
serve the purpose; the "world democracy, " heralded on all sides by
far-seeing statesmen and enlightened thinkers, demands neutrality
even in its choice and use of a vehicle of thought. The universal
adoption of any national language
would confer such diplomatic, commercial, political and cultural advantages on one certain group of
nations as to make such a proposition absolutely intolerable to all
others.
The world has been, and still is,
suffering from an over-emphasis

*Baha'u'llah founded the universal Baha'j religion, and one of its gl'eat principles is a universal auxiliary language. Miss Martha L. Root, a prominent Baha'j lecturer and traveler, who has attended all of the
world Conferences of Esperanto in recent years, is now making a tour of this country and has given frequent lectures as ,veIl as broadcasting on the subject of Espel.'anto in nearly every city she has visited.

ESPERANTO A LINGUISTIC BOND

on mere nationality. A national
consciousness is, of course, not to
be deplored,-a t least as a step
from a narrow tribal isolation
toward a wider solidarity. But today, mountains and deserts, rivers
and oceans have lost their power to
divide mankind; the chief barriers
are linguistic ones, which determining as they do, in large measure, the confines of nationality, tend
to fix even the economic frontiers.
When, with an increasing Imowledge of other countries and their
inhabitants, man comes to realize
his essential oneness in thought and
feeling, in hopes and in aspirations,
with his fellow on the other side of
the ocean or mountain chain, these
barriers of language stand out glaringly as monstrous anachronisms
and tragic absurdities.
Mankind has long ago gotten
used to certain codes for the universal communication of ideas.
For instance, there is nothing
strange to us in the internationality
of the Arabic numerals, musical notation, the metric system, the
graphic arts, the chemical symbols
and signaling at sea, and yet in the
matter of mere speech we have been
well-nigh helpless. A mariner by
means of signals raised aloft may
convey some crude idea to a passing ship of another nationality, but
should he step upon its deck he and
its commander would find an ordinary conversation impossible.
To the obvious thought of the
reader at this point that an international language would be a blessing to humanity there is only one
objection; the verb should be is.
The
International
Language
brought forth in 1887 has had a
breadth of application and a suc-
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cess which rightly claim the attention of humanitarians and thoughtful people everywhere. The world
will some day give high honor to
Dr. Ludwig Lazarus Zamenhof of
Warsaw (died 1917) whose genius
and whose devotion to the idea of a
world of brothers united by the
bond of a common speech has made
him one more genius with which
the Jewish race has blessed mankind.
His project, Esperanto,
though not the first that has been
devised to meet the growing world
need, immediately attracted an attention that was more than academic, and in a fevv years it had
far outdistanced its competitors,
both as to the extent of its literature and the number of its adherents. Its root-words, prefixes
and suffixes were selected on the
basis of "maximum internationali ty" and so easy and logical is the
formation of derivatives that only
a few hundred primary words need
be learned. An Esperantist actually coins words as he goes along,
and, even by a person who may
never have heard such words before, he is instantly and precisely
understood. The spelling is phonetic, the tonic accent is always on
the penultimate syllable, and the
whole grammar is stated in sixteen
simple rules (without an exception)
which many people have actually
learned in a couple of hours! A
translation will hardly be needed
for the following specimen:
"Simpla, fleksebla, belsona, vere internacia en siaj elementoj, la lingvo Esperanto
prezentas al la mondo civilizita la sole
veran solvon de lingvo internacia; char tre
facila por homoj nemulte intruitaj, Esperanto estas komprenata sen peno de la personoj bone edukitaj. Mil faktoj atestas la
meriton praktikan de la nomita lingvo."
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Far from being a "universal"
language in the sense of attempting to displace existing national
tongues for home use, Esperanto
has a record of accomplishment as
an auxiliary language that has long
ago lifted it above the level of a
mere project. It has become, say
its advocates, an everyday, practical means of communication between thousands of people in all
parts of the world. Correspondence in it is a commonplace, all the
way from stamp collecting and the
mere exchange of picture post
cards up to high brow discussions
of philosophy, scientific matters
and world politics, as may easily be
seen by anyone who cares to glance
through the correspondence columns of the journals (now about
125 of them) regularly published
in the language in all parts of the
world. Text books for instruction
have appeared in about fifty languages including such little known
ones as Catalonian, Finnish, J apanese, Croatian, Arabic, Icelandic
and Welsh. Limitations of space
prevent all but a reference to the
literatme of Esperanto. That it
is rapidly growing and already extensive, both in translated works
and originals, in 11rose and poetry,
covering practically every use of
the printed word, is a statement
that can easily be verified.
Quite in line with one of its objectives, Esperanto is of considerable help to the tourist. Thousands
have visited foreign shores and
journeyed through distant countries where, by the aid of the International Language and the "Universala Esperanto-Asocio" whose
nearly two thousand delegates or
consuls are practically everywhere,

they have had their travels made
more pleasant and profitable than
could otherwise have been. This
statement will not seem significant
to the person who can "get along
in Europe on English alone." He
can "get along," but the traveler
who can do merely this must limit
his conversation to the "business
English" of waiters, ticket sellers
and porters. To the Esperantist
alone belongs the joy of meeting
foreigners, well-educated and intelligent, as many as one has time to
see in any journey or in any visited
city, and of conversing with a freedom and on a linguistic equality
that is never experienced when a
national tongue is the medium. In
at least thirty cities of Europe
there are Esperantist policemen
specially trained (in the case of
several, specially compensated) to
be of service to the visiting foreigner who has already taken the
little trouble to meet the world on
the linguistic middle ground.
Thanks to the system in use among
Esperantists the visitor is assured
of a hearty welcome and friendly
guidance which no mere tourist
agency can supply. The testimony
is unanimous that the fine spirit of
helpfulness thus displayed is due
to a bond of union stronger than
the mere possession of a language
in common; it is a fine faith in the
possibility of a better world
through complete mutual understanding.
In addition to its abundantly
demonstrated utility for general
commercial purposes, Esperanto
has a special field for advertising
the expositions and fairs which, in
spite of the war and the blunders
of diplomats, are doing a great

ESPERANTO A LINGUISTIC BOND

service in bringing together the
business men of Europe. At least
a dozen of such annual fairs are
regularly using Esperanto,-but
that is a story in itself. That other
international institution, the world
congress of the usual kind, whether
for professional, religious, commercial or scientific aims, not only
has felt the diversity of tongues to
be a serious handicap, but it has
never been able to forget the nationalistic differences among its
members. Compared to this kind
of a gathering with its inevitable
division into mutually uncomprehending groups, its restriction to
two or three "official languages"
and the waste of time spent in
translations, a congress of Esperantists stands out in refreshing contrast. There have been twentythree of these since 1905, attended
by as high as five thousand delegates from forty-three different
countries and representing nearly
as many national tongues.
Here, not only in the general
business sessions, where the formal
speeches, the unprepared discussion and even the chance remarks
are all in the International Language, but in a dozen or more" side
congresses" it is the sole medium
heard.
Teachers, editors, Red
Cross nurses, physicians, railway
and postal employees, vegetarians,
Socialists, Roman Catholics, theosophists and spiritualists,-to name
only part of the list-form groups
each having its own meetings.
Notable among these are the
groups of BaM/is-at the Baha'i
Congresses-many of whom are
very zealous in the study of Esperanto.
The Baha'i religion-the
universal religion of this mature
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age-was founded by Baha'u'llah,
and one of its great principles is a
universal auxiliary language.
Here the delegates "talk shop"
with no uncomprehending auditor,
with perfect geysers of technical
terms, too, and with a vigor and a
naturalness that are only parallelled where everyone speaks the
same mother tongue.
There is
usually a play and a musical evening, a travel-talk and a scientific
lecture or two, an opera and perhaps even a vaudeville show,-to
say nothing of several excursions
and many informal social gatherings; and not a word of any national tongue is heard the whole
week through. As an indication of
the fact that congresses wherein
Esperanto is used are not limited
solely to propagandists of the language, let us take the Commercial
Congress which met in Venice in
April, 1923. Here were over two
hundred official delegates from
twenty-three different countries,
representing eighty-nine Chambers
of Commerce, thirty tourists' associations, twenty-one international
fairs, and over sixty industrial federations, (business men, and not
long-haired idealists merely) conducting its three days' program entirely in Esperanto. As an indication of the ease with which the
language may be acquired, it is significant that a number of participants, even speech-makers, actually
learned all they needed of Esperanto on their way to the Congress.
In all these gatherings, and in
truth, upon every occasion when
the International Language is used
orally, one striking fact makes itself evident,-the absolute uniformity of pronunciation. As far as
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speech is any indication, you cannot tell the Spaniard from the Bulgarian or either from the Swede,
and the laughable mistakes that are
made in such guesses at one another's nationality are among the
commonplaces of Esperanto worldgatherings. The significant fact is
impressed upon all, visitors as well
as participants, that the sense of
nationality is completely lost in
such an atmosphere and is all but
forgotten!
The idealistic side of an Esperanto congress finds its climax and
appropriate symbol in the religious
service, always a feature of such a
gathering. Here you are in a big
church filled with worshipers from
at least twenty different countries
and you hear, in a language perfectly understood by all, the priest,
pastor or rabbi, as the case may be,
preach the brotherhood of man,
no,'{ being realized through a neutral medium when heart speaks to
heart across the boundary line.
Here, when you see every head
bowed in reverence before the same
and all important verities and real-

n. N talking with a

ize that before you is actually assembled a cross-section of the
world, you will concede the claim
that something big has come to pass
in the affairs of men; here, at least,
is one new thing under the sun!
And however unimaginative you
may be, does not the sight before
you hold a promise of tremendous
significance for civilization and the
spiritual welfare of the race?
That there are untold possibilities for good in such an instrument
of civilization is now being realized,
particularly in Babel-cursed Europe. In many a place in England
and on the Continent Esperanto is
a regular, even an obligatory, part
of the course of study. School ehildren broaden their knowledge of
foreign peoples and their human
sympathies by letter and post card
conespondence with students in
other lands. Here is a practical
and at once usable means for applied idealism which, as a substantial contribution to a new and better world-order, will not be overlooked by forward-looking educators and leaders of men.

disting~iishecl aviator I was irnpressed anew with
the need of a ~mive1'sal a~ixiliary language. Frorn his wide experience he pai'nf~clly felt the need of a common tongtce.
"Is it not most tmreasonable that in an age when man can provide himself with" the wings of the mon~i1tg," and the hwnan feet are
l1wre tncly than ever shod "with the preparation of the gospel of
peace. "-in an age when physical means are invented for the f1'ee and
swift 11wvement of the lwman body, is it not more mweasonable that
man shotcld feel his srnallest "member" tied in bondage? ...
"Every step in the i'Jnpro v e11'wnt of the means of commtinication
and transportation, is a new arg~m/'ent f01' the adoption of a world
langtwge.' ,
-INAzo NITOBE,
In Osaka Mainichi and Tokyo Nichi Nichi.
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BROTHERHOOD
The gray old world is about the same
Travel over the earth as you may,
The same old hopes and joys and fears
Will greet you along the way.
The same egotism, vanity and pride
That hinder the growth of men,
And makes them sink beneath the tide,
As the billows of life descend.
What matters if cap or curl or frill
Are found in a different place,
What matters if climate, thought and will
Produce a different race,
No matter if talent embraces one
And passes the other unknown,
Like the law that governs moon and sun
Each shall contribute his own.
The things that count are the gifts alike
Bestowed on all mankind.
The love of God, of nature, art,
Of justice and of peace of mind.
The love of home where children play,
Dear hearts that brighten the hearth
And find their place, in God's own way
Into the hearts of all on earth.
Love of the hero-man of strength,
The martyr with his courage rare,
Love of achievement great and small,Such are the glorious loves we share.
These gifts are ties that bind us tight
That make us brothers true
Till we behold afar a Glorious Light,
A world of love with all things new.
-

HARRIET GIBBS MARSHALL.
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"The purpose of religion is the acquisition of praiseworthy
virtues, betterment of morals, spiritual development of mankind,
the real life and divine bestowals . . . Religion is meant to be the
quickening life of the body-politic."

THERE IS today a running to and
fro-a search often despairing-for
Truth, as foretold ages ago that
there would be. There is a falling
away from religion; and this abandonment of ancient spiritual guideposts is due not only to the individualism of the agc, but to the fact
that institutional religion today is
not meeting the actual spiritual
needs of humanity.
In regard to the value and ::mthority of any religion, one may
well bring certain tests and critlwia
to bear. \T\[ e may ;?Vell formulate
beforehand the question w hat
should religion do for us; what
should it bring to our individual
lives; and having defined in our own
minds the purpose whic.h religion
should fulfil for us, we may cOLsider
from such a criterion the claim of
any existing religion upon our allegiance.

we believe it to be a concatenatiol1
of fortuitous forces and events, we
have but a sorry philosophy upon
which to base our lives. We shall
be living apparently in an unregulated chaos, whatever order there
is in such a universe being merely
that observed from day to clay with
no guaranty of stability, permanency or beneficence so far as individual destinies are concerned. This
is the way the universe appears to
millions of highly intelligent people
today who have cast off the old
guidances of religion.
Now religion, if it should accomplish nothing else for the individual,
would be the greatest of blessings
if it could give a sense of individual
security in the midst of a constantly
changing universe; if it could give
the conviction of spiritual beneficence behind the shifting keleidoscopic events which compose existence. That is really what everyone
THE FIRST and most important is seeking; and the individual life
thing that religion should do for the can never find happiness, peace and
individual is to explain the universe contentment until it has solved the
to him. This universe in the midst universe in these terms. Yet such
of which we live and move and have a solution must today be rational
our being is an ever IJresent force and in accord with science. The old
from which we can in no way es- anthropomorphic conceptions 0 f
cape. What are we to think of it ~ God are unthinkable now. Religion
What is to be our understanding of must give us a teaching about God
it and 0UI' attitude toward it~ If which is perfectly rational, which
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comports with science, yet also con- purifying and sublimating of our
duces to faith in the universe and to qualities so as to raise us from the
a sense of the essential value of the plane of the brute to that plane of
individual as against the brute the spirit which is the reality of
power of a material cosmos.
man. "The Prophets," said 'Abdu'l-Baha, "come into the world
SECONDLY, religion having ex- to guide and educate humanity so
plained the universe in terms of that the animal nature of man may
God, should teach the individual disappear and the divinity of his
how to relate himself to God and the powers become awakened."
universe; it should reveal certain
immutable laws for governing the
FOURTHLY: Religion must guide
conduct of man, as of the atoms, the individual in his relations to his
obedience to which will result in fellowmen. This is very important,
happiness and success and become for we cannot live on isolated
the stable foundation for the in- heights of rapture. We can no more
dividual career. Religion, in a fulfil our religion by aspiration and
word, should teach us to build upon inner growth alone than could the
the rocks of time and not upon the disciples of Christ fulfil their relishifting sands; it should teach us gion by memoralizing the transfiguthe use of aspiration, meditation ration of Christ (which Peter,
and prayer as a means both of har- J ames and John were privileged to
monizing ourselves with the uni- witness) by the construction of tabverse and of attracting to ourselves ernacles, as the enraptured Peter
guidance and blessing from the suggested-one for Christ, one for
universe. It should explain to us Moses and one for Elias; for it was
the mystery of God as made acces- Christ's mission and their mission
sible to human understanding and "to come down from the hill, where
experience through the succession much people met him."
The real temple which the indiof Manifestations 0 l' Prophets,
whose function it is to reveal the In- vidual must build is that of harfinite to the finite comprehension monious relations with his fellowand to aid man in that greatest of men, and this edifice can be erected
only on the foundations of love and
all quests-the quest for God.
unity. Religi.on therefore must beTHIRDLY, religion should aid the come the means of unity among men
individual in acquiring those spirit- regardless of age, class, intelligence,
ual characteristics, those divine race or creed. It must abolish all
qualities, which will conduce to a prejudices such as divide men and
spiritual rebirth. This is one of the become the seeds of opposition and
chief functions of religion. It is inharmony.
here that religion descends from the
Religion in both its individual and
pinnacle of thought to the arena of organized expression must be the
action. It is not enough to have a means of the most absolute unity.
belief in religion; that belief must Its administrative development
become transmuted into action, and must eliminate all the old tricks of
the first step toward action is the politics, of intrigue, of personality,

EDITORIAL

and become a matter of sincere and
loving cooperation based on the
principle of consultation free from
personal aims or ends, free from
rancors caused by individualism.
FIFTH: Religion should give a
definite teaching regarding immortality. The human heart yearns
for such a faith here as science alone
cannot convey. Religion must have
something definite to offer-a compelling truth, a radiant message regarding the other life. This message must not only be a consolation to those deprived of friends by
death; it must also show the individual how to so order his life on
this earth as to be worthy of immortality after death. It must
teach man how to acquire those
spiritual qualities necessary for
successful existence upon higher
planes of life than we know of on
this earth.
SIXTH: Religion should be a consola tion and inspiration in all sorrow and misfortune. But it should
not be an anodyne, a lethal drug,
causing supineness before the
events of fortune. It is one of the
chief criticisms made of religion by
freethinkers, that it lulls the senses
of religionists in a way that weakens
their active and effective resistance
to the difficulties and obstructions of
life.
The real power of religion in
times of misfortune is to give not
only consolation but also courage,
initiative and creativeness to the individual, such as to aid him out of
his difficulties. It was such a consolation that the Psalmist sought
and found in religion. And the
most marvelous example I know of
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in all history of spiritual guidance
salvaging a man's broken fortunes
is to be found in the story told in
the thirtieth chapter of First Samuel. Here we read the remarkable
story of how David met at Ziklag
the greatest crisis and misfortune
of his life; met a tempestuous destiny and conquered it through the
power of the spirit joined to the
power of a captain of men.
SEVENTH: Religion should not
only console in times of misfortune
and sorrow, but should conduce to
the finest and greatest living at all
times. Ohrist said, "I came that
ye might have life and have it more
abundantly."
One of the chief
evidences of an active religion in the
life of an individual is this joyousness, this spiritual uplift which
gives to life a "radian t acquiescence." It was 'Abdu'l-Bah€t's
habit to ask everyone who came into His presence, "Are you happy ~"
and He would add without waiting
for an ans·wer, "Be happy." And
who shall say that this brief command had not in reality a great
creative force. Be happy! Is not
this the essential exhortation of all
the great founders of religion ~ Is
not this the chief purpose of their
self-sacrificing m is si 0 n to llUmanity~

EIGHTH: Religion in addition to
presenting concepts, exhortations
and directions for the spiritual life,
must also embody the divine art of
living in an actual incarnated form.
That is to say, it must present the
person of its Founder as an Exemplar, a Model of the behavior
-which it teaches. It is, after all,
the lives of the great Founders,
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more even than what they have said,
which has caused their teachings to
penetrate the hearts of men and become a permanent guide of conduct.
NINTH: Religion must bequeath a
living Word to humanity, a Bible
which can be resorted to for ages
after the departure of the great
Teacher. This revealed Word is
not merely a body of religious teaching; it is incarnated Wisdom, a
Potency distilled into words and
capable of affecting conduct. Thus
the revealed Word of a great religion has an enormous power and influence upon human living; has had,
and always will have. Those educators today who are seeking material
and text books for character education would do well to realize that the
greatest medium for character education is the revealed Word of God.
"Man must come to know and to
acknowledge the precepts of God,"
said 'Abdu'l-Baha, "and he must
come to the point of knowing for a
certainty that the ethical development of humanity is dependent ?'(pon
religion. "
LASTLY, religion should offer to its
adherents a great and noble Cause
to work for. This Cause should be
such as to command the utmost allegiance, the utmost loyalty, the
utmost service and sacrifice upon
the part of its adherents. No religion that fails in these respects is

worthy of the name. Here is where
the individual transcends himself,
rises above the limitations of personality, and becomes a cooperator
in the Divine Purpose for humanity. This is the greatest fulfillment that can come to the individual
life.
LET THE READER apply these criteria to religion in general; and in
particular let him test by these principles the claims of the Baha'i
Movement to represent the fulfillment for today of man's spiritual
aspirations and needs.
The unprejudiced searcher for
Truth should ask himself in regard
to the Baha'i religion as to whether
or not it is the destined spiritual
vehicle for the human race in its
present stage of development. For
spiritual Truth as defined and expressed in actual religion, must
adapt itself always to man's capacity and to his stage of development.
"Religion," 'Abdu '1-Baha said, "is
the outer expression of the Divine
Reality. Therefore it must be living, vitalized, moving and progressive. If it be without motion and
nonprogressive it is without the divine life-it is dead. The divine
institutes are continuously active
and evolutionary; therefore the revelation of them must be progressive and continuous. All things are
subject to re-formation. This IS a
century of life and renewaL"

"How vast is the Revelation of Baha'u'llah! How great the magnitude of His blessings showered 1Lpon lucrnanity in this day! A1td yet,
how poor, how inadeqtLate 01Lr conception of their significance and
glory! This generation stands too close to so colossal a Revelation to
appreciate, in their f1lll meaS1Lre, the infinite possibilities o.f His Faith,
the unprecedented character of His CatlSe, and the mysterious dispensations of His Providence."
-Shoghi Effendi.
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A MEDITATION
"To the people of Bahti glory is in knowledge, {food deeds, good morals and wisdom
-not in native land or station."
BAHA'U'LLAH, in "W01'ds of Pa1'Ctdise."

Potentially in seed, the soul appears:
Its ways untutored and untrained; its tears
Its smiles, await the passage of the years;
Where deeds shall yet unfold, if near or far,
The dread abyss-the tranquil, brilliant star.
Shall world of now and here lay unchecked claim,
In wealth of gold; in dusty hall of fame;
And mouthings of the heedless speak his name 7
Shall passion, like a sculptor, shape the dustThe living-dead, to moulder in his lust?
Or shall an armoured, inner sight defy,
The strange illusions of the outer eyeThe worldly plea-its bleak, phantasmal cry~
Shall guidance that the true, Blessed Beauty'" gave,
Uplift man's soul above his body's grave?
For only in the selflessness of will,
Can man his noblest destiny fulfill:
The right uphold; subordinate the ill.
The Lord of "Be "t the altar flame shall fire,
\Vhen flight 0 'ertakes the armies of desire.
The hours, soon turned to years, go filing past:
Like porters, bear their loads until the last;
Until upon His scales their weight they castTo mark (a balance that the pure shall see)
'What God has taught a life's true worth to be.
And there each finds the slightest, hidden deed,
He wrought to serve the Living Lord, a seed
So grown in bounty, that its harvests feed
The fainting hordes of hunger, who had died,
Had Love left incomplete the good It tried.
They've searched the Word of God for Its behest:
They've walked in Paths of Glory that He Blest;
Those saints whose hearts the Love of God confest.
All praise to souls, in Springtime's precious Day,
\Vhose inner life has trod the highest way.
-WILLARD

P.

*The Blessed Beauty-a title given to His Holiness Baha'u'lIah.
-rThe Manifestation of God Who utters the creative word "Be" and it is.
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BREAKING DOWN THE BARRIERS
FOAD ASHRAF

The author is a young student who cam.e to this counb'y in 1927 to enter the Ford
School in Detroit through arrfLngements made by the PM'sian government with Ford
representfLti'IJes. Although he was sent by his gover'n1nent, he is now, however, an
independent st1~dent, and he is taking a college COU1'se in chemical engineering. This
article, his first contribution to The Bahd'i Magazine, was written upon j'equest of the
Editm's for a desc1'iption of how the Bahd'i Movement is actually working out in Persia.

the birthplace of the
Baha'i faith, has gone through
a period of most unusual transformation during the past eighty years.
In the field of government, religion,
education and industry, everywhere
new scenes have appeared which
have made the modern Persia an en··
tirely different country. But the
most significant of all is the radical
change that has taken place in the
social relations between the Persian Muslims and the adherents of
various other religions in the country.
The glorious principle of the oneness of mankind declared by Baha'u'llah eighty years ago, had convinced His followers that progress
in any field was impossible unless
the various religious groups of Persia were united and worked together
in perfect peace and harmony.
Urged on by a true patriotic spirit
and inspired by the words of their
beloved Master, the Baha'is set out
to establish unity and fellowship
among the Persian people. A remarkable success has been attained.
Difference of religion is no longer
the cause of hatred and separation
in Persia, and everybody believes
this to be the secret of the rapid improvement of conditions in recent
years.
It is the object of this article to
point out in detail some of the ways
in which the Baha'is of Persia proceeded in breaking- down the bar-

riers of social and religious prejudice in that country. However,
before beginning such an account, a
few words should be said about the
nature and the extent of religious
hatred and discord prevalent in
Persia at the time of Baha'u'llah
in order that the reader may appreciate the tremendous importance of
this heroic achievement.
FOR MANY years the people of
Persia have been actually divided
into four distinct religious groupsthe Muslims, the Jews, the Zoroastrians and the Christians. Out of
8,500,000, the estimated total population of the country, more'than 8,000,000 are Muslims and only about
130,000 belong to the other religions.'" The Jews have been in Persia probably since the time of Cyrus
the Great, and at present about 40,000 of them are in various cities, the
most of them in Hamadan, the site
of the old city of Ekbatan. The
Christians consist mainly of Armenians (50,000) and N estorians (30,000), who first lived in the northwestern part of the country, and
later gradually moved around and
settled in several large cities like
Tabriz, Tihran and Isfahan. The
Zoroastrians, 10,000 in number, are
the old Persians who at the time of
the conquest of Persia by the Arabs
preferred to stay in their homeland, accepting the terms imposed
by the conquerors rather than :Bee-

*Figures taken from "The Statesman's Year Book," 1930.
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ing to India. The Jews in Persia with it the corruption of the governare mainly engaged in trade, the ment, gave the Jews, Zoroastrians,
N estorians and Armenians in agri- and Armenians the opportunity to
culture and rug weaving, while the gain more freedom and to rise above
Muslims are in all occupations. It the limitations herein mentioned;
is well to mention that, although in for example, the production and
physical features there are no cer- sale of intoxicating liquor, which
tain distinctions between a Persian was absolutely impossible in the
Jew and a Muslim, or an -,-~rmenian early days, became a profitable busiand a Muslim, until quite recently ness for many nonMuslims, because
the Armenian could be recognized now they had the patronage and
at once by his cap and short coat, protection of government officials
the Zoroastrian by his flowing robe, and other influential persons. In
brown turban and a silk shawl general, however, Jews and Armenwrapped several times around his ians and especially the Zoroastrians,
waist. Furthermore there is the whether in trade or in agriculture,
difference in language and the dif- attained superiority and independference in habits. Zoroastrians do ence by sheer industry and honest
not smoke, probably from a sense labor.
Now hatred and prejudice remain
of respect fOT fire. Their women appear publicly unveiled, but are very dormant so long as a rival is kept
particular to keep their hair cover- down, but as soon as he shows signs
ed. The Jewish women wear the of rising, conflict and struggle start.
black chuddar (a long cloak) of the That was the reason the Muslims
Muslims, but they leave off the veil, began fighting their fellow-countrywhile the N estorians and Armen- men, who were now their competitors and whom they condemned as
ians are free from both.
Since the conquest of Persia by infidel and defiled. In the city of
the Arabs (652 A. D.), Islam has Tihran the Jews were not permitted
been the state religion and the laws outside their own district except
have been based on the QUI' 'an. during the day, and then they had to
Until recent times the authority to sew colored patches on their clothes
interpret and execute the civil, and as an identification mark. On a
in some cases, the penal laws, was rainy day the infidel could not apin the hands of the clergy. For a proach the Muslim shops and marlong time the adherents of other re- kets, because to touch an infiidel, as
ligions, although deprived of most well as a dog, in the presence of
civil rights, were left in peace and moisture, would defile the fanatical
were allowed to practice their reli- Muslim and would necessitate a long
gious rites in isolated communities, process of washing and purification.
provided they would comply with Men were posted along the road to
certain rules such as not building throw salt ill the cases of grapes
structures higher than those of the which the Armenians carried to
Muslims, or not ringing a church their homes, thus preventing the
making of wine. In Yazd Zoroasbell, etc.
trians were compelled to face a donDURING the nineteenth century the
key's tail, while riding through the
decadence of the Muslim clergy, and city, which for centuries had been a
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method of humiliation. Muhammad
spoke with admiration and reverence for Jesus, Moses and the
prophets of Israel, and upheld their
holy books, but the ignorant Muslims did not recognize the Holy
Bible and destroyed every copy of
it they could find. Zoroaster was
not even considered a prophet of
God, because no direct reference
could be found to His name in the
Qur'an.
One would expect that the Jews,
Christians, and the Zoroastrians
would unite to resist the injustice of
the Muslims, but there was enough
difference and discord among the
three to make such a union impossible.
Such was the extent of religious
animosity in Persia when the supreme pen of Baha 'u 'llah proclaimed the great principle of the oneness
of mankind in such emphatic words
as: "0 people of the world, the religion of God is for love and union,
make it not the cause of discord and
dissension. . . . Associate, 0 my
friends, with people of all religions
with joy and fragrance."

joined the circle of the friends of
God than they were urged to "associate with the people of all religions
with joy and fragrance."
But to live in a group of fanatical
Muslims and associate with Jews
and other infidels seemed next to
impossible, and it needed a great
deal of courage and sacrifice on the
part of the early Baha'is. How
could a Baha'i entertain a Jew in
his home or walk with a Christian
on the street, and ignore the malicious looks and threats of the neighbors and shopkeepers ~ I remember when I was a child we entertained in our home three American
women, my sister's teachers at the
American High School. The next
morning I did not dare go out for
fear the neighbor's children might
throw stones at me. Were the
Bahii'is to preserve their social
prestige and temporary comforts of
life and give up following the admonitions of Baha 'u 'llah ~
No.
They read in the Kitab-i-Aqdas:
"One who has tasted the sweetness of
the words which have issued from the
mouth of the Merciful, will expend all that
he has, though it may be the treasures of
the earth, to uphold even one of the teachings which have dawned from the horizon of
His blessing.
Moreover in addition to
spending all his earthly goods he will offer
even his eyes as targets for the arrows of
the enemy and his body as food for their
swords. . . ."

HUNDREDS OF Muslims embraced
the cause of Baha'u'llah, and the
influence of His divine words completely changed their hearts. Love
This was a severe test for the
and understanding took the place of
hatred and prejudice. Heretofore Baha'is of Persia in the same way
they shunned the Jews and scorned that the adjustment of internation~l
the Zoroastrians and Armenians; relations are now the crucial test
now they loved them all. Once they for the Baha'is in Europe, and the
despised and burned the books of solution of the race problem is to be
other religions; now they were a supreme test for the Baha'is in
taught by Baha'u'llah that the Bible the United States. The test in Perof the Jews and Christians and the sia, however, was not too hard for
Zend Avesta of the Zoroastrians the faithful friends of Baha 'u 'llah.
contained revelations from God and The Baha'is of Persia, assured of
should be looked upon and read as the ultimate victory of the host of
holy books. No sooner had they God, decided to break down the 80-
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cial barrier and associate with the
people of all religions. True they
had to suffer El great deal in the
beginning, but by a pplica tion of
Baha'i courage and wisdom they
came out victorious in the end. In
a short time many J e,vs and Zoroastrians became attracted to the
cause. This brought great joy and
happiness to the circle of friends,
but at the same time somevvhat aggravated their social problem. In
some cases a number of families
succeeded in living close together,
and in this way they avoided much
of the trouble which might result
from living next door to fanatical
:Il.Iuslims. In one instance in Tihran, one of the friends rented a
farm seven miles from the city and
every Friday (the Persian "Sunday") old friends and prospective
believers of all classes and religions
assembled there to partake freely of
both material and spiritual food.
The home of Ibne-Abhar, one of
the "Hands of the cause of God" in
Tihran, ~was situated in the he;:trt
of the city, a district thickly populated not only with Muslim laymen,
but fanatical mullahs (priests). For
years the gate of this blessed home
was open to all, and there Jews,
Zoroastrians and Christians, who
had never before set foot in that
district, sat at the same table with
Muslims. To my young and inexperienced mind this was a miracle,
the secret of which I could not
understand until one evening father
and I went to call on Ibne-Abhar
and found ourselves at a large dinner party, a very unusual one for
that house I thought. There were
more than forty mullahs in their
black or white turbans, seated in
tvm connecting rooms around the
white dinner mats, spread in Per-
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sian style on the floor. There was
an abundance of delicious food of
all kinds, enough to satisfy the appetite of forty mullahs and have
some left for them to carry home
for their families. I must have
looked very astonished, because
Ibne-Abhar soon found a chance to
speak to me. In explanation, he said:
"This is the way we make friends
of our enemies. vVe feed the mul1ahs of the district once in a while,
so that we may always be able to
have Baha'i feasts at our home."
Other Baha'is, who were not tied
down to a certain locality, got
around the difficulty of unfriendly
neighbors by moving into places
suitable for a Baha'i home. In general the Baha'is of Persia, in choosing a site for a home, or even in
renting a house, bear in mind that
their home should be "A center for
the radiance of light and the glowing of His love in the hearts of
people. "
In the city of Tihran, for example,
the Baha'is gradually moved out of
the southern and central districts,
where orthodox Muslims lived, and
went to the northern paIt of the
city, which had recently developed
into a place for fOTeign legations,
their employees, and other Europeans and Americans. Meanwhile a
liberal-minded mullah, who had the
jurisdiction of a newly rising north~v{estern district, became attracted
to the cause. He helped not only
the Baha'is, but also the Jews and
Armenians, to settle in that district.
The more progressive Muslims
gradually moved into the nelv district, and although they kept aloof
in the beginning, they could not help
being affected by the joyful and
happy fellowship that existed between the Baha'is and the Chris-
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tians or Jews, and one by one they days. It is an old habit of Persians
too found their way into the ever to call on relatives and friends durwidening circle of Baha'i friend- ing these days. Sweets and refreshship.
ments are served, presents are
given and people have a gay time.
THUS SLOWLY but surely the bar- Naturally among the Baha'is the
riers of social and religious pre- circle of friends is so large and conjudice were broken down in the Per- tains so many different types of
sian capital, followed by a similar people, that it is astonishing to the
achievement in other cities. The neighbors. Sometimes the door of
victory began in the more enlight- a Baha'i home is wide open for
ened circles and little by little three days, and the neighbors watch
groups of callers walk in and out.
spread to people of all classes.
At present in every city or town, They see a group of Zoroastrians in
even in the small villages, there are their flowing robes just about to
Baha'i homes in which people of all leave the house, while two Muslims
religions and classes associate to- and three Jews hand in hand walk
gether with the utmost freedom. toward the door and shout, "AlThey have no fear of public disap- lah 'u' Abha! Allah 'u' Abha !" Look!
proval or the interference of fana- How they embrace each other I
tical Muslims. To these homes are What love I What joy I What is the
attracted daily hundreds of people, meaning of all this ~ The perplexed
who eventually can not help but join neighbor will soon find out that
the circle of Baha'i love and friend- those whom he calls Jews, Zoroasship.
trians, or Armenians are known to
A great demonstration of the each other by no other name than
Baha'i fellowship takes place at the " Friend" or "Baha 'i Friend." It
time of Nawruz, the feast of the be- is this discovery alone that has alginning of the new year. The holi- ready attracted thousands of souls,
day begins on the first day of and will hereafter attract the whole
spring, March 21, and lasts twelve world to the cause of Baha'u'llah.

"The oneness of the world of humanity shall be realized, accepted
and established.
. All mankind are the servants of the glorious
God our Creator.
. As He loves h~tmanity without distinction or
prefernce, why should we not love all? Can we conceive of a plan and
policy s~tperior to the Divine purpose? Manifestly we cannot. Therefore we must str'ive to do the will of the glorio~ts Lord and emulate His
policy of loving all mankind.
Therefore if we follow the
example of the Lord of divinity, we will love all mankind from mtr
hearts; and the means of the ~tnity of the world of humanity will become
as evident and ma1~ifest to ~tS as the light of the sun."
- 'Abd'u'l-Balui.
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THE CENTURY OF RADIANCE
R1I1IS Holiness Baha 'u 'llah appeared from the horizon of
the Orient and re-established the essential foundation of
the religious teachings of the world. The worn-out traditional
beliefs current among men were removed. He caused fellowship and agreement to exist between the representatives of
varying denominations so that love became manifest among
the contending religions. He created a condition of harmony
among hostile sects and upheld the banner of the oneness of
the world of humanity. He established the foundation for
International Peace, caused the hearts of nations to be cemented together and conferred new life upon the various
peoples of the east. Among those who have followed the
teachings of Baha'u'llah no one says "I am a Persian," "I
am a Turk," "I am a Frenchman," or "I am an Englishman." No one says "I am a Mussulman upholding the only
true religion," "I am a Christian loyal to my traditional and
inherited beliefs," "I am a Jew following talmudic interpretations," or "I am a Zoroastrian and opposed to all other religions."
On the contrary all have been rescued from
religious racial, political and patriotic prejudices and are now
associating in fellowship and love to the extent that if you
should attend one of their meetings you would be unable to
observe any distinction between Christian and Muhammadan,
Jew and Zoroastrian, Persian and Turk, Arab and European;
for their meetings are based upon the essential foundations
of religion, and real unity has been established among them.
Former antagonisms have passed away, the centuries of sectarian hatred are ended, the period of aversion has gone by,
the mediaeval conditions of ignorance have ceased to exist.

UII

Verily the century of radiance has dawned, minds are
advancing, perceptions are broadening, realizations of human
possibilities are becoming universal, susceptibilities are developing, the discovery of realities is progressing. Therefore it is necessary that we should cast aside all the prejudices
of ignorance, discard superannuated beliefs in traditions of
past ages and raise aloft the banner of international agTeement. Let us cooperate in love, and through spiritual reciprocity enjoy eternal happiness and peace.
-'Abdu'l-Baha.

Upper cent er : group of friends attending the Baha'i SU1n11WT School Cit Geyserville, Calif. Left: the large fir tree under which many
1neetings are held. Lowe1' cent er : View over the valley fro1n Bosch Place. Right: et view of the becmtiful 1'edwoocl trees on the
property. (See opposite page.)
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A FORTNIGHT AT BOSCR PLACE, GEYSERVILLE
CLARA WEIR

D

HE Baha'i Summer School at
Geyserville, Calif., an institution undoubtedly destined to become an important c e n t e I' for
Baha'i activities on the Pacific
coast, held its fifth annual session
during July and August.
Baha'i students and their friends
from various parts of the "'IV est attended in large numbers. Bosch
Place, located as it is on the main
higlnvay (seventy-five miles north
of San Francisco) is easily accessible by every means of transportation. Some came by boat, via San
Francisco, others by stage; some
chose the railway, and many came
by automobile, most of the latter
carrying their own camping equipment-sturdy pioneers, all, from as
far north as Vancouver, British Columbia, to as far south as Phoenix,
Arizona.
(It would not require
much stretch of the imagination to
see students arriving from the four
corners of the states by aeroplane.
vVhile the environs are hilly, Bosch
Place, also, provides sufficient level
ground to accommodate the landing'
of aeroplanes which vvould, however, necessitate the cutting down of
numerous prune trees.)
Housing conditions at B 0 s ch
Place are not only comfortable but
unique. One feels that here is offered an ideal opportunity for spiritual regeneration, as well as physical relaxation in the country. Truly,
the Summer School at Geyserville
demonstrates the imp 0 rt of the
statement of Baha'u 'llah, "The city
is the home of the body, while the
country is the home of the souL"

The natural beauties of Geyserville sat i s f y the aesthetic sense
which is conducive to greater tranquility of spirit, a factor so very
important to mental and spiritual
growth.
Bosch Place is situated on a gentle slope of the mountains, planted
to a considerable height in vineyards and fruit trees. Still higher
the natural growth of redwood and
eucalyptus t I' e e s begins. In the
foreground is an orchard of prune
trees with a level plain extending to
the river and, beyond, another range
of mountains r i s e s verdant and
pine-clad. Nahual springs are numerous, and the water from these is
piped to all parts of the estate.
Could a dramatist ask for a more
ideal setting? What could be more
commanding' than a play presenting
such vivid scenes as these: Scene I,
under "the Big Tree"; Scene rI, A
lecture hall in the village; Scene
IH, Living-room in the B 0 s c h
horn e; Scene IV, The Redwood
Grove? Enchanting! Yes, but enchantment not of a fleeting moment
that lifts and is no more, but that
~which endures-the enchantment of
reality. The setting is a necessary
adjunct, of course, but "the play's
the thing"; something which consists of real events having unity and
interest; and the manifestation of
"unity and interest" during the
Summer School at Geyserville made
a deep impression upon Baha!i and
stranger alike.
"The Big Tree," (a huge fir and
what a beautiful symbol it has become) stands near the center of
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Bosch Place. As many as two hundred persons have gathered beneath
its shade. It is the gathering place
for all activities. The morning devotion, the Unity Feast, the social
hour, and committee meetings are
held here. Should i n c 1 e men t
weather (of which there was none
last summer, however) prevent, or
the evening dews chill the air, then
the Bosch living room offers radiant
hospitality. Here we often gathered to discuss important questions,
stimulated by the morning lecture.
To the Summer School were invited not only the erudite of our
own ranks, university professors,
and advanced students, but others
who were qualified by the necessary
scholarly attainments.
While the purpose of the Geyserville Summer School is primarily
for spiritual regeneration, and for
the study and promulgation of the
principles of Baha 'u 'llah yet all
who attended the session also felt
the effect of intellectual stimulation.
Those familiar with the colI e g e
classroom noted that the direction
was systematic and dignified, and
the presentation of material typically academic, while an atmosphere
of genuine good will and fellowship
pervaded the lecture hall, making
all feel welcome.
There were two principal lecturers, while five others also contributed an important share to the
lecture course.
Since the Baha'i principles are so
universal in scope, the lectures covered a wide range, revealing many
important aspects of the various
subjects.
The first series traced the evolution of society from its beginning,
in the organization of family life to
its p res e n t development. The

speaker traced the correlation of
the Baha'i teachings with modern
t h 0 u g h t and human experience.
"All humanity," he said, "is growing into an organization. \Ve live
a life of relations and nothing is isolated. The essence of all prophetic
message is the social relation, and
the goal of human endeavor is, 'the
better way of living'."
PRESENT DAY tendencies in the economic field were outlined and a solution for the various problems confronting this country and the world
in general, was presented. It was
based, first, upon the plan of Baha'u'llah, and, secondly, upon a complete understanding of our economic, political, and ethical institutions.
The necessity for international
cooperation ,vas stressed as one of
the means of improving the economic situation. The same motivating principle in the conduct of
individuals affects the conduct of
nations and their relations to each
other. 'Abdul-Baha once gave the
following diagnosis: "The disease
affecting humanity today is the absence of love and the lack of altruism," and, again, in a tablet to one
of the believers, he said, "\Vhen
thou wilt compare the teachings of
Baha'u'llah with the requisitions
and necessities of the presellt time,
thou wilt conclude that they are to
the sick body of the world the swift
healing antidote; nay, rather, they
are the remedy producing everlasting health."
"The Relation between Invention and Universality," a lecture by
one of our University professors,
revealed our progress in the field of
invention since the advent of the
steam engine, and showed the effect
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of the various means of tranSlJOrtation and communication upon our
na tionallife, and upon international
rela tions.
A discllssion of "Universal Education" revealed the following factors which have contributed to international understanding in the
Baha'i era: the Suffrage Movement
(1850), the P 0 s tal Conference
(Paris, 1863), the influence of the
International Education Association upon the rewriting of history
books, the establishment of cosmopolitan clubs in universities, the exchange of faculties between countries; the establishment of the Institute of Pacific Relations, (by Dr.
Ray Lyman Wilbur, President of
Leland Stanford University), the
International Ch a m b e I' of Commerce, World Friendship Societies;
the study of Esperanto, and comparative religions; the Religious
Congress; the study of the race
question; the Olympic games; and
the recognition of the essential unity and interdependence of the
world by President Hoover.
A lecture entitled, "The Abolition
of Racial Barriers, and the Development of Latent Powers in All Peoples, " called to mind the words of
'Abdul-Baha spoken in Washington,
D. C., "The world of humanity is
like a garden and the various races
are the flowers which constitute its
adornment and decoration. . . . In
their never ending variety man
finds enjoyment instead of monotony. There is unity in diversity,
one setting off and enhancing the
beauty of the other."
THE SECOND continuous series of
lectures was on "Comparative Religions," covering the divisions of
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Hindu philoSOlJhy; the religions of
China and Japan; of Greece and
Rome; the Semitic religions, and
Muhammadanism, concluding with,
"The Asp e c t s of Christianity,"
when the speaker made this significant statement, "One cannot discuss
comparative religions without discussing "World Peace," and" Social Justice," which bears out the
statement of Baha'u'llah that "the
founda tions of divine religion a re
one reality which does not admit of
multiplicity or division. Therefore
the commandments and teacbings of
God are one."
There were round table discussions in the "Redwood Grove"
·which partook of that spiritual quality so inspiring> and so uplifting to
the human heart. The tall redwoods reminded one of the giant pillars of a cathedral, and when the
sun, filtering through the brilliant
foliage, shone upon the happy faces,
one realized that no stained-glass
window could IJroduce an effect so
lovely. 'Abdul-Baha was a g a i n
brought into our midst as vividly as
in the days at' Akka, for there were
present some who had visited Him
in the prison-others who had met
Him in His travels, and some who
had, recently, visited Haifa.
STUDENTS of the Summer School
found relaxation in excursions to
the geysers and to the petrified
forest, while children, and their elders, too, enjoyed the exhilaration
of aquatic sports in the river
nearby.
A. combined Unity Feast, IJicnic
supper, and program on the picturesque Griffith estate will long be
remembered as an 0 u t s tan din g
event. Here, in a small but perfect
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amphitheater various members of contributed to the building of an
the Summer School found expres- historic Baha'i institution, an edision for their histrionic ability, and fice destined to play an important
were there any newcomers who felt part in the unification of the human
at all restrained this occasion dis- world by the establishment of the
pelled any sense of strangeness.
great fundamental principles of
So close was the bond of fellOlcv- Baha 'u 'llah - "not through ma teship, so unified the purpose, so de- rial means or political power; not
lectable the viands, intellectual and through racial or patriotic power
spiritual, offered by the Summer but through the divine power and
School, that when the session ended breaths of the Holy Spirit," thus
the students departed with great re- fulfilling the highest aspirations of
luctance, not realizing, per h a p s, the human race in the "Most Great
that they, too, had brought some- Peace," and the establishment of
thing to the Summer School which the kingdom of God upon earth.

ABOVE THE TIMBER LINE
DALE

nE were lost

S.

OOLE

hopelessly lost it

was so over-powering and so an-

forest at night. The heavy foliage
above obscured the stars.
The
small lantern 'which my companion
carried shed but a feeble circle of
wan light. There were no signs for
guidance but the moss on the trees.
I was utterly bewildered and would
have despaired entirely had it not
been for the confident bearing of
my friend. Somehow even in our
extremity, he seemed calm, assured
and serene.
The natural beauty and grandeur
of the forest ,vas changed into foreboding. The stately trees loomed
as great obstacles. They seemed
to be labeled-" doubt," "perplexity,"
"apprenhension,"
"fear."
There were the prickly low briars of
selfishness and greed. There were
the impenetrable bushes of economic maladjustment. There were
the sharp thorns of misunderstanding and ignOTance. The illusion

could not help commenting Ul)on it
in doleful sylables, thinking that
perhaps thereby the feeling of desolation would be s'ivept Rway.
"Our condition may be strange,
in that we are temporarily lost, but
it is not surprising," my companion
replied. ' 'Do you not remember the
words of Baha 'u 'llah ? 'The thin
eyelid prevents the eye from seeing
the world and what is contained
therein. Then think of the result
when the curtain of greed covers
the· sight of the heart. Say, 0
People! The darkness of greed
and envy obscures the light of the
soul as the cloud prevents the penetration of the sun's rays.' "
I did not reply and we trudged
along silently for a time.
, 'Look! ' , my friend suddenly
exulted, "there are trail marks on
those trees. Surely we have hit
upon a way out."

~ seemed to' me, in a dense alogous to world conditions that I
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"Do you think we can follow
them," I asked, "with only this
weak, little lantern of human undert]tanding to furnish light ~"
"We do not have to rely solely on
that lantern," was the reply
"There are other sources of light."
AND THEN as we picked our way
slowly through the forest, he continued:
"N ever before has humanity so
needed a long-range, broad-guage
view of life and affairs as today.
Individuals and nations yearn for
some measure of assurance. In the
chaotic and disturbing conditions
existing we are likely to lose sight
of the forest and see only the trees
-just as they appear as obstacles
to us now, although under different
circumstances we appreciate their
beauty and utility. If one focuses
attention closely on some detail it
gains in relative importance until
the significance of the whole may be
entirely obliterated. It is quite natural that human beings should concentrate on the woes which affect
them intimately and personally.
See how our present predicament
has forced an illusion upon you."
"I know," I replied, "but when
large numbers of people become dist urbed, are destitute of assurance
and feel insecure and fearful, they
are indeed in an unstable and sorro\vful condition. They seem lost
in a forest of vicissitudes over
which they have little or no control.' ,
"Yes, could a world-wide referendum be taken, as to what humanity most desires at the moment, undoubtecUy the vote would be overwhelming for assurance and a measure of security, for some assurance
"Divine Art of Living p. 12.
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that all this suffering is not to be
repeated and that things are gomg
to turn out all right."
"Human precedents," I anSWGred, "have proven to be inadefjuate
guides. Are we beginning to realize
that we must look elswhere in our
search for assurance and security1
To the other sources of light you
mentioned ~"
"Certainly, but one of the hardest lessons to lea rn in this connection, is that assurance and security
are states of mind. They can be
a ttained without recourse to the
material influences in which we live,
but not without effort, for assurance and security rise from spiritual foundations.
"Humanity is crying out for assurance. It must come if civilization is to progress, and the attainment of it must begin with the individual. One calm, assured person
even among many who are not, has
a stablizing and inspiring effect on
the others. It is important for at]
many as possible to attain and
radiate assurance, that others may
be tranquilized and the affairs of
the world be placed on a plane
where continuity of progress will
be certain.
"'Abdu'l-Baha tells us 'that a
material man lets himself be worried and harassed by little things
but a spiritual man is always calm
and serene under all circumstances.
If a person is confirmed in the accomplishment of the services of the
Kingdom, his worldly conditions
are of secondary importance. ,*
"Thus is a correct perspective
clearly established. Worldly conditions are of secondary importance.
Undoubtedly many have
placed them first, and the conse-
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quence is the avalanche of troubles
and vicissitudes which beset the
world.
" 'Abdu'l-Baha has gone further
and defined the object of life for
our guidance, that we may direct
our efforts effectively. 'The object
of this life is the attainment of the
spirit, the manifestation of the fear
of God, the acquisition of the love
of God, the attainment of the good
pleasure of the Lord of Mankind.
If a man characterizes himself 'with
these God-like attributes he will
become freed from all ties of this
mortal world, the light of God will
shine in his heart, he will hear the
voice of the heavenly angels, he will
be surrounded by the confirmations
of the Holy Spirit, he will become
an irradiating center of the peTfect
names and qualities of the Merciful
and a light through which the darkness of the world of humanity is
dispelled.' , ,*
He paused a moment and looked
about.
, , See, the trail IS becoming
easier. "
So engrossed had I been in his
discourse, that I had not noticed
that 'we were now on a well marked
forest pathway.
"Please continue," I requested
as he started off at a brisker pace.
"Thus in this one paragraph the
aims of life are clearly set forth,
and not only are the individual re,yards made clear but the potentialities for influence on the world are
sung in such glowing words, that
we need search no further for the
way to assurance and usefulness.
" 'Abdu 'l-Baha has also said:
'The vyorld needs more happiness
and illumination. The star of happiness is in every head. 'vVe must
*Divine Art of Living p. 14.
**Divine Art of Living p. 19.

remove the clouds so that it may
twinkle radiantly. Happiness is an
internal condition. When it is once
established man will ascend to the
supreme heights of bliss. A truly
happy man will not be subject to
the shifting eventualities of time.
Like unto a king he will sit upon
the throne of fixed realities. He
will be impervious to outward,
changing c i r cum s tan c e sand
through his deeds and actions he
will impart happiness to others.
A Baha'i m~lst be happ'y for the
blessings of God are bestowed upon
him."**
"The problem each individual
has to face today, more than ever,
is how to be happy in the midst of
adversity. It is clearly incumbent
that this station be attained in
order that we may be of the utmost
service to others in sharing their
burdens and in bringing assurance
to them.
"First the true aims of life must
be recognized and secondly we must
learn what real happiness is. Both
of these lessons have just been recited in the words of 'Abdu'lBaha."
THE WAY is not left unmarked
from this point for we have the
guidance of Baha 'u '11ah in these
words" 'When the lamp of search, effort, longing, fervor, love, rapture,
attraction and devotion is enkindled
in the heart and the breeze of love
blows forth from the direction of
Unity the darkness of error, doubt
and uncertainty will be dispelled
and the lights of knowledge and
assurance will encompass all the
pillars of existence. Then the ideal
Herald will dawn as the true morn
from the divine city with spiritual
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glad tidings and awaken the heart,
soul and spirit from the sleep of
negligence with the trumpet of
knowledge. Then the favors and
confirmations of the eternal Holy
Spirit will impart such a new life
that one will find himself the possessor of a new eye, a new ear, a
new heart, and a new mind and will
direct his attention to the clear, universal signs and to the hidden individual secrets. """"
, 'If we make the effort to a Hain
individual assurance, surely we will
be helped, and as the number of assured individuals increases, new attributes will be manifested which
will place the affairs of the world
in true perspective and significance."
, 'Then we must try hard to be
assured and to have faith," I interrupted.
, 'Yes, and less we place undue
importance on this life, 'Abdu '1Baha assures us* that our stay on
this planet is relatively short and
that we may expect many troubles
here, but that life does not culminate in this transitory existence.
'There are many worlds of light.
For even as the plant imagines life
ends with itself and has no knowledge of our existence, so the materially-minded man has no knowledge of the other worlds of consciousness.'
"But those who have real sight
know of other worlds, celestial ones,
where the darkness which enshrouds this one does not exist. All
the Prophets knew of these worlds
and renounced ' everything material and gave their hearts to the
heavenly world.'
"Suppose, for a moment," my
*Divine Philosophy, pp. 118, 119.
"'Divine Art of Living P. 24.
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friend continued, "That it were
impossible to progress in this
world. There would still be the
worlds to come. But it is not impossible to progress here. Much
can be done to illumine even this
dark world. All that we have to do
is to follow the instructions given
in order that we may enter, pa1'tially at least, the worlds of light
here and now. 'This is the fruit
of the tree of creation, to be freed
from the darkness of the planet in
order to enter the worlds of light.
This is the object of existence; this
is the fruit of the tree of humanity.' "
For the last half hour we had
been climbing steadily. The going
was rough and we were both breathing rapidly. Stopping for an instant to rest, we glanced about.
"All, look I" my companion exclaimed. A patch of starry sky was
visible. "The timber line is just
ahead."
Soon we were above it and out of
the forest but we did not stop again
until several hundred yards higher
up along the trail. Looking back,
that great forest in the valley,
which had held us prisoners, spread
its vast extent darkly in the bright
light of the moon.
"Where are your obstacle trees
now7" my friend inquired.
"Down there, just below, where
they were."
"Show me one."
, 'Why, I can't. All we can see
now is the forest, all of it, not just
single trees."
"And it is beautiful is it not ~"
"Yes it is," I replied, "even by
moonlight. How much more beautiful it will be in the morning '8 sun!"
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HOME

KEITH RANSOM -KEHLER
!he author, dist~nguished lect1,~r'er and writer in the Bah6:i Cause, is c.t present
makmg a world tour' ut behalf of th~s Cause. She is generously shar'ing her impressions
of the Far East with r-eaders of the Bc.h6:i Mc.gctzine in [. series of brief descriptions
which she chooses to entitle "LettM's Home."
~PLENDOR

of splendors!
~ I have seen Nikko !
As long as I live I shall miss Nikko and long for it as for a wellbeloved person. I stood in a hearty
downpour, unconscious of wet feet,
puddles and staring strangeTs, taking my last look at the never-to-beforgotten beauty of the Yomeimon
(Day-spending Gate) as one would
fill one's eyes with a lovliness too
perfect to be understood, too sublime to be neglected, too up-lifting
to be relinquished. And through my
vitals jagged and twisted the sharp
cut of the parting pang that has not
searched me for many years.
Here was all the poignant ache of
Beauty in a sumptuous, a magnificent mood. I recalled my enraptured "Yanderings through Rouen,
my spell-bound view of the Sphinx,
my visit to the Daibutsu-everything that had ever cleansed and relieved and released and intoxicated
my soul, and there crept over me
again a realization of the wondrous ,
and an Incommunicable gladness, as
at the dawn of the world's first
morning.
Who can endure bare Beauty
without an agony of longing for he~'
uninterrupted presence, and who
possesses the hardihood to remain
long in her abode? The heart
s:Yoons from its unwonted expanSlOn, and the eyes dazzle to sudden
blindness with stabs too bright to
bear.
The rich brocade of pine branches

against a soft gray sky, as one
mounts an ancient avenue between
mossy stone walls, gentle with outcropping ferns and the stealthy
stroke of lichen, sets the mood for
the wonders that are to follow. But
even before the peaceful climb begins the first sight of the "Sacred
Bridge," a buoyant structure of red
lacquer spanning' the hoydenish
Daibu river, gives a lilt to ones
spirits and a promise.
Beauty is based on an harmonious diversity that is recapitulated
into perfect unity. There is not one
false note in the sublime symphony
of the Toshogu Shrines: from the
faintest trace of jade or gold on a
facade to the complete relation of
the architectural mass there is a
mighty coordination. If concinity
could be used of things instead of
words, it would apply perfectly.
One's progress from the first
Torii (the two-uprights with a cross
piece that always marks the entrance to a Shinto Shrine) to the
Shrine itself is a record of prODTes.
L'
b
SIve as LOl1lshment and grandeL1r
that reaches its climax at the Yomeimon Gate and its exotic denouement at the Shrine itself.
AN ATTEMPT to describe Nikko
'would be like an attempt to describe
love or prayer, or those wistfullyremembered moments when God
turns His merciful glances toward
the trivial seed-plot in one's heart
and suffuses it with the fragrant
breath of His tenderness.
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At Nikko Beauty is neither august as in Egypt, majestic as at Kamakura nor dramatic and energetic
as at Rouen; here she is elegant,
sumptuous, magnificent.
Fifteen thousand men worked for
twelve years to complete this monument to the great lye Asu, the
Founder of the Tokugawa Shogunate, at the right hand of whose
lineal descendant I was seated on
my first day in Tokyo.
Nothing but pure joy, a great exultant realization of the boundless
rythm of creation, a daring flight to
the iridescent realm of holy dreams
could have made an accomplishment
like the Nikko Shrines possible. One
remembers the words of Baha'u'llah concerning those servants who
"when they mention their Oreator,
all things will mention with them
the same." Hills, river, rocks and
forest combine with the thrilling
spot of worship and commemoration "to draw us from ourselves and
from the world unto the shore of"
God's "presence and communion."
The infinitude of detail would be
elsewhere bewildering; the opulence
of ornamentation would be ordinarily vulgar, but here every touch is
indispensible, every fleck an added
grace.
The whole scheme cries, a jubilant shout, with color. The general
background is red, indescribable in
its subdued but joyous tone, with
black to balance and off-set it, and
gold to maintain the magnificence
of the Shrines' purpose-the habitation in this world of those lofty
beings who would here renew human ties and bestow their benison
upon those left to struggle with
earth's problems.
Even yet the breathlessness and
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wonder of this adventure so fills me
that I am unable to remember or
understand why front upon front,
grille upon grille, cornice upon cornice, jade, pink, orchid, maroon,
gold, cobalt, peacock beside a verita ble concourse of miniature figures
did not seem tedious, overwrought
or decadent ~ But the eye mounted
hungrily from detail to detail filled
at last with a delicate ecstacy before
the bewildering astonishments of
the Y omeimon Gate and the un ex pected rarity of the Karamon. Here,
tree-trunks gnarled and carved with
dragons and plumpetals are partially plastered with white chalk. The
conception of the detail is as fantastic and wilful as the whole is unified and gorgeous.
Just as in the Grand Oanyon one
has the somewhat guilty feeling of
having surprised God at work, so
here one has the odd sense of having
penetrated those hidden recesses of
man's soul where Beauty suckles
her nurslings with streams of living
water and hopes too high for earth.
THE RAIN, which fell steadily, lent
its soft, calm influence to the perfect
spell. The dread of waking, the
feeling of a glorious dream, the realization that its aching beauty
would fade by degrees, leaving the
world a little gaunt and pinched
where lovliness had stood fullpanoplied; this, and the sense that
one could endure no more; that the
heart was too straight and the mind
too cramped for this relentless onslaught of the hosts of joy brought
again the words of Baha 'u 'llah ;
"hearts are troubled because of Me
and minds cannot grasp Me."
Frantic for relief I visited the adjoining shrine of Futara-San; then
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in a frenzy of anguish lest the closing hour should come before I could
see Toshogu ag'ain, I ran back
breathless to assuage my home-sick
eyes on the gig'antic bas-relief of
chrysanthemums that decorate the
side walls inside the Shrine enclosure, and to beat the wings of longing once more against the diaphonous grilles extending from the
Karamon.
The multiplicity and rare delicacy
of the wood-carvings everywhere
are emphasized in the flights and
clusters of animals and birds across
this brilliant cloister.
vVhen Whistler concluded that
"the story of the beautiful is already complete, graven in the marbles of the Parthenon and broidered with the birds upon the fan of
Hokusai at the foot of Fujiyama"
he should have carried us one step
further to where she sits enshrined
forever amid the glories of Nikko.
The reverence, the eagerness, the
appreciation with which the J apanese view this monument to their innate taste and devotion was impressive. Coolie and l)eer, student and
geisha wander wrapt from spot to
sacred spot.
Inside the loggia of the Yomei-

mon are quaint and portly vessels
of the sacred wine contributed fOT
the priests of the Shrine by those
wishing to honor their ancestors, or
to win favor from them. Even these
containers are artistic and in keeping with the charm of the whole.
Two hundred steps lead to the
tomb of the great Iyeasu, up which
young and old, clad in white with
the typical pilgrims' staff, toil to
the honor of their ancestors.
From the facade of the Sacred
Stable is taken the detail of the
world-famous representation of the
three wise monkeys.
As I turned to look upward from
the entrance level of the Shrine
back to the platform of the Yomeimon I did not attempt to control my
grief at the stabbing thought that
perhaps my eyes would be divorced
forever from the rapturous sight of
its uplifting glory.
"Beneficent TiveTs of teaTS flow
at the fingeT of pain
And out of the cloud that smites
beneficent TiveTS of Tain."

I was saying farewell to one of
life's deepest and most joyous experiences: spontaneous tears were
the only appropriate tribute that I
could pay.

« 'The tnte test of personality is not the man, b~tt the range of his
interests. TiVhat ca~tses does the 1nan espmtse? With what g1"eat
thoughts is he fam,il,iarf! What ideals l1tre him on? How large a section of the wodd does he care for in a vital, responsible way, thinking,
plcmning, working for its welfare, its improvement, ,its advancement?
The magnit1tde of the ends one sees and serves is the tnte measnre of
one's per'sonality. eaU the roll of the great. St1tdy their activities.
It will be to discoye1' that he only is great in mind who has fastened
1tpOn some greed ulea, S01ne lofty ca~tse, and that he only is great i11
heart who has flooded the world with a great affection."

-E. W. McDiannicl.
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PIONEERS

A Short Historical S~lrvey of the Bah6,'i Movement in India,
Java Islands, Siam, and Malay Penins~lla.

B~lrma,

SIYYID MUSTAFA ROUMIE

JCi1nal Effendi, accompanied by the al£thor, Mr. ROl£l1Lie, dl£Ting two yea1's of pionee1" missiona1"y work in Indiu" fmmd no
difficulty in obtaining access to the lending
people of many imp01"tant Indian states including high government officials nnd rulers
themselves. EV61'ywher"e Jamal 1"6ceived cc
war1n reception and his 1nessage was listened to cou1"teously.
In 1878 they left Calcutta for Rangoon.
Here thei1" mission was highly s1{.ccessful,
and in a short timr; the Bahri'i Cause was
widely p1"omulgated in spite. of some instances of attempted persecutwn.
Afte?" esta,blishing the Cause in Rangoon
the missioncc1"ies went, early in 1879, to
Mandalay whe?"e they laid a good fmmdcction for the Bahri'i Cause.
Several yea1"S we?"e spent in missiona.ry
JouT1~eys to Bunna, Mandalay and ~he chtef
cities of India. Then Jctmctl Effench (cnd the
autho?' left f01" 11wre distctnt jmLrneys to
SingapoTe, Jctva, anc~ the Celebe~e Islctnds
where they met w~th extrctonltnctry ctdventures.

[.lURING our stay in Macassar
~ we became well known as experts in the healing of the sick and
the soothing of nervous ailments.
\Vith the supreme power and help of
the Greatest Name we were able to
heal many of the sick, and those who
thought themselves possessed by
evil spirits were also relieved by
our prayers. Through this healing
,York we were able to deliver the
message of Baha 'u '11ah to everyone
with whom we came in contact; and
when the time arrived for us to depart, it was only with the greatest
difficulty that we were able to tear
ourselves away from these people
who had begun to depend so much
upon us.
From Macassar we proceeded in
a small sailing vessel to a seaport
of the Celebes islands called Pari
Pari, then ruled by a native inde-

pendent chief called Fatta Aronma tua Aron Raffan, which means
"The Great Monarch and King of
all Kings." On our arrival I went
directly to the customs official to ask
permission for landing. The officer
in charge gave me a pony on which
to ride to the royal palace-Ca palace built of bamboo )-to obtain this
permission from their King. The
King, who was advanced in age, was
eagerly awaiting our arrival and
watcbing' with a telescope through
the window of his palace. As soon
as I entered the royal palace the
King got up from his seat and
warmly embraced me saying that he
was happy to see his honorable
guest. Then he eagerly inquired the
whereabouts of .Jamal Effendi, who,
I replied, was still in the ship awaitin for his royal command to disembarIc
When I entered the royal presence I saw there two envoys sent to
the King by the Dutch Governor of
Macassar with a private letter to
the King indicating the arrival of
the two visitors-.Jamal Effendi and
the writer-and requesting the
King to refuse any help that they
might request for the purpose of
making their journey into the interior of the native states; for the
letter stated these two men were
necromancers, and would use the art
of enchantment to win the chiefs
and their subjects for their mystic
relig'ious rites.
The King was not favorably impressed with this defamatory letter.
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In fact he was noticeably annoyed
by it and in an angry tone he said
to the two envoys, "These venerable
visitors are our guests and under
our protection, and the Dutch Governor should not interfere with our
religious affairi'. This is my reply
to his offensive letter, and an unofficial message which should be conveyed by you to him. ' , The envoys,
thunderstruck, immediately retired
disheartened and unsuccessful in
their hostile mission.
The King enjoined upon the customs official to apologize to Jamal
Effendi on his behalf for not being
able to do him the honor of a public
reception, and directed the customs
official to accommodate the guests
in his own house. This was done,
and we were honorably received by
this official. The day after our arrival we were summoned to the
Court to have an audience ,vith the
King. We were warmly received by
him. He embraced each of us and
bade us be seated close beside him.
After the usual salutations and
politenesses, he inquired about our
voyage and the object of our unexpected and delightful arrival at
such an unfrequented spot.
,;Vith perfect sincerity and candol', yet with tact and sympathy, we
explained to him our whole missionary adventure in a way calculated
to produce intetest and satisfaction
on his part. The King ,vas exceedingly delighted and asked us to call
again on the next morning. So on
the morrow we were again furnished with ponies and rode a distance of about two miles to the palace, and this time had audience with
the Queen and also with the princes. In fact ,'le found ourselves
becoming very intimate with the
King and all the royal family.

THE KING was suffering with an
ugly disease called psora. His whole
body was covered with scales like
fish scales which caused constant irritation and itching. His skin was
so sensitive that he could stand but
little clothing and so he wore
but very few garments. Jamal
Effendi had inspired such faith and
admira tion in the King' as to make
him confident that his spiritual visitor could heal his painful disease,
and he requested this of ,T amal. The
latter replied, "We are not qualified
physicians or trained in the healing
of material ills. But we will earnestly pray for divine guidance, and
by meallS of that try to find the
remedy for you."
When we returned home we consulted and prayed together for the
soilltion of this problem and responsibility which the King's sickness and his faith in us had placed
upon us. The results were, as the
reader will see, a remarkable confirmation of the fact that no matter what the difficulty, Baha, 'is will
find a heavenly guidance through
consultation and prayer.
Having sought the guidance, then,
we immediately proceeded to act.
VIT e went out to the neighboring'
jungle to search for medica] herbs,
as we had nothing of this nature
with us. We found many trees of
cassia fistula with its abundant
fruits which are mildly laxative. IN e
collected some of these fruits; and
going further into the jungle found
some plants of jungle mint and
gathered the leaves of this also. vVe
sought to be guided in the collection of other plants and herbs,
continually using the Greatest
Name while we were engaged in this
extraordinary search. ,;V e brought
them home, and praying also the
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while, prepared from them a brew, the bath, the writer personally exeand also a purgative from the cas- cuted everything necessary. It took
sia. We had a few cakes of carbolic more than a month to soften the
soap with us fortunately, and we skin and gradually bring it to a
prepared three bottles of oxymel smooth and velvety condition as becombined with vinegar and sugar, fore this sickness. Finally through
and took all of these preparations divine confirmations and the glorand the soap with us to the royal ious powerful effects of the Greatest
palace the next day. We gave four Name, we succeeded to a certain exdoses of the purgative to the King tent in affecting a cure. After all,
on alternate days, and gave him the faith of the old King was cernourishment in between times. Ev- tainly a great factor in his remarkery day he had a hot bath with a able recovery. Needless to say, the
strong application of carbolic soap, royal family were greatly impressed
taking internally some of the herb because of this healing, and were
brew we had made and the oxymel. won to our friendship and to aUachAs the natives were unable to ment to our Message more than ever
carry out any of these services, even before.
(To Be Continued)

SEEKING AND FINDING
By

ONE WHO HAS "SOUGH'r"

AND "FOUND"

Chapter 1.-Inlrodttction
"0 people, avail YOU1"selves of the Day of God. Verily, it is betteT fOT you to meet
Him in this day than in any ~Lpon which the sun rises, weTe you of those who know!"
Bahri'u'Urih.
~ HY

was I born ~ Why did I
~ ever come here ~ Where did
I come from and where am I going ~
Is there a God, if there is where and
what is He~
These are the questions that the
y o~tth of today is asking, and
these questioners will not be satisfied and happy until they have discovered the perfect answers.
There is nothing new in these
questions. They are youth's ageold problems. Possibly the only
difference may be that today the
young people are so delightfully
frank and open about everything
that we hear more about them than
formerly.

Fathers and mothers, these were
your problems, they were mine too.
Perhaps you had them answered
early to your satisfaction, or perImps you did not. Possibly you
gave up the struggle before you got
very far for it is always easier to
go with the tide, or because you
could not find the one who could
give to you the complete and perfect answers.
You may have stepped out of the
current of generally accepted opinions and built up your own 'personal philosophy', that temporarily, at least, brought a certain satisfaction. Most boys and girls go
thru these phases in their endeavor
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like tiny ants racing around making a great commotion over nothing. What was it all about an~yway,
MANY CHILDREN are born into this this thing we called "Life" ~ Tha t
world with a wish, a longing, and a experience recurred several times,
realization that they have come for especially, as I recall it, between
a definite purpose. Sometimes it the ages of seven and seventeen.
may take a long time to discover its
,V ell the "Thrilling' Adventure"
meaning but thru seeking one of spiritual Life began! It has been
'finds' and thru knocking the doors a longer and more hazardous voyare 'opened'.
age of discovery than I imagined,
At nine years of age I told my but I 'started' so could never turn
mother that I felt I had come into back.
the world to do something for
The reason for humbly recording
vVomen. Whether it was to write a these experiences now is because I
book, or invent something, I did not have found the "Key" that has
know, but that I did not "Tant to go opened every door, and it is thereuntil I had done it. I have since fore my hope that this spiritual
come to the realization that just to autobiography may point the arhave been born in this 'Great Day' row for some other young travelis sufficient destiny for any woman ler who is in as much of a tangle as
whether a book is written or an in- I went thru.
vention ever materializes.
DURING ADOLESENCE, ill health, to
BORN, THE daughter of a Canon such an extent, overcame the body
in the Episcopal Church, ,vith de- that a cry for release went forth. In
vout Christian parents, I found my- response to this call there seemed
self at a very early age fearing that to be a \vee small voice down deep
I must some day "Go to Hell"- inside that replied "You have not
(wherever that was) because I just yet done what you came for."
could not feel or believe all that my
The effect was electric! An infamily seemed so ready and willing ner motion took place that brought
to accept. Each remonstrance on a realization of the purpose of existmy part would bring the well re.- ence, and in a comparatively short
membered answer "You must ac- period of time complete restoration
cept it on Faith". ,Vhat was that to health and vigor resulted, thm
thing they called faith, it did not the application of scientific and
mean a thing to me. ,Vhy should I spiritual remedies-largely elecaccept anything that seemed un- trical treatments-and-Prayer.
reasonable and that could not be
Later, the death of my Mother
logically explained so tllat my mind, (my Father had died before then)
as well as my heart, could accept it ~ made possible an Art Training in
Sometimes I would have a dis- New York, which led on into ever
tinct experience as if I were way expanding fields.
up in the air looking down on the
Having more or less cut loose
streets (this was before the days of from the orthodox paths, I began
air-planes) . The people seemed searching everywhere for more
to really know, and know that they
know.
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the Kingdom being sought 7 By
this time I was again studying the
Bible and had never really lost my
belief in prayer, even though many
other things had experienced their
shaking and siftings and questionmgs.
Every material perfection appeared in that Institution. Every
device for the physical progress and
advancement of the hundreds of
students, but where was there any
sign of "Seeking first the Kingdom' , 7 If one mentioned God, the
Bible, or sometimes even Browning,
they were opposed by the growingly
large group of pupils who were
being dominated by the rising tide
of Atheism.
The heart grew faint, it sickened
at the very perfection of these externalities on one hand and the absence on the other, of any means
for the quickening of the inner
Spirit of those young people who
were supposedly fitting themselves
for "Life."
I loved my work. Some of the
students both boys and girls were
my real friends, and we often
gathered to discuss these and other
matters. They were apparently
just as much at sea as I was.
THEN WITH Art Oourse finishedAlthough outwardly every comI found myself Director of a De- fort and luxury surrounded me, life
partment in one of the most per- became unbearable. It was as
fectly equipped Oolleges of Modern though I had lungs but was not
Education. There the inner unrest breathing thru them. I felt that I
and longing gTew more intense.
would suffocate. So, early each
In early childhood I had been morning I went farther out into the
taught" Seek ye first the Kingdom country with my favorite copy of
of God and all things shall be added Emerson, Browning and sometimes
unto you." This was supposed to my New Testament to seek a union
be a Christian Institution, at least with Reality-with God. I left beit was carried on in a Christian hind me the man-made institution
land. Those words burned in like as I sought Divine Tuition.
fire!
Where in that College was
The Spiritual unrest could not be

Light. Drinking from first one
fountain, the n another - New
Thought, Ohristian Science, Unity,
Theosophy, Psychology, Science.
Each of these offered something
that the others did not, and every
one of them slaked the thirst for a
time, up to a certain point-but
then came that ever-appearing
twilight zone I called it, and discouragement again descended.
Was the journey never to end ~
Why these inner longings and ideals
if they could not be satisfied 7 Where
could one find a "Guide" who really
knew the Way7
Then arose the surgings of the
questions concerning marriage and
divorce and individual freedom
(The matter of Birth-Oontrol and
Oompanionate Marriage were not
then so popular). Each brought
more questions. I found so many
theories and viewpoints but who
was right 7 Was there no one who
"Spoke as one having authority" '/
Was there such a thing as happy
married life 7 What was the basis
upon which such an existence could
be built that would carry tluu hardships, storms and stress of a changing world 7"
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was a program that provided the
"Remedy" for the ailments of the
body-politic! Something that was
not tearing other religions down in
order to build itself np. A "Universal Outlook" that brought order
out of chaos and utilized all Truth
that had been given to man since
the human journey began without
carrying fOTward its superstitions
and imaginations.
As I listened intently my questions were answered, my longings
were satisfied and I knew that after
much wandering I had found my
"Home". That the battered ship
had at last found its "Port".
Very distinctly was I conscious
of a great nearness to my dear
Father and Mother who apparently
were exhorting me to listen, that
this was the Truth which I had
sought. A strange realization came
to me that with an inner ear I was
listening to something that I knew
all about before I was born.
The Baha'i speaker became as a
door thru which the Soul entered,and-it beheld only "The Light"!
In later chapters it will be my
great joy to "cruise" upon the
Ocean of the Love of God, sharing
with you incidents and stories that
will reveal the ecstasy and joy
WHILE STILL there, one day, a de- of finding-and meeting face to face
voted servant of the Baha'i Cause the" Beloved" of all the Worlds.
came as a guest to that spot, and
"Whatsoever question thou hast
that same evening delivered the in thy heart, turn thou thy heart
Message of Baha'u'llah to a group toward the Kingdom of Abha and
of seventy-five men, women, and entreat at the Threshold of the Alyoung people who gathered together mighty and reflect upon that probfor that purpose in a New England lem, then unquestionably the light
Barn, where once hay had been of truth shall dawn and the reality
stored.
of that problem will become evident
Here at last was a religion that and clear to thee. For the teachings
was in perfect accord with Science of His Highness Baha 'u 'llah are the
and Reason! This was the next keys to all the doors."
step in Spiritual Evolution! Here
(To be contintted)
conquered and my soul cried out to
"Go fOTth and find God. A God
that could be understood, be reverenced, be loved and served, and also
of whom I could speak without fear
of misunderstanding.
My resignation took effect at the
end of the College year, and another
door immediately opened as it always does, to the sincere seeker.
The six weeks that followed were
spent in the mountains with two
kindred souls, man and wife, who
were equally aware of the lacks in
Education at that time.
The "Harvest" of those Mountain-weeks could never be written.
Suffice it to say that a simple Educational Plan was worked out which
was founded upon the pedagogy of
the N mv Testament and provided
an opportunity for the whole of life
to be developed, naturally and unconsciously. It still stands, carrying' on its splendid and unostentaious work in the upbuilding of nobility and spirituality among some
of the best of the Youth of America.
Notwithstanding' the joy in this
pioneer work which I served with
all that was in me for five years, I
was not satisfied, and my search
continued.
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CHINA AND AMERICA IN HA WAIl
Mm

KING CHOW

This is part of an address de~ivered by Mr. M~ti at a Pan-Pacific Program in
Mr. Mui is Chinese Consul in Honohdu. He has been a student in Lingnan
University, Canton; the University of Chicago; the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Obm·lin. He has a remarkab~e r'ecord for achievement.

Honolul~I,,':'

mHINA and Hawaii are several
~ thousands of miles apart.
Commercially, these two lands have
grown closer and closer together
during the past century. The PanPacific Union, as we all know, is an
organization which aims to develop
international good-will and friendly
cooperation among the nations
bordering this greatest of oceans,
the Pacific. Needless for me to repeat here that the past records and
accomplishments, especially those
important conferences of the PanPacific Union, are highly praised
by people of every land. May I
take this opportunity to pay my
high respects to Mr. Alexander
Hume Ford, founder of this notable
organization.
Modern scientific means of communication and modern scientific
experiments have not yet eliminated
all of the obstacles to a perfect international understanding and
goodwilL False pride and prejudice of one particular nation or
against one particular race cannot,
and must not survive. Prejudice,
after all, is nothing but a by-product of ignorance and misunderstanding; ignorance of the custom
and cultures of others; misunderstanding of things which may appear to us casually or at random.
Below the veneer of the outward appearance of things, however, we can
always see, if we are to possess a
*Repl'inted from the Mid-Pacific Magazine.

genuine spark of what has been
called "The International Mind,"
that human beings, irrespective of
their race or nationality, are more
alike than they are different. Into
walls we must and should place windows which look out far and wide
on the behaviors, concepts and sentiments of our fellow creatures. We
must supplant misunderstanding
with understanding; we must substitute tolerance for intolerance. If
from time to time we seek to understand and appreciate the customs,
modes of living and all other things
that pertain to the national life of
another country or another people,
we are rendering valuable service to
the cause of international goodwill
and international friendship. It is
in this respect that I consider myself exceptionally fortunate, in behalf of the people of the Republic
of China to bring to you their greetings and their message of goodwilL
China has been interpreted in a
thousand and one ways by various
observers. But whether their interpretation has been reasonable or
ridiculous, one thing seems to be
certain: that is, that China will
eventually play a spectacular role
in world politics and in international commerce and trade.
During the past two decades,
China has been fighting for a republican form of government, based
upon Dr. Sun Yat Sen's "Three
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Principles of the People," which
aim to secure for China a position
of independence and equality among
the nations, and to establish in
China a government of the IJeople,
by the people and for the people.
Much blood has been shed so that
these principles may triumph. China
now stands at the threshold of a
new era, its era of reconstruction.
China today is fighting for international and social justice and is
equally opposed to imperialism on
one hand and communism on the
other. The Chinese people are willing to fight and die for these principles. With this new spirit imbued in the minds of the present
generation, just as surely as the sun
will rise in the East, so surely shall
China play a significant part in the
affairs of the world and in the society of nations.
Now let us see what role China
assumes in the field of international
commerce. We all know that the
whole world is suffering from economic depression. Over-production
is the order of the day. To remedy
this disease it is imperative to have
new outlets for things produced,
that is, to find new markets. The
greatest undeveloped market in the
world awaits you in China, if you
care to take advantage of it. In
spite of all sorts of impediments
and a world slump in trade, the
commerce of China has steadily increased. That she can consume a
good portion of things overproduced by other nations is beyond
any question of doubt. Not long
ago several trade commissions visited China from foreign countries for

the purpose of securing Chinese
trade. In order to use China as a
market for their surplus goods,
however, foreign nations should obtain the goodwill of the Chinese.
As you know, friendship between
China and the United States, and
particularly the Hawaiian Islands,
has been more than cordial. As far
back as 1789 Chinese landed in
Hawaii. Commercial relations have
ever since then been established between China and the Islands. According to a recent survey, out of
583 retail stores in Honolulu, 281
are operated by Chinese, and these
range from grocery stores to banking institutions. Sta tistics show
that there are 300 Hawaiian-born
Chinese teachers here in the public
grade schools, high schools and universities who are all helping' to
build Hawaii's progTess and prosperity.
Theodore Roosevelt once saj cl,
"The Mediterranean era died \vith
the discovery of America; the Atlantic era is now at the heio·ht of its
development, and must ~oon exhaust the resources at its command;
the Paci:fic era, destined to be th~
gTeatest of all, is just at its dawn."
Hawaii, situated in the middle of
the Pacific, at the ocean's crossroads of American civilization, is
helping to establish this new era in
the history of mankind for linking
the Orient and the Occident in a
bond of international friendship
and goodwill. The Chinese people
are eager and anxious to contribute
their share to the development of
this bond and to assist in blending
the two cultures ancl two civilizations into a harmonious whole.
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THE UNIVERSAL G RAVEY ARD
KmAR is a grievous calamity. It begins and ends in dis~ aster ... What is this land, this earth ~ Is it not this:
that for a few years we live on this earth, then it becomes
our grave, our cemetery~ Eternally shall we be beneath it.
Now is it beneficial or kind to engage in war and strife for
an eternal cemetery~ Many generations have come and
have lived for a short time on this earth and are buried
under it. It is the universal graveyard of humanity. Is it
praiseworthy that we engage in warfare, shedding blood,
destroying homes, pillaging the wealth of nations and killing
little children ... ~ Is it worthy that we sacrifice eternal
life and the everlasting soul of man for the sake of a little
dust~

"There is no doubt that God is displeased with this.
There is no doubt that the perfect man will not approve.
Justice and equity will not permit it."

"Praise be to God, all the people who have accepted
the teachings of Baha 'u '1111h are peace lovers and are ready
to sacrifice their lives and forfeit their fortunes for it. Now
let this standard be hoisted in the West, and many shall respond to the call. Just as America has become renowned
because of her discoveries, inventions and skill, famous for
the equity of her government and colossal undertakings,
may she also become noted for the Most Great Peace ...
Like unto a spirit this ideal (Universal Peace) must run and
circulate through the veins and arteries of the body of the
world. There is no doubt that this wonderful democracy
will be able to realize it and the banner of international
agreement will be unfurled here to spread onward and outward among all the nations of the world. "

- ' Abdu'l-Bah6
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The Holy Spirit is the ouly power which will ultimately unite and harmonize
the races and nations of the world. '1'he Cause of God is the only panacea which
will heal for all time to come the social, economic and political diseases of mankind. . . . Human power is limited in its influence. . . . But the divine
power unites nations and peeoples and cements them together in the bond of
bl'otherhood and peace for ages and cycles.
-'Abdu'l-Baha.

"1 DO NOT pose as a preacher, but
let me tell you," saic1l'>lr. Edison to
Mr. Babson, "that if there is a God
He will not let us advance much
further materially until we catch up
spiritually. A great fundamental
law~ of science is that all forces must
be kept in balance. When any force
goes off on a tangent, there is a
smash."
A very remarkable statement by
Sir Arn 0 lcl VVilson discloses the
true cause of the present world
CI'lSlS.
He said, "The tendency to
extol and exalt a standard of living
which is purely cerebral is the cause
of much unhappiness and discontent. A purely intellectual standard
of life entails misery, futility, and
eventual decadence."
Therein we find the trouble with
our present civilization-that it is
an expression too much of the purely intellectual powers of man devoid
of moral and spiritual responsibilities. Never before have the rational
powers of the human race so fully
expressed themselves in every phase
of living. Analysis revealing' faults
and limitations in accustomed implements or methods have been followed with almost magical celerity
by inventions to replace these outmoded forms of human activity.
N ever has the intellect of man so
shone, so penetrated into every

region of living. By this means
there has been accomplished an
enormous acceleration in material
progress. Also in the field of theoretical science, man's marvelous
vision has accomplished seeming
miracles in the way of discoveries
concerning the univorse.
But for one thing', humanity
might well be tempted to take Reason as its god and say, "See what
with Reason we have been able to
accomplish! We have conquered
the earth, we have conquered the
water, we have conquered the air,
we have penetrated even the depths
of the universe. We know of what
stuff the sun and stars are composed; we have unveiled the
distant stars and know their mass,
their degree of heat. Throug'h
Reason we have made life comfortable for all and surrounded it
with instruments of beauty and of
joy. What more can be asked?"
But for one thing we might say
all this-that one thing is the crash
of all our economic, social and political institutions due to the failure
of the "god" Reason to rule the
emotions of men and control their
motives. Vlith every individual a
self-seeker, using' the full powers of
the intellect to attain his selfish desires, what could be expected save
conflict and chaos ~
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Reason has shown its power to
order the material universe, but it
has completely failed to org'anize
the human family. Here Reason has
shown itself but an instrument to
be used by man's powerful will for
the exploitation of his fellowmen.
As some one has recently stated
in public utterance, the cause of all
this confusion and upset of the
world today is man's greed. This
is true. What institutions can permanently be built upon such principles of action ~ Greed will vitiate
the noblest edifice conceived by the
intellect of man.
Now IF the intellect proves unable
to cope with the selfish or evil desires of man-rather even lending
itself to those desires as accomplice
and particeps criminis-what force
is there that can rule the apparently
ungovernable emotions of man '?
The prophets and teachers of humanity have come from epoch to
epoch for but one purpose-to teach
man, both individually and collectively, how to sublimate his emotions and how to regulate his desires in such a way as to motivate
social action and make possible the
building of humane institutions and
a stable civilization. For be it
known that no institutions, no civilization can be stable unless erected
upon humanitarian foundations.
These prophets-Moses, Buddha,
Ohrist, Muhammad-have ever had
a titanic task before them in seeking to awaken and stimulate the better part of man to control his life.
Individual man would much rather
go on expressing the self-seeking
side of his nature, which is the natural side inherited from the brute
that man once was. All the momen-

turn of the past, all the desirenature of the present impels man
to self-seeking, to self-indulgence, to
self-pleasure. What a stupendous
force, then, had to be exerted by
these Great Teachers of humanity
in order to lift men up to higher
levels of motivation, of action. This
force, however, was not exerted aggressively; on the contrary. Ohrist
ascended the cross in order to lift
man's gaze and motives upward.
FOR A TIME after the appearance
and mission of these Prophets, humanity has built noble institutions
expressing unselfishness, devotion,
obedience to the divine laws for a
universal humanity. But in time the
force human selfishness has undermined all this building, all this
structure of the perfect civilization.
Man's intellect, making alliance
with his exploitive desires, has
known how to vitiate all the foundations built upon the spiritual concepts of the Manifestations. Still
claiming to be adherents of a
Buddha, a Moses, a Ohrist, men in
the latter stages of a religion have
been able to express purely selfish
and cruel motives without running
the risk of being denied fellowship
of the Faith-a thing which could
not possibly have happened in the
early days of a religion.
Muhammad, Omar and other
Oaliphs in the early days of Islam
took strenuous measures to preserve democracy; to prevent exploitation; to assure justice and equal
opportunity to the individuaL This
s a m e thing is true of the early
days of Ohristianity, or Buddhism, of any world religion. When
the motives of religion are powerful, they are able to overrule
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the motives of the Self, and to bring
THUS WE FACE a gloomy prospect,
together into a noble pattern the man's intellect standing as futile
capabilities of mu 1 tit u din 0 us and helpless spectator of the dishumans. It is only when the spirit- integration going on, the chaos apual motives wane that the Self dare proaching, the downfall of an anstep forward to dominate the life of cient culture as tragic as the "Twisociety.
light of the Gods" portrayed in
Wag ne r ' s (( Gotterclammering."
'WHEN things have reached such Nay, this very intellect of man,
a pass as they are in today, relig- which sees the terrors approaching,
ious institutions proving unavail- is strangely enough one of the facable to cope with the forces of tors of this very cataclysm, as has
selfishness t hat prevail up 0 n been shown above.
the planet, what cure is available ~
No force, no power, can save man
One may easily deduce from the ex- but the awakening of his soul to the
periences of the past that there is no eternal realities, to obedience of the
possible cure except a spiritual re- divine commands for unity, loye and
naissance. Again we face the need ul1selfishness. These things have
of a great spiritual message to hu- been said before, but they have to
manity capable of sweeping us off be said again for today. And as if
our feet and carrying us on broad Destiny knew the situation which
streams of enthusiasm to oceans of was to arrive in this Twentieth Cenuniversal love, harmony and peace. tury, it has been preparing alI see nothing else on the horizon ready the cure for the disease.
capable of doing this. All the analy- There exists at the yery moment of
ses of economists, of sociologists, our present social, economic and
of statesmen, all the preachments of political cat a cl y s m, a spiritual
moralists-will have no more avail movement so dynamic, so powerful,
on the structure and trend of pres- that it is already effecting a miracuent-day civilization than did the lous change in the motiyes and consatires of Roman poets upon a de- duct of man both indiyidually and
cadent Rome.
collectively.
For be it noted, the efforts of said
The Baha'i Movement, as reeconomists, sociologists, statesmen, vealed by Baha 'u 'nah, not only
moralists, are purely intellectual. enumerates the spiritual principles
They remain in the realm of the by which human organization in all
Reason only, and so are completely its phases must be guided; but it has
ineffective in the realm of the emo- in its brief history given ample evitions. It is within the capability dence of its power to affect the
of any intelligent person today to human b eh a v i 0 r - to sublimate
proclaim to the whole world its man's emotion and inspire noble
faults and what the rig'ht course of action. \1,T e see it overcoming- the
action should be. But this intellec- bitterness of racial and religious
tual analysis of the situation is en- pl'ejudice. "Ye see it, wl1erever
tirely futile in any effort to actually operating, binding men and "yomen
persuade man into the right course together in a truly cooperatiye community. \Tve see a marvelous ne-vY
of action.
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law for human activities revealed
and practiced for the first time, that
of consultation-a group effort ill
which all personal motives are eliminated and prayerful group-guidance becomes the basis for all
action. We see, in fact, a miniature
Utopia being built upon the present
wrecks of civilization; a Utopia not
chimerical, not quixotic, but so responsible, so solid in its founda··
tions, so powerful in its effects as
to arouse the deepest interest of all
who sincerely investigate.
Every new movement makes its
early stages of growth during the
life and dominant power of old
established instit)ltions into which it
is born; the new and growing movement overlapping, as it were, the
old and decadent movements of humanity.
Thus Christianity was
moulding the hearts and consciences
of men and controlling their social
organizations for three centuries in

the midst of the old order, building
quietly for the new berore it could
become publicly effective. So the
Baha'i Movement for almost a century has been quietly working in the
hearts and consciences of individuals representatives of all the races
and creeds. Only lately have these
individuals been joined in world administration for the purpose of
more effective action.
The time is rapidly approaching
when this new structure based upon
divine foundations will give evidence to the world of its power to
house the culture of the future.
More and more, as men and women
despairingly realize the lassitude
and effeteness of present culture
modes, will they turn for illumination and inspiration to the new
modes being created by the potent
message or Baha'u'll:ih to human-

"Today the world of humanity is walking in darkness beca'use it
is out of tOtlch with the world of God. That is why we do not see the
signs of God in the hearts of men. The power of the Holy SpiTit has
no influence. When a, divine spirit1lal ill~tmination bec01nes 1nanifest
in the world of htlmanity, when divine instruction and gt~idance alJpea,1",
then enlightenment follows, a new spirit is realized within, a new power
descends and a new life is given. It is like the birth fTom the ani111xiT
kingdom into the kingdom of man. TiVhen man acqt~ires these vil~hle8,
the oneness of the world of humanity will be revealed the banner of
international peace will be tlpraised, eqtwlity between all mankind will
be realized and the Orient and accident will become one. The lights of
the love of God will shine; eternal happiness will be tlnveiled j evel'lasting joy and spiritttal delight will be a,ttained. Then this material,
phenomenal world will become the mirror of the world of God and within this ptlre mirror the divine virtues of the realm of might will be
reflected.' ,
- ' Abdtl'l-Ba7ui
J
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THE TWO PATHWAYS
trmROM the time of the creation of Adam to this

[lE day there have been two pathways in the world
of humanity-one the natural or materialistic, the
other the religious or spiritual. The pathway of nature is the pathway of the animal realm. The animal
acts in accordance with the requirements of nature,
follows its own instinct and desires. Whatever its
impulses and proclivities may be it has the liberty to
gratify them; yet it is a captive of nature. It cannot
deviate in the least degree from the road nature has
established. It is utterly minus spiritual susceptibilities, ignorant of divine religion and without knowledge of the kingdom of God.
"One of the strangest things witnessed is that the
materialists of today are proud of their natural instincts and bondage. They state that nothing is entitled to belief and acceptance except that which is
sensible or tangible. By their own statements they
are captives of nature, unconscious of the spiritual
world, uninformed of the divine kingdom and unaware of heavenly bestowals.
"The second pathway is that of religion, the road
of the divine kingdom. It involves the acquisition of
praiseworthy attributes, heavenly illumination and
righteous actions in the world of humanity. This
pathway is conducive to the progress and uplift of
the world. It is the source of human enlightenment,
training and ethical improvement; the magnet which
attracts the love of God because of the knowledge of
God it bestows. This is the road of the holy Manifestations of God for they are in reality the foundation
of the divine religion of oneness. There is no change
or transformation in this pathway. It is the cause of
human betterment, the acquisition of heavenly virtues
and the illumination of mankind.
"Alas! that humanity is completely submerged in
imitations and unrealities notwithstanding the truth
of divine religion has ever remained the same."

-(Abdll'l-Bahd
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SENATOR BORi\H INTERVIEVED ON
PRESENT WORLD CONDITIONS
HowARD C.
of the most pleasant and
ins p i r i n g experiences connected with my recent visit to
Washington was a half hour talk
with Honorable William E. Borah,
United States Senator from Idaho,
Chairman of the Foreign Relations
Committee. His response to my request for an interview was most cordial, and I looked forward with intense interest and pleasure to meeting him in his office in the Capitol
building.
I began by saying that I wished
to assure him, speaking unofficially
for many of my friends in the
Baha,'i Movement for world peace
and religious and national unity,
that we appreciated his endeavors
to keep our government free from
entanglements with European political imbrog·lios. That we considered America to be the one hope of
the world, and that the time may
be near at hand when our independence of foreign complications would
be our greatest strength in our endeavors to establish international
peace, harmony and justice.
"What is it that you wish to ask
me ~ " he inquired.
I showed him the Baha'i Magazine and briefly explained the objects towards which we are working,
and said: ",7V e would like to have
your opinion on the present world
conditions. What hope do you see
of a successful termination to the
Disarmament Conference to be held
in Geneva, opening next week? And
especially how, in your opinion, will
world affairs be affected by Japan's

IVES

present attitude towards China and
the Covenants to which she is a signatory?
"Regarding your last question,"
he said with the most serious emphasis, "the present situation in
Manchuria and now in China proper
in the Shanghai region, is a very
grave one." ( Japan had begun
her operations against Shanghai
only a day or two before this conversation.) "The outcome 110 one
can possibly predict, but it is evident that within the last few weeks
there has occurred a 13 r act i c a 1
breaking down of all the peace machinery built up by statesmen and
well-wishers of humanity in the past
ten years. The fact of the matter
is," he went on, "that the Treaty
of Versailles was not a Peace
Treaty at all, but was really a document which perpetuated the envy,
rivalry and hatred which was the
cause of the war in the first place.
Not until that Treaty is revised or
discarded in favor of some just and
equitable international agreement
can we hope for a durable l')eace ill
the world.
"Another reason for the many
smouldering fires in world affairs is
the perpetual economic unrest due
to the unstable condition created
and kept alive by the reparations
and war-debt questions. vve are,
of COUTse, justly entitled to the payment of the war debts. But we are
far more interested, in my judgment, in the economic recovery of
the world and escape from this awful depression. V{hat does a two
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hundred fifty million dollar payment a year benefit our farmers, our
business men, our working men,
compared with the benefit which
they would receive ·with better markets, better business and higher
wages ~ vVhat our people want and
need and what all the world needs is
economic stability; harmonious
commercial relations; the revival of
trade and commerce. For myself, I
am perfectly willing, when I see a
program which to me seems to insure economic rehabilitation of the
world, I shall be perfectly willing to
use the debts as a part of our program."
,Vhen I suggested that any settlement of this question seemed remote so long as our government
maintained its position of refusing
to consider as one issue these two
questions of reparations and war
debts, he responded:
"If we could be sure that the
European governments would cancel all reparations and drastically
reduce armaments, I would not hesitate myself to make the cancellation
of our debts a part of the program.
I do not know how our government
would look upon the matter, but personally, I ·would regaTCl the benefits
to be derived to our ovvn people far
in excess of any benefits to be derived in the payment of the debts.
But when I say this, it must be understood that the cancellation of all
reparations and the reduction of
armaments are pre-requisites to any
successful program."
When I remarked that in view of
the many and forcibly expressed
opinions on the part of influential
men in the executive and legislative
branches of our government, abso-
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lutely repudiating any possibility of
confusing these two issues-war
debts and reparations-he made a
remark which revealed the fundamen t a I straightforwardness and
simple reasonableness of his mind,
and explained largely the respect
and honor in which he is held.
"It seems to me self-evident," he
said, "and it has been repeatedly
demonstrated as well-founded by
my life's experience in state affairs, that anything which seems to
me, or to you, right and just as individuals, and which is the carefully
considered judgment of a sane and
normal mind, would, if presented at
the bar of public opinion, ninetynine times out of every hundred,
meet with the same judgment. I
feel convinced," he added, "that we
shall ultimately have to come to
some arrangement which will remove this terrible burden from the
minds and hearts, as well as from
the backs, of the German people
and from the debtor nations of the
world if we are ever to hope to regain our lost position in the respect
and affection of the peoples of the
world, or to aid in the establishment
of a lasting peace. "
He expressed himself as unalterably opposed to the principle of the
application of force to establish or
conserve peace between sovereign
nations. This in answer to my
question as to why two or three
strong nations would not be justified in bringing armed pressure to
bear upon any nation which violated
its treaty obligations so flagrantly
as to endanger world peace, and refused to bring its disagreements
with a sister nation before the
League of Nations.
, , This very question, ' ) replied
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Senator Borah, "came up before the Fathers of our country
when they were del i b era tin g
whether our National Constitution
should provide that the Supreme
Court have power to enforce its decisions against a sovereign state.
Madison and Hamilton stood out
against this and it was finally decided not to include any such sanctions in the provisions of the Constitution." He brought forward several instances from our national history to illustrate the power inherent
in a just decision on the part of an
authorized high tribunal to compel
obedience through the force of public opinion.
I briefly laid before him at this
point the Plan of Baha 'u 'Hah for a
World Government, based upon the
constitutional authority de l' i v e d
from duly elected representatives
popularly chosen from every nation
in the world, and providing sanctions authorizing other nations to

compel, by means of an international army and fleet, any recalcitrant nation to submit to the adjudication of its differences by the
International Tribunal, even if it
became necessary utterly to destroy
the unjust and warring nation.
"But that," he quickly answered,
"is an entirely different matter. I
am assuming now that you are talking of a world government, a government which brings under its control and direction all peoples. If it
were possible to do a thing of that
kind, we would have a wholly different situation from what we have
now. But when you speak of an international army and fleet to bring
into submission a recalcitrant nation, you are still dealing with different nations, and so long as you
have different nations, I do not believe that force can be made effective as a peace measure. The moment you employ force against a
sovereign you have war."

PEACE MESSAGE-'Abdu'l-Baha to Andrew Carnegie
Today the most great service of the Kingdom of God is the promotion of the
p1"inciple of the unification of mankind, and the establishment of Universal Peace.
"Today the life of rnankind and its attainment to everlasting glory depends on
its display of effort and eXe1'tion in accord with the principles of His Holiness
BCLhd'u'lldh; for His first and foremost teaching consists of the oneness of the world
of h~£manity. He says: "TYe are all the sheep of God. His Highness, the Al1nighty
is the real Shephe1"d, and kind to all the sheep. Why, then, should we be unkind towa1'd
each other? Anothe1' of His most great institutes deals with the subject of Unive'rsal
Peace, the establishment of which would be conducive to the well-being and progress
and tranquillity of the commonwealth of man.
"Today the most important purpose of the Kingdom of God is the pr01nulgation of
the Cause of Universal Peace and the principle of the oneness of the world of humanity.
Whosoever a1"ises in the acc01nplisMnent of this pre-eminent se1"vice the confirmation
of the Holy Spirit will descend 1!pon him.
"After this wa1', the workers for the cause of Universal Peace will increase day
by day, and the pacific party will array its force, displnying g1'eat activity over nU the
other pn1"ties. The recdization of this lnatte1" is incontestc£ble and in"ej1'agable.
"Therefore, ere long, a vnst nnd unlintited field will be opened before yOUr view
for the display of your powers nnd energies. You must promote this glorious intention ~I)ith the henvenly power nnd the confirmation of the Holy Spi1"it. I am pTaying in
YOUr behalf that you may pitch n pnvilion and tmfurl n flag in the wOTld of pence,
love and eternal life.
Letter Dated May 1, 1915
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OBEDIENCE TO GOVERN1'1ENT
The Divine Plan for the New Wm'ld Order indicated by Baha'u'llah
is the one which will solve all national and international questions when
the people of the 1uoJ'ld CiTe Teady, themselves, to follow it. Bahri'is, being
tanght to confoT1n to the ICiWS of the cO'Lmtry in which they U.ve, devote
themselves to b1'inging about the New World OTder by endeavo?"ing to
crecite lJublic opinion along broad lines.

nE have

commanded the Most Great Peace, which is
the greatest means for the protection of mankind.
The rulers of the world must, in one accord, adhere to this
command which is the main cause for the security and
tranquility of the world. They (Rulers) are day-springs
of the power and dawning-places of the authority of Goel
vVe beg of God to assist them in that which is conducive to
the peace of the servants * * *
~

In every country or government where any of this
community reside (the Baha'is) they must behave toward
that government with faithfulness, trustfulness and truthfulness.

I)

In this day it is incumbent and obligatory npon all to
adhere to that which is conducive to the progress and elevation of the just government and people ,~ '.~ *

o people of God! Be not occupied with yourselves.
Be intent on the betterment of the world and the training
of nations. The betterment of the world can be accomplished through pure and excellent deeds, and well approved
and agreeable conduct.
This oppressed one hath forbidden the people of God
to engage in strife and conflict, and snmmoned them to good
deeds and to spiritual and pleasing morals ... We have
forbidden all to ,york sedition and strife; and ordain that
victory be gained only through commemoration and explanation.
From the Tablets of

Bah6/~6'llah
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THE BAHA'I PEACE PROGRAM AND
DISARMAMENT
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRICK

"We desire but the good of the world and
the happiness of the :z,ations; ye,t ,they deem
us a stirn31'-Up of stnfe and sedttwn worthy
of bondage and banish1nent: ' :', That all
nations should become one '/,11" fa'/,t~ ant! all
men as brothers; , .. that dwerstty of re·
ligion should cease and diiJM'ences ,of r~c~
be annulled-what harm 1,S th,en tn t~.'/,s,
, , . Yet so it shall be ; these frultless st1'1jes,
these ruinous wan shall pass away, and the
'Most Great Peace' shall come,"

O

RE above words were spoken
by Baha 'uIlah. to Prof,essOl~ E.
G. Brown of Cambndge Umverslty,
England, in 1890,
Who was Baha 'u 'Hah ~ Ou twardly and to the world He was and had
been for well nigh thir1y years an
exile from His native country of
Persia and a prisoner of the 'I'urkish
government because, as Baha 'u 'llah
said "they deem us a stirrer-up of
strife and sedition worthy of bondage and banishment. ' , On the other
hand, Professor Bro'\vn, recounting
this same visit, said: " No need to
ask in whose presence I stood as I
bowed myself before One who is the
object of a devotion and love which
kings might envy and emperors sigh
for in vain."
What did Baha'u'llah mean by
the "Most Great Peace"~ Let us
look further for the answer to this
question.
There is a book entitled "The
Promulgation of Universal Peace."
It is bound in two good-sized volumes containing in all some five
hundred pages. Let us turn the
leaves of this book. We find it is a
compilation of addresses given in
1912 in leading cities of the United

States. The addresses were given
before diversified groups, some in
churches of various denominations,
in Jewish temples, before women's
clubs, in hotels and private homes,
before the rich, the humble and lowly, the educated and unlettered.
Who was it who traveled from
coast to coast in 1912 speaking so
frequently and tirelessly before
such diverse groups, both colored
and white, both Jewish and Christian, both humble and distinguished 1 The title page tells us that it
was 'Abdu 'l-Baha, the Son of Baha 'u 'llah. The introduction tells us
more about' Abdu'l-Baha. Read it
if you would know more of this distinguished personage, Who, having
been with His Father a prisoner of
the Turkish government from young
manhood to an advanced age, with
no opportunity for schooling, upon
His release from prison traveled
throughout Europe and America
raising the call to universal peace.
The mission of Baha 'u 'l1ah was to
establish the foundations of world
peace. Re appointed' Abdu 'l-Bahii
to carry on this work and especially
to interpret the teachings of His
Father to the Western Worle1. In
carrying out this mission 'Abdu '1Baha traveled and taught throughout Europe and America.
One of the first things that impresses us as we glance through the
pages of the book is the variety of
subjects covered. A paragraph from
a letter which 'Abda 'l-Baha. wrote
in 1919 to the Central Organization
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for a Durable Peace at The Hague
helps us to understand this diyersity of topics. He wrote:
"But the wise souls who are aware of the
essential relationships emanating fTom the
realities of things consider that one single
matter cannot, by itself, influence the human
mind as it ought and should, for until the
minds of men become united, no important
matter can be accomplished. At present
Universal Peace is of great importance, but
unity of conscience is essential, so that the
foundation of this matter may become secure, its establishment firm, and its edifice
strong."

II
'~~BDU'L-BAHA was aiming at the
root causes of war ,vhe11 He said
tlIa t "one single matter" ,vas not
enough to bring about uniyersal
peace. This helps us t.o underst.and
why' Abdu'l-Baha sometimes spoke
directly on peace; sometimes on the
true unit}, of science and religion;
sometimes on the oneness of mankind; sometimes on the oneness of
all religions; again on the just solution of the economic problems or
the necessity of abandoning all prejudice-racial, national, religious; or
on the independent investigation of
tTuth j the equality of men and women; a universal language; universal
education; all inteT11atiollal trihunal; the reality of man or the Holy
Spirit.
Notice that' Abdu'l-Baha speaks
in the passage aboye quoted of "the
wise souls who aTe aware of the ess en t i al relationships emanating
from the realities of things. " In the
mind of 'Abdu'l-Baha vVho truly
understood the" realities of things"
and Who inspired ot.hers with
some of this understanding', there
was a close connection bet"\veen all
these subjects. They were related
to each other and to ,,,orld peace.
Let us try for a fe,",T moments to be
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among those wise souls who are
aware of these essential relationships.
It is not difficult to see the very
close connection between a realization of the oneness of humanity and
universal peace. Suppose for a moment that His principles were actually believed and lived in the
vvorld. Where would be the Manchurian problem, the Franco-German
problem, the Balkan problem, - to
mention only a few 0 f 0 u r
danger spots ~
Let the reader
not be misled by these words. The
followers of Baha 'u 'Hah do not
think that mere belief in the oneness of mankind is sufficient to solve
such difficult problems as those mentioned above. They do believe that
Ivhen sufficient numbers of mankind
are so sincerely and profoundly
filled with the realization that peoples of other nations and races have
the same needs and feelings as
themselves that noble men will arise
with a determination to solve these
problems. With such unity of purpose and love of mankind the wise
of the earth will be able to soh'e
most difficult problems. At present
the selfish interests of each nation
preyent us from working out these
vexed questions.
CLOSELY associated Ivith the oneness of mankind is the principle of
Baha'u'llah that all kinds of prejudice must be abolished. National
race and religious prejudices have
always been a source of contenti~ll and war. '\Vith the belief
and practice of t.he oneness of
humanity such prejudices must and
~wil1 disappear. Furthermore, the
just and righteous solution of economic problems, those problems
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which today are leading to strikes,
class warfare, and untold deprivation and suffering and are dividing
the whole world into two opposing
camps, will obviously be brought
about when with a feeling of true
brotherhood we resolutely set ourselves to solve them. When our
hearts overflow with love for all humanity it will be impossible for any
to enjoy luxury knowing that our
brothers lack necessities.
This relationship between world
peace and economic problems is indeed recognized by thoughtful people. In the December issue of the
"World Tomorrow," W. E. B. Dubois says:
"If you are thorough-going, if you mean
the overthrow of the idea of war, ... then
the defenders of miIitarisms see and see
with perfect truth that the main foundations of present international commerce will
be overthrown. And the stream of profit
from Asia and Africa will be cut down, perhaps destroyed. In other words, real pacificism as compared with piecemeal disarmament, means that Europe and America
must give up their exploitation of wealth
from the poor of the world and live upon
their own labor and industry and upon a
fair exchange with peoples who are able to
bargain because they are free and uncowed
by armies, navies and airplanes."

In the same magazine Richard
Cabot gives a hint as to how to get
rid of national prejudice:
"To advance the cause of peace and to
make war less likely, two essential things
must be done. One, which is the duty of
only a portion of our population, is to cooperate in every way, as opportunity offers,
with people of other nations in order that
by cooperating with them we shall learn to
be less touchy, more appreciative. . . . The
other thing that we can do and that is open
to all, is to exalt the virtues and pardon
the errors of other peoples .... Truth, that
is the understanding of other people as they
are and as they see themselves, is far more
important than exhortations or the passing
of resolutions or writing to our congressmen, because truth alone can make us free."
OUR GREAT scientists are lending
their aid to the "Most Great Peace"
by giving us glimpses of greater

truths than we have known, thus
giving hope that the centmies-old
conflict between science and religion
which has been at the root of so
much persecution and conflict is
about to come to an end, and to
come to an end, too, without the
death of religion. Truth is one and
not multiple and since both science
and religion seek truth they must
ultimately agree.
Another principle closely associated with universal peace according to BaM, 'i teaching, is the recognition of the equality between men
and women. This is because the human race cannot progress to its
greatest development on one wing
alone. God has designed two wings
of equal importance, man and woman, by which mankind is to soar to
his greatest achievements. The appointment of President Mary E.
Woolley of Mt. Holyoke College to
be 011e of the three who are to represent the United States in the Disarmament Conference to be held at
Geneva in February indicates that
the wise ones of the earth are beginning to realize that womankind
may have something to contribute
to peace that man does not.
Of paramount importance and associated with the idea of the genuine equality of men and women is
the necessity of universal education.
All classes must receive education
according to their capacity, and
boys and girls must have the same
advantages. Indeed, if both the boy
and girl cannot be equally educated
the girl should have the preference
because she is the potential educator and trainer of the next generation. When we realize the importance that 'Abdu'l-Baha puts upon
spiritual education as a part of His
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educational program and t hat re 11 deI's governmental problems
knowledge and 'wisdom are at the well nigh insoluble in these counbasis of all progress then we see tries. The Crusades and the Inhow near this principle, too, is to quisition are but two examples of
bitter bloodshed in the past caused
the peace movement.
Again of great importance and by religious intolerance. There have
associated with universal education been and are a few scattered groups
is the need of an international lan- and individuals who have believed
guage which shall be auxiliary to a universal religion possible, but the
one's native tongue. This will aid majOTity of people today who give
in mutual understanding as well as the matter any thought think that
save a great deal of time and labor the best we can do is to get people
which at present are expended in to tolerate or possibly appreciate
translating and interpreting or other people's religions. Baha'u'learning other languages. In re- llah taught us that all religions in
gard to this' Abdu 'l-Baha states:
their purity have one fmmdation,
"Unless the unity of languages is real- that there is but one religion when
ized, the oneness of the human world can- we understand the true meaning of
not be effectively organized and established;
because the function of language is to por- religion; that great Prophets have
tray the mysteries and secrets of human come from time to time whose mishearts. The heart is like a box and language is the key. . .. Therefore the ques- sion it was to renew religion, to
tion of an auxiliary international tongue teach people again pure religion.
has the utmost impol'tance. Through this
means, international education and training Differences in religion are manbecome possible; the evidence and history of made and have crept in in spite of
the past can be acquired. , .. Therefore the
very first service to the world of man is the the pure teachings of the Founders,
establishment of this auxiliary international or sometimes they have grown out
means of communication. It will become
the cause of the tranquillity of the human of the nonessential teachings which
commonwealth."
were in accord ,vith the needs of the
Finally, when we consider the times. Baha'u 'Hall came to unite
root causes of antagonism and 'war all under the canopy of one uniand the means of bringing about versal religion.
peace we find that an absolute neHI
cessity and a basis of all these principles already mentioned is the need
THUS WE see faintly the meaning
of a universal religion. In smaller of the" Most Great Peace." Bahaor larger groups religioll is llOl'.' a 'u'11ah has given us directions for
cause of unity and there are many such fundamental changes in govmovements towards greater religi- ernments, institutions, habits and
ous unity, but it is still true that proceedings in general as to bring
members of different religions mis- about a new wodd order. This is
understand each other, dislike and what the Baha'i Movement means.
even hate each other. 'Witness the This is "what Baha'is are working
recent clashes between .J ews and for. In this new world o'rde1' reMuslims in Palestine and between ligioll is not ([ thing ([pad from, life
Muslims and Hindus in India. In- bllt a wa,y of life. Religion ,is life.
deed certain students and statesmen As 'Abdu '1-Baha expresses it: "Reconsider that religious intolerance ligion is the essentiaJ. cOllnectioll
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which proceeds from the realities of
things." That is, true religion underlies all the proceedings of our
lives and our relationships with
each other. Mankind, both individually and collectively as nations, is
constantly weaving patterns as he
lives. If true religion forms the
warp on the loom of life, we shall
weave beautiful patterns which will
be for "the good of the world and
the happiness of the nations." Then
all our occupations, institutions and
endeavors proceeding in fact from
the realities of things-the truth of
things-will bring about a new
world order in which justice and
righteousness will prevail. This is
the "Most Great Peace."
Is such a world order wherein
righteousness shall rule an idle
dream ~ How can such stupendous changes be brought about ~
"Not by might, nor by power, but
by my Spirit, saith J ehovah of
hosts. " 'Abdu '1-Baha speaks thus:
"It is evident that no means but an ideal
means, a spiritual power, divine bestowals
and the breaths of the Holy Spirit will heal
this world sickness of war, dissension and
discord. Nothing else is possible; nothing
can be conceived of. But through spiritual
means and the divine power it is possible
and practicable."

This subject of the power of the
Holy Spirit is another topic upon
which 'Abdu'l-Baha often spoke. Is
this connected with universal peace~
THE PRESENT machinery and organization for bringing about and
maintaining world peace is generally recognized as inadequate. Baha'u'llah advocated a League of
Nations and W orId Court, but some
of the conditions which He laid
down are still unfulfilled. Briefly
some of these conditions are as follows according to the explanation of
'Abdu 'l-Baha:

1. Some noble rul61'S of high ambition,
shall, for the good and happiness of all the
human race, step fm'th with fiTl1t ?'esolution
and keen strength of mind and hold a confeTence on univeTso,l peace.
2. Keeping fast hold of the ?neans of enforcing theiT views, they shall establish a
union of the states of the wOTld, and
3. Conclude a definite tTeaty and alliance
between them on conditions not to be evaded

4. The whole human Tace should be consulted thTough thei1' rep1'esentatives and be
invited to COTTObo?'ate this trea(;y of %niveTsal peace.
5. It would be the duty of the ~!nited 1JOWers of the world to see that this great treaty
should be st1'engthened and should enduTe.
6. A Sup're11te T7'ibunal shall be established by the peoples and goveTnments of
eveTY nation, composed of membeTs elected
from each count1'y and goveTmnent. These
members should be the elect of the elect,
7. ALL disputes of an international cha1'acteT shall be submitted to this court, its
mission being to aTTange by aTbitTation
eV61'ything which would otheTwise be a cause
of waT. The m,ission of this tTibunal would
be to pTevent WCiT.
8. By a geneTftl ag1'eement all the goveTn1nents of the wOTld must di8aT1n simultaneously.

9. The size of the a?'11Wments allowed each
government should be definitely agreed upon.
ATmaments sufficient fOT a police fM'ce
wm~ld be allowed.
10. If one of the states should bTectk any
of the aTticles of alliance the rest of the nations of the world should 1'ise up and 1'ed~we
it to submission.

Are such conditions impossible ~
Baha'u'llah and' Abdu'l-Baha lived
long lives of extreme suffering and
utter self-abnegation in order to establish both by precept and by practice these principles which are the
basis of universal peace. Let me
quote again from the words of
, Abdu 'l-Baha. Answering the question whether such things are impossible he said:
"Far from it, FaT by the gntce of God,
and by the incompaTably high a'mbitions of
the souls that aTe perfect, and the thoughts
and opinions of the wisest 1nen of the age,
there neveT has been and is not now anything i'rnprobable and impossible in existence. What al'e TequiTed aTe the most 1'esolved determination and the 11Wst c&rdent
enthusiasm."
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CURRENT MYTHOLOGY
MARZIEH

K. N ABIL

Here is the message of a brilliant gmduate student of Leland Stanford University
who makes the amazing discovery that the scholars and scientists of today are full of
superstitions, as true of them as people of the middle ages. What these amaz-ing
sU1Jerstitions are will be found here described.

1(11 POPULAR modern belief,

and
one which characterizes the
present in every age, is to the effect
that our ancestors were benighted
people. This idea is paralleled in
individual experience-we look back
pityingly at our last year's self and
wonder how we could have been so
inferior to our present exalted condition; and the faults of our present status come to light only in the
retrospect of another year. Now it
is true that our ancestors were, in
comparison with us, benighted, and
that their ignorance expressed itself
in superstition: they bur ne d
witches and before that they practiced black magic, and before that
they sat on pillars for years at a
time. Whereas, we, benefiting from
the encroachments of science on the
unknown, realize that life on a pillar
is unhealthful, and that even if we
did conjure up mountains of gold,
they could not solve our economic
problem. Speaking from a materialistic standpoint, the averago
educated man of today, who is not
afraid of goblins and does not wear
assafoetida around his neck, can
look patronizingly on the past and
call it benighted, superstitious; scientists have cleared the world of
figments, so that roosters can crow
now without sending ghosts to their
graves again, and the lightfl that flit
over marshy cemeteries are only
phosphorus.
And yet, we of the present have
our superstitions too, and are bound
to fictions infinitely more harmful

fiilI

than those of past ages, because
these are mental fictions, ra tionalizations, supposedly approved by
modern wisdom, and therefore not
to be sprinkled away with drops of
holy water. For example, many
educated people imagine that members of other races or communities
are inferior, that war is necessary,
that individuals may sin without
hurting the group, that progress is
an illusion; they believe that man is
an animal, the universe self-made,
and religion a means of quieting the
masses; that immortality is only
perpetua tion in the race, and prayer
only an expression of fear, or a demand for a timely violation of natural law; and the basis of their
thought is this-that God is a collectively fashioned Goodness, which
has evolved from a tree or a star
into a depersonalized Idea.
THE LOVE of God, which is the
mainspring of the Baha'i life, and
-which constitutes that love for humanity whereby the old world is to
be made new again, is not a love
built up on theories or grown out of
fears i-it is not a synthetic philosophy or a refurbished superstition;
-it is the adoration which haloes
knowledge. This earth today is holy
ground, fragrant with the footsteps
of One ,V"ho has proved for all men
to see that God is near us-"Nearer
than the jugular vein"-that our
lives are His, our deeds accountable
to Him, our growth through all His
-worlds by His permission.
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If 0 u r ancestors worshipped
through faith alone, their faith collapsed with the coming of the new
science-their faith which had
long since changed to imitation, and
functioned only with the impetus of
time. The nineteenth century shows
us two groups of thinkers: those
who, terrified by biological discoveries, ·withdrew into hermetic OTthodoxy; and those, who studied the
sciences, lost God, lost immOTtality,
but went down bravely, "with unreluctant tread ... into the darkness."
These two survive today, except
tha t the glamor has gone from some,
and others, like the Phoenician
dead, are feeding on dust in a sorrowful city. But this new love of
God which has broken into life surrounds the farthest reaches of
men's thoughts; it is a foreshadowing of this which made Bacon feel
that he did "but tinkle a little bell
... " and Newton that he was only
playing with pebbles on a shore, and
Pupin that "Sound is the voice of
God. " It is the love born of the
Manifestation of God among men,
the perfect human being ·who reflects to humanity the omniscience,
the tenderness, the jUf;tice of God.

T HE LOVE of God through His
Manifesta tion is not to be lightly
assumed and lightly laid aside. It
is not a human love, withering to
old flolyers and faded ribbons. It is
the life blood of the soul, Ivithout

which we cannot develop the higher
consciousness which is our existence
wl1en the body has died. Those of
us who do not strive, through service in the love of GCld, to form this
consciousness, cannot live fully beyond death. As Emen:;oll 2HYS in
the J m~nwls, we know already
whether we are to be immOTtal; if
our life is centered about muterialisms, it must cease \vith death.
'Abdu'l-Baha says:
"This stone and this man both exist; but
the stone in relation to the existence of man
is non-existent. . .. In the same way, the
souls who are veiled from God, although
they exist in this world and in the world
after death, are in comparison with the holy
existence of the children of the Kingdom of
God, non-existing and separated from God."

Certainly, if our interests are not
earthly, they are turned toward
reality; 'Abdu'l-Baha tells us that
the farther we go from one, the
nearer we are to the other.
Our modern world is orphaned by
its superstition. We must go back
to the love of God, to the love that
flowers in the world's springtimes
when God walks with us again. \Ve
must learn that what men have always hoped is not a makeshift of the
human ego, but reality; that God
leads us by the hand, and earth is a
road to heaven; that OUT hungering'
is not in vain, our dreams not the
mere wrack of the centuries. "\Ve
must unite again in the love of our
GodFor, 10, the winter is past;
The rain is over and gone.

"A delicate spiritua1 power ls etJer e:J/ercIs~ng an 'influence over
the/warts and rninds of 'lnen. HThy should we abandon the Holy Power
whIch b~nds us together amd cleave to the ba1"barous traditions which
keep us apart.V))
- ' AbclI~'l-Bah6,
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CHILDHOOD AND THE RACE QUESTION
LOULIE

A.

MAT HEWS

The author sends us this very interesting material containing the spontaneous expressions of High School youth toward the race pj'oble1n ,as a result of Cl presentation
of the subject by Mr. James H. fJubert, Executive Di1'ectOj' of the New Yorlc Urban
League. This is a j'aj'e human document-et j'evelation of the sincej'e justice-loving heart
of youth.

InIHE child is unaware of race or
class distinctions, dwelling in
the state of consciousness to which
Jesus called us: "Unless ye become
as little children, ye shall not enter
into the Kingdom of Heaven."
Again in this day Baha 'u 'llah commands us to strike off the fetters of
race prejudice and with the searchlight of science to study the origin
of man that the intellect may be convinced of the oneness of mankind.
The mind of a little child is enmeshed in imagery, a word or
phrase makes an impression entirely different from its real meaning.
Professor William James recalls
that his father often read aloud a
poem in which the word "barque"
was repeated in the refrain, in imagination the boy saw a piece of bark
from a certain tree in the garden
floating down a stream steered by
tiny men in blue jackets. As he
appeared to like the poem and asked
no questions his father concluded
that he understood the words and
Professor J ames adds that the word
"barque" always remained connected in his mind with a willow
tree no matter how it was spelled.
As a child grows older and
reaches adolescence, imagination recedes and reality advances. The
yardstick by which he measures values is now the thought of his own
generation. He loves, he hates, he
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decides with great intensity. At
this stage of growth, the child's
mind is well developed, he has a
keen sense of justice and the arena
of thought has not been invaded by
compromise.
There are many schools of the
new age that understand the adolescence period and they are making
marvelous use of child psychology.
It was to one of these, a high school
in northern New York, that Mr.
James H. Hubert, Executive Director of the New York Urban League,
came to speak to an organization
formed in the school on the subject,
"The Negro and Race Prejudice."
Mr. Hubert touched a sympathetic
cord speaking in terms that awoke
interest; he created a tie hetween
himself and the students. They
asked to he allowed to write, and
forthwith a bundle of letters arrived in New York. No mistakes had
been corrected hut in spite of the
limitations imposed by the pen these
young jurors handed down an unqualified decision for justice to the
Negro.
These letters go straight to the
heart of the question. Here we find
real response, inner determination
towards future action and very real
promise for the New Day. They
are offered for puhlication not only
as a human document of great interest, they are more than that, they
are an inspiration to the adult
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world, for who can read these sincere epistles, so breathing the air of
brotherhood and jus tic e without
feeling, himself, a sermon in them.
It is as Christ said, "Verily, a little
child shall lead them."
~

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS'*'

Dear Sir:
"Not alms but opportunity is
what the Negro of today is asking.
Opportunity for what? Not merely
for an opportunity to ~work-to eat
but a chance to play his full part in
the making of America along with
all the other races.
I am glad that our school has an
organization like this one to make it
possible for us to come together and
discuss such quesions as seem to 1ne
very important."

believe that the colored race should
have more opportunities.
ThElY
might use them to better advantage
than some white people do. You
imp I' e s sed on my mind many
thoughts which I can not fully express right now but which have
benefitted me and made me see what
is beyond this tOWll-wha t is going
on in the world and when I grow
up I will help you. I want some one
to understand me and 1 know you
will. Maybe people don't know
about the race question because it
has not be(')n explained to them.
Couldn't you go around and tell
the people 7 1 hope you ~will write
me so 1 can improve my knowledge
on this subject."
Dear Dr. J ames H. Hubert:
"1 received much knowledge on
the slave question from your talk.
When I go to bed I think about hmv
they should have opportunity and I
cannot wait to grow up so 1 can be
of use on this question. This is
something worth thinking about and
1 hate injustice and 1 mean to fight
it with all my might just as soon as
1 get through schooL"

Mr. Hubert:
"Everything you said about the
Negro was true. '.XI e in this part of
the country don't realize the condition of the Negroes, because ,'le do
not see them as they are in real
life, but we can imagine their hardships. Sometimes they are burned
at the stake and this is a striking Dear Dr. Hubert:
example of the feeling against
, 'I learned many things from
them. It is well to think now what your lecture. 1 had no idea that a
we can do when we grow up so we Negro child could do so much with
can put an end to all their suffer- a dime, a white child can't do much
ing. I don't see why a group of and by the time the colored child
svhite and colored could not work had a dollar 1 should think he would
together just as well as all one color be a merchant. 1 would like to see
because God made man different him there, for 1 like people to be
shades.' ,
treated fair and right."
Dear lYIT. Hubert:
":Many thoughts have passed
through my mind concerning the
nwe question since your talk. I too

Dear Dr. Hubert:
"1 derived many thoughts from
your lecture. My thoughts run like
this, God made every man equal, "ve

*Mr. Hubert courteously consented to the publication DE these letters.
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think we are better than others, but
God does not. The thought that
flashed through my mind was, does
every man know what an opportunity he possesses at the time when he
possesses it. I thought about this
and I believe that if we could
share just alike our chances, one
chance for the white boy and one for
the colored, maybe we would be
surprised to see the Negro come out
ahead. We don't understand this
matter of opportunity because as
white children we have education
right in our hand and we think we
have nothing. I should like to share
my education and chances with a
colored boy and I believe I would
learn more from giving him half,
than from having it all for myself."
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I am going to ask them right away
if they are treated right and if not
to call upon me and I will tell the
people that did not hear you, just
what you said and how we want
justice around here and won't stand
for anything else. I think some of
the states would feel ashamed on
Sunday when they read about all
men being equal. It is hard for
children to understand why people
don't act the way they preach. It
seems simple enough, but we are not
grown up yet."

Dear Friend:
"I was as much touched, as interested by your talk. I picture to
myself a frontier as a land in the
West that is treeless. People go
there for opportunity. There is
Dear Dr. Hubert:
danger. We must go right into bat"I was impressed all throughout tle-farther and farther into the
your talk. I am glad the Negroes depths of life to look at things as
are progressing and I suppose they they are. We don't specially own
have made discoveries too. Our post the land the United States are looffice is being constructed by N eg- cated on, no one does, but the Inroes. You know I never noticed that, dian and therefore any man who is
but now I am going to speak of it here has as much right as any other
and say, it is beautifully built and man. Colored people are here and
then I shall say, do you know why, they should have the same rights.
because the Negroes who are so pro- Our teacher has told us some of the
gressive are at work upon it, and names of great colored people
that might help to make people whose names are written down in
realize what they could do if given history. There are white men's
opportunity. We are all strong to names there and it seems to me fine
help in this kind of work."
that they can be written down side
by side. I wish to get my mind
Dear Mr. Hubert:
trained on this subject and then
"It gave me truer ideas about the make good use of it. Grown people
Negro than I had. It is a pity that don't explain things clearly and
they were ever treated as they were, when you ask questions they don't
and made slaves, because it could seem to know what to answer, but I
not last. They ought to have want to know and so do the others.
thought about that in the beginning We want to do what is just and aland saved all this trouble. I only though it is not very good to fight,
see about two Negro boys a day but I believe justice is one thing worth
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fighting about. Fair play and never
hit a man when he's down is going
to be my motto. ' ,
Dear Friend:
"Your talk last week made a deep
impression on me. How cruel and
unjust the white is to his brother,
the Negro, and what a surprise as
both are Christians. Until the
Negro has as big an opportunity as
the white man I will not be content.

Before your talk I thought there
was no frontier for American
Youth but now I know there is. The
frontier for us who are growing up
will be to conquer race prejudice
and give the Negro a chance. This
frontier can be conquered. Our ancestors conquered slavery and we
can conquer prejudice, and Dr. Hubert, you can just count on me to
help go over the top in this cause
and win opportunityfortheN egro."

BAHA'I PIONEERS
A Short Historical Survey of the Bah6/i Movement in India, B1{rma,
Java Islands, Siam, and Malay Peninsula.
SIYYID

MusTAFA

Jamal Effendi, accO?npcmied by the author, Mr. Roumie, during two yeaTs of pione 61' m.issionaTY 100rk in India, found no
difficulty in obtaining access to the leading
pe01Jle of many important Indian sta,tes including high gover'n1nent officials and r1der's
themselves. E"Jerywh61'e Jamal Teceived a
wa1'1n reception and his messc&ge was listened to courteously.
In 1878 they went to Rangoon, wheTe
their 1nission was highly s1,lCcessful.. In
1879 they started on cm extensive missionar'y
tOUT of BUTmct, Mandcday ctnd the chief
cities of Indict. They then under'took a still
more distant journey to Singapore, Java
and the Celebese Islands whe·re with the
primitive people they 1net with MJtraoTdinm'y adventur'es c&nd success.

UFTER several minor trips we
reached the province of Padalia, ruled by Fatta Chikourdi.
When our boat, after a rather
alarming trip through a crocodileinfested river, reached the town in
which the King resided, his officers
met us at the landing and took us to
a commodious guest house on the
river side. They then presented to
us the formal greetings of the King
and took in return our greetillgs
to His Majesty. The next day we
were summoned to the palace. King
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Fatta Chikourdi, of Padali and his
Queen Diammarala welcomed us
warmly and invited us to visit them
and have audience with them daily.
In our judgment, however, this
place was utterly devoid of spiritual
souls. The people were not at all
interested in our mission, nor did
they have capacity, it would seem,
for receiving our declaration of the
divine dispensation. So we made up
our mind to move further on to the
province of Boonay as soon as the
King should deign to provide us
with canoes and other requisites for
our trip. We could not of course
ask for this immediately as it would
be rude to make too short a visit.
As we were waiting an opportunity to tactfully talk of our departure, to our surprise a serious
epidemic of smallpox broke out in
the principle towns of Padalia. The
houses around the palace had many
victims, especially among children,
and the loss of life was very great.
The King felt uneasy about this and
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asked us to do something to arrest
the ravages of the plague. We had
no instruments or medical material
to handle such a situation. We
found ourselves forced, however, to
take some steps to oblige the King.
I was instructed by J amal Effendi
to procure some ordinary needles,
tie them up tight and put them in
a small vial together with some ripe
scabs from long effected children,
adding to this the milk of some
woman who was giving suck to a
male child. With this I was to
vaccinate the children of the province. I carried out the instructions
to the letter and later I vaccinated
daily upwards of five hundred children. Of these only one per cent
died; all the rest were saved by
this treatment.
Through this medical work we
found opportunity to deliver the
Message to all. We were not able
to stay long enough however, to
prove the results of this missionary
activity, for we soon left for the
province of Boonay. The King
generously supplied us with all the
necessary traveling equipment and
three long canoes with full escort.
He affectionately bade us adieu, and
we started down the crocodile-infested river once more. Before
sunset we reached our destination
and were warmly received by the
King and his officials and given the
guest house opposite the palace for
our residence. After dinner we
were invited to the audience chamber where we were received enthusiastically by the King and Queen.
In this very first interview we became intimately acquainted with
each other, and the King as simply
as a child put all sorts of questions
to us, both material and spiritual.
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With our party, as it happened,
was an Arab from the province of
Yamen. He happened to journey
with us down the river. The King
undertook to recite a prayer known
in Islam mystical denominations as
J eljel~dich. This Arab suddenly interrupted and impertinently attempted to correct the pronounciation of an Arab word in the prayer
which the King had, in reality, pronounced correctly. The King, very
much annoyed, told him that he was
mistaken as to the proper pronounciation; but the Arab, who was quite
impolite and rude and even insane
in his obstinacy, continued to contradict the King. So irate did the
King become that he ordered the
Arab put out of the palace, and gave
instructions that he should never be
admitted again. He then turned to
us and asked us if we had brought
this monster in our company. We
explained the facts as to how he
happened to be with us, and the
King became appeased.
The King was so attracted by the
stirring talks of J amal Effendi that
he kept him answering religious
questions until the late hours of the
night; in fact, it was not until two
o 'clock in the morning that we were
permitted to retire.
Every day and evening we were
now in the audience chamber holding religious conferences with the
King, continuing to solve his spiritual problems. After a few days the
King asked us to write a handbook
in Arabic outlining principles for
the administration of his State, as
\vell as a booklet for teaching Arabic coloquial conversation. This
gave us an unusual opportunity to
present the principles of Baha,'i administration and government to the
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King, for we based our handbook
upon the universal laws of Baha'u'llah.
Meanwhile the Arab, really partially insane it would seem, deprived of the privilege of entering
the palace turned his grudge upon
the writer. It took a good deal of
precaution on my part to avoid
trouble, but one day as I was working on the manuscript of the handhook above mentioned, the Arab,
sitting upon his bed, started to
vehemently shake the bamboo floor
of the house in such a way as to l)revent my writing. Upon my polite
request to him to desist, he suddenly appeared quite naked from
behind the curtain of his bed and
struck me upon the head with a
heavy block of wood. Fortunately
the Queen, happening to look out
from her palace window, saw this
attack and informed the King who
with a large corps of his followers
rushed in and arrested the Arab.
He also had my wound treated and
dressed. Then he gave orders to
h a vet h e Arab executed. As
Baha'is, .Jamal Effendi and myself
both begged the King to forgive the
criminal; and after a long entreaty
upon my part, it was granted and

the order was given that he should
not be executed but banished with a
criminal record to the Dutch settlement. The King and Queen, great
admirers of J amal Effendi and the
writer, kindly permitted us to present to the insane man some gifts
for his journey, about ten dollars in
cash and five dollars worth of native cloth.
The books were finally completed
and presented to the King and
Queen respectively. Also we gave
the King lessons in the translation
of his books into the Malay language which were exceedingly appreciated.
The King and Queen accepted the
Baha'i Cause and made a vow to
promulgate it in all the provinces of
the Celebese Islands as soon as they
should receive confirmation for this
missionary effort.
Thus having raised the standard
of Ya Baha El Abha, we made our
preparations to return. With great
sorrow at our departure, the King
and Queen had all necessary preparations made for our voyage. The atmosphere was very melancholy
when we went to bid adieu to their
Royal Highnesses.
(To be cont,imted)

(( Religion is di'L,i1'&e ed~lcation ... Divine eclIlcation is the sum total
of all development. It is the safeg'lwTd of lwmanity. The world of
'nature is a world of defects and incompleteness. The WO'!'lcl of the
Kingclorn is reached by the highway of 1"eligion and is the heaven of
([ 17 divine 'virt'nes.))
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A SERVANT OF GOD
CORALIE FRANKLIN COOK

"In Thee shall all fnrnilies of the earth be blessed."-Book of Genesis.
"Let not n rnnn glory in this-thnt he love-s his country. Let hirn rnther glory in
this: thnt he loves his kind (hurnanity).."-Bah6:u'llah.
"This is worship: to serve rnnnkind and to rninister to the needs of the people.
Service is praye1"."-'Abclul-Baha.

OT since the death of "Father
Abraham" (Abraham Lincoln)
have the "Twilight Millions" of
America mourned for any fellow being as they mourn, today, the "passing" of Julius Rosenwald. At the
Nation's Capital a great memorial
mass meeting has been called where
two speakers-one the president of
the most noted Institution in the
world devoted to the education of
darker peoples, the other a Jewish
Rabbi of learning and power-are
expected to tell of the life and services of one of the most Christian
Hebrews the world has ever known
since Jesus of Nazareth went about
serving mankind.
It was not for black people only
that Mr. Rosenwald gave away millions of dollars. "His goodness followed his horizon's rim,' 'and mankind without regard to race, creed
or color have learned the measure
of his bounty.
Again and again the struggling,
pitifully inadequate schools of the
South, presided over by incompetent teachers (men and women with
the barest rudiments of an education), have been transformed into
modern buildings manned by trained and often gifted teachers, until
now the Rosenwald rural schools
are numbered by the hundreds and
their pupils by the hundreds of
thousands. Ever open-handed to
Jewish institutions, Christian organizations have also had his generous support.

JULIUS ROSENWALD

August 18, 1862-Jnnuary 6, 1982

The tender heart of the great
philanthropist yearned over the
homeless, the wounded and 01'phaned left in the wake of the
World War and his millions went
into the work of European rehabilitation.
The story of the amassing of the
Rosenwald fortune reads like some
fairy tale. But who shall say it is
not a fulfillment of prophecy ~ Of
the "Seed of Abraham" it seems
literally true that thrn this one
man's bounty "all families of the
earth' , have been "blessed."
All educators and social workers
know of "The Ros8nwald Fund,"
a sum set apart for systematized
philanthropy. Speaking of this
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amazing gift Mr. Rosenwald himself said, "Benevolence today has
become altogether too huge an undertaking to be conducted other
than on business lines." So it follows that this vast wealth is distributed on a business basis and,
true to his convictions, since so fine
a portion of it has been expended
for colored citizens, one of the
busiest and perhaps one of the most
sagacIOus of the men employed to
guard its interests is a gentleman
of color.
Convinced that vast sums of
money should not be piled up for
selfish use, it was the Rosenwald
way to give out as well as to take
in. His hundreds of employees
shared in his profits over and above
their stipulated pay.
One's faith in humanity, even in
times like the present, cannot be
wholly lost while the memory of
this man is alive. And, is he not
alre8cdy among the immortals? The
writer recalls him as she last saw
him in a meeting in Washington,
where a few of the great, and many
of the good, had met to thresh out
various industrial and social problems. His vradd-wide fame might
well have secured for him repeated
homage and ovation but he -would
have nOlle of it. Gentle but alert,
silent but keenly interested, he
never lost his modest demeanor and
his very clerks ,vere more in evidence than the man himself.
It has often been a matter of comment that the State of Illinois has
the honor of being the birthplace of
both Lincoln and Rosenwald--the
one \yho struck from the slave his
physical bondage, and the other who
has wrought so mightly to loosen
his bondage of ignomnce.

It was June, 1930 that witnessed
the completion of the five thousandth Rosenwald school-the first
such school was by that time seventeen years old. It had been a modest affair built of frame and having
one room. With appealing consistency it was located not far from
Tuskegee, in Alabama. However,
the heartening thing about it was
the way in which the less than one
thousand dollars of its cost was
secured. The colored people themselves pur c has e d the ground
($150.00), they also contributed labor appraised at $132.50, local white
citizens donated $350.00 and the
Rosenwald Fund, $300.00. Thus it
will be seen with what unerring wisdom this work was planned in the
very beginning. No one can estimate the value to the poor colored
people themselves of giving the land
and contributing their labor to this
enterprise, nor to the white people
of the community who responded so
generously with their quota of the
cost.
But we had started to tell of the
five thousandth school-mark the
progress! "History repeats itself"
and it, like the first, is near a great
institution-beautiful and internationally known Hampton, in Virglma. This school employs six
teachers, accommodates three hundred pupils; it is built of brick, and
to make practical the teaching of
farming and trades is surrounded
by three acres of ground. To a
school of this type the fund contributes twenty-six hundred dollars.
In this particular instance the colored people raised a thousand dollars and the balance was appropriated from public funds, making a
total of twenty thousand dollars.

A SERVANT OF GOD

Has not J ulius Rosenwald wrought
mightily for his fellowmen ~ In deed
and in truth may it not be said that
his "service is a prayer ~"
One of the many things standing
in the way of the colored man's progress has been excessive death rate.
Stoutly it is asserted that "figures
do not lie," and just as positively
may come the rejoinder, "But they
can be awfully misleading." Factfinding Conferences have proven
that poorly paidlabor, bad housing,
lack of proper food in health and of
medical care in sickness, contribute
in larger measure to the appalling
death rate among colored folk than
the pigment underlying the skin contributes to it.
Significant and material figures
have been collected in mortality
statistics since the Trustees of the
Fund have made large appropriations to h 0 s pit a 1 s, established
clinics, contributed to the support of
county nurses who give pre-natal
and post-natal care to mothers in
outlying districts, and follow up the
health record of every child of
school age in a given area. In almost every instance this county
work is finaly taken over by county
authorities and supported by public
money. Nothing finer in human relationships and sane cooperation for
the good of all the people has been
brought to light than the way in
w"hieh doctors and nurses comprising the staff of white hospitals in
large cities such as Chicago, TIl.,
and New Orleans, La. have lent
their experience and training to
further this health work among co1ored people. Nor need it be assumed
that this timely service is given
solely for the protection of the white
people who can not escape the
menace of leaving one-tenth of our
population to fight at fearful odds
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with death and disease. In many
instances the scientist becomes so
absorbed in the professional aspect
of his work that race and color are
lost sight of and over some patient
saved from the ravages of tuberculosis or some wo r kin g mother
wrested from the death toll of
child-birth, black and white look into each others faces and know that
we are all "leaves of one branch,
fruit of one tree."
It were a pleasant task further to
record what munificent sums this
Fund has expended upon child study
and upon social studies, to recount
how scholarships and fellowships
have been awarded for advanced
study at home and abroad and their
many gratifying results, but time
will not permit. Let us not fail to
remember, however, that the Rosenwald Fund, working in conjunction
with other well known benefactions-like the R 0 c kef ell e r, the
Phelps-Stokes, the J eanes, etc.-all
have brought to bear such powerful
material and spiritual forces upon
what once seemed to be a hopeless
problem as to evoke accomplishment where defeat threatened and
enable a disheartened and oppressed people to make a progress
during a period of some six decades
such as no similarly disadvantaged
group ever attained save thru a
period of centuries.
Was Rosenwald a servant of
God ~ Has God used him mightily
to establish His kingdom on earth ~
It is easy to believe that He has,
since so 110bly he followed One
whose blessed utterance was, "Inasmuch as ye have clone it unto one
of the least of these ye have done it
unto Me," and put into his life's
practice the precepts of that Other
·Whose messages from 'Alum's Prison-house enlighten the world.
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SEEKING AND FINDING
By

ONE WHO

fus

"SOUGHT"

AND "FOUND"

Chapter II
"1 am summoning

yo~£

to the world of the Kingdo1n."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

N the first chapter we sug. gested (indirectly) the dawning light of cosmic consciousness as
I journeyed onward in search of
Truth, the fiery urge of longing to
find God, and the joy in discovering
the Divine Harbor.
Some details of those months
'when my soul was approaching the
object of its search, the goal of its
longing, may suggest the oneness of
experience that comes to souls on
the highway toward the kingdom,
for many, no doubt, will recall parallel experiences in the i r o'wn
(' Great Adventure."
For some time previous to hearing the glad-tidings of the coming
of the 'World Educator, Baha'u'llah,
t.hrilling and priceless experiences
were continually realized. One or
two of these will suffice. At one
time a pure white dove seemed to be
hovering over my head. Such a
definite and normal consciousness
was this and so joyous an experience, that I shared it with a choice
friend, a revered Episcopal Rector,
who ivas a man of rare spiritual
quality.
To him was confided the conviction that when this dove did finally
alight it would bring" A new heaven
and a new earth" not alone to me,
but to all the world. His understanding heart was not critical 01'
unresponsive as he knew that my
daily life of practical service was
being joyously lived often from
early mOTn until after midnight, and
he said that this experience was not

O

born out of the vain imaginings of
a neurotic, nor was it the expression
of a nervous recluse. I greatly appreciated his counsel, and he confirmed me in the continuance of a
deep study of the New Testament
which had already extended thru
several months.
Another experience 0 c cur red
shortly after this incident, and took
place about two weeks before the
Baha'i Message reached me. VlThile
praying at midnight outside my tent
that was pitched by the shores of a
tidal river, and standing under the
starlit sky, a brilliant light appeared. So great was its brilliance
that I thought it must be the search
light from a Navy Yard near by.
Quickly I opened my eyes. There
was no light! After waiting' for
some moments for its return, with
no result my eyes again closed. The
light came the second time with
greater intensity. Tl1Tee t i me s
this was repeated, and then came
the consciousness that it was an
inner and not an outer light. Facing (as it ha ppenec1) the Eastern
horizon the light grew into a broad
highway and then it was as though
a strong cable reached into the very
center of my being and drew it
toward that spot.
Throughout the entire night sleep
fled from the eyes, but a sublime
peace and inexpressible joy and
great refreshment encompassed me.
'While so deep, so rare and enthralling an experience could never be
fully transmitted to another, nor yet
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could it be contained in my own before the consciousness of its
mind and heart alone, I decided to Point of Dawning had come to me.
Some months later when writing
share it as best I could with another
friend who possessed deep poetic a letter to 'Abdu'l-Baha, clippings
and spiritual insight.
from current newspapers and magHis interpretation was as fol- azines were enclosed that indicated
lows: "Light and illumination have the advancing effect upon the world,
come from the East. The sun rises at that time, of the spiritual springin the East. The prophets of God time. I also made the statement
have always appeared in the East. that after once having heard' The
The mystics refer to the spiritual Message' I witnessed Its Signs on
center in man as the eastern part of every hand, and that many were
his being. Undoubtedly God has walking by the Light although they
further revelation of Truth for knew not from whence the Light
you."
This explanation satisfied. had shone.
As a result it brought an added exAfter first expressing to Him the
pectancy and, no doubt, a greater joy and thankfulness for receiving
degree of openness.
the Message, there were several desires uppermost in my heart but I
Two WEEKS later at an informal did not write them down. vVhat
Fourth of July celebration in the was the significance of the dove, and
country, when singing the Battle the brilliant lighU I wanted to
Hymn of the Republic, as these mention the sense of increasing
words were reached, "In the beauty nearness to Christ, also to testify
of the lillies Christ was born across to a deeper realization of the meanthe sea," such a surging wave of ing of His blessed promise, "My
nearness to Christ came, and a sheep will hear My Voice, " as well
warmth of love for Him so welled as to state that I felt the oneness of
up in my heart that it caused tears the spirit of 'Abdu 'l-Baha with
to flow from my eyes as water Christ and an increasing sense of
gushes from a mountain stream. great nearness to 'Abdu'l-Baha.
They could not be restrained. (ForHis Tablet (letter) at the close of
tunately I was so situated that no this chapter, brought the answers
one saw me) . The ecstacy and ra p- to my unwritten questions. Before
ture of love of the Divine Beloved there was time for a reply to my
One encompassed every part of my letter an American pilgrim returnbeing.
ing from a visit to 'Abdu'l-Baha in
Little wonder then that a few 'Akka told of a talk given by Him
hours later when listening to the regarding the significance of the
glad tidings of the "return" of the dove, and the part it had played in
Light of Truth, there came to me history. He spoke of the meaning
the deep inner realization that the of its descent upon the head of His
Baha'i Message was that Light Holiness Jesus Christ, and upon
which "Lighteth everyone tha t John the Baptist. Of N oah sending
cometh into the world" that the forth a dove from the Ark, its reSun of Truth had again arisen and turn, his sending it forth again and
had been illumining the path long its return. His sending it forth
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the third time when it did not return, and "Noah was made glad for
he knew that it had found rest for
the sole of its foot." After a slight
pause, 'Abdu'l-Baha said I too am
continually sending forth doves, and
sometimes they come back. Then
with a glorious smile that brought
joy to all His listeners, he said and
sometimes they do not come back,
and I know they have found rest in
the heart of a believer. The answer
had come! It was complete and
perfect even though the question
had never been asked.
Upon receipt of the following
Tablet from' Abdu'l-Baha it was as
if all the questions written and unwritten were answered in such a
way that the whole of life took on
new meanings, and the "life more
abundant" at once began.
"0 thou Daughter of the Kingdom! Thy
letter was received, thou hast written that
the newspapers, and magazines, the orators
from the platform and the ministers from
the pulpit are delivering the glad tidings
of the Day of God, they are encollTaging
and uplifting all the souls whether they be
friends 01' strangers to spiritual matter and
the progress of thought.
This is evident. For when the Sun of

Truth appears and shines forth, and casts
its rays upon the reality of things there is
no doubt that whatever is hidden in the
earth will find a new life and begin to
grow. Ere long thou shalt see that the
Divine Call has produced a wonderful effect
among the nations and the people, the
souls have become attracted to the Kingdom
of God, and sublime thoughts and spiritual
ideals permeate throughout.
Thank God that from thy childhood thou
did"t have great magnanimity and wonderful ambition, that is the reason that that
light shone forth, the light was repeated
and so the real vision became evident and
manifest,
Thou didst meet His HanoI' Mr. _______________ _
and heard through him the glad-Tidings
of the Cause of God. I hope that thou
mayest engage in the service of Truth, thou
mayest progress day by day and deliver
the glad-Tidings to the seeking souls.
Although in body thou art far yet in
spirit thou art near, nay rather thou art
my associate by day and by night."

This Tablet brought peace, an active, responsive peace. It was also
a divine challenge for me to anse
and serve the Cause of God. With
the arrival of that Tablet I knev,T
with an added certainty that the
God that I had "Gone forth to find"
had been found, and that' Abdu'lBaha was summoning me-as well
as all the people in the world-to
the' 'vYorld of the Kingdom!"
(To be continued)

A SAMPLE OF DEVOTION AND

FAITI-IFULNESS
A.
~MONG
~Persia,

SAMIMI

the living believers in
whose lives are worth
mentioning and who s e devotion,
pure love and attachment to the
Cause of God may be taken as noteworthy examples for the believers,
is Agha Mohammad Arbab Baha'ian.
J enabi Arbab comes from Kashan (Persia), a place which was

noted for the narrow-mindedness
and fanaticism of its inhabitants,
His mother was a believer, too, and
had received tablets (letters) from
Baha 'u 'llah.
Though b 0 r n of
a Baha'i mother, J enabi Arbab
when quite a young boy, investigated the Cause thoroughly, then he
accepted it most enthusiastically.
This was at the time when Baha'u'l-

A SAMPLE OF DEVOTION AND FAITHFULNESS

lah had just declared His Manifestation in Baghdad ('Iraq).
While in Kashan Jenabi Arbab
was subjected to all sorts of hardships and persecutions on the part
of the Muhammadans. He was once
attacked by a fanatical mob, his
house was set on fire and all his belongings pillaged. Following these
hardships? J enabi Arbab could find
no other alternative but to quit his
h 0 m e and emigrate to Tihran.
Thanks to his manly and praiseworthy efforts and perseverance,
after settling down in the metropolis, he was successfully engaged in
commercial pursuits for a period of
fifty years. During all this time he
was cleverly and tactfully giving the
Message to the Mullas, merchants
and notables with whom he had
dealings. Among these were two
well-known Moslem ecclesiastics,
Mulla Ali Kani and Haji Agha Mohammad N ajm Abadi.
It may be worth mentioning here
that in the early days of the Cause
when there was no mail service in
Persia, correspondence between the
Holy Land and Persia as far as the
believers were concerned was carried on through messengers called
"Qasids," who traveled the long
distance between Persia and Palestine on foot, taking petitions from
the believers in Persia to His Holiness Baha'u'llah and' Abdul-Baha
and bringing back with them answers. After the postal communications were established in Persia
with other countries, Agha Ali Haidar of Shrivan (Caucasus), who
was a Baha'i, was the first person to
act as intermediary for dispatching
letters to the Holy Land and getting
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Jenabi Arbab, one of the oldest BahCi'i
teachers in Persia.

letters from there for the believers.
J enabi Arbab was the second person to perform the duties of medium
for correspondence with the Holy
Land. His correspondent in Haifa
(Palestine) was J enabi Haji Mohammed Taqi Manshadi. J enabi
Arbab carried out this service most
carefully and faithfully for a period
of twenty years. *
We should particularly mention
here that J enabi Arbab had rendered notable services to the Cause
after the passing away of Baha'u'llah and appointment of 'AbdulBaha as the Center of the Covenant
of the Cause. He has about one
hundred tablets or letters from
Baha 'u 'llah, 'A b d u 1 - B a h a and
Shoghi Effendi.

*This was indeed a most difficult and hard work to periOl"nl. particularly when we consider the hal'Ah atti~
tude adopted by the old Turkish Empire and the Persian Government against the Caus". But stilI it
,vas done most enthusiastically by the messengers. A~sl) amo~g these messang~rs were Mulla Mohammad
Dehaji. Sheikh Salaman and Raji Mirza Haidar AIL
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The main feature of Arbab's life
It may also be worth mentioning
is his utmost sincerity and devotion that Arbab had always, among his
as well as his real attachment to the many services to the Cause, conCause which he has so gallantly and tributed generously to charitable
fervently defended; also the pers- funds. He has lately, though now
everance and patience with which of scanty resources, offered a conhe has met all persecutions and tribution of one thousand tomans
troubles inflicted on him by the non- towards the fund which will be
believers. Though now over ninety raised for the construction of the
years of age, and therefore physi- Mashriqu'l-Adhkar in Tihran, and
cally weak, he is continuing his serv- a sum of five hundred tomans to the
ices and tries by all means to serve fund which is now being raised for
the Cause. His untiring efforts to the construction of a big hall in the
accomplish this sacred end may well "Hazirat-ul-Quds" in Tihran. This
be taken as a good example by other sacrifice has been much appreciated
believers.
by the Guardian of the Cause.

The body-poldic may be likened to the human organism. As long
as the vaTi01~s members and parts of that organism are coordinated
and cooperating in hannony we have as a res1blt the expression of life 1:n
its fullest degree. When these mentbers lack coordination and hannony we have the reverse which in the human organism ,is disease, dissolnti01t) death. Similarly, in the body-politic of humanity, dissensi01~)
discord and warfare are always destnbctive and inevitably fatal.
All created beings are dependent tbpOn peace and coordination, for
e'very contingent ancl phenomenal being is a composition of distinct
elements. As long as there is affinity and cohesion a11wng these constitttent elements strength ancl life are manifest b1it when dissension
and repttlsion arise among thel1?" clis'integration follows. This is proof
that peace and amity which God has willed for His children are the
saving factors of hU111<an society whereas war and strife which violate
His ordinances are the caibse of death and destnbction. The1'efore God
has sent His Prophets to annOWl,ce the message of good-will, peace and
Z'ife to the world of mankind.

The editorial in the January number, at the request of several, is being reduced to
booklet form, pocket size, under the title, "What Religion Should Do for the Individual."
The cost will be ten cents per copy or twelve for one dollar, postpaid. Orders for this
booklet may be sent to the Baha'i Magazine, 1112 Shoreham Building, Washington, D. C.
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"Unless the moral character of a nation is educated, as well
as its brain and its talents, civilization has no sure basis. As
Relig>ion inculcates morality, it is therefore the truest philosophy,
and on it is built the only lasting civilization."
- ' Abdtt'l-Baha.
THE INTELLECT of man, conquering the earth through the power of
science, had up to very recently
seemed to assure to humanity a secure civilization. In those countries where scientific and technological progress had been most effective, prosperity was becoming
so widespread as to indicate the
early possibility of economic security, not only for nations but fOT
every individual.
How much all this now seems a
dream of the past! Today there is
no security anywhere, either political or economic. As from instruments out of tune, there are only
jangling notes of discord in the concert of nations. No one can tell
how soon an Armageddon may
break forth. As for economic se-·
cnrity, it has as completely vanished as the snows of yesteryear.
Why is it that man, with his superb intellect, his amazing scientific discoveries, his powerfnl technological will that is able so to dominate nature, yet finds himself
helpless today to support and maintain a stable civilization ~ The futility of man in the face of worldwide catastrophies is dne not to the
fault of his intellect, but to the fault
of his emotions. Man's intellect
has been steeled to be a ready and

efficient instrument of his will; but
his emotions, far from being so
obedient, have managed always to
gain the ascendency. It is they that
rule man, who is himself seeking to
rule the universe. And since one
can never prognosticate how the
emotions of man may flare forth
and for what goals, so no one can
foresee, under the present system
of culture, what man will do with
the very civilization which his intellect has built up.
IT IS LIKE a child building a house
of blocks. Creative power may go
into the building; earnest purposeful activity, and even high intelligence. A structure finally emerges
which is very pleasing. But now
another child enters upon the scene.
A quarrel ensues, and in the midst
of violent emotions thereby aroused
the house of blocks is knocked to
pieces. The child intelligence is absolutely incapable of safe-guarding
and maintaining its creations
against this adverse, emotional, untamed violence.
In such a precarious situation as
this now lies the great city of
Shanghai, erected by western nations as an effective model of the
most modern scientific civilization.
Its magnificent hotels, its banks, its
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shops, its promenades and parks,- because it concerns itself directly
testify to the power, invention and with the emotional nature of man,
constructive genius of modern tech- reaching that first and through that
nology. Yet in one moment, as it purifying the will and bending the
were, when emotions flare up this intellect to the service of high and
whole structure of modern science unselfish goals. Through religion
is endangered by the chances of only can man's emotional aims bewar. Hundreds of millions invest- come focused; and all his dispersive
ed here, and all the energy and ef- forces become rounded-up, tamed
fective constructive work of west- and subdued to useful purposes.
ern nations, are faced with the utANY ONE OF the great religions of
most of insecurity. Thus do we see
the
past and present-Judaism,
how emotions can jeopardize everyBuddhism,
M u h a m m a d ani s m,
thing that the intellect can build.
Christianity-might,
so far as their
So elsewhere in the world: hatred,
jealousies, distrust, unreasonable wealth of doctrine is concerned,
prejudices endanger at every mo- teach humanity how to reconstruct
ment the stability of modern civili- itself at this critical epoch. Yet
seemingly they fail to do so, not so
zation.
much
for want of spiritual truth as
But it is not only the violent emofor
want
of vital, dynamic power.
tions which are ruining our modThese
religions
have become rather
ern civilization. There is also the
the
expression
of
human emotional
persistent stealthy vice of greed,
nature
than
its
master,
such as they
which, like an acid, can eat its way
originally
were.
through all substance. Individual
Yet at this very time of the failgreed and national greed have sucure
of human institutions, the failceeded in upsetting all the economic structure of humanity until now ure even of religion to meet the
there is no security even to the rich. world needs, there appears on the
N or does there appear to be any horizon a new Movement promising
chance of betterment by way of to accomplish all that is needed for
man's intellect and will. No one humanity today. Not a new religion,
sees clearly how to reconstruct the but as 'Abdu'l-Baha calls it, the reworld. And no one has the power, newal of religion. This Movement,
even if the vision, to direct the emo- with its magnificent institutions for
tions and will of all humanity to the a perfect world civilization as forextent of carrying out any needed mulated by Baha'u'llah and given
to the world, has in its doctrine. and
reformation.
structure everything that the world
THERE IS ONLY one thing that can needs both in general spiritual truth
master man's emotions and dedi- and in explicit plans. It provides
cate them to a noble and permanent for all the spiritual, political, ecostructure of civilization. That pow- nomic and moral needs of man.
er is relig·ion. It has proved its ab- More even than that, it demonility to do this in the past. It will strates a power to inspire the heart
prove its ability to do so again in of man to nobler living; a power to
the future. Religion has this power win implicit allegiance and to thus
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become a great unifying force for to security. There is no other way
humanity.
out. More and more as the danWe see the Bahii'i Movement gers threaten, dangers growing out
gradually permeating the world, of man's emotional nature, will hubringing tog'ether men and women manity be inclined to turn toward
of diverse races and religions and the comfort and protection of reliunifying them in a deep and fer- gion. And in thus tUTning to it will
vent bond of love and unity. No :find in the Bahii'i Movement a
possibility of dispersion under a mighty force gradually bending the
wise and divinely appointed admin- nature of man into a growth haristrative design by Bahii'u'lliih.
monious with his divine station; and
Here is what the world has been guaranteeing u nit y, ha ppiness,
waiting for. Here is its only means prosperity, security to the world.

n

J' 18 evident that a Power is needed to carry out and e:r;ec1tte what
is Jcnown and admitted to be the remedy for h1~man conditions;
namely, the w1'Zfication of mankind. F1wther1'nore, it is evident that this
cannot be realized through material process and means . ... It is evident
that no means b1d an ideal means, a Spirit~wl Power, Divine Bestowals
and the Breaths of the Holy Spirit will heal this world sickness of war,
dissension and discord. Nothing else is lJossible, nothing can be conceived of. B~~t thro~tgh spirit~wl 1neans and the Divine Power it is
possible and feasib le.

U

{{ The people of religions find in the Teachings of His Holiness
the establishment of w1iversal religion-a religion that
perfectly conforms with present conditions, which in reality effects the
immediate mbre of the inc1wable disease, which relieves every pain, and
besto~vs the infallible antidote for every deadly poison . ...
Baha'~b'llah1

{{ Today nothing b~~t the POWe1" of the W 01"d of God which encompasses the realities of things can bring the thm~ghts, the minds, the
hearts and the spi1'its ~mder the shade of One Tree."
- ' Abdu'l-BaJuL.
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IT IS ENOUGH
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRIOK

Fm' thousands of years we have had bloodshed and strife. It is enough; it is
sufficient. Now is the time to associate together in love and harmony.-'Abdu'l-Balui.

AN c i viI i z a t ion stand up
against another war ~ N 0 answers Mr. Esme Wing£eld-Stratford in his recently published book,
"They that Take the Sword." "We
are approaching," he says, "if we
have not already reached the stage
at which another attack will prove
fatal, certainly to civilization, as
we know it, and conceivably, in the
long run, to human life on this
plant. "
Are we doomed to another war ~
Yes-' 'unless we can use this last
chance afforded us of purging the
disease of war from our social system. It is not enough to frame laws
and treaties, leagues and covenants,
indispensable though these things
may be. War is a spirit, and it is
only by a change of spirit that we
can hope to master it."
This is the fundamental idea underlying Mr. Wing£eld-Stratford's
book. The crying need in the world
today is a change in the spirit of
man. This change of spirit must be
born in the hearts of individuals
and spread from soul to soul until
a new world is built up which we
may call the Kingdom of Heaven on
earth.
As we read we are convinced of
the earnestness of the author who
has spared no pains to support his
thesis that "those who take the
sword shall perish by the sword"
with unanswerable facts from history. Not only the history of the
Western World and Asiatic countries has passed under his scrutiny,
but the records of ancient and ex-

tinct peoples and civilizations have
been called on for their testimony.
The long peaceful civilization of the
Nile Valley, the comparatively
short splendor and luxury of the
warring Assyrian Empires, the
high culture of the Incas, are only
a few of the civilizations that bear
witness that the path of the sword
is the path of death. History shows,
he believes, that war has been not
only a destroyer of civilization but,
in many cases, has prevented a real
culture from growing up. War is
a "soul destroying habit." In such
completely militarized communities
as, for example, Assyria, Sparta,
Prussia, "war and the preparation
for war have absorbed so much of
human energy as to leave nothing
over for anything worthy the name
of culture or creative genius."
The author calls not only history
to his aid but psychology, science,
philosophy, ethics, religion. He
seems to show an indomitable determination to get at the root of
this matter of war which threatens
to bring the world to its ruin. But
no trouble is too great to take if
the author can succeed in his allimportant task of giving people an
opportunity to see for themselves
the inevitable and overwhelming
consequences of war. The book deserves wide reading. We hope it
will be added to school and college
libraries.
We feel so fully in sympathy with
the spirit of this book that we believe we can do no better than to
select here and there statements
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and conclusions of the author and
reinforce them with the words of
Baha 'u 'llah and ' Abdu '1 - Baha,
those great modern Prophets Who
foresaw so clearly the problems
that face us today and also gave us
the solution of these problems.
In His talks in America and
Europe and His letters to both East
and West we find 'Abdu'l-Baha
again and again emphasizing this
fundamental truth of the final destructiveness of war. On one occasion He stated it thus:
"Peace is the foundation of God;
war is a satanic institution. Peace
is the illumination of the world of
humanity; war is the destroyer of
human foundations. When we consider outcomes in the world of existence we find that peace and fellowship are factors of upbuilding
and betterment whereas war and
strife are the causes of destruction
and disintegration."
The author does not spare his
reader's feelings in setting out the
horrible atrocities that so-called
human beings perpetrate when they
not merely give rein to but deliberately cultivate this lower, animal
side of their nature.
On this same subj ect ' Abdu '1Baha speaks with great force:
"God has created man noble. God
has created man a dominant factor
in crea tion. He has specialized
man 'with particular bestowals; He
has conferred upon him mind; He
has given him perception .... \iVith
all His good gifts to man, which
were to make him the manifestation
of virtues, ... which were to make
him an agency of constructiveness,
shall we now destroy this great edifice of God ~ When we are not captives of nature, when we can control
ourselves, shall we allow ourselves
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to be captives of nature and act in
accordance with the exigencies of
nature?"
In the chapter on "Conflict and
Love" an important principle is developed. The law of attraction or
love is basic to every thing constructive in the natural world. Acting under varying conditions it is
known as cohesion, gravitation,
crystallization or something else,
but under whatever name, it is the
great unifying, constructive force
throughout the universe. Its absence means separa tion, destruction, death. In the higher kingdoms
it is called love and in man it may
become extremely noble. But there
are limited loves and these may
make for conflict. For example the
love of self may cause conflict with
one's neighbor; the love and adoration of one's race may lead one to
despise those of another race; patriotism, a limited love, may end in
hatred for the country and people
that are not ours. Patriotism is, ]\./[1'.
Wingfield-Stratford says, "the result of a low and inadequate idea
of love .... The wider love does not
contradict the narrower. Patriotism can only attain its full stature
in sympathy with other patriotisms,
and united with them in the patriotism of mankind."
This limited love, the author believes, is characteristic of very
primitive states of society. But
"even among peoples otherwise in
the fore-front of civilization, this
stunted mentality that holds up
love at frontiers is only too widely
prevalent. It was world wide in
the years preceding the Great War,
in which it culminated." "Vye look"
he adds later, "for the coming of a
kingdom, a kingdom within us, and
binding us ultimately together in
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one all-embracing unity, the effect
of which will be not to annihilate,
but to fulfill and perfect every lesser love."
In one of 'Abdu'l-Baha's talks
He speaks of these narrow loves as
limited unities. No great results
can come from such limited unities.
But He says, "The unity which is
productive of unlimited results is
first a lmity of mankind which recognizes that all are sheltered beneath the overshadowing glory of
the All-Glorious. . . . This is the
most great unity,and its results are
lasting if humanity adheres to it."
Oan mankind rise to this unlimited love or unit:y7 "Yhere do we
find it in the worid today~ ~ot in
the church, Mr. "Yingfield-Stratford
thinks. In the chapters, "The Rise
and Fall of the Kingdom of Heaven" and "International Anarchy,"
the author traces the early Jewish
history and the history of Ohristianity, the great hope of the world.
For three centuries Ohrist's followers refused to take the sword,
but finally yielded when the church
allied itself with Rome under Constantine. Then the "de-spiritualization" of the church began and
"could not be stopped." So the
author finds, "By the time the age,
knovm as that of the Religious
'Vars had drawn to a close, the despiritualization of religion was almost complete, and national egotism flourished unrestrained." The
vision of an unlimited unity had
faded, a limited national unity had
taken its place.
But the world is not without
hope. The unifying spirit of Ohrist
and the vision that this spirit will
finally prevail in a Kingdom of
Heaven on earth has always been
kept alive by a few individuals and

groups. Even the Great ,Var, the
"Tragedy of Errors," whose appalling waste and destruction and
unjust peace have brought us to the
brink of still greater catastrophe,
does not deprive us of all hope.
There are unifying forces at work;
the League of Nations still stands,
inadequate though it be, based on
"the Covenant embodying the most
hopeful attempt ever made to lay
the foundation of a world union and
a world peace. ' ,
Our hope is in the spiritual
nature of man, for despite his inhumanity to man he is "in fact the
noblest of God's creatures." Because "man aspires to be Godlike"
"a time comes, in the experience of
most civilized communities, when
spiritual mindedness takes the form
of a violent revulsion against the
animal in Man, a proud resolve to
break the bonds of sensual desire
and trample the old Adam under
foot. "
"It would seem that the time is
rilJe for the birth of a new world
order, like that of early Christianity, not hostile to, but apart from,
the existing state syst.ems," writes
the author in alinost prophetic
words. "Such a world order as we
envisage would have the effect of
providing the League of Nations
~with a soul. ... It is unobtrusively,
but surely, cultivating a habit of
peace and co-operation, and providing the machinery through which
this habit can function. But there
is something lacking, something
that the early Christianity possessed, and without which it would
never have proved stronger than
Rome."
Further he says: "This, t.hen, is
tl1e answer we .vould give to the
question-what must be done if civ-
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ilization is to be saved ~ Nothing
less will suffice than a spiritual revolution that will enable Man to adjust his own life to the already revolutionary change in his environment. Mankind must organize itself sniritually, in order that civilizatio~ may live and not die. And
since civilization is world wide, so
must that OTganization be world
wide."
To Mr. Wingfield-Stratford and
to other souls of such courage and
insight as his, of such faith in the
true spirit and destiny of mankind
let us give again the glad-tidings
tha t a new world order has already
been born, its foundations are laid
on a spiritual basis. This new world
order is based on the teaching of
Baha 'u 'llah, Who, in the words of
'Abdu'l-Baha, "has dawned from
the horizon of the Orient flooding
all regions with the light and life
which will never IJass away. His
teachings which embody the divine
spirit of the age and are applicable
to this period of maturity in the life
of the human world are: The oneness of the world of humanity; the
protection and guidance of the Holy
Spirit; The foundation of all religions is one; Religion must be the
cause of unity; Religion must accord with science and reason; Independent investigation of truth;
Equality between men and women;
The abandonment of prejudice;
Universal peace; Universal education; A universal language; Solution of the economic problem; An
international tribunal and many
other fundamental teachings.
"Everyone who truly seeks and justly
reflects will admit that the teachings of the
present day elnanating from mere human
sources and authority are the cause of difficulty and disagreement amongst mankind,
whel'eas the teachings of Baha'u'llah are
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the very healing of the sick world, the
remedy for every need and condition. In
them may be found the realization of every
desire and aspiration, the cause of the happiness of the world of humanity, the stimulation of mentality, the impulse for advance
and uplift, the basis of unity for all nations, . . . the means of love and harmony,
the one bond which will unite the East and
the ·West."

This world order though limited
in numbers is firmly founded and
quietly growing. BOTn in Persia
amid persecutions and martyrdoms
less than a century ago, it is already
established in five continents. It
grew out of a love so divine that no
sacrifice was too great for its
Founders to welcome. The Bab,
while still a young man, died a
martyr's death; Baha'u'llah for
fOTty years was a prisoner and exile; 'Abdu '1-Baha knew not freedom from the tender age of nine until He was over sixty. This love
was so contagious that in Persia
thousands sacrificed their lives
rather than deny their allegiance to
the Cause of Baha'u'llah This
love was so creative that tens and
hundreds of thousands of J evYS,
Ch r i s t i an s, Muhammadans and
others have laid aside their racial
and religious differences and have
united in one firm brotherhood
whose aim is universal peace and
justice, whose organization is built
on lines of service, humility, consultation, cooperation and unity.
This is the love which is the basis
of the unity of mankind "which
will bring forth marvelous results.
It will reconcile all religions, make
warring nations loving, cause hostile kings to become friendly and
bring peace and happiness to the
human world."
Is not this the glad tidings for
which the troubled world is looking;
and waiting'~
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WATCHMAN, WHAT OF THE NIGHT?
ROSA

V. W INTERBURN

Mrs. Winterburn has been a frequent contributor to our columns in the past. A
graduate with M. A. deg1"ee from the University of Michigan, she now is a teadwr of
sociology, also author of books on English.':'

HE storms and the darkness
predicted by Abdul-Baha are
upon the world. The "Friends of
God" are the watchmen of this
night. Watchmen, what of the night 7
Are our feet firm in the Cause of
God "with such firmness as can not
be shaken by the most great disasters of this world?" Are we
"signs of guidance," "strengthened
by the Holy Spirit, attracted towards God," so that we and all the
world "may attain to the greatest
gift in this great century and New
Age~"

Warnings concerning this age are
innumerable in the Baha'i teachings. "Know, verily, that the tests
are waving like unto seas in these
times. They come like unto the
storms of wind which engulf the
great ships and uproot the great
trees, the roots of which are extended and the branches prolonged,
which have become old through cenhuies and ages."
, 'My counsel to you is to be firm
in the Cause and love one another."
"All other lights will be extinguished and your lamps lighted; all other
stars will set and your stars shine
1n the horizon of the world; all other
standards will be lowered and your
flags wave in victory; all other
foundations will be destroyed and
your names will stand forever in
the Cause of God. Thus will it be,
if love, steadfastness, and union
are found among you."

We are fully informed as to the
need and reasons for these tests.
"Were it not for tests the courageous could not be known from the
coward. Were it not for tests the
people of faithfulness could not be
known from those of selfishness.
Were it not for tests the intellects
and faculties of the scholars in the
great colleges would not be developed. Were it not for tests the
sparkling gems could not be known
from worthless pebbles. Were it
not for tests the fishermen could not
be distinguished from Annas and
Caiaphas who were amid glory
(worldly dignity). Were it not for
tests the face of Mary Magdalene
would not glisten with the light of
firmness and certainty unto all the
horizons.
, 'These are some of the mysteries
of tests which We have unfolded
unto thee that thou may thus become
cognizant of the mysteries of God
in every cycle. Verily, I pray God
to illumine the faces (through
trials) as pure gold in the fire of
test. "
THE WORLD today is in the grip of
stormy disasters. Materiality in all
its magnetic, insidious forms has
swept over mankind, luring him to
the search for wealth and to revelling in it when acquired. Yearly
thousands of men sacrifice their
souls to this material greed. Where
materiality flourishes, spirituality

*All quotations in this article are from the teachings of 'Abdu'l-Baha unless otherwise noted.
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dwindles. Yet the only lasting cure thing to the center of gravity, and
is that spiritual power shall so grow every object thrown upward into
that materiality has no room to root space ,'fill come down, so also madeeply in human life. All of our terial ideas and worldly thoughts
necessary, convenient, and luxur- attmct man to the center of self.
ious material accessories are noth- Anger, passion, ignorance, preing but tools which may assist in judice, greed, envy, covetousness,
the progress of man's civilization; jealollsy, and suspicion prevent man
they are not his civilization. Last- from ascending to the realms of
ing civilization is dependent upon holiness, imprisoning him in the
the development and active use of claws of self and the cage of egotthe spiritual forces in man. Un- ism. The physical man, unassisted
checked materiality brings about by the divine power, trying to
greed, dishonesty, corruption, hate, esca pe from one of these invisible
war; it lets loose the destructive enemies, will unconsciously fall into
forces. Active spirituality develops the hands of another. No sooner
honesty, justice, sympathy, love, does he attempt to soar upward
peace; it sets in motion the con- than the density of the love of self,
structive forces.
like the power of gravity, draws him
Our Great Physician has told us to the earth. The only po'wer that
tha t the world is sick; that man- is capable of delivering man from
kind is afflicted with dangerous this captivity is the power of the
maladies. He has diagnosed the breaths of the Holy Spirit. The atdiseases for us. Materiality is one traction of the power of the Holy
of the deep-seated causes of the Spirit is so effective that it keeps
serious world troubles of today. man ever on the path of upward asMan is freezing himself by staying cension. The malevolent forces of
a t the level of merely material de- no enemy 'will touch those sanctified
sires and accomplishments. They souls who have made this universal
chill man's SlJirit; at that level they power their guide. With tranquil
blind him to all but monetary gain j heart and assured spirit they are
they prevent the growth of his spir- flying upward day and night, jouritual powers, until he is in danger neying through the illimitable space
of losing his love, justice, sympathy, of the teachings of Baha 'u 'nah."
service to others, and faith in God.
"The end of every material WQTk is
KNOW, then, that we must strive
without result, because it is perish- to cnre mankind of this leprous maable and inconstant." Not only is teriality that creeps over the inman's spiritual d eve lop men t dividual to his death, and that
dwarfed, but that which he does spreads its contagion ceaselessly in
gain is ""\vithout result." He be- every direction. The only cure is
comes cold and hardened to the suf- , , attraction to the fragrances of
ferings of others, if he can only gain God, enkincllement with the fire of
material ease and forgetfulness for the love of God, reading the verses
himself.
of unity, and beholding the lights
" Just as tha earth a ttracts eyeTy~ from the dawning place of mystery,
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After that cometh the training of to achieve this purpose. Thus will
the soul, purification of character come escape out of some of the evils
and service to humanity. If thou of t.he day.
art able to accomplish anyone of
vVhen we wonder what we can
these, the result is eternal and the do in these complicated and t.rying
fruit everlasting."
times, the Holy V.lords will tell us
Self-centered existence is another what to do and inspire us to the dodisease to be dreaded. Here in the ing. Abdu'l-Baha bids us-"Turn
United States we have taught in- thy attention toward the holy Tabdividualism, we have trained our lets of Ishraqat, Tajalliat, the
children to "stand on their own vVords of Paradise, the Glad Tidfeet," until far too many of us have ings, Tarazat, and the Book of
become convinced that freedom, Aqdas. *:' These divine teachings
progress, and c i v i I i z a t ion are in this day are the remedy of the ailachieved only by looking within our- ments of the world of m~n, and the
selves. Individual strength, knowl- dressing of the wounded body of
edge, and initiative are, of course, existence; they are the spirit of life,
imperative if man is to progress; or the ark of salvation, the magnet of
even if he is to seek God's will and the everlasting glory, and the peneobey it. "The confirmations of the trative power in the reality of
Spirit come to that man or woman man."
who accepts his life with radiant
IN SOME way or ot.her, directly
acquiescence. Release comes by
or
indirectly, we must teach these
makin.g of the ~uill a door thrD'it{!h
truths
to the world; we must help
which the confirmations of the
Spi1'it come." Individual powers arouse men to 1lJant to follow them,
are given us that they may be de- for it is only through the power of
veloped and used; but they must not the Spirit that mankind can be
become ingrovving, self - centered. cured of his evils; and it is onlv by
One of the :first requirements for making of his ,vill a door, an ~pe~l
man's progress is faith in that door, that the confirmations of the
which is higher and greater and Spirit can enter into man. He must
wiser than himself. Faith must be will it, not drift into it, nor be pushfollowed by action, a striving to ap- ed or dragg'ed into it. "Unless the
proach closer to that All-High. Holy Spirit become intermediary,
Those whose eyes have been opened one cannot attain directly to the
to the New Light of today must help bounties of God. Do not overlook
as many as they can, bot.h t.he young the obvious truths. For it is a selfand the mature, to look definit.ely evident fact that a child can not be
beyond themselves and t.heir 0",11 instructed without a teacher, and
narrow spheres of life into the big- knowledge is a bount.y from the
ger Divine Will. They must strive bounties of God."
Do not be concerned about vour
to underst.and God's purpose for all
h u ma nit y-not just for t.hem- own worthiness or unwort.hines~. Be
selves-and then seek ceaselessly, in content. to keep passing on to others
big ways and in small to help men whatever blessings of God you your*Tablets and Laws revealed by Baha·u'lIah.
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self are able to understand and
make your own. If you have faith
in God, help someone else to rest on
that faith. If you have the God love
in your soul, radiate it until someone else is enkindled by that divine
creative force. If you have a clearing conception of the Godlike justice, try to guide someone else to
that higher level of right. "Know
that the blessings of the Kingdom
of Abha are not dependent upon the
capacity and the worthiness of anyone; the blessings themselves are
the worthiness. . . . Therefore the
blessings of the Kingdom of Abha
are not enchained by any fetters.
The Kingdom gives the drop the influence of the sea, and the mote that
of the sun. As thou hast already
beheld, God has arisen, and some
souls who were less than drops became like the waves of the great sea
and manifested a storm equal to
that of the ocean; in such cases
worthiness is of no importance."
"The greatest gift of man is universallove, for this love is the magnet which renders existence eternal,
attracts reality, and diffuses life
with infinite joy. If this love penetrates the heart of man, all the
forces of the universe will be
realized in him, for it is a divine
power which transports him to a
divine station; and man will make
no real progress until illumined by
this power of love. Strive to increase the love-force of reality, to
make your hearts greater centers of
attraction, to create new ideals and
relationships. "
"I have a lamp in my hand
searching through the lands and
seas to find souls who can become
heralds of the Oause. Day and night
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I am engaged in this work. Any
other deliberations in the meetings
are futile and fruitless. Oonvey the
message! Attract the hearts! Sow
the seeds! Teach the Oause to those
who do not know!"
Have no fear for the outcome. We
may suffer; we may be ridiculed;
we may die. What of it ~ The reason why we have been drawn by the
magnet of God's love into this new
revelation of His love is because
some power of service within us responded to that magnet. Is it difficult to die, if necessary, in that service ~ Is it not our greatest glory
to live or die in it ~
Have no fear of the outcome.
"I say unto you that anyone who
will rise up in the Oause of God at
this time shall be filled with the
spirit of God, and that He will send
His hosts from heaven to help you,
and that nothing shall be impossible
to you if you have faith."
"0 Thou Incomparable God! 0
Thou Lord of the Kingdom! These
souls are Thy heavenly army. Assist them, and with the cohorts of
the Supreme Ooncourse make them
victorious; so that each one of them
may become like unto a regiment
and conquer these countries through
the love of God and the illumination of divine teachings.
, '0 God! Be Thou their supporter
and their helper, and in the ·wilderness, the mountain, the valley, the
forests, the prairies and the seas, be
Thou their confidant, so that they
may cry out through the power of
the Kingdom and the breath of the
Holy Spirit!
"Verily Thou art the Powerful,
the Mighty and the Omnipotent, and
Thou art the Wise, the Hearing and
the Seeing."
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INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION OF
TRUTH
SHAHNAZ

W AITE

In this article the author' shows that an unprejudiced search for Tntth, leads one
to the study of the world's great Spiritual Revelations and their promises for mankind.
~E

cannot enter the pathway of neither are the Christians. All reindependent investigation of ligions have gradually become
Truth unless the darkness of super- bound by tradition and dogma. All
stition, ignorance, bigotry, pre- consider themselves respectively the
judice, intolerance, egotism, and only guardians of the Truth and
selfishness, is overcome by the light that every other religion is comof purity of heart and motive, open- posed of errors. They themselves
mindedness, freedom, consideration are right, all others wrong. If all
for the viewpoint of others, justice, condemn one another; all cannot be
knowledge and reason. The crea- true."
tive Revealed Words have ever been
"If five people meet together to
the Light of Guidance on the path in seek for Truth, they must begin by
all times and ages. Let us consider cutting themselves free from all
then how to investigate Truth as their own special conditions and retaught in the New Revelation.
nouncing all preconceived ideas. In
"In this day," said Baha 'u 'llah, order to find Truth we must give
"he who seeks the Light of the Sun up our small trivial notions; an
of Truth, must free his mind from open receptive mind is essential. If
the tales of the past." Also," The our chalice is full of self there is no
heart must become free from the room in it for the Water of Life.
fire of superstition that it may re- The fact that we imagine ourselves
ceive the light of assurance, and right and everybody else wrong is
that it may perceive the Glory of the greatest obstacle in the path towards unity, and unity is necessary
God."
"No man should follow blindly if we would reach Truth, for Truth
his ancestors and forefathers," said is one."
"Science must be accepted. No
'Abdu'l-Baha, "nay each must see
with his own eyes, hear with his own one Truth can contradict another
ears, and investigate Truth in order Truth. Light is good in whatsoever
lamp it is burning; a rose is beautithat he may find the Truth."
"All the people have a funda- ful in whatsoever garden it may
mental belief in common. Being bloom; a star has the same radiance
one, Truth cannot be divided; the if it shine from the East or from
differences that appear to exist the West. Be free from prejudice,
among the nations only result from so will you love the Sun of Truth
their attachment to prejudice. If from whatsoever point in the horionly men would search out Truth zon it may arise. You will realize
they would :find themselves united." that if the Divine Light of Truth
"The Jews have traditional sup- shone in Jesus Christ, it also shone
erstitions; the Buddhists and Zoro- in Moses and Buddha. The earnest
astrians are not free from them; seeker will arrive at this Truth.

Im
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This is what is mealnt by the (Search
After Truth.'
"It means also that we must be
willing to clear away all that we
have previously learned, all that
would clog our steps on the way to
Tru th; we must not shrink if necessary from beginning our education
all over again. We must not allow
our love for anyone religion or one
personality to so blind our eyes that
we become fettered by superstition;
when we are free from all these
bonds, seeking with liberated minds,
then shall we be able to arrive at
our goal.
"Seek the Truth, the' Truth shall
make you free, '-so shall you see
the Truth in all religions, for Truth
is in all, and Truth is one."
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Storehouse of all good, all power
and all wisdom. The illiterate fishermen and savage Arabs through it
were enabled to solve such problems
as were puzzles to eminent sages
from the beginning of time. It
awakens within us that brilliant intuition which makes us independent
of all tuition, and endows us with
an all-embracing power of spiritual
understanding. Many a soul after
fruitless struggles in the ark of
philosophy, was d l' 0 W n e d m
the sea of conflicting theories of
cause and effect, while those on
board the craft of simplicity reached the shore of the Universal Cause
aided by favorable winds blowing
from the point of divine knowledge.
\iVhen man is associated with that
transcendent power emanating from
the Word of God, the tree of his
being becomes so well rooted in the
soil of assurance that it laughs at
the hurricanes of scepticism violently attempting its destruction. For
this association of the part with the
vVhole endows him with the vVhole
and this union of the particular
with the Universal makes him all in
all. "

EACH Manifestation of God is the
very Incarnation of Truth. For example Jesus said, "I am the Way,
the Truth and the Life." Hence the
Word of a Manifestation is the
Storehouse of all Truth, containing
the Way, and the Life within Itself.
The VV ords of God, spoken through
His appointed Messenger, "are
Spirit and they are Life." When
one has attained to the knowledge
, 'THE AIM of the Prophets of God
of the Word of God he has entered is to raise man to the degree of
into the straight pathway in his in- knowledge of his own potentiality
dependent search which leads him to and illumine him through the Light
the goal of Truth, and beyond the of the Kingdom. To transform
Truth there is only error, supersti- ignorance into wisdom, injustice intion and tradition.
to justice, error into truth, cruelty
vVhen praying for His disciples to into affection and incapability into
the Father, Jesus Christ said, progress; in short to make all the
"Sanctify them through Thy Truth: attainments of existence resplendThy lVord is Tndh." 'Abdu'l-Baha ent in him."
explains the Word of God when He
And' Abdu '1-Baha further states:
says: ' 'The Word of God is the "I desire that ye become students in
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the pathway of reality. Search untiringly for Truth and reiterate
the teachings which harmonize with
the crying needs of the hour. This
is the day in which dogmas must be
sacrificed in our search after Truth
. . . "Whosoever listens to the
Teachings of Baha'u'llah properly
expounded will say, 'here is Truth
-that which will render life a
greater thing.'" And Jesus said"I came that ye might have Life,
and Life more abundantly." This
is ever the evidence of Truth as revealed through the Word of God.
That we should seek the Truth in
the sacred scriptures is clearly emphasized by 'Abdu'l-Baha in these
words, "The Bible and the Holy
Books of other religions must be
studied and read in the Bahii'i meetings. This study will widen one's
information and acquaint one with
the wonderful prophecies fulfilled
today. We must affiliate with all
religions and sects; speak to them
from their own standpoint and show
to them in practice that we love
their sacred books; we read their
scriptures and we honor and respect
the Founder of their religion."
"Thou hast written that thou
lovest the Bible; the friends and
maidservants of the Merciful should
know the value of the Bible, for they
are the ones who have discovered
its real significances and have become cognizant of the hidden mystery of the Holy Books."
At the request of the pastor who
desired Him to write an inscription
in the old Bible in the City Temple
in London at the close of His talk
there, 'Abdu 'l-Baha wrote these
deeply significant words: ' , This
book is the holy book of God; of

celestial inspiration. It is the Bible
of salvation, the noble gospel. It is
the mystery of the kingdom and its
light. It is the divine bounty and
the sign of the guidance of God."
In a talk given when in Paris,
'Abdu'l-Baha stated-" The heavenly books, the Bible, the Qur'an
and the other Holy Writings have
been given by God as guides into the
paths of divine virtue, love, justice
and peace. Therefore I say unto
you that ye should strive to follow
the counsels of these blessed books,
and so order your lives that ye may,
following the examples set before
you, become yourselves the saints of
the Most High!
"The Spirit breathing through
the Holy Scriptures is food for all
who hunger.
"It is easy to read the Holy
Scriptures, but it is only with a
clean heart and a pure mind that
one may understand their true
meaning. Let us ask God's help
to enable us to understand the Holy
Books.
"Look at the Gospel of the Lord
Christ and see how glorious it is!
Yet even today men fail to understand its priceless beauty, and misinterpret its words of wisdom."
~

THE PATHWAY to the Fountainhead of Truth today is clearly defined; one need not lose his way in
the labyrinth of ancient, dustcovered philosophies or drink of the
water of vague and unprovable
theories and traditions, for the Sun
of Truth is shining forth in all Its
Glory. "The Sun of Truth" said
'Abdu'l-Baha "is shining giving
Light and warmth to the souls of
men. The sun is the life-giver to the
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physical bodies of all creatures upon
earth; without its warmth their
growth would be stunted their development would be arrested, they
would decay and die. Even so the
souls of men need the Sun of Truth
to shed Its rays upon their souls, to
develop them, to educate and encourage them. As the sun is to the
body of a man so is the Sun of Truth
to his soul. A man may have attained to a high degree of material progress, but without the Light of
Truth his soul is stunted and
starved. Another man may have no
material gifts, may be at the bottom
of the social ladder, but having received the warmth of the Sun of
Truth his soul is great and his
spiritual understanding is enlightened.' ,
The Eternal Truth speaking
through Christ proclaimed to the
world-"I am the Light of the
world; he that followeth Me shall
not walk in darkness, but shall have
the Light of Life .... To this was I
born and for this came I into the
world, that I should bear witness
unto the Truth. Everyone that is
of the Truth heareth My voice .... I
have many things to say unto you
but ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit when He the Spirit of Truth is
come, He will guide you into all
Truth; for he shall not speak of
Himself; but whatsoever he shall
hear, that shall He speak; and He
will show you things to come. He
shall glorify Me; for He shall receive of mine and shall show it unto
you."
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How many quote the words of
Christ, "Ye shall know the Truth
and the Truth shall set you free,"
then proceed to search after Truth
in their own prejudiced and intolerant way. Why is it we wonder
that the great proviso made by
Christ in connection with this wonderful promise is so seldom added
"if ye continue in My words. Then
are ye my disciples indeed, and ye
shall know the Truth, and the Truth
shall set you free. " « If ye continue
in My ,7'{ords,' '-in that if lies the
solution of the whole problem.
Each soul must follow the Light
as he sees it and seek to be quickened with the l)ower proceeding
from the Word of God which ever
inspires consideration, which yields
to appreciation and appreciation to
understanding, understanding to
love and love to the Reality of
Unity.
The Spirit of Truth hath appeared, to guide humanity into" all
Truth," and the weary search may
be 0 'er for those who seek. How
beautiful are these words of
'Abdu'l-Baha, "The Spirit of Truth
is soaring on the Supreme Apex like
unto a bird in order that it may discover a severed heart and alight
therein and build its nest."
Independent investigation of
Truth then in its highest sense
eventually results in turning to the
revealed Word-or the Sun of
Truth, or the Manifestation of God.
"This is the highway of infinite
assurance. This is the pathway nf
intimate approach."
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The author is former P1"esident of Tsing Hua University and one of the g1'eaf
educationists of China and a distinguished writer of Chinese affairs. Dr. Tsao's fine
ccppreciation of The Baha'i 1I10vement and its value for the needs of China today, lOa,~
featured by Martha L. Root in her article in the November 1930 issue of this 1nagazine,
Volume 21, p. 263.

nHE whole world is at present

ItJtIt disturbed by general economic
depression and people wonder what
will happen to humanity. Leaders
are talking about disarmament, economic cooperation, rationalization,
etc., so mankind in general is asking for more I...Jight and Truth.
Despite this general unrest and suffering, the eyes of the world have
turned specially to China, on account of the recent devastating
floods, the political and social unrest, and the Manchurian imbroglio.
Public opinion has been deeply
stirred. The idealistic and excited
students in China have marched to
the capital, besieged and attacked a
number of public officials. The people are bewildered, so they long for
more Light and Truth.
In the midst of such a situation,
there arrived in China an able and
sincere Christian speaker and addressed three hundred men and
women, who had received their education abroad, on the subject,
"China's Hope." He outlined three
alternative courses which China
must inevitably be forced to take,
namely, the paths of Communism,
Japanese control or self-determination through redemption. In his
opinion, unless the Chinese people
redeem themselves by living Christlike lives of love and service, the
sins will inevitably drive China into
the laps of Communism or the arms
of Japanese controL

The writer was privileged to
preside at that meeting and made a
few closing remarks. He depicted
a country which eighty years ago
was on the verge of extinction, but
owing to the teachings of a great
leader, that country today has a
constitution, a parliament, full tariff autonomy and has abolished extra-territorial rights. The message
of that leader was one of over-powering love based upon Truth. A
quotation befitting the occasion was
used, "In all my traveling and journeying, wherever there is construction, it is the result of fellowship
and love, and where everything is
in ruin, it is due to hatred and enmity." The audience was asked to
judge for themselves whether China
is dominated by love or hatred.
THE CHINESE ATTITUDE TOWARDS RELIGION:

When an educated Chinese is told
that unless he believes in a particular religion, he will be doomed to
perdition, he reasons with himself
to the effect that should he seek salvation by accepting that new religion, he is turning upon his forefathers, and he refuses to be convinced
that the many noble men of his
country and family could have been
doomed by a just God. As a result
he prefers to go his own way by
being filial to his forebears and loyal to the teachings of the old religious leaders-chiefly Confucius and
Buddha. The Chinese people be-
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lieve religion teaches men to be
good, and since all religions have
the same aim, there is no reason
why they should conflict with one
another, that is the reason why they
have failed to take any active interest in denominational and sectarian controversies.
rrherefore, any religion which
claims that the central Truth of all
religions is the same, that to accept
one religion does not preclude the
investigation of other religious
teachings, that being a follower of
011e religion does not mean segregation from others, and the condemnation of others, will certainly
find ready acceptance when it is
better understood. Since the Baha'i Cause fulfils these conditions,
it "''lould appeal to the Chinese people because it agrees with the Chinese attitude towards religion.
On another occasion, the writer
was speaking on the subject of,
"The Unity of Civilization and the
Universality of Religion," to a liberal Christian congregation, and as
a climax and summing-up of this
all-embracing subject, he quoted the
"Twelve Baha'i Principles." They
were instantly acknowledged to be
a most comprehensive system of religious thought with a resounding
ring of finality.
CHINA'S POLITICAL IDEAL:

The age-long political ideal of
China has been the early Confucian
teaching, namely, the redemption of
the world in accordance with the
following procedure. "Rectify the
heart, ennoble the person, regulate
the family, rule the country and
pacify the world." China has been
living upon this individual and po-
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litical philosophy for many centuries and even now, the leaders
hearken back to this central truth
every now and then. By rectifying
the heart is meant the moral redemption of the human soul. This
whole process from the individual
heart to the whole world has been
known as the" Grand Path" of Salvation.
With the impact of the western
civilization upon the East, and the
gradual laxity in the application of
that doctrine, the Chinese people
have been looking for some new
ideal which may better befit the
needs of the modern complex conditions of life. For some time, there
was no ideal at all, and the absence
of any ideal has exposed the Chinese people to the temptations and
dangers common to human nature.
It was only recently, that Dr. Sun
Y at Sen compiled a set of principles
known as the Three Principles,
namely Nationalism, Democracy
and Socialism, (they are known as
"The People's State, People's
Rights and People's Livelihood').
Some people have considered them
the equivalent of the French mottoes, "Liberty, Equality and Jj'raternity"; or Abraham Lincoln's
pithy political philosophy, "Of the
people, by the people and for the
people. " As a set of politico-social
principles, the three principles are
quite noble and good, but as a philosophy of life to regulate human
behavior, it compares unfavorably
with the older Confucian doctrine.
The more philosophical followers
of Dr. Sun, however, soon supplemented the three princilJles with
"Universalism" as the higher goal.
Nevertheless, no one is sufficiently
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interested in this important ideal to
investigate further into this subject. Apparently, a mere code of
political principles lacks the virile
dynamic force of keeping the people to the straight and narrow path,
so there is a lack of "sincerity of
purpose and rectitude of heart."
Without that sine qtta non mere
codes and principles cannot really
become effective in transforming
wicked human lives into noble lives.
If the elders and leaders do not live
morally inspiring lives as shining
examples, the younger generation
is bound to grope and grovel in the
dark. If the men at the top do not
sacrifice and serve the community
unselfishly, the masses will naturally backslide or go to irrational extremes. There is a decided void to
be filled. The central Truth of the
Baha'i Oause can supply this great
need and fill this void. The fundamental teaching of the Baha'i
Movement is the fervent love of
man through the pure love of God.
This love must be so genuine and
spontaneous, that one willlabor unselfishly for one's fellowmen. To a
real Baha'i believer, the sight of
human sufferings, ignorance and
poverty will redouble his efforts to
work for their improvement. Vainglory, pride and selfish gains will
naturally be banished from one's
thoughts. Ohina decidedly needs
such men and everybody knows it
and feels it keenly. If the Baha.'i
Oause can supply such men, Ohina
will accept this Oause willingly and
eagerly.
THE PLACE OF EDUCATION IN THE BAHA'I
MOVEMENT:

One of the twelve Baha'i princi-

pIes is universal education. Without knowledge, a human being is no
better than an animal, for ignorance means superstition, poverty
and selfishness. The Baha'is encourage economic independence
through education and work.
The children of all Baha'i believel'S are enjoined to be given an education, and because girls will be the
future mothers and first teachers
of their children in turn, they are
to be given the preference. This
attitude is not only sound in practice but it surpasses any other social usage in the progress of civilization. Furthermore, a Baha'i community makes adequate provision
for the full realization of universal
education, instead of merely stating
the principle and leaving the actual
performance to half-hearted officials or the irresponsible public.
The provision is made in the following manner.
As all Baha'is are educated, enjoined to learn a trade and to work,
everybody is likely to be economically independent enough to give
education to their children. It is,
however, likely, that unfortunate
children might be neglected. They
are therefore looked after by the
community as a whole, because
public funds are accumulated for
such purposes either from voluntary contributions or from a share
in all wills of inheritance. Ohina at
present has an illiteracy of about
ninety per cent of her population,
but although Ohina wishes to give
free popular education, it has not
been able to do so. Besides, the desire to provide education for the
young comes from a deeper motive
than merely economic indepen-
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dence, because it springs from the
aim of developing every human
soul to reflect the glory of his Creator. There is no plan better for
making education quickly and effectively universal than that in the
Baha'i Movement.
THE NEW ECONOMIC ORDER:

The old order of Capitalism has
brought about over-production, unemployment and the uneven distribution of wealth. People are suggesting and experimenting with rationalization, profit-sharing and
communism, in order to produce a
better distribution of wealth among'
the members of a given community.
There are men who discern the inevitability of class warfare, there
are also exponents of state-control,
which are arbitrary methods to enforce a more even apportionment of
profits.
According to the principles of
the Baha'i Movement, the new economic order is based upon the voluntary sharing of surplus wealth.
This system is rendered effective
easily because since everybody in a
Baha'i community is educated and
works for his livelihood, the small
number of unfortunate people and
children could be provided for with
facility. Such funds come from voluntary contributions and a share in
the wills of inheritance. All Bahii'is are enjoined to divide their
properties into seven parts in the
wills, the quotas that do not have
legal claimants revert automatically to a public fund. Under ordinary
circumstances, it would be difficult
to provide for so many uneducated
and poor people, but in a Baha'i
community the small numbers of
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genuinely unfortunate and unemployed render it easy to equalize
the distribution of wealth for the
necessities of life.
WORLD PEACE:

Although the Baha'i Cause
teaches people not to meddle with
politics, nevertheless, they believe
in world peace through the organization of instruments such as the
League of Nations, the International Court and an International Police. The chief causes of war are
territorial expansion, economic rivalry and national prejudice. But
the Baha'i principles of universal
education, the new economic order
and the belief in the unity of mankind will readily remove many such
causes of war.
The nations of the world are devoting three-quarters of their revenue to armaments and other warlike preparations. China for the
last few years has squandered
about four hundred millions in unnecessary civil strife. These are
the chief reasons why peaceful arts
of construction have been neglected,
that is why the whole world is suffering from economic exhaustion.
Man therefore is his own enemy.
"Glory is not his who loves his
country, but it is his who loves his
kind." This statement alone, says
a Chinese scholar, puts the Founder
of the Baha'i Cause into the first
rank of Prophethood.
UNANIMOUS TESTIMONIES:

Under these unprecedented times,
the writer has ample opportunities
to discuss the teachings of the Baha,'i Cause with a number of
friends. It will be interesting
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therefore to reproduce some of
their opinions towards the Baha'i
religion.
General Cheng Ming-chu, the acting chairman of the Executive
Yuan, said: "China has great need
for such a religion, at least it can
do no harm but can do a great deal
of good."
A Chinese scholar and educator
said, "It embodies so many fundamental truths, that it should be
carefully investigated b e c a use
therein is to be found the Truth of
Salvation.' ,
A Chinese business man who recently traveled around the world
said, "The principles are so comprehensive and yet so simple that
they can become universal readily."
Another practical business man
said, "There is no single book in
the whole world which can give so
much comfort in so small a volume" as Dr. Esslemont's "New
Era."
A fervent Buddhistic believer
said, "The principles of universal
peace and unity of mankind, as
taught by the Baha'i Cause, must
be the inevitable path of humal1
progress.' ,
A Chinese Muhammadan priest
said, "The Baha'i religion is the
fulfillment of the teachings of all
prophets of the past,' '-and he asked for some books on the subject to
read.
A Chinese Christian Minister
said, "The Truth as revealed by the
Baha'i Cause transcends all religions of the present age."
So he
·wrote a preface to the Chinese version of "Baha 'u 'llah and the New
Era."

A Chinese Y. M. C. A. secretary
who works among Chinese students
said, "It fills a great need, because
the students are in search of
Truth."
TRANSLATIONS:

Dr. Esslemont's book "Baha'u'11ah and the New Era" has been
translated and is being printed.
The English version of the translator's preface has been approved
by Shoghi Effendi, who has sent a
copy of it to the next issue of the
Baha'i World. A small pamphlet
giving the twelve principles of the
Baha'i Cause, accompanied by the
account of the Baha'i Movement
from the Encyclopedia of Larousse,
and also a personal estimate of the
value of the Cause to the individual, society and civilization) has
been prepared in the vernacular as
an introduction to the book. A copy
of the proof has been sent to Mr.
Inoue, the Japanese Buddhist
priest who is undertaking the translation into Japanese. Miss Martha
Root has asked for four hundred
copies for the Spiritual Assembly
of America, Miss Agnes Alexander
for ten copies, Australia for ten
copies and Shoghi Effendi for fifty
copies.
The translation of "Paris Talks"
has been started, and recently
Shoghi Effendi, the Guardian of
the Cause, has given instructions
for the translation of parts of
, 'Some Answered Questions" and
the" Book of Assurance." As these
tasks are admittedly supremely difficult, it remains to be seen whether
sufficient guidance is forthcoming
for their completion.
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WHEN SPRINGTIME COMES
f§I OON it will be the time of Spring. Already the signs
~ of the flowers may be seen upon the mountains and in

the valleys. 1Vhen spring' comes there is a divine 'Nisdom
in its appearance. God has a special object in renewing the
earth with its bounty. For the dead earth is again made to
blossom so that the life of plants and flowers may continue
and be reproduced, The trees put forth their leaves and
are able to bear all kinds of delicious fruits. All the hirds
and animals, everything with soul-life is rejoiced and rejuvenated in the coming of Spring. If this does not come
to pass, it is not Spring; it may be autumn. But it is possible that Spring may come and yet a tree rooted in bad
ground will be deprived of its vivifying powers. Or a fruitless tree may not bear, although the warm sun and vernal
shower are descending upon it. So likewise an evil soul
may derive no benefit, produce no fruit from the coming
of a Manifestation of God. The divine springtime which
brings forth spiritual flowers in other souls fails to beautify
the soul that is eviL In general, however, just as everything
is vivified, refreshed and renewed by the bounty of the
literal spring, so every soul receives some degree of illumination and growth from the Manifestation when He
comes. He is the Divine Spring which comes after the long
winter of death and inaction. The wisdom of God is seen
in His coming. He adorns the soul of man with new life,
divine attributes and higher spiritual qualities. By this the
soul is enlightened, illumined. That which is dark, gloomy
and forbidding becomes light, hopeful and productive of
new growth. So in the Divine Springtime, the blind receive
sight, the deaf are made to hear, the dumb speak, the timid
become courageous and the heedless awaken to new realizations. In short, they have become the image of that which
God planned them to be and which the heavenly books
promised shall be the true station of man. This is the
power, purpose and virtue of the Heavenly Springtime."
{Abdu'l-Baha,
Ten Days in the Light of {Akka.
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PREPAREDNESS
ORROL L. HARPER TURNER
[FE is one grand round of ing his wardrobe replenished before
prepa,ra tion. We get ready going into battle, asked for, "Paris
for bed, for work, for play, for mar- garters." Other makes of garters
riage-for life happenings, for were offered to him; but he refused
death-for war, for peace-for har- them all, still demanding, "Paris
vest, for winter, for spring and all garters-because, ' , he added, "their
seed-sowing periods.
sign reads, 'No metal can touch
Man and nature is always looking you.' "
forward, planning for the future.
All people, consciously or unconBees work industriously to collect sciously, use food, work, recreation
their honey so that during the cold and rest in an effort to maintain
of winter they ,¥ill be protected and health and thus delay the ravages
nourished.
of increasing age.
Public discussion considers the
Just why all this precaution ~
pro and con of means for national From what are we trying to save
and international defense against ourselves ~ What do we fear~
invaders and possible hostilities.
You reply, "The only thing that
The community offers protection we are absolutely sure of-death.
to its members by maintaining a Death is inevitable-whether we are
police system to enforce laws and killed in war, shot down by a robregulations.
ber, starved for lack of food, frozen
Individually, preparedness makes for want of protection from cold
one man think of his insurance; an- weather, overcome by disease or old
other sees the total of his bank and age, or \'liped off the earth by some
investment credit; while a third accidental happening or catastrovisualizes the home he hopes to phe."
build and pay for.
"But," someone interjects, "why
We must make preparation for a fear death ~ Wars, invaders, thieves,
speech, a book, an article; and with old age~ starving, freezing or danespecial care, must the teacher pre- gerous illness need not worry us,
pare the way for his message. A when our bodies lie under the sod.
, 'Dear ones are left behind to
"point of contact" must be found
that will stimulate interest, promote keep up the struggle for existence,
harmony and effect undenltanding. to be sure; but if our foresight and
Obstacles of disinterest, inattention, love have already prompted us to
ignorance, prejudice, opposition and make provision for their welfare,
thoughtlessness must be removed we have no cause to worry."
by leading the student through
, 'Naturally there is no need to
worry
about locking the door when
familiar, well-known paths-and by
"offering' the gift" in an attractive the' horse' is already' stolen,' " you
retort with disgust.
package.
The "horse" has been removed,
Flirting with death, men go to
war and at the same time scheme yes; but it is not necessarily dead.
for safety. An army recruit, havTHE OHANGE we call "death"
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opens unknown realms of possi- it is nourished by the mother until
bility i but if we have a spirit of ad- ready for birth.
venture, the strange and unexplored
If mother-earth is the" womb" of
does not daunt us; it only whets our the universe, man, as an embryo in
interest.
that" womb," must be growing and
"But," you object, "we can not developing a body or consciousness
all be a Lindbergh, a Columbus, a that will carry some indestrttctible
Perry, or a Byrd."
part, not only through death, but inNo, perhaps not; but if certain to a new experience of life.
people possess characteristics that
Christ said, "Ye must be born
carry them fearless into the jaws of again."
death, why can we not all acquire a
If our embryo is in some early
concept of life that will make us stage of development, the process
welcome death, rather than fear it'? of growth is wholly unconsciousHenry W. Longfellow says:
just like the evolution of a plant under the wise care of a gardener.
"There is no death! What seems
so is transition;
This life of mortal breath
Is but a suburb of the life elysian,
Whose portal we call Death."

HAVE you heard of the remarkable
work that Luther Burbank accomBaha'u%ih tells us that God plished in his "school for plants"
"made death" for us "as glad-tid- at Santa Rosa, California ~
Burbank demonstrated that the
ings"; and goes on to ask, "Why
evolution
of the vegetable king'dom
art thou in despair at its apcan
be
hastened,
by supplying conproach ~"
ditions
of
fertility,
heat and moisEvery religion gives promise of
ture
that
will
bring
on
changes more
an existence beyond the grave;
rapidly
than
nature
would
do. He
every Prophet points the way to a
labored
to
produce
perfect
and
lif e eterna1.
often
new
species
of
plant,
fruit
and
Most people feel that these visible
few years of earthly ordeal would vegetable life by eliminating defects
be futile and meaningless if life and bringing into intensified expresended with such a short span of ex- sion the characteristics he wished to
perience. There would be no in- display.
centive to effort toward progress of
From ten thousand plants he
any kind. Ambition would flag; and would select a few and destroy the
morals would run the gamut of pro- rest. Of many thousand descendents
fligacy. The concept of a God who of these plants he destroyed all but
would initiate such a paltry plan of a few, and so on. Starting with a
creation is not acceptable to the red poppy, that showed a spot of
average mind.
yellow, he raised a plot of poppies;
Abdu'l-Baha speaks of our planet a few showed yellow. These he
as the "womb" of the universe. cared for and destroyed the others.
With this idea of earthly experience Seeds from this group produced a
in mind, the thought of prepared- plot of poppies showing more yellow. He saved the best and deness takes on a new aspect.
A "womb" carries the develop- stroyed the rest-until he had a
ing body of an unborn child, while variety of yellow poppy with blos-
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soms six inches in diameter, coming
true from the seed.
Mr. Burbank made plants take on
new forms j he sttppressed the bad
and developed the good qttalitie.s.
From a sharp cactus he evolved a
spineless plant upon which catttle
can graze on the arid plain. It is interesting to note also that he produced a white blackberry, which he
called the "Iceberg."
He cared for his plants as a wise
mother does her children-giving
them the right conditions of soil,
climate and food (fertilizer). He
said, "I keep the evil away, sterilizing the soil and water as you
sterilize milk for infants. It takes
ten generations, sometimes, for a
plant to overcome a hereditary
fault; but the work is always rewarded in the end; and the world is
richer. "
What Power in creation is making
htVJnan beings vary in form, evolution and perfection of quality7
Luther Burbank used times and
seasons, environment and cultivation, life and death to produce a
creative evolution of plants.
If a mere man, like Burbank,
could effect such miracles in the
vegetable kingdom, what manifestations of change and unfoldment can
God produce in His universe I
If Burbank could repeatedly utilize the process of "life and death"
to bring into visibility the latent
qualities of plant life, why can not
the CreatDr of us all use "life and
death" (as well as "times and seasons, environment and cultivation") to bring into inclivichwl
manifestation the endless Perfections of His Own Essence-that lie
latent and unexpressed 111 embryonic man!

DEATH no more denotes the end of
life-than a closing door denotes the
annihilation of a departing guest I
This planet is an arena on which
contrasting qualities (earthly and
heavenly-material and spiritualtemporal and immortal) stage a
fight for supremacy.
Experience, on the earth of time
and contrast, gradually awakens in
man powers of discrimination and
knowledge that train him to consciattsly choose and use the perfect
qualities of life.
At such a degree of evolution man
understands how "death" can be
"glad-tidings." To him, death is
but an open door to fuller life.
Does it not seem probable that
God plants the seeds of His Own
Perfections in the earth of man's
consciousness and then uses the
laws of nature to evolve and specialize the expression of those
Divine Qualities through individual
human identities 7
It is 'unpreparedness that makes
us dread the event of death.
As embryonic man approaches
maturity, he learns to open an account with the bank of life, and deposit only the assets that he can
take with him and enjoy in an existence beyond the grave.
Preparedness, to a spiritual being, means making conscious effort
to replace all we a k ne s s with
strength, and redirect each 1nisdirected power.
If we are born cowards, we can
learn to acquire courage. If prejudices and superstitions bind us
with their hereditary and environmental bonds, we can attain a new
understanding that will enable us to
readjust our beliefs. If hate and
animosity prevail, love is needed.
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If man is selfish, he should make it the womb of the mother, it is growhis business to seek the well-being ing a body that can be used on
of others; and gradually his life will earth; and if this "earth" is the
prove that "to be pure is to be self- "womb of the universe," it would
Hope can drive away dis- seem logical to suppose that man
less."
couragement; sadness and sorrow (in that womb) is now developing
will succumb to joy and radiance. something that will function for him
Knowledge wipes out ignorance. when he is born into an existence to
Awakening takes the place of sleep. come.
Life can survive death.
What did Christ mean by advising
us to lay up "treasures in heavIT IS well to remember, at this
en'
,
w her e "thieves" can not
point, that there are right and
,
'break
through and steal' '; and
wrong ways of seeking preparedwhere
"moth
and rust doth not corness. A man came upon the rerupt?"
Why
did He say, "I go to
mains of a train wreck. Victims
prepare
a
place
for you; that where
were groaning and lying about on
I
am
there
ye
may
be also 7"
the ground with broken bones and
When
Abdu'l-Baha,
was asked
lacerated tissues. The visitor inquired, "Has the ambulance been what man's needs for a future life
here yet ~ No ~-The Doctor? No? consisted of, he made many suggesHas the insurance man been here? tions, among them: radiance, sancNo ?-Then let me lie down beside tity, knowledge, love, faith, assurance, spirituality.
you and wait too!"
It would seem that every conThe man was intending to collect
structive
quality we can learn to use
insurance that did not belong to
here
and
now is automatically prehim. Other souls attempt, at times,
paring
us
for an existence to come.
to bask in the stolen glory of anEach defect that we discover in
other's virtue; but dishonest plagourselves
should make us strive to
iarizing of perfect qualities will not
exercise
its
contrasting oppositeinsure the safety of a human soul.
some
specific
perfection that we
Jesus must have been warning man
have
not
yet
added
to our characto work out his own salvation, and
ter
assets.
avoid riding on the shoulders of another's effort when He said, "He
There is nothing more certain,
that elltereth not in by the door to coming to each of us, than the
the sheepfold, but climbeth up some change we call death. With this
other way, the same is a thief and definite experience to make ready
a robber."
for, how important soul-preparedWe may possess the entire range n,ess becomes when compared with
of material accumulations; money, armaments, treaties, legislation, and
houses, lands and protective insur- all forms of external protectionance may be plentiful; our entire and yet, it is by digging in the earth
family may be secure from want; of materiality that man must disthis side of the grave may be fully cover for himself the immortal gems
cared for-but what of the existence of life that will carry the traveler
beyond?
spirittwlly victorious through the
While the human embryo lives in immensities to come!
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SEEKING AND FINDING
By One who has" Sought" and "Found"'.
CHAPTER

HI.

"Today the establishment of the Mc!'shriqu'l-Adhkar is of paramount in&portance,
but hereafter it will not be so. This is the beginning of organization; it is like unto the
first Church founded in Christianity, it is an eX]J1"ession of the elevation of the Word
of God."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

n. HE

two previous chapters
have carried us through:
1st. The period of ardent search.
2nd. The discovery of the true
"Guide".
3rd. The glimpsing of the Oneness of the Creator's Plan, as revealed through His successive
Prophets and Manifestations.
As time passed the recurrent
question was, What was to be the
next step of my joumey~ What
were my responsibilities now that
I had found the G~lide?
The divine challenge in 'Abdu'lBaha's Tablet to me-"Engage in
the service of Truth, progress day
by day, and deliver the Glad-Tidings to the seeking souls" was a
dynamic summons! But-I argued
with my Baha'i teacher thus"~Vas I not already engaged in the
service of Truth ~" Our work had
been founded on the pedagogy of
the New Ttestament, and our object was to help to bring about the
Kingdom of God on earth in our
corner of the globe. "Why was it
not enough that I should carry on
there, trying to live the life in serving those one hundred and twentyfive persons, both old and young ~'"
He replied: "When the garment
is outgTown it cannot be worn."
"A quart cannot be contained in a
pint cup"-and-"vVhat about the
one hundred and twenty-five thousand you may serve directly and indirectly throug>hout the world if you

U

go forth as 'Abdu'l-Baha is expecting you to, and give the new food
(Divine Teaching) especiallyadapted by God to the needs of this hour
in human evolution ~"
These suggestive ideas and questions became like leaven in the
heart. Just at that time the statement quoted at the heading of this
chapter reached me. Those two
startling "fords 'paramount importance' were like a two-edged sword
of guidance. Again had He not said
elsewhere' 'vVhen there is the most
important, we must let go the important.' ,
Reason, reflection and meditation
brought a greater understanding of
the statement in Chapter 1"\iVhatsoever question thou hast in
thy heart, hun thou thy heart toward the Kingdom of Abha and entreat at the threshold of the Almighty and reflect upon that problem, then unquestionably the light
of truth shall dawn and the reality
of that problem will become evident
and clear to thee." These Instructions were followed.
I had my marching orders-I
must journey on. Exactly whither
I knew not, but the one thing I did
lmovY, I was on the way. History
was repeating itself. Today it was
not sufficient to continue giving
alone the heavenly l~eachings of a
former decade any more than it was
acceptable in the days of Christ's
sojourn upon the earth, for His dis-
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ciples to continue proclaiming the she, so gloriously equipped and
divine message that Moses and His eager to serve,-did our coming toPredecessors had given to the qether mean ant/thing? Between
world. It was theirs to raise the four and five 0 'clock sleep, like a
new call and give God's message of refreshing benediction, deRcended,
and when I awoke the way was
love for the needs of that New Day clear as the noon-dav sun.
and Age.
In a few hours I 'had offered to
The paramount service for the her my services as booking agent,
moment, evidently was the Mash- companion, cook, seamstress or in
riqu'l-Adhkar:~
As Baha'is never any ca pacity she desired, in exsolicit funds from the general pub- change for her promised services to
lic, and only believers are privileged the Temple as she traveled throughto contribute, how could this be out the large cities between the Atdone~
lantic and the Pacific. At the close
In Boston and again later in New of the interview our itinerary was
York, I had recently met a remark- completely planned.
able young English woman-an InWhen she was sailing from Engterpreter of the Greek Drama-who land her relatives and friends had
became attracted to the thought urged her to bring a companion with
that land was being purchased for her, but she protested saying, "No,
the erection of a House of Worship if I need anyone, God will send me
near Chicago, in which no sermons someone on the other side." She
were to be preached, just the chant- had only been in America a few
ing of the Words of God-and-silent weeks when we had met in Boston.
worship. She had been brought up During the subsequent months the
a Quaker.
Temple Fund was considerably inThru a chain of unique events we creased thru her services.
found ourselves under one roof in
Words could never recount the
the Baha'i Center in New York richness of that memorable journey
City. The more she learned of this which later culminated in the greatedifice that was to be open to all est Gift of my life-the meeting
mankind, irrespective of race, color, face to face with 'Abdu 'l-Baha in
creed, nationality or class, the hap- Chicag'o on His historic journey
pier she became. One day she ex- throughout the western world.
claimed" Oh! that is the dream of Thrilling details of those priceless
my life, where is such a place ~ I days will be told in later chapters,
would gladly g'ive a Recital in every for it is the sincere prayer of the
city I go to for that cause, if the writer that this story will endure as
Baha'is will get together the audi- one of the authentic "Impressions"
ences."
of some of the events on that" ShinThat night as the clock struck ing Pathway."
hour after hour, there was one who
~
IT WAS MY great privilege as the
did not sleep. The room was so
filled with that (now) familiar light result of this trip to meet and know
that the eyes were dazzled with its intimately many of the selfless and
brilliance. Here was I seeking to devoted servants and maid-servants
find a way of service and here was who had passed throug'h the pion~
*Baha'i Temple; literally, Dawning Place of God's Praise.
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This pictur'e is so inspiring cmd reveaUng of the spiritual power of Mrs. Lua J1IloO?'e
Getsinger', described by the author, that we take this occasion to 1'epublish it. (See
opposite page.)
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eering days of the Cause in this
country.
Pages could be written of their
pioneer services, their ceaseless efforts in ploughing up the hard soil
of prejudice, weeding out the sup.erstitions and imaginations that
had grown up in the hearts, the living of the life of true sacrifice to
God and man, all of which were a
most evident proof to a newly attracted believer as to the underlying f'eality of this Movement.
Also, all those I met, who were
connected with the Cause were
being observed with keen scrutiny
from the depths of my heart in those
early days, and I was everywhere
rejoiced at the sanity, the normality, the humor and joy of these
varied types of people in all walks
of life, who could talk of God without sad faces, and who visibly were
meeting the practical demands of
daily life in a world of obligations,
yet withal seemed more interested
in the establishment of the Kingdom of God on earth than anything
else
in the world, and the brin bO'in b0'
• •
mto bemg of what we now behold
as " A New World Order" which is
slowely but surely rising like a
mig'hty structure over the ruins of
a disintegrating civilization.
One of the outstanding gifts of
that winter was the meeting and
daily contact "\vith "The Maidservant of God Lua"-as' Abdul'l-Baha
later called her. To those of our
readers who knew and loved Lua'" ,
no word of mine could add anything, but for the benefit of those
who did not see her before her passing to the eternal realm, I would
like to draw a brief picture of that
remarkable life of joyous devoted
service-that confirmed and unique
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teacher of whom' Abdu'l-Baha said
in one of His Tablets, •• She loved
her Lord."
A radiance filled her being, it
was as though a light shone forth
from within. A humility and effacement pervaded her entire nature, so
that one beheld her, merely as a vehicle thru which you received the
heavenly teachings. She was truly
"In the clutch of God."
Food, rest, composure ease, luxurY,-none of these held her in
bondage. Her one supreme thought
was heralding the Divine Kingdom
and 'bearing' souls into that Kingdom. Often have I seen her arise
in the middle of the night and pray
for hours for some souls who were
being born into the divine consciousness.
As a spiritual physician she was
carrying those loved ones in her
heart and she never neglected one
of them, but held them close until
they could walk alone. This , to me ,
was one of the great secrets of her
matchless services. She nurtured
these spiritual children until they
were able to stand the contrary
winds, or the blasts of criticism and
misunderstanding.
In closing I would like to leave
with you the following glimpse of
her dramatic and masterful teaching. When a certain prominent man,
who for some time she had been
teaching, had reached that moment
when she felt he should no longer be
depending upon her, she turned
quickly toward him (when we three
were alone) and said with dramatic
fiery appeal, and deep love in her
tone- U Yo~~ have received a torch
from the altar of the love of God,
now go forth and light 0 the r
torches I"
(To be continued)

*Mrs. Lua Moore Getsinger. one of the very early Baha'i teachers in America.
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A modM'n Chinese wedding, Shanghai, July 15, 1931, uniting S. F. Wang, professor of
political science and Miss Yeetsun Yen, teacher of ethics. D1'. Y. S. Tsao, a Bahri'i
friend and author of several articles on the Bahri'i Cause, officiated.
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"The Baha'i Movement imparts life. It is the cause of love
and amity amongst mankind. It establishes communication between various nations and religions. It removes all antagonisms.
And when this Cause is fully spread ... warfare will be a thing
of the past, universal peace will be realized, the oneness of the
world of bumanity will be recognized, and religion and science will
work hand in hand. "-' Abd~t'l-Baha.
To WHAT kind of leadership
should we entrust the world today
in this period of catastrophe and
gloom? Economists are beginning
to see that to entrust the leadership
of society to the institution of
"Business" has proved a fiat failure. The great organizations of
commerce, industry and bankingall motivated by desire for profithave for a prolonged period displayed such efficiency of management and production as to almost
give promise of establishing a permanent civilization assuring prosperity and comfOTt to the average
individual. Yet just at the point at
which this average prosperity was
becoming the most striking econcmic phenomenon in the history of
mankind, the whole strncture collapsed; and this downfall of the
economic structure was due to the
very same force which had caused
its marvelous erection-the desire
for profit.
It is one thing to start in motion
the machinery of production. This
is easily done through the force of
individualistic self -seeking, which
llas dominated not only our busilless life but far too basically the
whole structure of our civilization.
This force is sufficient to set in motioll the wheels of indusbT But it
seems to be powerless to regulate

production and distribution in any
sane or safe way. So long as business holds the reins, and greed is
the chief motive for action, civilization will undergo periodic manmade catastrophies presumably of
ever increasing fatality.
No, IT IS not the business world
motivated by profit-making which
should be granted leadership in our
civilization.
The world can be
made safe only by relegating business to its proper role of subservance to general prosperity and
welfare.
But what force is there great
enough to gain ascendancy over the
self-seeking motives of man and
establish an organization based on
justice, mutuality and sympathy for
the needs of the masses? In other
words, a civilization based upon the
Golden Rule. What can accomplish
such a miracle, save the power of
religion? This is just what religion
is for! It is the master emotion
which alone can dominate all the
petty self-seeking and disruptive
emotions of man. It has done this
in the past. It can do it again.
\iVhere shall we look, however,
for this Spiritual Force capable of
salvaging humanity from the many
misfortunes into which it has been
plunged by its own self-seeking?
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Is any existing religion vital
enough today to stem the tide of
selfishness, of rancor, of economic
and military warfare ~ Is there any
religion capable of establishing
unity, not only within one country
but between all the races and religions of the world? Is there any
movement visible to us which is
capable of establishing a world
brotherhood based upon mutuality,
understanding and love; thus abolishing warfare and establishing an
era of universal peace and prosperity~

Yes, there is a movement which
promises just this-the Baha'i
Movement for universal peace and
for universal religion. Here we
have a forceful and pure teaching
free from all traditional dogma,
free from the accretions of manmade theology; with platform of
principles designed to put into effect the perfect civilization, and
with a dynamic power capable of attracting human beings of every
race, religion or cultural background.
THE BAHA'r Movement has been
successfully operative in the hearts
of men of many races and religions
for now long over half a century
and has amply demonstrated its
great unifying power and its ability
to change human lives, making effective upon earth those principles
of conduct which all Founders of
religion have preached to humanity
but which fail to be expressed in the
old age of every great institutionalized religion.
If any of the great world religions, grown hoary with age, could
effect this salvaging of humanity,
there would be no need of The
Baha'i Movement; and we should

indeed welcome such a manifestation of vitality on the part of the old
and now standardized religions.
But everywhere we look today, we
find that institutionalized religion is
expressing, not the pure Voice of
God for this age, but the spirit of its
environing community. In other
words, we find the Church divided
upon all the vital issues of the day.
There is no unity of concept, or
unity of action. Throughout Christendom, as the poet puts it: "The
world is too much with us; late and
soon, getting and spending, we lay
waste our powers."
It is because the secular world
has too much impinged upon the
world of religion that this latter department of human living has lost
its dynamic and directive power.
vVhen that day comes that the
Church is the expression of man's
intelligence and good will rather
than the expression of God's vision,
then the Church loses its power to
re-make human lives and re-form
humanity. It is always at such a
point as this that a new religious
movement spring's up. The Divine
Power invades again the heart of
humanity to impell it to greater
heights of spiritual and cultural
progress. This has happend always
in the past. It is happening today,
in the spiritual resurgence on this
planet known as The Baha'i Movement.
THE REVELATION of Baha 'u 'llah
gives us the perfect plan for a new
civilization that shall be founded on
absolute justice, equity, mercy, love
and service. A universal civilization, not particular to one nation or
one race, but spreading its beneficence over all the world.
Where can we find elsewhere a

EDITORIAL

Force capable of bringing all the religions and races together 1 Existing religions, seeking< to convert the
whole world to their fold, must first
demonstrate to rival religionists
that their faiths are inferior to the
propagandist's faith. For instance,
if Christian missionaries would win
Muhammadans to Christianity, they
must demonstrate to the lvfuhammadan that however good their own
religion may be, Christianity is
much superior. Conversely a lYIuhammadan seeking to win over a
Christian to his religion would have
to make a like claim of superiority
and finality for Islam.
Now the loyalty of human nature
is such that while many Christians
recognize that there are splendid
qualities in the Faith of Islam,
there are very few, if any, who renounce Christianity to become Muhammadans. Similarly, vvhile many
enlightened Muhammadans today
admire the teachings of Christ, they
are not inclined to renounce Islam
in order to become Christians. So
we see that no existing' religion has
the possibility of converting the
whole world to its fold. Religious
unity for the world cannot come
about in such a way.
Now THE miracle of The Baha'i
Movement is that it calls upon no
one to renounce the authority of
his own religion. It does not have
to demonstrate to any religionist a
falseness in his ancestral faith.
Rather it calls upon him to recognize the reality and completion of
his own religion in this resurgence
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of spiritual Force which has come
to the world through the Revelation
of Baha 'u '11ah.
'Abdu'l-Baha said during one of
my visits to Him at Haifa, in answer to the query of a missionary
conference in Edinburgh "Does
the Baha'i religion seek to supercede Christianity 1"
" No, the
Baha'i Movement does not supercede Christianity but completes
it and carries out its meaning."
So does the Baha'i movement
also carry out and complete
the meaning of Muhammadanism,
of Zoroastrianism, of Judaism, of
Buddhism, of Confucianism. "Ve
witness therefore the marvellous
phenomenon that adherents of all
of these great world religions are
becoming Baha'is. They do so because they see in the Baha'i Movement the true fruition of their own
religion. And on becoming' Baha'is
they become brothers-one and all
members of a gTeat and loving Universal Family pledged and destined
to bring universal brotherhood, universal peace, and universal prosperi ty to mankind.
The Baha'i Faith is not a separatist movement. It has no desire to
work in rivalry with other religions,
or to prove any religion inferior
or faulty. It has but one aim.
This aim is to bring to earth the
Kin g d 0 m of God, and to
establish on this planet the Divine
Civilization promised by all the
Great Ones of the past. This is its
aim. And its brief history has already given abundant testimony of
its power of achieving this lofty and
unparalleled goal for humanity.
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SECRETARY WILBUR ON WORLD
PROBLEMS
As

INTERVIEWED BY HOWARD

R. WILBUR received me in
his office on the sixth floor of
the great building devoted to the
Department of the Interior. He
laid aside his work and greeted me
with courtesy and attention. After
expressing my appreciation of his
willingness to give me time from
his busy day I explained the object
of my call.
"What is your hope regarding
the possible harmonizing of the
various discordant elements making up the factors of our modern
civilization ~
"The Baha'i Magazine represents a Movement whose members
in all the countries, nations and
races of the world are working towards harmony and mutual understanding, and the gradual building
up of international peace and cooperation. In your opinion can this
be brought about, and how?"
"The situation is this," he said,
-and it is evidently distinctive of
the man that not a moment was lost
in discursive remarks "the world
has suddenly been thrown into a
neighborhood and the problem is so
to adjust these new and untried relations as to function without serious friction. This is a difficult matter, for the human race, either as individuals or families or national
groups, are not ruled by their intellects but by their emotions. Consequently the average man, or
group of men, in any sudden stress
of events, does not stop to consider
the wisest and best thing to do
under the circumstances, but is

C.

IVES

swayed by the passions or feelings
of the moment. This course is almost invariably taken even when
the results of such action are clearly seen by the unimpassionec1 obSJrver to have quite disastrous results. If your next door neighbor
encroaches a few inches on your
property in a building operation
your first impulse is to push him
back where he belongs. His natural
impulse is to enforce his claim. You
both are moved primarily not by
calm judicial judgments but by emotional reactions. The probable result is that you both go to extreme
lengths, even to the extent of mortgaging- your properties to pay attorney fees, whereas wisdom would
clearly dictate a calm settlement of
the difficulty by friendly discussion.
The fact that the final best interests
of both parties are best served by
mutual concessions and the maintenance of good-will does not weigh
at all under the emotional stress of
the occasion, and the further you
are carried by this emotional wave
the more difficult it is to draw back
or to recover the ground of calm
reason.
"Now if this is true between
neighbors speaking the same language and living under the same
government and social and religious
institutions, how much greater is
the problem when international relations are involved in which the
disputants are controlled emotionally by differing racial and religious
backgrounds and subject to different governments, laws and institutions,
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"This is the situation in the
world today. World commerce;
world intercommunication; world
relations as a whole have suddenly
taken the place of the local, limited,
provincial relations of the past: But
men have not been able to adjust
their emotional reactions or tll eir
intellectual processes to this new
situa tiol1. Naturally the difficulties
increase with the complexities, and
the complexities are inevitable with
the increasing number of factors in
the situation."
"How SHALL we deal with these
complex problems," I asked, "when
the national and racial interests are
so varied and often so antagonistic ~
In talking with thoug;htful people in
all walks of life I find that all are
pretty well agreed as to the problem and the difficulties in adjusting
its factors harmoniously, but none
has any practical plan for dealing'
comprehensively with these complexities. Yet it is plain to all that
some world plan is needed."
"It must be a more or less gradual evolution," Dr. Wilbur replied,
"we can note progress year by
year. Thirty years ago if such a
situation had arisen as has lately
confronted us in the Far East
everybody would have taken sides
and joined in the fray. But in this
case world opinion was focussed in
a judicial body and the serious nature of the result was minimized, if
not averted."
"WE ARE deeply interested in advancing harmonious relations between the various races of the
world," I said.
"The Baha'i
Movement takes the scientific attitude that the various races sprang
from one common stock and that
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prejudice based upon color, habits
or racial characteristics has no
basis of fact. Do you consider that
the future of the human race can be
adjusted to an harmonious relationship ~ , ,
"The secret of the whole racial
difficulty," he replied, "lies in the
fact that the various races have
been mixed up too suddenly. The
world has been thrown into one
neighborhood so quickly, with so
little preparation, or with none,
tha t the various peoples and races
have had their attention focussed
upon each other's defects rather
than upon their g'ood qualities.
Take the Negro in this country, for
instance, within fifty years his
status has been changed from chattel slavery to equaWy in citizenship. If while this process of adjustment was going on we had had
to contend with a dominant characteristic in the negro temperament
of moroseness, sourness, rebellious
meanness, think what a tragic situation we should have had. On the
contrary we see in the N egTo race
the characteristic attitude of cheerfulness, happy reactions to conditions even when most trying, a
more or less radiant acceptance of
the situation coupled with a determined will to overcome it. Surely
this is a most admirable characteristic and one that the white race
might well emulate. Now if our
race could emphasize this quality
and teach it to their children, while
endeavoring to teach the Negro
more and more of those qualities
which have so aided their own
racial advancement, harmony would
very quickly be brought about. This
is increasingly being recognized and
practiced. So with the Chinese and
the other races of humanity. The
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Chinese civilization dates back four
thousand years or more. Surely
this must be due to inherent qualities of a very high order. Let us
investigate these qualities and try
to emulate them."

that a great and divinely appointed
Leader has appeared whose function it is to apply the eternal laws
and the eternal springs of action to
the new social, scientific, religious,
economic and international relationships. And this large and constantly increasing group of men and
women in all parts of the world are
assured that Baha'u'lluh has actually provided a code of laws, a
plan of action, an architectural
blue-print, so to speak, of and for
this new Social World Order."
I then briefly sketched the framework of this World Order as now
being established by Shog-hi Effendi: the Local House of Justice;
the National House of Justice and
the soon-to-be-established Intenlational House of Justice, and touched upon the functions of each as
being adapted to bring order and
harmony out of the existing chaos
and strife.
" The only answer possible to
that outline of your world program
is that the world can only wait and
see," he said. "If there is sufficient power, sufficient spiritual appeal, sufficient sacrificial service to
the cause of suffering humanity, so
that the minds and actions and,
above all, the emotions of any considerable numbers of the peoples of
the world are swayed by this ideal
then it will take root and no one can
predict the result."

AT THIS point I ventured: "You
have spoken of the fact that men's
actions are invariably determined
by their emotions rather than by
their mental processes. Is it not
probable, then, that the final adjustment of world psychology to the
idea of racial, national, religious,
social and economic solidarity and
harmony will come through what
we might call a great revival of
pure religion? For instance, to accept the historicity of the Mosaic
tradition for the moment, if we
could imagine a modern Moses
bringing to the world as a whole
a code of laws adaptable to conditions now facing us; a code founded
upon the eternal basis of love and
good-will, but adapting this principle practically to a world suddenly thrown into these new and untried relationships, would not this
provide that very emotional appeal
of which you have spoken as the dominating influence in human motivation ~"
I had previously handed to Dr.
Wilbur a copy of the Baha'i Magazine and he had said that he was to
some extent familiar with the Movement.
"Do you think it possible or
He indicated, in answer to my
question, that such an appeal might feasible to organize a United States
be effective but plainly was wonder- of the World on the lines of our
ing how this could be brought about. Federal Government, or as M.
I continued, for I was anxious to Briand advanced the idea of a
secure his opinion on the practica- United States of Europe~"
bility of the Divine Plan: "This is
"This is a political question", he
exactly what the Baha'is of the answered, "and politics, we should
world are concerned in. We believe always remember, is a constantly
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changing factor in human affairs.
vVe should try to visualize humanity
as an ever-flowing stream in which
the generations come and go but
Humanity flows on. In this stream
the changing generations evolve
constantly neV1 experiments to deal
,vith changing' conditions. ,!\That we
call politics is one of these experiments. We must deal >vith conclitions as they occur, and we must
use the means which humanity finds
at its hand at the moment, and be
practical in doing this.
But we
must never forget that the Goal of
all endeavor is the betterment of
the race as a whole in its ever onward march. ' ,
"Do YOU consider the hope for
the unification of the world a reasonable one ~
"I prefer the word, harmonize
rather than 1unification, he answered. "To unify implies a much
longer and more difficult process
than to harmonize. Unity implies
amalgamation, whereas harmony
implies a spiritual brotherhood
while allowing an infinite diversity
in the free expression of individual,
social and na tional characteristics. "
This so closely paralleled Abdu'lBaha's own words that I was much
impressed.
"Do you anticipate great upheavels in world conditions in the
process of this harmonious adjustment?" I asked: "Is it possible,
do you think, for men to learn to
forget their selfish, isolated, provin-
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cial attitudes in the light of a larger, more enlightened, more harmonious relationship, >vithout going
through some pretty severe tuitional stress ~ , ,
"Such lessons may be learned,"
he answered, "without extremes of
hardship. It is true that we all, nations as well as individuals, advance
in wisdom and culture by steps
more or less difficult of negotiation,
but we must hope that mankind will
learn this lesson without too great
trials.' ,
" You are hopeful, then, that the
world of humanity will surely attain to an harmonious world relationship ~"
"I am certainly an optimist," Dr.
Wilbur said, "I feel assured that
we have not advanced as far as we
have on this road >vithout attaining
some feeling of security that that
acl\Tance >vill continue. I cannot
imagine that the thoughtful people
of the world would consent to the
governments and those responsible
for world affairs taking any backward steps."
On this note I took mv
. leave ,
greatly impressed vvith the breadth
of view, the humanitarian spirit
and practical vvisdom of the SecretalT of the Interior. He did not
quote the following words from
Ralph vValdo Emerson, but they fit
very appropriately into the atmosphere surrounding his last wOTds:
"Shall we not trust the Power
,vhich has guided us so tenderly and
taught us so much, secure that the
fnhue shall be worthy of the past ~"

7
"The g?'eat. qnes.tion ({Pl?e?'tai1"ing to hnmcmity is ?'eligion. The fiTSt condition is
tnat nwn 1?~USt ~ntell~gently ?nVest1gate its fmmdations. The second cmidition is that he
1nust ad1!nt ct1~d acknowledge the. oneness of the world of humanity. By this mecms
the atw~n11:wn~ .of tnlp; fello'Wsh1p ctmong mcmkind is cissured and the alienation of
TCices cmd l.1~dwlduals ~s pTevented. All 1nust be consideTed the Se?'vctnts of Goel all
must recogn~ze God as the one kind PTotectOT ctnd CTeatoT."
.
-'Abdu'l-Bahri.
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LETTERS HOME
KEITH RANSOM - KEHLER

This is the second of a series of letters from the pen of Mrs. Ranso'm-J{ehle?"
describing her missionary tours in the Far East. The first letter was on Nikko and
Japan, published in the January nU'mber.

nHAT a glorious thing it is to
IAYiI be a Baha'i and know that
wherever you go there will always
be those who extend a loving welcome; what a moving experience
always to see the eager smiling upturned faces of Baha'is waiting to
greet you as you sail into the ports
of the world.
Yes, there she is: Fung Ling Liu,
my charming young Chinese friend,
sister of a Cantonese Baha'i, Mr.
C. S. Liu, former Director of the
Bureau of Agriculture, now President of the Agl"icultural College of
Sun Yat Sen University. Miss Liu
has just taken her Master's degree
at the University of Michigan and
received her appointment as Professor of history at Ling Nan University in her native city of Canton.
We drove about Hong Kong until
time for the afternoon train.
Before these first contacts with
China I felt like a cat in a library
or a canary bird in an observation
car. China is the comprehender not
the comprehended. Vast, mysterious, swarming, imperturbable, materialistic, detached, casual, intense,
chaotic, ordered, completely paradoxical and baffling, China remains
changeless in grandeur or ruin, in
victory or defeat, in affluence or
poverty. She absorbs whatever
goes against her, and scattered
through her wide domains we see
strange evidences of the forgotten
back-wash of alien tribes and peoples lingering on amidst her impervious culture like stranded gal-

leons attesting a misprized adventure.
Where there are more things than
men science flourishes; where there
are more men than things philosophy develops. China comprises
a fourth part of this earth's population, and her four hundred million
people are meditative, resigned.
But as if to chastise me for daring to draw conclusions about the
infinite, for such China is, so far as
a human survey goes, I am challenged by all of the modern evidences of China's eager progress.
It is no use. China is something
to experience, not to describe.
Suddenly we passed out of the
modern British squares and parks,
for Hong Kong is a possession of
Great Britain, surrounded by China
after the Boxer uprising. 'Without
preparation we drove over the
Bund or waterfront, and for the
first time I was confronted with the
actual pragmatic meaning of Chinese population; for the face of the
waters was literally packed with
tiny covered junks which are the
only homes known to the thousands
who inhabit them.
Both my mind and heart played
me the most dangerous trick, for I
could neither think nor feel, just
for a moment, that this seething
mass was actually human; identities were so obscured by gigantic
multiplication, personalities so obliterated in their problematic immensity that it took a very definite
act of imagination to remember that
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in the squalor and deprivation, before the lidless gaze of the passing
public, in spaces the size of closets,
men and women were struggling
and hoping; bonwwing and lending; heeding the ceaseless cry of
hunger; marrying and giving in
marriage; bringing forth their
young; a poignant pulsating part
of that strange drama" of laughter
and despair, of beauty and passion,
of having and losing that the soul
calls life."
Trying to express the sudden
catch of marvel and revulsion that
seized me at the sight of my fellowbeings huddled like muskrats on a
raft, it was evident that to Ling it
was a "conditioned reflex" which
seemed as natural to her as graft
and gangsters seem to us: Terrible ~ Yes-but; c' est la vie.
Our train was scheduled to leave
Kowloon, the port of Hong Kong,
for Canton at four o'clock. At five
minutes to four we stepped from
the ferry and rushed to the baggage
check room to redeem my mountainous luggage and get it aboard the
train. You cannot travel round the
world, in every kind of climate,
without being prepared fOT every
exigency; while Baha'i literature is
cumbersome, heavy and indispensible.
I have heard that the principal
products of New Zealand are wool,
butter and scenery. The principal
products of China are rice, rickshas
and people, so you are never at a
loss to get help. Half a dozen coolies sprang up by magic and started
running with packages and parcels
for the train. We were making fair
progress when a troublesome customs official spoiled our plans by
insisting on a scrutiny of the short
and simple flannels of the poor.
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\Vhile in Shanghai, Mr. Touty, a
devou t and devoted Baha'i, had
presented me, on behalf of the
Shanghai friends, with the most
gorgeous basket of flowers that I
have ever received or ever seen.
It was enormous and very heavy,
for it was filled with earth. And
this was a conspicuous part of my
equipment.
Not even deigning to go back I
left poor Ling to struggle with the
customs official which she did so effectually that in a few moments
back they all came running; having
commandeered a truck from somewhere out of the way, for no effort
is made in China to save human
brawn.
Accommodating spectators picked up the smaller lighter cases,
scattered like chaff from the flying
hand-car, and tossed them on to
the platform after us. "Six, seven,
eight, nine and the flowers," I
panted breathlessly as the train began to move.
The conductor took no pains to
conceal his displeasure. "Take it
off the platform" he commanded.
There was not a seat to be hadnot one; the racks were crowded; so
suit cases, hat boxes, packages and
flowers were piled in a formidable
hea p just inside the door; in endless
procession guards, waiters, officials,
and passengers, propelled by that
Oriental restlessness that fosters a
kind of perpetual motion, scaled
them for half an hour.
At last, in self defense I suppose,
(we were travelling second) the
conductor led us to a compartment
in the first-class with four affluent
American sailors; they handled the
embanassing baggage like toothpicks and gave me a sense of secnrity amidst the unusual situation.
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Of course this all seems very
trivial, but to me it is significant as
illustrating the Chinese temperament. In the first place to hold any
rank in China, even that of brakeman or conductor, is of superlative
importance, and he must have service and assistance befitting his
station. So for no good reason assignable to Americans the conductor whose duties seemed to require a constant patrol of the train,
was accompanied by two and sometimes three assistants. When they
first came to the pile of luggage
stopping the passage way, "this
can't stand here" he said. But assuring himself with a glance, that
there was no place else to put it,
during all the succeeding trips until
he found us a place, he and the
other officials climbed over it without the slightest notice, as if it were
part of the stationary equipment.
The Chinese accepts with absolute
patience and resignation conditions
that cannot be remedied.
Canton is a purely Chinese city.
Whatever improvements we see
here are of Chinese origin, not foreign, as in Shanghai and Hong
Kong.
My host Mr. C. S. Liu who embraced the Cause on hearing J enabe
Fazel while an undergraduate at
Cornell, is a young man of exceptional capacity who has contributed
much to the advancement of agricultural practice and enlightenment among the farmers of China.
"I feel", he said, "that I can best
serve the Baha,'i Cause here by
improving the agrarian situation."
He showed me a survey that, as
Director of the Agricultural Bureau, he had compiled giving valuable data and suggestions to the
farmers. He had propagated a new

rice that would double the increase
over other varieties.
He had been married only a few
months to a charming' and talented
young Chinese girl, who speaking
little English, would retire with
Ling to talk over personal things,
while Mr. Liu and I sat night after
night discussing China, her problems, the Baha,'i Cause and world
affairs.
By a skillful guidance that was
almost feminine he had in a few
conversations adroitly turned me
from my superficial preconceptions
and given me a more penetrating
approach to the Chinese psychology
and character.
Of course I was horrified, as the
Occidental must always be, at the
casual value set on human life and
human effort. N ever before have
I felt such a veneration for brawn
and muscle. Here is a sinister
standard of the equality between
men and women, for all through the
streets they are hitched up together
-old women and young men, old
men and young girls-hauling great
wagon loads of sand, brick or mortar. For every horse and automobile pulling in the streets there
seemed to be a hundred human
beings. Labor saving devices are
unknown; and I felt an actual awe
as I realized that all the great civilizations that had been built, before
the coming of Baha 'u 'llah into the
world, had sprung from the expenditure of man's physical energy.
My first reaction was that here
was a nation broken and despairing,
bereft and unhappy. People do not
smile; they look weighed and cheerless. Mr. Liu and I sat talking in
the drawing room of his suburban
home. They had just moved into a
newly finished apartment and the
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electric 'wiring was not yet completed. A brisk typhoon sucked the
flame up the lamp chimney and the
beautiful painted scrolls that decorated the walls rattled to its
boistrous blowing.
, 'But you cannot judge Chinese
character by Occidental standards;
enthusiasm and the superficial expression of enjoyment are out of
keeping with the Chinese conception of dignity and discipline. Ten
years ago there was not a wide
paved street in Canton; today you
-were admiring her endless chain of
boulevards. This is not the expression of hopelessness and despair.
All that China needs is peace." He
continued: "Canton has equipped
expedition after expedition; money
that should go into education, road
building, industrialization, fatm improvement, whicll would restoTe
confidence and stop banditry, goes
for arms and ammunition. China's
revenue is enormous and a few
years of peace would find her solving all her ancient preblems."
Reverence for age, respect for
the opinions of others, regard for
personal rights, that 'iyould enable
a Chinese to put aside his own
pressing business while he waited
for someone to finish a game or to
point a discussion, impressed me
more and more as I took a deeper
sCTutiny of these remarkable and,
to us, mysterious beings. In one
aspect they seem like the Frenchcasual, logical, cynical; in another
they remind me of Americans.
Having just left Japan the contrast was even more impressive;
for in Japan the human equation is
of the utmost importance. When
you enter a Japanese shop or restaurant an event of importance has
transpired!
You have arrived!
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Everybody bows and stands at attention. But entering a Chinese
shop is much like going into an
American place of business; nobody
is impressed -with your presence
nor seems to care whether you are
there or somewhere else.
From China we have derived silk,
porcelain, tea, portable blockprinting, gun powder and the
mariner's compass. Splendid in
her sumptuous advancement when
Europe, a primeval forest, was
populated by barbarians, she is not
content to dream of her past, but is
already turning her endless energies into new channels of expression. For never at any moment has
China been lethargic; a lazy Chinese is inconceivable; to support
nearly half a billion human beings
on her limited territory means intense and endless toil.
An energetic and industrious
people, they seem gifted with the
physical strength of the superman.
They never look lean or emaciated;
in the squalor and struggle they
look muscular, healthy, well set-up.
Ricksha coolies earn about a dollar
a day, which at the present rate of
exchange is seventeen cents. Exhausted as they must be after such
strenuous work you see them bathing and washing their clothes in the
hot season only a loin cloth.
The Chinese are the bankers and
merchants of the Orient.
The
women are sometimes more gifted
than the men in commercial pursuits. An interesting example of
this was Madame Liu, mother of
my friends and of eight other equally intelligent and competent children. They hold among them degrees from Wellesley, Smith, Columbia, Yale, Bryn-Mawr, Cornell
and Michigan, and are occupying
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positions of importance and trust
throughout China. Madame Liu
was born into a family of Christian
converts but not before her feet
had been broken in accordance with
the ancient Chinese custom. Due
to the revolution, this, together with
the queue and the former costume,
have been abolished.
Her husband, Dr. Liu, a renowned
Cantonese physician and classmate
of Dr. Sun Yat Sen, died some
years ago having sacrificed his
property through a mistaken investment. This tiny, frail, little
lily-footed woman was left to rear
and educate several of the children.
Through wise and shrewd investments she has built and owns a fine
three-story residence in the heart of
Canton and is now quite independent, through her own efforts. What
American woman of middle age
could exceed that accomplishment?
On her pathetic broken feet she
could always out distance me on my
sound ones. And she had that same
open mind and candid inquiry that
is a Chinese trait.
"You must tell me more about
the Baha'i Movement," she said.
Ling translated and once again I
regretted the language barrier that
separates us from our fellows.
After giving those proofs and evidences that establish Baha'u'lla,h
as the Promised One for whom the
world has been waiting, she said,

Q1!b

"I must continue my inquiry until
I know the truth. The terrible mistakes of the past were due to men's
blindness and ignorance.
The
gravest results may follow from
keeping one's mind closed to
truth.' ,
Bravo! Gallant and courageous
little lady! Formulating, I prayed,
the new outlook of the quickened
womanhood of the world. In the
course of the conversation she disavowed being educated; "But,"
Ling quickly interpolated, "She
knows and remembers the classics
much better than we do."
The spell of China is ineffaceable. I have not told you of my
visit in Shanghai, nor of my contact with the radiant group of
Baha'is there, for that must be a
recital of its own.
There is something indescribably
poignant and living about the blue
of the Chinese sky, a delicate se1£effacing blue like the color of old
Canton porcelain, but withal a
depth so vast, so calm, that you. feel
it reflected in her people. Art,
poetry, resignation and a vital persistence, the quaint, the inspiring
and the hopeful reside in that
changeless azure.
\iVith a great pang of reluctance
I left China, as she works out a new
and fitting destiny under her quiet
sky.

u 0 people of God! Be not ocm~pied with yo~~rselves. Be intent
the betterment of the world and the training of nations."
-Bahd/u'llrih.
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DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE AND THE
EXTRi\ORDINARY SESSION OF
LEAGUE OF NATIONS
MARTHA

L.

ROOT

Miss Root gives us hfwe an inspiring rep01't of the above Conferences as seen
tb'ough Balui'i eyes. She wces not only present cet these sessions, btct met some of the
delegates cind sent them Bahri'i books. Some of the delegates invited her to call, and a
few called tcpon he?'. Sevencl of them she had ?net in he?' sojourns in the different
continents.

~:'EAR reader, stop and catch
~ your breath and together let
us see if we have the capacity, the
insight, to grasp what has taken
place here in Geneva, Switzerland
horn February second until today,
at this Disarmament Conference
March eighteen, 1932; and with it
this Extraordinary Session of the
League of Nations called at the request of China. Are they the beginning of the Parliament of Mannot a perfect Parliament of Man
as outlined by Baha 'u 'Hah-but the
greatest attempt in this direction
that the world has yet witnessed.
Picture how we came to Geneva,
succeeded in getting tickets for the
sessions; how we stood in line for
three hours -waiting for the doors to
open for this world-heralded Disarmament Conference. Sixty nations, representhlg Olle bilEon seven
hunched million people who are
spending twenty-five billions of dollars a year for military preparedness, have sent their delegates here
to Dnel a way to reduce these armaments.
Exp81,ts have been ten
years getting ready for this event.
The doors swing open, and we
soon find ourselves in an upper gallery in the centre of Geneva's largest hall. It is a good vantageground. Leaning over, we can see
below us the President, Mr. Arthnr

Henclerson, and Wt' call look directly
illtO the eyes of the delegates from
fifty-nine countries and one "observer country." The world's peace
has been viewed for six thousand
years from the periphery, but in
this moment we see it at its center!
No matter what comes, this Disarmament Conference -will be a phenomenal success esoterically, because through it the consciousness
of the world is awakened to the necessity and to the possibility of realizing universal peace. The prjnciples of Baha'u'llah for a New
-World Order, enunciated more than
sixty years ago, are beginning to
be worked out. Old ideas are passing, private wars for private gain
are being criticized. Four great
empire governments destroyed during tlle world war, the German Empire, the Russian Empire, the Austrian-Hungarian Empire, and the
Turkish Empire, have nationals in
this audience who proclaim a passionate'iyill to peaee. They and the
thirteen new countries formed since
that world crash Im.ve a new outlook. This Disarmament Conference shows a group of fine delegates
sent from every p'1rt of the globe.
For them just to see one anothm", to
hear one another's aims for disarmament and peace, is a big help to
world understanding. The mould-
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ers of world politics are present too,
countries have sent some of their
grea test statesmen.
As the days go by, and we hear
the speeches, we may well ask OU1'selves: Is this a solemn Tribunal
or is it only a remarkable oratorical
contest? Is it in reality the dawn of
that Golden Age of all the centuries,
when men will have the courage to
arise and speak for pure justice and
the welfare of bumanity~
It isn't quite any of these, yet it is
the first beginnings of all of them!
The searchlights of world public
opinion have so flashed on these
meetings that possibly some big nations who used to find the secret
sessions very convenient to talk
over what they would not care to
say outright, have felt it more
necessary to speak openly. This
frank, open consultation is one of
the principles of the new day.
The small nations, everyone of
them, have had the courage to
speak on the necessity of keeping
international agreements already
made and not condoning the deeds
of nations who break them. For
the first time in history, the teachings of Baha 'u 'llah that all countries large and small should be re1Jresented and be heard equally, is
being realized. (Not quite all, but
nearly all countries are represented
here.) And all countries have some
delegates who stand like Gibraltars
for peace. Some indeed have voiced
a very high spiritual note. Baha'is
will be interested to know that }t
few of the delegates either are
Baha'is or at least have heard and
approved the unive1'sal principles
of Baha'u'llah for world peace'"
*A

ONE DOES not need to know or ask
by what llames the follOWIng' delegates call their religions, but here
are some of the high lights of
spirit: Mr. Eduard Benes, Minister
of Foreign Affairs of Czechoslovakia, quoted his countryman Comenius, " 'Therefore, you ambassadors
of peace, if you fully desorve your
name, bear in mind not only the
plans of mankind, but also the plans
of God; consider not only what your
kings demand of you, but also, whaL
the King nt Kings dem;-mds of YOl!:,
and take as your goat, 110t war but
peace. '
"Our present enterprise," Mr.
Benes continued, "is not a mere
human undertaking; it is destined
to become historic, immortal in the
annals of mankind, either by its success or failure--to overlap generations and to outlive the l)olitical
preoccnpations of men and partie:-:;
and tilf"- local and national institutions that exist in our day."
The delegate from Spain, Mr.
Luis de Zulu eta Escolano, Minister
of Foreign Affairs said: "In order
to abolish war, which is international anarchy~ we m1Jst cr'eate international order--vY e say witil the utmost deference fOT the Tmtiolls concerned, that until the United States
of America and the Soviet Union
have joined the League, it is difficult to imagine how total disarmament can be brought about.-I
would remind my colleagues that
the Spanish delegation has been engaged upon this question from the
standpoint of the predominant part
which the press should take in
moral disarmament. We have also
stressed the importance we attach

few of thE" delegates personally said to the writer that it was most fitting to look into these Baha'i
Teachings at the time of this Conference.
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to the co-operation of women, and
the Conference will very soon be
consulted on the proposals submitted to it by the Council, on our recommendation for ensuring' the collaboration of women in this work of
peace, on which they have expended
so much effort."
Mr. Salvador de Madariaga, Ambassador of Spain, in an informal
talk spoke of how absurd it would
be for the hands, the eyes, the heart
or any other members of the human
body to work against one another;
and that it is just as idle for nations to plot one against another.
"VVhen we recognize that we are all
parts of one whole, then we are
truly morally disarmed."
Poland took a splendid stand for
moral disarmament, saying that
simultaneously with this gradual
disarmament must come spiritual
unarming, an unwillingness to kill,
and an absence of rancour. She
advocates education for the cure of
international hatreds. She has had
the insight to go directly to the
root of the matter. Metal disarmament good as it is, must go with
moral disarmament.
One sentence of President Henderson went straight to the heart:
i i Some tragedies of life are due to
the follies of inaction!"
Another speaker said there is a
danger that we shall lose the illumination bv which we live.
Mr. Ale~andre Malinoff, President of the Sobranje, former Prime
Minister of Bulgaria, pointed out
that general disarmament must be
the final goal; that goal is very difficult' but we may prepare for it by
putting aside forever the false and
pessimistic idea that war is an inevitable necessity. His own words
were: ' 'We must not confine our
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efforts to humanizing the methods
of war; we must destroy the idea of
war itself."
Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary to Belgium, Mr.
Hugh Gibson who spoke for the
United States delegation said that
the United States had entered this
first world conference on the limitation and reduction of armaments
with the determination to leave
nothing undone to achieve substantial progress. His words were:
"The task before the nations of the
world is not to minimize the problems, but, fully mindful of them, to
gather strength and determination
from the conviction that the demand for a regime of international
confidence, co-operation and peace
will in the end have its way."
The Persian delegate, Mirza Hussein Khan Ala, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary in
Paris, showed in his speech, that
Persia takes a most honorable and
liberal stand for disarmament. This
head of the Persian delegation
pointed out clearly how fate has
placed Iran at the world's crossroads, how she is the connecting
link between the east and the west.
He emphasized that the thought of
peace must be instilled into the consciousness of the world. Almost
all of the speakers, (and I am sorry
not to mention some of the thoughts
from each of their addresses),
proved how the masses in all continents are looking to this conference,
and hoping that perhaps "through
the wise councils and deliberations,
this ideal of universal peace may
leap forth from the world of words
into the arena of actuality," as
'Abdu '1-Baha so ardently proclaimed sometime would come to pass.
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A FEATURE for the Disarmament
Conferences which has not yet been
tried and could vnth profit be studied, is Baha'u'llah's plan that the
delega tes should be elected by the
people rather than appointed by the
particular government in office at
the time.
One of the very impressive moments at the Conference was when
the delegation representing fortyfive millions of the women of the
world from fifty-six countries, presented resolutions adopted at that
time for actual limitation of armaments and for moral disarmament.
Mrs. Laura Dreyfus-Barney took
an active part in the wOTk of this
delega tion.
Mr. Andre Tardieu, president of
the French Delegation presented
the plan of an international police
force. One military delegate said
to me that the idea itself is excellent but the result would depend on
how wisely it is put into operation.
The abolition of military aviation,
he said, must go hand in hand with
making civil aviation international.
A Baha'i note was sounded in so
many speeches, it must certainly
give Baha'is new courage to see
these principles discussed by some
people who perhaps never heard the
'word Baha'i. The spirit of the new
age is in the air. "Be and it is."
So a sure way to peace is the promotion of these universal teachings
of Baha'u'llah among' the diplomats,
the press, the educators and the
mR,q!'iPR.

The peoples of the world, when
they understand these teachings,
can bring such a pressure to bear,
that governments must disarm. The
best way to force out darkness is to
bring in Light!

THE THREATENED war between
Japan and China, jf it had to be it
was well that it came at the time of
this Disarmament Conference and
that the Extraordinary Session of
the League of Nations was called
now, because it showed to all the
world how very essential are universal principles for peace.
As a Baha'i, I see the inner
J a pan and China, and I know the
secret of their coming together as
brothers. Visiting Japan in 1930
the head of the Bureau of Religions
said to me that Japan was so eager
in realizing material progress in
civilization that perhaps she had
neglected the spiritual civilization.
He continued: "Recently our people have become aware of the defects of the past sixty years and
they are becoming more conscious
of the need of the religious part.
There are as many denominations
in Japan as in the west. I am sick
of denominations, and I consider it
very desirable to have all these religions united. If Baha'ism can
succeed in uniting all religions, the
Baha'i Movement ,vill be the ideal
of the world." Many of the gTea t
men of Japan were interested in the
spiritual advancement of theiT
people.
Count Okuma had said to me on a
former visit to Japan: "\Vhat the
youth of Japan need more than anything else, is pure religion. Not the
creeds of the Christians nor the
dogmas of the Buddhists, but the
pure teachings of Christ and the
pure teachings of Buddha. I will
study these universal principles of
Baha 'u 'Hah and if they offer pure
religion, I shall teach them to the
youth of Japan."
'Abdu'l-Baha said of J apun;
"Japan will turn ablaze! Japan
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with one other country will take the
lead in the spiritual reawakening
of peoples and nations that the
world shall soon witness." He said
how good it would be if a group of
Baha'is could travel through Japan.
China, on the other hand, holds
the key to the next few centuries.
'Abdu'l-Bah:i said if these universal peace principles could be given
to a few of the thinkers of China,
they themselves would take them
to their people. One day, in New
York City, 'Abdu'l-Baha said to
Mr. Mountfort Mills: "If China
does not accept these universal
peace principles of Baha 'u 'llah,
China will become the greatest military power in the world." But
China is taking a deep interest in
them, and it is the nations that accept these principles, live them and
promote them that will take the lead
in the new civilization of the future.
There will be great friendships
among those nations.
HERE IN Geneva a world drama is
unfolding before our eyes. We
know what 'Abdu'l-Baha, Who was
in Geneva in 1911, meant when He
said: "There is a spiritual force
in the Lake of Geneva, there is a
spiritual force in the Lake of Galilee, and the forces are akin." It
is here that the League of Nations
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has put into reality some of the
principles for the Parliament of
Man. During the first days of this
Disarmament Conference, I thought
that if the League came out strongly with the spirit of the Covenant,
it might be the time when the
United States would join the League of Nations. There cannot be
complete disarmament and world
peace until every nation joins in a
world society, until boundaries are
defined, and nations through the
spiritual Teachings of God become
trustworthy.
Greater than the question of
Shanghai and Manchuria, is the
question of the functioning of the
League of Nations. China, this
great power representing onefourth of the population of the
globe, turned to the League and
rested her case with it. Sitting at
these sessions, I feel that if the
League does not stand by what it
promised, China, losing faith in the
word of the west may build up such
a military organization that in less
than a century, some of the present
great western powers may be destroyed; and perhaps the higher
League of Nations, represented by
all countries and in reality a Universal Court of Arbitration may be
situated not in Europe, but in
China!

"Ho-w pressing and sacred the 1"esponsibility that no-w -weighs upon those who a1"e
already acquainted -with these Teachings! Ho-w glorious the task of those -who (tre
called upon to vindicate their truth, and demonst1"ate their practicability to an unbelieving -world! Nothing short of an im'lnov[(,ble conviction in their divine o?"igin, and
their uniqueness in the emnals of religion; nothing short of an un-wavering purpose to
execute and apply then?' to the adn?'inistrative machinery of the Cnuse, cem be snfficient to establish their reality, and insu1'e their success. How veLst is the Revelation of
Balui'u'lldh! Ho-w great the magnitude of His blessings sho-wered upon hU?1wnity in
this day! And yet, ho-w poor, ho-w inadequate our conception of their significance and
glory! This generation stands too close to so col08sal a Revelat·ion to appreciate, in
their full measure, the infinite possib1~lities of His Faith, the unprecedented characte?'
of His Cause, and the mysterious dispensations of His Providence."
-Shoghi Effendi.
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THE MASHRIQU'L-ADHKAR*
DR.

ZIA BAGDADI

"When the foundation of the 11,fashriq~L'I-Adhkar is laid in America, cmd that divine
edifice is completed, a 1nost wonderful and thrilling 1notion will appear in the world of
existence."
"When its accessories are c01npleted and its full 1nc&chine1"y starts nmning, when
the 1nelody of vocal and instn&1nental music a1"ises and b~&rsts upon the air' with its
joyous trends, when the 1Jrayers and supplicc&tions addressed at dawn and Cit s~mr'ise
ascend to the Throne of the Alrnighty, then will the effect of the Mctshriqu'l-Adhkar
be made evident cmd 1ncmifest."-'Abd~d-Bc&ha.

DT was just about a year ago
U that the second stage of building the Baha'i Temple in Wilmette,
near Chicago, was completed, the
Temple officially dedicated at the
opening of the Annual Convention,
and the great glad-tidings broadcasted from the heart of America to
every country t h r 0 u g h 0 u t the
world. To Baha'is everywhere this
joyous news was like a welcome
shower to the soil of dry and thirsty
plants.
Every intelligent reader knows
that certain material things have
tremendous spiritual effect and influence. For instance, music-both
from instrument and voice-simply
signifies hearing material vibrations in the air; and beauty only
means material shape, form and
consistency of an object, yet, how
great is the power of their influence
upon the human soul. Therefore,
is it a wonder, that this new House
of vVorship-the Baha'i Temple of
America-even in its incomplete
stage, has created such world wide
interest? To describe all the wondeTful effects caused by this Holy
Sanctuary 'Nould require considerable amount of time and space,
which, unfortunately, are both lacking at this time. For this reason
just a few facts based on personal
knowledge and observation will be

mentioned with the hope that they
may be of interest to the readers of
the Bah6/i Magazine.
The first effect that emanated
from the Temple was the great joy
that has filled the hearts of all the
Baha'is of the world. For now they
can plainly see their U n i v e r s a I
Cause firmly established in its outer
edifice, the Temple, which is the
symbol of the inner, the emblem of
the unity of all religions, nations,
and races. As Ruhi Effendi Afnan
says:
"Behind and beyond the actual Temple
there is a spiTit and a program for world
reform of which the building is only an expression."

Another blessing came through
the power of the Temple to unite
in genuine unity, fellowship and enthusiasm the Baha'is of America,
especially in the greatest metropolitan center of the middle west, Chicago and its sub u r ban towns.
Baha'is from Milwaukee, Racine
and Kenosha, -Wisconsin, drive with
their friends to attend the Sunday
meeting in the Foundation Hall of
the Temple.
As to the public interest the Temple has created-it is beyond any
description. People of every walk
of life, tourists from all parts of
the country and foreign lands, come
singly and in groups, every day and
at all hours. Architects, engineers,

*Literally translated nleans "The Dawning-place of Praises/' generally referred to as Baha'i Temple.
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master mechanics and b u i 1 d er s
marvel at the peerless design and
strength of the Temple. Merchants
wonder at the beauty and texture of
the priceless rugs which decorate
the walls of the Foundation Hall.
On learning of the history connected with these rugs, most of the
visitors become moved with spiritual emotions. For these rugs
originally were made by Baha'i expert Persian rug weavers. Every
one of the millions of knots had to
be tied by their hands, while their
eyes were shedding tears because of
their pure love and sincere devotion to their beloved Master, Baha'u'llah, and for His Holy Shrine to
which these rugs were sent from
Persia. There they were placed
and remained for many years until
the Guardian of the Baha'i Cause,
Shoghi Effendi, sent them as a present from their sacred place to
America's Baha'i Temple.
Doctors, teachers and students
who visit the Temple and attend the
meetings express deep interest and
a pprecia tion after they hear the
Baha'i program for a new world
civilization that is free from depression and human suffering.
In a letter which Ruhi Effendi
Afnan wrote from Haifa he says:
"Shoghi Effendi is very glad to hear that
the Temple is creating such interest around
and that many people are daily coming to
visit it and listen to the lectures given
there. This is the realization of the Master's explicit promise. It will become even
:more true when the Temple is completed
and the ornamentations, both of the exterior and interior, added. Let us hope for
that day to COlne and spare no effort in
spreading its realization."

In order to help the care-taker in
meeting the multitudes of visitors,
Baha'i volunteers from Wilmette
and Chicago are giving many hours
of their time, taking turns in show-
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ing visitors around and answering
their questions. Notwithstanding
this more help is still needed.
"There is something about this
Temple that seems to uplift my
soul," said a visitor to his wife.
" Tha t is just how I feel, dear" was
her reply.
While talking to Dr. Alexander
Magnus, Medical Director of the
Chicago Sanitarium, who in years
past, shared my office, a young man
said to him; "Say, Doctor, in Christian churches you :find Christians, in
Muhammadan M 0 s que s you :find
Muhammadans, in Jew ish Synagogues you :find Jews, in Hindu
Temples you :find Hindus. But in
the Baha'i Temple, you :find them
all - Christians, Muhammadans,
Jews, Hindus, Japanese, Chinese,
Zoroastrians, different sects, nationalities and races. The doctor
replied, "That is what the world
needs, but human nature is slow in
taking its medicine."
Mr. John--, a paralyzed young
man, who used to receive a little
help now and then from me before
depression days, came to my office
about four months ago looking for
work. He looked desperate. "Come
to my house in Wilmette tomorrow
morning. We will have breakfast
together and talk things over," I
suggested. He came, and after
breakfast I took him to the Temple
and told him to sit and pray with
me. Then leaving the Temple, I told
him to go and look for work. But
on that same afternoon, 10 and behold! That same John - - appeared again at my office door!
"What are you doing here ~" I exclaimed. "Oh, I just came to let
you know I found a job near here,"
said he, with a big smile.
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It is very significant indeed, to
see how, during the day, from the
heart of the Temple the light of
spiritual knowledge and di v i n e
guidance is shining upon those who,
with pure h ear t s and receptive
minds enter therein and how during
the night the powerful electric light
streaming forth through its high
glass dome is guiding airplanes and
boats on Lake Michigan.
Praying for its completion, Ruhi
Effendi wrote: "May God help the
friends to sustain their sacrifices
until the edifice is completed."

And here is a new appeal from
the Guardian, S hog h i Effendi,
which reached me a few days ago:
"I trust and pray that your collective,
self-sacrificing endeavors will reinforce the
resources of the National Assembly and will
enable them to place the necessary contracts
for the decoration of the dome and insure
its completion by the end of the spring of
1933. May the Almighty guide, bless, and
sustain you in your stupendous task and
reward you a thousand fold for your manifold services to His Faith."

Let us hope and pray and sacrifice, that the Temple may be completed by the end of next spring,
that its blessings may appear and
thrill the world.

Nothing short of direct and constant interaction between the
spiritual forces emanating from this H m~se of liV orship centering in
the heart of the JJ!lashriq~~'l-Adhkar, and the ene1"gies consciously d'isplayed by those who administer its affair's in their service to h~~1nan'ity
can possibly provide the necessary agency capable of removing the ills
that have so long and so grievm~sly afflicted humanity, F01" it is assuredly ~~pon the consciousness of the efficacy of the Revelation of
Bah6/~t'llah, 1"einforced on one hand by spirit'nal comm~~nion~()ith His
Spirit, and on the other by the intelligent application and the faithful
exec~dion of the principles and laws He revealed, that the salvation of
a world in travail 1m~st ~~ltimately depend. And of all the institutions
tha,t stand associated with His H oZy Name, s~we7y none save the instit~dion of the JJ!lashriq~~'l-Adhkar can most adeq~~ately provide the essentials of Bah6/i worship and seTvice, both so vital to the regeneration
of the world. The1"ein lies the seCt"et of the loftiness, of the potency, of
the un'iq~ie position of the JJ!lash1"iq~~'l-Adhkar as one of the ou,tstanrling
instit~dions conceived by Baha'~i'llah.-Shoghi Effendi.
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JEWS, CATHOLICS AND PROTESTANTS
CONFER
LOUIS G. GREGORY

Mr. Gregory is a Bahd'i teacher
the Bahd'i Cause. He is a nwrnber of
National Inter'racial C0l1~1nittee. His
breaking down of religious prejudices

of br'oad CUltUr'B and wide travels in behalf of
the National Bc(,hd'i Spiritual Assembly and the
observations on this remarkable attempt at the
is well worth our attention.

nHE Spirit of the new age and
U the Light from on High are
reflected nowadays in many gatherings of men. Peoples whose differences, from all traditions, have been
thought irreconcilable, are trying
to find fellowship. Those may well
be joyous who, essaying the impossible, succeed.
A most interesting and inspiring
series of meetings was the national
conference of Jews, Catholics and
Protestants recently held at our nation's capital. It was a seminar of
ten sessions, is organized as a going
concern, and numbers among its
sponsors and workers many of the
most eminent people of the nation.
Statesmen, magnates, bishops, rabbis, judges, authors, editors, educators, philanthropists, celebrities of
many kinds, lent their active or constructive presence. They met those
of lesser degree on terms of equality and friendliness, without stiffness or ceremony. The meetings,
though many and varied, were as
direct as a body of business men
would be in their efforts to explore
and remove within the nation all
friction caused by religious rancor.
The general theme was "Religious
liberty and mutual understanding"
and membership was unrestricted
save by the formality of a small fee.
Its hope was to remove prejudices
among the three leading religious
groups in America. It felt that

such narrowness came mostly as a
heritage and has been most unfortunate in the rust and friction it
brings into such necessary human
relations as business, social life and
government.
At the same time it was stated
and reiterated by various speakers,
that no hope or expectation of a
change of faith by any of those
numbered within the three religious
groups was in sight. But all seemed
to feel that they could unite in service to country and in those humanitarian measures of relief which
all men admire.
Three keynote speakers appeared at the opening session. Rt. Rev.
J. E. Freeman, Protestant Episcopal Bishop of Washington said in
part:
"This conference has no design
of effecting some new kind of ecclesiastical merger. But the forces of
this age are compelling us to regard
more seriously the words of Benjamin Franklin, 'We'll hang together or we'll hang separately!'
Jew, Catholic and Protestant, these
are our designations; but they shall
not render us immune to an appeal
that concerns our solidarity as a
people or our peace and security as
a nation."
Rev. Francis J. Haas, director of
the National Catholic School of Social Service, declared, "The man or
the woman, whether Catholic, Pro-
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testant or Jew, who raises the voice
of bigotry is a traitor to his country and a criminal before his God.
We are here not to impugn each
others beliefs, but to indict the
forces that prevent us from living
and working happily together."
Rabbi Abram Simon of the
"'IVashington Hebrew Congregation,
averred:
"'vVe propose in this conference
to drag into the open our prejudices
and misinterpretations, examine
them objectively and submit them
to the light of unbiased study. In
that vvay only shall we be able to
sweep away the errors and lay new
foundations for an edifice of fraternal relations among people of opposite acts and faiths."
The seminars used the labOJ:atory
method in bringing to light causes
of woe in our national life. Ilustrations among many offered were:, 'V oca tional discrimination against
Jews, et al; social ostracism of
groups; Unconscious training in regard to prejudices; Conscious religious education that leads to prejudices; Personal insults and attacks against individuals; Political
prejudices; Fear of certain organizations; Fear of intermarriage;
Money profits growing out of the
exploitation of certain prejudices;
Unyielding opposition to a group,
with utter ignorance of individuals
composing it; Love of uniformity
by many people; Ignorance; Intense
nationalism.' ,
THE SEMINAR in considering these
and related subjects turned into a
U table conference. Seated on a
pIa tform in full view of the large
audience was a group of eminent
thinkers, representing three religi0us groups and two races. These

men were expected to supply remedies for the many ms. Among the
wise things said may be mentioned
the following:
"vVhenever one group of its own
motion separates itself from all
other groups, it by such an attitude
breeds misunderstandings."
"Religious groups should study
the historical back-ground of other
groups thereby discovering the
causes of present practices which
are misunderstood."
"Eliminate from school books all
teachings which foment prejudices. "
"Clergymen often oppose mergers of faiths, rarely the laity."
"Read the Bible without interpretation.' ,
"Read in the schools extracts
from the Holy Books of all religions.' ,
Thus it may be illustrated how
the conference, projected to study
and correct only national ills,
would not infrequently gravitate to
the plane of universality and embrace mankind.
This tendency may be illustrated
further by the story of a young
clergyman who told how he had
been a Presbyterian by birth, had
attended a Congregational divinity
school and was now filling a pastorate in a large city and in a subdivision which contained a great
number of Jews and Muhammadans. His life was now made joyous
by servi'3e to all three religions and
to such an extent are his energies
used up that he has neither time nor
strength to mention creeds. He
closed with an exhortation to lay
emphasis upon justice, sod a 1 ethics
and work.
Another very earnest speaker
declared that he was bOTn a ]\1:01'-

JEWS, CATHOLICS AND PROTESTANTS CONFER

man, but had relatives among both
Catholics and Protestants, so that
he could not oppose other religions
without hating his own kith and kin.
Now he found delight in gath8ring
together the hundred Morman students in Washington and with them
studying all religions. He was told
about the Baha 'i outlook and place
of meeting.
THE CONFERENCE spent a considerable part of its time divided into
round table seminars, allowing
more intimate contacts between people of different faiths and comparison of varied viewpoints. This
brought out some of the trials experienced by minority groups in our
religious and community life. An
enjoyable feature was the noontide
luncheon served on two occasions
and showing no racial, sectional,
class or creedal barriers. A United
States Senator from the far South
was observed seated at a table with
one or more colored delegates.
Breadth and friendliness pervaded
all the meetings. People spoke with
much frankness but also with good
humor.
When the matter of l)l'ejudices as
affecting the white and colored was
broached at one of the meetings, it
,q'lS ruled out by the ehairman as
,LOt cominp; \vithin the scope of the
conference, 'whieh wa cs organized
only to remove religious prejudices.
This decision was far from unanimous and on a test vote might have
been overruled. Later at one of the
large sessions a high tribute was
paid the colored race for its cultural
contribution to American civilization, a notable address was made by
the eloquent president of Howard
University, and the Men's Glee
Club of that great institution gave
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a recital of Negro music which
seemed greatly appreciated by all.
Toward the end of this recital one
of the colored delegates was observed to approach the director,
who had just announced the Crucifixion as one of the concluding
songs. The suggestion which was
acted upon was that this song be
omitted, as it brings much of heartache to our Jewish friends who
were present in such numbers and
showing forth so much happiness.
PERHAPS the highest flight of this
conference was attained on the second day, when Dr. Carlton J. H.
Hayes of Columbia University, who
shared the honors of co-chairmen
with Hon. Newton D. Baker for the
Protestants and Roger W. Strauss,
Esq. for the Jews, spoke on "Historical Backgrounds for the Discussion of Inter-Group Relations." In
a most powerful way, the speaker
showed the inevitable tendencies of
religions majorities to oppress dissenting minorities. "The majority
religion has always the chief responsibility in assuring, as well as
proclaiming, religious liberty," he
said. "As minorities, Jews and
Catholics have been eager for
equality of treatment in politics and
society; more eager to obtain such
rights than the Protestant majority
to grant them. Thereby friction
has been increased. The test of religious liberty is not the admission
to equality of only such persons as
believe the same as we do or are indifferent to religion. It is whether
we admit such persons who believe
quite differently from ourselves and
are zealous in the practice of their
religion. While I believe that I am
right, I must sincerely respect your
belief that you are right." He
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then proceded to flay the Jewish
majority for their intolerant attitude toward a new Prophet nearly
two thousand years ago. Some of
our Jewish friends were observed
to wince under his castigation. Although himself a Catholic, he next
excoriated Catholic majorities for
their inhuman treatment of both
,r ews and Protestants. Next he
paid his respects to Protestant majorities for their barbarous treatment of Catholics and Jews and
sometimes even other Protestants,
and for the sometimes unholy alliances of Protestant sects with
each other for tyrannic sway over
Ca tholics and Jews. These statements were established by historical records beyond cavil and as a
summing up of his indictment this
veritable "Daniel come to judgment" demanded of Jews, Catholics
and Protestants that each and all
should say, JJ1 ea C~(l1Ja! So powerful was the tide of eloquence, so perfect the style abounding in brilliant
epigrams, so evenly balanced were
the scales of justice upheld, that at
the close of this remarkable address
Catholics, Protestants and Jews
arose to their feet as one, with prolonged applause.
THIS CONFERENCE was noble, exalted and worthy of gTeat praise.
People of breadth and vision, with
love for humanity and passion for
service are included in its membership. Like all things human in
origin it was subject to human limitations. It was not a world conference. It made no official attempt to
solve world problems as such, its
specific and definite objective being
to make life more livable for citi-

zens of the United States and
Canada. It took its cue from
George Washington, illustrious
father of the American government,
who in his words to Catholics, Protestants and Jews counsel1ed tolerance and freedom. Had he not been
free from bigotry he could not have
been the truly great man that history records.
This conference did not aim at
organic unity. Such a purpose was
inconceivable to its delegates as a
whole. Yet they are preparing the
way for such a step. Therefore
more power to them! As this conference includes people of great influence, and meets in various cities,
those who are illformed of the program and message of Baha'u'llah
should follow it up and enroll as
members. A teaching' which proves
the unity of religion and science has
much to offer them. A true unity
will come only when all superstitions vanish. A touching incident
of the conference was the attitude
of the venerable Rabbi Morris Lazeron of Baltimore, who committed
the gathering to the inevitable separations caused by creeds, and yet,
as if apologetic for the fixedness of
dogmas, advocated for each and all
the virtue of humility. ,,~~ greater
Jew than myself," he declared, obviously alluding to Jesus Christ,
"once taught that virtue." 0 that
the Master of 'Akka might address
them, demonstrating as He did the
,. underlying unity and basic harmony of all religions."
His message they must know. His spirit
they will eventually find. Even now
it animates their endeavors. The
Baha'i seeds which were sown in
the limited opportunities offered,
appeared to be finding fertile soil.
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SEEKING AND FINDING
By

ONE WHO HAS "SOUGHT" AND "FOUND"

"In whatsoever matter man wisheth to engage, he 'must first acquire some capability and make provisions and preparations therefor."
-'A bdu' l-Balui.
CHAPTER

HE eventful trip from the Atlantic to the Pacific during
those happy months attained its
climax in the Spring when I met
face to face His Holiness 'Abdu '1Baha in Chicago (1912). Viewed in
retrospect those months were indeed a period of definite pre1Jaration for this greatest gift of my
life!
Before passing on to the glorious
hour, however, I wish to take you
with me into another harbor where
my soul found comfort and strength
and a fuller realization of what
such a contact would entail should
I ever attain the meeting (with
'Abdu'l-Baha).
Thornton Chase, like Mrs. Lua
Getsinger mentioned in Chapter 3,
whom I met at that time, also shared
most generously with me his experiences in 'Akka and Haifa. These
two devoted and selfless disciples of
'Abdu'l-Baha, especially, seemed to
quicken and release a latent spiritual dynamic within my heart and
soul, making each step along the
Path an increase of attraction and
illumination.
Mr. Chase was a veritable tower
of spiritual strength, coupled with
humility, gentleness and unceasing
service. He stood out preeminently
as a lover of God and a brother to
all mankind. I was greatly impressed by the depth of his inner
understanding, the breadth of his
spiritual vision and the clarity of
his mind. He possessed an inner
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stillness that at times was startling,
and as he taught it was as though
one stepped with him into an inner
world that might be called a holy
cmtrt, in which the spiritual sight
became more keen, the inner ear
more attuned to divine melodies,
and the spirit seemed to contact
with the Reality of existence. His
attraction to the "Divine Beloved
One" was so complete that he found
it difficult to carry on in the practica] world of affairs.
He was connected with one of the
large Life Insurance Companies of
America, and shortly before I met
him had been transferred from the
middle west to California, largely
due to the fact that they felt he devoted too much time to the spread
of the teachings of Baha 'u 'llah.
This transfer did not at first
cause him joy, but desiring always
to be where he could serve most, he
wrote to a friend, "My moving to
the coast has not been of my own
will or making but I am moved without any action on my part. Let us
hope it is for some purpose of God
G i v e my
to His Cause.
loving greetings to the dear friends
there (Cincinnati) and bid them be
firm and steadfast under all conditions. "
As his business took him from
city to city he arranged in advance
so that almost every night of his
life he was engaged in speaking'
about the Cause of God before
groups or individuals. Cold, heat
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or storm were never deterrents in
his pathway.
A stenographer in one of the offices where he called occasionally delights to tell of her impressions of
him as he passed in and out. She
says that the moment he entered
there was a different atmosphere.
He filled the room with joy and
happiness and lifted eve l' y one
around him. That a light seemed to
pour forth from his countenance.
Countless and similar testimonies
are still current in the cities thru
which he passed.
I am convinced that the greatest
service that I can render our readers at this juncture is to put you directly in touch with his luminous
spirit thru quoting a few extracts
from his letters written to believers.
You will thus clearly realize what
he meant to me, at that time a
young seeker after truth, who had
been a student of the Bahai teachings for a comparatively short
period. The Water of Life was
given clear and pure from that
stream to my thirsty heart.
As far back as 1901, which was
several years before he had visited
'Abdu'l-Baha in the Most Great
Prison in 'Akka, he wrote these
words: "I wish that every believer,
and everyone who has been inclined
toward these Truths could have
heard Mrs. Isabella Brittingham
(another fa i t h f u 1 disciple of
'Abdu'l-Baha) who spoke to us here
(Chicago) a week ago. . . . She
gives us the most clear and understandable account of our dear Master of any we have received, and her
·words and manner, wisdom and sincerity, stir our minds and hearts
with great power, and confirm us in
all that we have dared to hope. He,
the most dignified, the most majes-

tic, the most humble, the sweetest,
the highest and the lowest the king
and the servant, the wisest, the most
powerful, the most loving, the most
merciful of all men, is indeed our
Lord and Master, our princely
leader in this religion of unity and
of servitude. His whole life is one
of devoted service in little things as
well as in great, to each pilgrim
there, to every person, He renders
His service, never accepting even a
piece of bread, until all present are
first provided for. And this is not
assumption on His part, but is the
sincere outfiowing of His love to
each and all, and this same love asserts itself constantly in gladness or
pain, in peace or in trouble, in freedom or imprisonment."
And again in this paean of devotion referring to 'Abdu'l-Baha, he
pours forth his innermost soul in
deepest adoration: "He is the
Master! He is the Christ-Spirit of
this Great Age! He is the Anointed
One! The Appointed of His Father!
That Father was the Greatest Manifestation of God-Baha'u'llah. He
(' Abdu'l-Baha) is the Center of the
Covenant; the Healer and Satisfier
of longing hearts! The King of
servitude to Humanity!"
Replying to a letter which had
dealt with such subjects as higher
criticism, the psychic realm, and
psychical research, he says: "It is
good to be skeptical provided one
does not bar himself from any conyiction. The skepticism of an open
mind is excellent, and better than a
too great readiness to accept whatever appears. Yet it is better to
belie1}e all things than to belieye nothing. In fact beliefs do not amount
to much until they enter the life and
re-create it.
"Higher criticism, after all is
j
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only an effort of the human mind,
and is not comparable to that Highest Criticism which is of the AllKnowing, the Wise One. It is but
playing in shallow pools while the
great ocean of divine utterances of
perfect knowledge and wisdom, is
swelling up its waves for our use.
It is but drinking at a little rivulet
instead of quenching our thirst forever at the fountain of sweet water
gushing out from the height of the
mountain.
"Psychic Research is a dangerous plaything, not at all safe for
any soul unless he be grounded and
anchored already in the Truth of
the L 1 v i n g God. 1'he psychic
r'ealm is a field of danger, lying
between the plane of earth and the
heaven of Spirit. No human soul
needs any psychic baptism in order
to attain to his Highest, but rather
the baptism of the Water of Truth,
of real knowledge and holy instructions and the baptism of the Spirit,
which is the blending of the life
with the Spirit of God, so that His
will becomes the center and power
of our lives. Then, when He has
entered His home-the human heart
-the whole temple is illumined
and each of its pillars becomes radiative with Light. This is the true
process of advancement, and most
wonderfully does Baha 'u 'llah give
us that Light and guides us in the
Right Path."
Severals years later when referring to his visit to 'Abdu'l-Baha at
'Akka he said, "It rejoices his heart
to know of American believers, because he for sees that the great
Light is to be reflected from America to the farthest Orient, China,
India, Japan and even Persia."
In speaking of Baha'is, he says, 'We do not argue . . . argument
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rarely convinces, but rather antagonizes. In fact argument implies
opposites, and the Baha'i teaching
is not so much words as living and
it implies harmony and agreement,
not opposition."
Subsequent to his Pilgrimage to
Akka he wrote: "The Baha'i Revelation is for every soul who is sincere, and to such it can bring a satisfaction and assurance that is permm~cnt and sweet. I do earnestly
hope that our friend Dr. - will be
attracted to 'Akka, and that going
there she will carry an open mind,
a sincere heart, an unprejudiced attention. She will find a Man, one so
entirely natural and devoid of assumption .... One whose words will
be so simple that children would be
interested, One to whom personality is of no account .... But if once
her smtl meets 'Abdu 'l-Baha, she
will find that after her visit, and as
ships and trains bear her farther
away from Him, she will increasingly wish that she might return to
sit at His feet and learn more of
Him."
, 'Sometimes our friends are surprised that the visitors to 'Akka do
not write or tell more important
things concerning their experiences
there. They all tell about the same
story-of the pleasant greetings,
the wishes for their happiness, the
inquiries for the progress of the
Cause in America, and a few simple
instructions d raw n from little
things or occurrences there. But
ask those returning ones what they
desire most of all, and you will find
it is the wish to go again to 'Akka.
And you will find that those simple
good wishes and "Table Talks"
have sown seeds in their souls, and
they are not the same as they were
before they -went. . . . One cannot
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taste of heaven without longing for
the atmosphere of heaven."
THORNTON OHASE was born in
Springfield, Mass., and ascended to
the world of light in Oalifornia in
the Fall of 1912. In Inglewood
Oemetery, Los Angeles on October
4, 1912, 'Abdu'l-Baha paid to him
the following great tribute: "This
revered personage was the first
Baha'i in America. He served the
Oause faithfully and his services
will ever be remembered throughout
ages and cycles .... For the present
his worth is not known, but in the
future it will be inestimably dear.
His sun will ever be shining, his
stars will ever bestow the light.
The people will honor this grave.
Therefore, the friends of God must
visit this grave and on my behalf

bring flowers and seek the sublimity
of the spiritual station for him and
have the utmost consideration for
the members of his family. This
personage will not be forgotten."
A beautiful slab now marks the
spot where his body rests. 'Abdu'lBaha Himself provided this stone
and Mr. Oharles Mason Remey designed The Greatest Name that is
inscribed thereon.
Doubtless he, beholding wit h
clearer vision, realizes why he was
led to Oalifornia, and what is even
now, tluu the Divine Wisdom being
accomplished at that grave. Baha'i
friends from all parts of the world
gather there to IJray for him, and
give praise to Almighty God for
such a life! Of him 'Abdu'l-Baha
once said: "Thornton Ohase i s
unique and peerless.' ,*

*Two books by Thornton Ohase-HIn Galilee" and "The Baha'i Revelation," have already brought guidance
and illumination to countless souls.

THE OLD ORDER CHL,,-NGETH
BERTHA HYDE KIRKP ATRIOK
EvVS of a novel trip has recently c 0 m e to us. Two
friends, one colored and one white,
traveled together as friends and
equals in the South. The plan was
to assume that there was no prejudice against this very reasonable
relationship and the 0 b j e c t to
spread the Baha'i Message both by
example and by word of mouth. Of
these two friends, one was gifted as
a singer, the other as a public
speaker. The two were received
not only with courtesy in the dozen
or so colleges and universities visited but with real hospitality and
joy. As guests in many homes they
formed real friendships. The complete account of this trip is full of

human interest and significance.
The few extracts quoted below
show how old prejudices are dropping away and a new spirit is being
born.
EARLY IN the trip the following
scene took place on the campus of
a southern state university. Oould
it have gone unchallenged twentyfive or even ten years ago 7
"After 13 a l' kin g my car, we
walked on the campus together and
located Dr.
, a nationally
renowned sociologist, who was lecturing to his class in civics. We
waited for the conclusion of his lechue at the entrance of his classroom, on the advice of a student in
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the hall. As the students emerged
they found Mr. N. and I chatting
and joking to get her in a most
natural and friendly manner. Dr.
- - - soon saw us and greeted us
most cordially. . . . Behind him
trailed several students who were
absorbing the entire incident, and
showing their astonishment at the
phenomenon of our visit."
WE ARE reminded by the next incident, which occurred on the return trip, that the old order still
persists and that the need of more
workers like these two devoted
souls is urgent.
"I am compelled here to relate
the only unpleasant incident of our
entire trip. On the very doorstep
of A. University at C., as we were
leaving, we assisted two boys, who
were hiking their way from Florida
to New York. After we had left
Professor A., I stopped at a restaurant to purchase some sandwiches
for these boys. Mr. N. (my colored
friend and companion), inquired if
I desired him to go with me, to
which I readily said 'Yes'. We entered the restaurant, which was
connected with a hotel on the main
street. I ordered the sandwiches.
There was no one else in the restaurant at that time except the counterman (white). Before the sandwiches were ready another man
(white) came in and sat at the
counter. Mr. N. and I remained
s tan din g. The counterman returned with the sandwiches, and because of the presence of the additional patron, commanded Mr. N. to
I'emove his hat. Mr. N. paid no attention to his request. I started to
pay the man for the food but he
kept his attention fixed on Mr. N.,
and repeated his command. Then
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I lost my patience and said, 'This
man (meaning the patron) has his
hat on. I have my hat on. Why
should he take his hat off l' 'We do
not permit colored people in here,
unless they remove their hats,' he
replied. Whereupon Mr. N. walked
out slowly, having retained his composure throughout. I was not quite
satisfied so I walked over to the
news c 0 u n t e I' and purchased a
newspaper. Then I told the COUllterman of how wonderfully gifted a
man Mr. N. was and he said it made
no difference, he was a negro. I left
with a sad heart at the thought that
my companion so cultured, so splendid in character-the equal of any
man of any color or race-should
have suffered such unjust discrimination.
BUT HERE is a little incident
which gives us courage:
"We learned from Professor A.
that he was for three years the
head of the French Department at
A. University. While there he was
elected to membership in the - - Club. This group is composed of
members of the faculty of the University of
in the same city.
At the time of his election a number of professors objected to his
dark skin and threatened to resign.
Whereupon twenty-five of the members evidenced their resentment of
so narrow a prejudice by voluntarily resigning to form a new club
with Professor A., meeting regularly with him at A. University.
This was a splendid testimony of
the esteem he enjoyed while in C.
The group regretfully dissolved
when he moved away."

FROM ONE deeply interested and
experienced in inter-racial amity
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work, a Director of Extension Service in one university visited, comes
this advice:
"We should not emphasize interracial activities as organizations,
but as individuals.
"We should (1) set up our objectives: better l' e I a t ion s, and
equality according to merit and
ability; (2) plan OUT activities, such
as dances, dinners, concerts, etc.,
and carry them out in a normal
way; (3) follow through the definite steps of the plan."
THE FOLLOWING m 0 v i n g words
were spoken by a teacher of history
in a colloge for colored students, on
hearing the Baha'i Message for the
first time:
, , The Baha'i Movement is the
greatest Movement in the world today, and is worthy of any man devoting all his life to it. To achieve
the objects of this Movement is
worth all other things put together.
Because when it achieves its objectives all other things right themselves and we will have peace. 'vVe
are all working for peace.
"'vVhen truth is sounded and you
are in tune, your soul responds and
tells you it is true. 'vVhen I heard
t his Movement explained it resounded through my soul. ... I will
take every opportunity to spread
this wherever possible. I consider
it my mission. I am going to know
more about it. I am going to be
free. It has a dynamic. It is bound
to succeed existing religions, because present religion is of the past,
and I am going to let it stay in the
past."
AND THESE telling words were uttered by the president of another
college to his students:
"These two gentlemen have no

consciousness that they represent
two different races. Out of the
Holy Land-Palestine-that laboratory of religions - this Baha'i
Movement came. I want to tell you
the story of my brother. When we
were younger, I remember he went
to my mother and said that he was
dissatisfied and was going to find
another God. After he had gone I
found my mother weeping and she
asked. '\iVill he find another God' ~
Now that is the situation all over
the world. Over here they are
looking up and praying to Godover there they are looking up and
praying to God. All are praying to
the same God for there is but one
God. This movement goes further
and says there is one humanity....
In spite of all differences, man must
find a means of uniting in a common brotherhood."
IN A PRIVATE interview was revealed the true spiritual nature of
one of the professors of a state university. These are some of his
words:
"In this world today we are trying to
get the fruits of love through the spirit of
hate. . . . If the world ever goes forward
it must step forward through love and kindness and mutuality. Our vlhole life must
be mystical. We must draw nearer to God.
We must know God. We must take time to
be holy. The Prophets of the world have
always been men apart from the crowd.
Truth must come out from deserts, from
mountains and from prisons."

THESE FRAGMENTS g i v e US a
glimpse of the ne"v spirit that is
surely developing in our country.
They show some of the first fruits
of what one of the two travelers
calls the "most unique journey" he
had ever undertaken. ' 'I believe,"
he says, "it marks the beginning of
a new era in the history of interracial work in the South. This
prophecy has already found some
fulfillment, for another similar trip
was accomplished soon after this
pioneer one.' ,*

*This later trip was made by two distinguished Baha'j teachers-one colored and the other white, and one
a member of the National Interracial Committee of the Baha'is. The reports COIning to us about this
trip in the interests of the divine art of getting on together, indicate that great progress has been made.
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Every Bcohd'i Assembly in the wor'ld is actively w01"king for this greate.Qt of hU1nan needs-the oveTC01ning of racial prejudice
and the establishment of an actual unity and brotherhood. This Committee bears a striking title, namely, UNITY OF EAST AND
TVEST COMMITTEE. Not all of the 1nembers of the Committee are r'epresented in the picture cos S01ne were not able to be
p1"eSent when the group was photog1"aphed.
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"Those who help on the Cause of Unity are doing God's work. Unity is the
divine bounty for this luminous century. Enmity is not so much the cause of
separation as it used to be; the cause of disunion now is mostly lJTejudice ... In
the sight of God color makes no difference at all. He looks at the hearts of
Inen."
-'Abd~t'l-Bahd.

ONE OF the most pressing' needs
that the world faces today is the
abolition of racial prejudice. ,TV e
cannot expect to realize a parliament of nations and the brotherhood of man so long' as the psychology of race hatred persists.
Intercourse, acquaintance, familiarity, can do a g'reat deal to abolish race prejudice; but even these
things cannot be altogether efficacious. For instance, the British and
the Hindus have mingled closely in
their lives for a century in India,
but the prejudice has not been abolished. Hindus and Muhammadans
have lived side by side in the villages of India, but the prejudice is
as strong now as it was centuries
ago. It is evident that ordinary
contacts, even of a sympathetic nahue, are not sufficient to abolish
prejudice; for prejudice is something deep-seated, something that
takes its roots in the emotions.
If it ,vere a reasoned intellectual
matter, prejudice could be overcome
by an alvakened intelligence. But
it does not belong to the category of
things intellectual. It cannot be
cured therefore by intellectual development, although it can be
mneliorated by such development.
There is only one force powerful
enough to control the lower emo-

tions in humanity and to obliterate
all traces of prejudice, that is the
force of religion. Only a spiritual
power can bring men of different
races and religions together in absolute unity and brotherhood.
THE BAI-lA'l Movement has as one
of its principle aims the abolition of
prejudice-na tional, racial, religious; and the substitution of a real
brotherhood based upon mutual understanding and affection. Religion has performed such miracles
before, and will continue to do so.
But nothing' short of religion can
work this miracle.
In this country the interracial
problem focuses almost entirely upon relations of the colored and
white races. Many forces are operative in attempts to harmonize
these two races and bring about
more or a social and economIc unity;
but a powerful religious impulse
alone can affect a real brotherhood
between these races, abolishing emotional barriers and all vestiges of
prejudice.
Baha'is everywhere the country
over are working earnestly in this
field of race amity. In the large
cities conrerences are held yearly.
Bnt more important than the flow
of words from a platform, is the en-
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deavGl' to actually get together in a in Persia, for Muslim Baha'is to be
human way at the hanquet table. seen fraternizing with Jewish or
For as the Arab says, "He who Zoroastrian Baha'is meant almost
shares my bread shares my life."
certain death. At first therefore
To actually sit at the table, to ac- this practice of brotherhood had to
tually partake of food together, is be carried on in secrecy. Later, as
to perform the sacrament of the persecutions became mitigated
brotherhood. Two such momentous DY more thorough political control
occasions the reader will find de- and order, the Baha'is of different
scribed later in these pages.~'
creeds and races could mingle more
Such social gatherings of the two safely and more visibly. Fjven then,
races (and of course many other however, social stigma played such
races are included) is one of the an important part that Muslim
most significant works that is being Baha'is and the Baha'is of other redone by the Baha'is today in this ligions would find it wiser to move
country. It is of little effect for to some suburb of the town where
Baha'is to preach brother hood if they could be together and yet at the
they do not put it into practice, same time be some\vhat segregated
even though it take courage and the from the persecution mania of nonfacing of social disapprobation.
Baha'i fellow townsmen.
And after all this is only the
Today, for the first time, under
normal thing'.
Unity, harmony, the enlightened rule of Reza Shah
brotherhood is not some extraord- the Baha'is can mingle publicly in
inary endeavor. It is merely per- their lectures and unity feasts withmitting the natural flow of human out fear of persecution or of mobintercourse. Once the barriers are derision. A traveler who would witremoved, this mingling together in ness the amazing miracle of Muhammutual understanding and friend- madans, Jews, Zoroastrains, Chrisship is as much a joy and inspira- tians, sitting at table together in the
tion to one race as it is to the other. utmost love and unity, should realize that this stupendous spectacle of
THE PERSIAN Baha'is early faced brotherhood has been effected only
the dilemma of matching doctrine over the course of many years and
with practice, and met it with bold- at cost of dangers, of bloodshed, of
ness and spiritual zeal. Their gos- thousands of martyrdoms.
pel of brotherhood, of unity, of loye,
could not exist as mere preachTHUS WE SEE it is not so easy to
ments. Therefore it became neces- establish in actual practice the
sary for Muslim Baha'is to frater- poet's dream of the brotherhood of
nize with Jewish and Zoroastrian man. The average human is conBaha'is. But in Persia the social tent to let well enough alone. If
dangers of such fra terniza tion were strong prejudice exists, the average
much graver even than in this coun- man keeps on the safe side of the
try, for religious higotry and pre- street. And thus prejudice conjudice there heightened the social tinues to exist.
barriers.
Let us be sure that nothing can
In the early days of the CausE; stop prejudice except the actual ex'pp. 46-51.
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pression of love; and that those who
first venture to make this active expression of love court derision, opposition, even social persecution.
Therefore one can see that successful work in the field of interracial
unity must depend upon a strong
religious enthusiasm, upon a spiritual power. Only by such aids can
the tremendous obstacles to brotherhood be overcome.
SHOGHI EFFENDI, the Guardian of
the Baha'i Cause, has warned that
in this country one of the gravest
of problems is that of the relations
between the white and colored races.
Here in our midst is both the opportunity and the responsibility for the
carrying out actually of the principles enumera ted by Baha 'u 'llah.
If we preach universal brotherhood,
we must also practice it. Thus
preaching and practice go hand in
hand, the one supporting the other;
and the attention of thoughtful people outside the Baha'i world is being forcibly drawn to this pioneer
\york which the Baha'is are accomplishing, in the way of bringing the
white and colored races into actual
fraternity-a fraternity expressed
in every phase of living, social and
recreational as well as intellectual.
Here in America we have a remaTlmble opportunity to prove the
fallacy of color as a criterion of
character or ability. America, a
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land dedicated to equal opportunity
for every individual, can ill afford
to raise barriers merely because of
pigmentation. While the problem
here is very grave and difficult, yet
for that very reason its solution will
be powerful in its influence and
noble in its accomplishment. Just
as America could 110t remain a
country dedicated to slavery, so it
cannot remain (and still be true to
its democratic principles) a country
dedicated to race prejudice.
LET us hope that the ideals held
for America by 'Abdu'l-Baha may
eventually prevail, such as are
set fort h i n this prayer by
'Abdu'l-Baha while He was in
America: "0 God! Let this democracy become glorious in spiTitual
attainment even as it has become
successful in material degrees.
Render this just government victorious. Confirm this revered nation
so that it may raise the standard of
the Oneness of Humanity and promUlgate the Most Great Peace. May
it become glorious and praiseworthy among the nations of the
earth.
"0 God, Almighty Protector!
We ask Thee by Thy holiness and
bounty to pour out Thy blessing
upon this government which has
stretched its tent over citizens from
every land, that its inhabitants, its
industries, its territories may be
penetrated by justice."

"The pTi1J'ue cause fOT cdl these happening.s (wa1"S, etc.) is racial, national, relig'ious and poUUccd prejudice; eund the 1-00t of all this lJrejudice lies in outwm"n and
deepseated tncditions, be they religious, TCccial, ne/;tioned, or political. So long as ~hese
tTaditions re11lccin, the foundation of the human edifice is insecure, and l1wnkind ~tself
is exposed to continuous peril. .. TodeiY nothing sh01-t of these divine teachings
(Bahd'i) cem aSS~i1"e peecce and tncnquility to mankind. B~it fOT these teachings this
darkness shedl neV61' vccnish, these chronic diseecses shall never be healed; nay, they
shall gTOW fiercer f1-01n day to day."
-'Abdu'l-Baha
The Bahd'i Magazine, 1/0l. 14, p. 355.
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RELIGION AND SOCIAL PROGRESS
KEITH RANSOM - KEHLER,

M.A.

This is the fi1'st of a series of articles which have been written f01' lJublication both
in The Baha'i Magazine and the Tokyo Nichi Nichi. Articles fr01n the pen of this
gifted c('uthor a1'e always read with deep interest and profit, and this series undoubtedly
will have an eS1J6cial appeal at this time as they deal so clearly with social progress
as r-elated to nligion.

US we examine the course of his-

liefs and practices of those to whom

recognize the all-important function
of religion in man's development
and social progress. From age to
age there has appeared on earth a
Being "peer less and unique," who
has exercised over the hearts and
minds and souls of those who have
heard and accepted His message a
power and an authority that is
never shared by another person.
Few human being's can influence
their fellowmen throughout the
course of their own lifetime; to extend this influence to the third or
fourth generation is the utmost of
human capacity: But the Founders
of the great religions of the world
change and control the action of
millions of people for hundreds,
yes, thousands of years, as in the
case of Moses and Zoroaster.
All existing civilizations in the
world are civilizations originating'
in religion, so far as history reveals
their origin, founded and fostered
by great Prophets or Messengers:
Brahmanism and Shintoism, being
of prehistoric origin must be excluded from historical evidence;
but there is every indication of
their springing from a personal,
not a mythological source.
To repeat, no other than the
Founders of the great religions of
the world have ever been able to
change and regiment whole peoples, races, na tions and ethnic
groups, within a few brief generations; demolishing the existing be-

ing their own new and oHimes drastic teachings.
Up to the threshold of the present century, the great artistic, social, political, legal and educational
institutions of history have grown
out of the laws, ordinances and
principles laid down by the
Prophets to the era or people that
produced these institutions. The
vast scheme of enlightened and humanitarian administra tion introduced by King Asoka when he embraced Buddhism; the miraculous
and drama tic energy of Gothic
architecture; the educational enterprises under religious sponsorship
in Arabia, India and Europe, the interdependence of church and state,
as one of the most firmly established aspects of history; the evident
influence of religious doctrine in the
codifica tion of Justinian la w,-are
only a few of the many instances
that come to mind as illustrating
the far reaching, unparalleled
power of the Founders of the great
religions of the world.
The only example of appreciable
advancement in the fundamental
social relations, and the spiritualiz"ing of human practice is due, taking
our evidence from history, to these
great Messengers and Educators of
mankind. Not the founders of new
systems of philosophy, not the conquerors of vast territories, not the
enlightened scientist, not the monarch, no matter how humane, can

f6]1 tory we are constrained to they have appeared and substitut-
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aCCOmlJlish these great ethnological revealed by each great Messenger
movements over more than brief who establishes His religion in the
periods and sporadically.
world, a body of laws and ordiThe One who comes with the au- nances that constitute a temporal
thentic religious message from age social program. These laws vary
to age holds the allegiance of His according to the time, place, condifollowers when every earthly as- tion of society and the human needs
pect that accompanied His arrival of those to whom the Prophet
has been discarded and forgotten. makes His revelation. The liveliest
source of divergence among' the followers of the great religions of the
world is the difference in these tem~STUDY of the comparative poral or social teachings that have
~ religions of the world reveals been given by their Founder, as the
to us the inescapable fact that they plan and desire of God. For long
all teach the same great spiritual after the conditions have passed
truths. All religions teach that which made teaching's necessary,
there is but one great creative men still cling to these obsolescent
power, the source of light and life. forms and ceremonies. The FounTo the Buddhist this creative power der of each religion has always
is an abstract principle, not a per- covenanted with His followers that
sonal being, but nevertheless the a successor would follow Him; that
Buddha teaches a fundamental uni- tha t same spirit which had enabled
fying creative power. All religions Him to lighten men's burdens and
teach the oneness of humanity; a to purify their hearts would apfact only recently established pear in another being like unto
through the science of anthro- Himself; but the course of history
pology, of which Prof. Franz Boas always reveals the same storyof Columbia University is the chief the Promised One comes into the
proponent. All religions have for world with a great message of autheir basis of action the practice of thority, more advanced teachings
love and good will as the one atti- than those which men had received
tude through which mankind can be in the past dispensation, and a
well pleasing to God thus accom- meeting in every age with the most
plishing the great purpose for violent alld perhaps tragic rejec'which he was created. All religions tion on the part of those to whom
teach some form of survival, ad- He had been sent. One of the irvancing a belief in immortality; refutable proofs of His reality has
and all religions, without exception, been that oftimes with no prestige,
teach that through their Founder no power, no position, but facing
and through Him alone can man- the organized opposition of society
kind know God or attain the essen- as well, in spite of all opposition
tial path to salvation. Each one of and denial He has triumphantly
the religions, as it has been founded succeeded in establishing His cause.
in turn, has displayed always this
A study of comparative religions
changeless aspect of its teaching.
shows that their Founders have alHowever, side by side with these ways claimed to derive their power
spiritual truths there is invariably from God, have always taught the
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same basic spiritual truths, have
always brought an uplifting and
progressive social program and
have always obtained the same historical results,-that of elevating'
men to loftier hnman relations and
to greater spiritual ideals.
~

Il'IS

previously stated each of the
fIi]1great religions of the world
today have been promised by its
Founder that the same spirit which
was in Him will return and dwell
amongst men. The Buddha taught
His followers that He was not the
first Buddha nor would He be the
last. Therefore the Buddhists are
expecting the fifth Buddha.
The
Zoroastrians have been promised
Shah Baroum; the Christians are
expecting the Second Coming; the
Muhammadans, the Imam Mahdi;
the Brahmans, the twelfth incarnation of Vishnu; the Jews are still
expecting their Messiah. Each religions has been promised by its
Founder that when this promised
One appears He will establish love
and brotherhood, peace and goodwill throughout the earth. With
each religion divided into innumerable sects it would seem impossible to reconcile the conflicting and
contending divisions of anyone of
the religions within itself. To produce affection and sympathetic understanding among the great religions themselves would indeed require the incomparable influence of
One endowed with the power of
God, as in each instance this Promised One was to be.
It is self-evident that each of the
religions, in this sublime expectation, is referring to one Personality,
not several; for if each of these ex-

pected Messengers came, as promised, He would not produce harmony and accord, but greater conflict and misunderstanding. When
sincere and spiritually-minded men
and women, of whatever faith, examining the identity of teaching in
all of the great religions, as previously explained, they are compelled, if they are candid and dispassionate, to admit the basic unity
of all religious teaching. To find
these earnest exponents of true religion to whom the spirit and not
the letter of their faith is of paramount importance, would be to obliterate religious differences and to
institute the practice rather than
the profession of one's belief; for
all religions are based upon the law
of love. That "pressed dO'VIl and
running over men give back into our
bosoms" the sympathy and generosity which we express towards
them is not only a teaching common
to all religions, but is sound psychology as well.
Not by the arrogance of assuming everyone else to be in the wrong
and ourselves in the right; not by a
blind refusal to investigate and accredit the beliefs of others, but by
an independent approach to the
study: first-of what we owe to religions; second-of the great basic
teachings which they hold in common; and third-of the immeasurable influence which they have
exerted throughout the ages over
the lives of the millions who
have teemed this earth.
By this
approach can we find the reconciling attitude that will enable us to
enter into sincere accord with those
who are seeking and worshipping
God everywhere.
(To be continued)
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FROM THE UTTERANCES OF 'ABDUL-BAHA
whos~

prai~eworthy

E
morals and virtues are
is preferred
the presence of God; he who
devoted to the
H
kingdom is most beloved. In the realm of genesis and crea111

IS

tion the question of color is of least importance.
The mineral kingdom abounds with many colored substances and compositions but we find no strife among them on
that account. In the kingdom of the plant and vegetable,
distinct and variegated hues exist but the fruit and flowers
are not in conflict for that reason. Nay, rather, the very faet
tha t there is difference and variety lends a charm to the
garden. If all were of the same color the effect 'iVould be
monotonous and depressing. When you enter a rose-g'arden
the wealth of color and variety of floral fOTms spread before
you a picture of wonder and beauty. The world of humanity
is like a garden and the various races are the flowers which
constitute its adornment and decoration.

N the world of minds and souls, fellowship which is an exIdiscord,
pression of composition is conducive to life; whereas
which is an expression of decomposition, is the equivalent of death. ~Without cohesion among the individual elements -which compose the body-politic, disintegration and
decay must inevitably follo~w and life be extinguished . . .
therefore in the world of humanity it is wise and seemly that
all the individual members should manifest unity and affinity .
. . . The Prophets of God ,vere sent into the world upon this
mission of unity and agreement.

W

HEN the racial elements of the American nation unite
in actual fellowship and accOTd, the lights of the oneness of humanity will shine, the day of eternal glory and bliss
\vill dawn, the spirit of God encompass and the divine favors
descend. Under the leadership and training of God the real
Shepherd, all will be protected and preserved. He will lead
them in green pastures of happiness and sustenance and they
will attain to the real goal of existence. This is the blessing
and benefit of unity; this is the outcome of love. This is the
sign of the" Most Great Peace," this is the star of the oneness
of the human world. Consider how blessed this condition
will be.
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NEEDED--THE SUPREME ASSEMBLY
LOUIS G. GREGORY
"Let every believer, desirous to witness the swift and healthy progress of the
Cause of God, realize the twofold natur'c of his task. Let him first turn his eyes inr
wa~"dly and search his own hear't and sCl.ctisfy himself that in his ?"elations with his
fellow believers, irrespective of color and class, he is proving himself increasingly
loyal to the spirit of his beloved Faith. Assu?"ed and content that he is eXe1'ting his
~~t'l?wst in a conscious effort to approach nearer every day the lofty station to which
his graC'ions Master summons him, let him. turn to his second task, and, 1.vith befitting
confidence and vig01", assail the devastating power of those fo'rces which in his own
heart he has already succeeded in subduing."-Shoghi Effendi in Baha'i Administntiion,
p.120.

Il'I

GREAT mystic in one of his
most popular works, pictures
heaven as made up of numberless
societies, emulous of each other in
good deeds, cooperating without
friction and keeping their faces
ever turned toward the Sun of
Truth. In BaM.'i literature one
finds many references to this Supreme Concourse. This supreme
assembly logically implies the existence of lesser assemblies. The
social needs of man are such that
happiness is impossible unless he
finds fellowship in some measure
with his kind. The progress of
civilization is indexed by the increasing number of effective organizations.
In one of the small New England
cities more than a hundred clubs
are to be found which are active in
various phases of community service and progress. Isolation in such
a circle virtually means to be out of
life; without influence among people of power, starved in the midst
of wealth, a hermit-as it weredwelling amid the beauty of a flower
garden. As it is difficult to plan
any meeting without conflicting
dates, friends frequently divide
their time between meetings of
simultaneous dates, thereby show~ng their loyalty to similar ideals
and their broad sympathies. Such

rAJ

virtues and habits by their inherent
excellence command homage yet
practically all ,such clubs and fraternities, administering as they do
to human welfare, owe their origins
to human exigency and invention.
THE GREATEST need of every community the world over today is a SupremeAssembly reflecting the spirit
and power of the divine world.
Such a group will not owe its being
to the will of man, but will be consciously a Divine Emanation,
crea ted and set in motion by the
Will of God. The Supreme Concourse is made up of all the Prophets of God, past and present, and of
those holy souls who have been
honored in being permitted to share
their labors and sacrifices. Although shining in full and unveiled
splendor in the world beyond, yet
its signs, effects, exponents and personnel are sometimes found even
in this world.
In one of the most wonderful
Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha revealed
to an Oriental friend of rare devotion, his earthly abode is described
as « the stopping place of the S~t
prerne Concm&rse." This grew out
of his custom of entertaining for
brief periods the pilgrims who
passed through his city enroute to
the Most Sacred Shrines. The host
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and his many guests were deemed
worthy to be companions of the Divine Messengers in all the worlds.
« Praise be to Him Who by His
Appearance hath made this dark
w01"ld the envy of the worlds 0/
light!"
It is definitely known that an expression of the Supreme Concourse can appear, be organized,
function and have its branches
111
the cities of earth. How
blessed were such a city, enriched
by spiritual treasures and illumined
by the Light of God! All members
of this Supreme Assembly would
he people of insight whose heart
mysteries are known to each other.
All its meetings will be so attractive that no greater sacrifice than
non-attendance could be imagined.
Its attitudes will be reverential; its
thoughts pure; its labors selfless,
its tongues eloquent; its ends and
methods equally noble; its harmony
like the music of the spheres. Its
guidance ,vill be ever clear, its unity
inspired and its exhilaration like a
flame of fire. In such an assembly
no one will ever need to express his
private griefs and woes. vYith keen
penetration each will see the needs
of his coworkers and with tenderness be their protector. All the
Ivounds vvill come from without; all
the balm from within with its radiance and cheer, \~visdom and knowledge, love and laughter.
All lesser assemblies will be a
sacrifice to this Supreme Assembly.
From this first assembly all others
"lvill be the recipients of service and
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inspiration. The members on the
Supreme Assembly will value service on every plane, yet use all contacts for the supreme and universal
good, abandoning the useless, and
even bending the useful to the uses
of the Supreme vVill. Racial harmony, religious unity, justice, protection of minorities, rending the
veils of superstition, tradition and
prejudice, a program of peace and
brotherhood that will eventually
sweep the world,~are among the
ideals it will keep constantly in
VIew.
THE GLORIOUS N abil, in the stirring and beautiful narrative of the
Dawn-Breakers, shows the spirit
animating such an assembly. This
he illustrates by the marvelous
events of Tarbarsi, N ayriz and Zanjan (Persia), and by the accounts
of the deep insight, spiritual glovv
and courage of many heroes in that
romantic land which gave the Cause
of God its birth. It thrills with the
joy of life, incites our wish for more
efficiency, and appeals try tlv:) heroism and the divine that dwell withlll.
Perhaps the great Victorian
poet, contemporary of Baha 'u 'Hah,
who through the flash of his genius
saw the universal temple and a warless world, also envisioned the Supreme Assembly when he penned
these lines:
"One equal temper of heroic hearts
Made weak by time and fate, yet
strong in will
To serve, to seek, to find and not to
yield! "

"All p1"ejudices bet~ueen 1nan and man aTe fa,lsehoods cmcl 'violations of the will of
Gael. Goel elesiTes unity anel love-He c01n1ncmds hannony and fellowship. Enmity is
hwncm disobeelience. God Himself is Love."
- ' Abelt~'l-Baha.
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MAKING YOUTH WORLD-MINDED
BERTHA HYDE KmKPATRIOK

HE average college student is
not world minded." So stated
Mr. E. R. Murrow, president of the
National Student Federation of
America in a recent number of The
Pan-Pacific U1f/.,ion Bf/.,tlletin. Mr.
Murrow based his statement on the
type of subjects which occupied the
attention of this body at their annual congress. He thinks that in
this respect American students compare unfavorably with European
students.
But does not the fact that this
body recognizes such a deficiency
augur the birth of a new spirit1
There are, in fact, present evidences that an international spirit
among students is, at least, in its
infancy. For instance, the delegates at this very congress instructed the executive committee
"not to discriminate against any
applicant because of race or color."
And Mr. Murrow closes his report
with these words: "Believing that
future harmony and mutual understanding both nationally and internationally depend upon the youth
of today, the students of America
are attempting to perfect a meaningful student organization which
will make of the present and future
college generations better citizens
of the world."

O

FROM this same bulletin ,ve learn
of a trip made last year by a debating team from the University of
Oregon all around the Pacific basin.
The three members of this team in
eight months debated in schools and

universities in eight countries bordering on the Pacific.
In summer there are numerous
travel groups of youth organized,
whose aim is contact and consultation with youth of other lands. All
these are faint signs of this new
mind we are looking so anxiously
for in young men and women. The
influence of these conscious efforts
for world friendship surely extends
beyond those immediately involved.
One of the three cardinal principles to which 'Abdu'l-Baha says
that colleges must hold fast is:
, , Service to the oneness of the world
of humanity; so that each student
may consciously realize that he
is a brother to all mankind, irrespective of religion or race." Travel,
though desirable, is not necessary
for the realization of this feeling in
youth. No doubt we neglect OppOTtunities for this right at our very
doors. There are thousands of students scattered over our country in
different colleges and universities
who have come from the four quarters of the earth and who represent
the most intelligent and cultured
groups in their respective countries.
The attitude of both these students
and ourselves has been altogether
too much that they are here simply
to learn from America and her institutions of learning. Have we
nothing to learn from them f Have
they nothing to give to us ~
But here, too, we must not overlook the few efforts that are being
made fOT a closer relationship between different nationalities. For
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a good many years the Cosmopolitan Clubs have been functioning in
the larger colleges and universities.
These furnish opportunities for an
insight into the culture and customs
of other nationalities as well as for
friendly human relations, but these
opportunities are by no m e an s
made full use of.
Of even greater value may be the
International Houses found in a
few of the largest universities.
These are residence houses where
an effort is made to have a real
home atmosphere. The usual plan is
to have one-quarter of the residents
American s tu den t s. Here is a
chance for a world home in miniahue. Why not more of these international houses even if they must
begin on a small scale ~ The tendency now is for the different national and racial groups to segregate themselves in their own rooming and club houses. This is natural
and has advantages and will probably continue unless conscious effort is made for larger relationships.
And how about American stu-
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dents living abroad 1 The "Bulletin" furnishes interesting information on this subject. "Of the 28,000 students attending the University of Paris, one-quarter are foreigners; at Geneva the proportion
is one-half. The proportion is also
big at Berlin. At Paris already
eleven national houses have been
erected at the beautiful Cite' Universitaire and there will eventually
be twenty. With the splendid gift
of Mr. Rockefeller, a central house
for all students is being erected,
with dining rooms, reception rooms,
library, auditorium, etc. This is to
be the focus of student life. Moreover it is the intention to have a certain proportion of French students
in each house, e. g., one-quarter in
the American house."
Surely seeds for world minded11ess are being sown among the
youth of the world. We see a dawn
of the consciousness that an important part of a liberal education is,
"Service to the oneness of the
world of humanity." How can we
hasten the fruition of these seeds ~
Ho\y can we turn this dawn into full
daylight~

"The }J1"oclamation of the Oneness of Mankind-the head cor1W1--stone of Bahd'u'lldh's all-embnicing dOl1tinion-ccin under no circu171,stances be cOl1t}Jrkred with such expTessions of 1Jious hope as have been uttered in the Prkst. His is not 11terely rk call
which He niised, alone [(,nd unaided, in the face of the relentless rknd combined opposition of t'wo of the 'most pow61-f1cl Oriental potentrktes of His dCiy-while Himself an exile
and p1"isone1" in their hCinds. It implies at once a wa1"ning cmd a promise-a wa1'ning
that ,in it lies the sole l1teanS faT the scr,/vcition of Ci greatly suffering world, a p1'01]'l,ise
that its realization is at hand.
"Uttered at a time when its possibility had not yet been se1"iously envisaged in any
1Ja1't of the world, it hCis, by virtue of thrkt celestial potency with which the Spirit of
BCihd'u'lldh has brecithed into it, come at last to be regarded, by an increasing numbe1of thoughtful 1nen, not only as an aPP1"oaching possibility, but as the neCeSSa1"y outcome of the forces now operating in the world."
-Shoghi Effendi.
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BAHA'IS CONTRIBUTE SIGNIFICANTLY
TO RACIAL BROTHERHOOD
CORALIE FnANKLIN COOK

"For the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the wate?"s cover' the secb."
-Iscdah 11:9
"The wrong in the wo'rold continues to exist jtwt because people talk only of their
ideals and do not strive to put them into p?"actice. If actions took the plac'e of 'words,
the world's misery would very soon be changed into comfort."
-'Abdt~'l-Balui.

RI-lE prophecy of Isaiah and the
precept of 'Abdu'l-Baha have
met with glorious fruition in two
meetings, as wide apart in miles as
the Atlantic and the Pacific oceans
but unmistakably united in conception and purpose.
"In New York City," writes Mrs.
L. A. Mathews\ "The National
Baha'i Committee for Racial Amity
and the New York Baha'i Sl)iritual
Assembly, gave a dinner in the banquet hall of the Hotel Shelton, Sa turday, February twenty-seventh in
honor of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People and the New York Urban
League."
It seems eminently fitting that a
woman of Nordic blood who has
demonstrated her interest in the
"advancement of colored people"
by constituting herself a generous
patron of their work in the field of
letters, should be mistress of ceremonies at this dinner, while the
occasion becomes no less significant
because she has as her assistant
Mr. Louis G. Gregory", an advanced
man of color who has carried the
teachings sent from the" So great
Prison" of ' Akka to rural groups
of the "black belt" and to urban
assemblages both north and south.
The welcoming address was an
assurance to all that the Baha'is

U

had met to do honor to the two
great organizations whose members
spend their lives in racial uplift.
Stressing the inevitable appeal
made to Baha!is is by these organizations for racial amity the hostess
declared that ever since 1844 the
date of its origin, the leaders of the
Baha'i religion have stood against
oppression and admonished its followers to disregard race differences.
Speaker after speaker contributed gems of thought to this brilliant occasion. "The great underlying principle of the Baha'i Movement, " said one, "is the oneness of
humanity. Throughout the world
these groups are the dawning plaees
of a coming civilization in which
humanity as a whole wm be freed
from the superstitions of the dark
ages."
Who fails to discover in the
words of the next speaker the vision
of a seer? "I trust we are laying
the foundation for magnificent cooperation, fellowship, brotherhood
and love in the future. I do not
think there is any human being who
can prophesy the good we may accomplish together because one of
the crying needs of the country, one
of the crying needs of the world
is the establishment of a unity, concord and equality among the differ-

(1) Chairman of the National Interracial Committee of the Baha'is of the United States and Canada,
(2:) Secretary of the same cOlnmittee.
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ent races ... So let us here resolve,
in our heart of hearts and soul of
souls, that this shall be the beginning of a cooperation among
these three organizations that ,vill
be productive in the future of
greater and greater results."
From the heart of a woman came
this beautiful sentiment:
"The
greatest thing in the wOTld is friendship and the greatest part of friendship is fellowship."
Thought-compelling and w e I]
worth heeding were the words of
the last Baha/i speaker: "I think
what this ancient ·world needs most
of all is a job that's big enough to
fit us all together on a common task,
a job that will coordinate our minds
and our hearts and our inner religious convictions and our outer
political and economic needs. vVhen
the people of the world have been
allied in a common undertaking for
some universal essential need the
minor differences that we have accumulated in the past will fade
away. What we need is to be able
to identify people by their relationship to that common human task
and not by the accidental variations
of dialect or creed that ,ve have
picked up on our way.
"N ow, the statement of the task
that is big enough for us economically, politically, philosophically
and religiously, as it seems to me,
,'le have had put into concrete and
simple language within the past few
months by Shoghi Effendi, in Palestine.
'Some form of a world Super-State
m.ust needs be evolved, in whose favor
all the nations of the world will have
willingly ceded every elainl to make
war, certain rights to impose taxation
and all rights to maintain armaments,
except for purposes of maintaining internal order within their respective dominions. Such a State will have to in-
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elude within its orbit an International
Executive adequate to enforce supreme
and unchallengeable authority on every
recalcitrant member of the commonwealth; a World Parliament whose
members shall be elected by the people
in their respective countries and whose
election shall be confirmed by their respective governments: and a Supreme
Tribunal whose judgment will have a
binding effect even in such cases
where the parties concerned did not
voluntarily agree to submit their case
to its consideration. A world community in which all economic barriers will
have been permanently demolished and
the interdependence of Capital and
Labor definitely recognized; in which
the dam or of religious fanaticism and
strife will have been forever stilled; in
which the flame of racial animosity will
have been finally extinguished; in
which a single code of international
law-the product of the considered
jUdgment of the world's federated representatives-shall have as its sanction
the instant and coercive intervention of
the combined forces of the federated
units; and finally a world community
in which the fury of a capricious and
militant nationalism will have been
transnmted into an abiding consciousness of world citizenship-such indeed,
appears, in its broadest outline, the
Order anticipated by Bah:i'u'lliih, an
Order that shall come to be regarded
as the fairest fruit of a slowly maturing age.'

Now, that is the job; and, somehow or other, we have all got to find
our places in it."
LIKE THE play of Hamlet 'lvithout
Hamlet would be any gathering
,vhere colored folk are invited to
express themselves and music is
left out, so here and again strains
of rare music vocal and instrumental flood the chamber.
Then, as the elder of the two
gT,--ests, a representative of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, is introduced-sage, martyr, prophet-this
man has laid bare the SO'Llls of
black folk to the ready world. In
turn l~e has plead with them, sacrificed for them; in season and out
of season he has spoken when they
have been dumb, seen when they

A BaJui's interracial dinner at the Metropolitan Club, Los Angeles, Calif., Ft
have been blind; he has brow-beaten
them too, but never more dictator
than champion! Has he come to
believe, he who in bitterness of soul
because of the wrongs and injustices heaped upon his people, has
been wont to scof£~ Harken to his
speech!
"About twenty-five years ago I was
at Green Acre, that beautiful little
spot in Maine where the Baha'is foregather, and I met that simple and
beautiful man, 'Abdu'l-Baha, and since
that I have met other people who are
with this Baha'i Movement. I think
all of us here tonight have gotten an
impression of people who are using
words and thinking thoughts that are
quite foreign to this particular agefriendship and love and faith-words
whose meaning we have almost forgotten. And if there are to be in the
world people holding still to these
simple things: if in addition to that,
they even go so far as to think that
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People and the
Urban League can sit down with each

other, and in peace and harmony work
out things-they have, so far as I am
concerned, a very great measure of
faith and hope: and I am ready to believe with them that something can be
accomplished, that something can be
done on the lines of these older and
simpler and finer things. I thank them
for giving me and you the chance to
get this idea into our heads."
FROM A WELL known and philanthropic Hebrew came this quotation
from a fearless scholar of his race:
"I think every Jew ought to be
proud and thankful to recognize
Christ as a Jew and as a Prophet.
That is what I am here for to shake
hands with those who recognize
Christ." Perhaps no speech of the
whole evening emphasized more directly the power and universality of
the Baha'i teachings which claim
not only the oneness of humanity
but the oneness of all the great re-

ebruary 27, 1932, ananged and sponsored by the Los Angeles Ba7ui"i Assembly.
ligions, than this tribute to the
Nazarene.
Greetings were extended by the
president of a well known college
for colored people who pointed out
how these schools prepare for leadership as proven by their graduates
at this board.
The Urban League was finally
heard from in an informing talk
respecting its objects-to bring
representatives of the colored and
white races together to deal with
problems confronting the Negro
precipitated into urban surroundings, to stimulate thought and action. An organized staff of social
workers is maintained and health
agencies are conducted.
Housing
surveys are made and adjustments
for the relief of both tenants and
own el'S effected. N eighborhood,

recrea tion and crime all share in
the service of the League which
work is aimed at allowing the Negro
to express himself and to take his
place as a fellow citizen of America.
One speaker was the victim of
stage fright. This was a meeting
where no word was to be spoken
about the raising of money-and all
speeches he had ever made were
on that theme. But what better
speech could one have made ~ "All
grea t forward movements," said
he, "have been the result of cooperation . . . the initial step is the
super-state within the inclividualthe superstructure of conscience,
that which will eliminate from the
realm of the individual prejudices
in all forms. To me that is the significance of this gathering."
The next speaker who has haz-
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arded many dangerous experienees
in his zeal for finding fads and disclosing fictions, voieed his satisfaetion in the practical demonstration
that "the Negro is not fighting his
battle alone." How poignant must
have been the suffering of one who
in straight forward simple manner
could say, "There are times when
we eolored folks feel we are not
~wanted anywhere, but this evening
we shall never forget. It is a happy
oasis in our bitter lives. It may
be that through groups like these
we shall eome to know eaeh other
as human beings. We may come
to lay aside artifieial barriers that
now keep us apart."
A white haired, low voieed,
woman sent a thrill over the
audienee as she confessed: "I am
filled with profound admiration at
the way in whieh you who belong
to the Baha'i faith live up to it.
Many there are who hear the gospel
of brotherhood and think it beautiful, but fail to praetiee it." Half
of the space given this article might
'\VeIl be used to tell something of
the devotion of this one white woman to the welfare of the colored
people. In private and public life,
with voice and pen, she has given
the strength of a trained mind and
a righteous spirit to every man,
,'{oman and child who struggles
under the ghastly handicap of color.
"\Vhile not counted a Baha'i, it may
well be said of this noble ,voman she
ignores racial differences and ",yeleomes all in the light of oneness."
To me one of the best utterances
of the evening came out in the next
speech when it was said: "The
Negro wants not only an opportunity to work. He doesn't want
only an opportunity to receive. He
*From the teachings 01 'Abdu'l-Baha.

wants an opportunity to give-to
bring his gifts to the altar."
The youngest speaker came last.
She spoke with the assurance, the
definiteness, the utter candor so
characteristic of the for war d
marching youth of today. "Every
one who loves the principles for
which this country stands wants to
see them become a reality. But
this can never be until the race
problems within our borders are
solved ... Nor will we mrer attain
our place in the world as a humanitarian nation until these problems
are faced and solved; it is not a
question of being kind, because after all kinclness is optional but
justice is obligatory."
The dinner was over but had not
these people "set up three tabernacles," on8 for the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, one for the Urban
League and one for Baha'is."
"What is the spirit of this age 'v
"\Vhat is its focal point ~ It is the
establishment of universal peace,
the establishment of the knowledge
that humanity is one family.' '*
~

[ I N the same date and at the
"~ same hour when the interracial dinner was given in New York
City, a similar one under the auspiees of the Baha'is of Los Angeles
was given in that city, and at the
Metropolitan Club.
Picturesque
and colorful, Mrs. Sam E. Witt
writes of it-"The subject of our
Baha'i speaker of the evening was
the Oneness of Mankind and that
oneness was indeed made manifest
to such a degree that a foretaste of
what the future life on this earth
will be when the Kingdom of ABHA
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is established here as it is in ship Ora torical Contest, a young
American of color with "a voice,
heaven," was given to all.
Again the Chairman of the even- rich and deep, diction perfect, and
ing was a woman of grace and an eloquence and spiritual force a
charm, and again the meeting prophecy of his future work for the
started off with a brief allusion to upliftment of humanity."
"A little Chinese lady of culture
the fundamental principles of the
and refinement, the wife of a JapanBaha'i Revelation.
Among the guests were a number ese, spoke of the disturbance across
of American Indians and was it not the' Pacific Boulevard.' "
a privilege to hear one of their numAnother dinner guest who earlier
ber, Chief Standing Bear interna- in the day had fractured two ribs,
tionally known author and lecturer went through the evening not only
as he stood upon the stage "his as a speaker but as assistant to the
Chieftain's head dress gleaming chairman, without letting it be
with red and white and blue feath- known what he suffered, and his
ers, chant a Sioux prayer disting- wife a prominent and popular clubuished for its spiritual power and woman observed the same heroic
devotion. ' ,
secrecy with him.
"Truly interracial was the musiMen and women who are devotcal program. A member of the ing their lives to the work of the
Philharmonic orchestra "gave a National League for Justice to
violin number of great appeal; American Indians were there and
Weeping Star, of the Kickapoos, others devoted to the welfare of all
sang in a rich contralto three Indian races. A Filipino from the island
songs; an American Negro, a of Luzon; other Indians of worth
pianist, played with the touch of and distinction were there too, like
genius; while a little Indian maiden Wall\:ing Eagle, research worker,
played the 'tom-tom' and chanted and Sunflower his wife.
as she contributed a group of tribal
But the dinner at last had to come
dances which when interpreted have to an end and so must this inadegrea t spiritual significance."
quate report which when all is said
falls short of fully portraying the
VARIED indeed were the speakers
spirit of these gatherings. Perhaps
and the speeches. "A world trav- it will be best understood by these
eler, recently returned from a sev- wo r cl s from the Teachings of
enteen months world tour in the in- 'Abdu 'l-Baha:
terest of Esperanto, related his
"There is a Power in this Cause,
experiences with the different races a mysterious Power, far, far away
and the confidence he had won by from the pen of men and angels.
being able to speak to them in Es- That invisible Power is the source
peranto." Here indeed was proof of all these outward activites. It
positive that "the use of an inter- moves the hearts. It inspires the
national auxiliary language will be- friends. It dashes into a thousand
come a great means of dispelling pieces all the forces of opposition.
the differences between nations. "
It creates new spiritual worlds.
One of the successful contestants This is a Mystery of the Kingdom
of the Fifth Annual World Friend- of Abha."
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KEEPING THE WOLF FROM THE DOOR
FLORENCE KING

The Baha,'i lJ!lagazine plans to rep?'esent in each number as far as lJossible the
Y01lth of today. This ,clTticle is written by Cl student of George Washington Uni1!61'sity.

~O

NFU S 10 N reigns in the
The intermttional economic problem is very
serious and very difficult to solve.
Loans and moratoriums give tern·
porary relief, but will this relief be
permanent? The farmers aTe crying out f')r help, conditions among
the miners are unbelievably bad)
and unemployment continues on
the increase. In capitalistic countries, there is extreme ~wealth on
the one hand and dire poverty on
the other hanrl. Russia is experimenting with communism but
seems to be slowly realizing that
greater ability must receive greater rewards. T hen, too, she has to
depend on capitalistic countries
for loans, installation of
machinery, etc.
People are breaking away from
old habits of thinking in 1'8g a I' d t 0 government, s 0 cia 1
standards, and religion. Many people are becoming Socialists and
atheists. Humanity is g I' 0 win g
more materialistic and for the most
part, forgetting Goel The problems confronting the world are so
many and so complex that if ~we
think deeply on this world status
",ve finally come to the conclusion
that only a Messenger sent by the
all povve'rful Lord could possibly
give the remedy. Even though the
world has forgotten God, God has
not forgotten the world. ·When a
great spiritual leader who can
speak with Divine aut h 0 I' i t y is
needed, the Lord always sends Him.
~ world today.

IN 1844, a young man of Persia
declared Himself to be the Forerunner of "Him whom God shall make
manifest."
In 1868, Baha 'u 'llah
declared Himself to be the One
·Whose coming the Bab foretold, the
Promised One of all the Prophets,
the Divine Manifestation in Whose
era the reign of IJeace will actually
be established. He proceeded, in
spite of imprisonment and terrible
persecutions, to reveal certain laws
and ordinances for the bringing
about of aNew World Order.
Explaining the World Order of
Baha,'u'llah, His Son 'Abdu 'l-Baha
says in regard to the economic
pro b I e m, "Perfect communism
and equality are an impossibility
because they would upset the affairs of the world. But there is a
fair method which will not leave
the poor in such need nor the rich
in such wealth." He goes on to relate the attempt made by Lycurgus,
king of Sparta, to divide wealth
equally and shows how and why it
failed. A system of graduated taxa tion, the poor being exempt and
the wealthy giving as much as onefifth of their incomes is suggested.
The system of wages and earnings
must be done away with. The employees should be considered as
paTtners in every work. "For instance, the owners of properties,
mines and factories should share
their incomes with their employees
and give a certain fair percentage
of their products to their working
men in order that the employees
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may receive, besides their wages,
some of the general income of the
factory, so that the employee may
strive with his soul in the work."
One-fifth of the shares of a factory
should belong to the employees and
the rest to the capitalists. So the
matter can be settled by laws in<l,tead of by strikes.
'Abdu'l-Baha further states that
'I. Economics must commence with
the farmer and thence reach out
and embrace the other classes, inasmuch as the number of farmers
is greater than that of other groups.
Therefore it is becoming that the
economic problem be solved for the
farmer first, for the farmer is the
first active agent in the body politic.
, 'In brief: from among the wise
men of every village a Board should
be organized, and the affairs of that
village should be under the control
of the Board. Likewise, a general
storehouse should be founded and
a secretary appointed for it. At
the time of the harvest, with the
approval of the members of the
Board, a determined percentage of
the entire harvest should be appropriated for the storehouse.
"This storehouse is to have seven
revenues: tithes, taxes on animals,
wealth without inheritors, all things
whose owner cannot be discovered,
a third of all treasure found in the
ground, a third of the output of the
mines, and voluntary contributions.
, 'On the other hand, there are
seven expenditures. First, the general running expenses of the institution, salaries, etc., and the administration of public safety, including
a department of hygiene. Second,
tithes to the general government.
Third, taxes on animals for the
State. Fourth, support of an 01'-
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phanage. Fifth, support of cripples and incurables. Sixth, support
of educational institutions. Seventh,
supplying any deficiency in the expenses of the poor. If anything is
left in the storehouse, that must be
transferred to the general treasury
of the nation for general national
expenses. When such a system is
established, each individual member
of the body politic will live in the
utmost comfort and happiness and
the degrees "vill be preserved. There
will be no disturbance of these degrees whatsoever for they are the
essential needs of the body politic.
"The body politic is like an army.
An army needs a commander-inchief, colonel, lieutenant, and private. It is impossible for all to enjoy the same rank; preservation of
degrees is necessary, but each member of that army must live in the
utmost comfort and ease.
"Likewise a city is in need of a
mayor, judge, merchant, banker, artisan and farmers. Undoubtedly
these degrees should be preserved,
otherwise the public order would be
disturbed.
, 'The government of a country
shonld make laws which conform to
the divine law."
After reading these rules the first
remark which will be made, will be,
"but how are you going to make
people agree to these things, the
rich would never be willing to partially share their wealth in this
way. Human nature would have to
undergo a radical change."
It would indeed be an impossible
task if these principles had not been
given by a "Manifestation of God"
(a person sent by the Lord to renew
religion and again give to the world
the Word of God, this time applying
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it to the particular problems of the
present day.) The \l{ ord of God
is the one force which has the power
to change human nature into divine
nature. There have been many
examples in the past of this change
taking place among the saints of
Christianity, as well as among the
saints of other religions.

IN MANY of the larger cities in the
world, there exists a Baha'i community. Once a year, the membe:-rs
of this community gather together
to elect nine persons who make up
the local Spiritual Assembly. This
assembly is the governing body of
the community. Once a year, the
members of the community also
elect delegates (the number determined by the number of members in
each community) to a national convention. These delegates assemble
and elect the nine members of the
National Spiritual Assembly. This
is the National governing body or a
national House of ,Justice. This
much of the Divine plan for the administration of the cause has been
carried out. In the future, the
members of these national bodies
will elect the members of the International House of Justice. All international problems will be referred
to this body. "It enacteth all ordinances and regulations that are
not to be found in the explicit Holy
Text. " There is a Guardian of the
Cause (Shoghi Effendi) vvho is the
grandson of 'Abdul-Baha and who
Ivas named in the latter's will and

testament to hold this sacred office.
He is to be the head of the International House of Justice and is a life
member of it. "This House of J ustice enacteth the laws and the government enforceth them."
There
is also a body to be known as the
, 'Hands of the Ca use of God' ,
whose members are appointed by
the Guardian and under whose chrection they function.
" The obligations of the "Hands
of the Cause of God are to diffuse
the Divine Fragrances, to edify the
souls of men, to promote learning,
to improve the character of all men
and to be, at all times and under all
conditions, sanctified and detached
from earthly things. They must
manifest the fear of God by their
conduct, their manners, their deeds
and their words."
Let 110 one think that the Bahai's
seek to overthrow the existing governments of the world because that
is not their aim. This thoroughly
democratic organization ill ere 1 y
governs the believers. If, however,
the majority of the people of the
world should some day ace e p t
Baha 'u 'nah as the "Manif estatiOll
of God" and accept the teachings,
perhaps this world form of government would replace the separate
and antagonistic governments of
the wOTld and thus a lasting
nnity, peace and halrmony be established in the wOTld. The coming of
the Kingdom of Heaven on earth
would then be realized.

"The principle of the Oneness of IvJankind, as pToC/coimed by Bedui'u'llah, cco?")"ies
with it no mOTe and no less them co solemn assertion Uwt attainment to this fined stc&ge
in this stt!1JendoHs 6'vo/tction is not only necessary b-'ct in6'vitab[e, that its Tecclizcttion is
feost aPPTocoching, cond theot nothing short of Co power that is bOT1t of God can succeed
-in establ,ishing it."
-Shoghi Effendi.
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SEEKING AND FINDING
By One who has "Sought" and "Found".
CHAPTER V
THE GOAL OF MY SEARCH-THE MEETING WITH (ABDU'L-BAHA
Mirzci Abu'l-Fadl, one of the e1ninent Bah6/i teachers of the Orient, has written
of 'Abdu'l-Baha-"He is a physician 1:0 every in'valid, a shelter to every exile, a re/1.tge
to ever'Y seeker' for hell], and a dispeller' of sOr'r'ow to every g1'ieved sou[" . . . . "His
Holiness 'Abdu'l-Baha S~im!)jwns the dweller'S in the world to union and har'mony" .
. . . "Anhdeacon Wilbe1'for'ce, (London, England) as befitting the station of the men
of learning, has spoken of 'Abdu'l-Bciha as 'Master'" before a gnat assemblage, ctnd
intr'oduced Hi1n with te1"1ns of glOj"ification cmd comm~endation to a mighty gatheTi,ltg."
Of Himself, 'Abdzt'l-Baha said: "Know thou verily, rny Thorne is my mat, 'my
,gloriou,s Cj'own is ser'vitude to'ward God. My standard is the commemoTation of 1ny
Lord; my hosts aTe the knowledge of my MasteT; 1ny swoTd is the gu,idance of God;
my dominion is '1ny humility, '1ny s~tb'lnissiveness, rny lowliness, '1ny suppLication a,nd
beseeching unto God, This is that per'manent reign which no one is able to dispute,
gainsay or usurp."

ANY, and varied attempts
have been made to describe
the meeting with 'Abdu 'l-Baha
face to face, but to adequately
translate so great an experience into the realm of words is indeed impossible; how can the drop explain
the sea or the atom the effulgent
sun ~ At best one can but say, the
drop when it reaches the sea finds
its completion, the atom loses itself
in the glory of the sun.
At such a time of meeting, the
soul's longing is to try and become
characterized to the extent of human capacity with the attributes of
celestial perfection that one beholds
openly manifest in the Focal Center of Divine Perfection.
Daily life in the home of 'Abdu"lBaha, witnessing the application of
the law of love in every contact,
made one doubly conscious of the
artificial and superficial barriers
that have crept into the religious
systems of the world. This "Perfect Guide" in the daily heart-contacts as well as in the larger audiences, simply and yet definitely expanded the race consciousness from

the limited personal world to the
universal plane. One beheld Him
step by step and day by day revealing the jOtwlodation of The New
World Order, and how it is to usher
in the Kingdom of God on earth.
These brief glimpses into His
daily life played their part in
cementing in the memory the naturalness and directness of His
Teaching as He planted eternal
seeds in the heart of every true
"listener" who came into His
Presence. He did this without
formality, without insistence, but
always with divine attraction.
FROM THE first moment of my
meeting with 'Abdu 'l-Baha at the
Plaza Hotel in Chicago, (JYIay 1912)
it was as if He desired me to be detached from His Personality. That
was veiled from my physical vision
as by a gossamer mist stretched
across my VISIOn. I beheld only
Light. This was evident, for a few
minutes later when I was asked
what He looked like I found I could
give no description whatever of His
physical stature.
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I had been however instantly conscious of the dynamic of His Presence and the power of His Love,
which was none other than the eternal flow of the Love of God.
Early the next mOTning three of
us were seated outside of His door
in the hotel praying silently when
suddenly the door was thrown vvide
open by 'Adbu'l-Baha Himself, and
it was then that I first met His
gaze and beheld Him physically.
Re welcomed us and bade us enter.
During the serving of morning tea
-(that delightful Persian custom)
we all sat for a few moments in silence. Then various questions ,vere
asked; the answers completely satisfying the questioners.
Then I gained courage to say
wha t was in my mind and heart:
"Please say to 'Abdu'l-Baha that
since He came, it is as though all
the barriers between the hearts
have been removed and we are
melted into one great heart.)'
"Ah," He exclaimed ,yhile raising
both hands with spontaneous joy"By the Bounty of Baha'u'llah
that is what I came for!"
During those weeks in the home
of 'Abdu'l-Baha we caught glimpses of how His ineffable tenderness
opened the doors of the hearts. vVe
savv a life filled with literally countless acts of love and service from
early morn until often long after
midnight, a life vibrant yvith an active peace that passed all understanding, a humility and meekness
never before conceived or seen, and
a self-forgetfulness beyond compare. To the orphaned who came
He was a loving Father, to the wisest of the earth who called upon
Him He was a Sage; with the children He was one of their own age.

How they loved Him! His attraction, His mirthfulness, and His
stories were to them irresistible.
These little ones became like bees
around a fragrant bloom. No detail was too small to claim His a ttention when it involved the happiness of any heart,-a special delivery letter, a telegram, a box of
flowers sent to those in trouble, or
a suitable recognition to one who
,vas about to announce her engagement or a Tablet (letter) of encouragement to a young artist or
musician who was struggling to attain the apex of his ambition. Or
ag'ain, the taxi driver, the hotel
maid, the chef in the hotel, the poor
man digging the drain in the street,
-all these were the recipients of
His loving attention and generosity, while everything pertaining
to His own life was lived in the utmost simplicity.
As the days rolled into weeks, and
the weeks into months, serving in
His home, I lived in a new 11eaven
and a new earth, constantly singing those old familiar words, "I
,vould rather be a door-keeper in
the house of my God than to dwell
in the tents of vvickedness."
DUJmm the first days at the Hotel
Plaza the friends gathered from
fax' and near. The entire staff of
the hotel management, from the
manager down, all showed fOTth the
utmost reverence.
Their united
thoughtful consideration was continually manifest for the welfare
and comfort of their distinguished
"Guest" who at once became their
, 'Host' '. The last evening we were
there the manager told me tha t
'Abdu'l-Baha's stay had been the
unique experience of their lives,
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that they had never had anything
like unto it. Such happiness, he
said, had existed in all the departments of the hotel since 'Abdu '1Baha's arrival, that they had had
no trouble whatever in getting
things done. All were on their toes
to have this visit as perfect as they
could make it.
The Baha'i friends were most
eager to have' Abdu'l-Baha speak
to them alone so they went to the
manager to engage a room for the
purpose. Nothing, however, was
available that was large enough in
the way of a private room so it was
arranged to have a section of the
main foyer screened off.
All
g'athered with great eagerness and
'Abdu'l-Baha came down to address
us. When He saw the screens surrounding the friends He instantly
withdrew and returned to His room
saying that when the screellS were
removed He would return and talk
with whomever wished to hear Him.
,Yhat a lesson I Never was there
the slightest suggestion of separation or aloofness from any group.
He had come for all humanity, and
no soul was shut out of His heart
even for a moment.
The scelle at Hull House especially with the children is an unforgettable experience. When a bag of
small coins was turned upside down
by 'Abdu'l-Baha and the money
scattered in all directions, the children scrambled in wildest glee on
hands and knees in their frantic efforts to obtain all thy could. From
the Riches of His Love He bestowed the special 'Gift' that they
could understand.
Gifts of flowers and fruit, telegrams and letters of welcome from
peace societies, groups and indivi-
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duals, arrived 111 a continuous
stream. His public addresses delivered in different parts of the city
were crowded to the doors. His
activity while ceaseless was never
hurried. His walk was unlike that
of any other, and people frequently
followed Him for blocks not knowing who He was, but irresistibly
feeling that He was unlike anyone
they had ever seen but that He recalled a bible picture seen in childhood.
To the Christian He brought
heavenly assurance of the Divine
Sta tion of His Holiness Jesus
Christ never before so fully realized, and detailed stories of His
matchless life, that have been lost
to the western world. To the Jew
He gave fuller teachings and comprehension concerning Moses and
the creative message He brought
to the world in His day; its spread
throughout the world by the instrumentality of the Torah and the
Old Testament of the Christians.
Repeatedly did He make appeal for
these two great groups-as well as
for all the other divergent groups
of religious thought-to investigate
the reality at the foundation of all
religions and discover the basic one11ess lying at the heart of each and
everyone.
At one church the minister told
'Abdu'l-Baha that never before had
such a congregation thronged his
church, that as he looked over that
vast throng he could tell at a glance
those who were His followers for it
seemed as if from their faces
emanated light. For many years
the friends in America had with
longing anticipated that hour, little
wonder then that the light of joy
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and thankfulness shone forth, for
at last He had come I
SEATED in His room late one
afternoon as the sun was setting,
after His return from the cemetery
where a Baha'i young man had been
buried the day before, 'Abdu'l-Baha
said, (as nearly as I can recall His
Words) "Those who have ascended
to the 'vV orld of Light are much
nearer to you than you realize."
He paused, then raising His hand
in the direction of Lincoln Park He
continued-" Behold those trees,
the shrubs, the flowers, the grassand the people' '-Another pause,
then He continued, "Are the trees,
the shrubs, the flowers and the
grass conscimis of the presence of
the people ~ , ,
To a blind believer He talked one
day about the sight of the heart,
and ho·w blessed she was for, though
physically blind yet she possessed
the true sight which had enabled her
to behold the Light of Truth for
this New Age.
To old and young, grave or gay,
there was always that vvonderful
"Welcome" which seemed to come
from the very Center of Existence.
Many were there who said, in substance, as they watched the continual stream of guests, that it seemed
as though 'Abdu'l-Baha had for
years been ·waiting for each individual contact, and in the heart of
everyone there seemed to be a realization of that fact.
A young reporter ,yho followed
His movements most closely, came
to 'Abdu'l-Baha one day and said,
" 'Abdu 'l-Baha \vhat do you do to
these people ~ No matter how sad
they are, how unhappy they are, or
hovv puzzled they are when they

ente1' your room, when they come
forth they are like new beings. It
is as though all their sadness had
vanished and they had become new
people ~ " To this He replied, "It
is because in every face I see the
face of my Father".
When delicious fruits or candies
were brought to Him He would bid
me pass them around. Often there
would be just a few left on the dish
and I would place them by His side
with the hope that He would eat
them Himself. They would remain
there and when the door was opened
to the next guest there would frequently be htst the number that
there were guests and I was bidden
again to pass them. Never did He
consider Himself for an instant.
He was at all times preferring
others before Himself. Soon we
grew to realize His complete detachment from all material things
no matter how rare or delicious.
He was at every moment the Servant of all.
How potent were His loving exhortations I To a believer one day
He said "I desire that the tablet of
your heart become so pure that I
may write upon it without the aid of
ink or pen". Again, "If the Baha'is
live according to the standard of
other communities what proof have
you that you have something which
they have not ~ , , And at another
time, "I pray that you may become
a standard of guidance to the people". To another "Raise ye such
a melody that ye may stir that
city with gladness."
" 'Abdu 'l-Baha has clothed Himself in the mantle of servitude and
devotion to the beloved of El Baha.
Truly this is a great Victory."
(To be contimted)
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IN CLOUDS DESCENDING
FLORENCE

or is a curious testimony to the

U

conservatism of the religious
mind that, despite all the profound
changes that are manifesting' in the
philosophic, scientific and metaphysical thought of today, the simple idea of progressive revelation
still fails to find full acceptance
among orthodox Christian creeds.
Still is the First Advent, or birth of
Jesus Christ, Savior of the world,
regarded as an entirely unique
event in history. N ever had the
world known a Manifestation of
God before-never would it know
one again.
In striking contrast to this fixed
attitude concerning the First Advent are the vague and contradictory ideas held concerning the Second Advent, or what is generally
called the "Return."
Ask an ordinary member of any
Christian church if he believes that
Christ will fulfill His so wonderfully clear promises of coming again
to earth, and the answer will, in all
probability be a hesitating-"I
really don't know-but I suppose
so." Pressed as to when, or in what
manner he expects this to happen,
or the signs by which he may recognize the Lord when He appears,
he will frankly admit that he has no
idea; that he finds the subject altogether too complicated, and that
the profuse and unscientific explanations offered by would-be exponents only added to his confusion
and weariness.
To such as these, the prophetic

E.

PINCHON

utterances s cat t ere d throughout
both the Old and New Testaments are as a sealed book. As
Isaiah says (29:11) : "The vision of
all is become unto you as the word
of a book that is sealed, which men
deliver to one that is learned saying: read this, I pray thce; and he
saith, I cannot; for it is sealed."
Daniel was instructed by the angel
to seal the account of his prophetic
visions "un to the time of the end,"
until that Messenger should come
who would break the seals and reveal their hidden meanings.
Many cultured and spirituallyminded people maintain that the
, , return" of Christ is not to be a
definite event, but rather a continual
process of spiritual renewal. But
that this process is being evidenced
in a fuller measure today in that
men are becoming more united, and
desirous of peace. True indeed, as
far as it goes!
Among those who stand, as it
were, at the opposite extreme of interpretation, are the sects known as
the" Second Adventists." Thrilling
it is to see emblazoned on their banners and sheet placards-' , The
Coming of the Lord draweth nigh!"
But an investigation of their teachings must fail to convince any enlightened or educated mind.
One day (the exact time is liable
to alterations) while the heedless
world goes on its way, eating and
drinking, marrying and giving in
marriage, the Lord will suddenly
come to His temple. At the sound
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of an angelic trumpet, lo! the heavens will roll back as a scroll, and the
Son of Man clad in the bodily
fOTm-though glorified-in which
He walked the streets of Jerusalem,
will make His startling appearance, des c end i n g among the
clouds to earth, with power and
great glory. "Every eye shall see
Him"-though how this will be possible, is all part of the catastrophic
miracle. Those who are found
worthy and watching will be caught
up to meet their Lord in the airunaided even by aeroplanes! As the
rest of the unbelieving world will
be consumed - natur ally - "then
cometh the end."
Strange! that in these days of
scientific knowledge literal interpretation of Bible symbolism can still
lead men to such materialistic and
fantastic beliefs. Yet, sometimes,
important meetings of the Adventists are crowded, and not only
by the merely curious. For one of
the hopeful" signs of the times," to
Baha'is, is the interest now being
shown in this question of the "Second Coming."
It was the earnest expectation of
pure-minded and cultured Muslims,
that enabled them to discern in the
brilliant oriflamme of the young
Bab, the advent of their Imam Mahdi, and that later led them to recognize the Universal Manifestation of
the O'ne He heralded. An intelligent
interest in this subject has proved
the open door by which many have
entered into the new Kingdom and
RelTelation of Baha 'u 'llah. Yet how
can "we perceive the fulfilment of
prophecy, unless we know what the
prophecies are ~ And how can
prophecy be proven save by, and
after, its fulfilment ~

Over all these vague surmises,
dim hopes, and conflicting and unscientific beliefs, the Bahai Light
flashes its rays of guidance and illumination. It offers to the sincere
and humble seeker after Truth, and
to the unprejudiced student of the
Bible, the solution to problems and
questions that have perplexed and
baffled, for centuries, the minds not
only of the unlearned, but of eminent scholars and theologians.
In a brief article it would not be
possible to treat the vast subject of
prophecy regarding' the Bahai
Revelation in any but the most cursory manner. Many volumes would
be required to deal with even the utterances of the ancient prophets;
remarkable utterances which they,
themselves, could but partially have
understood; to say nothing of the
apocalypses of Daniel and of St.
John, and the parables of Jesus.
Only a few signposts along the road
may be indicated. But enough, we
hope, to induce the reader to start
on the road for himself, and traveling thus, become filled "vith increasing" amazement at the wonders of
progressive revelation, at God's
IV ay in the world, and God's ,Vord
for the world. As Habakkuk predicted (1:5) :
"Behold ye among the heathen,
and regard and wonder marvellously: for I will work a work in
your days which ye shall not believe, tho~~gh it be told ymf."
FIRST then, shall we agree that the
coming of the LOTd of Hosts and of
a great Day of God, of Judgment
and Resurrection, followed by an
age of universal righteousness and
peace is the recurrent theme of the
whole Bible~ In passing, we may
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observe that prophecies of a similar
nature, numbering many hundreds,
are to be found in the Qur 'an, and
also in the Zend-Avesta and Buddhist writings.
By way of confirmation, let us
stop to glean a golden corn here and
there from this wide and ripening
harvest-field.
"The earth shall be filled with the
knowledge of the glory (Baha) of
the Lord as the waters cover the
sea." (Habk. 2 :14).
, 'It shall come to pass in the last
days that the mountain of the
Lord's house shall be established in
the top of the mountains, and be exalted above the hills; and all nations
shall flow ttnto it." (Isa.2:2).
Isaiah was pre-eminently the
prophet of the "latter days" for
almost every chapter is clearly applicable to events which have recently transpired. To read, with
some knowledge of Bahai history,
the ninth and fortieth chapters
would alone be sufficiently convincing. ' 'His Name shall be called
Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty
God, the Everlasting Father, the
Prince of Peace .... Of the increase
of His government and of peace,
there shall be no end, upon the
throne of David, and upon his kingdom to order it, and to establish it
with judgment and with justice,
from henceforth even forever. The
zeal of the Lord of Hosts will perform this."
"For verily the Day of the Lord
is great and very terrible, and who
can abide iH" (J oel 2 :11).
"And the Lord shall be King over
aU the earth, in that day shall there
be one Lord, and H'is name one."
(Zech.14:9).
The keynote of the new Revela-
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tion is unity of all religions and the
oneness of htbmanity.
Christ, Himself, spoke much in
parables, "as they were able to hear
it," about the Kingdom of God on
earth, and a Day of Judgment at the
end of the age. The Lord of the
vineyard would come, Himself, and
spread a great table, and they would
come "from the east and from the
west, from the north and from the
south, and sit down in the kingdom
of God." (Luke 13:29).
St. John described the vision of
the new heaven and earth in which
righteousness and peace would
reign supreme; and the city of light
to which the nations would bring
their glory and honor. "I am the
Alpha and the Omega, the beginning
and the ending, saith the Lord,
which is, and which was, and which
is to come, the Almighty." (Rev.
1 :8).
GRANTED then that the Bible declares that God is to again manifest
Himself, shall we pass on to the next
signpost, and answer the vexed
question: In what manner will He
do so~
How will man, being a limited
creature, be able to know, understand and comprehend the unlimited
Creator? There is but one way.
The way He has chosen all down
the ages. He will use that form
after the pattern of which we, ourselves, have been created, and
which, after all, is in His image and
likeness. The Creator's glorious attributes and qualities will be seen
reflected in One made "like unto the
son of man."
Ezekiel (ch. 1 :26) saw Him "on
his throne having the appearance of
a man. ' , And John also "like unto
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the son of man clothed with a garment down to the foot. (Rev. 1 :13)
Isaiah sang: "Unto us a child is
born, unto us a son is given, and the
government shall be upon his
shoulders." . . .
Christians have regarded this and
similar passages as referring solely
to Jesus. But Christ's work had
nothing directly to do with governments, and He made no claim to be
the Prince of Peace. On the contrary He said: "Suppose ye that I
am come to give peace on earth ~ I
tell you nay-but rather division."
But a large part of Bah3/u'll<ih's
writings are concerned with government, administrative work, and
international relations. In His historic Letters to the Kings and other
Potentates, He definitely claims to
be the Lord of Hosts, the Father,
and to llave come as the ·world's
Promised One and Peacemaker.
Again, God is described by the
prophets as establishing a city
which will be visited by people from
all countries.
"Glorious things are spoken of
thee, 0 city of God." (Ps :87).
"The kings of Tarshish and of
the isles shall bring presents; the
kings of Sheba and Seba shall offer
gifts. Yea, all kings shall fall down
befaTe Him: all nations shall serve
Him." (Ps:72).
"Great is the Lord, and greatly to
be praised is the city of our God,
in the mountain of His holiness.
Beautiful for situation, the joy of
the whole earth is Mount Zion, on
the sides of the north ,the city of
the great King." (Ps:48).
"The glory of Lebanon shall be
given unto it, the excellency of Carmel and Sharon, they shall see the
Glory of the Lord (Baha) and the

excellency of our God." (Isa 35:2).
, 'And he will destroy in this
mountain the face of the covering
cast over all people, and the veil
that is spread over all nations."
(Isa. 25 :6).
Can anyone-a ware that the name
Baha 'u 'nah means "the Glory or
Splendor of God"-lmowing the situation of 'Akka and of Haifa in
relation to Mt. Carmel, where the
Holy One passed His many years of
imprisonment, in the heart of the
land of prophecy-learning something of the heavenly Message revealed in this spot-of the thousands who, of every race, and from
every religion, traveled to visit the
Prophet and His Son-doubt, that
here the veils of prophecy have been
rent asunder ,and the seals broken;
here the promises of the ages have
met with complete and perfect fulfilment ~
BUT} one may ask, if our Lord is
to come in this way, naturally, as a
man, unheralded by the miraculous
or sensational, in what part of the
world, and at what time, are we to
look for His appearance ~
Truly He has come to us, "as a
thief in the night," as the bridegroom at midnight, unrecognized
save by those who are keeping vigil.
Christ tells us that He shall shine
forth-as have all the Founders of
great faiths-from the East, "even
unto the 'vVest."
'vVhen Daniel had the revelations
which were to be sealed unto the
"time, times and a half," until tl1e
coming of the Messenger, and the
three symbolic figures of the river,
he v,ras a captive in the palace at
Slmshan, the capital city of the Persian king, in the province of Elam.
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This part of Persia today includes
Tihran. And it is surely significant
that in this capital city of the Persian empire now, Baha 'u '11ah was
born, a Prince of Nur. Jeremiah declared: (ch. 49 :38 )-" I will set my
throne in Elam, and will destroy
from thence the king and the
princes, saith the Lord."
But of all the difficulties attending this subject, perhaps the most
baffling is the problem of dates. To
deal with this section would require
many articles. It can, therefore,
only be lightly touched upon.
We remember that when the disciples of Jesus asked Him at what
time they were to expect the events
predicted, He replied that, "the day
or the hour no man knoweth-not
even the angels-but the Father
only." Then among other signs, He
referred them to the book of Daniel.
Since this prophet, as before mentioned, was in Persia when he received his visions, the reckoning
was, naturally, given in Persian
time-that is in lunar time, instead
of solar. Here the "time, times and
a half" means 1260 lunar years, or
in Christian, and solar ones-1222.
The Hegira of Muhammad corresponds to our year A. D. 622. This,
added to the actual number of years
in our reckoning, gives 1844, A. D.
(or 1260 A. H.) -the year in which
the Bab declared Himself and the
new dispensation began. Likewise
the prophecy regarding the twentythree hundred days, given in the
twentieth year of the reign of Artaxerxes, brings us to the same significant date. This reckoning will
not, however, be clear, without a
study of the full contexts. The point
about Bible prophecy relating to
, 'the last days" to be emphasized
*Answered

Questions, p. 51.
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is, that, in their working out, the
Hegira (that is the time the Muhammadan era began) must be taken into account, rather than our Anno
Domini. The dispensation of the
Prophet of Islam is indicated in the
Bible quite clearly, and honored in
its predictions. This method of
reckoning also applies to prophecies
of events yet to be fulfilled. The
student who bears this in mind,
while see kin g for confirmatory
proofs in this branch of the subject,
will find that actual dates, significant in the Baha'i Revelation, will
show accurate correspondence with
the times indicated.'"
This brings us to our last point.
By what signs shall we recognize the
Manifestation 7 What will be its
characteristics ~
A careful comparison of many
widely scattered passages, will reveal the fact that the Coming will
be threefold in nature. Daniel, in
his vision, saw three figures, one on
the river, and one on either bank.
The advent of the Lords of Hosts,
the Father, the Almighty, who will
, 'tread upon the high places of the
earth" would be preceded and heralded by a Messenger, (Mal. 3 :1)the Bab, or Door of entrance to the
new Kingdom, and followed by a
Man who is called "the Branch."
This is the title by which Abdu'lBaha, the eldest son and successor
of Baha 'u '11ah, was known among
the believers. "Thus speaketh the
Lord of Hosts saying, Behold the
man whose name is the Branch, and
he shall grow up out of his place,
and he shall build the temple of the
Lord, and he shalT bear the glory,
and shall sit and rule upon his
throne, and he shall be a priest upon his throne, and the cotmsel of
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peace shall be between thern both."
(Zech. 6 :12).
As FOR the numerous other signs
which are mentioned as accompanying the s~~p1'eme event) one has only
to read the daily newspaper to see
them. The unprecedented war of
Armageddon, the earthquakes in
divers places, the general turmoil
and restlessness, the revolutions
and kings "falling down," the running of the lightnings and jostling
of the chariots, the return of the
Jews to Palestine, the dawn, all over
the woTld, of new ideals ....
The theme is almost exhaustless,
but we trust that enough has been
said to convince the seeker of
truth-as revealed in the Biblethat here, awaiting his patient ex-

ploration, stretches away to a great
horizon, a fascinating land, of
whose wonders and glories, "the
half has never been told."
And those of us who are already
followers of the divine Light of the
New Day, shall we not pray and
work ever more earnestly, so that
the clouds of doubt, indifference,
prejudice and materialistic interpretations veiling His appearance
from those who are called by His
name, may be dispersed, and that
throughout Christendom there may,
at last, go up the joyous cry of recognition: "Lo, this is the Lord: we
have waited for Him, and He will
save us; this is the Lord; for Him
we have waited; we will be glad and
rejoice in His Salvation!"

A BC6hri'i InterTcucicd Group, CC6iro, EgY1Jt, April 1907. Here aTe represented Persians, Turks, SY1'ians, Egypticms, Af1"icc&ns and A1ne1'iccms. Sec&ted on the right,
f1'ont to Teel1", el1"e Hc&ji-Nic6z, 10ell known by 1nany Al1wTiccm BC6hri'is; Thornton Chelse
of Chicago; Nlirzel Abu'l-Fadl, the 1'enowned Bahri'i teacher.
Editor's Note: A second series continuing the very interesting description by Siyyicl Th'Illstafa Roumie of
the early days of the Baha'i Cause in India, will begin in the September number.
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FROM THE UTTERANCES OF BAHA'U'LLAH

thou lookest toward mercy, regard not that which benefits
I Fthee,
and hold to that which will benefit the servants (mankind). If thou lookest toward justice, choose thou for others
what thou choosest for thyself. Verily, through meekness man
is elevated to the heaven of power; and again, pride degrades
him to the lowest station of humiliation and abasement.

HE light of men is justice; quench it not with the contrary
winds of oppression and tyranny. The purpose of justice is the appearance of unity among people .... Truly I say
all that has descended from the Heaven of the Divine Will is
conducive to the order of the world, and to the furtherance of
unity and harmony among its people.

T

Turn your eyes away from foreignness and gaze unto

oneness, and hold fast unto the means which conduce to the
tranquility and security of the people of the whole world.
This spanwide world is but one native land and one locality.
Abandon that glory which is the cause of discord, and turn
unto that which promotes harmony.

ONSORT with all the people with love and fragrance.
Fellowship is the cause of unity, and unity is the source
of order in the world. Blessed are they who are kind and
serve with love.

C

CHILDREN OF MEN!

Do ye know why We have

created you from one
That no one should exalt
O
himself over the other. Ponder in your hearts how ye were
clay~

created. It behooveth you, since We have created you all
from the same substance to be even as one soul, in such wise
that ye may walk with the same feet, eat with the same mouth
and dwell in the same land; that from your inmost being', by
your deeds and actions, the signs of oneness and the essence
of detachment may be made manifest.

"rh.e Baha'i Magazine
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"A heavenly soul who is conscious of the divine world,
whose eye of discernment is open, who is severed from the world
of nature, and has attained to spiritual power-this soul is
cognizant of the divine world and the world of spirits."
- ' AbcZ~~'l-Ba71(i.
A WEEK-END in the country with
a two days' rain is apt to be depressing. Yet as one t r a m p s
thl'ough the countryside between
drops of rain eluring a lull in the
storm, the cheering thought comes
that somewhere the Sllll is shining,
somewhere skies aTe blue. Clouds
and rain are neither the universal
nor the normal type of weather
upon the planet.
So in the midst of the present
cataclysmic depression, world-vvide
though it be, there c 0 m e s the
thought that elsewhere in the universe there may be, in all probability are, civilizations much more perfect, more spiritual, more joyous.
That this civilization of ours, as
evolved up to date upon the planet
Earth, may not be cosmically typical is a cheering idea. For if we
can lift ourselves above the perturbations of this world and conceive vividly enough the more ideal
conditions which may exist in other
wOTlds of being, we may realize
that the catastrophes, the suffering'S
which humanity is now undergoing
here are not normal to universal
life; and if not normal, they can be
vastly improved by approximating
the normalcy designed by Destiny
for the super-life of all inhabited
'vlOrlds.
TIATEVER BE

the degree of per-

fection to which organized life in
other worlds has attained, we Imow
tha t there exists in the Realm of the
Spirit the perfect pattern for our
life upon this planet. In the Celestial VVorld perfection is the norm.
In the phenomenal world we tend
always, by involuntary evolution
and by conscious effort, toward that
perfect goal and pattern.
But what is this other World of
which we speak? Has any living
person seen it? Can anyone bring
report of it to Earth?
Yes, there have been those who
not only have seen, but who have
even while on earth inhabited, that
world of Inner Significances. The
Prophets and Manif esta tions of
God live a dual life: one amidst the
perturbations and exigencies of this
world; one amidst the calm rapture
and perfection of that heavenly
vVorlc1. If they did not have access
constantly to this World of the
Spirit, how could they endure the
crosses which they bear in the
course of their missions to humanity~

"When weary, they turn to this
Vvorld for refreshment. vVhen overwhelmed with the animality and
laggardness of human beings, they
turn their gaze to the World of the
SJ)irit and see perfection. Thus
they are able to describe in vivid
and real tones the goal of perfec-
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tion toward which humanity must
evolve. It is a civilization which
already exists, though not yet evolved upon this planet. And since it
is a part of the creative plan of
God, it may be said to exist already
here in embryo; it is only a matter of time and effort as regards its
ultimate achievement.
If it were not for this realization
of an Absolute World of perfection,
the efforts of the Prophets, of the
Divine Teachers of hum ani t y,
would indeed assume desperate proportions; for relatively speaking,
progress her e is infinitessimally
slow, and humanity tragically resistant.
But the Prophets of God see the
future in the present. In imperfection they see perfection. In tests
and trials they see realization. And
in catastrophes they see opportunity and growth.
THIS GLORIOUSLY creative vision
which the Manifestations have, they
seek to confer upon all mankind. To
those who endeavor to follow in
their footsteps, patterning their
lives after the Exemplar, is granted
more or less vividly this same realization of the Ideal Celestial World
and of the subtle influence which
that World exerts upon the phenomenal evolving world.
Great as is the power of the human intellect to comprehend the
realities of things, to make scientific discoveries and inventions, to
penetrate the hidden mysteries of
nature and thus control and manipulate the physical universe for its
benefit-greater still is the power of
man to comprehend through the aid
of the spirit the inner significances
·'Abdu'!-Baha. The Divine Art of Living, pp. 146, 147.

of the Cosmos. "The lig'ht of the intellect enables us to understand and
realize all that exists. But it is the
Divine Light alone which can give
us sight for the invisible things and
which enables us to see truths that
will not be visible to the world for
thousands of years hence. It was the
Divine Light which enabled the
Prophets to see two thousand years
in advance what was going to take
place. .And today we see the realization of their vision. Thus it is
the Light which we must strive to
seek, for it is greater than any
other.' "~
How IMPORTANT and necessary, in
this period of universal gloom, to
be able to see behind the clouds! To
know that the Sun of Reality is indeed shining; is calling dormant
virtues to life; is resuscitating the
world of humanity; is causing a new
Springtime to appear which will
eventuate in a wonderful fruitage.
The more the rain beats down today, the greater will be the harvest
of tomorrow.
Baha'is stand out among others
today in the possession of this vivid
realization. They know not despair,
nor even discouragement. The
greater the tribulations, the greater
the opportunities for growth.
In the beginning they see the end.
In a part the whole. In the wreckage of old customs and institutions,
they see the rise of a new spiritual
organization of humanity. To this
they dedicate their efforts. For
this they strive with all their being.
And when weary they, too, know
how to refresh themselves in the
vision of perfection which serves as
the archetype of human progress.
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RELIGION AND SOCIAL PROGRESS
The N eUJ Politics
KEITH RANSOM - KEHLER

In this the second of a series of articles written for p1tblication both in The Bahri'i
Magazine and the Tokyo Nichi Nichi, the author develops the idea of the new type of
politics which will prevail in the Bahri!i world of the future.

~] NE

of the lively sources of divergence and misunderstanding among men is religion. In the
previous article a method of religious understanding has been discussed. Something which will create
in men the will to harmony and
friendship is basic to a solution of
the world '8 more material problems.
Religious accord presupposes the determination to solve the
world's problems on the basis of
justice and goodwill. But even with
a desire for goodwill we must have
some intelligent method, some sane
and workable plan by which the
inequalities and miseries of human
life can be readjusted to safer and
nobler ends. When men arise with
religious fervor, determined to
carry forward a great spiritual
command, as in the case of the religious teachings of the past, history
discloses to us with a startling
rapidity old methods, standards and
practices ate discarded and new
ones established, under religious
sanction.
In the case of the serious political
problems which confront the world,
erupting' from generation to generation in war, which not only dislocates civil and economic life but destroys valuable human life as well,
it is evident, even to ignorant people, that some power higher than
the state is essential to that internal
regulation amongst the governments of the world that will adjudi~

cate national differences without resort to arms.
The participation of various
states in a League of Nations and
in a World Court is convincing
evidence that thinking people realize that the old world in which governments and nations could live to
themselves alone has given place to
a new world, shrunk to such all-inclusive dimensions that today the
nations of the world are, "members
one of another."
In times past war brought merely political changes but today, with
an active revolutionary party in all
of the great industrialized countries, war would produce changes
of such profound social and economic significance as to be frought
with the gravest danger to civilization.
Therefore some method must be
devised whereby all the nations
heartily and willingly give over
political affairs of an international
character to a body empowered to
act. In order to draw every nation
into such a scheme the group comprising this final parliament must
be completely impartial, just and
free from all political entanglements.
MANY OF the great nations today
a I' e suffering un de r political
schemes devised for a world which
has vanished. At present most of
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the problems treated through political channels, in accordance with
past custom, are not in t11e least
political in nature: reparations, unemployment, tariff, state insurance
protection, all kinds of improyement of domain are not political but
economic considerations, w h i I e
other issues, handled through the
mechanism of politics, are legal.
The simple, easy, uncomplicated
problems of the past could be solved
by party methods, but today's
problems are different.
Government to be effective must
be efficient. Those who govern must
be equipped for government. Social
experimentation proves that governing is very exact science that
cannot be spontaneously put into
practice by ignorant, uninformed
men no matter how lofty and lmmanitarian their sentiments.
After finding men with ideals of
justice and human betterment, selfless and dedicated to the common
good-there are such in every country of the world-they must next
possess enlig·ht.enment and information, relying in all exact matters
upon expert opinion and advice. To
correct the inefficiency of party
politics those elected to that ultimate international office suggested
in this article, would have but one

task before them: to administer
public i:d'fairs not upon the basis of
IJarty patronage, political allegiance and the whim of constituencies, but upon the basis of intelligent inquiry, unbiased investigation and impartial judgment. ]'re8
and open expression of opinion is
essential in such cOllsiderations J but
there could be no final interest as to
which opinion prevailed. Personal
loyalty and adherence to preconceptions would haye to be effaced.
"Vhat happened to personal olJinions and ideas would in such a b~odv
become a matter of indifference : fo~~
the only objective vlOuId be anival
at true, just and v{orkable cOncltlsions. This would constitute government consultation, which could be
established in the simplest village y
as well as in international affairs J
thus relieving the woTlcl from the
strife and inefficiency of part,;l conflicts. Popular suffrage WOll at
such sacrifice and expense should
118\re1' be relillquished.
All local
governments could be directly elected; national bodies elected by delegates, democratically chos8n i and
the final international body could
then be elected ~by the various national governments; this 'Noulel preclude either popular favor or prejudice.

« The teachings of Bah6/1l'Ucih are the brea,ths of the Holy Spirit
which create men anew.
« Wke'lt you breathe forth the breath of the Holy Spirit from your
hearts into the world, CO'lnmeTCe and politics wiU take care of themselt'es in- perfect hannony. All arts and sciences ~vill bec01ne ~,e'(,'ealed
an-d the knowledge of God 'will be manifested. It 1:8 not your tDork b'd
tha,t of the Holy Sp'i'fit 'which yott breathe forth thro'ggh the Wo;V'ci.
This is a fundamental trttth."
- ' Abclu 'l-Bah(i
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WHITE ROSES OF PERSIA
MART HA L. ROOT
Here is told one of the most 'fIwving stories, tragic yet noble, among the many
mc"rtyrdoms of the Baha'is in Persia-the story of Vargha. The material for this
article was gathered by the author on her recent visit to Persia. This is the first of
three installments.
~THRAN, Persia, has so many hu'llah which means "the Spirit of
U:aithful Baha'i families that to God".
go among them makes one think:
"0 Persia, your famous attar
THERE was glad reJOlcmg when
comes not alone from your roses, Baha'u'llah from 'Akka sent these
the perfume which diffuses itself parents a Tablet (a letter) about
through the lives of your believers this new babe and in it the reader
is a fragrance still not equalled in with insight will discern the introother countries." If there is a more duction to this thrilling story which
sweet or tender story of devotion to follows. Baha'u'llah wrote:
'Abdu'l-Baha and the great Baha'i
"0 Vargha! It is for thee to
Cause than the lives of Ali Muham- chant in both ears of this little one
mad Vargha and his little son three times:
Ruhu'llah Vargha of Persia, I have
'Verily, thou hast come by the
not heard it. \Vhen I was visiting Command of God! Thou hast apin Tihran I used to meet Azizollah peared to speak of Him, and thou
Vargha and his younger brother hast been created to serve Him Who
Valiollah Vargha, sons of Ali Mu- is the Dear, the Beloved!'
hammad Vargha, and often I used
"We mentioned this before when
to ask them about their father and his mother implored us, and now
brother. All this narrative is ab- We are mentioning it again. We
solutely true and in it the reader are the Generous and the Giver!"
will see how God prepares souls to (His mother sent no petition by letcome into this world.
ter, but it was perhaps when this
Ali Muhammad Vargha was an little one was coming into this
ardent Baha'i of Tabriz, Persia, in world that she cried out to Bahathe days when Baha'u'llah was a u'llah.)
While Ruhu'llah was still a little
Prisoner in 'Akka, Palestine from
child,
Baha 'u '11ah sent a second
1868 until His passing in 1892. He
Tablet.
It read:
was exiled and imprisoned because
"He
is
the
Hearer and the Seer!
His Teachings which are now being
"Blessed art thou, for thou hast witnessed
studied by some rulers, many the grandeur and greatness of God while
still a child. Blessed is the mother who
statesmen and millions of other nursed
thee and has arisen to do what is
people, were, like those of other becoming of her! We beg God to write
thee from His Supreme Pen that which
World Teachers, very far ahead of for
is fitting to His Generosity, Bounty and
His time. To begin at the begin- Favor. Verily, He is the Generous and the
Bountiful! Praise be to God, the Lord of
ning, Ali Muhammad Vargha had the
Worlds!"
one son, Azizollah, two years old,
Another Tablet to Rulm' 'llah
when one day in April another little from Baha'u 'Hah was:
son was born in his home, and he
"0 thou Ruhu'lhih! Verily, the Greatest
and his wife named the child Ru- Spirit has inclined towards thee from the
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estine. If children can glimpse the
highest ideals while they are still
very young, these ideals may be
their lofty inspiration throughout
life. Certainly this story shows
how one little boy developed into
a teacher, a poet, a great philosopher and a world hero before he
Later, another little son came to had hardly crossed the threshold
bless their home and he was called of his twelfth year. Educators
must see in the life of this son an
Valiollah.
astounding Power in the Teachings
"WHAT KIND of a Baha'i father of Baha 'u 'l1ah!
was Ali Muhammad Vargha~" you
MANY WERE the incidents of that
may ask, and "How did he train
his sons spiritually ~" All fathers historic visit to Baha'u'llah but I
who read this tale will see in the only tell you a few of them. Azizollife of this Persian the highest ideal lah Vargha told me that when the
of fatherhood, a height not reached maternal grandfather, the father
in every home, and too high to be and Ruhu'l1ah arrived in 'Akka they
understood by many fathers. He, went to the room of the secretary
himself was a Baha'i teacher. The of Baha 'u 'llah. It was furnished
picture of the Bab is preserved to with a mat and they sat down on
the world today because Ali Mu- this, for they had been told that
hammad Vargha led a great painter Baha 'u 'llah would come to this
to become a believer. The narra- room to meet them. In the distance
tive of the Yazdi family so dis- there were steps leading to an uptinguished in Egypt for their per room and the father told AzizolBaha'i services is another fruit of lah to go and stay near those steps
the many souls to whom he first to watch the approach of the
brought the Teaching in Persia. He Blessed Beauty and then to inform
was never outside his country ex- them. The child went but when he
cept to go to Palestine, yet his pu- looked and saw Baha'u'llah at the
pils have served with glory in the head of the stairs he mounted sevN ear East and in Europe.
eral steps and knelt at the feet of
Being a wise young father, recog- His Lord. He was crying so hard
nizing in what highest education his very bones were shaking. Bahareally consists, he took his two little 'u'l1ah stopped and made him
son s, Azizollah and Ruhu'11ah happy and they came down the
(little Valiollah at that time was stairway together, the little boy just
too young to go, he was only a babe behind Baha 'u 'l1ah. It was a great
in arms) for a pilgrimage to Baha- meeting, but when the visitation
'u'llah in ' Akka. Other parents was over, the father said to his
could with profit follow this same little son: "Why did you not do
plan and today take their children what I asked you to do ~ Why did
to meet Shoghi Effendi, Guardian you not run and tell us 7" Azizolof the Baha'i Cause in Haifa, Pal- lam replied :"1 do not know. I do
Prison and is mentioning thee with such a
station that its fragrance will continue as
long as My Kingdom and My Grandeur
endure!
"Thou, when thou findeth and knoweth
(the mention) say: 'Praise be to Thee, 0
Ocean of Bounty! Thanks be to Thee that
Thou hast made me to appear and in my
first days speak Thy mention and Thy
praise. Verily, Thou art the Forgiving
and the Compassionate!"

WHITE ROSES OF PERSIA

not know how I mounted those
steps, I was not conscious that I
went up the stairs." We know
how moved Professor Edward G.
Browne of Cambridge University,
England, was, when he first met
Baha,'u'I111h but here is an account
of what it meant to a very young
Persian boy.
The next day they were all invited, the grandfather, father, and
two small sons to visit Baha'u'Hah
in His own room. Then when the
visit was over, the two boys were
invited to the room of Baha,'u'llah's
d a u g h t er, Bahiyyih, k now n
throughout the world as the Greatest Holy Leaf. She was then perhaps about forty-five years old.
She said to her little guests: "What
are you doing in Persia?" and
Rulm 'Hah replied: "We are teaching the Baha'i Cause in Persia".
"\iVhat do you say in speaking to
people ~ ", she queried, and Ruhu'Hah answered: "I tell them God
has appeared again on this earth."
The Greatest Holy Leaf smiled but
said: "When you are speaking you
must not say this openly." The
child replied: "I do not say it to
everybody, I know to whom I must
say it." "How do you know the
people to whom to speak ~", she
continued, and he said: "I know
people from their eyes; when I see
their eyes I know." In fun, Baha'u'llah's great daughter said: "RuIm 'Hah look into my eyes and see
if you could speak to me ~" N aively he searched her eyes and told
her: ' , No, I cannot speak to you,
beca use you know everything."
Two young men sitting and doing
their writing lessons in the other
part of the room began to laugh
over the conversation and the
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Greatest Holy Leaf said: "Look
into their eyes and see whether you
could speak with them and convince
them." The child looked at them
long and carefully, and then answered: "It is very difficult and it
is of no use to try to convince
them. " (These two young men
were Ziaullah and Badiullah who
afterwards turned against the
Cause.) When this conversation
was told to Baha 'u 'Hah He said:
"Ruhu'l1ah is a Baha'i teacher."
THE LITTLE group stayed for several months in 'Akka and in Bahji.
Ruhu'llah studied Persian writing
every day and every Friday he used
to show a copy of his writing to
'Abdu'l-Baha vTho often praised
it. Ruhu'llah's father was very insistent about their lessons and very
severe when they did not study,
for he knew the importance of education.
Azizollah recounted another incident of the visit saying that when
Baha 'u '11ah wished to reveal (dictate) a Tablet, he used to dismiss
everybody with great haste. He,
Azizollah, said:

"One day I was in Baha'u'llah's Presence
with the whole family and He called for
the secretary to bring ink and paper
quickly and in the same moment He requested us all to go. I was just a child,
but seeing this haste to send everyone
away, I had a great longing to be present
sometime when a Tablet is revealed. I had
asked from one of the members of His
family to ask Bah:i'u'llah if I could come,
please, to see a Tablet revealed. A few
weeks later in the Garden at Bahji, when
I was playing with some children, the door
of the home was opened and one member
of the family called me and said that Baha'u'll:ih wished to see me. I ran to His
room and entering I saw that He was
chanting revealed Tablets and poems. So
entering His room that clay, I thought
everything was the same as on other clays,
that Baha'u'llah was only chanting.! stood
near the door which I had entered, and
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was only a few moments in the room when
I began trembling in my whole body. I
felt I c~lUld ~ot st.and any more on my
feet. !fI~ Hohnes~ Baha'u'llah turning to
m~ saId Good-bye.
As I lifted the curtam to go o~t, I fell on the threshold and
was unconscIOUS. They took me to the
;o,on: of the wife of His Holiness Bahau llah where they poured rose water and
cold water on my face until I revived. The
members of the Family asked me what
had hal?p~ne;.d and I told them about going
to Baha u lla~ to hear the chanting. When
I was relatmg this, the lady who had
calle~ me first, came in, and she said to
m~: You, yourself, had asked me to pern:It you to be present, now that was the
tll~e when a Tablet was being revealed.'
The~ I. understood why Baha'u'llah in
haste dIsmIssed everybody. It is because
the people cannot endure it, there is such a
Power In the room."

Azizollah Vargha said that his
father had a similar experience
during this visit to 'Akka. His
own words are: "Father had been
asked by some one to implore
Baha 'u 'llah 's help concerning a
certain matter and to beg that a
Tablet be sent. When my father
presented this petition, Baha,'u'llah
called a secretary to bring ink and
paper, and He also sent for His
brother Mussa-Kalim and another
one of the relatives. He put a hand
on each one's shoulder and began
to walk up and dO'wn revealing the
Tablet. Father began to tremble
and he said he couldn't say what
was happening. He heard Baha'u'llah's voice but He could not understand His Words. Some minutes passed and He dismissed them
all. Then outside they began to
discuss and none of the three had
understood Him, they had only felt
the Power. It is certainly interesting to hear about Baha'u'lUth from
those who saw and spoke with Him.
They said they could not look upon
His Face, it was so glorious the
eyes so shining. There was s~ch a
vibration that everyone began to
tremble and they could not under-

stand His Words; there was such a
Power there."
One evening in 'Akka, Baha'u'llah called. Ali Muhammad Varo'ha
b
alone to HIS Presence and said: "I
wish to speak with you alone tonight. There is somethin o' in the
. t
b
eXlS
-ence that in most of the
Tablets We have named the greatest
Ether. When anyone is endowed
with that Ether all his deeds and
words will be effective in the
world."
Then Baha 'u 'llah a l' 0 S e and
walked a few steps and He continued:
. "Even this walkin b of the
M. a:ufestation is effective." Again
slttmg down, He said: "Christ declared His Mission. The Jews crucified Him and they thought what
they had done was a very unimportant matter, and Christ was buried; but as Christ was endowed
with that Ether, that Ether did not
stay Ul:-der the ground; It came up
and did Its great work in the
world."
Then Baha 'u 'llah turned to Ali
Muhammad Vargha and said: "See
'Abdu'l-Baha, the Master, what a
wonderful effect His deeds and
Words have in the world! See how
kind and patiently He endures
every difficulty." The Baha'i, Ali
Muhammad Vargha felt that Baha'u'lULh really was showing him the
Station of 'Abdu'l-Baha, that He
would be the Successor spoken of
as the Greatest Branch, and Ali
Muhammad Vargha asked to become a martyr in the path of
'Ab~~ 'l,-E,aha. The Blessed Beauty
Baha u llah, accepted this sacrifice
and promised the pilgrim that he
should give his life in service to
'Abdu'l-Baha.
(To be contirvued)
(j'
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CONSULTATION AND SACRIFICE
THOUGHTS FROM THE 1932 BAHA'1 CONVENTION
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATR1CK
"The continent of America, is, in the eyes of the one true God, the land wher'ein
the splendors of His light shall be revealed, where the 'mysteries of His Faith shaU be
unveiled, where the righteous shall abide, and the free assemble."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

[rl)NAprilFriday,
Saturday, Sunday,
29th to May 1st, dele~

gates and friends representing fiftytwo Baha'i communities, organized
and functioning, in the U nit e d
Sta tes and Canada came together
under the dome of the Baha'i Temple at Wilmette, near Chicago, Ill.
The two-fold function of the convention was pointed out by the
chairman: to revitalize the inner
life of the delegates and friends in
attendance, and to consult for the
pur p 0 se of maintaining a high
standard of excellence in all activities. The second of these functions
is impossible without the first; the
first is fruitless without the second.
Another powerful let t e I' from
Shoghi Effendi (Guardian of the
Baha'i Cause) had arrived in time
to be read early at the first session.
From it a mighty inspiration for
renewed inner life and a tremendous incentive for excellence in all
activities went forth. "The Cause
associated with the name of Baha'u'llah feeds itself upon ... hidden
springs of celestial strength; . . .
its reliance is solely upon that mystic Source with which no worldly
advantage ... can compare; it propagates itself by ways mysterious
and utterly at variance with the
standards accepted by the generality of mankind," he assures us.
Again he writes, "May we not
pause, pressed though we be by the
daily preoccupations w hi ch the

ever-widening range of the administrative activities of His Faith
must involve, to reflect upon the
sanctity of the responsibilities it is
our privilege to shoulder ~"
THE MEETING place itself was
two-fold in its function. The simple
beauty of the foundation hall was
fraught with spiritual significance
-the exquisite Persian rugs, symbolic of sacrifice, devotion, and perfection in design and workmanship;
the lovely bouquets of fragrant
rosebuds gradually unfolding into
mature beauty as the convention
proceeded; the chaste model of the
completed Temple in the ante-room,
inviting the spirit of praise and
SUIJplication; the b I e s sed spot
where' Abdu 'l-Baha laid the cornerstone, compelling' suppliant tears
and quiet meditation; the Temple
itself impressive even in its incompleteness, its dome and sides gathering light from the Great Source
and transmitting it to the assembly
below;-all these outer f act 0 r s
lifted the thoughts to the renewal
of the inner life. Inspiration, too,
v,ras given by the communion of
spirit and unity of purpose of the
friends and delegates assembled.
On the other hand, the Temple in
its very incompleteness furnished
the motive for a continued effort
for higher and higher standards in
giving. Referring again to Shoghi
Effendi's letter we find it abund-
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antly generous in praise of things
already accomplished by the American believers yet urging that the
still unfinished Temple calls "for a
more abundant measure of self-sacrifice, for a higher standard of concerted effort, for a still more compelling evidence of the reality of
the faith that glows within you."

the inner life went hand in hand.
Other consultation con c ern e d
spreading the teaching both by direct and indirect methods. The reports of the amity and the teaching committees especially g a v e
courage to forge ahead. The" Goal
of aNew World Order" is still far
away but the fine work that has
been done by amity committeesthe interracial dinners in important
urban centers,-N ew York, Washington, Chicago, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Seattle, Detroit and
other places, w her e outstanding
representatives of Ne g r 0, Caucasian, Indian and Mongolian races
met in social and intellectual equality; the two interracial trips into
the South; other interracial group
meetings-made us realize that a
firm foundation for the Oneness of
Mankind is laid in many hearts. The
increased activity of individuals
and of assemblies in spreading the
Divine Message, the large increase
of avowed believers, set a new
standard of excellence to attain and
outdo.

SUNDAY morning was given over
to this problem of going forward
with the Temple-the covering of
the dome, ribs and clerestory with
the beautiful tracery which the design calls for. One hundred and
fifty thousand dollars is needed and
thirty thousand dollars immediately
-a stupendous task for the believers in a period of great financial
depression. Sacrificial giving is
stressed. Are Americans capable
of sacrifice,-such sacrifice as we
know is practiced in the Orient ~ A
Persian-A mer i can friend who
knows so well the characteristics of
both Orientals and Occidentals asks
the question. He is ready to give
his dearest :-two coins, one gold,
IN THESE and other reports the
one silver, both precious because power of sacrifice and the confirmahandled by 'Abdu 'l-Baha. The souls tions which attend it were made eviare moved, the hearts are opened. dent. Hard work, long hours, raisWith humble devotion one here, one ing necessary funds for special
there offers his very precious pos- meetings, even neglect of one's
sessions :-a ring blessed by the means of livelihood-all these deMaster; another, a watch; a neck- mands and more are freely met by
lace; money to redeem the blessed those who are carrying forward the
rings; more money; jewels; more work of the Cause of God. One
ornaments, - un t i 1 a sacrificial delegate said, "Certain cults offer
mound lies piled upon the table in prosperity and health to their vofront. The hearts are full, the eyes taries, what can we say the Baha'i
overflow, but quiet restraint pre- Cause offers ~" "Self-sacrifice, often suffering, the joy of service and
vails.
Surely on that Sunday morning the happiness of the rich inner
consultation and the quickening of life, " was the answer. Do we :find

CONSULTATION AND SACRIFICE

anywhere else in recent writings, a
record of such ecstatic joy as in the
case of the followers of the Bab who
gave unreservedly their lives, their
possessions, their all, for love of
Him ~ As we read of their heroic
and utterly selfless lives in N abil 'b
Narrative, The Dawn-Breakers,
we feel completely unworthy. And
yet Shoghi Effendi says: "In the
blood of the unnumbered martyrs
of Persia lay the seed of the Divi 11 ely-appointed Administration
which, though transplanted from its
native soil, is now budding out, under your loving care, into a new order, destined to overshadow all
mankind. For great as have been
the attainments and unforgetable
the services of the pioneers of the
heroic age of the Cause in Persia,
the contribution which their spiritual descendants, the American believers, the champion builders of
the organic structure of the Cause,
are now making towards the fulfillment of the Plan which must usher
in the golden age of the Cause is no
less meritorious in this strenuous
period of its history."
Although this year the youth had
no previously planned conference,
as last year, yet they were present
in perhaps greater numbers listening to and taking part in reports
and discussions or having their own
impromptu suppers and meetings.
Their v i l' i lit y and enthusiasm
seemed to add more hope and love
and zeal. What has the Cause to
offer youth ~ Boundless opportunities for initiative, force, tact, daring, devotion, steadfastness, se1£sacrifice, yes, and danger of not being understood, but the joy of service and the happiness of the rich
inner life. This is the age of youth,
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this is the Cause of youth and theirs
are the abundant opportunities.
The Bab was still a young man at
the time of His Martyrdom; Quddus, His most illumined follower,
countless of His other followers
and of the JYIartyrs in the Cause
were young men. Shoghi Effendi,
after ten years of service as Guardian, is still a young man.
THE ONLY PUBLIC meeting was
held Sunday afternoon and again
the drawing power of the Temple
was demonstrated. The Foundation Hall was filled to overflowing
on this occasion. Daily also small
and large groups come to learn of
the significance of the unique and
impressive structure. Teaching activities in adjacent and neighboring
communities have increased greatly
and believers multiplied. The prophetic words of 'Abdu'l-Baha in the
epistle sent to the first Baha'i Temple Convention in 1909 and read
again at this convention are already
being fulfilled before our eyes.
"Among the most important affairs," He said, "is the founding of
the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, although
weak minds may not grasp its importance; nay, per ch an c e, they
imagine this (Mashriqu 'l-Adhkar)
to be a temple like other temples.
They m ay say to themselves:
'Every nation has a hundred thousand gigantic temples; what result
have they yielded that now this one
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar (is said) to
cause the manifestation of signs
and prove a source of lights ~' But
they are ignorant of the fact that
the foundation of this Mashriq'lAdhkar is to be in the inception of
the organization of the Kingdom.
Therefore it is important and is an
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expression of the raising of the Evident Standard, which is waving in
the center of that continent, and the
results and effects of which will become manifest in the hearts and
spirits. No soul will be aware of
this mature wisdom save after
trial.' ,
Surely the utmost endeavor will
be exerted to continue to carry out
the desire of 'Abdu'l-Baha, cherished by Baha'is all over the world.
And now we have the definite goal
earnestly urged by Shoghi Effendi:
"That by the end of the spring of

the year 1933 the multitudes who,
from the remote corners of the
globe, will throng the grounds of
the Great Fair to be held in the
neighborhood of that sacred shrine
may, as a result of your sustained
spirit of self-sacrifice, be privileged
to gaze on the arrayed splendor of
its dome-a dome that shall stand
as a flaming beacon and a symbol of
hope amidst the gloom of a despairing world."
Here is a responsibility which it
is the p r i v i leg e of Baha'is to
shoulder.

THE HOUR HAS STRUCK
The first part of this article is a quotation from an article in the Federal Council
Bulletin for May entitled, "Fi1"St Century Christianity and Ours," by E. G. Honrighausen, and the application to present conditions follows. The reader can make his
own comparisons.

tanism, universalism and of popularization. In the end, these always
"The first age of Christianity produce folks with a remarkable
had to meet the same typical groups breadth of mind and intellectual
and influences which we are now cleverness, but lacking in depth,
called upon to meet. Type for type, thoroughness and wisdom. How
they were all there.
modern!
"There was a rampant national"In many quarters a fatal cyniism which had deified the state, and cism had emerged, pessimistic and
with it the emperor who epitomized gloomy, which caused many a suiits glory. Citizenship and religion cide, because the older authorities
were identified; materialism was of religion and morality had been
idolized.
rudely swept away by a changing
and
critical age. The age was one
(' Syncretism, too, was a firstcentury phenomenon. Everywhere of brutal transition. A sense of the
men were trying to find God by failure of religious and social inmeans of an eclectic process, select- stitutions was in the air. Mingled
ing the best in all religions, in the feelings of anticipation and uncerhope that their quest would give tainty, fear and hope, universalism
satisfaction. Connoisseurs of all and individualism, epicureanism
religions but actual participants in and stoicism, mysticsm and realnone! It was an age of cosmopoli- ism, gripped life. A sense of
ROME AT THE TIME OF CHRIST

THE HOUR HAS STRUCK

satiety and 'fed-upness' created a peculiar vacuum in the soul. A
let-down, an exhaustion, following
in the wake of fulfilled imperial expansion, demanded physical stimulation in profusion to keep up men's
spirits.
MANy' PHILOSOPHIES AND OULTS

"So men ran to the philosophers.
The Stoics offered some in that day
what WaIter Lippmann is offering
some today: a dogged religion of
maturity, which bravely lives on the
glorious tradition of the good life.
Stoicism was a noble development,
and it produced lives of self-control
and dignity, ruled by a strong sense
of duty. It venerated the dignity of
man and the staunch character.
The culture of the will was stressed.
But it was a stern religion, lacking
passion and sympathy. Thoug'h it
believed in God, it was an unsympathetic Providence, a cc e pt ea
largely in the spirit of agnosticism
and fatalism. Stoicism's God was
distant-its life was desperate and
lonely, and only the 'tough-minded' could follow its teachings. How
modern!
"Others ran to the Epicureans,
as they run to the realists todayto J oseph Wood Krutch and Bertrand Russell. Thoroughly utilitarian and naturalistic in ethics, they
sought to find life in an adolescent
fearlessness in the face of a hostile
or neutral environment. Sin was
denied and its punishment ignored.
Life was found in the here and now
-it had nothing to do with realities
beyond the senses. The idea of a
God who sympathizes and suffers
with men was quite ridiculous.
Naturally such teachers put much
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emphasis upon human values, freedom and natural happiness. How
modern!
SOCIAL DEOADENOE

"The social situation was as bad
as, if not worse than, our own. But
early Christians never sought to
change the social order by artificial
means. Their faith produced a
leavening and germinating ethic.
How fluid social life was! A spirit
of uncertainty and revolution intensified the air, and the lower
classes who had nothing to lose
gladly lent their support in the efforts of the desperate to get what
wealth and luxury those had who
lived at the dizzy top. Then, as
now, society was paying for its
ruthless wars waged in more adolescent and foolish days. There was
plenty of wealth in the upper class,
but there was no distribution except the enforced method of charity.
Life was cheap, cities crowded,
homes went out of fashion. The
slave-institution, which regarded
men as things and not as persons,
was a pillar of society. Lethargy,
lack of initiative, and a terrible
sameness were in men's souls. Cultural tastes grew flabby, and only
the spicy crudities of many a stage,
amphitheatre and den of vice
aroused these jaded and satiated
appetites. A fast life created by a
rapidly accumulated wealth of imperial expansion sapped something
(as it always does) of the vitality
of the older stock. How modern all
this sounds!
, 'Of course, there was a superficial attitude of benevolence everywhere. But it lacked real sympathy. Humaneness is not love.
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Slaves were better treated, as were
children, women and beasts. An
aging civilization gets more mellow. There were shining examples
of moral life in many a home. A
democracy of life was in the making
that was to be a highway prepared
for the coming of a greater glory.
THE SOURCE OF NEW POWER

"Into this sort of an environment
of thought and life came the infant
religion of Christianity and its
naive adherents. They flung into
the face of this tired and cynical

.
D

age the impact of a new life, a new
ethic, that was rooted in the love of
an objective God. Their pure lives
and homes, the democracy of their
simple church-fellowships, where
free and slave and male and female
mingled, proved a powerful leaven
that worked itself out into the social
world without conscious and artificial manipulation . . . . Silent but
potent living for the Kingdom of
God and its transcendent values
gave them their irresistible and unconquerable ethic. No more humanitarianism theirs!"

T was a newly revealed 111,fant suffering that afflict, and the danreligion that brought "a new gers that beset, present-day society,
life, a new ethic" to that age where can be so blind as to doubt that the
so many conditions were similar to hour has at last struck for the adour own. If we are perfectly logical vent of a new Revelation, for a reshould we not look now for a revival statement of the Divine Purpose,
of the spirit of early Christianity in and for the consequent revival of
a newly revealed religion ~ If we those spiritual forces that have, at
consider not only the conditions in :fixed intervals, rehabilitated the
our present life which are similar to fortunes of human society~ Does
conditions in the first century but not the very operation of the worldalso the great scientific discoveries unifying forces that are at work in
and inventions which have brought this age necessitate that He Who
such overwhelming and devastating is the Bearer of the Message of God
changes to us, can we hope that in this day should not only reaffirm
anything less than Divine Revela- that selfsame exalted standard of
tion will lead humanity out of its individual conduct inculcated by the
plight ~ Do not these words of Sho- Prophets gone before Him, but emghi Effendi, Guardian of the Baha'i body in His appeal, to all governCause, furnish a fitting conclusion ments and peoples, the essentials of
that social code, that Divine Ecofor the above remarks ~
"Who, witnessing on the one nomy, which must guide humanity's
hand the stupendous advance ac- concerted efforts in establishing
hieved in the realm of human knowl- that all embracing federation which
edge, of power, of skill and inven- is to signal the advent of the Kingtiveness, and viewing on the other dom of God on this earth ~ "
-B. K.
the unprecedented character of the
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MENTAL HEALTH AND THE NEW
WORLD ORDER
GENEVIEVE

L.

COY, PR.

D.

A very timely subject for present day conditions is that of mental health. This
subject is here treated from the point of view both of psychology and of religion.
"Religion and science," says 'Abd~~'l-Baha, "are the two wings upon which man's intelligence can soar' into the heights, with which the human soul can progress." And even
r·eligion, 1]owerful as it is in its beneficial effect upon mental health, can well be
supplemented by scientific analysis which modern psychology has brought to bear npon
mental ills. The second installment of this series will appear in the Angnst ntmtber·.

n

HE old adage, "An ounce of
prevention is worth a pound
of cure," had been quoted for many,
many years before it occurred to
anyone to apply this principle to
people's health. In pioneer days
a man sought a doctor only if he
were seriously ill; a dentist, only
when an aching tooth had to be
pulled. It is only in very recent
times that we have learned that it is
better to have the doctor give regular examinations to the healthy
person, so that he can suggest ways
of preventing possible illness. We
have also found that occasional
visits to the dentist to have a tiny
cavity filled are much better use
of his skill, than to wait till an aching tooth requires an extraction.
The value of prevention in physical
health is now recognized by all intelligent people.
Thousands of doctors had prescribed for the physical health of
their patients before anyone had the
idea that such a thing as mental
and emotional illness caused as
much misery in the world as did
diseases of the body. Slowly the
work of the psychiatrist became differentiated from the field of the
general practictioner, and a serious
effort was made to find the causes
of mental and emotional abnormali-

U

ties, and to develop methods of
treatment. But it is only in the
past few years that attention has
been turned to the prevention of
mental ills, and the mental hygiene
movement has fostered the ideal of
keeping people in good mental
health. It is with the maintenance
of mental health in the average individual that the present article is
concerned.
How MAY a person know whether
he is mentally well 1 What constitutes mental health 1 The person
who possesses an integrated personality is in good mental health.
A personality divided within itself
is ill. The full meaning of such division is best realized by considering extreme instances of mental
sickness. We have all heard of
cases of a man who is two different
people at different times. He may
call himself by two distinct names.
Often one personality has no recollection of the acts of the other personality. Sometimes Personality A
remembers the actions of Personality B, but B has no recollection
of his life as A. It is evident that
such a person is disintegrated, and
is suffering from serious mental illness. But this condition of a division in the personality can occur in
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less obvious ways. Consider the
business man who is devoutly religious on Sundays, professing charity and kindness toward all men,
and yet on week-days finds it possible to bribe government officials.
It is easy to say that this man is a
hypocrite, but this judgment may be
quite unfair. He may actually possess such a double and divided mind
that he does not realize the discrepancy between his life in business
and his life in church.
Such inconsistencies, due to a lack
of full integration of the personality, are common. Here is a person who professes to believe in the
brotherhood of man, but who would
be miserable if he had to eat at the
same table with a Negro. There is
a woman who one day says, "Mrs.
Brown is so snobbish; she is so
proud of her money," and on the
next declares, "I would never let
my daughter marry a poor man."
.A third person gives part of his
energy to the worthwhile work he
is doing, but perhaps a third of his
life is buried llllder a bitter weight
of jealousy. His jealous fears are
continually intruding on his work,
and he at last finds himself unable
to concentrate on constructive activity. Instead of being an effectual, whole-souled, one pointed
individual, he is split in two,-the
increasingly ineffectual worker on
the one hand, and the miserable
jealous husband on the other.
Can you not think of many people whose lives are thus inconsistent, because some part of the personality is not fully integrated with
the true core and purpose of the
individual's life ~ Many of them
are useful and fairly happy, and
yet they are falling short of the joy

that life has to give to the man who
is not "divided against himself."
We need not say that such individuals are mentally ill, but it is obvious that they have not attained
abounding mental health. The distribution of mental health among
all people is perhaps very similar
to that for physical health. Only a
small percentage of mankind, on a
given day, is seriously ill; only a
small percentage is buoyant and
radiant in perfect physical health.
There is a large, average group who
might say, "I am not ofte11 really
ill, but I just don't have a great deal
of energy". These are the people
who often could become really
healthy, if they would eat the proper food, and sleep and exercise
enough. So, also, in the field of
mental health, the average person
can be helped out of the condition
in which he ignorantly accepts
slight divisions in his personality,
which always interfere with happiness and efficiency. The essence of
mental health is to be able to bring'
all one's abilities, a completely unified and harmonious personality, to
bear on any activity which one desires to undertake.
WHAT suggestions can be g'iven
which may show the person of average mental health the direction in
which progress is to be made ~ vVe
will first discuss certain attitudes
which must be avoided by one who
seeks a fully integrated personality.
Following that we shall suggest
lines of positve effort.
1. One of the most disintegrating
of attitudes which finds some place
in the lives of many individuals is
that of fear. In ordinary modern
life this is seldom a fear of actual
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physical danger; but mental fears
are perhaps more disruptive to the
personality. One of the most common of such fears is that of material loss and discomfort. A man
who has had a large apartment,
several servants, a car and chauffeur, suffers some financial reverses,
and has to sell his car and dismiss
the chauffeur. Fears for the future
begin to fill his mind. He spends
a large part of his time worrying
about the stock market. He sees
himself becoming a poor man,
imagines how horrible life will be
if he cannot maintain his customary financial and social status, and
he ignores the fact that he is in
good physical health, and that he
has a happy home-life. Soon his
fears are the most compelling factor in his life, and his sense of perspective is lost. Such a man often
ends in a sanitorium for cases of
nervous breakdown, even thougb
his income is still ten times that of
the average man.
The fear of failure in one's work
destroys the mental health of many
people. A woman sets herself a
goal of success, as a teacher, as artist, a writer. But she is doubtful
of her ability, or feels that her good
work is unappreciated. Failure
looms as a possibility, and her effort becomes less whole-hearted.
Her fear uses energy that should
go into her work, and she may actually experience the thing she has
feared because of the resulting division between her activity and her
negative emotions. She has failed
to realize that the truly successful
individual is the one who cares so
fully about his work that his whole
being is lost in it.
One of the most paralyzing of
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fears is the fear of public opinion.
Too great a respect for convention
keeps many a person from realizing
his true possibilities. It is doubtful
whether any man can do his best
work if his eyes are on the activity,
while his ears are listening eagerly
for the world's praise or blame of
his work. How many people do we
know who are poisoned by insidious draughts from "the witch's
cauldron, conformity1"
M any
years ago Emerson sounded a vivid
warning against the fear of public
opinion. In his essay on "Self Reliance", a reading of which is recommended to all who have entertained such fears, Emerson writes:
"What I must do is all that concerns me,
not what the people think. This rule, equally arduous in actual and intellectual life,
may serve for the whole distinction between greatness and meanness. It is the
harder because you will always find those
who think they know what is your duty
better than you know it. . . . The objection
to conforming to usages that have become
dead to you, is that it scatters your force.
It loses your time and blurs the impression
of your character." Later in the same essay, the writer exclaims, "Misunderstood!
it is a right fool's word. Is it so bad then
to be misunderstood? Pythagoras was misunderstood, and Socrates, and Jesus, and
Luther, and Copernicus, and Galileo, and
Newton, and every pure and wise spirit
that ever took flesh. To be great is to be
misunderstood."

Let each man study his own heart
and try to discover all the hidden
fears which are sapping his vitality.
Let him realize that fear is always
cowardice, an unwillingness to face
life squarely. "Perfect love casteth
out fear", and each individual can
find a love so great that fear is
consumed in the flame of utter devotion to a worthwhile goal. Fear
can be mastered.
2. A SECOND disintegrating factor
which destroys mental health is the
attitude of seeing oneself as the
most important person in one's en-
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vironment. This attitude is almost
always due to unfortunate conditions in early childhood. A young
child who is made the center of the
stage comes to feel that the whole
world revolves about himself. He
soon expects that will defer to his
wishes, will fulfil his desires.
Hundreds of children carry this expectation into adulthood, and never
adjust to the reality of life in the
larger group. The grown person
who is continually offended by real
or imaginary slights, whose "feelings are always being hurt", is one
who cannot give himself wholeheartedly to the work of the world.
The supersensitive individual often
prides himself on his superior fineness and delicacy of feeling, and
fails to realize that his deep concern about his own feelings is an
indication of the withering selfcenteredness of his life.
This need to be the center of the

stage may express itself, not as
supersensitiveness, but as boasting
and noisy" showing off". In that
case, the individual becomes an active annoyance to his friends. His
egotism is more obvious than that
of the" sensitive" person. But in
both instances, the root of the difficulty lies in failure to see oneself
as a necessary but small part in the
group life. Both of these disintegrating attitudes can be avoided by
a wise training in the first four
or five years of life. The grave
dangers to children which come
from too much unwise adult attention can scarcely be over-stated.
The salvation of the mental health
of the individual who has grown to
manhood with either of these egocentric attitudes can lie only in losing himself whole-heartedly in a
cause which is great enough to use
all his energies and abilities.
(To be contin~wd)

« Yield not to grief and sorrow: they cause the greatest misery.
J ealm(.sy conS~tmeth the body and ange1" doth b~tr11P the liver,. avoid
these two as yo~( wm(ld a lion."-Baha/u'll6J~.

Turning the face towards God brings healing to the body, the
mind and the s01-tl. "-' Abdu'l-Baha.
«

« Verily, those whose mi'nds aTe illmnined by the Spirit of the Most
High, have s~(preme consolation. "--' Abdt('l-Baha.
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The American Conference on Institutions for the
Establishment of International Justice
ARTHUR DEERIN OALL

The sessions of this Conference "which concerned itself with realities," were attended by Washington Baha'is. The Director was invited by The Bah6!i Magazine to
contribute the following report on the Conference especially written for this 'magazine.

nHE American Oonference on
Ulnstitutions for the Establishment of International Justice was
held in the Oity of Washington,
under the auspices of the American
Peace Society, May 2, 3, 4 and 5.
As its name implies, the aim of the
Oonference was to enable thoughtful men and women of the United
States to take stock of their duties
towards institutions for the establishment of international justice,
with particular reference to the
elimination of international war.
One listening to those who took
part in the Oonference, at the General Assemblies, at the luncheon
meetings, or at the sessions of the
Four Oommissions, came away with
the feeling that there is a definite
mental awakening a m 0 n g the
thoughtful people of America. Men
and women, amid all the remedies
offered for the maladies that now
beset them and their pocketbooks,
are asking if more attention should
not be paid to the fundamental
things. There are uses of adversity,
evidently, outside the Forest of Arden, for our very troubles are leading us once more to recall that the
American Dream has had to do with
principles, and that chief among
these principles is that jus tic e
which Daniel Webster called, "the
greatest interest of man on earth
... the ligament which holds civilized nations together."
The Oonference clearly showed

that America is scrutinizing this
justice not only with a renewed attention, but with care and ability.
The lamp which the founders of this
Republic, and the builders who have
carried on the task, have found it
vitally necessary to place before
them has been the lamp of justice.
This lamp, it is believed, must be
kept burning, for without it our
country, all countries, would be in
constant danger of wreck on the
rocks of wrong. Justice is our pillar of cloud by day and our pillar
of fire by night. Indeed, justice is
more than a pillar of cloud and a
pillar of fire; it is our most substantial reality. It is the cement
of every abiding human organization, especially of the State. Without it man's best laid walls soon
crumble into dust.
IN HIS message to the first General Assembly of the Oonference,
the President of the United States
expressed his gratification that the
American Peace Society had called
such a Oonference, and added:
"From the beginnings of history,
human beings have turned to justice
as the safeguard of their inalienable rights to life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness. Impartial
justice has offered mankind its
most certain escape from arbitrary
power . . . . The only assurance of
the equal protection of all in the
enjoyment of their rights is jus-
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tice; and, with justice assured, nations would have little to fear for
their safety or their peace."
Those words of President Hoover were a fitting text to the work
of the Conference. That note was
not lacking in any of the sessions
of the Conference; from the address of the Assistant Secretary of
\Var at the opening session, May 2,
to the addresses at the final banquet, May 5. It was sounded in the
oration by Honorable Sol Bloom at
the tomb of George Washington; in
the papers of those who addressed
themselves to business aspects of
international justice, Ira A. Campbell, Magnus 'vV. Alexander, W. W.
Husband; in the addresses by Representative Linthicum and Senator
Robinson; in the plea, indeed, for
an international force by Oscar T.
Crosby. Of course it was there in
the argument for the Permanent
Court of International Justice, by
Professor Philip C. J essup. It
cropped up in the papers by William R. Castle, Under Secretary of
State; by Professor Edwin M. Borchard, of Yale University Law
School; by Reverend Edmund A.
Walsh, S. J., Regent, School of Foreign Service, Georgetown University; by John J. Esch, President of
the American Peace Society; by
J ames Brown Scott, President of
the American Society of Intenlational Law. Edwin C. vVynne, Assistant Chief of the Historical Division of the Department of State;
vVilliam P. MacCracken, Jr., Secretary, American Bar Association;
Harlod G. Moulton, P l' e s i den t
B l' 0 0 kin g s Institution; Leo S.
Rowe, Director-General Pan-American Union; William John Cooper,
United States Commissioner of Ed-

ucation; Stephen P. Duggan, Director of the Institute of International Education; Representative
J ames M. Beck; Representative
Ruth Bryan Owen, Elon H. Hooker,
and the Secretary of Labor, William Nucldes Doak, in their differing ways, all turned to it.
And they turned to it in a spirit
of getting something done.
THE CONFERENOE concerned itself
with realities. After days of carefullest consideration, for example,
the First Commission called for the
appointment of a Commission
whose duty it should be, after consultation with foreign governments,
to report upon possible methods of
securing settlement of all threatening international disputes by amicable and pacific means and without
the use of competitive armaments.
It recommended the careful considecration of the l)Ossibilities of an International Court of Claims, accessible to persons as well as to States,
to pass on claims in tort or contract
against governments of S tat e s
recognized as members of the family of nations. It urged international conferences of a periodic nature for the progressive codfication
of international law. This Commission went further and submitted
a draft convention looking toward
the establishment of Commissions
of Inquiry, supplementary to the
Bryan Treaties, for the ascertainment of the law to be applied in the
settlement of controversies. Since
the existing Commissions of Inquiry are limited to the ascertainment of the facts only, the need in
certain controversies for reports
also upon the laws involved is apparent.

THE AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE

The Second Oommission began
its work by accepting four basic
principles as follows: (1) Equality
of opportunity for all nations; (2)
National economic policies so shaped and directed as to promote the
needs and growth of a harmonious
world economy; (3) Joint responsibility of all nations for world recovery; (4) World recovery and further economic advance based upon
efforts to maintain and improve
standards of living with a view to
minimizing as far as possible existing inequalities among nations.
This Second Oommission urged
continued cooperation with other
nations through the International
Labor Organization, the Economic
and Financial Organization of the
League of Nations, the Union for
the Publication of Oust om Tariffs,
the International Bureau of Oommercial Statistics. It recommended
that our government accede to the
international convention for the
simplification of customs' formalities, and participate in the effort to
bring about unification of commercial practices.
The Third Commission worked
upon the relations of the social sciences as taught in the schools and
colleges to the ideals of justice
among nations.
The Fourth Oommission showed
clearly the international character
of social work, particularly in cases
of divided families and of the application of immigration and deportation laws. It examined defects in
the laws regulating probate courts,
in courts with jurisdiction over
juvenile and child guardianship,
and in the manner of obtaining
competent evidence affecting naturalization. It made specific recom-
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mendations relative to these matters.
OF COURSE there will be other
Oonferences of a like nature. Interest in justice is not a new thing.
It is as old as the ages. The Greeks
thought of Themis, their Goddess of
Justice, as sitting beside J ove, chief
among his counselors, holding aloft
her balanced scales in which she
evenly weighs opposing claims. Indeed, so highly did the Greeks revere this their fair Goddess of J ustice, they made her the mother of
Astraea, pure and innocent, Virgin
among the stars. Because interest
in justice continues, frequent conferences, such as the one just held
in Washington, are inevitable.
To define anything is not easy. Frequently throughout the Conference the
speakers found themselves differing over
the meaning of justice. I t was generally
accepted, however, that there is an essence
of order, of well-being, of application of
truth to the affairs of men, all of which
are contained in the word justice. It was
either Alexander Hamilton or J ames Madison, none knows which, who wrote in the
Federalist these convincing words: "Justice
is the end of Government. It is the end of
Civil society. It ever has been and ever
will be pursued, until it is attained, or until liberty be lost in the pursuit."
Persons who attended the Conference
were for the most part scholars. They
came to the Conference familiar with the
fact that our United States was the direct
result of a consuming thirst for justice. In
1783, after the victory of Y orktown,
George Washington, then Commander-inChief of the American Armies, wrote a circular letter to the Governors of the States
in which he emphasized foul' things as essential to the existence of the United
States, the first of which following the
necessity of an indissoluble Union, was:
"a sacred regard to public justice." In 1785,
he wrote to James Warren, saying that the
greatness of this country could be assured:
"If we would but pursue a wise, just and
liberal policy toward one another and keep
good faith with the rest of the world." The
first familiar words of the Preamble to our
Constitution are: "We the people of the
United States, in order to form a more perfect Union, establish justice."
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IN THE morass of the present, the
Conference thought it proper to
examine our case from every side,
and did so examine it from many
sides. Its major task, however, was
to look at it from the angle of justice. That "vas an intelligent course,
for, as Emerson remarked in his
discussion of {( Perpet1wl Forces":
"All our political disasters grow as
logically out of attempts in the past
to do without justice, as the sinking
of some part of your house comes
of defect in the foundation."
In
his last public address, delivered in
the Old South Church, Boston,
March 30, 1878, this very wise man
of Concord referred again to justice, and "justice alone," as that
which" satisfies everybody . . . . It
is our part to carry out to the last
the ends of liberty and justice."
J onathan Edwards' God was not a
Trinity but an Quaternity, the
fourth person of which was Justice.
Speaking before the New York
State Bar Association in 1912, Mr.
Elihu Root placed justice above majorities, above officials, above government itself, resting "on the
basis not of any popular vote but
of the eternal laws of God."
When we think of what is lawful,
rightful, equitable; when we seek
for fairness, for due process of law,
for the establishment of what ought
to be; when our quest is for liberty
and equality, for the happy balance
between rights and duties, we are
being led by the hand of justice. In
the sixth century language of J ustinian, justice is: "The persistent
and unchanging will that gives to
everyone his due." That, of course,
is the stuff that peace is made of.
ON THIS the two-hundredth anniversary of the birth of George

Washington, the Conference began
fittingly with acknowledgements of
his contributions to our foreign policy. Evidently men need to recall
that our foreign policies were largely set by the Father of our Country,
and that in the main those policies
have been beneficent. Of course,
no one quotation can be said fully
to represent the views of George
Washington; but the f 0 11 0 win g,
from his Farewell Address, comes
nearest, perhaps, to expressing him,
the man who so spent himself to advance the cause of good government
and peace in our modern world; it
certainly reveals the eternal substance of his greatness:
"Observe good faith and justice
toward all nations.
Cultivate peace
and harmony with all. Religion and
morality enjoin this conduct; and can
it be that good policy does not equally
enjoin it? It will be worthy of a free,
enlightened, and at no distant date, a
great nation, to give to mankind the
magnanimous and too novel example
of a people always guided by an
exalted justice and benevolence."

But participants in the Conference were following no mere authority, however acknowledged and
acclaimed. They were trying to
face the world's growing debacle
and to discover as far as possible
available remedies. They we r e
aware that democracy and constitutional government are being a ttacked with unusual force not only
abroad, but in America; that the
laws and the courts must not fail to
meet the demands of justice; that
this is true not only for issues between persons, but also for those
more complicated matters affecting
the relations of states. As intelligent and patriotic Americans, they
were concerned to foresee and to
forefend, as best they could, dangers likely to be disclosed by an unfolding tomorrow.
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A PILGRIMAGE TO GREEN ACRE
OROELLA RExFoRD, B. So.
"1 was delighted to hear of the progressive activities of that dearly beloved spot,
Green Acre, ~Lpon which the Master has bestowed His tender care and loving kindness,
and of which we are all hopeful that it 1nay become, whilst the w01"k of the Mashriq'ulAdhkar is in prog1"eSS, the Focal Center of the devotional, humanitarian, social and
spiritual activities of the Ca1<se."-Shoghi Effendi.

Through the harsh voices of our lishment of a Baha'i study class.
Upon inquiry, we found the fastday
est
way to make the trip was from
A low, sweet prelt6de finds its way;
Detroit
through Canada to Buffalo,
Through clouds of doubt, and creeds
to
Troy, N. Y., across norththence
of fear,
A light is breaking, calm and clear; ern Massachusetts, by the Mohawk
That song of love now low and far, Trail to Portsmouth, N. H., and
Ere long shall swell from star to across the bridge into Eliot, Me.,
where is located Green Acre.
star!
That light the breaking day, which
When we sighted the bronze tabtips
let at the entrance to the grounds
The golden spired apocalypse.
we were all excitement. Here in-J ohn Greenleaf Whit tier deed was a new adventure different
from any other kind for it was spirACRE a year ago, at itual in nature; a communion of
time of the Baha'i Con- souls for a common purpose of
vention in Chicago, was but a name spreading the spirit of love and
to me. Today it is the Green Akka unity in a world of darkness.
of America for there, as at the
The welcome at the Inn from the
Temple, * I found something of the Baha'i friends made us feel as chilsame indefinable, spiritual essence dren must who come back to the old
that one experiences in Akka and homestead for a family reunion.
Haifa in Palestine.
We had come "home," for here was
The impelling motive of my first our real family, the Baha'i friends.
pilgrimage to Green Acre,u was Though many of the people were
the announcement at the Conven- hitherto unknown to us, yet because
tion of last year that Miss Martha of the at-one-ment of spirit maniRoot, as well as many other teach- fested and the light that shone from
ers of note, were to give a series of their faces, we immediately felt no
talks there, and that one "could strangeness but a great peace and
drive there in two days and a half" happiness at being with our loved
from Chicago.
<mes in the Baha'i community. The
Thus in mod ern pilgrimage thought came to me of how the ideas
fashion, with car and trailer at- of the New Day change us. Here
tached, my husband (Dr. G. V. I was visiting the land of my foreGregory), a friend and myself, set fathers; for almost directly oppoforth for Eliot, Maine, from Indian- site the Green Acre Inn one of my
apolis, where I had just concluded ancestors had had his home, yet I
my season's lectures with the estab- was d eta ch e d completely from
*Baha'i Temple at WiImette, Ill.
·*Baha'i Summer Colony, Eliot, Maine.
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, 'family ties" on my first visit to
this land.
GREEN ACRE is an epitome of New
England beauty vvith its sweeping
meadows sloping down to the shining "river of light"-the Piscataqua. III e admired the stately elms
'with drooping limbs of peaceful
dignity, affording shade to earnest
groups of students discussing the
weighty problems of life; the winding' highway, passing by colonial
doorways of pristine whiteness and
leading to the Fellowship House
where the meeting's are held; the
pines 'llith cathedral spires, jealously guarding the hallovred memories of 'Abdu'l-Baha's visit to the
Slul-streakec1 aisles. I:-Iere in their
hushed midst where 'Abdu'l-Balui
used to talk to the friends, those
vrho did not share the blessed privilege of meeting Him, seem to
"tune-in" on His thought waves
lingering' there, ul1C1er the Great
?ine, and to go away conscious of
having been in the Master's Presence.
It is not the physical place that
makes Green Acre. To the critical
eye it might be just another summer resort with an inn, one of such
places as abound throughout New
England; but to the searcher for
tndh, it is an enchanted land of
spiritual refreshment. Here, where
He spent much time on His visit to
Amel'ica in 1912, o:ae senses the actual presence of the living' Abdn '1BsJla. One could visualize Him in
His llmV2.ng robes of the East, His
wllite turban crowning silvery locks,
a Prophet in a young 'vvorld, pacing
up and down the paths, walking
over the grassy slopes, beholding
the glorious sunsets, entering the

Inn, everywhere impregnating the
very atmosphere and soil with His
spirit. What wisdom He displayed
in setting aside this spot as a spiritual birthplace for the believers to
congregate in during their leisure
months! He urged us to gather
here, for He knew that we needed
the help we could get from this hallowed place and from each other,
that we might develop those most
essential of all qualities, love and
unity.
Shoghi Effendi, the Guardian of
the Baha'i Cause, continually emphasizes the importance of going to
Green Acre. In conversations with
us at Haifa he stressed the importance of the friends and new believers getting acquainted with one
another, that they might better
work together in love and understanding. Surely no greater opportunity for consultation regarding our spiritual welfare could be
afforded than by a visit to Green
Acre. In this divine atmosphere,
hallowed by the memories of the
M:aster's visit, we can relax from
the strain and stress of a sick and
unhappy world and pause for refreshment of the spirit. Here is
found the leisure to develop close
associations with our fellow workers, to exchange spiritual ideas and
study those methods by which we
can advance the Cause of God.
GREEN ACRE is not a place. It is
a series of episodes in spiritual unfoldment. It "does something" to
the soul of one who comes not in
the spirit of criticism, of "getting"
or having an enjoyable vacation,
but of giving, first of all one's love
to others, of speaking constructively and of giving one's self and
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others happy, It is a words unless there IS spiritual
place for the slack power behind them."
the spirit, which the disa jangling world have
WHAT DOES one receive at Green
It is the water of life Acre? The inspired and life-giving
the parched spirit words of Baha 'u '11ah and 'Abdu '1of search. It is a con- Baha read in the meetings and the
of mind which instructions of the Guardian of the
him and a test to Baha, 'i Oa use, Shoghi Effendi; the
those
need to
the dross of close moments of prayer and mediself burned avvay. To each visitor tation with an earnest believer in a
is
a different experi- wayside cottage; the sharing of
ence, c
him that hath shall blessed memories of the early days
n
be given ; what is born within de- of the Cause and of the Master's
visit to America i a thrilling narrathe eyes
tive of a visit to Akka when' Aban opportn'I-Baha was still a prisoner, told
Green
in a restful environ- by one of the early believers; the
nity to
stuof precious Baha'i
;
ment, to
each the social hours at the homes of
teach this
in the friends ill the village i the
thousands will at the Inn; the corn roasts on the
us cc
-we known,
at Ogunquit at sunset i
are close upon us, and
of
that fall from the
yet time, let us not lips of the Bah:i'i speakers and
unprepared!
which can be
and
those moments when they
Let me
you some jotpassed on to a
world i
tings
my note book heard at can
the meetings
my memorable yes, these and more that the tongue
cannot utter, are
of the delightvisit.
ful
which one takes away
"Green
a universal
Green Acre. l\femories which
There are two power centers
to quicken with the
Cause,
Temple and Green
the days when we
Acre. "
Such glorious moments
and food
catch our
with love and unity,
Green Acre we can
God, Here where
darkness takes its

time to

n

power in one's

ministry is not only to the body
soul, that its very founda-
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tion rests upon that unique element
"If one looks for praiseworthy
in life called vision, which is noth- results and wishes to produce etering less than the voice of God in the nal effects, let him make an exceedhuman heart."
ing' effort that Green Acre may be'Abdu'l-Baha in tablets to Miss come an assemblage of the Word
Farmer, who founded Green Acre, of God, and a gathering place for
and in tablets to other friends, gave the spiritual ones of the heavenly
many instructions about the de- world.... Every year a number of
velopment of this center, among the beloved ones and maidservants
them the following which has had of the Merciful must go to Green
and will continue to have a creative Acre and raise the divine call there
effect:
-the more who go the better."

SEEKING AND FINDING
By

ONE WHO HAS" SOUGHT"
CHAPTER

AND" FOUND"

VI

Thank God th(d thou has stepped into the arena of existence in such a blessed
age, and hast opened ecws and eyes in such a day of promise.
- 'Abdu'l-Baha

nHIS chapter will contain further impTessions, memo'ries
and brief stories that are possibly
not recorded elsewhere, of those
priceless days during the sojourn of
'Abdu'l-Baha in the western world.
My desire is to share at least a
breath of the joy, fragrance, and
thankfulness that :filled the hearts
of those privileged to observe at
close range the workings of Divine
Love and servitude.
The perfect balance of the life
of 'Abdu'l-Baha between the esoteric and the exoteric expression,
the inner union with the Creator
and its outer manifestation in l1Uman contacts, was a continual revelation to the onlooker. VVhen beholding that shining Exemplar one
was constantly aware of the inadequacies, the limitations and defects
of one's own life (not that He for
an instant referred to personal

U

weaknesses or limitations; on the
contrary if we did make such applica tions He instantly lifted them
from us.) His method was always
that of attraction, illumination, and
inspiration; never criticism or denunciation. Great was the spirtual
freedom given to every soul in His
home.
The following personal experience has proved of in:finite value.
As I had approached that Universal
Sun I was as one wearing 'blinkel's' which limited my spiritual vision. Without doubt I had habitually, but unconsciously, vibrated between certain degrees in the circle
of life, knowing little else or being
little conscious of the remainder of
the three hundred and sixty degrees. But' Abdu 'l-Baha by His
utterances and His life in an indirect way was continually expanding
my horizon. At :first, this was de-
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cidedly disquieting-, and a temporary confusion and uncertainty resulted. Then I would just beg-in
to reach a certain new equilibrium
of thoug-ht and concept when ag-ain
like the needle of a compass I was
vibrating- between two other unfamiliar points. This process continued for some time and g-rew
more and more bewildering- until
one early morning- in meditation
its purpose became quite clear.
Abdu'l-Baha was desiring- that
everyone of His followers be possessed of the sig-ht of the mind and
the sig-ht of the heart and have
them both at all times atuned and
active in everyone of the three hundred and sixty deg-rees of existence;
for nothing- short of that outlook
will bring- the universal peace and
brotherhood so long- expected, upon
the earth.
One morning- there came from
His lips a statement that made all
hearts extremely sad and troubled,
for we were all such children that
never before had He so spoken to
us. This was His challeng-ing- utterance, "The Oause of Baha'u'llah
has not yet appeared in America."
I will leave you, Reader, to deduce
for yourself what that proclamation did to the heart of everyone
who heard it I
WHEN OOOASION arose one day to
make a decision of importance I
asked one of the interpreters to inquire of 'Abdu 'l-Baha what I
should do. His reply was, "Your
desire is My desire, your happiness
is My happiness and you must decide."
Sometimes when I would ask Him
if we were g-oing- to such and such
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a place tomorrow or next week, He
would say, "It is not yet known."
So completely was He in the clutch
of God that at all times it was apparent that He sought not His own
will, but was as "A leaf in the wind
of the Spirit," and at every instant
He was moved by the breezes of
God. Then ag-ain He would send
for me and say, "How soon can you
be ready to g-o to Boston," (or
Montclair, or some other place
which He soon intended to visit).
He would then send me on ahead
to prepare for His arrival.
During those months I had the
distinct feeling- of being- in a matrix
world, in which, under His guidance and protection I was, like an
infant being- taught to take the first
steps into God's king-dom. Also
often I would feel like a mechanic
turning- the wheels in a light-house
tower. From His room at the top
of the house on West 78th Street,
N ew York Oity, I would pray for
the different countries, races and
relig-ions. It was as thoug-h from
that room 'Abdu'l-Baha was continually sending forth into the darkness of human civilization great
beams of celestial illuminaton,
thereby g-uiding- humanity on its
way throug-h the travail of this
dark nig-ht which is preceding- the
promised dawn proclaimed by the
Prophets and Manifestations of all
time. This was one of my g-reatest joys. Sometimes 'Abdu'l-Baha
would find me there and He would
say, "Are you happy~ If you are
not happy who can be happy~"
What Words!
How well we recall it all, and
when we contact with the friends we
met under His roof, instantly we
are there ag-ain and the fire of love
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that welded the hearts is instantly
fanned into flame!
Recently it was my privilege to
see at the Convention a faithful believer, devoted to the cause of SGi'v-ice and love, wno had one day (in
1912) come early in the mO~'l1ing to
see 'ribc1u'1-Bah8o at the hotel in
Chicago. He was out fOT a wEJk
in the park. I asked 1181." if she
would like to make up 'Abdu'lBalla's bed, to which she joyously
responded, thankful beyond words
for the privilege of rendering Him
any service. PlC the COllvention we
saw one another across the auditormill. '0111en eye met eye we were
instantly at that bedside as if it
had been but yesterday and though
no word was possible, it was not
necessary. In reflection His Presellce a11c1 His Gifts returl18cl allcl
the heart lept anew with joy and
thankfulness. That was to me one
of the great moments during my
recent stay in Chicago.
ANOTHER MORNING, in 1912, a
small group of us, including Orientals aEd Occidentals were talklllg and laughing together and
'Abc1u'l-Baha entered the rOOID.
\7i!ith a radiant smile He expressed
I-lis halJlJi:ness at 0111" llalJlJil18SS gllCl
laughter, saying that these gatherings were v-ery blessed, and that
the Orient had much to giv-e to the
vVest, also in turn the Occident had
mnch to contribute to the East, and
vvhen true unity and understanding
were achiev-ed between these tvvo
groups the whole world would actaill great proKress.
On several occasions He brought
to me great happiness as well gS a
real challenge when He said these
words, "It was ordained by God
that you should be rendering this

service. "

1--1o\v v{ell I realiz8c1, tl18/C

I could

nothing,
so great an
words 1'eall 80

Ir:,Ili,iliar J

£ i:
vlll0m rlillcIl
g'Ive:n,
lli:rLl TI1l1Cll shall
TeqlliTed. ' J
cever the need of the individl1El vlll0 came to I~Iirn, tllHt 1188(1
Vlas met. Irll'8 clistllrbecl mil~cl \~vas
set at rest throllg'll a Cfuick:811illg'
power that ren8vrec1 the under-

the weight
(Usea,rs8 "vas b'rollg'ht illto

or
g~l'eateT'

harm0l1Y, and those whose
vrere depressed, to them was given
tlle life-g'ivillg' elixir of a lefty i1~'ner
flight.
The heart of 'Abdu'l-Baha Yvas
like a pure and ped'ect minor )cbat
Te£lectecl th8 heart allcl life of eR-Cll
one who stood before Him, and
after gazing into thi:'vt mirror the
diagllosis was complete, and
"veTe instantly taken to'Naras the
true and lasting healing.
A believer one clay brought a
friend who knew very little of
'..L~b(ll1 'l-Baha allcl rlis teacllillgS.
Tile fri811c1 V\Tas llot ~\vell
llacl
-colel 110 0118 of 1181" sl1fEerillg~s Hllcl
difiicl1lties. She came, eXi~ecting to
merely 811 onloolrer vvitll 110
thought of anything but a hand
shake or a gTeeting. After the belis'ler 11ad eXIJT8ssecl 1181" alJlJrecia,tiOll of tI18 iTrt8T\Tiev{ 21,11(1 hacl tolcl
51-E"Hh8v of some 1J801J1e to
,v11crn
Bglla 'll 'llftll, J1-~bcl-L1 ~l-BGjlfi arose,
crossec1 tl~e room o.,11c1
Cl01?lll
allct

reill0\T8CL

tI18

tile
of heT Irie11cl, 2t.llclllelcl tllat
foot between ooth His hands in
silence for several moments. r:;:lhe
IJalll that hucl callsed 1181" lllltolcl SllI-
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fering for months instantly left her
and did not return.
The believer who brought her
was planning to undergo a serious
operation for the removal of a
gTowth, but in a short period of
time after that visit, the
growth passed from her body without the operation. VVhile one felt
that His emphasis was upon the
health of the spirit there were times
when through His understanding
and control of the higher laws governing all of life 'Abdu'l-Baha restored complete harmony of body,
of mind or spirit, which ever was
the particular need at the moment..
N ever did He mention these healings nor did ot.hers. They were
just an incident in His full days of
limitless service and one recalled
the old familiar words, "Go, and
tell no man."
THE FOLLOWING incident is bu t
one more evidence of the innate
knowledge of the Universal Educator and His unique service to the
scientific investigator as well as to
that of the layman. Appointment
had been previously made by phone
for a scientist to call upon 'Abdu '1Baha. Before entering His room
he assured me that he had come
out of curiosity and had no real
interest in the interview, but that
it was to please a friend of his.
Full of skepticism he entered that
room, and as he did so 'Abdu'lBaha arose, came forward, greeting
him with the utmost pleasure and
courtesy. Instantly he was at ease
and seemed to quite forget himself
as 'L~bdu'l-Bahii. began to talk of
South L~frica and the Boer -War.
No mention had been made previously or at the time that this
guest had ever been in South
Africa.
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To this man's utter sluprise
'Abdu'l-Baha went into detail about
certain happenings that took place
at that time that were of a private
nature and had never even appeared in print. He grew aghast
but in spite of himself became yisibly interested, and joined in the
conversation with the utmost naturalness.
during the entire interview.
After having established a firm
foundation of fellowship and nearness 'L~bdu'l-Baha turned the COIlversation into the channels of lightj
color and form. These were the
special line of study and discovery
in which he "vas most engrossed.
Everyone present ,vas intensely interested in all the detailed scientific
information t ha t 'Abdu'l-Baha
brought forth.
At the close of the inteI'View this
alert man came again to me and
said with the utmost eagerness,
"-VYill you please tell me how this
man knows all about these scientific
subjects -when they tell me that he
has never been to school in his
lifef " I smiled, and in reply said,
"Do you not think that is an interesting' and worth-vvhile question for
you to be able to answer for YOUTself~" He went forth thoughtful
and some,\rhat perplexed but filled
with a great interest as he said
these words, " 'r1JJClu'I-Baha has
confirmed me in all of my experime11ts, but 11wre than that he has
given me a key by which I feel sure
that I am giong to be able to make
further and more fundamental discoveries.' ,
Again we bore witness to the
going-forth , , Wit h Gladsome
Heart" !
(To be

contin~ted)
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A SCOTCH EDITOR APPRECIATES THE
BAHA'I MAGAZINE
INCE we last referred in this column to the Baha'i
Movement, several issues of the Bah6,'i Magazine have
reached our desk. The numbers for January, February and
March are now before us, and all of them contain articles and
notes high in tone and of fine literary quality, but by no means
beyond the capacity of the average reader. Bahaism emphasises the unity of the human race and the basic similarity of all
religions. It is really a message to the present age as to how
Christianity can be practically applied and its principles are
such as appeal to the people of all nations, creeds and tongues.
The Magazine therefore contains each month contributions
and comments unique and interesting and such as are rarely
to be met with in any other periodical publication. Taking
up the latest issue before us (March) we find a combination of
most helpful and uplifting reading matter. In the editorial
notes we have these wOTCls: "There is only one thing that can
master man's emotions and dedicate them to a noble and permanent structure of civilization. That power is religion. It
has proved its ability to do this in the past. It will prove
its ability to do so again in the future." And concerning the
Baha'i Movement it is remarked that in gradually permeating
the world "it is bringing together men and women of diverse
races and religions and unifying them in a deep and fervent
bond of love and unity." This surely is the note which above
all others should be struck in the present distracted state of
affairs among the nations. The articles, "Watchman, What
of the NighH" "Independent Investigation of Truth," "Preparedness," and others, are all rich in high suggestion and
inspiring thought, and the full volume of twelve parts (a complete index of which is given) contains papers and notes on
the Baha'i world order so varied, instnlCtive and authoritative as to surpass anything which we know of in periodical
literature. They show a clear path for the world's feet amid
the preplexities and welter of present-day civilization. The
Balul'i Magazine is published monthly (25 cents a copy) at
1112 Shoreham Building, V.,r ashington, D. C., U. S. A.
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This [wticie is lJTinted in C01np[ete fOT?n at the request of the Nationa[ SpiTitual
Asse1nb1y of the Bcdui'is of the United Stcotes fond Ccmada, and hees been pcwsed by the
Revie'Wing Committee. It lJTesenis a ve1'y c01nplete tTeatment of the economic plight in
'Which the 'WoTlcl finds itself today, and descTibes the perfect sol~~tcion [oS found i,n The
V,l odd OTC161' of Bah6:~L'llah.

"And HT e desire to show fc{,vor to
those who were b1'o~~ght low in the
lCtn cl, and to make them spirit%ctl
leacleTs among 1nen, and to make of
the1n Ot£1' heirs.""" -Baha,'u'llrih.
God has created hunger
and thirst, the need of
warmth and shelter as essentials of
the very existence of the human
race, and has deposited 'within man
an ever present consciollsness of
these needs. Throughout the countless ages of man's occupation of the
earth, these necessities have, to an
overwhelming degree, been his
taskmasters, the seat of his ambitions, the source of his joys and
sorrows. Since food, drink and
honsing' are vital needs of his physical existence, and these have never
been attainable except through individual effort,-these primitive
needs have wielded an enormous influence in the history, progTess and
clestillY of Ollr raC8a III tIle 11CIJ8 of
gold, men haye yielded life. For
tlle IJo-;ver of lllolley to IJllTCllEtSe
these necessities, mell have freqU8ntly laid aside hOllOY, and have
not fallen shod of the commission
The Primal
Necessities

:l:I(itab-i-Iqan (Bock of Assurance). New Ed. p. 146.

of detestable crimes. The detluonement of Goel, in the human consciousness, and the enthro:nement of
gold as a cherished idol, is not a
mere play upon words in the past
and present history of the race.
As the individuals of
society, because 0 f
tl_11. s pnml
. 't'lve urge,
identified happiness with the possession of tI1e goods of this world,
and tasted of the power that comes
with the attainment of property in
excess of their actiml needs, the
distribution of means gradually became unbalanced. This unbalanced
distribution, however, is by no
means a moder-l1 phenomenon. rrhe
emergence of humanity from the
patriarchal state marked the taking
on of individual responsibility for
lilTelihood, and was the signal for a
steady encroachment upon pl~operty
b}1 the mOTe ealJable;; mo:te arnbiticus, or more unscrupulous members
of SOCi8t-JT~ ,ATe mllst TernembeT tl1at
up to comparatively recent times,
huge masses of humanity -were
either slaves, possessing no right
to property of any kind; serfs, with
The Unbalanced
Distrib.u~ion of
NecessItIes
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an inchoate right at best to a meagre ownership; or feudatories, holding their fiefs, lands or properties
conditioned strictly upon an oath of
unrestricted service to their lord or
baron. As a consequence, the favored classes held all property in
their sway, and vied with each
other, often by private war or
foray, to attain larger and larger
possessions. Many of the medieval
wars had their rise in these inordinate contentions of barons and
princes, in which the hapless serf
or feudatory bore the brunt of the
fighting.

MAGAZINE

able wealth and to control it, have
gradually consolidated their position, to the weakening of the agricultural element, the office worker
and the day lab oreI'.

Although the universal,
public school system of
the west unquestionably fits the
average boy and girl for a higher
level of social living, and has greatly diminished the illiterate percentage, the levels above have, at the
same time, proportionately advanced in wealth and power, so that
the grades and degrees of society
have not materially changed. The
The Emergence of With the succes- average graduate of the public
Innate Differences sive destruction of schools finds his or her economic
in Economic
feudalism, serfage level as a mechanic, a factory workCapacity
and slavery, the er, a clerk, a farmer, or as prostruggle for existence devolved up- prietor of a small business. ,\1hile
on all men. Theoretically each man this represents a striking improvehad his chance, but, here, the innate ment over the condition of the poordifferences in the character and er classes of past centuries, it is,
capacities of men became disclosed nevertheless, a fact that the vast
in a universal sense and for the first majority of the inhabitants, even
time. Initiative, education, ability, in the western countries of the
ambition for fame and power, cun- globe, are not economically secure,
ning, cruelty, greed found abundant beyond the weekly receipt of their
contrast with sloth, timidity, in- pay envelopes, and when confronted
capacity, ignorance and resignation. with disaster, sickness or unemployThese innate differences, excellen- ment soon deplete their small recies and defects, being part of the serves.
natural order, appeared insurThis is strikingly illustrated in
mountable, and opened the way for the current wave of economic cola kind of economic slavery. Money lapse and its consequent unemploybeing a seed for the reproduction of ment which has numbed the finanitself, tended to multiply in the cial nerves of every country. The
hands of its possessor. Monopolies normal unemployment ratio has
became the order of the day. In swelled to a three or four-fold exmonarchical countries, the nobility tent, and hardships and anxieties
Self-respecting family
held tightly to their landed estates, multiply.
and wielded power over the com- heads discharged from employment
moner. In the republics, the weal- and unable, after urgent quest, to
thy classes, fortified by the laws of find remunerative jobs, reluctantly
inheritance, and tending to accumu- turn to the charitable agencies. The
late ever larger ratios of the avail- City of Boston,' alone, is disbursing
lMassachusetts, u. s. A.
Economic
Insecurity
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$24,000 daily2 to an ever increasing of nature are unyielding and essennumber of destitute families. This tially cruel. The vegetable and
is but an instance of what is taking animal world are its truest exponplace in hundreds of American ents. But is humanity likewise forcities and communities. Doles and ever condemned to the cruelties of
public aid in other countries have tIns soulless law of the lower levels
brought great nations to the verge of the creation ~ This point we shall
of national bankruptcy. The over endeavor to unfold.
production of commodities which
followed and had its source in the The Tyranny of "I am not my brother's k e e per' " by
feverish war period, has failed to Natural Law
adjust itself to the requirement of which Oain sought to escape the
peace, and the demand for goods, questioning of the Supreme Judge,
seriously impaired by the dimi- has been adopted and made a part
nished pay-rolls, gives no promise of man's daily life. Granted that
of restoring the economic balance countless exceptions exist among us,
of the past decade and returning the the fact remains that in the econoworkers to the factories in the num- mic relationships, this purely nabers and with the earnings to which tural law has full sway. 'vVe salve
they had become accustomed since our conscience with various forms
1914.
of charitable aid and poor-relief,
but this is but an evasion of the isThe Old Order
In the face of these sue. A fundamental malady in the
Changeth, But
conditions in d us- human body can be lastingly healed
Mankind Remains t . I I cl
d only by ascertaining the real cause
Its Prisoner
na
ea el'S an
s tat e s m en have of the malady, then by a prescripproved themselves largely impot- tion that meets the exact conditions.
ent. The old order, developed from May it not be that definite human
the feudal system, enchains and :rights are being ignored, that divine
blinds those who are at once its relationships exist which, recognibeneficiaries and its victims. While zed and applied, contain the soluit would be idle to say that no re- tionl
covery can be expected from the
present economic crisis, since the Organic Disease We know tl1at any
undue separation of
economic law of supply and demand and Health
ultimately re establishes a balance, functions in an organism, any imit is, notwithstanding, equally true pairment of the reciproeal relations
tha t such a system, susceptible, as between its parts, is a certain cause
history proves, to these repeated of disease. This is equivalent to
debacles in our economic life pre- disorder and discord, and may be
sents grave defects. The prime, termed the operation of the law of
devastating element that at present decomposition in the organism. Its
dominates the economic life of the course, unless interrupted, is ever
nations is their supine and abject towards the dissolution and death
surrender to the natural laws of of the organism. On the other
the survival of the fittest, and the hand, the unity and health of the
struggle for existence. The claws orgamsm is synonymous with the
"In October. 1931, a total annual disbursement of $8,640,000.
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perfect reciprocity of its parts,
their full cooperation each to each.
Happiness, welfare and efficiency,
according to the creative plan under
which the organism came into existence is thereby bestowed. Under
these conditions, the beneficent law
of composition pours its blessings
of life and health upon the creature.
These primordial laws of composition and decomposition are rooted
in the creation and are not inherently controllable by man. They bestow life and death, and constitute
the inevitable fate of all created life
in a world of "becoming" and contingency.

M A GA ZI N E

Logically, and. by corollar!, the
body of humamty, homo sapIens ~s
a race , is likewise entitled .to thIS
distinction, in the collectIve or
racial sense.

The p i c t u r e we
have endeavored to
paint but dimly and faintly depicts
the vast cosmic forces that proceed
from the inmost recesses of Nature,
governing, limiting, exp~nding a:r:d
controlling every materIal atom III
the universe. Whether composition
or decomposition, fire or humidity,
sour or sweet, ebb or flow, or any
of the great natural dualities, these
colossal forces are, in a word, the
unyielding arms, the adamantine
Decomposition, the But although these
jaws, the very claws of Nature, a.nd
Unerring Agency basic laws of desat
the same time,-since the dualIty
of Destiny
tiny are inviolable
persists and its other aspect must
in their sphere of action, they are be translated into terms of human
powerless to operate except under consciousness,-they are the tirethe exact conditions that call them less servants of humanity, furnishforth. They are compulsory and ing heat and moisture, cooling
selective but neither voluntary nor water to parched lips, life and
fickle. Like the arrow to the mark, movement to the blue ocean, and
they obey only the law of attra~ delectable fruits and grains to the
tion and unerringly choose the habI- taste. Are these forces friends or
tations of their affinities. And by foes ~ Shall we fear and shun them,
this I mean it is impossible for the content in a palsied ignorance of
law of decomposition to operate in their true origin and function,-or
a healthy body. Like maggots or shall we approach closely and exfruit flies arising in a basket of amine them with faith and assurdecayed fruit or a heap of animal ance, conscious of a certain oneness
refuse spontaneously appearing with them, mindful that the Lord of
within' rather than from without
all Being is our common Author ~
their host, decomposition enters an And more important, shall we suborganism only because it is at- mit utterly to their dominion, or
tracted by the disordered condi- shall we examine carefully the
tion that exists therein. In other reality of these forces ~ Perchance,
words, disorder, disunity, discord, we may possess weapons by which
-the three d's of a dismal triad,- to conquer and subdue them.
invite decay. As Baha'u'llah said"Like seeks like and has affinity Man, More Fero- If we treat Nature
cious Than Nature as we have been acwith its own kind."
The body of man represents and customed to treat our foreign nais the highest organism we know. tions of various colors and origins,
Nature's Dualities
-Life and Death
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with fear and poorly concealed detestation, it is certain she will, in
her time, turn and rend us, or at
least will have the last word. This
is because only by studying her
changing moods, born of the duality, in a sympathetic and dauntless
spirit, can we adapt these forces to
the up1:milding of civilization. As
we cannot eontrnl or chan~'e the inherent properties of the laws of life
and death, as was previously stated,
so we cannot change natural elements such as fire into moisture, or
water, per se, into something lacking humidity. But we can, and
have, converted the action of fire
into grateful warmth, and diverted
it from turning into a destructive
conflagration; we have transformed
certain chemical elements into a
humane, soothing anaesthetic, and
we, also, have, shameful to say,
utilized other natural elements and
cunningly and cold-heartedly converted them into deadly and devastating vapors today threatening,
with the menace of potential war,
millions of living men, women and
children. Man has done this. And
it is a fair question to ask, whether
Nature, workshop of the mysteries
of creation as she is, hurler of the
thunderbolt and the twisting tornado, is to be feared as are those
men to be feared who consciously
and deliberately in the name of an
abandoned, rejected and false pa triotism, hideous in their ferocity
and cruelty, today forge the implements which, should war come
again, will break the heart of mankind 7
Nature Yields to
Science Certain
Aspects of Her
. t
Soverelgn
Y

To resume. The purpose of this apparent
diverSIOn
.
f rom the
••
•d
subJect IS to prOVl e
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the basis upon which to certify to
two outstanding verities. First,
that man can adapt the blind, unintelligent forces of nature to purposes apparently contrary to their
normal uses, as, for instance, sending his body under and beneath the
sea in a submarine containing oxygen' which defeats the natural law
that has for ages barred the body
of man from the ocean depths; or
imprisoning within a storage battery or confining to wires, the rampant force of electricity whose nature, undisturbed, is to be elusive,
free, cosmic and unrestrained. In
a word,-man possessed of a power
unknown to Nature, superior to Nature and transcending Nature even
as the mind transcends the mere instinct,-bends the natural forces to
his own ends.
A New and
And, second, that
Greater Conquest W h i 1 e we cannot
Now Required

change or re-create
the inherent properties of the natural elements, such as converting
a basic element into another element, we can,-to a degree not yet
wholly understood and determined
as to its scope,-formulate and prepare the conditions in a particular
device, or, (and this is the all important issue), within ottr (man's)
own organism, both individually
and racially, which will attract the
beneficent, kindly, life-giving forces
of nature, rather than those containing the elements of destruction.
And this is but the first step. For
behind these beneficent and kindly
forces, the Sun of Truth which is
the Word of God pours forth a love
and a knowledge compared to which
the greatest light of Nature is but a
guttering candle. It is these divine
powers that are our ultimate goal.
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A point of receptivity for these reposes in the breast of man. But the
fortifications of Nature must first
be stormed.
It may, here, be objected that we are
confusing' the disease
itself with the process or law of decomposition, or attributing to every disease two major
causations. That the disease sets
up its own pathology and no force
enters from without in the sense of
an all embracing law. Furthermore, that all diseases are se1£communicatory and do not, and cannot, per se, constitute an affinity
which attracts anything whatsoever.
We submit, however, that the
equilibrium of the elements within
an organism is the point from which
all deviations from the normal must
depart. As we conceive this abstruse problem, and take as the
most perfect example, the body of
man, it is plain, for example, that
if, in such a body, the prime elements of organic iron, calcium or
manganese, or any of these, are
either in excess of the normal or
abnormally diminished in volume,
in the blood stream, a departure
from the health equilibrium is thereby instanced which sooner or later
must produce a disordered functioning. This is the first step toward
what we call disease. The resistant
factors within the body do their
utmost to combat and neutralize the
poisons that are automatically
created by the disturbance, but if
the conditions setting it in motion
are not drastically changed, through
a dietary and regime adapted to the
need, and then only in case the organic functions are not too greatly
The Equilibrium
of Health and
the Law of
Decomposition
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impaired, the disorder is progressive and death intervenes. Because
of this basic law of life and health,
'Abdu'l-Bah:i, in an illuminating
and profound Tablet at one time
stated that when materia medica
had advanced on scientific lines sufficiently to become competent to
analyze a drop of blood, to the extent of disclosing the presence and
ratio of every essential element
there present, each to each, medical
science would at that moment have
within its hands the key to health.
Once knowing the degree of the departure or deviation from the normal of the elements requisite to
health, and comparing this with the
known proportions which each element should occupy in the blood
flowing through a healthy body, the
restoration of health was to be
found in the assimilation of those
organic aliments necessary to restore the equilibrium, or, conversely, in the reduction of intake of
those aliments which had been
found to be in excess in the blood of
the patient.
There remains to be proved the
part played by the natural disintegrating force at the focal point of
the disease we have instanced. This
force ever seeks to break down and
destroy any composed organism. It
is antithetical to that which draws
together and composes the essential
particles that, as units, we know as
living beings. It is separative, disorganizing and ever tends to resolve the combination of elements
back into their original, unrelated,
and independent status. Thus, the
decomposition of water releases the
molecules of hydrogen and oxygen,
hitherto held together by the sanction of composition,-into their original loneliness. The affinity that
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drew them together as moisture, is
shattered. Similarly, the more complex organisms, such as the animal,
in the transformation of death yield
up their elements which had been
conjoined during the life of the
animal. The moving' force in this
process is this natural law of change
and death. Other demonstrations
exist of which lack of space prevents the details, but the essential
process has become clear.
The Forces of
But, in all this, the
Decomposition
application of our
Within Our
Economic Life
thesis is primarily
are Powerless,
t hat a departure
Unless Man
from the equiliOpens the Door
brium of health and
to Their Visitation composition m u s t

exist before the destructive element
can assert its power and accelerate
the progress of the disease through
the inflow of the separative impulse.
Without this departure, the organism is immune. Secondly, that an
intelligent organism, as is man,
may, through this knowledge, and
the power of self-analysis, become
cognizant of three things: (1) The
existence of a diseased state ~~th
in his collective or racial body, in its
economic relationships; (2) His recognition of a power which he innately possesses to change voluntarily, and in accordance with these
basic, universal laws, the disorder
'within himself for which he, alone,
is responsible; and (3) By thus applying the eternal axiom "Physician' heal thyself", employing those
economic remedies that are the true
"aliments" for the restoration of
economic equilibrium, he will rout
the enemy of his wellbeing by depriving it of the nutrition it must
have for the accomplishment of its
fell purpose. The situation calls
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for a racial adaptation of the story
of Hercules and the earth-giant Antaeus. The giant's strength became
atrophied and impotent when depriyed of the yitalizing forces of his
earth mother. May humanity shake
off the tentacles of this strang'ling
power by summoning its God-given
resolution, drinking deep of the Cup
of Knowledge which God has extended to this storm-tossed planet
in this New Day, and with the divine weapon of heart and soul destroy forever the selfish and egotistic veils that have made him lose
hope in successfully changing what
he calls "human nature", which is
in reality but a base surrender to
the natural law that holds him in its
grip. The being who has succeeded
in harnessing the fire and the lightnings of Nature, will not fall short
in subdueing the more interior and
subtle natural force that has so
long tyrannized over the use and
distribution of the vital necessities
of his life, such as food and drink,
shelter and comfort. He, man, will
not, must not fail in this greatest
of all conquests even though, to thus
finally assert his divinely bestowed
spiritual sovereignty over the power
of Nature, he must pay the full
price, by sacrificing and yielding
up the doubtful guerdon of living
unto himself alone. The New Age
calls him to this greater happiness;
the law of unity, deposited by the
Ancient of Days in every infinitely
small and infinitely great created
being, calls him to establish now his
own unity; to put aside the playthings of the past and lay hold of
the strong rope that God has reyealed in this dawn of human maturity; to place himself under a law
greater than Nature, a lawemanating from Him who created Nature
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and all her works through His Wisdom and Power. Why should mankind, possessing attributes and
powers directly derived from Divinity Itself, and never possessed by
Nature, the intelligence and will to
conquer Nature's cosmic forces, be
content to subject himself any longer to her domination over his most
precious material relationships?
The instillation of love for his fellow-men, the assertion of his divinely given will are invincible forces,
that no merely natural power can
withstand.
The Way is open.
Shall we walk therein, or continue
to wander in the gloomy morasses
of self-delusion ~
Our thesis, then, is-that
since humanity, through its noble
and gifted inventors and scientific
discoveries, has proved its God
given right to invade the darksome
cavern which is Nature's fastness
and stronghold, bringing forth
therefrom, bound and captive the
titanic forces which he, mankind,
has proceeded to adapt to his material service upon the earth,-it is
certain, that through a spiritual
power he even now possesses, he
will apply this same process, on a
higher plane, to release and free
millions of his own race, made in the
temple and image of Almighty God,
and still held fast within the claws
of nature, from the economic shackles that, today, deprive them of inherent and innate rights, withhold
from their out-reached hands the
little comforts they crave, confine
them to factory, office building and
mine unnecessarily long hours, and
deny them that vital interest in the
great businesses they have assisted
to up build, to which, under the law
The Thesis

1

Abdu'l-Baha, in "Promulgation of Universal Peace",

MAGAZINE

of God, they are entitled. To remedy these diseases that, in this century, have brought low the industrial and commercial structure over
well nigh the whole earth, is the
task and duty of every soul informed of the divinely spiritual basis
upon which the economic relationships rest; of every far-seeing business man who has realized even a
trace of the organic unity of mankind; and of every labor leader
whose vision is big enough to see
beyond the ranks of his own group
and to identify their true interests
with those of every other basic element of the industrial fabric.
The reason for this is because
"the fundamentals of the entire
economic condition are divine in nature and are associated with the
world of the heart and spirit."l
Without knowledge of the prjnciples contemplated in this preceding quotation, no improvement in
the economic state can be realized.
Nature is powerless to confer
upon men the knowledge of how to
achieve this new economic freedom.
Nay, rather, the mind and heart of
mankind, derived from a Source
that is supernatural, even from
God, possess those keys that will
unlock the treasuries of knowledge
that have been prepared against
this very use in this New Age. But
let not man suppose he can, in this,
underestimate the power of Nature
which has for so long defeated and
enslaved him. He must watch her
(in her interior workings within his
social and economic life) even as
the cat watches the mouse, or, more
accurately, the mouse watches the
cat. Up to now, the cat has toyed
with the mouse almost as it willed,
in the great economic kitchen of
Vol. n. p. 233.
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humanity. Man, unwittingly or
urged on by greed, has left wide
open the door through which the
similitude of Nature delights to
stalk. This door is no other than
human covetousness, ignorance,
strife and discord, the cutting off,
by violent and harsh means, of the
essential relationship that exists
within the Kingdom of Man and between its component parts (individual men). This essential relationship is that which, in the Divine
Mind, has made of humanity, as a
whole, an organism of sacred and
highest destiny. Put in another
way, every human being, white or
colored, it matters not, is a cell
within this vast organism and en·
titled by divine right to the cooperation and reciprocal aid of every
other cell, without exception or possibility of error; even as he in turn
contributes of his full strength and
function to the welfare of the whole.
Who is so blind, after consideration
of this strictly accurate and dynamically scientific fact, as to deny
its truth 1
We have previously demonstrated the unanswerable truth that the
human body is the archetype of all
organisms. Can the aggregate of
human beings, fortified as they are
by the possession of mind and soul,
be less organically one than is a
single cell of this great collective
racial entity1
Applying these sacred and basic
truths, and emphasizilig again the
deadly accuracy of that spiritual
science that informs man of the divine reality of his own essential oneness, we would now apply it as the
sole and inevitable formula for the
healing of our economic life. ·Wise
men of all nations will grasp this
formula, even as the sore athirst
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seizes the cup of cool water. From
countless sources, today, men of vision are recorded in expressions
that prove their awakening to the
penetrating power of this irrefutable, universal axiom. Even as
"My people perish for lack of
knowledge", equally it may be said
-" My people are revivified and
made whole by accepting and applying the advices of Him who is the
Knower, the Generous."
In this demonstration, full recognition must be given to the fact that
the law of decomposition in its long
sway over the psychology and
eg"oistic consciousness of mankind,
is not so easily overpowered as are
some of nature's lesser children,
such as chemical elements, fire and
electricity. This is because that
death-dealing law, in its purely human phase, is associated with the
ultimate destinies. There are strict
limits to which mankind can guide
its operations; although even in its
more terrifying aspects it is, in
reality, as are all natural laws, the
symbol of Divine Providence, and
the pathway to His Nearness and
Good Pleasure.
Since the decompositional phenomena invariably and solely appear, as has
been mentioned in detail, within an
organism which has, consciously or
ignorantly, allowed its original
functions to become disordered, we
must, in fairness, admit that these
reappearing economic upheavals,
this present state of suffering and
threatened starvation in which millions of human beings today find
themselves, comprise unerring evidence that the economic life of humanity has become the prey of the
destructive, obdurate, negative
Man's Supreme
Affliction
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power of nature, the sinister element of its duality. What can humanity do to stem this tide, which
engulfs not only our industrial life,
but is also the prime cause of every
war that history records ~ Must the
race perish for lack of knowledge~
The answer is plain. The ca uses
contributing to the disease that has
sa pped our industrial strength must
be resolutely uncovered and the
remedy administered. Without attempting to enumerate every pathological lesion in our economic system, it will suffice to point out some
of the major elements that, at present, operate to attract the destructive forces which have assailed the
world.
Let us begin with the greatest
constructive remedy, in a general
sense,-following this with an enumeration of the existing maladjustments that are opposed to economic
health:
The inculcation of love
and of unity between all
men is a mighty restoring agency
for all these ills. This must be
realized. It is, in reality, the essence of the divine elixir, which has
been prescribed by the Divine Physician of this Age. The oneness of
mankind, our essential brotherhood,
is the hope and promise of everyone of the great, universal Teachers
and Prophets. This century marks
the dawn and the practical expression of this great truth in the life
of humanity. This is the reality of
man. Every strife and discord in
our common life together arises
from the conflict of personalities.
But the realities of the souls are in
accord. The leaders of the business
world must investigate this resplendent reality, and apply this
Fellowship
and Unity
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unity in the business life of the
world. On this point, 'Abdu'l-Baha
says-" Science cannot cure the illness of the body politic. Science
cannot create unity and fellowship
in human hearts. N either can patriotism or racial prejudice effect a
remedy. It can be accomplished
solely through the Divine bounties
and the spiritual bestowals which
have descended from God in this
Day for that very purpose." Arrayed against this truly divine
elixir for social and economic
health, are these traditional, ingrained and sadly disordered states
of present day civilization, centering largely in the business and political fields.
1. Failure to recognize and apply the
trust relationship essentially existing between the poor and rich, the
fortunate and the unfortunate.
Since in every trust, there must be
a trustee, a trust fund, and a beneficj ary, no room is left under this
arrangement for further continuance of the laissez faire policy by
which man contemplates his fellow
man as a creature apart, admitting
no responsibility towards him.
Pauperism, wretchedness and misery cannot exist in the same world
with this trust principle, which is
based upon the right of every member of the human family to the necessities of life, provided he, in
turn, contributes his part as a
worker in the world. This basic
remedy will, further on, be elaborated, as will certain of the other
headings of this section.
The Principle
of Trusteeship

The Tithe 2. Almost entire Ignorance of the divine and basic law
governing the tithe or income tax.
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3. The barrier which
has been built up between labor and capital, employee and
employer. This is, in effect, a lack
of unity and understanding among
the leaders of both classes of their
real organic relationship.
Organic Relationship Between
Labor and
Capital

TaxatIOn 4. A system of taxation
which ignores the true principle
upon which contributions to the
state or government should be
based.

5. Strikes and lockouts in industry are a
symptom, merely, of the faulty relations of worker and employer. The
bargaining power of the great
trades unions is based upon the
collective influence of multitudes of
workers whose only protection
against injustice has been conceived to lie in the creation of a
class bound together by a community of interest. But this community of interest is wrongly
placed. It should be with the employer whose success and profit depends upon the worker's faithfulness and efficiency. Classes are an
indication of separation in the business organism, and this has attracted the destructive forces of
which strikes and labor troubles are
but an inevitable result. The conflicting elements, therefore, must be
bound together in unity through a
common interest. This interest is
attained through true profit-sharing
which contemplates a type of partnership or ownership in the business, on the part of the worker. This
means, rightly worked out, a new
and hitherto unknown peace will
come to the industrial ranks, which
Strikes and
Profit-Sharing
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no outside force can break. Besides
this, the principle of wages sufficient to assure the workmen of an
adequate support should be supplemented by the adoption of a method of pensions to be accorded to
faithful workers who have become
feeble and helpless. The purpose
in all this is to confer a sense of
security upon the worker who comprises the vast majority of all men.
This is brotherhood illumined by
the light of justice. Wages, alone,
fall short of justice to the man or
woman whose hands, skilled or unskilled have become calloused and
hardened by countless hours and
successive years of faithful service
to his or her employer, firm or corporation.
Without this toil,
the wheels of industry can not
turn; without this daily grind of
human tissues and energies, no
profits will appear. These workers
are a component and essential part
of the business organism with
which they have allied themselves
and are entitled to their part in its
ownership. Only a blind and unsound reasoning can justify the
continuance of the class theory, in
industry. To do so is to descend
to the level of inorganic life, the
lowest mineral state. N o,-man,
and his economic relationships with
his fellow man, is organic, inter-related, cohered. The lowly functions
of the nails, hair and skin in the
human body are essentials to bodily
health and efficiency. The finer organs of the brain and heart, the eye
and the ear all contribute instant
succor and unfailing cooperation to
those lowlier parts, which, in turn,
protect and round out the perfecThe Class Theory
in Industry, an
Organic Disease
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tion of the whole. No neglect appears in a true organism for any
of its parts. The welfare of each
is the vital concern of all. And, conversely, the affliction or impairment
of any is a menace to the health of
the whole body. It takes but little
acumen to apply this example of a
universal solvent of industrial harmony to the present confused, uncoordinated industrial picture.
6. At the present
time the economic
s tt'
a us 0 f th e f armer
has suffered owing, in part, to overproduction in a world wide sense,
and the lessened demand which
characterizes the present impoverishment of the general population.
Agriculture is of first importance
in the modern state. Plans of a cooperative nature must be applied
to strengthen and fortify the producer through the application of the
new principles of trust relationship, mutual aid and taxation, to
the agricultural communities. Encouragement and assistance must
be extended to the large mass of
our urban floating populations, now
economically insecure, to return to
the land, where many of the necessities of life may be provided
through scientific farming. The
present unbalanced artificial and
highly abnormal life of the cities is,
at best, a symptom of immoderation, and has built up false standards of living for millions who are
thereby deprived of the blessings of
that normal existence which is synonymous with a country life. Moderation, without which the truly balanced life is impossible, is a vital
feature of the civilization now
dawning upon humanity.
The Upliftment
and Security of
Agriculture
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7. The failure of
employers generalI t ' t th
y,
0
gran
e
workers any part of
the savings in the cost of operation
of a business effected by the enormous increase in the use of labor
saving machinery, and, its corollary, the retention of schedules of
working-hours which are a survival
of conditions existing before the advent of the machine age.

Labor Saving
Machinery Should
Be in Part an
Asset of Labor

8. Servile and selfish
submission 0 f th e
business world to the
unchecked operation of the natural
law of the survival of the fittest
which is cruelly and unwittingly applied to the elimination from industry of workers who have passed
a certain age, regardless of their
ability or physical fitness.
Injustice to
Workers No
Longer Young

9. The p res en t
faulty system of
provision for work,
due, in part, to the
maladjustment now existing between the urban and the agricultural occupations. In this New Age,
arts, sciences and all crafts are
considered as worship, when undertaken in the right spirit. The basis
for this is that all effort and exertion put forth by man from the fullness of his heart is worship, if
prompted by the highest motives
and the will to do service to humanity. Since all men are commanded to work and engage themselves in some one occupation, the
avenues of permanent occupation
must be opened through suitable enactments and provisions. Baha'u'11ah tells us-"We have made
this-your occupation - identical
with the worship of God, the True
Provision for
Work-Its
Spiritual and Real
Significance
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One."
This will release into the
fields of production and wealth vast
numbers of persons at present occupying, economically speaking, a
purely parasitic status.
The Tariff
10. Brief mention has
been made of the tariff barriers
that separate the nations. This subject is of baffling complexity unless
the touchstone presented in this
thesis is courageously, unflinchingly
and universally applied. Granted
that every tariff, other than nominal, constitutes a barrier between
the nations who are, from this point
of view, interdependent cells or
functions of the grand organic body
of the race, it is clear that such unnatural and purely provincial enactments must, inevitably, set up a
pathology quite outside and contrary to the fundamental and divine
proposition that humanity is essentially one family. The reprisals
visited by other countries upon an
inordinately high tariff made into
law by a particular country, the resentments that are set up, and, more
practically speaking, the boomerang-like effect upon the particular
country in the impairment of its
foreign trade as a consequence of
the inability of foreign nations to
pay their commodity debts in goods
because of the high premiums exacted by the tariff impositions, is an
evidence of this truth. This fact
is well known, and is a material
contribution to the present international economic catastrophe. There
is a growing realization of this
which the rapid rapproche of nations together, in recent years, has
engendered. The old order justified
itself in its tariff policy because it
was founded upon the conception
of nations as independent entities,
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supremely sufficient unto themselves. Other nations were foreign,
untrustworthy, or, at best, precariously inimical to the fatherland.
Racially they were of a different
order, according to this view, ever
hatching sinister designs against
the fatherland, and in some strange
way less human than ourselves. The
strange and unknown is ever synonymous in the human mind with
fear and distrust. But the new
world order instituted by Baha'u'l1ah knows neither strangeness nor
foreignness. Under its dynamic
impulse, nations are being drawn
together, while in the process the
scales of superstition and fear fall
from the eyes of the different peoples, as the snow-flake melts and
vanishes under the warm sun. This
is because of the universal action of
the Sun of Truth whose powerful
rays are penetrating the densest
veils.
The liquidation of the tariff
question will necessarily be a gradual process; parelleling the attainment of homogenesis by the nations. The strongest bulwark of the
tariff is its appeal for the IJreservation of the standards of living in a
country fortunate enough to enable
its people to utilize a larger degree
of comforts and luxuries than is
possessed by less favored nations.
Only as the sharing of benefits is
applied, only as the consciousness
of the organic oneness of the whole
race is implanted, only to the degree that the entire body of mankind becomes sensitized to the needs
of its weaker members, will the appeal of the argument fOT the sustainment of a specialized and strictly localized standard of living lose
its force. But since this fundamental spiritual precept is an es-
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sential element of the new world
order, that transforming power is
certain, in the coming days, to eliminate every outworn element,
even as the mighty surges of ocean
cast upon the shore every impurity.
The Unconscionable Levies of
War

11. The demands
and exactions of
national go v ern ments for military and naval expenditures, which consume the major part of all governmental income,
based upon both direct and indirect
taxation of the people, and are a
moving ca use of tariff walls between countries, enacted for the
purpose of revenue production for
the payment of these crushing and
unhallowed obligations.
12. The reinforcement
of industry in the international relations by concentration,
without further delay, upon the
selection of a universal language,
through which improved communication and understanding with foreign business houses and industries
will result, is an important remedy
to the existing confusion and misunderstandings witnessed in international business dealings.
A Universal
Language

Let us now elaborate,
somewhat, certain of
these major headings that are of
special importance in the readjustment aimed at. It must not be supposed that a deep-seated disease,
which has baffled the best economic
specialists by its stubborn and frequently violent symptoms, a disease
that is so chronic that those whom it
has made ill have, indeed, confused
its manifestations with those of normality, can be cured with mere
bread and water or sugar pills.
The Need of an
Aqua Fortis

MAGAZINE

N ay, the patient, in this case, is so
near dissolution that a strong and
bitter remedy must be administered,
an aqua fortis, as it were, and the
reactions may be, at first, convulsive, and akin to the agonies of resuscita tion.
The reader will have already
noted those of the above headings
that constitute the point of adjustment, or moderation, between the
crystallized theories of extreme
capitalism and its polar opposite,
socialism. This balance, in the
midst of unbalance, is one of the
greatest contributions in economic
thought to be unfolded by Baha'u'llah.
Fundamentally stated by
Baha'u'llah, its teaching was extended and applied practically by
'Abdu'l-Baha.
M any, perhaps
most, of 'Abdu'l-Baha's most profound discourses on the economic
phase of life, were declared on
American and Canadian platforms,
and in western pulpits.
The sternest and
most unrelenting objection to the adoption of the maxims of socialism has been and is its
supposed assault upon the right to
hold private property, and its feared interference with the vested
right of individual initiative. In
western countries this threat to an
ancient inheritance of individual
rights has produced a determined
resistance that has successfully
curbed any noteworthy political advance of the socialist state. No socialist political party, even in the
brief days of power it may have attained in a few instances, has applied to the government of the state
the full impact of socialism. This
is because of this inherent, somewhat unaccountable urge within the
Capitalism and
Socialism
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human breast, which instinctively
opposes any undue limitation of its
alleged right to self-expression and
self-advancement.
Russia alone
has succeeded, through the terrorism of revolution and regicide, in
implanting a new theory of government, pseudo-socialistic in its nature, but only by the institution of a
new ruling class deriving its power
from a minority of the population.
But the differentiation of class is
not, per se, a basic doctrine of true
socialism, w h i ch contemplates,
rather, an average levelling of all
society, and the ultimate elimination
of economic class distinctions.
The Baha'i Economic Plan supplies
the remedy for two major defects
in the ca pitalistic and socialistic
conceptions. As stated above, it is
the moderating force that ever
seeks the equilibrium of the two
extremities or opposing polarities.
The defect of capitalism has been
its unwillingness to apply the doctrine of human unity in its relationship with the working class;
its failure to recognize its interdependence, which calls for sharing
and cooperation, with the other integral elements of the business organism. Regardless of the increase
of profits in favorable times, notwithstanding the lowering of the
cost of operation and production
through the wholesale discharge of
workers occasioned by new lab 01'saving machinery, the capitalistic
idea has, in the main, been to ab·sorb for itself, its owners and stockholders, every dollar of net profit.
The true theory, however, is that
the benefits derived from new inventions be distributed, in a reasonable
and just way, to those directly afThe Prime Defect
of Capitalism
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fected, in this case both employer
and employee. Every invention
ada pted to industry is, in reality,
clothed with a public interest in
which the worker has a share. Both
justice and equity require that the
employer, alone, be not permitted to
absorb 100% of the benefits. Independent of the profit-sharing plan,
elsewhere treated, this blow to labor
may be at least in part redressed by
new and diminished schedules of
working hours, thus making unnecessary the discharge of workers,
while at the same time preserving
wage schedules so far as possible.
Such action would have an intensely
stabilizing effect. Very recently,
one of the largest industrial corporations in America has announced its intention to place its workers
on a six hour basis, while simultaneously increasing its working forces
to correspond with the new conditions.
The inherent defect
in the socialistic
philosophy, on the
other hand, is its philosophical inability to recognize the innate and
created differences in human capacity and attainment. Any departure from the conception of humanity as an organism, merely confuses
the issue. The organic relationships are synonymous with the differences in capacities; and each
proves the existence of the other.
This being true, no dead level can
be successfully brought about in
human society. The function of the
heart can never be imposed upon
the function of the liver, or the
finger nails. To attempt this is only
to repeat the dubious experiment
of Lycurgus, King of Sparta, who
divided all the property of the kingThe Fundamental
Defect of
Socialism
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dom equally, and assigned to each
man his place. After Lycurgus left
the kingdom, believing it to be permanently established in accordance
with his plan, these innate differences of capacity among his former
subjects speedily reasserted themselves, and the old order was reestablished.
The pro b 1 em,
therefore, is t 0
build, in accordance with the new
order of this century, the true reciprocal cooperation between all the
human cells of this vast organism,
in closest mutual service. This is
the true law of being; this is the
condition basically essential to the
happiness and welfare of humanity. Under such a condition, there
will be no extreme poverty, no man
without the necessities of life. Nor
will it be possible for a wealthy
man, possessed of means far beyond
his needs, to live in happiness side
by side with one who is starving
and wretched. The trust principle
as applied to the economic world is
inclusive of the rights of all; it is
not only protective of the rights of
private property and initiative, but
at the same time destroys pauperism and insures the necessities of
life, as a right rather than a dole,
to every willing worker and to every
unfortunate one who without fault
on his part is the victim of economic disaster. This truly divine law
is the point of reconciliation between the contending forces of capitalism and socialism. It destroys
fear and will draw men together
in the solution of their common
problems. It is the solvent of the
p res e n t incongruous economic
chemistry that has arrayed its eleReciprocal and
Organic Cooperation Essential to
Human Happiness
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ments against each other in fear
and distrust, leaving itself wide
open to the influx of the destructive
forces.
Let us turn at this
point to the utterances of Baha 'u 'llah
and of 'Abdu 'l-Baha,and see of
what the remedy of the Divine Physician is composed. We are painfully
aware of the disease, and the only
question is whether we have suffered enough to awaken us to acceptance of a real remedy, rather
than to continue to imbibe mere
nostrums and sedatives.
We have hitherto refrained from
excessive quotation from these
Words of Life and Guidance, realizing that this matter must be capable of expression in its practical
applications, by a simple layman
who may be assumed to represent,
to some degree at least, the viewpoint of students of this world wide
problem. But any inspiration we
have received is due to the power
and justice of these Words about to
be quoted:
In the Hidden Words, Baha 'u '1lah says:
"0 ye rich ones upon the earth!
The poor in your midst are My
Trust. Therefore guard My Trust
and be not intent only on yom' own
case."
"0 Children of Dust! Tell the
rich of the "midnight sighing of the
poor, less heedlessness may lead
them (the rich) into the path of
destruction; and deprive them of
the tree of wealth. To give and to
be generous are attributes of Mine;
well is it with him that adornetll
himself with My Virtues."
"0 son of Man! Bestow My
wealth upon My poor, that in
The Ingredients
of the Divine
Remedy
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heaven thou mayest draw from
stores of unfading' splendor and
treasures of imperishable glory."
"0 Son of Spirit I Vaunt not thyself over the poor, for I lead him on
hlR way and behold thee in ~by evil
plight and confound thee forevermore."
"0 Son of Man I Thou dost wish
for gold, and I desire thy freedom therefrom. Thou thinkest thyself rich in its possession, and I recognize thy wealth in thy sanctity
therefrom. By My Life I This is
My Knowledge, and that is thy
fancy; how can My Way accord
with thine?"
" 0 Son of Being I If poverty
overtake thee, be not sad; for in
time, the Lord of wealth shall visit
thee.
Fear not abasement, for
glory shall one day rest upon thee."
"0 Son of Man I Should prosperity befall thee, rejoice not; and
should abasement come upon thee,
grieve not; for both shall pass away
and be no more."
"0 Quintessence of Passion I Put
away all covetousness and seek contentment; for the covetous hath
ever been deprived, and the contented hath ever been loved and
praised."
"0 My servants lYe are the
trees of My garden, ye must give
forth goodly and wondrous fruits,
tha t ye, yourselves, and others, may
profit therefrom. Thus it is incumbent upon everyone to engage
in crafts and professions, for therein lies the secret of wealth, 0 men of
understanding I For results depend
upon means, and the Grace of God
shall be all-sufficient unto you. Trees
that yield no fruit have been and
will ever be fit for the fire."
, '0 My servant! The best of men
are they that earn a livelihood by
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their calling, and spend upon themselves and upon their kindred, for
the love of God, the Lord of all the
Worlds."
"0 Oppressors on Earth r Withdraw your hands from tyranny, for
I have pledged Myself not to forgive any man's injustice. This is My
covenant which I have irrevocably
decreed in the preserved tablet and
sealed it with My seal of glory."
"0 Children of Negligence I Set
not your affection on mortal sovereignty and rejoice not therein. Ye
are even as the unwary bird that
,vith full confidence warbleth upon
the bough; till of a sudden the
fowler Death throws it upon the
dust, and the melody, the form and
the colour are gone leaving not a
trace. Wherefore take heed, 0
bondslaves of desire I"
Baha,'u'mLh from Bahii/i Script~lres p. 82-The Twelfth Glad
Tidings: "It is incumbent upon
everyone of you to engage in some
one occupation, such as arts, trades
and the like. We have made thisyour occupation-identical with the
worship of God, the True One. Reflect, 0 people, upon the Mercy of
God and upon His Favors, then
thank Him at dawn and at dusk."
Bah6/1~}llah "Hidden Words", '0 Children of Men I Know ye not
why We created you all from the
same dust? That no one should
exalt himself over the other. Ponder at all times in your hearts how
ye were created. Since We have
created you all from one same substance, it is incumbent on you to be
even as one soul, to walk with the
same feet, eat with the same mouth
and dwell in the same land, that
from your inmost being, by your
deeds and actions, the signs of oneness and the essence of detachment
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may be made manifest. Such is My
counsel to you, 0 concourse of light!
Heed ye this counsel that ye may
obtain the fruit of holiness from
the tree of wondrous glory."
(.Abdu'l-Baha, Tablet to the
Hagtte-"Through the Ideal Power
he (man) should be emancipated
and free from the captivity of the
world of nattwe-as the struggle
for existence is one of the exigencies
of the world of nature. This matter of the struggle for existence is
the fottntain-head of all calamities
and is the supreme affliction."
(Italics ours.)
(.Abdu'l-Baha, "Promtllgation of
Universal Peace, p. 139.-"Religion
is the outer expression of the divine
reality. Therefore, it must be living, vitalized, moving and progressive. If it be without motion and
non-progressive, it is without the
divine life; it is dead. The divine
institutes are continuously active
and evolutionary; therefore the revelation of them must be progressive and continuous. All thing's are
subject to reformation. This is a
century 0 f life and renewal.
Sciences and arts, industry and invention have been reformed. Law
and ethics have been reconstituted
and reorganized. The world of
thought has been regenerated.
Sciences of former ages and philosophies of the past are useless today. Present exigencies demand
new methods of solution; world
problems are without precedent.
Old ideas and modes of thought are
fast becoming obsolete. Ancient
laws and archaic ethical systems
will not meet the requirements of
modern conditions, for this is clearly the century of a new life, the century of the revelation of the reality,
and, therefore, the greatest of all
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centuries. "
(.Abdu'l-Baha "Promulgation of
Universal Peace", p. 128.-"The
essence of the matter is that divine
justice will become manifest in human conditions and affairs and all
mankind will find comfort and enjoyment in life. It is not meant
that all will be equal, for inequality
in degree and capacity is a property
of nature. Necessarily there will
be rich people and also those who
will be in want of their livelihood,
but in the aggregate community
there will be equalization and readjustment of values and interests.
In the future there will be no very
rich nor extremely poor. There
will be an equilibrium of interests,
and a condition will be established
which will make both rich and poor
comfortable and content. This will
be an eternal and blessed outcome of
the glorious twentieth century
which will be realized universally.
The significance of it is that the
glad-tidings of great joy revealed
in the promises of the holy books
will be fulfilled. Await ye this consummation. "
"If wealth was a necessity,
Christ would have wished it for
Himself. He lived a simple life,
and one of the titles of Baha 'u 'llah
was "the poor one". In Persian
His title was "darvish", and that
means one who has not a slave. All
the Prophets of God were poor. His
Holiness Moses was a mere shepherd. This will show you that in the
estimation of God poverty is greater than the accumulation of wealth
-that the poor are more acceptable
than the lazy rich. A rich man who
spends his wealth for the poor is
praiseworthy. "-' Abdu '1-Baha.
From "The Promulgation of Universal Peace" - p. p. 211-212.
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"What could be better before God
than thinking of the poor '? For the
poor are beloved by our heavenly
father. When His Holiness Christ
came upon earth those who believed
in Him and followed Him were the
poor and lowly, showing the poor
were near to God. When a rich
man believes and follows the Manifestation of God, it is a proof that
his wealth is not an obstacle and
does not prevent him from attaining
the pathway of salvation. After he
has been tested and tried, it will be
seen whether his possessions are a
hindrance in his religious life. But
the poor are expecially beloved of
God. Their lives are full of difficulties, their trials continual, their
hopes are in God alone. Therefore,
you must assist the poor as much as
possible, even by sacrifice of yourself. No deed of man is greater before God than helping the poor.
Spiritual conditions are not dependent upon the possession of worldly
treasures or the absence of them.
When physically destitute, spiritual
thoughts are more likely. Poverty
is stimulus towards God. Each one
of you must have great consideration for the poor and render them
assistance. Organize in an effort to
help them and prevent increase of
poverty. The greatest means for
prevention is that whereby the laws
of the community will be so framed
and enacted that it will not be possible for a few to be millionaires
and many destitute."
Chapter on "True Wealth" in
"Answered Questions", p. 89. "It
is clear that the honor and exaltation of man must be something more
than material riches; material comforts are only a branch, but the root
of exaltation of man is the good attributes and virtues which are the
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adornments of his reality. These
are the divine appearances, the
heavenly bounties, the sublime emotions, the love and knowledge of
God; universal wisdom, intellectual
perception, scientific discoveries,
justice, equity, truthfulness, benevolence, natural courage, and innate fortitude; the respect for
rights and the keeping of agreements and covenants; rectitude in
an circumstances; serving the
truth under all conditions; the sacrifice of one's life for the good of all
people; kindness and esteem for all
nations; obedience to the teachings
of God; service in the Divine Kingdom; the guidance of the people,
and the education of the nations and
races. This is the prosperity of the
human world! This is the exaltation of man in the world! This is
eternal ljfe and heavenly honor!
These virtues do not appear from
the reality of man except through
the power of God and the divine
teachings, for they need supernatural power for their manifestation.
It may be that in the world of nature a trace of these perfections
may appear; but they are not established and lasting; they are like the
rays of the sun upon the wall. As
the compassionate God has placed
such a wonderful crown upon the
head of man, man should strive that
its brilliant jewels may become visible in the world."
(Abd~t'l-Baha, Baha'i Script~lres,
p. 445-" The disease which afflicts
the body politic is a lack of love and
absence of altruism. In the hearts
')f men no real love is found, and
he condition is such that unless
heir susceptibilities are quickened
by some power so that unity, love
and accord develops within them,
there can be no healing, no relief
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among mankind. Love and unity
are the needs of the body politic today. Without these no progress
nor prosperity can be attained.
Therefore, the friends of God must
adhere to that Power which will
create this love and unity in the
hearts of the sons of men."
, 'This is an exigency of the times,
and the divine remedy has been provided. The spiritual Teachings of
the Religion of God alone can
create this love, unity and accord
in human hearts. Therefore, hold
to these heavenly agencies which
God has provided so that through
the love of God this soul-tie may be
established, this heart-attachment
realized, the light of the reality of
unity be reflected from you throughout the universe."
"The secrets of the whole economic question are divine in nature,
and are concerned with the world
of the heart and spirit. In the
Baha,'i Teachings this is most completely explained, and without the
consideration of the Baha'i Teachings it is impossible to bring about
a better state."
From The Prom1llgation of Universal Peace, p. 128-" Among the
results of the manifestation of
spiritual forces will be that the human world will adapt itself to a new
social form, the justice of God will
become manifest throughout human
affairs and human equality will be
universally established. The poor
will receive a great bestowal and
the rich attain eternal happiness.
For although at the present time
the rich enjoy the greatest luxury
and comfort, they are nevertheless
deprived of eternal happiness; for
eternal happiness is contingent
upon giving and the poor are everywhere in the state of abject need.
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Through the manifestation of God's
great equity the poor of the world
will be rewarded and assisted fully
and there will be a readjustment in
the economic conditions of mankind
so that in the future there will not
be the abnormally rich nor the abject poor. The rich will enjoy the
privilege of this new economic condition as well as the poor, for owing
to certain provision and restriction
they will not be able to accumulate
so much as to be burdened by its
management, while the poor will be
relived from the stress of want and
misery. The rich will enjoy his
palace and the poor will have his
comfortable cottage."
From Star of the West, Address
of (Abdu'l-Baha in Montreal, Canada in 1912, Vol. 13, No. 9, p. 227"The mystery of this phenomenon (that man cannot live to himself alone) the cause thereof is this,
that mankind has been created from
one single origin, has branched off
from one family. Thus in reality
all mankind represents one family,
God has not created any difference.
He has created all as one that thus
this family might live in perfect
happiness and well-being."
"Regarding reciprocity and cooperation: each member of the body
politic should live in the utmost
comfort and welfare because each
individual member of humanity is
a member of the body politic and if
one member of the members be in
distress or be affiicted with some
disease all the other members must
necessarily suffer. For example, a
member of the human organism is
the eye.
The Sympathetic
Nervous System
of the Body of
Mankind

If the eye should be
affected that affliction would affect the
whole nervous sys-
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tem. Hence, if a member of the
body politic becomes afflicted, in
reality from the standpoint of sympa the tic connection, all will share
tha t affliction since this (one afflicted) is a member of the group of
members, a part of the whole. Is it
possible for one member or part
to be in distress and the other members be at ease1 It is impossible!
Hence God has desired that in the
body politic of humanity each one
shall enjoy perfect welfare and
comfort."
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I am honored, I am happy-this my
brother-let him die. If he be in
misery let him remain in misery, so
long as I am comfortable. If he is
hungry let him remain so; I am
satisfied. If he is without clothes,
so long as I am clothed, let him
remain as he is. If he is shelterless,
homeless, so long as I have a home,
let him remain in the wilderness."
"Such utter indifference in the
human family is due to lack of control, to lack of a working of the law,
to lack of kindness in its midst. If
kindness had been shown to the
A Disordered ' , Although the body members of this family surely all
Household
politic is one family the members thereof would have enyet because of lack of harmonious joyed comfort and happiness."
relations some members are com, 'God is not partial and is no refortable and some in direst misery, specter of persons. He has made
some members are satisfied and provision for alL
The harvest
some are hungry, some members are comes forth for everyone. The rain
clothed in most costly garments and showers upon everybody and the
some families are in need of food hea t of the sun is destined to warm
and shelter. Why~ Because this everyone. Therefore, there should
family lacks the necessary recipro- be for all humanity the utmost hapcity and symmetry. This household piness, the utmost comfort, the utis not well arranged. This house- most well-being."
hold is not living under a perfect
"But if conditions are such that
law. All the laws which are legis- some are happy and comfortable
lated do not ensure happiness. They and some in misery; some are accudo not provide comfort. Therefore, mulating exorbitant wealth and
a law must be given to this family others are in dire want-under such
by means of which all the members a system it is impossible for man
of this family will enjoy equal well- to be happy and impossible for him
being and happiness."
to win the good pleasure of God.
"Is it possible for one member God is kind to all. The good pleasof a family to be subjected to the ure of God consists in the welfare
utmost misery and to abject poverty of all the individual members of
and for the rest of the family to be mankind."
comfortable ~ It is impossible un" The purport is
less those members of the family be The Infinite
Design
of
Unithis,
that we are all
senseless, atrophied, inhospitable,
versal Brotherhood
unkind.
Then they would say
inha biting one
"Thoug'h these members do belong globe of earth. In reality we are
to our family-let them alone. Let one family and each one of us is a
us look after ourselves. Let them member of this family. We must
die. So long as I am comfortable, all be in the greatest happiness and
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comfort under a just rule and regulation which is according to the
good pleasure of God, thus causing
us to be happy, for this life is
fleeting.' ,
"The man who thinks
only of himself and is
thoughtless 0 f oth ers
is undoubtedly inferior to the
animal because the animal is not
possessed of the reasoning faculty.
The animal is excused; but in man
there is reason, the faculty of justice, the faculty of mercifulness.
Possessing all these faculties he
must not leave them unused. He
who is so hard-hearted as to think
only of his own comfort, such a one
will not be called a man."
"We ask God to endow human
souls with justice so that they may
be fair, and may strive to provide
for the comfort of all, that each
member of humanity may pass his
life in the utmost comfort and welfare. Then this material world will
become the very paradise of the
Kingdom, this elemental earth will
be in a heavenly state and all the
servants of God will live in the utmost joy, happiness and gladness.
-YVe must all strive and concentrate
all our thoughts in order that such
ha ppiness may accrue to the world
of humanity."
Front ((Light of the World," p.
45-" The solution begins with the
village, and when the village is reconstructed, then the cities will be
also. The idea is this, that in each
village will be erected a storehouse.
In the Language of Religion it is
called the House of Finance. That
is a universal storehouse which is
commenced in the village. Its administration is through a committee
of the wise ones of the community,
The Selfish Man
Lower Than the
Animal
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and with the approval of that committee all the affairs are directed."
"First, whatever contributions are necessary, the y obtain
from the bank at interest. For instance,
they borrow from the bank at three
per cent and loan to the public at
four per cent. Any farmer who is
in need of implements, they supply
and give him all his necessities.
When the crop is harvested, it ,viU
be the first income of the storehouse.
The first revenue is this. But this
revenue is not equally distributed.
For instance, a person may have a
crop of one thousand kilos and this
is only sufficient for his wants and
living. From him nothing will be
taken because he needs it all. If
something is taken from him, he will
remain hungry. But again, there
may be one whose needs require one
thousand kilos and his income is two
thousand kilos. From him onetenth is taken. Again, one needs
two thousand kilos, but his income
is ten thousand kilos. From him
two-tenths will be taken. He needs
two thousand kilos. If two thousand are taken from him he still has
six thousand remaining'."
, 'One has fifty thousand kilos,
from him one-third is taken. One
may have ten thousand kilos expenses, but has one hundred thousand kilos income. One half is taken.
The greater the income, the greater
is the ratio of taxation."
Second: "It is also the same
with the cattle. They take proportionately the revenue from the cattle. For example, if a man has two
cows necessary for his wants, nothing is taken from him. The more he
has, the more is taken from him.
The Storehouse
and the Trust
Fund. Its Receipts and
E.xpenditures
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This is the second revenue."
"The third revenue of the storehouse comes from one who dies
without heirs."
"The fourth revenue comes from
mines. If a mine is found upon the
land of a person, one-third of it
belongs to him and the remainder
to the storehouse."
" The fifth revenue is hidden
treasure. If a person finds a hidden treasure in the earth he takes
half of it, and the other half goes
to the storehouse."
"The sixth revenue.
If it
(treasure) is found on the way,
also half of it belongs to the storehouse. "
"The seventh revenue is voluntary contributions to the storehouse. Of their own free will and
with utmost willingness, the people
will give."
, 'These are the seven revenues,
but there are seven fixed expenditures."
"The first expenditure:
The
storehouse ought to give one-tenth
to the Government, to the public
treasury for the public expense."
"The second expenditure is for
the poor. The poor who are in
need, those who are exempt, not
those who are idle. For instance,
if a person's crop is burned or he
has a loss in his business, and for
this reason has become poor, these
poor people are to be taken care
of. "
, 'Third, the infirm, who come to
want and cannot work."
"Fourth, the orphans. To them
also help must be given."
, 'Fifth: The schools. The schools
must be organized for the education of the children."
" Sixth: For the deaf and blind."
"Seventh: Public health. What-
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ever is necessary for the public
health must be arranged. Swamps
should be filled in, water should be
brought in; whatever is necessary
for the public health."
, 'If there is something left over
(after the s e expenditures), it
should be given to the Great House
of Justice. And thus there will be
no want in the village. The people
will not remain hungry, they will
not remain naked. All will be in
the utmost welfare and comfort."
From The Wisdom of 'Abdu'lBaha, pp. 140-143.-" One of the
most important principles of the
Teaching of Baha'u'llah is:
The right of every human being
to the daily Bread whereby they
exist, of the Equalization of the
Means of Livelihood."
"The arrangements of the circumstances of people must be such
that poverty shall disappear, that
everyone, as far as possible, according to his rank and position, shall
share in comfort and well-being."
"A financier with a colossal
wealth should not exist whilst near
him is a poor man in dire necessity.
When we see poverty allowed to
reach the condition of starvation, it
is a sure sign that somewhere we
shall find tyranny. Men must bestir themselves in this matter, and
no longer delay in altering conditions which bring misery or grinding poverty to a very large number
of people. The rich must give of
their abundance, they must soften
their hearts and cultivate a compassionate intelligence, t a kin g
thought for those sad ones who are
suffering from lack of the very necessities of life."
The Promulgation of Universal
Peace, pp. 211, 212-" Baha'u'llah has revealed principles and laws
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which will accomplish the adjustment of varying human capacities.
He has said that whatsoever is possible of accomplishment in human
government will be effected through
these principles. When the laws he
has instituted are carried out there
will be no millionaires possible in
the community and likewise no extremely poor. This will be effected
and regulated by adjusting the different degrees of human capacity.
The fundamental basis of the community is agriculture, tillage of the
soil. All must be producers."
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still have eight thousand kilos. If
a person has :fifty thousand kilos,
even though he gives ten thousand
kilos he will still have forty thousand kilos. Therefore, laws must be
made in this way. These laws must
do away with the present system of
wages and earnings. If today the
owners of factories increase the
wages of their employees, after a
month or a year, they will again
cry and strike and ask for more increase. This work has no end."

"For example, the farmers plant near a vilThe Principle
Bah6/i
Scriptures, lage. They get products from their
of Tax Exemp- pp. 341-342 - "But cultivation.
They take one-tenth
tion
here is the real solu- from the rich and the poor accordtion. The rich should be merciful ing to their income. A general store
to the poor, but with their free-will, may be built in that village for all
not with force. Should it be with the incomes and products to be
force it would be useless. It should brought therein. Then it will be
be according to law and not by considered who is rich and who is
violence, so that through a general poor. The farmers whose incomes
law everyone might know his duty. are sufficient only for their food and
For example, a rich person has a expenses must be free from paying
large income and a poor person a taxes. All products and incomes
small income. To put it in a more gathered and collected must be put
explicit way: a rich person has ten in the general store. If there is a
thousand kilos of products, and a helpless one in that village his daily
poor person has ten kilos. Now is needs must be given to him. On
it fair to tax them equally~ Nay, the other hand a rich person who
rather the poor person in this case needs only :fifty kilos of products
must be exempt from taxes. If the and still has :five hundred kilos,
poor person g'ives one-tenth of his after all his expenses are paid,
income and the rich person one- should be taxed two-tenths and at
tenth of his income, it will be un- the end of the year whatever rejust. Thus in this way a law should mains in the store should be disbe made that the poor person who tributed for the general expenses."
has only ten kilos and needs them
all for his necessary food, be exempt Protection for {Abdu'l-Baha, Stm+ of
from paying taxes. But if the rich Every Class the West, Vol. 22, No.
person, who has ten thousand kilos
1-0ne of the Baha'i
pays one-tenth or two-tenths taxes principles "suggests a plan whereon his products, it will not be a by all the individual members of
hardship to him. For example, if society may enjoy the utmost comhe gives two thousand kilos, he will fort and welfare. The degrees of
The Farm
Community
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society must be preserved. The
farmer will continue to till the soil,
the artist pursue his art, the banker
to finance the nations. An army has
need of its general, captain, and
private soldiers. The degrees varying with the pursuits are essential.
But in this Baha'i plan there is no
class hatred. Each is to be protected and each individual member
of the body politic is to live in the
greatest comfort and happiness.
Work is to be provided for all and
there will be no needy ones seen in
the streets."
'Abd~~'l-Baha from Address in
New York City, Dec. 2, 1912-"No
religious books of the past Prophets
speak of the economic question,
while the economic problem has
been thoroughly solved in the teachings of Baha 'u 'llah. ' ,
'Abdu'l-Baha, Philadelphia, June
9, 1912-" Among the teachings of
Baha'u'llah are principles which
concern the readjustment of livelihood, that is to say, certain regulations are revealed which insure the
welfare and well being of all humanity ..Just as the rich man enjoys
his rest and his pleasures surrounded by luxuries, the poor man must
likewise have a home, be provided
with sustenance, and not be in want.
In order that all human kind may
be at ease, the readjustment of the
economical situation is necessary
and of utmost importance; until this
is effected happiness is impossible."
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rich among the people, and the
aristocra ts should, by their own
free will and for the sake of their
happiness, concern themselves with
the care of the poor. This equality
is the result of the lofty characteristics and noble attributes of mankind."
'Abdu'l-Baha, Star of the West,
Vol. 3, No. 2-" Among the most important principles of the Teachings
of Baha'u'llah is the equalization
of the means of existence. There
are in the world at present numerous cases of men who are either too
poor or too rich. While some live
in palaces, others have nowhere to
lay their head; some have many
courses to their meals, while others
scarcely have enough bread to keep
them alive. This state of affairs is
wrong and must be remedied."
Equality in
Capacity
Impossible

"The remedy, however,
cannot consist in the
bringing to pass of
equality, absolute equality among
men; this would be impossible.
There is needed some organization
which will bring about an order in
this disorder. Equality is a mere
dream and absolutely impracticable.
If equality existed the whole order
of the world would be destroyed. In
mankind there is always a difference in degree. Since creation men
have never been the same. Some
have superior intelligence, others
are more ordinary and some are
devoid of intellect. How can there
ever exist equality between those
Voluntary Service 'Abdu'l-Baha, Tab- who are clever and those who are
by the Wealthy
let to O. Schwartz, not ~ Humanity is like an army.
the True
Equality
Stuttgart, G e r - An army must have a general, capmany, Feb. 1920- tains and soldiers, each with their
"In the Divine Teachings equality appointed duties; it cannot consist
is brought about through a ready of generals, only, or captains or solwillingness to share. It is com- diers only-there must be degrees
manded as regards wealth that the in the organization."
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, 'Some are too rich,
some are too poor,
some have millions and some have
nothing. As organization is necessary to control this state of affairs,
it is necessary to limit riches or it
is necessary to limit poverty. Either
extreme is wrong. There should be
a medium state. If it is right for a
capitalist to possess a great fortune, then it is also just that a
workman should have the means of
existence. If poverty is allowed
to reach a condition of starvation,
it proves that there is tyranny. Men
must see that this does not happen
in any case. There must be special
laws. The rich must give of their
plenty. If they have more than
they need, they must think of those
who are in want."
"The government of a country
should make laws which conform to
the Divine Law. The Law of God
exacts that there should be neither
exceSSIve wealth nor excessive
poverty."
The Tyranny
of Starvation
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mankind may have composure and
rest with utmost ease."
(Abdu'l-Baha from the Tablet
"To Guide the Guides"-"O people
of wealth and riches! If you see a
poor man suffering from any calamity, do not run away from him,
but sit with him and ask him about
the things heaped upon him from
the seas of determination and predestination.' ,
Legislation
(.AbdulEssential
m~~lgation

Baha "Proof Universal
Peace", Vol. 2, p. 233-" The Baha'i
Cause covers all economic and social questions under the heading
and ruling of its laws. The essence of the Baha'i spirit is that in
order to establish a better social
and economic condition, there must
be allegiance to the laws and principles of government. Under the
laws which are to govern the world,
the socialists may justly demand human rights but without resort to
force and violence. The governments will enact these laws, estabExcessive Wealth (Abd~d-Baha, Star lishing just legislation and econoand Excessive
of the West, Vol. 3, mic policies in order that all huPoverty Alike
No. 6-There IS manity may enjoy a full measure of
Forbidden
need of an equali- welfare and privilege; but this will
zation so that all may have an ap- always be according to legal proportionment in the comforts of life. tection and procedure. Without
For example, the wealthy man, legislative administration, rights
whose table is adorned with all and demands fail and the welfare
kinds of delicacies, must allow the of the commonwealth cannot be repoor to have at least his necessities. alized. Today the method of deIt is not right that one should have mand is the strike and resort to
all the delicacies and all foods on force which is manifestly wrong and
his table when another is in want of destructive of human fOllndations.
the necessities of life. The rich Rightful privilege and demand mlJ"lt
must be merciful to the poor and be set forth in laws and regulaout of their own willing hearts tions.' ,
should they uplift them, they should
not be forced. There must be a The Cementing , 'W h i I e thousands
readjustment and legislation which of the Hearts are considering these
shall equalize conditions until hu- Through Love questions, we have
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more essential purposes.
The guides of the ideal path. They difundamentals of the whole economic rect the people of the whole world
condition are divine in nature and to the right path, and instruct them
are associated with the world of the in that which is conducive to the
heart and spirit. This is fully ex- elevation and progress of being."
plained in the Baha'i teaching, and
without knowledge of its principles Wages and a • Abdu'l- Baha U Some
no improvement in the economic Share of the Answered Questions",
Profits to
sta te can be realized. The Baha'is Employees
1). 313-"For instance,
will bring about this improvement
the manufacturers and
and betterment but not through se- the industrials heap up a treasure
dition and appeal to physical force; each day, and the poor artisans do
not through warfare, but welfare. not gain their daily sustenance: that
Hearts must be so cemented to- is the height of iniquity, and no just
gether, love must become so domin- man can accept it. Therefore, laws
ant that the rich shall most willingly and regulations should be estabextend assistance to the poor and lished which would permit the
take steps to establish those econo- workmen to receive from the facmic adjustments permanently. If tory owner their wages and a share
it is accomplished in this way, it in the fourth or the fifth part of the
will be most praiseworthy because profits, according to the wants of
then it will be for the sake of God the factory: or in some other way
and in the pathway of His service. the body of the workmen and the
For example, it will be as if the rich manufacturers should share equitinhabitants of a city should say 'It ably the profits and advantages.
is neither just nor lawful that we Indeed, the direction and adminisshould possess great wealth while tration of affairs come from the
there is abject poverty in this com- owner of the factory, and the work
munity,' and then willingly give and labour, from the body of the
their wealth to the poor, retaining workmen. In other words, the
only as much as will enable them to workmen should receive wages
live comfortably."
which assure them an adequate supBah6,-'u'llah, Baha'i Scriptures, port, and when they cease work,
p. 92. "Man should know his own becoming feeble and helpless, they
self, and understand those things should receive from the o,vuer of
which lead to loftiness or to abase- the factory a sufficient pellsion. The
ment, to shame or to honor, to afflu- wages should be high enough to
ence or to poverty. After man has satisfy the workmen with the
realized his own being, and become amount they receive, so that they
mature, then (material) means are may be able to put a little aside for
required. If wealth is acquired days of want and helplessness."
through a craft or profession, it is
"Good God! is it possible that,
approvable and praiseworthy for seeing one of his fellow-creatures
men of wisdom, especially for those starving, destitute of everything, a
who arise to train the world and man can rest and live comfortably
beautify the souls of the nations. in his luxurious mansion ~ He who
These are the cup bearers of the meets another in the greatest misKawther of Knowledge, and the ery, can he enjoy his fortune ~ That
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is why, in the Religion of God, it
is prescribed and established that
wealthy men each year give over a
certain portion of their fortune for
the maintenance of the poor and
unfortunate. That is the foundation of the Religion of God, and the
most essential of the Commandments."
"As now man is not forced nor
obliged by the Government, if by
the natural tendency of his good
heart, with the greatest spirituality,
he goes to this expense for the poor,
this will be a thing very much
praised, approved and pleasing.
Such is the meaning of the good
works in the Divine Books and Tablets. "
An International
Bah6/i Scriptures,
Assembly Should
p. 66 9-" Now I
Concur in a Wise
want to tell you
and Moderate Law
for the Protection about the law of
of Both Employers God. According to
and Employees
the Divine law, em-

ployees should not
be paid merely by wages. Nay,
rather they should be partners in
every work. The question of 80cialization is very difficult. It will
not be solved by strikes for wages.
All the governments of the world
must be united, and organize an assembly, the members of which shall
be elected from the parliaments
and the noble ones of the nations.
These must plan with wisdom and
power, so that neither the capitalists suffer enormous losses, nor the
laborers become needy. In the utmost moderation they should make
the law, then announce to the public
that the rights of the working people are to be effectively preserved;
also the rights of the capitalists are
to be protected. When such a general law is adopted, by the will of
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both sides, should a strike occur,
all the governments of the world
should collectively resist it. Otherwise the work will lead to much destruction, especially in Europe.
Terrible things will take place."
How to Procure
Sincerity and
Efficiency Among
the Workers

"One of the causes
of a universal European war will be
this question. The
owners of properties, mines and
factories, should share their incomes with their employees, and
give a fairly certain percentage of
their profits to their working-men,
in order that the employees should
receive, besides their wages, some
of the general income of the factory,
so that each employee may strive
with his soul in the work."
, 'No more trusts will remain in
the future. The question of the
trusts will be wiped away entirely.
Also, every factory that has ten
thousand shares, will give two
thousand of these ten thousand to
its employees, and will write them
in their names so that they may
have them, and the rest will belong
to the capitalists. Then at the end
of the month, or year, whatever
they may earn, after the expenses
and wages are paid, according to
the number of shares, should be
divided among both. In reality, so
far great injustice has befallen the
common people. Laws must be
made because it is impossible for
laborers to be satisfied with the
present system. They will strike
every month and every year. Finally, the capitalists will lose. In the
ancient times a strike occurred
among the Turkish soldiers. They
said to the Government: 'Our
wages are very small and they
should be increased.' The Govern-
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ment was forced to give them their
demands. Shortly afterwards they
struck again. Finally all the incomes went to the pockets of the
soldiers, to the extent that they
killed the king, saying: 'Why did;t
thou not increase the income so that
we might have received more?' "
T'he Message of
Love, Peace and
Unity for Our
Social and
Economic Life

The above quotations are but a few
of those that might
be adduced from the
writings and discourses of Baha'u'lhih and 'Abdu'lBaha, if space permitted, directly
applicable to this intimate study of
human relationships. We have,
however, had to rest content with
these basic extracts from a source
whose every utterance is a call to
humanity's inmost reality; a message of love, peace, and unity for
the race; a universal diagnosis and
prescription. The true physician
penetrates the veil of symptoms into the field of ca usa tion. Likewise,
when he finds the body overcome
with a complication of diseases, he
is not concerned with one disordered function only, but seeks the remote cause that has also affected or
infected the other organs. The
dawn of its maturity has come upon
the race. The playthings and crass
ignorance of childhood days have
been set aside. The newly understood unity of science and religion
calls for the adaptation of scientific
principles to our economic life.
These principles, being essentially
divine, cannot conflict with the fundamental religious foundation which
is the love of God and of mankind,
(which Christ defined as both "the
law and the prophets"), and the
knowledge of God, the eternal
search for which is the revealer of
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science and heavenly mysteries. It
is the lack of this love, and ignorance of this knowledge that the
Wise Physician has declared to be
the primary cause of man's present
turmoil and ravaging illness.
The introduction of
the trust principle,
i. e., that the poor are a divine trust,
possessing certain rights as contrasted with mere charity, establishes a new economic axiom: That
every human being, who is willing'
to work, is entitled, as of right, to
the necessities of life. Since the
Creator has made sufficient provision for all, and has deposited in
the earth the elements essential to
the production of food and shelter,
it is no longer allowable that any
man should starve or be without the
means of existence. Man, generically speaking, is a beneficiary of
the bountiful trust confided to nature by the Lord of men. More than
this, he is, in the sight of God, a
beneficiary of the soul impulses of
his fellow-men. If a beneficiary,
he is entitled to a share in the proceeds of this trust endowment. In
his turn, he must contribute to the
general enrichment through his
labor, art or calling, and be not
found wanting in this.
A New Economic
Axiom

The governments
and communities
must make work
available when ordinary means fail.
Relieved of the enormous burden of
war expenditures, which will surely come to pass, the internal adjustments of a people will be subjected to a far deeper scrutiny than
has yet been possible, and the surplus wealth of governments and
general cooperative contributions
War Expenditures
Doomed by the
New World Order
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alike devoted to the constructive upbuilding of the New Order.
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countered, are protected under this
plan from the loss of self-respect,
or from sinking into criminality, or
A New Emphasis
Poor houses, and from the humiliation of poor-relief
Upon the Evolve- pauperism, would and the cognomen of pauper. These
ment of Individual
be erased from the possess a right to share in the
Destinies
picture. The mil- abundance of their common mother,
lions of underfed and under devel- earth. God does not withhold from
oped, now deprived of normal devel- such His rain and sunshine. The
opment both of body and soul, will children of men must not withhold
find transformation through attain- from their neighbors and brothers
ing to their destined place in the of the race, these rights which the
organic life. The innate qualities Mercy of God bestows, nor classify
of growing children will be lovingly them as outcasts. Under this sysand carefully stllcEed by It new type tem, a man can, with head up and
of teacher, so that the God-given eyes unashamed, reveal to his viltalents may be early ascertained, lage House of Justice his needs, his
and the divers capacities encour- woes, his hopes, and be conscious
aged and led to their special goal of that, in so doing, he is but receiving
service. New knowledge and new what is due him as a child of God.
scientific means of determining the His need is usually but temporary
innate capacity of a soul will be and let it not be supposed that the
uncovered. Poor bankers will no vast majority of mankind fall short
longer be made out of good me- in self-respect. He offers to work,
chanics; and boys and girls who and work is given, but his crushing
love the soil and the sweet tang of temporary burden of debt and ancountry air will not, for lack of this xiety has been lifted, and he
knowledge, find themselves in a breathes a prayer of thanksgiving
clerical position. The inner reali- for this evidence of Divine Proties of human beings will tend to a vidence among his fellow men. A
greater revealment for the abund- year hence he may be contributing
ance they attract.
to the funds of the common storehouse. The new consciousness that
The Right to the The second import- will be builded through experiences
Necessities of Life ant change in our like these, will enrich humanitysocial structure is the principle of for the bars of individual and isomutual assistance. This has al- lated selfishness have been rent
ready been referred to as the right asunder; the sharp claws of nature
to necessities. A farmer whose have been clipped.
crop is ruined by forces beyond his
control, a widow with young chil- A new Principle Two s wee pin g
changes appear. One
dren, a cripple unable to work, a of Taxation
worker ill and without means, an is limitation upon the taxing power;
orphan lacking kind relatives, an and, by the same token, an expanunemployed though willing and sion of that power. In the first
self-respecting worker or artisan, case, the power of the community
all these and a hundred other types or government to tax would come
of misfortune that are daily en- into being only when the income of
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the citizen exceeds his actual necessary expenses. Up to that point, he
is exempt, since to tax him would
be an act of tyranny, in that it
would automatically deprive him of
at least a portion of his necessities,
thus defeating the essential purpose. This is a new principle in
taxation.
The expansion of the tax power,
however, as it would apply to the
incomes in the higher levels, is not
a new principle, at least in certain
western countries. The graduated
income tax has become almost a
tradition. The tithe, moreover, has
a most ancient inheritance, even to
the days of Melchizedek, King of
Salem, to whom the patriarch and
prophet Abraham rendered the
tithe. Originally the rights of God,
-the tithe, through this new and
merciful command, becomes the
means of succor to the unfortunate,
as well as the salvation of the state.
When we speak of the tithe or inc.ome tax under the Baha'i plan the
meaning is an inclusive one. In
most countries today where the income tax is in effect, enormous holdings of tax exempt securities are in
the hands of the people and no revenue is derived from the holders in
respect to the actual income from
these intangibles. This is inconsistent with the just application of the
spiritual and universal principle involved in the income tax as set
forth in the Baha'i writings. Not
only tax exempt securities but a
vast quantity of other intangible
personal property, upon which taxes
should rightly be paid at present,
escape these levies. In one great
commonwealth or state of America,
the Tax Commissioner estimated
that while the State was receiving
taxes on approximately three billion dollars worth of real estate,
there was at least nine billion more
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of intangibles escaping or exempted from taxation. This was before
the income tax was enacted. What
proportion of the taxable property
of this particular state still escapes
taxation under the income tax
statute is not accurately known, but
there can be no question that it is
very large. It follows that a system of income taxation imposed
under the high spiritual standards
which have been stated as flowing
from the Baha'i plan, would greatly benefit the community, would
equalize and perhaps minimize the
rate or percentage of taxation now
necessary under the partial application of the law, and would, above
all, spread the tax into those areas
hitherto untouched, whose responsibilities have had to be assumed by
the middle classes of wage earners,
professionals and businessmen. The
fact that since the inauguration of
income taxes, the volume of tax exempt securities has grown to an eno~mous extent, lends added emphaSIS to the need of the introduction
of an impartial and universal system under which all income producing property be disclosed and assesse~. Applying such a principle,
the nght of state:3 or nations to issue tax exempt Intangibles must be
subjected to the closest scrutiny.
The principles of interdependence
and cooperation cannot admit of
any indirect evasion which results
in laying upon any class or level of
income a burden greater than justice permits.
In this plan, however, emphasis is
laid upon the preservation of the
right of individual initiative, capacity, and private o"\\rnership. Whatever expansion the taxing power
achieves, it will always fall short,
substantially short of confiscation.
An abundant residue is retained by
the wealthy man who has generously contributed to the welfare of the
commonwealth, and his initiative
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is never deprived of its reward.
Nevertheless, through his recognition of his innate relationship with
the living organism of his community, he has furnished that cooperation and reciprocal help that
the organic life requires for its
health and well-being. For example, the brain demands and receives the largest volume of blood,
in the entire circulation of the body.
For this, it renders the most vital
and commanding service. Similarly,
those in the high places of the tower
of humanity, must reciprocate.
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Adopt this plan and invite the
warming life-giving forces of composition, health and happiness, for
this is one picture of human unity
and mutuality.

The Dole In the face of this system,
the dole loses its appeal and fades
away to nothingness. The plan,
through which a nation, or state
virtually chloroforms its unemployed into quiescence by opening its
treasury to weekly unearned stipends, is both faulty and dangerous.
It is only another symptom of social disorder. Ignoring the law of
Capitalists and And here I believe
work and self-respect, the dole is
Socialists Meet we 'will he a r th~ an artificial political remedy with
at the Balanced"
11 d
" f th
Point of
we
one 0
e reactionary final results. Outside
Moderation
socialist. Capital, so the law of compensation for serlong entrenched, will, vices rendered, it cannot be regardunder this plan, step into its true ed as a permanent or effective
place in the economic organism. It means of solving this all embracing
will have taken a long step toward problem. The principle involved
the middle position, the path of differs widely from that herein set
moderation. Socialism, which is es- forth, which affirms the sacredness
sentially a justified protest against and essentiality of work, and prothe hardships of the present econo- vision for work. Although seemmic system, likewise, will advance ingly parellel to the Baha'i plan,
toward that greatly to be desired in providing means from the public
equilibrium-and the two contend- treasury to those in need or uning theories of social and industrial fortunate, the parellellism fades belife find union in their common sac- cause the basis upon which aid is
rifices. The principle of individual given is, in the one case, based upon
ownership and initiative, the de- charity, and in the other, upon
grees of capacity and service have right. Moreover, the dole deals
been maintained, and on the other mainly with unemployment, while
hand, the recognition of a common this plan covers the entire field of
humanity, organic cooperation, and misfortune. The dole is the exthe rights of all men, have been sub- tended hand of the state to its unserved and instituted. Meditate employed, needy ones, but it does
upon this divinely practical and not confer employment. The hand
practically divine plan, ye who are of labor is nerveless, for lack of
at present full of fear of the future, available work. No service appears,
and ye who have become almost dis- to balance the payment. More basiheartened and discouraged over the cally, the need and excuse for the
intractable abyss that has sepa- dole is brought about by the existrated you from your brothers! ence of the very disorders in our
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general economic life, which are
alone responsible for these terrific
fluctuations in the demand and supply of labor, these recurring industrial depressions whose cure depends upon the administration of
all the ingredients of the divine
prescription, not one only. While
the dole is a gesture along the line
of least resistence, to quiet a
threatened revolutionary impulse
on the part of the hungry and destitute, it is admittedly ineffective
in any permanent sense. That prosperity which in current parlance is
always "just around the corner",
if too long delayed, will come too
late to preserve the financial integrity of a state weakened and emasculated by the employment of a
purely artificial device as a substitute for employment. We readily
admit that in the present state of
the economic consciousness, some
such method was inevitable. We are
not criticizing those who invented
the dole. No other avenue was at
hand. We are, however, criticizing
the hit or miss system which made
it necessary. The new consciousness of man's real organic life,
which sees the material and spiritual civilizations indissolubly joined,
which rejects and denies the right
of purely material interests to dominate, any longer, the destinies of
mankind, will insist upon the establishment of the balance. Material and selfish interests have deprived this organic body of its soul,
notwithstanding that the body without the soul is as a lamp lacking
both oil and light. To join these
once more together is as 'Abdu'lBaha expressed it-' 'light upon
light". The day of overweening
material dominion is swiftly passing. Love and brotherhood will at-
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tract and establish the spiritual elements of civilization side by side
with our material necessities.
In the industrial depression of 1920-21,
the wages of workers in the United States were cut
approximately 23%, but dividends
decreased but 3%, while at the same
time interest paid on investments
increased $71,000,000. In this current depression, 1930-31, the aggregate wages paid in 1930 diminished
to the extent of $9,600,000,000, while
during the same period, astonishing
to relate, interest payments and dividends rose from the 1929 figures
of $7,500,000,000, to a total of $8,000,000,000. This is stated on the
authority of a recent article in Collier's, by Mr. Owen P. White. These
figures, if accurate, disclose the
protection which employers in industry accord themselves in troublous times, and illustrate the fact
that the worker, discharged or on
half time, pays the real price of the
depression, and is, in effect, its
principal victim. It is fair to assume, as well, that the use of labor
saving machinery, without regard
to the just interests of labor, has
played a substantial part in this inequality of distribution of the earnings of industry. No more concrete
example of the doctrine of living
"unto oneself" need be adduced
than these amazing statistics. This
is the direct application of the
theory of separation, and the denial
of organic reciprocity.
The Challenging
Statistics of
Depression

Now, in paying out
these huge sums to
stockholders and investors during
depressed periods, it must be assumed that industry at least to some
Unemployment
Reserves
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extent, drew upon corporate reserves accumulated in more prosperous years. The author of the
article referred to, cites several illuminating facts on this subject, and
applies the existence of such reserve
funds directly to the subject of unemployment reserve insurance.
'Abdu'l-Baha, in one of His discourses on the matter of profitsharing, says that other means of
alleviating the lack of work should
also be employed. In good business
years, this unemployment reserve
plan has built up, in several major
instances in America, a solvent fund
which, in the present crisis, has operated to keep the unemployed
workers from these factories from
the bread lines. Three per cent of
the payroll was set aside in this
fund by the employers, one and onehalf per cent by the employees, during the favorable years, and from
this, during the existing depression,
thirty per cent of full time wages
was paid each entitled worker.
Were this system allowed to operate during a reasonably long term
of favorable years, it would undoubtedly accumulate, through investment and interest, to a point enabling an even larger percentage of
normal earnings to be paid in the
time of need. But as Mr. White
points out, this thirty per cent has
preserved the self-respect of these
workers, and is the best argument
against the dole, or even the charitable community chest.
Another large and well-known
corpora tion, which put this system
in operation in 1915, found the accumulation, in 1930, warranted a
payment to its unemployed workers, with dependents, of eighty
per cent of their normal wage, and
sixty per cent to those without
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dependents. Numerous other examples are cited, in which large,
fore-sighted corporations h a v e
installed t his beneficent plan.
These reserve funds must always remain solvent, and in case of
unduly protracted periods of unemployment, the depletion of the fund
would terminate its benefits until it
again became solvent. This constructive and humane plan is an example of what unemployment insurance can accomplish. Stabilization in industry is an attainable
goal once the minds and hearts of
employers are opened to the influx
of the spirit of the age. Every such
measure will surely attract the divine confirmation.
In one of His Tablets
(Epistle to the Son of the
Wolf, p. 22) Baha'u'llah says"The most important quality, in
the education of man, is the love of
God; blessed are they who possess
it.' ,
And on the same page and on p.
23-"Verily, I declare that the love
of God is in itself a manifest protection, and a solid fortress for all
the peoples of the earth. It is their
supreme safeguard." . . . "While
religion is weakly supported, ignorance, presumption and temerity
thrive; verily, I assert that whatsoever is withheld from it becomes
profit to the irresponsible, and the
final result is anarchy." ... "Uphold religion, for it will organize
the woTld and diffuse harmony
among the creatures."
These statements of reality penetrate to the innermost heart of
our problem. In this sense, "religion" is used as identical with the
divine foundations revealed by the
Prophets in all ages, as contrasted
The Love
of God
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with the religious systems later established by human agencies. "Religions (religious systems) are
many, but Religion is one" is a divine utterance furnishing the key.
Deeds Show the
Station of the Man

There is but one
way a man can
show his love for God, and that is
the degree of his service to his fellow-men. As it is written-"Deeds
show the station of the man", for
all are partners in mere words. It
is the practical application of this
truth in the field of industry and
within the social structure of humanity t.hat will rout the decompositional process just now so firmly
fastened upon us all. A deepening
consciousness of man as the most
sacred of all created organisms,
and the destruction of the superstitious, imaginary, false belief that
he is individually independent and
inorganic 1 is essential. Herein, the
educators of mankind must play a
leading IJart.. ,\Vhile true consciouslless is the light of heart and soul,
the education of the mind is a pathway thereto. The new education
will guide and illumine this path,
and will he a powerful aid to this
end in t.he very near future.
Fear, One of The eradication 0 f
Nature's Most fear which holds the
Satanic Forces,
t' f h
.t .n
Is Powerless mos 0
umanl y 1 a
Before Love
grip more relentless
and Faith
than death, itself, and

is, alas, only too well
founded, in view of the unrestrained and selfish disregard of the
rio-hts of men bv those who at present control the means of livelihod,
-can he accomplished only by the
adoption of the halanced principle
of moderation we have endeavored
to set forth. By the eradication of
~

.
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fear, Baha'u'lhih says-"the very
nature of man will be changed".
Fear, an inheritance of the animal
,Yorld, is, like darkness, a manifestation of the sinister, negative power of Nature. ,\Vhen hODe and
happiness arise side by side 'with
it, it vanishes, even as darkness is
found to he non-existent when the
light shines. The economic gloom
of today nourishes and vitalizes
fear to the nt.h power. Vlhat is
this fear t.hat hlights the counhmances of millions of men with its
livid and ghastly infection ~ It is
the fear of pauperized old age; of
closed doors of opportunity while
the wolf crouches upon the doorstep
of the workman's cottage; of the
widow with little ones wending her
way disconsolately to the office of
the Poor Relief j of the unemployed
worker turned away again and
again from the door of factory and
shop; of the wounded and maimed
ret.urned from t.he wars; of the
hard-toiling farmer whose crops
Nature has blighted in a single
night, or upon whose fields swarms
of insects have descended, raised
np perchance by this very disorder
that flourishes in our social structure; of the cripple who looks forward only to a lifetime of dependency; of the fifty year old worker
denied the right to give of his
strength and experience; yes, of the
business man oppressed with anxieties as his books reveal the red
ink entries of deficit.
Because of this fear, because of
impending bankruptcies and the
fancied loss of financial standing,
how many suicides are recorded as
the iron wheels of industry turn day
by day? Visualize, if you may, the
faces of countless thousands of the
children of men, by which I mean
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men and women, endowed as are all
humanity with heart, soul and mind,
white and drawn, in whose lineaments the cruel knife of fear and
anxiety has carved deep and ineradicable furrovvs. The juggernaut
of a feverish and unrestrained industrial machine has turned these
children of an all loving Father into
unrecognizable shadows of their
true humanity. The claws of N 80hue have sunk deep into their
vitals, numbing the finer forces, preventing the achievement of the diyine clestines they might have attained. In truth, have we surrendered to the natural lavl of the survival of the fittest, the" supreme affliction". Indifference worse than
hate itself, the shame of Cain
flaunting itself in the face of the
Divine Command to keep and cherish his brother, selfish greed that
seizes the results of toil,-are these
not the insignia of man's degradation, of the terrible forces of decomposition hovering ever nearer to the
scelle of final dissolution ~ These
agonies and this truly satanic condition are not of God, for they are
blind, unintelligent, unloving, v'lhile
He is the Seer, the Knower, the
Loving. His Love has poured forth
in this New Time, His favor to the
poor and oppressed is evident. In
the sight of God, man has no justification for longer living unto himself alone. Nor can he find excuse
in pleading "human nature" in this
light. For tbis disorder is not of
hU.II1C111 orig'ill. Ratller is it of a
woTlc1 lower than the animal. This
is ))8C8.1188 mall 11as beell ellclovvecl
with So povver to knoVl the Divine,
"\vhile the animal does not possess
that poweL Man is responsible,
the anion al is not responsible since
it has no means of knowing God.
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Indeed, N a t u r e
herself, is "uninformed of God, the
Almighty." By surrendering, therefore, to the natural law, humanity
has accepted the sovereignty of a
blind and unintelligent force. Reflect, -then, upon this word from the
Hidden \1\[ 0 r d s of Baha 'u '11ah
(from the Arabic, No. 13)"0 Son of Spirit! I created
thee l'ich, -why dost thou bring
thyself clown to poveTty? Noble
I made thee, wherewith dost thou
abase thyself~ Out of the essence of knowledge I gave thee
being, why seekest thou enlightenment from anyone beside JYIe? Out
of the clay of love I moulded
thee, how clost tho~t busy thyself
with another? Turn thy sight unto thyself, that thou mayest find
:Me standing within thee, mighty,
powerful and self-subsisting."
(Italics ours.)
This moving appeal is directed to
the slumbering spiritual consciousness of humanity, to that capaCity
within ,yith vvhich the world of nahue has no part, to the human reality itself, a reality that
transcends Nature and is destined to achieve sovereignty over
her, even as today she has been permitted to usurp sovereignty over a
being superior to her both intrinsically and innately. Ignorance of
this supreme fact has humbled and
retarded the race. But the hour
has 1'cnivec1 -when this tyranny is to
congy. erec1. Happy aTe they who
to
divine gifts of 110biHumanity Bows
Bef()re a Usurping
Sovereignty

litJT, SlJirit~lal \v8Elth, lIllo\vleclge~
8.11e1 lcrve tllat 11a'l8 beell c1elJOsitecl
'vvitllill them, aJlcl g>iI"cl 1.11J their loillS

to elllist ill the arrilY tllat is g'atllerto carry the last and strollgest
redoubt in N ahue 's dark citadel.
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BAHIYYIH KHANUM*

Thou wert a gleaming chalice
In our darkened night.
Thou wert a flowing river
For our soul's delight.
Thou wert a haven for our Guardian's heart
When it lay bleeding neath a weight of woe.
The worlds of love are but a counterpart
Of all the love which from Thy heart must flow.
The past, the present and the future days
Reverberate with thy immeasureable praise.
This humble homage which we offer thee
Can add no lustre to thy shining tree,
Thou symbol of eternal sanctity.

Philip Amalfi Marangella

Baha'i Summer Colony
Green Acre. Eliot, Maine
July 23, 1932

*Daughter of Baha'u'llah and sister of 'Abdu'I~BQha who passed away suddenly in Haifa,
Palestine. Memorial services were held for her- in all Baha'i Assemblies throughout the
wo!' Id. The story of her beautiful life of service and sacrifice will appear in the September
number of this magazine.
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"Consider the human world. See how nations have come and
gone. They have been of all minds and purposes. Some were
mere captives of self and desire, engulfed in the passions of the
lower nature. They attained to wealth, to the comforts of life, to
fame. And what was the final outcome ~ Utter evanescence and
oblivion. Reflect upon this. Look upon it with the eye of admonition. No trace of them remains, no fruit, no result, no benefit;
they have gone utterly, complete effacement."
- ' Abdu'l-Balui.
"BE NOT troubled in poverty,"
said Baha,'u 'nah, "nor confident in
riches, for poverty is followed by
riches and riches are followed by
proverty, but to be poor in all save
God is a wondrous gift."
How much needed is such a vision
in these days of economic loss and
despair!
The life of an individual and the
life of a nation are both subject
to the law of rhythm. Nothing is
enduring. Continuous prosperity is
no more guaranteed to the individual than continuous sunshine is to
the fields and flowers. Above all,
we need to realize that nothing can
bulwark us against misfortune, not
even a large bank account.
There is nothing more fallacious
in giving one a sense of protection
against the universe than the accumulation of property. So much security, so much ease of living does
this bring the individual that there
seems no need of considering any
other IJower in the L1l1iverse. The
limitless wealth that flows from
capital, more than can be consumed
in personal needs, seems a fortress
as stalwart as the Rock of Gibraltar.
Yet in recent times we have seen
such financial fortresses crumble
into ruins before the attack of new

economic forces as unexpected as
they were irresistible in their destructive violence. Where now is
the proud power of these fortunes ~
It is at such time that one feels
the need of turning to a higher
Power. It is then that one realizes
that 'God is All-possessing;" that
all existence flows through His
hands; that nothing is owned by
us, nothing is guaranteed to us,
nothing can be grasped and seized
and permanently held by us. That
is the first great lesson to be learned
from the colossal economic distress
which is today pervading the world.
ANOTHER MORE b rig h ten in g
thought to which we may turn from
the melting away of wealth into airy
nothingness is the realization that
tn,te wealth lies not in income or acmcrmclated propeTty, but in the
ability of the inclivicltwl to express
himself creatively. Those who have
courage, willpower, initiative, trained ability, and power of accommodating themselves to circumstance,
carry with them their fortune. All
that has availed them to succeed in
the past still resides with them.
Their capacity to wrest a living
from the universe is undiminished.
With the application of ingenuity to
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circumstance, some way can be
found of getting out of every
difficulty.
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satiable striving for the accumulation of material things and enjoyments. Once the individual starts
on the road of accumulation of
wealth and property, there is no end
to the strain and effort. This striving to enrich oneself and to better
one's standard of living has a certain definit.e advant.age in the way
of progress, both of the individual
and of society. On the other hand,
"vhen carried to excess as of late
in America, it has one deep-seated
fault which is the greatest weakness
in the structme of our civilization.
That fault is the cont.inuous fever
of unnat.ural and excessive effort.
There is a limit to the strength of
every individual; but gTeed for
prosperity knows no limits and puts
a pressure upon the individual
which tends to force him beyond his
powers.

BUT PERHAPS the most important
lesson of all to be learned in this
economic depression is the lesson
of frugality.
,Ve Americans have been living in
such a consciousness of prosperity
for years that we have formed very
extravagant habits. To be seen to
practice economy and frugality has
seemed a dtimeaning evidence of
lack of success. Fine clothes, new
accountrements of the home, lavish
expenditure for showy standards of
living,-these were what everyone
was seeking to demonstrate. Extravagance was the rule of the day.
Many were living beyond their income and straining every nerve to
earn sufiicient to meet their obligations. And it even was made to apTHERE. IS only one thing that can
pear that lavish expenditure was
put a stop to this eternal and agonthe road to universal prosperity.
izing striving-that is the content,Vhat a remarkable transforma- ment and economy of the simple
tion has now taken place in our con- life.
sciousness! Just the opposite state
The psychology of contentment,
of mind now exists. People refrain of simplicit.y, of the moderation of
from buying anything unless they desire, lies at the heart. of every
are in absolute need of it. rrhey great religion. "Content thyself
wear their old clothes, use their old with but little of this world's goods.
automobile, they content themselves Verily economy is a great t.reaswith existing' equipment, they prac- ure," says 'Abdu 'I-Baha.
And
tice economy in every way possible. ao'ain
o
, "Economy is the foundation
And because everybody is doing it, of human prosperity. The spendno one feels ashamed. Thus fru- thrift is always in trouble. Prodigality, which was a disgrace at the gality on the part of any person is
heyday of our prosperity, now ap- an unpardonable sin. The fewer
pears a virtue and is being prac- the habits, the better for the man.
ticed through necessity by every It is a divine virtue to be satisfied
class in every section of the coun- with very few things .... How comtry.
plex is the life of t.he present age
What is the essential virtue and how much more complex we are
of frugality~ It is this, that it tends making it daily! The needs of huto counteract the incessant and un- manity seem never to come t.o an
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end. The more men accumulate the
more they want." "Contentment is
real wealth. Contentment is the
creator of happiness. When one is
contented he does not care either
for riches or poverty. He lives
above the influence of them and is
indifferent to them."
INDUSTRIALISM, as it developed in
America was certainly moving far
away from this idea of simplicity
and economy.
Not only were
Americans urged and induced by
clever advertising to buy new inventions for their comfort or pleasure,
but manufacturers conceived the
idea of frequent changes of style
and color in order to induce the consuming public to replace articles
long before they were worn out. In
that way new clothes, cameras,
fountain pens, automobiles, and
what not, could be made to appeal
to those who already possessed articles in these lines in perfect condition with years of use still in
them. If this sort of thing was to
go on, what would be its limits ~
Plainly there are no definite limits
to this mad race for extravagant
novelty.
The fault in this economic system
is two-fold: first, of destroying the
simplicity and contentment of daily
life; and secondly, of forcing the
wage earner, the income producer,
to work beyond his powers for the
satisfaction of his own wants and
those of his family. Hence the
break-neck speed of modern economic life; the strain, the nervous
breakdowns, the premature deaths;
the hectic quality of life; the unnatural and unwholesome amusements sought by diseased souls
strained beyond endurance and inca pable of refreshing themselves by
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means of normal relaxation and recreation.
The life of the Orient, meanwhile,
has been the very antithesis of
western industrialism.
Oriental
civiliza tion has had the deep-seated
fault of stagnation, as bad in one
extreme as America is in the other;
but her virtues are simplicity, contentment, frugality, and an easygoing tempo in the daily life which
enables the individual to enjoy living even in the midst of his work.
I have personally witnessed this
and admired it in the Oriental life
-the way in which the Oriental
lives above his work, is master of
it rather than being mastered by it.
THERE ARE two different uses that
can be made of machinery, with its
vast saving of production-time and
its manifold extension of manpower. Either this new economy in
time and energy can be applied to
the benefit of the worker in the way
of reducing the hours and strain of
his daily lab or, or it can be applied
to the benefit of the manufacturer in
the way of producing more g·oods.
The latter is what has taken place.
True, the hours of labor have been
curtailed somewhat, but the tempo
has been increased to such an extent that in many industries today,
especially along lines of mass-production, the workman is absolutely
exhausted at the end of the day's
work. Even seven or eight hours
of work at such a pace has been
enough to strain the llervous system and to sap the vitality.
Under such a system an immense
amount of goods is created which
the workman as consumer is persuaded to buy. His desires are
whetted; and as his wages are high
he buys many things, some of which
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say. "To what has your industrialism led ~ Your super-human efforts, your exhausting toil, your
stress of life, your mad rush in subway and elevated trains,-where
have they g'ot you t01 With all
your wonderful machinery and
speedy methods of production and
transportation, you h a v e now
Now DESTINY is leading us to neither happiness nor wealth."
The secret of the ideal civilizaanother type of living which ention
is the coalescing of these two
forces leisure-time to think and
diverse
points of view, Occidental
reflect, time to see the meaning of
progressiveness
and Oriental tranlife. We are learning new habits.
quility.
America
today is much
vVe :find how easily we can do without things we have always wanted, more ready to accept the simple
how contented we can be with sim- and serene life of the East than
plicity of living provided all about ever before in its history We are
us are obliged to live under that having a practical course in the
philosophy of living, a course which
same law of frugality.
This economic adversity has Destiny has introduced by means of
struck the West just in time, it the present chaos and distress.
There is one department of life
would seem, to save the East from
the infection of modern industrial where we can always enrich ourfever. What a pity it would have selves, and where outward misforbeen had Asia too succumbed to the tune is a cause of greater inward
mad chase for material goods, activity,-that is on the plane of
abandoning its age-old wisdom and thought and spirit. Herein the
serenity of living! But now the East can be our guide, with its eterEast has the laugh on us. "Where nal truths that lead to wisdom and
is your vaunted prosperity~" it can serenity.

he needs, and some of which he does
not need. Thus we have become
economic slaves with no time to
lift the head, to gaze at beauty of
landscape, to enjoy the things God
gives us freely; no wholesomeness
left in us for the realization of life
as a daily blessing.

« The honor and exaltation of man mttst be something more than
material riches; material comfMts are only a branch, btd the root of
the exaltation of man is the good attribtdes and virtttes which are the
adornments of his reality . ... Heavenly teachings applicable to the
advancement in httman conditions have been revealed in this ntercii'ul
age-the divine remedy for all httman ailment . . . . Shall we znwstte
the phantom of a mM tal happiness which does not exist or tttrn toward
the Tree of Life and the joys of its eternlal fruits? .... Let ttS pray to
God that the breath of the Holy Spirit may again give hope and refreshment to the people, awakening in them a desire to do the lV-ill of
God."
- ' Abdtt'l-Baha
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NABIL'S UNIQUE NARRATIVE
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRIOK

In the article which follows the author has set fm-th some of her impressions of
Nabil's most sac1-cd and thrilling history of the Dawn of the BahO/i Faith now ·in
book form under the title "The Dawn-Breakers." This ~mique story of martyrdom,
persecution, extreme devotion and sublil1W faith surpasses anything in all the history
of divine religions. The story is of such supreme importance that 1nany have been
invited by the Editors to recoTd their i1npressions in articles which will appea1' from
1nonth to month.

n

AM preparing you for the advent of a mighty Day."
These words are among those addressed by the Bab to the Letters of
the Living* when He sent them out
as "witnesses of the Dawn of the
Promised Day of God."
In The
Dawn-Breakers we have the history
of the first nine years of that" advent of a mighty Day"-the record
of the deeds of the "witnesses of
the Dawn of the promised Day of
God. " A wonderful record it is of
those chosen heralds of aNew Day
who, faithful to the commands of
the Bab, "with steadfast feet and
sanctified hearts", s cat t ere d
throughout the length and breadth
of Persia to "raise the call that the
Gate to the Promised One has been
opened, that His proof is irrefutable, and that His testimony is comNo obstacles were great
plete."
enough to lessen the determination
or dull the ardor of those souls enthralled and enkindled by the love
of God.
Nabil's Narrative has long been
an authority for the early history of
the Baha'i Movement but until recently has been accessible only to
those who read Persian.
Now
Shoghi Effendi has rendered the
first part into English under the
title, The Dawn-Breakers. The importance of this work can hardly be
overestimated and will be better

D

'First disciples of the Bab.

understood by the world at large
as time goes on.
The introduction takes us so
directly into the spirit of the book
and the purpose of the author that
it seems fitting to quote the first
page:
, 'The Baha'i Movement is now
well known throughout the world,
and the time has come when Nabil's
unique narrative of its beginnings
in darkest Persia will interest many
readers. The record which he sets
dovvn with such devoted care is in
many respects extraordinary. It
has its thrilling passages, and the
splendour of the central theme gives
to the chronicle not only great historical value but high moral power.
Its lights are strong: and this effect
is more intense because they seem
like a sunburst at midnight. The
tale is one of struggle and martydom; its poignant scenes, its tragic
incidents are many. Corrnption,
fanaticism, and cruelty gather
against the cause of reformation to
destroy it, and the present volume
closes at the point where the riot
of hate seems to have accomplished
its purpose and to have driven into
exile or put to death every man,
woman and child in Persia who
dared to profess a leaning towards
the teachings of the Bab.
"Nabil, himself a participant in
some of the scenes which he recites,
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took up his lonely pen to recite the
truth about men and women so
mercilessly persecuted and a movement so grievously traduced. He
writes with ease, and when his emotions are strongly stirred his style
becomes vigorous and trenchant. He
does not present with any system
the claims and teachings of Baha'u'llah and His Forerunner. His
purpose is the simple one of rehearsing the beginnings of the
Baha'i Revelation and of preserving the remembrance of the deeds
of its early champions. He relates
a series of incidents, punctiliously
quoting his authority for almost
every item of information. His
work in consequence, if less artistic
and philosophic, gains in value as a
literal account of what he knew or
could from credible witnesses discover about the early history of the
Oause. "
In order to furnish a proper
background for the reading of this
history much of the introduction
is taken up with giving a "lifelike
and vivid if unlovely picture of the
Augean conditions which the B:ib
had to confront when He inaugurated the Movement in the middle of
the nineteenth century. "For", as
Shoghi Effendi further says, "it is
not easy to follow the narrative in
its details, or to appreciate how
stupendous was the task undertaken by Baha 'u 'llah and His
Forerunner, without some knowledge of the condition of church and
state in Persia and of the customs
and mental outlook of the people
and their masters."
The chief
authority of the translator for a
picture of these conditions is Lord
Ourzon, from whose scholarly
work, "Persia and the Persian
Question, " extensive excerpts are
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made. Ample footnotes throughout the text from other western authorities serve to corroborate
Nabil's statements or render sidelights on them.
The Bab,-"The saintly, heroic
figure of the Bab, a leader so mild
and serene, yet eager, resolute, and
dominant "-is, of course the central personality in the narrative.
One must read the pages in order to
have anything like an adequate idea
of His character, His determination
so indomitable that no persecution
could swerve Him from His chosen
course; His loving kindness, so gentle and winsome that again and
again His guards and keepers,
chosen for their hard and unyielding characters, became His humble
worshippers, His willing servants.
The little glimpses of His family
life, the loving relations with His
friends touch us and we feel grateful for the few weeks of quietness
and peace which He spent in the
home of His maternal uncle prior to
His going forth to face the years of
persecution and His manifest destiny. Oan anyone doubt, as he follows the events of those fateful six
years and comprehends the undying steadfastness with which He inspired His followers, that this
kingly yet submissive young man
Whose foes became His friends and
to Whose commands even His
enemies conformed was indeed the
"true One from God?"
One by one the Letters of the Li,uing attained their hearts' desire in
the meeting of the Bab. The meeting of Quddus, the Last Letter, is
thus told by N abil:
"One night, in the course of His conversation with Mulla Husayn, the Bab spoke
these words: 'Seventeen Letters have thus
far enlisted under the standard of the
Faith of God. There remains one more
to complete the number. These Letters of

NABIL 'S UNIQU E NARRA TIVE
the Living shall arise to proclaim My
Cause and to establis h My Faith. Tomorrow night the remaini ng Letter will arrive
and will complet e the number of My chosen
disciple s' •
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years old. So severe d he becam e
and so inspir ed that one of his followers believ ed him to be the
Promi sed One. Five years later,
"The next day, in the even- after the captur e of the fort
at
ing hour, as the Bab, follow- Shayk h Tabar si he joyous ly sured by Mulla Husay n, was return - render ed his life.
ing to Ris home, there appea red
Quddu s is but one of the hundr eds
a youth dishev elled and travel - of the Dawn -Break ers, many,
many
staine d. Re appro ached Mulla of them youths , who gladly
, yes,
Husay n, embra ced him, and asked eagerl y, offere d their lives
as withim wheth er he had attain ed his nesses of the New Day which
the
goal. Mulla Husay n tried at first Bab ushere d in. Their untold
sufto calm his agitat ion and advise d fering s and their terribl e persec
uhim to rest for the mome nt, pro- tions can but strike horro r and
sadmising that he would sebseq uent- ness to our hearts . Yet, even
while
ly enligh ten him. That youth, we read of their afflictions,
their joy
howev er, refuse d to heed his ad- becom es contag ious, their triump
hs
vice. Fixing his gaze upon the more real than their suffer
ings, and
Bab, he said to Mulla Husay n: their absolu te assura nce
of the
'Why seek you to hide Him from reality of the Dawn of
this long
me ~ I can recogn ize Him by His foreto ld Day becomes a
tremen dgait. I confid ently testify that ous incent ive to be partne
rs in their
none beside s Him, wheth er in the work.
East or in the 'vVest, can claim
"Who knows ", writes Shogh i Efto be the Truth . N one other can fendi as he closes the
epilog ue of
manif est the power and majes ty this book, "but that
triump hs unthat radiat e from His holy per- surpas sed in splend our,
are not in
son'. Mulla Husay n marve lled at store for the mass of
Baha' u'llah 's
his words . He pleade d to be ex- toiling follow ers ~
Surely , we
cused, howev er, and induce d him stand too near the coloss
al edifice
to restra in his feeling s until such Ris hand has reared
to be able, at
time as he would be able to ac- the presen t stage of
the evolut ion
quaint him with the truth. Leav- of His Revel ation, to
claim to be
ing him, he hasten ed to join the able even to conceive
the full measBab, and inform ed Him of his ure of its promi sed glory.
Its past
conve rsation with that youth. histor y, staine d by the
blood of
'Marv el not,' observ ed the Bab, countl ess marty rs, may
well inspir e
'at his strang e behav iour. '.iV e us with the thoug ht that,
whate ver
have in the world of the spirit may yet befall the Cause
, howev er
been comm uning with that youth. numer ous the revers es
it will inW~ e know him alread y. We inevitab ly suffer , its onwar d march
deed awaite d his coming. Go to can never be stayed ,
and that it
him and summ on him forthw ith will contin ue to advan ce
until the
to Our presen ce.' "
very last promi se, enshri ned within
At the time of his meetin g with the words of Baha' u'llah , shall
have
the Bab, Quddu s was twenty -two been compl etely redeem ed."
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RELIGION AND SOCIAL PROGRESS
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER

This is the third and concl1tding number in the series of articles written for publication in both The Bahri,'i Magazine and the Tokyo Nichi Nichi. The first and second
installments were published in the May and June numbers respectively.

AVING suggested a
basis for religious
and nationalistic harmony there
still remains a very lively source of
misunderstanding and conflict in
the racial prejudices that separate
mankind. Fortunately the youth
of the world is not yet inured to the
blindness and folly of racial antagonism. Exchange professors and
students, enormously increased
travel, the radical conclusions of
anthropologists and biologists concerning the basic likeness of the
races, increasing recognition of the
danger' to world peace in racial conflicts, as well as the ordinary common sense view that any race that
has survived the incalculable viscissitudes of history has valuable power and assets that make it worthy
of respect: these and other considerations have formed a strong bond
of racial amity around the world.
Racial
Prejudice

To trace the infiltrations and
modifications of the races through
migration and admixture is merely
another means of telling the story
of human progress. The Ainus and
Pigmy are illustrations of pure
races. Ethnology gives no example
of any race that has attained to
high superiority without a fecundating contact with those different
from itself.
As we know human beings increase in geometrical ratio: we
have two parents, four grandparents, eight great-grandparents, six-

teen great-great-grandparents, etc.
At this rate, a rudimentary knowledg'e of arithmetic acquaints uswith
the fact that by the end of twenty
generations, or about seven hundred years, eyery man has 1,937,152 ancestors; adding another three
hundred years, or ten more generations, the total comes to 1,743,643,248 ancestors in one thousand
years. Just one generation more,
the thirty-first, brings our ancestry
to 3,487,286,496 and as there haye
neyer been as many people as that
on the globe at any time all our
hysteria about pure and superior
races is not only, in the words of
Professor Best, "pure myth, but
pure bunk."
That mankind is one great family
is common to all religious beliefs.
"God made of one blood all men to
dwell upon the face of the earth."
"Haye we not all one Fathed
Rath not one God created us~" If
this yiew be pressed and humanity
be so regarded, we must admit that
the more eyolYed and adyanced the
organism the more differentiated
the organs. Each organ is specialized for its own peculiar function,
which cannot be performed by any
other organ. The most important
contribution to the body is the high
degree of distinction in its parts;
and so with the great organism of
humanity: each race, each nationality has its own peculiar part and
function in the deyelopment of mankind; due to its differences, no other
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can fill that place, no other can perform that service.
The growing interdependence of
mankind, his increasing enlightenment, his ever-widening acquaintance with other peoples and races,
as well as the social security of a
better understanding, are once more
reviving the old religious sanctions
of universal brotherhood and increasing human sentiments of goodwill and sympathy.
The special gift deposited in each
of the so-called races (for ethnology
has not accepted the idea of a basic
difference) is of enormous value
and advantage to the welfare and
advancement of the organism of
humanity; therefore racial differences should never be discredited,
but enthusiastically fostered and
developed.
The recognition of
those superiorities possessed by
each of the races constitutes a basis
whereon racial enmity may be annulled; for the conquest of prejudice is fundamental to any lasting
solution of human problems.
The day has passed
when one must speak
with bated breath of the
existing economic structure as a sacrosanct institution derived from God.
The educated youth of every land
are studying economics and freely
discussing the fallacies, inadequacies and failures of the present system. In this world-wide depression
capital and labor alike are suffering from the deficiencies of our economic practice.
The spectacle of 355,000,000,000
bushels of excess wheat in the world
with millions of people undernourished and starving; virgin products
and raw materials going to waste
Economics
and the
Baha'i
Solution
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while the nations suffer from unemploment; low wages prohibiting
distribution and consumption, upon
which economic welfare depends;
these and many other pressing
problems are challenging the attention of statesmen, economists,
manufacturers, laborers, farmers,
everywhere.
Whatever the world's political
status we are obliged to recognize
that it is an economic unit; no nation today can solve its economic
problem independently.
With the establishment of an International House of Justice along
the lines previously suggested,
these pressing economic problems
could be solved for the whole world.
There could be, for example, an international control of the food supply, a stabilized international currency, equitable distribution and
administration in matters too farreaching fOT local control.
Since the earth is the basis of
wealth, and food the necessity for
human welfare any solution of the
economic problem would start with
the farmer. If he were permitted to
pay his taxes either in money or
in kind the produce could be distributed by the community authorities to those points where it was
most needed thereby bringing the
best price. For this purpose a common storehouse would be required,
such for example, as the Canadian
farmers used in their Wheat Pool.
A competent secretary to control
this storehouse would levy a graduated tax, those producing the most
paying perhaps, a fifth, while those
producing little would be taxexempt. Those producing less than
their requirements would be assisted from the common store to the extent of their legitimate needs.
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There should be several sources
of income locally: taxes on animals,
wealth without inheritors, a portion
of the mines, and so forth; while the
common treasury would have to pay
from its revenue running expenses,
such as public safety, hygiene and
the like; its national tax, support
of an orphanage, a hospital, the
poor relief already mentioned and
education. Thus this most fundamental of all public services would
be removed from politics and expediency.
Economists say that the world is
suffering from under-consumption
of both men and materials. If every
man labored there would be no
drudgery. If all men worked consumption would be universal and
leisure a common benefaction. In
a well ordered world there would
be no idle rich and no idle poor.
The yawning gnlf between capital
and labor cannot b e spanned
through wages: the time will never
come when the laborer will be satisfied with his hire. The abolition
of wages and the substitution of
profit-sharing would obviate this
fundamental source of disagreement. Then if each workman became a stockholder in the business
for which he worked he would give
to it his utmost loyalty and effort.
Such a plan would not work satisfactorily unless it were universally
adopted.
With every man working and
every man owner in a business
everyone would then become both a
capitalist and a laborer: the wide
divergence existing between them
would by this method be bridged.
Under international direction,
strong laws could be made to protect the capitalist from heavy losses
and the laborer from want. A
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form of will redistributing wealth
with every generation would safeguard society from the concentration of capital in the hands of the
few.
With such a plan as given in this
and the preceding article the sabotage that the nations of the world
are now practicing on the economic
machine would cease.
The program for
social advancement
and world betterment outlined in
previous articles constitute part of
the plan of BaM, 'u 'Hah, Founder of
the Baha'i Cause, for the solution
of human problems.
Born near Tihran, Persia in 1817,
a descendant of the ancient royal
dynasty, He passed from this world
a titular prisoner in the penal
colony of 'Akka, Palestine, in 1892.
He spent forty years in exile and in
prison for promulgating universal
peace and human brotherhood.
In addition to the religious,
racial, political and economical reconciliation already briefly described in this series, He has laid down
as principles essential to human advancement: the independent search
for truth, whereby we will free ourselves from ancient dogmas, inhibitions and superstitions in our investigation of reality; accord between religion, science, reason, and
the abandonment of belief contrary
to established proof; universal education; a universal auxiliary language; the equality between men
and women; and, fundamental to all
advancement, the conquest of prejudice.
It is important to note that all
of the great principles laid down by
Baha'u'llah were enunciated between 1844 and 1866, long in adBaha'i History
and Teachings
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It is unnecessary to continue this
vance of their general acceptance.
Today many of them seem common- form of argument for it is self-place, but "rhen we recall that they evident that the whole Baha'i prowere set forth in central Asia, fro~ gram was formulated by Baha'u'lsixty to eighty years ago, we real- lah long in advance of its agitation
or adoption in the world.
ize how challenging they were.
How are we to account for the
fact that Baha'u'llah formulated
'Abdu'l-Baha, son of
His program long in advance of its Obedience to
Government Baha 'u 'llah, and 00acceptance if not on the basis of an
innate knowledge, power and in- founder of the Baha'i Movement,
fluence on His part ~ Everything says to His followers: "It is incumthat He suggested is today, two bent upon you to be submissive to
generations later. beinp'c-' aO'itated
as all monarchs who are just and to
b
necessary to advancement and se- show your fidelity to every rightecurity. But when He called for ous king. Serve ye the sovereigns
peace in 1869 a disarmament con- of the world "vith utmost truth and
ference would have been an impos- loyalty. Show your obedience unto
sibility. Peace was certainly not a them and be their well-"wishers,
new idea; it had been in th~ world without their leaye and permission
for centuries; however its general do not meddle with political affairs; well is it with them that act
pursuit did not start until lonG"
b
after Baha 'u 'llah had incorporated accordingly.' ,
The sane and noble plan given by
it into His plan, together with the
Baha'u'llah
to emancipate us from
Court of International Arbitration
our
present
difficulties
is a plan that
which was first founded thirty year~
would
haye
to
be
voluntarily
and
later at the Hague.
peacefully embraced, in order to
When Baha'u'llah called for uniestablish its g'lorious results.
versal education the rulers of the
The Baha'i MoYement, numberworld prided themselves in keeping
ing many millions of followerE:
their subjects in ignorance; but t~~
throughout the world, has for its
day education is the ideal of every
immediate objectiye the fostering
civilized government.
of love and good-will among manIn Persia in 1844 the Bab, ,¥ho kind. Representatives of every reforetold the coming of Baha'n'lhih ligion, every race, every nationality,
announced the era of the equalit; every social class, eyery degree of
between men and women: its fulfill- humanity from the lowest unto the
ment since that time has been highest are daily swelling our numphenomenal.
bers and enhancing the prestige of
When Baha 'u 'llah spoke of rea- peace and of brotherhood in the
son and science as supporting true world.
religion Darwin and Huxley were
Hereditary animosities, age-old
being denounced as destroyers of enmities, apparently insurmountfaith. Today Eddington,' Pupin, able barriers are being abrogated
Milliken and other great scientists and forgotten under the compelling
declare materialism much too fan- influence of these mighty teachings
of Baha'u'llah. To Baha'is, this
tastic for science.
j
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practice of world friendship, is not
a mere wistful idea; it is the common basis of everyday life.
The world is full of societies and
movements, some working for
peace, some for the advancement of
women, some for the solution of the
economic problems, some for education, some for a universal language,
some for racial amity, some for
brotherhood and understanding:
but the Baha'i Cause is the only one
that combines all of these objectives
under the guidance of Baha 'u 'llah
Who first compiled the all-inclusive
program from which each in turn ,
has sprung.
The following words of Baha 'u '1lah are recorded by Prof. E. G.
Browne of Cambridge University
who visited Him in 'Akka in 1889:
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"We desire but the good of the
world and the happiness of the nations; yet they deem us a stirrer up
of strife and sedition vmrthy of
bondage and banishment ... that all
nations should become one in faith
and all men as brothers; that the
bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men should be
strengthened; that diversitv of religion should cease, and differences
of race be annulled. . . . So it shall
be; these fruitless strifes, these
ruinous wars shall pass away and
the 'Most Great Peace' shall ~ome.
... These strifes and this bloodshed
and discord must cease and all men
be as one kindred and one family ....
Let not a man glory in this that he
loves his country; let him rather
glory in this, that he loves his
kind."

A PRAYER

o

God of glorious eternity,
Grant me the strength to bear
Thy message of love
To all who pass my door.
Let me chant Thy sacred song.
Let me voice the dawn of a new day,
The dawn of brotherhood and love that is to be.
o endow me with the power to banish the woes
Of darkness and the spiritual blindness
From the sad eyes of my fellow mortals.

-John Marlowe
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MENTAL HEALTH AND THE NEW
WORLD ORDER
GENEVIEVE

L.

COY,

PH.D.

In the first installrnent of this very hdp/ul series, published in the .Inne number,
the author delined briefly and clearly a mentally well person a.nd what constitutes
menta1 hea1th, also deta.iling certain attit'ucles which mu.si be avoided by one seeking a
fully integrated IJersonality. In this secO"Iul insl~allment she continues her suggestions
and statements along lines of posith'e e;tJort in this direction. The concluding number
will appear ,in the Septe·mber issue.

n

HE first disintegrating factor tations frankly and wmingly. 1Ve
previously defined is fear, and cannot all be musicians, or artists,
the second is the attitude of seeing or financiers. Only one man in a
oneself as the most important per- thousand is a gelliug in anyone
son in one's environment. Both of field of endeavor. But you do have
these disintegrating attitudes can some ability with whieh you can
be avoided by a wise training in the serve the world, and in which you
first four or five years of life.
can develop happy efficiency. Find
the thing you can do best and then
use that ability to the full. All
3. One of the most insidious that you have a right to expect of
causes of mental illness is the one yourself is that you shall do your
which psychologists describe as the best. It is also important to realize
"feeling of inferiority". This is that many other people feel as disdue primarily to a consciousness of trustful of themselves as you do.
a gap between one's judgment of Find such people, try to help them,
one's O'Nn abilities, on the one hand, appreciate their work,-and so in
and one's ideals, on the ot.her. The helping them, forget your o'W--.rl feelindividual sees so much that needs ings of inferiority. If you spend
to be done, so much that he VJou~d much of your effort in worrying
do, and yet feels himself utterly in- about how far you fall short of your
adequate for the task. This ex- ideals, you will waste your energy,
perience comes most often to the and one bit in the great pattern of
fine and intelligent person. Instead the \vorld's life will be missing or
of whole-heartedly doing the best \I\.jll be incomplete. U se all your
he can, he spends part of his time sincerity and intelligence to disand energy in worrying because he cover what that bit is to be, and
cannot do more. Because this per- then whole-heartedly set yourself
son is usually sincere and intelli- to do it."
gent, he can often be helped t.o overcome this feeling. Let us say to
4. There is a fourth factor in
him, "learn to judge your abilities
objectively. What things can yon mental health which overlaps somereally do well, as judged by what what on the two preceding. This is
you have actually accomplished 9 the presence of a sense of h'umor.
Are you perhaps trying to do some- The lack of this often comes from
thing for which you are not natur- failing to see life in a true perspecally fitted 9 Realize your own limi- tive. The man who feels that all

fill
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his world revolves about himself
seldom has a true sense of humor.
He may laugh at a joke, as long as
he is not the cause of it, but he is
too self-centered to laugh at himself. Without the ability to laugh
at oneself there can be no complete
mental health. Perhaps some people are born with a predisposition
toward that happy balance of
knowing when to take life very
seriously and when to take it lightly. Perhaps training and experience in early childhood are the
most important factors in developing this kind of perspective on life
and on oneself. It is certain that
even in the over-serious adult a
sense of humor can be developed. It
is not an easy thing to do, and it implies a change of attitude toward
oneself. Humor is contagious, and
the man who desires to cultivate a
true sense of it should associate
himself with those who already
possess it. If he is not an utterly
self-centered person, he will soon
find the wise laughter of his friends
suddenly bursting forth upon his
own lips. A" good laugh" is one
of the best ways of releasing physical and emotional tension, and to
know how and when to indulge in it
is a sign of true wisdom.
When the Baha'is were first imprisoned in 'Akka, under conditions
where even decent food and water
were lacking, Bahiyyih Khanum,
the daughter of Baha'u'll:ih, laughed so much that her father sent
word to her, "You must not laugh
so much. If the guards hear you
they will think you are mad, to
laugh under such conditions." Yet
who can doubt the fundamental
sanity of one who saw the need of
humor in such difficult circumstances ~
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5. Fail1lre to ja,ce reality is a
fifth cause of division in the personality. One of the clearest examples of this is to be found in the
"dreamer", the person who plans
wonderful things, but never seriously tries to accomplish them. We
all have acquaintances whose conversation is full of grandiloquent
promises of the things they are
"going to do", but how seldom do
they take the necessary first steps
in the attaining of their desires!
Others sit in seclusion, dreaming'
of a new world in which ideal conditions shall prevail for all mankind, but say, "It is hopeless to do
anything now. See all the corruption in the world! Why was I born
in such a wretched age ~" They fail
to realize that the man who really
desires a new world will set himself to understand the causes of
present evils, and will then go to
work at some point where it seems
possible to begin to remake life in
the pattern of his ideal.
In this matter, as in others we
have mentioned, much can be done
for the building of mental health by
the proper training of young children. Even very little boys and
girls can be allowed to plan how
part of their day is to be spent.
When the plan has been made by
the child and has been accepted by
him, then the adult who is guiding
him should kindly and firmly insist
tha t the plan be carried to completion. As he grows older, he can
plan more and more of his own activities, and become increasingly responsible for completion of the
"work" he has set himself. In the
best of modern education for young
children the importance of the development of such habits is understood and utilized. In a group of
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five-year-olds, the teacher may say who says with deep feeling, "The
to a child, at the end of the morn- old ways are good enough for me."
ing, "What was it you planned to He is sodden in routine, and the
do today~ You were going to changing realities of great world
paint a picture of a boat~ May I movements are, at most, merely an
see your picture 7 You didn't do it~ annoying murmur at his horizon's
But that was what yml planned to rim. Arthur Christopher Benson
do. And here we always finish our has said, "The base, the impure deplans. I think you must stay here sire is only the imperfect desire; if
and finish your work, while the it is satisfied, it reveals its imperother children go to the assembly." fections, and the soul knows that
A child who has thus been taught not there can it rest." The person
that activity must follow planning who is sunk in routine, desires only
runs much less danger of becoming to rest in it, and he has lost the
an adult "dreamer" than does the urge to growth, which is the necesboy who is allowed to go aimlessly sary condition of life.
from one amusement to another.
The man who desires mental
Another type of failure to face health must face the realities of life,
reality is found in the man who has -those within his o,vn nature, and
developed a fairly comfortable those in the outside world. Having
routine of working and of recrea- thus frankly taken stock of condition, and who is perfectly contented tions as they are, he must find his
if no one disturbs his pattern of own part in the world's work, and
living. The world about him may give all his energy and ability to
go through cataclysmic changes, but building his bit in the ideal struche sees only the familiar limits of ture of the world tomorrow.
his daily runway. He is the one
(To be continued)

"The Revelation of Bah6:tt'llCih contains all the great laws and
principles of social gover%ment. The basis of God's perfect laws is
love for httmanity a%d help for htlman needs. If all people followed
this Revelation the masses wotdd be immeasureably ttplifted and the
Cause of God glorified. This development of humanity will be grad,~tal, not sudden. It will sttrely come to pass: it is impossible to swim
against the current of Niagar'a. Teaching the Truth is like building
bridges by which h1Mnanity ma·y cross over the current which
threatens."
- ' Abdtt'l-BahCi

Some of the several hundred Bahri'is in a,ttend(tnce a,t the Annual Feast in commemoration of the visit of 'Abdu'l-Bahri to West
Engle·wood, N. J. in 1912. (See opposite page).
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THE SOUVENIR OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
ALLAH K. KHAN
"Consort with all the people of the world with love and fragrance. Fellowship is
the cause of unity, and uni,ty is the source of orde7< in the world."
-Baha'u'llah.

ft}]N
Saturday, June 29th, 1912,
!lI Abdu'l-Baha, while touring
the United States on behalf of
world peace, expressed a desire to
be host to the believers of the New
York metropolitan area.
The
friends suggested West Englewood,
N. J., where there was already a
small group of Bahai's who could
accommodate the large number
which were expected. All day people kept arriving from the neighboring towns to share in the great
feast at which' Abdu'l-Baha would
be host. After the material feast,
He gave a wonderful talk in which
He said, "The efficacy of such meetings as these is permanent throughout the ages. This assembly has a
name and significance which will
last forever. Hundreds of thousands of meetings shall be held to
commemorate this occasion, and the
very words I speak to you today
shall be repeated in them for ages
to come." *
Every year since then, on the last
Saturday in June, and in fulfillment
of the implied command of 'Abc1u'lBaha, the friends have gathered in
increasing numbers on the beautiful grounds surrounding Evergreen
Cabin to commemorate that wonderful visit. This day has become
the great day for West Englewood,
not only for the Baha!is, but for the
whole town. Everyone, it seems,
has caught the spirit that is manifested there. Everyone who comes
is impressed with the variety of
*Promulgation of Universal Peace, p. 209.

people present. One local paper reporting the event said, "Bergen
County has never had such a cosmopolitan crowd gathered together
for the spread of peace and brotherhood."
This year the occasion was truly
magnificent-unique, both numerically and from the point of view of
the variety of people that were
present. Over four hundred people
and a dozen nationalities were represented-American,
Canadians,
Africans, Chinese, Koreans, Syrians, Armenians and Persians,
Germans, French, Italians, Russians and other European nationalties, as well as all the different
faiths-Buddhist, Jewish, Muhammadan, every denomination of
Christianity, and the Bah3!i faith
which accepts the truth in all religions. All were interested in one
ideal,-peace and brotherhood; all
imbued with the Spirit of the New
Age, listening intently to the
speakers on the afternoon and evening programs.
THE PROGRAM itself was of a high
order. Mr. Horace Holley, Secretary of the Baha!i National Spiritual Assembly was the first to speak.
He showed the fallacy of the antagonistic economic theories now
prevalent, and pointed out the need
of love for one another as the sole
solvent for this terrible disease of
the body politic caused by human
greed and selfishness.
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Mrs. Marie B. Moore, a teacher
in the Ethical Culture Society
School in New York, read the talk
of 'Abdu'l-Baha given in West
Englewood in 1912, in which He
called us to unity and helpfulness
towaTCl one another:

M A GA ZI N E

a Ion e.
Suddenly' Abdul-Baha
stopped, turned around and told.
Mr. Mills that if the Chinese did
not receive the Message of Baha'u'llah, they would beome the greatest
military power on earth. Then He
left them without another word and
continued His solitary walk. Mr.
"Y ou must become of one heart, one Mills said that he did not realize
spirit and one susceptibility. May you be- the significance of that statement
come as the waves of one sea, stars of the
same heaven, fruits adorning the same tree, until now, when the words spoken
roses of one garden; in order that through by Mr. Tong, in combination with
you the oneness of humanity may establish
its temple in the world of lTlankind, for you the recent developments in China,
are the ones who are called to uplift the
revealed in full the prophetic force
cause of unity among the nations of the
behind
that utterance; and he exearth . . . . Yon must be exceedingly kind
and loving toward each other, willing to pressed the hope that China would
foTfeit life in the pathway of another's happiness.
You must be ready to sacrifice be awakened to the reality of her
your possessions in another's behalf. The mission in the world.
rich among you must show compassion
Dr. Genevieve Coy of Columbia
toward the poor, and the well-ta-do must
look after those in distress.""
University, who for a short time
was in charge of the Tarbiat School
Although not on the program, in Tihran, Persia, was the last
Mr. H. K. Tong, the manager of a speaker of the afternoon. She
syndicate of Chinese newspapers, spoke on the ever present desire
some of wllich are in English, was of man to search for reality,
asked to say a few words. He told through nature, science, philoS01)hy
of his contacts ·with the Bah3!is in -and above all, through the ProChina, Europe and America, and phets of God.
said that the teachings of Baha'uAfter the afternoon meeting the
Wih ·would help to bring order in people gathered informally for two
China and establish her again as hours to get really acquainted,
the peace-loving nation that she has some to greet old friends, some to
always been.
welcome new ones, some to answer
Mr. Mountfort Mills, who hap- the questions of new seekers as to
pened to be present and who had the basis of Baha'i Teaching that
just returned from Europe where is capable of creating true love and
he had been busy meeting world h a r m 0 n y among such varied
delegates at the Disarmament Con- groups.
ference, and IJresenting to them the
THIS SOUVENIR was a day of surBaha'i ideals of peace, upon hearing Mr. Tong, recalled the state- prises. An unexpected pleasure
ment of 'Abdul-Baha about China VlaS the auival of Mrs. Fred SchOlJwhich was made to him in Central fiocher of Montreal, Canada, who
Park, New York City in 1912. He had a short time ago returned from
had been walking with one of the a world tour in the interest of the
Persian friends, a few feet behind Baha'i Cause. She showed some
'Abdul-BaMi vVho wanted to be pictures which she had taken of
*Promulgation of Universal Peace, pp. 209 and 210
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the holy places of the world to the
interest and delight of the great
number who remained for the evening meeting. There were pictures
of people, both young and old, in
India and Burma, Malay and
China, who are followers of the
universal teachings of Baha 'u 'llah.
The pitures of the holy shrines of
Christiani ty and Islam and of the
Baha'i Faith, especially the Shrines
of the Bab, Baha 'u 'llah and' AbdulBaha were of interest. She showed
the prison where the Founders of
the Baha'i Faith spent most of
their lives, from which Baha 'u 'llah
wrote those famous Epistles to the
kings and rulers of the earth in
1868, when He summoned all mankind to follow Him as the Guide
to the Most Great Peace.
THE CULMINATION of this great
day was reached when Mr. Hooper
Harris of N ew York City gave the
Message of Baha 'u 'llah. He compared briefly but with gTeat vigor
the origin of Christianity with that
of the Baha'i Faith, and showed
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how this Cause is putting into operation the laws which Christ brought
into the world nineteen hundred
years ago.
In every respect the Souvenir
this year was a great success. The
weather was almost perfect. The
audibility of the speakers had
never been better, because, as a
result of the foresight of the West
Englewood Baha'i Assembly, a
series of amplifiers had been placed
in convenient places so that all
could hear every word distinctly.
The surrounding grounds were as
always beautiful, and the music
rendered by true artists inspiring.
The people went away full of joy
and thankfulness that Baha 'u 'llah
had left a group here in West
Englewood as well as in hundreds
of other cities throughout the world,
who are earnestly working for
peace-peace between races, peace
between nations, peace between
classes, and peace between religions-in other words, peace in
the hearts of the people of the
world.

".That the Cattse associated with the na1ne of Bah6!tt'll6Jt feeds
itself ttpon those hidden springs of celestial strength which no force of
httman personality, whatever its glammLr, can replace; that its reliance
is solely ttpon that mystic Sottrce with which no worldly advantage,
be it wealth, fame, or learning can compare; that it propagates itself
by ways mysteriotts and tdterly at variance with the standards accepted
by the generality of mankind, will, if not already apparent, become
increasingly 1nanifest as it forges ahead towards fresh conquests ,in its
st·ruggle for the spiritttal regeneration of mankind."
-Sho g hi Effendi
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WHY DO I ESPOUSE THE BAHA'I
CAUSE?
CHIKAO FUJISAWA

Address given a,t the Bahri:i ceLebration of May 23Td, in Tokyo. Mr. Fujisawa
was f01' thne years a l1w1nber of the Secretariat of the League of Nations in Geneva.
Returning to Japan he held the Chair of International Politics in the Kyushu Imperial
University for six years.

RHERE is no denying that in they have after all fallen far short
recent decades, means of com- of the final solution of the problem
munication and transportation have concerned. It is a sad story that
unprecedently multiplied and there- Soviet Russia, ever boasting of
by shortened the world distance, so eradicating the evils attendant upon
much so that all nations have be- capitalism, has achieved hitherto
come increasingly interdependent; nothing else than the restoration of
their ever tightening bonds of trade a slavery regime, and will, in case
and industry, of finance and econo- of her glaring triumph, plunge humics, of agriculture and education manity for ever into the abyss of
have brought us home to an insight despair and horror.
that the oneness of the world is a
hardly disputable fact, in so far as
IN A WORD, the unifying tendency
the material aspects of our civiliza- of our modern material civilization
tion is concerned.
could not automatically call into exNevertheless, on the other hand, istence the spiritual and moral unity
we are witnessing humanity hope- of mankind. This is a great lesson
lessly in the grip of moral bewild- fought with far-reaching conseerment, political chaos and class quences and which we should take
antagonism, which threaten to un- to heart very seriously.
dermine the very foundations of our
How then is this outwardly somecivilization. In the face of these what paradoxical phenomenon to be
actualities, an easy-going IJOpular accounted for~ As for me, I am
belief that the realization of econo- persuaded after a prolonged medimic, financial and technical solidar- tation that this exceedingly deplority of the nations would ipso facto able state of things is primarily due
give rise to a golden epoch of per- to the ostensible neglect on the part
manent peace and sincere coopera- of the leaders of the world of a
tion among mankind has suffered thorough-going philosophical study
a miserable shipwreck and proved a of the inner structure of human
naive illusion. The world war and beings.
Mainly, thanks to the
the post-bellum international com- sacred scriptures bequeathed by anplications specifically bear witness cient oriental sages, I have come to
to this blunt realism of our day. In- apprehend that our human conscideed, in attempting to combat the ousness is generally obscured and
social maladies, a variety of in- bemired with the rust of obstinate
genious remedies have been pro- bias, as well as of shallow preconposed such as socialism, commun- ceptions, in such a manner that the
ism, bolshevism and fascism, but ultimate truth of the universe re-
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mains unfortunately shrouded from ever fostering radiance and helps
us. Hence it is only in erasing, so them to the consummation of their
to speak, all this mental rust by respective natures, so will we humeans of a deep introspection and man beings in whose purified hearts
strenuous spiritual training that we the omnipresent God comes to
may attain to the primordial stage dwell, never fail to behave with deep
of pure consciousness, wherein the love and overflowing sympathy tolight of the Sun of Truth is revealed wards one another since God will
as on the spotless surface of a mir- infallibly convince us that we are
all the offspring of one common
ror.
Oonsequently, the spiritual pro- stock. From this unshakable belief
cess in question is, as it were, a re- there will gradually emerge the
gress towards the inmost recess of grand idea of the spiritual unity of
our hearts, intrinsically opposite to mankind.
the popular conception of progress
However, why have the existent
which implies no more nor less than religions ceased to play the supreme
a mere precipitating advance, not role of leading us back to the stern
accompanied by any retrospective presence of God ~ It appears to me
act of our soul. This is the prin- that there are two causes answercipal reason why the wonderful pro- able for this visible decline of religress achieved in the realm of na- gions: one is sectarianism which is
tural science and material technics adverse to the inner nature of r~li
has had no direct bearing upon the gion itself: and the other is the
solution of the philosophical prob- anachronistic narrow-mindedness
lem of subduing, what we may call of religious leaders. For many a
ego centrism whose lamentable century the great religious comrampancy has hindered us so far munities,-Ohristian, Buddhist, Mufrom bringing about the unity of hammadan, Hindu and others have
mankind on a firm moral and re- not only existed indifferently side
ligious basis.
by side, but also they have been in
constant hostility and strife one
FROM WHAT precedes, it becomes against the other. Besides, what
now evident that the matter of great has rendered the situation worse is
urgency for us all is reconstitu- that each of them have become split
tion of the absolute authority of one up into a large number of sects,
single religion to be worshiped by which are often bitterly opposed to
all mankind, irrespective of the one another. It goes without saydiversity of nationalities, races, lan- ing that this phenomenon has conguages and traditions, because reli- siderably discredited the past religion is the very key wherewith to gions and deprived them of their
disclose the otherwise hidden sanc- original spiritual force. Secondly,
tuary of our genuine heart, through religious teachers have shown an
which only we can have communion exceedingly bigoted and narrowwith God, the Originator of the uni- minded attitude towards the acverse.
hievements of modern sciences and
Just as the Sun, the image of God often betray a hardly justifiable disthe Almighty lavishes upon all crea- position in blindly condemning those
tures and things so benignantly its who wish to refute candidly such a
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fantastic story as the passage from
the Bible according to which the
world was made in six days by the
hand of a personal God. It is obvious that true religion will never
come into conflict with science, for
the plane of the religious world is
situated much higher than that of
the scientific world. I believe personally that science is not merely reconcilable with religion, but also it
should serve as the most powerful
means of carrying into effect the
religious ideal on earth.
WE HAVE waited long for the advent of a new all-embracing religion which would be able to fittingly
meet the requirements of the times,
and this ardent desire was at last
fulfilled in the person of Baha 'u '1lah, a great modern Prophet vVho
appeared in Persia sounding His
mighty trumpet call to afflicted humanity.
Perusal of numerous Tablets left
for us by Baha'u'llah has impressed
me so strongly with the unusual profl1lldity of His thought and His
penetrating wisdom that I could not
but feel irresistibly attracted towards His noble Cause.
Baha 'u 'llah' s sublime mission
was to recover the unity of all mankind through God. He said among
other things that of the Tree of
Knowledge the All-glorious fruit is
this exalted word: "Of one Tree are
ye tIle fruits and of one bough the
leaves." "Let not a man glory in
this that he loves his country, but
let him rather glory in this that he
loves his kind." He conveyed the
following message ,vith regard to
the future of mankind: "All nations should become as one in faith
and all men as brothers; the bonds
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of affection and unity between the
sons of men should be strengthened,
diversity of religion should cease
and the differences of race be anmIlled . . . these strifes and this
bloodshed and discord must cease
and all men be as one kindred and
one family."
As a means of promoting" religious unity He advocated above all
the utmost charity and tolerance
as being conducive to overcoming
egocentrism of all shades and he
earnestly called upon His followers
to consort ,vith the people of all
religions with joy and gladness.
His magnanimity is undoubtedly
unique as shown by any great
Prophet and is in sharp contrast to
the stubborn narrow-mindedness
with which other existent religions
are generally marked.
In connection with the desirability
of stimulating a close cooperation
between the accident and Orient,
'Abdu'l-Baha refers to the value of
modern scientific civilization as follows: "In these days the East is in
need of material progress and the
West is in need of a spiritual ideal.
It would be well for the West to
turn to the East for illumination and
to give in exchange its scientific
knowledge. There must be this interchange of gifts. The East and
the West must unite to give to each
other what is lacking. This union
will bring about true civilization
where the spiritual is expressed and
carried out in the materiaL"
Thus, the spiritual unity of mankind must first of all be guaranteed
and then contemporary ma terial
civilization, instead of continuing,
as at present, to weigh heavily upon
us, will turn out to be the most efficacious device to translate into real-
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ity the divine will of the Absolute.
Another distinct feature of the
Baha'i Religion is theabsenceofany
professional priesthood: all Baha'is
are exhorted to share, whatever
their occupation, in the work of
teaching the ultimate truth of the
universe, according to their opportunities and abilities. We can directly turn to the Divine Manifestations of the Infinite which will
unfailingly reveal Itself in the
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deepest region of our consciousness.
When we all address ourselves unanimously to one Center, then there
can be neither moral confusion nor
superficial sophistication, and the
nearer we all draw to the rallying
force of the one Absolute God, the
nearer do we draw to each other.
Thus, there is no wonder that the
Baha'i Movement is bound to sweep
the most enlightened strata of society in every country.

THE CRIME PROBLEM
W ILLARD P.

HATCH

"If the community would endeavor to educate the masses, day by day knowledge
and sciences would increase, the understanding would be broadened, the sensibilities
developed, customs would become good and 11wrals normal; in one word, in all these
classes of perfections there W'ould be progress, and there would be fewer crimes . . . .
TherefoTe the c01nmunities m'ust think of preventing crimes . ..."*

n

N the Baha'i Revelation three
things are proved that are
fundamental needs in the solution
of any problem involving human
conduct: these three things are( a) the existence of a conscious and
immanent God; (b) the immortality
of the human spirit; (c) the fact
that guidance from God, modern
and complete, awaits the awakening consciousness of the people.
This article does not seek to
prove any of these statements,that proof is available for anyone
who wishes to find it.
Assuming, therefore, as a basic
fact that there is one God for all
humanity-an all-conscious, omnipotent power, immanent and actively interested in His creation; the
Provider for all ,the Lover of all;
and, assuming the additional basic
fact that the human spirit is immortal, the opening question of this
paper is as follows:

U

* 'Abdu'l-Baha in "Some Answered Questions,

p. 311.

If the individual members of the
human family had the certain
knowledge implanted in them from
early childhood that eventually they
must appear before an all-knowing
and just God for judgment, would,
or would not, such a fact make a
change for the better in human
conduct~

The answer is self-evident-it
would.
No sane human being would care
to do evil if at all times conscious
that his or her every act and
thought is known and recorded before God and that, sooner or later,
he or she would have to reap the
consequences of each act.
Also it is clear that a sane and
normal understanding can only be
based upon a Faith that is founded
on reason and conscious knowledge
capable of logical proof. Perfect
wisdom is perfect sanity and perfect wisdom must be that which
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comes from an errorless and all- ing crime at its source, through
moral instruction of all school chilwise God-as it is written:
, 'The source of all learning is the dren .... "
Undoubtedly penal laws of some
knowledge of God, exalted be His
Glory, and this cannot be attained effective type will be necessary for
save through the knowledge of His many years to come, but surely it
is possible to conceive of a civilizaDivine Manifestation."*
Young character is plastic char- tion such as is pointed out in the
acter. Every baby is born inno- Baha'i teachings in which, because
cent, this has been clearly proved. of early training in the fear and
Evil comes after birth, from ne- love of God, a consciousness could
glected or wrong training, bad com- be created in which the commission
panions, wrong environment. Let of an evil act would cause remorse
the training be good, the com- to such a degree in the individual as
panionship proper, the environ- to root out any possibility of its
ment right and good results will repetition.
Such a consciousness as that menfollow. Habits good or bad, once
established are difficult to change. tioned in the preceding paragraph
The present attitude towards has already been established almost
crime is to "vait until the criminal universally in regard to cannibalhas committed the crime-then to ism.
make use of an expensive equipment
When asked to explain the difto detect, to try, to judge, and to in- ference between material civilizacarcerate the convicted criminal. tion and divine civilization' Abdu'lThis incarceration plunges the in- Baha replied:
dividual amongst a group of other
, 'As to the difference between the
individuals of like character but of natmal civilization which is in the
various
criminal
predilections, present day in force, and the Divine
where each shares with each his civilization which shall be of the
especial branch of criminal knowl- results of the House of Justice.
edge.
The material civilization prevents
In a well-written article in the and safeguards people from comLos Angeles Examiner for June mitting evil deeds, through the
12th, 1932, Prof. Francis Sayre, di- force of the laws of retaliation and
rector of the Harvard Institute of correction. Thus you see how proCriminal Law, says:
hibitory laws and rules of correc"1 ... 'criminal prevention ,,'York' tion are constantly in circulation
and yet by no means any (adequate)
should start from childhood ... "
"2 ... we should make the foun- law of retribution is to be found;
dation of our penal system rehabi- and in all the cities of Europe and
America spacious prison buildings
litation .... "
Prof. Sayre advocates further a have been founded and established
more scientific system of detection for correcting the criminals.
and a modernizing, tightening, and
"But the Divine civilization will
train mankind that no soul will
so
speeding up of criminal law procedure but ends his article with this commit crimes except rare indivistatement: "But the gTeatest ad- duals, which exception is of no imvance of all can be made by attack- portance whatsoever. Consequent*Baha'u'lIah in Words of Vvisdom,
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ly, there is much difference between
preventing people from evil actions
and crimes through correction and
retalia tion or through violent punishment, and so training them, enlightening them and spiritualizing
them that they will shun crimes and
evil deeds without any fear (however) of punishment, prevention or
retalia tion. N ay they will consider
crimes themselves as the greatest
punishment and mightiest retaliation, will be attracted to the virtues
of the human world and devotedly
spend their lives in that which is
conducive to the enlightenment of
mankind and in spreading qualities
acceptable to the Threshold of the
Almighty.
"Consequently, consider what a
difference and distinction there is
between the material civilization
and the Divine civilization! The natural civilization prevents men from
doing harm and wrong through
force and punishment and thus
withholds them from committing
crimes. But the Divine civilization
so trains men that the human individuals avoid sins without having;
any fear from punishment (ma.terial), and the very sin itself becomes unto them as the severest
punishment. And they will engage
in acquiring human virtues, gaining that by which mankind will be
uplifted and that which will enlighten the human world with the
utmost zeal and fervor. "'X'
In a God-fearing and God-Iovil1g
humanity all crime could be made
as obsolete as cannibalism, beginning with the great crime of wholesale murder, arson and robbery
called war, down to the slightest infringement of the moral code. But
in order to be completely effective
*Baha'; Magazine, Vol. 2, No. 3, p. 3.
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the beginning must be made with
the plastic years of childhood and
kept up until, just as the physical
child gradually learns to walk, so
the moral and spiritual child may
also learn to maintain a character
equilibrium amidst the temptations
of daily life.
His Holiness Baha/u'llah says in
His great "Tablet of the World":
"In our laws and principles a chapter
has been devoted to the Law of Retaliation
(for homicide, etc.) which is the cause of
the protection and preservation of people;
but the peoples dread of that law withholds them only outwardly from committing base and unseemly deeds. But that
which prevents and guards men both outwardly and inwardly (from base deeds)
is the Fear of God."
"The Fear of God is the real Guardian
and the ideal protector. Men must adhere and hold fast unto that which is conducive to this great gift."

The above is particularly true in
the work of the J uveni1e Courts of
the land-such teaching is the only
really effective agent, and those who
do not employ such a method are
losing their most certain means of
obtaining results.
In the Juvenile Court work, as
practiced in the United States, the
thought is to remove the erring
youth coming under its jurisdiction
from contact with older criminals,
which was formerly their lot when
incarcerated with them. Also to
establish a friendly but :firm probationary period in which every effort
is to be made to re-shape lives just
beginning to divert from rightful
standards of conduct.
The youth of the twentieth century are independent by inclination
and, to an extent, this is a sign of
progress-but the youth who come
before the courts of the land are expressing that independence, in ways
that are harmful to themselves,
their families and their associates.
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In their revolt from a family control that is ignorant and unjust in
many cases, this type of youth has
leaped the traces into conduct completely unsocial, only too often citing cases in which family life has
set them a bad example. They
evidence by deeds little respect for
law and order, often have a contempt for those who uphold it.
However, it is true that the plastic
youth who come to court will nearly
always listen to a mention of an
allknowing God, if it is done in the
right way. It is as a rule, not hard
to train them into the knowledge
tha t nothing can be concealed from
God and that, sooner or later 'What
a man sows he must reap'. They
can be made to realize that God is
not a tyrant, laying down arbitrary
laws merely because He is allpowerful, but that He is their loving Creator and that His laws are
meant for their own good, their
health and their happiness. They
can, in this way be protected from
vice and crime and social diseases.
They can be taught the Fear and
the Love of God-the one God of all
mankind, and the results will often
astonish the beholder in the transformations for good that seem almost miraculous.
However, even here the time to
begin is before the children do
things that would bring them into
any court. The time to begin is in
the schools of the world. Throughout all schools an undenominational
spiritual training can readily be
taught side by side with material
education. If the reason that this
is not done in the United States in
a definite and direct manner should
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be a creedal fear that some denomination other that one's own will inject denominational propaganda
objectionable in nature, or should
the opposition of scientists to having superstitions taught in the name
of religion be the trouble-then, in
either case, all can alike rejoice.
Such rejoicing can be because the
fundamental moral laws, the proof
of the existence of God, and proof
of the immortality of the soul, are
found in the Baha'i Teachings
in a manner in perfect agreement
with science and without the
slightest sectarian or denominational limitation. These truths can
be taught without the slightest fear
of anyone's religion being hurt, for
the Baha'i Cause loves the people
of all religions and is not seeking to
belittle or subvert anyone's religion, but explains, clarifies and fulfills all true religion, with prejudice
towards none.
As 'Abdu'I-Baha points out, Truth is one
and is not subject to multiplicity, and all
mankind is from the same God, the devil
not having made anybody.

What parents, worthy of the
name, but would want to see their
children come to honour in the
world and achieve a worthy station
in the sight of God, and this is true
no matter what religion they profess. Then surely, in an intelligent
nation, some basis of unity can be
reached, some foundation laid down
upon which all could work together
in love for the laudable aim of giving all children a material and
spiritual education, the latter to
protect them from temptation to do
evil and to adorn them with the
Divine virtues which are the real
cause of human ennoblement.
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WHAT NEXT?
A SEMINAR ON HUMAN RELATIONS
GLADYS AOKI

Many Bahd'is attended a recent Conference of CathoUcs, Jews and Protestants
gathered for the purpose of discussing religious liberty and mutual understanding.
The Conference was held im International House near the University of California in
Berkeley. The author of this article, a well known Bahd'i, was appointed because a
Bahd'i to prepare a report of Round Table No. 1, the subject for discussion being
"The Cause and Cure of Religious Prejudice." The report she prepared was so
excellent from the standpoint of the three groups represented, that each and everyone
felt that she must be a member of their particular faith, indicating the universal attitude in which the report was m,ade.

RNTERNATIONAL House, on
the edge of the University of
Oalifornia campus, offered a perfect
setting for the Seminar of Human
Relations held in Berkeley a few
months ago. Within its paneled
walls, a continuous seminar of human relations is being held, and
Asiatic, Negro and Oaucasian meet
together in easy friendliness.
Into this free atmosphere entered
Oatholics, Protestants and Jews,
and talked together. As they talked, each became aware, to a higher
degree than before, of the existence
of other groups than his own and of
the beauty and reverence and dignity inherent in other creeds.
A group of believers from the
Baha'i Assemblies which encircle
San Francisco Bay were interested
observers of this sincere attempt
to mitigate ancient prejudices. They
were thrilled as, one after another,
Protestant, Oatholic and Jew
brought out the thought that those
things which we hold in common
are the fundamental things. We all
believe in the capacity of the human
soul to develop religiously. This is
our common end.
The things
which divide us are trivial in comparison with those which unite.

U

As the Baha'is joined in the discussion the protagonists of the various groups turned to them as
though assured of their sympathetic
understanding and finally it was a
Baha'i who was chosen by Mr.
Olinchy, the national secretary of
the organization, to present the report of Round Table No. 1, before
the Seminar as a whole.
No. 1 was organized for
the purpose of discussing the Oause
and Oure of Religious Prejudice.
When does a difference of opinion
become a prejudice ~ It is a prejudice when it becomes intolerant of
the opinions of others; when it is
emotional and not founded on reason. Prejudice is characterized by
a lack of openmindedness, willingness to gain new truths. We were
reminded that Lippman urges us to
hold our opinions tentatively, lest
they become prejudices.
We decided the chief causes of religious prejudice to be symptoms
of the closed mind having their
origin in differences of behavior
and belief and their manifestation
in lack of trust. They are fed by
ignorance, by misinformation, which
is worse than ignorance, and by
GROUP
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partial or incomplete information.
These seminars originate in a conviction, more and more widely held,
that the fundamental truth of all
religion is one and that true information about the beliefs of others
will break dow]] prejudice.
When we had finished the preliminary work, which included a tabulation of those prejudices most
commonly held against Jew, Catholic and Protestant, Mr. Clinchy
asked Rabbi Weinstein to act as discussion leader for the Jews and
explain some of the IJoints urged
against them.
Dr. Weinstein dwelt particularly
on the "In-Group," "Out-Group"
psychology. For many generations,
the Jews have been an "OutGroup. ' , Prejudice against them
is largely traditional and the explanations which are advanced are,
for the most part, rationalizations.
The prejudice originated in a period when the religion of the Jew
differed from that held by the "InGroup" and in those days a difference in religious views was excellent ground for prejudice. When
the religious bonds relaxed, their
economic methods were advanced
in way of rationalizations; now racial explanations are being offered.
They are an alien people, there is
something which marks them off as
different. What of it ~ Why should
such a difference be resented ~ In the
days of the Ghetto, the Jew was the
inhabitant of a city within a city.
At night the gates were barred and
none might issue forth. The only
escape was the escape of the mind.
In those dark days, they learned
every subtlety of mental exercise.
No wonder the Jew is a disturbing
element: quick-witted, penetrating,
keen in argument, he is quick to
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puncture with his wit the happy
platitudes of slower people. Their
mental substlety and alertness, their
rich vitality and zest for living,
these very things which set them
apart are their rich contribution to
human society.
FATHER 0 'CONNELL was the eloquent spokesman of the Roman
Catholics. He interpreted the attitude of the Church on Prohibition,
the observation of the Sabbath, the
worship of images, birth control
and purgatory. His explanations
were clear, brief and to the point,
but to review them all would take
too long. One example should be
sufficient. Some of the Protestant
ministers present asked Father
o 'ConneIl why the Catholic Church
prohibited her priests from joining with them in conducting services, consecrating buildings, etc.
The answer was succinct. The
Church regards herself as the one
vehicle ordained by Christ for the
preservation and transmission of
His teaching. All of those who
have departed from her fold she regards as heretics and she is a stern
and unrelenting mistress.
Her
ministers may not associate themselves with heretics. She knows no
compromise on this point but she
does recognize a difference between
the Body and the Soul of the
Church. The Body consists of all
those who openly acknowledge her
doctrine but those who, all over the
world everTNhere, are leading
Godly lives according to their lights,
these constitute her soul.
DR. GEO.
School of
spoke for
mentioned

T. TOLsoN of the Pacific
Religion in Berkeley
the Protestants.
He
the Dayton Case as an
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herent right of the individual to
question and protest. The Protesant however will make the point
that what is questioned or protested
against is not the law of God but
the tradition in which it has been
imbedded.
Have those human
agencies reponsible for its transmission been correct in their understanding and interpretation of the
divine revelation.
In the face of such an apparently
irreconcilable difference we can
only remember that unity does not
imply identity and that it is only
, 'after the clash of conflicting opinions that the shining spark of
Truth flashes forth." The contribution which is of our own particular group is not the only contribution which is valuable. We
should learn to appreciate, to savor
and to enjoy those things which
distinguish us from one another.
We may through intercourse such
DURING THE discussion it had been as this Seminar offered come to the
suggested that instead of the three time when the word Jew will evoke
columns, Jew, Catholic and Pro- a picture of the ideal Jew; who, intestant, there should be two, Jew spired by a divine madness became
and Christian. An analysis of the a witness for God in an indifferent
attitudes of the three groups seems world. When the word Catholic
to show a different alignment. The will bring to our minds the image of
position of Jew and Catholic is the a N ewman or a St. Francis or a St.
position of the supporter of the law. Theresa. When the thought of
For the Jew it is typified by the Protestant will be the thought of
Torah, for the Catholic by the one who stands for the integrity of
Church. They represent that great the human soul: one, who freeing
division of humanity which believes himself from all human attachthat the individual accepting a di- ments, turns his face toward the
vine teaching offers up as his first Source of Light and solves divine
sacrifice the right to individual problems by the light of divine illuquestion and protest. The Prophet mination.
reveals the law of God and this
We may even reach the point
law which comes down to us im- where in the most ignoble Jew, the
bedded in the traditions of the past most immoral Catholic, or the most
must be implicitly obeyed.
moral Protestant we shall be conThe entire Protestant position on scious only of the spark of divinity,
the other hand is based on the in- and honor and love him for that
instance of behavior in the Protestant Group that was rather bewildering. When asked to explain the
contradictory interpretations of the
Scriptures, he replied; "I can't explain it except by saying that the
Protestants have perfect religious
freedom."
Protestantism stands for freedom; for the right of the individual
to approach his God directly without the intervention of priest or
ceremony. It believes that revelation is never ending and that even
today God speaks to the individual
soul and that this inner voice is
man's truest and highest guide.
That salvation comes to a soul when
it is released from all dependence
on formulas and dogmas. "We are
not saved until we are released from
literalism of all kinds which binds
us to past ages. Religion is a living
and developing thing."
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spark and for the reason that he too
is the child of our Father and our
brother in humanity.
BEFORE THE Round Table disbanded someone 0 bj ected that we
had not done anything about the
removal of prejudice. Thereupon
Dr. Tully O. Knoles rose to the occasion and made a motion that we
abolish prejudice.
Feeling t hat the conference
should have some positive result to
report to the main body, Mr. Olinchy appointed a committee to consider the next step. This committee was composed of the three
spokesman for the three groups:
Rabbi Weinstein, Father 0 'Oonnell,
and Dr. Tolson, and they reported
their recommendations to the
Seminar on Tuesday. They were
formulated under ten heading's entitled, "VVhat Next7" The establishment of these ten points will destroy prejudice.
1 Exact information secured from
various sources including depositions written and oral from people devoted to the religion under suspicion.
.
2 The cultivation so far as IS possibl~ of an historical perspective which 'Yill
relieve uninformed people of fear datmg
back to enormities practiced in a~es p.ast.
3. Intimate friendships and socIal mmglings with members of religious gr~ups toward which one is in danger of formmg prejudices.
4. As far as is permissible, attendan~e
with open and enquiring mind on the pubhc
services of other faiths.
.
5. A study of a great number of thmgs
in common in the ethical and religious values of Judaism, Catholicism and Protestantism.
. .
6. The cessation of practices ~hat IrrItate. (Proselytizing and defamatIOn.)
7. The recognition of the shame and
scandal of religious dividedness in a world
already too much divided.
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8. Recognition of the necessity that these
three religions stand together and w?rk
together to stem the rising tide of secularIsm
which is menacing all idealism.
9. The spread of inter-religious Fellowship.
10. Inter-Religious seminars where all
dislikes differences, prejudices, are being
freely ~cknowledged and discussed in loving consultation.

THE REVELATION of our times is
the inter-relatedness of all mankind.
Leaders are seeing this in economic and political relations, religious leaders must recognize this
idea.
Those things which we hold in
common are fundamental things.
We all believe in God. We formulate our attitude toward man in the
Golden Rule and attempt to express
it in some form of social service.
We all agree that ethical training is
important to that development.
These are our common ends. The
individual should be left free to
choose his avenue of approach.
If prejudice is to be destroyed,
the appeal must be to the heart as
well as to the head. The power of
such meetings as these to destroy
prejudice lies not only in the arguments advanced, the resolutions
passed, or the programs mapped
out, but also in the spiritual emotions which are engendered.
This Seminar of Human Relations held in Berkeley was a rich
experience. Jew and Oatholic and
Protestant spoke eloquently for
their faiths and those who listened
were lifted to a higher spiritual
level than they had known before.
They were welded into a unity
which transcended all outer differences. At heart they were one.
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THE CALL OF BAHA'U'LLAH
mET there be no misgivings as to the animating pur~ pose of the world-wide Law of Baha'u'lHih. Far
from aiming at the subversion of the existing foundations of society, it seeks to broaden its basis, to remould
its institutions in a manner consonant with the needs of
an ever-changing world. It can conflict with no legitimate allegiances, nor can it undermine essential loyalties.
Its purpose is neither to stifle the flame of a sane and intelligent patriotism in men's hearts, nor to abolish the
system of national autonomy so essential if the evils
of excessive centralization are to be avoided. It does not
ignore, nor does it attempt to suppress, the diversity of
ethnical origins, of climate, of history, of language and
tradition, of thought and habit, that differentiate the
peoples and nations of the world. It calls for a wider
loyalty, for a larger aspiration than any that has animated the human race. It insists upon the subordination
of national impulses and interests to the imperative
claims of a unified world. It repudiates excessive centralization on one hand, and disclaims all attempts at
uniformity on the other.

*

*

*

*

The call of Baha'u'llah is primarily directed against
all forms of provincialism, all insularities and prejudices.
If long-cherished ideals and time-honored institutions, if
certain social assumptions and religious formulae have
ceased to promote the welfare of the generality of mankind, if they no longer minister to the needs of a continually evolving humanity, let them be swept away and
relegated to the limbo of obsolescent and forgotten doctrines. Why should these, in a world subject to the immutable law of change and decay, be exempt from the
deterioration that must needs overtake every human
institution ~ For legal standards, political and economic
theories are solely designed to safeguard the interests
of humanity as a whole, and not humanity to be crucified for the preservation of the integrity of any particular law or doctrine."
-Shoghi Effe1~di.
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"So long as the requirements of the natural world play paramount part among the children of men, success and prosperity are
impossible .... If he comes under the shadow of the True Educator and is rightly trained, he becomes the essence of essences, the
light of lig·hts, the spirit of spirits; he becomes the center of the
divine appearances, the source of spiritual qualities, the rising
place of heavenly lights, and the receptacle of divine inspirations."
- ' Abdtt'l-Bahli
MANY ARE skelJtical regarding
the establishment of universal
peace; of an effective league of
nations; of perfect harmony between capital and labor.
They
base their skepticism on general
grounds of human nature. "War
will always be," they say, "as long
as human nature remains what it
is.' ,
Unquestionably true, but human
na ture can be changed. In fact,
human nature is being changed
every century, and has bee n
changed gradually throughout all
centuries and milleniums of recorded history. Indeed as we believe from natural evidences of
evolution, human nature has gradually, during grea t unrecorded
stages of the past, made enormous
changes from the time when man
knew not how to use his hands to
grasp and project weapons; knew
not the use of fire, nor any other
of the even elemental inventions
and discoveries "which started him
on the path of civilization.
Man has risen constantly from
lower to higher planes of living;
from animal grossness and brutality to a more sensitive refinement
of feeling and thought. There is
no reason to suppose that this pro-

gress is going to stop miraculously,
and that human nature is now going to remain static for all time.
YES, human nature is changing,
and will doubtless continue to
change. But there needs to be an
immense and spiritual force exerted if human nature is to change
with sufficient speed and directness to overcome the imminent
danger of cataclysm which the
world today faces.
Religion has always been the
chief motivation of progress toward more humanitarian institutions. If one investigates the
sources of the great reform movements of the nineteenth centurythe movement for free public education, the movement for the abolition of slavery, the movement for
more humane treatment of the
criminals and insane-one will find
that the source of all these movements was deep religious conviction, a desire for service strong
enough to cause the sacrifice of self
for the good of society.
Religion possesses the power of
changing human nature and has illustrated the ability in an infinite
number of ways. Human nature
can be changed, and we trust hu-
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these noble institutions.
Thus
Baha'is, the world over-of various
races, creeds, cultural backgrounds,
personal convictions and tastesare working with absolute unity
and concord for bringing to pass
Baha'u'llah, over fifty years ago, the world state of Baha'u'llah.
enunciated certain great principles
Because they accept this new
for organized living upon this world order of Baha'u'llah as a
planet which, if carried out, would revelation of Truth for today,
revolutionize human affairs and Baha'is do not discuss or quibble
bring about a much more perfect regarding the principles which He
society. But this ideal organiza- has established. The human tendtion of human society depends for ency to pick ideas to pieces, to adits achievement upon the perfec- vocate changes, to digress - in
tioning and spiritualizing of human fact, all that egoistic tendency in
nature. Noble institutions cannot man which projects him into argube firmly established in an ignoble mentativeness, separativeness, aghumanity, nor can ideal patterns gressive individualism-all this is
for human living become effective either eliminated or effectively subin a society that is without ideals. ordinated in the Baha'i movement
A righteous people and an equit- by the reverence and loyalty of its
able civilization. You cannot have adherents toward Baha 'u 'Hah and
one without the other.
His Revelation.
The primary aim of the Baha'i
movement, therefore, is the perBUT IN REALITY, there is nothing
fecting of human character. It in the teachings of Baha'u'llah that
seeks to elevate and ennoble man's can reasonably cause questioning
motives and deeds. And it has or disagreement. The principles
within it a mysterious power which enunciated by Him are so lofty, so
effects marvelous transformations simple and clear in their outline,
in human nature, enabling man to so evidently adapted to the crying
characterize himself with spiritual needs of humanity today, that they
win the acceptance of even the most
attributes.
critical minds. In fact, the nobilTHE ULTIMATE universal aim of ity of these ideals, the loftiness of
the Baha'i movement-that of es- the cuI t u r a I e di fi c e s which
tablishing a more perfect civiliza- Baha 'u 'llah projects, has been the
tion upon our planet, uniting man- cause of attracting to the Baha'i
kind under its unifying and pro- movement many people who had
gressive force-this ideal appeals been deniers of revealed religion,
with tremendous power to .all yet finding themselves powerfully
whose spiritual conscience has been attracted to the teachings of
awakened. Those who accept the Baha'u'llah have gradually come to
new world order of Baha 'u 'Hah de- accept His cause as definite revelslre to devote themselves heart ation.
and soul to the carrying out of
Did not this same thing take

man nature will be changed in directions that will ultimately assure
universal peace and a universal
civilization founded upon the brotherhood of man.
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place in the early centuries of versality covering every plane of
Christianity~ How many a Roexistence. Born to a noble family,
man citizen-cultural, intellectual, of high official position and considman of the world, skeptical as to erable wealth, in line for a high
religion became attracted to the governmental career, Baha'u'llah
faith of the Nazarene because of sacrificed all when He set forth to
the power of its human institutions, promulgate His spiritual truths.
, 'Baha 'u 'llah was a prisoner
because of its strong evidence of a
reforming, vitalizing force in the twenty-five years. During all this
lives of its adherents.
time He was subjected to the inAnd so today, the Bah8,'i move- dignities and revilement of the
ment is marvelously attracting the people. He was persecuted, mocked
allegiance of men and women who and put in chains. In Persia His
have a humanitarian vision for the properties were pillaged and His
world, whether or not they are in possessions confiscated. Fir s t,
the state of giving immediate alle- banishment from Persia to Baghgience to claims of Revelation. dad; then to Constantinople; then
Later this all e g ia n c e comes, to Adrianople; finally from Roumethrough witnessing evidences of a lia to the prison fOTtress of 'Akka.
perfected life as manifested in
"During His lifetime He was inBaha'is through the all compelling tensely active. His energy was unattractiveness of the world pro- limited. Scarcely one night was
gram as enunciated by passed in restful sleep. He bore
Baha'u'llah, and through the con- these ordeals, suffered these calamvincing spiritual power that is ities and difficulties in order that
perceived to u n deI' 1 i e all of a manifestation of selflessness and
Baha'u'llah's deeds and utterances. service might become apparent in
the world of humanity; that the
BAHA 'u 'LLAH fulfilled one of the 'Most Great Peace' should become
primary requirements of a Prophet a reality; that human souls might
-that is, absolute severance from appear as the angels of heaven;
the world, renunciation of wealth that heavenly miracles would be
and position, and in His case even wrought among men; that human
of liberty. How else can spiritual faith should be strengthened and
teachings be convincing ~
Should perfected; that the precious, pricethey come from the mouth of one less bestowal of God-the human
'who lives at ease in the midst of mind-might be developed to its
wealth and luxury, surrounded by fullest capacity in the temple of
all the good things of the world, the body; and man become the repeople might well question the sin- flection and likeness of God, even
cerity of purpose, therefore the so it hath been revealed in the
measure of truth, in such utter- Bible 'vVe shall create man in our
ances.
own image.'
Religion makes a universal ap"Briefly: Baha'u'llah bore all
peal because it proceeds from a these ordeals and calamities in orsource as universal as life itself. der that our hearts might become
And we find in Baha'u'llah a uni- enkindled and radiant, our spirits
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be glorified, our faults become virtues, our ignorance transformed
into knowledge; in order that we
might attain the real fruits of
humanity and acquire heavenly
graces; although pilgrims upon
earth we should travel the road of
the heavenly kingdom; although
needy and poor we might receive
the treasures of life eternal. For
this has He borne these difficulties
and sorrows.' ,.x,
How FAR removed is the Baha'i
ideal for spiritual development of
the individual from a narrow religious bigotry or an ecclesiastical
pattern for mere personal salvation I It is Society that the Baha'is
*Addresses

of 'Abdu'l'Baha, p. 25.
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seek to save. They dedicate their
lives to service. They strive to
spiritualize their natures, not so
much for the sake of eternal blessedness as for the sake of doing
the job that is vitally needed on
earth today-the huge task of
transforming human institutions
into more noble patterns.
This ideal appeals powerfully to
lofty souls. Here is something
which stirs all that is generous and
noble in human nature and calls
forth these hidden energies in the
depths of our being which can be
realized only by the power of lofty
ideals and which, strengthened by
divine force, can become powerfully
effective in the building of nobler
institutions.

THE FIRST BAHA'I HALL
DHROUGH the thoughtfulness
DID of Mr. Isfandiar Bakhtiari
we are able to reproduce a picture
of the new Baha'i Hall recently
completed at Karachi, India, and
give a brief account of its dedication held March twenty-first, the
Baha'i New Year's Day. This
Hazirat-ul-Quds, as it is called,
stands in a charming garden where
"in response to the invitation of
the Baha'i friends of Karachi a
representative group gathered at
six P. M." A prayer chanted in
Persian opened the dedication service and was followed by a reading
from the writings of 'Abdu'l-Baha
by the mayor of Karachi "who is
taking a keen interest in the Baha'i
Movement." Mrs. Keith RansomKehler, one of the revered international Baha'i teachers from the
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United States gave the principle
address. Then the company proceeded to the main entrance of the
Hall, Mrs. Ransom-Kehler chanted
a prayer, removed the bouquet of
flowers which was fastened to the
door-knob and turning the key said,
, 'To the glory of God, and the
brotherhood of man I declare this
building open for public worship,
calling upon Baha'u'llah richly to
bless all those who enter." So saying, she entered the building followed by the large group of friends.
After inspecting the Hall and expressing appreciation the guests returned to the tea tables in the garden where delicious refreshments
were served. 'i Then a vote of
thanks was given to the Karachi
Spiritual Assembly, to the Haziratul-Quds Committee, to the Baha'j

THE FIRST BAHA'I HALL IN INDIA

Community, to His Honor, the
Mayor of Karachi, and to the visitor from distant shores who proved
by her presence the cementing and
unifying power of the Bah8,'i Faith.
vVith the chanting of another prayer this happy service was terminated."
Baha'is all over the world share
with the Karachi friends the joy
and satisfaction in the completion
of this Hall, and Western Baha'is
will be particularly happy to learn
that a distinguished Baha'i teacher
and lecturer from the United States
had the great privilege of participating in this historic event.
Indeed, we may truly say, "What
hath God wroughU" Very wonderful spiritual history is continually in the making, demonstrating the
efficacy of the Baha'i Teachings in
which many statements similar to
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the following are to be found:
"The souls who followed Baha'u'llah from every nation have become as one family, living in agreement and accord, willing to sacrifice
life for each other. The Muhammadan will give his life for the
Christian, the Christian for the
Jew, and all of them for the Zoroastrian. They live together in love,
fellowship and unity. . . . If you
should attend a meeting in the East
you could not distinguish between
Christian and Mussulman; you
would not know which was Jew,
Zoroastrian or Buddhist, so completely have they become fraternized and their religious differences
been leveled.... vVhat God-inspired
progress! Ere long you shall witness that the rays of the Sun of
Baha'u'llah have illumined the
Orient and the Occident."
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CRIERS OF THE DAWN
DORIS MoKAY

This heart-appealing story, as set forth by the gifted a11,thO?' of this a1'ticle, is
based on "Nabir's Narrnti,ve" 'Which has been recently published under the title,
"The Dawn-Breakers". This book, t1"anslatecl by Shoghi Effendi, consti,tutes an
c,uthentic hist01'y of the eM'ly days of the Bahri'i Cause,'"

rI

UR forefathers, held close,
like the infants they were, to
the heart of Nature, heard the
rhythmic beating of that heart in
cycles great and smalL The span of
time between flaming dawns and
starry nights, between the cold of
winter and the heat of summer, between florid birth and pallid death
and the yearly rise and fall and
rigidity of rivers, proclaimed to
untutored ears: I go bttt I come
again. Night went; day went;
youth and age went; summer and
winter went, and something returned always to take the place of
that which had gone.
We, who are born to the edifice
built by time, see the great Days
and Nights of those people who are
borne along with the great periods
of time called Ages. For those too,
nights come, days follow, winters
come and springs follow, death
comes and Resurrection follows.
There was such a night in Persia.
It had been hundreds of years in
duration, a night of darkeneo
minds, of dreams of atavistic strivings for supremacy, of delusion and
distorted fancy. For in the middle
of the last century the great land
of Persia, once a powerful and
illustrious nation, was in a state of
moral and religious decadence.
Here were despotism, injustice,
cruelty, complacency and conceit,
formalism, fanaticism, inefficiency,
stagnation-behind all there was
"~

the dread of those who fear to fall
from high places. The church was
Islam i the state was IsHim. These
throttled each other with the
stranglehold of fear. Over the
confusion was spread a splendid,
ostentatious mantle of crimson
spun with gold. Here were winter,
night and death.

HE "who causeth the mornings
to break forth" had decreed a dawn
for that night. For over a quarter
of a century a light had been burning i n the sou 1 0 f Shaykh
Ahmad-i-Ahsa'i, eau si n g it to
twinkle in the darkness like the
Morning Star it was. From his
island home beyond the Persian
Gulf, Shaykh Ahmad's heart had
been wrung with anguish because
he saw Islam broken with sects, its
holy name degraded \\rith strife and
corruption. Then had dawned the
conviction that he, by reason of the
illumination which had been conferred upon him, had a sublime calling; he must leave home and kindred and call to the followers of
Muhammad to prepare the way for
Him Who alone could awaken the
people from their troubled slumbers. He had left all behind him
and journeying through the cities
of Iraq had won honor and renown
-had become known as a great religious light. At last he entered
into Persia the l)ossessor of a
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secret. He made allusions to this
secret knowledge but guarded its
full import until the time when the
veils might be finally removed.
What he felt was the intimation of
Dawn and a yearning took possession of his entire being which impelled him in the direction of the
city of Shlniz. In this city, where
his heart had found its abiding
place, he said to the people:
" Among you there will be a number
who will live to behold the Glory
of a Day which the Prophets of
old have yearned to witness."
In Y azd, which city Shaykh
Ahmad next visited, Siyyid Kazim
came, a young man of twenty-two,
noted for his learning, his piety,
his humility, drawn thither by a
dream.
How joyfully Shaykh
Ahmad greeted him who was to
share his 'lnission. He left his
disciples with the young man, first
in Yazd, at a later time in Karbila,
where he said in parting, " . . . .
verily I say the hm&1' is drawing
nigh, the hour I have besought God
to spare me from witnessing, for
the earthquake of the last hour
will be tremendous." Shaykh Ahmad died at the age of eighty-three
while Siyyid Kazim, his chosen successor, awaited the appearance of a
Y mtth around Whose advent his
very life revolved.
~

IT WAS d awn and Shaykh
Hasan-i-Zunvzi, disciple of Siyyid
Kazim, found himself walking with
his master through the streets of
Karbila. The Siyyid explained the
reason for his early summons: "A
highly esteemed and distinguished
Person has arrived. I feel it incumbent on us both to visit Him."
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At the door of a house a Y mdh was
waiting for them. Upon His head
was the green turban of a descendant of Muhammad. Hasan saw
Him embrace Siyyid Kazim, saw
his erudite master speechless and
bowed before the loving-kindness
of the Y mtth vVho so greeted him.
They entered an upper chamber of
the house, fragrant with choice
perfume and bedecked with flowers.
Their Host gave them to drink
from a silver cup while quoting
these words from the Qur 'an: "A
drink of a p"ure beverage shall their
Lord give them." These were His
only words. Soon after Hasan was
again upon the street marveling at
the strange meeting which he had
witnessed.
Three days later Hasan saw the
Youth seat Himself in the midst of
the disciples of Siyyid Kazim. He
sat near the threshold and listened
to the discourse. The sunshine fell
in a little pool in His lap. When
the Siyyid beheld Him he fell silent
until a disciple begged him to resume his unfinished lesson, Siyyid
Kazim answered, "vVhat more can
I say? Lo the Truth is more manifest than the ray of light that has
fallen in that lap."
"Why is it", persisted the importunate one, "that you neither
reveal His name nor identify His
person? "
Again, Hasan watched the Youth
at the Shrine of the 1mam Husayn,
ere His departure for Shiraz. He
sa,y Him wrapt in His devotions,
tears pouring hom His eyes,
angelic words of adoration pouring
from His lips. He saw the pilgrims turn and gaze at Him and
unseal the fountains of their tears.
He felt his ovvn heart captured and
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aflame with the contagion of that
ardor. He was not to forget the
haunting and unearthly beauty of
that unknown Youth of Shiraz.
~

IN THE LAND of Persia the stillness and the darkness deepened.
A few felt the stirring of a celestial
breeze; a few were listening intently, their eyes strained toward
the horizon. One of these was
Mulla Husayn, disciple of a departed master, for Siyyid Kazim
had passed from this life. With
the approach of Dawn the Morning
Star had waned. In January of
the year 1844 (the "year 60" of
Muhammadan tradition,) Mulla
Husayn returned to Karbila from
a mission on which Siyyid Kazim
had sent him. He was a dynamic
figure of faith among the bereaved
and bewildered disciples of that
great leader. Siyyid Kazim had
frequently in the days past alluded
to the "secret" and the "mystery"
of which Shaykh Ahmad had
spoken, and to the time when it
should be made manifest. Ere
his parting he admonished them:
"Scatter far and wide, and detach
yourselves from all earthly things,
and humbly and prayerfully beseech your Lord to sustain and
guide you. N ever relax in your determination to seek Him Who is
concealed behind the veils of glory.
Persevere till the time when He,
who is your true Guide and Master,
will graciously aid you and enable
you to recognize Him .... " Mulla
Husayn recalled them to the spirit
and the letter of these instructions.
He exhorted them to a quest like
that for the Grail, the success of
which, was incumbent upon prayer,
renunciation, purity.

MAGAZINE

Leaving behind him this appeal,
Mull§' Husayn proceeded on his
journey, but not before, as a preface to his holy adventure, he had
fortified himself with forty days
of retirement, fasting and vigiL
When his spiritual preparations
were complete, he and his two intimate companions rode out in the
direction of Bushir, on the Persian
Gulf. Here, for the first time did
the traveler feel an inner registration of approaching nearness to his
Beloved for Whose meeting he
yearned. As if drawn by a spiritual magnet he hastened to Shiraz.
As Shaykh Ahmad, years before,
had been called away from the
cities of Iraq to this Persian city,
so now did Mulla Husayn respond
to that same appealing force. At
length the three companions stood
before the gate of the city. There
Mulla Husayn tarried for a while,
sending his brother and nephew
into the city ahead of him.
Deep in thought he walked beside the city walL From above the
wall tall cypress trees cast shadows
on the sand. He saw the pools of
the shadows transfused with purple and blue. Irradiated dust
glinted in the slanting rays of the
late afternoon sun.
Then was
Mulla Husayn, traveler in the Path
of God, aroused from his reverie
by the sudden appearance of a
radiant Youth Who came to him
through the gold and the purple,
with welcoming words and a tender
embrace. Not understanding but
compliant to the will of this Youth,
Mulla Husayn went with Him to
His home, becoming more and more
astonished at the beauty, grace and
authority of his unknown Host.
Intuitions and feelings deep in the
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consciousness of Mulla Husayn his intellect-remembered the plan
began to unfurl their signals. he had with which to test the
"Might not my visit to this house," Promised One. Suddenly he found
he asked himself, "enable me to himself in the midst of a rain of
dralJil nearer to the Object of my melodious words. He saw and
quest ~ Might it not hasten the heard Revelation! Words, pourtermination of a period of intense ing from the lips of that radiant
longing, of strenuous search, of in- C ot£ntenance; w 0 r d s, streaming
creasing anxiety, which such a ·with incredible rapidity from the
quest involves ~ , , A premonition racing pen. Features, limbs, moveof joy thrilled him.
ments, intonations, proclaimed, beLater Mulla Husayn was to look yond all doubts and arguments,
back upon a night of wonder and Himself to be that Word. The
of awe. He was to behold the Divine Reality, abstract, imperHand of the Almighty as a shaper sonal, hidden behind a hundred
of Destiny; he was to feel himself thousand barriers of light, had
caught up in that destiny. That again taken residence in a human
night interpreters of prophecy were temple.
on the hilltops waiting-in the
THE NIGHT was in our reckoning
mOTning they laid away their ascension robes thinking He had not the twenty-third of May, 1844. It
come. Only one man's ears heard was two hours and eleven minutes
the sounding of that Trump. That after sunset. "This njght," He
man was Mulla Husayn who, all declared, "this very hour, will in
unlvittingly, had kept his appoint- the days to come, be celebrated as
ment with the Beloved of the one of the greatest and most significant of all festivals. Render
vVorlds.
With what passion he had prayed thanks to God for having graciously
in the Youth's presence: "I have assisted you to attain to your
striven with all my soul, 0 my God, hearts desire, and for having
and until now have failed to find quaffed from the sealed wine of
Thy promised Messenger. I tes- His utterance ... "
tify that Thy word faileth not, and
In an attempt to describe his experience, Mul!:'i Husayn was later
that Thy IJromise is sure."
For Mulla Husayn's comprehen- to say, "All the delights, all the
sion was temporarily to desert ineffable glories, which the AlHim after the manner of a uni- mighty has recorded in His Book
verse of doubters, who, when they as the priceless possessions of the
behold One l'1ho cries, "Lo! I am people of Paradise-those I seemed
He", stray off into byways hewild- to be experiencing that night." On
ered by the splendor of the Light. the third hour after sunset, food
He related to his Host thrj condi- was brought to him which seemed
tions of his quest, and hea:cd these to him like "the fruits of Parawords, too, too marvelous to ac- dise". Throughout the rest of the
cept: «Behold aU these signs are night, he was in a timeless world,
manifest in Me!" Trembling at as he listened in ecstacy to the
his temerity, he sought proofs with peerless utterance that poured in
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all in the heavens and in the earth"
gladness and strength animated his
limbs, exultation expanded his
bosom. He has said, ' 'I seemed
to be the Voice of Gabriel personified, calling unto all mankind:
'Awake, for, lo! the morning Light
has broken. Arise, for His Cause
is made manifest. The portal of
His Grace is open wide; enter
therein, 0 peoples of the world!
For He who is your promised One
is come!' "

an unstinted flood of jewels, of
music, of light. He was aroused
only when the muadhdhin sounded
the call for morning prayer.
Before Mulla Husayn took his
tremulous departure these words
were addressed to him: "0 thou
who art the first to believe in Me!
Verily I say, I am the Bab, the Gate
of God,and thou art theBabu'I-Bab,
the gate of that Gate." As he left
that door, which symbolized the
Door which had been opened "to

THE SUCCESSIVE MANIFESTATIONS
ANNIE

~

B.

FLIT an atom and you will
find a u n i v e r se", said
Baha 'u 'llah, Prophet of the new
age, writing nearly three-quarters
of a century ago and anticipating
by nearly that time the discoveries
of science in the field of atomic
physics.
The Baha'i teachings-always in
line with science, in fact blazing
the way for the savants of science
to follow-state clearly that the
physical development of man has
been evolutionary.
This teaching, it may be said,
is not out of harmony with that of
any of the revealed religions. God
is the Creator. He createth in
whatsoever way He willeth, and if
He has chosen to bring man up
through the evolutionary stages,
as has been the case with the animal, He is none the less the creative impulse and the method of the
creation is of secondary importance.
The important thing is to find in
~

ROMER

God the ongm, the beginning, of
all things, the source of all creation, the essence of existence, the
Father of all, the inspirer of all
true religions, the guidance of creation and its highest known product,
mankind, down through the ages.
As the physical development of
mankind has been evolutionary, so
has his spiritual development.
Back in the darkness of primeval
man's existence his vision must
necessarily have been limited by his
physical surroundings. He saw as
far as his physical eye could see,
and no further. Within him, however, as God had purposed, were
the potentialities of a larger vision; of higher things. These had
not yet been revealed to him. And
in his primitive state it was not
possible for him to perceive much
of spiritual things.
It was God's great purpose, however, for him to develop, and the
method of that development is for
the first time in the world's spirit-
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ual history made clear by the revelations of the Teacher for this enlightened age, Baha 'u 'Hah, the
most recent of the series of Manifestations through whom the Essence of Creation has spoken to
His creatures.
OUT of the murk of prehistoric
antiquity, then, we are shown by
this revelation, when man's physical and mental development had
progressed sufficiently for him to
begin to learn his lesson, came at
length the first gleam of light for
the soul which was his real animating and moving force.
Man's spiritual eye at this stage
must have been exceedingly dim.
It could not bear too strong a light.
But light it must have, in God's
scheme for man's spiritual development.
And light, in fact, it did receive,
but a reflected light, not the direct,
overpowering beam from the Sun
of Existence, which must have
blinded it. In His wise providence
the Creator provided a medium
through which such Truth as man
was fitted to receive might be imparted to the struggling creature
which was to grow into the mentally
developed and SlJiritually matured
product which we can but feel is
the state of mankind today, imperfect though it still is in so many
ways.
From the Sun of Existence, then,
was thrown off an orb, which gave
to mankind his first inkling of the
higher life that he was capable of
living and destined to live. Through
what personality this light was projected we shall never know. Its
identity has been lost in the mists
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of antiquity. And it is not IJarticularly important that we should
know.
Without doubt, however, this
first reflected Source of light was
followed by others, as man developed in spiritual consciousness and
became fitted to receive more and
more of the divine revelation.
There may have been scores,
there may have been hundreds, of
these prehistoric teachers, these
inspirational spotlights w h i ch
flooded the humanity of their day
with so much of the dynamic force
of the Divine essence as it was successively fitted, from age to age,
to receive.
WE COME, at last, to the time
when man's development had progressed far enough for him to begin to have traditions-to transmit,
at least by word of mouth, the impressions, the occurrences, of his
generation, his age, down to his
successors. And finally, in the recorded words of the earliest times
known to history, we strike a name.
The name is that of Adam, for
so long the traditional father of the
human race, but perhaps, in the
light of what we now know, simply the earliest of God's Manifestations of spiritual force to have been
known by a name that has lived.
The Voice of God had spoken
down through the ages, the light
of the Eternal had been shed
through who knows what mediums.
But with the dawn of history, even
though imperfectly recorded and
so often savoring of mere tradition, that Voice began to speak,
that light began to be imparted,
through mediums whose identities
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have happily been preserved to us
in the Holy Books which many
lands and many peoples have produced.
To the Hebrew Scriptures we
owe the debt of preserving for us
those wonderful names which to
Jew and Christian, are a source of
light and inspiration-the names
of Abraham, of Moses-who can
but be considered true Manifestations of the Creative Essence.
God was speaking to His creatures; teaching them the way of
life here; leading them on to an
appreciation of what their soul life
really meant; guiding them, step
by step, degree by degree, to comprehension of the cosmic scheme
of existence and knowledge of the
life hereafter.
And, contrary to what some of
us were taught, at least inferentially and sometimes very positively in our earlier religious training, the Voice of the Creator thrust
itself out in the direction of not
merely one race or one people. The
light from the Sun of Existence
shone not alone upon Palestine, but
upon India, upon China, upon
Persia, upon all parts, indeed, of
the then known and inhabited
world.
Increasing knowledge of history,
in fact, is showing that gleams of
religious light must have been shed
even in those parts of the globe
which were unknown to the chroniclers of events in the habitable
world of the East.
God is no
picker and chooser. He is the
Father of all His beings and not
neglectful of the development of
anv of His creatures.

M A GAZI N E

W HAT IS veiling such multitudes from the truth as revealed
by Baha 'u 'llah today is their persistence in clinging to the "single
manifestation" idea-the idea of
an exclusive revelation, a revelation through one channel alone, and
the tenacious holding to the belief
that the Voice of the Creator
stopped making itself heard two
thousand years ago.
The Voice has always been the
Voice of God, ringing down the
ages throug'h His successive Manifestations. He rose to supreme
power in the teachings of Jesus, in
Whom the virtues and attributes
of the Deity were reflected in perfection.
But as God had not begun speaking through J esus-J esus the man,
the earth-dwelling individual and
not the spirit which was manifested
in Him, which is ever the sameso the Divine revelation did not
stop with the completion by Jesus
of His mission here.
Man has heard that Divine Voice
calling all down through the course
of his development-through Abraham, through Moses, to the people
of I s r a el, in Persia through
Zoroaster, in China through Lao
Tse and his disciple Confucius; in
India through the words of the ancient mystics and through Buddha;
again in Palestine and thronghout
the world through Jesus; in Arabia
through Muhammad, and now
again from Persia, but with a universal message for mankind, the
Gospel of the New Day and the
fulfiHment of all the prophecies,
through Baha 'u 'Hah.
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This is the second instaUment in the seriesrela.ting the story of the mctrtyrdon~ of
Vargha the Persian Ba.hri'i. In the .fixst part, publiB1wd in the June number, the
authoT 'ga.ve a .~umrt'/,ary of Vargha's family history including copies of the Tablets
(letters) of Bahri'u'llrih addressed to them.

nHE great visit in 'Akka came
U to an end and the little group
started for Tabriz. On the way
they went by Mazraeh, near 'Akka
to visit the grave of Ali Muhammad
Vargha's father; for years before
his father, Haji Mulla Mehdi, ,vith
the latter's two sons, one of whom
,vas Ali, had started to visit Baha'u 'Hah in the great Prison in ' Akka.
rrhey had walked the long distance
from Persia, but the journey was
too hard and Haji Mehdi had died
here in Mazraeh 80 near to his
heart's destination, 'Akka, which
place he never reached. 'l'he others
had gone on to see Baha 'u 'Hah. So
the reader will see that Ali lVluhammad Vargha had had the great
bounty to visit Baha 'u 'llah when he
himself was still a boy. It is no
wonder then that he had come
again and brought his little sons.
They prayed at the grave of MT.
Vargha's father, and they remembered vvith thankfulness that Baha'11 '11ah Himself had come several
times to that tomb in Mazraeh to
pray for their beloved relative.
'When they were home again in
Tabriz matters did not go quite
smoothly. Ali Muhammad' 'Wife's
mother was very much against the
Baha'i Cause. She instigated one
of their servants, brought up in the
home from childhood, to kill her
son-in-law. Secretly, however, the
servant was a Baha'i, so he went
and told his master to leaye the
house, because if he stayed the
mother-in-law would certainly get

some one else to put her son-in-law
to death. So Ali Muhammad Varo'ha left home and went to stay with
; Baha'i belieyer. His motl~er-in
law went to the ::'viulla and asked
him to giye an order that her sonin-law might be killed because he
was a Baha'i. The Mulla replied,
"He has not confessed to me that
he is a belieyer, I cannot condemn
him. If you can proye to me that
he is a Baha'i, I could issue a death
yerdict against him."
So the grandmother took little
Ruhu'llah -with her to see this
Mulla. Ruhu 'Hah used to speak to
eyerybody and he was a celebrated
little teacher. His grandmother
told him she ,~ras taking him to the
home of a friend of his father and
that their host was a Baha'i. So
when the child vvent in he held out
his little hand and said: " AHah'u '~~bha !"
The Mulla was astonished at such a salutation, but the
grandmother made a sign to him
not to say anything. She asked
Ruhu'llah to pray some of his
Baha'i prayers which his father had
taught 11im. The child at once
prayed the daily prayer and then
he prayed a long one, one of the
most deep and beautiful pTayers
ever revealed by Baha 'u '11ah. After
the little boy had finished the Mulla
said: "Those prayers are wonderful, no father should be put to death
who has trained a child like this
one!" and he refused to issue a
verdict for the death of Ali 1.1ubammad Vargha.
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Ruhu'llah's grandmother on his martyrs. The family moved about
father's side of the house was -very from place to place because he was
different. Her husband had had a a Baha'i teacher and tra-veled
Baha'i teacher come to speak with throughout Persia.
Once, when the times were -very
her (which he did without seeing
her, for she sat behind a curtain to dangerous a lo-vely Baha'i woman
recei-ve her lessons). When she near Tihran took Azizollah and
heard about the Baha'i Cause and Ruhu'l1ah into her own home to try
that a Prophet had appeared she to protect them. This was when the
said, "We are not waiting for a Vargha family was li-ving in TihProphet; I ha-ve studied all the ran. The husband of the Baha'i,
Books, and we are waiting for a who was not a believer, though he
Manifestion of God." The teacher was a celebrated lawyer and a great
had used the word" Prophet" so as statesman, objected to having the
not to startle her, but to try to tell children in the house. He said:
her gradually that the great TVorlcl "You cannot do this, we too, shall
Teacher was here, but she was an be killed."
apt pupil and more ready than he
His wife replied: "Let me ask
thought to recei-ve the Truth. She you something. If a man has been
at once became a believer.
a butcher for forty years and in a
dark night some one gives him a
ONE DAY in Tabriz, a group of dis- dog to kill instead of a lamb, do you
tinguished Baha'is were speaking think he would make a mistake and
together about who would be the kill the dog instead of the lamb?"
successor of Baha 'u 'llah. Ali Mu- Her husband said, "No." Then she
hammad Vargha said it would be answered: "Be assured you will not
I Abdu 'I-BaM..
Another said it be murdered instead of a Baha 'i' '.
would be the secretary and a third She kept the children for s(weral
held the opinion that it would be weeks and during that time nothing
Muhammad Ali, another son. Ali happened to any of them.
Ali Muhammad Vargha took his
Muhammad Vargha said; "Baha'u'llah has stated that if there is two children, Azizollah Vargha, who
anything which we do not under- was thirteen years old, and Ruhu'lstand we should write to Him"
, so lah Vargha who was ele-ven, and
he sent a petition asking this ques- went again to 'Akka in 1895 to -visit
(Baha'u'lhih had
tion. Baha'u'llah at once wrote 'Abdu'l-Baha.
back saying that it would be 'Ab- passed on in 1892. )
Valio11ah
du'l-Baha. Azizollah Vargha has Vargha the youngest child was left
this tablet.
at home. There were many happy
Then Ali Muhammad Vargha incidents during the days spent with
wrote a second letter to Baha 'u 'llah 'Abdu'l-Baha, but I wish to relate
asking that not only he but that one one which though not quite so
of his sons might be a martyr in the pleasant at the moment, re-veals
path of 'Abdu 'I-Baha, the Greatest 'Abdu'l-Baha's great character, the
Branch. Baha 'u 'nah replied to this quickness of :1 father to obey and
petition and accepted their sacrifice, the wisdom of little Ruhu 'nah.
which means that they could become
A large group of Baha'i children
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were playing together when one
little boy uttered a naughty word;
Ruhu'11ah quickly slapped him on
the mouth saying he deserved punishment. This child who had said
the word was the son of a great
martyr and since he had come to
'Akka he had been very favored by
the Holy Family and all the believers.
The other chi 1 d r e n
marched in a body with this little
boy to tell Ruhu'l1ah's father and to
complain about this matter. RuIm'l1ah, when he saw them going,
ran into the court and up the prison
stairs, through the open door into
'Abdu'l-Baha's room and sat down
close beside Him.
'Abdu'l-Baha
was by the window writing Tablets.
As soon as Ali Muhammad Vargha
heard the children's story he started out to :find his son. Going into
the court, he saw Ruhu'llah sitting
beside' Abdu'l-Baha upstairs near
the window. He motioned him to
come down. Ruhu'l1ah was vigorously nodding "no", and 'Abdu'lBaha attracted by this motion said,
"Why are you nodding out the window~" Then Ruhu'llah related the
whole story of how he had slapped
the little boy on the mouth and said
he knew if he went down to the
court his father was going to punish
him.
'Abdu 'l-Baha called the
father to come upstairs and said
very sternly: "No one must say
anything to Ruhu'llah about this
matter!"
Usually 'Abdn'l-Baha
was very careful that children must
obey their parents, but He repeated it a second time: "No one must
say anything to Ruhu'llah about
this matter!" From that time on
Ali Muhammad was very respectful to his little son Ruhu'113_h and he
*This E. E. meant 'Abdu'l-Baha Abbas.
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never again reproved him for anything;. He was a good father and
Ruhu'llal1 was a good son; he never
consciously did wrong.
, Abdu 'l-Baha during this visit
gave Ruhu'llah the title "Mobaleq"
-which means "a teacher of religion", a Baha'i teacher. ,Vhen the
family returned to Persia they went
to live in Zanjan which is situated
in the northern province of Azarbaijan. The father, Ali Muhammad
Vargha, wrote to ' Abdu 'l-Baha
from Zanjan and Ruhu'llah who
was continuing diligently his study
of Persian writing, sent two lines
of copy for i Abdu 'l-Baha to see
wha t progress he had made. 'iVhen
the answer came to the father's
letter, there was a Tablet enclosed
for Ruhu'llah who at that time was
eleven years old. The Tablet was
in 'Abdu'l-Bahli's own handwriting
and was as follows:
"He is the Most Glorious!"
"0 thou who art nearer to the sucking
age!
The impression of the musk-like
wl'iting of that sign of the Love of God
(Ruhu'lhih) was seen, Verily, in a short
time thou hast improved greatly, and seeing this great progress is the cause of my
joy and happiness. Certainly thou must
try thy utmost that thy writing may become
better day by day and in the world of writing it may become the glory and the bounty
of the Supreme Pen!
"Always I must hear from thee, and thou
must describe and explain about those whom
thou do~t teach (spiritually). Upon thee
be Bahii! Signed: E. E."*

When Ali Muhammad Vargha
read this Tablet, with great reverence and solemnity he knelt with
forehead to the floor and said:
, "rhis is the son "\vho will give his
life as promised by Baha'u'llah, because a pen of wood could not have
such an effect,-the effect of the
Supreme Pen would be the mighty
pen of martyrdom."
(To be contin1,ted)
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MENTAL HEALTH AND THE NEW
WORLD ORDER
GENEVIEVE

L.

COY,

PH.D.

In the first and second installments of this very helpful series, published in the
June and August n~[mbers respectively, the auth01' defined briefly and clearly what constitutes 1nentctl health, detailing certain attitudes which 1nust be avoided by one seeking a fully integrated personality, cmd giving suggestions alan.g lines of positive effort
in this direction. The a:rticle which follows concludes this significant trwtise.
~HE

two greatest positive facU tors in producing mental
health as means for combating negative factors, have been already implied in the preceding installments,
and ,vill now be described in full.
1. The first of these is to be found
in the individual's life work. To
find the kind of work to which a
man can give his best self wholeheartedly is the surest foundation
of an in t e g rated personality.
William Burnham has written a
book called "The Normal Mind",
which is a clear and fine presentation of the point of view of mental
hygiene. The essence of this book
of several hundred pages is in the
author's presentation of the value
of a man's work. The essential
conditions for happy living, write..S
Burnham, are three, "a task, a
plan, freedom. 1. Perhaps all will
agree that the first essential is a
suitable task. 2. The second essential is a plan. A mere task
"vithout a plan is likely to be mere
movement, unco-ordinated activity.
A plan makes the action purposeful
activity. If a child makes his own
plan, that develops interest and
initiative. 3. This suggests the
third essential, freedom-freedom
to take a task or leave it, freedom
to form one's own plan." (p. 212)
"The most important preventive of
mental disorder is a suitable task;
and the greatest thing for an inm-

vidual, the ordinary man, or man
of talent, or even the genius, is
some great task worth while as a
life work." (p. 226)
It is obvious that the educator
has a great responsibility in helping young people find the life work
in which each can best use his abilities. An intelligent and scientific
effort in this direction has only just
begun. The time when the majority of people can realize their
best selves in their work lies in the
future, for we have not yet squarely
faced the social need of a new type
of civilization in which it shall be
possible for each person to do work
he loves to do. Until such a new
world order comes into being, we
shall still be coniTonted with thousands of partially disintegrated personalities, - ineffectual and unhappy men who may have a task,
but no freedom to plan.
If an individual, through force
of circumstances, is unable to find
work to which he can give himself,
his only safeguard lies in his use of
his leisure time. Under present
conditions, the value of a creative
avocation cannot be overestimated.
Not long ago I was talking with an
intelligent Negro who said that he
was a truck-driver; then he added,
"I sing in a choir in Harlem." It
was evident that he had found in
his singing an outlet for desires
and abilities '\vhich his day's work
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could not have satisfied. The value
of creative leisure activity is not
limited to the person who is doing
work which does not interest him.
Many people who are happy and
effective in their daily work yet
feel that many of their abilities
are unused. A wise use of leisure will contribute to the growth
of any personality. By "wise use"
it is implied that the person spends
his free time in some activity in
which he makes constructive and
whole-hearted use of abilities not
employed in his daily work. A
gifted doctor spends some of his
leisure in wood-carving. An intelligent teacher, who has spent a
busy day with little children, enjoys going into her kitchen at night
and cooking an appetizing dinner
for some friends. A clever seamstress spends some of her free time
in raising Persian kittens. A great
organist gives several hours a week
to work with a club of boys in a
church club-room. Who can doubt
but that each of these people is
finding mental health in these leisure activities as well as in his
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his life, he may describe as hiB philosophy or his religion. In order
really to serve as an aid in the integrating of his personality his
goals must be consciously and fully
accepted as true for him; they must
not be taken over uncritically from
his parents or friends. They must
be so mt~ch himself that they become the most dynamic guiding
force in his life. The greater value
of religion as against philosophy,
for this purpose, lies in the fact
that true religion commands the
allegiance not only of the mind, but
also of the heart.

IN THE BAHA'r way of life all the
essentials for mental health are
found. In accepting the Baha'i
faith, each has realized that in it
he has discovered a movement in
which his own desires and abilities
can be most completely unified. He
has found the outline of a pattern
of living which he recognizes as
answering to his deepest needs.
He is compelled neither by fear,
nor by desire for profit or position.
He is a Baha'i because in the new
work~
world order of Baha'u'llah he finds
himself m 0 s t completely 11 at
2. THE SEOOND positive essential home".
for mental health is that the indiBaha'is have "a task, a plan,
vidual shall have a conscious ideal freedom". They have the task of
of a social and spiritual life for building a new spiritual civilizasociety. In fact, without this he tion, on the ruins of material civilis handicapped in choosing his life ization. They have a plan of spirwork; for this work, in order to be itual organization, through which
truly integrating, must be such that this task can be accomplished. Within it he realizes, not his most animal in the great task are enough small
qualities, but his best and most "jobs" for every single individual.
human self. But he cannot choose There is 'work for every sincere perhis "best" unless he has accepted son. Each has freedom to choose
some ideal goal for mankind. The his own task in helping forward
pUTposes by which he is to guide the great plan. For each there is
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work in which he can most fully
use his abilities. He knows himself
part of a spiritual unity so great
that he can give no place in his
nature to disintegrating fears and
self -cen teredness.
How great the task to which
Baha'is the WOI' I d over have
pledged themselves may best be
realized in the following words of
Shoghi Effendi, "A wOTld community in which all economic barriers will have been permanently
demolished and the interdependence of Capital and Labor definitely
recognized; in which the clamor of
religious fanaticism and strife will
have been forever stilled; in which
the flame of racial animosity 'ivill
have been finally extinguished; in
which a single code of international
law-the product of the considered
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judgment of the world's federated
representatives-shall have as its
sanction the instant and coercive
intervention of the combined forces
of the federated units; and finally
a world community in which the
fury of a capricious and militant
nationalism will have been transmuted into an abiding consciousness of world citizenship-such indeed, appears, in its broadest outline, the Order anticipated by
Baha'u'llah, an Order that shall
come to be regarded as the fairest
fruit of a slowly maturing age."
The true Baha'i attains mental
health,-a fully integrated personality-as he becomes an active, efficient happy part of the great spiritual harmony of life, as he becomes
increasingly at one with the Divine
Unity.

A MEMORANDUM ON WORLD PEACE
W ALLAOE R. F ARRINGTON
President of The Pa,n-Pacific Union
"GENERALLY SPEAKING, we know gious faith than many have dared
that world peace will arrive when to imagine. It calls for more educapeople of all nations can see and tion than the most zealous educaunderstand how utterly stupid is tional bureaucrat has found possiany other policy, how narrow and ble. It requires more mental elastifoolish are methods and programs city than has been shown, except in
that line us up to believe that one spasmodic spots. It demands more
people, one nation, contain all the plain garden variety common sense
ability, all the intelligence, all the than most of us honestly believe the
power in the world and that theirs human race is capable of exercising
is the God-given privilege and duty in our day and generation.
to swing the world into line or lick
the world into line and kill off any
"EVERYONE AGREES that world
that do not do as they are told.
peace is the goal to be attained.
"World peace today as I see it is World peace challenges the best
theory. To bring it into general minds of the world because it is reand universal practice calls for garded as the achievement of the
more intensive application of reli- impossible.
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"Telling people to be peaceful
does not get us far. They forever
ask whether there is anything in it
for them. They must be shown,
they must be convinced that peaee
will make life easier, happier,
better.
"Religion is a medium for peace
only as it accomplishes conversion.
Some religions make bloodshed and
destruction of the enemy the bright
particular pathway to heaven. Faith
without the right kind of works is
like the man at the target range
who could not hit the target. Asked
what was the matter, he said, "I
don't know. The bullets are leaving here all right."
, 'Someone has to convince the
followers of some religions that the
faiths of their fathers do not hit
the mark.
~

"IT

discovered that
trade is more successful when no
attempt is made to get the best of
anybody else, and it has been discovered that it is most successful
when it utilizes all the resources of
science so that it may bring the utmost possible benefits to everybody. "
"Upon that discovery, there is
something more than a hope for
world peace. WarId peace has now
become not only a practical possibility, but the logical outcome of successful business methods. True,
there may be another world war before business generally will discover the principles upon which
business success now depends;
hence, work for world peace must
principally consist of helping the
world to grasp and to apply these
truths. "
"Mass production, in a word, includes the whole world through
HAS

BEEN
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serving the whole world. It does
not and cannot leave anybody out
of its benefits. It destroys antagonisms on the part of consumers
by making prices as low as possible,
and on the part of workers by making wages as high as possible, and
it undermines the whole incentive
to war by making world exchange
as profitable to everybody as it can
possibly be. It is destructive only
of the fears and hatreds and traditions which keep human beings
from cooperating.
, 'We need ideals and spiritual
urge to inspire us to drive on, and
to give us confidence in the future.
Somewhere along the line, and better at the beginning of the line, it
is necessary for us to visualize
every individual as a substantial
factor in this beautiful picture.
Each one well fed, well clothed, well
housed and generally comfortable,
comfortable in mind and body ....
"We all know that faith without
work is of little avail, so the salesmen for peace must be resourceful
in economic plans and educational
programs as well as skilled in drawing fine word pictures and dramatizing a world at work as against a
world at war.
"The opportunity for peace in
this economic field is tremendous
and beckons the best minds to new
struggles for glorious victories
that must certainly lead to a closer
approach to a permanent stabilized
world peace.
, 'Here in Hawaii our particular
mission is to expand the traditional
influence of this world center, as one
of the few places where various
races and nationalities feel at
home."
Excerpts from an Address.--Pan-

Pacific Bulletin.
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THE COMING WORLD ORDER
An Introductory Article to the Baha,'i Cause
KENNETH CHRISTIAN

The following concise and enthusiastic statement of the Bahri'i Cause was submitted as an English theme by the author who is a college freshman. It seems worthy
of a plctce in these pages ccs a contTib1ction of Olcr ymcth.

IVILIZATION today faces a
paradox the like of which
there is no record. The past one
hundred years are marked by an
avalanche of inventions, discoveries, and accomplishments. vVe ride
in autos, fly thru the air, travel
under water, pick out of the atmosphere a voice coming from a
city thousands of miles away. Progress in all lines of human invention has brought us great comfort
and the promise of a more varied
existence.
But events of the last few years
have also brought the realization
tha t our progress is being rapidly
offset by the disintegration of institutions heretofore fundamental
to society. Our economic system,
praised as the zenith of human achievement in business relationships, is crashing about our heads.
Seldom has a human institution
failed so miserably to protect its adherents. The evils of our social
system are easily discernible. Political corruption is rampant while
justice seems to have lapsed into
senility.
On one hand we are advancing
rapidly, on the other failing ignominiously. Our highly vaunted civilization is tottering. And why~ "\\Thy
this disintegration, this economic
and social decay~ Our Reason cannot help conditions, for it has no
power over the emotions of men.
Present day Religion can offer no

solution. In short, humanity is
stumped.
IT IS in the face of this paradox
that thoughtful men and women
everywhere are making a serious
study of those Teachings proclaimed over sixty years ago by Baha'u'll&h, prince of the Persian House of
Nur. This great Sage, now recognized by increasing numbers of
people throughout the five continents as the vVorld Teacher for the
present era, has presented to us the
outline of a \;Vorld Order which
alone contains the answers to our
present difficulties.
When the student first approaches the Baha'i teachings, he is
immediately impressed with their
clarity, irrefutable logic, applicability, and completeness. The Bahii'i
teaching"s constitute a written revelation. This fact is of tremendous
importance because it eliminates
the garbling of thought in hearsay
repetition and also constitutes an
unquestionable basis of authority.
The logic of the Baha'i writings
is startling. 'Abdu'l-Baha has set
up a standard of proof. Each matter should be tested four ways by
these questions :-is it in conformity 'with reason, is it in accordance
with scriptural proofs, is it acceptable to the senses, and, finally, is
it agreeable to the promptings of
the heart? Each of these in itself
is liable to error. Therefore a
thing is not true unless it stand all
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four tests. This is the standard by
which truth is to be ascertained.
There are twelve Baha'i principles, namely, religion the cause of
unity, the abandonment of all ~re
judice, the independent investIgation of truth, the agreement of religion and science, the solution of
the economic question, the establishment of an International House of
Justice, equality between the sexes,
universal peace, universal education, a universal auxiliary language,
the oneness of mankind, the fundamental oneness of all religions. The
last two principles-oneness of humanity and the fundamental oneness of all religions-are basic in
the Baha'i Cause.
There is a completeness in the
Baha'i teachings which makes the
acceptance of Baha'u'llah's Plan
for a World Order inevitable.
Every phase of human activity is
considered. vVhile there is complete agreement with science, the
Teachings are not cold-blooded and
matter of fact. A vital, potent aliveness, coupled with deep spiritual
insight, makes them a haven for all
types and conditions of people.
~~s ALL Movements of moment and
value have small beginnings, so the
Baha'i Movement began quietly (as
far as the world at large is concerned) in Persia in 1844 with the
announcement by a brilliant Youth,
called the Bab, that the advent of a
new Manifestation of God was at
hand. The Bab was publicly martyred; and in 1863, the year prophesied by Him, one of His followers,
Baha 'u '11ah, announced Himself as
the Promised Manifestation. r:J~hese
early years are marked by horrible
persecution on the part of the Muhammadan clergy and the Persian
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government. More than twenty
thousand Baha'is were killed and
tortured cruelly. Baha'u'llah was
exiled to the penal colony at 'Akka
in the Holy Land.
With the passing of Baha'u'llah,
in 1892, 'Abdu'l-Baha, His eldest
son, was appointed the Center of
the Covenant in His (Baha'u'llah's)
will and Testament. According to
this document 'Abdu'l-Baha's
Word is the same as Baha 'u '11ah 'so
In 1912 'Abdu'l-Baha visited this
country where He was well received
by churches, social organizations,
and progressive people.
'Abdu'l-Baha passed to the supreme world in 1921 and in His Will
appointed His grandson, 8hoghi
Effendi, as the Guardian of the
Baha'i Oause. It is the function of
Shoghi Effendi to preserve the
purity of the Teachings and to be a
center of unity for their promulgation. Shoghi Effendi, since his appointment, has been inaugurating
among the Baha'is of the world the
Administration outlined by Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha. This Administration, now functioning in
world-wide scope, is the beginning
of the future organization of human society.
'Abdu'l-Baha has w r i t ten,
"Every great Cause in this world
of existence findeth a visible expression through three means: first, intention; second, confirmation; third,
action. " This last is the crying need
of the world today for the Baha'i
Teachings supplies the intention.
The sheer divineness of it all is the
motivating power that confirms
those who are working for its consummation, and the days of action
are at hand as the world comes
nearer and nearer to complete acceptance of the World Order of
Baha 'u '11ah.
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PROGRESS IN PERSIA
Balui'is pa?>ticula1'ly, will be interested in the fcwts and findings 1~n the following
brief digest c01npiled jTom letters and reports sent to us by Mr. A. Sa1ni111,i, NIr. A. M.
Nabili and ZidTullah Khade1?~, 11wmbeTS of the "Unity of the East and West Baha!i
C01nmittee" and of the Youth Associc(,tion of Tihnin, Persia,.

n

HOSE who are -watching for
U visible fruits of the Bahii'i
Movement can do no better than to
look to Persia, the land of its birth.
Persia has a civilization back of
her, but for centuries she has been
stagnant, living on her past achievemellts. All her power, learning and
wealth have been in the hands of a
few, the government an absolute
monarchy influenced always and
often controlled by the most corrupt
and fanatical religionists. -While
many of her beautiful arts and
skills haveJ been preserved, until recently she has had no part in the
progress or use of modern science.
Of His native land 'Abdu'l-Baha
says:
"In former times Persia was verily the
he an of the world and shone among the
nations like a lighted taper. HeI' glory
and prosperity broke from the horizon of
humanity like the true dawn disseminating
the light of knowledge and illumining the
nations of the East and West. ':' ':' ':' The
Persians being distinguished among the nations of the earth as people of conquerors
and justly admired for their civilizatio;'
and learning, their country became the
glorious centre of all the sciences and arts,
the mine of culture and a fount of virtues.
':' ':' * Hovr is it that this excellent country
now, by reason of our sloth, vanHy and
indifference, from the lack of knowledge
and organization, from the poverty of th9
zeal and an,bition of her people, has suffered the rays of her pl'ospeTity to b2
claTkenecl and well-nigh extinguished?"

If the reader -wishes all accurate
picture of the miserable and degenerate conditions in Persia at the
time of the birth of the Baha'i
Movement in the middle of the last
century let him peruse Shoghi
Effendi's introduction to his recent
translation of the Dawn-Breakers,

Nabil's Narrative of the early history of the Cause.
But now all things are changing,
Persia has a constitution, the present ruler, His Imperial Majesty
Reza Shah is liberal in his policies,
roads are being built, schools are
increasing, many of the youth are
being educated in modern science
in the schools and universities of
Europe and America. The Baha'is,
who are estimated to make up an
amazing part of Persia's population and who are all the time increasing, are no longer persecuted
and can carry on their activities
openly except possibly in certain
remote and backward cOl1lIDunjties.
In many cases we find Baha'is
highly respected and occupying
high positions in the government
and in other responsible places.
AN AOOOUNT recently received
from Mr. A. lYI. Nabili gives us a
closeup picture of what the Baha'i
youth aTe doing in Tihran and
makes us realize how fast the
Baha'i Cause is growing there
under the new liberalism and what
it is meaning in the education of
you n g people.
In t 11 e freer
atmosphere which His Majesty
Reza Shah is allowing in Persia we
are having an opportunity to see
the rapid spread of the Baha'i
Teachings and the results of the
neyv life which these teachings are
pouring into the youth. Instead of
the religious fanaticism of the old
Persia we find religion becoming
the basis for social progress, intel-
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Managing Body of the Bfthti,'i Youth Associat'ion of Tihran

lectual attainments, physical development and health, high moral
standards-in fact of everything
which makes for the well-rounded
man.
The Baha'i youth of Tihran are
organized in a club known as "The
Association of Baha'i Youth". Mr.
N abili says:
"This is a sort of a club but you shall
find it a very unique kind of club for it
has as its object the training of the young
men on the Bahii'i lines of organization
and preventing their being influenced by
the general moral weaknesses."

A careful study of this report
shows how varied and far reaching are the activities of this" Club"
and how much is involved in preventing" moral weaknesses". The
club is open to all Baha'i youth
from eighteen to forty in age, irrespective of color, nationality and
former religious belief. Those applying for membership are introduced by two young men already
members.
The organization and

administration is along Baha'i
lines. A Managing Body of nine
has charge of all affairs of the
association. This Managing' Body
is chosen by the Baha'i Spiritual
Assembly from nineteen who are
elected annually by vote of all the
members of the club.
The varied and far-reaching
work of this very active organization is carried on by commissions
of nine each appointed by the Managing Body. The name of some of
these commissions will give an idea
of the scope of the work of the
association: The Library and reading Room Commission, The Education Commission, The Commission for Teaching the Cause, for
Classes in Public Speaking, for
Amateur Theatricals, the Sports
Commission, the Social and Census
Commissions. Other Commissions
are Finance, Employment, Assistance, Commercial Institutions, Entertainment. This "Club" is in-
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deed only a "sort of Club!" It
would seem to be a whole school
and welfare organization combined.
A few quotations from Mr. Nabili's
report will enable us to judge for
ourselves whether Tihnin Baha'is
are alive to the needs of the age
or not.
"Literature in the library is not limited
to Bahii'i books but there are also other
books by famous eastern and western
writers on various subjects. The aims of
this Commission are to get the youth
acquainted with the Bahii'i liteTatuTe, increase theiT general knowledge and do
away with theiT need of applying to other
sources fOT obtaining books and so save
them from the possible c1angeT of coming
across useless or even harmful, but outwaTc1ly attractive, reading material."

The Education Commission organizes classes for teaching English and other languages, arts and
craft, music, etc., publishes a bulletin (hung on the wall) every
Baha'i month (19 days) called
"The Message of the Youth" in
which is given news of activities
of the Association and articles on
the Cause and other useful general
subjects.
The latest activity of
this Commission is the establishment of a class for teaching music
on modern lines." This commission also arranges for dialogues on
the lives of the Baha'i martyrs and
the great servants of the Cause.
One of these was on the life of
Varqa and his twelve year old son
Rulm 'llah"'.
"A place has been appointed by
the commission for Teaching the
Cause, v e l' y centrally located,
where once a week a teacher receives any seekers brought there
by members of the association ....
Among the general duties of the
members is to bring at least one
seeker of truth to this place in the
year. " Public conferences on the
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various teachings of Baha 'u 'llah
are arranged by this commission,
leaflets and pamphlets printed and
dis tributed.
One of the most valuable activities, Mr. N abili says, is the training in public speaking. There are
two classes. "A competition is
arranged between the two classes
every three months. On one such
occasion when the subject was
Spirit~wl love as nwnifestecl in
Bah6/ism, "the hall was overcrowded and you could not judge
the good results unless you had
been present for they were so great
tha t no words could express."
A "Social and Census Commission" keeps a record of the members and is on the lookout for new
members. It sponsors social gatherings for promoting acquaintance
and friendship among the members.
Social occasions are provided for
both by the Social Commission and
Sports Commission. ' 'Picnics, outdoor and indoor g'ames, gymnastics, walks, ma tches ,vith other
teams and everything that helps
the body and mind development
and is not, like boxing, apt to
create a desire for supremacy by
force or immoral means" are arranged for and encouraged.

IN A LETTER dated June 19th from
Zidrullah Khadem, secretary of
"The Unity of the East ancl West
Committee" we learn about the
new hall or Hazirat-ul-Quds and
are impressed with the rapid
growth of the Cause in Tihran. He
says:
"As you may know we are, since the
last six months occupied building a hall,
the Hazirat-ul-Quds, surrounded by nineteen rooms for general gatherings and
sittings of vaTious committees. The basements are finished and construction of the

*The story of the life of Varqa and his son Ruhu'llah is told by Miss Root in her article "White Roses of
Persia", The Baha'i Magazine. June, 1932, p. 71.
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body of the buildings has risen about two
yards. The hall not being finished yet
we had to commemorate the Ridvan in the
open air. Meetings were held on the first
and second day comprising thousands of
friends and others. These gatherings are
of great importance to friends in Persia
who in the past could not even meet in
groups of fifty. It is a great occasion to
watch the faces of all present illuminated
with radiance of love, hope and affection.
What a great contrast it makes with the
past to see the non-believers coming to
our Baha'i meetings in large numbers,
The Hazirat-ul-Quds is situateed on one of
the main streets outside the city and people seeing the friends proceeding in that
direction some in public busses, some in
taxis, others in private cars and still
others in carriages, whisper to each other
that Baha'is are celebrating a religious
festival, and to see what is going on they,
too, proceed thither. They are admitted
into the Baha'i meeting place wich the
spirit of that universal brotherhood which
Baha'u'llah wants to be prevalent amongst
all the children of Adam, and which they
do not yet know is what they have been
massacring us for."

WE CANNOT refrain from quoting
further from this letter in regard
to BaM, 'i children who were gathered together on the ninth day of
Ridvan:
"J oy felt by the friends knew no bounds
when they heard small children recite some
of their lessons while others, only big'
enough to be playing, discussed moral
points, international questions and history
of the Baha'i Cause. The oldest of these
students, about fourteen years of age,
spoke for half an hour on the first law
of the Book of Aqdas regarding knowledge of God through His Manifestations
and how it should be accompanied by acting His commands else neither of the two
is acceptable. The saying of Prophets of
the past, reasserted in this Manifestation,
that in this era the children seven years
old are as wise as men of seventy of other
times was indeed very evident on this
occasion."

And again we quote this item of
interest: "This Ridvan, for the
first time, the BaM,'i Schools declared a two day's holiday, because
it was a Baha'i Feast, and got it
and no questions were asked. We
have every reason to feel encouraged. Our Baha'i schools stand
high with the Board of Educa-
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tion and the Muhammadan Community. We have over one thousand children in both schools."
WHAT IS the cause of the rapid
development among Persian youth,
this interest in education, this use
of western methods, this desire for
progress in every direction 7 All
their communications to us show
that they are endeavoring day and
night to carry out the instructions
of Baha 'u 'llah and 'Abdu '1-Baha
Who have shown us how to adal)t
the spiritual laws of God to the
needs of this age. Letters from
Shoghi Effendi and the words of
friends returned from visits to
Shoghi Effendi constantly add to
their inspiration. Large meetings
were recently held in Tihran to
hear the messages brought by Mr.
Alai, recently returned (to Persia)
from Haifa. "The Guardian wishes
the friends in Persia," says Mr.
Alai, "to show a new spirit of
energy and steadfastness in the
way of serving the Cause of
Baha 'u 'llah. U uW e have to prove
to the world the truth and genuineness of the Baha'i principles by
deed and not by word only."
In this we see the beginning of
the fulfillment of the words of
'Abdu'l-Baha:
"Praise be to God! She (Persia)
became the East of the Sun of
Truth in this age. The Light of
Eternity dawned, the Everlasting
Glory unveiled her countenance and
the Reality of Mercifulness became
manifest. This is the prosperity
of Persia. Undoubtedly she will
progress day by day under the
shade of the Blessed Tree until her
illumination shall pen e t l' at e
throughout the wide expanse of the
earth. "
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EXPERIENCES IN THE AIR
The autho?" of this article desc1'ibing a dramatic episode in the air, is an inventor
in the field of aeronautiC's. He· has had a varied career. He is an A~LstraLian, but
has lived in this count1'Y several years. He heU'rd of the Bahci'i teachings soon after
coming here, and became a follower of this universal ?·eligion. Wri.tten as a letter,
this matericLl see?ns worthy of publication.
~. SSOCIATED

v;rith a pilot of a forms slip away, and one's very life
that uses several becomes dependent upon subtle inairplanes in its selling operations, I visible powers. The air feels sudhave had some interesting exper- denly-something more than just a
iences. A recent flight to Boston little chillier, and the normal
\vas specially thrilling. There was rythmic tone of the motor sounds
very low visibility going up, so that different-perhaps it is like the
air fields reported no callers in two chromatic des c e n t in Tosti's
days. We landed in rain at the " Goodbye. ' ,
Then in the distance ahead a long
Boston Airport after enjoying the
glorious landscape around Pro- row of street lamps flash on, giving
vidence-such a harmony of color, a new horizon, and the spell is broken; the spirit is once more a prislike a rare Persian carpet.
Coming back a strong head wind oner of earth, but what a changed
delayed us so that we had to de- world!
We have been plunging forward
cide, in the air, whether to land at
an emergency field at dusk or push at one hundred miles an hour all the
on with night settled down long be- time towards the crowded districts
fore we could reach the home air- around New York; lights have flashport.
ed on quickly in all directionsThe pilot put it up to me, and I jewels in the crown of night-and
replied that it was all right with as far as the eye can see, it has beme either way, just to see what he come a fairyland, a dark world
would do. He asked if I had a box transformed by the genius of Ediof matches. I had. There is no son. Now he has gone to the finer
light on the instrument board, so we world of Light that casts no shadow.
continued to strike matches periodi- No wonder he is universally mourncally to see the meters throughout ed, or rather revered.
the length of Long Island.
What a view it is! Its cost must
,Vhat an eerie atmosphere it is be a staggering figure, but worth
in a cockpit suspended between whatever it is, and all should see it
earth and sky when the sun has for its effect on the soul. Directly
gone behind a bank of threatening below the scene is more distinct and
clouds, after the day has really prosaic. Houses and streets are
closed its doors and windows, and etched in flooding light. Electric
there is a brief suggestive period sparks sputtering from car lines
just before the lights become visible look like comets amongst the stars.
below! It seems ominous, signifiOne thinks of the myriads of peocant, a period of decision which ple in homes and theatres, unconmakes contact with established solid scious of our flig·ht through the
~ company
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larg-er space above them; and it is
sig-nificant that from the heig-ht
there is a tendency to feel detachment from the mass of life below.
It seems so generalized. Spawn in
the sea; fung-us in a forest; humanity in cities; it seems all about the
same from a g-reat altitude. A foot
can kick aside the fung-us in its path
with no compunction whatever.
That signifies what will happen in
a war from the air, with attackers
psycholog-ically warped in the direction of destruction.
I felt the necessity for the definite
act of will in holding- the realization
of the oneness of humanity and the
oblig-ations it imposes. How clearly
it became a fact that man can progress scientifically far beyond his
capacity to use his knowledg-e for
safe and sane continuity. Without
acceptance of a Universal Magnet
in the compass of hismotivesto hold
his other faculties on their proper
course he will surely be lost.
And yet the wills must all be free.
There's the rub. They must come
to a state of completely free awareness of the necessity for the Mag-net, and voluntary acknowledgment
of it for direction. There is no substitute for experience, and many
can only learn by going- throug-h the
torture chamber of their own making. But I am wandering-.
I started to write about g-ettinghome in the dark. It is a thrill to
see the revolving beacon of the airport in the distance while there is
nothing immediately below but
packed house roofs to land on. But
I have never had even the slightest
fear in the air. In the tightest
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corner I am just keenly interested
in how it will turn out.
We reached the field and started
the usual left turn in to make a
landing-, and at that moment, the
field light was turned out! These
are circumstances in which piloting
skill really beg-ins to show itself, in
what is done and how, on the spur
of the moment. My friend throttled
the motor and continued steadily in
the gliding turn.
It is certainly a queer sensation
settling- down in black darkness at
the speed of a train. I felt a most
delig-htful ting-ling- sensation of expectancy-of what- it did not matter at all. It was the nth deg-ree of
speculation on the unknown, keyed
up by its concentration into a second of time. As soon as I knew the
pilot's decision, I took the proper
precautions, unlatched the door so
that it could not be jammed, put on
the belt, took the hold with my
hands that would best protect my
head, and quietly waited for the
feel of the wheels on the ground
ifIt touched and bounced. That
g-ave the sense of touch on the control a basis for the necessary slight
quick action. Another contact, and
down went the tail for almost as
good a landing- as in broad daylig-ht.
The fellow in the hang-a l' said he
had been phoned by the boss to turn
off the lig-ht as they did not expect
any more in that nig-ht and he did
not hear our motor. And that was
all to that.
Up at five a. m. ag-ain for a takeoff and over the mountains here.
O.A.W.
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THE BAHA'I SUMMER SCHOOL AT
LOUHELEN RANCH
OROELLA REXFORD,

B. Se.

"Bcdui'u'llrih hCis dniwn the circle of unity. He hasJJuide a design for the ~miting
of all people, and fO?· the gathering of them cdl ~Lnder the shelter of the tent of ~mi~
venal unity."-'Abdu'l-Bcihri.
~

H E unexpected sometimes
proves to be the most satisfying. So it was ·with our first visit
to Louhelen Ranch, the Baha'i
Summer School near Flint, Michigan, at its second summer session.
We had other IJlans, but at the
eleventh hour a friend urged us to
go, so like the pioneers of old,
scarcely knowing whither we were
bound we set out in our car, from
Chicago, where I had been lecturing, to attend this gathering of
Baha'is.
We were instructed to take the
road out of Flint to Davison, and
then to make inquiries. We were
all eagerness as we got on the
proper route for we felt that every
turn of the road might reveal the
object of our quest. There is something exhilarating in the thought
of meeting with the Baha'i friends
and vve scanned each farm carefully lest we pass by. As we came
round a curve in the highway we
espied the name Louhelen Ranch
on the barn and were at the end
of a most pleasant journey through
the lovely state of Michigan.
vVe drove up a winding driveway
past a large white farm house
around a circular drive in the center of which was a nine-sided building which housed the water-pump,
shovvers and other conveniences.
Our host and hostess, Mr. and
Mrs. L. vV. Eggleston, who are developing their farm into a Baha'i
~

Summer School, gave us a warm
welcome and assigned us to a room
in one of the new cabins which had
been erected at the rear of the
house. Here we were most comfortable. Besides the four cabins
there was a large two-story dormitory called Pullman Lodge, which
took care of an unbelievable number of people, as well as the large
farm house tent, and the log cabin
down in the woods overlooking a
miniature lake formed by the dam,
-a delightful spot!
But even so the facilities of the
ranch were taxed to their capacity,
many coming who were not expected.
How eve r everything
seemed elastic enough to stretch
and let them all in. We marveled
many times at the manner in
which they were all housed and
fed, knowing the great difficulties
which had to be surmounted. Yet
everything went along smoothly
and easily as far as we could observe. All were deeply appreciative of the difficulties of taking care
of such a crowd, and each I am sure
resolved to help the situation out
next time by making reservations
in advance.
These friends had verily "come
from the east and from the west,
from the north and from the
south" to study the reality of
religion, to partake of spiritual
food (the teachings of God),
and to share this food with

BAHA'I SUMMER SCHOOL AT LOUHENLEN RANCH

others. There were representatives from California, and Maine,
and one believer was there who had
recently returned from a trip
around the world. Several who had
met in Florida last winter were reunited here again. Nearby states
supplied their quota; and Wisconsin, Illinois, Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania, New York, Washington,
D. C. and Canada were also represented. It was a veritable home
coming.
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Of all the groups the most inspiring was the youth group, for
young people made up nearly half
of those present. Young college
students as well as younger children were there--thoughtful, serious
-attacking present day problems
with the scientific knowledge at
their command. Yet the lighter
side of life was not neglected,
for there were swimming and
dancing parties at nearby lakes,
horseback riding, the hikes in the

A group of Baha'i teachers at the &['Ymner School. Left to right: M?".
Eggleston, Mrs. Eggleston, Miss Easterbrook, Mrs. Gift, Mr. Vail, Mrs.
Kirkpatrick, Orcella Rexford, Mrs. Greenleaf.

It was not however just the casual coming together of people who
enjoy each other or who want a
pleasant vacation in the country,
but an earnest gathering of those
interested in the realities of life,
pioneers in a great spiritual movement which is to usher in a new
era of civilization. Here we saw
the spirit of sacrifice exemplified,
the stretching of lean purse strings,
the giving-up of long planned vacations in order to study together
the best methods by which to disseminate our knowledge of how to
heal the ailments of a sick world.

woods. Keenly alert, wholesome,
radiant, these young people were
ready to go home and start to "do
something", to turn the tide of affairs toward universal peace, universal education and the elimination of prejUdice from every walk
of life.
THE FIRST day was occupied with
the outline of the teaching program
for the coming year, closing with
a consultation of all regarding the
most successful methods of teaching. During the week there were
classes in effective speaking; for
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the study of Nabil's Narrative, a with radiant, happy faces, expressmarvelous book on the early days ing the peace and joy within their
of the Baha!i Cause; daily lectures hearts.
on subjects of general interest
MAY WE share with you some of
vvhich were open to the public;
daily consultation periods; and in the gleanings from a cherished
the evenings a camp-fire down in notebook, kept throughout the conthe woods where a small out-of- ference:doors auditorium had been erected.
"In youth we find the acceptance
of
challenge. As long as youth is
On the closing night of the conpresent
at this gathering, we need
ference the Youth presented us
not
fear
for the future of this
with an original play at last anCause."
swering that old couplet of Burns,
"Many think that Universal
"0 wad some Pow'r the giftie
Peace
is impractical, a chimera.
gie us to see oursels as Others see
us". Each one of them" took off" Nothing can be regarded as unatone of the older ones present show- tainable. The day will come when
ing up some idiosyncracies. This its beauteous light will shine on all
furnished good-natured fun and mankind. ' ,
"In Shoghi Effendi's Goal of a
hilarity for all who witnessed it.
The next day, Sunday, brought New World Order there is outlined
to a close a week of comradeship, a change in society such as the
in which we had drawn very close world has never seen."
, 'Out of suffering comes the love
to one another. New friends had
of
service."
been discovered, our spirits were
illumined and refreshed that we
"Whatever our problems, we
might go forth and apply our ener- can turn to the writings of
gies to solve the problems in which Baha 'u 'llah and 'Abdu 'l-Baha and
the world finds itself, the remedy find the answer."
, 'In every age we gain the
for which has been supplied by
Baha 'u 'llah vVho has given us the higher consciousness by turning
solution to everyone of these great the mirror of our souls toward the
problems and has promised us that divine Revelator and thus we gain
when these are accepted and lived illumination.' ,
, 'Blessed is he who can recogthe "world will indeed become as
a paradise and all men will live as nize a Manifestation."
"The study of the Baha'i writbrothers". We had just a little
ings
is a short cut to education.
taste of what it might mean here
at Louhelen Ranch, where the spirit The books are never dull, nor obof unity and harmony prevailed scure, but are vital, life-giving, and
for a whole week and all appeared create the mind anew."
Our naders will be glad to know that "Bahd/u'llrih and the New· Era" by D1'.
Dr'. J. E. Esslenwnt, is now available in the Swedish language th?'ough the devotion
of two faithj1tl Bahri'i sister's: the translation was done by Mrs. Rudd-Pal??~gren, and
the enti1'e cost of printing this first edition was paid for by Mrs. Louise Erickson of
Brooklyn, N. Y. whose gene?'ous (cnd long devoted service to the Bahri'i Cause is well
known. P?'ice $1.50, Bahri'i Publishing Committee, P. O. Box 348, G1'and CentTal Station, New Yo?'k City, The price, in Sweden is five kToner,
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REBUILDING THE WORLD
!I"If1jUMANITY, whether viewed in the light of man's inUIi dividual conduct or in the existing relationships between organized communities and nations, has, alas, strayed
too far and suffered too great a decline to be redeemed
through the unaided efforts of the best among its recognized
rulers and statesmen-however disinterested their motives,
however concerted their action, however unsparing in their
zeal and devotion to its cause. No scheme which the calculations of the highest statesmanship may yet devise; no
doctrine which the most distinguished exponents of economic theory may hope to advance; no principle which the
most ardent of moralists may strive to inculcate, can provide, in the last resort, adequate foundations upon which
the future of a distracted world can be built.
No appeal for mutual tolerance which the wordly-wise
might raise, however compelling and insistent, can calm
its passions or help restore its vigor. Nor would any general scheme of mere organized international cooperation,
in whatever sphere of human activity, however ingenious in
conception, or extensive in scope, succeed in removing the
root cause of the evil that has so rudely upset the equilibrium of present-day society. Not even, I venture to assert,
would the very act of devising the machinery required for
the political and economic unification of the world-a principle that has been increasingly advocated in recent timesprovide in itself the antidote against the poison that is
steadily undermining the vigor of organized peoples and
nations.
What else, might we not confidently affirm, but the unreserved acceptance of the Divine Program enunciated, with
such simplicity and force as far back as sixty years ago, by
Baha'u'llah, embodying in its essentials God's divinely appointed scheme for the unification of mankind in this age,
coupled with an indomitable conviction in the unfailing efficacy of each and all of its provisions, is eventually capable
of withstanding the forces of internal disintegration which,
if unchecked, must needs continue to eat into the vitals of a
despairing society. It is towards this goal-the goal of a
new World Order, Divine in origin, all-embracing in scope,
equitable in principle, challenging in its features-that a
harassed humanity must strive."
-Shoghi Effendi.
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"That which was applicable to human needs during the early
history of the race could neither meet nor satisfy the demands of
this day and period of newness and consummation. Humanity has
emerged from its former degrees of limitation and preliminary
training. Man must now become imbued with new virtues and
powers, new moralities, new capacities."
- ' Abd~l'l-Baha.
"LIFE-CHANGING on a colossal the less terrible forces that almost
scale, " says Hugh Redwood, editor destroyed civilization during the
of the London Journal, "is the only last war."
hope left for the world today."
"Many people, I fear, today fail
WHATEVER be the causes of the
to realize the very critical period present chaos into which the world
through which the world is pass- has fallen, many are agreed that a
ing," warns Stunley Baldwin. "I spiritual rejuvenation of humanity
confess that I am not sure, if a is the first requisite for reformation
W esley or a St. Francis arose to- and stabilization. There must come
day, that to found a body of preach- to humanity a deeper sense of
ing friars would not be the best brotherhood - individual, national,
thing they could do for the world."
and racial. Man must realize emo"Human wisdom has failed, ' , tionally, as he already does intelpreaches Dr. Frank N. D. Buchman, lectually, the actual interdependleader of the Oxford Movement. ence of all peoples. No nation to, 'The modern WOI' Id-disill usioned, day can live unto itself. 'vYe are
chaotic, bewildered-demands a so- bound together by indissoluble ties.
This planet, sociologically and
lution adequate to its disorder. The
fundamental cause of all our economically speaking, is plainly an
troubles is personal selfishness and organic unity. The prosperity of
fear. Men must be changed if prob- all depends upon the prosperity of
lems are to be solved. Leadership one, just as the prosperity of one
that is God-directed, this is our depends upon the prosperity of all.
One nation cannot thrive while all
primary need."
"Man is not yet spiritually ripe the rest are plunged in economic
for the possession of the secret of disaster. Our modern industrial
atomic energy," Sir OliveI' Lodge and technical civilization requires
declares. "Technically we are demi- free and universal interchange of
gods, ethically still such barbarians raw materials and commodities. The
that we would probably use the en- whole world as well as any part of
ergy of the atom much as we used it depends for its prosperity not
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only upon its ability to produce
goods, but also upon its ability to
sell goods. When any great nation
is destroyed as a consumer of
world-goods, the whole world suffers as well as that nation.
So it is within each country. The
prosperity of the whole depends
upon the prosperity of every part.
Selfishness, aggressiveness, and exploitation on the part of one group
not only does harm to other groups,
but eventually returns like a boomerang to injure the offending group.
The capitalist, taking more than his
share of the profits of industry, finally harms himself by lessening the
consuming power of the masses;
and the masses, when usurping all
power, deprive themselves of the
leadership necessary for industrial
organization and efficiency.
INTELLEOTUALLY we realize these
truths. But how ineffectual is that
realization in the way of actually
causing a change to occur in our
economic and political institutions!
These new ideals have not yet penetrated the emotional life of humanity deeply enough to motivate action. Self-seeking greed is still the
strongest motive of conduct, and
greed is ever shortsighted. A dollar held before the eye can shut out
all the world.
When we realize how deep-seated
and primitive is the acquisitive instinct in man-the tendency to
greed-we can understand how this
basic emotion naturally injects itself into the whole economic structure of life and how difficult it is of
control. Yet until this baser, more
primitive side of man's nature, is
greatly moderated, there is danger
that any economic reform, any at-
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tempt at ameliorating the faults in
our economic institutions, will meet
with failure for no institution can
rise above the character of the men
and women who constitute it.
WHAT, THEN, can cause man to
sublimate this animal instinct of
greed; for not until this is done can
noble, equitable, and beneficent institutions be established. Man's
emotional nature must be changed,
sublimated, exalted. A world composed of the man-of-the-street as he
is today cannot organize itself ideally. Whatever is attempted will fall
under the stress of greed and exploitation. The cure of today will
last only until another fever spell
returns. The only permanent cure
is a change in the motives and conduct of the individual.
What can bring about t his
change~ Can we appeal to man's
group intelligence and cause him to
progress simply by the warning:
"If you do not change your nature,
you may suffer in the future ~"
No, merely putting the facts before people is not going to idealize
their mode of action. A higher
force than this is necessary to
change the course of this huge mass
of humanity, with its immense momentum. And such a force must
needs be a spiritual force, something capable of penetra ting the
heart of man and transforming' it.
We have seen this occur in past
epochs. We know that religion is
the most powerful emotion that can
grip the heart of man. We know
that it is capable of possessing
man's whole being, subordinating
other emotions to their proper
place.
Under the power of religion man

EDITORIAL

becomes willing to forsake all personal aims, and dedicate himself to
universal goals and ideals. Willing to dedicate not only his intelligence and strength, but even his
life. That is what is needed today
and many thoughtful people are
seeing and saying just this.
IT IS EVIDENT that religion is the
only force capable of welding together into an amicable working
unity all the nations, races, creeds
of the world.
"Human power is limited in its
influence. It can unite two persons,
or two tribes, or two communities,
or at the utmost two nations. At
the same time it confesses that this
unity is temporal and may be abrogated by the whim of either of the
high contracting parties.
"But the divine power unites na-
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tions and peoples and cements them
together in the bond of brotherhood
and peace for ages and cycles ....
There must needs be divine power
for the accomplishment of this universal aim. . . . Save throug>h this,
ideal communication will not be
made possible between the children
of men. They may achieve a temporal union for a few years. Men
may so compound the various ingredients as to be promiscuously
mixed together. But there must
needs be the solvent so that they
may become perfectly blended and
united. In the human world that
solvent is the power of the Holy
Spirit which will thoroughly mix
and blend the different constituents
and elements representing the various nationalities, religions and
sects. "oil<

*'Abdu'l-Baha, "The Divine Art of Living," p. 154.

~HEN we review histor-y from the beginning of h~tman existence
~ to the present age in which we live, it is evident all war and con-

flict, bloodshed and battle, every form of sedition has been d~te to some
form of prej~tdice, whether religim[s, racial or national, to partisan bias
a,nd selfish prej~[dice of some sort . .. prej~tdice is a destroyer of the
fow~dations of the world of humanity whereas religion was meant to
be the cause of fellowship and agreel1tent.
{( Religion m~tst be the ca~tse of love. Religion must be the ca~lse
of j~tstice, for the ~visdom of the Manifestations of God is directed to~vard the establishing of the bond of a love which is indissol~tble. The
bonds which hold together the body-politic are not s~tfficient . ... The
real bond of integrity is 1'eligio~ts in character, for religion indicates
the oneness of the wO'l"ld of h~tmanity. Religion serves the world of
morality. Religion purifies the hea1<ts. Religion impels 1nen to achieve
praisewodhy deeds. Religion becomes the ca~tse of love in human
hea'l"ts, for religion ,is a divine fO~tndation, the fmmdation ever conducive to life. The teachings of God are the sO~trce of illumination to the
people of the world. Religion is ever constnwtive not destnlctive."
-( Abdu'l-Baha.
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BAHIYYIH KHANUM--AN APPRECIATION
ELLA GOODALL COOPER
The author, a loyal Bah6,'i for many years-one of the pioneers of the Bah6,'i Cause
in this country-has rnade visits to the Holy Land, (several times accompanied
by her mother, Mrs. Helen S. Goodall) and is 1nonbered among the very first American
pilgrirns to visit '.tlbdu'l-Bahri. She has had advantages which enable her to draw a fine
pen picture of the noble and saintly sister of 'Abdu'l-Bahri who was known as the
Greatest Holy Leaf. This is a story which will be dear to the heart of every Bahri'i.

T is now thirty-three years
. . sin c e that never-to-be-forgotten first pilgrimage to the Most
Great Prison' was undertaken by a
group of believers from the West
and, while many details of the visit
have faded into the background,
there are certain events and personalities that remain clear and
vivid in my memory, and which
time seems powerless to efface.
Next to meeting the Beloved
Master Himself2 was the privilege
of meeting His glorious sister,
Bahiyyih Khanum, known as the
Greatest Holy Leaf. Her personality is indelibly imprinted upon my
memory. Tall, slender and of noble
bearing, her body gave the impres·
sion of perfect poise between energy and tranquility, between wiry
endurance and inward composure,
imparting to the beholder a sense
of security, comfort and reliance,
impossible to describe.
Her beautiful face was the feminine counterpart of 'Abdu '1-Baha!s
the lines of suffering and privation
softened by the patient sweetness
of the mouth; the dominating brow,
bespeaking intellect and will,
lighted by the wonderful understanding eyes, in form like those
of 'Abdu 'l-Baha, but deep blue
rather than hazel. Watching their
expressive changes-as one mo-

O

ment they darkened with sympathy
or pain, the next moment sparkled
with laughter and humor-only
served to deepen the impression of
her irresistible spiritual attraction.
THE LADIES of the blessed family
eagerly explained to us the loftiness of her spiritual station, which
we instantly felt but could not analyze. They told us that Bah3!u'llah
had written for her a precious Tablet (letter) in which He had stated
that so great was her spiritual attainment that her prayers would
always be accepted at the Throne
of God, and that her supplications
and interventions for others would
never fail to be answered. Thus
she was set apart as the purest
and most saintly of women, and
through her He glorified the position of woman in this New Day.
All this was recognized by the maidservants, whether wise or simple,
high or low. It was touching to
witness the i r humble homage,
scarcely less than that accorded
'Abdu'l-Baha Himself as, reverently touching her shoulder with
lips and forehead, they would beg
her to supplicate at the Holy
Threshold in their behalf, the while
their tears fell like rain.
Small wonder that such a strong

(l)Refers to the Prison in Akka, Palestine where 'Abdu'l-Baha ard the members of His family were incarcerated for forty years.
(2) 'Abdu'l-Baha.

BAHIYYIH KHANUM-AN APPRECIATION

yet gentle quality of authority
made her naturally the head of the
household group that circled about
'Abdu'l-Baha. She presided over
the room called Ladies Roo1n which
was the center for all family gatherings, and where the women visitors were entertained. From the
hour of the early morning tea, at
which 'Abdu'l-Baha was often
present, to the last good-night,
whispered by some weary yet
grateful traveler, Khamt1n (as she
was affectionately called) was ever
in demand. During the long day,
which began before six in the morning and rarely ended before eleven
or twelve at night, there were frequent spontaneous gatherings in
this general room, and save for the
brief midday siesta, this association with the women constituted
the only variation in the monotony
of their prison lives. The spiritual peace and joy pervading these
simple meetings was a new and unbelievable experience to us-the
Western pilgrims.
The chanting of the sacred tablets by the Persian ladies, at the
request of the Greatest Holy Leaf
(who had thus made them happy)
the murmur of low voices as news,
generally trag'ic, was imparted, the
bubbling of the friendly samovar
as tea was handed around by the
young serving maids, and, above
all, the impalpable yet vibrant atmosphere of love and service made
these meetings attract all including the children,-Shoghi Effendi
among them, who slipped in for a
little while and knelt quietly to
listen. Even the birds seemed to
feel the friendly spirit for they flew
freely in and out through the open
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door leading to the court which was
open to the sky.
THE GREATEST Holy Leaf was
also custodian of the spiritual
treasures of the family-( they had
no material riches)-such as the
sacred writings of Baha 'u 'llah and
other revered relics belonging to
Him and to some of the lamented
martyrs. Under her care were the
precious attar of rose, symbolizing
the "fragrance of the Love of
God" the favorite perfume of
Bahi 'u 'llah,-and the collection of
gold rings, set with stones of carnelian carved with the Greatest
Name, the devout handiwork of the
poor Baha'is of Persia, who sent
them to Khanum to be given to the
pilgrims or ne"\\T believers, at her
own discretion.
Her authority, so real yet so
humble, was instinctively accepted
by the family of the Master, who
souo'ht her wise and loving counsel
UPO~l every occasion. In this way
all cooperated to save the time and
strength of 'Abdu'l-Baha vyhose
life must be given to the servl~e of
all mankind, as they well realIzed.
Even the believers of other lands,
having come to know of her power
throuo'h
o the accounts of the early
.
pilgrims, have been wont to wnte
her of their problems and beg her
prayers at the Holy Shrines. And
although she neither spoke nor
wrote English, yet her influence,
subtle and beneficent, has penetrated even to the far West, bringing courag'e and assurance to many
a distressed soul.
DURING a later pilgrimage to
, Akka, when I accompanied my
mother, we were privileged to
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view another aspect of the life of
Bahiyyih Khanum. Having in mind
the first picture of her purely spiritual activity, we found her life, like
a finely-cut gem, had many facets,
some of which we were yet to
know. It happened that there were
many Eastern pilgrims to be cared
for and, consequently we had little
opportunity of seeing Khanum,
whose time was fully occupied with
household tasks.
One day we caught a glimpse of
her in the kitchen seated on a low
stool, her firm, capable hands busy
with a large lamb that had just been
brought in from the market. Quickly dividing it, she directed which
part was to be made into broth,
which part served for the evening
meal, which part kept for the morrow, and which sent to those poor
or incapacitated friends who were
daily supplied from 'Abdu'l-Baha's
table. On the shelves were huge
pans holding rice soaking in clean
water to be ready for the delicious
pilau (a famous Persian dish), and
there were many other visible evidences of the hours of preparation
necessary to provide for the material welfare of the visitors.
It was then we learned of her
practical efficiency. The enormous
amount of work attendant upon
such entertaining with only the
crudest and most primitive facilities, must be seen to be appreciated.
We learned that she had organized
the household affairs, and each one
of the Master's daughters took
her turn at directing them for a
week - planning the meals and
marketing, and seeing that all was
cooked and served to the different
groups twice each day. Without
running water, with only charcoal
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for fuel, with no gas or electricity
for lighting, only oil,-the cleaning
and filling of the lamps alone consumed a large amount of time and
energy.
I well remember seeing
one day the array of lamps waiting
to be filled and returned to their
respective rooms. The tired little
sigh with which one of the ladies
was regarding them, told the story,
and I thought how true it is that
here in the East as well as in the
West, "Woman's work is never
done I"~
Seeing this side of the character
of the Greatest Holy Leaf, we recall e d the answer made by
'Abdu'l-Baha to one in this country
who said to Him: "Please explain
to me the story of Martha and
M a.ry." He did not do this, but
said: "It is My hope that you will
revive the lights of both those revered women. " In Bahiyyih Khanum
we found this exquisite balance between the practical and spiritual
teachings perfectly exemplified,
and once more could be thankful
for the privilege of becoming witness to the possibility of actually
living the life of a true believer,
fully and joyously, even in a Turkish prison, under the most trying
and difficult conditions that could
possibly be conceived.
When the dreaded moment came
to say goodbye, the sorrow of parting from the beloved ladies was
lessened only by the hope of a future visit. The last face I remember was that of the Greatest Holy
Leaf, calm, gentle, radiant, her
deep understanding eyes shedding
the light of the Love of God upon
us, that light which only glows
brighter with the passing of the
years.
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EQUALITY OF MAN AND WOMAN
nHE REALITIES of things have been revealed in this
U radiant century and that which is true must come to
the smface. Among these realities is the principle of the
equality of man and woman; equal rights and prerogatives
in all things appertaining to humanity. His Holiness
Baha'u'llah declared this reality over fifty years ago.* But
while this principle of equality is true, it is likewise true
that woman must prove her capacity and aptitude, must
show forth the evidences of equality. She must become
proficient in the arts and sciences and prove by her accomplishments that her abilities and powers have merely been
latent .... Woman must especially devote her energies and
abilities toward the industrial and agricultural sciences,
seeking to assist mankind in that which is most needful.
By this means she will demonstrate capability and insure
recognition of equality in the social and economic equation.
Undoubtedly God will confirm her in her efforts and endeavors, for in this century of radiance His Holiness Baha'u'llah has proclaimed the reality of the oneness of the
world of humanity and announced that all nations, peoples
and races are one. He has shown that although individuals
may differ in development and capacity, they are essentially
and intrinsically equal as human beings, just as the waves
of the sea are innumerable and different but the reality of
the sea is one. The IJlmality of humanity may be likened
to the waves but the reality of humankind is like the sea
itself. All the waves are of the same water; all are waves of
one ocean.

"Therefore strive to show in the human world that
women are most capable and efficient; that their hearts are
more tender and susceptible than the hearts of men; that
they are more philanthropic and responsive toward the
needy and suffering; that they are inflexibly opposed to
war and lovers of peace. Strive that the ideal of international IJeace may become realized through the efforts of
womankind, for man is more inclined to war than woman,
and a real evidence of woman's superiority will be her service and efficiency in the establishment of Universal Peace."
- ' Abd~t'l-Baha.
*Now over seventy years ago.
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THE SOCIAL EMPHASIS IN THE
BAHA'I REVELATION
I-IUSSEIN

RABBANI

The author of this enlightened article has been a student at the American University in Bevrut. He presents his subject in two parts; herein he gives HS a new and
concrete view of the application of ?'eligion to the art of living. The second part will
be published in the November issue of the magazine.
~O-DAY

one of the most vital
U and challenging problems in
the field of religious thought is the
changing attitude of the people towards religion as a whole. Men
have come to lose somewhat their
traditional belief in the necessity
of a religion and have abandoned
their original faith in the efficacy
of spiritual forces in bringing about
a better social order. This tendency is particularly prominent
among the younger generation who
have found in the different religious organizations nothing but old
dogmas and outworn creeds and
have consequently turned their
faces towards newer fields of human activity. The modern youth,
indeed, has come to realize the difficulty of adjusting obsolete religious doctrines to the present conditions of a scientific and highly
industrialized society. The revolt
has been mainly directed against the
different ecclesiastical organizations which, owing to their conservatism and their rigidity, have refused to meet the present needs and
circumstances of the world. Instead of finding a practical remedy
for the many ills that have afflicted mankind, these religious
bodies have preferred to adhere to
their traditional beliefs and have
boldly rejected every attempt to

bring about a thorough reform.
The same old conflict between traditionalism and modernism which
has appeared so often in the course
of history is now being repeated
though on a much larger scale.
Blind faith has not only been discarded but severely condemned.
Metaphysical and theological speculations have proved their inadequacy to solve our social problems
and the result has been a gradual
shift of interest from the domain
of theory to that of practice.
WE ARE to-day living in an age
of pragmatism; pragmatism not
only in the field of religion but also
in all the other departments of life,
in the political as well as in the industrial and the economic. Any institution, any plan or idea, which is
unable to improve our social, political and religious conditions is of
no worth. ••You know the tree by
the fruits it yields", is an old saying and is to-day a common dictum.
No wonder then if religious skepticism has developed to such a degree. If our various religious
bodies have lost their true significance, if they do no more administer to our vital needs but instead
reduce their activities to mere
ceremonial and administrative
works, then let them either reform
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and adapt themselves to the new
These two passages clearly indicircumstances of the age or be cate Baha'u'llah's idea as to what
swept away and relegated to the a modern religion should not be.
limbo of obsolescent and forgotten It is not through seclusion and phydoctrines.
sical austerities that the individual
The religion of an Aquinas or all can practice true religion, but every
Assisi can no more satisfy the action of his daily life should be
needs of a modern man. What was performed in such a way as to deconsidered during the Middle Ages note on his part a religious attitude
as essential is to-day but of a mere of mind. Religion should not be a
secondary importance. For a me- cause of sorrow and should not prodiaevalist, religion was essentially a duce torpidity. Far from that, its
matter of creeds and dogmas, of real purpose is to invigorate the
unquestioning obedience to author- soul, to stimulate us to action, and
ity. Religious life consisted in mor- inspire us to think in the right way
tincations and abstinence from food and to act in the right direction.
and other worldly affairs. Asceti"A solitary life and severe discism was the ideal and celibacy the cipline" says Baha 'u 'Hah, " do not
"sine qua non" of sanctity.
meet God's approval. The possesNot so with the modern idea of sors of perception and knowledge
religion, at least from the Baha'i should look unto the means which
point of view. For Baha'u'llah as are conducive to joy and fragrance.
well as 'Abdu'l-Baha have both Such practices come forth and proemphasized in their writings the ceed from the loins of superstition
social function of religion in our and the womb of fancy, and are not
present age. In His well-known worthy the people of knowledge ...
epistle addressed to Emperor N a- Deprive not yourself of that which
poleon IIl, Baha'u'llah strongly is created for you.' ,3
reproves the monastic life. "0
OONOEIVED as such, religion
concourse of monks!" He says,
, 'Seclude not yourselves in cells stands above petty dogmas and
and cloisters; nay, abandon them creeds and transcends all human
a t My bidding and engage in that limita tions. It acquires a univerwhich profiteth your souls and the sal character by laying emphasis
souls of mankind.' " And again in on the essential rather than on the
another passage speaking about the accidental and the temporary.
Suns He says: ' 'Some of these "Religion is a reality, " said
souls (the Suns) hold to that which 'Abdu'l-Baha, "and reality is one.
causes indolence and solitude .... The fundamentals of the religions
Man must show forth fruit. A of God are one in reality. There
fruitless man, in the words of His is no difference in the fundamentHoliness the Spirit (Ohrist), is like als. The difference is caused by
unto a fTuitless tree, and a fruitless the imitations which arise later,
and inasmuch as imitations differ,
tree is fit only for the nre.'"
(l)J. E. Esslemont-"Baha'u'llah and the New El'a"-p. 153.
(2) "Baha'i Scriptures"-p. 147.
(3)Baha'u'llah-"Words of Paradise"-j). 56.
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strife, discord and quarreling take
place. ,,'
Furthermore, He says: "Religion confers upon man the life everlasting. Religion is a service to
the world of morality. Religion
guides humanity to the eternal
happiness. Religion is the cause
of everlasting honour in the world
of man.,,5
Baha 'u '11ah did not only reject
monastic life for being fruitless but
He equally condemned all sorts of
self-mortification.
Since religion
should be a cause of joy and activity, and inasmuch as it seeks to
improve the conditions of men in
their earthly life, it should give
them ample opportunities to develop as fully as possible their
natural gifts.
Hence, the futility
of celibacy. For a mediaevalist
who conceived of this world as the
great scene of the "drama of salvation" and for whom this earthly
life was but a prison, the enjoyments of life seemed to be unlawful. His sole preoccupation was
how to save his soul from eternal
damnation, how to kill and stifle
his passions and his carnal desires
in order to avoid the wrath of God.
For him the world of body was of
no importance whatever. What
really mattered was his soultherefore, the best life, according
to him, should consist in the elimination of our earthly desires and
not in their rational satisfaction.
Such a view of life is contrary
to theBaha'i ideal. For,Baha'u'llah
wished His followers to avail themselves of all the opportunities
which this earthly life affords.
True happiness consists in devotion and self-sacrifice not in seclu(4)"Baha'i Scriptures"-p, 318.
(5)Ibid-p. 388.
(6) "Bah:'t'i Scriptures··-p. 143.
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sion and total diregard of our physical needs. It is in the world below that man should strive to realize the "Kingdom of Heaven".
And what is religion if not our
attitude towards God as reflected
in our attitude towards men? Our
physical life has its own value
which should not be underestimated. Therefore, it is useless for
man to deprive himself of what he
is rightfully entitled to enjoy.
Celibacy should be discouraged
and monogamy be universally practiced. All forms of austerities
should be eliminated and life be
made as pleasant as possible. Religious ceremonies and rituals,
elaborate sacerdotal hierarchies
have to be suppressed and religion
must assume once more its original
purity and its social function.
NOT ONLY so, the word prayer
itself must needs be extended so
as to include not only religious
meditations but every kind of work
which is performed in the spirit of
service. Prayer, therefore, is not
a mere recital of some words or
formulae but also consists in right
action and right thinking. In this
connection Baha 'u 'llah 's words are
significant. "It is made incumbent
on everyone of you," He says,
"to engage III
. some one occupation, such as arts, trades, and the
like. We have made this-your
occupation - identical with the
worship of God, the True One.',6
And 'Abdu'l-Baha commenting
on these words in one of His Paris
talks said the following: "In the
Baha'i Cause arts, sciences and all
crafts are counted as worship. The
man who makes a piece of note-
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paper to the best of his ability,
conscientiously concentra ting all
his forces on perfecting> it, is giving
praise to God. Briefly, all effort
and exertion put forth by man from
the fulness of his heart is worshil),
if it is prompted by the highest
motives and the will to do service
to humanity. This is worship: to
serve mankind and to minister to
the needs of the people. Service
is prayer. A physician ministering to the sick, gently, tenderly,
free from prejudice, and believing
in the solidarity of the human race,
is giving praise.' ,"
A concrete embodiment of the
principle that faith and worship
are not sufficient in themselves but
should be supplemented by social
service is to be found in the institution of the" Mashriqu 'l-Adhkar"
(the Da\vning Place of the mention
of God) which will combine the
two main elements of which the
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Baha'i w 0 r s hip is composed,
namely; spiritual meditation and
social service. This dual feature
of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar makes of
it one of the basic institutions of
the Baha'i commonwealth of the
future.
Thus, Baha'ism in fact, teaches
us that, far from seeking to renounce this world and to withdraw
into a spiritual domain where all
material preoccupations are entirely suppressed, it is here below
that we should develop, so as to attain to a higher spiritual condition.
Our subsequent growth depends on
the way we have profited by the
time passed on this earth; and as
011 this material earth we are physical beings as well as spiritual
ones, it is by the appropriate use
of all our faculties that we shall
accomplish the perfecting of our
souls. ,,"
(To be continued)

(l),Abdu'l-Baha-"The Paris Talks", 2nd ed., p. 164.
(2)H. Dreyfus-"The Universal Religion: Baha'ism"-p. 154.

(( How lO1tg will htr,manity persist in its waywardness? How long
will injtistice contimr,e? How long is chaos and confusion to reign
al1wngst men? How long will discord agitate the face of society? The
winds of despai1r a1'e, alas, blowing from every direction, and the strife
that divides and afflicts the htiman race is daily increasing. The signs
of impending conmilsions and chaos can now be discerned, inasmuch as
the prevailing order appears to be lamentably defective."
-BahG,'ti'llah.
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AS WE SOW, SO SHALL WE REAP

RN the conduct of life man is actuated by two main mo-

D tives-the hope for rewarcl, and the fear of punishment. This hope and this fear must consequently be greatly
taken into account by those in authority who have important
posts under government. Their business in life it is to consult together for the framing of laws, and to provide for
their just administration.
The tent of the order of the world is raised and established on the two pillars of rewarcl and retrib~dion.
In despotic governments carried on by men without divine
faith, where no fear of spiritual retribution exists, the execution of the laws is tyrannical and unjust. There is no
greater prevention of oppression than these two sentiments,
hope and fear. They have both political and spiritual consequences. If administrators of the law would take into
consideration the spiritual consequence of their decisions,
and follow the guidance of religion, "They would be divine
agents in the world of action, the representatives of God
for those who are on earth, and they would defend, for the
love of God, the interests of His servants as they would
defend their own." If a governor realizes his responsibility, and fears to defy the divine law, his judgments will
be just. Above all, if he believes that the consequences of
his actions will follow him beyond his earthly life, and that
"as he sows so must he reap," such a man will surely avoid
injustice and tyranny.
Should an official, on the contrary, think that all responsibility for his actions must end with his earthly life, knowing and believing nothing of divine favors and a spiritual
kingdom of joy, he will lack the incentive of just dealing
and the inspiration to destroy oppression and unrighteousness.
When a ruler knows that his judgments will be weighed
in a balance by the Divine Judge, and that, if he be not
found wanting, he will come into the celestial kingdom and
that the light of the heavenly bounty will shine upon him,
then will he surely act with justice and equity. Behold how
important it is that ministers of state should be enlightened
by religion!
-( Abcl1~'l-Baha.
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THE WORLD COUNCIL OF YOUTH
HELD IN PASADENA
NELLIE

S.

FRENCH

The author, Ci member of the Bcth6:i National S1JiTitual Assel1ibly, hcts contributed
this article at the 1'equest of the editors. With he?' knowledge of events and her close
a,ssociation with the yotmg people, she seemed el1tinently fitted to 1nake a general statement about this very i1Jtpo1'tcmt conference CiS one not a member of the youth group
but intensely inte?'ested in the success of these extj'emely worthy and noble endeavors.

n

T was eminently fitting that
so much excellence of brawn
and such physical prowess as was
assembled in Southern California
for the celebration of the Tenth
Olympiade should find its higher
expression subsequent to the athletic contests, in a World Council
of Youth for the consideration of
intellectual and spiritual matters
as well. Thus the World Council
of Youth,*' conceived in the mind
of a brilliant young graduate of the
California Institute of Technology,
was born and developed remarkable proportions right here under
our eyes, and while independent of
the sponsOTship of any particular
educational institution, it was accorded the hospitality of the Institute of Technology where one of
the lovely new buildings was placed
at its disposal. Practically all of
the closed sessions of the Council
were held in the Humanities Building except on a few occasions when
cordial hospitality "vas extended
from various sources.
The age limit of eligibility to participation in the discussions was
thirty years, and the only adults
whose presence was welcomed were
those especially invited to shed
light upon some given subject, or
to act as advisors. Two large public meetings were held however, one
at the opening of the Council, when

U

*Pasadena, California, August 16-27, 1932.
""See article by Marion HolIey, p. 213.

the aims and plans were announced,
and the second at the close of the
ninth day, in order that the public
might be made cognizant of what
had transpired during the discussions. But altho these meetings
were held behind closed doors one
could but feel the vibrant forces
set astir by the clean, honest, earnest discussions, in which these
hundred and more delegates, young
men and young women from thirtyfour countries, representatives of
many races, associated together in a
real quest for the means of better
international understanding. The
public meetings were held in the
new Civic Auditorium where fifteen
hundred or more people attended,
evidence sufficient of the interest
and enthusiasm with which this
new gesture was received.
The accompanying photograph,
and the resume of proceedings
which appe,ars elsewhere, written
by an accredited delegate** to the
Conference, will amply justify the
pride and gratification which the
writer, as patroness, experienced in
having lent a humble share to the
success of this unique and significant event. It was a rare privilege merely to meet these splendid,
intelligent young people, outstanding representatives of the celebrated universities of China and
Japan, of Germany, India and Eng'-
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land, and of our own and other
countries, all fine looking and some
particularly attractive in their native costumes, and all, heart and
soul, dedicated to the spirit of service to humanity.
When the Oouncil came to an end,
and the separation took place there
stole over all a cloud of sorrow at
the parting of the ways, for a bond
of true friendship had been formed
which had its roots down deep in
the hearts of every participant.
Every argument, every difference
of opinion, every feeling of strangeness had given place to the most
harmonious conclusions, the most
respectful consideration, the most
lasting friendship. A sameness of
purpose had engendered a knowledge of the sameness of ideals and
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established that incontrovertible
proof of human oneness, regardless of color, race or creed.
And so we have seen the first
World Oouncil of Youth come and
go, but not without lasting results,
for we have also witnessed the organization of a permanent Oouncil
with definite plans for a next meeting to follow the Eleventh Olympiade in Berlin in 1936, and we have
burnished up the star of hope until it shines radiantly in our minds
with the promise of future glories
yet untried, and future internationalism yet unknown; one not founded
upon political or mercenary relationships, but upon the law of justice to all and the consciousness of
universal love for God and man.
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RELIGION AND THE WORLD COUNCIL
OF YOUTH
MARION HOLLEY

The author, (a Baha!i) chairman of the C01nmission on Religion and Philosophy
of the World Council, gives herein a brief 1"eSUme of the findings of this Commissiona wonderful picture of group thinking. Our naders of all ages will be interested in
following this superb denwnstration of advanced thinking of a group of young people
so earnest, so sincere and so determined to find the common denominator in religion to
apply mutually.

[~~ AHA 'IS must find a special

Ij interest and significance in
the proceedings of the World Council of Youth. And particularly
they may discover, in a study of
its discussions, implications of· a
method susceptible of sensible development and wide application to
the field of spiritual education.
The World Council, conceived in
the mind of its chairman, Mr. Ray

Cromley, as a mental counterpart
of the Olympic Games, held its first
sessions in Pasadena, at the California Institute of Technology,
August 16-26, 1932. Out of a total
of one hundred and ten delegates,
approximately sixty represented
nations other than the United
States.
Among these delegates
were numbered men who had
worked with Gandhi; one who had
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suffered imprisonment for pacifism; men outstanding in educational fields in China and Japan;
leaders of the European and American Youth Movements; actual participants in the Olympic Games;
countless others, renowned and obscure, but each one vibrant with
purpose to discover those mutual
ambitions and needs which might
serve as bonds in a world whose
physical proximity demands a spiritual mating.
In the words of its chairman:
"Youth must learn to face thing's
clearly, to find behind the confusion and the misunderstanding,
wrongs to be righted and bridges
of friendship and cooperation to be
builded. Always, it seems, the
standards of education and religion have conflicted with the
standards of life-and Youth raised
in an idealistic world is flung unprepared into a world of life, whose
every purpose seems contrary to
that former world. What then is
Youth to do-reject the teaching of
its training, or attempt to inculcate those teachings into life? But
were this statement obvious-and
it is not-there is yet the question
of what education? What religion?
What life?"
To answer one of these questions
was the direct purpose of the Commission on Religion and Philosophy. To facilitate progress, discussions were divided among four
Rub-commissions, on The Place of
Religion in the Life of Today,
Compw'ative Religion, Young PeoDle's Methods, and Missionaries.
These, after four days, gathered
again to attack their problems together. The subject was vast, and
time of necessity limited. Yet in
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a few days, the horizon of religion,
distant and vague to a modern
mind, divided into questions of
concrete and specific import, questions met squarely and shaped into
some analysis of value. What is
religion ~ What are its indispensable minimums? Is philosophy a
How
sufficient ethical impulse?
are the arguments of a scientific
naturalism to be met? Is religion
chiefly humanitarianism? Will an
atheistic order of society be sufficient for the needs of a future
world? Is religion's present ineffectiveness due to religion, or to
man? What relationships are discoverable between the various
forms of religion? What must be
the essentials of the religion of the
modern? Is there any justification for missionary endeavor?
What applications has religion to
the fields of economics, politics, education?
Such were the problems attacked,
and in a manner to develop that
creative discussion which "represents a faith in the possibility of
setting up thought-conditions by
"\vhich people will find the right
ways for themselves." The method
is none other than that of group
thinking, a process at first alien to
a collection of individualistic egos,
but an ideal much sought after by
those who glimpse, in the amalg:amation of diverse vieWl)oint, the
possibility of a greater creation
than may develop from the lonesome sterility of an isolated mind.
Let us not impute a mysterious
l)OWer or inspiration to rational
method. Upon the foundation of
share thinking, no structure will
rise unproportionate to the dimensions of its base. The scope, pro-
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fundity and quality of intellectual
material inevitably shapes the result; and a well-stocked mind, tolerant and imaginative, may thus
alter the whole course of group
thought.
Here, indubitably, appears the
Baha,'i opportunity. In the sessions of the Oommission on Religion, it was often the privilege of
Baha,'is to indicate the more comprehensive attitude, to suggest explanations which, in their lucidity
and reasonableness, appealed as
obvious to delegates not yet informed of our modern Educator.
But influence exerted in this manner must never be understood as
the imposition of one opinion upon
unwilling recipients, nor propaganda seizing unfair advantages. The
laboratory of a creative discussion
group is receptive only to those
ideas which appeal.
THE OONSIDERATION of religion in
a World Oouncil must needs be
general in its implications. It was
our fortune to have among the participants a Hindu; a Buddhist; an
atheist; white, colored and Ohinese
Ohristians, representing diverse
Protestant sects and Oatholics; a
Theosophist; and three Baha'isnumbering thirty-four in all. The
foremost problem, before any advance could occur, was to mark off
religion from other phases of activity, characterize it, find its basic
factors, if any, and judge these
factors as to validity and usefulness in the modern world.
Had
the Oommission, in other words,
anything to apply to society, or was
religion a chimera of the uneducated mind, at best an outworn
mode of belief and behavior7 Moreover, did these various delegates
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find in their elementary faiths a
common denominator to apply mutually ~ Or must they return to
their home countries and circles,
condemned to local endeavor7 If
so, the vision of international consultation and action found itself
shattered.
This was not to define religion,
however. The optimism of the first
sessions dissolved into despair, as
philosophy, humanism, atheism, naturalism, humanitarianism, institutionalism, insistently monopolized a
discussion which had set itself to
understand the nature of religion.
These might be interesting subjects in themselves, but surely to
consider them must only delay the
course of that inquiry which
pointed towards the place of religion in the world today. Let us
grant that "philosophy is the rational approach to reality," an intellectual activity, whereas "religious experience involves the whole
personality," wo r kin g radical
changes in man. Refute naturalism as an insufficient explanation
of the origin of life, not to mention
spiritual manifestations. Show the
impotency of humanism to transmute character in the large, and in
the face of grave discouragement
and tests, to sustain an exalted social attitude, a vital and efficacious
morale. Admit the lamentable ineffectiveness of present religious
institutions, but face the dilemma
that no social force may operate
except through an institution. OonsideI' all of these problems. But
in the end a solution remained as
remote as the day you began. You
had not yet defined religion. Thus
did the sessions appear at the close
of three days.
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BUT SUDDENLY, and with what astonishment, the group perceived in
this chaotic mass of data and deliberation the outlines of a definitive form. Clarity of conception
on the nature of religion, a clarity
long since resigned to the land of
unknowables, shaped itself in the
minds of the exhausted delegates.
And they realized to their delight
that time spent in wrestling with
these impinging ideas had served
to mark them off from their object.
Religion, elusive to the finish, had
unwittingly been captured and
bounded and set off, both from its
opposites, and from related subjects. Although they had not yet
settled upon what it was, they
knew very well what it was not.
Now this is a very great triumph.
The gravest difficulties that beset a
believing man, the most bewildering
arguments, silence him principally
because he cannot disentangle from
the opposing viewpoint those factors which do not apply to his case,
those assumptions having no relevancy because they attack something
he does not in reality support.
The members of the Religion
Commission discovered that religion is usually under-estimated.
Either it is judged as an institution, and an outworn one, or envisioned as a purely personal relationship with the motivating
Power often named God. Neither
conception is adequate or just.
Consequently, neither conception
can withstand the concentrated
scrutiny of an antagonist. The
very minimum definition, they decided. must include both phases.
And indeed, what phenomenon of
nature is there that does not require
two things: the idea or impulse or
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spirit, and the expression or form ~
Religion, therefore, according to
this gruop, must be defined as "an
attitude toward Divinity which is
reflected in life."
WITH THIS to stand on, the burden grew considerably lighter. Two
facts, puzzling in themselves, found
meaning in reference to their deCiSIOn.
The sub-commission on
Comparative Religion had reported that their study revealed a distinction in the teachings of religions.
Each religion consisted of
two phases, primary and secondary.
The primary doctrines seemed
comparable in every major faith.
These include a belief in some sort
of power coniTolling the universe,
and a consequent attitude toward
humanity, an attitude social, or
brotherly, or loving. This sounded
like the long-sought definition of
the group. And in fact, it would
seem natural that a minimum definition should apply to the teachings of all Prophets. If Muhammadanism and Buddhism and
Ohristianity could be called alike
religions, then one might expect a
common core of similarities between them.
There were in addition the secondary teachings, and these appeared to vary, according to historical
time, locale and culture.
These
shaped the institutions, and gave
them a specific character.
Moreover, they often grew into a nuisance. As one boy wrote: "Secondary teachings that find expression
in form, theology and moral concepts differ widely, change with the
times, are often corrupted, and
have been the cause of religious
prejudice and strife. They have
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been the means of alienating relig- ual phases of man by a too-absorbing interest in the alleviation of suffering and
iously-inclined people and peoples pain in others.
5. "The religion of the modern should culfrom religion. They have fostered
tivate wholesome physical development and
the strife between the liberated the recreational side of life.
"SUMMARY: The new form of religion
modern mind and religion."
Inwhic,h ~1Ust come will touch all phases of
stitutional form, in other words man s hfe. The body must not suffer at
.
'
qmte logically became outmoded, th~ .hands of the spirit, neither must the
SPIrit occupy all the attention. The intellect
or found no justification when ap- must be satisfied, man must retain his symplied to an alien society. And pathy for and interest in his fellows he
must develop his body, and especially ~ust
form was too easily confused with he attend to the needs of his spiritual nathe fundamental thing. Men for- ture."
got that the stream of religion
THUS ENDED one aspect of the
migh~ be turned into new banks, if
discussion.
In a summary of this
?CCaSlOn should warrant it. Here,
mdeed, was an explanation of our sort, more must be omitted than
present situation. Dynamic life included. There has been no mencould not accord with static dogma. tion of that portion of the argu, 'When man and his particular ment which introuced the judgment
religion seem to come to the part- that religion is a basic human ining of the ways it need not neces- stitution, the essence of culture , and
sarily imply that either one or both that a decadent religion must of
of them are inherently wrong with- necessity herald a decadent society.
in themselves. Quite possibly they N or have these fundamental asserdid not keep pace down the avenue tions been developed, in their apof time. At an impasse such as plication to economics, race probthis, one or the other must change lems, international politics, educapace or direction, conform to the tion. The compass of the paper
other, or go a separate way. The does not permit it.
Baha'is, however, must ask at
institution, divorced from man, canleast
these questions. The Comnot survive. Man, on the other
has stated that "intelliaent
mission
hand, can survive and found new in• •
0
spIrItual
leadership is the only
stitutions.' ,
Well then, what shall be the na- thing which can reinstate the dyture of these institutions ~ Five namic of religion." From whence
points characterized the descrip- do we procure this leadership~
What persons may we look to~ Is
tion:
it reasonable to expect that men,
1. "The religion of the modern must heretofore dependent upon assistsatisfy the intellect.
2. "Religion must aid in and hasten the ance, may at last lift themselves by
development of culture. Philosophy and art their own bootstraps ~ Does any
ought to be cultivated in connection with the
movement of humanity stir to life,
modern's religion.
3. "The religion of the modern must crystallize and vigorously wheel
:strive determinedly for the abolition of all
prejudices and rivalries between those of in~o action, without a rallying point,
various religious beliefs, and for the aband- WIthout that impulsive Center Who
onment of superstition.
4; "~he rel~gion of the new type must alone is the nexus between unlimmamtam and mcrease the humanitarian ac- ited Power and feeble but respontivities of the present, at the same time
not neglecting the development of the spirit- sive instruments ~
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THE NATURE OF THE DIVINE
MANIFESTATIONS
1.

THIS EVOLVING WORLD
GLENN A. SHOOK

pj'ofessor of Physics, Wheaton College
In this, the first of three chapters treating the different phases of this interesting
subJect, the author directs particulaj' attentimt to the slow evolutionary process of the
concept of God fro'l'it the earliest ti1nes, and shows how we have stressed what men
thought abm,t God j'ather than striving to gain a knowledge of God. Students of religion will find this series most informing.

n

N SPEAKING of prayer
'Abdu'l-Baha once said, "Effort should be made to make attachment to God. ' , When asked
how this attachment is to be made,
he replied, ' 'Knowledge is love.
Study, listen to exhortations, think,
try to understand the wisdom and
greatness of God."
From the earliest times-the
knowledge of which we obtain only
by inference-down to the present,
man has been profoundly effected
by thinking about God.
The concept of God, like any
other fundamental concept, was undoubtedly a matter of slow development. In the last analysis the
only way in which man can know
God is by experience. The individual knows by his own experience or that of some other person
or that of the race. This knowledge cannot be like the knowledge
of familiar objects around n.3, or
the knowledge we gain by observation, experiment and inference.
Naturally we put more stress upon
what men have thm~ght 'lbmd God
in the past than we do upon some
means by which we may gain a
knmuledge of God. This puts a very
heavy burden upon traditional be-

U

lief and the latter is not always
equal to it.
TIle mere fact that men have believed in God in the past is not sufficient grounds for a vital faith toFor several hundred years
day.
men believed that the earth was
the center of the universe but that
belief was discounted when the
Copernican theory was established.
Again what men have thought of
God in the past is of importance
to us today because it is only by
such study that we can know how
man has developed religiously. The
only way we can discover certain
phases of the Divine Plan for this
race, or the only way in which we
can read any meaning into life, is
to study man's development.
Before the modern historic
method was applied to the history
of religion it was customary to
paint an ideal pichue of our religious development, especially the development of our own religion, with
the result that most of us are not
prepared for any kind of critical
study. Until quite recently it was
practically impossible for a scholar
to write an unbiased treatise upon
comparative religion. White's History between Theology and Science*

_. l{istory of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom," by Andrew D. White.
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the story of a long conflict between scientific facts on the one
hand and unwarranted tradition on
the other. There is no doubt that
many sincere religionists of that
period honestly felt that the position of God in the universe would
be impaired by the advance of
science.
In all this we see the struggle
of the race for truth but we must
never suppose that we are out of
the struggle. It is a very hopeful
sign that today men from all walks
of life are making a defense for
God. The warfare today is against
unscholarly and superficial thinking, the kind of thinking that overlooks the most obvious facts of
man's development, namely his
mental and spiritual experience.
This idea of an evolving, progressive concept of God has not received sufficient attention in the
past. While we realize that early
man's notion of God cannot compare with the exalted ideas of today nevertheless we do not like to
feel that the world was entirely
deprived of the great spiritual
bounties. This is not error but
only natural, however we must expand our ideas of the universe.
Just as we permit a child's primitive ideas of God, realizing that
there are mature people with more
exalted concepts, so we must think
of the earth as a part of the universe. Man has always existed so
when this planet was in comparative darkness and ignorance, other
"worlds may have been enlightened.
On the other hand there is a
kind of progressive belief, a product of the desire for truth, that
does, in a real sense, create the
object of the belief. Some men be-
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lieved in the Ptolemaic theory after it was refuted. This kind of
belief creates nothing, but there
were others that believed in the
Oopernican theory long before it
was fully demonstrated and their
belief led to the truth. It is this
kind of belief that has advanced
the knowledge of God. A static
dogmatic belief is never real although it may become an integral
part of our religious life while a
progressive dynamic belief is always real and consequently contributes something to the sum total
of our knowledge.
In dealing with man's spiritual
development we cannot confine ourselves to the historic method.
"Ve fail to realize that there are
laws in the universe, governing
man's mental and spiritual growth,
laws that we discover by drawing
near to God and not by making God
in our own image. Some of our
modern philosophers amid the comforts of life may find difficulty in
reconciling the omnipotence of God
with His mercy but the great saints
of all time have never been in such
a dilemma. It is a singular fact
that the truly great souls suffer the
most and complain the least, but it
is something more than this-it is
a fact that must have its say in
any religious discussion. The fact
that we are in any sort of dilemma
would indicate that we too are III
the process of becoming.
In this connection the theory of
evolution, which by the way is the
only means we have for extending
our knowledge in time, is of great
assistance to us for it helps us to
see the Divine Plan as it really is.
We realize more and more that
ideas, as well as things, have been,
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are and ever shall be in a state of
change. As long as we hold to the
notion of spontaneous creation in
any field of thought we are unable
to make any real progress in that
field. This has been confirmed by
experience. To be sure when an
evolving biological world first made
its appearance it lead directly to a
mechanistic concept of life but we
must remember that at the time of
its inception the leading minds of
the day were decidedly materialistic.
While we cannot adjust discoverable facts to fit a static philosophy
we can adjust our philosophy to fit
the facts. We have discovered,
after a good many years of anxiety, that we can conceive of a
God of an evolving world quite as
readily as we can a God of a world
of spontaneous creation. The only
difficulty is that many traditional
and philosophical ideas started
with a static world, so that the
moment we begin to push back into
history to search out an idea like
creation, we fear for the eminence
of God.
But if we fear to look
backward we are also afraid to look
forward, which is worse. In a sense
this merely indicates that we have
no real knowledge of God, for if
we have ever been conscious of His
presence no theory regarding His
non-existence Virill disturb us; and
if the heart has never known Him
then no theOTY regarding Him may
be of much assistance, but it may
prepare the way.
The great Prophets realize this,
so when they appear upon earth
they first appeal to the heart.
Thou~jands of people, inside and
out";',, of Christendom, think of
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God as a loving Father because of
the life and words of Christ. Hundreds of pilgrims entered the presence of 'Abdu 'l-Baha mth perplexing questions, only to find that they
were relatively unimportant. They
came away with something that no
philosopher has ever been able to
bestow, namely the love of God,
dynamic and enduring.
Nevertheless Christ came into
the world to reflect to us the attributes of God and we cannot think
of Christ and His mission mthout
this background of ideas concerning God. For thousands of years
the world was being prepared for
the Gospel of Christ and Christ
prepared the world for the coming
of Baha'u-llah.
It is this ever changing flux of
ideas concerning God and the place
of the Manifestations in the scheme
of things that concern us here. In
the long run progress always results. vVe would like to see things
move along mthout breaks and setbacks but that is not so much an
indication of our fine sense of orderliness as a confession of our
ignorance of the laws of nature, of
our own limitations, and the Divine Plan.
Every loyal adherent of an ancient religious system firmly believes that his religion and his religion alone has the power of expansion and that finally the other
religions will come to realize this.
Yet the difficulties of such a position are perfectly clear, for the atheist and agnostic are equally sure
of their position. This shows how
very difficult it is for man to see the
world in its entirety.
(To be continued)
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SIGNS OF THE NEW DAY
LOUIS G. GREGORY
"The oneness of the world of humanity shall be realized, accepted and established.
When we reflect upon this blessed principle, it will become evident and manifest that
it is the healing remedy for all hUl1~aq~ conditions . ... In this century of radiance His
HolinesS' Bah6!u'llrih has proclaimed the reality of the oneness of the world of humanity
and announced that all nations, peoples and races are one."-'Abdu'l-Bahri.

nHE little world known as
Green Acre, summer colony
of the Baha'is in Maine, is not impressive by its size and numbers.
Its eighty acres might be lost in
the ample dimensions of so large a
village as Eliot. N either can it be
counted a rival for the great resorts considering the numbers it attracts. It is rather the charm of
beauty, idealism, thought, spirit,
sociability, mysticism, that makes a
deep impression upon its visitors
and workers and hold a subtle sway
from year to year.

U

THE ANNUAL conference for racial
amity, one of the most virile and
useful of Green Acre activities, was
this past season more than ever before a laboratory for the study of
reality in human relations. It was
dignified in procedure; its six sessions seemed to touch more people
and phases of life than ever before,
while its enthusiasm and happiness
left nothing to be desired.
It was providential to have as the
opening speaker of the conference,
Judge Edward H. Adams of Portsmouth, N. H., an honored citizen of
the community. His theme was,
"The Faith of Lincoln," and he
proved himself one of the most eloquent speakers that ever graced a
meeting. Modestly he disclaimed
capacity to interpret Lincoln, saying that only the great can interpret

each other. But he had not gone far
before he seemed to his hearers to
belong to another age, living amid
scenes which tested the heroic; to be
one with that band of patriots and
lovers of freedom who saw (( the
Glory of the coming of the Lord";
an associate and worker with our
great martyr president, one of the
most illustrious names of any clime
or age. In poetic phrases pregnant
with thought, the sublime faith of
the great American liberator was
eloquently set forth.
Mr. Samuel A. All en, industrial
secretary of the N ew York Urban
League, was the next speaker; he
is one of those who, as a student,
heard' Abdu '1-Baha when He spoke
at Howard University, Washington,
D. C., twenty years ago. The subject of Mr. Allen's address was
"Economics and Race Relations."
From his vantage ground of service
and observation, he showed how one
of the most virulent results of prejudice is the way it affects people
trying to earn a living, those prepared for service yet debarred by
the accident of race. Social relations are much more easily established. But depression has greatly
intensified the race problem. In
New York City the Negro is denied
admission to twenty-five unions. It
sometimes happens that colored
workers are laid off and whites substituted the very next day. Thous-
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ands are being driven into the radical parties under such pressure.
Education and property do not
make people happy. Fellowship
and love do. If employers are to
be reached and softened it must be
by the Baha'i method. Simple justice is needed, not mercy. Baha'is
should seek service on public welfare committees. A burning desire
for right on the part of each can
melt the cold world into oneness, he
felt.
The chairman, Mr. Harlan Ober,
in closing the session said that Lincoln was great because he had no
separatist mind but thought in
terms of the whole. His spiritual
love gave him vision. Now someone
was greatly needed who could give
Lincoln's vision to the whole world.
He then reviewed the teachings and
great message of 'Abdu'l-Baha and
showed how they affect both economics and race relations and how all
difficulties, "due to lack of love and
altruism" must pass away in the
light of the new teachings. Limited
relief supplied by limited minds
cannot solve such problems. But
the divine love and wisdom from the
Universal Physician will give relief. He exhorted patienee to those
who are vietims of oppression.
MR. CARL CARTWRIGHT, a graduate
of the University of Florida, a fine
representative of the liberal youth,
was presented as the prineipal
speaker at the seeond session. He
has discovered horn his seientifie
studies that the so-ealled N ordie
race is non-existent, to say nothing
of its daim to dominate history.
There is no scientifie sanetion for
the belief that one race is superior
to another. Under his subjeet,
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, 'Negro Scientists Overeome Prejudice", he reviewed the life stories
of two eminent Negro seientists, Dr.
George W. Carver and Dr. Ernest
E. Just. The bold research work
and wonderful discoveries of these
men have won them international
fame and many honors. An amusing incident related was how the
Lions Club, a business men's organization of Columbus, Ga., recently entertained Dr. Carver at luncheon. A local editor, irate at sueh
soeiability, denouneed the oecurrenee. Thereupon the president of
the dub retorted that doubtless the
editor's real grievance was that he
had not been considered important
enough to be induded in the invitation! This is another illustration
of the growing liberality of the
South. The students of a white college in Mississippi invited Dr. Carver to address them. When the
reactionary faculty heard of it, they
forbade the Doctor to enter the eampus. The students not to be outdone, hired a hall off the campus
and gave their guest a great ovation when he appeared among them.
What they felt was a great honor to
the school had been turned into disgrace by the faeulty, they deelared.
The speaker felt that the great abilities of these men and others like
them would bring home to the world
the eertain knowledge of one humanity.
THE THIRD session was featured
by two formal addresses, one by Mr.
Philip A. Marangella on "Racial
Amity and World Peace," and the
other by Mrs. May Maxwell on the
limitations existing in the minds of
people of various races and nations,
now happily disappearing before
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the glorious Light of the Sun of
Truth.
The informal conference brought
to the fore a bevy of youth, some
four or five young ladies and a Persian student, Foad Ashraf, all of
whom showed fertility of thought
and fluency of expression and indicated very clearly that the orthodox limitations and racial prejudices of the old order were to them
non-existent and unthinkable. It
will doubtless require the youth to
set the world in order. How beautiful are they in their faith, courage
and consciousness of power. We
find, from the study of N abil,~' that
both Tahirih and Mulla Husayn-iBushru'i closed their dazzling
careers at thirty-six; the Glorious
Bab at thirty; Quddus at twentyseven; and that such characters as
Zaynab, Vahid and Hujjat were all
included in the category of youth.
We hail the beginnings of our
American youth as amity workers.
May their ends be glorious!
THE SPIRITUAL meeting of Sunday
morning had as chairman Mr. F. St.
George Spendlove, who expressed
the idea that human enlightenment
must precede human relief. The
ideal cannot be attained until first
projected. Each race must draw
upon the resources of all centers of
culture. The problem of races suggested to Rev. Henry Benton
Harris, the first speaker, the cross
purposes of Jews and Samaritans
in the time of Jesus when He spoke
to the woman of Samaria. This
woman became a new creature
through the light of Christ. The
same spirit of universality is voiced
by Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha
Whose light has dawned and Who
*The

Dawn-Breakers~
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are asking all mankind to see each
other as servants of one God. Some,
they exhort, are as children. They
must not be hated because weak. All
are created in His image and likeness. Such a movement as this is
the world's greatest need. May it
change mankind into what it should
be. In conclusion he quoted 'Abdu'l-Baha as saying that he is blessed who prefers his brother to himself.
Mr. Howard C. Ives opened his
address with Words of Baha'u'llah:
"Verily the Words that have descended from the heaven of the Will
of God are the source of unity and
harmony for the world. Close your
eyes to racial differences and welcome all with the light of oneneSR."
Everything in existence, he declared, has a center, whether it be a
star or a system. Perhaps there is
a great central S~tn around which
the universe revolves. Even as an
army gets direction, power and victory from its general, so ideal forces
and light are now flowing from the
Great Center which establishes the
higher Unity. He then presented
four aspects of unity, following the
outline of 'Abdu'l-Baha: the unity
of mankind, the spiritual unity, the
unity of the Holy Manifestations
and the unity of the Divine Essence.
vVhy should we still turn to man
when we can turn to God ~ To accept and apply the decrees of the
Manifestation of God is to attain
the higher unity wherein nothing
but reality exists.
THE WORKER'S meeting on Sunday
afternoon called forth expressions
from those who are doing something to relieve human ills. It was
a heart to heart gathering. Influen-

Nabil's History of the Dawn of the Baha'i Cause.
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tial friends who had come to Green
Acre for the first time, were encouraged to pour out their souls
with perfect freedom. Others who
were veterans in service likewise responded, sharing their rich experiences and extended studies. Harlem, * the metropolis of the Negro
world, had impressive representatives of both races. Boston, sometimes referred to not as a city, but a
state of mind, appeared to find its
heart in this gathering.
Se1£examination, as well as study of the
psychology of the prejudice of
others, received due emphasis. The
special object of this meeting was
to brighten hopes and to tell ways
of overcoming the various barriers
to unity, that the ideal and real may
be one.
Grateful acknowledgements must
be made to the talented friends who
contributed dramatic readings,
vocal and instrumental selections at
the various meetings, expressing
amity in so pleasing a form.
THE LAST session was held in the
People's Baptist Church in Portsmouth, N. H., the City by the Sea.
The congregation and successive
pastors of this colored church over
the years have given fine cooperation to this work. Mrs. Ludmila
Bechtold of Brooklyn, N. Y., was
chairman, bringing to bear her intelligent interest and love of the
work. The Hull House U address of
'Abdu'l-Baha was read as a fitting
in troduction.
Mr. Samuel A. AlIen again spoke
and gave a striking picture of the
numerous ills which attack the
racially varied population of Har'In New York City.
"Located in Chicago, Ill.
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lem, as well as other cities. He
shed his searchlight upon prejudices in various forms, intra as well
as interracial. One curious incident related was that of a school
teacher, training her children in
jumping, who through prejudice
held the rule higher for her colored
pupils, only succeeding thereby in
making them better jumpers than
the others; another was how in a
certain place a teacher who had a
Japanese boy take the place of
George Washington in a play, lost
her position because of it. A. A.
Schomberg, colored curator of a
ten thousand dollar collection of
books about the Negro race, collected it because when a boy in
Cuba and called upon to write an
article about his race, he was unable
to find books in the library bearing
upon that subject. In closing his
address Mr. AlIen related the story
of two parents who were greatly
alarmed one day to come upon their
infant son and to find that by some
means he held in his hands a carving knife. Fearing to approach him
lest he harm himself, the mother
tactfully held out to him an orange,
whereupon he at once let fall the
knife and reached for the fruit. The
speaker again expressed his love
of Green Acre and the conviction
that a sick and sore humanity would
find relief only through the divine
remedies.
Orcella Rexford, the last speaker
of the conference, made a fitting
climax in a word picture of the
world of the future. The absence
of extremes of wealth and poverty,
locomotion by wings as well as
planes, false doctrines removed that
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cause strife, ignoring of national
boundaries that separate, all employed and all educated, everybody
wishing to do right, all governed by
universal law, all speaking the same
tongue, all knowing and loving the
same God, all acknowledging the
Supreme Tribunal and living in
amity with all mankind-these were
some of the details of her wonder-
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ful picture of the future under
Baha,'u'llah's divine civilization.
The speaker expressed the wish
that each and all might stand in the
smile of God. ' , A man who turns to
God finds sunshine everywhere' "
says 'Abdu'l-Baha.
So closed this amity conference,
one of many that have been held.
But the last always seems the best.

O

HE source of perfect unity and love in the world of
existence is the bond and oneness of reality. When
the divine and fundamental reality enters human hearts and
lives, it conserves and protects all states and conditions of
mankind, establishing that intrinsic oneness of the world of
humanity which can only come into being through the efficacy of the Holy Spirit. For the Holy Spirit is like unto
the life in the human body, which blends all differences of
parts and members in unity and agreement. Consider how
numerous are these parts and members, but the oneness of
the animating spirit of life unites them all in perfect combination. It establishes such a unity in the bodily organism
that if any part is subjected to injury or becomes diseased,
all the other parts and functions sympathetically respond
and suffer owing to the perfect oneness existing. Just as
the human spirit of life is the cause of coordination among
the various parts of the human organism, the Holy Spirit
is the controlling cause of the unity and coordination of
mankind. That is to say, the bond or oneness of humanity
cannot be effectively established save through the power of
the Holy Spirit, for the world of humanity is a composite
body and the Holy Spirit is the animating principle of its
life.
Therefore we must strive in order that the power of the
Holy Spirit may become effective throughout the world of
mankind, that it may confer a new quickening life upon the
body-politic of the nations and peoples and that all may
be guided to the protection and shelter of the Word of God.
-( Adbul'-Bah(J.
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WHITE ROSES OF PERSIA
MART HA

L.

ROOT

This is the third pa1't in the serial story of the mar'tyrd011t of Varqd and his little
son Ruhu'lldh, ear'ly Pm'sian Bahd'is. The preceding chapters gave u surnmury of the
fumily history; copies of the Tablets (letter's) of Bahd'u'lldh addressed to them; a
brief uccount of the wonderful visit of the futheT und his two sons to 'Akkd to see
'Abdu'l-Bahd; und a copy of 'Abdu'l-Bahd's Tublet to Ruhu'lldh. The StOTY will be
concluded in the NovmnbeT nurnbeT.
R~th~t'llah, a boy so timid that
he wmtld never even go alone into
the garden in the evening, was always remarkably co~tragemts when
it came to doing anything for the
Baha'i Ca~tse. He tho~tght a great
deal ab out becoming a martyr, and
in this connection wrote the following poem which he sent to
'Abd~t'l-Baha.
One can see in
r'eading it, how the Teachings of
Baha'~t'llah train even a child into
bec01ning a savant and a philosopher. No tmnslation from the
Persian can give the exq~tisite
meter nor an adeq~wte interpretation of the Persian metaphors all~tding to literat~tre and letters
which the c~tlt~wed pe01Jle of Iran
know so well. Here is his poem:

"In the Name of our Great Lord
El-Abha!
o Cup-Bearer, fill the cup to the
brim
Make this Zion of my heart full of
fire with your Wine.
It is the time of receiving Bounties
and the day of help.
Face 0 friends of Baha
Towards the world with the banners of Guidance.
Anyone rising to serve God,
The Lord of Mankind -will help him,
The one who sacrifices his life in
the Covenant of God,
The Face of God will turn towards
him.
o Cup-Bearer, give a cup from Thy
Bounties
That I may be pure from Slll,

Although my sins c a nn 0 t be
counted,
Still I am hopeful through the
Favor of God.
Welcome, 0 Cup-Bearer of the Ancient Gathering.
Let fall a drop to this earth (body)
through Thy Favor
Till through Generosity, this ray
may shine
And be worthy of sacrifice.
o God, when the time will come
that at Thy Door
I may give my life for the Love
of Thy Face
What a happy day it will be,
That in the square of love
I may give my life
In the path of the Beloved's Love!
What a happy moment it will be,
Tha t I may say openly
The praise of King Baha on the
cross!
o God, when shall come that time
That I may be severed from this
fated body,
Facing towards the eternal RoseGarden
Becoming verdant from the Bounties of seeing God?
I am burning in the desert of privation
And inflamed from the sparks of
remoteness.
Take the veil from Thy Face
('Abdu'l-Baha)
o King of the Worlds
In order that from the Light of
Thy Face
The heavens may become illllmined.

WHITE ROSES OF PERSIA

o
o

Prince of Covenant!
King of Covenant!
From your fire the Paran of Covenant is on fire.
o Thou, who hast named Thyself
"Abdu'l-Baha. '
(The Servant of Baha)
Through Thy Commands the banners of Guidance are uplifted.
Thou art the Dawning-Place of the
secrets of God;
Thou art the spring of the rivers
of God,
Like the letter A thou hast stood
to uplift the Cause of God
o powerful King of Kings!
But like the letter B, thou art humble in service near the door of
the Shrine of Lord Baha.
o Thou who art the Greatest
Branch of the Tree of the
Cause,
o Thou who art Branched from the
Ancient Root,
o Thou who art the Dawning-Place
of the Inspiration of God,
Through Thee the eyes of Abha
people are enlightened.
"Give a cup from the divine wine,
that I who am sleeping may
become conscious;
Rend asunder the veils of doubt
and superstitions,
Soar to the zenith of the Seventh
Heaven,
Pass from this dark cage of earth
and water
Going to the pure spiritual Kingdom;
Become free from this world full
of torture and pain,
Facing the spiritual Native Land,
Inhaling from the Rose-Garden of
the soul
The fragrance of the Beloved;
Returning like a wind from the
Land of the Beloved,
Blowing fragrant and life-giving
breezes
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Bearing sorrow-sweeping GladTidings;
Saying openly to the friends of the
world
It is the Day of the Covenant!
Friends be on your guard,
o lovers of the Face of the Beloved,
Turn your souls toward the Land
of the Beloved,
o comrades, grasp the opportunity,
Help and assist the Cause of God,
Try, 0 friends, that there may be
spread in the regions of the earth
The Teachings of the Powerful
God
Until the sleeping creatures may
become conscious,
May lay aside superstitions and
prejudices,
Their eyes becoming enlightened
with the Light of God;
The thorn-gardens of their hearts
becoming rose-gardens,
Try, 0 friends, it is time for serVICe.

Give a glance through Kindness to
this yearning, sorrowing bird,
Who, being far from Thee, is restless and inconsolable.
Through being so distant from
Thee, my heart is on fire,
Being away from Thee has inflamed
my whole being,
Help, 0 King, of the Kingdom of
hearts!
Being far from Thee has put my
heart into flames;
I am burning, 0 King, from being
so far from Thee.
Here, in this desert of loneliness
and longing,
Liberate this bird from the trap
of sorrowfulness
o King of Bounty and Sovereign
of Favor!
Do not look unto my station and
capacity
But look unto Thy Favor, 0 Bountiful One!"
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"It is imperative that we should renounce our own particular
prejudices and supelfstitions if we e'anf{;estly desire to seek the
Truth. Unless we make a, distinction in our minds between dogma,
s~lperstition and prej~ldice on the one hand, and Tnlth on the other,
we cannot s~lcceed. When we are in earnest in O~lr search for anything, we look for it everywhere. This principle we must carry o~d
in mlr search for Truth."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.

N THESE days the notes of
. . human unity and international
amity are being strongly and widely
struck in the utterances and writings of world leaders. The settlement just effected at Lausanne,
though not in all respects as comprehensive as could be desired,
should go far to accentuate and
develop this most desirable sentiment among the nations. In essence, the common brotherhood of
mankind is not only both explicit
and implicit in Christianity but also
in the other great religions of the
world. More than eighty years
ago this was elaborated and pointed
out to reigning sovereigns of the
time and to the world in general by
a great Persian teacher whom his
followers named Baha'u'llah (the
glory of God), and has been reiterated all along by the successive
guardians of the Baha'i Cause.
"It is strange that this movement is so little known in Great
Britain, though it is one of steadily
increasing influence in other parts
of the world. Is this because it is
of Persian origin? What of that ~
Truth is truth, and wise leading is
wise, from whatever source it may
come. Was not our Lord a Jew
and the great Christian religion of
J udean origin?
"Anyhow, Baha'ism is, we think,

O

destined to play a great and rich
part in the advance and welfare of
humanity in the years to come. It
has many publications, one of the
most lucid of which is by a Scotsman, the late Dr. J. E. Esslemont
of Aberdeen; and it also publishes
an excellent magazine which we
have on several occasions appreciatively reviewed.
, 'The Baha'i system shows how
Christianity and all that is best in
other religions can be practically
and administratively applied. In
this respect it is a Revelation fitted
to the needs of the present age.
"Several issues of the Baha'i
Magazine are again before us, and
the latest, that for this month, is a
special number containing a treatise in the form of "A Study in
Baha'i Economics and Socialization. "ij,' It would be well if our
leaders in political and religious
thought were thoroughly conversant with the principles and teaching here set forth. Yet we see little
if any reference to the movement
in any of our newspapers or magazmes. Carefully and conSCIentiously read and studied, the
Baha'i writings and teachings will
c 0 m m and universal respect.' , John O'Groat Journal, Wick, Scotland, Ju,ly 15, 1932.

• Article by Alfred E. Lunt, The BaM.'i Magazine, July 1932.
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"The world will be filled with science, with the knowledge of
the reality of the mysteries of beings, and with the knowledge of
God. «< '" '" I pray earnestly that the Light in this advanced age
will so illumine the world that all may rally under the banner of
unity and receive spiritual education. ., .... The teachings of
Baha'u'llah are the breaths of the Holy Spirit which create men
anew." - ' Abdu'l-Baha.
IN THIS epoch of universal religious decline and moral decay the
whole world is suffering from the
effects of a spiritual chaos. But
mature age suffers less than does
youth at the portals of life; for it
is here, at the beginning of life's experiences, that mistakes are most
far-reaching and that wrong doing
is most deeply tragic in its life-long
results. Here, also, in this naturally
turbulent period of life when the
blood runs strong, when adventure
and self-expression are the chief
desires,-here more than at any
other period is needed the calming
influence and safe direction of religIOn.
But what do youth find to feed
these crying needs ~ They find an
adult world materialistic; lacking
in the consciousness of God; and if
practicing religion at all, practicing
it mostly in a merely formal way.
They find religious doctrines so full
of theological superstitions, so at
variance with the known truths of
science as to give them little inclination toward the church. And
education has still less to offer. For
the college-with its questioning
and skeptical attitude toward all

things and its scientific laboratory
methods which accept as truth only
what can be proved-tends to make
agnostics of youth.
Today, therefore, we find the
young people either totally materialistic, having no consideration
for religion and spiritual matters;
or else if feeling a tendency toward
religious life, doubtful and skeptical
concerning established religious
dogmas of the day, searching everywhere but seldom finding a complete
spiritual satisfaction.
THE RESULT of this irreligious life
on the morals of the rising generation is cataclysmic. For youth, with
its tendency to seek wide experience, its drive toward adventure,
its quest for happiness, its thirst for
gra tifica tion of the senses,-how
can it guide itself safely through
the many temptations which the
world of matter offers the struggling soul ~
Behavior has become to the youth
of today merely a question of expediency. With pleasure and selfindulgence the chief motives of action, youth is prone to try all things
in the hope of finding new pleasures,
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new satisfactions of the moment.
With the aid of modernistic schools
of psychology, inhibitions are considered baneful and are thrown
aside. Hedonistic self-expression,
the search for pleasure and happiness at any cost, what else is there
but this basic desire of our lower nature to influence the conduct of the
youth of today ~
Without the strong sanctions and
authority of religion the ordinary
precautionary maxims of age and
experience count but little with
youth.
"Honesty is the best
policy," we are told. But is that
true ~ How many grafters are
thriving, high in popular esteem ~
How many business men of shady
principles are eminently successful
in the world's eye and able to enjoy
all those comforts and luxuries
which youth aspires to ~ If materialistic success is to be given a higher claim than character upon our esteem, then youth is justified in wondering whether honesty after all is
the best policy.
Again it is said, "Be good and
you will be happy." But youth is
willing to try other paths to happiness than those which lead to
spiritual heights; and in its adventure into sensualism it finds that
there are many pleasures from
which it has been debarred by the
code of ethics of the past. Why
should these bars exist ~ Youth will
have none of them. And adult
warnings regarding future consequences are of little effect. For
prognostications regarding the results of actions can be individually
proved only by method of trial and
error, and that is just what youth
is endeavoring to do today.

MAGAZINE

Left without the guidance of religion, without those sure principles of action which the great
spiritual teachers of humanity have
taught us, the rising generation
is embarking upon dangerous and
ca tastrophic quests.
IN THE MIDST of such a world it is
a most refreshing and hopeful sign
to see a certain body of youth finding a moral earnestness, a deep
spiritual conviction in the teachings
of the Baha'i Movement. The New
World Order of Baha'u'llah, appealing profoundly to youth because
of its humanitarian principles, also
is convincing on its spiritual side
because of its complete harmony of
religion with science. Here is a
reasonable faith-one not only consistent with man's highest intellectual development but offering to humanity solutions for its major problems such as even man's intellect
today is unable to achieve.
Into this great world-wide movement the youth of many countries,
of many races, of many hereditary
religions are throwing themselves
with deep sincerity and with earnest endeavor.
Here youth are
finding again a solid foundation for
life activity, a sure guide to conduct and to expression. Here they
find motives higher than those of
mere expediency. The eternal quest
of the soul for beauty, guidance and
truth finds assurance in the spiritual principles laid down by the
great teachers of humanity. Whenever a personal problem arises a solution is clear from the point of
view of what is spiritually right, of
what is consistent with the plain
directions of the word of God.
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Thus groups of young people in trusted. Wise and learned in the
Persia, in Germany, in America, in learning of this world, and in adChina, in Japan, and in many other dition dowered with a rich spiritual
countries, are studying the revealed grace which reflects in all their acts,
Word of Baha'u'llah and are en- they are the salt of the earth.
Of whatever nationality, race, or
deavoring to fashion their lives
according to its pattern. Out of creed, these youths are bound tothis earnest spiritual endeavor gether by the closest of spiritual ties
grows a character as beautiful as into a universal brotherhood working whole heartedly for the peace
it is natural and wholesome-a
and progress and prosperity of all
character of pur i t y, of integhumanity. Never before in the hisrity, of kindly service, of earnest tory of this planet has so lofty a
responsibility both toward the de- goal definitely inspired the vision
velopment of oneself and toward and absorbed the energies of Youth.
the advancement of humanity. Su- May the numbers of such become leperb are these souls, nourished by gion, and their influence be felt as a
the Word of God. In their hands rIsmg power in the affairs of nahuman affairs can be safely en- tions!

{( There is a point on which the ph,zzosophers and the Prophets
differ. The philosophers make education the test of knowledge, holding
that any man who receives sufficient ed~~cation can attain a state of perfection. That is to say man possesses the potentiality for every kind of
progress, and ed~(,cation enables him to bring this into the court of
objectivity.
{( The Prophets say that something else is necessa:ry. It is true that
education transforms the desert into a rose garden, the virgin forest
into an orchard, saplings into trees, and single flowers into double and
treble flowers, b~d there is a f~~ndamental difference in men . ... While
recognizing the infl~~ence of ed~~cation, we m~~st also become acquainted
with the innate disposition.
{( The Prophets are sent to ed~~cate this innate q~~ality in humanity.
They are like gardeners who sow the grain which afterwarcl springs
~£p in a thm~sand forms of advancement. The Prophets are therefore
the first Ecl~~cators of the worlcl, the headmasters of the world . ...
{( BaJui'u/ll6h has said two steps are necessary for h~£man development: material and divine ed~wation . ... Divine ecl~~cation is the s~~m
total of all development. It is the safeguarcl of hu,manity."
-( Abdu'l-BahCt.
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THE SOCIAL EMPHASIS IN THE
BAHA'I REVELATION
HUSSEIN RABBANI
In a previous article the author emphasized the new conditions which humanity
faces in this age and the importance of the social function of religion. In this, the
second part of his article, he carries the subject into the spiritual field and shows the
power of the Bah6:i Movement to mould the social life of man into more perfect patterns.

UN OUTSTANDING feature of the
~ Baha'i Revelation, and one
which adds greatly to its social significance, is the absence from its
sacred writings of any elaborate
system of theology. The Baha'i
writings are mainly devoted to the
enunciation of some spiritual, social, economic and political principles which, taken together, constitute the main foundations upon
which the Bah:i'i Organization of
the future will be gradually built
up. The Baha'i Faith, therefore,
has no theological system in the
sense that is commonly attached to
this term. What is meant by this
is that the Baha'is have been enjoined by the Founders of their
Faith not to indulge, as the adherents of other religions have done in
the past, in theological and metaphysical speculations about the essence of God or the nature of His
attributes and other similar problems which by their very nature
stand above human comprehension.
In this connection, Baha 'u 'nah
has revealed the following: "Knowledge" He said "is like unto wings
for the being (of man) and is like
a ladder for ascending. To acquire
knowledge is incumbent upon all,
but of those sciences which may
profit the people of the earth, and
not such sciences as begin in mere
words and end in mere words."1

The Baha'i vie w of religion,
therefore, is that it neither consists
solely in knowledge nor in leading
the life of a hermit or of an anchorite. It transcends all selfish and individualistic limitations. It abolishes all priestly castes, suppresses
mystery cults and purifies human
life from all sorts of egotism and
superstition. Service is the cornerstone of the Baha'i Faith. "0 Son
of Man!" proclaims Baha 'u 'llah,
"If thou regardest mercy, look not
to that which benefits thyself; but
hold to that which will benefit thy
fellowmen. If thou regardest justice, choose thou for others that
which thou choosest for thyself.'"
Thus, individualism is not condemned but the superiority of devotion, cooperation and self-sacrifice is duly emphasized. As a certain writer puts it, the Baha'i
teachings "Meet the egoistic longing for an independent individual
perfection or blessedness by enunciating the sound psychological
principle that, because all human
beings are interdependent, fulfillment comes only to him who seeks
satisfaction in mutual rather than
selfish good.,,3
This should in no wise imply that
the Baha'i Cause underestimates
the worth of the individual. Far
from that, it merely emphasizes the
fact that a man can best attain his

'J. E. Esslemont-"Baha'u'lIah and the New Era"-p. 136.
'BaM:u'll;ih-"Words of Paradise"-J. Esslemonir-Ibid-p. 77.
'''The Baha'i World"-Vol. Ill-p. 9.
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true end by renouncing his purely est. It is at once a compromise beselfish desires and wishes. If man is tween extreme individualism and
a 'social animal', if he is destined by the total annihilation of the self.
nature to live in a group life he
With such an emphasis on the soshould look first to the interests of cial value of life what we have althe grmtp and only after that to his ready remarked concerning ascetiown needs. For without sacrifice cism, self-mortification and other
and without at least a partial re- forms of austerities seems but a lognuncia tion of our "egos" we would ical conclusion. A purely individbe unable to live in a world of peace ualistic religion, we said, is no
and concord. Surely, in a world longer compatible with the social
contracted and transformed into a conditions of our present world.
single hi g' h 1 y complex. organism Religion is no longer an exclusively
through the tremendous progress individual concern. It is above all
achieved in the realm of physical a social force. Its aim is to further
sciences and by the expansion of the cause of brotherhood and goodindustry and commerce, individual will and to bring people into a closer
solitary and selfish living is impos- contact than before. It is no more
sible, nay detrimental to the indi- a mere personal relationship bevidual himself. The more society tween the individual and God but
advances the more impelling be- essentially a bond of cooperation
comes the necessity of cooperation among the children of mankind.
But the Baha'is believe that reand social control. We are today living in a world in which social and ligion cannot yield its fruits unless
political interdependence necessi- it is organized and directed towards
tate on the part of the individual a definite goal. Without a social
some sacrifice, some genuine realiza- plan and without a common coordition that mutual aid and mutual nating agency the principles and
abandonment of our own individual- ideals of Baha'u'llah cannot be efistic point of view is of the utmost ficacious. ' 'High aims and pure
necessity if life is to be made worth motives, however laudable in themliving. We should strive at all times selves, will surely not suffice if unto look to "wider horizons" and supported by measures that are
through self-abnegation and volun- practicable and methods that are
tary submissiveness to soar on a sound. Wealth of sentiment, abunhigher plane than that in which we dance of good-will and effort, will
prove of little avail if we should
are actually living.
fail to exercise discrimination and
THIS IS at least the Baha'i view restraint and neglect to direct
of social life. It attempts to recon- their flow along the most profitable
cile the apparently conflicting prin- channels. The unfettered freedom
ciples of individualism and group of the individual should be temperconsciousness. It does not disre- ed with mutual consultation and
gard individual differences but em- sacrifice, and the spirit of initiative
phasizes the necessity of their sub- and enterprise should be reinforced
ordination to the collective inter- by a deeper realization of the su-
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preme necessity for concerted action and a fuller devotion to the
common weal.' "
HENCE, THE necessity of some sort
of organization. And by organization we should not mean an elaborate sacerdotal hierarchy, a set of
rigid dogmas and creeds enforced
by an irresponsible authoritative
body. Conceived as such, organization stifles the true spirit of religion
and becomes a substitute instead of
a means. History abundantly proves
that in the past such forms of ecclesiastical organizations have hindered true progress and have been
causes of stagnation and death.
But the Baha'i Faith which in no
wise upholds the necessity of elaborate religious ceremonies, which
possesses no clergy and discards all
sorts of verbal traditions, creeds
and dogmas, can but condemn wvery
attempt at organizing religion on
the same model as the former religious leaders have attempted to
do. The Baha'i religion recognizes
the necessity of organization but
considers it as a mere tool and not
as an end. It further possesses
very few institutions and these far
from being rigid have been formulated in such a way as to provide
for the inevitable changes of time
and place.
"As the administrative work of
the Cause steadily expands," remarks Shoghi Effendi in one of his
general letters, " as its various
branches grow in importance and
number, it is absolutely necessary
that we bear in mind this fundamental fact that all these administrative
activities, however harmoniously
lShoghi Effendi-"Baha'i Administration'~-p. 78.
aShoghi Effendi-HBaha'i Administration"-p. 99.
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and efficiently conducted, are but
means to an end, and should be regarded as direct instruments for the
propagation of the Baha'i Faith.
Let us take heed lest in our great
concern for the perfection of the administrative m a chi n er y of the
Cause, we lose sight of the Divine
purpose for which it has been created. "1
And in another passage explaining
the guiding principles of Baha'i Administration, he says "Baha'i Administration, should, I strongly feel,
be made to serve a twofold purpose.
On the one hand, it should aim at
a steady and gradual expansion of
the Movement along lines that are
at once broad, sound and universal;
and on the other it should insure the
internal consolidation of the work
already achieved, It should both
provide the impulse whereby the
dynamic forces latent in the Faith
can unfold, crystalize, and shape
the lives and conduct of men, and
serve as a medium for the interchange of thought and the coordination of activities among the divers
elements that constitute the Baha'i
community",2
Vlhat can all these words indicate
if not the vital and active role which
the Baha'i Movement must needs
in the social and political regeneration of mankind ~ Not that
it should mix itself entirely with social and political pro b I e ill sand
lose its specifically spiritual
character and be reduced to a mere
ethical philosophy. But, it should
give people the necessary impetus,
the firm conviction in the efficacy of
God's power for the salvation of the
world. It should act as an incen-

2Shoghi E,ffendi-"Baha'i Administration"-p. 93.
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tive, as a driving force and not as
a political party solely occupied
with the material and physical interests of the people.
But assuredly all these social
transformations cannot be realized
unless the individuals s t r i v e on
their part to improve their moral
and spiritual conduct. For it is
only through individual progress
that we can hope to see the accomplishment of the progress of societies.
"N ot by the force of numbers,
not by the mere exposition of a set
of new and noble principles, not
by an organized campaign of teaching-no matter how worldwide and
elaborate in its character-not even
lShoghi Effendi-HBaha'i Administrationn-p. 57.
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by the staunchness of our faith or
the exaltation of our enthusiasm,
can we ultimately hope to vindicate
in the eyes of a critical and skeptical age the supreme claim of the
Abha Revelation. One thing and
only one thing will unfailingly and
alone secure the undoubted triumph
of this sacred Oause, namely, the
extent to which our own inner life
and private character mirror forth
in their manifold aspects the splendor of thos.e eternal principles proclaimed by Baha 'u 'llah. "1
In such a manner religion will be
no more" divorced from man's social life but will rather guide it,
stabilize it and protect it, although
its own domain is not to be confused
with social and political activities."

"We have arrived . .. at a stage in human evol~~tionwhen moral
value-that which serves the good of hwnanity and not merely the
interest of any one gro~~p'----determines not alone the desirabiltiy but
also the feasibility of every pu,blic policy and every social program.
That is why the pl'esent world crisis escapes every effort to btring
it under the control of normal social agencies. TVhen another i1~ter
national war seel1~S imminent, we call the crisis" political" and effort
is made to control it by political bodies. When the economic depression
seems most amtte, we call the crisis" economic" and seek to control it
by economic bodies. It wottld be j~tst as logical to call the crisis" religiot~S" and base our hopes of recovery ~tpon the infiuence of the churches.
In reality, the crisis is at once political, economic and religious, b~d
h~tmanity possesses no respons'ible, a~tthoritative agency capable of coordinating all the factors and arriving at a world plan which takes all
factors into accotint.
These considerations reveal the vital importance of a new principle
of action, a new attit~ide and a new quality of ~mderstanding such as the
stL~dent of society enCO~inters in the teachings of Baha'u'llah. Here
one makes contact with a world view raised above local and partisan
inte1'ests, and a spirit of faith in divine Providence so profottnd that
it s~lstains the certitude that mankind will be guided throtlgh the most
terrible storm of conhlsion and strife the world has ever faced."
-Horace Holley.
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"The essential requirement and qualification of Prophethood is the training and
guidance of the people. * * * The proofs establishing the validity of a Prophet, the proofs
of His inspiration, are, after aLl, the very deeds of valor and greatness which He performs. If a Prophet has proved to be instrumental in the elevation of mankind, undoubtedly His Prophethood is valid."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

more frequent,
rings the question: wWhoare Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'lERSISTENT, EVER

Baha~"

Fifty years ago the mass mind
would have replied; "More freak
names."
Today, when foreign titles are
sought after; when a "Ghandi"
holds the front page; when wars
and reparations have entangled nations; when a "World Court" and a
"League of Nations" meet in periodic conclave; when the economic
structure of the world trembles;
when the peoples of the earth are
drawn together in mutual suffering and needWe pause. And consider.
Perchance, from out the mist of
the yet-to-be-known may come a
blessing.
Questing souls the world over are
searching, constantly forA remedy.
The once impassable mountains
of strangeness, division, prejudice
for the unfamiliar, fear of the unk now n and inexperienced - are
crumbling before the eyes of necessity.
The whip of suffering has roused
humanity from a sleep of ages. Man
is sitting up, rubbing his eyes, peering through the bars of his fingers
-with surprise!
Complacence, se 1 f-satisfaction,
smug assurance, are lashed on the
raw. Man is forced to listen, for

sounds that may bring-help.
The pot of human ignorance is
stirred from the bottom. Defects
of nature float to the top-waiting
to be skimmed.
Starvation - has directed man's
a ttention to his "inner parts."
Mistakes, frustrations, aborted
efforts, apparent failure, have turned man loose in the ' 'valley of
search." The bewildered traveler
looks with dismay at the banks of
clay on either side-that must be
climbed-if the vista beyond is to be
glimpsed!
Hopes, p 1 a n s, ambitions, have
been backed up and promoted byeffort. Artists, architects, h a v e
"dreamed' , their ' 'castles' , and
struggled to produce them in outward form. Students have concentrated, worked, borrowed, to obtain an education. Physicians have
prescribed, treated, operated, put
forth utmost endeavor to establish
health in their patients. Sincerity
has strengthened effort, giving
power to the toilers.
SUOCESS HAS BEEN ever in prospect and yet, we see on every hand:
unappreciated pictures; e ID p t y
houses; trained instructors without
a school; people-starving, homeless, without work, minus salary;
people - sick, disappointed, disillusioned, dead.
If: "Capacity increases - with
sincerity and striving."
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And: "Capacity attracts"-fulfillment of life.
Why: Is the world at loss ~ In
chaos ~ At war ~ In despair 1
vVhy: Is the night of man's ignorance so black?
Why: Are the steeps of attainment so difficult to scale?
Why: Is the bird of man's soul so
helpless?
"Why1" Because man (in the
mass) does not know his real "inner part." Is not conscious of an
immortal self. Is not awake to
eternal values.
Materially minded, he mixes his
brew of mundane adventure: eats,
drinks, sleeps, plays, works, in and
for-a limited self.
Not until- vicissitudes, trials,
tests, catastrophes, e x per i e n c e,
drive man's effort beyond the "limited," beyond unconscious, automatic evolution; not until man
awakens from the" sleep of ages,"
can he become conscious of-a spiritual Self.
Only a comparative few of
earth's inhabitants have learned to
free their souls from matter, have
begun to spread the wings of spirit
and soar to heights of illumined
knowledge.

"May it not be . . . that in the main the
concepts of the idealists and of the pragmatists may both be true and capable of
harmonious adjustment each to the other?
"The universe is in the making-yes!
We have both the opportunity and obligation
of perfecting it. But the Plan is there, already existing as a potentiality and as a
constructive force; and when we strive wisely we work in accordance with the blueprints of Destiny!"

WRITERS LIKE THE noted educator,
Stanwood Cobb, manifest an awakened spirit. In his book, "Discovering The Genius Within You," he
says:

"'Abdu'l-Bahii, Persian seer and interpreter of the world-wide Baha'i movement,
explains how it is that the cosmic rays
reach man, in the form of spiritual and
creative guidance. The Divine Power of
the universe-that Power which we call
God-must remain incomprehensible and
impenetrable to man. It can never be directly perceived. But its force reaches human beings, just as the fOl'ce of the sun
reaches the earth, by emanation and radiation. The Spirit which makes contact with
the spirit of man is this radiant messenger
which bridges the gap between unknowable
divine Reality and man. Only if the mirror
of man's heart is tarnished, dull and dusty
is little reflection possible. That is why
some individuals strongly reflect the crea-

"The soul of man should be the master,
not the slave, of the world-about-us . . . .
"Improvement of the Self will unfailingly
bring an improvement of the environment ...
"Every heaven must be earned ....
"Can we not conceive that there may
exist somewhere perfection, though the material universe as a transitory phenomenal
concatenation of events is still in the mak•
?
mg
....

In another book, "The Meaning
of Life," Mr. Cobb asserts:
"I have come to the conclusion that the
sole purpose of life, so far as the individual
is concerned, is growth through struggle . ...
"Movement is the sign of life. It is more
than that. It is the essence of life ....
"Right effort applied wisely and persistently cannot fail to win out. A remarkable
statement to this effect emanates from one
whose own life exemplifies extraordinarily
the power to achieve a world mission in the
face of apparently overwhelming odds; for
although a prisoner for forty years, he yet
managed from prison walls to spread over
the whole world his message of universal
peace and goodwill.
"'Man must be tireless in his efforts,'
says 'Abdu'l-Bahii in 'The Divine Art of
Living.' 'Once his effort is directed in the
proper channel if he does not succeed today
he will suceed tomorrow. Effort in itself is
one of the noblest traits of human character. Devotion to one's calling, effort in its
speedy execution, simplicity of spirit and
steadfastness through all the ups and downs,
these are the hall-marks of success. A person characterized with those attributes will
gather the fruits of his labors and will also
win the happiness of the Kingdom.' "

In his chapter on "Intuitions and
Inspirations, " in "Discovering the
Genius -Within You," Mr. Cobb
says:
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tive force of the universe and others but
weakly. 'This spiritual force,' says 'Abdu'lBaha, 'is the energizing factor in the life
of man.' By its means are manifested the
various expressions of man's genius in the
realm of art, of learning, of science and of
achievement in genera!!"

In his ch apt e r, "The Midas
Touch," Mr. Oobb says:
"It was Baha'u'llah, the Persian prophet,
who in speaking of the dignity of labor
said: 'Work done in the spirit of service is
equivalent to prayer.'
"When I visited Haifa to interview
'Abdu'l-Baha, the successor to the leadership of the Baha'i movement, I noticed
among His followers a man with a white
halo of hair and a very saintlike countenance.
He attracted my attention.
He
seemed to me the most spiritual of the men
in the Persian colony living with 'Abdu'lBaha. Upon inquiry, I learned that this
man was quite illiterate, but had for years
served Baha'u'llah lovingly and faithfully
in the capacity of cook. His whole life had
indeed been a proof that work done in the
spirit of service is a spiritual exercise, refining both to man's personality and to his
innermost soul."

THUS, from a soul "awake" to
life's vital meaning, do we receive
the beginnings of an answer to the
question: "Who are Baha 'u 'llah
and 'Abdul'-Baha?"
Mr. Oobb tells us that Baha'ullah and 'Abdu'l-Baha lived in PerSIa.

Baha 'u 'llah is the Founder of a
"movement" for "universal peace
and goodwilL" A" Prophet" with
a message to the world. A man
"whose own life exemplified extraordinarily the power to achieve a
world mission in the face of apparently overwhelming odds." A man
who upholds the" dignity of labor."
Oalls "effort one of the noblest
traits of human character."
A
"spirit of service," of "devotion to
one's calling" - "equivalent to
prayer." A man who proclaims the
"spiritual force" of the universe, 'the energizing factor in the life of
man."

MAGAZINE

'Abdu'l-Baha, "interpreter of the
world-wide Baha'i movement, lived
forty years in prison."
Why was He in prison?
History tells us, He was the Son
of Baha'u'llah. Was thrown into
the penal colony of 'Akka (Acre) in
Palestine along with His Father
and a group of Baha'u'llah's adherents in the year eighteen hundred
and sixty-eight.
Why was Baha 'u 'llah imprisoned?
Because His teachings were spiritual and far in advance of the day
in which He lived. The mass mind
steeped in the ignorance of materialism made Him a target for
drastic persecution.
What did His teachings consist
oH
That is a big question. Its answer involves the perusal of numerous volumes - unending study
and thought.
Oan you imagine a man, thrown
into a vermin-infested dungeon,
weighted down with heavy chains,
surrounded by stench and filth, a
man we had never met or even
heard of-so interested in you and
me, in the welfare of the entire human race-that He would spend
hours of each day praying for us?
Oan you imagine a man incarcerated for life, kept in close confinement for years, taking the trouble
to send a message to the ruling
heads of nations?
To beg help for Himself? No,
indeed. To call the attention of the
leaders of each country to the beginning of a new era in which universal peace would become a dominant note.
Do you know that as far back as
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eighteen hundred and forty-four,
the need for-universal peace-was
proclaimed 1
Realize if you can, that between
the years eighteen hundred seventeen and eighteen hundred ninetytwo, there lived on earth a Beingso concerned about your happiness
and mine, about your progress and
mine, about the well-being of all
created people, that he was glad, for
our sakes, to live and die in prison!
Are you aware that in nineteen
hundred and eight, 'Abdu'l-Baha
was freed from the prison from
which His Father had soared to
other realms-sixteen years before 1
During the latter part of the incarceration, Baha 'u '11ah and family
were given a house in the prison
city. Have you heard that peoplefrom all over the world-were permitted to visit that prison home f
From all accounts it must have
been an inspiring scene even if one
did not profit by the spiritual uplift. Americans, Europeans, Asiatics, Africans; Jews, Christians,
Muhammadans, Buddhists; w hit e
skins, brown skins, yellow, red and
black skins-sat around His table
and mingled in friendly contact.
People from everywhere, from all
walks of life: scientists, scholars,
physicians, lawyers, artists, educators, laborers, rich and poorsought Him out.
I was not there. Baha 'u 'nah had
come and gone before I was old
enough to think. But I was privileged to meet and talk with 'Abdu'l-Baha in nineteen hundred and
twelve when He visited the Unitea
States.
The story of that almost nnbebelievable experience is too long for
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this brief article. Suffice it to say,
the effect of that contact is with me
--always.
WHO was Baha 'u 'llah 7
He was: A Manifestation of divine Love. A Friend to every
created being. A heavenly Gardener for human-flowers. A spiritual Physician for the healing of
world-woe. The divine Educator of
maturing man. A Unifier of diversities. A Harmonizer of difference
in opinion.
'Abdu'l-Baha was the interpreter,
the expounder of Baha'u'llah's
teachings. His name (' Abdu'lBaha )-means "Servant of God."
He desired no eulogy. He told us
His highest glory was found in the
station of servitude. 'Abdu'l-Baha,
the Servant of the servants of God.
Do I hear you calling for more information concerning the teachings
of these illumined Messengers 7
If we talked for a lifetime, we
should but scratch the surface of
their import. I shall, however, mention a few high points of interest.
1. They proclaim:
The fundamental-Oneness-of
humanity; "Ye are all the leaves
of one tree." The fundamentalOneness-of phenomena; (microcosm and macrocosm). The fundamental-Oneness-of science and
religion. The fundamental-Oneness-of all religions. One God.
The fundamental- Oneness and
continuity of prophetic Revelation.
2. They point out tIle benefits of:
Universal peace. Universal love
(seeing the "good" in everyone).
Universal cooperation. Universal
arbitration. Universal understanding. Universal education. A uni-
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versal language. Service to mankind.
3. They advocate:
Universal disarmament (simultaneous). A Universal Tribunal in
which every nation in the worldlarge and small-shall have representation.
The changing of warships into
merchant marine. An international
police.
4. They offer a detailed Plan for:
Economic adjustment (with the
poor and rich fully protected and
provided for).
Taxation.
Support of schools of learning.
Adequate, assured compensation
for trained instructors.
The care of the helpless, sick,
aged and unfortunate.
5. They glorify the farmin~' community as a nucleus for a worldwide material civilization.
6. They glorify the home as a
nucleus for human civilization.
7. They glorify the evolving consciousness of man as a nucleus for
a world -wide-spiritual-civiliza tion.
S. They tell us a new race is in
process of formation.
9. They tell us a universal civilization is passing' through the pangs
of birth.
WHO was Baha 'u 'llah 7
He was a pure Channel for the
creative Word of God in our age.
Again, we can say: i i No man spake
as this man. ' ,

MAGAZINE

The "breezes of the Infinite"
wafted and His Pen was used to
convey to mankind a Revelation,
divine in origin, universal in scope,
exact in detail.
What proof have we that Baha'u'Hah's Message is Divine 7 The
proof: of life, of prevision, of
remedy.
His life was a full-blown Flower
of Service planted in the earth-ofman; watered by the blood of more
than twenty thousand martyrs; and
sacrificed for the benefit of human
kind.
Long before you and I had begun
to think of universal peace, Baha'u'llah had proclaimed its need.
Years before the world found itself
at loss, strangulated by the devastating effects of war and greed,
Baha 'u 'llah had sent out a warning
-suggesting specific means for
prevention and remedy.
How can we be sure the Revelation of Baha 'u 'llah contains the
i i remedy"
we need 1
i i By their fruits ye shall know
them."
In "The New World Order,"
Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the
Baha'i Cause, says:
"Leaders of religion, exponents of political theories, governors of human institutions, who at present are witnessing with
perplexity and dismay the bankruptcy of
their ideas, and the disintegration of their
handiwork, would do well to turn their gaze
to the Revelation of Baha'u'llah and to
meditate upon the World Order which, lying
enshrined in His teachings, is slowly and
imperceptibly rising amid the welter and
chaos of present-day civilization."
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STUDYING THE NEW WORLD ORDER
Baha'i Summer School, Geyserville, California
MARION HOLLEY

The author, 1n61nbeT of the Bahri'i Youth Group on the Pacific Coast and a recent
graduate of Stccnf01"d University, gives us heTe a vivid pict~Lre of her observations as a
student at the Swrmner School. The appeal of the Bahri'1: Movement to Youth is happily
described by her when she says, "Youth touched the environ'lnent there to new radiance
of enthusiasrn."

n

N these days of increasing
U trial, when a renewed and supreme effort must be exerted by the
followers of Baha'u'llah who would
meet the intense struggle for existence and in addition complete the
structure of their Temple in Wilmette, near Chicago, Illinois, when
the labor of teaching grows with the
opportunities and needs presented
by this breakdown of a social system, when hearts h a v e been
strangely spiritually quieted by the
passing of Bahiyyih Khanum'--in
such crucial times it is surely very
fitting that a true omen of victory
should appear, to hearten and
strengthen their endeavors. From
all parts of the United States comes
news of success: a National Baha!i
Convention memorable for its
spiTit; enthusiastic days at Louhelen Ranch;2 a vigorous conference
for racial amity in Green Acre. 3 And
on the Pacific Coast Baha'is were
privileged to experience a similar
success.
The delegates to the Baha'i Summer School at Geyserville, California, an institution of six years'
standing, achieved at last that full
sense of unity and fellowship towards which the whole movement
of Baha'i activity drives. \/vith
what simplicity one may state an
accomplishment of this sort. But it
is simplicity which belies the strug1The sister of 'Abdu'l-Baha.

gle, minimizes the single-hearted
concentration on an ideal, obscures
the hopeful desires of a hundred
people, and omits all mention of the
intoxication of mind and heart
which results to these participants,
and indeed to all who rest their conviction upon the future of a new
type of humanity, conducting their
mutual affairs in a harmony quite
alien to our present competitive
society.
The whole nature of a Baha'i
Summer School is subtly expressive
of the institutions of the coming
age. Although its principle purpose is education; although the curriculum is 8n8nged to meet the
needs of developing teachers, thus
includi:ag courses in the history,
program and administration of the
Bah§~ 'i Cause, as well as instruction
by competel~t teachers in the fields
of economics, comparative religions,
and social institutions; although a
large proportion of the activity is
purposely intellectual, as is the activity in any secular university; yet
the operations of the mind are seasoned with a spiritual awareness
which is no by-product, but a conscious object, and a tangible expression of the inter-relationship of all
the fields of human endeavor.
For, strictly speaking, in a Baha 'i
society there is no distinction between things secular and things re-

2Baha'i Summer School in Michigan.

3Baha'i Summer Colony, Eliot, Me.
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ligious. The abiding sense of the of celestial strength" which so
stable presence of a Creator Whose subtly exert their authority upon
will is manifested to this world the minds of earnest students ~ Dethrough the person of a Prophet, re- light succeeds interest, and astonmains with Baha/is to permeate and ishment delight, as the characters
guide their lives, in whatever objec- of the early believers stir to life,
tive pursuits they are engaged. No move and act out their intense
longer does a core of faith draw drama before a wondering imaginaaround itself immobile dogmas and tion. The shock of their tragedy, at
practices; a distinct institution de- first stunning the reader, later innoted as religion is not possible. vigorates him and impels him to a
The faith, rather, goes out to en- profound re-dedication of his engage in life, and the sAcular, being ergies to that Faith whose tremendspiritualized, is raised to the level ous import has for a moment been
of a new order of action. "People visioned. Such a process, stimulatthink religion is confined to an ing enough to an isolated student,
edifice, to be worshipped at an altar. gains an enormous impetus within
In reality it is an attitude toward a group, and at Geyserville engenddivinity which is reflected through ered a corporate experience of exlife. "1
hilaration and unity never to be forUndoubtedly the sources of in- gotten.
spiration were stronger at GeyserParallel lectures, accompanying
ville this summer than at any pre- the study of N abil, served to point
ceding time. From the opening out in other ways the unique posiFeast, spread under a great and tion of the Baha'i Cause. From a
ancient fir tree now grown symbolic survey of the competitive and conto Western Baha'is, direct contact flicting tendencies of the present
was established with the energetic order, the need for a renewal of respirit of Shoghi Effendi, Guardian ligious and moral motives became
of the Baha/i Cause. Returning all too evident. It was also effecpilgrims carried his influence; and tively pointed out that the older
his own messages to the School and sources of inspiration for such moto the American friends established tives are so overlaid with static inhis presence so firmly as to make stitutional expressions, with meanhim seem a real and potent partici- ingless dogma and efflorescent orpant. It was by his explicit desire ganization, that man is not warrantthat the program was altered to in- ted in expecting from them the asclude a complete study of The sistance he requires. Not even
Dawnbreakers? And it was from Christianity and Muhammadanism,
this study that the significant power most recent of the religions, have
of the Geyserville School arose.
escaped the process of history, that
Who, in one hasty reading, could process which unfailingly crystallestimate the full weight of N abil, or izes and vitiates.
discover within his dignified and
A renewal of religion is therefore
quiet pages those "hidden springs constantly required, and it was to
lAbdu'I-Baha, Baha'i Year Book, Vol. 1, p. 59.
2Nabil's Narrative of the early history of the Baha'i Cause.
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fulfill this purpose that the Baha'i
Cause was promulgated. It is the
spirit for this age; but although,
like other earth-bound manifestations, it may be expected to grow inflexible in a proper time, this spirit
differs from previous religions in
one very vital aspect: namely,
the World Order of Baha'u'llah.
For the Baha'i Faith is first among
all the religions of man to bring its
own form or Order, an Order which
exerts an equally divine authority,
and through which the power of the
original impulse can be fitly and
fully externalized.
It is with constant amazement
that one recalls the variety and extent of Summer School activities.
No arena of life goes unrepresented.
While the mind grapples with concepts strange and often difficult, the
soul pursues as tenaciously those
elusive qualities with which it seeks
to array itself. Yet Geyserville is
not a solemn place when Baha'is
assemble. Recreation-whether in
the form of sports, or music, or
dancing, or that informal discussion
which settles down so happily under
the shade of the Big Tree-is an
integral part of the program. Nor
are the practical phases neglected,
for a school is as much a laboratory
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as a study. Consequently, there
are public meetings where teaching
theories may be tested, and children's classes conducted by younger Baha'is. It is a source of pleasure that these activities are building themselves into the lives of the
townspeople, who send their children to associate with ours, and
often plan to share both meetings
and entertainments.
Infinite are the memories of the
summer, memories fragrant with
the hospitality of our hosts, John
and Louise Bosch, memories humorous and provocative and sobering.
But how sterile must be a description of two such weeks, wherein a
constant innovation of thought and
fee I i n g outdistanced, rendered
forceless one's choicest words.
Youth touched the environment
there to new radiance of enthusiasm; profound mutuality of enterprise mingled individual restraint;
fellowship generated cheerfulness;
and the achievement sustained itself at times to the border of that
condition wherein men find themselves "as one soul in different
bodies." Geyserville, crown of long
effort, presages that new day, when
at last "the supreme virtues of
man will glisten over the face of the
earth. "

"That which the Lord hath ordained as the sovereign remedy and
mightiest instrument for the healing of all the world is the union of
all its peoples in one universal Cause, one common Faith. This can in
no wise be achieved except through the power of a skilled, an all-powerful and inspired Physician. This verily is the truth, and all else naught
but error."
-Baha/u'llah.
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Photog1'aph taken Cit the welc01ne meeting given by the Esperantists of Tomakomai
Hokkaido, Japcm, to Miss Agnes B. Alexander, August 3, 1932. Front, row, fr01n left,
Mr. Tadashi Watanabe, the promoter of the 1neeting, and third /r01n left the Mayor
~ HE

above picture will be of
special interest to our readers
because it was at this meeting given
by the Esperantists of Tomakomai
that the Baha'i Teachings were explained for the first time on the Island of Hokkaido. The meeting was
arranged by Mr. Tadashi Watanabe
of the Tomakomai Technical School
and an enthusiastic Experantist.
Miss
Alexander,
distinguished
Baha'i teacher, also a fluent Esperantist, gave the Baha'i Teachings
in that language. On many other
occasions on her tour of the Island,
she spoke on the Baha'i Teachings
in Esperanto, Mr. Watanabe translating into Japanese. Her audiences were composed for the most
part of professional men, teachers,
druggists, etc., exceptional young
men, outstanding thinkers, progressive, searching for truth with unprejudiced minds.
It was through the great principle

U

of Baha'u'llah-that of a Universal Language-that these introductions and opportunities were made
possible. Mr. Watanabe whose untiring efforts paved the way for this
service, heard of the Baha'i Teachings in Seattle, and when he returned to Japan and the Island of HokImido he published many fine articles on the Baha'i Cause.
Thus the leaven works because it
is good leaven. The peoples and
races of the world are being slowly
but surely linked up into one community. The old barriers which
kept different sections of the human
race apart are disappearing. When
Baha'u'llah appeared "in the fullness of time," He poured out the
spirit on all humanity, through the
power of His creative Word, which
destroyed forever those solid walls
of cast and creed and prejudice
which were so characteristically
divisive.
M. H.
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WINGS OVER EUROPE
FLOREKCE

"The
the plain
upon the
band and

n

E.

Hosts of the Kingdom of A.bha a1'e drawn up and .rued in battle aY'Tay on
of the Supreme A.pex and are expecting that a· band of volunteers w·ill step
field of action, with the intention of service, so that they may assist that
make it victorious and triumphant."

destinies of Europe hang
tremblingly in a delicate balance. Mighty forces impelling towards co-operation or chaos, harmony or disruption are swaying' this
way and that in fateful combat. Beneath the hovering wings of the
angels of Light and the watchful
Hosts of the Supreme Concourse,
the principalities and powers of
Darkness marshal their unseen array. Every hour seems fraught
with issues of world-wide importanee.
Those aware of the operation of
these conflicting forces, and who
sensitised to
find themselves
changes taking place in their mental
and spiritual environment, 'will be
in a position to appreciate the significance of many fresh undercurrents
in the spiritual life of Great Britain
today.
Here, in her mighty capital, beneath all the gay social functions
of the season, the frivolous and
changeful fashions, the music, exhibitions and holiday affairs, the
national waves of excitement t.hat
attend sweepstakes, sporting contests and our famous horseraces, a
deeper note is sounding. It is
something more than the result of
financial anxiety, or mere humanitarianism-that natural kindliness
of the British nature towards the
sick and suffering, whether in the
human or animal world. It is typified by the fact that, for the first
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time in our hist.ory, London
churches are not only uniting in
prayer for the dist.ressed world,
but are flinging "wide their doors to
t.he masses of city vvorkers for daily
intercession and meditation.
Muhammad de c I are d that:
"Prayer is a ladder by which everyone may ascend to heaven." And
the na tural instinct of even the most
thoughtless of men is to turn, in
the time of t.rouble and calamit.y, t.o
some greater Power. As' Ab duI 'lBaha point.s out.? so intimately is
t.he universe int.errelat.ed in all its
part.s that even physical calamities,
such as floods or earthquakes, are
an indirect consequence of humanity's violat.ion of God's laws. Yet
are t.he sufferings involved not
judgmentS' of wrath, hut. have been
designed, in His mercy, t.o exercise
remedial and educative effects on
the minds and in the heart.s of men,
and cause t.hem t.o t.urn to Him.
The quickening of the Spirit is
also manifest in an increasing effort
towards closer union among the
churches, both Established and
Free, with a pronounced broadening
and spirit.ualising· of their message.
,\Vhile on the radio, in lecture hall,
conference and summer se-hool,
professors, expert.s, and men and
women Jlrominent in widely different capacit.ies analyse, with an unusual candour and sincerity, the
problems t.hat. confront the world,
and advocate the principles of a
new int.ernationalism.
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Among the many recent anti-war
demonstrations, the most impressive were those organized by the
Women's Peace Crusade, and held
simultaneously
in
Manchester,
where it was led by that great internationalist Professor Gilbert
Murray, and in Queen's Hall, London.
Here, in this famous centre of the
music-loving world, assembled what
Sir Philip Gibbs described as "a
truly great and historic gathering."
And not even the magic baton of
Eng"land's most popular conductor
could have evoked a warmer response or touched to deeper emotion
the crowded audience, painfully
aware as it was of the tremendous
issues now at stake,-issues that involve the fate of Europe and ultimately of civilization itself.
In this beautiful hall, adorned
with the ensigns of the nations and
the green and white banners of
peace, it was a moving sight to see
such veteran pioneers for women's
freedom and emancipation as the
aged Mrs. Despard and Mrs.
Pethick-Lawrence, and that noble
band who through long years have
laboured and suffered in order to
create new and higher ideals in the
minds of their fellow-countrymen.
The fruit of their work appeared in
that it was now possible for women
of every class, creed and party to
meet, on equal terms with men, in
support of one common cause-the
cause to which they have lately
testified at Geneva by some two
million signatures. Bright shade of
Qurratu'l-Ayn did you rejoice in
that houd
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Chelwood, now grey and worn by
many a noble battle, whose quiet
but authoritative voice has through
long years swayed with such wisdom the councils of the friends of
universal peace. He reminded us
that the tasks before Statesmen at
Geneva were immensely complicated, with all the Government experts floundering' in a slough of
technicalities. Scarcely had their
representatives begun to deal with
the intricate maze of international
affairs. Yet with soft words and
vague aspirations the peoples could
no longer be satisfied. They now
demanded decisions, followed by
deeds. Experts should not be allowed to decide policy; that was the
function of Governments, fully sanctioned by their peoples. Earnestly
he advocated the control of civil
a viation which could in any way be
adapted to military purposes, and
the formation of an international
air force by the Leag"ue of Nations
with sanctions to defend any country attacked. Only a sympathetic
understanding of the difficulties existing between France and Germany, impartial justice, a sense of
their profound responsibilities, and
a determination to overcome all the
obstacles that prevented the establishment of arbitration and complete international control, could
save civilization. Profoundly grave
w ere L 0 r d Cecil's warnings.
"There is a very sinister f ea ture to
all the disarmament conferences. I
refer to the tremendous power
wielded against all the proposals by
armament firms."
He instanced
the opposition which was intenlationally organised and working very
AMONG THE many distinguished effectively by underground methspeakers was Viscount Cecil of ods; the power of money over the
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press, vested interests, and other
reactionary forces which were fostering suspicion and increasing the
sense of national insecurity.
To Baha'i friends, many of whom
were warmly supporting the meeting, the words of this wise Stateman came as an echo of the councils
of Baha'u'llah. And as 'Abdu'lBaha once observed:
"God has set up no frontiers between
France and Germany . . . selfish souls for
the promotion of their own interest assigned
boundaries and outlets and day by day attached more importance to these, until this
led to intense enmity, bloodshed and rapacity ... if this conception of patriotism r~
mains limited within a certain circle, thIS
will be the primary cause of the world's
destruction."

DR. MAUD ROYDEN, the well-known
woman preacher, the formation of
whose Peace Army recently created
so much interest, touched all hearts
as she described the monster Fear,
to whom the peoples were in bondage. Fear of loss in every shape
and form, fear of poverty and unemployment actual or perspective,
fear of sudden attack from the air
by gas and poisoned chemicals, fear
of other nations which was akin to a
madness and drove humanity on towards the very things it feared.
Significant words! A confirmation
of the warning given by Baha'u'llah
so long ago:
"0 People of the Earth! Know
verily a sudden ordeal is following ye, and a great eagle is pursuing ye."
The speaker emphasised the responsibility of just ordinary men
and women-the little people. In
the parable of the Ten Talents, it
was the man who, having only one
talent, would not bother to use it,
that received severe condemnation.
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To lighten the burdens of our neighbours, to contribute our mite of
money or time or influence, to
spread the spirit of co-operation
and goodwill among classes and nations was the duty of everyone,
however humble, and God would
require it of us.
As 'Abdu'l-Baha advised:
"When a thought of war comes,
oppose it by a stronger thought
of peace. A thought of hatred
must be destroyed by a more
powerful thought of love."
SIR PHILIP GIBBS, with that gift
for touching scenes of darkness and
terror with spiritual beauty which
made him famous as a war correspondent, recalled some of his experiences at the front. Had the
world not even yet learnt its bitter
lesson ~ Had the dolorous road to
the Menin Gate been trodden by the
flower of our Youth in vain ~ Above
our beautiful green earth hovered
again, today, the menacing wings of
fire, destruction, chaos. Yet Youth,
to whom the last war seemed only
like some dim nightmare haunting
the background of childish memory
-continued heedless. Would they
not strive to cultivate a sense of
their responsibility, and answer the
call to a nobler form of service in
the cause of Peace ~ Coming from
one whose writings evince such sympathy with the outlook of the younger generation, the warning and appeal created a deep impression.
Sir Norman Angell, author of
"The Great Illusion" and other
brilliant analytical works which
have done so much to destroy the
false glamour and expose the pitiful futility of war, spoke of the
difficulties that workers for World
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Peace have to encounter, alike from
concealed foes or iuational friends.
From those who unreasonably demand a sudden Utopia, and those
who believe that Utopias are impossible. Let us meet such with clear
thinking, patience and courage. Let
us be willing to take any step so
long as it is forward. Lethargy and
indifference stood a c r 0 s s the
road to Security. The attempt to
secure a nation's safety by each one
trying to become stronger than its
neighbor had failed. It had failed
to give us security of daily bread,
security from unemployment) from
financial disaster, from the complete breakdmVll of our civilization.
Prosperous trade, a stable money,
a sound economic future for the
British people could only be secured
by international means.
Any
monetary system, for instance,
would break down unless it was
based on international agreement.
But international agreement for
any purpose whatever, was impossible so long as nations could not
agree to combine for their defense.
The first task of international cooperation was international co-operation for defense. Under the old
system, the litigants armed themselves, and tried each to be his own
judge; under the new, we were trying to stand behind the law against
the isolated peace breaker. To the
degree to which this process of
transfering power from the litigant
to the law went on, disarmament
became workable, and power could
perform its proper social function
in an organised society.
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The Resolution then adopted by
the meeting urged the Conference
at Geneva to abolish certain classes
of warships, submarines, tanks,
naval and military aircraft, the
private manufacture and traffic in
arms, and establish international
control of aircraft that could be converted to offensive purposes.
A young airman, in neat blue uniform, then stepped forward, and receiving the packet amid enthusiastic
applause, passed quickly out into
the night. Imagination followed
him, as he winged his lonely flight
across the tender blue of the summer sky, bearing to the Councils of
the Nations the hope and resolve of
the women of these islands, that so
should be brought a little nearer
that Most Great Peace, for which
longs a heavy-laden and agonised
world.
A

FEW DAYS later, the Baha'is
a public meeting of their own,
whICh was addressed by that devoted servant of the Cause, Mrs. Mary
Hanford Ford, who emphasised the
spiritual solvents offered to the
troubled world by God's great Messenger. Alike to statesmen in their
perplexity, and to the suffering and
bewildered peoples, the Plan and
the Way had been made plain for
all to see and strive to follow.
Thus slowly but surely the Light
of a New Day is breaking through
the storm-charged clouds, and
spiritual energies are finding release through fresh channels, as
those that are outworn crumble
away.

hel~
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THE NATURE OF THE DIVINE
MANIFESTA TIONS
2.

SPIRITS AND GODS
GLENN

A.

SHOOK

Professor of Physics, Wheaton College
In the first chapter in this series, published in the October number, the author
directed particular attention to the slow evolutionary process of the concept of God
from the earliest times. Herein he stresses the na,ture of the Divine Manifestations.
The third and concluding chapter will appear in the Dec6'l'nber number.

F, even in our own day it is
. . difficult for men to grasp the
concept of the world as a whole, it
is surely not surprising that among
earlier mankind such an effort was
not made. As man in early times
found it impossible to explain every
phenomenon in terms of his own
physical activity, he was led to
create a galazy of more or less independent spirits to account for
what he saw and experienced. Then,
as his time and opportunity for
thinking and clarifying and coordinating ideas increased, he simplified this system by introducing
deities for some universal cause.
For example, at first a multitude of
spirits healed various diseases, or
perhaps the same disease upon different days and occasions, but as
man came to think of healing in a
general sense, a deity was assigned
to this concept of healing. The
deity can now preside over all healing, and what is more important, as
Hocking points out,' the deity has a
continuous character and may support a definite relationship. The
god is no longer attached to particular physical objects but he is still
associated with the tangible.
With a deity ruling over recurring events real progress begins, for

O

lHocking_ffThe Meaning of God in Human Experience"

now experience enters in and it is
even possible to maintain a record
of the god's deeds. Such records
form a large part of the tradition
of every religious people. Greek
history is replete with the deeds or
their gods, as Hebrew history is
filled with the deeds of its God. The
continuous character of a deity may
even be studied, so to speak. The
local prophet often reviews the
tradition of his people, stressing
points that have been overlooked
or neglected, and adding to their
knowledge of God or their gods as
the case may be. When St. Paul
was in Athens he made good use of
the Greek propensity for gods in
his famous speech on Mars Hill. In
a few paragraphs he gives them an
exalted picture of the one tnw God.
While some of the early ideas of
their deities seem crude and materialistic to us, we should not overlook the fact that the most highly
developed mystics of our day sometimes think and speak of the Divine
Presence as a light, a vibration or
an outpouring, although realizillg at
the same time that the Absolute can
have none of these attributes. Perhaps even primitive man often
thought and felt beyond the imagery of his religious institution.
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Again, if we are in a state of Primitive man probably asked for
development we cannot think of the such things as rain, sons, and vicgrowth of the concept of God as a tory in battle, and these he unprogress from error to truth. Our doubtedly received according to the
scientific experience of the last wisdom of God. Some of the printhree hundred years has demon- ciples of the Bah:i'i Cause like the
strated that, as far as scientific oneness of the world of humanity,
knowledge goes, we have not passed independent investigation of truth,
from error to truth, but rather from equality of men and women, would
one stage to a higher stage. The have been almost meaningless to the
crude ideas of primitive man were early Christian church even at its
true to him, but new experience zenith.
But humanity as a whole did not
down through the ages has extended
and modified his concepts. There is evolve gradually, step by step. It
a god of healing and a god of plant is highly probable that every adlife, but we believe it is the same vance was made by some spiritual
god. On the other hand we still be- genius. Every real advance that
lieve in tribal gods until we unite all has been made in art or music, for
religions, and in a few hundred example, can be attributed to some
years, at most, the entire world will individual rather than to the
look upon this present plurality of masses. Even the so-called folk
religions as an error. In short, a songs are believed to be the creaplurality of gods is no more error tion of some musical genius and not
than a plurality of religions, how- that of a group of people of average
ever complaisantly we may regard musical ability. What we label
good music today is that which has
the latter.
been created by masters and not the
WE ARE NOT concerned, however, sum total of all the creations of
wholly with what primitive man mediocrity. Thus it is not unlikely
thought about God. We may pause that in prehistoric times some exto ask what was God's relation to ceptional individual with greater inman ~ Did the deity to whom primi- sight than the average served to
tive man prayed answer his pray- raise the general level of religious
el's? Did he receive help and com- thought. This does not mean, howfort in the time of his troubles ~ ever, that only the best was transUndoubtedly God answered pray- mitted, or that the best was very
ers then as He does today, namely near to what we might be pleased to
according to our capacity. God call the truth. Hocking was uncannot confer bounties upon people doubtedly right when he said
It
if they are not ready for them. An is a curious paradox that this most
ignorant, undeveloped man has no original and constant knowledge
cultural wants or desires. He does should be the most and longest subnot ask for faith and knowledge of ject to change, the most ancient subGod, and he, therefore, cannot be ject of human experimentation, the
endowed with those qualities. most encumbered with rubbish and
1

;"
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error. We understand in part the
reason for these errors. We understand that it is not natural for man
to reflect, becoming fully aware of
that with which he is thinking. We
understand that we have little or no
native power of recognizing either
self or God apart from mediators:
so that in the conceptions we make
of God there must always be an
overburden and overinfluence of the
medium, physical or personal,
wherein God is thought. ' ,
From remote times, then, man
has struggled with two ideas, God
as pure spirit and God incarnate, or
the One and the Absolute, on the one
hand, and the moral and personal
on the other. In speaking in this
connection Hocking says1; "After
all, there is no other essential
error in thinking of God than this:
that God becomes an object among
other objects, natural or psychical.
And this is not all error. For not
only do these over-materialized conceptions hold fast the genuine objectivity of God (which all-important character is usually weakened
by attempts to think of God as pure
spiri t) ; but further, there is indispensable truth in the tendency to
incarnate God in his works, and to
think of him as there where his activity is and where his objects are.
I would rather have a worshipper
of a thousand idols than a worshipper of a subjective deity or an
abstraction.' ,
When we come to recorded history the ideas are more refined, but
still in the process of development.
'01 e need not dwell upon this period
as everyone is familiar with Old
Testament history and it is replete
lHocking-"The

~.1eaning

of God in Human Experience"
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with examples of the changing viewpoint. As a passing example, contrast the God of Genesis, who cannot find Adam when he hides from
Him, with the God of the Psalms,
or again the God of the Proverbs
with the God of the New Testament.
WHEN THE Universal Manifestation comes He floods the earth with
light, and questions that perplexed
the sages of all time are elucidated
in a few words, that is, to the people of capacity. Thus with the coming of Christ the world was confronted with new questions. Christ
gave a new interpretation of God
and He also raised questions regarding Himself. Those nearest
Him could not comprehend His station and they were not a little
bothered by this fact. In one instance He raises the question Himself; "Whom do men say that I, the
Son of man, am?" They answered
that some said that he was John the
Baptist, Elias, Jeremiah or one of
the prophets. When He asked the
disciples what the y themselves
thoug:ht, Peter answered, "Thou art
the Christ, the Son of the living
God." The Jews as a whole put the
burden of proof upon Him as is
clearly shown by their question:
"How long dost thou make us to
doubt? If thou be the Christ, tell
us plainly." But He could not tell
them plainly, for they were not seeking the truth. Eventually, however, a few did realize His station
and they revolutionized the religions of Europe. Although His own
people did not accept I-Iim, nevertheless they were better prepared
than most of the nations to promote
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His teachings. Merely as an his- ages the station of Ohrist was an
torical character the progress He enigma. Was He human or divine ~
made in divine knowledge was so The church apparently solved this
great that He must be classed as a fundamental problem by combining
spiritual genius. He is now recog- the cultual mysticism of the Hellennized as peerless and unique.
istic mystery-religions with prophWhat happened ~ Manifestly the etic or revealed religion resulting
world was ready for a great mes- in the so-called "Ohristian Godsage and God sent this great light. mysticism". The morals and ethics
To many devout followers of Ohrist of the church were derived from rethis is the consummation of all reli- vealed religion, i. e., from the Old
gious history, and yet there is noth- and New Testament, but their ideas
ing in the words of Ohrist nor the of God and Ohrist were considerprophets that would lead necessar- ably modified, to say the least, by
ily to this conclusion, and our ex- mediaeval mysticism.
periences would indicate that a
The disastrous results of this exgreat spiritual leader is as neces- periment are obvious to any studsary today as at any time in the ent of religious history. Heiler, in
past. Ohrist did not indicate that speaking of this period says,' "The
divine revelation had come to an static God with whom the mystic in
end. Everything was not accomp- his ecstasy becomes wholly one is
lished at this time. The world must
outside time and space, without any
go through greater ag'ony and convital relation to the world and hisfusion in order to appreciate the
value of prophetic religion. We are tory." And again: "Mysticism
still worshippers of idols in the and religion of revelation are the
form of gold and philosophical ab- two opposite tendencies of the higher piety which in history ever repel,
stractions.
yet
ever attract each other."
Nevertheless this is the Divine
The Religion of Baha'u'llah, howPlan as we comprehend it. The
race, as the individual, learns of its ever, is inclusive and needs no interweakness through blunders. It preter other than' Abdu 'l-Baha who
grows and develops by striving and was appointed by the Divine Maniovercoming.
Through the dark festation, Baha 'u '11ah.
IHeiler "Prayer"

"When religion, shorn of its s~hperstitions, tmditions and ~mintel
ligent dogmas, shows its conformity with science, then there will be a
great ~mifying, cleansing force in the world which will sweep before it
all wars, disagreements, discords and stnhggles, ancZ then will1nankind
be 1tnited in the power of the love of God."
-( Abd~t'l-Ba7ui
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WHITE ROSES OF PERSIA
MARTHA L. ROOT
This is the fourth and concluding part in the serial story of the rnartyrd01n of Ali
Muharnmad Varqa and his little son, Ruhu'llah, early Persian Baha'is. The preceding
chapters gave a sumtmary of the farnily history, copies of Tablets (letters) of Baha'u'llah addr-essed to them, a br-ief account of the wonder'ful pilg1"i1nage of the father and
his two sons to 'Akka to see 'Abdu'l-Baha, and in the last number the poem which the
little son, Ruhu,Uah, wrote in connection with his desire for 1nartyrdo11~.

RUHU'LLAH: you are worth a
thousand Nasr-ed-Din Shahs!
Nasr-ed-Din Shah was the Shahanshah (King of Kings) who ruled
when the Bab was shot with a
thousand bullets, when Baha'u'llah
was exiled with His family; and he
was the Ruler in Ruhu'llah's day.
Persecutions quickly increased in
violence in Zanjan and Ali Muhammad Varqa was urged to bring his
family and come to Tihran to teach
the Baha'i Cause. He sent Azizollah, who was then fourteen years
old, on ahead to stay with the
grandfather, and he and Ruhu'llah
started one month later. They were
arrested with other Baha'is when
they were about half-way to Tihran
and were taken back to Zanjan with
heavy chains about their necks and
their feet in stocks. The governor
of Zanjan spoke with them and asked if they were Baha'is. Ali Muhammad Varqa spoke first and said,
"Yes." Little Ruhu'llah when
questioned said, "Yes, I am a
Baha 'i. ' , But one old man denied
the faith saying "No, I am not a
The Governor in disbeliever."
gust struck him saying, "Everyone
knows you call yourself a Baha'i
and now you deny it; but this little
boy who is just at the beginning of
his life and has so many hopes in
the world, has had the courage to
say he is a Baha 'i."
The Governor asked the Mullas to
come and talk with these Baha'is.
c

The Mullas said that they must be
killed because their faith, their
Teachings were against Islam. The
Governor sent to ask the Prime
Minister in Tihran what should be
done and the Prime Minister said
to send the Baha'i prisoners to the
capital. So they were sent in their
chains to Tihran and a photograph
was taken as soon as they arrived.
It was the custom to take photographs of prisoners and send them
to the state. The description was
written on the picture. Ruhu 'llah 's
aba (coat) and kulah (cap) had
been taken away from him and the
ones that appear in the photograph were hastily borrowed from
another prisoner and put on the
child. They were much too large
for him. They are not his own
clothes at all. Now the family actually has the original photograph
that was filed with the prison record. (In the revolution of 1908
when all the old archives and records were thrown out, a Baha'i official saw this photograph and took
it to Azizollah Varqa and the endictment, the crime, written is that
they had become Baha'is, Babis).
After arresting Ali Muhammad
Varqa the policemen had gone to
his home and carried off his beautiful painting of the Bab (and there
is only one other in the world),
taken many of his precious Tablets,
plundered the family books, even
the register that gave the dates of
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their birth so that some of the
family do not know when their
birthdays are. They confiscated
their property.
When all this had taken place and
they were settled in the prison,
Azizollah succeeded in getting permission to go and see his father and
brother in the prison. ' 'Ruhu 'llah,
what do you need, what can I bring
you ~" asked Azizollah and the little
brother said eagerly: ' 'Please
bring me a Book of Tablets and the
Book of Prayers to read in the
prison, for they took away all my
books."
The food was very bad
in that prison and the child had
very few clothes, but he did not ask
for any material things.
One of the prisoners who is still
living told Azizollah Varqa that one
night in the dungeon when all the
others were sleeping he saw Ali Muhammad Varqa lean over his little
son, Ruhu'llah, look at him so long
and so lovingly, pray, and then he
said: "0 Baha 'u '11ah, I thank Thee
that Thou hast accepted our sacrifice. ' , This was not human love
for his boy. It was divine love!
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on the Baha'is. The Prime Minister
knew that the murderer was a Muslim and said so. However, the Chief
of the Court without consulting the
Prime Minister commanded the executioner to come into one room of
the dungeon with him and the
Baha'i prisoners to be brought into
the long dark corridor leading to
this room. There the men stood in
a row waiting their turn to enter.
First to go in was Ali Muhammad
Varqa while his little son Ruhu'llah stood in the open doorway as he
was second. The Chief of the Court
cursed Ali Mahammad Varqa, saying: "It is you Baha'is who have
murdered the Shah!" The prisoners had had no news, they had not
heard that the Shah had been shot
that day. Ali Muhammad Varqa
answered him: "Baha'is would
never kill His Imperial Majesty the
Shahanshah." Angered by this, the
Chief of the Court ordered the executioner to put Ali Muhammad's
head into the stock and to cut his
body to pieces. Ruhu'llah witnessed the marvelous heroism of his
great father as he suffered this horrible death. Then the Chief of the
ALl MUHAMMAD V ARQA was Court turned to the child who had
thirty-eight years old and his little stepped into the room to receive
son, Ruhu'11ah, was just beginning his own death, and said: "You
his twelfth year. They had been in must curse Baha 'u '11ah; if you do,
the Tihran prison just two months you can go free and I will give you
when one Friday, Nasr-ed-Din whatever you wish." Ruhu'llah,
Shan, Ruler of Persia, went out to looking into his eyes said solemnly:
Shah Zadeh Adbu'l Azim, a village "I have seen Baha'u'llah! I could
near Tihnl11 where there is one of never curse Him! I will go with my
the Muhammadan holy Shrines. He father. "
had ruled from 1844 until this FriThe Chief of the Court whispered
day in 1896, when at the holy to the executioner to strangle the
Shrine he was shot and killed by a boy well in order to frighten him,
Muslim revolutionary.
but not to kill him. This was done.
Everything that ever occurred in They put the rope about his neck so
Persia at that time was blamed up- tightly he swooned and it looked as
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if he were dead, but after some time corridor who was standing on the
he slowly regained consciousness threshold just behind Ruhu'llah
and the Chief of the Court again and he was still residing in Zanjan
ordered him to curse Baha 'u 'l1ah, until his death two years ago.
Also, the Chief of the great Bach"N0, I will never curse Him, I will
go with my father," said this child tiari Tribe whose son today has an
and intuitively he threw himself on important place in the government,
his knees and began to pray to God. wishing to hear the truth about this
The Chief of the Court was so un- atrocious crime, a few year ago innerved and upset, that he shouted vited that former Chief of the Court
to the executioner to kill the child to dine in his home. His sons were
quickly and he himself ran out of present and a few other men relathe room past the other Baha'i tives. They asked him to tell them
prisoners and out of the place to the whole story about the killing of
his own home. The executioner the Varqa father and son. There
quickly cut Ruhu'llah's throat and was a reason why they wished to
the supreme sacrifice of two of hear because the host's own brother
'Abdu'l-Baha'is great heroes was had become a Baha'i years earlier
over.
through the teacher, Ali Muhammad
Many have been martyred in the Varqa. The former Chief of the
Cause to establish the Baha'i reli- Court did tell them everything and
gion, but the eternal glory of Ali it was exactly as the third prisoner
Muhammad Varqa and little Ru- had related it. The Bachtiari Chief
hu'l1ah is, that they voluntarily of- and his relatives wept, and they
fered to give their lives to help es- were so angry they beat the former
tablish the Teachings of the Bab, Chief of the Court and kicked him
Baha'u'l1ah and 'Abdu'l-Baha. The out into the street.
In the thirty-three years since the
other Baha'is in that corridor were
never killed, they were set free. The holy blood of these two martyrs
Prime Minister was very angry was shed, a new white rose has bewith the Chief of the Court. He gun to be cultivated in Persia, a
called him and demanded why he rose whose perfume will be more
had done this hideous deed. The heralded than all the attar of Iran,
only answer was: "I thought per- for this is the rose of "tolerance in
haps Baha'is had killed the King religion". For more than a thousand I wanted revenge I" The Prime and years Persia had not known
Minister replied: ' , You knew the this rose.
murderer was a Muslim I"
That
I HAD LONGED to visit the graves
Chief of the Court still Jives, a
miserable, unhappy, trembling man of these two great martyrs, to bow
when the Varqa name is mentioned. my head in humblest, tenderest revHe still walks the streets of Tihran. erence where their dear hurt bodies
are laid to rest. One day the opTHE STORY of the martyrdoms of portunity came very unexpectedly.
Ali Muhammad Varqa and Ruhu'l- We were driving out to see the
lah is absolutely true. It is told by Baha'i cemetery and friends said
the third prisoner in that line in the "There in the distance where you
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see the trees and the garden is the
mausoleum of Ali Muhammad
Varqa and his son Ruhu'llah; we
are going to take you there after
we visit the Baha'i cemetery." I
had expected to go there with the
Varqa ramily, but in the busy days
of speaking and writing there had
never been a free hour, so it seemed good to go now and we went. In
the days of the passing of these
ma.rtyrs there was no Baha'i cemetery and in fact their bodies were
hid for a number of years. Then
Azizollah Varqa and his younger
brother Valiollah bought a little estate near Tihran (about twenty
minutes ride by motor car from the
Yusser Abad Gate of the city.) It is
inclosed by high walls and divided
into two parts by another high wall.
The first part is like a miniature
farm or very la.rge garden with
little houses for the caretaker and
his family. Each member of this
peasant family was so clean, so
sweet, so spiritual, one could but
feel that they had been refined and
ennobled by their cherished task or
caring for the garden where such
glorious saints are resting.
Going through the first garden
into the second was like stepping
into paradise. It was still winter,
but the trees, the vines, the rose
bushes showed plainly that in the
spring and summer the place is a
haven of shade and perfume. It
was a typical Persian garden with a'
stately little lake and the birds were
singing softly. The mausoleum is
a beautiful nine-sided building approached with nine paths through
the garden and within are nine sides
and the whole is in pure white.
0, what a real peace in that place t
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The sun poured through the windows as if it loved to come and
dwell there! I knelt to pray and
whispered first: " 0 Baha 'u 'llah
Thou art here with them! It is the
same kind of peace that I experienced in Bahji at Thy Tomb! Thou
hast never left them, living and
dead Thou art with them always!"
Truly it was a spiritual communion
to pray in this holy spot!
Silently we passed out from that
holy shrine, pressed the hands of
the kind caretakers, and came back
into the world of service in Tihran.
IT IS LIVES like these of Ali Muhammad Varqa and little Ruhu'llah
that mirror forth the power and the
beauty of the Baha'i Teachings.
As the aftermath to this story,
would you not like to hear of the
two other sons, Azizollah and Valiollah ~
They are two of the most
spiritual and efficient Baha'is of
Tihran. Azizollah went to Paris to
help 'Abdu'l-Baha when He journeyed to Europe, and Valiollah was
called to be one of 'Abdu'l-Baha's
secretaries during the historic journey to the United States and Great
Britain, in 1912. Friends in New
York will remember that the night
before' Abdu 'l-Baha started to California, a great many friends had
called to say good-bye. Valiollah
Varqa was down in the drawingroom greeting them and serving
tea to each one. 'Abdu'l-Baha came
down the stairs from His apartment into the drawingroom and called out: "Valiollah, come my soul,
my dear!" He took his hand. Then
He went over and sat down by the
window and addressed the friends,
saying: "Tonight I shall inhoduce

WHITE ROSES OF PERSIA

to you Mirza Valiollah Khan
Varqa. He is my son, whatever he
says it is true. Believe it." Then
, Abdul 'Baha told the story of the
grandfather of Valiollah, the story
of his father and little brother
Ruhu'llah ending with their martyrdom. When He had finished He
went upstairs and below the silent
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guests heard Him weeping.
So, darling little Ruhu'llah, you
and your good father were not only
teaching the Baha'i Oause in Persia, you are teaching it down the
ages and in every continent. Every
eye that reads of you, every ear that
hears of you is urged forward to
action!

THAT WHICH BENEFITS MANKIND
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRIOK

n

HE announcement that a new
institution of learning is to be
opened in the United States in less
than a year gives us a feeling of
hope and assurance. In this time of
abnormality when so many of our
cherished institutions of education
and religion are sorely curtailed
and hampered for lack of funds we
grasp eagerly at the piece of news
that two of our citizens have set
aside $5,000,000 for the establishment of an Institute for Advanced
Study. * For in normal times we
were accustomed to hear, occasionally at least, of such gifts made for
the purpose of "that which benefits mankind". So it gives us a feeling of hope and confidence to learn
that a small group of scholars and
philanthropists has a vision of the
needs of the future and is building
for them. This is constructive-a
relief from the news of failures,
losses and strikes.

lie

Of the plans for this project we
are told:
"The Institute will be unique among
American institutions of higher education.
It will concentrate its aim exclusively upon
quality in the selection of teachers and students and in the nature of its work in scholarship and research. There will be no emphasis
upon mere numbers, either in teachers or
students or courses. It will consist of a
small number of scholars, teachers, research workers and students, who will devote themselves to the really fundamental
things under a regime of the most severe
intellectual pattern.
"The Institute will consist of a series of
schools, the first of which will be a School
of Mathematics; the second, it is hoped, a
School of Economics and History. It will
be exclusively a post-graduate university.
StUdents will be selected on the basis of
their aptitude for the work rather than the
possession of formal college degrees. It is
expected, of course, that most of the students will enter with Ph.D. degrees or their
equivalent, but the lack of a formal training
will not bar any student who otherwise is
qualified to work with the professors in the
Institute."

IF ONE may judge from the limited information available this proposed institution would seem to be
in harmony with the needs of the

'This fund was donated according to the New York Times in 1930 by Louis Bamberger and Mrs. Felix Fuld
of Newark, New Jersey. Plans are being made to open the first department, the School of Mathematics, in
Oc.to~er. 1933. Temporary quarters will be found in Fine Hall, at Princeton University. until permanent
buIldIngs-probably near Princeton-are ready. The Director is Dr. Abraham Flexner, well known as a leader
in the educational world, and the first appointee is Dr. Albert Einstein whose name is inseparably connected
with the Theory of Relativity. As Professor of Matematics and Theoretical Physics he becomes head of the
first school to be opened.
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New Age at whose threshold we
stand. Those who are familiar with
the teachings of 'Abdu '1-Baha know
how consistently He urged us to
prepare ourselves for the new age
and how thoroughly cognizent He
was of its needs. At a talk given
at Leland Stanford University in
1912 He said:
"The greatest attainment in the world of
humanity has ever been scien~i~c in na~ure.
It is the discovery of the realItIes of thmgs.
. . . The highest praise is due to men who
devote their energies to science; and the
noblest center is a center wherein the
sciences and arts are taught and studied.
Science ever tends to the illumination of the
world of humanity."

The importance of the study of
the higher sciences is further emphasized by the place Baha 'u '11ah
gives institutions for such study in
the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, the worshipping place of the future. Grouped around the central edifice and an
important part of the complete plan
for the worship of God are humanitarian institutions for the relief of
poverty, sickness and other suffering and (( a university for the study
of higher sciences giving post-graduate courses". Mankind must advance a little farther before we see
scientific and research institutions
visibly associated ,vith houses of
worship but we believe that in the
hearts of those who are making possible this new place for research and
study and of those who are organizing it there is the sincere spirit of
worship in the service to humanity.
We find Baha'ullah stipulating
that the study of science should be
of "such sciences as are profitable,
which conduce to the elevation of
mankind". When asked concerning
the value of the study of pure mathematics and physics, the practical
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value as we are in the habit of saying, Dr. Flexner said:
"An institution such as we are engaged in
establishing need at no time ask of itself
what of practical importance can be expected of this or that person, this or that
subject, this or that investigation. The history of civilization proves abundantly tl;at
sound scientific work does not only gratIfy
human curiosity but almost invariably leads
to unexpected results.
"Concrete instances in support of this
position could be cited from every realm of
human thought and endeavor . . . . It is as
true today as it was when Goethe closed his
eyes in death, that what the world needs
is more light-more light to illuminate
what is obscure, more light to enable us to
reorganize our intellectual and political
and social lives. No one is wise enough
to tell the source from which illumination will come, but the experience of
the race will not in the future be different
from what it has been in the past, and an
institute which enables men of superior
wisdom and capacity to indulge their curiosity and to promote understanding will in
due course produce consequences of which
neither they nor we now dream."

THERE ARE other features of this
institution which give us assurance, which savor of a new age. The
founders have laid down the principle that "in the appointments to
the staff and faculty as well as in
the admission of workers and students no account shall be taken, directly or indirectly, of race, religion
or sex."
"We feel strongly", they added, "that the
spirit characteristic of America at its noblest, above all the pursuit of higher learning, cannot admit of any conditions as to
personnel other than those designed to promote the objects for which this institution
is established and particularly with no regard whatever to accidents of race, creed
or sex."

When we reflect upon the present
plight of suffering humanity and
realize the grave need for illumination upon its problems we would
wish that all who enter this institute
will "search untiringly for truth",
and speedily give to the world
"whatever harmonizes with the
crying needs of the hour."
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WALK WITH HIM
E.

LEIGH MUDGE

I saw a man of another race,
Foreign garb and an alien face,
And was turning away with a bitter frown
When an angel voice came whispering down.
"Walk with him," I heard it say,
"Only a mile along his way".
I walked with him to the highway's end
And found that the alien was my friend.
I saw a man in a servant's gear,
Walking alone, though crowds were near;
Then I walked with him as with the other
And found that the servant was my brother.
I walked with men of dusky faces,
Men from the distant Mongol races,
Men of varied political schools,
Divergent in faiths and forms and rules.
With a common fatherhood, all were brothers,
Yet each stood alien from the others.
Then I heard the voice of the Master say,
With the grieving tears of a distant day,
"How oft would I have gathered you,
But ye would not." Oh, brothers true,
How can peace on earth be wrought
Till we learn the lesson the Master taughU
Yonder a stranger walks today;
Go with him a mile upon his way.
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"The reality of Jesus was the perfoct meaning-the Ohrist.
hood in Him-which in the Holy Books is symbolized as the Word .
. . . . The reality of Christ was the embodiment of divine virtues
and attributes of God. For in Divinity there is no duality. All
adjectives, nouns and pronouns in that court or sanctity are one,
there is neither multiplicity nor division."
-( Abdu'l-Balui.
CHRIST was born into a world
filled with sin. All the evil of ancient Ninevah and Babylon, had
been gradually seeping through
into Syria; into all of ltsia ~/Iinor;
had corrupted the Greek civilization; and was now beginning to infect the hitherto sound and sturdy
culture of the Roman people. The
virtues of primitive peoples-simplicity of living, loyalty, hardiness
and hospitality, religious devotion
and faithful performance of ethical
obligations in the name of reli~'ion
-had given place to a spiritual
apathy, to extreme sensualism, to
an attitude of cynicism as regards
the claim of any duLy. Greed, envy,
hatred, held terrible sway upon the
hearts of men. rr'he race was to
the swift and cunn~ng. Others fell
by the way and lay there, as in the
story of the good Samaritan, with
little chance of help.
This was the world into which
Christ came, bringing a message
not new-because spiritual truth is
pristine - but vitally renewing,
resurrecting in the hearts of men
the ancient truths of simplicity, of
faith, of charity.

in the garden of Gethsemane, overcome with fear and disloyalty at
the trial or Christ; John, Apostle
of love, urging ChTist to call down
from heaven fiery battalions or
Emgels to consume their enemies,hudly could we recognize in these
disciples the glorious devotees they
were later to become when the
leaven planted in them by their
Teacher had had time to work and
bring glorious results of character
development. The episodes during
the lifetime and mission of Christ
form but an introduction to the
colossal work of developing Ohristian living, of slowly forming
Ohristian communities in the Mediterranean world.
All of the apostles, in striving to
train these little groups of early
Ohristians, emphasized the necessity of keeping one's self "unspotted from the world." Particularly did they urge the importance of
considering the body as the temple
of the spirit, and of preserving its
purity and integrity.
And what a need there was
for some effective doctrine of purity! For Paganism was permeated
with sexual depravity similar to
IT WAS not easy for Ohrist, with that traditionally associated with
all His spiritual potency, to make the cities of Sodom and Gomonah.
saints out of His disciples. Peter, Sexual laxity and indulgence was
glvmg way to anger and violence eating like a cancer into the core of
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the vitality of the Mediterranean selves from the Pagan life about
culture. It had ruined the Greeks them. Communities well balanced;
and was now reaching into the very economically self-sufficing; repreheart of the Roman world, vitiating sentative of every strata of society,
its ancient moralities and starting of various vocations, of various
a current of degeneracy which degrees of wealth.
Harmoniously and per f e c t I Y
Pagan moralists were unable to
these early Ohristians learned to
prevent.
Now in the midst of all this evil live together, in their common love
there began to grow up little com- for Ohrist and their earnest desire
munities holding ideals dazzling in to follow in His steps.
their beauty, chastity and spiritual
HUMANITARIAN institutions began
love.
to
blossom out in these communiThe ideals were there in shining
ties
as a direct expression of the
glory. But it took several generaOhristian
doctrine of the love of
tions for even these Christian comand
man.
The early ChristGod
munities to manifest real purity of
ians
put
forth
every
endeavor to
living. This they did achieve in
bring
it
about
that
their
communal
time, by dint of utter segregation
life
satisfied
the
ideals
of
service
from the current of life of the
and
cooperation
which
their
souls
Pagan world about them.
acknowledged
as
divine
truth.
There was no possibility of reOommittees were formed for the
forming the Pagan world. Therefore the injunction of the apostles care of the sick and needy; comto their little flocks was to with- mittees to distribute food and necdraw from the life of the world. essities to the poor; institutions to
The Christian communicants must care for the orphans and widows.
In these Ohristian circles no
begin to lead new lives wholly dislonger
did the law of the jungle
tinct from the Pagan life about
hold-that
the race was to the
them. They must be born not of
swift
and
that
the devil could take
the flesh but of the spirit. They
the
hindermost.
Now a livelihood
must endeavor to live the Christassured
to
every
communicant.
was
life, relying for help in their pilNo
one
should
suffer
dire want
grim's progress upon prayer and a
while
others
possessed
abundance.
sense of unity with the Christos.
In the name of God the Father and
WHAT a marvelous appeal all this of Ohrist the Son, all members of
made to the innate spark of nobil- the living church were knit together
ity in every man and woman! The in a brotherhood as efficacious in
poor, the down-trodden, the sensu- practice as it was glorious in conalist, the drunkard heard it and re- cept.
sponded. Many in positions of
social superiority, of wealth, of
AT FIRST these benevolent pracluxury, heard it and became at- tices of the early Ohristians had to
tached.
be carried on in secret because of
Gradually complete little com- the persecutions to which Ohristmunities grew up, isolating them- ians were liable. But as the rigor
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of these persecutions lessened and
a general Pagan tolerance developed, we :find the Christians manifesting their kind deeds in a more
public way.
Soon their unique humanitarian
works began to attract the attention of Roman moralists. "'lve
must," they said, "emulate the
benevolence of the Christians, if
we would prevent this Sect from
growing to the point of absorbing
the whole Pagan world!"
These writers realized that the
universal practice of love and service which characterized Christian
communities was proving a very
tempting attraction to Pagan peoples in whose midst these Christians existed; specially attractive
to all who were in suffering or misfortune.
IT WAS far easier for the Christians to practice moral living than
for the Pagans, even those of the
highest ideals. For the Christians
had that greatest of aids to ethical
living-the motivation of religion.
They believed that they possessed,
each one, an immortal soul; that
this soul was their real self; that
the proper development of the soul
was the chief aim of life upon this
planet; that all their deeds here
built into character, into soul-structure and would bear fruit in one
way or another in the future life.
This pitiful handful of years which
formed their destiny upon this
planet was of in:finitessimal value
compared to the great stretch of
eternity which lay before them.
How childish, how foolish, how
even tragic-to waste the rich spiritual opportunities of this life in
riotous or selfish living, and thus
*Baha'u'llah-"Hidden Words."
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incur immense liabilities toward
the future existence!
Therefore the Ch r is t i a n s ,
prompted by the most efficacious
moral motives which anyone can
have-the love of God and the desire to gTOW more perfect-endeavored to express righteousness in
all their thoughts and deeds. They
knew that the greatest rewa.rd for
doing right is to grow more and
more near to God; and that the
greatest punishment for doing evil
is to grow more evil and more
densely veiled from that Truth
which the initiated know as Love.
Compare this noble path of progress onward and upward forever
with the doctrine which held the
lives of the contemporaneus Pagans ... Carpe diem!" sang Horace,
"Let us seize the day, spend it in
profligacy, enjoy ourselves, make
merry, for we know not what the
morrow will bring!"

IN HOW similar a situation to the
ancient Mediterranean world at the
time of Christ is the paganistic
'Norld of today! A world without
faith, without guidance, without
moral standards.
A despairing
world, seeking in pleasures of the
senses an anodyne to the drab so1'rmvs of hopelessness.
And again, as in the days of
Caesar, a Day Star rises on the
horizon to flood the murky earth
with penetrating rays of Warmth
and Light. Again the Spirit of
Truth spreads abroad the beneficent, purifying, invigorating Message of the Kingdom:
, , 0 Son of the Supreme! To
the eternal I call thee, yet thou dost
seek that which perisheth.
What
hath made thee turn away from Our
desire and seek thine own ~,,*
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THE MEANING OF CHRIST
A compilation from the revealed Wor'ds of 'Abdu'l-Baha, the divinely appointed
authO?'itative Interpreter of the teachings of Baha'u'llah.
~HR1ST'S

birthday is a glor-

~ ious day. . . . It is necessary

that these anniversary celebrations
be observed, else man in his negligence would forget all about his
Creator. But we should seek to
penetrate the dark veils of custom
and imitation of ancestors, perchance we may discover the reality
of the meaning.
The advent of Christ on this
earth was a blessed day for it was
the day on which the Sun of Reality
dawned; the day on which all beings
were revivified. In the world's calendar, it was the bel1:inning of a
Heavenly Spring.... Vlhen He was
on earth He was not thought much
of notwithstanding they were awaiting His coming with great impatience. They thought that they
would be His in t i m ate friends.
When He came they knew Him not;
they persecuted Him and finally
killed Him. (Unity Triumphant, p
111).
~

bounties of the light shone and radiated in the reality of men .... The
Reality of Christ was a clear and
polished mirror of the greatest
purity and fineness, and the Sun of
Reality, that is to say, the Essence
of Oneness, with its infinite perfections and attributes, became visible
in the mirror.... The Christ sacrificed Himself so that men might be
freed from the imperfections of the
physical nature, and might become
possessed of the virtues of the
spirituulnature. This spiritual nature, which came into existence
through the bounty of the Divine
Reality, is the reunion of all perfections, and appears through the
breath of the Holy Spirit; it is the
divine perfections, it is light, spirituality, guidance, exaltation, high
aspiration, justice, love, grace, kindness to all, philanthropy, the essence of life. It is the reflection of
the splendor of the Sun of Reality.
... (Answered Questions, pp. 136137).

~
THE REALITY of Christ, that is to
say the Word of God, is the cause
CHRIST came saying, "I am born
of spiritual life. It is a "quicken- of the Holy Spirit." Though it is
ing spirit," meaning that all the im- now easy for the Christians to beperfections which come from the re- lieve this assertion, at that time it
quirements of the physical life of was very difficult. The text of the
man, are transformed into human Gospel says, "Is not this the son of
perfections by the teachings and Joseph of Nazareth whom we know~
education of that spirit. Therefore How can He say, therefore, I came
Christ was a quickening' spirit, and down from heaven ~ , ,
the cause of life in all mankind. The
Briefly this man, who apparently
position of Christ was that of abso- and in the eyes of all, was lowly,
lute perfection; He made His di- arose with such great power that
vine perfections shine like the sun He abolished a religion that had
upon all believing souls, and the lasted fifteen hundred years, at a
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time when the slightest deviation
from it exposed the offender to danger or to death. Moreover, in the
days of Christ the morals of the
whole world and the condition of
the Israelites had b e co m e completely confused and corrupted, and
Israel had fallen into a state of the
utmost degradation, misery, and
bondage ....
This young man, Christ, by the
help of a supernatural power, abrogated the ancient Mosaic law, reformed the general morals, and once
again laid the foundation of eternal
glory for the Israelites: Moreover,
He brought to humamty the gladtidings of universal peace, and
spread abroad teachings which were
not for Israel alone, but were for
the general happiness of the whole
human race.
Those who first strove to do away
with Him were the Israelites and
His own kindred. To all outward
appearances they overcame Hi~,
and brought Him into direct dIStress. At least they crowned Him
with the crown of thorns and crucified Him. But Christ, while apparently in the deepest misery and affliction, proclaimed: "This Sun will
be resplendent, this Light will shine,
My grace will surround the world,
and all My enemies will be brought
low. " And as He said, so it was; for
all the kings of the earth have not
been able to withstand Him. Nay,
all their standards have been overthrown, whilst the banner of that
Oppressed One has been raised to
the zenith.
But this is opposed to all the
rules of human reason. Then it becomes clear and evident that this
Glorious Being was a true Educator
of the world of humanity, and that
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He was helped and confirmed by Divine Power. (Answered Questions,
p.20.)
~,

W HEN His Holiness Christ appeared amongst the J ews, t~e first
thing He did was to proclaIm the
validity of the Mosaic mission. He
declared that the Torah, the Old
Testament, was the Book of God.
... The fame of Moses, through the
Christian Movement, was spread
broadcast . . . it was through the
instrumentality of Christ, it was
through the translation of the New
Testament-the little volume of the
Gospel-that the Old Testament,
the Torah, was translated into six
hundred languages and s p rea d
throughout the world at large ....
Likewise, with the superlative
power and the efficacious Word of
God He gathered together most of
the nations of the East and the
West. This was accomplished at a
time when those nations were in the
utmost of contention and strife. He
ushered all of them into the overshadowing tent of the oneness of
humanity. He so educated them
that they united and agreed, even
so that the Roman, the Greek, the
Chaldean, the Assyrian and the
EO'yptian nations were perfectly
bl~nded, and the heavenly civilization was the result. (Baha'i Scriptures, p. p. 394,395.)
~

THOSE who looked at the material
body of Christ, and saw Him endurin a all the hardships and trials,
m~rveled that He was the Messiah
because He was in this lowly condition. As they were considering His
physical being they failed to see the
Light shining within it. But those
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and He at length gave His life for
humanity. All through His blessed
life He suffered oppression and
hardship, and in spite of all this humanity was His enemy. They denied Him, scorned him, ill-treated
Him, and cursed Him. He was not
~
treated like a man-and yet in spite
of
all this He was the embodiment
CHRIST SAID that nothing could
of
pity, and of supreme goodness
ascend into heaven except that
and
love. He loved all humanity,
which came down from heaven. He
but
they
treated Him as an enemy
also said, "I came from heaven and
will return to heaven," and "The and were incapable of appreciating
Son of Man is in heaven. ' , He said Him. They set no value on His
this while still upon the earth and words, and were not illumined by
notwithstanding the fact that he had the flame of His love.
Later they realized who He was.
been born from Mary. There is no
doubt Christ came from heaven and That He was the sacred and Divine
always was in heaven, but when He Light, and that His words held eterspoke He did not mean the literal nal life. His heart was full of love
sky. What then is meant by heaven ~ for all the world, His goodness was
Science proves that there is no destined to reach each one-and as
heaven or sky, but all is limitless they began to realize these things
space and one universe. In this they repented, but He had been crulimitless space the heavenly spheres cified!
It was not until many years after
revolve and have their orbits. But
the "heaven" of Christ is that in- His ascension that they knew Who
visible world which is beyond the He was, and at the time of His assight and comprehension of mere cension He had only a very few disman. It is the spiritual condition. ciples; only a comparatively small
Therefore the "heaven" of Christ following believed His precepts and
is the Will of God. The Sun of that followed His laws. The ignorant
heaven will never set. In it the said, "Who is this individual; He
But
moon and stars are always shining. has only a few disciples?"
those
who
knew
said,
"He
is
the
It is the limitless Kingdom of God.
Sun
who
will
shine
in
the
East
and
It is sanctified from all place. Christ
is always there. (Ten Days in the in the West, He is the Manifestation Who shall give life to the world.
Light of •Akka, p. 26.)
What the first disciples had seen
~
the world realized later. (Wisdom
WHEN CHRIST appeared He mani- Talks in Paris, p. p. 114-115.)
fested Himself at Jerusalem. He
~
called men to the Kingdom of God,
He invited them to eternal life, and
THE HOLY, divine Manifestations
He told them to acquire human per- did not reveal themselves for the
fections. The Light of Guidance purpose of founding a nation, sect
was shed forth by that radiant Star, or faction. They did not appear in

who looked to the spiritual and the
real existence of the spirit in Christ,
firmly believed in Him.
We must not look at the lantern
but at the Light-the candle inside
the lantern. (Baha'i Scriptures, p
498.)

THE MEANING OF CHRIST

order that a certain number might
acknowledge the i r Prophethood.
They did not declare their heavenly
mission and message in order to lay
the foundation for a religious belief.
Even His Holiness Christ did not
become manifest that we should
merely believe in Him as the Christ,
follow Him and adore His mention.
All these are limited in scope and
requirement, whereas the Reality of
Christ is an unlimited essence. The
infinite and unlimited Reality cannot be bounded by any limitation.
Nay, rather His Holiness Christ appeared in order to illumine the
world of humanity, to render the
earthly world celestial, to make the
human kingdom a realm of angels,
to unite the hearts, to enkindle the
light of love in human souls, so that
such souls might become independent, attaining complete unity and
fellowship, turning to God, entering
into the divine kingdom, receiving
the bounties and bestowals of God
and partaking of the manna from
heaven. Through Christ they were
intended to be baptized by the Holy
Spirit, attain a new spirit and realize the life everlasting. All the holy
precepts and the announcements of
prophetic laws were for these various and heavenly purposes. (Prorm~lgation of Universal Peace, VoL
2, p. 438.)
~

THE CAUSE of Bahii'u%ih is the
same as the Cause of Christ. It is
the same temple and the same foundation. Both of these are spiritual
springtimes and seasons of the soulrefreshing awakening and the cause
of the renovation of the life of man-
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kind. The spring of this year is the
same as the spring of last year. The
origins and ends are the same. The
sun of today is the sun of yesterday.
In the coming of Christ, the divine
teachings were given in accordance
with the infancy of the human race.
The teachings of Bahii'u'lliih have
the same basic principles, but are
according to the stage of the maturity of the world and the requirements of this illumined age. (Tablets of {Abdu'l-Baha, Vol. 3, p. 535.)
~

TRUTH is one and ,vithout division. The teachings of .Jesus are
in a concentrated form. Men do not
agree to this day as to the meaning
of many of His sayings. His teachings are as a flower in the bud. Today, the bud is unfolding into a
flower. Bahii'u'lliih has expanded
and fulfilled the teachings, and has
applied them in detail to the whole
world.
There is one God; mankind is
one; the foundations of religion are
one. Let us worship Him, and give
praise for all His great Prophets
and Messengers who have manifested His brightness and glory.
(T¥isdom Talks in London, p. 93.)
~

CHRIST was a heavenly physician.
He brought spiritual health and
healing into the world. Bahii 'u 'lliih
is likewise a divine physician. He
has revealed prescriptions for removing disease from the body politic and has remedied human conditions by spiritual power. (Promu,lgation of Universal Peace, Vol. 2, p.
244.)
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LETTERS HOME
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER

In her world travels in behalf of the BahrJ,'i Movement the author takes time to
write to friends impressions derived from her varied experiences. These "Letters
Home" we rLre glad to be able to p1'esent to the readers of the Buha'i Magazine. The
first installment appearing in the January 1932 nU1nber described the author's visit
to Nikko and other places in Japan. In the April number she gave some of her im_
pressions of China. Herein we find a description of her contacts with the Maoris of
New Zealand.

OST for centuries in the forgotten back-wash of nations,
Maoris of New Zealand furnish
a remarkable ethnological study.
As you can well imagine I have
no authority near me here in
Persia, but if I remember correctly
Griffith Taylor, Professor Dixon
and others assert a close kinship
between the Ainus of Japan and the
Maoris, assigning to these primitive folk a Caucasian origin. This
is a direct challenge to the Polynesian descent ordinarily ascribed
to them. I remember Professor
Thomas' having dealt with this subject but as it is now near twenty-five
years since we sat under his inspiring tutelage I can't in the least recall his conclusions.
However, Griffith Taylor, with
characteristic vigor and clarity,
presents an exciting graph in which
he shows that the oldest races have
strayed furthest from the point of
orlgm. The most primitive vehicles are those furthest from the
great cities; those only recently
discarded within a closer radius,
while the newest modes of locomotion aTe in the city and its environs.
In excavating, the oldest things
would be found in the lowest strata,
the later things nearer the surface.
Basing his conclusion on this argument he says that the Ainus and
Maoris have been flung to the periphery of the globe by gradual dis-

placement from the seat of their
Caucasian origin through the development of newer races.
But my interest in the Maoris
was neither formal nor ethnological. Here is a group, fast vanishing, that gives us a picture of life
in a spacious, poetic aspect.
Clever and alert the Maori, to
his great detriment, has quickly assumed the habits of our western
civilization. Our customs and practices are totally unsuited to the requirements of races who, through
cycles of unmolested effort, have
developed their own proper and
protective mores. As a result of
abandoning by force of circumstances, his own mode of life, the
Maori population of New Zealand
has been decimated. These statistics are quite informal but some one
told me that whereas they numbered
over a million at the time of the
British occupation there now remain some sixty-five thousand.
They must have been a nation
of poets and artists for everything
they touched, before they were
corrupted by civilization, seems to
bear the impress of beauty except
Niki the mascot, and the totem
figures.
In the War Memorial Museum
(which graces and dominates the
city of Auckland overlooking from
an eminence its beautiful harbor),
are preserved the finest examples
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of early Maori artistry. A mag- very like that used by our northern
nificent war canoe fashioned to tribes of Indians, preserved the vilcarry near a hundred warriors was liage food from marauding animals.
hollowed from a giant tree and Specially selected maidens prepared
spliced with infinite ingenuity to that of the priest and fed him by
form its double prow. The indeli- hand.
ble decoration of conventional deThe Town Hall, as it were, the
sign in black and white on the red central meeting place, was a thing
background of the exterior showed of joyous beauty in miniature: the
a mastery of balance, scale and broad roof-tree and beams were
symmetry. It was far more akin decorated with Arabesques in black,
to the Arabic than to the Greek, red and white, since the house is
the two masters of pure design, thatched with stout straw the low
and unlike any Polynesian art with eaves were supported by red pilasters ornately carved with the lewhich I am familiar.
Their ubiquitous wood-carvings gends and traditions of the race.
are of a genre entirely different Much mother of pearl was used on
from their painting. Although they the figures and the whole effect
lack delicacy, and the figures are was that of the exotic, the remote
crude, literal and often ugly, there and the wondrous. There was not
is an opulent vigor of detail about one false note, not one detail that
them that bespeaks a robust and marred the sense of perfect hardramatic taste. The houses, with mony.
Many heroic and interesting tales
their low-hanging eaves, had originally no windows and only one en- are told of the Maoris by the
British in their experience of subtrance door.
At Rotorua, the famous thermal jugating them. They had a sense
region of New Zealand, there is a of justice and fairplay well illusmodel "Pa" or village. It inter- trated by the fact that when their
ested me far more than the natural ammunition was exhausted the
wonders, which in spite of great ex- Ohief sent word to the English
ploitation on the part of New Zea- Oommander that hostilities must
landers seem decidedly feeble in cease until they could supply themThey were astonished
comparison to Yellowstone Park, selves.
for example. But in the "Pa" I when their opponents refused, since
saw a faithful reproduction of the they themselves never took advantoriginal environment of the Maori. age of a helpless enemy.
The native poi or dance is reAround the village is a double
The r e is
stockade designed with deep stra- markably graceful.
tegy, to discomfit an attacking scarcely any movement of the body
enemy; for inside the first stock- except a plastic pose, but the inade is a trench in which the spear- tricate coordination of the hands
men concealed themselves, wound- and arms in the manipulation of
ing the legs of the attackers and the poi-ball calls for magnificent
thus incapacitating them.
The skill. The Maoris are tall and
Priest and One Ohief dominated muscularly built (another evidence
the village life and occupied the in favor of their western origin),
best houses. A cache, on stilts and execute the war dance, in-
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Miss Rangi, a Rotorua guide in Maori
costume.

tended to excite the valor of the
fighters, with inexhaustible vitality
and ease.
THROUGH the kindness of the
Maori Society in Auckland I was
given a letter of introduction to
Chief Mita Taupopoki when I set
out for Rotorua. By good fortune,
on the evening of my arrival, I met
Guide Rangi, a clever, gifted and
beautiful Maori woman, with the
accomplishments of both races. I
spoke to her of my letter to the
Chief and of my mission and told
her that I would visit Wacka, the
Maori village, upon my return from
Wairacki.
Chief Taupopoki, as you can see
from his photograph, is a handsome
and impressive old gentleman. He
received me with dignity and kindness, explaining that a previous
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meeting had long been arranged
for that evening, but that if I would
come he would gather together as
many as possible to hear my message. On my return after dinner,
I was greeted by a delegation, conducted to the central meeting place,
while the Chief sent a boy around
with a huge bell to announce my
arrival and summon the Arawa
tribe. In ten minutes the hall was
quite filled and the Chief arose to
welcome and to introduce me.
After a few complimentary
phrases he said, "To what great
matter are we about to listen ~ A
subject of such urgent importance
that this stranger traveling over
many seas and abandoning her native land has come to share with
the Maoris, obscure and forgotten,
her valuable news. We await impatiently the unfolding of her purpose."
Although I speak no Maori I
could recognize it as an endearing
and gracious language. Its expressions are poesy and its cadences a song. The Maoris are
natural orators, the women as well
as the men, and express themselves
on public occasions with singular
rhythm and felicity.
In giving the message I stressed
the fact that the solidarity of mankind to which Baha 'u 'llah summons
us does not mean the reduction of
all human beings to a dead level
of similarity; but rather the interdependent functioning of the various races and kindreds, each making its unique and indispensable
contribution to the perfect expression of the body politic. In the
Baha'i social scheme the purpose
is not to make Maoris something
quite different from themselves, but
to stimulate them and all other peo-
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pIes to attain their own highest development as a contribution to human advancement and welfare.
Then I spoke of how Baha'u'lhih
had already accomplished the purport of His message in uniting all
the religions, races, nations and
classes of the world, how ancient
animosities and hereditary hatreds
had been conquered and forgotten
under the Banner of Divine Unity.
When 1 had finished there were
a series of intelligent and important questions asked me. The Maoris
are a very keen and apt race and
the educated amongst them attain
the highest culture. In this connection I think Mrs. Rewa Bennett,
the first Maori woman to hold the
office of magistrate; Mrs. Colwill
and Mr. Paul, official Maori interpreter to the government.
,iVhen the questions had been answered the Chief asked a native
Christian minister to thank me and
then closed the meeting. "It is
now evident", he said "why this
great news must be spread far and
wide. The cessation of hatred, the
establishment of good will in the
·world-surely there is nothing
greater than this. The Maoris
heartily welcome the assurance that
this One of Whom our messenger
has spoken is already accomplishing this end."
On my return to Auckland I was
honored by an invitation to a Maori
banquet at Oraki. It was very impressive. Following the custom, the
men came out to greet us but the
women performed the welcoming
poi. I was to witness the ancient
method of cooking called te hangi.
A trench is dug and into it are fiung
stones which have lain in a great
fire; onto the stones is thrown the
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Chief Mita Taupopoki who summoned the
Arawa tribe of Mam'is to hear the
Bahd\ Message.

meat and around it are piled potatoes and other vegetables; a large
basket of clams is placed at one side
and at the other, fish wrapped in
flax leaves. When all is ready,
equally hot stones are placed on top
of the food and a bucket of water
dashed over the whole which is now
covered with rough cloths, on which
earth is immediately packed, closing in the hot steam.
In the mean time the women have
been deftly weaving lovely baskets
from flax leaves which will serve as
dishes for the hot food.
Since the hangi cannot be disturbed for an hour we go into the
hall to carry 011 the program. Mrs.
Witaka, the spokesman of the village, arises to greet me.
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"The Maoris reJOIce that one from afar
has come to share with them her knowledge
of the great world. But you have come to
a deserted home, where only a tale and a
recollection can speak to you: the Maoris
have departed! You must seek for them
beyond." Her words were intensely solemn
and impressive, and though I could not understand her, I saw that those who could
were deeply moved. "The affairs of those
far removed are echoed here amongst us,
nor are we so remote that we can escape
the cares that burden mankind. We would
know if you bring comfort and peace to
those who need this message. That you have
honored us with your coming and displayed
a generous kindness to us has warmed and
rejoiced our hearts. Speak then that we
may know the purpose that speeds you
round the world. My greetings are finished."

When her speech had been translated I gave the Baha'i message,
Mr. Graham, a naturalized Maori,
translating. Once more I spoke of
how Baha'u'llah had united His followers and redeemed us from our
prejudice and hardness of heart.
Since the Maoris are nearly all
Christian converts, I stressed the
fact that the foundation of His message is identical with that of Jesus.
"To whatever degree the Maori tribes
fought and contended, at least you were
united in your religious belief: you all worshipped alike Rangi, the Mother of Heaven;
but now your religion has divided you.
You have taken over the quarrels and contentions of Christendom and in your sectarian loyalties are learning to hate and oppose each other. And this, too, in the name
of Him Who said: 'By this shall men know
that you are My disciples-that you love

M A GA ZI N E
one another,' a Maori can't say 'my basket',
'my food', 'my coat': you must say 'our basket,' 'our food': but you are forced to say
'my religion' for you do not hold it in common-religion the one thing that was revealed to bring unity, joy and concord into
our lives. Baha'u'llah has wiped away
these differences and united us as children
of the One Heavenly Father."

After a poetic speech of thanks
on the part of Mrs. Wit aka we went
to open the hang-i. The odor was
delicious, and piling the food into
the flax baskets and trays, we sat
down to a delectable feast.
After an appropriate ceremony
I took my leave, performing te
hangi the pressing-not the rubbing-of noses with my gracious
hostesses.
It is many a winter, my dear,
since we tramped across the campus
in the slush, to our class in "Social
Origins"; but you were a haunting
presence at these interesting and
significant meetings. Here is a
gifted, an ingenious and a sociallyminded people dropping into desuetude. Nature has but one motto:
"Adapt or perish." They were perfectly adapted to their natural surroundings. Will they be able to readapt to the requirements of an
artificial life soon enough to preserve for us the evidence of their
ancient and generous culture ~

"THE GARDEN OF THE HEART"

To A BAHA'I

There is a garden in your heart
That is filled with blossoms rare.
How do I know, you ask of me'
Because I catch the fragrance there!

-Elizabeth Hackley.

- -
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-NO MULTIPLICITY OF RACES

fij]REJUDICE of all kinds, whether religious, racial, patriotic
or political are destructive of divine foundations in man.
All the warfare and bloodshed in human history have been the
outcome of prejudice. This earth is one home and nativity. God
has created mankind with equal endowment and right to live
upon the earth .... Racial prejudice or separation is unnatural
and proceeds from human motive and ignorance. All are the
children and servants of God. Why should we be separated by
artificial and imaginary boundaries' . . . We are human and
superior in intelligence. Is it befitting that lower creatures
should manifest virtues which lack expression in man?"

ID

n

HEN the man who is spiritually sagacious and possessed of

~ insight views the world of humanity, he will observe that

the Lights of the divine bounty are flooding all mankind just as
the lights of the sun shed their splendor upon all existing things.
All phenomena of material existence are revealed through the
ray emanating from the sun. Without light nothing would be
visible. Similarly all phenomena in the inner world of reality
receive the bounties of God from the Source of divine bestowal.
This human plane or kingdom is one creation and all souls are
the signs and traces of the divine bounty. In this plane there
are no exceptions; all have been recipients of their bestowals
through the heavenly bounty.... All humanity are the children
of God; they belong to the same family, to the same original race.
There can be no multiplicity of races since all are the descendants of Adam. This signifies that racial assumDtion and distinction is nothing but superstition. . . . God did not make these
divisions. These distinctions have had their origin in man himself. Therefore as they are against the plan and purpose of the
reality they are false and imaginary."
mACIAL and national prejudice which separate mankind
~ r.;\!l into groups and branches, likewise have a false and unjustifiable foundation, for all men are the children of Adam and
essentially of one family. There should be no racial alienation
or national division among humankind . . . they have neither
significance nor recognition in the estimation of God.... God
has not divided this surface by boundaries and barriers to separate races and peoples .... By this division and separation into
groups and branches of mankind, prejudice is engendered ....
Therefore it has been decreed by God in this day that these prejudices and differences shall be laid aside."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.

- - --
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THE CALL WENT FORTH
Doms MoKAY
Nabil's Narrative of the early history of the Bah6/i Cause pttblished under the title
"The Dawn-Breakers"* and translated by Shophi Effendi, is of such supreme importance that articles have appeared from time to time reviewing portions of this sacred
book. Mrs. McKay's first article on the subject appeared in the Sept61'nber number.

n

N the world that men call real
importance is attached to the
solid and the tangible. Ponderousness and resistance impress us with
their durability until someday when
we see how a sprouting seed has
cracked a stone.
With all its fragility, the seed
belongs to a higher kingdom than
the stone. It has within itself the
quality of growth. Its expanding
cells must fulfill their destiny of
accomplishment, so the persistent,
tender, green thing triumphs over
the venerable stone.
Every age has its fertile seeds
which render acquiescent the soil
from which the New shall grow.
For instance, today we see the
young shoots of the new internationalism conquering the old world
order.
In Persia, at the time of the
Declaration of the Bab, a spiritual
reformation made an attack upon
the ramparts of a long-established
"Church-state". Those who were
most aware of the decadent condition of a nation and a Faith that
still claimed their loyalty, perceived that by the process of crystalization this institution had become, even as the mineral, incapable of aught but decomposition.
Growth was not in it. This condition expressed itself through moral
decay, fanatical adherence to tradition, political corruption. Against
this legion of monsters were to be
arrayed the celestial purity of pur-
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pose, illumination) attractiveness
and high courage of the Forces of
Light. It was the battle of the
eternal sun with the transient
clouds, of good with evil.
In the records of the Babi Movement we recognize among deafening discordant sounds, "the Voice
in the Wilderness". We hear the
Call and the answering voices of
those who respond-voices which
promise ere long to swell to a
chorus, rmgmg throughout the
world.

IN PERSIA the greatest event of
the day is the first, for the sun rising on the horizon becomes for a
moment an inverted cup; at this
instant, according to Muhammadan
tradition, the divine bounties are
poured upon the world.
That hour had come and AliMuhammad (later known as the
Bab) climbed to the roof of His
merchant uncle's house in Bushir to
apostrophize the rising orb. That
His was not an ordinary orison the
neighboring roofs could testify.
\Vith joy, tears and prayers He
raised His arms in the direction of
the divine symbol, imbued for Him,
by reason of His inner knowledge,
with a significance which brought
daily ecstasy. He addressed His
Vision, charging the golden atmosphere with syllables of adoration,
the beauty of which made His devout Muhammadan l1eighbors remember the angel Gabriel.

*Bah,,'i Publishing Committee, P. O. Box 348, Grand Central Station, New York City.
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By day, this Youth was well
known in the market-place. He
was a courteous and soft-spoken
dealer in grains, respected for His
ability, in spite of His extreme
youth, in handling His uncle's business. It was in the year '59 (1843)
that the potential qualities innate
in this pure spirit found their destiny in a dream. He thought He
drank a few drops of the blood of
the martyred Imam Husayn. This
mystic communion made the fire
which glowed within Him to burst
into a flame. "When I awoke",
He later said, "I felt that the spirit
of God had permeated and taken
possession of my soul. My heart
was filled with the joy of His Divine presence and the mysteries of
His Revelation were unfolded before my eyes in all their glory."
It was not long after this experience that the Call became articulate upon the lips of this same
Youth for His was the chalice designed to hold the celestial wine,
the cup offered to a parched and
thirsty world. Great events were
shaping when, in the year '60, He
made known His Mission to the
disciple, Mulla Husayn. It was at
Shiraz, on the memorable night of
May 23rd, 1844, that He declared to
that first apostle: "0 thou who art
the first to believe in Me! Verily
I say I am the Bab, the Gate of
God, and thou art the Babu'l-Bab,
the gate of that Gate. Eighteen
souls must, in the beginning, spontaneously and of their own accord,
accept Me and recognize the truth
of My Revelation. Unwarned and
uninvited, each of these must seek
independently to find Me . . . Ere
,ve depart we shall appoint unto
each of the eighteen souls his special mission and shall send them
forth to accomplish their task. We
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shall instruct them to teach the
Word of God and to quicken the
souls of men. "
IT WAS as He said. A few weeks
passed and His expected band
of followers gathered in His
presence. These persons, known
as the Letters of the Living, had
been disciples of the revered
tea c her Siyyid Kazim, who
throughout his life had taught the
advent of the Promised One. A
company of them had followed
Mulla Husayn from Karbila to
Shlraz, in which direction he had
left them in pursuit of his divine
Quest. "\Vhen upon their arrival
they read in his face signs that
tranquility had taken the place of
the agitation with which he had left
them, they asked what could have
appeased his longing for his concealed Beloved.
Mulla Husayn
begged them to retire to the seclusion of their cells in the Masjid-iIlkhani and to supplicate God for
illumination. In this period of
meditation and prayer their intuitive powers he came so acute that
each one attained to the desired
knowledge and was guided, even as
]\,i[ulla Husayn had been, to the recognition of the Bab. Now He had
summoned them to Him to receive
their instructions for the time had
come for them to depart.
He, to whom they so reverently
listened was a Youth of twentytwo, of medium height and pleasing appearance, wearing the green
sash and turban of a descendant of
Muhammad. Quddus, the youngest and last of His chosen disciples,
had recoegnized Him instantly by
the majesty of His gait. This
power and grace spoke through His
slightest gesture. His voice was a
fountain of enchantment, melodious
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accompaniment to words of divine
grace. His manner was a blend of
humility, great kindliness and complete fearlessness. His eyes seemed
to gaze upon the past, present and
future as one scroll. They were
wells of unfathomable wisdom; in
their depths one might become submerged in that sublime and unparalleled passion, the love of God.
Thus seemed the Bab to His Letters on the day of their setting
forth.
Such words as these He then addressed to them:
"0 My beloved friends!
You are the
bearers of the Name of God in this day....
You are the witnesses of the Dawn of the
promised Day of God. You are the partakers of the mystic chalice of His Revelation . . . .
Beseech the Lord your God to grant that
no earthly entanglements, no worldly affections, no ephemeral pursuits, can tarnish
the purity, or embitter the sweetness of the
grace that flows through you ....
I am preparing you for the advent of a
mighty Day. Exert the utmost endeavour
that, in the world to come, I who am now
instructing you, may, before the mercy-seat
of God, rejoice in your deeds and glory in
your achievements. The secret of the Day
that is to come is now concealed. Scatter
throughout the length and breadth of this
land. and. with steadfast feet and sanctified
hearts, prepare the way for His co~ing.
. . . Arise in His name, put your trust
wholly in Him, and be assured of ultimate
victory."

The significance of these words
was well understood by those who
of their own choice were prepared
to embark upon this most dangerous enterprise. This miracle of a
Youth Who had welded their souls
together with the fire of Love, was
the Manifestation of God, as, in
another age, Muhammad and Christ
had been. He had been chosen for
the Authorship of Words which
welled involuntarily from a Divine
Aource. He was the vehicle of the
Supreme Intelligence. He was the
angelic herald of change. His mission was to proclaim another event
*FolIowers of Shaykh Admad and Siyyid Kazim.
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still more marvelous, the near advent of another divine Appearance,
Who would be the promised Messiah for all the religions of the
world.
The apostles hastened into the
arena of the Islamic world, each to
his own province, to the cities of
Nadaf and Karbila in Iraq, to
Isfahan, K ash an, Tihran, to
Khurasan. In each the call was
raised, U Awake, a,wake, for lo! the
Gate of God is open, and the morning Light is shedding its radiance
upon all mankind! The Promised
One is made 1nanifest,. prepare the
wa,y for Him, 0, people of the earth!
Deprive not ymwselves of its redeeming g·race, nor close your eyes
to its refttlgent glory /"
The Bab, accompanied by Quddus
made religious pilgrimage to Mecca
and Medina with the intention of
formally stating His Mission in
those strongholds of the Muhammadan Faith. At Mecca, confronting Mirza Muhlt, leader of the
Shaykhi Community, * He spoke as
follows: "Verily I declare none besides Me, in this day, either in the
East or in the West, can claim to
be the Gate that leads men to the
knowledge of God." The historian
says that "Mirza Muhlt, unable to
withstand the sweeping Revelation
proclaimed by the Bab, fled in terror from His face."
For wherever this Message was
sounded it was as if a powerful
searchlight had been turned upon
the souls of all men; the moths
hurled themselves into the dazzling
light regardless of life itself, the
beetles scuttled away in consternation. The Muhammadan world was
expecting the appearance of the
Bab but when brought face to face
with the full import of His declaration and proofs, the thought be-
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came intolerable - even as the
claims of Jesus had aroused the
opposition of Jews. The religious
leaders in whom the thought of self
predominated tried with incredible
cruelty to exterminate the growing
Movement. But there were others
who were spiritually awake who
listened to the arguments attentively and accepted their good fortune with astonished joy.
What a drama on all the Persian
stage! What moving scenes! What
echoes of clamouring mobs, firing
squads, cannons, chanting of prayers and cries to God! Mulla Sadiq,
the venerable divine, listens to the
lad Quddus ; he pronounces the
Bab's words from his pulpit and
is scourged by a thousand lashes.
A sifter of wheat runs through the
bazaars of Isfahan on his way to
" sift" the souls of the people in
the Persian c i tie s; he cries:
, 'Whomsoever I find ready to espouse the Cause I have embraced,
I will ask to join me and hasten
forthwith to the field of martyrdom." Tahirih, jewel of Persian
women, rides hundreds of miles
across Persia in a howdak and before the conference of Badasht repudiates Muhammadan tradition
by tearing off her veil. Mulla
Husayn raises the Black Standard
(of Muhammadan prophecy) and
marches across Persia while the
ranks of his supporters lengthen;
he and his companions are starved,
attacked, bombarded, at the Fort
of the Shrine of Shaykh Taharsi;
he dies in the arms of Quddus while
a smile lingers on his lips. A dervish comes from India to see the
Bab in prison, he starts back, alone
and on foot to labor for the Cause
in his native land. Seven famous
men are executed at Tihran eagerly
seeking to precede each other in
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this final test of their sincerity.
Vahid, the most learned man in
Persia, leans out of an upstairs
window in his house at Yazd, and
exhorts his followers who even then
are hemmed in by a furious mob
led by a regiment. Sulayman Khan
dances and sings while candles burn
in sockets cut in His flesh; he is
on his way to his execution and
the mob hurls epithets and stones.
People stream in the direction of
the Bab, to curse, to question, to
adore. The Movement grows.
IT HAD taken the Bab two months
of sea voyaging to reach the city
of Mecca where He addressed an
epistle to an inattentive Sherif in
which He set forth His claims. It
is now seven years later and the
Sherif is questioning a pilgrim
from Persia as to the Author of
this manuscript, which at length
had been read. What had been
the circumstances attending that
Call in the land of Persia?
"A great commotion" remarked
the pilgrim, "has indeed seized
that land during the last few years.
A YO~bth, a descendant of the
Prophet and a merchant by profession, has claimed that His utterance was the voice of Divine inspiration . ... A multit~tde of people, both high and low, civil and
ecclesiastical, a,mong the inhabitants of Persia, have rallied rOttnd
His staa~dard and have willingly
sacrificed themselves in His path.
That YOtdh has, d~lring the past
year . ... suffered martyrdom in
Tabriz, in the province of Adhirbayj6,n. They who persec~ded Him
sOttght by this means to extinguish
the light which He kindled in that
land. Since His martyrdom, hotoever, His infl~tence has pervaded all
classes of people."
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RECENT letter written by
Mr. A. H. Naimi, secretary of
the Unity Committee of the East
and the West of the Tihran Spiritual Assembly, contains much of interest to readers of this magazine
since it shows what is taking place
in the country which gave birth to
the Founders of the Baha'i Movement in the last century; the country which was capable of producing
souls of such purity and fortitude
as were necessary to understand
and spread the Great Message and
the country which at the same time
could produce those misguided
souls who inflicted such revolting
tortures and such inhuman persecutions upon these pure ones as we
shrink from recalling. Present developments in such a country are of
significance.
In his opening paragraph Mr.
N aimi says: "We certainly believe
that the Baha'i Cause will spread
throughout the world and will shed
its spiritual light into the darkest
corners of human misery, but it is
in human nature for one to rejoice
over every new sign which indicates
the realization of the triumph he
is seeking.
"Fortunately such signs are not
wanting. The message of Baha'i
love is spreading in the world with
wide and sure steps. There is, no
doubt, the indifference and disinterestedness of the mass of the people,
in the East as in the 'vVest, toward
all matters concerning religion; but
there are armies of life andlight,persons endowed with pure souls
who understand the glory and majesty of the divine message as soon
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as they hear of it .... The Qur'an
says that such persons are like pure
and inflammable oil which ignites
even if untouched by a flame. This
class of pure souls abounds in the
time of all Manifestations; the powers of the Spiritual Springtime
bring the plant of their souls to
such a state of maturity . . . that
the buds open out by the merest
breeze-nay by the merest nothing.
They range between wonderful orbits of spiritual light, like St. Peter,
Ali and Quddus . . . and ordinary
believers who ... obtain their admission into the divine fold by easy
search or difficult groping."
In paying tribute to the intrepid
few who established the Cause and
made possible the present progress
Mr. N aimi says: "But consider
what these few did; with soul and
body they lived for the divine cause.
They forgot wife and children, life
and wealth, and dashed headlong
into the field of battle; showed such
chivalrous fortitude and intrepid
courage as brought tears of compassion from their direst enemies.
They were the army of freedom, the
veteran warriors of peace and human felicity who did their duty with
purity of motive; who b r 0 u g h t
about the> present comparative comfort fOT friends; who paved the way
for the onward march of the divine
message to continents and realms
beyond their imaginations."
"As a result," he continues, "we
see ann u a 1 Baha'i conventions
holding meetings in various centers
of the world; we witness the sixth
Baha'i All-Persia Annual Convention opening and continuing its ses-
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sions with a serenity befitting the
congress of a dominant nation in
place of the secret and cautious
meetings of the early friends in subterranean haunts under the continual peril of detection and persecution.
"We wish that everyone of the
believers could witness with his own
eyes the manifest progress of the
Cause in the light of this Sixth Annual Convention which held its
twelve sessions from the second to
the thirteenth Shahr-ul-J amal 89
(April 29 to May 10th, 1932). Delegates from all parts of Persia took
part in the proceedings with such
a love of duty and devotion to the
divine interests of the Cause that it
touched the hardest in heart and the
most stubborn in disposition.
, 'Resolutions adopted by this
body of Baha'is cover a vast range
of human activities bearing on many
phases of life, both material and
spiritual. In educational matters,
for example, the convention resolved that a kindergarten be created wherever there is a Baha'i
school; that the Baha'i community
in localities where there are no public schools should try to influence
the local and central educational authorities with a view to the creation
of such schools or in the event that
such efforts fail to produce the desired effect and where local Baha'i
resources are far from being sufficient to provide for the opening of
a school, however primitive and
primary, the Baha'is sliould send
their children to the neighboring
towns w her e there are public
schools. In a country where unity
of purpose and national aSSOCIations or understandings are unknown or sneered at, the Conven-
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tion requires that the Baha'i Youth
Association should open branches
throughout the country and the plan
is already partially carried out.
, 'The Convention expressed the
wish that inter-marriage between
friends of different original creeds
should be encouraged and sponsored by the Spiritual Assemblies.
E x a m p 1 e s of inter-marriage between Israelites and Moslems and
between Zoroastrians and Moslems
exist nowhere in the country outside
the Baha'i religion.
"In a realm where some years ago
the mere suspicion of attachment to
the new religion would have entailed dire and cruel tortures and
certain death for the suspected
ones, the Convention required that
Baha'i dates should adorn all commercial, private and general corresspondence; tha t friends s h 0 u 1 d
greet with Alldh-u-Abha instead of
the official Moslem greeting of
Salam-un-Aleih~m; that under no
circumstances should Baha'is conceal their faith; that they should
register their names and those of
their families as Baha'is in the local
census; that they s h 0 u I d keep
Baha'i festivals in their commercial, scholastic, and office activities:
that they should marry according to
Baha'i precepts to which official
recognition has been given in some
districts and that they should dispose of their legacies in accordance
with the Baha'i regulations concerning inheritance.
"In Persia where there are no
sustained and continued efforts for
the advancement of the women, the
Convention suggests that Baha'i
adult women's classes s h 0 u I d be
created everywhere; that instruction in various domestic and orna-
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mental arts should be provided for diate and imperative need for these
the Baha'i women; that Baha'i teachings of Divine Guidance."
women of cuI tu r e should write
SOME forty years ago 'Abdu '1treatises for the education of the
women and contribute articles to the Baha, in a treatise, addressed these
local press bearing on subjects of words to the Persian people; "You
spiritual interest; and that Baha'i that were masters of the world and
Women Teaching classes should 'be in the van of mankind-how is it
opened in every cent er for the train- that you have lost your ancient
ing of women teachers to spread the glory, that you have slept in the
corner of obscurity~ You who were
Cause.
"We dare not go into more de- once the fount of teaching and the
tails of the numerous subjects which spring of the progress of humanity
were dealt with by the Convention -why have you now become so exas such an attempt would require a hausted and degenerate and neglivolume, but the fact is definitely gible ~ . . . Open the eyes of your
established to us and to all impar- judgment and discern what it is
tial non-Baha'is that the Cause that you sorely need. Gird up the
has made a steady headway amidst loins of resolution and enthusiasm,
destructive and opposing factors in and strive for the means of educaPersia and in many other countries. tion and advancement.' ,*
Surely M1'. Naimi's letter gives
It remains for us to sustain and inus
evidence that our friends in Pertensify our efforts for some more
sia
are now girding up the "loins
years when we shall certainly have
our reward in seeing the world of resolution and enthusiasm ".
awakening to the sense of its imme-Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick.
*"1vlysterious Forces of CiviIization/' p. 104.

WORLD FRIENDSHIP
MARGARET CAMPBELL

nHE occasion of the' tenth Olympia de at Los Angeles, California, offered to the Baha'is of
Southern California an unparalleled opportunity to arrange a
meeting to celebrate world friendship. Leaders of several groups
joined together in a concerted effort
to promote better understanding
between members of different nations. On the night of August
Fourth, at the rooms of the Friday
Morning Club, the power of the
Baha'i principles was proven in a
never-to-be-forgotten commingling
of clubs.

U

Mrs. Stuart VV. French graciously presided at this International
Friendship Meeting and introduced
Mayor Porter, who welcomed the
guests and friends at that time. According to Mayor Porter, the promotion of friendship through the
housing together of thirty-eight nations gave rise to great satisfaction.
Heretofore it has been considered
impossible to bring into friendly
living conditions the representatives of such varying manners and
customs. While the world watched,
Los Angeles became the garden in
which blossomed such a flower as
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the Olympic village. Have we not
'Abdu'l-Baha's own promise that
"Los Angeles is a good city~" In
the light of that promise we are not
surprised when the fragrance of
fellowship, such as the world has
never before witnessed, becomes a
living fact.
DR. ADRIAN lliRTOG, Oonsul of the
Netherlands, with pardonable pride
called attention to the fact that he
represents a country so wise that it
has wasted nothing on armed combat for more than a hundred years.
While other countries are deep in
the struggle with war debts, moratoriums and heavy death taxes, the
Netherlands is using its funds for
construction. Instead of paying for
past mistakes, it is able to pay for
the reclamation of its water front
and many other improvements. Holland wastes no time criticising any
other country for foolish expenditures, but she is busily engaged in
setting an example for the new race
to follow. The Baha'i principle of
equal opportunities of development
and equal rights and privileges for
both sexes was well exemplified by
the representatives from Holland
for they sent an equal number of
young men and women to the Olympic Games.
OF TREMENDOUS import was the
address of Ralph Lindstrom, Olympiade Oommittee representative.
The spirit of peace hovered near
while he spoke. His was a message
of pride and gratitude for the perfect sportsmanship of the national
contestants in the games. As seen
through this man's eyes the various
contestants were not more interested in carrying the day for their
own countries than in advancing for
all humanity a new record.
Un-
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doubtedly the highest note sounded
in the symphony of the evening was
struck by this visitor (Ralph Lindatrom) when he said that no nation
could justly advance its own standards by painting its own virtues
against a prepared background of
the faults of other countries. Mr.
Lindstrom expressed enthusiasm
for international sportsmanship
which he considered the most natural lubricant for the creaking
joints of prejudice.
THE meeting closed after Mrs.
French repeated 'Abdul'-Baha's
Prayer for All Nations:
"0 Thou kind Lord!
Thou hast created all humanity from the
same parents,
Thou hast decreed that all shall belong to
the same household.
In Thy Holy Presence all are Thy Servants;
And all mankind is sheltered beneath Thy
Tabernacle.
Thy children are gathered at Thy Table
of Bounty
And have become radiant through the
light of Thy Providence.
"0 God! Thou art kind to all.
Thou hast provided for all, dost shelter all,
conferest life upon all.
Thou hast endowed each and all with talents and faculties,
And all are submerged in the Ocean of
Thy Mercy.
"0 Thou generous Lord! Unite all.
Let the religions agree and make all nations one;
So that they may see each other as one
family
And the whole earth as one home.
May they all live together in perfect harmony.
"0 God! Raise aloft the banner of the oneness of mankind.
o God! Establish the Most Great Peace.
o God! Weld our hearts into one heart.
"0 Thou Kind Father, God!
Gladden our hearts through the fragrance
of Thy Love.
Brighten our eyes through the light of
Thy Guidance.
Delight our ears with the melody of Thy
Word,
And shelter us all in the stronghold of
Thy Providence.
"Thou are the Mighty and Powerful;
Thou art the Forgiving;
And Thou art the One Who overlookest the
shortcomings of all mankind!"
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THE NATURE OF THE DIVINE
MANIFESTATIONS
3. THE TESTIMONY OF THE PROPHET
GLENN A. SHOOK
Professor of Physics, Wheaton College
In the fh'st chalJter p1cblished in the October nwrnber, the author stressed the slow
evoluti01wry pj'ocess of the conCelJt of God fr01n the ea1'liest times. The second chapter
in the Nove1nber nun~ber t1'eclted of the nature of the Divine Manifestations. Herein
is emphasized the i1nlJOrtcmce of the Prophet as the way to God and the Medium through
Wh01n the Light flows to the world. The fourth chapter, which will appec"r in the
January number, will conclude the series.
~HEN

the Prophet comes into
IA3 the world He always differentiates, in no uncertain terms, between the scaffolding and the solid
structure of religion and it is sometimes a surprise to religious doctors
that the majority 0f their ideas are
useless. But just as fitful spirits
paved the way for deities of continuous character so our metaphysical notions may have been a necessary preliminary to the truth that
has been given to us by the Manifestations for this day. Therefore
many of our traditional ideas in religion and philosophy mustgiveway
to advanced ideas, ideas compatible
with the maturity of this age. This
is particularly true with the current concepts of the nature of the
Divine Manifestations. Even the
great mystics, who have preserved
the reality of religion for us, have
often gone astray upon such concepts as the Divine Essence. To
quote Heiler
"The incomprehensible paradox that the small human
'1' has become an infinite'!' the
m y s tic can understand only as
meaning that he himself has become
God. As Plotinus says, the ecstatic
'has become God, nay, rather he is
God.' Catherine of Genoa declares
joyfully: 'My "I" is God, and I
know no other "I" but this my
God.' And Madam Guyon expresses
herself in a similar fashion."
In the very nature of the case the
1

:

1

HeiIer. Frederich, UPrayer" P. 14L

Prophet alone can assist us in tearing down the scaffolding which has
helped construct the edifice but
which is now not only useless but
unsightly. We must there turn to
the Prophet and let Him report
what He has seen and experienced.
AT THE outset, the idea of a Manifestation of God coming to our
planet in this day is so unique that
the world at laTge cannot grasp it.
To the majority of mankind religions are, in the last analysis, institutions of the past, and to this
majority progress can only be made
by walking reluctantly backwards.
The popular belief today concerning
Christ amounts to nothing more
than this: He was and is an example of a perfect life and can
therefore serve, regardless of theological controversy, as a model for
our lives. But this vacuous belief
is inadequate for our present needs.
It is popular because it satisfies a
flickering desire for something religious vvithout inteTfering with our
every-day pursuits.
It often happens that the more
we study an ancient religion the
more irrelevant does that religion
become to our modern life unless
we possess some spiritual quality.
This is confirmed by experience
both past and present. If we are
spiritual, however, then our study
will assist us in making a correct
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estimate of any religion. Hocking*
gets at the root of the matter when
he says, "The deeds of the mystics
constitute the hard parts of history; the rest has its day and
passes. "
We are concerned here, however,
with a world which is not primarily
spiritual. Hence at the outset, we
cannot expect the unspiritual philosophers to make many contributions to our knowledge of the nature of the Prophets; rather we
must be prepared to reject many of
their conclusions.
In dealing with every-day affairs
we constantly fall back upon generalizations derived from experience. The good ex e cut i v e uses
standardized decisions wherever he
can to simplify his work and to
avoid mental strain. When we discover a new principle, however, our
generalizations may be of very little
value to us; we must rely upon
logic. It is no less true in the field
of religion. vVhen the g l' eat
Prophet comes into the world He
brings truths that we cannot grasp
if we hold to the superstitions of
our ancestors. Baha 'u 'l1ah not only
warns us of the futility of falling
back upon tradition but sets it forth
as a principle. The" independent
investigation of truth" and "the
abandonment of all prejudices" are
as necessary for the preservation of
society today as the "Thou shalt
nots" of the Pentateuch.
TRADITIONAL CONCEPTS OF GOD

Let us see then, in the light of
the writings of Baha'u'l1ah and
'Abdu'l-Baha how far our knowledge of God and' the Manifestations
* Hocking
1
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of God agrees with the truth.
When we say that God is just, we
are not describing God for we cannot think of justice unless we think
of some person. Therefore the
word" justice" gives us no concept
of His form or being. On the other
hand we cannot think of God as unjust, therefore in the words of
'Abdu'l-Baha," "We affirm these
names and attributes, not to prove
the perfections of God but to deny
that He is capable of imperfections. " The difficulty here is not
that God is just and something more
which is beyond us, but rather that
we do not know what the justice of
God is, for if we did we would probably understand the essence of God.
As 'Abdu '1-Baha says,' "It is not
that we comprehend His knowledge,
His sight, His power and life, for
it is beyond our comprehension; for
the essential names and attributes
of God are identical with His Essence, and His Essence is above all
comprehension. " If we could understand the reality of God we
would then look beyond for what,
I suppose, we might call the essence
of essences and should we attain
that we would still look beyond;
which is just a complicated way of
saying we never can understand the
essence. We speak the truth when
we say that God is just, He always
has been just, and always will be
just, but the statement does not imply that we comprehend God's justice.
Nevertheless, we are forced to admit that such a statement must convey something to the mind for we
all feel that when we think of God's
justice we have something very defi-

HThe Meaning o-f God in Human Experience."
"Some Answered Questions" p. 170.
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nite in mind but 'Abdu'l-Baha
makes it clear that the qualities attribtded to God can have meaning
only when applied to the Manifestations of God, otherwise we are
thinking of God as a creature like
ourselves which is pure imagination. He says,' "Accordingly all
these attributes, names, praises, and
eulogies apply to the places of Manifestation; and all that we imagine
and suppose besides them is mere
imagination, for we have no means
of comprehending that which is invisible and inaccessible."
This is a very illuminating statement for it shows clearly that all
philosophical speculations as to the
nature of God are futile. In this
instance then, we are not jttstified
in making any inference regarding
the justice of God. 'Abdu '1-Baha
says," "Therefore reflect that different peoples of the world are revolving around imaginations, and are
worshippers of idols of thoughts
and conjectures. They are not
aware of this; they consider their
imaginations to be the Reality
which is withdrawn from all comprehension, and purified from all
descriptions. They regard themselves as the people of unity and
the others as the worshippers of
idols; but idols at least have a mineral existence, while the idols of
thoughts and imaginations of man
are but fancies; they have not even
mineral existence." Again He says:
"However far mind may progTess,
though it may reach to the final degree of comprehension, the limit of
understanding, it beholds the divine
sign and attributes in the world of
creation, and not in the world of
God."
IIS ome Answered Questions p. 176.
"Some Answered Questions" p. 167.
"Eddington, A. S., "Science and the Unseen World."
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THE SCIENTIFIC development of
recent years may be of assistance
to us here. Up to the end of the nineteenth century scientists were confident that we could reduce the
physical world to mechanical models and that when a model could be
built to represent a given phenomenon, the phenomenon was completely explained. In that period
they sought for no reality beyond
the mechanical explanation. To
them, matter could be reduced to
small particles like billard balls,
and light was a wave disturbance
in an ether, like a wave in an elastic solid, say, a rope. Today, however, we realize that the reality
must lie beyond the models, beyond
the mathematical equations. If we
cannot comprehend the reality or
essence of the physical world which
is visible, it seems highly improbable that Vle 'will be able to throw
much light upon the world of God.
It is interesting to recall, in this
connection, a statement by Edcling'ton3 just a few years ago. He says:
"Penetrating as deeply as we can
by the methods of physical investigation into the nature of a human
being we l'each only symbolic description. Far from attempting to
dogmatize as to the nature of the
reality thus symbolized, physics
most strongly insists that its methods do not penetrate behind the
symbolism. "
When we turn back to early man,
therefore, we see that his God must
have been, in the very nature of
the case, decidedly anthropomorphic. Even idols have their place
in primitive religion and may be
regarded with as much respect as
philosophical abstractions.
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WHAT applies to justice applies to
any other attribute like mercy or
power. When we say that God is
merciful we simply affirm that He
cannot be unmerciful and be God,
but that does not mean that we,
His c rea t ion, understand His
mercy. We may understand the
mercy of man, a creature like ourselves, but the mercy of God may
be something quite different from
the mercy of man. We are merciful
to our children and deprive them of
that which is harmful but they may
in some instances regard our mercy
as punishment.
When the world is dark and deprived of the Divine Spirit, man
sometimes raises this question, "If
God is merciful how can He permit
suffering ~" This question has always bothered sincere people who
are loving and kind. They would
relieve the suffering- of the world;
how can a merciful God permit it ~
Is He not as kind as they to His
creatures? The question implies
that we understand the mercy of
God, or what amounts to the same
thing, that the mercy of God is identical with our mercy. This may
seem a little difficult at first, but it
is because we have never realized
our limitations when it comes to
speculations concerning the nature
of Divinity. Again, as we pointed
out earlier, all extant religions were
born in a static world but we actually are living in an evolving
world and it is certain that we will
get more and more light as the
world advances. It is also interesting to note, in this connection, that
the great saints have always suffered and yet they never feel that
suffering is imcompatible with Divme mercy.
1

"Some Answered Questions" p. 168.
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Let us consider another attribute.
We may say that God is infinite or
omnipotent but here again the statement does not carry with it the assumption that we comprehend the
infinite or omnipotent character of
God. To begin with we cannot form
a definite picture of infinity in the
physical world. If something increases without limit it exceeds all
bounds. No matter how the mind
strives to conceive of a great physical magnitude, infinity always lies
beyond. This limitation certainly
holds in the spiritual world.
'Abdu'l-Baha" makes this clear
when He says," It is evident that the
human understanding is a quality of
the existence of man, and that man
is a sign of God. How can the
quality of the sign surround the
creator of the sign ~ That is to say,
how can the understanding, which
is a quality of the existence of man,
comprehend God. Therefore the
Reality of the Divinity is hidden
f:rom all comprehension and concealed from the minds of all men."
We are now in a position to consider a modern philosophical dilemma. "How can God be merciful
and omnipotent~ He might permit
suffering because His power is limited or He might have the power to
eliminate suffering but not be merciful. How can He be both merciful and all powerful?" The question seems plausible, at first sight,
but in the light of the gTeat spiritual truths revealed to us in this day
the statement is meaningless. If
we cannot comprehend the omnipotence of God we cannot make any
inference regarding it.
To affirm certain attributes of
God is not therefore, identical with
understanding these a t t rib u t e s
when applied to God.
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The attributes apply to the Manifestations or Prophets of God. To
quote' Abdu 'l-Baha again, "Therefore all that the human reality
knows, discovers and understands
of the names, attributes and perfections of God, refer to these Holy
Manifestations. There: is no access
to anything else: 'the way is closed
and seeking is forbidden.' ",
Many gTeat philosophers h a v e
realized that the Creator of all
things must be unknowable. Spencer
makes this clear in his First Principles. He says: "By continually
seeking' to know and being continually thrown back with a deepened
conviction of the impossibility of
knowing, we keep alive the consciousness that it is alike om high1
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est wisdom and our highest duty to
regard tha t through w h i ch all
things exist as the U nknowable. ' ,
Unfortunately, how eve r, such
men sometimes fail to realize that
a knowledge of the attributes of
God may be obtained through His
Manifestations. In other words,
we are not entirely devoid of any
knowledge of God, or of the Unknowable, except as this knowledge
refers to His Reality.
The approach to God then, is only
through His Messengers. All our
knowledge of God m u s t c 0 m e
through the Manifestations. "The
source of all learning is the knowledge of God, exalted be His glory,
and this cannot be attained save
through the knowledge of His divine Manifestation. ,,2

HS ome Answered Questions" p. 169.
Baha'u'lIah, "Words of Wisdom."
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"Only YestedciY" by Frederick Lewis Allen. New York-Hctrper's-$3.00. A brief
re'V1.ew of a widely Teaa book by a me'nb6T of the Bah6:i Youth GTOUp who is now a
graduc&te student o"t one of mLr large nni'Versities.

T is always a fascinating game
to turn the clock back in our
imagination a few years and note
the changes in our lives and outlook since then. Lewis Allen in his
recent book Only Yesterday does
this very thing for us in an unusually comprehensive and readable manner. Merely as a review
of facts this would be an extremely
profitable and entertaining account,
but Mr. Allen adds fmther interest
by interpreting these events causally and showing the prevailing
state of mind and general attitude
of the people which underlay the
facts. The book leaves us wonder-

O

ing if after all we are not more
ready to accept the element of faith
which we have so light-heartedly
thrown to the winds in the past ten
years. Our search for new and
greater freedom in social, religious,
and economic realms has lead us to
a revolt from pre-war morals and
religious beliefs. But to our surprise we are left rather cold with
no guarantee of economic security
and in a life which, although new,
is barren of certainty and meanmg.
To PICTURE mentally what we
have experienced let us glance

ONLY YESTERDAY

quickly at the picture Mr. Allen
paints for us.
Immediately after the war came
the period of the Red Scare in
which any idea smacking of reform
or progress was branded as radical
and hence dangerously anti-American. It was a natural hangover of
war time patriotism and extreme
nationalism when everybody promoting every conceivable interest
"wrapped themselves in Old Glory
and the mantle of the founding
Fathers and allied their opponents
with Lenin."
Then followed the revolt in manners and morals when people, intoxicated with the spirit of "eat,
drink and be merry for tomorrow
we die" laughed Victorian restraints and taboos to scorn and
sought new thrill and freedom in
movies, sex confession magazines,
violation of prohibition, and Freudianism.
The Coolidge era of prosperity
was one of blatant advertising big
business promoted by high pressure salesmanship and schemes for
installment buying. This "prosperity spirit" spilled over into
fields of education and religion.
There was a boom in production of
outlines of knowledge. It was the
time when Bruce Barton sold
Christianity to the public by showing its resemblance to business.
"J esus ", he said, "picked up
twelve men from the bottom ranks
of business and forged them into
an organization that conquered the
world ... nowhere is there such a
startling example of executive success as the way in which that organization was brought together.
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His parables were the most powerful advertisement of all time . . .
He would be a national advertiser
today. "
The companion god to Big Business was Science. The heated debate over evolution took place.
People were surrounded with new
machines, read of new discoveries
and delved into Einstein and Eddington's latest theory of the Universe. Dr. Fosdick is quoted:
"The men of faith might claim
for their position ancient tradition,
practical usefulness, and spiritual
desirability, but one query could
prick all such bubbles 'is it scientific ?' When a prominent scientist comes out strongly for religion
all the churches thank Heaven and
take courage as though it were the
highest possible compliment to God
to have Eddington believe in Him."
If we are to :find a new faith, it
must be one which will best take
account of the contributions of
science and of the scientific outlook
we have gained thereby. *
There was a restlessness about
the whole spirit of the decade. For
a time we went wild over Mah J ong,
then Cue and crossword puzzles.
Red Grange was the national hero
one day, Lindbergh the next. But
Mr. AlIen points out that the really
unique and pathetic thing about the
spirit of new freedom and rebellion
from religion, morals and ethics of
pre-war days was the disillusionment which set ill almost as soon
as the re bellion. Nothing in the
new philosophy of life was secure,
its very purpose was scientifically
undiscoverable and "in all this fog
there was no solid thing on which

~;"Abdu'l-Baha, Expounder of the Baha'i Faith enunciated this principle of unity between science and religion: "There is no contradiction between true religion and science. When a religion is opposed to science it
becomes mere superstition; that which is contrary to knowledge is ignorance . . . it is impossible for religion to
be contrary to' science even though some intellects are too weak or too immature to understand truth. . . . Put
all your beliefs into harm.ony with science; there can be no o-pposition, for truth is one. When religion shorn
of its superstitions, traditions, and unintelligent dogmas, shows its conformity with science, then there 'will be
a great unifying, cleansing force in the world which will sweep before it all wars, disagreements, discords and
struggles and then will mankind be united in the power of the love of God."
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a man could lay hold and say 'this
is real' ".
And so with Al Capone and alcohol, racketeering and gang warfare, the stock market boom and
RlJ~~AAding ~rllR]l; thA tempestuous
post-war decade ended.
Of the future Mr. Allen hesitates
to predict. He points out clearly
that with the end of the prosperity
era Americans find themselves living in an altered world which calls
for "new adjustments, new ideas,
new habits of thought and a new
order of values. The psychological as well as economic climate is
changing. "
As WE ARE finding that a faith is
indispensable, even in the present
changing world, may we not discover that progress and change are
as possible in the religious as in
e con 0 mic and social realms ~
'Abdu'l-Baha in a talk given in
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America in 1912 at the Unitarian
conference in Boston said:
, 'Religion is the outer expression
of the divine reality. Therefore it
must be living, vitalized, moving
and nr02Tessive. The divine institutes are continuously active and
evolutionary; therefore the revelation of them must be progressive
and continuous. All things are subject to re-formation ... It is evident that no vital results are now
forthcoming from the customs, institutions, and standpoints of the
past .... This is the century of
Universal Peace and the reality of
the divine kingdom."
May it not be possible to find, in
a faith which recognizes reason,
science and the fundamental unity
of all religions a stimulus to put
new meaning into the new life
toward which we are evolving, a
force which may carry us to the
highest stage in the evolution of
society which we yet have known ~

WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
InINTERDEPENDENCE and some industrial leaders for private
technical socialization are re- gain has largely destroyed the consponsible for marvels of industrial fidence in industrial leadership on
achievement, yet business adminis- which business rests. To a large detration has inherited the creed that gree our present economic plight is
business is primarily for financial the fruit of business for the greatprofit, and that he who acquires est possible profit. The idea of
most profits is most enviable. That "profits first," by discrediting our
attitude has been restrained and industrial order, may destroy the
modified by prevailing decency of present spontaneous and vital intermen in business, yet an acknowl- dependence of industry, and bring
edged philosophy has a way of upon us arbitrary political socialiworking itself out in practice.
zation.
"The theory of business primar"Watching workmen pour out of
ily for profit constantly mars or an automobile plant, or observing
thwarts creative effort. In recent the range of ideas and interests at
yea r s financial manipulation by a convention of executives, one won-
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ders that from frail human nature
and limited background there can
emerge such a miracle of skill as the
modern automobile. Yet to the designers even that seems crude as
compared with possibilities.
, 'Things men can make are so
fine, yet social aims and conduct are
so crude! Are men of a high order of intelligence in dealing with
things, but of a low order in dealing
with men ~ I believe not. Interest
in social relations and responsibilities as intense as now exists for industrial supremacy would change
human relations in industry as
greatly as it has changed productive
methods. The average man can better understand what is fair and fine
in human relations than he can understand mechanical complexities.
If desire for leadership could be
centered on improving human relations, near m i r a cl e s could be
achieved in that field.
"A cure can come only by the
dominance of other incentives than
'profits first'. This is an ethical issue. "-Excerpts from a series of
articles on Ethics by Arthur E.
JY1organ, President of Antioch College, Antioch Notes.
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peoples of the Pacific may retard
their great destiny, but cannot prevent it. It is inevitable.' '-Japan
Times and JY1 ail, Tokyo.

"HAWAII offers to the world something unique. The Islands are a
vast human laboratory, and in the
years just a h e a d the eyes of
thoughtful men and women the
world over will be focussed on what
will be working out here. The new
internationalism is upon us. Soon
it will be impossible to divide the
world into water-tight compartments, whose insulation is a selfish
nationalism. To be water-tight in
that sense is not to be war-tight, and
the future will concern itself more
and more with the fusion of races.
, 'The most interesting phenomenon in Hawaii, to my mind, is this
racial fusion. The Islands, as part
of the United States represent a
crucible within a melting-pot. In the
crucible you find in process of fusion, races generally regarded as
antagnostic. Closer and more prolonged studies than are possible to
a passing publicist are necessary to
evaluate what is happening and to
predict the ultimate results. Direct
political consequences today may
THE ORIENT is in a period of tran- blind observers to the promises of
sition; it is at the doorway and en- tomorrow, but Hawaii should attrance of a new economic and indus- tract the greatest ethnologists in the
trial life and expansion that stag- world to watch and measure the
gers human thought to effectively progress that is being made in the
grasp. The commerce of the world g rea t est racial experiment the
is shifting' to the Pacific, the home world has lmown. Truly East meets
of two-thirds of the population of West in these Islands, warring phithe globe. Despairing today per- losophies have had to make a truce
haps, yet even now, the peoples of under the American flag, and have
the Pacific must begin to prepare had leisure in that enforced peace
for a period of prosperity such as to study each other and endeavor to
the world may never have dreamed find a common ground, a lowest
of. Misunderstanding among the common denominator. Hawaii will,
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perhaps, one day furnish a tremendous object lesson to the world.' , Frank A. RusseU, specia7 Commissioner "M dbour1~e Herald." From
an article in the H on07ulu Advertiser.
"CHINA is the oldest living country but today it is also one of the
youngest republics. It occupies an
important place in the world not
only because of the extent of its territory and the density of its population, but also because of its tremendous undeveloped natural resources. Once her resources are developed and made available for the
use of mankind, China will undoubtedly move forward to a place of
power among the modern nations.
"No matter in what direction one
may turn in China, he will see that
Old China is passing and New China
arnvmg. The young republic is
now in transition from the agricultural to the industrial stage. Modern education is opening the eyes of
the Chinese people to the advantage
of new machinery and scientific research in the industrial development
of the country. As a result of this,
both men and women everywhere
have awakened to a national consciousness and their attention is being
directed to the development of the
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unlimited wealth of the nation.
"Today changes are many and
rapid in China. Keen observers of
Chinese affairs are witnessing the
rapid displacement of the old order
of things by the new. For the first
time in Chinese history laws are enacted that bestow upon women equal
rights in matters of property and
inheritance. Laws recognize no marriage contracts except those consummated by the young folk and
permit women to sue for divorce.
Chinese women have come out of
their homes and are now active in
practically every walk of public life.
, 'There are now more than two
hundred Chinese women holding important offices in the service of the
national government at Nanking.
Women clerks, secretaries and typists are to be seen in Canton as well
as in Peiping. It is a pertinent indication that our women folks are
a w a k e politically and otherwise.
And for this, they should be congratulated and encouraged. For the
first time in the history of China,
men and women are working hand
in hand, in the up building of a new
political life in China. The hand
that rocks the cradle will help guide
the destiny of the Chinese Republic. "-King-Cha~l M~li, Consul of
China, Honolulu Advertiser.

"If you desire to love God, love thy fellow1nen. In them you ca,n see the ima,ge a,nd
likeness of God. If you are eage';' to serve God, serve mankind. Renounce the self in
the Self of God. When the aerial lltct1"ine1' stee1"S his airship skywcird, little by little
the inlw1'1Jwny and incongniity of the world of mattB1" are lost, cmd before his as ton'ished vision he sees widespread the wonderfnl panora,ma of God's crec&tion. Likewise
when the student of the path of Reality has c&[tc&ined to the loftiest swnrnit of divine
love, he will not look tepon the ugliness (md 1nisery of 1na,nkind; he will not observe any
differences; he will not see any racial and patTiotic differences; but he will look upon
humanity with the glorified vision of a, seer a,nd a, Pl'01Jhet. Let us all strive that we
ma,y attain to this highest pinnacle of ideal and spiritual life."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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"It is towards this goal-the goal of a new World Order,
Divine in origin, all-embracing in scope, equitable in principle,
challenging in its features-that a harassed humanity must
strive. "
--Shoghi Effendi.
REJ"IGION, if it is to hold the allegiance of the people today, must
not only show a deep concern for
the economic problems which confront humanity, but must even be
able to demonstrate a remedy and
engage in the actual effort of directing the achievement of new and
more ideal economic principles.
Those who say that religion should
not meddle in such affairs are mistaken.
It is not the function of religion
merely to bind up the wounds of
the fallen. True religion is a
creative force, guiding humanity
into new and better modes of living. It is only in its decadence that
religion abrogates such responsibilities. Plainly, religion cannot
compete with other directive forces
in the life of today unless it makes
use of its prerogative to aid in the
construction of a better civilization.
Those who follow the progress of
inventions in the field of automatic
machinery prophesy that within
three years there will be in this
country, unless a new economic organization takes place, many more
millions unemployed. What machinery is able to do today is little
short of the miraculous. It has
been estimated that four hundred
men working with the most modern type of brick-making machin-

ery, could make all the bricks
needed in this country. In ancient
days of hand manufacture, it took
five and one-half days to make one
pair of shoes; today the shoe industry in this country alone, with
its modern machinery equipment,
has the capacity of making nine
hundred millions shoes per year.
A century ago in this country one
man produced twenty-five tons of
pig-iron a year; today our modern
blast furnace technology has made
it possible for one man to produce
four thousand tons per annum.
One modern steel-rolling mill operates without a single human being
on the floor.
The technological development
of the last twelve years has made
almost as striking a revolution in
industrial processes as the original
industrial revolution of the 18th
century which first substituted
power machinery for hand labor.
From the beginning of the industrial revolution up to the present,
power machinery has multiplied
the output of the first human machinery nine million times; b~d by
far the greater part of this increase
of machinery power over hand
power has come within the last
thirty years.
A similar change has been tak~
ing place on the farm. Machinery
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and modern scientific organization have reduced greatly the number of men necessary to employ in
agriculture while at the same time
multiplying tremendo usly the
amount of crops. A hundred years
ago it took six million men to harvest the grain crop of America.
Today the same amount of grain
could be harvested-with the use
of modern machinery - by SIX
thousand men.
THE AMAZING thing about the
present depression is the fact that
it is based not upon scarcity of food
and manufactured goods but upon
an over-production in these fields.
That is to say, the very wealth of
food and goods which machinery
has enabled man to produce has
proved an economic curse under
our present economic organization.
Yet if we analyze the situation
we shall perceive that the chief
cause of the economic plight of
humanity today could be made the
means of the greatest permanent
prosperity and material happiness
which the world has ever known.
With such an abundance of food
products and of goods it is clearly
only a just distribution of the products of machine-labor which is
needed in order to assure to every
individual the utmost comfort and
security.
Let us conceive an analogous
imaginary situation: A hundred
men are by some accident wrecked
on an uninhabited island of equable
climate and of considerable natural
resources. Some important mechanical equipment and material
are salvaged in Robinson Crusoe
fashion. These men, organizing
some sort of a government, start to
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work to prepare shelters for themselves. At the same time they take
steps to assure themselves a constant supply of food when the
stores brought with them are exhausted. At first it takes all the
labor of the group to get shelters
built and to secure food, but a time
comes when not all of the labor is
needed for these purposes. Ingenius
channels for the energy of the
group are then found, for making
life not only secure but pleasing.
The power of the tides is harnessed
and made to contribute to manufacture.
Can it be conceived that if the
whole effort of the group is devoted
to ameliorating life upon this
desert island, the majority would
become wretched and deprived ~ No!
clearly, the more human ingenuity
and energy was applied to the life
of this group, the more secure and
comfortable and happy would be
both their corporate and individual
life. There is only one possibility
of the contrary happening. If the
organization of this group should
result in an exploitive control by
a few members, then and then only
could it happen that labor plus machinery might fail to bring comfort
and security to all. For greed can
destroy all that human ingenuity
builds up.
Applying this fable to the life of
today, we may see that in reality
the only thing that can disturb
economic pro s per i t y is greed.
Greed can always create obstacles
to human welfare. It can obstruct
the ideal expression of economic
forces. It is not the invention of
machinery which is bringing trouble upon the human race, but the
economic organization of humanity.

EDITORIAL

UNDER an ideal economic organization machinery can be nothing but
a means to universal comfort, security and happiness. It will create
new sources of pleasure and culture at the same time that it increases the amount of leisure for
the individual.
One can conceive, as indeed many
industrialists are already doing,
that the day will come when every
workman will own his own plot of
land on which he will raise vegetables and flowers, devoting many
of his leisure hours happily to the
enhancement of his domestic life.
With radio, with magazines and
books, he will have almost limitless
means for increasing his knowledge
and improving his culture.
BUT WHAT part does religion
have to play in this economic evolution of humanity~ Religion is, in
fact, the only means by which the
ideal world economic organization
can be brought abo1d. Since selfseeking motives, greed and exploitation have been the cause of the
present cataclysm, it is plain that
no ideal economic system can be
established except by the subordination of the self-seeking emotions
to the altruistic emotion.
On8 of the chief functions of religion is to ennoble the spiritual
nature of the individual man and
make him potential material with
which to build up ideal institutions.
Religion has, however, another
function equally as importantthat of pointing out, thru implication or explication, the actual type
of institution which should regulate the life of humanity. Unless
such institutions should appear
with the backing of Divine Author-
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ity, how could they be accepted and
established universally, as is necessary today1
IN THE NEW WORLD ORDER of
Baha'u'llah we have the perfect
pattern of the new economic organization of humanity, both national
and international. We have here
an industrial system which by
justly sharing the profits of industry between capital and labor abolishes dangerous conflict and also
guarantees to the workman a buying power which enables him to
consume the goods created, thus
assuring normal constant circulation in the economic body of the
nation. Internationally, the World
Order of Baha'u'llah, by abolishing
racial prejudice, warfare and tariff
barriers-produces a free and
healthy flow of raw material and
goods between the countries of the
world. These and other principles
of the New World Order of Baha'u'llah, when put into effect, will
not only heal the present ills of humanity but will be preventive of
any such debacles in the future.
Can the year 1933, then, be considered too early to attempt wholeheartedly the spiritual awakening
of humanity~ Drab and dreary as
is the outlook, materialistic and
self-seeking as are the vast majority of people under every flag,
can it be said that there is any
better time than the immediate
present for launching a reform ~
May this year see the turning of
the tide, not only toward prosperity
but also toward the growth of a
vast spiritual consciousness in humanity, a willingness to follow implicitly and unselfishly the guidance of God!
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THE BAHA'I VIEW OF AUTHORITY
AND ORGANIZATION
HUSSEIN RABBANI

The author, a graduate student in one of the large universities in the East, has an
exceedingly illumined concept of what the Bah6:i Teachings aTe and how they work out
in actual practice toward establishing a better social order. Readers of the 1nagazine
will remember his two important articles under the title, "The Social Emphasis in the
Bah6:i Movement," published in the October and November 1932 issues of this 1nagazine.
Those who have not read them would do well to do so as they form somewhat of an
introductory background to the following contribution which defines the attitude of
Bah6:is toward organization and ad11tinistration. The second and concluding part of
this a1,ticle will be published in the February number.

1nl 0 a student familiar with the
U social teachings of Baha 'u '1lah and 'Abdu'l-Baha it will be
but evident that the problem of
authority stands at the very
foundations of the Baha'i social
program. Both of these teachers
have, as a matter of fact, laid emphasi::o on the necessity of a coordinating power or agency capable
of directing men's efforts in the
right path. They have found the
world in a state of chaos and it was
their primary aim, therefore, to set
up a society in which people could
lead a life of peace and prosperity:
The environment in which they
were destined to live was one of
moral and political corruption. The
rulers and sovereigns under whose
rule they carried out their mission
were most tyrannical and unjust.
Whether in Persia or in Turkey
their experiences with the public
officials were of the greatest bitterness. Instead of order and tranquility they witnessed social and
political confusion. Instead of just
and able rulers they saw tyrants
and despots. They themselves were
twice persecuted; once at the orders
of the Shah of Persia and another
1

2

time at the instigation of the Sultan of Turkey. Indeed, their very
existence was u n d e r continual
threat and they rarely found a moment of happy tranquility in which
they could freely engage in their
work.
The following passage, in which
Baha'u'llah relates some of the incidents connected with the early
days of His mission, deserves quoting: "We had nothing to do with
this odious deed,' ,2 He says, "and
our innocence was indisputably
proved before the tribunals. N evertheless, they arrested us and
brought us to the prison in Tihran,
from Niyavaran, which was then
the seat of the Royal Residence;
on foot, in chains, and with bare
head and feet, for a brutal fellow
who was accompanying us on
horseback snatched the hat from
my head, and many executioners
and guards hurried us along with
the great speed and put us for four
months in a place the like of which
has not been seen. In reality a
dark and narrow cell was far better
than the place where this wronged
one and his companions were confined. When we entered the prison,

Cf. Baha'u'lIah's "Epistle to the Son of the Wolf"-pp. 44-48.
Baha'u'llah refers to the attempt at the assassination of the Shah by a certain irresponsible and insane Babi.
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on arrival, they conducted us along
a dismal corridor, and thence we
descended three steep stairs to the
dungeon appointed for us. The
place was pitch dark, and its inmates numbered nearly a hundred
and fifty-thieves, assassins and
highway robbers. Holding such a
crowd as this, it yet had no outlet
but the passage through which we
entered. The pen fails to describe
this place and its putrid stench.
Most of the company had neither
clothes to wear nor mat to lie on.
God knows what we endured in that
gloomy and loathsome place!' "
And yet, in spite of all these
tribulations Baha'u'llah never attempted to undermine the social
and political institutions under
which He lived. He did not reject
authority as such, nor did He encourage His followers to revolt
against their government. He joyfully accepted what had befallen
Him and instead of preaching revolution and sowing the seeds of insurrection and discord He bade His
companions to act with justice towards the authorities, to be truthful to them and to serve them to
the best of their abilities. His message was one of peace and brotherhood and it is as such that He addresses the rulers of the earth in
His Tablets. His was an attitude
of respect, though not one of uncritical and blind obedience to authority. It is true that He emphasized the necessity of obedience
and respect towards the repositories of power and yet at the same
tjme He warned them to act with
justice towards the people, to consider themselves as simple trustees
rather than as irresponsible governors and statesmen."

That, in the Baha'i view obedience to authority is essential for
the protection and the safety of
mankind, is abundantly proved first
by the attitude of submissiveness
and respect expressed by the
authors of the Baha'i Faith themselves towards all possessors of
authority, whether political or
otherwise, and secondly by the
specific provisions of their writ111gS.

Indeed, a careful perusal of
Baha'u'llah's and 'Abdu'l-Baha's
writings clearly indicates how respectful they were towards tne
possessors of power and command.
N ever did they mention their names
with the slightest degree of irreverence, though they atrociously
suffered at their hands.
Not only so, Baha 'u 'llah as well
as 'Abdu 'l-Baha specifically enjoin
their followers to act towards their
governments with truthfulness and
sincerity. "In every country or
government where any of this
community reside, they must behave toward that government with
faithfulness, trustfulness and truthfulness.'" And speaking on reverence, Baha 'u 'nah says: "0 people of God! I exhort you to reverence. Reverence is, in the primary station, the lord of all virtues. . . . He who is endowed with
reverence is endowed with a great
station.'" Furthermore, in His Will
and Testament He reveals the following: "It is incumbent upon all
to aid those souls who are the dayspring of authority and the dawning-points of command, and who
are adorned with the ornaments of
equity and jus tic e.'" And
, Abdu '1-Baha Himself confirming
Baha 'u 'nah 's own words declares

Baha'u'lIah-Quoted in J. E. Esslemont's "Baha'u'lIah and the N'ew Era" p 33
-po 112. • "Baha'i Scriptures-po 141. • Ibid-p. 138. 5Ibid-p. 260.
' •
.
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in His Will that, "We must obey
and be the well-wishers of the governments of the land, regard disloyalty unto a just king as disloyalty to God Himself, and wishing
evil to the government a transgression of the cause of God.'"
ALL THESE statements show that
the Baha'is are under strict obligation to respect and obey their
governments and thus be loyal and
faithful citizens. They should act
so for two fundamental reasons;
first, because of the necessity of
authority as the prime requisite of
any social organization, and secondly, because of the divine origin
of authority itself.
To begin with, it is obvious that
under present-day circumstances
no social plan can be effectively
carried out unless it definitely provides for a certain authoritative
body or agency which will have the
full competence of adjusting and
coordinating the diversified and
complex interests of men in their
social and corporate life. For,
however dispassionate and truthful men may appear yet, it is indubitable that in many of their
actions they seem to manifest some
selfishness which, unless curbed
and wisely regulated, will lead to
conflict and war.
Human beings are not pure
angels as the anarchists seem to
imply. Their motives are not always pure and untarnished. They
are not moved to action solely by
the desire for service. Back of
every human action there is some
element of egotism and self assertion. We are all to some extent
selfish creatures, seeking our own
individual interests often without
1

Shoghi Effendi-"Baha'i Administration"-p. 4.
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due consideration to the welfare
and interests of our neighbours.
And yet, at the same time, these
selfish creatures are capable of
such a devotion and love that no
force, however insidious and persistent, will ever succeed in checking their course of action.
History abundantly proves that
under certain circumstances human beings have acted in such a
glorious way that they have sacrificed all their interests for the
sake of the collective welfare and
success. Patriotism has been and
still is the mainspring of many
noble emotions. To defend their
fatherland against the unjust encroachments of foreign invaders
many lives have been willingly sacrificed and many sufferings have
been shared in common. Perhaps
no cause has aroused more zeal
and enthusiasm t h a n religious
faith. Religion, whether we approve of it or not, has been the
strongest bond of unity among all
peoples and nations, irrespective
of their race and language. It has
knit them together so closely that
no power has proved of any avail
to disunite and separate them.
Religion has inspired many noble
souls to disregard their own welfare for their neighbor's sake. It
has acted as a strong bulwark
against all disrupting forces from
within and from without. It has
made collective and group life possible by inducing the individuals
to joyfully obey the laws of God
and those promulgated by His
prophets. In such wise the burden
of authority has been lightened
and instead of being a scourge has
come to be looked upon as a
heavenly bestowal. " Ye shall know
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the Truth, and the Truth shall
make you free."
HUMAN NATURE, therefore, is a
complex bundle of feelings, emotions and thoughts, which should
be looked upon from different
angles and different viewpoints. It
is not a uniform system but a mixture of elements as diverse and as
intricate as those which enter into
the composition of our physical
body. The individualists and the
collectivists have both of them
given us a one-sided account of the
na ture of man. ' 'Men seem," remarks a well known writer, "to be
more separate and individual in
some at least of their actions than
the organic theory of society allows, and more social than the individualists allow." We can not
fully agree with Thomas Hobbes
when he says that the life of man
in the pre-social state was "Solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and
short" and that his sole incentive
to organize a society was to preserve and further his individual
selfish interests. For such a conception seems to indicate that society is not natural but accidental,
that group life is a delibeTate creation of the rational man and not
the necessary outcome of man's
social nature. N or can we accept
the other extremist view held by
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Hegel and Idealists, who regard
the state as "a self-conscious ethical substance and a self-knowing
and self-actualizing individual ",
for whose sake the individual
should annihilate himself and to
whose biddings he should readily
submit.
Both, the individualistic and the
idealistic interpretations of human
nature are too narrow and hence
inaccura te. We are moved by a
twofold motive: a selfish motive
and what we may call a "social
service" motive. Egotism and selfsacrifice are both of them essentially human and are deeply rooted
in our inner being. The social
theorist, therefore, should always
take these two elements into consideration, lest he may elaborate
a social plan entirely out of harmony with the actual conditions of
life. The philosophy of anarchism
which is based on too genteel a
conception of human nature cannot
be a workable theory of social organization. N or can the extreme
socialistic view which disregards
the individual and sacrifices him
for the sake of the group be an adequate philosophy of corporate life.
The truth, as usual, is half-way between the two and it is that which.
the Baha'is 8trive to materialize
both through their individual ~md
their collective efforts.

" Sttrely the world, cont1'acted and transformed into a single highly
complex organism by the marvelous progress achieved in the 1'ealm
of physical science, by the world-wide expansion of C01nmerce and indttst1'y, and stn~ggling, t~nder the presst~re of tvorkl economic forces,
amidst the pitfalls of a materialistic civilization, stands in dire need of
a restatement of the Tntth w1,derlying all the Revelation of the past in
a langtLage suited to its essential reqtLi1'ements."
Shoghi Effendi.
The Goal of a New World Order.
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COUNT LEO TOLSTOY AND THE
BAHA'I MOVEMENT
MARTHA

n

HEN I was in Prague, Czechoslovakia, in 1927, I met the
secretary of Count Leo Tolstoy, Mr.
Valentin Bulgakov; we had a long
talk about Count Tolstoy and his
contact with the Baha,'i Movement.
Later, in December 1930, I met Miss
Alexandra Tolstoy, the youngest
daughter of this great Russian
writer and humanitarian. She said
to me then, "What Mr. Bulgakov
has told you about my father's interest in the Baha'i Movement is
true. He was with him during the
last four years of my father's life;
he was his secretary and arranged
his library."
Then, too, I corresponded with Mrs. Isabel Grinevsky
of Leningrad in 1927 and she wrote
me about Count Tolstoy.
It is through these kind friends
that I have the facts for this article.
An added interest was given to the
subject for me when only a few
days ago, May 31, 1932, I interviewed the president of a Roman Catholic university in Poland who had
met' Abdu 'l-Baha in 1914, in Haifa,
Palestine. 'Abdu'l-Baha said to
him that there was no greater
writer in Europe than Count Leo
Tolstoy. "What a pity that Tolstoy, who so admired the Teachings
of 'Abdu 'l-Baha, never had the
privilege of meeting Him.
, 'Count Tolstoy knew the Baha'i
Teachings through literature. I
think he did not know any Baha'is
personally," said Mr. Bulgakov in
his talk with me. "He first heard
~
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of the Baha'i Movement in May,
1903, when Mrs. Isabel Grinevsky
brought out in Leningrad (the
former capital of Russia that then
was called St. Petersburg) a great
drama called Blib,. it was in verse
and gave the illumined history of
the Forerunner of the Baha'i Movement, a young man called Bab and
His disciples called Letters of the
Living,. the scenes were laid in Persia. This drama was played in one
of the principle theatres of St.
Petersburg, in January, 1904, and
given a remarkable reception. Some
of the critics went far in its praise.
For example, the poet Fiedler (who
afterward translated the drama into German) said: 'We receive from
the five acts of the poetical drama
Blib more information about the
Baha'i Movement than from the
deep, scientific researches of Professor Edward G. Browne, Gobineau and Russian sicentists and historians. As the Herald has already published two full feuilletons
about the poem, we shaJI speak only
of the performance of the play.
Rarely has the renown of any play
preceded the performance as has
this of Mrs. Grinevsky.' "
The Herald of January, 1904,
printed the following:
"The drama appeared in May of
last year, 1903, the most inconvenient time for the coming out of a
book, but nevertheless pens of
critics began to move in the journals and magazines in praise of the
author's work. Moreover, enlight-
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Count Leo Tolstoy and his secretary, Mr. Valentin Bulgakov, taken in 1910.

ened Persian society sent an inspired letter of thanks; and above
all, Isabel Grinevsky had the high
spiritual satisfaction that among
those who praised her drama was
the lion of contemporary Russian
literature, Leo Tolstoy."
Mr. Wesselitzky, a Russian journalist and president of the Foreign
Press Association in London, gave
an address about this drama B6b
in London, in English and the lecture was published in pamphlet
fOTm in French and English. I quote
one paragraph from this speech:
"Amidst the sorrows of disastrous
war and those dreadful inner
troubles, that book, B6b, was my
only happy impression and it has
remained since a permanent source
of joy and comfort as a manifest
proof of the vitality of Russia and
its creative genius.' ,*

"Count Tolstoy read this drama
B6b with great interest," Mr. Bulgakov told me, "and sent a letter to
Mrs. Grinevsky praising her work
and telling her he was in sympathy
with these teachings of the Baha'i
Movement. " His letter to her was
published in the press of Russia.
Mrs. Grinevsky also wrote me about
this letter from Count Tolstoy
which she has preserved.
Next Count Tolstoy read a booklet by Mr. Arakewian that described
further the history of the early
followers of the Bab and gave a
short account of the teachings. He
studied it with eag'er interest, his
secretary told me, and sent a copy
of it to one of his friends, Mr. Boulanger, who was writing a book
about all religions. Count Tolstoy
urged Mr. Boulanger to include a
chapter on Baha'ism in this new

'Taken from a pamphlet. the speech delivered by Mr. Wesselitzky, President of the Foreign Press Association of London, published in French and English. London, 1907, at the press of "Chronide", 29
Besborough Street, London, S. W.
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book. Unfortunately the book was
not published before Count Tolstoy
passed on, then came the world war
and it was never printed. "Count
Tolstoy's heart and soul were in all
universal movements I i k e the
Baha'i Movement that aim at the
unity of all mankind," said Mr.
Bulgakov.
He also told me that Count Tolstoy read with deep appreciation
the book, "The Voices of the PeopIes" by I van N agivin, in which the
author writes much about different
religions, the old Christian sects in
Russia, the Indian Religions, and
about Baha'ism. Tolstoy liked this
work because it opposed militarism
and all fighting and stood for universal peace. He gave copies of
this book to several of his friends
sending them from his home in
Yasnaya Polyana.
When I asked Mr. Bulgakov if
Count Tolstoy had Baha'i books in
his library, he replied: "Certainly,
he had Baha'i books in several languages. After he had read the
drama B ab and knew of the Baha'i
Movement, he sent and bought what
books he could get. I remember a
picture in one of the English books
-a picture of a young man who
looked like Christ, and was the
Founder of this movement."
The secretary said thllit Count
Tolstoy had studied the Bibles of
a.ll religions profoundly.
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As one of the principles of
Baha'u'llah is a universal auxiliary
language, I asked the secretary
what Oount Tolstoy thought about
such a language to help promote
world peace, and quickly he replied:
"He thought it was very important,
and when he heard for the first time
about Esperanto he was so delighted that he took an Esperanto grammar, studied it two hours and wrote
a letter in Esperanto! He was then
about seventy years old. He knew
many languages, Russian, English,
French, German, Italian, Hebrew,
Greek, Latin."
Oount Tolstoy, I feel, was a
Baha'i in spirit, for the word signifies in the Persian language
"Light-bearer", even though he
heard of the Teachings late in life.
He was born September 10, 1828,
and so was nearly seventy-five when
he first learned through the drama
Bab of this universal religion for
peace which had its rise in Persia
about the middle of the nineteenth
century. He passed on November
10, 1910, but in one of his last writings, I hear, he penned these words
which will be read not only by this
generation but by millions yet unborn: "We spend our lives trying
to unlock the mystery of the universe, but there was a Turkish Prisoner, Baha 'u 'llah, in 'Akka, Palestine, who had the key!"

Mankind needs a 'Universal rnotive power to q'Uicken it. The
inspired Messenger Who is directly assisted by the power of God
brings abo'Ut universal res'Ults. Baha''U'llah rose as a Light in Persia,
and now that Light is going ottt to the whole world."
- ' .Abdu'l-Baha.
t(
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SICK AT HEART

T

HE world is sick.

Everybody talks about it.

Every-

body also talks about the achievements of Science, and

about knowledge of which there is no dearth, and yet the
world is sick. Of food there is plenty and yet hungry
people walk the streets. Factories turn out clothes and
shoes and boots, and yet men and women and children are
III

rags.

This sickness is traced to the great War, and while

in one part of the world disarmament is talked about,

III

another arms are being sharpened for ready use ....
"The intellect of humanity is not sick; however great
the quantity of false knowledge, there is sufficient appreciation of what is true: who does not know that sacrifice, cooperation, brotherliness, are the remedies? Why are they
not applied?

There is a gulf between apperception of a

fact and its effective use.

The will to do must be developed.

Our humanity suffers from a weak will, and is not able to
do that which it perceives as right.

It is sick at heart ....

"What are the real causes which produce a povertystricken society?

Lack of moral perception and of moral

stamina . . . . Neither political legislation nor social-service
will avail .... These cannot inspire humanity to awaken t
verities and realities .... "-Excerpts from Editorial in The

Aryan Path.
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SONG OF THE NEW YOUTH
SILVIA MARGOLIS

We are the Youth of another World,
We are the Pulse of another Earth!
We are the Breath of another Cycle,
We are the Fruit of another Birth!
We will not wander erringly
Where you, our Sires, have lately trod;
We will not make a mockery
Of the Commandments of our God!

Your harbors of security,
Your citadels of brain and brawn
All, all have reached their setting-point
And will not have another dawnThey waste away and are consumed!
But from the Emerald Hill come We,
The Youth, the Youth of another World,
All fragrant with fidelity!

We
We
We
We
We
We
We
We

are the Youth of another World,
are the Drops of another Sea!
are the Breath of a Golden Era,
are the Leaves of a Living Tree!
will not stretch an arm to strike,
will not lift a sword to slay,
will not crush, we will not plunderare the Youth of another Day!

We are the Youth of another Age,
Of another Grace are we the Fruit!
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We will not deal in transient passions,
We will not waste in vain dispute!
We are the Youth of another Day,
We are the Youth of another Grace,
And we will band the East and West,
And we will heal the human Race!

We will not sit in judgment seats,
We will not learn-greed or lust,
We'll make the earth one commonwealth
We will not cavil with our Trust!
For we have come from the Emerald Hill
Bearing composure for the Earth!
We are the Youth of another Wodd,
We are the Sons of another Birth!

We will not follow in your steps,
We will not tarry in your way,
We will not war, we will not smite,
We are the Youth of another Day!
We will not doubt, we will not wave
The false bright banners of your might!
We'll band our forces fast togetherWe will not cavil with the Light!

We are the Youth of another WorId,
We are the Pulse of another Earth!
We are the Breath of another Cycle,
We are the Fruit of another Birth!
We will not wander erringly
Where you, our Sires, have lately trod!
We will not make a mockery
Of the Commandments of our God!
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LETTERS HOME
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER

In her world travels in behalf of the Bahri'i Movement the author takes time to
write to friends impressions derived from her varied experiences. These "Letters
Home" we are glad to be able to present to the readers of The Bahri'i Magazine. The
first "letter", which appeared in the January 1932 number, deseJ'ibed the author's visit
to Nikko and other places in Japan. In the April number she gave some of her impressions of China; and last l1wnth an interesting description of her contacts with the
Maoris of New Zealand. Herein she has recorded a few of her observations while
traveling through India.

1:,0

you recall, in our brave
young days, how we longed to
go to India to imbibe her hoary wisdom and become impregnated with
her spiritual life ~ To visit India
means to readjust every preconception. It is as remarkable as our
imagllllngs but quite different.
J a pan is inscru ta ble, China mysterious, India baffling-to the western
mind quite incomprehensible.
From her population of three
hundred and thirty millions, there
are forty millions accredited beggars who for religious reasons are
supported by the working popnlation. This army of parasites would
abstract, as a minimum, four annas
a day from the public wealth. Although, as you undoubtedly remember, my mathematics has never
been spectacular, I have a vague
idea that this would amount to several million dollars a year, paid as
a religious duty to non-producers.
The population is notoriously
undernourished, especially requiring oils. I suppose about five per
cent of the people use them; but at
the great shrines, like Muttra
Patna, crowds stand in line waiting
to pour monds (eighty pounds) of
precious oil or butter onto the altar
fires, in payment of some pledge to
the gods, or as an inducement for
future favors.
In Hyderabad, Deccan, one of the
~

most enlightened and advanced
states in India, as elsewhere, the
lepers wander freely through the
bazaars.
When I remonstrated
with one of the officials about it he
said blandly: ' , Just how could we
confine them in a lazaretto? rrhe
different castes could not occupy
the same quarters, they could not
eat the same food, they would require different classes of a ttendants; institutions of this sort would
not only tax the state to the utmost
because of the endless duplication
required, but would create a storm
of protest on account of the molestation of established religious
customs."
When a holy beggar sits with a
mond of rice in front of him collected in a village where the children are only half-fed, and you say
to the headman, "Why do you give
far more to this man than he can
possibly consume when your children are hungry?" He merely answers, "It was the custom of our
fathers," and this explanation fully
satisfied him.
If a cow occupy the narrow lane
through which your automobile
must pass and you molest her in
order to proceed, the villagers come
to protest, saying that the cow has
her own divine inspiration as to
when she wishes to rise or to lie
down, and must not be disturbed.
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You are to wait, if necessary, two
or three hours until the cow moves,
but in the intense heat and the
famines when men and beasts are
exhausted and famishing, if the
crows begin to pick at the open
sores on the cow's back, not one of
the villagers will disturb himself
to drive away the offenders.
That is why I say that India is
baffling. My mind is too feeble to
reconcile these drastic contradictions.
BUT OUT of my first revulsion 8nd
amazement at these childish incollgruities, came the delighted recognition of that inner spell and fascination which India casts upon the
soul. I had the great advantage of
traveling with Pritam Singh, late
Professor of Economics at Allohabad University, Secretary of
the National Spiritual Assembly
of the Baha'is of India and
Burma, and Editor of the "Bah,s'i
Weekly." Through his unfailing
kindness and efficiency I saw the
spirit and culture of India in ways
entirely closed to the tourist.
My first glimpse of ancient India
was at Benares, and it was here tno
that I first looked upon Holy
Mother Ganges. No wonder the
Hindus worship this river; winding;
for eighteen hundred miles across
the great central plateau of India
it makes fertile a million fields and
lends to the earth her glad increase.
Benares is like a fabled city; you
can scarcely convince yourself that
it is not the reflex of some ha1£forgotten dream. It is one of the
sacred places of the Hindus, for it
was here that the sublime Buddh:1
first revealed His mission-the
Buddha Whom the Hindus, with
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consummate subtlety and acumen,
elevated to one of the incarnations
of Vishnu, when driving His followers forever from their soil.
To bathe in the Ganges is to receive the protecting embrace of
Vishnu Himself, fOT does not this
sanctified flood spring from his
very head manifesting in the form
of a cow~
At sunrise the banks are astir
with life. As we leave the hotel a
band of pilgrims travel-stained and
eager, who have evidently walked
many miles during the night, are
passing on their way to the consummation of their deepest yearning-to commingle with God in the
holy waves of the Ganges.
Sealed in comfortable hour-glass
chairs on the deck of an enormous
rowboat, the glittering phantasmagoria unfolds before us as we float
along. It is as if some stupendous
being sprinkling largesse from a
gigantic cornucopia had scattered,
with lavish hand, temples, palaces,
balustrades and galleries, appropriately to crown these holy precincts.
The temples, sena ted pyramids
of red sand-stone, crowd against
each other from bank to brink, and
magnificent palaces reared high of
solid masonry dignify the scene.
In the distance the slender twin
minarets of a mosque remind us
that an alien culture has been grafted upon the ancient stem of India;
but Islam is here only a formal intruder. (In Agra I shall see the
evidences of the Moslem occupation). Flung from the lofty parapets of the palaces are brilliant
saris, crimson, saffron, purple, majenta drying in the early sun, and
fluttering with every vagrant
breeze.
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From place to place long flights
of broad stairs lead into the river;
these are now thronged with worshippers clad in a glorious riot of
color, vivid and beautiful. The
women do not remove their saris
(the six or nine yards of material
in which they so gracefully drape
themselves) when they enter the
river, but the men strip except for
the loin cloth, and usually a garland
of daffodils or marigolds around
the neck.
Of course I realized that nowhere
else on earth could this sight be
duplicated and I wanted a thousand
eyes to impress every detail upon
my memory.
Small wooden piers are built out
over the river to accommodate the
more bathers, and giant umbrellas,
twelve feet in diameter, protect
them from the sun, already hot at
its rising. Naked priests sometimes sit under them, votive offerings of food and money piled before them, with earnest disciples
learning from them the discipline
of deliverance. The pilgrims, lifting a joyous song, march, a whiteclad band, along the irregular path
that crowns the bank. Everywhere
is color, motion, sound. I have
never heard anything, outside a
boiler factOTY, comparable to the
infernal din of the Temple bells.
The gods must have much stouter
nerves than mine if they withstand
these strident petitions.
N ear the widest flight of steps is
the burning ghat where the dead
bodies are cremated. On the morning of my arrival a little group of
men ran past the car v\~th a body
suspended on a narrow crude litter.
"\Vhy, what is that ~" I exclaimed.
" A corpse", replied Professor
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Singh casually. "They are taking
it to the ghat." Here we find none
of the western sentimentality about
death. To the Hindu it is a brief
and deserved respite between the
struggles, trials and sorrows of a
multiplicity of earthly existences.
Our tender regard for that last
souvenir of the soul, the lifeless
body, seems to have little place in
Hindu psychology.
At this ghat there are three
pyres. The mourners, very few in
number, sit on a little mound
above, while an attendant with a
long stick (the fires are intensely
hot) pokes the corpse from time to
time to make it burn the better.
Wood is scarce and expensive. In
theory the corpse is burned to ashes
and these scattered in the river: in
reality if there is not enough wood
in the pyre completely to consume
the body, its charred remains are
thrown in as they are. Immediately next the ghat the city drain empties; a great flow of filthy water
may be seen constantly pouring into
the stream and immediately next
the ghat and the drain is the broadest flight of stairs, the largest
amount of piers and the greatest
number of bathers.
Tha t millions of people can survive these unhygienic and unsanitary conditions is due to the powerful actinic ray of the Indian sun, to
which germs and contagions are a
very trifling matter.
The water is by this time swarming with men and women offering
their morning' prayers; the temples
are packed, the piers crowded.
Lifting up the water in hollowed
hands the worshippers pour libations to the sun. And now departing they fling their gay garlands
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upon the surface of the waters, a
reminder of their prayers and their
pledges.
HERE LIES a man powerless and
lethargic. "What ails him ~" I
ask. "He is a twenty-pounder", I
am told. ' 'He looks more like
twenty stone", I answer. "What
do you mean 7' , , 'He is a sadhu (a
religious beggar) who can eat
twenty pounds of food at a time."
It seems that an affair of great
credit is to feed these abnormal
men. Ramakrislma at last has a
son. He vows a pilgrimage for
himself and his wife to Benares,
and there, as token of his gratitude,
he will feed two fifteen and one
twenty pounders.
The sadhus
gorge with choice food until they
are absolutely distended with this
unnecessary nourishment and then
lie helpless for two or three days
digesting it. They would not dare
take a drink of water lest the food
ferment and kill them. This, with
millions half-starved in India.
Returning to the city a priest accosts us and bids us visit the golddomed temple. We are not permitted to enter, as we are heathen,
but view from a balcony the surging
crowd that worships. The dome, a
gift from some ancient rajah, is
covered with lakhs of pure gold.
Carved elephants and bulls, the
various incarnations of Krishna,
are hung with garlands.
INDIAN LIFE is full of poetry. The
most lovely of their customs is the
use of flowers. There are bouquets
and garlands for every occasion
and the women wear the most
charming decorations of blossoms.
Mr. Telang, a learned and delight-
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ful Hindu, General Secretary of the
Theosophical Society, who entertained me the day I spoke at the
Theosophical University, told a
sweet little story. Some masons
who were building a house, for a
Moslem, by-the-bye, found a little
bunch of wilted flowers by the roadside, abstracted a few of the bricks
and placing the drooping bouquet in
a small earthen pot of water, built
a tiny shrine around it, lighted a
candle and started still another
place of worship.
On my way out to fill engagements at the Benares Hindu University, I noticed a candle burning
in the root of a mighty tree, placed
there by some humble devotee who
found God everywhere.
Fortunately it was the month of
marriages so that I saw a series of
these gayest of all festivals. Radiant processions follow the gorgeously apparrelled bride in her litter, with a profusion of extravagant color, flowers and ornaments.
The groom, on a richly caparisoned
horse rides behind, no less magmficently clad than his lady. There
are cymbals, music, song, shouts
and laughter. Our western life
seems inexcusably drab, inert and
self-conscious in comparison to
these spontaneous ceremonies.
Several times on returning to the
hotel we had to push aside a sacred
cow or heifer before we could
mount the stairs: one night an enormous creature blocked the entrance. " Ah, here is the main
bull, " exclaimed Professor Singh
quaintly.
In Benares is situated the most
important Hindu University in
India. Although it was closed I
was given the opportunity of pre-
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senting the Baha'i message to the
faculty, who accorded me very flattering attention. The tendency of
the Hindu is not to oppose or persecute but to exclude.
In India I had much the feeling
I had in China-that of a crystalization so powerful that nothing except the destruction of the mould
could dissolve. "What but the
power of Baha'u'llah", I said to
my dear companion, "can blot from
men's recollection their outworn
superstitions, their paralyzing dogmas and emancipate them for the
sublime adventure of making of
'this world another world that will
be filled with the holy ecstacy of the
Grace of God~' "
If ever I find time again I want
to tell you about my visit to Agra,
Aligarh, Amritzar and Hyderabad.
I longed for you a thousand times
in Burma and Java. No description can convey the reality of
"magic casements opening on the
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foam in faery lands." Here are a
thousand ancient things to remind
us of Beauty but to the Beauty of
Holiness, which the Message of
Baha 'u 'llah conveys, we turn blind
eyes and deaf ears.
Oh, I nearly forgot to tell of my
experience with a Brahmin advocate. As you know it is contrary
to their most cherished custom to
eat with any other than a Brahmin:
indeed they lose their caste by so
doing. Quite unwittingly I offered
him a cup of tea. "You must excuse me; I am orthodox", he said.
"But you Hindus teach that every
human being is the immediate Presence of God: that God literally
dwells in every created soul. What
is there about God so unclean or so
offensive that you would not want
to drink a cup of tea with him ~"
He looked enormously embarrassed
and nonplussed, but still refused
the tea. You see why I call India
baffling.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES OF CHINA TO AMICABLE
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
N EUROPE and America sev: . eral universities have established a department of Chinese
studies or have offered courses in
Chinese history and culture. These
courses certainly are of help to students to get a better understanding
of the culture of old China and an
appreciation of some of the biggest
issues of China's present-day problems.
It interests and inspires me very
much to visit some of the universities in America where a depart-
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ment of Chinese studies has been
established. If I am not mistaken,
Columbia was the first American
university to start such a department. The founding of the department was made possible through
the generous gift of General Horace
W. Carpentier. General Carpentier
had a Chinese servant named Dean
Lung who had served him faithfully a number of years. It is said
that in his humble service Dean
Lung had exhibited such characteristics and self-evident virtues that
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on his death the General decided
that an effort should be made to
study the civilization out of which
such virtues grew. He made his
dona tion to Columbia-a total of
$226,200. General Carpentier also
donated to the University of California a sum from the income of
which important collections of
books both in Chinese and in J a panese were purchased.
In 1928 the Harvard -Y enching
Institute in Cambridge, Mass., was
established. This most generous
gift of Mr. Charles M. Hall of Niagara Falls has enabled the Trustees
of Harvard University to organize
that department which in the future will be one of the most importont media for international intellectual intercourse and for promotion
of amicable international relations
between America and the Orient.
In McGill University, Montreal,
there is a department of Chinese
studies, of which Dr. Kiang Kanghu, former professor at the National Imperial University, Peking,
and at the National University at
Nanking, is the head. In McGill
University there is also the Gest
Chinese Research Library, which
contains, in addition to works in
English and European languages,
a Chinese collection of several
thousand volumes. In the Congressional Library at Washington
are found no less than 125,000 volumes of important Chinese works.
In the libraries of Columbia, Yale,
the University of California and
our University of Hawaii are found
many notable collections of Chinese
and Japanese works. In these
works are recorded the intellectual
achievements of the great thinkers
of the Orient, particularly of the
past. At present these works are
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only useful to a handful of investigators but in future they should become one of the most important
intermediaries of international llltellectual understanding.
To ACQUAINT the students in
China with the better aspects of
modern Western civilization and
with some of the great personalities who are guiding modern
thought, prominent college professors from America and Europe
have been invited to give lectures
in the universities and other educational institutions. In return
some of the educational leaders of
China have gone abroad to give
talks on present-day Chhla and her
problems, so as to cultivate an adequate understanding between the
Chinese and their friends.
Quite a number of Western professors have been connected with
the colleges and universities of
China for more than 20 years and
they are still there. Their very
presence in those educational inNEtutions which they have been serving so unselfishly and 10yalJy shows
the existence of harmonious and
amicable relationship betweell them
and their Chinese associates. International gatherings of social and
academic nature on the college
campus are commonplace events in
the Chinese educational worM today ....
It is my sincere hope that the
political and economic aspects of
international relations will soon be
improved so that China's relationship with all nations will not merely
be amicable but truly friendly.
And to this end Chinese educators
must dedicate their task.-Excerpts
from an address by Dr. Shaw
Chang Lee. Mid-Pacific Magazine.
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THE NATURE OF THE DIVINE
MANIFESTATIONS
4.

GOD'S RELATION TO MAN IN PROPHETIC RELIGION
GLENN

A.

SHOOK

Professor of Physics, Wheaton College
In the first chapter in this series, pubUshed in the October number, the author
stressed the slow evolutionary process of the concept of God from the earUest times.
The second chapte1-, in the November number, treated of the nature of the Divine
Manifestations. The third chaZJter, published in December, emphasized the importance
of the Prophet as the way to God and the Medium through Whom the Light flows to
the world. The fourth chapter, published herein, concludes the series.
~OR

the first time in recorded
!La history we have authentic information on the nature of a Divine Manifestation or Prophet.
That is, the Prophet for this day
has given us some light about His
own station.
Humanity has always struggled
with two ideas about God. He is
the One, the Absolute, and the Infinite and again He is a moral and
personal God. The first concept
finds expression in medieval mysticism which is cold and nonpersonal compared with prophetic
religion which is always warm,
dynamic and progressive. To the
mystic, God is not a revelation in
history; God reveals himself to
every man in mystical inspirations
and visions. Of course mysticism
does not always appear in its pure
form. The Christian God-mysticism and the Sufist-mysticism of
Islam have always shown fervour
and personal warmth.
In general, mysticism has been
independent of ecclesiastical authority and consequently it has
been able to emerge from religious
dogma and materialism in the past
and we see popular fOTms of it even
today.
Some of the mystics of the past
and some modern cults teach that
there is a part of the Divine Es-

SellCe in each individual or that we
are potential gods. Now this is
only natural and indicates a real
striving toward God, for we may
ask, "How can we comprehend the
Divine unless there is a little of the
Divine within us ~"
'Abdu'l-Baha tells us that our
relation to God is like the connection between the ray and the sun.
The rays emanate from the sun but
are not part of the sun. Again we
are the creation and not a part of
the Creator. To illustrate, the author writes a book which may produce a profound effect upon society
but the book does not contain a part
of the writer. The author might
be likened to the essence of the
writing as he always transcends
the medium which expresses his
thought. Again the musician sends
forth sound vibrations into the all'
which may produce visible effects
upon his audience but the music is
not a part of the composer but rather an emanation, as it were, from
the composer.
In speaking of the relation between man, the created, and God,
the Creator, 'Abdu 'l-Baha says
tha t this "proceeding", " coming
forth" or "dependence" is like the
ray which emanates from the sun
or the discourse which comes forth
or emanates from the speaker.
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There is however another kind of
coming forth of proceeding through
"manifestation", like the coming
forth of the flower from the seed.
In this case the reality or essence
of the seed passes into the flower.
Man's proceeding or dependence is
not like this, for 'Abdu 'l-Baha
says', "But the appearance through
manifestation is the manifestation
of the branches, leaves, blossoms
and fruit from the seed; for the
seed in its own essence becomes
branches and fruits, and its reality
enters into branches, the leaves and
fruits.
"This appearance through manifestation would be for God the
most High, simple imperfection,
and this is quite impossible; for
the implication would be that the
absolute Pre-existent is qualified
with phenomenal attributes; but if
this were so, pure independence
would become pure poverty and
true existence would become nonexistence and this is not possible."
Hence we, His creatures, emanate from Him like the light which
emanates from the sun and are
therefore not a part of the reality
or essence.
In some respects the great Prophets or Manifestations are like
other men.
' Abdu '1-Baha says",
"vVe said that the Manifestations
have three planes. First the physical reality, which depends upon
the body; secondly, the individual
reality, that is to say, the rational
soul; thirdly, the divine appearance, which is the divine perfections, the cause of the life of existence, of the education of souls, of
the guidance of people, and of the

enlightment 0 f the contingent
world."
On the other hand' Abdu 'l-Baha
makes it clear that the Holy Manifestations have a station that is
unique. He says that no matter
how far the disciples of Christ
advance they will never reach the
station of Christ". In this sense
Christ was not a man like other
men.
Although the Manifestations
have a station that is beyond our
comprehension, even they are not
a part of the Divine. They manifest the attributes and perfections
of God in the sense that the perfect mirror reflects the rays of the
sun to us. 'Abdu'l-Baha says"
"But the proceeding through manifestation (if by this is meant the
Divine appearance, and not division into parts), we have said, is
the proceeding and appearance of
the Holy Spirit and the Word
which is from God." He emphasizes the point more strongly in another place'; "And know that the
proceeding of the Word and the
Holy Spirit from God, which is the
proceeding and appearance of manifestation, must not be understood
to mean that the Reality of Divinity has been divided, into parts, or
multiplied, or that it has descended from the exaltation of holiness
and purity. God forbid!"
Was Christ God incarnate ~ If
we mean by this that Christ was
the perfect Manifestation of God;
that He was the perfect reflection
of God and that when men looked
upon Him it was as if they looked
upon the face of God, then the answer is, yes, for this is the testi-

1 "Some Answered Questions"-p. 237. 2Some Answered Questions p. 177.
Sonle Answered Questions p. 240. 5 Some Answered Questions p. 241.
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Some Answered Questions p. 271.
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mony of Himself. To quote from
John 14; " .. he that hath seen me
hath seen the Father; ... I am in
the Father and the Father in me .. "
That is, the Divine attributes of
God are reflected in Christ.
God can dwell in us only in the
sense that the sun dwells in the
mIrror.
While we cannot understand the
essence of God we are commanded
to try and understand the "wisdom
and greatness of God".
To recapitulate; man emanates
from God like the ray from the sun
and is not therefore a part of the
essence or reality of God, and in
consequence he is not a potential
god. If God were love, mercy,
justice, etc. we might manifest Him
for we have these attributes but
we have shown that the essence lies
back of the attributes, so to speak,
and is unknowable.
Even the great Prophets like
Christ and Baha.'u'llah do not contain a part of the Divine in the
1
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sense that the Divine is divided into
parts. They manifest to W< the Divine Perfections. The proceeding
or coming forth, in this case, is not
like the ray from the sun, nor the
music from the musician for it is
not a creation emanating from a
creator. Hence the term "emanation" is not used in this connection.
The Manifestions are mediums
through which the Divine Perfections are transmitted to us and we
may think of their station as anagolous to the fine, polished mirror
which reflects perfectly the rays of
the sun.
Our knowledg'e of God comes
through His Manifestations and
they inform us only of His attributes and not His Reality. Moreover this knowledge is limited by
our capacity.1
"Knowing God,
therefore means the comprehension
and the knowledge of His attributc8
and not His Reality. This knowledge of His attributes is also proportioned to the capacity and power
of man; and is not absolute."

Some answered Questions, p. 256.

THE MANIFESTATIONS OF GOD
FROM THE TEACHINGS
No ONE hath any way to the
Reality of Deity except through the
instrumentality of the Manifestation. To suppose so is a theory
and not a fact. Tablets, V 01. 1,
p.214.
THE KNOWLDGE of the Reality of
the Divinity is impossible and unattainable, but the knowledge of the
Manifestations of God is the knowledge of God for the bounties
splendors and divine attributes are
apparent in them. Therefore if
man attains to the knowledge of

OF

(ABDU'L-BAHA

the Manifestations of God, he will
attain to the knowledge of God;
and if he be neglectful of the knowledge of the Holy Manifestation, he
will be bereft of the knowledge of
God ... The Holy Manifestations
of God are the center of the bounty,
signs and perfections of God. (Answered Questions, p. 257.)
THE REALITY of the Divinity is
hidden from all comprehension, and
concealed from the minds of all
men. . . . How can man, the created,
understand the reality of the pure
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Essence of the Creator~ This plane self. We do not have to prove the
is unapproachable by the under- existence of the sun. The sun is
standing, no explanation is suffi- independent of proof . . . Another
cient of its comprehension, and great proof of a Manifestation is
there is no power to indicate it .... His power to develop souls. MirMinds are powerless to comprehend acles are but secondary proofs.
God ... every statement and eluci- (Ten Days in the, Light of 'Akka,
dation is defective, all praise and pp. 32-35.)
all description are unworthy, every
WHEN THE Prophets of God apconception is vain, and every medi- pear upon this earth, their validity
tation is futile. But for this Es- is established by means of certain
sence of the essences, this Truth of proofs. One of the proofs is
truths, this Mystery of mysteries, through the fulfillment of former
there are reflections .... The dawn- prophecies, the second proofs are
ing-place of these splendors, the their creative words and phrases
place of these reflections, and the which salute the hearts of humanappearance of these manifestations, ity, the third are their deeds and
are the Holy Dawning-Places, the the fourth are their teachings.
Universal Realities, and the Divine
A clear proof of validity lies in
Beings, who are the true mirrors of the achievements and here we are
the sanctified Essence of God. All confronted by certain irrefutable
the perfections, the bounties, the facts .... A supreme proof is the
splendors which come from God, teaching. For instance the preare visible and evident in the Real- cepts of Ohrist were sufficient proof
ity of the Holy Manifestations, like of His validity. There is no greater
the sun which is resplendent in a proof than these teachings. They
clear polished mirror with all its were the Light of that cycle and
perfections and bounties .... There- the spirit of that age. All that He
fore all that the human reality said accorded with the needs of the
knows, discovers and understands humanity of that time. They were
of the names, the attributes, and the peerless and unique.
perfections of God, refer to these
Oonsider His Holiness Baha'Holy Manifestations .... The indi- u'lll'ill and His teachings. They are
vidual Realities of the Divine Mani- the spirit of this cycle-the light
festations have no separation from of this age .... The principles of
the Bounty of God and the Lordly Baha 'u 'llah are the remedy and
Splendor. In the same way the orb balm for the wounded world; and
of the sun has no separation from without their inculcation, reconcilthe light .... The Divine Manifesta- iation between the nations will not
tions are so many different mirrors, be reached. These very teachings
because they have a special indivi- of Baha 'u 'llah are the grea test
duality, but that which is reflected proofs of His claim. Such a power
in the mirrors is One Sun. (An- hath appeared from Him as will
swered Questions.
suffice to convince the whole world.
The proof of the sun is its light
and
heat. (Divine Philosophy, pp.
THE GREATEST proof of a Manifestation is the Manifestation Him- 43-45.)
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A WERTERN VISITOR IN THE
LAND OF BAHA'U'LLAH
Readers of the Bah6/i Magazine
who have been following Mrs.
K eith Ransom-Kehler' s « Letters
Home" in which she gives ~tS the
high lights of her teaching trip
arowlbd the world will be interested
in the accottnt of her arrival and
first days in Tihran, the capital city
of Persia. Two letters glowing
with enth~tsiasm have been recently
received by the editors from OUt·
Persian brothers A. H. N aimi and
A. Samimi, both employed in one
of the Legations in Tihran. Since
we cannot print these letters in
their entirety we make them the
basis of the following brief article.
mRS. RANSOM-KEELER armrived in Tihnin from Haifa the
29th of last June for a three
month's visit to the land of
Baha 'u 'llah in order to associate
with Baha'i friends, strengthen
the bonds of unity and understanding between the East and the West
and visit the historic places of the
Baha'i Cause. Her visit had been
heralded by a letter from Shoghi
Effendi, the Guardian of the Baha'i
Cause, introducing Mrs. RansomKehler to the Persian friends.
"On learning of her arrival in
Persian territory," Mr. Samimi
says, "a number of friends from
Tihriin went to meet her at Qazvin
situated at a distance of ninety-six
miles from Tihran. When our visitor, accompanied by a party of
the friends, reached Keraj, a village situated half way between
Qazvin and Tihran, they were

joined by a large number of friends
who had come to meet their sister.
'I was much impressed,' she said,
'by the warm welcome given to me
by the friends and especially to be
able to witness with my own eyes
the realization of 'Abdu'l-Baha's
promise that the East and West
will join tog'ether under the banner
of unity and brotherhood.'
"When the party reached Tihran
they found that friends, men and
women, to the number of about a
thousand had gathered in a garden
belonging to one of the Baha'is outside the town to welcome Mrs.
Ransom-Kehler. Our dear visitor
greeted the friends most warmly
and joyously with the Baha'i greeting of "Allah-u-Abha'. She was
especially pleased to meet among
the friends Dr. Susan I. Moody,
Miss Adelaide Sharp and Mrs.
Clara H. Sharp, American friends."
"How soul-refreshing it is to us
Persians," says Mr. Naimi, "to
see a 'iiV esterner so confirmed in the
Cause of Baha'u'llah, so freed
from the usual materialistic interests of the western world that in
spite of delicate health she traveled
over the barren plains and mountainous roads of Persia in accordance with the expressed wishes of
the Guardian to serve the Cause
in the East."
.Mrs. Ransom-Kehler had brought
with her greetings and messages of
love from the household in Haifa.
In a beautiful talk she gave these
messages to the friends gathered
in the garden to welcome her. A
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message from Bahiyyih Khanum *
was especially emphasized. It
proved to be her last message to
the Persian friends. "When saying good-bye to the Greatest Holy
Leaf," Mrs. Ransom-Kehler said,
"she told me to give to the men as
well as to the women the same message of love equally. She said also,
'When you enter the holy city of
Tihran, enter it in my name and
when you speak, speak 111 my
name.' "
After an enforced rest of two
weeks in the hospital Mrs. RansomKehler was able to give a public
talk at the first of nine memorial
services held on nine successive
days in various quarters of the
town in honor of the Greatest Holy
Leaf. In referring to the message
given to her by the Greatest Holy
Leaf Mrs. Ransom-Kehler said
that she now realized that it was
indeed a parting message and signalized the fact that her material
life was fast approaching an end.
Mr. Naimi's description of one
of the gatherings where Mrs. Ransom-Kehler spoke gives us a vivid
picture of the group. "A great
number of the friends, young and
old, children and adults, were
seated on two symmetrically built
flights of steps leading to a spacious elevated veranda covering the
front part of a typical Persian
house of old style belonging to one
of the friends. The steps, the veranda and the rooms in the back-
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ground were simply packed with
friends. Eager faces were seen
from all points gazing at the sister
from the Occident with such pure
feelings of Baha'i love and gladness of heart that Mrs. RansomKehler could scarcely control the
tears as she said: 'Only the unlimited power of Baha'u'llah is able
to attract such a love and unity and
bring about this soul-to-soul communion between the East and the
West.' "
"Mrs. Ransom-Kehler is now trying, " writes Mr. Samimi, "as far as
the condition of her health permits,
to attend the memorial meetings
which are being held in different
parts of the town. She cannot
help expressing her joy at the sight
of the friends of all classes, men,
women and children who are eager
to attend the meetings and see their
spiritual sister from the West. We
are glad to witness the ties of real
brotherhood and unity which bring
the friends from the East and the
Vvest closer to each other. We are
looking forward to hearing the inspiring lectures of this pure and
illumined soul who is the bearer of
the message of love from our dear
brothers and sisters of the West.
These lectures are indeed tending
to strengthen the bonds of real
brotherhood and friendship which
unite the followers of Baha'u'llah
in these two distant and far-off
countries. "
-Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick.

*Bahiyyih Khanum. sister of 'Abdu'I-Baha' and known as the Greatest Holy Leaf passed into the next
world soon after Mrs. Ransom~Kehler's arrival in Tihran.

"In this radiant century divine knowledges, 'merciful attributes and spiritual
virtues will attain the highest deg1'ee of advancement. The traces have become
manifest in Persia."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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TEMPLE PILGRIMAGES
OR CELLA REXFORD,

B. SC.

I:~~ EAUTY is food for the soul,

his higher sensibilities simultane-

sphere and places one in rapport
with life's finer forces. Perhaps
that is why man has ever exerted
his greatest artistic efforts to build
and decorate his temples to Deity.
Wherever one travels and in
whatever land, more tourists seem
drawn to a famous temple than to
any other spot. There may be a
feeling of spiritual adventure associated with it, who knows, for
one often makes these trips even
at some personal discomfort.
In the center of Guatemala the
lure of an ancient Mayan Temple
drew me to wade in dew-bedecked
grass to my waist, past huge buttressed trees, covered with longrope-like vines, in which swung
monkeys and bright hued parrots
screamed.
Opalescent butterflies
as blue as a fleck of the tropical sky
flitted around us as we approached
the ruins of a mighty pyramidal
temple buried deep in the heart of
the jungle. Its walls were beautifully carved but mute to the question of what manner of people built
the temple at Quirigua or what concept of Deity they held.

always the civilizing factor among
all peoples. What mattered that
we went back a thousand years in
transportation to ride by camel
and donkey to the lovely Temple
of Isis at Denderah, with its zodiacal ceiling~ Pausing to admire an
exquisite carving of the winged
sun-disk symbolizing the sun g'od,
I recalled Prof. Henry Breasted's
description of Kin g Ikhnaton.
"Iklmaton had gained the belief
that one God created not only all
the lower creatures but also all the
races of men both Egyptians and
foreigners. Moreover the king saw
in his god a kindly father who
maintained all his creatures by his
goodness so that even the birds in
the marshes were aware of his
kindness and uplifted their wings
like arms to praise him." It was
remarkable to find at this time" one
who had such a vision of the great
father of all." No wonder he was
responsible for the building of so
many temples.

If it lifts one above the mundane ously with his religion, which is

LATER we took a long, dusty trip
up the Nile to visit the temples of
another civilization. Here again
were evidences that religion gave
rise to art and architecture, for the
Egyptians built magnificent strnchues to their gods, decorating
them in color and with sculpture.
Their ceremonials developed music
and rhythm, so man has unfolded

To STAND on the site of Solomon's
Temple in Jerusalem where so
many temples had been builded and
to visualize its mag'nificence was a
stirring experience even if to-day
the spot is covered by the colorfully
tiled Mosque of Omar, one of the
most beautiful of its kind. We
donned sandals to walk over luxurious oriental rugs within, thankful that the changing times permitted a Christian to view its
sacred Muhammadan precincts.
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AND THEN in Europe-who can
describe the glories of those magnificent cathedrals of the Middle
Ages-Milan, Notre Dame and
many others yet to be visited ~
While standing in the "Street of
the Clock' " and admiring the
wondrous towers of the Ca therdal
of Rouen, a proud townsman informed me that this building was
erected by master craftsmen. They
were artists so inspired by the
privilege of building that magnificent structure that they worked day
and night without compensation
giving all that was in them, heart
and soul, that they might erect a
cathedral which would go down
through the ages as a monument to
their love of God.
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tion is the most important undertaking of
the day . . . . Its gates will be flung wide
open to mankind; prejudice towards none
love for all."
,

To enter the doors of this temple
is indeed a bounty of God, for within . these walls one feels alive, inspIred by an abounding love for
all peoples and a deep abiding
peace, - free from a disturbed
world.

AND FINALLY nearly a year and
a half later we quietly motored out
of Washington, D. C., down a modern highway in Virginia past a
wooden fence, where a sign with
the drawing of a glorious temple
announced that we had at last come
to the place where history is in the
making. The sign reads that the
BUT THE crowning experience of outer decoration of the Baha'i
all was after journeying from early Temple is in the process of condawn up the Mississippi valley in struction within.
Mr. John J. Earley, the master
an airplane to stand at evening
craftsman
under whose direction
within that universal Temple of
Light just outside Chicago with the the outer structure of the dome is
moonlight streaming through its being built, greeted us and showed
dome of glass. Other temples vis- us about. He first called our atited represent love and sacrifice but tention to an upright wooden structhe building of this temple in Wil- ture, an exact replica of one-ninth
mette, near Chicago, represents the of the dome of the Mashriqu'llove and sacrifice not simply of Adhkar in Wilmette, * reproducing
those in one locality but of people the outer steel work. This is to
from all quarters of the globe. In support the plaster models of the
regard to this 'Abdu 'l-Baha has ornamentation that is to cover the
outside of the Temple dome; maksaid:
ing a building of lacework in stone.
I was impressed by the enormity
"Praise be to God, that, at this moment
from every country in the world accord~ of the work being carried on there,
ing to their various means, contributions
are continually being sent toward the fund the great amount of detail involved
of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar in America. the great care being exercised t~
F:r:om the day of Adam until now, such a get every little thing exact, the vast
thmg has never been witnessed by man
that from the furthermost country of Asi~ amount of checking to be done, and
contributions were forwarded to America. the problems to be solved for which
. . . The mystery of the edifice is great
and cannot be unveiled yet, but its erec~ there was no precedent, since the
'Suburb of Chicago, Ill.
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building of this Temple is a distinct departure from other forms
of architecture and new materials
and methods of construction have
had to be created. It embodies the
first new idea in religious architecture since the thirteenth century.
How wonderful are the ways c:
Providence! The Baha'is have for
years been trying to erect this
Temple to Universal Peace, but it
could not have been built before
this time for the materials that
were to g'O into it had not been discovered. For instance a new type
of non-corrosive metal will be used
to hold the ornamentation in place.
Since the Temple must stand for
ages like others that have been
built, materials must be used that
will withstand the climatic conditions around Chicago. It has taken
twelve years of study and research
to find a material that is not porous, for the outer covering. A
sparkling white quartz, the hardest material known next to a diamond, is to form the outer surface
of the concrete ornamentation,
which will glisten like frost crystals
in the sunlight. When it rains it
will be washed clear as a diamond
so that the building will always
present a pristine whiteness, symbolizing the purity and oneness of
religion.
When I inquired about the snow
accumulation in the design, (for it
seemed to me that a heavy snow
would break the glass underneath)
Mr. Allen McDaniel whose untiring efforts have made much of the
engineering w 0 l' k possible, explained that the dome was fitted
with steam pipes and during a snow
storm the dome would be heated,
causing the snow to melt and thus

MAGAZINE

there would be no accumulation.
Every emergency seems to be provided for; it is really remarkable
how nothing has been overlooked.
Several units of the dome decoration in plaster were already
completed and in place on the
dummy wooden structure outside
the plant. As I gazed on its beauty,
it quite overcame me. I have never
seen anything so compelling, it
seems to speak and stir the soul
to action. I wanted to cry out to
the whole earth, "Let us hasten and
complete this building, which will
do so much to inspire mankind to
a better way of living."
Next we went inside of a long
building where there was a blue
print seventy feet long, on which
was a full size drawing of a rib of
the dome. Here was a man carving out the copy of this design,
which had been traced on clay in
one of the wooden moulds. Next
this carved clay was to be cast in
plaster, another artist bit by bit
would carve away the extra plaster,
and then this would be made into
a mould into which the final material -will be poured. They told
me that the artist who works on the
carving, as indeed is true of all who
are working on the Temple, has
captured the spirit that animated
the master craftsmen of the middle
ages. They work long hours after
they are supposed to lay down
their tools, so inspired are they by
the beauty of the design. I was
told that many of the workers were
making a thorough study of the
Baha'i writings that they might be
even more capable of placing the
spiritual essence of them within the
lacey work of the Temple decorations.
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Everything about this construc- we have the great privilege of givtion is different, one can't describe ing almost our entire time to this
it. Even the building of the dome work. "
first, is contrary to the usual proSomehow that is the spirit I carcedure.
ried away with me, the joy of sacIt is a Herculean task. When I
rifice, the privilege it is to have
commented on the great amount of
even
a small part in contributing
work involved and wondered how
to
the
erection of so marvelousa
the engineers in charge could get
structure,
that millions will view
time to attend to it with their other
duties, they answered with great throughout the ages, that will inradiance in their faces: "We are spire a spiritual understanding
glad that the conditions of the times which will bring love and cooperaare such that our other work does tion among all the nations. May
not now demand so much of us and its completion be hastened!

WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"WITH THE most marvelous inPeace Pact, all tend to realize the
ventions of the past hundred years, dream of universal brotherhood so
t h r 0 u g h telegraph, locomotive, succinctly stated by Confucius over
cablegram, wireless, radiogram, twenty centuries ago that "all
airplane and others, the world has within the four seas are brethren."
been reduced to a very small-sized
"In making the above statement
habitat for the human race. No I am not blind to the forces of renation can now shut its doors and action, jingoism, national pride and
live sufficient unto itself. Whether jealousies, and the general weakwe wish it or not, we are bound to ness of human beings. It may
be drawn together as a family of take decades, yea even centuries,
nations, each producing what by before we will be able to bring
natural endowment it can best pro- about this ideal state of world broduce and supply the needs of others. therhood, cooperation and peace.
Instead of nationalism there is to
But shall we desist from pursuing
be internationalism. World conour course because of these difficulsciousness is to take the place of
ties 1 We shall not. We shall rather
national ego t ism. Cooperation
among nations is to supplant the redouble our efforts and inculcate
hitherto bickerings, struggles for in the minds of our children and
supremacy, strikes and wars be- our children's children this high
tween them. The establishment of idealism till its full realization.
the World Court, the founding of May the Lord of the Universe, in
the League of Nations, the resort whatever name He is named, bless
to arbitration instead of force, the us in these worthy endeavors of
agreement of all the countries of ours.' '-Dj~. C. T. Wang, Pan-Pathe world to the Kellogg-Briand cific Banquet, Shanghai.
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"THERE ARE a few notes of cheer. dividing line of the East and the
This afternon a group of students W est but I must say that it is also
are holding an organization meet- the bond between the West and the
ing for the promotion of a congress East. The aim of Japan, considagainst war. If the universe should ering her geographical situation, is
blunder again into a gigantic orgy to establish the new type of civilof war and destruction, there are ization made by the assimilation
a few intelligent individuals in our of both Western and Eastern civiluniversities, pulpits and publica- izations."-Dr. Kokichi Morimoto,
tions that would strenuously pro- Mid-Pacific Magazine.
test. This is more hopeful than
the situation in 1914 and 1917 when
"WHEN FOLKS know one another
everyone from ministers to out- well they build close and lasting
laws yelled for the smashing of the friendship ... _ Fate has brought
Central Powers in a cause that was together here a strange citizenry.
to "make the world safe for de- It is not so much the people that
mocracy" and a "war that was to make Hawaii different . . . . it is
end wars."
the thought and feeling that flows
"We as college students today through their minds to level former
are for the most part more mature prejudices and subdue the comand more conscious of the problems munity to a new and vital life."
in the outside world. "-Editorial From a mdio address by Raym01td
in The Daily Northwestern, official S. Coll, J.1Ilanaging Editor of The
newspaper of eleven thousand St~l H onol~lltl Advertiser.
dents at Northwestern University.
"A CENTRAL c I ear i n g house
"WE PERCEIVE in Japan two main should be at work somewhere in the
currents of civilization flowing in Pacific area to gather and dissemmany fields-namely that of the inate information about professors
East and the West. But the most who are traveling on sabbatical
essential is that the current has leave or furlough so that universithe nature of the mixture of the ties in their path could take adEast and the West.
vantage of their coming. Also, ef"From the East Japan has
forts should be made to develop a
learned much about materialism
plan whereby professors on leave
and utilitarianism, but she is not
forgetting to retain the spiritual- could be invited on visiting appointism and idealism of the East. J a- ments at universities across the
pan owes much to the West in the ocean. What if language barriers
introduction of modern inventions, do exist! Interpreters can be probut she is striving- hard to retain vided. Take them in socially as well
as educationally. It will prove an
oriental art and beauty.
"The progress of western civili- excellent antidote for race prejuzation is moving westward and it dice.-David L. Crawford, Pres'iis going to meet with Eastern civil- dent University of Hawaii, Pacific
ization somewhere on the Pacific. Regional Conference, World FedThey say that the meridian is the eration of Education Associations.
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"When the holy divine Manifestations or Prophets appear in
the world, a cycle of radiance, an age of mercy dawns. Everything
is renewed. Minds, hearts and all human forces are re-formed,
perfections are quickened, sciences, discoveries and investigations
are stimulated afresh and everything appertaining to the virtues
of the human world is revitalized."
-( Abdu'l-Baha.
IF I HAD to choose between the
so-called pious life of restraint,
and a life of creative expression I
should feel obliged to choose the
latter. For life that is not some
form of expression is worse than
death.
But fortunately real religion does
not entail the sacrifice of creative
expression. On the contrary, religion enhances expression and exalts
it to high planes. It brings greater
penetration of ins i g h t a n d
lends a subtle vibrating charm to
utterance. It enhances man's emotional nature and focuses it upon
useful and noble aims. It inspires
aspiration and leads to the most
glorious creations of which human
beings are capable.
RELIGION is not an artificial compulsion, an abnormal restraint upon
life, nor a passive unreasoning submission to exigencies and events. It
is something dynamic, active. It
releases creative forces in the individual and attracts to the individual creative forces greater than
his OI;\7n personal powers.
True spirituality means the full
exercise of the creative intelligence
in changing and ordering one's life
so as to make it harmonious and
joyous. Through the aid of the
scientific intellect and of guiding

and stimulating forces from a
super-plane man becomes the ruler
of his environment-organizing and
administering the world about him
so as to adapt it to his needs. Religion is in reality the cause of infinite progress.
IN RELIGION we find the chief origin and the highest forms of expression of all the arts. The art
of painting has reached its greatest
heights in the service of the church,
both in Christendom and in the culture of the Buddhistic world. The
art of music is connected with the
dim past of temple worship and
of religious festivals, as is also the
art of the dance. The art of oratory shares its development between statecraft, law and the
church. Literature began in every
country as an expression of religious thought and the noblest literature which the world has produced
is that which forms the scriptures
of the various races. Architechue
began as an expression of the
spiritual aspiration of man and its
highest forms have been thus
created in the name and under the
inspiration of religion.
Thus religion causes man to produce not only the most powerful
forms of art, but also those purest
in conception and in design. For
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the soul of the religiously inspired
artist, being relatively free from
the obstructing forces of egotism
and vanity-, can become a true channel for those creative forces which
flow, we know not whence, to the
glory and beautification of this
planet.
MORE IMPORTANT even than creating forms of beauty and of art is
the task of creating character within ourselves. This is a task which
is placed in man's own hands. No
one can create another's personality. This is our individual responsibility and it is the most important task before us in life.
As we create our higher Self on
the inner plane, so correspondingly
will be the effects of all our efforts
on the outer plane. Everything
flows from this center. We must be
in order to do. And what we do is
always an expression of what we
are.
Nothing can build character as
religion can. It furnishes inspiration and motive power. It holds
before every individual the perfect
model. It inspires him with intense desire to attain to perfection.
It gives him power and guidance to
work constantly in the direction of
his goals.
Psychologists, much as they deprecate emotional aberrations in
the name of religion, recognize
what a powerful motive religion is
toward the re,const,ruction of the
Self. No force has proved so efficacious in lifting men and women
from depths of degradation and despair and helping them to recreate
their lives:
1

2
3
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N or is religion of use only in
cases of degradation. It is a normal force building up every life
daily to more complete perfection.
It can inspire superhuman enterprise, courage and wisdom.
Christ said, "I am come that ye
might have life and have it more
abundantly." A religion which inspires and motivates action is indeed the cause of more abundant,
more creative living. "Sow an act,
reap a habit. Sow a habit, reap a
character. Sow a character, reap
a destiny."
Every individual, in the process
of lifting his own life up to nobler
heights, finds himself inspired with
a great zeal for helping to uplift
humanity.
In the process of human evolution, from the savage satisfying
only his animal wants to modern
man with his multitudinous desires,
there" at last came the selfless and
compassionate man who pitied the
hungry and the maimed and the
heavily burdened, and dreamed a
splendid dream-that he might collaborate with God in creating a
world free of misery and wrong and
injustice. ' "
W hat enormous possibilities
await this loftiest task-the building of a more perfect world! Humanity has only for a brief two
centuries been conscious of itself
as a strug'gling evolving society.
It has only within this brief span
of its existence come to envision
and assume conscious goals of perfection toward which to strive.
Today the conscience of men the
world over is being aroused as
never before to the urgent need and

Cf. also the exquisite art forms of Europe during the Middle Ages, so much of it anonymous. The re-verence and humility of the cathedral huilders of this ep och wrought in stone the fairest and noblest of archi.

~i\Yi~% fJ~::~ in t'Varieties of Religious Experience," and Harold Begbie in
scientific testimony to this recreative power of relig ion in the life of man.
Robert Quillen.

"Twice Born Men," give

EDITORIAL

the glorious responsibility of creating a new world order which shall
establish security and happiness for
the individual. In this titanic effort where man's ordinary intelligence stands baffled and halting,
why not utilize all the creative
power which religion has to give ~
The mere force of the intellect
will never suffice to remake the
world. There is needed the heart
of charity and the soul of vision.
WHAT AN inspiring goal to work
for-the goal of aNew World
Order! For this lofty purpose
Baha'is are working with all the
power and ability God gives them.
They realize their own limited
powers to be totally inadequate to
the task. But they work as part of
a concerted movement the plan of
which they believe to be perfect,
and the effectiveness of which is
clearly to be measured by the zeal
and unity of its adherents.
The fOTmulation of principles of
organization for hlUnanity and the
guidance of humanity into such a
world order is too immense a task
for any human personality. It requires a super-planetary power. It
is, fortunately, a responsibility
which God assumes and which He
alone is capable of caTrying out.
The function of the individual is to
become a channel for this Divine
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force which seeks to remake the
planet into a better and happier
home for man. In this great endeavor the Holy Spirit-that Light
which guided the Prophets and
shone forth from them-this Light
must be our guide.
"\iVhen you breathe forth the
breath of the Holy Spirit from your
hearts into the world, commerce
and politics will take care of themselves in perfect harmony. All arts
and sciences will become revealed
and the knowledge of God "will be
manifested. It is not your wOTk
but that of the Holy Spirit which
you breathe forth throug-h the
Word.
This is a fundamental
truth. "*
SO HERE, in the working out of a
modern world religion, is a creative
task fit to call out all our powers.
No work to which man can dedicate himself is more noble, more inspiring, more worthy of the ~dmost
consecration and concentration
than that of helping to b~tild a better world.
"Within the vast scope of this
superhuman task we may all be
privileged to become quarriers,
architects or builders-each one an
artist in the true sense of the word,
each one a creator working in the
service of the Great Architect and
for the service of humanity.

*'Abdu'l-Baha "Divine Art of Living."

(( Is not the object of every Revelation to effect a transformation
in the whole character of 1nankind, a transformation that shallnwnifest
itself, both mttwardly and inwardly, that shall affect both its inne'r
life and external conditions? For if the character of mankind be not
changed, the futility of God's universal Manifestation wmtld be apparent."
-Bahrl/u'llah.
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THE BAHA'I VIEW OF AUTHORITY
AND ORGANIZATION
H USSEIN RABBANI
This is the second and concluding part of this article begun in the January issue.
There the author pointed out how, by the instructions of Baha'n'llah, Baha'is regnlate
their national life in conformity with the require'Ynents of their respective governments
with absolute obedience and loyalty thereto. Herein the anthor dwells on the necessity
of or'ganization fOT the social regeneration of mankind.

D

HAT the world today is suffering from innumerable diseases no one can deny. And that
the fundamental causes of such a
state of unrest are due to the absence of a just and powerful authority no unprejudiced mind can
refuse to accept. In His Tablet to
Queen Victoria, Baha'u'llah compares mankind to an organism
which has been subjected to many
diseases and attributes these sufferings to the injustice and the incompetence of rulers and statesmen. Addressing the latter, He
says: "Oh, members of the Assembly yonder and in other countries! If you desire advancement,
reflect and deliberate upon that
which will calm the world and its
condition. Consider it as the body
of a man, once sound and whole,
which has succumbed to malady in
various forms. This body cannot
be cured in a day, but rather the
sickness will be aggravated, because it has fallen into the hands
of unskilled physicians. However,
if a wise doctor, a seeker after God,
the Lord of Worlds, takes charge,
one of the members will become
whole, and consequently the others.
Thus you are notified by Him who
knows. Today I see this body in
the hands of those whom the wine
of pride has intoxicated to a point
1 Bah:i'u'll;ih~"Epistle

to the Son of the Wolf", p. 48.

where they cannot prescribe a
remedy. How then will they recognize this g rea t and glorious
Cause~'"

INDEED, we are living today in a
world of partial chaos and anarchy.
Whether in the national or in the
international sphere of activity,
we have been and are still witnessing signs of an impending disorder.
The disastrous results of a fierce
and aggressive nationalism, with
its two natural concomitants, imperialism and war, have harassed
humanity by directing its energies
into wasteful channels. The way
out of such a chaos, the Bah3!is
believe, is not through the overthrow of the existing foundations
of society and the abolition of
every organized center of authority. What the world is in dire
need of is not anarchy but organization. As society develops and
social relationships increase in
complexity our need for organization becomes more impelling.
Modern society, indeed, is a vast
organism and as such necessitates
a coordinating power to adjust its
different parts. As' Abdu'l-Baha
has said: "The body-politic may be
likened to the human organism. As
long as the various members and
parts of that organism are coor-
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dinated and cooperating in har- to respect the possessors of just
mony we have as a result the ex- authority whose sole aim is to
pression of life in its fullest de- further and develop the interests
gree. When these members lack of their people. In one of His
coordination and harmony we have most important writings Baha 'uthe reverse which in the human or- llah has revealed the following:
gamsm i s disease, dissolution, "Each nation must respect the
death. Similarly, in the body-poli- position of its ruler, be humble
tic of humanity, dissension, discord toward him, obey him, and hold to
and warfare are always destructivo his command. The sovereigns have
and inevitably fataL'"
been, and are the manifestations of
And in another passage, He says: divine might, nobility and grandi i All created beings are dependent
eur. I have never been a sycoupon peace and coordination, for phant, everyone can assert this, but
every contingent and phenomenal respect for the rank of sovereigns
being is a composition of distinct comes from God, as is clearly
elements. As long as there is af- shown in the words of the Prophets
finity and cohesion among these and Chosen. Some one asked
constituent elements strength and Jesus: 'Oh, spirit of God, is it lawlife are manifest but when dissen- ful to give tribute unto Caesar or
sion and repulsion arise among noH' He replied : 'Yes, render
them, disintegration follows. This unto Caesar the things which are
is proof that peace and amity which Caesar's, and unto God the things
God has willed for His children which are God's,' He did not forare the saving factors of human bid it. And these two sayings, for
society whereas war and strife those who know how to see, amount
which violate His ordinances are to the same thing, for if that which
the cause of death and destruction. belonged to Caesar was not acTherefore God has sent His corded by God, he would have forProphets to announce the messag'e bidden it. And likewise in the
of good-will, peace and life to the sacred verse: 'Obey God, and the
world of mankind. ,,1
Prophets, and the possessors of
It is, therefore, evident that what command among you.' The posthe world needs today is just and sessors of command are primarily
equitable rulers. For authority, if the Imams (may God bless them). ' ,2
exercised in the right way, can acBut jf Baha'u-llah has recognized
complish an that is conducive to the divine origin of political authe welfare and happiness of man- thority, and commanded His folkind and is thus but an expression lowers to respect and obey those
of the Divine Will. In the Baha'i who are its custodians, He has also
view, an authority comes from God, equally emphasized the duties of
unless it is enforced arbitrarily the rulers towards their subjects.
and against the interests of the If there has been any social evil
governed. And this is why the which He held in contempt it
Baha'is have always been ordered was tyranny. Baha'u-llah forbids
, 'Abdu'l-Baha-Cf. "The Baha'; Magaz;ne--February, 1932, p. 352.
2 Baha'u'llah-"Ep;stle to the Son of the Wolf", p. 70.
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tyranny 111 the most emphatic
terms. In" rrhe Hidden Words"
He says: "0 Oppressors on Earth!
Withdraw your hands from tyranny, for I have pledged Myself
not to forgive any man's injustice.
This is my covenant which I have
irrevocably decreed in the preserved tablet and sealed with My
seal of glory.' ,1
And in the Tablet to Emperor
Napoleon III He again emphasizes
the same point. "Know verily",
He declares, "that your subjects
are God's trust unto you; treat
them as you treat yourself. Beware of making wolves shepherds
to your flocks, and of being hindered by pride and vanity from
turning toward the poor and miserable.' ,2
The duties of those who are in
charge of the administration of the
country are manifold. They should
always act with justice and equity.
"Justice and equity" says Baha'ullah "are two guardians for the
protection of man: they have appeared arrayed in their mighty and
sacred names, to maintain the
world in rectitude, and to protect
the nations.' ,3
And again he says: "No radiance can compare to that of justice; the organizations of the
world, and the tranquillity of mankind depends upon it.' ,4
In another passage we read: "0
Son of the Spirit! The best beloved of all things in My sight is
Justice; turn not away therefrom
if thou desirest Me) and neglect it
not that I may confide in thee. By
its aid thou shalt see with thine
own eyes and not through the eyes
1

3
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of others, and shalt know of thine
own knowledge and not through the
knowledge of thy neighbor. Ponder this in thy heart; how it behoveth thee to be. V erily, Justice
is My gift to thee and the sign of
My loving-kindness. Set it then
before thine eyes.' ,.
All these words amply testify to
the necessity of organization for
the social regeneration of mankind.
The individual, however well equipped with all the essential conditions
of life, cannot live apart from society. He is born in a social environment and he is by nature
bound up to live in the same ambium all through his earthly career. But, since social life is inevitable the necessity of some sort
of organization becomes impelling.
For social life carries with it, at
least potentially, the germs of a
possible friction between the individuals.
Organization, therefore,
is the' sine qua non' of every social
life. And this organization should
have an authority to which every
member should readily submit. For
without an ultimate power of coordination and adjustment life will
be a sheer impossibility. Instead
of peace and tranquillity we shall
find conflict and war. And such a
state of affairs will be intolerable.
But this authority should not be
tyrannical and should under all circumstances be considered as a
means rather than an end. In such
wise, the individual rights are safeguarded without the possibility of
any friction, and social life made
possible without the individual
being crushed under the weight of
an all-powerful state.

Baha'u'lIah, "The Hidden Words," p. 46. 2 Baha'u'lIah. "The Epistle to the Son of the Wolf", p. 42.
Baha'u'lIah, "The Epistle to the Son of the Wolf", p. 10.
4 Baha'u'lIah,
Ibid, p. 23.
5 Baha'u'llab,
"The
Hidden Words", p. 4.
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REWARD AND PUNISHMENT

UN the

conduct of life man is actuated by two main motives-" the hope for reward," and" the fear of ptlnishment." This hope and this fear must consequently b-e gTeatly
taken into account by those in authority who have important
posts under government. Their business in life it is to consult
together for the framing of laws, and to provide for their just
administration.

D

The tellt of the order of the woTld is raised and established on the two pillars of retcard and retribtdion.
In despotic governments carried on by men without divine
faith, where no fear of spiritual retribution exists, the execution of the laws is tyrannical and unjust. There is no greater
prevention of oppression than these two sentiments, hope and
fear. They have both political and spiritual consequences. If
administrators of the law would take into consideration the
spiritual consequence of their decisions, and follow the guidance of religion, 'They would be divine agents in the world of
action, the representatives of God for those who are on earth,
and they would defend, for the love of God, the interests of
His servants as they would defend their own.' If a governor
realizes his responsibility, and fears to defy the divine law,
his judgments will be just. Above all, if he believes that the
consequences of his actions will follow him beyond his earthly
life, and that 'as he sows so must he reap,' such a man wDl
surely avoid injustice and tyranny.
Should an official, on the contrary, think that all responsibility for his actions must end with his earthly life, knowing
and believing nothing of divine favors and a spiritual kingdom
of joy, he will lack the incentive to just dealing and the inspiration to destroy oppression and unrighteousness.
vVhen a ruler knows that his judgments will be weighed in
a balance by the Divine Judge, and that, if he be not found
wanting, he will come into the celestial kingdom and that the
light of the heavenly bounty will shine upon him, then will he
surely act with justice and equity. Behold how important it
is that ministers of state should be enlightened by religion!

-( Abdu'l-Balui
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A BIOGRAPHER PRESENTS A GREAT
CHARACTER
CORALIE FRANKLIN COOK

"Everything becornes yours by renunciation of eVe7"ything."
"No brotherhood appears in the world as lasting save that of the spiritual type."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.

[qI ELDOM has biographer pre-

the acknowledged leader of his felsented a more significant and low countrymen and finally the
inspiring figure than the central President of a State-the creation
one in C. J. C. Street's President of his own brain-as prosperous
and well conducted as any in EuMasaryk.. *
Flashing through the pages of rope."
this remarkable book one follows
Reading Mr. Street's description
the career of a man who, from of President Masaryk's mother,
early childhood to advanced age, one is strongly reminded of the
challenges breath-taking attention, black freed-woman of the United
evoking at the same time wonder States who in the first decade of
and admiration. A child, a man! emancipation devoted herself body
Tea c her, reformer! Politician, and soul to the education of her
statesman! Philosopher, idealist! offspring. Like her this Bohemian
Such is Mr. Masaryk's unparalleled woman, witnessing the ignorance
career as he is depicted,-and be- and degradation about her, determcause of it all-he is a maker of ined that her son, Thomas, should
history.
be given an education. Tn educaAbout four-score years ago, in an tion alone she was wise to see the
obscure viII age of far away open door to opportunity. It was
Moravia, a boy was born. No through her sacrifice and determspecial record was made of his ination that the lad was engineered
natal day. Perhaps to the mother through the various steps of prepwho bore him there came some aration until he reached his goalsecret presage of what was to be the university. From then on his
the future of this man-child, but own toil and his own will power
no such illumination touched the became the stepping stones leading
mind of his coachman-father, and to the heights of life.
to all who have watched his deNo more noble a character has
velopment and achievement, it has ever embellished the pages of hisnever ceased to be a wonder how tory than that which laid the
this child apparently destined to foundation of Mr. Masaryk's conlive and die one of a laboring class, duct. Of peculiar significance is
shorn of opportunity and lacking his religious life. His mind was
ambition, should soar so far above ever in search of Truth and open
his apparent status as "to become to its teachings. No man's faith

M

* Published

by Geoffrey Bles, Suffolk St., Pall Mall, London.
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was of import to him if such a one And again upon another subject:
raIled to apply its precepts to his
"It is true that the sexual indally hfe, and in hIS own actions stinct is very powerful; but we
his religious convictions were his have, besides, various other instincts, and with respect to these
constant guide.
Always an independent thinker, we endeavor to place them under
Thomas JYIasaryk was never con- the control of our reasoning powtrolled by what he had been taught. el'S; the more powerful the instinct,
He was a discoverer of rrruth on the more urgently it requires masthis own initiative and the glory or ering. "
his work as teacher lay in his habit
IT WAS inevitable that President
of freely giving his own opinions,
but inviting his pupils to work out IVIasaryk's devotion to his country
and passion for service to his
their own conclusions.
countrymen
should lead him into
Mr. JYIasaryk himself is a brilpolitics,
and
just as certain that
liant linguist. German, French,
English were soon mastered by the politician should very soon ashim, and it was through his influ- sume the role of Statesman. Alence that foreign books of worth ways before him were freedom and
were in any considerable number self-determination for his countrytranslated into the mother tongue, men, but freedom for all and selfCzech. As he became acquainted determination mapped out and conwith the habit and thought of other trolled by the sane and the unselfnations through a knowledge of ish. Opposition never dewTI'ed
their literature, his own attitude him, carping criticism he took for
toward life broadened and the good helpfulness "in another dress' '.
he found, he became wise and gen- Fearless, he over and over again
erous in imparting. Under the put his life in jeopardy, his very
, 'pure logic" of his teaching his lack of any sense of danger seempupils were given priceless spirit- ing to preserve him from harm.
His applied philosophy should
ual values, witness the following
upon two topics, so speciously be put into a text-book for the benefit of students of all races for, alglossed 0 vel' 0 l' prudently (
ignored by many college profes- though formulated for the needs
of the Czech people, it is so sane
sors:
"When one speaks of alcoholism, and comprehensive that it might
what is in question is not the ob- easily be adapted to the needs of
ject-vvine, beer or spirits-but the any under-privileged and handisubject who drinks them, the men- capped group anywheTe.
tal state of the drunkard, his dePresident JYIasaryk has been the
velopment under the effects of author of many books. Knowing
drink, the results upon himself and this one longs to have access to
upon his children; what is in ques- them. His biographer says: "In
tion is the entire physical being of consequence of the extraordinary
the drinker, his character, and his range of his studies, the President
outlook on life, not alcohol, the is without question the best informed man in Europe."
thing in itself. "

n
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One cannot help thinking what a
rare privilege it would be to meet
this man eighty years young'.
Whether in the presidential apartments in the castle at Prague
among his many books of all languages most of which he reads in
the original, or at his country esta te where he walks, rides horseback and entertains numerous
guests, one would indeed be honored to touch the hand of this man

MAGAZINE

who championed a bloodless revolution and who presides over the
republic of the Slavs on whose
shield is the motto Truth Will Prevail and whose constitution provides for no other leader while the
noble Thomas Masaryk lives.
Ye who cannot meet President
Masaryk at Prague or in the fields
of his estate, may seek him in the
pages of Mr. Street's book. Long
will you look ere you again find his
like.

If love and agreement are manifest ,in a single family, that farnily
will advance, become illumined and spiritual; but if enmity and hatred
exist within it destruction and dispersion are inevitable. This is likewise true of a city. If those who dwell withi1!& it manifest a spirit of
accord and fellowship it will progress steadily and httman conditions
become brighter, whereas through enmity and strife it will be degraded
and its inhabitants scattered. In the same way the people of a nation
develop and advance toward civilization and enlightenment through love
and accord, and are disintegrated by war and strife. Finally, this is
tnte of human:ity itself in the aggregate.
When love is realized and the ideal spiritual bonds unite the hearts
of men, the whole htlman race will be uplifted, the world will continually
grow more spiritual and radian,t and the happiness and tranqtlillity of
mankind be immeasurably increased. Warfare aatd strife will be uprooted, disagreement and dissension pass away and Universal Peace
unite the nations and peoples of the world."
-( Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE REQUIREMENT OF MEDITATION
ALFRED

E.

LUNT

Mr. Lunt, an attorney by pTofession, is well known to the 1'eadeTs of this 1nagazine
as a long time membeT of the National Spi1"itual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United
States and Canada, and as author of many widely ciTCulated and illun~inating articles
which have appecired in The Baha'i Magazine. A1nong them his notewoTthy contributions under the titles, "WoTld Peace and the World COUTt"" and, "The Sup1'eme Affliction-A Study in Baha'i Economics".'

"Y ou cannot apply the name of
'm,an' to any being devoid of the
fac~clty of meditation. Witho~ct it,
he wmdd be a mere animal."
- ' Abdu'l-Bah(J,.

plied, since this is a century of true
education which is destined to
emancipate every sincere soul from
the torturing confines of the sectarian concept. Oonsorting with
the people of every religion, ,vithrII1J UMANITY, today, occupies an out exception, is a mandate of
lUll arena in which are locked, in a Baha'i faith; and this is to be done
life and death struggle, the gladia- with joy and fragrance, i. e., with
tors of sectarianism and universal real love. How frequently 'Abdu '1truth. On the one hand are ar- Baha called the attention of the
rayed human dogma and prejudice; Baha!i friends to the divine duty
on the other the champions of the of educating every "uninformed
divinG law, itself. The strongholds one," and gently leading the chilof the one are superstition, divis- dren to maturity. Within each
ion and tradition; of the other- dwells the capacity to know the direality, oneness and individual ver- vine foundation.
ification.
The principal distinguishing
BUT SINOE this is the age of
mark that reveals the sectarian at- reality, it becomes necessary to
titude is its unfailing personal know the distinguishing characterevaluation of religious truth and istics of every type of religious beits almost sole emphasis upon the lief. And behind these lie profound
literal or outward interpretations issues of human psychology which
of the revealed Word. Its point of must be penetrated.
view is, therefore, one of attachYet we should not regard the
ment to the outer, personal phase problem as too complex and bafflof life, and its appeal is to the outer mg. And here we touch the real
man in the realm of mental im- issue. What, after all, marks out
agery and of sense impression.
universal religion from sectarianWe are speaking, here, in a ism ~ Is it not the awakening of
purely general way of a type of the slumbering reality in every
religious faith in which we, also, soul ~ Is it anything less than the
and our ancestors, over many cen- deepening> of consciousness to a
turies, have played a prominent point wherein one takes "from the
part. No thought of individual hands of the Divine Oup-bearer the
criticism or condemnation is im- chalice of immortal life, that all
l

November, 1925, VD!. 16, No. 8.

2

July, 1932, VD!. 23, No. 4.
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wisdom may be thine, and that thou tion Baha'u'llah spoke, saying, "0'
mayst hearken unto the mystic My children! I fear lest, bereft of
voice callinQ,' from the realm of the the melody of the dove of heaven,
invisible.' ,*
ye will sink back to the shades of
If sectarianism is a form of at- utter loss, and never having gazed
tachment to the world, universal upon the beauty of the rose, return
faith is its prime oppos:ite-de- to water and clay. ,,**
tachment.
Nevertheless, consider
THE KEYNOTE of this age is unity.
that the sectarian possesses faith,
and may be quite sincere in his ad- The law of the celestial spheres,
herence to the form he has chosen. deposited also within every cell
But faith in the sense of belief, is that we call matter, is to reveal its
not enough. There are two other glory of oneness in man. How
essentials for the one who truly de- strange and mysterious it is that
sires detachment. Conscious knowl- man, the pivot of the creation, the
edge is one, and motion toward the highest order dwelling upon the
Beloved of the Worlds is the other. earth, should only now have begun
Otherwise, though we call ourselves to recognize that law of unity which
Baha'is, Christians, Muhammadans resides even in the heart of the
or Jews, we have remained in the mineral kingdom far below him.
sectarian precincts, and are subject Baha 'u 'nah has revealed this law
to all human-kind, and commanded
to those limitations.
For this reason, Baha 'u 'llah has its observance. What a divine gift
opened to the true lovers of God from the Manifestation of God!
that pathway that some call mystic, ,¥hat greater evidence than this
but which is in truth the search- could be demanded as proof of His
way to God. This is the way of Truth and Station ~
But unity and sectarianism are
meditation and communion, the
greatest bounty of this Day of God. polar opposites. Unity is the voice
Without this divine nourishment, and also the action of the reality
the reality that has been stirred to of man, not of his attached personbelieve cannot unfold its powers, ality. Unity is detachment from
nor bring forth its sovereignty over every form of prejudice, and knows
the outer life. In such a case, the no separation of man from man.
tremendous forces of the world and While sectarianism clings to its
its attachment, cannot be put to self-imposed barriers, and nourrout. This is the true explana- ishes itself on dogmas that the twin
tion of that attachment, which elements of science and religion
throughout the the ages has weak- cannot accept.
ened and laid low the religious
We would repeat that attachment
stirring that sprang up at the dawn to beliefs alone, without the illumof every Advent. Gut of this, se<> ination of the Sun of Reality gained
tarianism and denominationalism, through meditation and communion,
faded flowers on the tree of life, dwarfs the growth of the soul, and
found their origin. Of this condi- produces a static condition. Who* Ba.h:i'u'll:ih,

Hidden Words (Persian), v. 62.

** Bah:i'u'll:ih,

Hidden Words (Persian), v. 13.
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soever accepts this retarded state
finds himself unable to show forth
that love and that wisdom and,
above all, that guidance that is the
very quintessence of the Baha'i
Cause. The form, rather than the
substance, becomes to him of the
greater importance. All of us,
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without exception, need to seek the
hidden treasures of divine knowledge, within, more earnestly and
with greater ardor. Wit h the
blossoming of these fruits, the
Baha'i Cause in America will assume its true stature.
(To be Oontimted)

({ Mankind receives the bo~tnties of material civilization as well as
divine civilization from the heavenly Prophets. The capacity for
achieving extraonlinary and praisewo'rthy progress is bestowed by
them thro~cgh the breaths of the Holy Spirit, and heavenly civilization
is not possible of attaimnent or accomplishment otherwise. This evidences the need of h~cmanity for heavenly bestowals, and ~mtil these
heavenly bestowals are received, eternal happiness cannot be realized."
({ The

p~crpose

of the creation of man is the atta,inment of the
S~tpreme virt~ces of humanity through descent of the heavenly bestowals.
The purpose of man's creation is therefore ~mity and harmony, not discord and separateness . ... When the sO~tls become separated and selfish
the divine bmmties do not descend and the Lights of the S~cpreme Oonco~wse are no longer reflected even thmcgh the bodies meet together."
({ The greatest and the strongest p1"00f for showing the ab~cndance
of the Spirit to the bodies is the very appearance of It's power and
influence in these bodies."
({ The test of the Tncth (of God) lies in the infl~cence the conception
has on our lives. If it makes ~cs kind and loving in our relationship
with mcr fellowman, we know it is a tnce one. In other words it m~cst
produce in o'ur hearts a love of God which must be transmitted into
love for man."
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THE BAHA'I MOVEMENT IN PARIS
EDITH

L.

w.

FEN TON

The author of this article has only just recently conw into contact with the Bah6!i
Cause, but although her allegiance to the Bahri'i group in Paris is only of a few months
standing, she has already become an ardent adhenmt of the Faith.

(( Beware of prejudice,. light is good
in whatsoever lamp it is burning.
A rose is beautif1,tl in whatsoever
garden it may bloom."
- ' Abdtt'l-Baha.
U S I walk up the little old
street tucked away in a corner
of Montparnasse, these words from
the teachings of 'Abdu'l-Baha return to my memory, their wisdom
quite in keeping with, and perhaps evoked by the silent old
houses around me, the atmosphere of peace enfolding all. Turning at last into a large but somewhat dilapidated garden surrounded by ateliers built mostly of wood
and glass, I climb a steep stair, aring the bell at a small door on the
second floor. It is opened almost
immediately by a sweetfaced woman, the gracious lady of the
house, and entering I find myself
at once in a lofty spacious studio.
On either side high uncurtained
windows flood the room with radiance; the blue sky and waving tree
tops so close at hand that the old
studio seems but an antechamber
. . . a stepping off place ... These
living things outside, this old furniture and multitudinous canvasses
lining the walls appear to have
been knit together in some bygone
age into the present ethereal and
wistful pattern. It is a tapestry
woven of the past and present, of
things spiritual and material and
creates the right atmosphere for

rmJ

contemplation, heartsearching and
endeavor.
A few weeks before, a friend had
asked me whether I knew anything
of the Baha'i religion, and had
suggested that I study it.
What I gathered from his few
remarks, fired my imagination, and
my enthusiasm, so that I eagerly
accepted the invitation I received
later to attend a meeting of the
Baha'i Society or, rather, Group.
So here I am in the temple
(though anything less resembling
a temple, or more fitting to be one
cannot be imagined) of the Universal Religion, the essence of all
relig'ions.
I look curiously round the room.
I am evidently late, for already
here and there small groups of
people are talking. I make out
some Persians, several French,
and a sprinkling of English and
Americans. Presently tea is dispensed by the smiling lady of the
house, and then quite naturally,
and not at all abandoning mundane
topics, the men and women here
present begin to talk of the Oause.
W HAT HAS then brought these
people of different nationalities together ~ A new cult ~ A fashionable craze ~ Some popular medium
or magnetic fakir ~ No. It is clearly
manifest that here there is no research for a new sensation or morbid excitement.
I am just asking myself the ex-
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act nature of the force animating
and welding together all these dissimilar natures when I hear a voice
raised. Someone is reading aloud:
" ... No man should blindly follow his ancestors and forefathers.
Nay, each must see with his own
eyes, hear with his own ears and investigate the truth himself in order
that he may follow the truth instead
of blind acquiescence and imitation
of ancestral beliefs.))1
An Englishman across the room
makes a suggestion which is taken
up and I hear a discussion on the
relations between the Creator and
the created, which savors somewhat of Spinoza. Someone says
"But in attributing this or that
quality or virtue to the Godhead
you are trying to define the indefinable, you are limiting the illimitable. "
During a lull a young Persian
stands up and chants a prayer in
his native tongue. The sacred
music, so much a prayer in itself, gently echoes through the
room.
A lady sitting near me no doubt
sensing in me a stranger within the
gates, kindly volunteers some information:
"It was in 1844 that the Baha'i
revelation declared itself in Persia.
At the present day, it has spread
all over the world. The initiator
of this great movement for social
and spiritual reconstruction was
the Bab of pure heart and radiant
personality. He was martyred in
1850, and His mantle fell on
Baha,'u'llah, a Persian nobleman
"Vho announced the dawn of a new
era of fraternity and world peace.
1

'Abdu'l~Baha-Promulgation

of Universal

Peace"~

p.
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He was imprisoned and exiled by
the reactionary 1 e a d e r s III
Persia. . . . "
Again the reader's voice:
Are ye not all leaves and fruit
of the same tree ~ ... "0 children of
men! Do ye know why we have
created you frvm one Cla~T~ That
no-one should exalt himself over the
other .... Close your eyes to racial
differences, and welcome all with
the light of oneness. This handful
of dust, the world, is one home: let
it be in unity .... "2
I lean towards the lady on my
right and beg her to continue. She
tells me that after the ascension of
Baha 'u 'l1ah, His Son, ' Abdu '1Baha, carried on His work, and
how, little by little, slowly but persistently, this religion of love and
harmony and reason s p l' e a d
through Asia and permeated other
religions, so that Christians, Jews,
Buddhists, Muhammadans, Zoroastrians, and many others,-all find
their highest aims in this cause, for
its teachings have the same basic
principles.
'Abdu'l-Baha taught that religion should be in perfect accord
with science, so that science shall
sanction religion, and religion
science. He preached a living
faith, one that progresses, marches
with the spirit of the age, meets
present-day needs.
Though the Baha'i religion directly touches and influences all
branches of human activity, such
as the economic question, the equality of man and woman, education
for all, it also assuredly emphasizes the crying need of arbitration, an international Court of
450.

2

From Baha'u'lhih's Teachings.
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Justice, where questions of frontiers, and national honor are concerned.
These precepts for disarmament,
for a "Most Great Peace" were
given more than half a century ago,
when no-one yet spoke of such possibilities.
~

I LOOK UP at the racing clouds, the
green treetops, and then at all the
earnest faces about me. Life outside, and inside, the material and
the spiritual welded together into
an iml)erishable oneness to will and
to do for human betterment.
It seems easy, with the simple
alchemy of this religion of love,
here close at hand, to transform

M A GAZI N E

our minds, disarm our hearts. That
jirst,-the rest will follow in natural
sequence.
I murmur a few goodbyes, and
find myself again 111 that little
silent street.
What were those words of
'Abdu'l-Baha that I had just
heard ~-"Let us do away with all
prejudices of race, of patriotism,
of religion, of politics. We must
become the lever for the union of
the human race."
As I turn the corner, I look back
once more at the spiritual oasis I
have just left, and wonder how long
before suffering humanity will have
drunk of its lifegiving waters, and
been healed.

INVOCATION
SILVIA MARGOLIS

Trouble our spirit, Lord,
Nor let us rest.
Terribly, terribly trouble
Our human breast,
Lest we wax stolid, Lord,
As the jostling crowd;
Or from sheer hollo,vness
Wax vulgar, proud.

Trouble our spirit, Lord,
And rock and quake.
Terribly, terribly trouble
Our soul awake,
Lest we wax blind, 0 Lord,
To Thine ancient Self;
Or lose our soul in the glitter
Of empty pelf!

Trouble our spirit, Lord,
Nor let us be.
Terribly, terribly trouble
Our infinity;
Touch our lips with love, Lord,
Our tongue with FireThat we may be a Flaming Sword
For Thy desire!
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THE CHALLENGE OF TODAY
BERTHA HYDE KIRI{PATRICK
"It is not necessary to lower Abraha1n to raise Jesus. It is not necessary to lower
Jesus to proclaim Bahri'u'llrih. We 1nust welcome the Truth of God wherever we behold it. The essence of the qttestion is that aU these great Messengers cctme to r'aise
the Divine Standard of Perfections. All of th61n shine as orbs in the sa1ne heaven of
the Divine Will. All of them give Light to the world."
-'Abdtt'l-Bahri.

BDU'L-BAHA 0 n c e spoke
these words to a group of peopie: "I wish to awaken you out of
your deep slumbers. Do you know
in what day you are living? Do
you realize in what Dispensation
you exist T"
And then He added this statement: "This century is the fulfillment of the promised century, the
dawn of the appearances of the
glorious visions of past prophets
and sages."
These are not idle words.
'Abdu'l-Baha was no emotional
sensationalist. He was recognized
throughout the world as a great
spiritual teacher.
His advice was
also sought by many in high government and military positions because experience taught them that
He gave wise and practicable advice. But He much preferred to
talk about spiritual things, to teach
that the spiritual is the basis for
the practical. Those who listened
and heeded what He said became
refreshed and gladdened in spirit.
We are asleep spiritually and it
is with our spiritual insight that we
must read the signs of the times.
We hear constant reference to a
new age but, because He spoke in

such startling terms, it is evident
that 'Abdu'l-Baha meant something different from the new age in
science and invention or even in
social and economic justice.
Can we not pause long enough to
try to find out what 'Abdu 'l-Baha
did mean when He asked these
questions and made this statement ~ Such a consideration will
take us into the field of prophecy.
To ATTEMPT to interpret prophecy is always dangerous, but
when we consider prophecy in the
light of history we are at least on
firmer ground. A prophecy that
has challenged and puzzled students of our Bible very much is in
Daniel. Christ refers to it in answer to the question of His disciples, "What shall be the sign of
Thy coming and of the end of the
world ~" Part of His answer was,
"V!hen ye therefore shall see the
abomination of desolation spoken
of by Daniel the prophet, stand in
the holy place.' ,*
Referring to Daniel we find that
he gives dates of the "time of the
end".' It is these dates which have
puzzled people. Since Daniel gives
other dates which were fulfilled in

* Matthew 24 :15.
1 How long shall be the vision concerning the daily sacrifice,
and the transgression of desolation, to
give both the sanctuary and the host to be trodden under foot?
And he said unto me, unto two thousand and three hundred days; then shall the sanctuary be cleansed.
Daniel 8 :13, 14.
"Briefly the purport of this passage is that he ap1IO ints two thousand three hundred years, for in the text of
the Bible each day is a year. Then from the date of the edict of A:rtaxarxes to rebuild Jerusalem until the
day of the birth of Christ there are 456 years, and from the birth of Christ until the lnanifestation of the
Bab there are 1844 years. V/hen you add 456 years to this number it makes 2300 years. That is to
say, the fulfiIlment of the vision of Daniel took place in the year 1844 A. D., and this is the year of the
Bab's Manifestation according to the actual text of the book of DanieI."-Some Answered Questions, p. 50.
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the coming of Christ, Bible students felt justified in believing that
these dates referred to the second
coming of Christ. They believed
that our Lord Jesus Christ would
come literally in clouds of glory in
1843 or 1844. We learn that there
were independent groups of earnest
Bible students in different countries
and localities all of whom were
looking for Christ's coming. In
Eng'land, S cot 1 and, Germany,
India, Australia, America, were
gTOUpS of such believers. These
were all disappointed and so far
as we know never learned how near
they were to the truth.
God's ways are inscrutable. We
still need to heed Christ's warning,
, 'Watch therefore, for ye know not
what hour your Lord doth come;"
and the words of Paul, "the day
of the Lord so cometh as a thief in
the night".
LET us see what really did happen in 1844. The drama took place
in far away and benighted Persia.
The truly wise men who saw the
star and went to worship were
trained not in Christian but in
Muhammadan scriptures, for these
latter have prophecies too which
point to the appearance of a Mighty
One in the early decades of the
nineteenth century.
Almost fifty years before the appearance of the Promised One a
certain Shaykh Ahmad "inspired
by the light that shown within
him", "aglow with zeal and conscious of the sublimity of his calling"
arose to "prepare the way for Him
who must needs be made manifest
1
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in the fullness of time". If you
would know this story in the beauty
of its detail read it in "The DawnBreakers. ' ,2
Shaykh Ahmad passed into the
next world before the coming of
the Promised One, but he did not
lose his faith and had prepared his
disciple Siyyid Kazim to carry on
his work. Before the hour had
struck for the world to know, Siyyid
Kazim attained the presence of the
Promised One and knew in his
heart that it was He. It was given
to the young man Husayn to be
the one to whom these revealing
words were uttered: "0 thou who
art the first to believe in Me ! Verily
I say, I am the Bab, the Gate of
God, and thou art the Babu'l-Bab,
the gate of that Gate." This event
took place May 23, 1844. It took
nearly fifty years for the news of
it to travel to the Western World.
THE "COMING" indeed too k
place, not such a one as those
searchers of the scriptures anticipated, not a literal coming in the
clouds, but one still mightier and
yet in accord with the laws of nahue. The" Coming" is not for
the Christians alone, but for the
whole world. This is a universal
age, the Message is universal, proclaiming world unity, and the Messeng'er is the great Unifier.
Was this event, then, taking
place in little known and unimportant Persia, really of significance to
the western world and the world
a t large ~ VVhat connection does it
have with the prophecies in the

1 We are indebted to Mr. Touty of Shanghai~ Ch ina, for the results of his efforts to obtain documentary evidence ON. this l1'latter. In response to an inquiry of his published in the North-China Daily News
he receivecl replies giving quotations and references to books and pmnphlets corroborating in detail the
above statement. Lack of space prevents the printing of these.
2 Chapter 1 in "The Dawn·Breakers-translated and edited by Shoghi Effendi.
Bahii'i Publishing Corn·

mittee:, New York.
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Christian Bible ~ The burden of
the Bab's message was this, that
His advent marked the beginning
of a new dispensation, that by His
coming" The Day of God" was inaugurated and that furthermore a
Mightier One than He would soon
appear to teach erring humanity
the way to establish the Kingdom
of God in all the world. Like Christ
He came not to destroy but to fulfill, not to repudiate any religion
but to purify and to show men that
in, their purity all religions are one.
Did He appear, this Mightier
One ~ Yes, nineteen years after in
Baghdad, Baha 'u 'llah, the Glory of
God, Who an exile from His native
Persia, had been engaged these
nineteen years in teaching the followers of the Bab, stunned and bewildered by the execution of their
beloved Master and by the unheardof persecutions and martyrdoms of
their friends, announced that He
Himself was the One whom the
Bab had foretold, "He Whom God
should manifest". He it was, Who,
some years later, from the prison
city of 'Akka proclaimed to the
whole world that the age of universal peace and justice had
da wned and laid down the universal principles upon which peace
must be based, namely the oneness
of religions and the oneness of humanity. If we investigate carefully, sincerely and without prejudice we shall find that Baha 'u 'llah
brought not only the message of a
New Age to earth but also the
power to establish it, the power of
the Spirit. The foundations are
already laid. 'Abdu'l-Baha has
told us:
1
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"The Kingdom of Peace, Uprightness
and Reconciliation is established in the insensible world and will by degrees become
manifest and apparent through the power
of the Word of God."

IN THE light of history it appears
that those earnest Bible students
of the early nineteenth century
erred in making too literal interpretation of prophecy. The end of
the world is the end of the old dispensation. It seems apparent that
God does not intend that we should
understand prophecy until after its
fulfillment. For when Daniel said
that he did not understand the
things that he saw and heard, the
answer was, "Go thy way, Daniel;
for the words are closed up and
sealed till the time of the end.' ,1
Each dispensation ends when a
new Messenger of God comes and
this Messenger, this Manifestation
of God, whose coming marks the
end of the old and the beginning
of the new, is able to unseal the
Books-to explain what has been
obscure. Thus Baha'u'llah makes
clear many things in Jewish, Muhammadan and Christian SCrIptures.
It is evident to any student of
prophecy that many prophecies,
such as the return of the Jews to
Palestine, are being fulfilled in
these days but we think that those
who are studying scripture in the
light of the Baha'i revelation get
a vision of the glory and reality of
the New Day that others only
glimpse. Many believe that the
prophecies of terror, of "great
tribulation, such as was not since
the beginning of the world to this
time" so terrible that "except
those days should be shortened,
2

Daniel 12 :9. 2 See "Some Answered Questions", chapters 10-12. The Kitab-i-Iqan also gives new meaning
to many of Christ's teachings. See especially pp. 20- 30, 66-76, 113-120, 132-136.
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there should no flesh be saved" are struggle of the oppressed races for
now being fulfilled and that in pass- equal opportunities, the struggle
ing through the world war and this of minority groups and nations for
aftermath of economic distress we political justice, the struggle beare experiencing the "great and t"veen the forces of peace and
very terrible' , day of the Lord war. }dl of these struggles are
spoken of by the prophet J oe1. Fol- the efforts of the forces of the
lowing this will come the day when "Kingdom of Peace, Uprightness
peace and righteousness shall reign and Reconciliation which is estabwhen "the earth shall be filled with lished in the invisible world" to
the Glory of the Lord."
become manifest in this world.
But at present the world at large Foolish man opposes them, but
is in a period of skepticism and they mllst inevitably prevail for
doubt; and to many, proofs based the power of the Word of God is
on the fulfillment of prophecy make irresistible.
small appeal. Let such study
carefully and with unprejudiced
THE
HONEST and unprejudiced
mind the historical facts which investigator will find too many
have followed the "Coming". Let things already accomplished in esthem discover for themselves the tablishing the Baha'i Faith. In a
tremendous spiritual forces which recent letter to American Baha'is
became active in the world with the Shoghi Effendi sums up some of
advent of the Bab. So mighty were these accomplished facts:
these spiritual forces that two of
"Born in an environment of appalling
the most powerful Oriental potendegradation,
springing from a soil steeped
tates backed by the most fiendish in age-long corruptions,
hatreds and prepersecutions which fanatical Mu- judice, inculcating pl'inciples irreconcilhammadan religionists could de- able with the accepted standards of the
and faced from the beginning with
vise were powerless to stop the times,
the relentless enmity of the government,
spread of this universal message church and people, this nascent faith of
has, by virtue of the celestial potency
of love or to halt its power to unify. God
with which it has been endowed, succeeded,
For true spiritual power never in less than four-score years and ten, in
itself from the galling chains
remains mystic, hidden, mysterious. emancipating
of Islamic domination, in proclaiming the
It always gives evidence of itself self-sufficiency of its ideals and the indein the realm of being, translates it- pendent integrity of its laws, in planting
its banner in no less than forty of the most
self into deeds which cause pro- advanced countries of the world, in estabgress and are of benefit to man- lishing its outposts in lands beyond the
farthest seas, in consecrating its religious
kind. So ever since the coming of edifices in the midmost heart of the Asiatic
the Bab and Baha 'u 'Hah great and American continents, in inducing two
the TilOst powerful governments of the
changes have been rapidly taking of
IN est to ratify the instruments essential
place in the world, great scientific to its administrative activities, in obtaini"lg from royalty befitting tributes to the
discoveries and inventions. Great excellency
of its teachings, and, finally, in
struggles too have been and are forcing its grievances upon the attention
of the representatives of the highest trigoing on: the strugg'le of woman bunal
in the civilized world, and in securfor her just position in the wOTld, ing from its membeTs written affirmations
are tantamount to a tacit recognition
the struggle of the masses in the that
of its religious status and to an express
laboring world for justice, the declaration of the justice of its cause."
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Can we doubt then as we view
prophecy in the light of history
tha t in the coming of the Bab and
Baha 'u 'llah Biblical prophecies
have been fulfilled and are still
being fulfilled, that this is "the day
in which the Lord of Hosts has
come on the clouds of Glory . . .
This is the day in which the East
and the West shall embrace each
other like unto lovers, war and
contention shall be forgotten, nations and governments will enter
into an eternal bond of amity and
conciliation.' ,

foundation upon which the new
world order must be built and in
studying the laws and instructions
He has given in conformity with
which Baha'i communities are
gradually gTolving up all over the
world. These principles, laws and
instructions are sane~ reasonable,
workable, recogrnzmg both the
limitations of humanity and its ability for infinite progress. Let the
reader investigate for himself.
Weighing carefully Biblical prophecy in relation to what has already happened are we not justified in believing that these propheWHAT SHALL we say of the fu- cies will continue to be fulfilled ~
ture ~ Many of the Bible prophe- Can we not share with Shoghi
cies are still unfulfilled. "Ve must Effendi the belief that:
always observe caution against
" .... great and marvelous as have been
their literal interpretation. Do the
the achievements of the past, the glory
Baha'i writings give us a picture of the golden age of the Cause, whose
of a perfected world suddenly promise lies embedded within the shell of
Baha'u-mih's immortal utterances, is yet
emerging from the chaos and de- to
be revealed." And further that" . . . . the welding of the communities
struction of greed, ignorance and
the East and West into the world-wide
war, a world so perfect that no of
Brotherhood of which poets and dreamers
growth or progress is possible ~ Or have sung, and the promise of which lies
the very core of the Revelation conwill changes take place in accord- at
ceived by Baha'u-mlh; the recognition of
ance with laws of progress and His law as the indissoluble bond uniting
peoples and nations of the earth; and
evolution ~ The answer to this the
the proclamation of the reign of the Most
question will be found in investi- Great Peace, are but a few among the
chapters of glorious tale which the congating the basic principles which summation
of the Faith of Baha'u'llah
Baha 'u 'llah has shown are the will unfold."

Give thanks to God that thou hast put thy feet into the world of
existence in such a great centtwy, and that thou hast heard the divine
gladtidings. Try that thou mayst comprehend the mysteries as they
mttst and shottld be comprehended, a11ld that thou mayst understand the
mysteries of the Holy Books."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE EPIC OF THE BLACK ENSIGNS
FLORENCE

E.

PINCHON

The Black Standard, "was the same standc,rd of which Muhammad, the Prophet of
God, hc,d thus spoken: 'Should your eyes behold the Black Standards proceeding from
Khurasan, hasten ye towards then/" even thm/,gh ye sho~dd have to c1"awl over the snow,
inasmuch as they proclail1t the advent of the promised Mihdi [Title of the Manifestation
expected by Islam,]. . . .' That Standard was unfurled at the command of the Bab,
in the na111,e of Quddus, and by the hands of Mullcc Husccyn. It was can"ied (tloft all the
way j1'mn the city of Mashhc,d to the Shrine of Shaykh Tabc/'1"si. For eleven 1nonths ...
that earthly e1nblem of an unearthly sovereignty waved continually over the heads of
that smcdl and valiant band, summoning the 1nultitude who gazed upon it to renounce
the world and to espouse the Cause of God."*

"Mount yottr steeds, 0 heroes of
God! Charge-in the Name of the
Lord of the Age! Holy, holy, holy,
the Lord ottr God, Lord of the
Angels and the Spirit!))
lII'lIHE strange exultant cry rings
out from grey caravanserai,
ere the morning star has paled its
brightness before the rising sun. It
resounds across the desert plains,
and re-echoes from bare, brown
hills; the dank forests of Mazindanln know its unearthly chanting;
it challenges great armies from
crumbling ramparts and the precincts of saintly shrines; and those
who hear it thrill with a holy joy,
or tremble with unaccountable dismay, according to their understanding of its mystic meaning. At the
call, a mere handful of youths and
unaccustomed scholars put to ignominious flight the hosts of their
assailants. Chanted in solemn
unison, it strikes terror into the
midnight revels of the besiegers,
like a veritable rebuke of God, and
they fling down their wine-cups and
flee in panic as from some invisible
avenging angel.
The guns could
not silence its potent harmonies,

U

* Nabi]'s

nor could prison, starvation, bribes,
treachery, and unspeakable torhues.
For through the land of Persia
the voice of God is sounding, and
the call of His Herald must be
ans~wered, His commands obeyed,
His love awaken passionate response, and all the prophecies of
the QUI' 'an concerning the Promised One must needs find fulfillment.
OUT OF Khurasan comes the little
procession. Its leader, frail but
dauntless, wears the green turban
of a Siyyid, and a sword that could
fall, like that of Michael himself,
upon the evil-doer. A black banner, gold-embroidered, flutters in
the breeze. Beneath it marches
the inspired company of those who,
severed from the world, are engaged in summoning their fellowcountrymen to purify their lives,
arise from their lethargy, and give
welcome to a new and heavenly
message brought by the long-expected Imam JYIihdi,-the youthful
Prophet of Shiraz-alas! already
shut away from their longing sight
in the grim fortress of Chihriq.
For this land of the Lion and

Narrative of the Early History of the Baha'i Cause, published under the title "The Dawn-Breakers."
Baha'i Publishing Committee, New York.
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the Sun was, in the nineteenth could scarcely write, becomes transcentury, like some dark and noi- formed, by the power of the Spirit,
some jungle, full of tangled growths into a mighty warrior. The rabble
of fanaticism, ignorance and vice, flee before his flashing sword, as
across which falls the baneful sha- it performs prodigies of skill undow of a corrupt Moslem priest- lmown since the legendary days of
hood. On every hand lUj"ks danger, Rustem. Yet the mercy they now
opposition, and death.
"Make a implore is never denied; and ere
way through this jungle," cry the nightfall, the caravanserai, where
followers of the Bab, "a highway the exhausted little company have
for our God!"
taken refuge, is thrown open to the
Only utter detachment from all generous entertainment of their
tha t the worldly prize, can bear enemies.
witness to sincerity. At a word
But before the deluded crowds,
from their I ea del', the Mulla that fill the city with uproar, witHusayn, all possessions are flung ness must be borne that they are
away-even to precious turquoise no infidels, but true lovers of God
from the rich mines of Nishapur!
and His Prophets. So at the hour
Such evidences 0 f devotion, of evening prayer, a young volunbacked by irrefutable argument teer ascends the roof, and begins
and passionate eloquence, attract to chant aloud the familiar invo"Allah'u'Akbar-Mighty
souls all along the way. Mothers cation.
bring their sons, and sisters their is the Lord!" A bullet cuts him
brothers, pleading for their enroll· short. Courageously, another volment in the Legion of Light. For unteers to continue the sentence,does not this gallant Husayn vivid- "I bear witness that Muhammad
ly recall the Imam whose martyr- is the Apostle of God." He likedom they have for centuries com- wise falls. "There is no God, but
memorated at Muharram ~
Yet God!" cries, with his last breath,
few can be accepted. Only those the undaunted third.
Entering the confines of the forwho are of the true spiritual aristocracy of the Prophets may hope est, cruel treachery again awaits
to attain so exalted a station of them, and many are required to lay
sacrifice. ' 'This is the road to our down their lives. White indeed,
Karbila," cries their leader, "and with the bones of the slain, is this
he who is faint-hearted, and unpre- road to the new Kingdom of Abha!
pared to suffer to the uttermost,
AT LAST, driven to defend themlet him return to his home!"
selves from the ceaseless attacks
AT BARFURUSH, an angry mob, in- made by the priestly castes, now
cited by the lies and misrepresent- reinforced by the state, they seek
ations of their mujtahid, and refuge amid the woods and swamps
armed with all kinds of murderous that surround the shrine of the
weapons bar the way and start to Shaykh Tabarsi. Day and night
attack them. Thereupon the Mulla they labor, with amazing ingenuity
Husayn, whose hands as a scholar and energy, to construct ramparts
were wont to tremble so that he and dig ditches. No light tasks for
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they repeatedly won-certain records have been obtained.
We may see Quddus, the beloved
friend and confidant of the Bab,
hazarding the forest at midnight to
join the besieged. A small company, bearing lighted torches and
chanting hymns of praise, like
those who at a wedding welcome
the bridegroom, go out to meet him.
Quddus, whose soul is knit to
Husayn's as J onathan to David,
the charm of whose personality,
understanding, and inspired utterances make him a natural spiritual
leader of men. No bombardment,
however severe, can disturb his
serenity; smiling he stands amid
the explosions, chanting verses of
spontaneous joy.
We can hear the voice of Husayn,
as he comes forth boldly before
the enemy, clad in flowing white
robes and green turban, and leaning upon his lance. ' '0 lJeople, we
wish not to fight," he cries, "we
only desire to proclaim to you the
fulfillment of our sacred traditions
in the advent of the promised
Qa'im. Has not Muhammad commanded: Should you behold the
black standards proceeding from
Khurasan, hasten ye towards them,
even though ye should have to
crawl over the snow, inasmuch as
they proclaim the advent of the
Mihdi ~ Shed not innocent blood."
To the soldiers he appears like
some bright shade of their Imam
of Karbila. They are moved, even
to tears. But their Commanding
Officer, alarmed, orders the guns to
silence his IJleading. Then Husayn,
raising his face towards heaven
FROM THE few survivors of the
struggle, and also from their assail- and unsheathing his sword cries:
ants-whose amazed admiration "0 God, I have completed the

erstwhile gently-nurtured youth
and elderly divines! Here, on the
threshold, as it were, of the celestial world, and with its light and
power filling their souls and animating their every action, they take
their final stand. Like some noble
deer that, long pursued by the
wolves, turns at last at bay, resolving to make a worthy end.
Over this fortified retreat in the
wilderness waves, for eleven tragically eventful months, the black
ensign-earthly emblem of an unearthly sovereig'nty, summoning
the multitudes who gaze upon it to
embrace the Cause of the Prophet
of God.
Within, the valiant band of three
hundred and thirteen pass the calamitous days and nights in prayer
and chanting, and in studying the
illuminating Tablets penned by the
Bab, and others of His inspired followers. Trials unite them; until
they appear like one soul in many
bodies, a pure chalice and focal
point of supernatural power.
But when the pitiless cannonade
of the besieging armies reaches its
height, then-" Mount your steeds,
o heroes of God!" rings through
the fort; led by the intrelJid Husayn
the little band sallies forth, through
the snow and mud, and to the exultant shout of "Ya Sahibu'zZaman"-Lord of the Age! Time
and again they charge the enemy,
silence the guns, overthrow the
barricades, and spread utter rout
and panic among the trained regiments of the Shah.

THE EPIC OF THE BLACK ENSIGNS

proof to this host, and it availeth
not! " Charge-in the Name of the
Lord of the Age! And the utterly
demoralized troops again flee before him.
But at daybreak he is borne back
to the fort and laid at the feet of
the anguished Quddus. Yet even
the Angel of Israfel pauses, while
the two friends partake of hallowed
mysteries and ineffable joys revealed only to spirits transcended.
Then the final scenes: the agonies of decimation and starvation,
honorable surrender, infamous betrayal, wholesale martyrdoms. And
Quddus, the beloved, torn to pieces
in the market-place, praying, as
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Christ, forgiveness for his murderers.
OVER EIGHTY years have passed,
and the night wind sighs over the
lone ruins of Tabarsi, and the moon
kisses with silent reverence the
shrine of these heroic hearts. But
the beacon fires of faith they kindled amid the dark forests of
Mazindanin have never been extinguished. History has emblazoned their names in imperishable
glory; while that Cause, of which
they were the chosen vanguard,
goes marching on, beneath the sunlit banners of Baha'u-llah, towards
world-wide spiritual victory.

u Not by the material resources which the members of this infant
community can now S~lmmon to their aid; not by the numerical strength
of its present-day s~lpporters; nor by any direct tangible benefits its
votaries can as yet confer ~lpon the m~lltitude of the needy and the disconsolate among their cmtntrymen, shmlld its potentialities be tested or
its worth determined. N owhere b~lt in the purity of its precepts, the
sublimity of its standards, the integrity of its laws, the reasonableness
of its claims, the comprehensiveness of its scope, the ~lniversality of its
program, the flexibility of its institutions, the lives of its founders, the
heroism of its martyrs, and the transforming power of its infl~lence,
sho~lld the ~lnprej~ldiced observer seek to obtain the trtW criterion that
can enable him to fathom its mysteries or to estimate its virtue."
-Shoghi Effendi.
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WOMEN ASTIR IN PERSIA
COMPILED FROM A REPORT
nHE WGstern world hardly
realizes how much awakened
certain groups and classes in the
Orient are. A letter from Mr. A.
Samimi gives us a first hand picture direct from Persia of a recent congress of women in Tihran.
This was the first occasion on which
Persian women as a community
ever entertained representatives
from their sisters in the eastern
countries and the event was therefore of importance in the history
of the progress of women in Persia.
"Early i n November," Mr.
Samimi writes, "a number of women representing the Congress of
Eastern Women came to Tihran.
They were headed by a lady from
Lebanon (Syria) named Madame
N our Hemadeh, of the Druse Faith,
finely trained and educated. She
has done much for the progress
and emancipation of the women of
the East and has a most sympathetic view of the Baha'i Cause
whose teachings and principles she
admires. A warm reception was
given to her by the women of
Persia.

lIS

A WOMEN'S Congress was held
in Tihran on November 27th,
(1932) where delegates from the
Council of Women of Egypt, Syria,
Hejaz and some other countries
were present. They propose to get
the Persian government to recognize a larger scope of rights for

BY

A. SAMIMI

the women here and to place them
on the same standing with men as
far as their social rights are concerned.
The delegates were entertained
by various classes of women, the
Baha'is of Tihran doing their share
in giving these ladies a warm roception.
One such meeting, composed of
about a hundred notable Baha'is,
both men and women, was held at
the house of Aghai Kazemoff as a
reception to the women delegates.
The meeting was opened by chanting a prayer of 'Abdul-Baha's in
Arabic which deeply impressed the
visiting delegates. Addresses were
given by Mirza Azizullah Khan
Mesbah, principle of the Tarbiat""
School for Boys, and Rouhangiz
Khanum, assistant principle of the
Tarbiat School for Girls, in which
it was pointed out that the emancipation of women is one of the principles revealed in the Baha'i Faith
over eighty years ago and has
therefore been familiar to Baha'is
for a long time.
"Another meeting for Madame
Nour Hemadeh and her companions was arranged for December
4th, at the house of one of the
Baha'i friends, Habibullah Khan
Sabet. A number of members of
the Muhammadan Progressive Women's Society headed by Mastoureh Afshar were also invited.
Among those who lectured at the

':' The Tarbiat Schools for both boys and girls are Bah:i'i schools which have been in operation for many
years in Tihran, the capital of Persia. Ghodsia Ashraf (a Baha'i) was the first Persian girl to complete her
education in this country. Arriving here in 1911. she attended schools in Washington, D. C., for over
four Years, thereafter returning to Tihran to assist in the Tarbiat School for Girls.
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meeting was Mrs. Keith Ransom- years with the revival of prosKehler, a distinguished Bah3,'i perity in Persia under its great
sister from America who is now King the difficulties of the past
back from her trip to the provinces have vanished and a wider field of
of Khurasan, Mazindaran and activity is open to women."
In speaking of the present posiGilan, Persia. She gave a stirring
and thoughtful talk regarding the tion of women in Baha'i communiconditions of women in Persia be- ties in Persia (and this would be
fore and after the appearance of true of Baha'i communities everythe Baha'i Cause and gave an out- where) she says: "The Baha'i woline of the life of the famous Baha'i men vote at the elections for Spiritual Assemblies,-the Baha'i conpoetess and martyr, Tahirih.' ,
sultative boards-whereas the quesIN THE address by Rouhangiz tion of women's suffrage has not
Khanum Fath Azam referred to yet been successfully established
above, she too emphasized that the in the world. The Spiritual Asequality of men and women is not semblies make the same facilities
a new idea to those women of the for the education and culture of
Orient who have been trained in girls as they do for boys. There
the teachings of Baha 'u 'llah. In are the same institutions, meetings
Baha'i communities the emancipa- and conferences for both; and in
tion of women has been gradually fact women receive a greater share
going on for eighty years. "The of general attention since the folfirst ray of light," she says, "came lowing teaching was given by His
from the Persian lady Tahirih Holiness 'Abdu 'l-Baha: 'Looking
Qurratu '1-' Ayn who removed the with a truth-seeking eye we see that
veil of superstition and denounced the education of girls is more necthe old school of thought which essary than that of boys, for a time
gave to woman a place subordinate comes when girls become mothers
to man in her will, her mind, and and have to bring up children ....
her capacities. She was a woman It is evident that an uneducated
of great accomplishments, an elo- and uncultured girl becoming a
quent speaker and a gifted poet. mother causes the ignorance and
For some years she was a teacher deprivation of a number of chilof religious doctrine to a group of dren.' "
students in Iraq. She reached the
This address has an interesting
height of her station under the paragraph too on the method these
guidance of Baha'i teachings and Baha'i women use in working for
with a number of men and women progress: "It is a special characwhom she had attracted to the teristic of the activities of Baha'i
Baha'i Faith traveled through women that they move with cauPersia. After suffering imprison- tious feet and use moderation, tact
ment and persecution she was mar- and discretion in their work. They
tyred in Tihran. Following in her avoid outward display, violent
footsteps a large number of Baha'i means, and above all interference
women arose in service to the cause in politics and seek equality with
of women. Especially in recent men in acquiring knowledge of ef-
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ficiency alld capacity for doing service. They work in unison with
men and their methods are by no
means directed towards an upheaval for demanding social rights.
The Baha,'i men have themselves a
perfect understanding of the scope
and extent of this great work as
taught by the Baha,'i Cause and
they render every assistance to the
women; this understanding makes
the work of women quiet but deep.
The general public and the government are also satisfied and thus our
success is insured."
In closing this Baha,'i speaker
said, "I hope that the visit and the

M A GAZI N E

work of these ladies who have come
to our country prompted by their
desire for the unity of women in
the East will have significant results among women's communities
in Persia and other eastern countries and will inspire them anew
to proceed along the path of advancement.' ,
And we would add that in the
news of these awakened women of
the Orient we see a step toward
the fulfillment of the hope of
'Abdu'l-Baha that "women of the
East, as well as their Western sisters, will progress ra pidly until
humanity shall reach perfection."

SERVITUDE WITH SINGLENESS OF HEART
IvVALTER H.

BOWMAN

Martha is careful and troubled about many things,
While Mary humbly to her loved Lord clings,
For Mary has chosen that good partShe has that singleness of heart
vVhich seeks to do the Will of God,
Though it mean the path the martyrs trod;
And Mary has a hundredfold reward
From the bounty of her well-pleased, loving Lord.
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The Future of Good Will
N THE universal competition for survival and increase,
what chance has good will? In the long run it has every
chance. Good will, like all ethical action, is best in the
light of its total consequences.
A man may sometimes profit by selfishness and greed, but
if his neighbors have the same policy, internal dissensions will
weaken that social group. It will lose ground before a society
made up of men of good will who give their united strength
to the common good. The men of ill will ultimately will fail,
along with the society they have weakened. A community is
strongest only when men of good will greatly predominate, and
thereupon they win undertake the complete elimination of ill
will and greed as a needless social waste.
This picture, while greatly over-simplified, is true and representative for the long run. Good will toward men is not a
quixotic dream. It is the rule of economy, effectiveness, and
power, and fate fights for it.

I

T

HE old law of growth, expansion, and competition will not
be annulled. Energy of increasing life forever seeks expression. But the nature of the contest will change. With
increasing wisdom, men will more clearly distinguish friend
from foe.
Men will fight against ignorance, disease, and poverty, and
not against each other. They will combat selfishness, privilege,
greed, and hate. They will free themselves from the constant
pressure of blind increase of population. They will war against
crime, feeble-mindedness, and insanity. They will attack every
blight of inheritance and environment. Superstition, prejudice, and credulity will be overcome.
Men of the future will look back at the present as a time
of civil strife, when brother fought brother, while both were
vulnerable to the common enemy; but also as a beginning of
rebellion against this stupidity, and as a period of transition
from the old age to the new.-Arthl1r E. Morgan, Preside1~t 0/

Antioch College--rr A1~tioch Notes".
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A JEWEL FROM THE MINE OF GOD
(SHAYKH AHMAD TO HIS FIRST DISCIPLE--HAJI 'ABDU'L

V AHHAB)

MAYE HARVEY GIFT

In the history of the Bahri'i Movement, Shaykh Ahrnad is as it were the dawn star
-the first one to catch the rays of the spiritual Sun about to rise upon Persia and,
indeed, the whole world. He felt, in fact he spiritually knew, the speedy coming of
the great Messenger, though who it would be he knew not. This is the potent secret
which he sha1"es with HCI,Ji 'Abd~£'l Vahhab, [is told by NCibil in "The Dawn-Breakers."

* '" •
"If for this day thou dost thank God
Throughout eternity,
It were but poor, inadequate return
For the great bounty He bestows on thee
In these glad-tidings that I give
On this great day to thee.
"If through all time, thou dORt thank God
For bringing thee unto this dayA day of splendor which the saints of old
Yearned and implored to seeIt were but poor return.

"That sacred message, you are worthy to
receive.
Again I say to thee, thank God,
Though it be but inadequate return.
"Have I not trained thee day by day
For this most holy hour?
When you, the first of all men on this
earth,
Might share the burden and the ecstacy
Of God's most high command to me.
"My heart is overflowing with such joy,
It seems the universe itself

"Thine eyes grow large with wonder;
Marvel not that language fails to bear
The greatness and the import of my
thought.
Come thou with me upon the wings of
prayer
Unto that realm where soul communes
with soul
Without the veil of words.

"It is enough! Thine eyes reveal to me
That thou hast risen to those heights
That guard the gate to knowledge of our
God
And His great destiny for man.
"The secret that within my breast ha:>
burned,
Like a consuming fire these many years,
That myst'ry I have yearned and yearned
to share,
But man's perversity and arrogance
Held my tongue dumb-

Must burst asunder with its might!
And thine own soul doth glow with joy
supreme,
That thou art ready, even waiting for His
call.
"I see thee cast aside the last of earth's
dark bonds·
I see thee severed from all that the world
holds dear;
I see thee standing firm before man's scorn,
Ready to sacrifice a thousand lives
In the red path of the Beloved One.
"And so I say to thee-mark well my
wordsThe voice of God is now resounding through
all space
With the glad-tidings of His great new
day;
I am His humble messenger,
Sent to arouse men to His call.
Arise with me and spread the tidings of
the day of God,
And thank thou God throughout eternity!"

, ,
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THE DIVINE POLICY

DUST as the external world is a place where various
U peoples of different hues and colors, of various
faiths and denominations, meet; just as they are submerged in the same Sea of Favors,-likewise all may
meet under the dome of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar and adore
the One God in the same spirit of truth, for the ages of
darkness have passed away and the century of light has
arrived. The imaginary prejudices are in the process of
dispersion and the Light of Unity is shining.
"The difference which exists among the nations and
the peoples is soon to pass away, and the fundamentals
of the divine religions, which are no other than the solidarity and the oneness of the human race, are to be
established. . . . The Divine policies shall rule, for the
Divine policy is the oneness of the human world. God is
kind to all. He considers all as His servants. He does
not exclude anybody, and the policy of God is the correct
and just policy. No matter how complete human policy
and foresight be, it is imperfect. If we do not emulate
the policy of God, or if we refuse to follow His dictates,
that will be a presumptive evidence of our saying, as it
were, that we know better than God; that we are knowing
and wise, whereas God is ignorant; that we are sagacious, and God is not. God forbid! ... No matter how far
the human intelligence shall advance, it is still as a drop,
whereas the Divine Omniscence is the very Ocean."

, Abdu'l-Baha.
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"How can man be content to lead only an animal existence when
God has made him so high a creature ~ ... To man God has given
such wonderful power that he can guide, control and overcome
nature .... Seeing that man has been created master of nature, how
foolish it is of him to become her slave!"
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
MANY ARE skeptical regarding the
establishment of universal peace;
of an effective League of Nations;
of harmony between capital and
labor. They base their skepticism
on general grounds of human nature. "War and exploitation will
always be," they say, "as long as
human nature remains what it is."
Unquestionably true. But human
nature can be changed. In fact human nature is being changed every
day. It has been gradually but
steadily changing during the long
centuries of recorded history. And
indeed, as we know from the scientific evidence of evolution, human
nature has, during great unrecorded stages of the past, made enormous changes from the time when
man like the animals crawled on
all fours; knew not how to use his
hands to grasp and project weapons; knew not the use of fire, nor
any other of the even elemental inventions and discoveries which
later were to start him on the path
of civilization.
Man has risen constantly from
lower to higher planes of living;
from animal grossness and brutality to a. more sensitive refinement of
feeling and thought. There is no
reason to suppose that this progress
is going to stop miraculously, and

that human nature is now going to
remain static for all time.
YES, HUMAN nature is changing,
and will doubtless continue to
change. But there needs to be an
immense and spiritual force exerted if human nature is to change
with sufficient speed and directness
to overcome the imminent danger of
cataclysm which the world faces today.
Religion has always been the
chief motivation of progress toward
more humanitarian institutions. If
one investigates the sources of the
great reform movements of the
nineteenth century-the movement
for free public education, the movement for the abolition of slavery,
the movement for more humane
treatment of the criminals and insane-one will find that the source
of all these movements was deen religious conviction, a desire for~ service strong enough to cause the sacrifice of self for the good of society.
Religion possesses the power of
changing human nahue. It has
historically illustrated this ability
in an infinite number of ways.
Human nature can be changed
and we trust human nature will be
changed, in directions that will ultimately assure universal peace and
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a universal civilization founded upon the brotherhood of man.
BAHA'U'LLAH, over sixty years
ago, enunciated certain great principles for organized living upon this
planet which if carried out would
revolutionize human affairs and
bring about a much more perfect
society.
This ideal organization of human
society depends for its achievement
upon the perfectioning and spiritualizing of human nature. Noble
institutions cannot be firmly established in an ignoble humanity, nor
can ideal patterns for human living
become effective in a society that is
without an idealistic urge.
A
righteous people and an equitable
civilization-you cannot have one
without the other.
The primary aim of the Balul 'i
Movement, therefore, is the perfecting of human character. It
seeks to elevate and ennoble man's
motives and deeds. And it has
within it a mysterious power which
effects marvelous transformations
in human nature, enabling man to
characterize himself with spiritual
attributes.
THE ULTIMATE universal aim of
the Baha'i Movement-that of establishing a more perfect civilization upon our planet by uniting
mankind under a unifying and progressive force-this ideal appeals
with tremendous power to all whose
spiritual conscience has been awakened. Those who accept the New
World Order of Baha'u'llah desire
to devote themselves heart and soul
to the carrying out of these noble
institutions.
Thus Baha'is the
world over-of various r ace s,

MAGAZINE

creeds, cultural backgrounds, personal convictions and tastes-are
striving to work with unity and concord to bring to pass the new world
state.
The nobility of the ideals and the
universal splendor of the cultural
edifice which Baha 'u 'llah projects
has been the cause of attracting to
the Baha'i Movement many people
who had been deniers of revealed
religion; finding themselves powerfully attracted to the teachings of
Baha'u'llah they have gradually
come to accept His Oause as a definite Revelation.
Did not this same thing take place
in the early centuries of Ohristianity~ How many a Roman citizencultured, intellectual, sophisticated
and skeptical-became attracted to
the faith of the N azarene because
of the power of its humane institutions and its strong evidence of a
reforming, vitalizing force in the
lives of its adherents. And so today the Baha'i Movement is marvelously attracting the allegiance of
men and women who have a humanitarian vision for the world.
THE PRINCIPLES of organization of
the World State of Baha'u'llah depend for their achievement upon a
transformation of human character
such as 'Abdu 'l-Baha definitely
urges:
, 'The cornerstone of the religion
of God is the acquisition of divine
perfection .... He is a true Baha'i
who strives by day and by night to
progress and advance along the
path of human endeavor; whose
cherished desire is to live and act
so as to enrich and illumine the
world; whose source of inspiration
is the Essence of Divine perfection;

EDITORIAL

whose aim in life is to conduct himself so as to be the cause of infinite
progress. Only when he attains unto such perfect gifts can it be said
of him that he is a Baha'i.
" ... Dedicate yourselves wholly
to the service of humanity. Then
will the world be turned into a paradise; then will the surface of the
earth mirror forth the glory of the
... Kingdom."
How far removed is the Baha'i
ideal of spiritual development from
narrow religious bigotry or a theological pattern for mere personal
salvation!
It is society that the Baha'is seek
to save. To this great purpose
they dedicate their lives. .And they
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strive to spiritualize their own natures not so much for the sake of
eternal blessedness as for the sake
of gaining power and ability for the
creative work most vitally needed
on earth today-that of transforming human institutions into more
noble patterns.
This ideal presents a powerful
a ppeal to all types and classes, of
whatever race. Here is something
which stirs all that is generous and
noble in human nature; something
that calls forth these hidden energies in the depths of man's being
which can be realized only by the
power of lofty ideals, and which
strengthened by divine force can become powerfully effective in the
building of nobler institutions.

h~~manity shmtld be left to its
state. It is in need of the ed~~cation divinely provided
for it. The holy, heavenly Manifestations of God have been the teachers. They are the divine gardeners who transform the jungles of hL~
man nature into fntith~l 01"chards and make the thorny places blossom
as the rose.
(( It is evident then that the intended and especial f~~nction of man
is to resC~te and redeem himself from the inherent defects of nat~Lre
and become q~tal'ified with the ideal virt~~es of divinity. Sh:all he sacrifice these ideal virt~Les and destroy these possibilities of advancement?
God has endowed him with a power whereby he can even overcome the
laws and phenomena of nat~~re, wrest the sword from nat~Lre' 13 hand
a,nd use it against nat~we itself. Shall he then remain its captive, even
failing to q~~alify ~mder the nattwal law which com1nands the s~~rvival
of the fittest? That is to say sha,ll he contim~e to live ~~pon the level of
the animal kingdo11~ witho~~t distinction between them and himself ,in
natural imp~~lses and ferocim~s instincts? There is no lower degree or
greater debasement for man than this natal condition of animalism.
The battlefield is the acme of h~iman degradation, the cause of the
wrath of God, the destn~ction of the divine foundation of man.

U

T is not intended that the world of
nat~~ral
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HOW FAITH TRANSCENDS SCIENCE
HOOFER HARRIS

The author, a pioneer in the Bahri'i Cause in Arnerica and one of its well known
teachers, was arnong the first of the Western Bahri'i teachers to travel to India on a
Bahri'i teaching tour. He here gives us an excellent presentation of the fact that
science in reality does coincide with the reality of religion.

m

RIEFL Y defined, science is the
sum of human, or material
knowledge, classified, - knowledge
gained and verified by exact observation and reason. Confessedly, so
far as science is concerned, the agelong enigma of "Whence~ Why~
Whither ~" is still the riddle of the
universe. Life itself, the source of
life, and consciousness are still unsolved problems.
A well known physicist, Sir
Oliver Lodge,' informs us :
~

"When animation has ceased, the thing
we properly call dead is .not the. compl~te
organism, but that materIal portIOn whIch
is left behind; we do not or should not intend to make any assertion concerning the
vivifying principle which has left it,-beyond the bare fact of its departure. We
know too little about that principle to be
able to make safe general assertions. . . .
it is not a form of energy, nor can it be expressed in terms of something else."
"But though Life is not energy, any more
than it is matter, yet it directs energy and
thereby controls arrangements of matter."

Sir Arthur Eddington is quoted
as saying:
2

"Theoretical physicists are dragging to
light, as the basis of all the phenomena that
come within their province, a scheme of
symbols linked by mathematical equations.
That is what the physical universe boils
down to-a skeleton scheme of symbols. It
is impossible to deal with the whole fact.
But no one believes that what is omitted
has no existence. The skeleton of symbols
cries out to be filled. But it cries out in
vain to physics. Physical science has no
way of clothing the skeleton or filling it
out. It cannot give the whole truth."

, ABDU 'L- BAHA describes science
and religion as the two wings of one
bird. Flying' requires two wings, and
the two wings of this bird symbolize
two distinct branches of knowledge.
Both branches are indispensable.

The loss of either would mean the
end of progress. Science itself is
beginning to learn that it is in perfect agreement with religion, that
is, religion of the kind that has no
quarrel with science, religion that
bases itself on knowledge, and not
on dogma and superstition. In this
period of world depression and
chaos, such a religion, or faith, is
the supreme need of mankind.
'Abdu'l-Baha thus defines faith:
"By faith is meant, first, conscious
knowledge; and, second, the practice of good deeds.,,3
Science, in the broad sense, therefore, is the full content of the outer,
material knowledge, gained and
verified by exact observation, while
faith is the full content of conscious
knowledge, received through the
Divine Manifestations, and verified
by deeds and experience. Science is
acquired knowledge; faith is intuitive knowledge: Science is the body
of outer facts; faith is the spirit
which animating that body, will
solve all our problems, remove all
our difficulties, and make this old
world of ours "a fit place to live
in." Science has nobly done its part.
It remains for religion to vivify the
body of the world prepared by
science, and animate it with the
spirit of the new and on-coming
divine civilization, for we are living
in the beginnings of a new and marvellous age, a new cycle of human
power. It is the Age of Ages, the
Day in which Daniel prophesied

Raymond, p. 290. 2 New York Times, October 9, 1932. 3 Tablets, Vol. 3. P. 549. 4 "In reality Faith embodies
three degrees: To confess with the tongue; to believe in the heart; to give evidence in our actions."-'Abdu'lBaha, "Ten Days in the Light of 'Akka'," p. 59.
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knowedge should be increased.
This increase of knowledge has
been so tremendous that man has
become frightened.
Through His Spirit God has
whispered into the inner ear of
man understanding which has enabled him to bring" out of the invisible into the visible" the secrets
of nature and harness them to his
own use to such an extent that the
Frankenstein machine he has invented seems about to devour him.
This is the great fear that stalks
abroad today. But the fear is unjustified. The purpose of God is in
man, and the day is rapidly approaching when man will also conquer this machine and compel it to
the universal service of mankind.
Then will come the day of the great
abundance prophesied by Muhammad for all the sons of men. The
present condition of misery and
want is the result of materialism
rampant; the coming happiness and
prosperity will be the result of religion triumphant.
The spiritual
forces are being mobilized for the
final conflict.
THAT THE organized forces of
greed have misused the power material science gave them is not the
fault of science. It is not science,
but religion which has failed. Just
recently, defending the power age
before the Institute of Arts and
Sciences in New York, the famous
scientist and Columbia professor,
Dr. Michael 1. Pupin said:
"It is not the power age or science that
have brought ills on the world. Rather it is
the engineers of the spiritual world who
have failed. Materialism can never be eliminated until the spiritual engineers in the
service of church and state develop man's
spiritual powers and harness them to the
service of mankind."
1
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And this is precisely what God
has sent His Manifestation to do,
and it will not be done until men
listen to Him. The world needs to
be inspired by a great universal
ideal enlisting men in service for
humanity as a whole, for the attainment of which they are willing to
sacrifice their narrow personal and
national interests and prejudices.
Otherwise the reconstruction of the
world and the building of a better
and nobler civilization is impossible.
The task is hopeless until men can
be made to understand that any
progress worthy of the name depends upon people and nations who
believe in something and someone
higher than themselves. It is such
a belief that built up our own great
nation; it is such a belief that built
up every great enduring civilization
of the past. The path of history is
strewn with the wrecks of peoples
who got tired of believing in God.
John Grier Hibben, former President of Princeton University says :1
"As we look back over the history of our
nation, it is evident that our progress has
been due to the fact that there were men
and women in every generation who believed in something and someone higher than
~hemselves. Not only were they courageous
m expressing their convictions but their
lives measured up to their faith,'their spirit
of endurance, and their determination."

And again:
"I . . . believe that a divine power does
manifest itself through the channels of
cO~lsecrated human personality. . . . Certam lessons from the experience of this
last decade we should learn. The first is
that we are in danger at the present time
not merely of losing our wealth and the
material comforts and necessities of life
but also our spirit."

After stating that we have reached the state in our present experiences where no ordinary effort will
enable a man "to rise above the
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world it is He Who supplies the
plant life with an ability to perform
what Schopenhauer describes as
"But the untapped sources of power, to
use a phrase of William J ames, must be
prodigies of power and intelligence.
called upon. We dare not allow a ~efia
Study the roots of trees and of the
tion of spirit. There must be the will to
endure the determination not to be downed,
alfalfa plant; note the power of the
whatev'er may happen."
toadstool to penetrate a brick wall!
And that brings us back to Edd- If this directing life principle wants
ington, who, after telling us that a creature that can swim, it is given
science cannot fill out the skeleton gills; to fly, it is given wings. And
of symbols and give us the whole for their protection He furnishes
truth, says:
the living creatures from the in"We must go back to consciousness-the
sect up to man with powers of simuonly place to which we can turn. There we
lation
and with instincts which
will find other stirrings, other revelations."
nothing short of the directing powBASIL KING wrote a book entitled er of a supernatural intelligence
"The Oonquest of Fear." He can explain, demonstrating the lovwrote beautifully of the protecting ing care of God in the world of the
care of Life for children. He called unconscious. Here we have proof
it "The Life Principle". It is re- in far greater abundance than we
ferred to by Sir Oliver Lodge as can understand, of the "untapped
"the vivifying principle" . We are source of power".
told that it is not energy-not a
IN CONCLUSION, we have at last
form of force-for energy expends
reached
"The Day of God", when
itself and this mysterious power
God
would
no more speak to us in
and organizing principle seems to
parables,
but
when the secret and
well from a limitless source, and
yet, although it is not energy, it di- hidden things were to be revealed.
rects energy and controls the ar- Baha 'u 'llah tells us:
"There is today a science which can erarangements of matter. And how dicate
fear. It must be taught from the
wonderful are those arrangements! earliest period of childhood, and if it bepopular, the very nature of man will
Its mysterious shaping power is comes
be changed. . . .
"Likewise a saying h~s been written in
found in all things. It arranges
Red Book by the Supreme Pen, which
them as It desires them to be. It the
makes apparent a hidden faculty in man ... "
can even say "Be-and it is." Men
When we have learned, not
call it the life or vivifying prin- through scientific or a c qui red
ciple. Baha'u'llah calls it the Self knowledge, but through the Spirit
of God. It is the command, the de- of Faith, to cut ourselves from all
sire, the will of God in every atom things else, and be content to let
of His creation, and through It the the directing, nay, the compelling
atoms themselves cry out, "He is Oommand, Will or Self of God
God, and there is no God but Him."
which is in every atom of His creaHe it is who is "the untapped tion have Its unopposed way in us,
source of power". He it is who then, and only then, shall we become
through the power of attraction of conscious of the untapped sources
like for like causes elements to of power and understand why the
cohere which men call rock, or iron, conscious knowledge of faith transor copper, or silver, or gold in the cends the acquired knowledge of
mineral world. In the vegetable science.

level of his depressed thoughts and
feelings' " he adds:

RELIGION AND SCIENCE

UN ESSENTIAL

principle of Baha'u'llah's teaching is

I i ) that religion must be the cause of unity and love
amongst men; that it is the supreme effulgence of divinity,
the stimulus of life, the source of honor and productive of
eternal existence . . . .
"Furthermore the teachings of Baha 'u '11ah announce
that religion must be in conformity with science and reason,
otherwise it is superstition; for science and reason are realities, and religion itself is the Divine Reality unto which true
science and reason must conform.
"God has bestowed the gift of mind upon man i11 order
that he may weigh every fact or truth presented to him and
adjudge whether it be reasonable. That which conforms to
his reason he may accept as true, while that which reason and
science cannot sanction may be discarded as imagination and
superstition, as a phantom and not reality. Inasmuch as the
blind imitations or dogmatic interpretations current among
men do not coincide with the postulates of reason, and the
mind and scientific investigation cannot acquiesce thereto,
many souls in the human world today shun and deny religion.
That is to say, imitations when weighed in the scales of reason will not conform to its standard and requirement; therefore these souls deny religion and become irreligious whereas
if the reality of the divine religions becomes manifest to them
and the foundation of the heavenly teachings is revealed coinciding with facts and evident truths, reconciling with scientific knowledge and reasonable proof, all may acknowledge
them and irreligion ~will cease to exist. In this way all mankind may be brought to the foundation of religion, for reality
is true reason and science while all that is not confOTmable
thereto is mere superstition."

- ' Abdtt'l-Baha.
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SYMBOLS AND A SYMBOL
DALE S. COLE
"Temples are the symbols of the divine uniting force, so that when the people
gather there in the house of God they may recall the fact that the law has been revealed for them and that the law is to ~inite them. They will realize that just as this
temple was founded for the unification of mankind, the law preceding and creating
it came fM,th in the manifest Word."
-'Abdu'l-Bahri.

gHE inclination to worship is he could not understand. He saw
U deeply seated in human be- the outward manifestations of this
ings. To primitive men, an aval- power, its symbols, but the moving
anche, a storm with its lightning force of these was a mysterious one
and thunder, a flood seemed super- and unknown. Paradoxically, man
natural. Malevolent spirits were is again confronted with forces
feared and must be propitiated. which he does not understand in
Naturally, many spirits were im- the whirlpool of conflicting politagined, both good and bad. Thus ical, economic and social vicissitudes.
emerged the idea of many gods.
However, today we deal with
Later there began to emerge the
physical
phenomena as astounding
conception of one tribal god, beto
us,
if
not
more so, than the apnevolent only to his chosen people.
parently
supernatural
occurrences
And then came a Prophet heraldof
an
earlier
day.
Our
scientists
lllg another advance-the great
are
really
performing
wonders,
or
idea that there was but one God
for all peoples and nations. This clearing away the obstructions so
that the wonders may be seen. But
was a tremendous step.
G rea t monotheistic religious experimental observation is not
movements followed, but soon man enough. The laws governing cerbegan to worship God in many and tain actions and reactions are exdevious ways. The results were pressed ultimately by mathematical
so diverse as to seem almost as if equations and these equations are
different gods were again being composed of symbols the meaning
of which is undetermined.
worshipped.
Primitive man saw symbols in
First, many gods and many ideas
the upheavals of nature. Modern
of worship. Second, one God for
man sees symbols in his mathea nation and as many ideas of wormatical equations. Primitive man
ship as nations. Third, one god
knew the symbols represented a
for all nations. Fourth, one God
Great Power. Modern man, unable
for all nations but again many
to explain the symbols he employs,
ideas as to worship.
is being led to the same general conWhat is the next stage in this
clusion. Thus symbols assume an
drama of religious attitudes ~ It
important
role in the evolution of
is contemporary with our times.
human thoughts, sentiments and
convictions.
PRIMITIVE man saw in storms
and avalanches symbols of a power
NATURALLY there are great differ-
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Carving Model of a Section of the Dome OTnamentation
Bah6/i Temple, Will1wtte, Illinois

ences in the inferences drawn by
primitive and modern man. Primitive man concluded that because
of many strange and apparently
dissimilar occurrences, there were
many ultimate causes.
Modern
man is finding out that all of his
experimental observations and
mathematical speculations tend
more and more towards the idea
of an underlying unity. If behind
or above a series of symbols there
is unity-then unity itself is, perhaps, the symbol of the Great Creative Power of the Creator.
A symbol is "that which stands
for or represents something else."
The Cross is the symbol of Christianity. " C" is the chemical symbol of the element carbon. "X" is
the universal unknown. The symbol of authority is the government
seal. The church has been the symbol of religion.
Symbols are familiar in almost
every sphere of life. They stand

for something, frequently long
after they have ceased to mean anything-long after they have become
as "tinkling brass." In a rapidly
changing world, it is not strange
that some old symbols should lose
their significance.
As out-grown
institutions crumble, their symbols
fall with them.
HUMANITY is seeking for something to symbolize "security." It
cannot be found in the material
world.
Only in the spiritual
realm is there to be found tranquillity and peace. In answer to this
great longing, there is arising on
the shores of Lake Michigan, at
Wilmette, Illinois, a symbol of profound significance-a Temple for
the universal worship of the One
God.
This Temple symbolizes many
things for which human hearts, the
world over, yearn. Outwardly, it
is a building "made with hands"
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Plaster model of section of rib of the dome, Bahri'i Temple in course of
construction in Wilrnette (suburb of Chicago), Illinois

but even its architecture is new and
fresh. However, it is much more
than a building, more even than an
institution-it is the symbol of the
"spirit of this age "-of unity and
concord. It is a spiritual edifice.
The significance of this symbol
is so profound and penetrating that
it is difficult to grasp. Perhaps it
can be better understood and appreciated by considering it a supersymbol made up of numerous contributing ones, themselves important and far reaching.
It is the symbol of an obligation
assumed by a relatively small number of people who have seen a great
Light and wish to share it ·with
others.
It is a symbol of sacrifice, for it
is being constructed by the voluntary giving of that relatively small
number in times of economic distress.
It is the symbol of liberty; freedom from traditional hindrances,

superstitions and out-worn creeds,
for within its portals men of all
religions may worship in complete
harmony.
It is the symbol of a new era in
human relationships, wherein all
prejudices of whatever kind will be
forever obliterated from the feelings of mankind.
It is the symbol of the universal
brotherhood of man made a practical principle of life.
It is the symbol of a universal religion, all inclusive.
It is the symbol of a quickening
of human spiritual perception.
It is the symbol of an acceleration in human evolution and its approaching culmination.
It is a symbol of Divine Benevolence.
Its completion will evidence
great progress in the drama of religious attitudes, signalling the
"hour of the unity of the sons of
men."

SYMBOLS AND A SYMBOL

THERE IS a mighty power in concerted thought, feeling and action
-in unity. When human action is
synchronized with the will of God
untold benefits are possible. The
principle of unity has never been
really tried by man. The completion of this Temple will mark a
stage in progress towards this
ideal.
Concurrent with the destruction
of "long' cherished ideals," "time
honored institutions," "certain social assumptions" which "no longer serve the generality of mankind" and "no longer minister to
the needs of a changing world,"the constn~ction of this symbol of
the "celestial potency" of God's
Power, inspires "wider loyalties"
and "higher aspirations."

U

It behooves each one of

and to exemplify by

yo~w

ym~
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Even in a partially completed
state, it is a bright beacon in the
darkness.
Only future generations will be
able to appraise correctly the priviilege conferred on those who assist
in the unveiling of this great symbol. As its significance becomes
apparent, as its influence is felt,
as its unique value is appreciated, a
part, however small, in its activities will be highly prized. Possibly no more benign privilege will
ever exist than that of having a
part in the building of this Temple,
this symbol of "the spirit of the
age."
May the beneficent influences contingent upon its progress and completion be not too long delayed by
any cause whatsoever.

to manifest the

attrib~~tes

deeds and W01'ds the signs of His

ness, His power and glory. The very me1nbers of

yO~tr

of God,

rightem~s

body m'Lcst bear

witness to the loftiness of ymw lntrpose, the integrity of yO'LW life, the
reality of ymcr faith, and the exalted character of yO'LW devotion."
-From the Utberances of the Bab to His disciples.
Breakers, pp 92-94.
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THE REQUIREMENT OF MEDITATION
ALFRED

E.

LUNT

The first pa1't of this article was published in the February number. It ably
defined the difference between sectarianism, and universal religion, and stressed the il1~
portance of daily 1neditation and cmnmunion. In this the second and concluding part,
the author gives us a very clctrifying stcttement on the subject of those possessing a
passive faith only, and those who "eagerly and sacrificially seek the pathway of Divine
mysteries."

Forget all save Me and comwith My Spirit. This is of
the essence of My command, therefore turn ~mto it."
u

m~me

-Baha'~l'llah.

[ , IVINE knowledge, as entrust~ od to man, becomes the most
powerful magnet in human society,
a point of irresistible attraction. It
was the possession of this knowledge by the ancient sages of Israel
that brought to their gates seekers
of truth from the high places of the
earth. Kings and princes, philosophers and students journeyed to
Jerusalem in the days of "8010monic sovereignty," to learn of the
hidden truths of life and eternity.
Those arduous journeyings, accomplished only through difficult
trials and the infinite hardships of
slow locomotion, were inspired by
this hunger of the human soul for
the light of knowledge.
The
"knowledge of God," 'Abdu '1Baha declares, "is an ecstasy".
All conceptions of intoxication, in
this world, are but traces of that
consciousness that is favored with
a sip of the divine wine of impregnable Truth which is unsealed today by the hand of the immortal
Cup-bearer. The nearest approach
to this symbol of joy, in this world,
is the cool stream of pure water into which the desert traveler, deprived for days, plunges his parched
lips-and drinks. How compara-

tively little we realize the corresponding state of the soul of reality
resident within all humanity whose
thirst is quenched only at the Fountain of Life with the Water of
Truth. Yet the Heavenly Table has
been spread only for this.
To PARTAKE at this table of Divine nutrition, as compared with
him who remains aloof, betokens the
vast gulf that yawns between him
who rests satisfied with belief and
passive faith, and him who eagerly and sacrificially seeks the pathway of divine mysteries. Because
of this, 'Abdu'l-Baha-Himself the
"Mystery of God", that luminous
Torch-bearer along' the pathway of
the Kingdom,-continually exhorted the friends of God to "become
informed of the, mysteries." And
still we find those, a very few we
trust, who regard such a search and
such a goal as savoring of sentimentality, or as something worthy
of superstitious fear, glorying
rather in that intense practicality
tha t, deprived of true guidance, has
sadly failed to preserve the nations
employing it from utter disintegration. Not that the enlightened soul
is, in any true sense, impractical in
the things that are worth while.
But such a one can never worship
or exalt a mere quality to the exclusion of that which is commanded by
those who know and who possess t.he
Authority of Command.

THE REQUIREMENT OF MEDITATION

IN SHORT, it is both plain and certain, that for the pioneer believers
of this illumined century, all those
now living, a potential station of
servitude to all humanity is reserved, like unto-perhaps excelling-that occupied by the ancient sages
of former cycles. To solve the difficult questions of innumerable seekers, to show forth a trace of the
Master's power to quiet and enraphue the souls, to exhibit the heavenly qualities, to illumine the administrative functions with their essential, spiritual reality of love, wisdom and justice, to be utterly freed
from the personal characteristics,
ambitions and exclusiveness that
mark the merely sectarian,-requires a deepening of consciousness obtained only through the accepted and merciful bestowals
gained by meditation and communion. Were this not so, how can
we account for the innermost essences revealed by Baha'u'llah ~
In His most powerful utterances
He advises, "Thou art My stronghold; enter therein that thou mayst
abide in safety. My love is in thee,
know it, that thou mayst find Me
near unto thee." Ag·ain He says,
"Thou art My lamp and My light
is in thee. Get thou from it thy
radiance." Still again, {( Within
thee have I placed the essence of
My light. Be thou content with
it." Also, "Turn thy sight unto
thyself, that thou mayst find Me
standing within t-hee, mighty, powerful and self-subsisting.' ,<
And in one of His holy prayers,
He communes "0 Thou who art
hidden in our innermost hearts."
With equal emphasis Christ
taught His followers that the Kingdom of Heaven was within them,
< Hidden
3
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and that this Kingdom must first
be sought out.
And Baha'u'llah, in the Kitab-iIqan confirms the tradition, "Man
is My mystery and I am his Mystery. ,,2 And again He informs us
that, "He hath known God who
hath known himself.' ,3 He further
says, "And be ye not like those
who forget God, and whom He
hath therefore caused to forget
their own selves, [realities)"; and
"All these names and attributes
are applicable to him [man].,,2
While in the Tablet of Glad Tidings, He says, "God willing, all will
turn unto the treasuries that are deposited within themselves. ,,4
These utterances indicate the
true stronghold to which men may
turn during the successive calamities that are oppressing the world
today.
Especially to the friends
of God does this great bounty open
the gates of the City of Refuge,
even unto the very Throne, itself.
In a Tablet vvith which' Abdu'lBaha at one time favored the
writer,' in recounting the wisdom
of prayer, He said: "The greatest
happiness for a lover is to converse
with his beloved, and the greatest
gift for a seeker is to become familiar with the object of his longing;
that is why, with every soul who is
a ttracted to the Kingdom of God,
his greatest hope is to find an opportunity to entreat and supplicate before his Beloved, appeal to
His mercy and grace and be immersed in the ocean of His utterance, goodness and generosity."
Of the illumined souls who have
trodden this pat h, Muhammad
said: "Fear ye the sagacity of the
faithful, for he seeth with the Light
Divine. "

Words (Arabic) 10, 11, 12, 13. (Italics ours.)
New edition, p. 102. "Baha'i Scriptures, p. 151, Y. 121.

2

5

The Book of Certitude,
Baha'i Scriptures, p. 466,

new edition, p.
869.

Y.

101.
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SOME followers of certain philosophies seek this pathway in the
hope of self-advancement. But the
lovers of God are actuated by the
requirements of servitude in the
Divine pathway, and the longing to
achieve the divine destinies that
He has ordained. They cling neither to life nor possessions. They
rather know that, like the fruit
concealed in the tree, latent within
them reposes the potentiality of a
divine fruitage which must be
brought to maturity. Nevertheless,
since divine health and well being
ever attend the one who contacts
the vast reservoirs of life surging
in that inner realm of being, such
a one, reinforced with that ageless
power, witnesses, in himself, a capacity, a resourcefulness and a
guidance denied to those who
weakly cling to the husks of sectarianism. For these are confined
by the limitations of attachment,
and therefore invite to a greater or
less degree the decompositional, destructive forces of Mother Nature.
To the extent that sectarian
thought is based upon superstition
and mythical dogma, the imaginations of the personal man as contrasted with the certainties of the
seeker of divine mysteries, its followers are controlled more rigidly
by the natural law of the duality.
And, conversely, the advancing
soul, gradually coming to recognize
the mystic truth that, "There was
God and nothing whatever was
with Him," changes the axis of his
being into harmony with the law of
oneness w hi c h abhors duality.
Thus he makes a flight toward the
Plain of Being, that blessed realm
wherein the light is unchanging and
not subject to darkness, or other
dual opposities.
1

The Book of Certitude, p. 172; 2, p. 238.
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CAN THERE exist any doubt as to
which path is divinely favored?
The Essence of the Sacred Books,
the dynamic of the revealed Word
of God-all reveal the deadly paralleL Not argument but the Word, Itself, is absolute demonstration. As
for instance in The Kitab-i-Iqan,"
Baha 'u 'llah says: "They have even
failed to realize, all this time, that,
in every age, the reading of the
scriptures and holy books is for no
other purpose except to enable the
reader to apprehend their meaning
and unravel their innermost mysteries." And in the same Book2
He asserts that, "One hour's reflection is preferable to seventy
years of pious worship."
This reflection is the essence of
meditation.
The goal is within,
not without, and the consciousness
must be attuned to the lordly vibrations of that station wherein He
stands " powerful, mighty and selfsubsistent. " Then, "Thou mayst
hearken unto the mystic voice calling from the realms of the invisible." Then shall the Cause of
God become "Light upon Light"
to all mankind. This attuning of
consciousness brings the worshipper for the first time to the
point where the vibrations of
prayer can penetrate to the Listener and the Answerer of prayer.
It is idle to suppose that a prayer
launched from the inferior and
worldly station of personal, outer
consciousness can wing its way to
the Realm of Holiness. A weak
broadcasting station can not imprint its message upon a receiver
tuned and vibrating with infinitely
high waves. But the vibrations
must be of the same quality-and
in the spiritual world the connecting link is the love, yearning, and
union in the soul of the seeker of
divine gifts.

PROTEST
(THE NEW YOUTH TO THE OLD LEADERSHIP)
SILVIA MARGOLIS

We thought you loved us, and your love was true,
That all there was of worth to know-you knew,
And so, like pilgrims, long we followed you,
Exalted you, declared you prophets, peers,
Incomparables and worthy pioneers,
And never dreamed there were yet greater seers!
While you were failing us in every need,
While we were withering within the seedYou told us we were triumphing indeed;
You told us we were waxing strong and free
While you were bringing grinding poverty
To generations here and yet to be.
When cries of war and falling dynasties
Had drenched in blood the quaking lands and seasYou hushed our protests with sweet words of Peace,
And when you marched us to the battlefieldCompelled us with your avarice to yieldYou did not tell us 'twas our own we killed.
Had you no eyes, no hearts, no loftier goals
Than making sandbanks, rearing shoalsThings to incarcerate your children's souls?
Had you no true compassion on your Young,
That you would exile them from Truth and Song?
0, how, how could you leave us Godless for so long?

Editorial Note-Is it not true, in spite of the fact that there still remain many sources of earnest spiritual teaching, that the general indoctrination of educated society during the last generation h~s been, as the poet
tells us, Godless?
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GLIMPSES OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER
Notes on a Visit to Haifa and Akka
MABEL AND SYLVIA PAINE

"The sea has innumerable peC/~rls in its depths.
obtain there/ram abundant pearls." -'Abdu'l-Baha.

Il'I

LIT T L E party of four
the Carnaro at
Trieste on November fourth, 1931.
We were bound for Haifa, Palestine, where we expected, through
meeting Shoghi Effendi, the Guardian of the Baha'i Ca use, and the
family of' Abdul '-Baha and through
visiting the shrines of the Founders of the Baha'i Faith-the Bab,
Baha 'ullah and 'Abdu 'l-Baha- to
gain light on the problems that so
vex the world, to make contact with
the universal love that 'Abdu '1Baha had instilled into those
who associated with Him and to
deepen our faith in the invincible
power which has characterized
that Faith from its inception.
On November ninth, in the afternoon, the city of Haifa came into
view. It lies at the foot of Mt.
Carmel, the mountain famed in Old
Testament annals as the abode of
the Prophets of God. In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries it
has again become the centre from
which spiritual teachings have gone
forth. And its spiritual revival has
been accompanied by considerable
material progress, for it is already
the chief shipping centre for Palestine. Our first impression on
entering its harbor was of a commercial activity which had been distinctly lacking at the older and
more Oriental port of J affa, where
we had anchored a few hours

Bl1 boarded

A good and trained diver will

earlier.
Work on the deepened
harbor is in constant progress and
'ere long ships will dock at Haifa.
After landing, some of us chose
to walk through the narrow crooked streets wit h R u h i Afnan,
grandson of 'Abdu 'l-Baha and
cousin of Shoghi Effendi, who was
at the dock to greet us. Haifa
streets show a mingling of the
Oriental and the cosmopolitan. Its
inhabitants - Jews, Arabs, Germans, French, English, Persians~
and Americans-all retaining to
some extent their distinctive dress,
language, and customs, give the
city the charm of diversity. It was
interesting to note the disappearance of one former Oriental feahue, the traditional black dress
and veil covering the whole head
and face of the Arab women. Of
the Arab women we saw nearly all
were unveiled.
Our walk brought us at last to
the Baha'i Western Pilgrim House
situated near the edge of the city
a little way up Mt. Carmel. About
this house is a very delightful
blending of the Orient with the Occident, the beautiful and dignified
with the homey and comfortable.
The circular central hall with its
marble pillars, the lofty ceilings,
the flat roof, sundrenched by day
and moonlight bathed at night,
seem apart from our workaday
world of the West. But the furnish-
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ings of bedrooms, reading, writing, sitting, and dining rooms are
Occidental. In the gardens on three
sides of the house are magnificent
poinsettias, roses, jasmine, chrysanthemums. Soon the freesias will
be blossoming. 'vYe are indebted
to Fugeta from .Japan for these
carefully tended gardens as well
as many a kind personal service.
Effie from Australia, of Scotch ancestry, is responsible for the beautiful order of the interior of the
house. Both help to maintain the
pervasive atmosphere of kindly
cheer which is neither of the Orient nor the Occident, but, of the
Kingdom.

it is the Semitic question; in Persia
polygamy and opium; in France,
alcohol; in England, class prejudice j in America, racial prejudice.
The teachings 'Abdu'l-Baha gave
on interracial relations are so
sound, kind, and sincere, and the
Baha'i teaching of the oneness of
mankind so thoroughgoing that
Baha'is have a stronger program
and deeper sincerity than other
workers for harmony between
races. The Bah3,'is need to be
more courageous in applying these
principles. EspeciaJ1y should they
convince the Negro and the world
at large that they stand for lack
of prejudice in social ways.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER. TENTHToday at luncheon Shoghi Effendi
was present and, through his conversation, we were given a view as
from a mountain top of present
conditions in the world and the relations of Baha'is to these conditions. Baha'is, he says, are loyal
to the government, but eschew
party politics. They are eager to
serve their cOlmtry through devoting themselves to the welfare of the
people. They hold administrative
posts only when these are not dependent on party politics. Some
Baha'is in Persia have been apappointed to important posts of
this type. One is chief magistrate
in a city, one head of an imperial
bank. Gradually, as the Baha'i
Faith develops and spreads, it \vill
number among its supporters outstanding citizens. The early histOTy of the Baha'i religion in
Persia reveals the fact that it had
many notables in its ranks.
In each country the Baha'is have
an especial IJroblem. In Germany

AT THREE in the afternoon we
went to the Shrine of the Bab and
'~~bdu'l-Baha, on Mount Carmel.
It is only five or ten minutes walk
from the Pilgrim House. The road
brings one to the foot of some terraces. One enters a gate and
climbs alternately by flights of
stone steps and paths of red
crushed stone. On either side are
scarlet geraniums and palms. The
approach to the sllTine is steep.
And this steepness I liked, thinking of it as a bit of symbolism.
N ear the shrine is a circle of cedars where Baha 'u '11ah used to sit.
A larger circle has been planted outside to protect the original trees.
The view from here is one of extreme beauty, embracing this part
of t.he Mediterranean, 'Akka Bay,
and, nine miles across the bay, the
c.ity of' Akka ,'{hich is alvv-ays catching t.he light. and reflect.ing it in
some new way-truly like a jewel
on a diadem.
Coming dOYl'll the mountain we
went into the house of '.1-"-bdu )1Baha, now Shoghi Effendi's. Here
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we had the privilege of meeting out how necessary is understand'Abdu'l-Baha's sister, His widow ing. Most hatred comes from lack
and two of His daughters. Each of understanding. It is to aid in
time we met these women, and this understanding that Baha'u'llah dewas nearly every day of our stay creed the "parliament of nations,
in Haifa, we realized more what the the federation of the world." She
true beauty and nobility of woman- spoke in a simple and profound
hood may be. The face of the sis- way of the condition of the world.
ter 0 f 'Abdu'l-Baha, Bahiyyeh It seemed to her like a wayward
Through Baha 'u 'llah God
Khanum, although shadowed by child.
age, was so full of love and a gen- has shown it the way of salvation,
uine interest in life and people that the same way that Christ and other
we did not think of her as old, but great religious Founders have
rather as ageless and eternal. The pointed out, the eternal path which
freshness of the beauty of love rad- every religion in its pure and early
iating from her captivated us. And stages shows. But the world is
from all these women one sees an slow to recognize the old path made
intensely bright reflection of the new by the clearing away of the
Spirit of 'Abdu'l-Baha. The fact debris of agelong superstition and
that there are several of them and imitation. And because of this
that each one has a strong individ- slowness of apprehension God aluality helps to broaden one's con- lows suffering to come in order that
ception of the ideal Baha'i char- through suffering this child may
acter, for each is thoroughly lovely learn. In the same way a kind parin a different way.
ent would allow his child to suffer
in order that its understanding
W HEN WE were in Geneva earlier might increase.
in the autumn we had the great
privilege of meeting Monerva
BUT TO OOME back to this afterKhanum, the youngest daughter of noon in Haifa. The conversation
'Abdu'l-Baha. She showed us then turned on relations with people,
both in word and deed the nature and the importance of not interferof the love which 'Abdu'l-Baha's ing with the religious beliefs of
life exemplified. For nearly eighty others was brought out. "Leave
years, she told us, 'Abdu'l-Baha them alone as to their religious belived a life of perfect love, each lief, but be very kind to them."
thing He did being a lesson to teach Words like these were spoken by
us how to love. Realizing how dif- the wife of 'Abdu 'l-Baha. She told
ficult it is to attain such love, we an incident to illustrate what she
questioned her a little further. It meant. When a young girl she
must be real, she answered. In this wanted to keep both the Muhamquality of genuineness it is like the madan and the Baha'i fast, but her
love we have for our children. If mother thought that this would be
they do wrong we are eager to ex- too great a strain on her health as
one fast followed immediately after
cuse them.
Then, dwelling a little also on the the other. Her father said, "Leave
intellectual side of love she pointed her alone and it will come to her."
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And so it did, when she was fifteen
or sixteen. She said the Iqan
(Book of Certitude) by Baha'u'llah
helped her much. She wanted us
to be sure to read it in the new
translation by Shoghi Effendi.
Rouha Khanum, one of 'Abdu '1Baha'is daughters, spoke of joy
and sorrow, wondering which
brought us nearer to God. She
thought, sorrow. She told of an
American woman who came a long
way to see 'Abdu 'l-Baha because
she had heard that He was a great
spiritual teacher. She was suffering intensely because her loved
ones had died. Her love for them
consumed all other thought and she
longed only to have them again.
But in the presence of 'Abdu '1Baha she obtained the real comfort
none else had been able to give.
That evening at dinner Effie told
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a story illustrating another side of
'Abdu'l-Baha, His love of fun and
happiness. He and His entourage
were staying in Lady B '8 house in
London. One evening there was a
sound of much laughter belowstairs. It was so gay and arresting that Lady B. went down to find
the occasion of the mirth, and
'Abdu'l-Baha followed. They found
Khosroe, 'Abdu'l-Baha's servant,
and one of the maids laughing and
joking very happily. Khosroe was
telling how women in the Orient
have to obey the men and how jf
he and the maid were there she
would have to do just what he told
her and the maid was answering
that in England things were different and, since they were in England, he must do what she said, etc.
etc. 'Abdu 'l-Baha gave them each
two shillings for being happy.

(To be continued)

LOVE UNDER THE SUN
(A "new thing")
So much is said of Love,
What is there left that's

new~

But 0 to be led of Love
In every thing we do!
And 0 to talk with Love
When we have aught to say!

LOVE/-Let us walk with Love
Into the Light of Day!

-Walter H. Bowman.
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LETTERS HOME
PERSIA : -Visit to a B ah6/ i Village
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER
In her world travels in behalf of The Balu'i'i Movement the c('uthor takes time to
w1'ite to friends i1npressions derived fro11t he1' vc('ried experiences. These "Letters
Home" we have been pri,vileged to present to the readers of the Bahri'i Magazine at
different times dt('ring the past year. The first "lette1'" appeared in the January,
1932 nU11tbe1', and descTibed the author's visit to Nikko and other places in Japan.
The April nU1T~be1' gave SOl1W of her i?np?'essions of China; the Dece1T~ber issue contained an interesting description of her contacts with the MaoriB of New Zealand;
and the Janua?'y number her obseTvc(,tions while traveling through India. Herein begins a new series on her fascinating material and s1Jiritual experiences in Persia.
~ROSSING the western bound~ ary of Persia, from Iniq, we

behold at once the gaunt and
troubled grandeur of her sterile
mountain chains.
Her landscape
presents this profile wherever we
may go; a thousand valleys past
which the mountains are ever
marchillg, sometimes stepping imperiously across our path and forcing it to fling its tortuous way to
their very summits; often lifting
their lofty peaks and snowy diadems to peer majestically over the
clouds; in Mazindaran luxuriantly
wooded - elsewhere barren and
wrinkled; in Khurasan, now ancient and indifferent, their transfixed writhings bear mute testimony to the agony of earth's youth.
Purple at dawn, blue at midday,
rosy at dusk, feeding the countless
rivulets that fling diamonds when
spurned by our flying wheels, these
mountains - which are Persiahave listened for ages to the inarticulate prayers sent up, from
her desert valleys, in verdure and
gardens and produce for the divine
bounty of water. You have to get
the feel of this landscape, before
you can know Persia.
Her people, still pastoTal and
archaic, have for ages been sur-

rounded by these almost insurmountable ph y sic a 1 barriers.
Caught as it were in a geographical
back-wash, Persia has not been on
the beaten path of travel, except
for slow-moving caravans, or exploitation and conquest, since those
ancient days when" Ships in thousands .... and men in nations" attested to her unchallengable grandeur.
Even a short journey in Persia
today is arduous. The mountains
aTe jealous guards of the secrets
and mysteries that lie beyond their
confines. How infinitely more difficult was communication in days
before improved roads and methods of transportation had arrived.
Unfriendliness, timidity and provincialism have ever been the price
of segregation and homogeneity.
Due to this isolation Persia up
to the time of the Bab's proclamation was in a pre-logical, prescientific, pre-international condition. The magical progress that
has taken place since that date has
been enormously heightened in the
past few years under the regime of
Rida Shah Pahlevi.
IN ORDER to understand what the
Baha'i teachings have done for
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Persia it is only necessary to visit
a Bah:i'i and a non-Bah:i'i community.
Tucked away in the mountains
of Adhirh:iyj:in is the Bah:i'i village of Sisan,' a community of about
fifteen hundred souls, I would say,
of whom twelve hundred and fifty
are Bah:i'is. So great is their
reputation for justice, understanding and enlightenment that the
Muslims of the community frequently submit their conflicts and
problems to the Bah:i'i Assembly
rather than to the Muslim Oourts.
In arranging my program the
Spiritual Assembly of Tabriz included a day in this heavenly place.
A farsang" back from the maintraveled highway, a road built for
Martha two years ago leading to
the village, had been rebuilt and
newly repaired for the large convoy of motors that accompanied me
on this occasion. Any path is
good enough for a donkey, and a
camel needs none at all; so I suppose the road '¥ill lapse again until the next western visitor is expected.
A little group of Sis:ins were
waiting at the fork of the road to
direct us, and then began a triumphal progress so extravagant that
it will remain forever, not an episode, but an acute emotional experience.
As our car turned into the crude
new-made roadway, from every
field and farmstead, from every
lodge and pasture they came running-all those who perforce must
remain at their work, unable to join
the holiday-makers in the village.
"All:ih-u-Abh:i'" rang from every
2
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side: "All:ih-u-Abh:i" joyously
cried the little shepherd as his
frightened flock fled away. "All:ihu-Abh:i pealed the stalwart young
farmer leaving his stolid bullocks
in the half-finished furrow; old
men ran breathlessly from their
herds calling "All:ih-u-Abh:i" as
they came; "All:ih-u-Abh:i was the
shout of the donkey boy, and
"All:ih-u-Abh:i" the glad greeting of the camel-driver who had
hurried all night to arrive at
this rendezvous until at last the
very birds, trees, streams, yes,
rocks, had joined the mystic chorus
and the earth herself was pulsating
with the power of the Greatest
Name. It was as if the Heavens
had descended and all the company
of men and angels had joined "the
four living creasures" and "the
four and twenty elders" bowed before that august throne and chanting with them, in incommunicable
ecstasy, their eternal song "Holy,
Holy, Holy Lord God of Hosts!
Heaven and earth are full of the
majesty of Thy Bah:i.' ,4
And then, turning sharply to
enter the main road of the village
there in two mighty rows were
drawn up before us these hundreds
of men and women rocking the
houses with their joyous welcome
of "All:ih-u-Abh:i."
I still have the feeling that this
day is something that I have read
somewhere; it doesn't seem as if it
could actually have happened.
Unlike the hideous black chuddar
worn by the women of the towns
and cities, these villagers were
alive with color, and vivid, almost
barbaric, it gave a very dramatic
background to the scene.

About three miles. 2 ~iiss Martha Root, Baha'i teacher ".,Tha visited Persia in 1930.
Glorious; the Greatest Name of God. 4 Glory. 5 Same as Saysan.

3

God is the Most
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We stopped in front of a villa
set on a hill with a very long narrow garden in front. Not only was
the entire facade of the house covered with choice rugs but the whole
garden wall around the entrance
gate had been similarly decorated,
and lovely rugs had been spread
upon the dusty pathway leading to
the residence.
Seating' myself in an upper window I watched with dazed awe the
happy, reverent t h r 0 n g s who
crowded through the gate to do me
honor. Strangely enough the women came first, everyone of them
carrying' a baby, the mothers their
infants, the grandmothers the" second youngest."
Above the marvel of this sight
my senses danced with delight at
the g'orgeous colorings, orange, red,
grass-green, magenta, Chinese pink
-it was none too brilliant for the
occasion.
It took about twenty minutes for
the women to file in, in orderly
fashion; they stood to the right,
around the pool. The men followed more rapidly to the opposite
side and then I was to come down
to the garden and speak.
Turkish is the vernacular of the
whole province of Adhirbayjan. It
was very complicated: Mr. Cayvais,
the interpreter who accompanied
me from Tihran, translated to Mr.
Frutan (a national teacher stationed in the village at the time)
who in turn rendered it into Turkish.
When I had finished I came from
the terrace down several steps to
the garden level in order to mingle
with the friends and have a picture
taken with them. Alas! the whole
1
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roll of films was a complete failure
so that the pictorial record cannot
accompany my letter, as I had
hoped.
As I was standing with the men's
group the chanting of the final
monajat started; I was astonished,
after a little while, to feel shy
hands touching my dress, my scarf,
my shoulder. One boy, with a radiant face, had placed his finger-tips
on my arm. I warmly covered his
hand with mine, until the prayer
was finished.
Then just as picturesquely, just
as dramatically as they had come
they melted away, and we were
called to the feast that had been
prepared for us.
This village was significant to
me not only because it has already
established a reputation for Baha'i
justice and progress, not only because for three generations it has
stood firm and staunch in the Covenant of God, not only because of
the loving kindness which was so
bountifully showered upon me, but
because it is the native village of
my dear friend Yad 'u 'llah, caretaker of the mansion and Shrine at
Bahji. He had long since endeared
himself to me as a sincere, selfless
and devoted Baha'i, and it was like
meeting those already near to me
to meet his brothers and sister
here.
A pathetic little group stood
apart on an adjoining housetop as
I was speaking. Who are those 1
Why don't they come into the
garden 1' , I asked. ' 'They are
Muslims," I was told. '" Allah 'u'Akbar",1 I shouted to them to the
delight of the Friends.

Almighty is the Lord; the opening words of the Adhan or Mnslim call to prayer.
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LUNCHEON over and high mountains to climb before we could find
a resting place for the night, I
went at once to the Hazirat-ulQuds' to meet the Spiritual Assembly and say farewell.
The place was packed and lined
with old and young, many who had
been in the fields having been replaced by those who had attended
the morning session.
As I walked between these rows
of shining faces the real meaning
of Bahii'i solidarity suddenly penetrated me. Here were Persians
speaking Turkish, fixed in a tiny
town in the mountains of Adhirbayjan, and I, a sophisticated and
effete Occidental, peripatetic, artificial, cosmopolitan; but we were
bound together by ties "more lasting than bronze and higher than
the exalted site of the Pyramids."
For knowledge of the coming of
Baha 'u 'llah and knowledge of His
All-enfolding Covenant is not a
question of locality, education or
perferment but an unshakable spiritual reality that welds those who
know it into an indissoluble human
brotherhood. Here is a true solidarity that can withstand all the
forces of disruption in the universe.
Yad'u'llah's sister came in for a
few moments to the Assembly
meeting and on her behalf and
theirs I was presented with two
beautiful pieces of hand-woven
jajim, embroidered with my name.
As I was leaving the assembly
room a little idiot child, who had
been causing some confusion, ran
up to me and pulled at my clothing. I remembered the words of
'Abdu'l-Baha that mental disorders may be healed by the power of
1
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prayer. And in a dim, remote way
there stirred in my soul a faint
shadow of the mighty compassion
that must have seized our blessed
Lord Jesus, that stern Master of
tenderness, when He healed the
demoniac boy. Dropping on my
knees beside him I lovingly clasped
the little fellow in my arms and repeated the healing prayer. He
seemed mystified, quieted and happy; while in the breasts of all of
us was cemented that essential
unity that is attained when we
touch "the depths and not the tumults of the souL" In face- of such
great verities as prayer and love
and divine compassion, we realize
that "there is neither East nor
West, border, nor breed, nor
birth. "
THE FAREWELLS were just as moving as the 'welcome had been. I was
tremendously agitated for fear
some one would be hurt; women
running', with babies in their arms,
to touch my hand as I waved from
our moving motor, men jostling,
boys under the very wheels it
seemed to me, shouting their goodbyes.
And once again the two long brilliant lines raising the glad paean
"Allah-u-Abha." Once more the
fields streaming with those leaving
their occupations to give "Allahu-Abha" as the i l' Godspeed;
babies in their mother's arms swelling the chorus "Allah-u-Abha";
again the skies were raining back
the great refrain with which these
simple, earnest, devoted souls were
assaulting heaven.
All Persians are poets. Our
Baha'i chauffeur was stilled with
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the significance of the wondrous.
"I never realized before," he said,
"that nature could speak, but tonight the u n i v e r s e is crying
Alhih-u-Abha. "
, 'The quiet-colored end of evening" approached as we said farewell to our kind convoy of friends
from Tabriz.
Our faces set once more toward
Tihnin, the solemn lovely tone of
camel bells rang from the passing
caravans; the donkey trains were
afoot again after the noon-day
rest; the sky was peach and amethyst with the recollection of sun1

Zechariah 4 :6.
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set; the mauve mountains, remembering their age, grew chilly; kneeling by the roadside offering the
evening prayer, the resigned figure
of a devout Muslim symbolized the
spirit of ancient Persia. But I had
seen that today which assured me
that Persia was arousing from her
age old lethargy, from her fanaticism, from her resignation, and
that through the assistance of this
great Bah:i'i army of faith and
strength she was already moving
forward to conquer the old evil
things of her past-" Not by might
nor by power, but by My Spirit,
saith the Lord of Hosts.' "

The Divine Prophets are as the coming of spring, each renewing
and q~lickening the teachings of the Prophet who came before him.
hlSt as all seasons of spring are essentially one as to newness of life,
vernal showers and bealLdy, so the essence of the mission and accomplish1Jtent of all the Prophets is one and the same. Now the people of
religion have lost sight of the essential reality of the spirit~lal springtime.
Today His Holiness Bahri'tl'llCih is the CoUective Center of unity
for all mankind, and the splendor of His Light has likewise dawned
from the East. He founded the oneness of h~lmanity in Persia. He
established harmony and agr-eement among the var-'iOtlS peoples of
r-eligiotls beliefs, denominations, sects and c~llts by freeing them from
the fetters of past imitations and s~lperstitions; leading them to the
ver-y fmmdation of the divine religions. From this fowtdation shines
forth the radiance of spirit~wlity which is ~mity, the love of God, praiseworthy 1norals and the virt'ues of the h~l11wn world. Bah6/~l'llah renewed these principles j~lSt as the coming of spring refreshes the earth
and confers new life ~lpon all phenomenal beings . ... The spiritua1
spr-ingtime has come. Infinite bO~lnties and graces have appeared.
JlVlwt bestowal is greater than this?"

SCIENCE NOT ENOUGH
"Religion 'must conform to science and reason, otherwise it is superstition. God
has created man in order that he may perceive the verity of existence and endowed
him with mind or reason to discover truth. Therefore scientific knowledge and religious belief must be conformable to the analys1~s of this divine faculty in mem."
-'Abdu'I-BaM.

ROFESSOR John Scott Haldane, the veteran Oxford
sClentist in one of the dinner hour
address~s arranged by the Christian Evidence Society at St.
Martin's-in-the-Fields,
Trafalgar
Square, London, said:
, 'I am a member of no chluch
because there is so much that I
cannot accept in the theology associated with existing churches.
It is therefore as a free thinker that
I am addressing you; though one
whose reasoning has 1 e d him
to a clear recognition of spiritual
reality as the only reality. Do
not think that, since I am engaged in scientific work, this recognition alienates me in any way
from my work or from my fellowship with 0 the r scient~fic
workers. It is just the OpposIte.
We are all engaged in the pursuit
of truth, though of different partial aspects of it. The recognition
that spiritual reality, as the pursuit of truth, is embodied in all
scientific work brings us together,
and we are still together when we
are fighting against what seems to
us to be theology.
"The ordinary world which we
see and feel around us is a spiritual
world of values, in which we find
the manifestation of God. We
find it in our comradeship with
others, in the honest and diligent
carrying on of our occupations, in
our care for one another, in public

services and in our joint recognition and furtherance of truth and
beauty.
"If we lose sight of this spiritual
world, we have lost sight of what is
alone ultimately real in ourselves,
and we are not realizing ourselves.
Science by itself cannot guide us,
since from its very nature it does
not deal with values which are
supreme.
"Science is not enough. Reason
in its highest form as religion, and
real religion extending into every
part of our lives, is what the world
is most in need of, and particulaTly
just now, with old theological beliefs, which to a large extent embodied religion, along with old
scientific beliefs, as well as old
political beliefs, disintegrating m
every direction."
~

Is it not thrilling to see how, day
by day, the Baha'i Teachings are
being worked ouU How wonderfully these words express the principle revealed so long ago that,
, 'Religion must go hand in hand
with science." The day is coming
-and everything indicates that it
is not far distant-when the real
meaning of religion will be known
and appreciated, for religion is not
a thing of theology but of life, or,
in the Words of ' Abdu '1-Baha :
"Religion is an attitude toward
God which is expressed in life. "
-Annie B. Romef'.
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"The gift of God to this enlightened age is the knowledge of the oneness of mankind and the funda7Jwntal oneness of religion. War shall cease between nations, and
by the Will of God the Most Great Peace shall come; the world will be seen as a new
world, and all 7J~en shall live as brothers."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.

R'UHAT is happening in the

IAI world ~

The wisest are puzzled as they try to read the signs
of the times. No one longer doubts
that great and rapid social, industrial and economic changes are going on about him. As to how
fundamental, far-reaching and permanent these changes are we do not
agree. Now comes a searching
study of missions which not only
gives added signs of change, but
may perhaps, if we are wise and
thoughtful, help us to evaluate
some of these great changes. Most
of us are so absorbed in making
our own adjustments that although
we are conscious that Ohina, Japan
and India figure frequently in the
headlines yet we scarcely realize
that changes equally great or
greater than those near us are going on in all parts of the world,
that the great continent of Asia,
where dwells more than half the
population of the world, having
awakened from its sleep of centuries, is astir.
We are indebted to the Oommission appointed by the Layman's
Foreign Missions Inquiry for giving us facts and picturing conditions in the Far East which make
us more consciously aware of
changes there. What changes are
necessary in mission method and
aims to meet these changes in mis-

si on fields is the principle question
which this commission seeks to answer. It is imperative that something be done. For perhaps even
more compelling than the changes
is the fact that for a number of
years the interest in missions
among church supporters has gradually waned and contributions for
the purpose have gradually diminished. This commission's report
shows not only how difficult is the
situation but how earnest is the desire that the adjustment be scientific, wise and well considered. To
those who have not been thinking
in terms of missions and a changing world the recommendations of
the commission come perhaps as a
distinct shock. This may be good;
the Western World, too, may need
to be startled out of its sleep.
The rise of the spirit of nationalism is responsible for some of the
changed conditions which missions
are facing.
For example, the
present government regulation in
Ohina requires that the heads of
registered colleges be Ohinese and
prohibits colleges from making the
attendance of students at religious
exercises compulsory.
In India,
the rise of government colleges
with larger resources has resulted
in some cases in institutions superior to the Ohristian colleges. In
Japan the fine system of govern-
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other philanthropic aspects of mission work free from organized responsibility to the work of conscious and direct evangelization.
We must be willing to give largely
without any preaching; to cooperate with non-Christian agencies
for social improvement; and to
foster the initiative of the Orient
in defining the ways in which we
shall be invited to help."
These
words we believe, embody the spirit
of the commission and summarize
THE REPORT of the inquiry, pub- its recommendations. "Evangelizlished under the title Re-Thinking ing by living and by human serMissions* is based upon data ob- vice" should hereafter take pritained from scientifically directed mary instead of secondary place.
research. First a corps of research "Ministry to the secular needs of
workers went to India, Burma, men in the spirit of Christ is evangelism, in the right sense of the
China and Japan (the inquiry was
word." The future missionary will
limited to these countries) to obtain be a "learner and a co-worke~ with
data. Then a commission of fifteen the non-Christians occupied with
men and women, specialists in edu- the same task."
cation, medicine, religion and other
In accord with this spirit detailfields involved, was sent to these ed recommendations are worked out
same countries to appraise the sho-wing the scope of Christian miswork of Christian missions in the sions as this group of investigators
light of this data.
conceives it in relation to churches,
Outstanding in this report is the education, Christian literature, mechanged attitude toward evangeli- dical work, agriculture, industry,
zation. The first missionaries in- women's activities. Conditions in
spired by the religious awakening' the different countries call for difin Europe and America about the ferent procedures. It is in cooperamiddle of the eighteenth century tion with native agencies along
were primarily evangelists.
Of these lines that the future of misnecessity they soon found them- sionary activity lies. The truly
selves engaged in educational and Christian life speaks for itself,
medical service and the improve- deeds not words become the criment of social life. Up to the pres- terion.
ent time, however, the avowed moIN THE FIRST chapters which contive of all mission work has been
evangeliza tion.
Such words as tain the general principles upon
these, therefore, will come to some which the more detailed survey and
as abrupt and even startling : "We recommendation are based is readbelieve, then, that the time has ing matter that will enlarge one's
come to set the educational and concept of life in relation to others

ment schools extending from the
kindergarten through the university puts the Christian schools with
a few exceptions in a decidedly inferior position. In other ways,
too, Japan is so decidedly westernized that any mission work carried on there must be on a decidedly new basis. These are but a
few examples showing how new
conditions demand new methods
and new aims.

'Re-Thinking Missions, A Laymen's Inquiry after One Hundred Years, Harper and Brothers, New York.
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and liberalize one's attitude toward religion. Indeed this is true
of the whole report. We find fine
appreciation of what different religions may offer each other; Christians may learn the art of meditation from Buddhists in exchange
for the humanitarian activities
which western Christians know so
well how to practice. From Orientals we may learn how to make religion a natural thing, "a theme of
ordinary conversation", not something to be hidden and partly
ashamed of. One basis for the cooperation of all religions, they point
out, may be found in an opportunity
to unite ag:ainst a common menace
of all soci'ety, namely, materialism
and non-religion.
"At the beginning of our century of Protestant
missions ", we read, "Christianity
found itself addressing men attached to other religions: its argument
was with these religions. At present, it confronts a growing number of persons, especially among
the thoughtful, critical of or hostile
to all religion. Its further argument, we judge, is to be less with
Islam or Hinduism or Buddhism
than with materialism, secularism,
na turalism. "
On the other hand we find this
statement as to the direction of the
changed feeling towards religion
among some of the more thoughtful
and cultured Orientals: "There is
generally speaking an openness of
mind to the view that whatever is
valid in morals needs something of
the nature of religion to give it full
effect in the human will. . .. That
this religious ingredient will not be
identical with any of the positive
religions now offering themselves;
1

Quoted in the report from C. B. OIds of Okayama,
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that there is a simpler religion
coming into human consciousness
which might be called the religion
of the modern man, the religious aspect of the coming world culture."
Many passages lead us to reflect
upon the truths that are common in
all religions, to see' 'how necessary
it has become for every religion to
be aware of and to stand upon the
common ground of all religion".
"The great religions agree", they
assert, "That it is the office of religion in human affairs to make prevalent the spirit of love". The appeal throughout is for an end of
sectarianism both at home and
abroad in spite of the fact, (or perhaps because of it) that the commission represented seven den omina tions.
THE BOOK is much more than a
survey of missions, as it must needs
be. The reader of this report will
have a much better understanding
of the industrial, educational, agTicultural and social conditions in
these countries than many a roundthe-world traveler. One feels in
reading it that our friends in the
Far East have common needs with
ourselves, that after all "we are
brothers in a common quest, and the
first step is to recognize it and disarm ourselves of our prejudices ".'
The missionary of the new age must
have a vision of "world unity in
civilization" and of the "moral
unity of the world"; in cooperation
"\vith leaders in these various countries he must guide the world culture which this group see to be emerging away from secularism and
non-religion.
We find in these pages a frank
admission that much of the presHA

Venture in Understanding."
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ent mission work is ineffective,
totally unadapted to the changed
conditions and present needs and
in some cases so narrow and dogmatic as to be positively inimical
to the true spirit of Christ. Recognizing the immense· undertaking
of the uplift of the rural masses
the commission finds that: "N othing could be a more legitimate
function of the Christian mission
than to have a part in this labor if
it were prepared to do so. At present, in our judgment, it is not prepared." These defects and weaknesses, the commission believes,
should be faced and overcome;
Christian missions should continue
for "if there is any truth or value
in religion at all, it is for all men."
The great goal of the mission, however, must be the transfer of its
responsibility to the hands of the
nationals.
One is tempted to go much
further into detail than the limits
of a brief paper allow, for this report has value to an interested in
w 0 rId progress. Its universal
1

1
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spirit makes one conscious that
mankind is one, that his spiritual
aspirations and his needs and desires in material things differ not
greatly in whatever country he
lives. One is also conscious of the
challenge the report makes to
churchmen all over the western
world. Already we hear the re·verberations of the controversy it
is bound to stir. To those who are
still living in the nineteenth century the report seems radical in the
extreme, even heretical. To those
who are in touch with the rapidly
changing conditions in Asia the
recommendations seem necessary,
even urgent. And still a few consider the report not radical enough,
that it does not recognize how revolutionary the changes in Asia are.
Many both within and without
the church are asking will the
Christian Church as a whole become so imbued with the spirit of
universality which permeates this
report that it will rise in the spirit
of unity to carry out its recommendations.

It is interesting to note that some fifteen or more years ago, 'Abdu'l~Baha said in answer to a question
asked Him by a missionary: "It has been witnessed that when a missionary teacher tries to undermine,
either with bitter antipathy or indirect references, the religions of the students in which they have been
brought up, he is unconsciously undermining the religion of Christianity."

RELIGIOUS UNITY IS POSSIBLE
The following teaching is quoted from an address by 'Abdu'l-Baha given in All
Souls Unitarian Church, New York City, during His memorable visit to this count1'Y
in 1912.

I1fJj IS Holiness, Baha 'u 'llah has

fUll

said that if one intelligent
member be selected from each of
the varying religious systems, and
these representatives come together
seeking to investigate the reality of
religion, they would establish an interreligious body before which all
disputes and differences of belief

could be presented for consideration and settlement. Such questions could then be weighed and
viewed from the standpoint of reality and all imitations be discarded. By this method and procedure
all sects, denominations and systems would become one.
Do not question the practicability
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of this and be not astonished. It
has been accomplished and effected
in Persia. In that country the various religionists have conjoined in
investigating the reality and have
united in complete fellowship and
love. No traces of discord or differences remain among them; now
affection and unity are manifest instead. They live together in harmony and accord like a single
family.
Antagonism and strife
have passed away; love and agreement have taken the place of hatred
and animosity. Furthermore, those
souls who have followed Baha'u'llah and attained this condition of
fellowship and affiliation are Muhammadans, Jews, Christians, Zoroastrians, Buddhists, Nestorians,
Sunnites, Shiites and others. No
discord exists among them. This is
a proof of the possibility of unification among the religionists of the
world through practical means.
Imitations and prejudices which
have held men apart have been discarded and the reality of religion
envelops them in a perfect unity.
When reality envelops the soul of
man love is possible.
The divine purpose in religion is
pure love and agreement. The
Prophets of God manifested complete love for all. Each one announced the glad-tidings of His
successor and each subsequent one
confirmed the teachings and prophecies of the Prophet who preceded
Him. There was no disagreement
or variance in the reality of their
teaching and mission. Discord has
arisen among their followers who
have lost sight of the reality and
hold fast to imitations. If imitations be done away with and the
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radiant shining reality dawn in the
souls of men love and unity must
prevail. In this way humanity will
be rescued from the strife and wars
which have prevailed for thousands
of years; dissensions will pass
away and the illumination of unity
dawn.
Consider how all the Prophets
of God were persecuted and
what hardships they experienced.
His Holiness Jesus Christ endured affliction and a c c e p t e d
martyrdom upon the cross in order
to summon mankind to unity and
love. What sacrifice could be gTeater 1 He brought the religion of love
and fellowship into the world. Shall
we make use of it to create discord,
violence and hatred among mankind 1
Moses was persecuted and driven
out into the desert. Abraham was
banished; Muhammad took refuge
in caves; the Bab was killed and
Baha 'u 'llah was exiled and imprisoned forty years. Yet all of
them desired fellowship and love
among men. They endured hardships, suffered persecution and
death for our sakes that we might
be taught to love one another and
be united and affiliated instead of
discordant and at variance. Enough
of these long centuries which have
brought such vicissitudes and hardships into the world through strife
and hatred.
Now in this radiant century let
us try to do the Will of God that
we may be rescued from these
things of darkness and come forth
into the boundless illumination of
heaven, shunning' division and welcoming the divine oneness of humanity.
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"All humanity must obtain a livelihood by sweat of the brow
and bodily exertion; at the same time seeking to lift the burden of
others, striving to be the source of comfort to souls and facilitating the means of living. This in itself is devotion to God."
-( Ab (Z,u'l-Baha.
"BE NOT TROUBLED in poverty,"
said Baha 'u 'llah, "nor confident in
riches, for poverty is followed by
riches and riches are followed by
poverty, but to be poor in all save
God is a wondrous gift."
How much needed is such a vision in these days of economic loss
and despair I The life of an individual and the life of a nation
are both subject to this law of
rhythm. Nothing is enduring. Conthmous prosperity is no more
guaranteed to the individual than
continuous sunshine is to the fields
and flowers. Above all, we need
to realize that nothing can bulwark
us against misfortune, not even a
large bank account.
There is nothing more fallacious
in giving one a sense of security
against the universe than a huge
fortune. So much security, so much
ease of living does this bring the
individual that there appears to be
no need of considering any other
power in the universe. The limitless wealth that flows from capital,
more even than can be consumed in
personal needs, seems a fortress as
stalwart as the Rock of Gibraltar.
And yet in recent times we have
seen s u c h financial fortresses
crumble into ruins before the attack of new economic forces as un-

expected as they are irresistible in
their destructive violence.
It is at such times as this that
one feels the need of turning to a
Higher Power. Now, if never before, we realize that" God is Allpossessing." That all existence
flows through His Hands. That
nothing is owned by man, nothing
is guaranteed to man, nothing can
be grasped and seized and permanently held by man.
THE ORIENT has never lost the
sense of close dependence upon
that Infinite Power which guides
the destinies not only of this planet
but of the universe. A feeling of
reverence and submission to this
Power deeply permeates the life of
Orientals, giving them patience in
misfortune and humility in periods
of success and prosperity.
The Baha'i Movement will have
the effect upon the Western world
of turning it back again to that
spiritual sense of life which at one
time characterized Christianity.
Piety in the best sense of the word
-a realization of the power of God
and submission to the will of Godwill be restored as a wholesome
cleansing agent to life. Without
this feeling of submission to the
Infinite, misfortune becomes a bit-
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terness, a rancor that gnaws the
vitals and leads to insanity or
suicide. But under the inspiration
of true religion life can be lived
nobly whether in poverty or wealth,
whether in sickness or health,
whether in misfortune or prosperity.
A striking example of how man
can transcend circumstances by the
power of the spirit is presented in
the life of a Baha'i whom I knew
for years-a successful business
man whose work had wide ramifications over the country, a man of
personality an d power. There
came, however, a financial reverse.
At the age of seventy he was left
with nothing. On top of this came
a paralytic stroke which left him an
invalid utterly dependent both for
support and care upon his friends.
Yet in the one year that was left to
him of life-a life of absolute poverty and comparative invalidismall his friends witnessed in Mr.
R- a transcendant quality of
character, a nobility of soul, an
added grandeur which called forth
more respect and reverence for him
even than had his prior successful
life of financial power and humanitarian service. What but a deep
spiritual sense could have so enabled this man to transcend events?
AN 0 THE R more brightening
thought to which we may turn from
the collapse of property and income
is the realization that true wealth
lies not in income or accumulated
property, but in the ability of the
individual to ex p res s himself
creatively. Those who have courage, will power, initiative, trained
ability, and power of accomodating
themselves to circumstance,-such
carry with them their fortune. All
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that has availed them to succeed in
the past still resides with them.
Their capacity to wrest a living
from the universe is undiminished.
With the application of ingenuity
to the dilemma, some way can always be found of getting along, of
existing until times are better and
then again rising with the general
tide of prosperity. For the comforting thought given by Baha'u'llah, is that i~tst as wealth is followed by poverty, so is poverty followed by wealth.
Perhaps the most important lesson to be learned in this economic
depression is that of frugality.
Americans have been living in such
a consciousness of prosperity for
years that they have formed very
extravagant habits. To be seen to
practice economy and frugality has
not seemed the commendable thing.
On the contrary, lavish expenditure
for high standards of living, fine
clothes, and new accoutrements of
the home,-these were what everyone was seeking to demonstrate.
Extravagance was the rule of the
day. Many were living beyond
their income. It even seemed to
appear that lavish expenditure was
the road to universal prosperity,
according to the doctrine newly
evolved that the more the individual spent the greater the production and general prosperity that
would ensue.
What a remarkable transformation has taken place in the consciousness of the American people!
Just the opposite state of mind now
exists. PeOI}le refrain from buying anything unless they are in
absolute need of it. They wear
their old clothes, use their old automobile, content themselves with existing equipment, practice economy
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ill every way possible. And because everybody is doing it no one
feels ashamed. Thus frugality,
which was a disgrace at the hey-day
of Our prosperity, now appears a
virtue and is being practiced from
necessity by every class in every
section of the country.
·What is the virtue of frugality~
It is this-that it tends to counteract the incessant and insatiable
striving for the accumulation of
material things and enjoyments.
Once the individual starts on the
road of accumulation 0 f mere
things, there is no end to the strain
and effort to enrich himself and
bet t er his standaTCl of living.
This striving has a certain definite
advantage in the way of progress,
both of the individual and of society. On the other hand, when
carried to excess it has one deepseated fault which is the greatest
weakness in the structure of American civilization. That fault is the
incessant strain of t~nnattwal and
excessive effort. There is a limit
to the strength of every individual;
but greed for prosperity knows no
limits and ptlts a pressttre upon the
individual which tends to force him
beyond his powers.
The only thing that can put a
stop to this incessant and agonizing
striving after wealth is the habit of
economy, of strict frugality, and of
contentment with simple living'.
The psychology of contentment,
of simplicity, of moderation of desire lies at the heart of every great
religion. It was definitely the basis
of Buddhism.
It was implied
throughout the teachings of Christ
and by example in His own life and
in the lives of His apostles. It runs
through all the teachings of Baha'u'l1&h and 'Abdu'l-Baha and was
demonstrated in their lives.
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our personal VIClssitudes, however, that should most
concern us at this time of universal
disaster. What should most occupy our thoughts, our intelligence,
our will power is the need of a
solution for all humanity; the need
of an organization for the world
such as will prevent this needless
suffering in the future. If we care
only for our own private fortunes
our efforts will have but ephemeral
consequences; but if we concern
ourselves with the destiny of humanity all that we achieve during
our lifetime will go on producing
beneficent effects for decades, for
centuries perhaps.
The very nature of the misfortunes which engulf people today of
every class and of every race call
forth all that is generous in human
nature. Now is the time, if never
before, to practice humanitarianism on a universal scale. Now is
the time not only to devote ourselves to private charity but to exert ourselves to the utmost for the
building up of noble institutions
which shall insure prosperity and
happiness to the human race in future epochs.
It is indeed an inspiration to find
at hand such a universal Cause as
the World Order of Baha'u'llah,
promising as it does an infinite
variety of benefits to humanity:
economic stability, political tranquility, the realization of brother1100d and world unity, and the
growth of a great universal civilization which shall confer its blessings uniformly upon all mankind.
Effort put into the spread of this
marvelous Movement is a spiritual
capital well invested, an endowment the income from which will
bless future ages.
IT

IS NOT
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"The Law of God is a Collective Cent er which unites va1"ious peoples, nativities,
tongues and opinions. All find shelter in its protection and become attracted by it ...
the Manifestation of God and the Law of God accmnplish unity."
-'A bdu' l-Baha.

AN is subject to several kinds
of law. There are the great
laws of the physical universe;
gravity, the flow of time, the behavior of the ether.
There are those which have to do
with human institutions-such as
the law of supply and demand, and
of diminishing returns.
Then there are the intricate
codes imposed by man himself to
regulate his conduct with reference
to his fellows in society.
There are the moral laws written
and unwritten, which sav that this
is right and that is wro~g. These
are sanctions arrived at from experience.
The fifth class of laws are those
God-given regulations for the guidance of mankind.
We live under the dominion of
natural law without protest because it is natural to do so and we
can not escape the operatjon of
these laws even though we try.
However much we may seek to
manipulate at times the economic
laws, we recognize their sovereignty and the benefits of trying to
live in accordance with them instead of against them.
The third and fourth classes of
laws, those imposed upon man by
himself are theoretically based
upon the idea that those things
which are the best for the greatest
number are just and equitable.
Human relationships are so numerous and varied that the body of

the law has become a very extensive library indeed.
IT IS NOT surprising that we have
good laws and bad; that some meet
general approval and some do not
and that individuals may feel rebellious against some of them. But,
in general, we obey our laws, not
necessarily because we want to, but
either because we realize that it is
best to do so or through fear of
punishment.
Few there be who obey our laws
from a sense of duty to mankind's
best interests. We may dimly
realize that general obedience to
laws serves these best interestsbut it is not a dominant idea.
Humanity, as a unit, a whole, is
not very real to us. It is a big conception and our lives, today, have
to do mostly with little things. We
do not think often in general terms,
rather how will this or that affect
me and mine-not how will it affect
everyone, nationally and internationally.
Running through all consideration of law and the question of
obedience is the psychological
phenomenon that restraint breeds
a tendency to disobedience in human beings. Tell a lad he cannot
do a thing and that thing becomes
so desirable that he may think
nothing of disobeying an admonition. There is an element of thrill
and relish in disobedience. Tell a
nation they cannot have intoxicat-
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ing beverages and resentment is
aroused even though such prohibition was approved as a beneficial
wartime measure.
There is one immutable law
which cannot be disobeyed-this is
the law of change. Human institutions crumble and human laws become outgrown and obsolete. This
condition has existed at various
times in the past and marked the
decline of peoples and nations.
Civilizations rise and fall and from
the debris of the old springs a new
era of human progress. Destruction precedes reconstruction. The
acorn gives up its identity that the
oak may grow into a mighty tree.
HUMANITY has gone through successive cycles tending' always to
material advancement until a high
degree of achievement 111 this
sphere has been attained.
But it is not enough. It is being
realized, as never before, that
something very essential is lacking
in the scheme of life which we have
been following.
This essential is obedience to
God's Law for this enlightened age.
\iVith the realiza tion that this
obedience is fundamental to further
progress, a new conception comes
into our consciousness.
Obedience i s a tremendous
privilege, 110t a mere act of voluntary or involuntary compliance and
submission. It is not resignation
to a stronger force, rather is it
aligning one's efforts with this
force. It is not the loss of liberty
of action, rather is it contributing
to an action which is greater, more
far reaching and more widespread.
It is not the surrendering of one's
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prerogatives, rather is it sharing
in tremendously greater ones.
There is a great and profound
difference between obeying because
we have to, or obeying because we
will benefit, and obeying because
we feel that it is a privilege to
merge our small individual increment of influence to that great integrated force potential in the collective, universal obedience to
God's Divine Law.
There are many unwritten laws
which are strong and binding because they are generally accepted
as good and are upheld by the
power of concerted thought, feeling
and action. We do not appraise
correctly this latent force. Should
everyone, or a majority, or even a
very large number obey God's Law
there would result mighty and beneficent events in this troubled
arena of human activity.
If we obey because we feel it a
privilege to do so there cannot be
the slightest resentment.
There
can be no resentment in our hearts
because there will be nothing to resent. Our will ,vill be non-existent,
merged in that of God. \iVhere
there is only one will operative
there can be no counter-currents,
no whirlpools or eddies of confusion and misunderstanding.
IT MUST be appreciated that
God's Law applies not only to you
and me and to our nation, but it
guides all peoples and all nations
and consequently is universal.
Perhaps we may not understand
it, may not be able to grasp the
great significances. Perhaps some
details of its operation may not be
clear, veiled for the present in the
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immensity of its possibilities. But
these quite human limitations detract not one whit from its effectiveness.
God's Law deals with humanity
and the world as a whole. "Ve are
not accustomed to such magnitudes
and they may stagger us. But we
are not responsible for its justification-that can safely be left in
God's hands. We are only responsible for our own obedience,
and even that is not really a responsibility but a great bounty and
privilege, a privilege which is a
boon, not a deterrent; a privilege
which is a reward not a punishment; a privilege which is positive,
not negative; a privilege which is
a help and not a handicap; a. privilege which is dynamic and not
static; a. privilege which is spiritual and not material.
The Divine Law will temper and
shape human laws so that we can
without confusion "render unto
Caesar the things that are Caesar's
and unto God the things that are
God's."
OBEDIENOE to God's Law is the
greatest privilege ever offered
* Baha'u'Ilah

MA GA ZI N E

mankind. It is not mandatory:
"Who so desires let him turn away
from this counsel, but who so desires let him choose the path to his
Lord."*
This conception of obedience as
being a privilege is one of the distinguishing features of the Baha'i
Revelation. If we obey because
we feel it is a privilege to do so,
not because it is expedient, not because it is convenient, not because
it is pleasant, not because of hope
of reward or fear of punishmentbut because we are appreciative of
the privilege, then we become inetruments through which the Law
of God may become operative in its
fullness, with unimaginable benefit
to mankind.
When we obey unreservedly and
joyously the Law of God we
"charge the things we fashion"
with a breath of the spiritual dynamic, which is the only power of
sufficient potency to make effective
the principle of the Oneness of
Mankind-that foundation upon
which the glorious future of humanity will be erected in accordance with the Law of God for this
day as given to us by Baha 'u 'Hah.

in the "Tablet of Ahmad."

(( The Manifestation of God is a perfect example of real obedience
.... We m~Lst look to God for all we desire, all we attain. The Will of
God m~~st m~twork its p~Lrposes in ~LS. Our h~vman will m~Lst be laid
down in sacrifice and love. A pupil1nLLst submit entirely to the will of
the teacher. This is trtle sacrifice, trtLe obedience. When yO~l really
love God you will be willing to sacrifice everything and s~Lbmit ymtrself
entirely to His will."
-( Abd~L'l-Baha.

OBEDIENCE
I:~ EVOTION to God involves implicit obedience to His

~

revealed commands even when the reason for these
commands is not understood. The sailor implicitly obeys his
captain's orders even when he does not know the reason for
them, but his acceptance of authority is not blind. He knows
full well that the captain has served a thorough probation,
and given ample proofs of competence as a navigator. Were
it not so, he would be foolish indeed to serve under him. So
the Baha'i must implicitly obey the Captain of his Salvation,
but he will be foolish indeed if he has not first ascertained
that this Captain has given ample proofs of trustworthiness.
Having received such proofs, however, to refuse obedience
would be even greater folly, for only by intelligent and openeyed obedience to the wise master can we reap the benefits
of his wisdom, and acquire this wisdom for ourselves. Be
the captain never so wise, if none of the crew obey him how
shall the ship reach its port or the sailors learn the art of
navigation ~ Christ clearly pointed out that obedience is the
path of knowledge. He said:
"My doctrine is not mine, but His that sent me. If any man
will do His will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of
God, or whether I speak of myself."-St. John 7:16,17.

So Baha 'u 'llah says:
"Faith in God, and the knowledge of Him, cannot be fully
attained except . . . . by practicing all that He hath commanded
and all that is revealed in the Book from the Pen of Glory."-Tablets of Baha'u'lhih.

Implicit obedience is not a popular virtue in these democra tic days, and indeed entire submission to the will of any
mere man would be disastrous. But the Unity of Humanity
can be attained only by complete harmony of each and all
with the Divine Will. Unless that Will be clearly revealed,
and men abandon all other leaders and obey the Divine Messenger, then coniiict and strife will go on, and men will continue to oppose each other, to devote a large part of their
energy to frustrating the efforts of their brother men instead
of working harmoniously together for the Glory of God and
the common good.

-DR. J. E. ESSLEMONT,
and the New Era, p. 75.

Baha/~t'll((,h
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LETTERS HOME
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER

In her world travels in behalf of The Baha'i Move1nent the author takes ti1ne to
write to friends i1npressions derived fron'l, her varied experi,ences. These "Lette1"s
H01ne" we have been privileged to present to the readers of the Baha'i Magazine at
different ti1nes during the past year. The first "letter" appeared in the January,
1932 nU1nber, and described the author's visit to Nikko and other places in Japan.
The April nU1nber gave 15011'1,13 of her impressions of China; the Dec61nber issue contained an interesting desc'ription of her contacts with the Maoris of New Zealand;
and the January nU1nber her obse'rvations while traveling through India. Last 1nonth
appea1"ed the fint installment in a new series on her fascinating material and spiritual
experiences in Persia. Herein she describes certain histo?"ic points and principles
"which are essentictl to a full und61"standing of the spirit cmi1nating the followers of the
Bab."

n

N AN hour I must be on the
platform and I am not even
dressed, but I have an irresistible
urge to start this promised letter
to you; for once I have started a
thing I writhe until it is finished;
and the stories of Persia within me
are struggling to be told.
If ever I undertook to write anything formal on Persia I would be
nonplussed as to whether I should
call it "White Rooms," "Dream
Gardens," or "Mud Fences." For
this country is one astounding and
fascinating contradiction. The ugliest thing on earth, a mud fence, encloses the most beautiful, a Persian
garden; the (to us) shocking dislocation of taste, a white room,
houses the matchless design of a
Persian carpet; in an old ramshackle, tumble-down bazar one
finds the lovliest things-inlay and
lacquer from Shiraz, brass or silver from Isfahan, silk and prints
from Yazd, the turquoise tiles and
pottery of Hamadan, embroideries
and rich brocades-all divinely
beautiful.
God has conferred upon Persia
an unquenchable spirit; to what-
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ever depths she may descend she
carries with her a mysterious redemptive power. Within the brief
confines of history she has given to
the world three Manifestations' of
God: Zara thrustra, the Bab and
Baha 'u 'llah. In less than a hundred years after the coming of the
Promised One profound, yes,
fundamental changes, are wiping
away the obvious evidences of her
fanaticism, her cruelty, her ignorance and her degradation, and are
preparing her not slowly, but with
magical rapidity, for an era of enlightenment, urbanity and fluent
self -expression.
To the Baha'i the most venerated
spots are not those where the two
Manifestations of our Faith lie
buried but Shiraz in Persia, and
Baghdad in Iraq where their respective missions were revealed.
Surely no other place than Shiraz
on Persian soil is more sacred to
us than the Shrine at Sheik Tabarsi
where first" The Dawn-Breakers"
of our Revelation gave "the last
full measure of devotion," entrusted to history her most lustrous
and heroic page, and "rapt in holy
2

3

God's Messengers: the Founders of new religions; the Revelators of new sacred commands and books. 2 ThE
Bab declared His mission May 23, 1844. 3 After years of arduous effort the mutilated remains of the Bab
intermingled with those of Muhammad Aliy-i-Zunuzi who was martyred with Him, were finally removed to
Mount Carmel. Baha'u'Ilah lies buried on the plains of Akka where He died a titular prisoner.
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MTS. Keith Ransom-KehleT and he?" peTsonal escoTt in {ront of the ShTine of Sheik
Tabani. Left to 1"ight: Rahmat'u'llah Khcm Alai, Keith, Najn~iyyih Khan~i1n, MiTza
Vahid.

ecstacy, writ with their life-blood
upon the tablet of the world the
verses of God's Divine Unity."
Tihran, the birthplace of Baha'u'llah, is indeed a Holy City, and
Nur, His family seat, but we are
told to reverence Baghdad especially in His commemoration.
The names of those exalted beings who happily wooed death and
were wedded to the Station of selfsacrifice in the Pathway of God
have left the overwhelming evidence of their sanctity and devotion forever enshrined within the
humble little memorial at Sheik
Tabarsi.
As WE were quitting Khurasan I
recalled how Mulla Husayn and his
small but valiant band of followers,
encamped under the" Black Standards," awaited Divine Guidance
and then went down the rocky defiles into Mazindaran-their Karbila.
It seems a thousand pities that

only the special student of history
or comparative religion should
know those events and episodes in
the great religions of the world
that, through the centuries, have
made their adherents ready to die
for them.
Certainly one of the outstanding
events of secular as well as of religious history was the martyrdom
of the younger son of Fatimah (the
only daughter and the only child
of Muhammad) the Imam Husayn.
All sects of Muhammadans agree
that the Prophet informally appointed His cousin and son-in-law
Ali, together with His lineal descendants, to succeed Him. But
since the words of the Prophet were
oral and traditional, since they
were not written, a group of His
followers after His death feeling
that Muhammad has been too much
swayed by His affection for His
family, and fearing their infiuence,
at once swept aside His command
and elected those democratically-
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the Caliphs-who were to act as
defenders and custodians of His
Faith.
Ali, finally, after three predecessors had been chosen, was elected
Caliph. His tempestuous career
ended with his murder, his older
son Hasan, according to the explicit utterance of Muhammad, succeeding him as the second Imam.
Ali was the first Imam and the
fourth Caliph.
Hasan was poisoned by order of
Mu 'aviyih, leader of the opposing
party, and when some years later
his younger brother who had now
returned to Arabia was summoned
to send his allegiance to the newly
elected Caliph, an office not provided for by Muhammad, he quite
deliberately and with the sublime
intent of giving his life in obedience to his Grandfather's behest
set out to Mesopotamia wit h
seventy-two of his followers there
to offer up his soul for the great
principle of the Imamate.
For Imam means Guardian and
the Imamate alone could have protected the Cause of Muhammad
from schism, sectarianism a n cl
strife. If, in the Qur'an, Muhammad had written this succession as
an indubitable part of His Teaching; if His followers were constrained to recognize one authorized person to whom they must give
allegiance there could, of course,
never be any division, any disunity,
for division or challenge of the explicit written word of the Founder
would at once put them outside His
Faith; so there could be no split
within it.
The sincere follower of every religion must see that the weakness
of His Faith lies in this fact: that

MAGAZINE

it has no authoritative interpreter,
none to whom the faithful can turn
as representing the authentic successor of its Founder.
THE statement of Jesus concerning Peter is subject to half a dozen
interpretations in c I u din g the
charge of interpolation in the
Gospel, and the great majority of
Christians reject His statement as
establishing any unchallengeable
succession or as conferring the
right of interpreting His words.
Nobody, whom all alike will accept,
can tell us what He really meant.
We have in Christendom three
hundred and fifty-two sects, each
insisting that Jesus meant a different thing. And to whatever degree these sects m a y protest
against succession and interpretation, each has arrogated to itself
the letter, excluding any who dare
question its interpretation, and
hands down through succeeding
generations its own decision and
decree concerning the Teaching of
our Lord. So that every sect is
practicing interpretation and succession however much it may deny
it.
If Jesus, Muhammad, or the
Founder of any other religion, had
written an unassailable document in
which He specifically named an individual, together with his successors, and said to His followers,
"What these say I meant, you
must accept as what I did mean;
to reject him or them is to repudia te me;" we see, with perfect clarity, that the rivalries, misunderstandings and bloodshed promoted
in the name of religion would have
been absolutely impossible.
It was to defend this great prin-
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to which I have been referring are
essential to a full understanding of
of the Bab.
the spirit animating the followers
For many years in those strange
hallucinations that come with encroaching sleep, in reveries, and in
dreams, I have seen, not a score of
times but a hundred times or more
those now f a m i I i a r mountain
passes that wind down into Mazindaran. Once when we were driving in California I remember telling you that I had seen that road
before, although it was the first
time I had traversed it. But it was
not until I traveled from Amiriyyih
to Shahid (Ali Abad) that a profound inner delight and agitation
coupled with scene after scene of
my well-remembered fantasy assured me that this was the place of
my visions. Suddenly we shot between high stone cliffs that the sun
would only penetrate for half an
hour at noonday, and the mysteTious sense of unreality that seized
me brought back the thought of
heavy lids and drowsiness; and
then a stabbing joy of recollection.
To see luxuriant verdure againMazindaT:in is sub-tropical after
the starved, stark mountains of
Khurasan-added to my sense of
unreality.
Being, as you have
IT IS a long time since, at the be- often said, a realist, I am not in
ginning of my letter, I mentioned the least addicted to this sort of
the Bab'ul-Bab's' descent in t 0 thing, which made it all the
Mazindaran; but an understanding stranger.
(To be contin~6ed)
of the historic points and principles

ciple of an Interpreter, a Guardian,
a Rallying Centre which would
obviate schism, that the Imam
Husayn b e c a m e a voluntary
martyr.
As he neared Kufih, the great
Islamic stronghold w her e his
father had been martyred, he was
informed that an army of twenty
thousand was marching out against
him. He deflected his course to the
then small settlement of Karbila,
and there his little band was practically annihilated and he became
the great redemptive figure of
Shi'a Islam.
Three times before ShimI', his
murderer, dispatched him, he cried
to those assembled, "Is there any
who will assist me ~ " extending to
them their last opportunity for submission and obedience to the request and desire of Muhammad.
On several
occasions Mulla
Husayn referred to Sheik Tabarsi
as Karbila. Those who cast in
their lot with him had no illusions
as to the outcome of their enterprise. They, too, deliberately sacrificed their lives to prove to a negligent and vicious world the Reality
of that One in Whose Pathway suffering was a joy and death a
triumph.

'''The Gate of the Gate," title given by the Bab to Mulla Husayn-i-Bushruyi,

MIRACLE
SILVIA MARGOLIS

When I had been engrossed
With silver things and gold,
I had a Winter-SoulAltho' I was not old!

But now that I have died
And risen for a Truth,
I have a Summer-SoulAltho' I have no youth!
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CULTURAL CONTRIBUTION
TO BAHA~ISM
MART HA

L.

ROOT

The author, well known as a Bah6'i t1'aveling teacher and lecturer, here relates the
story of the Russian poet who gave to the world three celebrated writings about the
Bahd'i Teachings. Miss Root has succeeded in giving us a marvelous bit of history and
a story of surpassing interest. The second part will follow next month.

mRS. 1SABEL GR1NEVSKY, imagery, and harmony of verse. I
a Russian poet in Lenin- keenly felt the delight of reading a
grad, gave a great impetus to the new, great poem and discovering a
Baha,'i Movement and to world art new first-rate poet. I should have
in her three celebrated writings, the felt so on broad, general grounds
two d r a m as, "Bab" and from whatever country the poet
"Baha'u'llah", and a narrative came! However, my joy was incalled" A Journey in the Countries tensified by the fact that the poem
of the Sun". The last named is an had been written in my own lanaccount of her visit to 'Abdu '1- guage and that the author was a
Baha in 1911 when He was in country-woman of mine."
This article purports to give a
Ramleh, Egypt. While the last is
in prose it has verses introduced so little history of these works, for
that we might almost say that the , Abdu '1-Baha Himself praised these
three form a trilogy in poetic form dramas. (I do not know that He
presenting the new universal reli- saw the narrative.) When He held
gion of the oneness of mankind the manuscript of the drama
proclaimed by those three heaven- "Baha 'u 'l1ah" in His hands, He
ly personages, the Bab the Fore- blessed it and prophesied to the
runner, Baha 'u 'l1ah the Revealer of author that these two dramas
the Word and 'Abdu '1 Baha the would be played in Tihran!
The drama "Bab" was published
Center of the Covenant of the
in May, 1903, and was played in one
Baha'i Movement.
From the point of view of art the of the principal theatres in St.
dramas rank high. Russian critics Petersburg in January, 1904. It
affirm that these works have pro- was this drama that first brought to
claimed their author a poet of the Count Leo Tolstoy a knowledge of
first order. One of her country- the Baha'i teachings. He read the
men, Mr. Wesselitzky, President of book and at once wrote to Mrs.
the Foreign Press Association of Grinevsky his appreciation of her
London, said that he read the great drama and his sympathy with
drama "Bab" on a railway train the Baha'i Movement; the letter
when he was returning to England was printed in the Russian press
from Russia in August, 1905. His and the poet has his letter in her
own words were: "I was at once possession now.
attracted by the rare combination
I HAVE before me as I write a
of philosophical thought with a
great power of expression, beauty, clipping from the ' 'Herold ' , of
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January, 1904: "The play BCib
appeared in May of last year, 1903,
the most inconvenient time for the
appearance of a book. Nevertheless the pens of the critics began to
move in the journals and magazines
in order to compose hymn-songs of
praise to the author. Moreover an
enlightened Persian society sent
her an inspired letter of thanks;
and above all, M l' s. I s ab e 1
Grinevsky had the spiritual satisfaction that among those who
eulogized her drama was the lion of
contemporary Russian literature,
Leo Tolstoy. The impression was
such that it made us think that
amidst the statists representing the
Persian throngs were real Persians; it seemed as if the scene exhaled the perfume of the roses of
Shiraz I"~
Mr. 1Vesselitsky, whom I mentioned earlier in this story, gave a
lecture in London in 1907 about this
drama and his speech was afterwards published in pamphlets in
English and French.'" I quote two
paragraphs: "Amidst the SOrTOWS
of disastrous war and those dreadful inner troubles, that book "Bab"
was my only happy impression, and
it remains since a permanent source
of joy and comfort as a manifest
proof of the vitality of Russia and
its creative genius.
"The romantic side of this
drama, too, is quite original. The
plot is not based on adultery as in
French drama and not on seduction
as in 'Faust', but on renouncement
and self-sacrifice. The romantic
side of the Bab is closely allied with
the metaphysical-ethical side. The
* Pamphlets

in French and English, London, 1907, at
London. S. W.
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drama has so much of the latter
that every act may seem to be a
sermon and the drama itself a suite
of sermons. Yet all that preaching
is relieved by genuine enthusiasm,
eloquence of the heart and real passion. The conflict in the soul of the
hero is not between passion and
reason, but between two passionshuman love and love divine-the
latter being stronger and more
ardent than the former. It is
that manifestation of the power of
the higher aims in the heart of man
which is the chief feature of this
book and the secret of its irresistible charm."
OELEBRATING the decade of the
first performance of "Bab" in
January, 1914, Mrs. Grinevsky gave
a great conference on the drama in
one of the most beautiful concert
halls of Leningrad.
The" St.
Petersburg Informations Paper"
gives the event a long review
praising the author and her reading
of selections from the poem and
her address. One paragraph particularly I remember: "As a characteristic of the frame of mind of
the poetess during the creation of
her poem, the following' words of
her own may serve as an illustration: 'A well known professor told
me that the name of my poem,
« BCib" does not sound well to the
ears of Russians. I answered that
the names of the people who
preached the ideals of love, paying'
for those ideals with their lives,
must sound well to all those who
have ears to hear. All noble ideals
are so few in these days that it
the

Press

of

"Chronide"-29

Besborough

Street,
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would be worth while to renew the
performance of "Bab" in order to
awaken the remembrance of these
ideals. We, the people of the West,
rise too late, we do not know the
East where the sun shines!' "
The play was presented again in
the Folk Theater in Leningrad in
April, 1917, after the Russian Revolution. People came even from
Moscow and Turkestan to see it.
Diplomats from foreign countries
were in the audience; the ambassador from Ohina was one. A
second edition of the drama had
been published in 1916, and these
books were sold at the entrance of
the thea ter; many spectators sa t
with the open books in their hands
during this performance. It is a
long drama in five acts, equal in
the number of verses to "Don
Oarlos" of Schiller and "Oromwell" of Victor Hugo.
WHEN
I wrote asking Mrs.
Grinevsky about these dramas she
sent me several letters. I should
state that she has written many
works along different lines of
thought and lectured on many subjects in Russia, and had often
spoken in conferences on these two
dramas, "Bab" and "Baha'u'llah. " She was a member of the
former Philosophic Society of the
University, an active member of the
former Oriental Society, and is a
member of the present Bibliological
Society and several literary societies and unions. She said that before she wrote her poem "Bab",
the Russian public generally had not
heard much about the Baha'i Movement. She herself knew about it only
from reading. The critics thought

M A G A Z IN E

she had traveled much in Persia,
she was so well informed about the
life there, but as a matter of fact
she had not been in Iran. She had
heard that some Baha'i believers
from Persia had been driven out of
their land into Turkey and India,
and that some had come to Turkestan and were residing in the
cities of Tashkand, Ishqabad and
Mary and in the city of Baku in the
Oaucasus.
"Still, I thought ", she says,
, 'these believers in the Bab now
called Baha'is had mingled with
other nations, and perhaps had
ceased to exist as a religious entity. The description of Professor
Edward G. Browne seemed to me a
fairy tale. How astonished I was
when, after my drama 'Bab' made
its appearance in 1903, I received
one day a letter with the following
address: 'To the Author of the
book ({ Btib", Mrs. Isabel Grinevsky in St. Petersburg.' Neither
street nor number of the house was
marked, yet thanks to the careful
postal authorities, that 1e t t e r
though unregistered, reached me
safely. "
Both the handwriting and signature proved unknown but she relates: "That letter was from AliAkber Mamedhanly from Baku who
wrote that he was a believer in the
Bab, that he had read in the News of
Balm about my poem, the account
of which had interested him greatly and that he would like to get the
book. He asked that if he found
any mistakes against the Teachings
of the Bab, could he perhaps point
them ouU It was like a star falling
from heaven at my feet! As if I
had found a precious stone where I
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had not expected to find one."
The book was mailed to him at
once and she explained to that
Baha'i that she had had to deviate
just a little from a few of the historical facts for the sake of a
dramatic whole. She added: "I
wrote for a public all unprepared to
hear moral, religious and philosophical ideas from the stage; it was
accustomed to lighter plays, not a
theme about God, of religion, especially about the conception of a new
religion or rather, I would say religion renewed I' ,
The Baha'i from Baku politely
replied to Mrs. Grinevsky's letter
a s follows:
"T h e impression
which I received in reading your
drama was such that I could not
see any mistakes of any kind, even
though I read it many times. We
read it in the Baha'i Assembly
(meeting) and the believers send
you sincerest thanks. They feel
sure that the literary world will
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soon unite in a general soleminzing
of your creative powers."
She said that he also wrote
beautifully about the Baha'i life in
Caucasus stating among other
points : "We live here cherishing
the tenets for which our grandfathers, fathers and brothers shed
their blood maintaining the chief
principles: pardon, patience and
love to mankind." Mrs. Grinevsky
said that these letters were written
in Russian and showed that the
Baha'is were very enlightened in
literature and science. She also
added: "It was such a joy to me to
find that there are in the world people so congenial to me in feeling
and in vision. I loved with my soul
those spiritual people who, just like
the people in my drama, were holding' those principles of pardon, patience and love to all mankind, holding them not as a dead dogma but
as a living truth I"
(To be contin~~ed)

"U1lbity is love. It cannot be established withot~t love. Therefore, try
as far as possible to be filled with love . ... Love draws us in friendship to the people of every race and religion. He is a BaM/i, .... from
whom we breathe the fragrance of this love again. The highest love
is independent of any personal advantages which we may draw from
the love of the friend. If you love truly, yo~w love for your friend will
contim£e even if he treats you ill."
- ' Abd~t'l-Ba7ui.
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GLIMPSES OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER
Notes on a Visit to Haifa and 'Akka
MABEL AND SYLVIA P AINE
"We cannot conceive a star without light, a tree w'itlwnt fruit. If we clai:tn to be
followers of Light, we 1nust diffuse the Light throu,gh our actions. The name will not
be sufficient. ... The Baha'i rn,ust see that his words and deeds reflect the Glory of God."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.

In the first install11~ent of these
" Diary Notes" of a visit to Haifa
and 'Akka, p~~blishecl ~ast month,
the a1dhors told of their arrival at
Haifa and of their meeting with
Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the
Ba.7ui'i C a, t~ se; 1Dith Bahiyyih
KhantLm, the sister of 'Abdtt'lBaha, and other m,embers of His
family, and of their conversations
with them concerning Him. The
present inst,all1Jtent defi1titely concerns a 'visit to {Akk6/ the old
Prison quarters 'where BaJta'tl'lltih
and (Abdu,'l-Baha and seventy followers tvere incarce'rated tvith 'nnspeakable hardships and sttfferi1tgs.

up children. Oue of the ladies counselled, "Don't force them to take a
certain course, however praiseworthy and desirable, but take the
stones out of that path, make it as
easy for them as you can."
She
told how her children were taught
to pray. She didn't tell them to
pray, but they saw and heard her
pray. One day when she was praying her little boy asked what she
was doing. She told him she was
talking' to God, asking Him to help
them to be good. After a day or
two he said he would like to talk
with God.
She said she thought what was
needed, even more than people to
talk and write about the Baha'i
SATURDAY, November fourteenth. teachings was people to live them.
Today at luncheon the subject of the "How sad 'Abdu '1-Baha was," she
divinity of Christ came up. This added, "when He heard of one who
phrase, Shoghi Effendi pointed out, professed to be a Baha'i yet did not
is ambiguous. If it means God in- live in the rig'ht way. She told of a
carnate it is unscientific. A truer Persian Baha'i who spoke rudely
word is Manifestation. This word to his wife. His little son noticed
implies the true Trinity, ,vhich con- this and one day remarked to him,
sists of God, 'Whom we may com- "You can't be a Baha'i, or you
pare to the Sun; the Prophet,-as ,vouldn't speak in that way."
Christ, Moses, Muhammad, BahaAnother story she told was of a
'u 'Hah-who is like a perfect mir- young Baha'i in Persia to whom the
ror catching the sun's rays and re- cashier in a bank gave by mistake
flecting even its disc; and the Holy fifty pounds too much. As soon
Spirit, which may be compared to as the young man discovered the
the sun's rays connecting sun and mistake he returned the money. The
muror.
bank official was 80 much impressed
In the afternoon at tea vv'ith the that he asked the young man what
ladies the talk was about bringing his relig-ion was.

GLIMPSES OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER

No one who witnessed the life of
'Abdu'l-Baha could doubt that the
Baha'i faith is first of all the noble
living of life. Still, the memory
of His teachings, reinforced by His
life of loving service, remains in
Haifa. The other day this conversation was overheard in a Haifa
shop. A woman came in to make a
purchase and asked the storekeeper
how he was getting along.
" Just well enough," he replied,
"to keep soul and body together.
But I am contented. Life is short
and happiness is not dependent
on having many material things.
Abbas Effendi'~ used to tell us so
and make us realize it."
,"Yes," answered the woman, "it
seems to me Abbas Effendi is still
living with us. His body passed
away but His life and influence still
go on among us."
A Christian came to 'Abdu'lBaha's house shortly after His
passing. 'Abdu'l-Baha's life, he
said, impressed him more profoundly than did the life of Christ.
He told his bishop this and the bishop reproved him for not being
more loyal to Christ. He replied
that it was simply that Christ's life
was further removed and so did not
touch him so closely. The quality
of life he believed was the same.
One of the ladies described the
evening when 'Abdu'l-Baha returned to Haifa after His long journey through Europe and America
in 1912. When the ship anchored
almost everyone in Haifa was down
at the water's edge to greet Him,
although people had been requested
not to come because He was so very
tired. Some went aboard the ship,
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lifted Him in their arms and carried Him to the small boat for
landing.
FRIDAY,
November thirteenth.
Today at luncheon the subject of institutions was discussed. Any idea
or movement, Shoghi Effendi said,
needs an institution. For instance
educational ideas must be carried
out in schools, social and political
movements find expression in institutions. Inherently an institution is a necessary and a good thing.
The trouble creeps in when institutions, with the lapse of time, become corrupt. Then they need to
be renewed.
In the same way any movement
needs a creed. A creed is not a bad
thing. What is bad is when men
add non-essentials to a creed.
The supposed quotation from
'Abdu'l-Baha that the Baha'i Cause
is not an organization should read,
"You cannot limit the Baha'i Cause
to an organization." The Baha'i
Cause must be organized just as
everything must be. Institutions
are necessary. All institutions now
are decadent, but without institutions we should have nothing but
anarchy. Baha'is regard institutions not as ends, but as means.
MONDAY,
November sixteenth.
Late this morning we drove in an
automobile the nine miles drive
around the edge of the Bay of
'Akka to the vicinity of 'Akka.
'Akka, the ancient fortress and
prison city is a scence of some of the
greatest tests as well as triumphs
of the little group of leaders of the
Baha'i Cause in its early days. Here

• The name by which 'Abdu'l-Baha was known in Palestine.
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seventy BaM,'is, exiles from their an insurmountable obstacle which
native land, were sent by the Sultan turned him back.
of the Ottoman Empire in the hopes
We had left Mount Carmel,
that this greatest prison would where the Jewish prophets and
prove to be the end of the leaders Jesus walked, and ahead of us in
and the religious faith which they the far distance we could see the
were spreading. Vermin-infested, snowcapped mountains of Lebanon.
filthy in the extreme, it was a place Soon we arrived at the gates of the
where the worst criminals were city of 'Akkti.
At one time there
sent to languish and die. Strangely were three walls around the city
enough the little band of BaM,'is and the gates were closed at sunafter living herded together in an down. Although now the entrance
unspeakably filthy room in the to the city is open at all times,
prison for two years, suffering from we noticed as we went in the
malaria, as well as insufficient food "needle's eye" a small opening
and water, were given more lib er- in the wall beside the main gate
ties. Instead of being forgotten, about five feet high. Late travelers
the Cause for which they were sac- could enter through this opening
rificing their freedom spread.
and their camels, too, if unloaded,
The road lay along the sandy could get in by a process of kneelbeach by the sea. The day was ing and squirming through. The
clear and it was an especially im- streets of 'Akka are narrow and
pressive experience to ride on the dirty, paved with worn stones and
sand with the sparkling blue sea on filled with men and women, mostly
the left, past Arab fishermen draw- in Oriental garb, and children playing their nets, travelers on donkeys ing and fighting or going to the bakand camels as well as in motor cars. ery with enormous fiat trays filled
The white buildings of the ancient with loaves of bread of a tannish
city of 'Akka gleamed out as our hue, looking something like our panjourney's goal. 'Akka was Napo- cakes. The children's clothes, the
leon's goal when he came with his streets and bread all shade into a
army from Egypt. He hoped to light greyish tan hue and perhaps
make it the gateway to conquering it is just as well not to be too germthe Near East, but found it instead conscious.
(To be continued)
~~

« In every dispensation the command of friendship and the law of
love have been 1'evealed, b~~t it has been ci1"mimscribed within the circle
of the believing friends and not with contrary enemies. Praise be to
God that in this wonderh~l cycle the laws of God are not confinecl within
any limit:ations, neither nn~st they be exercised toward a special comm~inity to the excl~~sion of another. He hath commanded all the friends
to show love, friendship, amity and kindness to all the people of the
world. "
- ' Abdii'l-Baha.
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A GREAT NEW SERMON IN STONE
RUTH

J.

The following conversation takes
place within the Bah6/i Temple and
its Foundation Hall at Wilmette,
Illinois, on the shores of Lake
Michigan.
The characters are members of a
family group that have stopped to
view the Temple and learn abmd its
meaning.
A teacher of the Bah6/i Ca/use
comes forward to meet the group.
Barbara: I do wish you would
tell us something of the meaning of
it all.
Teacher: It would be stimulating to follow the history of the
growth and development of this
lofty conception, which architects
claim will far surpass even the Taj
Mahal in beauty and ideals, when
completed. The Taj is, you know,
the lovely symbol of a beautiful
earthly love. This Temple is the
exquisitely beautiful symbol of a
Divine Love. All mankind is embraced in that Divine Love in a
spirit of unity and universality,
such as the world has never known
before. Man may come to a desire
to know God by means of anyone
of the nine pathways represented
by the nine doors to this temple.
But they merge together in the worship of the one True God, under this
great dome, symbolizing light, glory
and splendor. The meeting of the
ribs in the spire of light at the peak
above your heads symbolizes the
uniting of the arms of all the religious thought of the world in prayer.

MOFJ?ETT

This lofty conception thus put in
concrete form cannot help but engage the attention of the responsible leaders of the people and nations of the world.
(They all stand under the magnificent dome gazing upward speechless. )
Rob ert: (breaking the silence).
In the general trend of recent
events with their dark and menacing outlook, a universal House of
Worship such as this, with thousands like it, is surely needed in the
world.
Teacher : Yes, I am sorry to say,
the vast ever swelling army of unemployed, the increasing commercialism, the corruption of law, the
weakening of the church, the stupendous and crazy race in armament building, the impoverishment
and enslavement of peoples and nations who stand confused and helpless amid the increasingly threatening storms,-all force us to realize the truth of these words:
"Little wonder if one of Europe's
preeminent thinkers, honored for
his wisdom and restraint, should
have been forced to make so bold an
assertion, 'The world is passing
through the gravest crisis in the
history of civilization.' , We stand,'
writes another, 'before either a
world catastrophe, or perhaps before the dawn of a greater era of
truth and wisdom.' 'It is in such
times,' he adds, 'that religions have
perished and are born.' ",,~ In times
such as these all mankind is forced

• Shoghi Effendi, "The Goal of a New World Order. p. 12.
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scope, equitable in principle, challenging in its
features-that a harassed hum ani t y must
strive. " He, Baha 'u '1lah, has quickened a declining people ana a corrupt society into the
glorious dawn of this
Day of the most Great
Peace.
(They stand in front
of the lighted plaster
model of the Temple.)
Mr. V.: This is extremely interesting, and
very much needed in this
distressed and rapidly
changLng world.
Teacher: This beautiful model was made by
the skilled hand of the
able architect, Mr. Louis
Bourgeois, as the result
Bahri'i Ternple at Wilmette, Illinois.
of remarkable inspirawith humbleness of heart to seek a tion. Professor Luigi Guoglino,
united spiritual refuge in the Oue noted architect of Italy, who recentTrue God. This great Universal ly came to make a brief survey of
Temple is a symbol of this.
the model, remained three hours or
Barbara: Do you mean that the more. For two hours he spoke not
completion of this Universal Tem- a word. His conclusion, when he
ple can help, not only Chicago, but reluctantly had to leave was-' This
can really help the whole world ~
is a new creation which will revoluTeacher: Yes, the call of Baha- tionize architecture in the world,
'u'llah, the Glory of God, Whom and it is the most beautiful thing I
Christ said would come in the Glory have ever seen. Without doubt it
of the Father, has given to mankind will have a lasting page in history.
the principles of a Divine Program It is a revelation from another
embodying in its essentials, God's world.' 'There is none of the ausdivinely-appointed plan for the uni- terity and solemnity which characfication of mankind in this age and terizes the religious architecture of
in the clarifying words of Shoghi the past. It has grandeur and suEffendi, Guardian of the Baha'i preme beauty but no severity. It
Cause,-"It is towards this goal- seems to be vibrant with life, liftthe goal of a new World Order Di- ing the consciousness into the
vine in origin, all-embracing in splendor of the dome, into which

A GREAT NEW SERMON IN STONE

the whole structure seems to ascend, symbolizing the uplifted aspirations and consciousness of
mankind. It is a new architectural
pattern as San Vitale was the
mother church of Christian architecture. Perhaps it may also signify and symbolize a new power of
the Holy Spirit which is now being
profoundly felt by all humanity'.
Mr. V.: What is the key-note
back of this marvelous new type of
architecture, its unusually beautiful
dome and its exquisite outer ornamentation, in which we see embodied most of the religious symbols of the world ~
Teacher: That is easily answered, Mr. Vanderwolff. The principles of the knowledge of the Oneness of Mankind and the fundamental Oneness of Heligion are the
keynote of this Temple design and
also the pivot around which the
teachings of Baha 'u 'llah revolve.
Mrs. V.: Just what do you mean
by the Oneness of Mankind ~ Was
not that taught by Christ~
Teacher: Yes, Jesus the Christ
and all the other Prophets called
men to love one another, but
Baha'u'llah has given to the world
the consciousness of the Oneness of
Mankind, a deeper and a more far
reaching consciousness than was
ever given to the world before. His
power is uniting individuals in all
the relationships of life, all the nations, races, religions and classes
into a beautiful symphonic whole.
Mrs. V.: That is a beautiful idea.
I begin to understand that vast farreaching and inclusive ideas are
symbolized in this great Temple. I
did not know it could be possible to
have such a wonderful concept in
the world today, where there seems
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to be so much disagreement and
division. Why, it is a beautiful sermon of universal truths moulded in
stone. May I ask if I would be permitted to bring my whole club membership for a tour of the Temple,
and would you be so kind as to tell
them just what you have told us ~
Teacher : Yes, Indeed. We shall
be so happy to greet all of vour
friends and answer any questions
they may wish to ask. We have
conducted many tours of clnb
women, university students as well
as men's clubs, even children's
groups, and explained to them this
unusual architecture and the profound meanings that lie behind it.
Jimmie: Oh! Do you suppose I
could bring my boy's club here Saturday afternoon ~ I know all the
fellows would like to come and
have you tell them just what you
have told us.
Teacher: Indeed, you may. It
will be a pleasure to meet your boy
friends. Shall we make it Saturday
afternoon at 2 o'clock~
Jimmie: That will be great. I'll
tell them they'll have the time of
their lives (catching a shocked look
from his mother)-I meanMr. V.: May I ask one more
question before time for your afternoon service ~
Teacher: Certainly you may.
Mr. V.: Thank you. I understand from your explanation that
this great Temple symbolizes something more than reawakening the
spirit of goodwill and brotherhood
among men, but I do not understand how far that spirit of unity
will be expressed in the affairs of
life. Will it not eventually bring a
deadening uniformity~
Teacher:
The principles of
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Baha'u'llah apply not only to the
individual but to all the relationships of life, binding all mankind
into one human family. This implies an organic change in the very
structure of society. For instance,
it means the demilitarization and
the reconstruction of the civilized
world; it will create a world effectively unified in its trade, commerce, industry, political machinery, language and educational
standards, as well as in its expression of ethical, moral and spiritual
values. Yes, it will allow for infinite diversity in its national and
individual characteristics. Victor
Hugo caught the spirit of this age
shortly before his death when he

MA GA ZI N E

said: "Today we have the
United States of America;
tomorrow the United States
of Europe; next day the
United States of the Orient;
and one day we shall have
the United States of the
world".
The world is
rapidly moving toward that
ideal, and in the principles
of Baha 'u '11ah we find the
grea t dynamic power tha t
will ere long establish the
Kingdom of God upon earth.
However, as the Guardian
of the Baha'i Cause, Shoghi
Effendi, has so clearly expressed it, "The principles
of Baha 'u 'llah will civilize
the world, but the knowledge
of and belief in Baha 'u 'llah
will regenerate mankind."
Mr. V.: Thank you. I
deeply alJpTeciate, not only
the great needs of the world
today, but that such a
mighty conception has been given
to the world which is capable of
bringing about the vast transformation of society. Have not all the
poets sung and the Prophets proclaimed an age of unity and peace ~
I should like to direct my energy
and thought in cooperation with
this great constructive transforming force in the world.
Barbara: 0 father! You have
the ability to help other leaders in
industry and finance to become attracted to these great ideals and
also to cooperate in establishing
these principles more quickly in the
world. Now we must study and
know more of these great truths as
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soon as possible. There is Robert
over at the book table. It looks as
though he has bought most of the
books already.
Mrs. V.: Father, I have never
known of your being so impressed
with anything of this nature before.
I, too, confess an eagerness to know
more about these great truths for
I long to do my bit in helping to
bring about the unity and harmony

MA GA ZI N E
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in the world that this beautiful
Temple symbolizes.
Mr. V.: Yes. ",Ve must study. I
am impressed as I have never been.
I have never before found a satisfactory solution for the world's
problems and I hope that I may
prove worthy to have a share in the
honor of building this great Temple. It truly is a great new sermon in stone.

NEW LIGHT
MARGARET

DrxoN

"We must not begin with words and end with w01"ds. We 1nust act and teach mankind with the irresistible force of example . . . . One drop of deed is better than an
ocean of words, and one ounce of action is 1nore valuable than a ton of eloquent
speeches."
-'Abdu'l-Bahd.

fIlECEIVING a letter of invitation to a farewell social to a
Mr. and Mrs. Hyde Dunn, Melbourne, Australia, whose names had
been often mentioned, but whose
mission in our City was still unknown to me, a desire to know the
nature of their message urged me
to accept the invitation.
The small hall was beautifully
decorated in purple and gold; from
the centre to all sides were gold
streamers, each bearing on it the
name of some country to which the
Baha,'i Message had been carrjed.
At one end was a bower of green
foliage, and amongst it in letters of
gold hung the strange, mystical
name, Baha 'u 'nah. It seemed as if
one stood at the door of a new
world, for here was a strange thrilling vibration that made the heart
throb with expectancy.
In a short time there entered a

m

man of elderly, yet withal most
youthful appearance, his face shining and illumined. A little later
came a sweet-faced woman, gracious, and with a wonderful attraction which could not be defined.
Something about them brought an
inner conviction that they were possessors of that which was well
worth seeking, and the vow was instantly registered to seek. Seeking
in this case certainly meant finding,
for these two dear disciples of
Baha 'u 'nah were only too ready to
heap hospitality and love on me and
give generously of their time and
knowledge, as well as Baha'i Literature to be read and studied at
home.
Happily their departure from
Melbourne was postponed for a
month, and during that time the
first Melbourne Baha'i Assembly
was formed. That indeed was a
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and verse and think with wonder
and admiration, of the feats of endurance and self-sacrifice that they
performed.
\71[ e love their memories, inasmuch as to them we owe the founding of our splendid country, and the
establishment of our great cities.
In the words of an Australian
poetess,
"Though her mountains sternly fronting,
Bade them on their way turn back,
And her deserts widely stretching,
Offered them a pathless track.
"Wild nor desert could not daunt them,
Peril could not make them fear,
On they pressed until the landscape
Showed before them bright and clear."

And if this can be said of those
physical pioneers, how much more
is there to tell of those who, with
no support save God, left their
M1". and Mrs. Hyde D~mn, pioneer teachers home, the friends they loved, crossof the Bahri'i Cause in Australia
ed the ocean, landing strangers in a
strange land, without youth or
happy and memorable time when money in order spiritually to pionwe gathered day after day, at the eer a great continent and establish
house of Alice Culbert, later dubbed therein the Ca use of God. In the
the Baha:i Nursery, and learned the years to come, when the standard of
histOTy of the coming of the Prom- God is understood in our land, and
ised One.
in the cities Baha'i Temples are
Since that time years have pas- raised to the name of Baha 'u 'llah ;
sed-years of patient devotion, and when He is known and worshipped
strenuous effort to awaken the throughout the length and breadth
heedless; and in the hearts of the of Australia; when the principles
Balla'is there is al-vvays 110t only the He laicl nowll are followed-thell
fervent hope, but the strong convic- will appear in its hue light the
tion, that the field so long tilled and magnitude of their undertaking.
tended with such love will bear a Many a mountain of doubt and
plentiful harvest of souls, and that darkness they have overcome, many
in the futme Australians will be a desert of unbelief they have crossfilled with the Light of Baha'u'llah. ed, for dense mists of materiality
envelop this land of the youngest of
THE PIONEERS of such a counhy the nations, the Benjamin of the
as this must needs be souls of daunt- tribes of Israel.
less courage, and pure hearts. ToTaken as a people, we are still
day we read the history of om crude and undeveloped, even as the
pioneers and explorers, in prose country we live in. We are still in
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the early youth of a nation and are
mostly pleasure loving and indolent, in no way inclined towards
spiritual matters. A noted sculptor
on his return after 25 years absence
from his native land, said, "Australia seems to me like a beautiful
body whose soul is still unawakened." It has taken colossal efforts
of patience and love by this gallant
couplet to do even what has been
done-establish centres in all the
capital cities,-centers, which must
be strengthened by many returned
visits.
Mr. Dunn, has traveled incessantly from one end of Australia to
another, striking the lonely furrow
into the crude clay of the hearts
he has met and sowing the seed
wherever possible. Mrs. Dunn has
remained in the cities striving, by
faithfully living the life and lovingly serving all with tenderness,
thoughtfulness, and kindly actions,
by visiting the sick, comforting the
forlorn, advising the perplexed to
lead souls to the Cause. Both exemplify in their daily lives the
admonitions of 'Abdu'l-Baha, Who
so inspired them on their contact
1

with Him as to give them the desire and urge to serve Him by coming to Australia to spread His Message. Their lives will ever stand as
a monument to the Power of the
Living God to help those who arise
to serve Him.
TODAY, as regards the Baha,'i
Cause, Australia is as a vast field,
plowed and sown by these faithful
servants, waiting the germillation
of the seed and its growth into the
world of visibility. Where are the
reapers who will harvest the souls ~
"I bear witness, 0 Friends, that
the Favor is complete, the Argument fulfilled, the Proof manifest,
and the evidence established. Let
it now be seen what your endeavors
in the path of detachment will reveal. ,,2
"The call of God," 'Abdu '1-Baha
said, "hath proved the very life of
the universe and the animating
Spirit of mankind. Behold how it
hath vivified the heart of man and
stirred the consciousness of the
world. Ere long its signs shall be
made manifest and the fast asleep
shall be awakened."

Mr. and Mrs. Hyde Dunn, formerly of San Francisco, Calif.

2

Baha'u'llah, Hidden Words (Perian), v. 82.

vVhen a man turns his face to God he finds s1tnshine everywhere.
All men are his brothers . ... Radiate the light of the LIme of God to
s'uch an extent as to be able to remove entirely the gloom and darkness
of hatred, bigotry and enmity from among h1tmanity .... In so doing
y01~ will, manifest that not in words only, b'ut in deed and in tr'uth you
think of a1l1'nen as your brothers."
«

, Abdtt'l-Baha.
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AND SPEAKING THUS--THEY PASSED
FLORENOE

E.

"Behold o~£r prog1"eSS and enlightemnent!
stcmd! And speaking thus-they passed."*

o

WROTE an American poet
during the last world war, in
telling lines that expressed this
common reluctance of the human
mind to recognize the impermanence of its own creations. How
few of us, indeed, seem gifted with
that forward-looking imagination
which could qualify us to become
professors, or even humble members of the "Faculty of Foresight"
suggested by a certain distinguished writer. It is so much easier to
linger in thought a m 0 n g the
records of the past, or believe that
nothing could surpass the wonders
of present achievement, than to
exercise vision, and humbly recognize that the civilization of which
we happen to form a part is destined to pass away, is, in fact, passing', even as we extol its so--called
progress. Yet this is the lesson
which is taught by all history, and
which is essential to its true understanding. The gradual decline or
a civilization is as much in the
natural order of things as the fall
of an autumn leaf, however little
we may like the idea.
Let us, for instance, with the
poet, pictme the bold Assyrians
sweeping' in their chariots through
the crowded marts of their fOTtified
cities viewing the lofty towers and
ponderous ramparts; watching,
perhaps, the all-conquering legions
of Sennacherib as they thunder by
in their gleaming pmple and gold;
':' The American Poet, MarshalI South.

PINOHON

We aTe the people!

We shall sU1"ely

while their hearts are swelling with
pride and belief in their enduring
strength and glory. How little
they could have imagined the shifting sand-dunes of their ultimate
destiny!
Nor could the priests and architects of Egypt's massive pyramids
and sculptured temples have ever
dreamed that all their learning,
vast monuments of power, and even
the sacred tombs of their mighty
dead would one day lie as empty
shells-relics of interest only to
the excavator or the tourist.
Would it have seemed possible to
the patrician of the Roman Empire, when "mistress of the world,"
or even to the philosophers of ancient Greece, that all their glories,
and the gain of hard-wrought
centuries would crumble, with their
builders, into dust, while the wisdom of their brilliant thinkers, enshrined in a few classics, become
"as a tale that is told" ~
TO-DAY, maybe, we have, in this
respect, grown a little wiser. Educa tion, the discoveries of archaeology and scientific research, as
"yell as the profound distresses of
the times, have induced a certain
measure of humility, and a clearer
perspective of the procession of the
ages and our allotted place in its
changeful pageantry.
And so,
while still apt to extol our enlightenment and progress, we have be-
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o'un to seriously question wherein
that "progress" truly lies, and to
r ealize however vaguely, that
,
t .
spiritual enlightenment mus· mform and direct material advancement, if we are not to suffer a passing that would be both premature
and ignoble, into the darlmess of
oblivion.
Now, t.o many a thoughtful observer of the times it appears that
over our present civilization the
shadows hmgthen, and as at the
clos6 of a day of storm and tempest the sun is beginning to set in
fiery gleams. Yet again the Eastern horizon is crimson with the
fires of hate and aggression; while
in Europe the forces of disruption
and unrest have received fresh impetus. As a keen student of international affairs recently declared: "Since intensified na tionalism and preparations for war
continue to grow side by side with
those for disarmament and peace,
sooner or later a final clash would
seem to be inevitable."
And if anything more were
needed to deepen this impression,
it would be the report of the Interparliamentary Union at Geneva,
on t.he Character of FtLture vVarfaTe, recently published in England
in book form. Oompiled by Sir
Norman Angell and seventeen
other experts, belonging to eight
nations, its cool, scientific analysis
of the chemical and mechanical inventions lying in wait for the victimization of humanity reads like
some hideous fantasy of a nightmare. No wonder that another observer-Dr. John Hutton---commenting upon it, cries: "Does a
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civilizat.ion that can conceive such
t.hings, or, aware of t.heir menace,
permit. them to exist, deserve to
survive ~ " But as he fmther r.emarks, the only hopeful way m
which it is possible to regard the
recent revival, all over the world,
of militarism, is to recognize that
it presages some ultimate stru~~le
between the natural and the splnt.ual outlook of the nations concerned. Like the final convulsion
of the man obsessed by evil spirits,
of whom we read in the New Testament, the very violence of the attack which rent him indicated approaching deliverance by t.he Great
Physician.
in proportion, t.herefore, as t.he
spiritual powers, wrestling for the
soul of our present civilization, increase in strength and vitality, so
fear, suspicion, and greed arise
hvdra-headed in our midst.
v But to
those nations and great
empires who delilJerately turn
aside from justice, doing despite t.o
their higher intelligence and better
nat.ures, t.he Prophets ot old, as
fait.hful WatcIlmen, have ever uttered st.ern warnings. To show
fear and vacillation when moral
courage is required for the vindication of the right, or lethargic
clinging to out.worn ideas and
methods when problems of human
agony cry to heaven for bold solution and energetic reconstruction,
t.o put. monet.ary gain before human
welfare, pride and prejudice before
t.he securit.y of peace, is to sin
against. the Light. " This is the
condemnation, that Light. is come
into the world, and men Jove darkness rather than the Light because
their deeds are eviL"
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is come into the world."
It is just here that those who have
been privileged to hear and to
understand the Baha'i Message
may lift up their hearts and take
courage, fully persuaded that the
hour of redemption draws nigh.
Indeed, one often wonders how
thoug'htful and sensitive minds can,
without such an assurance, bear
the mental and spiritual perplexities and the spectacle of universal
suffering presented by these tragic
years! But for those who have
caught the vision, there lies a clear
pathway of guidance through the
gloom, a divine Direction revealed
to a drifting world. Herein we
can see, shining above the angry
torrents of chaos, the rainbow of
the renewed Covenant of God with
men-heavenly love w at chin g
human madness, yet with unalterable mien! Already those who are
aware, may discern the brightening
colours of this Rainbow of Promise,
and may trace, here and there,
arising from out the crumbling institutions and systems of the present, the dim outlines of that new
World 0 r d e r promulgated by
Baha 'u 'llah.
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will answer," was the promise
given through Isaiah. A promise
which has already been fulfilled
"exceeding abundantly above all
we can ask or think,' , since the
Spirit manifested through Christ,
the Son, shines again-resurgentin the Glory of the Father, the
greatness of whose Revelation and
its profound significance for the
whole earth, only future centuries
will be able to fully comprehend
and bear witness.
To those of us who are anxiously
watching the swift march of events
to-day, it becomes increasingly evident that only through obedience,
whether that obedience be conscious or not, to the spiritual laws
taught by the wise Counsellor of
Nations can the world achieve deliverance from its afflictions. Only
so can we become "his people" who
shall ' 'surely stand" in the 8vil
day; putting on the whole armour
of God, having our feet shod with
the preparation of this gospel of
Universal Peace, and wearing, as
a helmet, this supreme hope of Salvation. So, borne of our present
trials, our present vision and courage, we may, in passing, bequeath
to
coming generations a more
"We live in an age" writes Dr.
ord~rly and gracious heritage, a
Micklem of Oxford, "when that
pUrIfied and nobler form of world
civilization is breaking up which
civilization. For it is written that,
has largely been the creation of in the long perspective of Time, ali
Protestantism. " In expressing his that past centuries have manifested
conviction that t 0 Christianity is destined to appear but "as a
would still be given the work of re- drop of water in comparison with
constructing a better world, he ex- ~he ocean of this oncoming glorclaims: "God grant that we may IOUS age. Magnified is He, who
have a Prophet to lead us into that hath crowned this century with the
new task!" "Before they call, I appearances of His Kingdom!"
"LIGHT
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FOLLOWING MARTHA ROOT
On a Pilgrimage of Peace and Good "\Vill
OORALIE FRANKLIN OOOK

HE hunger of the world for
.
religious thought and teaching seems abundantly proven in the
experiences of Miss Martha Root,
world traveler and Baha'i teacher.
A. letter from her sent from
Praha, Ozechoslovakia, in the early
part of the year, is so significant in
its simple narration and so heartening in its glimpses of what men
and women of other lands and other
tongues are thinking and doing,
that it seems altogether fitting to
share its contents.
First of all Miss Root thanks her
American friends for letters that
have "meant more to me than 1 can
express to you."
Then quite in
her own individualroanner she continues: <(""Ve know for we haye experienced it that the oceans do not
separate our hearts,. our friendships are eternal through all the
worlds of God. . . . Also, do you
t.hink as I do, how rouch you wish
to read and study, but you read a
little, pray a little, meditate a little,
and most of the twenty-four hours
submerge yourself in service ~ And
in doing that the words of Ohrist
come true, 'He that loses his life
shall sa ye it.' In seryice t.o others
the soul does draw near to God,
does hear the Divine Guidance, does
dream dreams, does see visions."
This letter is written just one
year from the night when, on board
the steamship EUfopa, our friend
sailed away with Geneya and the
Disarmament Oonference as her

O

first objective. Here in Geneva she
was busy at the Disarmament Oonference until May first. Then she
"took part in the Nat.ional Czecho
Slovak Esperanto Conference in
Olomouc" speaking at the very
opening. She had the good fortlme
t.o be present at the unveiling of the
monument to Dr. Ludovik Zamenhof, ereator of Esperanto, on the
eenter of which she proudly writes,
is engraved: 'La Baha 1iovado,
Haifa, Palestine'. Thus the Baha'i
Movement is given as one of nine
international movements \vhose aim
is universal brotherhood.
Early in May our friend 'went on
to Praha-the name given by the
Ozechs to that interesting city we
Americans call Prague. There she
had the great good fortune to secure
from "one of the best Ozech transla tors," a fine translation of Dr.
J. E. Esslemont's book, 'Baha'u'l1ah and the New Era."
All who have read this informing
book will rejoice to know that this
translation has been liberally distributed among the libraries, public
and priYate, of Bohemia. Touching proofs of its reception have
been sent the translator; for example, a peasant laborer writes,
'This book is my treasure. I VI'ish
to learn all I can about the Baha'i
Teachings. ' In contrast a scholar
and lecturer of distinction has written important articles about the
Baha'i Oause in leading Ozech
pap er s and magazines, and to
Miss Root's grateful surprise has
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translated one of Baha'u'llah's
books, called " Hidden Words" into "beautiful and poetic Czech."
Commenting upon them he wrote:
, 'The thoughts of Baha 'ullah are so
noble, they must be translated as
perfectly as it can be done, for this
Virill be literature for future generations.' ,
Throughout the summer months
the subject of this sketch told of the
Baha'i Revelation wherever assembled Virilling listeners. At one
time she holds forth in a parlor of a
home where she is living, at another
time the Message is given in a
clubhouse. Eve l' y w her e she
meets courteous and often eager
listeners. Rep OTters come, people
of high estate rub elbows with the
lowly, and men of learning and
wisdom enter with zest into the
period of questions and answers
folloViring every talk. Leaders of
other Movements are often present,
and the Czech language and Esperanto are the media of communication.
After these group meetings invitations come to address larger
groups and public lectures are given
where contacts are made which
mean an ever-,videning circle of
those who love to hear of the work
and words of the Messengers of
God who wrought so mightily from
the ' 'Prison Home' , in ' Akka,
Palestine. "I wish I could go,"
writes Miss Root, "to fifty cities
and towns in Czechoslovakia and
*'Abdu'l-Baha, Pronlulgation of UniveTsal Peace, p. 58.
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speak in the English clubs and in
their schools for word comes from
different cities asking about the
Baha'i Movement."
And so, sometimes holding a tea,
sometimes writing magazine articles, sometimes in a heart to heart
talk with a single hungering soul,
sometimes speaking to large audiences from platform or pulpit,
Martha Root goes on her Sun-lit
way. "Inasmuch as ye have done
it unto one of the least of my
brethren, ye have done it unto me,"
said Jesus of Nazareth.
"In the world of existence the
greatest bestowals of God are His
teachings. The other bounties of
God are limited as regards their
benefits and provision. . . . Therefore the teachings of God are the
bestowals specialized for man. Although the divine teachings are
truth and reality, yet with the passage of time thick clouds envelop
and obscure them. These clouds
are imitations and superstitions;
they are not the fundamentals.
Then the Sun of Truth-the Word
of Truth-the Word of God-arises
again, shines forth once more in the
glory of its power and disperses
the enveloping darkness. For a
long time the divine precepts of the
effulgent Word were obscured by
clouds of superstition and error
until His Holiness Baha'u'llah appeared upon the horizon of humanity ... and revealed anew the foundations of the teachings of God.' ,*
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THE BAHA'I TEMPLE
Ye poor and needy of all nations,
Ye tried and taunted of the earth,See'st not-your sufferance is accomplished?
Another era comes to birth?

Behold! above the ruthless carnage,
Above its mute and moldering rage,
God's Temple rises into Beauty,
And brings to bloom the Promised Age!

-Si/via Margolis.
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"Nothing less than persistent and strenuous warfare against our own instincts
and natural inclinations, and self-sacrifice in subordinating our own likings to the
imperative requirements of the Cause of God, can insure our undivided loyalty to so
sacred a principle [consultationJ-a principle that will for all time safeguard our
beloved Cause from the allurements and the trivialities of the world without, and of
the pitfalls of the self within.-Shoghi Effendi.

IN THE confusion which reigns
throughout the world today, there is
great need of leadership. "Where
there is no vision the people 1)81'ish. " It is in such universal crises
as this that the true social structure
of humanity and its mode of progress become apparent.
As in the moment of danger to a
herd of wild animals all wait upon
the action of some leader, some
bolder, some more sagacious individual whose decisions the rest follow-so in the affairs of human
kind the majority depend for guidance upon a gifted and relatively
small minority.
The great majority or human
beings are not capable, either by
native genius or by training, of
solving the major group problems
of humanity; therefore the highest
expression of wisdom and of action
on their part is to choose shrewdly
their leaders, and once having chosen and tested them, to uphold their
hands.
But what has been the nature of these leaders, and in what
way have they tended to exercise
the powers of leadership inherent
in them ~
Leadership naturally gravitates
to those who have great power of
thought or action to offer to their
fellowmen; unfortunately there is a

kind of leadership, all too prevalent
in the past, which 1Jlays unjustly
upon the weakness and credence of
the masses, exploiting them for the
sake of private gain and power.
This kind of leadership has been always with us. It has produced
world conquerors, world financiers,
social leaders,-who dominate by
the power of their personality over
all of their fellows, whether for
good or ill. It is because humanity
has been the victim of such leadership that most of its ills have come
about.
YET, tragic as it is true, humanity
cannot dispense with leadership. In
order to get anything accomplished
the masses must delegate, for good
or for bad, their broad basic power
to the narrow spearpoint thrust of
incisive personalities.
Since this is the psychology of
human nature it is well to be aware
of it, in order that we may learn to
choose our leaders wisely and with
more reference to righteousness, integrity and wisdom than to that
specious dazzling charm of personality which too often commands the
allegiance of men.
Humanity as a vast social mass
has therefore the primary duty of
choosing in broad terms its goals,
and as its rulers men who seem
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both capable and worthy of bringing to pass these goals. That is as
far as the ability of the mass goes.
Power thus delegated must then be
applied from the top down by leaders of capacity and integrity.
What a vast responsibility rests
upon these chosen leaders of humanity! They are the shepherds of
the flock. Where they lead, all
others follow. The highest wisdom
and power of guidance is needed by
these leaders, for if the blind lead
the blind both shall fall in the ditch.
And in addition to vision is needed
also the ability to act decisively;
for if leaders be characterized by
inertia how helpless becomes that
vast group of average humanity
which waits in vain on leadership.

M A GAZI N E

time and in such weakness seek for
divine power and guidance that
they become most truly themselves,
most worthy the authority of leadership and most capable of exercising it. It is when circumstances are
most critical, m 0 s t dangerous,
most incomprehensible, that guidance is needed from a higher
plane of intelligence than that of
man. This guidance, sought by
prayer or through intuition, brings
to human affairs a clarity of judgment superior to even the greatest
that human genius can afford.
When this seeking of divine guidance is absolutely followed by a
ruler, we have a theocracy or government by Divine wisdom such as
prevailed in the early period of
J udaism,-a period characterized
THE HIGHEST and most fruitful
by simplicity; by righteousness; by
types of leaders are those men who
equality of opportunity; by protechave risen to greatness and to
tion of the weak; by prevention of
position chiefly through the develexploitation such as has been rarely
opment of powers in them so eviknown in the history of human govdent to the masses that their emergernment.
ence to eminence has been through
the confident will of the masses
To THIS great principle of divine
rather than through dominance
guidance
on the part of leadership,
gained over the masses by means
of skill and force of personality the New World Order of Baha'u'11ah adds another factor of great
directed by selfish ambition. Such
importance-that of consultation.
ideal leaders were Washington,
Leadership is not to be restricted
Benjamin Franklin, J efferson,to one person or to two or to three,
men who were outstanding not only
but to a larger group (yet not so
in the colonies but throughout the
large as to be unwieldly) which
world for their qualities of wisdom,
meet in consultation to decide an
of integrity, of devotion to comaffairs. Here a definite group guidmand good.
ance is sought, to be added to the
TRUE leaders, put in possession combined knowledge, wisdom and
of affairs, find their chief strength genius of the individuals who comto be the realization of their human pose the group. Human thirst for
weakness. It is when they measure dominance, for egoistic projection
most despairingly their human pow- of pet ideas, must be sublimated
ers against the infinite needs of the into unselfish loyalty to the group

EDITORIAL

and to the larger public. Thus expression of the ego is to be sacrificed and all effort is raised to a
spirit of pure search for guidance
for the sake of service.
This new form of group action
which we may call consultation is
something quite different from previous forms of group action derived
at through conference. Wherever
groups in the past have conferred
together in order to arrive at some
important decision the usual result
has been that the more dominant
personalities have been able to
thrust forward their opinions and
ideas, thus gaining prevalence by
means of their force of personality.
Opinions thus gaining ground due
to the superior forcefulness of
those individuals supporting them
might or might not be the wisest,
most judicious, the most intuitively
guided. Thus the conference has
not been true group thinking, since
the power of thought of the group
has been disturbed and distorted by
the projection of individual wills.
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the group's desire for expressing
unity; or if there still remains a minority vote, that is quietly expressed only in the spirit of service and
persistent guidance and not in a
spirit of criticism.
Once a decision has been made
and promulgated, no criticism or
discussion of it should continue.
What a waste of vital energy, what
a subtle means of disunity lies in
this carping criticism of a minority.
Baha,'u %ih has said there must be
unity. If a committee of consultation has by some accident made a
wrong decision, it must be supported by the most absolute unity and
God will then guide into the right
path and correct the error made;
but if no unity is attained, there can
be nothing but a confusion and lack
of success.
Thus The Baha'i Movement presents to the world the most marvelous form of government-a government based upon the broadest of
powers of franchise, and upon a selective process of leadership guided
by qualifications of ability, wisdom,
IN TRUE consultation, on the other unselfishness and a spirit of devohand, it is expected that all effort tion and service. The arrival at
after wilfullness will be annihilated governmental decision by the proon the altar of service and that the cess of consultation as above dethoughts of each and all will be ex- scribed, and the absolute unity of
pressed and weighed according to the g 0 v ern e d and governors
the best wisdom of the group. through a loyalty that is given to
Where there are strong differences the leaders by those who have
of opinion, these are gradually less- chosen them for their sacred office,
ened by discussion; by an earnest -this and this kind of government
seeking for unity of purpose and alone can lift the world out of the
decision; and if necessary by active evils into which it has fallen-evils
prayer of the group for such unity. due to exploitation on the part of
When a majority decision is reach- its leaders whether in the field of
ed, it is usually made unanimous by l)olitics, economics or of industry.
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THE BAHA-'I FAITH AND THE
FORMS OF GOVERNMENT
HUSSEIN RABBANI
The author, a student at one of the large colleges in the Near East, has been contributing a series of articles or studies on certain phases of the Baha'i Teachings, the
object being, p1'imarily, to present them as studies and to avoid personal C0111mwnt.
The article herein is a continuation of such observation. Mr. Rabbani does not attempt
in any way to inte1'fere in the domain of actual politics as this is a IJUrely theoretical
study and is to be so e1nphasized.

UGH in the Baha'i view
all authority, irrespective of
the various forms through which it
is expressed, comes ultimately from
God, provided that it is exercised
with justice and equity, yet it is an
indubitable fact that under present
circumstances there are some types
of governments which are more
suitable to the conditions of our
age. As a matter of fact, BaM!u'llah Himself has emphasized this
fundamental truth that every institution, whether political or otherwise, has to be changed and adapted
to the changing needs and circumstances of the time. Social evolution is a fact and, if not taken into
consideration by those who are the
responsible heads of society, will
lead to disastrous consequences.
Indeed, the whole of Baha'i philosophy is based on the fact of evolution.
Truth itself is gradually
revealed to mankind. This is why
God has sent His Messengers from
time to time to administer to the
spiritual needs of men at a particular time or epoch. "Know thou,"
proclaims Baha'u'llah, "that in
every age and dispensation all divine ordinances are changed and
transformed according to the requirements of the time except the
law of love, which, like unto a
fountain, flows always and is never
1

Cf. "Baha'i Magazine"-Octocer 1931, p. 266.

2

overtaken by change. ' " And in
this connection Shoghi Effendi describes as "The fundamental verity underlying the Baha'i Faiththat religious truth is not absolute
but relative, that divine revelation
is not final but progressive.' ,2
It is, therefore, evident that since
social evolution is an important
factor in the life of peoples andnations, 0 u I' political institutions
should be modified in accordance
with the requirements of the age.
In such wise, many conflicts and
wars will be prevented and humanity will be less subject to strong upheavals as in the past.
HAVING grasped t his fundamental fact, namely, - the inevitability and the necessity of social
evolution- we should not then
wonder that Baha'u'llah has laid
such an emphasis on the role which
the hitherto subjected and passive
people must needs play in the future life of the nation. For the age
in which He appeared was one
which had already witnessed a tremendous development along clemocra tic lines. In most conntries of
Europe people had ceased to bear
the yoke of absolutism and were
championing their political rights.
The individual was no more considered as a blind subject but was

Ibid, p. 266.
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eager to control and direct within
certain limits the affairs of his nation. The era of absolutism and
tyranny had thus passed away and
the dawn of a brighter day had appeared. And althougoh Baha 'u 'llah
had been living for so many years
in an environment totally different
from that which prevailed in Europe at that time, yet He recognized
the necessity of the political transformation which the Occident was
going through. He wanted people
to throw off the bondages in which
they were wrapped and vindicate
their rights.
Baha 'u 'l1ah, therefore, in emphasizing the value of representative institutions was acting in full
accordance with the spirit of the
age in which He was living, and
as in the field of religion He saw
the necessity of a change in outlook, so also in the field of politics
He advised all mlers to allow their
subjects to play an active part in
the organization and administration of their country. In His Tablet
to Queen Victoria, Baha'u'llah
reveals the following:" And we
have heard that thou hast entrusted the reins of deliberation
into the hands of the Commonwealth. Thou hast done well, for
thereby the bases of the edifices of
all affairs are made firm, and the
hearts of those who are under thy
shadow (protection,) both high
and low, become tranquil. But it
behooveth them to be as trustees
amongst the servants of God, and
to regard themselves as guardians
over whosoever is 111 all the
earth. ,,1
And in another passage He confirms and explains the same view:
1

"Bahi'i Scriptures," p. 112.

2

Ibid, p. 140.
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"At present that form of government followed by the British nation
seems good; for that nation is illuminated both with the light of
kingdom and consultation.' ,2
These few words demonstrate in
an unmistakable language the form
of government which Baha 'u '11ah
favored. He wanted the rulers to
come into a closer contact with
their people, and to ask their advice and help. For Baha'u'llah
has strongly emphasized the necessity of consultation and deliberation. In the" Tablet of the World"
He says: "Hold fast to the rope of
consultation, and decide upon and
execute that which is conducive to
the people's security, affluence,
welfare and tranquility; for if matters be arranged otherwise, it will
lead to discord and tumult."
Baha 'u 'llah favored representative institutions so much that He
wished His own country not to be
deprived of their manifold advantages. In addressing His native city
of Tihran He says: "Soon thy condition shall be changed, for thou
wilt be governed by an assembly.'"
AND YET, however advantageous
representative institutions m a y
seem to be, Baha'u'llah was fully
alive to their imperfections. Taken
alone by itself a popular assembly
is inadequate and too unstable. It
is easily led by the mob and so can
produce disastrous results.
In
every government a permanent
head is of major importance, for it
acts as a symbol of unity and order
and serves to check the extravagances of the parliament. This is
why Baha'u'llah had a special admiration for the British govern-

'Bahii.'u'llii.h-"Epistle to the Son of the Wolf"-p. 115.
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mental system because it combined
kingship with representative government. In one of His important
Tablets He says: "Although a republican form of government profits all the people of the world, yet
the majesty of kingship is one of
the signs of God. We do not wish
the countries of the world to be deprived thereof. If statesmen combine the two into one form, their
reward will be great before God.'"
Not only does Baha'u'llah recommend kingship but He gives it a
special position. He considers a
just king as being entitled to complete obedience on the part of his
people. He, in fact, establishes the
Divine Right of Kingship. For
though a ruler may violate the
rights of his subjects and is consequently to be dethroned, yet his
position has a divine character.
Baha 'u 'llah, unlike the former
champions of the Divine Right
theory, does not give the king an
authority which is inherently and
necessarily superior to that of any
other ruler. He clearly distinguishes between king and kingship.
The latter is a manifestation of the
Divine power, whereas the former
may be an usurper, a tyrant. The
two, therefore, are not identical.
They may coincide. And in such a
case the king, being worthy of the
position he enjoys, is actually ruling by a divine authority. Concerning this very delicate point,
'Abdul-Baha was once asked as to
whether a hereditary monarch
could be dethroned in case he
proved to be unworthy of his position, and he replied in the affirmative, thus confirming the view that
a king is not inherently entitled to
1

"Bahii'i Scriptures, p. 144.
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rule over his subjects by divine
authority. The distinction between
the Divine Right of the King and
the Divine Right of Kingship is,
therefore, of a vital importance,
for otherwise it may lead to some
results which history has abundantly proved to be dang'erous and
to which every enlightened person
cannot but strongly object.
THE BAHA'r ideal of a good government is, therefore, a parliamentary monarchy, which attempts
at a happy combination of the monarchical and the democratic elements in government. Unlike a
government of a republican type it
blends together the two forces of
permanence and change, and thus
gives authority a dignity without
which it would lose its strength and
power over the minds of the people. For respect towards the possessors of authority is essential for
the maintenance of order and security in every nation. When the
head of the state lacks such an important element he can no more exercise the influence which he is expected to have in times of emergency. He will be void of any prestige and becomes a mere figurehead.
It should not be forgotten, however, that the king, though influential, cannot interfere in a direct
way in the legislation of the country. His function being executive
he should not encroach upon the
rights of parliament and assume
the legislative power which belongs
to the assembly. In such a way
g'overnmental despotism will be
averted and the legislative and the
executive powers instead of clash-
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ing will learn to cooperate fOT the high position, and there is no doubt
promotion of the general welfare that in the future they should be
and happiness. Not that Baha'u- given some share in the administra'llah had a blind faith in demo- tion of the country.
"The rightly guided men of
cratic government at the exclusion
of any other forms. It is true that learning, who engage in enlightenHe emphasized parliamentary gov- ing the people and are protected
ernment but at the same time He and preserved from the temptaprovided for some sort of a council tions of inordinate desire - such
which would represent the aristoc- men are accounted of the stars of
racy of intellect, or the "intelli- the heaven of knowledge, before
God, the object of all the world. To
gentisa" of the country.
respect
them is obligatory. They
Indeed, the Baha'i scheme of
governmental organization at- are the flowing fountains, the shintempts at a combination of all the ing stars, the fruits of the blessed
good elements that are to be found tree, the signs of the divine power,
in the different governments. It and the seas of the eternal wisdom.
is at once monarchical, aristocratic Blessed is he who adheres to
and democratic. It emphasizes the them."1
necessity of synthesizing as far as
And in another passage He adds
it is feasible the fundamental fea- the following: "But this oppressed
hues of all governmental fOTllS. one hath lOved and loves the philThis is why, as we have already osophers, that is, those whose philseen, it has combined monarchy osophy has not been mere words,
with representative institutions. It but who have produced lasting renow remains for us to mention the sults and fruits in the world. To
element of aristocracy which is of respect these blessed souls is inno less significance than the other cumbent on all. Blessed are those
two.
who practice r Blessed are those
To BEGIN with, it should be made who know! Blessed are those who
clear that what is here meant by render justice in affairs, and hold
aristocracy is not a nobility of fast to the rope of My sound
wealth or of birth. Social para- equity. ,,2
sites, who live in idleness have no
'Abdul-Baha Himself was once
place in the Baha'i social scheme. asked as to whether it is beneficial
They are entitled to no rights and to have a hereditary nobility in a
should, therefore, vanish. But an country or not, and He gave the folaristocracy of intellect, composed lowing answer3: "One who serves
of highly-educated persons cannot his country well should be rewardbut deserve our respect. Society ed by fitting honors, but no one
is greatly indebted to their efforts, should be able to claim that he must
if these are spent in a profitable be honored because his father was,
way. This is the reason why for example, a great general. A
Baha 'u '11ah has given them such a person who does not serve the na1

Baha'i Scriptures, p. 140.

p. 124.

2

Bahn'i Scriptures, p. 148.

3

J. E. Esslemont-HBaba'u'llah and the New Era"
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tion will have no distinction conferred upon him. He may be respected because of his father's services but, so far as ofiices are concerned, he will have no preference."
In His Tablet called "Epistle to
the Son of the Wolf" Baha 'u 'llah
determining the repositories of authority, says: "The possessors of
command are primarily the Imams
(may God bless them). These are
the manifestations of power, the
sources of order, the depositories
of knowledge, and the dawning
places of the divine cause. They
are secondarily, the king and rulers, or at least those who illumine
the horizons of the world with the
light of justice. I hope that H. M.
the Shah will disclose this light
which will envelop all the sects of
the nations. Everyone should pray
for his guidance in this Day.' "
And again He says: "But as for
1
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the Dlama who truly are equipped
with knowledge and intelligence,
these stand as heads to the world's
body, and as eyes to the nations.
The guidance of men has been, and
always will be entrusted to such
sanctified beings.' ,2
What could all these words signify if not the vital role which the
men of science and learning, who
constitute the" intelligentsia" of a
country, must needs play in its administration and welfare?
They
should cooperate with the king and
parliament in the settlement of all
the questions relative to the organization of the nation. In this manner, through a happy combination
of these three above-mentioned
factors-namely, the aristoccratic,
the democratic and the monarchic,
-the government will assume a
more universal character and its
actions will be directed in a just
and equitable way.

Bahi'u'Wih, "Epistle to the Son of the Wolf," p. 73.

2Ibid-p. 13.

LETTERS HOME
KEITH RANSOM - KEHLER

This is the third installrnent of "Letters Home" from Persia describing the author's
visits among the Bahd'is of Persia and her pilgrimage to historic Ba,hd'i sites in that
land which gave the Movement its birth.
~HERE

is only one appropriate
~ title for a sojourn among the
Baha'is of Mazindaran and that is,
"Visiting Heaven." That such human beings should be alive in this
world is inconceivable-until you
have seen them. Their radiance,
their self-effacement, their perfection of service, their spiritual
beauty, their changeless joy, makes
those of us who wear the drab
garb of this life and its fevered
affairs ragged beggars greedy for

crumbs that fall from their celestial
banquet.
Here is the perfection of consultation: no one pleased unless all are
pleased; no desire for domination;
no disregard for even the humblest
and his ideas; a resultant energy
and happiness in trivial tasks; the
beauty of cooperation in great ones.
This soil has been abundantly
watered with the sanctified blood
of God's saints and from it has
sprung up in supernal abundance
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Mrs. Ransom-Kehle1" and the SCt1'i Spiritual Assembly received by a delegation of
Baha'is frmn the village of Mafruzac, who had encamped sevEwal 1niles from their
village, by the rocLdside, in order to g1'eet her.

the seeds of love, of truth, of eternal
loyalty and devotion, which they
planted here and died to perfect.
My first objective was Sari,
where Quddus" was confined when
Baha 'u 'llah bade Mulla Husayn
send for him.
Several farsangs out on the road
the Spiritual Assembly came to
meet and to convoy me; never
again to leave me until they had,
ten days later, delivered me safely
to the Spiritual Assembly of Barfarush, or Babul as it is now called.
We were housed conveniently and
with great comfort in the Haziratul-Quds 2 and one member of the
Spiritual Assembly was in constant
attendance upon us.
It seems as if I had been very
prema ture in introducing' my references to Sheik Tabarsi for I have
a world of things to tell you before
that memorable pilgrimag'e begins.
I think that I shall find myself obliged to finish this letter before recounting that uniqne and piercing
experience for many things contributed to its ineffacable effect that I
must first write about.
1

THE ACCOUNT of my adventures
centres in those delightful friends
who accompanied me on my journey
t h l' 0 U g h Khunisan, Mazindaran,
GiHin and Qazvin.
Mr. Vahid (nephew of Mirza
Yahyi-Darabili, the hero of Nayriz)
a man of great erudition and sound
accomplishments was my interpreter; Rahmat'u'llah Khan Alai, the
official representative of the N ational Spiritual Assembly was my
major domo, efficient, energetic and
tireless in my service; and N aymiyyih Khanum, his charming
young wife, gTaduate nurse of the
American HosJlital in TabTiz was
detailed to safeguard my healthstill in a precaTious state from my
prolonged illness. She is the epitome of Baha'i love and kindness.
In the length and breadth of Persia
I could have found no group of
traveling companions mOTe superlatively attentive or more congenial.
In tlle course of our visit we made
an overnight trip-by the newly
finished section of the CaspianTihran Tailroad-to the adjacent

A disciple of the Bcib; commander of Fort Sherk Tabarsi.

.2

Baha'i headquarters in each city.
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town of Bandar-Ajaz, (I don't
know its official name).
An Oriental railroad station deserves a letter all by itself; Europe
offers a faint prototype, but in
America we have nothing like it.
The constant surging of crowds to
and fro for hours before the train
is scheduled to leave (this one runs
every other day); the bazar of effects that everyone carries with
him i the excitement and curiosity;
the light-housekeeping that goes on
generally, even in the most public
places, the theatrical rush for
tickets, the pandemonium as the
train approaches, the sprawl and
clutter and suffocation in the
"hard" class, as the Russians say
(there are only second and third, no
first) the finality of good-byes, as
friends and relatives launch those
near and dear to them on this rather
terrifying exploit-railroads are of
very recent construction in Persia;
-the pomposity of even the lowest officials are a great contrast to
the sophisticated and orderly bustle
of the American depot.
Do you recall that amusing story
in Lord Curzon's "Persia" of the
queue on the first opening of an
Oriental railroad who, when the
ticket agent quoted their fares, invariably offered him half the sum
with the hope that a leisurely
haggle might enable them to travel
at a bargain ~
In Sari, above the only waiting
room was written, "Third Class,
Men. ' , When asked where the Second Class Women's waiting Room
was, we were informed that this
was the only waiting-room, which
must serve for all alike. Can you
bear it~
1
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A large delegation accompanied
us, and here at Bandar-Ajaz I
looked upon water again for the
first time in many months, when I
sighted the Caspian Sea.
As the train pulled slowly in we
saw people hurrying along to meet
it: "the Ahbab" coming to see you,"
said Alai. And surely enough as
we drew into the station all the
Baha'is of the community, with
smiling radiant faces were waving
me a welcome. Once more the glad
salutation "Allah-u-Abha" arose
from all sides as men, women and
children pressed about me to emphasize their pleasure; once more I
was wreathed in flowers; once more
I felt the warmth and joy of this
Baha'i greeting, that they have
given me wherever I have gone.
Making an aisle for me, I was led
through the crowd and with the
President of the Spiritual Assembly started toward his hotel, where
we were to stop. The friends fell
in behind, too large and exultant a
group for the sidewalks, so down
through the streets we tramped a
joyous, eager band. Suddenly as
we walked I felt a great thrill and
throb of happiness and gratitude:
the sound of those quick and buoyant feet; the sight of those glad and
lovely faces; the sense of peace and
security that they reflected; the
unity of purpose; the expression of
good will; the bounty of lovingkindness that flowed through this
corps of peace, made me exclaim
spontaneously, "This is like the
marching of the army of the Lord
of Hosts which is making ready,
under His Supreme Command, to
vanquish enmity, fear and oppression from men's hearts."

Beloved friends, a word used by the Baha'is when referring to each other.
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The telegraph-master wired the
Governor of Asterabad, under
whose jurisdiction is Bandar-Ajaz,
that a mob was marching through
the streets. He at once telephoned
the Kalantar" to inquire the reason.
His Honor, who had aheady been
apprised, responded that it was
merely the peaceful Baha,'is greeting a Baha,'i from the West.
The next morning he came to call
on me, shortly before my departure,
saying that a visitor from the West
was most welcome, a Baha'i teacher
was most welcome, but to find the
two combined in one person demanded a special welcome. The
Friends in this community must
have broken down Muslim prejudice
for wherever I went, the Muslims
greeted me with great respect.
In Sari there was the usual
round of lectures, interviews with
officials and dignitaries, teas, dinners, meetings, until those dream
days were at last over and we started upon new adventures.
The villag'e of Mafrnzac about
two farsangs' from Sari, is an old
Baha'i cent er dating from the days
of the Bab. Its most hallowed
memory is that of its glorious martyr, Mulla Ali Jan. The present
Hazirat-ul-Quds was his former
home. When he began to enclose
his garden -with a wall-the ordinary Persian proce(lure-he was
reported to the government as
building another fort like that of
Sheik Tabarsi. The authorities,
hysterically nervous as a result of
their recent experience, condemned
him to death.
His last request to the excutioner was that he sever first his jugular vein, a request which was
1

lVlayor.

2

Six miles.
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granted. Forming with his hands
a chalice, Mulla Ali J an caught the
sacred wine of his heart, and elevating it aloft, exclaimed, "Let my
blood a Hest to the Truth of this
Revelation;" ere the executioner
finished his grim and ghastly
work.
I was profoundly moved by the
spirit of this dear village. "Oh
God! " I cried in my inmost heart,
"here am I a poor, broken old
woman with nothing to offer, no art,
no achievement, a feeble vision, an
inadicula te voice, no prestige, no
authority with which to press Thy
Word. But Thou canst, Oh God,
through Thine all-enfolding and
compassionate love elevate the most
trivial and unworthy of Thy lovers
to that exalted station where their
very fraility bears witness to Thy
Power and Truth. So purify the
restless tides of my heart, that kissing to bless every thrust from life,
they may at last attest the Truth
of Thy Revelation."
vVe only stayed in this hallowed
place long enough for luncheon.
One of the beloved friends of Sari,
the wife of the venerable Haji, had
come a day in advance and sat up
nearly all night to prepare appropriate food for me!
After the speeches of welcome
and the replies, the hundreds of
Bahii'is in the village assembled to
bid me good-bye. I walked through
the crowds clasping outstretched
hands, embracing the elder vVOIDex:,
patting the children. One adorable
urchin, his beaming face shining
like a brass kettle with soap and
water, stood with his chubby hands
pressed against his tubby stomach
and extending at right angles horn
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his dear little body like ventral fins.
"1 cant shake your hand this way,
darling," 1 said. "He doesn't want
you to shake his hand," explained
Mr. Vahid, "he thinks you are just
another teacher come to examine
whether his hands and ears are
clean. He is merely trying to make
your inspection easier."
At nightfall, accompanied by the
Spiritual Assembly of Sari and
(To be
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friends of Mafruzac, Bandar-Ajaz
and other localities, we had reached
Kafcha Kula, the nearest Baha'i
village to Sheik Tabarsi. And just
as 1 predicted 1 shall have to leave
you here for it is later than 1 am
weary. So keep this in some convenient spot where you can piece
together what 1 have to say about
that historic spot; otherwise it will
be fragmentary and incomplete.

contin~~ed)

WI-{Y AM I A BAHAJI?
A. M. N AB ILl
The edit01"s solicited cwticles on why various religionists in Pe1"sia ar'e now Bctha'is,
and the following is the first 1"eSpOnse to the request. We are pleased to have the author's
interesting treatment of the subject. Mr. Nabili's ancestors were Muhammadans.

HIS is the question every
member of the Baha'i Faith
is faced with in whatever direction
he turns.
Being a Baha'i 1 read the question every day, every hour and
every minute of my life on the forehead of every individual I meet, on
the surface of every object my eyes
fall upon, on every leaf of every
tree I see and even in the heart of
every atom of the very elements.
As often as the question is asked,
so repeatedly and variously is it
answered.
The grea t Prophet
Muhammad says, "The highway to
God is as numerous as there are
people on earth." So is the answer to this question. For each of
us sees from his angle and looks
through his own win d 0 w of
thought.
The answer 1 would give is found
in the lines written by that nightingale of God, that man of wonderfully clear vision, that famous
Persian Baha'i poet Mirza Na'im

in the following words,But ah, what a pity most of my
readers are only those who are not
privileged to know the language
of roses and nightingales - the
sweet Persian language. My reverie has taken me too far. I began
these lines one decade before the
end of the first Baha'i century but
was led by my thoughts far into the
second.
When 1 began writing I was
fully aware that to be understood
I must write in English. But the
subject being the Baha'i religion
and its supreme teachings, I naturally went so deep into the teachings
and their perfection that 1 could
not see how any human being possessing a sound reason could do
otherwise than follow them. As
one of these numerous teachings is
the adoption of an international
language 1 was about to quote from
the late Mirza N a 'im imagining I
would be understood. But the
change of script, the cold naked
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truth, arouses me from my reverie
and I am once mOTe brought back
into a world the dwellers wherein
still need to be told, "Peace is better than war.
Love is better
than hatred. A universal lang'nage annihilates many a trouble
and misunderstanding.
Prejudice is the greatest enemy of a
happy life.
The human energy
used for the destruction of the sons
of men is better spent on educating them."
Since I can not quote from Mirza
Na'im I shall endeavor to base my
answer to the question, "Why am
I a Baha'i," on his lines.
THAT human beings can no
longer live in caves and pass a solitary life needs no proofs. Hence
society.
That society can not
peacefully and regularly exist
without laws needs still less proof.
Before proceeding further, answer must be given to many a
reader who is sure to think we are
grown up enough in our civil life
to be able to make our own laws for
society unaided by divine guidance.
But, dear reader, let me warn you
against this first and foremost
stumbling block. You cannot see
the danger at first sight but follow
me for a little while and then I am
sure you will agree with me.
vVe can make our own laws but
shall we willingly follow the laws
of our own creation ~ Shall we not,
whenever our selfish interests dictate, overlook or change the laws
thus made ~ Can such laws be our
guardian in the secret as well as in
the open ~ Unaided by divine ,visdom can we make one set of laws
that will guide human societies of
various thought, of various temperaments, of various countries
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and of various regions ~ And if not
shall we not have to vary them in
different countries ~ And if varied
shall we not get into discord with
one another ~ And last but not
least, will any such code of manmade laws be perfect enough to
supply all the needs of all humanity~ A law strong enough to control human society as a whole must
do all these things.
Justice is the foundation of all
law. In this new age the world
has become one unit. Our laws in
order to be just must establish
justice for all in the world of whatever race, class or nation. The
time is past when one nation can
disregard the interests of other nations and still maintain prosperity
for its own citizens.
WHAT IS RELIGION?
Contrary
to what modern civilization accepts, as a BaM,'i I believe that
true religion embodies all that is
required to establish laws adequate for the guidance of human
society.
Baha'u'llah tell sus,
"Religion is the greatest instrument for the order of the world
and the tranquility of all existent
beings." He has revealed the outer
laws that are needed to bring order
and tranquility in this new age and
shed abroad the inner light of
understanding which ,,,Tjll make
men gladly cooperate in obeying
them.
When mankind becomes convinced and conscious that civil
laws are based upon God's laws
and are not simply man-made, that
in obeying them they are obeying
God, will they not offer willing and
-ioyful obedience~ "The Cause of
Baha 'u 'llah has no arbitrary C01n1na1~ds - every positive teaching
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and instruction emanating from its
Spiritual Center carries a divine
blessing' which makes obedience not
blind and meaningless but an act
of devoted faith fulfilling our individuality.' ,*
Such laws as these would guard
us both in the open and secret.
Such a consciousness would be a
policeman always with us even
where nobody sees us and we see
nobody for he would be the very
faith 'Ne have in our hearts. This
unseen but watchful and mighty
policeman would prevent us from
trespassing the rights of others
even where we know for certain
they cannot reach us and can by no
means detect us in our actions.
T'rue religion is beneficial for all
sorts of societies in every part of
the world. It rises high above the
entire law of human creation being
able to supply in perfection every
need of human society and of the
individual.
In our present day,
laws are innumerable in every part
of the world and yet we see human
maladies are increasingly prevalent. Religion truly practiced will
annihilate the evils of human society through the t.,vo pillars of the
human t.ent called re\vard and 1Junishment or hope and fear.
True religion prevents rulers
from oppressing the ruled, and the
ruled from creating disorder. Religion prevents the learned from
becoming a menace to humanity by
using their scientific information
for harmful inventions. Religion
prevents judges from being unjust
in courts of law. Religion prevents the rich from being so selfish
that there are millions of poor so
deprived that they must needs
gather into mobs to obtain their
daily needs. Religion does all this
* Bah:i'i

News, February, 1933, page 3.
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and more but without using force
or compulsion. It educates human
beings to such an extent that they
do what is right and refrain from
\'1ha t is wrong of their own accord.
This is religion; t.his is the law
human society is in need of i this
is the elixir called t.he Baha'i
Fait.h.
\Y HY OF ALL religions should the
Baha'i Faith be the one to be
adopted by the world ~ Just as a
wise doctor prescribes nothing for
a patient suffering from a certain
disease but what is actually good
for the malady, so God the Almighty se 11 d s to His people,
t h r 0 u g h His Messengers, the
remedy for the ailments they suffer from at t.he time. The Messengers of the past each gave the world
what the small and scanty human
society needed t.hen, or, in some
cases, what the individual needed
and upon which society could be
founded by those coming long' after
Him.
Of t.he great Prophets of whom
we have some records available
Moses had to t.each human beings
how best. t.hey could feed on flesh,
and ot.her knowledge that wandering' tribes needed. J eSl1S taught
that man must have a heart which
felt for others. Muhammad g'ave
the people vvhom He t.aught a little
lesson in organization. But at
those times the human world and so
society was small; its wants were
few; its ailments limited; relations
bet.ween its various parts almost
none; its standard of understanding and ability low and so less capable of harming its members.
Therefore simple lavrs and religions were required.
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AND NOW?
Now it is different
for humanity has reached the age
of maturity; its sphere of rule has
vastly enlarged; its innumerable
inventions have brought its divided
and separated parts into one
arena; like a mature man its ability
to do both good and evil has increased; like a mature man its
mental and physical maladies have
become aggravated. These numerous inventions which under a
strong law capable of controlling
the human beings of this age, would
have developed a fine civilization,
have unfortunately, developed bad
habits and serious diseases in the
body of humanity.
In the past there were few social
and economic problems to be
solved; no aircraft to threaten millions of people with bombshells; no
colleges to teach multitudes of students various sciences which could
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wrongly be used for the deterioration of the human race. In short
all these problems which present
themselves today did not exist in
the past. Therefore the former
religions and their great founders
did not need to solve them. Today
they exist and therefore there is
the Baha'i Religion to solve them.
So I am a Baha'i because I am
a member of human society; human society needs a code of law to
guide it; no law is better able to
perform this duty than religion;
and the religion gifted with the
ability to guide human society of
the present age and to become a
talisman for all ailments and defects of the soul and body of human individuals and societies is
+he Baha'i religion. If you do not
agree with me get the teachings
and make a thorough study of
them.

"WHAT ARE the fruits of the httman world? They are the spiritual
attribtdes which appear in man. If nwn is bereft of those attribtttes
he is like a frttitless tree. One whose aspiration is lofty and who has
developed self-reliance will not be content with a mere animal existence.
He will seek the divine kingdom,- he will long to be in heaven although
he still walks the earth in; his material body, and thottgh his otLter visage be physical, his face of inner reflection will become spir'ittwl anil
heavenly. Unt'il th'is station is attained by man, his life will be tdterly
devoid of real atdcomes. The span of his existence will pass away in
eating, drinking and sleeping, withotd eternal frttits, heavenly traces
or illt6mination; withot6t spiritnal potency, life everlasting or the lofty
attainments intended for him dttring his pilgrimage throttgh the httman
world. "
« A man may be a Ba,hCi'i in na1ne only.
If he is a BahCi'i in reality, his deeds and actions will be decisive proofs of it. What are the
requirements? Love for mankind, sincerity toward all, reflecting the
oneness of the world of hnmanity, philanthropy, becoming enkindled
with the fire of the love of God, attainment to the knowledge of God and
that which is cond'~lC'ive to hn1nan welfare."
- ' Abdn'l-BahCi.
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THE TRUE SOVEREIGN
ALFRED

E.

LUNT

This article, of which the fij'st instcdl11wnt is here published, deserves the most
cw'ehd study of every reader. Herein is revealed the chief cause of the world's troubles today, coul the only way of escape tr01n then~. Let us realize the tntth, that man
is basicaUy an ani'lltal, yet has cCipacity to become a spirituct[ being. Only such transmutation can save him and the civilization he has established.

Verily,-those who have de1~ied
God and adhered tmto natttre as
nattwe is, are indeed void of both
sCie1tCe and wisdom,-are they not
of the erring?"-Balui'tt'llah.
«

n

HE law of cause and effect,
being divinely ordained as a
basic law of creation, is inexorable
and ever active. In these fateful
years when the nations have fallen
into evil times; when the wheel of
suffering presses ever more heavily
upon every soul; when a rude awakening has come upon a people (organized humanity) whose forgetfulness of God in years of seeming
prosperity instilled selfish pride
and isolation from their fellowmen to a degree unexampled in human history; there stand out again,
in words as luminous and as final
as those first written upon the wall
of Belshazzar's ancient temple, 'Thou hast been weighed in the
balance and found wanting."
Such a sweeping judgment could
owe its origin only to deepseated
and prolonged disobedience to the
divine law itself. And with equal
force it may be said that for these
present evidences of wide-spread
collapse there must have existed an
anterior cause. No student of 1111man destiny in the mass could fail
to analyze in a true spirit of research what lies behind this stupendous change that has suddenly
afflicted not one country or race

U

alone but the whole world. This depression, or crisis, or panic, by
whatever name it may be termed,
exhibits symptoms radically different from those that have characterized the recorded depressions of
other periods.
It is, in the first place, a universal
calamity.
Other depressions have
resembled a local or functional disease of one part or member of the
body of the race. But we are witnessing, today, something far more
basic and deepseated. The infection has penetrated to every vital
organ and function. The body of
humanity, itself, is sick and infirm,
as if its life-forces were withdrawn,
and the connrmation of health and
~well-being secluded. And just as a
man, seriously ill, yields up both
will and confidence, so in the confusion of thought, the baffling nature
of the disease, and the absence of
physicians sufficiently skilled to diagnose the cause of this illness,mon of business, the so-called captains of industry, await day by day
new disasters, impotent and incap"
able any longer of summoning the
daring, the cocksureness upon
which they have always relied to
preserve and stabilize their affairs
and the affairs of the people generally who, in blind faith, have always entrusted their investments
to the care of these giants of the
industrial realm.
The real truth is-what is going
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on is the collapse of the pillars of
the temple of the old order. The
powerful stimulus of the "new
wine" that has been unsealed in this
day of renovation, is rending the old
structure with a force stronger than
dynamite. This new wine cannot
be safely put into the old bottles.
Its effect upon the people has already stirred within them a distaste for the unsound and selfish
system so long in control of their
destinies, even though they, themselves, are still largely unaware of
the source of this new impetus. A
penetrating light has illumined the
secret recesses and exposed the
deeds done in darkness. Every
plotter against the true welfare of
humanity, suddenly, to his dismay
and astonishment, sees this searchlight of the divine assayer uncovering his hidden schemes to the eyes
of the world. Small wonder at his
astonishment at what he may deem
to be his betrayal at the hands of
those business and political elements, now powerless, that have so
long sheltered such practices.
In
this manner, the bulwarks of a rejected system are crumbling.
-When the waters cease to flow the
soil becomes arid, parched and dead.
When a people perversely turn
aside from the Fountain of Living
Water, and are full unto repletion
with the bitter water distilled by
Nature in her laboratories of insensate forces, the health-giving life
stream becomes diverted and ceases
to invigorate and renew the mental
and spiritual tissues. In such a
process, humanity becomes a mere
distorted image of the real man
whose lineaments have been so
vividly described by Baha 'u 'nab
when He said,-" The true man ap-
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peareth before the Merciful One
like unto the heavens; his sight and
hearing are the sun and moon; his
bright and shining qualities are the
stars; his station is the highest one;
his traces are the educators of existence.' ,
THAT MYSTIC and pregnant saying-' , And when they forgot God
He caused them to forget themselves," illumines the picture with
a profound wisdom, and is the keynote of our subject. One of its clear
implications is that the reality of
man, his true self, is always in the
state of remembrance of God. So,
also, one who is conscious of Him,
forgetting and forsaking Him not,is
ever conscious of that Holy reality
within him, and is rightly guided.
But the state of a people who have
forgotten God, and turned to the
false sovereign, is identical with
that of one who is not himse1f but
is lost in the wilderness of aberration and imagination. He has forgotten himself. False perspectives,
misleading and fanciful conceptions
of life, an utter failure of guidance
characterizes him who has forgotten that "Essence of Life," his true
identity, placed within him by the
Hand of Power. What more terrible penalty than to lose remembrance and contact with that luminous reality within can be imagined ~ Surely, this can only be
the result of a deliberate and radical departure from the sweeping
command of the Supreme Executive
Power of the universe. In short,
the quoted words themselves are
the best pronouncement and definition, for they clearly state that this
departure, this sin, was no less than
forgetfulness of God. It is an ar-
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raignment of the idolators who by
forgetting Him have denied His
Sovereignty, and have thus disobeyed the first and greatest commandment.
The burning issue, beside which
every ordinary problem becomes
trifling, is the struggle in the breast
of man between the sovereignties of
the nether and the divine worlds.
The Sacred Books of every people
bear witness to the divine mandate
on this question. "Thou shalt have
no other gods before Me." "I, the
Lord thy God am a jealous God".
"0 Son of Spirit! There is no rest
for thee except if thou dost renounce thyself and turn unto Me ."
"0 Son of Light! Forget all else
but Me and commune with My
Spirit". "Today is the Day wherein the Throne of the Lord calleth
among the people unto all the dwellers of the earth and commandeth
them to glorify and sanctify God".
"And the LOTel alone shall be exalted in that Day". "For the Day
of God is He, Himself, who hath
appeared with the truth". "Beware of hesitating to accept this
Beauty after the Ruler of Might,
Power and Glory hath appeared".
i i This Day is the Day of God and
God alone is speaking in it, and
none should be mentioned save
Him". "This is the Day in which
the inhabitants of all the wodd
shall enter under the shelter of the
Word of God".
THE coming of every major
Prophet and Manifestation of God
to the earth has been distinctly
marked by this clarion call to the
people to accept and be humble before the True Sovereign of the nations. With power and authority,
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as well as with love and pleading,
these Holy Ones have commanded
the people to forsake the idols and
return unto the true King. Invariably, the advent of a Prophet
has been at a time of great spiritual
darkness. Invariably, the people
have been found cleaving to the
glittering counterfeits of reality,
whether to gold, to fame and exaltation, to worldly absorptions, or to
the water and clay. All these
counterfeits, reared up as idols
though not acknowledged as such
by the people, are and have been the
mirages of Nature, cleverly fashioned to resemble the true allurement of the divine reality, itself.
Regardless of outer and claimed beliefs, of sectarian adherence to the
form of a religion, of pharasaical
conformity to the external requirements of traditional observance,at the heart of the people, speaking
generally and not failing to note individual exceptions, has reposed the
hidden love and quest of the soul for
the things that Ohrist declared to
be strong barriers to entrance into
the Kingdom of God.
The things or objects we love
best, for those we sacrifice the
most. What sacrifices, what energies, what life-long pursuits have
been laid at the feet -of these idols
that men have preferred to God, the
Author of their being~ In such a
life, God is essentially forgotten
hovvever much He is mentioned with
the tongne.
Read the powerful utterances of
Bah3!u'llah with insight, and a
great underlying motive and pUTpose is revealed as the re-assertion
of the Divine Sovereignty, that that
Sovereignty has in this Ag'e reentered the world with mighty
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power, and will and must be reestablished in the consciousness of
all men. Only the dynamic power
of the Holy Spirit could accomplish
this task which has baffled mankind
for so many long ages. But the
clear explanations of the Word of
God regarding this supreme issue
have been reserved for this day and
hour and for the first time mankind
as a whole is brought face to face
vvith this eternal question. Victory
in this matter could not have been
achieved in former ages. Both capacity and destiny were lacking in
the race only now entering into the
dawn of its maturity. But the clear
promise of the revealed Books of
every prophetic cycle authoritatively pronounced this transcendent
change to be certain and inevitable
in the Day of Universal Manifestation, a day so startling to mankind
as to be made synonymous with the
"end of the world", a day whose
transformation would be of a magnitude so stupendous as to cause
even the memory of the old order to
become a misty tradition and confused dream.
IN SUCH a day our generation
came upon the earth. To the people of faith the events of this period, calamitous and inexorable as
they outwardly seem, are the expected symptoms of a body racked
by disease into whose vitals a powerful, alterative, healing elixir has
been poured. Stimulated at first
into restlessness and pain, the benumbed tissues which have become
lethargic under the devastating
toxins of the poisons ignorantly
self-administered by the patient,
are beginning to quicken. This
elixir is none other than the Love
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and Knowledge of the Creator, the
true diagnostician and physician
for the ills of humanity. His prescription for health and wellbeing
have been His Commandments, the
chief of which is His Right to universal acceptance of His Sovereignty. Upon this recognition depend the receptivity and worthiness
of mankind with respect to the
merciful bestowals that ever flow to
loyal subjects. The Love and the
Knowledge of God, the divine assurances, the heavenly stations
ascribed to the IJeople of sincerity,
the knowledge of the mysteries of
the Kingdom, the order and welfare
of the social, political and economic life of the race, the immortal
and eternal life, are the rewards of
the firmness and loyalty of a people, not of their disobedience and
rejection. The Covenant of God is
bi-Iateral and mutual; its benefits
cannot flow except to those who, on
their part, perform faithfully the
promises taken from them in exchange. And of these promises the
recognition of His Sovereignty precedes all else.
Therefore, what is necessary~ Is
that sovereignty universally recognized and obeyed today,-and, if
not, what sovereignty rules the people ~ We have previously commented on the fact that the masses of the
people irrespective of class or origin have turned their faces to the
idols emblematic of a false sovereign. This false sovereign is none
other than the usurping power of
Nature, whose qualities and characteristics, imitations of the real,
instill attraction into the material
images of life. Baha'u'llah in no
unmeasured terms declares such
worshippers to be of the "erring".
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'Abdul-Baha tells us that these erring adorers of Nature are enmeshed in the talons or claws of Nature.
A moment's reflection suffices to
prove the unworthiness of this sovereign possessed only of blind instinct, lacking intelligence and reason, a congeries of elemental forces
deposited by the Creator in the pit
of the universe as the womb of life,
a sign of wisdom and also a testing
ground for the development of divine consciousness and the achievement of human destiny.
AND yet, because these elemental
forces are involuntary and in a certain sense automatic in their operation, they are deprived of the merciful qualities. Ruthless and cruel
are they, when unrestrained. Sad
it is that a being like man, endowed
with the divine inheritance, with
potentialities from the Hand of God
so exalted above Nature as to be utterly incomprehensible to her,
should bow the knee to that which
has neither sense nor feeling. Fire
has no sentiment and will destroy
not only a great city but human
life, itself. The tidal waves of
ocean as they roll over the homes
and fertile fields of man are impelled by a cause that knows no
mercy. That instinctive hunger
that animates the animal world fails
to implant in the consciousness of
a great fish either knowledge or
concern that in one mouthful he
swallows perhaps a hundred thousand smaller fry. The tiger, obeying his natural instinct, has absolutely no awareness of the anguish
of the man or beast into whom his
rending fangs are plunged. And,
astonishing as it is, many a victorious general, on the embattled fields
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of a war of aggression, misled by
his imaginary patriotism and
wholly dominated by the destructive, cruel principle of nature, is
strangely unconscious that, by a
single word of command, he has
sealed the fate and consigned to
death a hundred thousand men.
While as a result the fatherland
perchance obtains a few more
square miles of territory, or, more
likely, becomes involved in disputes
as to indemnities ultimately resulting in misery for both victor and
vanquished. For such inconsequential gains myriads are compelled to
yield up life. Such are the mandates of sovereign Nature.
NATURE, in short, has no sense of
values as we know them. A library
of precious manuscripts is only fodder for her fire. The premature
slaughter of those thousands of soldiers, ordained by leaders bereft of
guidance, is heralded by the unthinking as a triumph befitting exaltation and commemoration. But
let us not suppose that the men of
war, possessed in common with all
other men of the capacity to know
God and to understand His law, are
excused in comparison with the
tiger who is deprived of that capacity. In such a comparison we see
the vast gulf that lies between responsibility and the lack of it. The
striking element in common, however, is the utter subjection of both
to the dictates of the inferior sovereignty. As a consequence, these
men although vested with reason
and spiritual susceptibilities place
themselves below the plane of the
animal who, responsible only to his
instincts has broken no law. For
this human bloodthirstiness this
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violation of a higher, binding law,
is it to be supposed that no retribution will follow~
"0 Rebellious One! My forbearance hath emboldened you and My
long-suffering' made you negligent,
in such wise that ye have spurred
on the fiery charger of passion into
perilous ways that lead unto destruction. Have ye thought Me
negligent or unaware ~,,1
IN THIS indictment of the darker
aspect of Nature's sovereignty
emphasis is laid solely upon those
natural elements that inter-penetrate and mislead the minds. As
was explained in detail in the article entitled "The Supreme Affliction"," the other side of the natural
duality, associated with the beneficent law of composition, with the
fruitful bountiful provisions of aesthetic beauty, food and comfort, the
growing crops, the sweet spring
breezes, the refreshing rains and
glorious sunlight,-constitutes an
outpouring of the constructive
forces of the universe that guarantees existence, and is a sign of the
unchangeable, universal bestowal
of the Creator. With this aspect of
Nature we can have no quarrel. Its
service is, on the whole, to the
otherwise helpless physical structure of the race, and has less to do
with our mental reactions. Even if
to the unthinking these unfailing
bounties tend to endear man to nature to the extent of veiling him
to the menace of the forces of her
"left" or sinister side, no fault can
be traced to this merciful provision,
for it is, per se, the" sine qua non"
of life upon the earth.
THE REAL menace, however, which
'Bahit'u'lhih, Hidden Words (Persian) verse 65.
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has imprisoned man in chains
stronger than steel, and lulled him
into a coma and a forgetfulness
deeper than that set up by the most
potent anaesthetic, is that serpentine phase of nature that pertains
to the subtle, invisible emanations
finding reception in the motivation
of human conduct. For these have
influence with the mind of man,
and, hence, with the downward
flight of the soul. Described by
'Abdu'l-Baha in "Some Answered
Questions" as one of the meanings
of the serpent in the creational
story of Genesis, and explained by
Him to be "attachment" to the
world, this interior, compelling natural power is, in fact, that hypnotic, miasmatic and counterfeit
reality which has usurped, in the
mind of man, the true sovereignty
of the Merciful One. Concealing
its real face in a mask of allurement, we have been unaware of its
lineaments of horror and cruelty,
its poverty of honor, worth or intelligence, its fiery, death-dealing lust,
its fatherhood of lies and deceit, its
instinctive unreasoning tyranny, or
its evil suggestiveness. It is this
sphinxlike countenance, traces of
which we are led to believe men
have attempted to enshrine in the
grotesque, horrible idols common to
certain nations lost in superstition,
that exerts a paramount power over
human destiny. This is because of
the things we have in common with
her, derived from the ancient inheritances. It is this benumbing
and tyrannical power that, in the
fulness of time, Baha 'u 'llah in the
divine arena has challenged as the
seducer and betrayer of mankind's
ordained destiny.

The Bahit'i Magazine, July, 1932.
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Have not the songs of the prophets illumined this historic page of
humanity's advancement with the
glad tidings that in the Day of God
this dragon should be cast into the
pit 7 Granted that without the divine dynamic, lacking the penetrating power of the Word of God revealed to this generation, the people
would be unable to achieve this victory and emerge horn the prison of
the self.
Admitting that the seeds of
allegiance to nahual sovereignty
are implanted in the deep roots of
our beings, nevertheless the revelation of knowledge from the Apex of
Truth is the dispeller of superstition and ignorance. If the Divine
Will has ordained this deliverance,
as is clearly stated, nothing can
withstand it. The regeneration of
the human race is in large measure
held back by ignorance of its hidden and latent powers. Largely,
also, by the failure of the individual
to investigate the reality and see
with his own eyes. An understmlding of the real produces invariably
repudiation of and disgust for the
counterfeit. The secrets of unity
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and its irresistible power unloose
the supreme forces of the Realm of
Might to destroy the armies of the
nether world. And today the light
of unity is breaking over the horizon. " Ye are all the leaves of one
tree, the drops of one sea" . Unity
reinforced by the Divine Love, indeed synonymous with it, is laden
with a mysterious power flowing
from the Oneness of God and incorporated into the very core of creation. Informed and armed with
this SUIJreme weapon, humanity will
find wings with which to rise above
the water and clay and attain its
true place in the boundless spaces
of the Kingdom of God, the goal of
its high destiny.
For Nature's selfish isolation and
discord, the True Sovereign grants
union and brotherhood. For her
cruelty and unreason He establishes love and heavenly knowledge.
For her dark and treacherous suggestions, her hypocrises, her sanguinary wars, and her economic injustice, He bestows guidance, truth,
order and that happiness that the
exile feels when at last he has entered his real home.

(To be contimtecl)

"The exigencies of the world of nature are essential to it. One of the exigencies
of the "world of natU?·e is war. Another of the exigencies of the wm>lcZ of natttre is
treache?"y. See how they a?>e wa?'Ting! Now the world of natttre has no will power.
Man acts according to the require?nents of nature. In the world of nc,ture there is
treache?>y cmd deceit. Consider what the cat does with the mouse, and the fox does
with its prey. In the world of nc,ture the?>e is sepctration, there is the struggle for
existence. These are the natttral tendencies. This is irresistible.
"That which saves m.an from the w'orld of nature is the Powe?" of God. It is
faith. It is the fear of God cmd it will 1nake man an angel-it transfoT1ns hint. It
acts opposite to that of nature. It brectks the sovereignty of natt,re and without this
(power) it is not possible."
-'Abdu'l-Bcdta.
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This is the concluding part of the author's story of the Russian poet who gave to
the world three celebrated writings about the Bahrl'i Teachings. Herein we find reference to the poet"s book on Bahrl'u'llrlh, her visit with 'Abdu'l-Bahrl in Ramleh, Egypt,
and further comment on the 1'wmarkable reception her books have received.

OW I shall speak of the
tragedy-poem "Baha'u'llah."
Mrs. Grinevsky wrote me how she
received the inspiration to write it.
She said:
' , Among the many
letters which I received from unknown people, all writing me
about my play, 'Bab', was one
from a gentleman who to my
astonishment h ad a profound
knowledge not only of the Bab but
also of Baha 'u 'nah. Like the Bab,
until 1903, Baha 'u 'llah was generally unknown even among the cultured classes, professors sometimes
asking me who my hero was. Even
one (Czarist) politician had once
asked me, 'What is Baha'u'llah~'
Not who, mind you, but what~ So I
was all the more impressed to hear
from my Russian provincial correspondent the name of Baha 'u 'llah.
He said in his note: 'I was fascinated by the poem Bab like a youth
though I am not a youth in years.
I have passed two faculties of the
university and have in my library
all the available works which appear in the literature of the
world.' "
"He counselled me", Mrs. Grinevsky says, "to compose a tragedy
about the life of Baha 'u '11ah. I myself had thought of it but had been
so occupied I had never attempted
it; now I determined to undertake
this big work. I always remember
with gratitude the memory of this
Russian gentleman who was not a

Baha'i but a man of great heart.
He passed on before my work was
published, and I never met him. His
name was Nicolas Zazuline; he, as
I knew, was president of the nobility in Kishinef and the author of
several philosophical treatises."
She continues: "When my work
was finished and notices about it appeared in the press, a number of
people who had assisted at the representations of my poem 'Bab', and
had heard my conferences about
that poem which I gave many times,
asked me to prepare a lecture about
my new composition. The first address about it was given in our
summer capital Siestroretzk and
afterwards I also lectured in the
capital itself at the Society of Oratorical Arts' Hall, in the year
1910."
Mrs. Grinevsky explained that
when her Baha'i correspondent of
Baku, Mirza Ali Akber Mamedhanly, read in the newspapers that the
work was finished, (he had known
from her that it was being written)
he asked to have a copy sent to him.
She mailed to him several excerpts
from the poem. A few weeks later
she was amazed to receive a telegram from him saying: '" Abdu '1Baha permits us to visit Him in
Egypt." 'Abdu'l-Baha was at that
time making a short stay in Egypt.
She writes in her letter to me:
"That had been my secret, my innermost desire, to see with my own
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eyes those people whom I had described, who, as my correspondent
said, 'love all mankind'. I had
thought it absolutely impossible,
and yet, unexpectedly, wonderfully,
it had come to pass that I could go
to see even the greatest of those
people! I started from Russia with
my manuscript of the poem Balui'~~'llah in December, 1910, my aim
being to see the surroundings of my
dreams, of my fancy, about which
my former respectful correspondent
and present fellow-traveler in that
journey to Egypt had spoken-to
see' Abdu'l-Baha!"
SEVEN years had passed between
the appearance of the drama
"Bab" and the concluding of the
tragedy "Baha'u'llah" followed by
this memorable Journey.
Mrs.
Grinevsky spent two weeks in Ramleh, Egypt, as the guest of 'Abdu '1Baha. After she returned to Russia she had several letters or tablets from Him. In one of these
He speaks of an article which He
had just received about her poem
"Baha'u'llah". From the Tablet
(or letter) addressed to Madame
Grinevsky and signed by 'Abdu '1Baha, I quote:
"The article which was published in the
Saint Petersbourg Journal about thy recent
book (Baha'u'llah) was in the utmost eloquence and fluency. It was an indication
of thy praiseworthy services. The publication of such articles is very useful. They
are conducive to the promotion of the divine
Call. Praise be to God that thou art assisted in the service of the world of humanity and art spreading the summons of
the Kingdom of God. Day and night thou
must praise God that thou art assisted to
perform such a great service. Rest thou
assured that that which is the utmost desire* of thy heart shall come to pass concerning this matter.
"This seed which thou has sowed shall
grow. If the means are not available at
present, unquestionably they will become
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realized. I pray in thy behalf that thou
mayest become confirmed in the uninterrupted service of the Kingdom of God."

The article which 'Abdu'l-Baha
mentions in His tablet had been
published in the French newspaper
"Journal de Saint-Petersbourg"
January, 1912. The headline was
"Baha'u'llah".
I quote paragraphs from this review: "Baha'u'llah means the Glory of Godsuch is the title of the new tragedy
with which Mrs. Isabel Grinevsky
has enriched Russian dramatic literature. We must praise without
restriction a work whose high, dramatic significance is combined with
admirable form. The author of the
drama 'Bab', that work of such
strong thought, has never attained
such a powerful conception as this
poem.
"The mind of the reader, attracted by a rhythm of an unspeakably
harmonious poetry, rises imperceptibly to summits where the most
grave problems are discussed, problems over which thoughtful humanity bends with fear and despair,
helpless to solve them. The characters are analyzed with great psychological insight.
"Baha 'u 'llah, the central figure,
is depicted with the clearness and
power of an antique high-relief.
The complexity of that elect-nature
is presented with the authority and
truth of the great masters of the
classical theater. What a lofty lesson, what eloquence sursum corda
in that life of pure bounty, of selflessness in that wide desire to
spread peace!
"How not to be moved, fascinated by the nobility of this Apostolic
character~

* In a footnote Mrs. Grjnevsky adds that her uhnost desire which she had expressed in Ramleh had been
that her poems might be translated into European languages. The poem "Bab" has been translated into
Germ_an and French, but the poeln "Baha'u'lhlh is still untranslated.
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"As in the 'Bab', the events
touch the great religious movement
which roused the country of Persia
in the middle of the last century.
The historical part is exact. Mrs.
Grinevsky did not limit herself to
the studies of documents, the great
quantity of which we can hardly
imagine; she knows the country
very well. Her knowledge gives to
the characters an intensive life and
fl warm coloring.
"The origin of a faith analyzed
with the help of true science is carried forward with great art beginning with the first thought which
moves the heart of the Apostle, who
loves mankind as He loves His
family and His own country.
"The author gives a vision, a revelation of all that is hidden of
moving, precious depths in that supreme struggle.
The liberating
pain, the majesty of effort, the active bounty-all these elements of
that struggle remain ordinarily
unattainable for the crowd which
cannot fathom under their austere
dogmas, one of the beautiful forms
of human unity.
"The love, the deep necessity
which lives in each human heart
passes throughout the tragedy as
an undercurrent, the fountain-head
of which, never drying, remains hidden to the exterior world.
"That beautiful and bold work
points a return to the school of
majesty and aesthetic morality, the
aspiration to the eternal truth,
which are the indelible character of
permanent works. We foretell for
this book a most merited success.
Humanity, be it to its credit, is
tired of the histories of the impure
which spoil the taste and soil the
mind. It cannot but receive with
enthusiasm a work of which the
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most civilized countries of Europe
will be proud."
MRS. GRINEVSKY, returning from
Ramleh in January, 1911, gave interviews to the press at Odessa, the
Russian port of the Black Sea, and
as soon as she reached home she began her book, " A Journey to the
Countries of the Sun", which is an
account of her visit to 'Abdu '1Baha. This was interrupted because in the summer of 1912 she was
called to Paris by the French translator of "Bab", Madame Halperin.
When she came again to Leningrad
she immediately began the publication of the drama "Baha 'u 'llah " so
that it was not until 1914 that she
completed the manuscript of "A
Journey to the Countries of the
Sun". It is interesting to note that
when she completed it, three Persians, Assad-Ullah Namdor of Moscow, Ali Akbar Kamalof of Tashkand and an old Persian Baha'i
friend whom she had met at Port
Said came to call upon her and she
read to them many parts from the
"Journey", the central figure of
which is 'Abdu '1- Baha. This book
of 550 pages has not yet been published because at this time the
world war commenced; neither has
it yet been translated into other
languages.
May this great Russian poet, Mrs.
Isabel Grinevsky, who has made
such a cultural contribution to literature and to the Baha/i Movement
some day see all her works translated into European languages!
The English reading world eagerly
awaits them, I know, for many inquiries come from the United States
asking where it is possible to get
these books in Russian, in French,
or in German!
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1901--1933
THROUGH THE VISTA OF A GENERATION
DR. ALI

KULI KHAN

Mi1'ZU Ali Kuli Khun, descendunt of un uncient und noble fCi1nily of Persia, und
formerly for many years chief diploTnatic relJ1'esentuti've of thut country to the United
States, is too well known to the Buhri'i world to need cmy int1"od~iCtion to O~i1' j"euders.
We appreciate this int61"esting and valuuble stute'Ynent of his earli61" work-combined
with that of the renowned teacher, Mirza Abu'l-Fadl-in planting the seeds of the Bahd'i
Cause in Am61"ica.

N 1901 I arrived in Washington, D. C" in company with
the great Baha'i teacher and philosopher, Mirza Abu'l-Fadl, the author of The Ba7ui'i Proofs and other
works on the interpretation of propehtic lore. 'Abdu'l-Baha, the great
Master Whom I seTVed in the Prison City of 'Akka, Palestine, for
about fifteen months as amanuensis
and interpreter, had sent me to this
country to cooperate with, and act
as interpreter and translator for,
Mirza Abu'l-Fadl, besides carrying
forward the translation of Baha'i
books, epistles and Tablets in the
interest of the American seekers.
Previous to coming here, we had
spent several months in Chicago in
spreading the gladtidings of the
new woTld religion revealed by
Baha 'u 'llah.
In Washington a small group of
men and women were drawn to our
ga therings and meetings which
were held for the public, besides the
afternoon classes w hi ch Mirza
Abu'l-FacU conducted in our own
living quarters.
I remember many a young mother
and father with one or more infants, some in baby carriages and
others holding the parent's hand. I
cannot forget how those young
mothers and fathers came to llS as
seekers, and when I would tran-

slate Mirza's words concerning the
new Revelation, in some instances I
would be surprised that my words
met with, what I then thought,
seeming indifference. But, as facts
proved later on, those .young people had, in their own WOTels, been
awe-struck by the overpowering announcement of the new Revelation
for the avvakening of mankind. That
meant that in them the Message had
struck fire. The rebirth which followed has since found language in
life-long careers of service in the
Baha'i Faith in which those young
seekers attracted their families and
friends as coworkers in a field wbich
now, after a generation, has numberless devoted workers not only in
Washington and the United States
but around the world.
These are but instances of the
fire of conviction which was set
ablaze by the eternal Truth-a
Truth which creates a world-wide
conflagration before which all else
save true love and service is consumed. For the story of these individuals is but one of many which
could be told with equal effectiveness in depicting the slow but steady
progress of a Cause which knows
no obstacles and penetrates all barriers.
How

WELL

DO I remember work-
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ing with Mirza Abu'l-Fadl, that
holy soul in his flowing Oriental raiment, walking with him on the
streets of Washington while on the
way to our weekly public meetings,
or to our almost daily lessons.
In our walks Mirza Abu'l-Fadl
related what he, in a prophetic vision, saw would come to pass, namely, that out of the seeds then sown
amongst a few people of no apparent importance, in a worldly sense,
would eventuate a harvest of noble
and sincere men and women who
would sacrifice all personal interests in their eager desire to contribute to the sum total of human
happiness.
Today, thirty-two years after
that time, I am again in Washington, and by invitation of the Baha,'i
Committees of this city, I have the
privilege of spreading the glorious
message of Baha 'n 'llall in the nation's capital. I hardly dreamt,
however, that while in Washington
this time, I would be rewarded, too,
with the vision of those devoted
hearts in which my combined services with Mirza Abu'l-Fadl had
sown the seeds so many years ago.
What I have seen since returning }iJast has been truly miraculous.
When arriving in Chicago last N 0vember, I was first shown the glorious dome of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar
-the Baha'i Temple of Lightwhich, during my first visit to that
city, had no existence but in the
Words of the Manifestation.
The miraculous thing about the
development of a bountiful harvest
out of a few seeds scattered at random by seemingly aimless hands, is
the total absence of any material
and temporal means and instru-
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mentalities employed in all worldly
pursuits. No man of wealth has
contributed to the world-wide
spread of the Teachings of Baha 'u'llah, and nothing but the Power of
the Word of God which found language in the pure lives of thousands
of martyrs and early believers in
Persia has created a spiritual
foundation which according to the
greatest impartial thinkers of the
Orient, Europe and America, has
had no parallel since the Man of
Nazareth challenged the hosts of
darkness and iniquity.
The Glorious Baha'i Temple in
Wilmette-the House of Worship
for every member of the human
race-is the inspiration of every
visitor, and has come into being
through the sacrifices of Baha'i
workers and humble believers all
over the world who have contributed their mite for the erection of
this noble structure.
To ONE uninformed of the real
purpose of Baha'i institutions,
such a Temple and such gatherings
of scattered multitudes in various
parts of the world, known as Baha'i
workers, is of no particular importance, but to a student of world conditions who considers the dire
calamities with which humanity is
in this day beset as due to the universal departure from the path of
spiritual guidance,-the appearance during the last eighty-five
years of a community clad in the
armor of a new spiritual conviction
which proclaims the efficacy of
spiritual Truth before a doubting
world and supports this proclamation not only through the pure and
regenerated lives of its members
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but by the blood of thousands of
martyrs, is verily a unique world
phenomenon which has far reaching
results-for it embodies the principles of all the revealed religions
besides possessing effectiveness and
power which make those princilJles
part and parcel of the life of every
human being.
Thus to the man of vision this
new phenomenon is-upon a more
universal scale-the recurrence of
the leavening process which, in the
Words of Jesus, was destined to
leaven the whole lump through a
handful of disciples.
The world might consider such a
claim as an exaggeration. But had
the world seen what I saw, as a
youth, in my long association with
'Abdu'l-Baha and later during my
many years of service,--witnessing
the steady development of His noble
spirit in the Baha'i institutions
everywhere-it would realize thFtt
marvelous as these achieveInel1ts
are, they are but the faint light of
an early dawn as compared to the
world-illuminating rays of the sun
when reaching the meridian of its
glory.
One word should suffice to support this forecast and that is that
whereas all other world movements
of every nature and type are centered upon the attainment of some
personal aim and advantage, the
Baha'i community-under the guidance of its great Guardian-whether
in the individual lives and pursuits
of its adherents or in the collective
efforts of its administration as expressed in its numerous local and
national elective Assemblies-is the
only world movement solely dedi"From the teachings of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
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cated to the common weal and happiness of mankind.
In other words, according to
'Abdu'l-Baha, all men are God's
precious trust and are equally important in His eye; love for God
and service to Him must find expression in love and service to man
irrespective of race, religion or
class; and "we must see the Face
of God in every face, the beauty of
God in every countenance.' ,*
During the last few months sinee
my return to the Eastern Coast 1
have seen the application of these
noble principles in many gatherings
of the friends in the most important cities where successive contact
both day and night has given me
the privilege of seeing vvith my own
eyes the steady increase, not only in
numbers but in soul quality of many
devoted men and women in the
Baha'i communities who are the
spiritual descendants of the early
seekers known to us a generation
ago.
AMONG THEM the Bah:i'i youth
are manifesting great seriousness
and a vision of the future, and with
these a reverence fOT the old believers who have weathered many
tests in the years of storm and
stress experienced by every true
Baha'i in his progress towards
spiritual maturity. For the Baha'i
youth, far from being carried away
by the zeal and virile aggressiveness which makes them so gloriously successful in the field of service,
constantly bear in mind that the
older friends are verily the link between the day of the Master 'Abdu'l-Baha, and that of the Guardian

THROUGH THE VISTA OF A GENERATION

Shoghi Effendi, and constitute the
bridge which spans the Day of
]\,fercy-the Day of 'Abdu'l-Bahaand the Day of Justice, namely, the
day of the Gmudian who is to prepare the way for the universal application of justice tempered by
grace. The Master used to say that
that which in reality constitutes
youth is not tender years but the
capacity to adopt new Truths and
apply them to life; and that which
suggests old age is not length of
years but lack of capacity to countenance new facts.
Under the guidance of the new
Revelation the Baha'i religion imparts a new spirit of faith and effects rebirth in young and old, and
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thus eliminates the chasm between
youth and age.
It is a source of blessing to the
world today that in Baha'i communities old and young, humble and
mighty have merged all distinctive
and divisive features in the united
aim to secure human redemption
and effect the realization of the
reign of universal consciousness.
"Praise be to God! in this century of illumination," said' Abuu '1Baha, "hearts are inclined toward
agreement and fellowship, and
minds are thoughtful upon the
question of the unification of mankind. There is an emanation of the
universal consciousness to day
which clearly indicates the dawn of
a great unity."

,.~~"

"l'h~s Ca~~se has become world-wide. In a short space of time it
has pei'fneated thrm~ghout all regions, for it has a magnetic power
which attracts all intelligent men and women to this center. If a person become infonnecZ of the reality of this Ca~tse he will believe ,in it
for these teachings are the spirit of this age.
u The Bah6/i Movement imparts life.
It is the ca~~se of love and
amity amongst mankind. It establishes comm~mication between vario~~s
nations and religions. It removes all antagonisms and when this
Ca~~se is f~~lly spread . .. , warfare will be a thing of the past, wl,iversal
peace will be realized, the oneness of the world of h~~manity will be recognized, and religion and science will work hand in hand.
"The Bah6/i Movement bestows ~~pon man a new spirit, a new
light, and a new motion. It enlarges the sphere of thought. It ill~~mines the horizon of the intellect. It expands the arena of comprehension.
« This is the ~~ltimate goal of h~Lman life.
This is the frtLit of existence. This is the brilliant pearl of cosm~c conscio~[sness. This is
the shining star of spirit~Lal destiny."
- ' Abd~L'l-Baha.
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LANGUAGE BARRIERS
N THE BRIEF :five years that have passed since the :first commercial
telephone circuit between Europe and North America was put in operation, great progress has been made toward the ideal of making it possible to talk
from any telephone to any other telephone in the world.
The international telephone system is of importance to world understanding in the same sense that the postal system and the cable networks promote
good will and commerce.
THERE ARE now thirty-seven intercontinental telephone circuits totaling
All of them are radio circuits, all but one operating
on short waves. But plans have already been made to supplement the important route between Europe and North America with a telephone cable.
Wire instead of wireless links between the continents promise to be important
in the future.
At present the following ocean-bound areas can communicate directly
with each other; North America and Europe, North America and South
America, Europe and South America, Europe and Eastern Asia, Europe and
Australia and Java, North America and Hawaii, Eastern Asia and Java. The
Americas communicate with Australia and Java by way of Europe. Proposed
direct connections to be established in the near future include links between
North America and Eastern Asia and between Europe and South Africa.
168,000 miles in length.

SOME OF the difficulties in intercontinental telephony are time differences
and language barriers. Considering an eight-hour business day, for any city
there is a third of the earth's surface on which the time is so different from
that city that there is no overlap of the business day. \'Vestern United States
has time differences of more than eight hours with a large part of Europe, Asia
and Africa. Western Europe has few important centers in the world with
which it cannot communicate within the business day because the Paci:fic Ocean
convenientlv swallows the third of the world which would be inarticulate during Europe~n business hours. However, during the waking day there is an
overlap of any two world points.
OFTEN TELEPHONE operators at two distant world points cannot talk to
each other directly, even if they are competent in several languages. The subscribers often have difficulty in conversing from distant localities because both
may be using a language not their mother tongue. This causes the telephone
engineers to strive to make standards of transmissions still higher in order that
the difficulties of using unfamiliar languages may be minimized.
As world telephoning becomes more general, it may even be necessary to
use some sort of neutral world language, like Esperanto, in the routine conversations between trans-continental operators. A relatively small vocabulary of
several hundred words would probably suffice and this might be a powerful
impetus to the adoption of an international auxiliary language.

-Science News Letter.
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The Completion of the Temple
SHOGHI EFFENDI

Front letters of the author, Guardian of the Bahri'i Cause, to the National
Spiritual Assentbly of the Bahri'is of the United States and Canada.

"Your Assembly faithful to its trust and conscious of
its high calling, has sounded the call for a further and final
effort on the part of the followers of Baha'u'llah in that
land. It is for them, now if ever, to arise for the speedy
consummation of a divinely appointed task ... The American believers have made a splendid beginning. Let them
bring to a speedy and successful termination a task which
they have so nobly initiated and which they alone are destined to accomplish ... I am acutely conscious of the unprecedented character of the depression under which you
labor ... But I realize also the uniqueness of the opportunity
which it is our privilege to seize and utilize."
"Would to God ... that the multitudes who, from the
remote corners of the globe, will throng the grounds of the
Great Fair to be held in the neighborhood of that hallowed
shrine may, as the result of your sustained spirit of selfsacrifice, be privileged to gaze on the arrayed splendor of
its dome-a dome that shall stand as a flaming beacon and
a symbol of hope amidst the gloom of a despairing world."
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JUNE, 1933
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"Thousands of Mashriqu'l-Adhkars, dawning-points of praise and mentionings of God for all religionists, will be built in the Orient and Occident, but
this being the first one erected in the Occident has great importance. In the
future there will be many here and elsewhere: in Asia, Europe, even Africa,
New Zealand and Australia, but this edifice in Chicago is of especial significance."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.

INOREASING numbers daily are only to good wishes. In deeds of
aware that there is being erected sacrifice, rather, is their cooperain the suburbs of Chicago a Shrine tion manifested. Since the incepwhich is expressive of a great and tion of this Temple, many coungrandiloquent emotion of the hu- tries and many religionists have
man heart, namely that of the contributed generously of their
brotherhood of man-an Interna- funds, even to the point of extreme
tional Shrine dedicated to the one- sacrifice. The following are a few
ness of mankind and the oneness of expressions of consecration out of
religion. This is the Baha'i Temple the many on record:
or Mashriqu'l-Adhkar which is
'ABDU'L-BAI-IA has told the story
being erected on the shores of Lake
Michigan in the beautiful suburb of of the widow of a Baha'i martyr
who was left with two young chilChicago-Wilmette, Ill.
There are many unique features dren to support. She provided for
of this monument to the Baha'i them by knitting socks; the proMovement. The first is the mar- ceeds from one sock she used for
velously beautiful and creative their support, and what she rearchitecture in which it is phrased ceived for the other sock was her
-an architecture described as "the glad offering toward the Mashfirst thing new in architecture since riqu '1-Adhkar. 'Abdu '1-Baha then
the thirteenth century."
The sec- said, "It is this spirit which will
ond, of still greater import, is the build the Temple."
fact that this Baha'i Temple ex"Truly, I say, the friends of God
presses the longing dreams and displayed wonderful generosity in
spiritual aspirations of countless regard to the contributions for the
Baha'is among the different races Mashriqu'I-AdhlGir. They displayand religions of this planet who ed magnanimity at any cost to such
look with eagerness to the comple- an extent that some of them sold
tion of such a visible expression of portions of their clothing on the
their faith in this land of freedom, street.
advanced civilization, high human"Praise be to God! that at this
moment, from every country in the
ihlrian ideals and tolerance.
N or is the interest taken by the world, according to their various
adherents of this Faith limited means, contributions are continu-
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ally being sent toward the fund of
the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar in America.
. . . From the day of Adam until
now, such an event has never been
witnessed by man, that from the
farthermost country of Asia, contributions were forwarded to the
farthermost country of America.
"Contributions for the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar are most important.
Notwithstanding the miserable condition of Persia, money has poured
in and is still coming for this purpose. Although many families are
extremely poor, so that they have
scarcely enough to keep them, nevertheless they give towards it. For
many years the West has contributed towards the East, and now,
through the Mercies and Bounties
of God, a miracle has been performed, and for the first time ,in
the history of the world the East
is contribttting to the West."
THESE are only a few instances,
but the stories of similar sacrifices
could easily make many chapters
if recorded. Suffice it to say that
from Australia comes a regular
flow of gifts for the Divine Edifice.
From Persia, India, England,
France, from Honolulu and Maui,
Hawaii, and from groups and individual Baha'is everywhere comes
the evidence that unity in God is
a living thing through the creative
power of the Word of Baha 'u 'llah.
No less a personage than the
Guardian of the Baha'i Cause,
Shoghi Effendi-who has said that
"the specific Baha'i institutions
should be viewed in the light of
Baha'u'llah's gifts bestowed upon
the world"-has set an example in
the divine art of real sacrifice when
Reprinted by request.
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he forwarded the most preCIOUS
possession from the Shrine of
Baha 'u 'llah to be sold for the
Baha'i Temple Fund in this country, and he has regularly contributed every month to the National
Baha'i Fund of America.
It is indeed the beginning of a
new world cycle when the Orient
actually contributes money to the
Occident. Is this not the symbol of
true love and brotherhood-knowing as all do the relatively impoverished condition of those people
compared with that of America ~
IN THIS TURNING of the thoughts
and dreams of the Orient toward
the New World and the awareness
of the spiritual evolution going on
in America, one finds the miraculous enlargement of the Asiatic consciousness which only true religion
could have brought about. For to
the illiterate peasant of Asia in
general, the New World hardly has
existence; or if any, but nebulous
and unformed. Yet to the Baha'is
of Persia, Rangoon, and even of the
jungles of India, America exists as
an entity sufficiently to call forth
their loving sacrifices. This is
more than human education could
have accomplished.
As witnessed in an article by
A. H. N aimi on "Martha L. Root in
Persia," the Persian Baha'is look
with real vision toward America.
The vision of what this dynamic
rapidly evolving people of the New
vVorld will ultimately achieve for
the Universal Baha'i Faith, becomes the daily inspira tion and
stimulus to our brothers and sisters
around the world.
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THE TEMPLE OF LIGHT
JOHN

J.

EARLEY

Mr. Earley was cewarded the contract for the construction of the orna?1wntation of
the Temple dome by the Temple Trustees, after a thorough study and investigation of
his special anhitectural concrete by The Research Service and recmnmended by the?1~.

nWELVE years ago last August two gentlemen came to
my studio in Washington. They
came unexpectedly and the y
brought with them only the photograph of a plaster model. They
had been sent by a mutual friend,
an engineer, deeply interested in
the work being done with concrete
by this studio, and who had snggested that we mig'ht offer a solution for their problem. One of
these gentlemen was Mr. Louis
Bourgeois, an architect, and tIle
most unusual personality I had met
in that profession; the other was
Mr. Ashton, his friend; and tIle
photogTaph which they brought was
of a Temple, the most exotically
beautiful building I had ever seen.
It came up out of the earth like the
sprout of some great plant bursting
out to life and growth.
Mr. Bourgeois explained that he
was the architect of the building
and a member of the Bah:i'i Faith.
It soon became clear tha t this
Bah:i'i Temple was the dream of
Mr. Bourgeois' life, that all his
hopes and ambitions were centered
in it, and that he believed himself
to have been inspired to design a
temple unlike any other in the
world, so that it might be the symbol of a new religion in a new age.
At that moment he was anxiously
seeking a material with which to

o

Model of Dome with PlcLster Models of
Panel and Rib.

build it, someone with the ability to
understand his work and who had
the skill to execute it. He left the
photograph with me after autographing it. I have it still. It
marks the beginning of the project
for me.
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IN THE t,ime which intervened
between this meeting and the death
of JYIr. Bourgeois about two years
ago, there developed between us an
interesting and instructive friendship. We studied this Temple with
all its ramifications of form, 01
treatment and of meaning as a preparation for the time when work 011
it would be begun. It was strange,
in a way, that we of the studio
should have given so much thought
to it. We had no authority to do so,
and as a matter of fact we were not
commissioned to do the work until
the summer of 1932. But somehow
it always seemed to be our work
We understood it~ we had the material and were equipped to do it.
The architect was interesting to
us and we to him. And then there
was the job itself, a thing to fascinate the imagination. A Templ,::;
of Light with a great pierced dome
through which by day the sunlight
would stream to enlighten all within, and through which by night the
Temple light would shine out into a
darkened world. When at night we
look into the sky we see only the
stars but could we see the orbits of
the stars how wonderful it would
be! Great curved intertwining in
wierd perspective. Ovals, circles,
and vesicas of endless variety twisted and woven into some great cosmic fabric. This is the theme of
the dome,-the courses of the stars
woven into a fabric. But this is
not all; interwoven with the courses
of the stars in the pattern of the
dome are the tendrils of living
things, leaves, and flowers, because
no symbol of creation would be
complete without a symbol of life.
Lifted above the dome are nine
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Model of 19-Foot Clerestory Section of
Great Ribs of Dome.

great ribs, nine aspirations that
mount higher than the courses of
the stars. I wonder after all if it
was strange that we of the studio
should have given so much thought
to this project ~
left to us by the
architect adequately illustrate his
ideas about the decorations of the
dome but they do not pretend to
show a method for making the dome
nor for attaching it to the steel
skeleton. Among his drawings are
THE DRAWINGS

THE TEMPLE OF LIGHT
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some of the most extraordinary full put in charge of The Research Sersized details of ornament. There is vice of Washington, D. 0., who alone of a panel in the field of the lotted to our studio the developdome which is seventy feet long; ment of the ornamental dome.
another of the face of the great rib
I cannot begin to tell you how
which is ninety feet long. Each of many factors enter into such a
these drawings were made in one problem and I am sure that we
piece in a loft building on LaSalle automatically give consideration to
Street in 0 h i ca g' 0 where he many without being able to recall
stretched out on the floor a great or to name them--just as an opsheet of paper and with his pencil erating surgeon might know the potied to the end of a long stick he sition and function of every vein
drew in great sweeps-in a mmmer and sinew, the names of which have
never to be forgotten-the inter- long since been forgotten. So in
lacing ornament of the dome. One discussing such a problem considline through another, under and eration can be given only to princiover, onward and upward until the ples such as these-the decoration
motif was completed. N ever have I of the Temple must always be subseen a greater feat of draftsman- servient to the architecture; the
ship nor a more interesting drafts- theme of the ornament must not be
man than was Mr. Bourgeois. Most lost; the craftsmanship must be
surprising of all perhaps is the ap- adequate, practical and economical;
proximation to accuracy which he the materials must be suitable and
maintained in these great drawings enduring. This project as stated in
in spite of the disadvantages under many articles written about it, is a
which he worked. He was obliged pioneer one in every sense of the
to stand on the drawing which he word, structurally new and arrestwas making and his only view of ing, and involves the use of new
the whole was from the top of a methods, new processes, and the
step ladder.
highest standards of materials and
It became necessary, after the craftsmanship. The structure will
death of Mr. Bomgeois, for the be not only beautiful in accordance
Temple Trustees to carry these with the design but permanent and
drawings fmther. This matter was enduring through the ages.

(( The fi1'st
instit~~ted

]J![ash1'iq1~'l-Adhkar

in [T!J7ilmette, Ill.,

tinction is infinite in

s~~b~wb]

val~le.

Adhkar thmlsands of other

[Baha'i Temple] in A1'nerica was
of Ohicago, and this honor and dis-

Undoubtedly md of this ]J![ashriq~~ 'l-

]J![ashriq~~'l-Adhkars

will be born."
- ' Ab d'u'l-Baha.
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THE TRUE SOVEREIGN
ALFRED

E.

LUNT

"Verily, those who have denied God and adhered unto nature as nature is, are
indeed void of both science and wisdom, are they not of the erring?"
-Balux'u'llrih.

In the first installment of this
article, pttblished in the May
nttmber, is pointed md the g1"eat
trttth that natttre is in itself incapable of establishing valttes M"
achieving perfection.
Therefore
when mankind forsakes the path of
revealed gttidance for his ttpward
climb and gives way to the forces
of nat1tre in him, he cxpr-csses, as
a social group, conhtsion, chaos,
degeneracy. This is what is happening in the wor-ld today. In this
second and p'resent installment, the
author describes vividly the dtwl
11;cdttre of man-the pivot of creation-a microcosm containing within himself the secr-ets of heaven and
hell, a soul capable of ttpward and
doumward flights. Now is the destined ti1ne in, the history of this
planet for man to expr'ess his highest spirittwl natttre with the aid and
stimttltts of revealed trtdh and the
power of the Holy Spir'it by attaining the consciottsness of the spirit
of faith as contrasted with mere belief.

lower self and to forsake the
heavenly delights of the divine provision ~ Oertain it is that in the
countless milleniums of his life on
earth he has been brought face to
face with the prophetic admonishments, and, flouting them, suffered
the pains and punishments of disobedience. Nothing is clearer in
the Sacred Books than that in a day
concealed in the mists of creation
he took a covenant with his Oreator
by which the infinite bestowals of
God were promised him in exchange for his guerdon of obedience
and acknowledgment of the True
Sovereign.
If, now, these bestowals appear
to be withdrawn; if in their place
we are confronted with depression
and unhappiness more widespread
and more poignant than men have
hitherto experienced; if the utmost
ingenuity of our leaders is powerless to find the key to the solution,
-can it be doubted that, if these
premises are true, the reason for
this deprivation is mankind's own
default? Not the vengeance of
RE these insidious enemies God, but the unchangeable law of
of our true welfare the inher- cause and effect operating in the
itance of aeons of life when man arena of human affairs, has brought
was emerging from the slime of the upon us these scourges. Long eonwaters, when Nature wholly dom- tinued disobedience to the Oominated him, or are they the results mand, forgetfulness and doubt of
of a gradual yielding to the natural the True Sovereign have created in
allurement, the real fall of man en- the heart of humanity a potent
shrined in a mysterious tradition magnet of attraction for the inwherein he deliberately chose to drawing of the destructive, deathdwell in the water and clay of the dealing force of Nature which is
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ever ready to seize hold of those
who madly stray from the impregnable stronghold and wander in the
morasses of remoteness and ignorance.
AT WHAT point in its evolution
the race became endowed with that
capacity to know God that is commensurate with the assumption of
responsibility, no record exists.
Man has always stood at the forefront of the army of life, despite
the unproved theories of certain
anthropologists that he is merely a
branch or descendant of inferior
animals. Humanity is the main
stem of the creational order. Concealed in the matrix of life as is the
great oak in the acorn, his superior
potentialities have slowly unfolded
in the march of the cent u1'ie8.'~
And in the long succession of aeons
and ages, when civilization after
civilization became buried and submerged by earthshaking cataclysms, who can say with accuracy
that our present civilization surpasses or even equals the apex attained by former peoples, our remote ancestors 1 Man is very ancient. And the succession of divil1e teachers known as prophets
stretches back to a period little
imagined by the orthodox literalists. The building of thes8 cycles of
human 8xistEmne, whose climax is to
witness the 8ntrane'3 of all mankiml
into a universal era of brotherhood,
peace and knowledge of reality, is
the evident creational purposo indelibly recorded in the \711 ord of God
revealed to every nation. Herein
lies food for thought. For it betokens the latent capacity of the
'::'Abdu'I-Baha, "Some Answered Questions."
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race to evolve the supreme achievement of attaining a world-wide
unity. As well to say that the oak
tree, having reached the leafy
stage is incapable of putting forth
its seed-fruitage, as to insist that
man is forever bound by the limitations, superstitions and prejudices he now exhibits. The little
acorn, a mere pulpy mass, is in nature bound, once buried in the rich
soil, to increase in stature and
grandeur until its full fruitage
bursts forth.
And, yet, many so-called leaders
of thought upon whose conclusions
the people lean, the materialistic
philosophers, the shallow thinkers
whose vision is veiled to the intangible, controlling po·wer that
governs the world of reality,-have
taught that if there is a Creator He
has absented Himself from His
creation and forgotten it; that mankind is left wholly to its own resources. This is forgetting God,
with a vengeance. Were it not for
the redoubtable Champions of
Truth, who resolutely arise amidst
mankind in the time of need, revealing the Will and Word of God,
such a philosophy might well attain
a proud and irrefutable eminence,
since all admit the evident truth
that the Essence of God is unknowable. But the very existence of
these divine intermediaries, dotting
the pages of history at times most
inconvenient to the oppressors of
humanity, is and always has been
an irritating, insurmountable fact
to the materialists. Either mnst
they deny their actual historical existence, or otherwise explain their
enormons and unique influence
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upon the masses of humanity.
Briefly, the materialist philosophers have endeavored to link man to
the animal in such fashion as to
deny to him and cause him to despair of the spiritual qualities and
powers resident within him. But
these qualities have ever been emphasized and certified by the Messengers who have ceaselessly called
the people to awaken and put forth
this glorious fruitage of the human
tree of life.
LET us assume for a moment as
true the definitions of the Manifestations of God concerning the
true station of man. That in the
sight of his Creator, he is, as it
were, the pivot of creation, a microcosm containing within himself
the secrets of heaven and hell, the
divine and nether worlds. That he
has been given dominion over every
lesser plane of life including the
elemental forces. That his soul is
capable of both upward and downward flights. That he possesses powers unrivalled and unequalled by
animal, vegetable and mineral
realms, among them reason, spiritual susceptibility, the capacity of
discovery and invention, and the
ability to know his Creator, which
implies a consciousness, amounting
to certainty, of the realities of the
divine world. That his heart is
above all else the home of the Spirit
of God, endowed with capacity to
become the recipient of the Divine
Love, than which no greater bounty
is imaginable in the world of creation. That he is destined, through
the establishment of unity in his
own ranks, to uncover in this world
the fragrant flowers of the Kingdom of God. That because of the
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free will of his soul he may choose
the high or the low flight. That
the ancient myth of the " devil' ,
and all his works may be traced to
man, himself, in his excursions into
the dark caverns of Nature and his
submission to her behests.
Not only this but, as a result, he
becomes an emissary of that cruel
sovereign, supplementing its impulses with his all powerful will,
and registering its cruelties upon
his fellow-beings with all the accumulated force of his (God-given)
mind. Thus he has used gifts of
which Nature is totally lacking, to
refine and augment her blind forces.
For this reason the "devil" has
been reputed to be intelligent, capable of plots against the divine
Sovereign, challenging His authority and His right to command humanity, and asserting in place
thereof his own egoistic supremacy.
Such are the actual and latent
glories and abasement of man described in the Book of Life. Can
we doubt that the Will of his Lord,
Himself the Creator, through His
wisdom, of the natural forces, will
become enacted and established on
this planet 7 Already, glorious
signs of this fulfilment are witnessed in the earth. The hour,
concealed in the Book of Fate, has
arrived when a new order is in process of institution. And the first
and greatest step is the enthronement of His Sovereignty, through
wisdom and explanation and the
awakening of the new consciousness. "For every hour there is a
fate," asserts Bah:i 'u 'nah.
The
destined hour for this consummation is here and now, consonant
with the declaration of the Divine
Decree.

THE TRUE SOVEREIGN
"Beside Him, everyone changeth by the
will on His part, and He is the Almighty,
the precious, the Wise . . . Nothing can
move between the heaven and earth without My permission, and no soul can ascend
to the Kingdom without My Command; but
My creatures veiled themselves from My
power and authority, and were of those
who were negligent.'"
"0 My servants! The Ancient Beauty
com~ands: Hasten to the shadow of immortality, nearness and mercy, from the
shadow of desire, remoteness and heedlessness . . . . Be ye ablaze like unto fire, so
that ye may consume thick veils and
quicken and immortalize cold ap~ veiled
bodies through the heat of the dlvme love.
Be ye pure like unto air, t~at ye .m~;¥" enter
the sacred abode of My FrIendshIp. ONE OF the greatest superstitions
of our race is the one held by the
pessimists who insist that what is
commonly regarded as human n3hue is unchangeable, that its manifest weaknesses are fixed and
static. This view is ignorantly misleading and but panders to the suggestions of the inferior sovereignty.
In the first place, the real human
nature is by no means the poworless entity portrayed by the pessimist. Human nature is definitely
associated with a world infinitely
removed from the realm of instinctive obedience that characterizes
the lower beings.
The animal
spirit, the highest of these lovver
o r d e r s, has been defined by
'Abdu'l-Baha as "the virtue perceptive, resulting from the admixhue and absorption of the vital ele-ments generated 111 the heart,
which apprehend sense impressions". But the human spirit, He
tells us, "consists of the rational
faculty which apprehends general
ideas and things intelligible and
perceptible. "
But the Spirit of
Faith, the next stage above that of
the human spirit, He explains,-"is
the life of the spirit of man, when
it is fortified thereby, as Christ (to
1

Baha'u-llah_

Baha'i Scriptures p. p. 219, 220.
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whom be Glory) saith 'That which
is born of the Spirit is Spirit-' ".
The human spirit then, according
to this exact definition, possesses
the power to acquire and reinforce
itself by appropriating' the eternal
gifts of the Spirit of Faith. Thus
the faculty of reason may become
illuminated, rather united with that
Spirit that confers the immortal
existence.
In the face of these evident
truths, human nature is seen as a
distinct creation fully endowed
with power, through the exercise of
its unique rational faculty and the
power of selection and choice residont in tho will, to inhibit and ultimately render powerless the inordinate impulses of the lower phase
of its nature. rco do this, however,
it must have recourse to a superior
power. This power, happily, has
affinity and connection with the
noble reality of man, and is the
goal of the upward flight of the
souL rrhis power which is no less
than the Divine Reality, the Conferer of true existence, has established the station of the Spirit of
Faith as a cent er of Its outpouring,
and beyond this yet other stations
of Divine Nearness, in the journey
of the soul toward its Creator. But
since the station of Faith is nearest to man, it is the appointed place
of his transformation from the
world of nature, just as the vegetable realm raises and transforms
the stony particles of the mineral.
By attaining the consciousness of
the spirit of faith, a consciousness
identical with certainty - as C:Ol1trasted with mere belief, we enter
the only Fortress against which
Nature's onslaught is powerless.
(To be eontintted)

'Bahit'u'llah, Tablet of Ahroad.
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ARE GOOD DEEDS ENOUGH?
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRIOK

"Is it not astonishing that although 1nan has been created for the knowledge and
love of God, for the virtues of the h'l1;1nan :vorld, for spirituCI;lity, heavenly. illumina~ion
and life ete1'nal nevertheless he cont~nues ~gnorant and neghgent of all th~s? Cons~der
how he seeks k!nowledge of everything except knowledge of God."
'Abdu'l-Baha.

I:F~ ACK in the fifteenth century
~

Morality Plays were used to
give religious and moral instruction to the unlettered masses. One
of these, ' , The Summoning of
Everyman", represents Everyman,
a thoughtless and worldly young
fellow as summoned by Death to go
to the next world. Quite unprepared for this journey whence no
traveler returns he seeks advice
and comfort from his friends. First
he turns to Good Fellowship who
though sympathetic declares it
quite impossible to go with Everyman on this journey. Worldly
Goods is surprised that Everyman
should even expect that he would
take such a journey with him.
Everyman in desperation calls
upon his rather neglected companions Good Deeds, Knowledge,
Beauty, Discretion, Strength and
others. Good Deeds alone is willing to go with Everyman upon his
journey, but she, alas, is at the
point of collapse and exhaustion
through neglect and utterly unable
to go. However, acting upon the
advice of Knowledge Everyman is
able to revive Good Deeds and in
the last scene we see Everyman
fearlessly going down into the Valley of Death accompanied by Good
Deeds alone.

* * *
SOME ONE once asked 'Abdu '1-

Baha about those people whose
deeds are good and actions praise"worthy-what need such had of the
divine teachings ~
'Abdu 'l-Baha
answered that although such actions and efforts are most praiseworthy and approved, alone they
are not sufficient. "They are n
body of greatest loveliness", He
said, "but without spirit".'!.'
Then 'Abdu 'l-Baha explained
that the first thing necessary is the
knowledge of God and after that
the love of God. "It is known,"
He said, "that the knowledge of
God is beyond all knowledge and it
is the greatest glory of the human
world". Continuing He said, "Secondly comes the love of God, the
light of which shines in the hearts
of those who know God, for this is
the spirit of life and the eternal
bounty. "
But there is a third thing necessary to bring 11 good deed to perfection. In the words of 'Abdu '1Baha, "The third virtue of humanity is the good will which is the
basis of good actions." By a simple
illustration' Abdu 'l-Baha made this
point clear: "A butcher rears a
sheep and protects it; but this
righteous action of the butcher is
dictated by desire to derive profit,
and the result of this care is the
slaughter of the poor sheep. How
many righteous actions are dic-

*"Some Answered Questions," 1st Edition, chapter 83; 2nd edition, chapter 84.
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tated by coveteousness! But the
good ~will is sanctified from such
impurities". Just as a man is Dot
perfect physically if his hearing,
for example, is impaired, so a
righteous deed is not perfect unless it possesses these three attributes, the knowledge of God, the
love of God and the good will or
sincere intention.
Baha'u'lHth teaches us to :say,
"Thou hast created me to know
Thee and to adore Thee, ' , and
'Abdu'l-Baha, as already quoted,
says, "The fruit of human existence is the love of God". Simply
to perform righteous acts then is
for man to fall short of the purpose
for which he was created. ]~or the
sun to shine and give warmth is
doubtless perfection for the sun,
but for a man to furnish warmth
and food for another with no good
will to man or love of God in his
heart is an imperfect though a good
deed.
There is a further note in this
ex p la n at ion of 'Abdu 'l-Baha's
which leads us to see the source of
all our good deeds. "Moreover",
He said, "if you reflect justly you
will see that these good actions of
other men who do not know God
are also fundamentally caused by
the teachings of God; that is to say
that the former Prophets led men
to perform these actions, explained
their beauty to them, and declared
their splendid effects; then these
teachings were diffused among
men, and reached them successively, one after another, and
turned their hearts towards these
perfections. When men saw that
these actions we reconsidered
beautiful, and became the cause of
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joy and happiness for mankind,
they conformed to them. Wherefore these actions also come from
the teachings of God". "B ut",
added 'Abdu'l-Baha, "justice is
needed to see this and not controversy and discussion."
Do NOT these words of 'Abdu'lBaha help us to see why when we
teach our children good morals
without the firm basis of the knowledge and the love of God that not
only is true religion lost but gradually morality itself becomes corrupted and chaos and confusion
ensue ~ How can any of us be
"strong to withstand all trials and
t e m pta t ion s ' , except by the
Strength that comes through the
knowledge of God and how can we
, 'bear all the swords of the earth"
unless the love of God is firm in our
hearts ~ Are we not too prone to
be satisfied if we keep the second
commandment rei t era t e d by
Christ ~ We forget that he said,
"Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, and with all thy
soul, and with all thy mind. This
is the first and great commandment".
The human race is now at the
dawn of its maturity. No longer
do we need to walk blindly by the
half truths of morality plays. No
longer is the truth hidden in parables. We have come to the age
when He, the Spirit of Truth will
guide us into all Truth. We have
come to the dawn of the age when
the earth shall be filled with the
knowledge of the Lord. Happy is
he who whole-heartedly seeks the
Source of all Truth in this day for
he will surely find.
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LETTERS HOME
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER
This is the fourth installrnent of "Letters Horne" describing the author's visit
arnong the Bah6!is of Persia and her pilgrirnage to historic Baha'i sites in that land
which gave the Moven/,ent its birth. Herein is described her rnernorable visit to
Shaykh Tabarsi.

R N M~ last letter we had been
heartily welcomed by the
Friends of Kafsha Kula, when I
had to stop writing.
It was the end of a strenuous day,
for before leaving Sari we had
packed; gone to be photographed
in the beautiful garden given by
Abdul Molaki for the new Haziratu'l-Quds, been driven three times
into the ditch by an inexperienced
driver taking me over the new road
built for my coming; met and addressed the Ahbab of Mafruzac;
commemorated the martyrdom of
Mulla Ali J an; said poignant goodbyes, which is always a stirring
emotional experience; greeted, in
passing, the Friends of Shahid, and
then participated in the welcoming
ceremonies of Kafsha Kula.
The challenge to science today is
to unlock the energies resident in
the atom and release them for human utility. If some inspired person could find a method of utilizing
the flea power of Persia, the land
wo u I d become, over-night, the
greatest producer in the world.
But even the fleas, which made riot
with our unaccustomed flavor, were
unable to detract from the joy of
this memorable meeting.
To our intense relief the rains
were holding off although it was
November; but when we arose to
find a grey morning we were urged

U

to make an early start for Shaykh
Tabarsi, lest bad weather detain us.
IT IS THREE miles across a wide
river ford and through barren ricepaddies (the crop had been long
harvested) from Kafsha Kula to
the site of the Fort so heroically
defended against an entire imperial
army by three hundred and thirteen
men-not seasoned soldiers, not the
grizzled veterans of many campaigns, like their opponents, but
youthful students unaccustomed to
arms and accountrements, and long
trained in the cloistered life of
metaphysical argument and disquisition.
In the record of humanity we find
no parallel to their accomplishment.
Alexander's army of thirty thousand defeated the Persian forces of
six hundred thousand fighting one
to twenty; but they were a military
organization, reared to "strategems and sports." Quddus, JYIulla
Husayn and their followers, without previous training, without adequate supplies, with nothing but a
flaming faith and an unquenchable
devotion to their Lord, the Bab, repulsed not once, but again and
again, one to a thousand, the forces
arrayed against them.
Effie Baker, that intrepid and devoted servant of Shoghi Effendi,
(whose exploits and experiences in
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exploits, and being still very feeble
from my recent prolonged illness,
they mounted me on a great packsaddle astride, with the owner leading his docile mare and Alai, a
large and very strong man, literally
balancing me by the hand, over
rough land and winding roads for
six long miles.
Let anyone who
considers this a mere polite gesture
try it soon.
"Such a sight has never been
seen in Mazindaran before," exclaimed Dr. N adari. Sari, turning
with a kind of awe to watch this
new army of peace advancing in the
footsteps of those aforetime desIT WAS Friday the tenth of tined by the forefeitnre of their
November that the "little town was lives to challenge the world to the
emptied of its folk this pious morn" contempla tion of peace, gazed in
to visit the Shrine, and a large wonder.
cavalcade, including Baha'is from
Our horses gallantly swam the
many places in Mazindaran, from river, bare-legged Baha'is guiding
several parts of Persia, together them safely to the steep bank opwith the Spiritual Assembly of posite. It was in this very spot
Sari, set out across the uncharted that the Mulla Husayn implored
fields for this memorable journey those who were unprepared for the
unprecedented difficulties that lay
to Shaykh Tabarsi.
In the darkest days of our op- before them to turn back. Those
pression and persecution in Persia, who finally crossed with him rewhen the word Baha'i was barely mained to the end.
whispered, Baha 'u 'llah promised
Sometimes we swarmed afoot
and
ahorse over a big' bare paddy,
that one day Baha'is from the West
would freely and openly consort sometimes we went single file over
with their brethren in this sore- a narrow bridge, but the sound of
tried land. The miraculous fulfill- prayer and chanting never abated
ment of this early promise was the and at every turn we called upon
thought uppermost in the mind of the Greatest Name.
"All ah 'u ' Ab ha!"" Allah'uevery Persian, today.
Some of the descendants of 'Abha," cried the granddaughter
Mulla Ali Jan had arrived from of Mulla Ali J an again and again
Mafruzac, and since they had the as we wound along the narrow irrigentlest horse in the community it gation paths. "That must be our
was chosen for me. It is quite only thought today, our only utterthirty years since my equestrian ance, " she said.

lJhotographing our historic Baha'i
sites in Persia to illustrate "The
Dawn-Breakers" deserves the high
appreciation and gratitude of the
Baha'i world), had come, in the
course of her far-flung activities, to
photogra ph this sacred place. My
visit was of a very different nature.
I was the first Western Baha'i
who came, not to carry out an important commission such as hers,
but to express, however feebly, that
intense love and admiration that
the followers of Baha'u'llah everywhere feel fOT these glorious saints
and heroes.

"-God is the Most Glorious.
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Ransom-Kehlcr' and heT cavalcade lea.ving Shaykh TabaTsi.

In due time we reached the village of Arfa, headquarters of the
Imperial army besieging the Fort,
and at a short distance we dismounted before the Shrine, left, because it is a Muslim tomb, when
everything else connected with the
Fort was demolished.
At my request, after we had recalled the magnificent history of the
spot, the entire party went into the
inner room where the world's
greatest hero, the Mulla Husayn
lies buried by the side of the old
Islamic teacher, Shaykh Tabarsi.
There they chanted the Tablet of
Visitation revealed for him by the

over him flooded the realization of
the Presence of God in which he
lived out his life with joy and assurance. No more elevating an incident than the light on a brass kettle reflected into the soul of J acob
Boehme his ecstatic reunion with
his Lord.
"Dante looked at
Beatrice once and ten silent centuries sang."

My VISIT to that humble and neglected spot has pierced life with
a purpose that it did not have before. To visit our sacred Shrines*
in Palestine is indeed a shaking experience, for these Eternal Beings
wring the soul with the appalling
Bab.
Their devotions finished I was testimony of the cumulative horrors
permitted to enter the Shrine that man has ever heaped upon
alone. Who can estimate the mean- God's Messengers.
But after all
ing of a moment or who recount the these occupy a rank and station
miracle of a thoughU Into the un- apart from human kind. What
trained mind of Brother Lawrence They endured They endured with a
flashed the idea that spring would superhuman equipment.
soon adorn the barren boughs at
The Mulla Husayn was human like
which he glanced, with verdure, and unto us and with every limitation
'Where Baha'u'IIah, the Bah and 'Ahdu'l-Baha lie huried.
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of humanity attained to the station
of divinity; in his ecstatic devotion,
his unswerving fidelity, his utter
self-immolation it would be hard to
find his peer er likeness.
"My heart nearly broke as in an
abandonment of misery and repelltRllC8 for all my negligence, unworthiness and arrogance, I fell
prostrate upon this hallowed earth
and besought God to teach me, at
whatever cost, that sublime lesson
of humility that had elevated this
great devotee to a position of incalculable glory; to kindle within my
breast, with the fuel of my very being, if necessary, this light of
abandonment in His service that
causes every personal wish to cast
the shadow of death; to quicken in
my soul that life eternal which
alone can revitalize this earth into
the promised Kingdom of God.
I see no humility, no fire, no life
in myself since the utterance of
this impassioned prayer. I still go
my ways in arrogance, opinionation, and subverted purposes of
achievement. But in an unused
portion of my being, like a treasure
hidden in a field, lies something
tremulous and unforgetable, something with a wistful fragrance and
tenderness, something that lures
and stills me, something strangely
startling and tranquilizing - the
recollection of how the Mu11a
I-Iusayn stood with folded arms
upon the threshold, like a servant
to the man who had been twice preferred before him, and rose from
the dead, as it were, that no attention or respect might ever be lacking to that one whom he might so
easily have regarded as a usurper
1 "The Dawn-Breakers," pp, 85, 129, 261-265, 381-382.
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of his position;' of how, though
numbers wished to acclaim him, he
remained indifferent to their adulation; of how, in every instance, before and after the Declaration of
his Lord, his eye never deviated
from that Figure of Divine Perfection upon which his life was stayed.
No one could kneel upon the
Shrine of the Mu11a Husayn and
arise the same person. The world
is still resounding with his challenge," raised first, by his glorious
namesake, the Imam Husayn: "Is
there any who will assist me ~" ; the
earth is still reverberating with the
tread of his dauntless feet; leading
now the armies of the Supreme
Concourse he is still searching for
recruits. And as I knelt there something buoyant and eager in me
seemed to answer "Here" to his
muster-call while ringing down a
forgotten vista in my heart I heard
the marching order "Mount your
steeds, Oh heroes of God!"
Those who stayed behind were
gathered in the square before the
Haziratu'l-Quds when men and
horses had onee more safely crossed
the river and we returned. The
Ramovars were boiling; tea was
pasRed.
"This day will never be forgotten," said Abdul Molaki of the
8111'i. Assembly. "Babes carried in
their mothers arms today will be
tutored to recount this story to an
unborn generation."
"This is what that celestial army
died for," I said; "the unity of
East and West, of men and women,
of rich and poor, of young and old,
of black, white, yellow and brown.
Implore God that in that future
2 "The Dawn-Breakers," Foot-note 2 pP. 413-414.
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when these children recount the
story of our pilgrimage, if as you
suggest it be brought to memory,
my glaring faults, my childish frailties will have been effaced by time.
We give no heed to Peter's violent
temper, to the cold and nanow nature of J ames, to the complaints of
Martha; for they are walking in a
light that irradiates this gloom.
And when my last toll is taken and
my earthly pilgrimage complete
may the infinite compassion of God
-shottld I ever be recalled-decree
tllat if my faults must live some
remembrance of my great devotion
to His Holy Cause, of my intense
desire to serve the Guardian, may
also live beside them."
BEFORE luncheon was finished a
great stir and commotion announced the arrival of my convoy
from Babul (Barfarush); sixteen
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automobiles conveying the Spiritual Assembly and a large group of
Baha,'is. Together ·with the cars
from Sari (for the Spiritual Assembly still continued beside me)
we had a procession of nineteen automobiles-a nine day's wonder in
Persia, where even the King is not
so escorted. The streets were filled
with gaping crowds as we passed;
the square surged with an inquiring host when we anived.
And thus ends one chapter and
begins another,-my divine adventure in Babul and the adjoining
villages.
I'd be ashamed to tell you how
late it is-or how early, as the case
may be. Reading this over I am
still more ashamed of its eg'otistical
tone; bnt the pilgrimage to Shaykh
Tabarsi is a purely subjective experience.
(To be contim{ed)

Mulla Husayn, referred to in the foregoing article was surnamed
the Babu'l-Bab. He was the first to recognize and embrace the new
Revelation. The following is one of the stining' statements about him
in "The Dawn-Breakers":
U The
circ~{mstances attending his martyrdom evoked the Bab' s
inexpressible sorrow, a sorrow that fm~ncl vent in e~~logies and praye1"S
of s~Lch great mLmber as wot&ld be eq~&ivalent to thrice the voh&me of the
Qw·'an. In one of His visiting Tablets, the Bab asserts that the very
dtLSt of the grotLnd where the remains of the JJ![tLlla HtLsayn lie btwied is
endowed with stLch potency as to bring joy to the disconsolate and
healing to the sick."

uQt{ddtLS, with his own hands, laid the body in the tomb . ... He
afterwards instn~cted them to inter the bodies of the thirty-six martyrs
who had fallen in the COtL1"Se of that engagement in one and the same
grave on the northern side of the shrine of Shaykh Tabarsi. (Let the
loved ones of Gael,' he was heanl to remark as he consigned them to
thei1" tomb, 'take heed of the example of these martyrs of m{r Faith.
Let them in life be and remain as united as these are now in cleath.' "

THE MARTYRDOM OF QUDDUS
IRST and foremost among those pioneers of the Baha'i
Faith in Persia who were martyred at the fort of
kh Tabarsi stands Quddus, a disciple of the Bab and His
chosen companion on His pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina.
Nabil, in his Narrative of the early days of the Baha'i
Ca use, ;(, records the story of the martyrdom of Quddus in
these words:
"By the testimony of Baha'u'llah, that heroic youth, who
was still on the threshold of his life, was subjected to such
tortures and suffered such a death as even Jesus had not
faced in the hour of His greatest agony. The absence of any
restraint on the part of the government authorities, the ingenious barbarity which the tortue-mongers of Barfurush so
ably displayed, the fierce fanaticism which glowed in the
breasts of its shi'ah inhabitants, the moral support accorded
to them by the dignitaries of Church and State in the capital
-above all, the acts of heroism which their victim and his companions had accomplished and which had served to heighten
their exasperation, all combined to nerve the hand of the assailants and to add to the diabolical ferocity which characteri7ed his martyrdom ....
"What pangs of sorrow He [the Bab] must have felt
when He learned of the shameful treatment which His beloved
Quddus had undergone in his hour of martyrdom at the hands
of the people of Barfurush; how he was stripped of his
clothes; how the turban which He had bestowed upon him
hlld been befouled; how. barefooted, bareheaded, and loaded
with chains, he was paraded through the streets, followed and
scorned by the entire population of the town; how he was execrated and spat upon by the howling' mob; how he was assailed with the knives and axes of the scum of its female inhabitants; how his body was pierced and mutilated, and how
eventually it was delivered to the flames!
"Amidst his torments, Quddus was heard whispering forgiveness to his foes. 'Forgive, 0 my God,' he cried, 'the trespasses of this people. Deal with them in Thy mercy, for they
know not what we already have discovered and cherish. I
have striven to show them the path that leads to their salvation; behold how they have risen to overwhelm and kill me!
Show them, 0 God, the way of Truth, and turn their ignorance into faith.' "

!

*PublishEd under the title of "Th2 Dawn-Breakers," pp. 410, 411.
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"ABDU"L-BAHA"S VISIT TO BUDAPEST
MART HA

L.

ROOT

The following a1"tiale, cwhich was translated into Hungadan by lYlrs. l1"1n(l, Szirmai,
appears as an intToduction in the first Hungccrian edition of Dr. Esslemont's book,
"Baha'tt'l1ah and the IV ev} Ent," ?'8cenf.ly lntblished in Budapest. The translation of
Dr. Esslemont's book into Hungarian was made by Mr. Georgy Steiner of Gyor,
Hungary.

OHE readers of the Baha'j
M Magazine will be interested to
know of '~~bdu'l-Baha's historic
yisit to Budapest, Hungary, from
April ninth to eighteenth, 1913.
Seyeral distinguished statesmen,
scholars and business men of Budapest hearing that 'Abdu'l-Baha,
Son of Baha'u'llah the great ,\,\Torld
Educator, was passing' through Europe from the Lnited States en
route to His home in Haifa, Palestine, sent a most cordial invitation
urg'ing Him to come to the Magyar
Oapital and speak of His Father's
Teaching's for the oneness of mankind and universal peace.
vVhen 'Abdu'l-Baha, this great
teacher belonging t.o one of t.he noblest. families of Persia, t.he illumined expounder of the Baha'i Teflchin~:s, arrived at. t.he railway st.ation
with His part.y, He was met by Dr.
Ignatius Goldziher, the r8110W11ed
Orientalist; by Professor Julius
Germanus, professor of Persian,
Arabic and Turkish languages in
the Oriental Institute of Budapest
University; by Director Leopold
Stark, a very well ImOVi'll engineer,
and others. They escorted Him to
the Ritz Hoter' vvhere He took
rooms facing the beautiful Danube
RiYer. With Him were His Persian
secretaries, Persian interpreter and
two or three other companions.
A few minutes after their arrival,
·~:0low

known as the Dunapalota Hotel.

a delegation of citizens came to
welcome this Eastern Visitor officially and He met them in a most
friendly way in the lounge. The
group included Prelate Alexander
Giessvvein, one of the most honored
and learned thinkers and pacifists
of Hungary, then President of the
Peace Society and of the Hungarian
Esperanto Society, Professor Robert A. N adler, the renovmed painter, the family of Director Stark and
several others, among them an
American and an Indian notable
living in Budapest. They addressed 'Abdu'l-Baha saying: "In the
name of all present we welcome the
blessed Presence of Abclu'l-Baha.
vVe admire your great life and we
offer You our thanks and deep
gratitude, that at Your age, You
take upon Yourself these long journeys for the sake of helping and
comforting humanity. Such labours, such sacrifices as Abc1u'l-Baha
endures are our great examples,
that we may know how to live and
to serve humanity."
This beloved Visitor responded
that thanks be to God, He hoped all
of them would be confirmed in the
servic.e to humanity! He said that
we can render no greater service to
man than to spread unity in the
world of mankind, and to "vork for
universal peace. He showed how,
when the East was in black dark-
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ness and was surrounded on all life was alive in Budapest, that men
sides by the gloom of fanaticism, search for truth, that they care for
Baha 'u 'llah arose like a sun from the Word of God and long to be
the sky of the East and proclaimed guided to the Kingdom Everlasting.
When callers spoke to 'Abdu '1the unity of mankind.
Reporters were present and ask- Baha about the buildings and the
ed many questions about the Baha'i sights of the Hungarian Capital, He
Teachings for world understanding. kindly replied to them that He came
Members of the Theosophical So- to Budapest to see the objects of inciety invited' Abdu'l-Baha to speak terest and buildings of human
at their meeting the next evening; hearts, and not the buildings of
April tenth. Also, a joint invita- stone and of the city. He said to
tion was extended to Him to give a them speaking symbolically, that
public lecture April eleventh, the He knew of a Country in which
event to be under the auspices of the there are glorious cities; that in
Theosophical Society, the Women's that Country there is but one uniorganizations and the Esperantists. versal language spoken, and therefore, they would all understand one
'Abdu'l-Baha smilingly accepted.
another without an interpreter. He
EARLY the following morning said they would see There His Holi'Abdu'l-Baha prepared tea Himself ness Christ and the Prophets and
and praised the marvelous view would find good people There just
from His window overlooking the as were around Him here. He told
broad, blue-glistening Danube with of the delicious fruits There and
its immense and wonderfully orna- said they were for them. His visitmented suspension bridges, its gay- ors were astonished, but when askly decorated steamers and the ed if they would like to go with Him
beautifully laid-out promenandes. to that beautiful Land, they reThen 'Abdu'l-Baha took a walk plied: "Yes, we will go with you
across one of these large bridges to willingly!' ,
Buda. His personality and dignity
attracted the attention of all who
PROFESSOR Germanus, a young
saw Him; many stopped to greet but already celebrated Orientalist,
Him with reverence and to ask brought a group of young Turkish
questions.
students to call upon' Abdu'l-Baha
All day people visited Him in the and these youth presented Him with
hotel and He spoke with them about a letter of solemn welcome signed
the spiritual unity of the East and by all students of the Turkish lanthe West. He voiced to them this guage in Budapest. 'Abdu'l-Baha
remarkable thought that it was his spoke to them in perfect Turkish.
hope that B~[dapest might become a They marvelled at His eloquence
centre for the re~mion of the East and His command of this tongue.
and West, and that from this city He told them that it was His highthe light might emana,te to other est hope that the East and West
places. He also said that thanks be might be united completely. He
to God the conception of spiritual made it very clear to them that in
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reality, East and West do not exist
-that each point on this terrestrial
globe is equal, with the same rights;
that any point in relation to another
point is either East or 'Vest; that
all are points of one sphere, one
country, one humanity. Therefore,
He said, He was very happy to visit
this country of Hungary which is
the standard-bearer of progress to
the East, and which unites with the
Western culture the Eastern feelings of cordial hospitality to people of other countries. He blessed
them and hoped they would, day by
day, become more confirmed in service and progress.
Others called and in the afternoon 'Abdu'l-Baha visited the
homes of several families. He went,
in the evening, to the Theosophical
meeting where fifty people were
awaiting Him.
The Chairman
greeted Him in these words: ' 'We
welcome' Abdu 'l-Baha in the name
of all our brothers and sisters, we
are extremely happy that this blessed One has visited us .... "
"Abdu'l-Baha replied that He
was greatly pleased to address such
a noble spiritual assembly. He
called them a noble, spiritual gathering because they were most diligent in their endeavors for peace
and fellowship, and He spoke to
them about the oneness of mankind.
His words were so appealing that
the Chairman again thanked Him
and in the name of all present invited Him to come to them again on
Saturday evening, April twelfth.
(He did go to this second meeting
and all present again felt His
mighty spirit, especially when He
prayed for the people of Hungary;
in closing He prayed that God
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would give them heavenly strength,
surround them with heavenly happiness !)
ONLY glimpses of events can be
given in this brief introduction, but
on the evening of April eleventh,
'Abdu'l-Baha spoke in the old Parliament Building to more than one
thousand people. This great hall
was formerly the Hall of the Parliament; it has two platforms, a higher and a lower, 'Abdu'l-Baha stood
on the higher one directly underneath the coat-of-arms of Hungary
-those ancient, historical arms
held by two white-winged angels.
This great holy teacher was introduced to the audience by Prelate
Giesswein as Dr. Goldziher stood at
'Abdu 'l-Baha 's right.
Suddenly
the people, as if sensing the deep
significance of the moment, burst
into tremendous applause. They
felt, if they did not understand, that
'Abdu'l-Baha standing between the
Catholic Prelate and the Jewish
Orientalist represented the reconciliation of these two great religIOns.
Dr. Germanus who interpreted
'Abdu'l-Baha's words into Hungarian said that he never saw a more
interesting audience. He said that
all seats were occupied while many
,tood in the gallery; aisles and corridors were crowded and a line extended even to the street! Members of Parliament, members of
philosophical and philological societies, university professors, artists, Catholic priests, Protestant
clergymen, representatives of modern religious movements, women's
organizations, Esperantists, members of social and humanitarian so-
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cieties, many nationalities, many
races were present-in a word the
gathering reflected the Teachings of
Baha'u'llah: one must unite everything that is good and precious in
mankind, one must give equality to
women, must help the ignorant and
oppressed and must lead all humanity to mutual understanding!
After the lecture many approached 'Abdu'l-Baha to express to Him
their reverence and their delight in
what He had said to them. His reply had in it one of the great truths
of the Baha'i Faith. He told these
eager listeners that the influence of
the words spoken and the confirmation from the Kingdom of God are
two perfectly different things: the
influence of spoken words on the
soul, and the elevation of the soul
which can be attained only by the
blessing of the Heavenly Kingdom.
Words alone cannot bring the great
spiritual transformations, 0 nl y
Baha'u'llah's favor and help and
the victory of the Holy Spirit can
give that great spiritual experience.
After the lecture a dinner was
given for 'Abdu'l-Baha in Hotel
Pannonia.
'ABDU'L-BAHA saw many friends
at His hotel the following day, April
twelfth. Mr. Alajos Paikert, founder and Acting- Vice-President of the
Turanian Society called and invited
this great Visitor to give an address
before the members of their society
and friends, on Monday evening,
April fourteenth, Mr. Paikert who
is also one of the founders of the
Society for Foreign Affairs and
organizer of the celebrated Agricultural Museum in Budapest (also of
the Agricultural Museum in Cairo,
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Egypt) praised 'Abdu'l- Baha's
high aims for peace. 'Abdu'l-Baha
told him He hoped that he would attain great spiritual power and do
much to promote peace and universal brotherhood. He showed how
many ways there are to unite souls
but none has such a power as the
Word of God.
This lecture arranged by the
Hungarian Turanial1 Society took
place in the majestic hall of the
former House of Magnates in the
National Museum Building. As Mr.
Paikert told me: "'Abdu'l-Baha
was introduced by me, and as He
ascended the tribune and began to
speak, the entire audience of two
hundred prominent gentlemen and
their ladies, listened breathlessly
to Him. He spoke in Persian and
His thoughts were interpreted into
English, and then Mr. Leopold
Stark gave them in Hungarian
language. 'Abdu'l-Baha spoke of
the high culture of Turan about
which He knew so well, and showed
how it was destroyed by religious
inharmony and conflicts. He outlined a constructive plan for enduring peace.
When asked which
place would be chosen for the centre of peace, 'Abdu 'l-Baha replied
that it would be the country in
which the standard of peace will be
established first, that will be the
centre! After the lecture' Abdu'lBaha took supper in the home of
Ali Abbas Agha Tabrizi, and the
Turkish Consul was one of the
guests.
" 'Abdu'l-Baha, next day, accepted the invitation to honor my
home in Budanest with a visit"
,
said Mr. Paikert. "He came with
His friends and we gathered in our
~
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reception hall in my villa on the
slope of God's Mountain, overlooking the Hungarian Capital. He
spoke with my family and friends
in His mild, dear voice, about the
high virtues of family life in the
different countries, of lofty moral
and spiritual ideals and of understanding among the nations. We
listened, deeply impressed by the
extraordinary spiritual personality
of 'Abdu 'l-Baha."
Several visits were made by
'Abdu'l-Baha. He went to the
homes of Professor N adler and of
Mr. Stark, and He visited the late
Count Albert Apponyi in Buda.
These two discussed the highest
problems of mankind. The writer
of this introduction interviewed
Count Apponyi and heard him
speak twice. He said that his aim
too, is an assured peace, based upon justice, peace of soul not at the
m e l' c y of unforseen political
changes. He said: "Hungary has
been, as it were, on the high road
of the conflicts that have shaken
the world for centuries past. If
there is any nation to whose interest it is that a new order should be
set up, based upon law and not upon
force, upon concord and cooperation and not upon rivalry, if there
is any nation to whose special interest it is that peace should be established and consolidated, that nation is Hungary. Peace is not an
isolated problem. It is a central
star around which all other social
problems revolve, as the planets revolve around the sun."
PROFESSOR Arminius Vambery,
the outstanding Orientalist and
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erudite scientist, whom both Queen
Victoria and King Edward of Great
Britain distinguished for many
years with their friendship, invited
'Abdu'l-Baha to his home several
times. In a subsequent letter of
Professor Vambery to 'Abdu '1Baha, one feels the heat of a flame
breaking forth from the heart of a
man who has always sought for the
great Truth. *
Professor Robed A. Nadler who
in 1913, was Professor of Painting
at the Royal Academy of Art (and
later became Professor in the University of Technical Sciences) has
painted a wonderful portrait of
'Abdu'l-Baha. He said to the writer of this introduction: "yVhen I
saw' Abdul'-Baha, He was in His
seventieth year. I was so impressed
and charmed with His Personality
that I had the great longing to
paint His portrait. He consented
to come to my studio, but said He
could not give me much time because He was so busy. I marvelled
at His expression of peace and pure
love and absolute good-will. He
saw everything with such a nice
eye; everything was beautiful to
'Abdu'l-Baha, both the outer life of
Budapest and the souls of all. He
praised the situation of our city,
our :fine Danube in the midst of the
town, good water, good people. Oh,
He had so many beautiful thoughts!
I .,Yas inspired, and I knew I did not
have much time, so I concentrated
very much. He gave me three sittings.' ,
It will inTerest readers to know
that' Abdu'l-Baha Himself and His
Persian companions said that the
portrait was a success. Professor

*This visit will be described in a subsequent article on 'Abdu'l-Baha's visit to Budapest.
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N adler is one of only two painters
who ever had the opportunity to
have 'Abdu'l-Baha Himself sit for
a portrait. This painting is not
only a strong likeness of 'Abdu '1Baha showing His spiritual power
and majesty, but every detail is
pleasing.
His hand which has
blessed and helped so many thousands is shown full of tenderness,
the whole portrait vibrates in harmonious colors. In the centuries to
come, Hungary will be distinguished as the home of this historical
portrait. It now hang'S in the Studio
of Professor Nadler in the University of Technical Sciences in Budanest, and he says that he is so
happy to have the Presence of
'Abdll'I-Baha always with Him In
his studio!
'ABDu'L-BAHA was ill for two
days as the cold weather and a
sudden snow storm so unusual at
that time of year, brought on a severe grippe. However, He insisted
on dressing and meeting' all the
friends who knocked at His door.
All the friends, including several
families, came. Among' the many
words that 'Abdu'l-Baha said to
them were these, that they must
never forget the history of Baha'u'llah \vhich He had related to
them. He showed them how much
Baha'u'llah's Tea chi n g shad
spread in the past sixty years, how
the Baha'i Movement is known in
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the East and in the West. 'Abdu'lBaha said that since He had been in
Buda pest He had set a flame aglow,
and the day would break when its
light would shine visibly to everybody. He explained that the origin
of a tree is only a small seed, but if
it develops and bf)gins to grow, it
will bear a beautiful fruit. 'Abdu '1Baha told them that souls would
come who would rejoice their hearts
and the Cause of God would make
great progress in Hungary. He assured them that if they arose in the
service of the holy Teachings as
they should, that the Hosts of the
Omnipotent would come to their assistance and they would be victorious. When asked about meetings,
He told them very clearly just how
to arrange Baha'i meetings.
On the morning of April eighteenth, 'Abdu 'l-Baha and His party
went to the railway station to leave
Hungary. A great number of devoted friends were there to bid
them farewell,-many Hungarians
and also some Turks, Americans,
and Indians. They were very sad
that He must go, but He consoled
them and asked them to follow the
Holy Teaching:;:, spread the Glad
Tidings and lead people to unity.
Each one in his own language begged for a blessing in his endeavor
to serve. Then as the train moved
out, they continued to gaze at His
holy countenance with their arms
outstretched in longing!
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GLIMPSES OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER
Notes on a Visit to Haifa and' Akka
MABEL AND SYLVIA PAINE

"In slJite of all difficulties Bahri'u'llrih was ever in an exalted state; His face shone
continually. He had the presence of a king. One cannot imagine anyone with more
majesty. One never thought of Him as a pTisoner-on the contrary one would have
said that He was enjoying the g1"eatest triumph fOT He dnw His strength from Divine
Powen which always b"iumph."-'Abdu'l-Bahri.

The first installment of these
"Diary Notes" was pnblished in
the March nwnber. Therein the
auth01's told of their arrival in
IIaifa, their meeting with Shoghi
Effendi, G1wrdian of the Bah6/i
Ca~tse, and with members of the
family of (Abd1t'l-Ba7ui. The second installment p1tblished in the
April nwnber gave a description of
their visit to 'Akk6, and the old
prison q1wrte1"S where Ba7ui'1,t'1la7i
and 'Abd~t'l-Ba7ui were inca1"cerated for so many years. Herein is
a further description of the barracks at (Akka and a brief description of Bahji the hmtse in the
count1"y mdsicle of 'Akka ocwpiecl
by Bah6/1,t'llah during the later
years of His life.

there beheld was such that "the
pen fails to describe." La ter He
beheld in holy vision in this garden,
"one of the countenances of the
Exalted Paradise, standing on a
pillar of Light and calling out in
the loudest voice saying: '0 ye concourse of heaven and earth, gaze
upon my beauty, my light, my appearance and my effulgence. By
God, the True One, I am trustworthiness, its manifestation and
its beauty; I am the most great
ornament to the people of Baha; I
am the greatest cause for the affluence of the world; and the horizon
of tranquility to the people of existence.' "
With such associations is the
Ridvan Garden hallowed.
The
island
which
Baha'u'llah
refers
to
ROM' Akka we drove to the
is
made
by
the
separation
and
conGarden of the Ridvan, the
garden which Baha 'u 'llah had fluence of the river Belus. The
made and which He frequented flowing streams are little runlets of
during all the latter years of His water from a fountain which plays
life after He had been freed from at intervals. These Tl1l1lets flow
the strict imprisonment of 'Akka through the center of the garden
and when He occupied the house in under a large mulberry tree. It
was here Baha 'u 'llah used to sit.
the country known as Bahji.
He Himself describes this garden Surrounding this central, most
sacred portion are green lawns,
in one of His works:
borders
of scarlet geraniums, lofty
"One day we repaired unto our
palms
and
other sub-tropical trees.
Green Island. When We entered
therein, \71[ e found its streams flow- In the gardener's house is the room
ing, its trees in full foliage and the which Baha'u'llah sometimes ocsun playing through its inter- cupied containing His chair kept in
stices."
The vision which He a cedar box.
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FROM THE

Ridvan we drove back

to 'Akka.
The barracks where the Baha'is
were thrown on their arrival in
1868 are thus described by the
sister of 'Abd u '1- Baha :
"The season was summer (1868)
and the temperature very high. All
our people were huddled together
on the damp earth floor of the barracks; with litHe water to drink,
and that very bad, with no water
,vith which to bathe, and scarcely
enough for washing their faces.
TYDhoid fever and dysentery broke
out among them. Everyone in OUT
company fell sick excepting my
brother, an aunt, and two others of
the believers. "Ve were not allowed
a physician; we could not procure
medicine. My brother had in His
bag'gage some quinine and bismuth.
With these two drugs and His
nursing, He brought us all throngh
with the exception of four who died.
These were two months of such
awful horror as words cannot pichue. Imagine it if you can. Some
seventy men, women and children
packed together, hot summer weather, no proper food, bad water,
and a general attack of the terrible
diseases of typhoid and dysentery.
"There was no one with strength
to be of any general service but my
brother. He washed the patients,
fed them, nursed them, watched
with them. He took no rest. When
at length He had brought the rest
of us-the four who died excepted
-through the crisis and we were
out of danger, He was utterly exhausted and fell sick Himself, as
did also my mother and the three
others who had heretofore been
well. The others soon recovered,
1

Known universally by His Spiritual Name,
Effendi" by Myron Phelps, pp. 62, 63.
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but Abbas Effendi was taken with
dysentery and long remained in a
dangerous condition. By His heroic
exertions He had won the regard of
one of the officers, and when this
man saw my brother in this state
he went to the Governor and pleaded that Abbas Effendi might have
a physician.
This was permitted
and under the care of the physician
my brother recovered. ,,2
Baha 'u 'llah was confined in a
separate room in these barracks
and this room is now much altered
and used as part of a prison hospital. Over the door is a brass
plate with a statement of Baha'u 'llah's confinement there from
1868-1870. One might think of the
change in this scene of suffering as
symbolic of the kindly action of the
hand of time, which so often c:wers
and beautifies a place otherwise too
horrible for weak human hea 1'to,
and minds to contemula te. But
surely the sincere soul cannot gaze
upon the scenes of such dire sufferings and recall that they were
endured patiently and even joyfully, without becoming vel' y
thoughtful concerning a faith thus
cradled.
After two years spent in the barracks the Baha'is were removed to
a fairly comfortable house with
three rooms and a court. The Governor of 'Akka had been so impressed with their lack of resentment, their kindness and uprightness, and their sorrow at being unable to meet the Baha'i pilgrims
who were constantly coming from
Persia in order to meet Baha'u 'llah
that He allowed them this change
and freedom to go and come in the
city. To this first real dwelling

'Abdu'I~Baha,

which means "The Servant of God.

H

2

HAbbas
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place of Baha 'u 'llah in 'Akka we
now directed our footsteps. Here
we saw the room where Baha'u'llah
wrote the Aqdas or Book of Laws.
Although the others had the
freedom of the city Baha'u'llah was
confined to the house. Here He remained for seven years. One day
He remarked "I have not gazed on
verdure for n in e years.
The
country is the world of the Soul,
the city is the world of the bodies."
\Vhen 'Abdu'l-Baha heard this remark He felt moved, in spite of the
strict imprisonment, to prepare a
13 I ace for Baha 'u 'llah in the
country. This He accordingly did,
renting' a large house on the plains
of 'Akka from an absentee landlord at a very low price, sending
laborers to put the garden in order
and repair the house and finally, in
spite of the strict injunction to the
contrary, walking out through the
city gate.
Father and Son both seemed
possessed of the same kind ot
powe1' that shone out from Christ,
the power that the people felt when
no one dared to lay hands on Him
for His hour was not yet come. At
first Baha 'u 'llah was reluctant to
use this power, but finally yielded
to the entreaties of a certain Muhammadan Shaykh, who loved Him
very much and pleaded persistently
that He go out from His long imprisonment. There the rest of His
days were spent in that "world of
t he soul" He so loved."
IT WAS to Bahji the second house
He occupied on the plain of i Akka
that we next drove. This house
has within a few years come into
the possession of the Baha'is and
1
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has bee n restored by Shoghi
Effendi to the condition in which it
was during the time of Baha'u'llah.
Here we spent the evening and
night. Near Bahji is the shrine in
which lie the remains of Baha 'u'llah. Its court contains an indoor
garden of fresh greenness, trees
pushing up to the open skylight
which lets in the gentle motion of
outdoor air, vines embroidering all
with luxuriant leaf and blossom.
Between the shrine and the house
are broad stretches of lawn, lofty
trees, flowered borders. Everything shows signs of perfect care
and cultivation, such care and cultivation as come from deep devotion. About all is an atmosphere
of deep, creative peace. One is reminded involuntarily of the scriptural lines with their beautiful
symbolism: "the Valley of Achor'
(shall be) a place for the herds to
lie down in, for my people that
have sought me.' ,3
In these beautiful gardens and
lawns around the shrine one sees
a new and unique kind of place of
worship, one which extends the atmosphere of the sanctuary to the
surrollnding out-of-doors.
The
spiritual charm of this arrangement at Bahji is that the brilliant
and stately beauty of the surrounding gardens gently woos the soul
away from earthly thought and
prepares it for the yet more intense
spirituality of the shrine itself.
Just in front of the shrine are
many interlacing paths where one
may prolong the time of preparation before stepping from the
kindly beauty of nature to the more
lofty and searching worship which
the shrine itself inspires.

See "Bahii'u'lliih and the New Era" by J. E. Esslemont, for a full account in the words of 'Abdu'l-Bahii of
this beautiful incident. 2 Spelled also Acca and 'Akkii. 3Isaiah 63 :10.
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It was in the house at Bahji that
Baha'u'llah received Prof. Edward
G. Browne the distinguished orientalist from the University of Cambridge who was the first person to
come from the Western world to
investigate the Baha'i faith. Before entering the room in which
this significant event took place,
the visitor may pause and read
from the framed copy hanging beside the door Prof. Browne's account of this meeting. The large
apartment with its low divan and
few chairs is just as it was on that
memorable occasion. Fresh jasmine blossoms strewn on a white
square of cloth mark the place
where sat the wondrous and venerable figure of Baha 'u 'llah. Of this
meeting Prof. Browne wrote: "The
face of Him on whom I gazed I can
never forget, though I cannot describe it . . . . Those piercing eyes
seemed to read one's very soul;
power and authority sat on that
ample brow; while the deep lines
on the forehead and face implied
an age which the jet-black hair and
beard flowing down in indistinguishable luxuriance seemed to belie. No need to ask in whose presence I stood, as I bowed myself before One who is the object of a devotion and love which kings might
envy and emperors sigh for in
vain."

U

As we entered the room we
seemed to realize somewhat the
tremendous power which sustained
those early followers of Baha'u'llah, the power which centered in
Him placing Him among those few
who, as Carlyle puts it, "through
having a higher wisdom, a hitherto
unknown spiritual truth are stronger than all that have it not."
The words which Baha 'u 'llah
uttered on this memorable occasion
reveal this higher Wisdom which
He possessed. They have been
often quoted but are so great and
timely that they should ring in the
ears of everyone in these disastrous days, spurring us on to attain a new world order!
"We desire but the good of the
world and the happiness of nations
-that all nations should become
one in faith and all men as brothel'S; that the bonds of affection and
unity between the sons of men
should be strengthened; that diversity of religion should cease, and
differences of race be annulledwhat harm is there in this? Yet
so it shall be; these fruitless strifes,
these ruinous wars shall pass away,
and the 'Most Great Peace' shall
come. Do not you in Europe need
this also? Is not this that which
Christ foretold ~"

(To be continued)

Oneness of the world of humanity

ins~~res

the glorification of man.

International peace is the assurance of the welfare of all
There are no greater motives and
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p~~rposes

h~lmankind.

in the human soul."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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PETER OR PAUL?
DALE S. OOLE
nHlD question, are we our brother's keepers, is assuming insistant dimensions. It is a modern
query in that it is at least four dimensional. It is deep. It is widespread. It has scope, and time is
of the essence of the problem.
Whenever a question presents itself in such magnitudes, it commands attention for it manifests itself in absence of equilibrium, in
agitation and want. You and I may
not be willing to admit that we are
our brother's keepers but we can
hardly escape being his banker, his
baker, his doctor, or his candlestick maker. We either buy from
or sell to him. We either serve him
or he serves us. We are his colleagues or his competitors. These
inter-relationships are inherent in
our present social and business pattern. They bespeak a basic community of interests which is not apparent in the administration of our
affairs.
We have learned, quite recently,
that no individual, cOTporation or
state can be "splendidly isolated"
and altogether self -sufficient. There
are always "entangling alliances."
Society, as we have it, is predicated
upon a certain degree of cooperation. Just where to cease cooperating and begin competing has been
one of the disturbing dilemmas of
the past. Now we are wondering
just where to stop competing and
begin cooperating.
There is a grea t difference in
these two attitudes. The philosophy which sacrifices cooperation to
competition is one of acquisition at
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all costs. It has been the philosophy of the period of business inflation. It is the philosophy of the
jungle, survival of only the strongest, "Devil take the Hindmost",
and "Might is Right." Its actions
are based upon the premise that
what is best for the few is, perforce,
best for the many. It has functioned, so far, to concentrate wealth, as
represented by money and credit, in
the hands of the few. These few
joyfully accepted the custodianship
of this wealth, not as trustees, but
as outrig'ht o,vners. Assuming administration of wealth carries with
it an obligation, one that has not
yet been assumed-that of social
responsibility.
Oan anyone contemplate social
responsibility without being; confronted with the question, am I my
Brother's keeper-and to what degree~

It seems that we are answering
this question in the affirmative as
evidenced by the tremendous relief
programs in effect the country over.
But we have been forced to these
measures by the exigenci es of the
times. V\T e cannot let our brothers
actually starve, for aside from llUmane considerations, we need them
as consumers.
THE OBJECT of life seems somehow to have skewed itself around
to the aim of having everyone consume as much of everything as possible. What cToss-eyed conception
of life can this be ~ Consume things
mightily or let the malelovent
forces of a badly adjusted and poor-

PETER OR PAUL?

ly managed way of life consume our
substance, our equities, our hopes
and our faith in that vaunted
theory "that all men are created
free and equal."
To live to consume! Oarried to
its ultimate this procedure breeds
wars which consume human lives.
Such action contains the seeds of
its own destruction. To consume
more than one actually needs becomes a task and carries a penalty.
If we eat too much, we are uncomfortable. If we use wastefully too
much coal, future generations will
pay for our profligacy.
This, by the way, brings in our
brother's children as well as our
own. Is it right to force them to
pay in the future for what we use
now? Many there be who answer
an emphathetic "No" to this question. Furthermore, knowledge may
advance so rapidly in the immediate
future as to make long range planning seem not only foolish but
futile, unless such planning deals
with the fundamentals of life leaving methods and institutions flexible enough to meet changing conditions.
All of these anomalies and many
more arise in an atmosphere of exaggerated competition. In an industrial society, when our brother
consumes recklessly, he is an asset.
When he does not, he is a liability.
We are willing to be our brother's
keepers at least in that we want to
keep him consuming. Whether we
like it or not, we are keepers, for we
either keep ourselves and our
brothers at work or in want. In our
civilization, just now, there seems
to be no "Golden Mean." Life's
relationships are too closely knit
for us to escape responsibility. In
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our own bodies, the liver cannot be
diseased without affecting the
whole, even our thought processes.
One sick industry handicaps others.
One infected state may endanger
the world.
The scientists have found that in
dealing with individual electrons
and protons, a certain set of laws
apply. A single electron seems to
have a large oAgrBe of "free will."
It may do almost anything. But in
dealing with matter as we know it,
that is, with large aggregates of
electrons and protons, another code
of laws applies, and that code is
more or less deterministic, so that
electrons and protons associated in
large numbers, lose free-will, as it
were, and are subject to deterministic regulation.
Similarly, an individual as an individual may exercise a large measure of free will in many respects,
though bound by some laws of
course, but as a member of a society
of his kind he lives under a code of
laws and one of the obligations he
cannot escape is his responsibility
to his fellows to contribute his utmost to the general welfare.
Refer to the preamble of our constitution. What were the explicitly
expressed purposes of the framers?
". . . in order to form a more
perfect union, establish justice, insure tranquility, provide for the
common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our
posterity, ... "
Is justice established? Is tranquility insured? Has the general
welfare been promoted? Have we
secured the blessings of liberty to
ourselves and 0 u r posterity~
Rather we seem bound to the wheel
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of a faltering economic and social
system. Was it not the intention
of the constitution framers that
citizens should cooperate with each
other in order to advance the common weal? And in so doing would
not each one be his brother's keeper
to a degree not apparent in our relationships this day?
Is it not more difficult and expensive in every way to compete than
to cooperate? If not then why the
mergers and trade associations, and
why any division of lab or at all?
Why do we choose the thorniest
path?
Competition may have been and
may be, at times, the "Life of
trade", but when poison-tipped
with greed and selfishness it is also
a lethal weapon. We have had an
overdose of it individually, commercially, nationally and internationally, and it may take some time
to get the poison out of our systems-but it can be done.
But the cooperative attitude cannot be legislated. It can be achieved by mutual agreement among
the parties concerned-by "covenants openly arrived at", individually and collectively. Often the
urge springs full-blown from some
contingency. A quarrelsome crew
will man the pumps when the ship
is in distress without benefit of executive coercion. The instinct of
self-preservation is a potent energizer. Perhaps we are approaching
the situation where it will function
in economic, political and social
problems to clear the way for better
understanding.
But the objection is voiced that
these idealistic theories, if such
they be, cannot be applied in an industrial civilization. 'Tis true that
they have never been practiced, but
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is it equally true that they cannot
be? Are we not fast approaching
the crisis where we will be willing
to try? As other expedients prove
inadequate, perhaps we -wlll learn
to attack our problems at the roots.
Where are these roots found?
Surely in the hearts of men.
Let us be honest. Either practically or idealistically is there any
justification in our scheme of life
for want in the midst of abundance ~
For greed, envy and hatreds
throttling our business, social and
economic progress?
When and
where in the history of mankind has
injustice ever paid? After all thero
is great wisdom in the question.
"What doth it profit a mall if he
gain the whole world and lose his
own soul?"
By WHATEVER name you call it the
society of the future will be more
cooperative and less competitive.
We will stop "robbing Peter to pay
Paul."
By all the signs and
portents we are our brother's keepers, and in keeping our brothers we
are keeping ourselves, either in
poverty or well-being. Which shaH
it be? Is it not always wise to be
wise ~ Words of wisdom have oftell
been spoken. For instance-a now
note of wisdom in Baha'u 'llah's
teachings:
"Let not a man glory in this that
he loves his country, let him rather
glory in this, tha t he loves his
kind. "
"0 My Servant! The best of
men are they that earn a livelihood
by their calling and spend upon
themselves and upon their kindred
for the love of God, the Lord of the
Worlds."
Both Peter and Paul are our
kind. They are our kindred.
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"No matter how much man may acquire material virtues, he
will not be able to realize and express the highest possibilities of
life without spiritual graces ... it is evident that man is in need of
divine education and inspiration; that the spirit and bounties of
God are essential to his development."
-{ Abdu'l-Baha.
pression of his talents~an impulse
ONE OF THE most fundamental
facts concerning human nature is to bestow upon the world something
the variation in personalities and of everlasting beauty and of joy.
talents as between individuals. A Yet here, too, the native power of
wide range exists between the child intelligence or spiritual influence
born with such a low grade of in- has often been debauched.
There are certain lines of human
telligence that it can hardly be expected to provide successfully for endeavor where altruism is the exits own life and welfare, and the pected thing. In the fields of relichild born with such an intellectual gion, of medicine, of education, and
and creative dowry that it is plain- of science we expect the individual
ly destined to become a leader.
possessed of great powers and gifts
What about this latter group of to have some conscious motive of
individuals, who from birth seem altruism, some willingness to use
destined not only to successful his energies and abilities for the
management of their own lives but benefaction of the human race.
to the expression of such powers as Leaders in these fields of endeavor
will lead to the management, the have not failed, in many cases, perdirection, or the influence of many haps in the majority of cases, to live
other lives ~ How are such great up to this expectation. Whatever
of personal, of human ambitions
gifts to be used ~
Too much in the past have such there has been, has been sublimated
individual talents been considered by ideals of service.
as so much capital for the use of
BUT WHY should a few profeswhich humanity must pay good interest. If the field of operation is sions only be the restricted field of
that of politics, of military power, altruism, of benefaction ~ What a
of commerce,~the individual pos- wonderful world it will be when in
sessed of great capacity for leader- all fields of human effort the high
ship has considered it his privilege principals and ideals will prevail
to wrest from the world all that he which hitherto have served to guide
could in the way of reward, of pow- only the more unselfish professions
above described.
er, of luxury of living.
And in such a thought we are not
The artist has, it is true, a more
generous impulse toward the ex- voicing a mere utopian wish, but a
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matter of grave necessity to the
human race. The time has plainly
come when powers of leadership in
every field of action mttst be dedicated to human welfare, mttst be, or
else the race will perish from
fratricidal discord. With the spread
of education and the awakening of
the intellect, the masses will no
longer endure exploitation from
those whose powers make them naturalleaders in the fields of politics
and of commerce. Not only will
they not endure it, but it will not be
economically possible for them to
endure it; because, as the present
economic collapse has demonstrated, powers of industrial and commercial leadership, when misapplied through greed and lust for
power, produce such cataclysmic
chaos as to threaten the very existence of civilization. The world
cannot go on supinely as the helpless prey of war lords whether of
guns or of dollars. The adjustments of economic machinery are
too delicate to be any longer the
object of personal ambitions and
exploitations.
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created or which he is entitled to
selfishly use.
Every individual
whose gifts are above the ordinary
has for that very reason a grave
responsibility to society.
These
gifts are created for useful service,
and not for exploitation.
Education should develop these
gifts in children without concurrently developing pride, self-esteem,
and selfish ambition. In the modern type of "progressive schools"
where rivalry is never awakened as
between individuals, where prizes
are not given, nor attention called
to marks or to gradations of scholastic Tanks, the egotistic factors of
human nature are thereby sublimated if not eliminated. Much can
be accomplished by the mere process of secular education-much is
indeed b e i n g accomplished in
schools of the higher type where the
whole emphasis is upon social
rather than individual development;
where service to group achievement
for the sake of the group is the ideal
rather than personal prowess and
prestige.

BUT THIS is not enough. We can
never perfect human nature in the
child merely by leaving out those
factors which tend to produce egotism, or by encouraging with high
social motives a spirit of helpfulness and of group-consciousness.
All this is good, but it is not
enough.
Nothing short of the
THE PLAOE to begin this change as spiritual training and enlightenregards the application of gifts and ment of the child can perfect his
powers to human endeavor is not nature to the point of real social
with the adult world however, but altruism. The ego is too deeply
with the child. From the very begin- seated in us all, too dominant a
ning the child must be taught that personality factor to be overcome
his genius is a gift from God and by mere negations or even by redinot a thing which he has himself rection. This fundamental egoism

For those who cannot bring themselves to limit their own designs
upon humanity and express motives
more beneficial, there must be definite limits placed by society; else
the world will perish as the prey of
chaos and disintegration.
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can only effectively be overcome by
spiritual direction; by the awakening in the child of an intense desire
and aspiration toward the development of the angelic potentiality
which all the prophets have insisted
is innate in man, yet waiting for
development. "Man has two aspects-the physical vvhich is subject
to nature, and the merciful or divine which is connected with God
. . . if the divine and spiritual
should triumph over the human and
natural he is verily an angel."l
When children are definitely
trained in these spiritual principIes; when they are made to realize
that they have a dual nature; that
they have that in them which will
tend to the exploitation and selfish
domination of their fellows while at
the same time they have that within them which vvill enable them to
rise to spiritual and social perfection,-then they ought to know what
is before them. All but a few will
aspire and endeavor to attain that
spiritual perfection of their nature
which is needed both for their own
development and for the sake of a
perfected society.
WHEN I came into the Presence
of 'Abdu'l-Baha in Paris in 1913
and He inquired about my educational work with chilchen, He said,
looking searchingly at me, "Do you
teach them the spiritual things ~"
Alas! the answer had to be, "No,
there is no place for it in the curriculum."
The meaning of His
question has grown larger with
every succeeding year, until now it
stands apparent and open as the
day.
What help is there for the world
t ~Abdu'l-Baha,

"Promulgation of Universal Peace," pP.
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unless children are taught spiritual
things ~ Shall we train and develop
minds to exploit and destroy the human race ~ Of what avail is education if it is to produce recurrent
catastrophes and chaos such as
exists today throughout the world ~
Shall we sharpen the sword of egoistic ambition so that it will penetrate the vitals of our planet~ Is
that what education is to do ~ Or
must it redirect human energy into
paths of spiritual effort and attainment, sending out into the world a
body of youth dedicated to service
as well as to personal advancement ~
Do not misunderstand me. I do
not mean to imply that even by such
spiritual training all personal ambition ,vill be effaced and nothing
but motives of service prevail.
When such a condition exists, this
world will be inhabited by angels.
With such a culmination there
would be no need of any further
evolution upon this planet.
No, even spiritual education will
not make angels of human beings in
one or two generations. All that
we can ask is a proper balance between self-seeking motives and altruistic motives. Even the Prophets of God do not ask of us the
utter negation of the self-seeking
motives, except in those planetary
crises where apostles and martyrs
are necessary for the spread of a
great Cause.
In the ordinary
phases of human progress man may
seek,-is indeed justified in seeking
personal advancement, professional
success, and financial security for
himself and for his family: "0 My
Servant! The best of men are
they that earn their livelihood by a
profession and expend on them37,

38.
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selves and on their kindred, for the
love of God, the Lord of all
worlds."l
It is no chimerical dream that we
are proposing, but something within the range of possibility and practicability-the harmonizing of the
egoistic motive with the altruistic,
the awakening in the indiyidual of
the sense of his responsibility to
society for two definite and weighty
reasons: first, because he owes to
society an immense debt which he
can never individually repay, the
bequest to him of the rich gifts of
modern civilization, gifts which
came from the unselfish labor of
those who have previously existed
upon this planet; secondly, because
God has given him whatever gifts
are his for the purpose of service,
not for the purpose of exploitation.
When therefore the individual is
using his gifts for the purpose of
exploitation he is denying his real
nature; he is sinning against God
and man; he is incurring a spiritual
debt which if he could see in terms
of reality he would realize that ages
of suffering might be needed to expiate.
1
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The creative powers in us are,
we are told, the gift of the Holy
Spirit, the functioning of that great
Creative Force which built the universe and which constantly vitalizes
it into progress. When these gifts
are used blasphemously, so to speak,
for egoistic purposes only, contact
is gradually cut off from the great
Source of Power, and we find these
gifts either failing or misdirected
with consequent tragedy to the individual. When on the other hand
these gifts are used for the benefit
of the world, the contact with this
Central Power, remains unobstrtwted the gifts increase in force and
magnitude, guidance remains perfect, and the individual prospers
and is able to aid humanity in an
ever increasing degree.
In the light of this reasoning it is
apparent that the greatest success
even of the individ~lal is through the
path of service. This is a truth
which humanity needs to deeply
study and acquire, and every child
should be taught it as the most
fundamental axiom of living. We
shall have a different world when
this spiritual principle is applied
to all fields of human endeavor.

Baha'u'lIah, "Hidden Words," (Persian) verse 82.

« There is no greater res~llt than bonds of service in the divine
kingdom a11d attainment to the good-pleas~lre of the Lord. Therefore
I desire that yotlr hearts may be direct'ed to the kingdom of God, that
your intentions may be p~lre and sincere, yO~lr purposes t~lrned toward
altruistic accomplishment unmindful of your own welfare; nay, rather,
may all your intentions cenler in the welfare of h'Llmanity and may you
seek to sacrifice yourselves in the pathway of devotion to mankind."
-( Abd~l'l-Bah(i
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AN INTER VIEW WITH 'ABDU-'L-BAHA
MARY HANFORD FORD
The autho?", a pioneer Amm"ican Baha'i, has made the teaching of the Baha'i
Cause he?" life work.

RN these

difficult days when the self at the door of 'Akka on the date
~A entire economic system of the upon which' Abdu'l-Baha had given
world is in confusion, and when me permission to come. I did not
ordinary life has become so hectic know then, what I only learned
as to be almost unbearable, I am some time later, that at this very
reminded again of the memorable moment, 'Abdu'l-Baha was endurvisit I made to 'Abdu'l-Baha in the ing especially rigorous persecution.
prison of 'Akka, Palestine in 1907. He had been living for some years
He had been held there as a pris- as a political prisoner in His own
oner ever since He was incarcerated house within the walls of the town
with the family of Baha'u'llah after and was even permitted at times to
their exile from Persia.
visit Haifa and the Bahji, where
was
the tomb of Baha'u'llah. But
The great story of the Baha'i
Cause was just beginning to be re- the powerful Muhammadan priestcognized at that time, and very hood of Persia and Turkey had long
little of its spiritual and economic been determined to accomplish His
martyrdom and, enraged at His
teaching was translated and known
continued escape from this, they
in the Western W orle1. People who
finally sent the police to His home,
heard the strange tale of the distinjust one month before my arrival,
guished prisoner of 'Akka often
commanded every guest to leave th.e
hastened to visit Him. He was
place instantly, and forbade 'Abheld there by the Sultan of Turkey
du'l-Baha to receive any western
because He taught ideas out of harfriends henceforth. Meanwhile a
mony with the prevailing creed of
questionnaire was drawn up to be
Muhammadanism though in perfect
sent to 'Akka by a special commitaccord with the system of Muhamtee. According to its plan if 'Abmad Himself.
du'l-Baha filled out the questionThese people returned to the naire His answers would be so inWestern World with such strangely criminating, that there could be no
varying accounts of their inter- difficulty in obtaining the Sultan's
views, so evidently colored by their signature for I-Iis sentence of death.
own previous conceptions and the- All these danger threats were in the
ories, that one felt confused and background of my rendezvous with
realized that any sacrifice was de- 'Abdu'l-Baha, but I knew nothing
sirable through which one might of them.
visit the prison of 'Akka and speak
face to face with its illumined inAT THAT time I had heard various
mate.
histories of the emotional experiSo like many others I journeyed ences of those who came into the
across the seas and presented my- presence of 'Abdu'l-Baha at 'Akka.
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Some had fainted, some had fallen
at His feet in uncontrollable weeping, all of which behavior I was
sure disturbed Him greatly. So I
considered carefully how I might
avoid such calamitous exhibitions.
I was familiar with the story of
Victor Hugo and his antagonists of
the classic drama in 1830.
I remembered that the young Romantacists selected the word Iron as indicative of their invincibility and
self-control in contact with their
classic opponents. Cold, impenetrable as iron, they met their enemies, successfully. So I decided when
I came into the presence of 'Abdu '1Baha, if my lips began to tremble
and my knees to shake, I would mentally repeat the little word Iron,
I ran and become unimpressionable
as its black substance. Of course
had I prayed at such a moment the
emotional disturbance would have
been intensified instead of eliminated.
Sure enough as the wonderful figure of 'Abdu'l-Baha appeared in
the doorway the expected result arrived with Him, but I gazed upon
Him, squaring my shoulders, while
my mind fastened itself purely upon the black little word Iron, Iron!
Can I ever forget how He looked at
me with laughing eyes, and began
to relate all the tortuous journey
that had brought me to' Akka, meeting plague and quarantine at every
port, and pouring out the contents
of my thin pocket book, until it
seemed as if nothing would be left
in it if I ever reached the bleak
walls of the ancient town.
He laughed at me saying: "Many
people come here in a gala journey.
They stop at the best hotels. They
come here when they have nothing
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to fear, they travel in a company of
friends and are a gay crowd! They
do not realize they are on a pilgrimage to a holy place-and that they
must pray much before they can
understand it. If they do not pray
before arriving, they must pray
after they come here, but you have
been forced to pray for guidance
during' the entire route, and so you
are filled with the sense of prayer.
You have lived and attained only
through prayer."
Then he went on telling one amusing story after another, perceiving
all the perturbation of my poor
nerves, until my knees no longer
shook and I was at peace.
But one thing' was registered disconsola tely in my mind: This radiant and powerful person, this
centre of wisdom and love! I knew
that I could never ask Him a question, and how should I ever discover all the facts I wanted to know
about His great teachings, those
teachings which were not yet in
printed words for the world to
study, but the realities of which
were constantly pouring into my
consciousness.
Then began the marvelous days
which followed, days which transformed and rebuilt, creating certainties from doubts, and eternal
realities from ephemeral possibilities.
Can I ever forget the setting of
this phenomenal drama 7 A little
gallery ran all around the second
story upon which the family of
'Abdu'l-Baha lived, and each chamber opened upon the gallery. Also
the door of each room was a different and gay color. There were pink,
yellow, green and white doors, but
no black ones. I asked once why the
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doors were all different colors, and
was told it was because the family
never had money enough for more
than one door at a time in those
dark and dubious days of imprisonment!
The little room in which I stayed
and in which the significant conversations with' Abdu'l-Baha took
place, was of the simplest description. The floor was covered with
matting, the narrow iron bed and
the iron wash stand with larg'er and
smaller holes for bowl and pitcher
were of that vermin proof description with which I had become familiar. Everything was scrupulously
clean, and there was an abundant
supply of sparkling water for bathing and drinking. A wide window
looked over the huge town wall upon the blue Mediterranean and before this stretched a divan upon
which 'Abdu'l-Baha sat when He
came to see me.
UPON MY arrival in 'Akka my
mind was filled with pain caused by
the vivid description I had heard
in Paris of another terrible martyrdom of Baha'is that had occurred in
Persia. These martyrdoms continued from the period of the Bab's
Declaration until the advent of the
present Shah of Persia, who put an
end to all religious persecutions.
The description of these particular
atrocities was so detailed that finally I could bear no mOTe and cried
out my protest, exclaiming "but
don't you realize that the martyrs
are in a state of bliss from the moment the torture begins, and feel
none of the pain inflicted upon
them 7"
Where upon the assembled company turned upon me in deep dis-
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gust, and reproached me severely
saying: "How dare you say such
things ! You are taking away all
the glory of martyrdom!"
I remained abashed but not convinced, and felt that I must ask
'Abdu'l-Baha for the settlement of
this disturbing question, but I never
asked it. The first morning that He
came into my little room He did
not sit do·wn, but walked back and
fOTth in the narrow space and
presently remarked, while I listened
with awe, "There are many kinds
of martyrdom. How many times
have I prayed for it, but instead of
that I have lived on in prison as if
with the sword of Damocles suspended by a hair over my head!
Each morning as I waken I feel that
before the day ends I may be
dragged to the public square and
shot to death. But nevertheless I
have been very happy in this long
martyrdom, for no victim suffers
from the cruelties inflicted upon
him. The instant the torture begins he is in a state of bliss, and
feels nothing but the joy of Heaven
which surrounds him."
He paused, looking out through
the wide windows at the blue Mediterranean, the view of which beyond
the huge walls seemed to eliminate
their imprisoning power. Then he
added, "So Christ never suffered
upon the cross. From the time the
crucifixion began His soul was in
Heaven and He felt nothing but the
Divine Presence. He did not say,
speaking in Aramaic: '0 God; 0
God why hast Thou forsaken me 7'
But this word Sabacthani is similar
in sound to another which means
glorify, and he actually murmured,
'0 God! 0 God! How thou dost
glorify me.' "
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Then He repeated to me such a
story of martyrdom as I have never
heard elsewhere and which I have
not time to relate here. But I can
never forget its dramtic expression
of joyous deathlessness.

OF ALL these hours spent with
•Abdu '1-Baha however, the most
memorable and eloquent were those
in which He described the economic
future of mankind. At that period,
in 1907 the labor saving machines
had not yet affected the labor market to a serious extent, nor produced what must be generally recognized as a high degree of permanent unemployment but the change
was working and 'Abdu'l-Baha well
understood its righteous conclusion.
Sometimes He sat still as He discoursed, speaking in that marvellous, colorful voice, such as none
has used I am sure since Christ
talked upon the mountainside or in
the homes of His friends. Then He
would rise in the excitement of what
He portrayed, and walk back and
forth conscious of nothing but the
ideals which possessed Him.
He said: ' 'Today the dynamic
energy of the Holy Spirit has
poured in such volume through the
Messenger of God that even the
masses of men have received it, and
that was not possible before. Always in the past specially sensitized
souls received the influence and acted upon it. But today for the first
time the minds of all people have
been touched by the spirit, and the
result is that the designs of labor
saving machines have been clearly
revealed to them. It may seem
strange to you that the Holy Spirit
should give designs for labor saving machines," he added, "but in
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reality every creative impulse of
the brain can arise only through
contact with the spirit. Without
that the brain is merely capable of
conventional and traditional action.
"The civilizations of the past
have all been founded upon the enslavement of mankind and the poor
working class has suffered every
oppression for the sake of the enrichment of the few. This limited
wealthy class has alone had the
privilege of developing individuality. The down trodden worker
after laboring long hours each day,
has not had sufficient mental capacity at the conclusion of his task
to do anything but eat and sleep.
"That all mankind might have
opportunity, it was necessary to
shorten the hours of labor so that
the work of the world could be completed without such demand of
strain and effort, and all human
beings would have leisure to think
and develop individual capacity.
"The labor saving machines were
given to create leisure for all mankind." 'Abdu'l-Baha repeated this
several times. He was so deeply
impressed with this fact that as He
spoke He arose and walked back
and forth in the little room, His
face and eyes shining with joy over
the happy future into which He
gazed.
, 'The first decided shortening of
the hours will appear," He declared, "when a legal working day of
eight hours is established," and
this of course took place in 1917
when W oodrow Wilson enacted the
legal day of eight hours for an federal workers, and really for the
workers of the United States.
"But this working day of eight
hours is only the beginning," went
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on 'Abdu 'l-Bahll. "Soon there will
be a six hour day, a five hour, a
three hour day, even less than that,
and the worker must be paid more
for this management of machines,
than he ever received for the exercise of his two hands alone."
Speaking in 1907, 'Abdu'l-Baha
said, "You cannot understand now,
how the labor saving machines can
produce leisure for mankind because at present they are all in the
hands of the financiers and are used
only to increase profits, but that
will not continue. The workers will
come into their due benefit from the
machine that is the divine intention,
and one cannot continue to violate
the law of God. So with the assurance of a comfortable income from
his work, and ample leisure for each
one, poverty will be banished and
each community will create comfort
and opportunity for its citizens.
Education will then be universal at
the cost of the state, and no person will be deprived of its oPl)ortunity." All these eloquent words
and many others which I have not
time to note here, were spoken to
me by 'Abdu'l-Baha without the
asking of a single question. His
utterance, as always, was directed
toward the inner urge of the mind
He addressed, and He was perfectly
aware that the mentality seeking
Him at the moment was deeply interested in the problem of banishing poverty.
THERE IS not space to mention
many incidents connected with this
visit to 'Abdu 'l-Baha. One was
very curious. Invariably as I sat
with Him I was consciollS of a
growing lightness of body, so that I
said to myself, if He stays much
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longer, 1 shall not be able to keep
my feet on the floor, I shall float up
to the ceiling! Invariably then He
rose and swiftly left the room with
that rapid gliding movement which
made one feel He was flying rather
than walking. On the last day of
my visit He left me in this fashion, and I stood by the little table
in the centre of the room. As 1
gazed after Him the words flashed
through my mind, "1 have been
here, 1 have seen Him, and everything is just as I knew it would be."
'Abdu'l-Baha paused on the threshhold, looked back at me with His
eyes full of laughter and repeated
the words that had in the same instant passed through my mind:
"You have been here, you have seen
me and everything is just as you
knew it would be!"
The wonderful words He said to
me in farewell 1 can never forget.
In expressing my profound appreciation for all His gracious kindness
to me and the wealth of knowledge
and illumination he had given me, 1
finally cried out, "0 'Abdu'l-Baha!
\iVhy cannot all the world come here
to see You as I have done and receive this understanding of life and
its meaning, this light of the
Spirit! "
He looked at me for a moment
with a sort of sadness, and then replied, "Dearly beloved, many people cross the ocean and cross the
desert and come here to see me.
They stay sometimes a week-a
month-a year and then they go
away. They have not seem me at
all." He paused a moment with a
far away look in His eyes and added, smiling as He took my hands"It is better to meet me in the
worlds of love!"
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CHURCH AND STATE IN THE BAHA-'I
SOCIAL ORDER
HUSSEIN RABBANI

This gifted author, a gradu.ate of one of the large ~tniversities in the Near East,
has been contributing a series of articles in The Baha'i lJIIagazine on certain social
phases of the Baha'i religion, all of which have been read and studied with m'eat 'JI1'ofit.
Herein he presents a vivid pictu.re of the Baha'i State of the future and how its 1"eligious character becomes clear and practical.

nHE problem of the relations
U between Church and State is
one of the oldest and the most delicate problems in the whole field of
political history. It has aroused
many important issues and given
birth to innumerable complications
from the beginnings of medieval
history down to the present time.
The solutions offered by various
writers throughout the centuries are
diverse and often incompatible with
a realistic view of social phenomena.
Some have thought to settle the
whole issue by admitting that
Church and State-both being essential and divine in charactershould stand on an equal basis,
while others have minimized the
role of the State and attributed to
the Church an unlimited authority
over its members. We need not
enter into a detailed study of these
different theories, for such an attempt would be beyond the scope of
this essay. Suffice it to say that the
problem of Church and State attained its highest pitch during the
Middle Ages when the Pope and the
Emperor came into conflict over the
question of their respective jurisdiction and authority. For many
long centuries this struggle continued until it culminated in the
final victory of the papal over the
imperial power during the thir-

teenth and the two following centuries. With the Reformation the
international supremacy of the
Church was not only reduced but
utterly abolished.
The State now made its appearance and was destined to assume
the leadership. The call for universalism was at last stifled and it
gave place to the new ideal of national independence. Europe, instead of forming a united Christendom under the spiritual and temporal jurisdiction of a sin g 1 e
Church, was divided into a series
of national and territorial sovereign states. Gone were the days of
Gregory VII and Innocent III before whom emperors had to bow
and ask for mercy. The state had,
indeed, through the working of innumerable forces succeeded in
vindicating its rights and prerogatives, and established itself on firm
foundations. It had won the challenge and thrown off the yoke of
an absolute and intolerant ecclesiastical power. It was now the turn
of the Church to suffer persecutions at the hands of her age-long
enemy which she had so ruthlessly
combated. And ever since that
time the State, unforgetful of the
past, has always looked with suspicion towards the Church. In
many countries it has refused to
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give it legal recognition, while in
some others it has severely shaken
its organization and persecuted its
followers. And still in some others
it has allied itself with it, only to
persecute other churches and religious bodies.

IN THE BaM,'i political system
all these sources of trouble which
have for so long SapIJed the
energies of men and prevented
every peaceful cooperative undertaking are once for all banished
and people are trained to forget
the i I' religious prejudices and
fanaticism and to strive for the
realization of their common welfare.
For under a Baha'i social and
political regime the two institutions
of Church and State, which are today so widely separated, are united
into a single whole and are blended
together in such a wise as to make
every possible friction in the future
highly improbable. Not only so,
but the very problem of Church and
State will cease to exist. The State
being religious, and religious in the
Baha'i sense of the word, will organize itself along lines which are
at once practical and broad. For
the Baha'i Faith is fundamentally
a social force. It conceives of religion not as a mere individual
phenomenon but essentially as a
means whereby the entire community can find its way towards a
better social order. Thus considered religion can no more be dissociated from man's every day life.
And how could it be separated
from the State since it is its very
purpose to carry out what every
political organization attempts to
do, namely to maintain peace and
order and to enable the individual
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to realize the best that is in him ~
This is why the Baha'is condemn
asceticism and favor a life which is
at once fruitful and progressive.
Theirs is a religion practical in its
aims and all-embracing in its scope.
It is even more inclusive than the
State itself, having in view not
only man's external and public life,
but directing and moulding the
private life of the individual as
well.
BUT HOW will such a fusion between Church and State take place ~
And to what results will such a
sort of combina tion lead ~ The
Baha'i state we have said will be
religious and religious in the deepest sense of the word. For the
Baha'is believe that religious alId
political phenomena have some
common ground; and that any attempt at creating a gulf between
them is not only superficial but disastrous in its results.
But religion under this new dispensation will have features that
are alien to practically every existing religious sect today. For the
Baha'i principles are of two
kinds. There are those which are
specifically Baha'i in character and
concern. To such a category belong an the various ordinances such
as prayer, fasting, etc. No one has
the right to impose them on any
person. For such an act would be
tantamount to an interference in
his personal beliefs. To the second class belong all the social and
humanitarian teachings such as
universal peace, universal language
and 0 the I' various sociological
principles which are of general
concern.
These humanitarian teachings
constitute the nucleus of the Baha'i
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social and political program which Baha'i principles. The absence of
the Baha'i state of the future will all religious ceremonies, and conattempt to carry out. These prin- sequently of the clergy and priestly
ciples, being broad and universal, hierarchy, does not admit of there
can in no wise contradict at least ever being a question of separation
in a general way the doctrines and of Church and State ....
creeds of any group living within
"In the presence of religious
the confines of the Baha'i state. unity, the State will be religious;
They stand at the basis of every not that it must give to all its acts
social, political, and religious sys- a mystical appearance, which could
tem of thought in this age and are not be in keeping with their maadvocated to a large extent at least terial object .... But, religion beby all peoples irrespective of their ing put into practice in all acts of
creed, race or language.
life, from the minister of state
With such a point of view, what down to the humblest official, each
we have already remarked concern- one will be penetrated by the sacred
ing the Baha'i state of the future character of his responsibility and
and its religious character becomes of his mission which he is bound
clear and practical.
Since the to fulfill in conformity with divine
Baha'i Faith has no elaborate law. ,,1
In every country, the majority of
creeds and dogmas and no complicated system of theology and pos- whose inhabitants are fully recogsesses no sacerdotal hierarchy, it nized Baha'is, the establishment of
becomes easy to conceive of its a Baha'i government is an easy
evolving one day into a political matter. They will be called upon
and social organization adequate to take hold of the reins of governto cope with the needs of a highly ment and to carry out their procomplex society. It is also obvious gram and to enforce it in so far as
that under such a system the prob- it will be deemed feasible. The
lem of separation between Church minority of the people are under
and State can find no place. As a the strict obligation to obey the incertain writer puts it: "The separ- junctions and wishes of the maation of Church and State can only jority, provided that such an obedibe temporary-a momentary stage ence on their part will not entail a
in the march of societies. If, at a violation of their essential rights
time when the sovereign did not af- and duties.
filiate the spiritual and temporal
For let there be no misgiving' as
power under his sway, history to the true nature of the Baha'i
shows us that with the old sectar- state. The minorities, whether reian religions the State has seen the ligious or otherwise, living within
formidable power of the Church its boundaries can in no wise be
(with which it has had to reckon afraid of being persecuted or sufand sometimes to struggle) take fer their freedom of action to be
shape in face of it, and often curtailed. For the corner-stone of
against it, it could not be thus then the Baha'i state is the principle of
in the future city founded on toleration, without which no real
2

1

H. Dreyfu!'. "The Universal Religion: Baha'ism," pp. 111-113.
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life is possible. While it is true ideas that are different from theirs.
that a government representing the They should try to widen their
wishes of the majority is entitled horizon and to realize that truth is
to obedience by the minority, yet not the monopoly of any single
the latter should not be suppressed party or group. The more deeply
or its rights violated by the ma- one goes into a given problem the
jority. Men should develop a suf- greater becomes his conviction in
ficient breadth of view which would the relativity of human knowledge
enable them to tolerate views and and experience.
( C onchuled in next is st~e )

LETTERS HOME
KEITE RANSOM-KEELER

This is the fifth installment of "LetteTs Home" descTibing the w.dhO'l"s pilgTimage
to histoTic Bahd/i sites in PeTs1'a and he1' visits among the Bahci'is of thCit land. In
heT own wonls, "The1'e is nothing so lovely as the fCice of a PeTsian Bahci'i." HeTein
is Ci beautiful descTiption of heT visit to BabuZ, BahnamiT and ATabkhCiyl.

ON Babul (Barfarush)

I stopped ,vas abandoned by his followers and
left in filth and agony to die alone.
Mrs. Faruk Bassar. In order to in- It was then that the Baha'is came
sure my perfect comfort and quiet- to his assistance, (being careful alude, the Bassar family had moved ways to have with them Muslim
out bodily; the doctor had even witnesses to attest the innocence of
changed his office and dispensary their ministrations) and proved the
into another house. Every provi- only friends to ease his dying days.
sion had been made for my llapDUE TO having my talks interpiness and repose.
preted,
the meetings are twice as
It requires" a pen far abler than
long
as
if I could speak directly.
mine" to begin a recitation of the
epic glory of the Baha'is of BabuL Naturally people get tired and restTheirs is a poor community; there less elsewhere after sitting for two
is no really rich person amongst hours; but in Babul they were as
them, but their charities and tender eager at the end of the meeting as
care of those from nonBaha'i com- at the beginning and always gave
munities is a perfect exemplifica- the impression of wanting me to
tion of the command of Baha'u'llah talk two hours longer.
"Ah happy boughs that canst not
to make the poor amongst us our
trust, and of 'Abdu'l-Baha to make lose thy leaves. N or bid the Spring
adieu.' ,
the enemy the true brothel'.
Again and again they have accuThe idol of Babul a few years
ago was a dervish who preached a mulated money to build the i l'
crusade of extermination against Hazirat-ul-Quds' only to have it
the Baha'is. Falling at last the vic- swept away in the face of some crytim of a most loathe some disease he ing human need.
~lI in the home of dear Dr. and

1

Baha:i meeting place.
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There is a freshness, a spontan- is of no consequence whatever."
eity, a simplicity, a beauty about the
When we announced to the invitation
true Baha'i life that searches the committee that I would spend two days in
villages they posted top speed back to
core of the heart, wringing the es- the
build a road for me. By the time a few
sential drops of its distillation, in a more western Baha'is visit Persia there
perfume that haunts the memory will be a great network of new highways.
Through the bounty of God the
and purifies the soul. So it will
ever be as I look back upon my days day was radiantly sunny. You
can't imagine what sod and shrubin Babul.
The rains were still bravely hold- bery and trees and verdure really
ing off as if nature herself, so pur- mean until you have lived in the
blind to human needs and wishes, desert. It was like paradise.
Two deep streams divide the vilcould not deny me the joy of my
lages from Babul. The first ferry
visit to two Baha'i villages.
The villagers came at once, on took our car with no difficulty, but
my arrival, to invite me to Arab- the second was leaking badly. We
khayl and Bahnamir about ten and were obliged to abandon mechanical
twelve miles distant, but the Babul locomotion and to leave the new
Assembly said that they feared to road yawning for use.
have me undertake the journey lest
Since they had expected us to ride
I be imprisoned by the rains.
up in state in our automobiles there
The next day to my utter amaze- were no horses to accommodate our
ment-and humiliation, that such a party, so we sat on our luggage by
thing should happen to one so un- the river bank until the villagers
worthy-I was summoned to the came galloping a herd of horses to
salon to meet eight women from convey us.
these dear villages who, fearing
And once more our cavalcade
that my visit would not be accom- started, and once more the unparalplished, had come four farsangs' lelled cordiality of a Baha'i recepon foot to see me. They were not tion awaited me. Scattered from
young and vigorous, but middle- the river's brink to the outskirts of
aged like myself. It touched me the first village were increasingly
profoundly and I determined that large groups waving me welcome.
come what would, I must certainly Again the ringing cry "Allah-uAbha"
proclaimed its unifying
go to those places.
The Babuli are very witty. I power.
The countryside filled me with an
mentioned, with tears, to a group of
women who called later, how deeply ache of longing. I had been so
this evidence of Baha'i devotion had continuously in deserts, jungles,
moved me. i i Think of their walk- spice islands, barren regions and
ing ten miles or more to see me," I exotic cEmes, that the quiet beauty
exclaimed. ' 'If they had come of the ferns and grass and shrubs
fifty miles on their heads it might be and trees of my childhood brought
worthy of comment, " was the reply, a happy nostalgia and gratitude.
Mounted, literally, on a high"but to walk ten miles to greet a
western friend sent by the Guardian horse (which was no great change
1

A farsang is about three miles.
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for me) my long-suffering Rahmatullah once more balanced me
across these fertile fields, filled now
with hosts of joyous faces.
As usual the Muslims ran to their hedgerows or crowded to the roadside, eager to
witness for themselves whether there was
any truth in the fantastic suggestion that
this despised BahS/i religion had actually
conquered the sea, planting its Standard in
distant alien lands.
It certainly was the BaM/is' day of
triumph; for though what they had to display wasn't much to see-only a tired old
woman astride a tall horse-nevertheless it
was a proof of their contention that, out of
the fire and blood of their persecutiol1S and
torments, a flame of belief and devotion had
encircled the earth.
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the Friends gathered in the garden of the
Hazirat-ul-Quds, the Muslim women coming with their children to share the excitement. Rugs were spread in abundance and
as at the miracle of the loaves and the fishes
the men, women and children "sat down in
companies."
How much more miraculous to feed
hungry souls with the bread of life than to
feed hungry mouths with bread of grain.
Once again Baha'u'lhih has reiterated the
sanctity of peace and love and joy and selfsacrifice, and once again "the common
people hear Him gladly."

When I had finished speaking, the
same school-boy chorus deligMed
me, and then round me pressed the
same shining host of happy Bah3!is
that I had seen throughout my joyIn all my life I have never been
ous and eventful journey.
more stirred and touched than
I had arisen very early to breakw hen, a pproaching the Baha'i
fast with the Governor-General beschool-house, the lilt of children's
fOTe leaving and now it was nearing
voices reached me and then into
sunset and I must spend the night
full view came these adorable tots
in the adjoining village. So I said
singing me a rousing welcome. It
farewell until the morning, for I
was as if some angelic J osbua bad
would pass this way again on my
bade me heart and mind to stand
return.
still, leaving my spirit to soar with
their voices. We stopped until the
THROUGH vista after vista, as we
ringing song was finished and then
wound among lovely lanes and
rode on to the hospitable home
hedge-rows, I would catch first a
where luncheon was served.
gJimpse and then a picture of a
THE VILLAGE life of Persia is un- crowd of gaily clad men and women
eventful and archaic.
Between with their little ones raising the
farm work and preparation for the holy greeting , , Allah -u -Abha" as
weekly fair everyone keeps busy soon as they beheld me.
with a changeless routine.
vVe were nearing Bahnamir, and,
The women weave a very charm- entering a little copse, I heard fOT
ing material out of the pith of a the first time in many years the
kind of pampas grass or reed. In- swooning song of the nightingale
tertwining silver threads or bright for it is always Spring in Mazinwoolens, they produce an actual daran the province of Baha 'u 'llah.
work of art. Later when I write Even Keats could not adequately
you of our enforced stay in a Mus- describe that melody though what
lim village to escape the floods, I lovelier lines could be suggested
shall speak in greater detail about than
the glimpse of rustic Persia that
"The self-same ~ong that found a path
I've caught there.
Through the sad heart of Ruth when, sick
Today the villages made holiday. Before
leaving for Bahnamir several hundred of

for home,
She stood in tears amid the alien corn."
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A paTty of incense-beaTeTS and villcigers of ATabkhayl and Bahnamir gneting MTS.
Keith Ransorn-Kehler and her escort who rode on hOTseback to visit them.

The first trill rends the heart
asunder and then the essence of the
soul starts flowing from a thousand
wounds where each fresh note has
pierced it. I felt again the agonizing joy of watching a sunrise in the
BruneI' pass; I knew the same rapt
ecstacy as when first I heard the
Message of Baha 'u 'llah. Now to
reread the Tablet, "Lo! The Nightingale of Paradise singeth upon the
Tree of Eternity," starts a sweet
and overwhelming tumult in my
breast. One note from a tiny,
feathered creature sets the heart
aglo'Vv: how much more does the
heavenly song of that eternal Nightingale quicken the lifeless soul.
,¥e did not pause, for the whole
village was eagerly drawn up awaiting our arrival. As we neared it the
glorious refreshing sound of men's
voices-a well trained chorus-singing a vigorous song' of praise, was
sweeter to me than the nightingale.
I passed through a veritable hail
of flowers and blossoms flung from
every side.

At the next turn of the road the
school boys were singing, and then
to my profound delight the school
girls. Women in Persia are generally so repressed and timid that any
evidence of their activity always
gives me great pleasure.
Proceeding through this shower
of flowers and petals I witnessed a
ceremony p e cuI i a l' to Persia.
Women bearing bright brass trays
with offerings of fruit, perfume,
flowers and incense, continuously
sprinkled me with rose-water and
tossed the i l' fragrant smoking
spices in my path. It is hard to reproduce the gay festivity of the
scene. The beautiful voices; the intoxicating odors, the bright flowers,
the gala attire, but above all the
kind and eager faces lent a great
spirit to the fete. In this whole
earth I think that there is nothing
so lovely as the face of a Persian
Baha'i.
GATHERED for the evening' meal
Dr. Bessar told of how he and a
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Baha'i companion barely escaped erosity, the radiant kindness of
death in this village at the hands of these dear villagers will ever reassassins hired to murder them. main a happy benediction.
Whereupon I recounted the exceedAt least twelve reliable witnesses can be
ingly interesting story, written for summoned to attest the truth that from the
we left Babul no drop of rain fell until
The Baha'i Magazine by Siyyid time
we had crossed the first dangerous ferry on
Mustafa Rumi, of a similar exper- our way back and were safe in the car;
then it poured; stopped abruptly when we
ience in Macassar.
had to leave the car to cross the second
I had intended to go to bed at ferry; began again when we were safe. inStopped once more when we reached
once but, as usual in Baha'i gather- cide.
Bttbul until we were properly dispof5ed, and
ings, we sat late talking of tlce them rained on and on; this later put us
in danger of life and limb. But that story
Cause and of the Teachings.
i::; fm' another midnight.
The next morning we were early
Dear, quiet little towns! Kind,
astir to speak to a group befor8 the
gentle
folk ! You" tease me out of
Baha'i school-house similar to tho
Your
gathering in Arabkhayl. At paTt- thought as doth eternity."
blossoms
will
strew
my
way,
your
ing there were prayers and ibwets
song
will
gladden
my
breast,
your
and gifts; and then far out on the
perfume
will
stir
my
heart,
your
inroad from Arabkhayl a concourse
lift
my
prayers,
your
welcense
will
of incense-bearers drew near to
greet me. They anointed us with come will refresh my dreams as
rose-water, strewed flowers and in- through bleak and barren days to
cense in our path and drew up as come, again and again reliving that
a kind of bodyguard at the place gracious interlude, I wander along
where our leave-taking had been ar- the fern-fringed paths of Mazindaran.
ranged.
The mere recollection of that "Through the moon-dappled groves
fragrant sojourn animates m y
of memory
spirit and inspires my heart. The Fling out your soul-drenched song,
simple goodness, the extreme genoh nightingale."
(Contimted in next iss~te)

"Tnte religion is the foundation of spirit~tal union, the wf/,ion of
thought, the union of s~tsceptibilities, the 1.tnity of Cttstoms, and the ideal
chain binding together all the child1'en of 1nen. Throttgh its practical
realization, the minds and sO~tls will receive development by divine
instntction; they will become assisted to investigate reality, attain to a
lofty station of wisdom and establish the basis of a clivine civilization,
-( Abd~t'l-Baha.
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RELEASING FORCES
Reflections from the Twenty-fifth Bah6/i Convention.
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRIOK

~ORTY years ago
~.D bian Exposition

the Oolumwas held in
Ohicago. At that time it was considered a matter of marvelous progress that by pressing a button in
Washington President Oleveland
could release forces in Ohicago
which would start a fountain playing on the exposition grounds and
set the wheels in motion which
opened the exposition.
On May 27, 1933, the great Oentury of Progress Exposition was
opened in that same city. As a
symbol of progress in science and
invention that has been made in
these forty years the idea was conceived of using the energy from the
brilliant star Arcturus to release
the forces for inaugurating this exposition. This star (or sun) is so
distant that the light which left
there forty years ago is just now
arriving at the earth. By means of
the marvelous photo-electric cell,
unknown forty years ago, by means
of amplifiers and relays the small
amount of light that reaches the
earth from this far-off body is
caught at the Yerkes Observatory
(or some other if it is cloudy there)
and transformed into forces which
illumine the 424 acres devoted to
the exposition with the brilliance
and beauty of many colored lights.
The imagination is caught by this
conception and plays around the
symbolism involved. This spectacular display of the release of hidden
physical forces is marvelous indeed.

One cannot cease to wonder at the
ingenuity and profundity of man's
mind which thus brings forth
nature's secrets or to go even
further and ask-what power behind man's mind enables him to discover and invent such magic wonders ~ And yet in spite of his
achievements in the physical world,
or perhaps because of them, man is
still undeveloped in the spiritual
realm. For most are unaware that
in close connection with both these
world occasions, events occurred of
far greater import to the future of
mankind, when spiritual forces were
released which are destined to bring
about greater changes than have
ever been known in recorded history.
Forty years ago at the Parliament of Religions held in Ohicago
in connection with the Oolumbial1
Exposition already referred to, the
name of Bahii'u'lliih was fhst mentioned on the American continent
and these prophetic words from His
lips were quoted:
"These fruitless strifes, the.se ruinous
wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great
Peace' shall come . . . . Let not a man glory
in this ,that he loves his country; let him
rather glory in this that he loves his kind."

Hardly a handful gave heed. No
one understood then and the world
at large is still unaware of the
forces liberated on that occasion, or
of the connection which the coming
of Bahii'u'lliih to earth has with the
inventions of progress that have
caused such great changes and such
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great catastrophes during these
forty years.
On June first, five days later than
the opening of the exposition and
less than twenty miles away on the
shores of the same lake, in the foundation hall of a temple dedicated to
the oneness of humanity, the oneness of all religions, the harmony
of science and religion and to universal peace, a temple which when
completed will be, perhaps, the most
delicately and exquisitely beautiful
architectural thing ever yet conceived by the mind of man, two or
three hundred people gathered,
drawn together by unseen forces to
meditate and consult in regard to
the Divine Plan for the New World
Order of Baha 'u '11ah and things
pertaining thereto. This gathering
was, as far as the world at large is
concerned, unheralded and unproclaimed.
DURING THE first morning' of the
convention a letter was read from
Shoghi Effendi, the Guardian of the
Baha'i Cause. In this letter were
reviewed the outstanding events of
the history of this Cause in America
for the forty years just past. It
pointed out the achievements which
the small number of American
Baha'is have accomplished, in spite
of great reverses, in establishing the
Cause in this country, in helping to
spread it through the world and in
relieving difficult situations in other
countries. In its entirety it gave
evidence of the creative forces
brought to man's consciousness by
the advent of Baha 'u 'llah and released again and again through the
bounty of 'Abdu'l-Baha. At the end
were pointed out some tremendous
tasks yet to be accomplished.
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The mingled feelings caused by
the Guardian's letter, feelings of
gratitude for things accomplished,
of humility for failures and of great
responsibility for future developments of the Baha'i Cause were intensified by the reading of the
Guardian's cablegram in the first
afternoon of the convention. The
long letter in a measure prepared
its hearers for the dynamic concentration of its message in the cablegram. It was the message for which
all waited, the latest word which
would put the delegates in tune with
the Guardian and with the forces of
the unseen world. It called upon
the American Baha'is to "seize the
opportunity to release forces which
will usher in (an) era whose splendol' must outshine (the) heroic age
of our beloved Cause."
What were these forces ~ Could
these delegates rise to the now present opportunity~ The forces are
spiritual forces, unseen yet allpowerful. It is these forces which
change the current of human
thought, which indeed change human nature.
How are spiritual forces released ~ Is there any other way
than by getting into harmony with
the will of God ~ And then through
love which engenders severance and
self-sacrifice by rendering "instant,
exact, and complete 0 bedience ~ , ,
The spirit finds expression through
material means. The commands
given by Baha 'u 'llah must be understood, unity must be completely
established in order that unified action may result. The art of taking
counsel together is one of the means
that Baha'u'11ah has established for
bringing forth the shining spark of
truth.
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Quietly then, though stirred to
the depths by the Guardian's message the delegates proceeded to take
counsel together concerning the
numerous problems t hat fa c e
Baha'is and concerning activities
that constantly increase as the
Cause grows.
THE ALL-IMPORTANT subject, the
first to be discussed, was the
Temple. Indeed the convention cannot be considered apart from the
Temple. One mighty challenge was
to release forces which will beautifully clothe its dome. The feelings
of peace, love and harmony and the
lofty aspirations that filled the
hearts of those assembled for worship under the dome each morning,
give but a hint of the mystery of
this Temple which, 'Abdu'l-Baha
has said, "is great and cannot be revealed", and of the forces that will
be released upon its completion.
The signs of activity about the
Temple, the workmen erecting scaffolding and raising the great steel
arms that were to lift the units of
ornamentation to the dome; the actual molding of the ornamental covering of the base of one of the great
ribs of the dome; the simple ceremony of unveiling the first exquisitely designed and executed, and
dazzlingly white units for covering
the sections of the dome; the illustrated talk by Mr. John Earley, in
whose laboratories these marvelous
ornaments are being produced, revealing the combination of artistry,
skill, and mathematical accuracy required to produce these works of
art; the talk by Mr. Allen McDaniel,
the chairman of the Temple committee, which made known among
other things the fact that the skilled
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workmen who helped to produce
these works of art voluntarily reduced their own wages as well as
worked overtime; other instances
related showing the hand of divine
guidance in the erection of the
Temple; the many words quoted
from 'Abdu'l-Baha and the Guardian setting out the primal importance of building the Temple; the
stories of most touching sacrifices
of Persian and other Eastern
friends and of many in America;
the gifts from every continent and
from the most distant corners of
the earth; the inspiration received
from the Unity Feast Friday evening when by song, chanting and
reading of the inspired words the
thoughts were directed to the spiritual realm i-all these quickened
the determination to arise with new
vigor for the early completion of
the all-important work of ornamenting the dome. By common consent
the subject came up again and
again, all things giving way when
anyone was moved to speak on this
subject or to present an offering, or
to account some sacrificial deed of
one not present.
The gifts flowed in steadily, many
of them, even as last year, representing great power in their sacrificial value. The feeling that there
was need of a deepened devotion
that should cause a steady flow of
funds equal or greater than the high
crest was voiced. Another delegate
reminded the hearers that the
words of the Bab to His first disciples, "I am preparing you for a
mighty Day", applies equally to the
humble followers of Baha'u'llah of
the present day. That the Baha'is
in America must release the spiritual forces of twenty thousand mar-

YOUTH'S DOOR OF HOPE

tyrs in Persia if we would arise to
seize our great opportunity, was
pointed out by another. Many practical suggestions for saving and
economizing were made. A resolution embodying all these inspiring
and suggestive remarks was formulated requesting the National Spiritual Assembly to organize and distribute them among all the believers.
Among many other subjects discussed, the most important were:
the nonpolitical character of the
Baha'i Faith; local Assembly problems; the teaching program; and
the Baha'i Summer Schools.
A larger number of young people
was in attendance than ever before
and more than once a few clear
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words from one of them served to
clarify a situation and revealed
deep spiritual insight. At their dinner conference Sunday ninety-nine
were in attendance.
Is it too much to hope that at this
convention forces were quietly released through the uniting of the
true and loyal followers of the
Faith which will enable America to
come into that place of spiritual
leadership indicated by 'Abdu'l'Baha? In his last letter Shoghi
Effendi quotes these words from
, Abdu '1-Baha: "The American continent gives signs and evidences of
very great advancement. Its future
is even more promising, for its influence and illumination are farreaching. It will lead all nations
spiritually.' ,

YOUTHJS DOOR OF HOPE
MARION HOLLEY

RHESE are testing days for the touches the spring of many actions,
U young of America. These are but a thorough chaos presses still
times to try what measure of pati- further. Young persons of today
ence is theirs, what resilience of are at war not only against a dishope is at call. For the latest integrating economic life; they must
generation to come of age has been surmount as well the disappearance
launched by its sponsors upon a of all of those basic relationships
sea of chaos unexampled in the and customs which make today
memory of our race. What employ- enough like yesterday that a man
ment can the college man :find? may feel comfortable and at ease.
Where will a boy with an eager tal- For here is the problem: the order
ent exercise and mature it ~ What into which this generation was born
couple dares choose the adventure does not appeal to it. Indeed, the
of children without economic stab- principles of that culture seem positively to be lacking in sincerity and
ility?
Yet these are not the matters of integrity. Therefore those pringreatest import. The pocketbook ciples cannot take hold; they can-
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not guide behavior. They cannot
cement a defunct family tie, outline
a normal ethics, or steer bizarre
night life into the channels of sane
recreation. The world looks on at
the flaunting of everything it knows,
quite impotent to interest or direct
these alien offspring. For young
people today do not belong. They
are strangers to their native land,
and, like strangers, unimpelled to
accept its duties or assume its obligations. And when they would
ask for a responsibility, the world
has none to give them. Is it any
wonder that "the song of life has
lost its virility,' H' and that only the
soundest mind preserves its energy
and ambition?

M A GA ZI N E

their fellows. Often they speak of
Shoghi Effendi. A sense of the
gravest affection and respect animates them as they direct attention to the Guardian of the Faith.
Here is a leader whose judgment
they accept, whose example they intend to emulate, whose oneness with
them as citizens in the new world
order they appreciate. The last
speaker is finished. Someone in the
group rises to respond. And there
succeeds for a half hour an interchange of belief and urgent ambition for service, so vibrant in sincerity that the whole group seems
stirred to thrilling motion. Here is
a meeting which must energize not
only those who form it, but every
young Baha'i who hears of and
understands it.
Is it possible that these are
members of the unlucky younger
generation 1 Where is the cynicism, the weariness of spirit, the
prevalent despair 1 There can be
but one answer. Here is a group of
youth which has found its creative
opportunity. These are persons
charged with a peculiar task; these
are the builders of the new society.

THE FOREGOING is indeed a dark
picture, but of late years Baha'is
have discerned upon it a streak of
light. For among their own young
people a contrast is mounting.
There has been no clearer epitome
of that contrast than the dinner
meeting held during the recent National Convention of the Baha'is of
the United States and Canada.
Imagine, if you will, a large hall,
where are seated ninety-nine perTHERE ARE times in the history of
sons. The appearance is of youth;
an enthusiasm and brightness, an man when undoubted impulses al)undercurrent of joy pervades the pear, when the idea of an order
room. The program begins. Seven more equitable in design takes hold
speakers, in quick succession, rise of minds, when a new will enters
to emphasize some aspect of the the social body. These are the times
Baha'i Faith. They talk with an of great religions, of the effloresunconscious eloquence which grows cence of moral vigor, of purpose
from the heart of deep conviction. and. power to change the very bases
The group listens intently. Oppor- of life and the chamcters of men.
tunity, courage, intelligence, re- Such epochs draw their strange
sponsible administration, prayer- strength from men of extraordithese are the brilliant facets of the nary stature,-from Moses, from
Cause which they hold up before Jesus, from Muhammad, fro m
* 'Abdu'l-Bahii

in "Divine Philosophy."

YOUTH'S DOOR OF HOPE

Baha 'u 'llah. For we live in such a
period, and it is our destiny to witlless the shaping of a new culture
unique and inevitable. Baha'u'llah
has, in His own words, "seized the
lives and has begun a new creation.' ,
Now the joy of Baha'i young people derives itself from this very
sense of captivity. Their lives have
become vehicles of responsibility.
Their endeavors are promised to
the construction of a magnificent
ideal. Their abilities are awakened
in the arena of necessary effort.
Their powers find release through
the discipline of obedience to a
recognized I e ad e r.
And i n
Baha'u'llah they touch that Center
which organizes, unites and fires
their every motion. They have become the "celestial warriors" of a
new world order!
Baha'i young people, quite like
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their contemporaries, do not belong
to today. The cramped scope of nations, the prejudices of mind, the
outmoded techniques for the conduct of affairs, have no appeal for
any of them. Rather do they envision the idea of an ordered society which shall include the resources of the whole world. Thus
their object is not disdain for a
weak today, but intelligence and
loyalty placed at the service of a
sturdy tomorrow. Baha'i youth is
animated youth. Young Baha'is
are already citizens of the future.
From this attitude proceeds the
possibility of adjustment to our
present chaos. Here is balance in
the tumultuous stream of events.
Here, in a renewed Faith, young
persons may attain vitality and
health. For Baha'u'llah has brightened old inadequacies with a new
way of living, and opened to this
shopworn world a "door of hope."

T he Friend of Understanding Love
N one but Thee can understand our hearts,
o Friend of Love Divine!
Tho we seek thru all the world for friends,
Whose love will be like Thine!
None but Thee can understand our failures,
And know our deepest need;
Only Thou canst lift us from ourselves,
Our burdened souls relieve.
N one but Thee can satisfy our longing,
Our Father and our God!
N one but Thee can understand our problems,
The road that we have trod.
Only Thou canst lead us out of darkness
And light in us increase;
Only Thou canst raise us from our death
In self, and give us peace!
-Elizabeth Hackley.
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THE TRUE SOVEREIGN
ALFRED

E.

LUNT

Verily, those who have denied God and adhered unto nature as natu1"e is, are
'indeed void of both science and wisd01n, are they not of the erring?"
-Baha'1i'llah.
The first and second installments of this
article were published in the May and June
numbers respectively and pointed out the
great truth that nature is in itself incapable of establishing values or achieving
perfections, also the author brings out vividly the dual nature of man. In this third
installment he affirms the necessity of the
recognition and acceptance of the True
Sovereign to save man from the world of
nature.

following the beliefs and practices
of ancestors by failing to investigate for oneself the reality of every
matter; mendicancy; parasitism;
the separation of humanity by virtue of class, religious and racial
barriers; making religion a cause
of hatred and animosity between
~ANY of the natural impulses, divergent sec t s; discrimination
~W rightly used and under the against womankind; the captivity
control of man's reality, are by no of the world of Nature; political
means destl'llCiive. The perpetua- and industrial corruption; belief in
tion of the race, the satisfaction of those dogmas and imitations of
the requirements of food, shelter truth that are not acceptable to
and warmth, the physical zest of both religion and science; deparexercise and manly sports, the hue from the Divine Foundations
struggle against injustice, the am- established by the Prophets of God
bition of achievement in the ful- and cleaving to man-made systems;
filment of the individual destiny, denial or rejection of the True
the urge of work, and many other Sovereig'n.
phases of life upon the earth are
Without exception, these seeds of
more or less primitive impulses unhappiness are emanations from
quite outside the destructive, pro- the natural, contingent world.
hibited category.
Without exception they are proThe Command in this New Age hibited and condemned by God at
is, on the other hand, directed this time. Human society has beagainst the plain sources of un- come so infiltrated with these
happiness and disorder now ram- poisons that our old friend, the
pant in human society. Among pessimist confidently says -" The
these are disunity and discord in burden of proof lies with those who
the religious, political and economic dispute my conclusions."
As against this, we would, with
life; selfishness and treachery; living unto oneself; race prejudice; the right degree of modesty, refer
hypocrisy, lies and deceit; cruelty; to the fundamental structure upon
slander, gossip and backbiting, which this exposition is based. And
(this last trinity of sin being sternly to the differentiations and demonforbidden by the Divine Law-giver strations thus far made we would
of this new cycle); oppression in add, very briefly, this: Life is a
every form; becoming a cause of process of emancipation from the
sorrow to others; war; supinely grosser limitations into the refine-
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ments of true existence. All these
proofs are sufficiently contained in
the structure of creation, itself.
The mineral substance shakes off
its inertia by becoming absorbed
into the expanding life of the plant.
The cells of the plant, in turn, its
roots firmly imprisoned in the
earth, take on locomotion through
assimilation into the swiftly moving animal, as well as into the perfected atoms of the human body.
There, these lowly cells meet and
contact with a being animated with
the mysterious power of thought.
This process is the emancipation
and progress of the uncouth mineral atom to an infinitely high
station.
This law of physical advancement is not reversed in the realm
of mind and soul. The unity of
arrangement uncovered by science
in the atom is affirmed by the
scientist to be the same as that disclosed in the great stellar systems.
And since the law of unity is basic,
and evidently an essential part of
the celestial plan, we discover it,
likewise, in the world of mind and
spirit. Consequently the advancement of humanity, inspired by the
mental and spiritual susceptibilities, must ever be in the direction
of new conquests over the hampering shackles of its outgrown consciousness. This, in order that the
new freedom may be availed of.
Note, too, that the very nature and
quality of the mineral cell is lost
and transformed in its upward
ascent.
EMERGENCE from the fog-ridden
swamps of Nature presupposes and
is conditioned upon the acceptance
1

Bahii'u'lliih, Bahii'i Scriptures, p. 152.
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of the True Sovereign. For this
task requires fortitude, faith and
understanding without which the
capacity necessary to attract, as a
magnet, the divine confirmation
cannot appear. So great a salvation requires recognition of its
Source; such a sweeping emancipation can be viewed only in the light
of the mercy and forgiveness of
God, like unto the heavenly table
set before the returned, repentant
prodigal.
"In this Day, a great banquet is
celebrated in the Supreme Concourse; for all that was promised
in the divine Books has appeared.
This is the Day of the most great
reJOlcmg. All must direct themselves to the Court of Nearness
with the utmost joy, happiness,
exultation and gladness, and deliver themselves from the fire of
separation.' ,1
"0 Son of Man! My majesty is
My bestowal to thee, and My
grandeur the token of My Mercy
unto thee. That which beseemeth
Me none shall understand, nor can
anyone recount. Verily! I have
treasured it in My hidden storehouses and in the tabernacles of
My command, as a token of My
loving-kindness unto My servants
and mercy unto My people.,,2
Finally, let it not be supposed
that we fail to recognize the real
battle-ground as resident in the
very soul of man, for these elemental forces are very flesh of
his flesh, fabric of his texture, interwoven into the fibres of his being
and implanted in his consciousness
as with barbed hooks of steel.
Yet, it is man who embodies
these forces. It is he who sup-

Bahii'u'lliih, Hidden Words (Arabic) verse 64.
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plies the intelligence to convert
them into deeds. These intangible
proclivities embedded v;Tithin him
find expression only through his
entity and his instrumentality. So
tenaciously do these tendencies
cling to our every -day thoughts
that were we to analyze our lives
wholly from the point of view of
the lower self, the problem would
appear hopeless. In this dilemma,
the pessimist is entangled. The
attachment of the soul, through its
downward. flight, to the nether elements is encouraged by inheritance,
tradition and example, as well as
by its own mistaken hunger. But
in every man whose departure from
the divine command has not become
habitual to the point of callousness,
the consciousness of sin sets up the
ever recurring fire of remorse.
What secret and hidden agonies,
what real suffering goes on in the
hearts day after day throughout
the length and breadth of humanity's domain, as the voice of conscience, the stinging reproach of
our inner reality and identity calls
us to account. What despair and
sense of bafflement oppresses us as
we again and yet again submit to
forces seemingly impossible to control. What sacrifice could be too
great for deliverance £Tom that
taskmaster, that false guide, obedience to \vhose suggestions has
brought upon us both the past and
the present calamities. Sin, in this
sense, is used as the equivalent of
remoteness from God.
Our sense of sl1ame is because the
nobler element within us, the divinely bestowed reality, is fully
aware of the surrender of the conscious ego to inferior and wholly
mortal snares. The transfer of con-
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sciousness to the plane of reality,
however, unfurls the \vings of the
human spirit and through this union
with the conscious self, the fortification is perfected. Then are the
words of the saying made manifest:
"Love does not accept a soul
alive to its own desires; a falcon
preys not on a dead mouse."
HEREIN is foreshadowed the Divine Purpose and the reason of existence of the human race. The
field of nature is the battleground;
the contending forces are the dual
human elements each striving to
control the flight of the soul; both
opposing ensigns bear the insignia
"Reality" but one is hue and the
other is false; the battle slogans
are, respectively, "K now thy
Lord"; and "Exalt thyself"; the
rewards of victory are the immortal and eternal life, on the one
hand; and, on the other, mortality;
the sovereigns, the True One, and
the usurper. Through the infinite
wisdom of the Creator, this dramatic setting for the enactment of
humanity's salvation has been established. That the century and
cycle in which we are fortunate
enough to live marks the advent of
the decisive struggle as well as the
victory of the True Sovereign
through the enlightenment of the
race, none who are even slightly informed of the meanings of the Holy
Books, or of the almost miraculous
changes now taking place in human
psychology, can doubt.
The Divine Love which is the
heart and cent er of the Holy Spirit
is warming the frozen hearts,
stirring them into that restlessness
and pain previously mentioned as
the clear sign of entrance into the
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New World Order. The Messianic nature, of the world of darkness;
outpourings are flowing once again. that is, the world of imperfection,
The Commands of God and the Di- the world of infinite baseness."
vine explanations of this prohlem
" On the other hand, we find
are a living water to the wanderers that there is justice in man; there
in the arid desert. The mirages of is sincerity, faithfulness, wisdom,
the desert, its vanishing oases, its light; that there is mercy and pity
clear but bitter water are revealed in him; that there is in him intelas gross counterfeits of that pure, lect, comprehension, the power to
refreshing stream one drop of grasp the reality of things, the
which dissolves the phantasmagoria ability to discover the reality of existence. Consequently we say that
of Nature's age-old drama.
man is a reality that stands beIN AN ADDHESS to the Theosophical tween light and darkness, possessSociety in New York, December ing three aspects, three phases; one
4th, 1912, 'Abdu 'l-Baha touched is the human aspect; one is the diupon this prohlem in these words: vine, heavenly aspect; and one is
"-The human reality stands be- the natural or animal aspect. The
tween two grades, the world of the animal aspect is darkness, the
animal and the world of divinity. heavenly aspect is light in light."
W ere the animal in man to become
' , To return to the point: The
predominant, man would become holy Manifestations of God come
even lower than the brute. Were into the world in order to effect the
the heavenly powers in him to be- disappearwnce of the physical, the
come controlling, he would become animal, dark aspect of man, so that
the most superior being in the the darkness within him may be disworld of existence. Consider, in pelled, his imperfections eradicated,
man there is rancor; in man there that his spiritual, heavenly phase
is struggle for existence; in the may become manifest, his Godlike
nature of man there is propensity quality become paramount, and his
for warfare; innate in man there is perfections become visible; that his
love of self; in him there is jeal- innate, great power may become
ousy, and so on with all the other known, and all the virtues of the
imperfections found in the animal. world of humanity potential within
For instance, in the animal there is him may come to life. Thus, the
ferocity; there is also ferocity in holy Manifestations of God are the
man. In the animal there is what educators and trainers of the world
is called hypocrisy or slyness, like of existence, the teachers of manunto that in the fox; and in the kind. They liberate men from the
animal there is greed-and there is world of darkness and of nat~tre.
ignorance. So, we find all these de- They deliver him from gloom, from
fects in man. In the animal are in- error, from hideousness, from
justice and tyranny; so, likewise, ignorance, from imperfection, and,
in man. The reality of man, there- likewise, from all the evil qualities.
fore, is clad, one may say, in its Then they cause him to be clad in
outer form, in the garment of the the garment of perfection and high
animal, the garment of the world of virtues."
(Contin~ted, in next iss~te)
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GLIMPSES OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER
Notes on a Visit to Haifa and' Akka
MABEL AND SYLVIA PAINE
"0 ye people of the world! The vi1"tue of this 'most g~"eat Manifestation. is that ~ e
have effaced from the Book whatever' was the ca~uw of d~fferences, corruptwn and dtscord and recorded therein thcd which leads to unity, harmony and concord. Joy unto
thos~ who act in accordance therewith!"
-Bahd'u'lldh.
In this four·th instcdlment. the ro?'w,;ysation of Shogh-i Effendi to the pilgrims is
on the subjects of international goven~ment
and education, especially with refe1'ence to
an important letter written by Shoghi
Effendi to the Anwrican Baha'is, later p~tb
lished under the title "The Goal of a New
TV orld Order." The first and second installments of these "Notes" were published
Tespectively ,in the March and ApTil numbe1"s, cmd told of the1:T arTival in Haifa and
the meeting with Shoghi Effendi and the
me1nbeTS of 'Abdu'l-Baha's family; also of
their visit to 'Akkd cmd the old prison
qucLTters wheTe Bahd'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha and Their' follow61"s were inccLrcen/of,ed
so many years with unspectkable hardships
and s~tffeTings.
The thinl installment
1JJhich appear-eLl ir" the June number' gave CL
fur-thm' description of the bm'racks at
'Akka and CL brief cleSC1'iption of Bahji.

fill rJESDAY, NOVEMBER 17th. Shoghi
U Effendi told us a little of

er helps, but we must not lose sight
of the fact that ill health may be
good. Suffering, he thought very
helpful both to individuals and nations. What is important is to
pray always with a willingness for
God's will to be done.
Apropos of the recent death of
Dr. Forel, the distinguished Swiss
scientist, and the publication of his
will, in which he declared himself a
Baha'i, we discussed Dr. Forel's
idea of God and the Baha'i idea of
God. Baha'is believe in a personal
God. This of course does not imply
an anthropomorphic God, but a conscious God.

the last and happiest part of
Baha'u'llah's life spent at Bahji,
visited by us the previous day. It
was there that He wrote the Epistle
to the Son of the TV olf in which He
summarized His former writings.
He died in that same room in which
He met Prof. Browne. His death
was the peaceful ending of a life
Whose constantly extending influence our generation but faintly comprehends when it comprehends at
all.
The conversation dwelt a little on
prayer and Shoghi Effendi emphasized the importance of an unconstrained approach to God. Pour out
your heart freely and fully. Then
do something. God cannot work
through you unless you act. Of
prayer for health he said that pray-

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18TH. At
tea with the ladies the talk was
about our plans to go to Nazareth,
Jerusalem, and other places of interest in Palestine. The ladies told
how' Abdu 'l-Baha always longed to
go to Jerusalem but never was ahle~
One time He asked some one who
was going to Jerusalem to touch its
walls for Him, to touch the walls of
that city made sacred by Christ's
sufferings. I have heard a Baha'i
returned from a visit to Haifa in
'Abdu'l-Baha's life time tell how
'Abdu'l-Baha told him when he was
in Jerusalem to walk the Via Dolorosa. This Baha'i said he never
could describe to anyone the deTlth
and the poignancy of the experience
as he trod that way.
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But today all who had been to
Jerusalem agreed there was another
side to it. One said she always felt
oppressed with another sorrow
when she came near Jerusalem, a
sorrow caused by the strife of the
sects. Not so different a sorrow
after all from what pierced the
heart of Christ as He walked His
Via Dolorosa, for did He not pray
that same night before He parted
from His followers, "Not for these
alone, but for them also which shall
believe on me through their word;
that they all may be one ~" The
strife of the sects, not the oneness
for which the world is sick unto
death, we found in Jerusalem.
But the open country with its
simple villages, its vineyards, the
survival of ancient modes of travel
and labor, its rugged hills, still are
the ideal setting for Hebrew and
Christian story and many a cherished phrase from the Psalms and
many an incident from the life of
Christ came vividly to mind as we
drove from Nazareth to Jerusalem,
Bethlehem, the Jordan River, and
the Sea of Galilee.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23RD.-Shoghi
Effendi is writing a general letter'~
to the Baha'i friends of the Occident. We have the privilege of
getting glimpses of its growth.
Evidently it will emphasize political
conditions of the world at large,
show their inevitable progress toward another world war, after
which will emerge the new world
state. He spoke of Baha'u'llah's
prophecy revealed in 1878, in which
He refers to the turmoil and agitation of the world, its waywardness
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and irreligion, as it hastens to a
plight too grievous to be disclosed.
The prophecy ends with a beautiful
promise of the unfurling of the Divine Standard.
At last appears on the horizon
the "parliament of nations" the
"federation of the world." Americans particularly should be much
interested in two passages in this
great document which has just come
from the pen of Shoghi Effendi:
one giving the interview between
'Abdu'l-Baha and an American
congressman, in which 'Abdu '1Baha answers the congressman's
question, "How can I best serve my
country~" with the reply, "By
striving in your capacity as a citizen of the world to assist in the
eventual application of the principle of federalism underlying the
government of your own country 1.0
the relationship now existing between the peoples and nations of the
world," and the passage in which
Shoghi Effendi compares the formation of the future world state to
the unification of the states of the
North American continent. uH
would be no exaggeration," he
writes, "to say that the absence of
those facilities which modern scientific progress has placed at the service of humanity in our time, made
of the problem of welding the
American states into a single federation, similar though they were in
certain traditions, a task infinitely
more complex than that which confronts a divided humanity in its efforts to achieve the unity of all
mankind."
In this latter passage one sees the

':'Later published by the Baha'i Publishing Committee under the title "The Goal of a New World Order."
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dominant spirit of faith which ani- ous light shall shed illumination
ma tes the Guardian of the Baha'i upon the assemblage of man."
Cause as it did 'Abdu'l-Baha, Who
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23RD. The
replied to those "few who, unaware conversation at tea this afternoon
of the power latent in human en- was about schools. The Baha'i
deavor, consider this matter (true teachings emphasize universal educivilization, universal peace through cation and the equality of men and
a federation of the governments of women. As these principles are
the world) as highly impracticable new to Oriental Baha'is and difficnlt
nay even beyond the scope of man's for them to apply, the women of
utmost efforts." "Such is not the 'Abdu'l-Baha's family feel an escase, however. On the contrary, pecial obligation to observe them
thanks to the unfailing grace of conscientiously by giving their
God, the loving kindness of His children a very complete education.
favored ones, the unrivaled endeav- This often means sending them to
ors of wise and capable souls and Europe, as educational opportunithe thoughts and ideas of the peer- ties there are greater than in the
less leaders of this age nothing N ear East. Often these young peowhatsoever can be regarded as un- pIe have to transfer from one school
attainable. Endeavor, ceaseless en- to another. These transfers are
deavor is required-an indomitable difficult, as there is not even so unidetermination. Many a cause past form a curriculum as in Europe and
ages have regarded as purely visi- America. One of the interesting
onary, yet in this day has become lJoints in the Baha'i educational
most easy and practicable. vVhy program is that it calls for "a
should this most great and lofty standard, universal system of incause-the day star of the finna- struction." This will certainly make
ment of true civilization and the for greater convenience as well as
cause of the glory, the advance- furthering the attainment of the
ment, the well being and success of more important ideals of mutual
all humanity-be regarded as im- understanding, sympathy and unity
possible of achievement ~ Surely among different nations, races and
the day will come when its beaute- between the sexes.
(To be continued)
"H e is a tr~ie Bah6/i who st1"ives by day and by night to pTof!Tess
and advance along the path of h~im0n endea:v01", .whose 1nost chenshed
desire is so to live and act as £00 ennch and ~1l~i1mnate the woTld, whose
smiTce of inspimtion is the essence of chvine v~rt~ie., whose aim in life
is so to cond~cct himself as to be the ca~ise of ~nfi:~de p~ogress. O?1ly
when he attains ~mto s~cch perfect gifts can it be sa~d of !'wrn that he ~s a
tnce Bah6/i. For in this holy dispensation-the croW'n~ng gloTY of bygone ages and cycles-tr~ce Fa:i~h is
11.~ere ackn~wledg1?~ent of the
Unity of God, b~d. mthe: th~ l~v~ng ot a l~te t!~at w~ll mamfest all the
perfections anclmTtnes ~1npl~ed ~n s~ich bel~ef.
- ' Abcl~c'l-Ba7ui.
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EDUCATION
Three Cardinal Principles
(Excerpts from a statel1zent made by 'Abdu'l-Baha to
President Bliss of the American University of
Beirut, Syria, at Haifa, Palestine.)

(T'HE universities and colleges of the world must hold

'-I,L

fast to three cardinal principles:

"First: Whole-hearted service to the cause of education, the unfolding of the mysteries of nature, the extension of the boundaries of science, the elimination of the
causes of ignorance and social evils, a standard universal
system of instruction, and the diffusion of the lights of
knowledge and reality.
"Second: Service to the cause of morality, raising the
moral tone of the students, inspiring them with the sublimest ethical ideals, teaching them altruism, inculcating in
their lives the beauty of holiness and the excellency of
virtue, and animating them with the graces and perfections
of the religion of God.
"Third: Service to the oneness of the world of humanity; so that each student may consciously realize that
he is a brother to all mankind, irrespective of religion or
race. The thoughts of universal peace must be instilled
in the minds of all the scholars, in order that they may become the armies of peace, the real servants of the body
politic-the world. God is the Father of all. Mankind
are His children. This globe is one home. Nations are
the members of one family. The mothers in their homes,
the teachers in the schools, the professors in the colleges,
the presidents in the universities, must teach these ideals to
the young from the cradle to maturity."
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"The first teachers of children are the mothers. Therefore they must be
capably trained in order to educate both sons and daughters ... the mothers must
not think of themselves but of the progress of their children because upon the
children of today-whether boys or gil'ls-deptnds the moulding of the civilization
of tomorrow."
-'Abclu'l-Bahd.

THE VENERABLE philanthropist
August Heckscher on his 84th
birthday says ; "Nothing counts except what you do for others . . . .
Marconi's discovery of how to
send short wave lengths may be the
outstanding recent scientific achievement, but the best investment
on the face of the earth is the Child!
It is to make the earth a more
habitable place for others to stay,
ra ther than to provide a palace in
some state of life beyond in a celestial residence, that age best employs itself. The Kingdom Come
is, after all, the child."
The future belongs to the child,
that is evident. But the world will
not be a better place to live in if the
child merely grows up absorbing
the current psychology of the ageirreligious, egoistic, aggressive, full
of antagonisms and prejudices. No,
if we are to have a more perfect
world we must plant the idea of
perfection in the minds of the
young. Here is a fertile field for
idealism. At this tender age when
the individual is most susceptible to
stimuli of all kinds, i t is of the
utmost importance that he receives
inspiration of a moral and spiritual
nature. The soul in the child responds with all seriousness and
earnestness to humanitarian sug-

gestions of kindness, of charity, of
justice, of brotherhood.
And what is as potent a force for
the moulding of character as that
exercised by religion ~ Morality
divorced from religion is lacking
in motivation. Maxims may be inculcated and repeated by the children, but the zeal necessary for
carrying them out can be derived
only from the ideals and inspirations of religion.
Up TO THIS present generation
all children had in the course of
their training, a thorough grounding in the spiritual truths composing the religious idealism of their
day. They were made thoroughly
acquainted with the great books of
the Bible: wit h the practical
maxims of Solomon, the glorious
uplifting psalms of David, the cryptic stirring paradoxes of Christ,
the illuminating practical religious
and ethical psychology of Paul, the
mystic splendor of Revelations.
All this study and memorization of
Bible verses left a deep effect on
the subconscious mind; left a
beauty and a moral force which subsequently motivated life and guided
it, on the plane of the subconscious
even if not on the plane of the conscious. Today what takes the in-
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fluential place of such religious science and religion, the solver of
training~ What in the present psy- the world's economic and political
chological environment of youth problems.
most conditions it ~
To the youth of all races and reThe ribald ballads of radio croon- ligions the New World Order of
ers; the savage sensualism of sing- Bahii'u'lliih offers a modern up-toers of the "blues"; the suggestive date religion, free of traditions and
salaciousness of movies; the sexual- senseless dogmas, attuned to the
ly disturbing stories in magazines present tempo and needs, satisfyand books,-these are what is form- ing the intellect as well as the spirit.
ing the subconscious background of And everywhere youth is turning
the average child of today. Have to it as a solution to their own
we here any possible foundations religious needs.
for a better world ~
One young man, an actor, recentWhen we say the hope of the ly said to me, "We modern youth
world lies in the child, can it be that need some religion, some philosoit lies in a child formed according phy of life. We cannot be satisfied
to this pattern ~ No! The hope of with a life of denial and scepticism.
the world lies in the child, only when The Bahii'i Movement seems to
the new child is an improvement on satisfy our need better than anyAnd this is
the child of the generation which thing else today."
what the youth of today are discovhas gone before.
ering not only in America but in
WHAT CAN modern parents do Europe, in Asia, in Africa, in South
in the way of religious education America, all over the world wherefor their children ~ Having out- ever earnest thought and searching
grown the traditional limitations is going on.
of dogmatic theology, they hesitate
WHAT IS the effect upon youth of
to inflict this upon their children.
They do not like to send them to this divinely illuminating teaching
Sunday School to have them filled of the Bahii'i Cause~ To study the
with dogmas which they later must effect in its most outstanding form
reject. They are in fact deeply one must see it in action where it
puzzled and anxious concerning has covered a period of two or
their impotency to adequately care three generations. The children
for the religious needs of their brought up with these ideals from
birth represent indeed a new race,
children.
What the world needs today is a and give vivid promise of a new
reasonable religion thoroughly in civiliza tion.
accord with modern science, conRecently I met a Persian youth
taining the minimum of creed and representing the third generation of
dogma and the maximum of practi- Bahii'i belief and practice. His
cal idealism. Such a religion we grandfather had been one of the
providentially have in the Bahii'i pioneer Bahii'is of Hamadan, PerMovement-the logical fulfillment sia. This youth, Halil, has been
and completion of all the religions studying engineering in this counof the past, the harmonizer of try for the purpose of helping re-
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construct his own backward coun- and established in moral principles.
try. Here we find not only a vivid
Indeed, we must give the youth
personality, such as might exist of today every possible aid in order
also in other religions and cultures, to equip it to meet successfully the
but an outstanding quality of world materialistic and sensual environsympathy and world understanding. ment which prevails throughout the
Here is a citizen of the world de- world. It is foolish to talk optivoted to international idealism in mistically about mere youth saving
its highest form, sympathetic to- the world. There is no quality of
ward all, strongly grounded in his salvation inherent in youth "per
moral nature, living daily accord- se".
The only salvation which
ing to high spiritual principles, youth can offer is that of progress
dedicated to lofty aims both as to and improvement and that must be
career and as to altruistic service. inspired in youth by implanting
\iVhen such a quality of youth be- ideals.
comes predominant the world's
The passage of time, the biologiproblems will solve themselves, be- cal development of the child into
cause the motivation of action will maturity does not guarantee greatbe entirely different from that which er achievement in the world or a
prevails today.
higher civilization. It is perfectly
Such spiritual training' must be possible for civilization to go backbegun very young. Each year the ward as well as to go forward. The
child forms habits of action and youth of imperialistic Rome did not
thought; each year it acquires ideas, help Roman civilization to advance.
judgments, motives of one kind or On the contrary, caused retroanother from the world around it. gression.
At adolescence there begins to appear a more or less defulite persono GENERATION of adults, let us
ality.
face facts! The youth of today
The ideal time, therefore, to be- are what we cause them to be by
gin to elevate the child to an ideal our training and inculcation. With
height of motivation and character them the ideals of tomorrow with
is at the very first age possible for which they are to serve the world
the child to understand speech and will be what they have learned
to formulate thought. Then is when throug'h the illumination of childthe child should be saved from the hood and youth. They will express
evils inherent in its own nature and in speech and action the truths
from the evils openly expressed in which we teach them.
We cannot dodge this responsibithe world around it. If this training is properly carried out, the per- lity, or shift it onto the shoulders
sonality which begins to form at of the children merely because they
adolescence and becomes fairly are children. We onrsel'l'es mtist befixed by the age of majority will be gin to re-make the w01'ld, and we
a glorious IJersonality scintilating 11tt£st begin with the child in the
with spiritual light, well grounded cradle.
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FORTY YEARS OF PROGRESS
ON a long letter~'

adw~t~ dressed to the followers of Baha,'u'llah in
the United States and
Canada, by S hog hi
Effendi, Guardian of
the Baha'i Ca use, v,-o
read in the first paragraph these words:

"Forty years will have
elapsed ere the close of
this c 0 m i 11, g swnmer
since the 11, a 1'n e of
Balui'1t'llah was first
men t ion e d on the
A11'wrican con tine n t.
Strange indeed 1mlsi
appear to every observe1', pondel-ing in his
heart the significance of
so great a landmclrk in
the spirit1tal history of
the great American Rep 1~ b l i c, the circ1~m
The Baba'; Temple as it will look when completed
stances which have attended this first p 1~ b l i c ref- the following words taken from the
erence to the A~dhor of O1lr beloved statement of Baha'u'llah to the disFaith. Stranger still m'ust seem tinguished Orientalist, the late
the associations which the brief Professor Edward G. Browne of
words nttered 011, that historic occa- the University of Cambridge, who
sion m1,~st have evoked in the minds visited Baha 'u 'Hah in 1890:
of those who heard them."
"We desire b'ut the good of the
IT WILL BE OF interest to both world and the happiness of the naRaha'is and non-Baha'is to learn tions; yet they deem us a stirrer-up
that "this first public reference" of strife and sedition worthy of
to the Baha'i Cause in America was bonda,ge and banishment . .. That aU
made by Dr. Henry H. J essup, nations sh01lld become one in faith
President of the American Univer- and all men as brothers; that the
sity at Beirut, in his address at the bonds of affection and ~tnity between
Parliament of Religions convened the sons of men should be strengthat the Columbian Exposition in ened; that diversity of religion
Chicago in 1893. Dr. J essup quoted should cease and differences of race
*Dated at Haifa, Palestine, April 21, 1933.
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his cowf/,try; let him
rather glory in this that
he loves his kind . ... "
The s e
significant
words have been -widely
quoted all over the
world and will continue
t 0 b e quoted dOWll
through the succeeding
ages.

IN 1933, FORTY YEARS
from that historic year
of 1893, the Century of
Progress Exposition is
being held in Chicago;
and in vVilmette, a suburb of Chicago not
very far distant, the
followers of Baha!u'llah are finishing the
dome 0 f the great
Baha'i Temple (lmovvn
as the MasllTiqu'lAdhkir )-which has atA Wil1dow Panel to Right
An- Interior Panel
tracted widespread in0/ Doorway
terest, not only because
be annulled-what harm is there in it is considered the first thing new in
this? ... Yet so it shall be; these architecture since the thirteenth
fn~itless strifes, these n~i1wt~s wars century, but primarily because it
shall pass away and the Most Great is the outer expression of the
Peace shall C01ne . ... Do not yOt~ in Divine Reality in this New Age,
EuroZJe need this also? Is not this and, as stated many times, from
that which Christ foretold? ... Yet its very foundation consecrated to
do we see yOt~r kings and n~lers the Ideal of Unity, "It is the first
lavishing their treastwes more nucleus of the divine civilization."
freely on means for the destn~ction
"It's doors will be open to all the
of the ht~man race than on that na tions and all religions. There
which wot~ld condt&ce to the hap- vvill be dravvn absolutely no line of
piness of lnankind . .. These strifes demarcation. Its charities will be
and this bloodshed and disc01'd dispensed irrespective of color and
race. Its gates will be flung wide
mt~st cease, and all 'men be as one
kindred and one family . .. .Let not to mankind; prejudice toward none,
a man glOf'Y in this that he loves love for alL'"'"
*A more detailed account of the Telnple in its spiritual and nlateriaI appeal, will appear in the September
number.
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A WORLD AT PEACE
Baha'i Administration as Presented to a Group of Free-Thinkers
Part I. Religion as the Foundation of Civilization
KEITH RANSOM - KEHLER

"The greatest bestowal of God in the world of hU1nanity is religion; for assuredly
the divine teachings of religion are above all other sources of instn~ction and development to mem. Religion confers upon man eternal life and guides his footsteps in the
world of morality. It opens the doors of unending happiness and bestows everlasting
honor upon the human kingdom. It has been the basis of e~ll civilization emd progress
in the history of mankind."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

ON

this day when

"A creeping murmur and a
pouring dark,
Doth fill the wide vessel of
the universe;"
when "men cry 'peace, peace' and
there is no peace," when the world
is desperately grasping' at wisps
and invoking old sanctions and securities in vain, the Message of
Baha'u'lHih sane, cogent, reconciling, practical and uncomplicated is
challenging and arresting the attention and the interest of those
who seek a solution of our overwhelming problems.
An attitude unprecedented in history has appeared only recently as
a result of the present crisis; a
deliberate attempt to shape life to
our needs and desires, not by selfeffacement and conformity before
its demands; not by reverting to the
practices of the past; but by scrutinizing our tendencies, and foreseeing their outcome.
Baha 'u 'nah in 1863-3, while the
world was separated and alien, formula ted a complete and invulnerable plan based upon the presentday status: a plan for a ·world mechanically, materially and informa-

tionally united as today but still
sundered in its psychology, its ohjectives, its purposes aDd its spiritual outlook. Before the modern
world existed He advaneed the methods for healing its ills and contriving its liberation.
Previous efforts to efface life's
menace and solve its problems have
been based, like some of the economic panaceas, upon erroneous estimates of human nature, wherein the
efficacy of the plan depends upon
fundamental traits of character
that are conspicuously ahsent in
man: or upon the alternative, that
has never been lacking in history of
attempting to surmount the problems of the present by returning' to
the past.
To solve the problems of sectarianism, antagonism and misunderstanding within the religions of the
world we are urged to return to the
pure teachings of our Founder;
thereby forming still another sect
whose aim is to return to the pure
teachings of the Founder. To reduce political entanglements a
large group of Dictators in Europe
suggest returning to the days of
Metternich. To relieve the economic strain we were urged, until very
recently, to return to Victorian
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practices; while no less an Olympian than Oswald Spengler has
written one of the most provocative,
penetrating and erudite treatises
on the thesis: let us return to
.Junkerism.
Today, vvith our tanly Economic,
Disarmament and Religious Reconciliation Conferences, we seem finally to be awakening' to the fact that
the logic of history is not only
inexorable-it is irreversible, and
that the practices of the past, no
matter how heroic and efficacious in
their day, cannot be shaped to
evolving purposes and to changing
ideals.
BAHA'U'LLAH SAYS, "All things
are made new by the desire of God,
but only a new eye can perceive and
a new mind can comprehend this
station.' ,
His program is based upon principles never before revealed and involving an ardent departure from
outworn practices. He has put into onr hands the weapons whereby
we can master life, needing neither
to conform to its ruthless biologic,
historical and ethnic tendencies on
the one hand, nor to engross ourselves with futile efforts to escape
its demands on the other.
The basic social relation is man's
relation to his government, for it
involves the relation of man to man.
Race, class, economic, religious and
personal attitudes obviously spring
from the regulations, requirements,
standards, laws and ordinances of
the state wherein he dwells whether
it be the savage tribe, or the enlightened republic.
For that reason Baha!u'llah has
laid down, as primary to the unification of the world and to the aboli-
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tion of its prevailing evils of sectarianism, partisanship, conflicting
interests and warfare, a plan for
political confederation, that leaving
each country free in the management of its internal affairs, superimposes a powerful centralized
state to regulate the relation of
land to land.
LET us CONSIDER only this one
phase of the all-encompassing program of Baha'u'll1ih-His relief for
the world's political unheaval and
His Plan for universal peace. In
order to envisage His proposals it
is necessary to review briefly the
existi11g condition of world government.
Up to and including this present,
all government has been based upon
conflict and contest. In an absolute
monarchy or despotism where the
ruler can impose his will on his subjects, to whatever degree it may
differ from theirs, intrigue, the
cabal, favoritism takes the place of
party strife and opposing allegIances. The civilized world is built
on a part.isan consciousness and automatically erects catagories, thinki11g in terms of exclusive loyalties
and of biparty antagonisms.
Governing is often conducted in
spite of its agitating minorities;
the accredited attitude being> that if
majorities are not watched, cramped and hounded they will inevitably
wreck the ship of state: while questions of a nonpolitical nature are
submitted to unt.rained and irrational hordes for decision.
Many of the advanced nations of
the world are governing on the
basis of the old, simple, easy, uncomplicated methods of a century
or two ago. Most of the matters to
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day that are still retained in the
sphere of politics are economic,
legal and psychological. At a recent election, a western city was
plastered with signs, "Vote yes on
the $1,000,000 bond issue."
Certainly no intelligent and informed
person would consider himself capable of determining the status of
such a question without an exhaustive and painstaking survey of the
facts. And still on e1ection day I
saw crowds of the most ordinary
and uninformed people casting their
vote on a subject that only welltrained minds and impartial observers were capable of discussing.
In spite of all the pros and cons
of the Intelligence Test discussions,
pros and cons are agreed that the
average level of intelligence even
in enlightened countries is not beyond the adolescent period. Professor Huff puts the interesting
query, jf school boys and girls were
asked to vote on whether there
should be no school and free candy,
what would the ballot indicate7
And so in the question of the
bond issue: Some voted for it with
the hope of getting a job, others because it was proposed by their
party, still others because they were
not tax-payers and wanted to see
property-owners properly chastised
for getting on in the world; while
numbers voted against it for equally childish and invalid reasons.
In our present government by
factions and contest, things that require clear thinking are precipitated
into the realm of the emotions; issues demanding detachment are
submitted to the passions of the
crowd; and such basic moral questions as peace, the protection of
childhood and physical welfare are
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part of a general system of controversy, exploitation and party machinations.
BEFORE DISOUSSING Baha!i Administration or the Political Program
of Baha'u%ih certain historical
data must also be brought to mind
as the foundation of His Teachings.
One outstanding fact of history
cannot be explained away: the fact
that from epoch to epoch in human
affairs there appears a Being peerless and unique who changes the
course of destiny and through endless centuries commands the loyalty
and adoration of those who follow
Him. It may be argued that statesmen, generals, orators, saints have
changed the course of history; but
no one surely would argue that the
laws and ordinances laid down by
any of them had been followed from
age to age and that men would
readily die rather than apostatize
their commands.
Every existing civilization in the
world today traces back to a religious foundation-to the teaching of
some one of the Founders of the
great living l3'aiths of the world.
Whenever and wherever He has a 13peared He has weaned His followers from outworn traditions and
customs, has produced a sharp
break with the past, has instituted
drastic reforms and unused practices, has "troubled the souls and
changed the hearts of men." Not
for a life-time; not for a century;
but from the moment of His Utterance to this present the Names of
all of these Messengers of God are
revered and worshipped. Baha'll '11ah in teaching the unity and
validity of each of these Manifestations of God has laid the firm foun-
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dation of religious reconciliation.
It would be entirely outside the
scope of the present argument to
adduce those proofs and evidences
of Balla 'u 'llah * as next in succession to these Divine Predecessors,
but this underlying fact must he
taken into consideration in a C011spectus of His Teaching: that His
followers assign to Him a station
similar to that occupied by the
Founders of the world's great religions; that His commands exercise
over them the same pl'ofound and
transforming influence; that the
contagion of His Message conforms
in every way to the spread of the
grea t religious revivals of the past;
and that His Program, formulated
seventy years ago, is today exerting
upon the world, even though it has
never heard His Name, an authority so vital that every important objective toward which humanity is
converging can he readily shown as
a mere reflex of His Plan, proposed
when nations were a law unto themselves and human exploitation,
whether ror military, economic, or
social reasons, 'went unrebukec1
among men.
Therefore the basis of Baha'u'nah's Political Program is religious, and whatever our attitude may
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be toward religion, be we rational,
skeptical, atheistic or what not, we
are constrained to admit that religious authority is the most readily
exercised, the most widespread and
the most binding authority recognized by human heings.
Since the unique promise of
Baha 'u 'Hah is the unity of mankind
in His Dispensation we ask ourselves how this great strife and
welter of nationalistic aSl)irations,
pretensions and contests can possibly be unified; how these conflicting
interests can he reconciled; how
these hereditary enemies can be
marshalled for the great adventure
of pe::tee'!
As the student of elementary
political science knows there have
never been but three forms of government: monarchy, aristocracy
(meaning government by the select
few), and democracy. Nothing new
has been added since i1.ristotle gave
these divisions and called attention
to their forms of corruption:
tyranny, oligarchy and demagoguery or moh-rule.
Baha 'u '11:1h has united in His
Plan all three of these forms of
government-an entirely new departure.
(Contin~ied in next iswe)

*Given by the writer from the Christian viewpoint. in a series of articles entitled_. "The Basis of Baha'i Belief,"
published in The Baha'i Magazine, beginning in November, 1929.

{( Religi011, is the o%ter expression of the Div'ine Reality. Therefore
it 1Jnist be living, vitalized, moving and progTessive. If it be without
motion and non-progress'i'ue it is'W'itho1,it the divine life, it is dead. The
divine instit~des aTe contimwusly active and evobtionaTY" therefMe the
revelation of them, m1,ist be progressive and cont'in1W~bS. All things are
subject to re-formation. This is a cent~i1"y of life and renewal . ... "
-( Abcltb'l-Ba7ui.
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~ Abdu~ l-Baha~ s

Hope for America

OHE BODY of the human world is sick. Its remedy
and healing will be the oneness of the kingdom of
humanity. Its life is the Most Great Peace. Its illumination and quickening is love. Its happiness is the attainment
of spiritual perfections. It is my wish and hope that in the
bounties and favors of the Blessed Perfection (Baha'u'llah)
we may find a new life, acquire a new power and attain to a
wonderful and supreme source of energy so that the Most
Great Peace of divine intention shall be established upon
the foundations of the unity of the world of men with
God."

U

"The United States has in reality made extraordinary
progress; day by day they are advancing toward the ultimate goal. The material virtues of the people are many;
now they must think of the ideal virtues, so that the highest
of the perfections of humanity may illumine the regions of
America.
Among he highest virtues are universal peace and the
oneness of humanity. The chief ailment of humanity today
is international strife; this militates against the advancement of the material and ideal virtues ....
But, praise be to God! the American government is no
warlike government; the American democracy is not founded upon warlike doctrines. Hence it becomes this democracy to uphold international peace and spread it throughout the world. Through the promulgation of this doctrine
will be distributed the greatest blessing. . . . My fervent
hope and fond desire concerning the American people is
that through their instrumentality the scope of this project
will be enlarged and that earnest concerted action between
the nations of the world will result therefrom."

*

*

*

*

"Like unto a spirit, this ideal (Universal Peace)
must run and circulate through the veins and arteries of the
body of the world. . .. There is no doubt that this wonderful democracy will be able to realize it and the banner of
international agreement will be unfurled here to spread onward and outward among all the nations of the world."
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CHURCH AND STATE IN THE
SOCIAL ORDER
H USSEIN

BAHA~I

RABBANI

The first part of this treatise on the Baha'i State of the future and how its religious character bec01nes clear and practical, was p~~blished in the July number. Henin
the author concludes his treatl1tent of the subject and clearly explains the Baha'i attitude of coopercction, toleration and absolute concord, and the peaceful methods used in
the 01"ganization of society.

NDER a Baha'i regime the
rights of the minorities "vill
be wholly safeguarded and they will
be given the widest possible freedom
compatible with the safety of the
state. In such a wise the defects of
over-centralization will be avoided
and the state will cease to be looked
upon as the sole association havil'.g
a role to play in the organization of
society. The state instead of imposing a crushing weight over individuals and groups will rather seek
their cooperation and aid for the
fulfillment of its aims. The idea of
force will thus gradually give place
to a nobler ideal, namely that of
social solidarity and social interdependence. Men will learn that
despite all their differences they are
in the last analysis not rivals but
fellow-workers, not competitors but
laborers in a vast cooperative enterprise. Racial, linguistic and national differences will cease to bring
war and conflict but will he used to
further the common weal.
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha
have both emphasized the necessity
of toleration, of concord and amity.
They have recommended their followers to consort with all the peoples, kindreds and religions of the
world, to refrain from every action
which may in the slightest degree
violate the rights of any group or
"Epistle to the Son of the Wolf", p. 19.
"Epistle to the Son of the Wolf", p. 19.

1

2

individual and not to use force and
compulsion for the spread of their
teachings. ' 'Injure no one," says
Baha'u'llah, "verily we have come
to reconcile and to unite men, for
most of them misunderstand each
other. ' ,1 And again: "Beware lest
you shed blood. Unsheathe the
sword of your tongue from the scabbard of utterance, for therewith
shall you conquer the citadels of
men's hearts. Thus we htwe taken
from you the command of murder
(religious war) . ' ,2 , 'This order
needs no arms, for all its efforts incline towards peace. Its armies are
noble actions, its weapons good
habits, its generals the love of
God. ' ,3 , , 0 people of the earth.
The first glad tidings which is conferred in this Most Great Manifestation on all the people of the
world . . . is the abolishing of the
decree of religious warfare from
the Book."" "We have decided that
the holy war in the path of God shall
be waged by the armies of wisdom
and of explanation, and by good
habits and kind actions. So has it
been decreed by the Powerful, the
Almighty. There is no glory for
him who spreads disorder over the
earth after it has been organized;
fear God, oh ye peoples, and be not
among the oppressors.' ,5
And ' Abdu '1-Baha confirming

Ibid., p. 20.

3

Ibid., p. 58.

4

Baha'i Scrip., p. 141.

5

Baha'u'Jlah
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Baha'u'lbih's sayings makes the following appeal in His last Will and
Testament: "0 ye beloved of the
Lord. In this sacred Dispensation,
conflict and contention are in no
wise permitted. Every aggressor
deprives himself of God's grace. It
is incumbent upon everyone to show
the utmost love, rectitude of conduct, straightforwardness and sincere kindliness unto all the peoples
and kindreds of the world, be they
friends or strangers. So intense
must be the spirit of love and loving-kindness, that the stranger
may find himself a friend, the
enemy a true brother, no difference
whatsoever existing between them.
For universality is of God and all
limitations earthly.
Thus man
must strive that his reality may
manifest virtues and perfections,
the light whereof may shine upon
everyone. The light of the sun
shineth upon all the world and the
merciful showers of Divine Providence fall upon all peoples. The
vivifying breeze reviveth every living' creature and all beings endued
with life obtain their share and portion at His heavenly board ....
"Wherefore, 0 m y 10 vi n g
friends! Oonsort with all the peoples, kindreds and religions of the
world with the utmost truthfulness,
uprightness, faithfulness, kindliness, good-will and friendliness;
that all the world of being may be
filled with the holy ecstasy of the
grace of Baha, that ignorance, enmity, hate and rancor may vanish
from the world and the darkness of
estrangement amidst the peoples
and kindreds of the world may give
way to the Light of Unity. Should
other peoples and nations be un1

Shoghi Effendi, "Baba'i Administration", pp. 9-10.

faithful to you show your fidelity
unto them, should they be unjust toward you show justice towards
them, should they keep aloof from
you attract them to yourself, should
they show their enmity be friendly
towards them, should they poison
your lives sweeten their souls,
should they inflict a wound upon
you be a salve to their souls. Such
are the attributes of the sincere.
Such are the attributes of the truthful. ,,1
All these words eloquently confirm the view that the Baha'i Faith
believes in toleration and condemns
fanaticism and religious warfare.
It believes in toleration as a principle rather than as a mere expediency. It cherishes no hatred towards peoples who profess a different religion or preach a different
gospel. It will not force them to
abandon their social and religious
traditions, although it will attempt,
1-hrou~d1 peaceful methods, to convince them of the sublimity and the
lmirmeness of the Baha'i teaching-so
"ThR Revelation, of which Baha'u'Hah is the source and centre, abrop:ates none of the relig'ions that have
nrec8ned it nor does it attempt, in
the sliQ:htest degree, to distort their
features or to belittle their value.
It disclaims any intention of dwarfing' any of the Prophets of the past
or of whittlin2,' down the eternal
veritv of their teachings. It can, in
no wise, conflict with the spirit that
animates their claims, nor does it
seek to undermine the basis of any
man's allegiance to their cause ....
Its teaching'S revolve around the
fundamental principle that religious truth is not absolute but rela-
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tive, that Divine Revelation is progressive, not final.' "
ALTHOUGH under a Baha'i system
politics and religion will combine,
yet, fiuch a fusion is not easy to
carry out in these days for many
reasons, the most important of
which being the relative numerical
weakness of the Baha'is themselves.
The Baha'i Faith is still in its infancy and its adherents are yet of
slight social significance. For, however zealous and enthusiastic they
may appear, yet, they are powerless
to undertake any system of reform
on a really large scale. They are
hampered by the lack of an organization vast enough to cope with the
highly complex problems of the day.
Their chance has not yet come.
Meanwhile, they are instructed to
keep apart from the political movements and agitations which are
springing so profusely in most parts
of the world. They are taught to
refrain from participating either
directly or indirectly in matters
which affect the policy of the government under which they live and
to show forth under all circumstances their whole-hearted loyalty
to the governmental authorities of
their country.
Such a separation between the religious and the political domain
cannot but be of a temporary measure devised to meet a particular
situation. As soon as the circumstances will prove to be suitable
for a new change such a separation
will come to an end and the new
world order as anticipated and
formulated by Baha'u'llah will be
carried out in the most effective
way.
1
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IN HIS well-known treatise written some thirty years ago entitled,
"Politics", 'Abdu'l-Baha, explaining the history of Turkey and Persia, demonstrates how the calamities and misfortunes which have
weighed upon these two countries
during the last century are most of
them attributable to the interference of the divines in the Ty,1~+i0al
affairs of the country. He goes on
to show that unless religion and
politics are separated under present-day conditions no peaceful and
progressive life is possible. For
the ecclesiastical authorities are
ready to take hold of the reins of
government and to perpetrate in
its name such acts of fanaticism
and intolerance as are wholly subversive of the very foundations of
society.
In one of his recent communications to the Baha'is of the 'vVest,
Shoghi Effendi has again emphasized the point that the Baha'is
should in no wise associate themselves with the political activities of
their country, and that, however
temporary such a principle may be,
yet it is of incalculable advantage
to the nascent institutions of the
Faith. "Let them refrain," he proclaims, "from associating themselves, whether by word or by deed,
with the political pursuits of their
respective nations, with the policies
of their governments and the
schemes and programs of parties
and factions. In such controversies
they should assign no blame, take
no side, further no design, and
identify themselves with no system
prejudicial to the best interests of
that world-,vide Fellowship which
it is their aim to guard and foster.

Shoghi Effendi, "The Golden Age of the Cause of Bahii'u'lliih", pp. 9-10.
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Let them beware lest they allow
themselves to become the tools of
unscrupulous politicians, or to be
entrapped by the treacherous devices of the plotters and the perfidious among their countrymen....
Let them affirm their unyielding
determination to stand, firmly and
unreservedly, for the way 0 f
Baha 'u 'llah, to a void the entanglements and bickerings inseparable
from the pursuits of the politician,
and to become worthy agencies of
that Divine Polity which incarnates
God's immutable Plupose for all
men ....
"Such an attitude, however, is
not dictated by considerations of
selfish expediency, but is actuated,
first and foremost, by the broad
principle that the followers of
Baha 'u 'llah will, under no circum1
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stances, suffer themselves to be involved, whether as individuals or
in their collective capacities, in
matters that would entail the slightest departure from the fundamental
verities and ideals of their Faith.
Neither the charges which the uninformed and the malicious may be
led to bring against them, nor the
allurements of honors and rewards,
will ever induce them to surrender
their trust or to deviate from their
path. Let their words proclaim,
and their conduct testify, that they
who follow Baha'u'll:ih, in what
ever land they reside, are actuated
by no selfish ambition, that they
neither thirst for power, nor mind
any wave of unpopularity, of distrust or criticism, which a strict adherence to their standards might
provoke. ' ,1

Shoghi Effendi, "The Golden Age of the Cause of Bahii'u'lliih", p. 18.

GLIMPSES OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER
Notes on a Visit to Haifa and' Akka
MABEL AND SYLVIA PAINE

This install1nent will conclude these "Diary Notes" which have appeared from
month to 1nonth consecutively beginning in the March nU1nber'. We regret that we
were not able, for lack of space, to publish these informing "Notes" in full.
RUESDAY,

U

NOVEMBER

24TH.

A.

young pilgrim asked advice
about studying the Baha'i literature.
Shoghi Effendi recommended an intensive study of the I qan by
Baha'u'lliih and Some Answered
Q~~estions by 'Abdu'l-Baha. These
books will repay thorough study,
mastery, even to the point of memorizing certain passages. It is well,
too, to read contemporary books,
selecting the best, dealing with the

same subjects, in order to become
thoroughly acquainted with the subject and be able to clarify the
Baha'i teachings.
The DawnBreakers, a narrative of early
events in the Baha'i movement recently translated by Shoghi Effendi
will also repay careful study. This
book was written between 1890 and
1892 with the encouragement of
Baha 'u 'llah, Who made some suggestions to the author, Nabil.
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'Abdu'I-BaM, revised certain passages in the book. It shows that the
BaM,'i faith has already its noble
army of martyrs and the parts
which introduce Baha 'u 'llah and the
Bab are priceless material translated with extreme beauty and power.
Someone asked whether Baha'is
should support the League of N ations and Shoghi Effendi replied
that the League is not on the foundation that it should be to be the
ultimate league, but that it will develop into that. As far as possible,
without becoming involved in politics Baha'is should support it.
WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 25TH.Today we talked a little about
f 0 0 d and health.
I n Some
Answered Qttestions 'Abdu'I-BaM
shows that health is a matter
of proper balance of the numerous
elements in the human body. When
this balance is disturbed disease enters. The readjustment can be effected by foods or by medicines.
When the science of medicine becomes perfected, doctors can supply the missing element through
foods. But in the meantime, Shoghi
Effendi pointed out, we are in a
confused and transitional state.
Consequently it is better not to be
dogmatic on the subject.
The
Baha'i teachings, in this as in other
ma tters, stress loyalty to science.
Thus 'Abdu'l-Baha always advised
people in ill health to consult an expert doctor.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27TH. - This
is the tenth anniversary of the passing of 'Abdu'l-Baha. About six
p. m. we went across the street to
'Abdu'l-Baha's house. We were to
enter His room, the room whence
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His spirit passed to the heavenly
realm. A group of women were
gathered outside the door, waiting to go in.
They went in
one by one and knelt with beautiful reverence at the bedside where
the tired body of the great Servant
of God and of mankind last lay.
Little incidents of His last days
came to my mind. How full of generous kindness and servitude,
though the body was well nigh exhausted! His insisting on gathering the garden fruit with His own
hand, though He ate it, seemingly,
largely to please the gardener. How
having eaten of the fruit He turned
to the gardener and asked, "Do you
desire anything more ~" Then with
a pathetic gesture of His hands
touchingly, emphatically and deliberately said :-" Now, it is finished,
it is finished!" His receiving visitors and showing them extraordinary courtesy on the last evening
of His life, giving them presents,
going with them to the door.
As 'Abdu'l-Baha passed away at
one-fifteen in the morning, the memorial service held each year occupies the evening and night up to
about two. About eight-thirty we
walked up the side of Mt. Carmel
to the shrine. It was a night of full
moonlight with many soft white
clouds.
Across the bay 'Akka
looked like a diadem in the heavens.
We found gathered around the
shrine and on the broad south terI' ace
a considerable group 0 f
Baha'is. This terrace, we were
told, was a favorite walk of the
Master's. Soon all went within the
shrine and listened while different
Baha'is, one at a time chanted
prayers. One of the most beautiful
prayers chanted was the one re-
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vealed by , Abdu '1-Baha to be vitude made plain to the world the
chanted at His shrine beginning: very heart of the Baha'i teachings.
"He is the All-Glorious! 0 God,
my God! Lowly and tearful, I
TUESDAY,
DECEMBER
1ST. - At
raise my suppliant hands to The'3 luncheon today Shoghi Effendi
and cover my face in the dust of spoke of the great future which lies
that Threshold of Thine, exalted ahead of Germany and Russia. . . .
above the knowledge of the learned, A reaction will come eventually in
and the praise of all that Glorify favor of religion and against demoThee .... "
cracy.
After coming out from the shrine
Touching upon the main idea of
all sat on benches and chairs on the his letter to the Baha'is of the West,
terrace and listened to the chanted called the "Goal of the New W orId
recital of 'Abdu'l-Baha's last days Order" that "the principle of the
and His flUleral, as related in the oneness of mankind, the pivot
touching account written by Shoghi around "vhich all the teachings of
Effendi and Lady Blomfield. The Baha 'u 'llah revolve," is more than
funeral, we recalled, had drawn to- "the enunciation of an ideal" and
gether an immense concourse of "stands inseparably associated with
mourners from all over Palestine an institution adequate to embody
from the High Commissioner and its truth, demonstrate its validity,
other officials and heads of various and perpetuate its influence", he
religious communities to the vast spoke of the necessity for a new
multitude of all sorts and conditions world order. This new world order
who reverenced and loved Him. For cannot rise while national sover'Abdu'l-Baha had been a kind father eignty is still so strong.
to all in that region.
The immediate future for humanAfter this long and beautiful ity, he said, is indeed dark, but in
chant on the terrace, beautifully the not very distant future shines
lighted both with electric lights and an infinitely better social and poliwith the soft moonlight, all went tical order. Thus our last days at
again into the shrines and, during Haifa gave us bright glimpses of
exquisite chanting of pmyers, felt " the New IVor Id Order visualized
again the mighty power of 'Abdu'l- by Baha'u'llah, a World Order that
Baha, the Servant of God, Who shall reflect, however dimly, upon
through His supreme and lifelong this earthly plane, the ineffable
exemplification of the spirit of ser- splendors of the Abha Kingdom."

«

Honesty is the

fm~ndation

of all

h~~man

affairs."

- ' Abdu'l-Baha.'.
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THE RESPONSIBILITY OF KNOWLEDGE
DALE S. COLE
VEN though our interest be
. focused hopefully on the fuhue, let us "turn the clock backward" for a short while and enter
the audience, listening to Sir J osiah
Stamp, the eminent English economist, as he addresses the graduating class at Northwestern University. The time is June, 1933.
Speaking on the subject "University Education in the Present
Crises" he confronts us with the
challenging statement tha t "the
compelling problem of the moment
is the immediate emergency and the
future of civilization."
As trained minds of rising generations leave their years of academic prelJaration and class room
problems, they step into a world,
as he points out, "committed for
the most part to government by
democracy.' ,
This, on first thought, does not
seem to be a disturbing situation,
for democracies have existed for
many, many years, without serious
threat to civilization. But, he explains, there are contributing influences, at this time, which command attention. Although a democracy may be fitted "for dealing
with problems of religion, political
liberty, public expenditure and important problems of the past"
there are new considerations in that
the "great issues of the day are in
the main economic and international.' ,
This statement is of peculiar interest to those familiar with the
Baha'i Revelation, for, as 'Abdu '1-

Baha said, the economic problem is
basically a spiritual one, and international peace, good-vvill and understanding essential to the continued
progress of civilization.
The speaker further suggests
that in the economic and international aspects of the situation, democracy is meeting a "crucial
test", and that the problems confronting us today "are dependent
upon mass psychology." There is
no satisfactory international economic control, nor even "easy means
of international inquiry" or decision. This, in the face of the facts
that "national boundaries are obsolete; that "the distribution of
economic goods has no relation to
existing political areas; that "the
world has become internationalized
by a network of established export
industries . . . by overseas investments, ... by financial obligations."
He believes that the academic
responsibility in relation to these
problems "is enormous"; that "the
problem of recovery and regained
balance is mainly an intellectual
one" as is also "the proper ordering of economic forces and tendencies. "
"The place of education III this
scheme leaps to the eye."
CERTAINLY the situation he
portrays calls for a new technique, a technique that is at once
practical and potent, a technique
with a spiritually dynamic power,
for by what other means can mankind hope to cope with forces, which
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someone has said, are not under- given by Baha'u'lhlh to those diffistood and hence seem to evade cult and profound problems now
control ~
threatening the foundations of huUnder democratic forms of gov- man institutions.
ernment, future generations will be
"For judgment is more and
at once the governors and the gov- more dependent upon common sense
erned and they "must therefore synthesis, and the convergence of
know how to judge facts and the different attitudes toward life and
technique of many kinds of proof." its qualities." In "the convergence
"Let every student make some of different attitudes toward life"
trial excavation to the footings of is he not sug'gesting the need for a
some structure of human knowl- greater unity of thought and action
edge, and he will have a glimI)Se than mankind has ever yet experinto the responsibility of knowl- ienced ~ Is this not another way of
edge and the formation of well at- emphasizing the "fundamental onetested opinions which are the best ness of humanity"~
bulwark against the superficialities
He continues, "vVe have to break
of democratic conviction."
What down the triple reliance upon, first,
an inspirational appeal there is in the aimless or formless knowledge
these words of Sir J osiah Stamp! of democracy, the experts' 'unInvestigate! Appreciate the "re- earthly ballet of bloodless categorsponsibility of knowledge "-tha t is ies' as Kant calls it, and the jourone of the obligations imposed upon nalist's feeble £iutterings between
the rising generation of trained the two. We can do this if every
minds, and it is a great privilege as graduate has a trained and original
well as a responsibility, for upon mind . . . . Originality consists, as
them will fall most of the burdens Fitzjames Stephens reminded us,
and rewards attendant to the es- rather in thinking for ourselves
tablishment of the Most Great than in thinking' differently from
Peace.
others, and a trained mind is one
vVhere can any technique unearth which does not get either paralyzed
such "well attested opinions" as in with inferiority or hot and bothered
the messages of those great Mani- when it strolls into the next room of
festations of God, which He, in His knowledge and experience."
pure bounty has sent to illumine the
"Every university s tu den t
intellects and purify the souls of should, therefore,"
Sir J osiah
mankind ~
Stamp admonishes, "be an expert
in the subject he has chosen. But
SIR JOSIAR STAMP'S appeal to there are tluee qualities that are
these graduates, to investigate "the beyond and around this attainment,
responsibility of knowledge" syn- -a knowledge of the real nature of
chronizes with that tremendous fact, familiarity with the processes
clarion which the Baha,'i revelation of proof, and lastly and most imhas sounded and is sounding for portant, some glimpse of the overevery individual to investigate riding nature of wisdom. That
truth, to assume social responsibi- grasp of life's problems by the
lity, to apply the divine remedies whole mind as distinct from the ap-
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paratus of any particular field of
knowledge, where any addition to
the apparatus of facts and logic,
and all the sensitiveness of every instinct for beauty and goodness go
to make the mind much greater
than the sum of its parts."
As WE PASS slowly out of the
building, does it not seem as
if we are all, at this moment, in a
graduating class ~
Are we not
being forced, by new and hitherto
unexperienced forces to abandon
many old and familiar attitudes towards life ~ Trained in the schools
of our past lives, of tradition, prejudicies and superstitions, are we
not now being ejected from these
class rooms, from these campuses
of complacency into unfamiliar circumstances and situations 1
Many of the admonitions of Sir
J osiah Stamp, so ably voiced at
Northwestern, apply to us individually and collectively and many of
them are capable of expansion into
an amazing comprehensiveness.
Consider the three qualities
which he mentioned: first, "a knowledge of the real nature of fact."
Is it not increasingly important
that everyone know and feel the
tremendous rightness of the oneness of mankind, of the fundamental
oneness of religion, of the necessity
of unity among the sons of men 1
Secondly, "familiarity with the
processes of proof" for if we do
not know how to sift the false from
the true how can we acquire any
real knowledge whatsoeved Is this
not echoing the great instruction of
Baha 'u 'llah that everyone investigate truth for himself~ For, in the
last analysis, proof of spiritual
facts and events is felt in the heart,
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jt is a conviction not so often acquired by intellectual assaying as
by spiritual susceptibility to that
which is true and lasting, right and
eternal-by the bounty of God.
Third, " Some glimpse of the
over-riding nature of wisdom."
What greater wisdom could one
hope to find than the universal
words of Baha 'u 'llah, the profound
and loving instruction of 'Abdu'lBaha and the Guardianship of
Shoghi Effendi ~
Life is a school. Often it seems
to be a very hard one. We pass
from one phase of life, from one set
of conditions to another, graduating
as it were, into higher and higher
courses of training and experience,
-always yearning to attain "tranquility and peace", that haven
which is reached only through
spiritual education.
his address Sir
J osiah Stamp said:
IN

CONCLUDING

"No man seems to me to be educated who has not a definite attitude
ranging from wistfulness to spiritual certitude towards the universe
of the unseen and the infinite, in
which all our greatest mental
achievement is insignificant."
What a great bounty it is that
God has ordained that long and
toilsome schooling is not always
necessary for the attainment of
"spiritual certitude." It is within
the reach of all who seek sincerely.
As we pass through the stages of
spiritual education, the only kind
of education which is adequate,
can we not try to hasten tha t
"spiritual renaissance" cheered by
the prophetic words of 'Abdu'lBaha regarding the West-" Then
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will the hearts of its people be
vivified through the potency of the
teachings of God and their souls be
set aglow by the undying fire of
His love."
Forty years have passed since the
Baha'i Revelation was first mentioned in America, forty years of
education. We graduate from this
period into the next, confident in

MAGAZINE

Faith, piloted surely and wisely by
the Administration of the Guardian.
Knowledge of Baha'u'llah's Divine Plan confers a great responsibility-which is at once an obligation and a Iwivilege. In aclmowledging the responsibility of this
knowledge we have the assurance
that" God vviII assist all those who
arIse to serve Him."

A GOOD GATHERING
THE SOUVENIR OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA *

"Y ou rnust mumifest c01nplete love etnd etffection tOW[LTd etll l1wnkind. Do not exetZt
youTBelves etbove otheTs but consider etll etS ym"1" equals, 1-ecognizing them [CS the seTvetnts of one God. Know that God is compassionate towetj'd all; thej'efonl love c"ll f1'01n
the depths of yOU1" heetrts, p1'ef61" all religionists bef01'e youTSelves, be filled with love
for every niCe and be kind towetTd the people of etll nettionetlities. Never speak dispetTagingly of oth61's but lJraise without distinction . ... TUT1~ all Y01LT thoughts tow[acl
bringing joy to hearts."-'Abdu'l-Bahri.

~ACH

year, on the last Saturm
day in June, a group of a few
hundred gathers in the beautiful
pine grove surrounding Evergreen
Cabin, at West Englewood, Ne,y
Jersey. The occasion is the annual
commemoration of the Souvenir of
'Abdu'l-Baha. The habitual readers of this magazine know that
twenty-one years ago' Abdu'l-Baha
Himself gave a feast in this same
place to some three hundred of His
friends and followers; and that
every year since it has been celebrated at the same place and date.
More and more it grows to be a
happy and festive occasion not only
for Baha'i friends from the cities
round about but for the dwellers in
and about West Englewoocl
This year a new bond has been
created between the Baha'i Assembly and the citizens of vVest
Englewood, for during the winter

the Baha'i friends had given public
entertainments and concerts and
made over the entire proceeds to
the welfare committee of West Englewood for unemployment relief.
This is one of the reasons why an
unusually large number of IJeople
from the immediate vicinity were
present.
A special feature of the day this
year was the placing of a marker
at the spot in the grove where
'Abdu'l-Baha stood on that memorable day in June, 1912, when He
addressed the friends assembled at
the feast which His bounty had prepared.
Beneath the marker,-a
small granite stone,--was placed a
sealed copper box containing a
paper signed by all those present
on this occasion who were also
present in 1912. The ",Vest Englewood Assembly offered this marker
as a means to indicate and pre-

*This article has been compiled from reports by Roaper Harris and Marie Maore.
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Group assembled for one of the lectures at the Annual So1tvenir Feast of 'Abdzt'l-Baha,
West Engiewood, New Jersey

serve this hallowed spot pending judice-such release as gladdens
the erection in the future of a more every heart illumined by Baha'u'permanent and adequate expres- llah's teachings for those taking
sion of loving memory to the one part in it were from different races
who in 1912 instituted this "good and nations. Gifted members of the
gathering", this most happy an- Negro race rendered music and gave
nual occasion. Brief talks recalling talks conducive to understanding
the original event ,vere a part of and amity between the races.
the simple but beautiful ceremony A n a t i v e of far off Persia,
of placing the stone.
d is tin g u ish e d in diplomatic
This annual gathering not only service, gave the principle adcommemorates the feast given by dress of the evening. Thus the
'Abdu'l-Baha but it exemplifies the unity of the East and the ,7\:- est was
principles which He taught and the evidenced.
The addresses, also,
spirit which radiated from Him. helped people to understand how
For' Abdu'l-Baha taught the One- important and far-reaching is this
ness of Humanity and the Oneness principle of the Oneness of M anof all Religions, and on this occa- kind. In the afternoon the speaker
.sion come together peoples of dif- called attention to the Scriptural
ferent races, religions and nations background of the Baha'i Message,
in unity, love and harmony.
showing that the coming of Baha'The program, too, bore witness u'llah fulfills prophecy; tha t the
of unity and the release from Baha'i administration which is
racial, national and religious pre- being established in Baha'i commu-
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l1ities fulfills prophecy; that this administration is the basis for a new
world order under which there will
be peace and justice for all mankind. He also explained how the
Baha'i administration is symbolized
by the heavenly bodies, thus showing in detail how the "heavens declare the Glory of God".
The address of the evening when
the topic discussed was the "Solution of ,V" orId Problems" sounded
the note of the need for spiritual
unity. The speaker stated that the
Word of God as revealed anew in
this day through Baha'u'llah, ushering in an era of spiritual unity,
love, fellowship, knowledge and
justice, is the only solution for the
personal, national and international
problems which have been caused
by mankind in its spiritual infancy.
Man is now ready to come into his
maturity when he can for the first
time in history accomplish this
spiritual unity.
At one time 'Abdu'l-Baha said,

"The basis of the teaching of
Baha'u'llah is the Unity of Mankind and His greatest desire was
that love and goodwill should live
in the hearts of men". It ,vas to
illustrate and exemplify this unity
that 'Abdu'l-Bah3, gave the first
feast and declared concerning it,
"This is a good gathering .... The
purpose of all is unity and agreement. The desire of all is attraction
to the Kingdom of God. Since the
intention of all is toward unity and
agreement, it is certain that this
gathering will be productive of
great results."
]Jach year this " good gathering"
has demonstrated by word and by
deed to increasing numbers that
men of different races and nations
can come together happily and harmoniously. More and more cleaTly
from this and similar gatherings
goes forth the call that this is the
dawn of the New Day wherein the
Oneness of Hwnanity will "establish its temple in the world of mankind ".

TO ONE WHO HAS ATTAINED
In my great love, I long to serve thee
But what have I to give to thee?
Thou who art rich in spiritual gifts, thou
Who art strong, radiant, and free!
No, instead I will take my love for thee,
And with it, serve some other soul,
Some soul that is not strong and free,
like thee,
One who has need-even of me!

-Elizabeth Hackley.
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THE TRUE SOVEREIGN
ALFRED

E.

LUNT

"The Prophets of God have come to show man the way of righteousness in order
that he may not follow his own natural i'rnpulse, but govern his actions by the light of
Their precept and exa'rnple . . . . The imperfect 1ne~nbers of society, the weak sOHls in
humanity follow their natural trend. Their lives and actions are in accord with their
natural propensities; they are captives of physical susceptibilities; they are not in
touch or' i,n tune with the spiritual bounties."
-'Abdu'l-Bahri,
This series of articles began in the May
number and has been continued monthly.
In the three installments already published
the author explained the dual nature of
man; that nature in itself is incapable of
establishing values or achieving perfections j
and emphasized the importance of the recognition and acceptance of the True Sovereign
to save man from the world of nature. In
this number the author describes the misconceptions of true religion, the real reason
for the appeaTance of the Prophets, and the
happiness and peace in store for a mature
humanity when they make a practical application of the realities to the daily
living.

terpretations emerged which, in
turn, tended to become the principal
emphasis of His glorious existence,
as taught to the people.
It may well be that the true emphasis could not be expressed or
understood, pending the arrival of
the first traces of humanity's maturity, just now dawning. Perhaps
this understanding was one of the
hidden matters of which He spoke
when He told His disciples that they
N this clear exposition of the could not then bear the things He
dual or rather triune char- could have revealed. But, whatever
acteristics of our race and the basic the reason for the war-strewn pages
purpose of the appearance among of human history of these past cenus of the Divine Messengers, the turies, for the deeds of cruelty and
reader will not fail to note a new, tyranny that have up to now marked
and to some, possibly startling de- the pathway of mankind with hideparture from the accepted under- ous monuments of needless sufferstanding. For many centuries the ing,-the divine ptwpose stands out
followers of His Holiness, Christ, in clear illumination, today, revealhave rested their faith mainly up- ed in a clear and irrefutable text:
on acceptance of His appearance as that the aim of the- Holy Ones, the
Savior and Lord. This, in its pris- purpose of the loving Father of
tine simplicity and beauty, was a all mankind, has ever been the
recognition of the sovereignty of emancipation of humankind from
God altogether praiseworthy. The the qtwlities, the ignorance and the
divine pttrpose, however, in I--lis slavery of the world of nattwe.
Manifestation gradually came to be
Not merely to be worshipped and
obscured or, perhaps, never widely adored, not merely to be believed
understood. The greatest proofs of in but, primarily, that the people
His Divinity were declared to be shall know that Their (the ProphHis miraculous deeds. And from ets) words are the Words of God,
these as well as from the other and that Their mandates are alive
astonishing and tragic incidents of with power and with healing for
His wonderful life, dogmas and in- the deliverance of men from the anj

j

j

j
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The first is the surging" ocean of
cient yoke, have They come. And,
through this outpouring of a new the divine love, alive with the Holy
knowledge the Word of God calls Spirit, the greatest need of humanmankind to bestir itself, to utilize ity in its periods of gloomy skeptifor itself this power and this knowl- cism, coldness and materialism. Tlw
edge that has flowed from the Cen- second, equally authentic but relater of Reality, and, thus, become its tively less essential, embodies the
ordinances adapted to the existing
own liberator.
It is no longer enough to rest requirements (in any age) of mancontent with belief, leaving all else, kind's social Ol"der.
One is the Holy of Holies; the
including personal redemption, to
God. No longer does it suffice for other the outer court of the temple.
us to evade our individual respon- One is the spirit and the life; the
sibility to that light that dwells other the body for that spirit. And
within our inmost hearts. For' 'he since the body without the spirit is
whose words exceed his deeds" is purposeless and dead, so, long conunacceptable. We are now inform- tinued over-emphasis upon the outed that" deeds show the station of er ordinances, to the exclusion of
the man."
It is through deeds, the moving power of love, gradualdeeds of service, deeds of over- ly dims the vision of the soul to the
coming, deeds illumined and forti- precious jewels of Divine Revelafied by the new lmovvledge, that the tion.
enemy is to be routed. But the
When the people of faith enter
basis of this is the new conscious- the sectarian realm, they are dwellness awakened by this revelation of ing in the winter-time of their
the Divine Purpose that has over- spiritual cycle. Fixing their eyes
spread the world in this new cycle mostly upon the outer symbols, the
of human redemption.
warmth of the Holy of Holies flees
from them, for love cannot abide in
IN THE confusion occasioned by the chill coldness of a spiritless
past misconceptions of what the body. With this withering of the
pu,rpose really is, what constitutes spiritual tissue of civilization come,
man's real salvation, the identity hand in hand, the inevitable effects.
of the enemy has become obscured Lacking the guidance of the spiritin the thick mists of sectarian ual realm, dispossessed of the endogma. These dogmas have, in the kindling heat of divine love humanmain, tended to concentrate the at- ity exhibits the hardness and coldtention of the believers of all the re- ness of the world of nature like the
ligious systems upon the outer iron withdrawn from the fire.
ra ther than the inner phase of reThen follow the days of sufferligious faith. But the religion of ing, wherein the weak and unfortuGod, the original divine foundations nate are oppressed by the strong,
revealed by His Manifestations in the flames of war madness devastate
the great spiritual springtimes of the earth, and the idols are set up.
humanity, has always brought with Religion is arrayed against religion,
it two outpourings, a greater and denomina tion against denominaa lesser.
tion, race against race, rich against
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poor, while separation and prejudice clog the arteries of the body
of humanity. Is not this what we
have witnessed?
Then the spiritual springtime
gently unlocks the frozen channels.
The Holy of Holies is renewed. The
warmth of the Love of God becomes
focused upon humanity's heart.
The outer courts are reconciled i
plurality and division yield to the
majestic toll of the Divine Bell that
peals forth the eternal truth of the
Oneness of God, the Oneness of His
Prophets, and of all men.
Without the true King and the
enthronement of His Sovereignty,
the Kingdom is unthinkable. Can
there be a Kingdom without an acknowledged King? For this, Christ
taught men to pray. Consequently,
we may expect that coincident with
the breaking of the veils and the
restoration of vision, the gulf that
divides the divine from the nether
world will be seen outlined in clear
perspective. Dissipating the fogs
and mists that had seemed to confer upon the false countenance the
beauty of the true, it is certain that
the radiant face of the True One
will shine forth in unmistakeable
splendor.
The laws and ordinances having
to do with the outer courts of the
temple will gradually tend to assume their proper relationship to
the new inrush of spiritual life. Content and honored to become once
again the vehicle or body through
which the Holy Spirit expresses, the
false glory they have assumed 111
the past is stripped from them.
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owes its origin almost solely to the
conflict and differentiation between
the ordinances of the different religious systems. The outer courts
have been in dissension with each
other. Each succeeding Prophet
has established those best suited to
the needs of His people. But since
the followers of a particular Messenger have failed to accept His
Successor and the new ordinances
decreed by I-Iim, they have carried
on their original religious laws into
the succeeding' dispensation, and,
finding the new laws in conflict with
that which they adore, denounced
the new as heresy.
Thus, the field of divine ordinances, designed to provide guidance for a people throughout but
not beyond a prophetic cycle, became a battle-ground of diversity,
and, hence, plurality. In the sea of
rluTality swim the fishes of discord. This condition ultimately resulted in religious warfare, when
fanatical armies, led astray by
hatred, sought to wreak vengeance
upon each other in the belief that,
since the ordinances differed, so
likewise must the inner foundations
of the Prophets in whom they respectively believed. This is only
another way of saying that since
the ordinances differed, the Prophet
who had introduced the change must
necessarily be an impostor and
false. To such an extreme degree
as this were the people wedded to
the laws of the outer court. Such
an attitude barred the congregations from any impartial examination of the foundation upon which
the new Prophet, Himself, stood.
Even as the people in the days of
IT IS, NO DOUBT, not generally realized that the multiplicity of sects Christ cried out: "our sacred books
and denominations in the world inform us that when the Messiah
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comes it will be from an unknown
place, whereas this claimant to the
Messianic station has come from
Nazareth; he was to be seated upon
the throne of David, but this one is
in the utmost state of poverty and
deprivation; He was to promulgate
the law of the Bible but this man
has changed that holy law" (ordinances).
The sectarian vision is, unfailingly, a literal one. This literal interpretation of the divine symbols
resident in the law and in the prophetic assurances in which a people
believe, is an infirmity arising from
attachment to the outer ceremonies
and the ancestral traditions. From
this point of view, the Holy of
Holies, the universal law of love
and brotherhood is wholly excluded.
The thick veils thus interposed over
the luminous pearls of Divine Revelation have two results. First, they
dim the vision of the people to the
Reality of their own Prophet; and,
secondly, this blindness automatically deprives them of the ability to
weigh the truth of the new foundation revealed by His Successor.
The final result, then, is division
and discord. The oneness of Truth
is shattered by the plurality of the
changing ordinances. Only in this
way does plurality enter the religious field. And since plurality in a
series of divine outpourings is impossible and unthinkable, because
God, the Truth, is One and not multiple, every religious war, every division in human society arising
from the seeming conflict of ordinances or the faulty interpretation
of the symbols of truth, must be relegated to the field of irreligion. In
that field, the passions and hatreds
of opposing groups have been ex-
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pressed in full measure. And since
these destructive qualities are
plainly derived from the world of
nature, it is at once perfectly clear
that neither they, nor the motives
underlying them, have any essential
connection with the Law of God
whose Alpha and Omega is Unity
through Love.
Rather are they evidences of the
common bond that connects the degrees of fanaticism ,xrith the very
elements in man that correspond to
the natural destructive urge. Such
a dire penalty as this comes upon
the nations who, by forgetting the
law of love have consequently forgotten God; who by ig'noring the
primal Word of His Revelation deposited in the inner court of the
temple of His command, have exalted the mere body or vehicle of the
Holy Spirit, i. e., the ordinances and
dogmas to a forbidden height. It
is the worship of an unlighted lamp;
the pursuit of an enchanting figure
bereft of soul.
OUT OF THESE mIrages, these
fateful human enors, our race is,
nevertheless, even now, emerging
into the clear light of the dawn of
reality. The discouragements of the
present, bitter as they are, are mitigated by the new vision they have
awakened. The mad thrill of the
recent period of inflation, with its
exalta tion of gold and the money
power as an idol, was at least one
of the symptoms of the unreality
that has so long dominated the race.
Baha'u'lliih has assessed for us the
true value of suffering in this penetrating saying, based upon the allembracing laws of the unseen kingdom:
"0 Son of Man! My calamity is
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My providence; outwardly it is but
fire and vengeance, yet inwardly it
is naught but light and mercy.
Hasten thereunto, that thou mayst
become an eternal light and an immortal spirit. This is My command
unto thee, do thou observe it."
Through the fire of suffering, the
pure gold of men's hearts is refined,
and the dross removed. Primarily,
it is the development of a capacity
to distinguish the true from the
false. The proud ego, wallowing in
its superstitions and fancies, loses
its firm hold upon the individual
destiny. In vain, it applies the old
formulas and the shibboleths it has
learned at the feet of mother nattwe,
only to find them strangely impotent. As in the case of the unfortunate Dr. Jekyll, the once powerful
chemical reagent cannot be reassembled, since it was, even in the beginning, impure, a hideous anomaly.
AND IF, because of the stored up
seed of disobedience mankind has
sown so plentifully, yet other and
greater calamities are to befall; if,
in other words, the present shaking:
of the pillars of existence in the
economic and social fields proves to
be ins]lfficient to inhibit us from
succumbing yet again to world-wide
conflict, the unspeakable crime of
human fratricide, let us hope that
such a renewed violation of Divine
Law will not cause the very earth,
itself, to turn and rend us with its
cosmic shudderings.
Little do we, as a whole, realize
the vast forces that are unloosed
when man, the pivot of the creation,
disclaims his responsibility to the
Establisher of the law of love and
brotherhood, and plunges into the
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weltering abyss of war. Through
this, he unlocks the sealed gate behind which lurks the hidden force of
decomposition. Through this, he
causes an acceleration in its destructive mission, uncovering his
nakedness to its weapons of death.
This is peculiarly true today when
a new order has been instituted;
when the law of human unity has
been promulgated, and the command
to peace registered and confirmed.
THAT MANKIND is standing at the
cross-roads is the firm opinion of
many profound students of the historical trends of the race. Out of
the mists of past prophetic admonishments, ominous events are foretold that were to occur at the dawn
of the New Age, contemporaneous
with the "end of the world" (expired cycle). Are we, as a race, to
be overtaken by these universal
woes ~ If so, it could only be because of the inexorable working of
the law of cause and effect, and perhaps also to our failure here and
now to rightly assess the significance of the storms that are impending.
And, yet, should these events descend upon us, we may still be assured that even in so great a calamity, the Light and Mercy that
dwells at the heart of every suffering will become revealed. That from
the red fires of woe will shine forth
a new and permanent happiness for
the race; that the Divine Unity will
become established on the earth,
the new order attain a universal acceptance, the oneness of race and
of religion become a living reality
in human consciousness, and the
True Sovereign enthroned.
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THE BAHA-'I SUMMER SCHOOL AT
LOUHELEN RANCH
ORCELLA REXFORD,

D. Sc.

"Religion is the greatest instnL1nent for the onler of the world and the tranquality of all existent beings."-Bah6/u'llah.

The greetings of the Baha'is and
BDU'L-BAHA, known as Mastheir
love for one another is very
ter by those of the Bah3_ 'i
,
faith, continually UTged His follow- impressive even to those accustomed
ers to be happy and ever sounded to that love. A new corner when
the admonition: Be ye happy! If asked for her impression of the
you be not happy in this day, fOT summer school remarked with enwhat day are you waiting to be thusiasm, "I never have received
such a welcome from my own
happy~ I declare a moment in this
glorious century is greater than all family. I don't believe any of my
relatives would express as much depast centuries.
An onlooker standing on the light at seeing me as these friends of
shady lawn of Louhelen Ranch in God do when they get together. It
Eastern Michigan and watching the is wonderful to belong to such a
anival of the "Friends of God" spiritual family. I feel for the first
could not help but be impressed time that I have really come home."
with the fact that the followers of This celestial vibration set up was
'Abdu'l-Baha are the embodiment one of the outstanding impressions
of these words. Many of them had that we took away from the third
given up an opportunity to visit Baha'i summer school at Louhelen
the Oentury of Progress Exposition Ranch, where we spent nine gloriin order to attend summer school ous days. Many voiced the sentihere. Those who had arrived ahead ment, "It is like living in Heaven
of the others greeted the new- for a little while. How we dislike
comers with beaming faces and ex- to go back to the world, but since we
pressions of joy and affection. must, how splendid that we can
Sometimes there would be a mo- carry this inspiration to others and
ment of deep realization as two share this heavenly bounty "vith
friends who were very close met them." It gives one just a glimpse
after a year's separation. From of what life will come to mean when
far distances they gathered-from all the peoples of the world adopt
Maine and Seattle, from Montreal the Baha'i program of the Oneness
and Florida. Verily, they "came of Humanity and live according to
from the east and from the west, the Baha'i ideals of the Most Great
from the north, and from the south Peace.
to sit down in the kingdom of the
Many improvements for our comLord."
fort had been made since last year,
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Some of the friends attending the Baha'i Su mmer School, Lou/Jelen Ranch i11 Michigan

that were a delight to us. A large year had returned this summer. A
barn had been converted into a practical business man observed, "I
roomy and airy assembly hall, and would not miss this summer school.
the space above into two stories of I arrange my vacation so as to
bedrooms for the comfort of the in- bring' my family here each year, for
creased number of guests.
the inspiration I receive stays with
me throughout the year."
THE GUARDIAN of the Baha'i
How shall we convey the spirit
Cause, Shoghi Effendi, has laid a and the power of this brief session
great deal of stress on the import- to one not present ~ It is difficultance of these summer schools for impossible. The mornings were
they embody that new and vital taken up wit h classes, e a ch
feature of Baha'i administration, giving information and inspiration
consultation,-the gathering of the in its own way. The period comfriends to talk together of ways and bining meditation and Iqan' studies
means for promoting the Baha'i opened the daily program, turned
Cause. They offer, too, a means of the thoughts upward, and showed
making new friends and cementing what new £elds may be explored and
the bonds of unity and love for higher thoughts released by meditaeach other. Ideas are exchanged tive study.
that furnish new inspiration and
The daily lessons in Baha'i Adexperience in the teaching £eld. ministration reached a new depth
These shared are of great assist- of meaning in what had seemed to
ance to those who teach. It was a some mere routine and showed that
delight to observe that many of the the Revelation of Baha'u'llah makes
same people who were present last clear God's plan from the beginning
1

The Book of Certitude by Bah3:u'llah.
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-a plan culminating in the New
World Order which is evolving from
Baha,'i Administration. The talks
on the Influence of Religion on Society linked into those on Baha'i
Administration and developed convincingly the idea that there is no
adequate explanation of Society
apart from Religion. The stories
and incidents from the "DawnBreakers '" interwoven ,vith and illustrating' the great and eternal
truths which give life to the soul
lifted us into the world of the spirit
as they flowed from the lips of the
speaker in a truly inspired manner.
The afternoons were thrown open
to the public and an hour was devoted to a lecture on some aspect
of the Baha'i Ca use.
OF GREAT import is the fact that
almost a third of the summer school
were the youth of the Baha'is,
radiant young people, many from
schools, colleges and universities,
and some who had gone out from
schools into the working world,
eager to study the precepts of the
new age of which they will be a vital
part. Most of them had attended
the summer school last year and
had so thoroughly enjoyed themselves that they eagerly looked forward to assembling together again
this year. The intense earnestness
in spiritual matters shown in their
morning study and discussion group
did not prevent, indeed enhanced,
their enjoyment of the sIDmming,
hiking and other amusements in the
afternoons. A balanced life is the
ideal Baha'i life.
The evenings were turned over to
the young people, and they planned
1
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interesting programs for the rest of
the group. One evening was devoted to music, for 'Abdu'l-Baha
often remarked, "Music is the language of the heart. ' , Another
evening was devoted to the personal
experiences of those who had made
pilgrimages to Haifa. One evening was just for fun when each was
asked to write a poem about the
person whose name was drawn by
lot. These poems were read aloud,
while the audience tried to guess
who was being described. Another
evening was given over to the methods by which the young people
may teach the Baha'i Cause and
they told of their experiences in
that field of activity. One could not
help feeling that with such unprejudiced and scientific minds attacking the problems of a sick and
ailing world that the remedies will
be applied in a wise, efficient, and
intelligent manner.
Such glorious days spent in the
pursuit of spiritual ·wisdom! How
we wish that all the world might
have shared them with us for every
one was striving to translate these
words of 'A bdu '1-BaM. into deeds:
"Religion is an attitude toward God reflected in life."
"The greatest gift of man is universal
love, for this love is the magnet which
renders existence eternal, attracts reality,
and diffuses life with infinite joy. If this
love penetrates the heart of man, all the
forces of the universe will be realized in
him, fOT it is a divine power which transports him to a divine station and man will
make no real progTess until illumined by
this power of love. Strive to increase the
10ve-fOTce of reality, to make your hearts
greater centers of attraction, to cTeate new
ideals and relationships.
"Alas! Alas! The world has not discovered the reality of religion hidden beneath the symbolic forms."

NabiI's Narrative of the early history of the Bah§/i Cause.
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The Divine Physician

W

HEN Christ appeared with those marvelous breaths of

the Holy Spirit, the children of Israel said, "we are
quite independent of Him; we can do without Him and follow Moses; we have a Book and in it are found the teachings
of God, what need, therefore, have we of this man?"

It is possible for a man to hold to a book of medicine and
say, "I have no need of a doctor; I will act according to the
book; in it every disease is named, all symptoms are explained, the diagnosis of each ailment is completely written
out and a prescription for each malady is furnished; therefore why do I need a doctor?" This is sheer ignorance. A
physician is needed to prescribe. Through his skill the principles of the book are correctly and effectively applied until
the patient is restored to health.

Christ was a Heavenly Physician. He brought spiritual
health and healing into the world.

Baha'u'llah is likewise a Divine Physician. He has revealed prescriptions for removing disease from the body
politic and has remedied human conditions by spiritual power.

-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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"What a wonderful centuI"y this is! It is an age of universal reformation. . . . The foundations of human society are changing and strengthening.
Today sciences o~ the past are useless. . . . Ethical precedents and principles
cannot be applied to the needs of the modern world . . . . All conditions and requisites of the past unfitted and inadequate for the present time, are undergoing
radical reform. It is evident therefore that counterfeit and spurious religious
teaching, antiquated forms of belief and ancestral imitations which are at variance
with the foundations of Divine Reality must also pass away and be reformed."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.

THERE HAS been a great change in
religious thought, as in all other
departments of human thought, during the last one hundred years. Not
all of this change is in the form of
progress for religion, though it may
be all regarded as part of the universal evolutionary progress of llUmamty.
THE MOST marked change which
has come upon Christianity is due
to the comparative study of religion. This analysis of religion
from the scientific point of view,
taking into account origins, developments, adaptations and results, and
including in its Rweep all the great
religions of the world, has started
a transformation in the traditional
Christian theology which is revolutionizing the a ttitude of educated,
intelligent Christians toward other
religions.
This comparative study of religions has occurred almost wholly
within the last one hundred years.
In fact, the comparative, scientific
attitude toward all forms of human
expression and progress is relatively new. It was not until the middle
of the Eighteenth Century that
leaders of thought began to seek to
evaluate civilization and to think

of it in terms of progress. It seems
strange, that humanity should have
existed during all this previous
period in the unconscious, uncritical
stage of preadolescence, so to speak.
The Greek philosophers, it is true
did a considerable amount of such
comparative thinking, but it did not
then become a habit of the race. It
was not until the French savants
of the Encyclopedist group challenged contemporaneous human society to measure itself that Occidental nations began to form the
habit of thinking in terms of progress, looking back to appreciate
past achievements, looking critically at the present stage of civilization, and looking forward to envision possible improvements in the
human race.
When the doctrine of evolution began to dominate human thought
about the middle of the Nineteenth
Century, it introduced or accelerated the comparative study of every
expression of human thought or energy. In the present epoch it is so
customary to think of progress in
every line in terms of evolution,
that without such an approach to
existing things adequate understanding of life and of civilization
seems inconceivable.
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THE EFFECT of the doctrine of
comparative study and of the doctrine of evolution upon religion,
especially upon theology, has been
enormous.
The previous Ohristian theology
had been very naive, to say the
least :-that the world was made by
fiat instantaneously and perfect;
that the Ohristian religion was similarly made and was similarly perfect, not only in essence but in expression; that the Ohristian religion was the only Truth given by
God to man; and that, in consequence of this last assumption, all
religions outside the J udaic dispensations were either pure chicanery
and deceit or else the invention of
the devil.
What was the effect upon this
Ohristian theology of the comparative study of religion ~ Its first effect was to stimulate a sincere admiration for the best in other religions. V oltaire, Lessing, Goethe,
and many other great leaders of
thought, began to admire, and to
openly express admiration for, what
seemed fundamentally good in other
religions. Oarlyle, Olympian hurler of thunderous words, in his
"Heroes and Hero Worship" came
forth with a dissertation on Muhammad that presented Him as a
great leader of Truth. This attitude of tolerance-of more than
tolerance even, of appreciationhas been growing until it is now
the typical attitude of all highly
educated thoughtful people who
take interest in things religious.
As a corollary to appreciation of
other religions, of belief in their
sincerity, authenticity and effectiveness, there has come about a momentous change in advanced Ohristian theology. No longer do pro-
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gressive leaders of Ohristian
thought claim that Ohrist and the
Hebrew prophets brought the only
Spiritual Truth which has come to
earth. Other teachers in other
climes were also channels for God's
grace and power.
Is it true, then, that Ohrist was
the Only-Begotten Son of God ~ Belief in the Trinity itself is tottering. In fact, the whole scheme of
traditional Ohristian theology is
being shattered to bits by the inroads of modern scientific thought.
THE FIRST steps toward a progressive Ohristian theology were
made over a hundred years ago by
the Unitarians and Universalists.
In their beginnings these movements were deemed so heretical as
to be dangerous to society. My
grandfather, leader in the Universalist movement, was discharged
from his first teaching position by
the school board because his religion would cause him to be "a
h a r m f u 1 influence to youth."
Another relative told me that when
she was a little girl her parents
compelled her to avert her face
w hen passing the Universalist
church of her town because it was
" the abode of the devil."
It was a Unitarian who wrote the
first important book treating on the
world's religions from the point of
view of sincere appreciation. Since
J ames Freeman Olarke's "Ten
Great Religions of the World,"
many books have been published
on the world's different religious
systems, some appreciatiYe, some
critical in tone, but all tolerant. 'Ve
no longer call Buddhism the invention of the devil because many of
its teachings, ceremonies and pictographs so closely resemble those
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of the medieval Christian church.
We no longer accuse Muhammed of
being a charlatan, realizing as
Carlyle did that no charlatan can
create and retain the allegiance of
hundreds of millions of people; and
because, too, we find much to admire sincerely in the individual and
organized expression of Islam.
BUT NOW let us look upon the result of this progress of religious
liberalism in so far as it concerns
the depth and warmth of spiritual
life. Here the results have been the
opposite of progress - a corresponding falling away in faith, in
earnestness, in sincerity of expression of the religious life, in exact
proportion to the gains in religious
tolerance and liberalism.
This concomitant weakening of
the religious life was inevitable. It
has always occurred when great religious systems have met in rival
claims before a tolerant audience.
Such a situation is bound to produce the attitude of latitudinarianism and eclecticism. ' 'Man is the
measure of all things," said the
Greek sophists. "I shall choose
from the rival claims of existing
religions that which suits me best,"
said the cultured Roman citizen of
the period of the Empire. "I will
believe what I like best to believe,"
declares the cultured citizen of the
Twentieth Century.
This liberalism is good in so far
as it involves a sincere search for
Truth, but harmful if it eventuates
in the denial of all authority in religion. For if we remove the factor
of Authority and Revelation from
religion, we really have no religion
left, we have only philosophy.
And so we perceive today,-that
liberal people tend to be philosophic
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in their breadth of thought, but not
religious in the essential meaning
of the word. They lack reverence,
the habit of obedience to God, the
effective use of prayer. While they
have gained in breadth, they have
lost in depth. While they have
grown in tolerance they have waned
in zeal. And exactly the same transition is occurring in Islam, in
Buddhism, in J udaism, in Confucianism, w her eve r contacted by
Western scientific thought.
Now HERE is the resultant problem-the greatest religious problem
of the day. How are modern religionists to retain the broad universal attitude which is characteristic
of the age, and yet at the same time
preserve that deep inner Fire without which no religion is worthy of
the name~
May we suggest that the evolutionary development of religious
tolerance and eclecticism during the
past hundred years has been but a
preparation for a new and universal World Religion ~ It has been
the clearing away of the debris of
the past-the fabric of human
thought built over and concealing
the great foundations of undying
Truth brought by the Prophets. It
has been a preparation for a new
Construction - an Edifice under
whose roof all mankind may join
in unison, in praise and prayer to
God.
Such an Edifice exists in the New
World Order of Baha 'u 'l1ah. And
its outward symbol is already taking form on the shore of Lake
Michigan-the new Baha'i Temple
the architecture of which is inspiring to all lovers of the beautiful,
as its spiritual exercises are inspiring to all lovers of the Spiritual.
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THE SECOND CENTURY OF PROGRESS
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRIOK
"There is one God; rnankind is one; the foundations of religion are one . . . . Men
have always been taught and led by the Prophets of God. The Prophets of God are the
Mediators of God. All the Prophets and Messengers have come fr01n one Holy Spi1'it
and bear the 1nessage of God fitted to the age in which they appear. The one light is
in them and they are one with each other."-'Abdu'l-Bahd.

my

friend and I spent many

position ~

Here they are-the in-

[W days studying the exhibits of ventions and discoveries "revealthe Oentury of Progress Exposition going from building to building, from exhibit to exhibit,-trnly
marvelous exhibits arranged with
the modern mastery of art and skill
to appeal to the eye,-the last word
in visual education.
Finally we came to the Hall of
Religion. Here too we studied
thoughtfully the plan and exhibits,
listened to a talk, then sat down to
meditate. Questions arose. What
connection has this building and
what it stands for with all the rest~
I recalled a certain talk by 'Abdu'lBalui, found the place and reread it.
"From every standpoint, " He says,
"the world of humanity is undergoing a re-formation. The laws of
former governments and civilizations are in process of revision,
scientific ideas and theories are developing and advancing to meet a
new range of phenomena, inventions and discovery are penetrating
hitherto unknown fields revealing
new wonders and hidden secrets of
the material universe; industries
have vastly wider scope and production; everywhere the world of mankind is in the throes of evolutionary
activity indicating the passing of
the old conditions and the advent of
the new age of re-formation. ,,~,
What greater illustration of a
part of these words could there be
than this Oentury of Progress Ex*Promulgation of Universal Peace, p. 434.

ing new wonders and hidden secrets of the material universe," all
ga thered together in these vast
buildings so that he who runs may
read. And then we asked ourselves
if there was some meaning to all
these wonders that was not so easy
to read, an inner significance which
those who planned this enterprise
and the great masses of observers
had not penetrated. We thought
too of conditions in European and
Asiatic countries, of Ohina, India,
Russia, Germany and how truly
they bear witness to the words
"The laws of former governments
and civilizations are in the process
of revision." Surely there is a connection between the seeming decay
and disintegration of governments,
the stagnation of business and industry in our own country as well
as countries all over the world and
the great progress in science and invention shown here in Ohicago's
great 'World Fair. What is the
meaning of the words "everywhere
the world of mankind is in the
throes of evolutionary activity indicating the passing of the old conditions and the advent of the new
age of re-formation ~"
FARTHER on in this talk already
referred to, 'Abdu'l-Baha says,
"This is the cycle of maturity and
reformation in religion as well."
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Perhaps if we understood better the
true significance of religion we
would understand better the seeming contradiction between great
scientific advancement and the
chaos and confusion in the world,
perhaps we would better understand the "advent of the new age
of re-formation."
We recall the
words of Baha 'u 'llah, "Religion is
the greatest instrument for the order of the world and the tranquility
of all existent beings.' '* Can it be
the fading of religion that is the
cause of so much disorganization
and at the same time a re-formation
and renewing of religion that is
giving birth to new scientific discoveries and inventions ~ This is
the explanation that the Baha'i
teachings give and the only one
that adequately explains such seeming contradictions in scientific advance and governmental, industrial,
and economic retrogradation. The
old age is dying at the same time
that a new one is being born. We
find evidences of both. And the
Baha'i teachings aSSlue us that the
basis of the new age is religion, a
powerful influx of new spiritual life.
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ity, but here is a large exhibit made
by the cooperation of some six or
eight Christian denominations who
have forgotten their differences in
creed in working for a common end.
Religious welfare organizations
both Jewish and Gentile tell "the
services which religion has recorded
in the past century, and the continuing service which the next century may be expected to open to religious bodies." Exhibits of hospital
and mission work in various fields
show the great growth in the socialized efforts to obey Christ's injunction, "Inasmuch as ye have done it
unto one of the least of these ye
have done it unto me." An exhibit
showing the development of church
architecture attracts and interests
us. This is international and in
spirit seems to reach out in an aspiration for unity. A" Chapel of
Meditation" invites people of all
and every faith to take time for
quiet communion or meditation. Yet
what thrilling and overwhelming
events have taken place in the world
of religion in the past century of
which this exposition takes little account.
What could be added to these inWHAT DO we find in the Hall of teresting exhibits in the Hall of ReReligion suggesting re-formation ligion to give people an opportunity
in religion ~ What that we would to get a glimpse of and grasp this
not have found in such an exhibit a great Truth, that the dying of an
century ago ~ Adorning the walls old religious era explains the chaos
of the octagonal rotunda are murals and degeneration, and the coming of
representing some of the great re- a new Messenger of God, giving
ligions of the world. These lead us birth to a new or renewed religion
to reflect upon the universality of explains the awakening in science,
religious desire and aspiration and art, inventions and other fruits of
Institutions,
suggest that God has sent many the human mind.
Holy Messengers to the world. The creeds, forms of government die
exhibits of the many sects and slowly. Individual minds react more
denominations seem to emphasize quickly to spiritual forces, often
the divisive elements in Christian- una ware though they be of the
"Tablets of Baha'u'IIah, P. 49.
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Source. When enough souls are
awakened to cooperate, new governments and new social orders are
formed.
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powerful, creative. By His life and
teachings He has shown us how to
use all these material bounties,
these marvelous inventions so as to
bring necessities and comforts to
all. ' , Baha 'u 'llah has announced
that no matter how far the world of
humanity may advance in material
civiliza tion, it is nevertheless in
need of spiritual virtues and the
bounties of God. The spirit of man
is not illumined and quickened
through material sources. It is not
resuscitated by investigating phenomena of the world of matter.
The spirit of man is in need of the
protection of the Holy Spirit. Just
as he advances by progressive
stages from the mere physical world
of being into the intellectual realm,
so must he develop upward in moral
attributes and spiritual graces. In
the process of this attainment he
is ever in need of the bestowals of
the Holy Spirit. Material development may be likened to the glass
whereas divine virtues and spiritual
susceptibilities are the light within the glass.' ,2

SO THESE two Baha'is, after
meditating in the chapel of the Hall
of Religion, planned together several exhibits which they would like
to add to those already in place.
By pageant or picture would be represented the life and teachings of
the radiant youth, the Messenger of
God, the Bab, Who declared His
mission in 1844, a little less than a
century ago; Who stated that that
mission was to usher in a new age
and to prepare the way for One
greater than He. Could justice be
done to that brief, eventful life, so
full of dramatic as well as spiritual
interest, in a series of pictures? No,
but the facts must be made known
to the world. Already a powerful
drama' has been written setting out
this brief life, tragic yet victorious.
Similarly would be depicted the
life and teachings of Baha'u'llah
Who came as foretold by the Bab,
Who radiated the spirit of life, Who
THAT MEN may understand the
changed men's lives so that they
were filled with spiritual life; teachings of Baha 'u 'llah and so
Whose life, like that of the Bab, learn how rightly to use God's
followed the path of sacrifice, and bounteous material bestowals, the
Who taught people by His precepts basic principles which He taught
and His life how to bring in the must be visualized. The as yet
new age, the age of peace and jus- little understood principles of the
tice. Even the outward events of Oneness of Mankind and the Onethe long life of this Messenger of ness of all Religions must be picGod, the exiles, the imprisonments, tured and the principles which grow
the years of privation, the endur- out of these and are the crying
ance, the boundless love and signs needs of the world today: Universal
of infinite power cause men to give peace; the establishment of a Universal League of Nations, of interheed.
His claims were stul}endous. He national arbitration and an Interclaimed that the words which He national Parliament; the adoption
uttered were the words of God, of an international auxiliary lan~ See Baha'i Magazine, Vol. 24, p. 14. 2 'Abdu'l-Baha, Promulgation of Universal Peace, p. 282.
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guage taught in all the schools of
the world; compulsory education all
over the world-especially for girls
who will be the mothers and first
educators of the next generation;
equal opportunities of development
and equal rights and privileges for
both sexes; work for all, no idle rich
and no idle poor; work in the spirit
of service is worship; abolition of
the extremes of wealth and poverty; care of the needy. All these
should be depicted with such skill
and art as to bring home to each
thoughtful observer that they are
the outgrowth of a.n awakened consciousness of the oneness of mankind and the oneness of religion,
and that they form the firm foundation on which the new age must be
built.
Then let a great chart show a
shining Sun of Truth sending forth
rays of truth and power which flood
the earth with light and knowledge
and are received in the mirrors of
men's hearts and minds and are reflected to others of mankind. Some
minds catch the rays which are reflected as scientific discoveries,
others those which produce art, and
many others those which produce
all forms of learning, knowledge,
wisdom, justice and divine virtues.
On this chart would be printed
these words of Baha 'u 'lliih :
"Its light (i. e. the light of the
Sun of Truth) when cast on the mir-
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rors of the wise gives expression of
wisdom, when reflected from the
minds of artists, produces manifestations of new and beautiful arts;
when it shines through the minds of
students, it reveals and unfolds
mysteries. "
WOULD SUOH a series of exhibits
help people to unify this Century of
Progress Exposition, help people to
understand that all truth comes
from the great Sun of Truth and is
at source one; that there is a great
unity and not a conflict between true
science and true religion since all
is truth and truth is one; that the
world needs a divine inspiration in
order rightly to use the bounteous
gifts of material progress developed in the last century and so marvelously set out in this Exposition;
that "no matter how far the world
of humanity may advance in material civilization, it is nevertheless
in need of spiritual virtues and the
bounties of God."
We look around again. These
dreamed-of exhibits are not here.
But is not mankind nearly ready to
measure up to the standards Baha'u'l1ah has established ~ Surely at
the end of the next century those
principles will be accepted, the
"new age of re-formation" will be
well established, and this Century
of Progress Exposition will be
looked back upon as just a beginning of progress.

.~~,

(( To accomplish this great and 1'&eedf~ll ~lnity in the reality, His
H oliness Baha'~l'llah appeared in the Orient and renewed the fO~lnda
tions of the divine teachings. His Revelation of the Word embodies
completely the teachings of all the prophets expressed in principles and
precepts applicable to the needs and conditions of the modern world;
amplified and adapted to present day q~lestions and critical human
probZems."-i Abdu'l-Baha.
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A WORLD AT PEACE
Baha,'i Administration as Presented to a Group of Free-Thinkers
Part 2.-Election of Administrative Bodies"x,
KEITH RANSOM - KEHLER

"In the election of the members of the Spiritual Assembly no political tactics shall
enter. They [the Bah6!is] 1nust be free from self, nor anxious to further their own
personal a1nbitions. . . . As soon as political plans a1'e introduced in the Cause, the
spirit is killed. ... This Cause is pure spirituality."-'Abdu'l-Baha.
~VERY

Baha,'i of the age of

~ twenty-one and over has the

voting privilege, men and women
alike: they vote for those who are
to administer the affairs of the
Cause locally and they vote for delegates who elect their national administrative body.
The manner of voting is unique.
There are no parties, no candidates,
no nominations. Canvassing and
electioneering are strictly forbidden. On the first day of the Festival of Ridvan each year the
Baha'is gather for their elections.
Presumably in towns where there
are large numbers there will be several polling places,
To be eligible for the administrative body, called in Baha'i terminology an "Assembly", the first requirement is honesty of purpose;
this is a matter of character-integrity, frankness, truthfulness, reliability. Then, in whatever order,
comes loyalty to Baha 'u '11ah, His
prOVlSIOns and teachings; this
means faith, spirituality, humility,
self-effacement. Equally indispensable are knowledge and enlightenment, while experience in affairs
completes the first essentials.
At a designated hour the groups
ga ther. ' Abdu '1-Baha, the oldest
son of Baha'u'llah, appointed by
Him to interpret His Words and ad-

minister His Cause, promises that
when the Baha'is so gather, united
in heart and purpose, and turn in
prayer toward the glorious Kingdom of God, the Holy Spirit will
guide and direct them in their
choice of an Assembly.
Those who do not believe that
there is such a thing as a Holy
Spirit or a Kingdom of God must
clearly recognize, from historical
and sociological evidence, the astonishing influence which these
ideas have always exerted over
those who do accept them. It is not
my purpose here to discuss metaphysical questions, but to exhibit a
scheme wherein men may administer without conflict, strife or alienation.
At present the Assembly consists
of nine members but as the Cause
grows its numbers must necessarily
increase for it conducts local legislation-(the National Assembly,
national; and the International
House of .Tustice, international
law-making, except as provided in
the teaching of Baha 'u 'llah ** )-as
well as exercising the executive and
judicial functions. It will probably
require in future very large numbers to carry through all of these
requirements in the great centers of
population.
The elections have now been ac-

:::Part of this article, published in the August number stressed the importance .of religion as the foundation -of
civilization. **Babii'i Administration, p. 10.
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complished without contest, majori- fiicts. According to the requireties or minorities. The nine names ments of consultation no personal
with the largest number of votes prestige is sought, there can be no
are declared elected-a plurality effort to uphold this opinion at the
process. For if the Holy Spirit be expense of that, no desire to SUl)governing and directing the elec- press that man or measure, because
tions, as every Baha'i heartily be- the s e Assemblies are seeking
lieves, to ballot several times for neither individual aggrandizement
a majority of votes would clearly nor the approval of constituencies
disturb the first guidance; not that but-odd, simple and startling as it
the Holy Spirit could not continue may sound-are disinterestedly
to guide through any number of seeking to find the Truth.
'Abdu'l-Baha outlines the mechballots, but it would entail unnecessary delay and complication, and anism of Baha'i Administration,
would lose the spontaneity of the through these consultative bodies,
in the following words:
first choice.
, 'In this day, assemblies of conIn advance of the election not
only have no names been mention- sultation are of the greatest imed, no preferences asserted, for this portance and a vital necessity.
would not represent the spiritual Obedience unto them is essential
guidance promised at a definite mo- and obligatory.
The members
ment under definite circumstances; thereof must take counsel together
but since no one is nominated pre- in such wise that no occasion for illviously there can be no platform, feeling or discord may arise. This
no campaign promises, no control can be attained when every member
by this or that interest.
expresseth with absolute freedom
Delegates meeting in an annual his own opinion and setteth forth
convention elect in a similar man- his argument. Should anyone opner the nine members of the na- pose, he must on no account feel
tional administrative body, while hurt for not until matters are fully
the members of these secondary discussed can the right way be regroups elect in turn the Inter- vealed. The shining spark of truth
national House of Justice.
cometh forth only after the clash
of differing opinions. If after disIN SCIENCE and in philosophy we cussion, a decision be carried unanhave "emergents," elements which imously, well and good; but if,
suddenly appearing change the the Lord forbid, differences of opwhole trend of past conditions. inion should arise, a majority of
Man, homo sapiens, is an example voices must prevaiL"
on the one hand; inductive reason"The first condition is absolute
ing, on the other. Baha 'u 'llah has love and harmony amongst the
released an emergent comparable to members of the assembly. They
these in His government by cons'L~l must be wholly free from estrangetation. For the first time in human ment and must manifest in themhistory man is equipped with a me- selves the Unity of God, for they
thod whereby he can rise above the are the waves of one sea, the drops
strife and antagonism of party con- of one river, the stars of one
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heaven, the rays of one sun, the
trees of one orchard, the flowers of
one garden. Should harmony of
thought and absolute unity be nonexistent, that gathering shaH be dispersed and t hat assembly be
brought to naught.
"The second condition :-They
must when coming together turn
their faces to the Kingdom on High
and ask aid from the Realm of
Glory. They must then proceed
with the utmost devotion, courtesy,
dignity, care and moderation to express their views. They must in
every matter search out the truth
and not insist upon their own opinion, for stubbornness and persistence in one's views will lead ultimately to discord and wrangling
and the truth will remain hidden.
" The honored members must
with all freedom express their own
thoughts, and it is in no wise permissible for one to belittle the
thought of another, nay, he must
with moderation set forth the truth,
and should differences of opinion
arise a majority of voices must prevail, and all must obey and submit
to the majority. It is again not
permitted that anyone of the honored members object to or censure,
whether in or out of the meeting,
any decision arrived at previously,
though that decision be not right,
for such criticism would prevent
any decision from being enforced.
In short, whatsoever thing is arranged in harmony and with love
and purity of motive, its result is
light, and should the least trace of
estrangement prevail the result
shall be darkness upon darkness.
... If this be so regarded, that assembly shall be of God, but otherwise it shall lead to coolness and
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alienation that proceed from the
Evil One. Discussions must all be
confined to spiritual matters that
pertain to the training of souls, the
instruction of children, the relief of
the poor, the help of the feeble
throughout all classes in the world,
kindness to all peoples, the diffusion of the fragrances of God and
the exaltation of His Holy Word.
Should they endeavor to fulfiU these
conditions the Grace of the Holy
Spirit shall be vouchsafed unto
them, and that assembly shall become the cent er of the Divine blessings, the hosts of Divine confirmation shall come to their aid, and
they shall day by day receive a new
effusion of Spirit."
Thus we see why there can be no
platform, no prearranged program,
no pledges, no campaigns, no nominations, no constituencies. Any or
all of these imply the curtailing of
absolute freedom in the expression
of opinion, and the guidance, not of
God, but of human whims, desires
and passions.
BUT THE. PRACTICAL man at once
inquires, "Where are these beings
to be found, who have freed themselves from opinionation, bias and
a desire for domination ~ We read
'Abdu'l-Baha's requirements but is
it possible that one such person can
be found in the Baha'i or any other
community at the present time, far
less nine ~ "
Of course there is not a superabundance of such people in the
world. If there were we would have
no need for Baha'u'llah and His
Message. But' Abdu'l-Baha says
that the nucleus of a new humanity
is forming (which is evident in innumerable social attitudes) where-
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good for the greatest number in the
full significance of the word
"great;" by ~tnity, the harmonious
action of innumerably different
groups, classes, nations, individuals
in voluntary allegiance to a common method of seeking an exalted
goal. It is now a mere platitude to
say that unity does not involve uniformity and that Truth is not a
rigid, static dat'ltm, but a process
whose rich content yields more
SIGHT and light have climbed the abundantly to those who serve its
ladder of biological and physical exacting requirements.
Even admitting that Truth is a
experience side by side. That first
tiny faintly sensitive pigment spot Platonic Idea; that it has an aloof
upon which the hosts of radiance and independent existence; so far
were beating for ages in their as we human beings are concerned
search for reception and recogni- Truth is only so much of a new contion, finally became the exquisitely ception or ideal as may be incordeveloped function of sight in the porated into the bulk of existing
human eye. So at last Baha 'u 'lhih experience or annexed to the
has presented to Unity and Truth, criteria of judgment or offered as a
the twin builders of whatever suc- practical test and standard of access or security has been attained tion. The growth of science has
historically, that minute organ been solely commensurate with the
whereby, through the development growth of Inductive Reasoning, for
of Baha'i consultation, they may example. The degree to which
pervade and quicken our conscious- science has brought release and enness as through the eye light per- lightenment to mankind is the devades the whole personality.
gree by which we test the truth of
inductive
reasoning.
By k~tth I mean the pragmatic
function of achieving the greatest
( Continued in next iss'lte)
in are these two elements: the fundamental verity of cooperation,
unity, harmony and accord seeking,
as it has sought from the beginning
of the human experiment, to assert
itself; and the earnest desire of
men to extend to these attributes
asylum and hospitality. These conditions can create an untried and
unknown synthesis of progress, assurance and protection in the world.

(( N ot w~til we live ourselves the life of a tr'Lte Bah6/i can we hope
to demonstrate the creative and transforming potency of the Faith we
profess. Nothing b'ltt the abw~dance of O'ltr actions, nothing b'ltt the
p~trity of O~tr lives and the integrity of O~tr characters, can in the last
resort establish O~tr claim that the Balui'i spirit is in this day the sole
agency that can translate a long-cherished ideal into an end~tring
achievement. "
-Sho g hi Effendi.
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Mashriqu~l-Adhkar

O,VEVER inspiring' the conception of BaM. 'i worship,
as witnessed in the central Edifice of this exalted Temple,
it cannot be regarded as the sole, nor even the essential, factor
in the part which the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, as designed by
Baha 'u '11ah, is destined to play in the organic life of the Baha'i
community. Divorced from the social, humanitarian, educational and scientific pursuits centering around the Dependencies
of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, Baha'i worship, however exalted in
its conception, however passionate in fervor, can never hope
to achieve beyond the meagre and often transitory results produced by the contemplations of the ascetic or the communion
of the passive worshipper. It cannot afford lasting satisfaction
and benefit to the worshipper himself, much less to humanity
in general, unless and until translated and transfused into that
dynamic and disinterested service to the cause of humanity
which it is the supreme privilege of the Dependencies of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar to facilitate and promote. N or will the
exertions, no matter how disinterested and strenuous, of those
who within the precincts of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar will be engaged in administering the affairs of the future Baha'i Commonwealth, fructify and prosper unless they are brought into
close and daily communion with those spiritual agencies centering in and radiating from the central Shrine of the
Mashriqu '1-Adhkar.
Nothing short of direct and constant interaction between
the spiritual forces emanating from this House of Worship
centering in the heart of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, and the energies consciously displayed by those who administer its affairs
in their service to humanity can possibly provide the necessary
agency capable of removing the ills that have so long and so
g-rievously afflicted humanity. For it is assuredly upon the
consciousness of the efficacy of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah,
reinforced on one hand by spiritual communion with His Spirit,
and on the other by the intelligent application and the faithful
execution of the principles and laws He revealed, that the salvation of a world in travail must ultimately depend. And of all
the institutions that stand associated with His Holy Name,
surely none save the institution of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar can
most adequately provide the essentials of Baha'i worship and
service, both so vital to the regeneration of the world. Therein
lies the secret of the loftiness, of the potency, of the unique
position of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar as one of the outstanding
institutions conceived by Baha'u'llah.

Shoghi Effendi.
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THE SPELL OF THE TEMPLE
ALLEN

B.

McDANIEL

"And finally who can be so bold as to deny that the c01npletion of the superst1'ucture of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkrir*-the crowning glory of America's past and present
achievements-has forged that 1nystic chain which is to link, l1wre firl1~ly than ever,
the hearts of its champion-builders with Hi1n Who is the Source and Cent er of their
Faith and the Object of their truest adoration?"-Shoghi Effendi.

~JNE hot afternoon in August,

"!Il

1921, two men entered the office of the Earley Studio in Washington. They arrived unannounced and presented to .John J. Earley,
the head of the studio, the photograph of a model of a beautiful
building. One of these gentlemen,
a man of rather distinguished appearance, introduced himself as
Louis Bourgeois, the architect of
the building shown in the photograph. He stated that he had been
sent to the studio by an engineer, a
mutual friend.
Mr. Bourgeois explained that the
model was the accepted design for
a universal Temple, which the followers of Baha 'u 'l1ah all over the
world were going to erect on a
sightly location on the shore of Lake
Michigan about fifteen miles north
of Chicago. Soon it became evident
that the design was the dream of
this architect's life, a vision that
had come to him. At that moment
he was seeking' a material with
which to build this unique and
beautiful structure and someone
with the sympathetic understanding, ability and experience to put
this design into material form. The
architect left the photograph of
the Temple with the studio and thus
began an eleven-year study by Mr.
Earley and his assistants of one of
the most remarkable building projects in all history.
Meanwhile, the Temple Trustees,
'The Dawning Place of God's Praise.

the national organization in charge
of the building of the Temple, started construction work with the sinking of nine great concrete caissons
to a depth of 136 feet to bed rock,
and the erection of a circular foundation containing' a domed hall
which has been used for meetings
since its completion.
Nine years passed and funds became available for the building of
the superstructure of the Temple.
During this period an almost continuous investigation was carried
on to solve the problem of what materials to use in building a structure, the design of which seemed to
be a "lacey envelope enshrining an
idea, the idea of light, a shelter of
cobweb interposed between earth
and sky, struck through and
through with Light-light which
shall partly consume the forms and
make of it a thing faery."
MR. BOURGEOIS and the Temple
Trustees had originally planned on
erecting the Temple in sections,
story by story, as funds became
available. And so in 1930, when
$400,000 was on hand for the resumption of the building work, it
was decided to build the first
story complete and cover it with a
temporary roof, until further funds
made it possible to build the first
gallery story, and so on until the
dome was finished. But a careful
analysis indicated the desirability
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of constructing the entire superstructure framework for an amount
well within the available resources.
This plan was adopted and carried
out within a year's time. So efficiently and economically was this
done that it was possible to install
the entire plumbing system and
part of the heating and lighting
systems thus affording a completely
enclosed and usable building.
Just before the building of the
superstructure of the Temple began
in September, 1930, the architect,
Mr. Bourgeois, died in his studio
home on the Temple property. But
he had cOmlJleted his design including full sizecldrawings of all of the
exterior ornamentation, great drawings of remarkable beauty and accuracy, and details for the dome
reaching a length of 109 feet. With
these detailed data and with the results of years of consultation with
the architect, we believe that we
know the problem and have a clear
conception of his vision,-a Temple
of Light with a great pierced dome
having ribs extending toward the
heavens like great arms lifted in
supplication, - a gleaming white
building through which the sunlight
would stream to illumine all within,
and through which by night the
temple light would shine out to enlighten a darkened world. The vision of the architect penetrated the
sky, where he saw not only the stars
and constellations, but their OTbits,
circles, ovals and vesicas of endless
variety weaving in and out like a
great celestial fabric. This is the
theme of the dome ornamentation,
the courses of the firmament. But
to give life to this fabric, tendrils,
leaves and flower forms were added.
Interwoven in t his fabric are
the symbols of the great religious

M A GA ZI N E

movements of the past and present,
the swastika used in many ancient
faiths, the six-pointed star of
Moses, the cross of Christianity,
the star and crescent of Muhammadanism, and the nine-pointed
star of the universal religious faith
of the followers of Baha 'ullah
(Glory of God).
,iVITH THE architect gone, and
with the fruits of his years of devoted service in hand, the Temple
Trustees turned to The Research
Service of Washington, D. C., an
organization of specialists in the
fields of engineering and construction, men who had been associated
with some of the great works in
America and abroad, and requested
this concern to determine on the material or materials and the methods
to be used in clothing the Temple
superstructure with "the lacey envelope" that would complete the
building and materialize the dream
of Bourgeois.
And so nearly eleven years after
the Earley Studio received its first
call from the architect, two engineers called on Mr. John J. Earley
and informed him that his studio
had been selected, after two years
of intensive investigation, to prepare the exterior ornamentation of
the dome of the Temple of Light.
Fortunately the Earley Studio
had available a plant at Rosslyn,
Va., that was especially adapted to
the construction of the dome ornamentation. This plant was assigned
to the project and early in July,
1932, the preliminary work was
started. This involved the layout
and construction of a fullsized
wooden model of one panel of the
structural outer framework of the
existing dome structure that would
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he modelled and carved out the fu11sized clay model. Plaster of Paris
impressions were taken of the clay
surfaces and from these the plaster
of Paris model was prepared. These
models were well reinforced with
hemp and jute and rods. The rough
plaster of Paris model was carefully carved to give the final surface
texture and modelling. From each
plaster cast or model a plaster of
-Paris mould was made and this represented the negative of the final
cast section.
The unique feature in the casting
of the concrete sections is the use
0f a mat or framework of high carbon steel rods which forms the reinforcement, serves to give high early
strength to the casting for handling
and subsequently makes of each
section a structure which is designed to resist the highest possible
pressures produced from wind,
snow, ice, etc.
After the concrete casts are taken
out of the moulds a group of skill8dlaborers scrape the mortar from
the outer surfaces and thoroughly
clean these surfaces down to the exposed aggregate. This leaves the
entire outer surface of a white
radiant quality. The vision of the
architect involved a structure that
would be indeed a Temple of
Light. His design called for an
outer surface that was radiantly
white at the dome and graded to a
light buff tone at the base of the
THE FIRST step in the preparation building. The contractor and -the
of the ornamentation was the engineer spent several months in a
modelling and carving of the orig- search through the eastern section
inal clay model for each and every of the United States to find just the
section. The sculptor made a trac- right material for the aggregate of
ing of the architect's original fu11- the concrete. After visiting many
sized drawing for each surface and outcroppings of native stone and
then transferred this design on to quarries it was decided to use
the clay surface. From this outline two qualities of quartz - a pure
finally support the concrete ornamentation. An analysis quickly indicated that it would be more efficient and economical in the end to
make the dome ornamentation at
this plant rather than on the Temple
property, as originally contemplated by the architect.
The principal purpose of this
model of the dome panel was to
serve as a standard of measurement from which the dimensions of
the various sections of the field and
the ribs of the dome could be taken
off later and used. Also this model
was used for the purpose of studying the plaster of Paris casts of the
dome ornamentation.
It was necessary to study the
dome ornamentation, which is unique in having about one-third of its
area perforated. If these perforations were too large they would destroy the architectural continuity.
Were they too small they would not
be apparent. All of the exterior
surfaces of the ornamentation were
carefu lly modelled and this modelling studied so as to secure the
proper lights and shades and thus
give character to the surface, especially when seen from a distance.
It was necessary to study every ornamentation detail over a period of
several months, so that it would fit
into the design, as the brush strokes
of the painter fit into and form a
part of his masterpiece.
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white opaque quartz from Kings
Creek, S. C., and a crystalline
quartz from Moneta, Va. This material is quarried and shipped in
large pieces to the plant where it is
passed through a jaw crusher and a
series of rons until it is of the required size for the coarser aggregate. The waste is then taken and
again passed through the rolls and
crushed finer for the sand. These
aggregates are mixed with white
cement and water to form the
plastic concrete which is carefully
poured and tamped in the moulds.
The casting is allowed to set for
from eighteen to twenty hours depending upon temperature and
moisture conditions before it is removed from the mould.
The scraping and finishing of the
outer surfaces of each cast requires
a little less time than an average
working day. After the cast has
been scraped and cleaned, it is then
removed to a large room where the
air is kept moist. The concrete
casts are allowed to remain in this
moist chamber for a period of at
least two weeks. They are then removed to the storage yard and
subsequently loaded in freight cars
and shipped to the Temple for erection on the dome.
Inserts are imbedded in the four
corners of each concrete casting.
These provide a means of bolting
the ornamentation to the structural
steel skeleton of the dome.
An interesting feature of the ornamentation is its division into the
two hundred and seventy sections
of the field of the dome and the one
hundred and seventeen sections of
the great ribs. These sections are
separated by a space of a half inch
to allow for deflection and tempera-
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ture changes in both the steel structure and concrete material of the
ornamentation.
THIS ENTIRE project is unique in
the history of building construction.
It does not mean simply the building of another church or temple.
Continuous study and investigation extending over the past
decade has evolved the new idea of
constructing a framework and then
building and placing on this framework the design which in itself is a
superimposed structure. Even to
the layman it is apparent that
this method of construction is simple, direct and economical. It is believed that it is the only practicable
method for a building of this unique
and ornamental nature. The estimates of the engineers for the construction of this Temple, in accordance with the ordinary methods of
stone masonry and with the use of
white marble, would have involved
an expenditure of about ten times
what this building will cost. Even
a building laboriously carved out
of white marble and requiring a
long period of years for execution
would not have met the architect's
requirements of a radiantly white
building of a permanent and enduring material.
The development of the work of the ornamentation has developed a spirit among
the workers which is known as "The Spell
of the Temple." Many delightful little
stories of personal interest could be told
of the workers who are largely craftsmen
of long experience. The man who had the
final carving of the plaster of Paris casts
insisted on doing all of this work. Several
of the workers, when learning that the
Temple was being built by voluntary contributions made largely by poor people all
over the world and on the basis of sacrifice,
voluntarily suggested a reduction in their
pay. Mr. Taylor, Mr. Earley's associate,
personally laid out and superintended every
part of the work involved in the construc-
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tion of the wooden
the casting shed
job. The design
work involved an
and effort.
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model of the dome panel,
and other parts of the
and supervision of this
endless amount of time

vice. The" Spell of the Temple"
has inspired everyone connected
with the work to heights of craftsmanship, to degrees of ingenuity
And thus the work goes on and and a sustained enthusiasm that reon. The spirit of the project seems call the days of the cathedral buildto involve devotion and selfless ser- ers of the Middle Ages.

ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF SCIENTIFIC
THINKING
GLENN

A.

SHOOK

Professor of Physics, Wheaton College
"God has conferred upon and added to man a distinctive power, the faculty of
intellectual investigation into the secrets of creation, the acquisition of higher knowledge, the greatest virtue of which is scientific enlightenment." 'Abdu'l-Baha.

ULTHOUGH we are too close to
~ fully comprehend it, the last
hundred years has wrought greater
change in scientific thought than
any thousand years in history. Contrary to popular opinion, this movement has not been confined to the
,IVest, the birthplace of modern
science, but has touched every race,
every nation, of the world. In the
world of science "no man liveth
unto himself' '-his findings are the
property of mankind. The academies of science of anyone country
gladly welcome the researches or
the research workers, of any other
country. Des pit e the drastic
changes in man's mode of living,
due largely to the rapid advance of
the sciences, we are told that this
is only the beginning. Let us pass
over the more obvious contributions
such as the radio, the automobile,
etc., that have expanded our material culture, and see what has
actually taken place in the realm of
scientific thought.
vVe have witnessed an unparallel-

ed activity in applied science, a correlation of irrelevant phenomena
within the various sciences and a
correlation of the sciences themselves, the rise and fall of a perfect
system (in the physical sciences)
upon which all future work was to
have rested, and finally an heroic
struggle of scientific men, to arrive
at the truth-not to reconcile the
old system to new facts.
This period, which includes the
theory of evolution, the theory of
relativity and the mechanistic theory of behavior, to mention only a
few of the outstanding contributions, has produced a profound effect upon philosophy and religion.
No scientific discovery ever affected
the fundamental concepts of life like
the evolution theory. To be sure,
Galileo shook the foundations of
the universe but he left Man, the
highest form of creation, intact.
No theory was ever more disturbing or disconcerting to science itself than the theory of relativity.
No result of scientific investigation
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ever robbed man of hope and as- teenth Oentury Maxwell demonpiration, simultaneously driving strated that light was an electrohim to an investigation of his own magnetic phenomenon and therereality like the mechanistic theory fore it ceased to exist as an indeof behavior. Unlike a political or pendent entity.
religious upheaval here was a bloodRumford and Joule proved that
less revolution-a revolution with- heat was a form of energy and
out hate. It is natural therefore another scientific merger was comtha t the Oentury of Progress should pleted, incidentally putting the old
stress the results of physical science caloric theory out of business. As
for it is the physical sciences that a result of this correlation the most
have done the most to unite the important generalization of phyworld.
sics, namely the law of conservation
of energy (which states that energy
A HUNDRED years ago the atomic can neither be created nor destroytheory was generally accepted but ed) was firmly established. Some
the atom of that day was simply an time earlier the law of conservation
exceedingly small bit of matter hav- of mass had been "proven" experiing the properties of an aggrega- mentally so that up to the present
tion large enough to be studied. As century no one doubted the validity
investigations developed it was nec- of these two important laws. Near
essary to attribute electrical prop- the end of this period, however,
erties to the atom and at the end of theoretical investigations seemed to
the period, as the result of the re- indicate that when the sun radiates
search of Thompson, Rutherford energy, i. e., heat, into space it loses
and Bohr, it was discovered that all mass and within the last few years
matter could be reduced to electric a few scientists have been seriously
charges. The only difference be- considering the reverse process,
tween iron and hydrogen is the namely-the change of radiation
number and arrangement of the, so- back into mass. Taken together
called, electrons and protons. Not these two laws will probably stand,
only is all matter thus simplified but but separately they may fall. And
no distinction need be drawn be- here we have the most remarkable
tween electricity and matter.
of all correlations; ponderable matPrior to this period electricity ter the essence of all material things
and magnetism were considered sep- becomes energy the physical quanarate and distinct and then it was tity of which has no material attrishown that a charge in motion, i. e., butes.
an electric current, always produced
a magnetic field and finally it was
THE RADIOAL change that has
discovered that a moving' magnetic taken place in scientific thinking
field would produce a current. during' the last one hundred years
Magnetism and electricity were may be made clear by considering a
thus correlated, and this correlation few theories in detail.
is responsible for most of the prinAt the beginning of the last cenciples utilized in our great electri- tury, Young proved beyond doubt
cal industries today.
(i. e. in view of the experimental
During the middle of the Nine- facts then at hand) that light was a
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wave motion. But if light is a wave
phenomenon and not a stream of
material particles, as Newton supposed, there must be some kind of
medium in which the waves travel.
This seems reasonable and for nearlya century no one could escape the
logic of a medium. The first medium that was created, ether, was an
elastic solid but it turned out to be
more of a liability than an assot for
it constantly raised more questions
than it solved. It had to be more
elastic than steel in order to transmit the short waves of light and at
the same time objects were known
to move through it without being
retarded. When Maxwell proposed
his famous electromagnetic theory
of light it was adopted at once as
all these difficulties were eliminated.
Indeed the theory was so complete
and flawless that Hertz declared,
near the end of the century, that it
would hold for all time and then he
proceeded to make a discovery that
threw doubt upon the wave idea in
any form. Planck and Einstein
made similar observations and ever
since physicists have been laboring
to develop a satisfactory wave theory, that would include all the facts.
This does not mean that Maxwell's
theory is obsolete but rather that it
is inadequate. But to return to the
ether-probably fifty per cent of the
physicists today believe in an ether
and fifty per cent do not and yet
they both mean the same thing. As
far as we know to date, light exhibits both the wave aspect and the
particle aspect. We may imagine
some kind of an ether for the waves
but we are not much concerned
about the reality of its existence.
A British physicist recently remarked-' 'We are getting quite
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used to theories which are 'right'
in the sense that they predict all
sorts of unexpected things correctly, but which remain themselves unintelligible, or even self-contradictory, when one tries to 'understand' them". People who have
difficulty in accepting some of the
tenets of religion because they seem
unscientific might do well to get the
modern view which takes into account our limitations.

The evoltdion theory furnishes
another illustration of the fact that
while a materialistic viewpoint
seemed necessary and sufficient in
the Nineteenth Century it is inadequate today. The theory was developed by Darwin at a time when
the scientific world was materialistic, when explanations were reduced, as far as possible, to mechanical models. A thing was 'explained' when a model could be imagined
that would duplicate the phenomenon. The pressure of a gas can
be explained by assuming that a
gas is composed of elastic spheres
in rapid motion, for if a gas were
an assemblage of rapidly moving
elastic spheres, it would exert a
pressure. This kind of explanation
was so real to the scientists of the
last century that they did not find
it necessary to penetrate beyond the
models. Of course the theory does
not claim to explain the origin of
life. At most it merely attempts
to picture the successive changes in
life from a simple to a complex organism. Its weakness lies in the
assumption that Natural Selection
is a kind of mechanism that works
automatically. The paradox, as we
now realize, is staggering. Life
evolves w%onscionsly withottt a
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guiding intelligence, like a machine and while we have more confusion
in operation. But where will we about fundamental concepts we
find a machine that will operate by
itself, producing other machines like
itself, with variations in order that
the new machine can function with
the result that the final product will
be more highly organized than the
original machine ~ This must be
true if the evolution theory is followed to its logical conclusion.
To the mass of people, even educated people, the theory explains
life, it is an entity, a first cause. If
society has evolved, evolution is a
sufficient explanation. On the other
hand evolution is one of the greatest aids to the understanding of
life that science has discovered. If
man did not evolve he must have
been created spontaneously and all
the evidence we have points to evolution. It is not necessary to leave
out the guiding intelligence-on the
contrary it is far more scientific to
include it. The nature of this guiding principle we may leave to
prophetic religions but it would be
unscientific to exclude it.

have no less real progress. Perhaps the child has come of age and
is regarding the physical world with
less assurance and more penetration. Today we realize that a thing
can be real without being concrete,
that sometimes we must have faith
in things scientific that cannot be
explained by mechanical models nor
even by logic, and that science is as
prone to anthropomorphism as religion when it defines force as something that pushes or pulls. We
are concerned here primarily with
scientific development during the
last one hundred years, but the real
significance of this sudden outburst
of creative energy must lie beyond
its intrinsic value.
After Newton explained the laws
of the solar system men realized
that the God of prophetic religion,
the active living God of history
could function in a universe controlled by dynamical laws. When
evolution was established we had to
admit that the same God could develop an organic world through naMANY ILLUSTRATIONS of this natural laws. Finally when psyture indicate that the scientific mind chology threw some light on the ophas undergone a radical change; eration of the mind jt became eviperhaps it is developing like science. dent, after some struggle, that God
The great triumphs of science in could manifest Himself t 0 us
the last century led many to believe through psychological laws.
In
that its position was invulnerable. each instance however no attempt
Provision was made for additions, is made to describe the nature of
to be sure, but the system, the way God-that is 1 eft to revealed
of thinking and even the funda- religion.
The cause of this unparalleled acmental concepts of force, energy,
mass, time, space, etc., were sup- tivity in science, like the reality beposed to be fixed, once and for all. hind the physical laws, eludes
Its first great blunder and we hope scientific search but we cannot overthe last, was the dogmatization of look the historical fact that this
the N ewtonian physics. Fortunate- same period has also witnessed a
ly the way of thinking has changed, universal spiritual awakening:~
'We refer the reader to other articles in this magazine for the spiritual aspect of the Century of Progress.
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A CENTURY of PROGRESS in EDUCATION
GENEVIEVE

L.

COY,

Ph.D.

"Education holds an irnportant place in the new order of things . . . . Baha'u'llah
has announced that inasmuch as ignorance and lack of education are barriers of separation among mankind, all must receive training and instruction. Through this provision the lack of mutual understanding will be rernedied and the unity of mankind furthered and advanced. Universal education is a universal law."-'Abdul-Baha.
~DUCATION

in America in the history, especially the history of the
early 19th Century was based, United States came to be considered
to a large extent, on the idea that an essential part of each child's
the school was an institution which education in the elementary school.
should supplement the home, the Later the study of physiology and
shop, the church. What these in- hygiene was introduced, in order
stitutions could not give the child, that the country might have citizens
the school must provide. The home of sound body, as well as those who
was expected to supply training in were informed concerning national
manners and morals, and simple vo- ideals.
cational preparation.
Work in
Such a conception of the purpose
stores, small factories, on boats, in of formal education resulted, in
stables, gave other types of exper- practice, in the widely accepted
ience in earning a livelihood. The conviction that the school should
church cared for the spiritual edu- concern itself with the training of
cation of children and young people. the minds of children and young
Education of the body was a by- people. "To learn" was to acquire
product of playing ball, climbing skills and knowledges of the inteltrees, and other free play activities lect. The child's brain was given
in the out of doors. The duty of into the keeping of the school. His
the school was to fill in certain gaps body, his emotions, his soul were
in the vocational, social and religi- sufficiently cared for elsewhere,and the school was intruding on the
ous training of the child.
To read and write the English sacred rights of home and church if
language, to solve simple problems it attempted to do more than eduwith numbers, to know enough geo- ca te the mind.
Progress in education in the 19th
graphy for purposes of commerce
Century
therefore consisted chiefly
and travel-these were considered
necessities which could be best ac- in more and better development of
quired in the school. The more in- the mental capacities of pupils and
telligent and well-to-do parents al- students. M ore courses in history,
so wished their children to have literature and languages were addother subjects of instruction which ed to the curriculum. As modern
developed,
were felt to have cultural value, scientific knowledge
and the study of literature, history more and more sciences were
and foreign languages was included studied in higher schools. Physics,
in the curricula of higher schools. chemistry, botany, zoology came to
As the ideal of educating a child as be considered appropriate subjects
a future citizen in a democracy was for study. Along with the addition
gradually developed, the study of of fields of knowledg'e, emphasis
~
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was placed on the development of
better and better techniques of
teaching. The problem of how the
pupil would learn more in a shorter
time became the object of careful
study. Standardized tests were developed in order to determine just
how much each pupil did learn
under a given method of teaching.
As a result of these emphases in
education, the curriculum for the
average child has been widened far
beyond that of the early 19th Century. Better methods of teaching
have helped make it possible for the
pupil to assimilate this increased
subject matter. The lengthening of
the school year and the increase in
the number of years of formal education have also assisted the school
in its task of giving young people a
more complete mental training.
The curriculum of schools in the
latter half of the 19th Century was
further complicated by certain concepts of the psychology taught in
the colleges. "The mind" was considered to possess certain faculties,
"the reason", "the memory", "the
imagination", etc. Certain subjects
"trained the reason", and the student thus acquired an ability to
think logically which could be transferred to the problems of everyday
vocational and social life. Courses
were therefore included in the curriculum which had no apparent value
in supplementing the life of home,
community or business.
Latin,
Greek, algebra, geometry were
taught primarily because of the belief that they gave mental training
which would later be transmuted
into the ability to think more clearly about the problems of everyday
life.
One of the effects of this conception of training the faculties of the
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mind was to fix more deeply in public opinion the idea of the school as
an institution which concerned itself only with mental training. In
the elementary schools and high
schools, the text-book was the most
important tool in education. The
child was in school to learn the contents of the book. Critical comparison of the contents of various
texts was not encouraged-in fact,
such a procedure simply did not
present itself as a possibility to
most teachers. The result of this in
the minds of children was the develOlJment of an attitude of noncritical following of the leadership
of any book or teacher speaking'
with the tone of authority. To be
obedient, punctual, industrious, to
follow the established authority,
was the whole duty of pupils.
THE RESULT of an education such
as we have described has, of necessity, forced the attitudes of our
adult citizenry into certain clear-cut
channels. Two of these are of especial importance. (1) The average citizen tends to be non-critical
of those in authority, whether in
business, politics or religion. He
prefers "to leave well enough
alone", except in those cases where
the status quo deprives him of food,
shelter and clothing. Even then he
often lacks the initiative to attempt
to remedy the causes of the undesirable situation. (2) The idea of
the school as a narrowly specialized
institution for training" the mincl
has strengthened a tendency found
in other aspects of society,-that
of conceiving of the home as something separate from the state, of
the cllllTch as unrelated to business
life. This psychology of division
and separateness has increased in
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in newspaper reports, and that these
subjects are among the first to be
eliminated in an economy program
indicates that they have never really been integrated into the public
idea of the purpose of education.
It was not until the beginning of
the 20th Century that thinking educators began to express an ideal of
education that was in marked contrast to the prevailing practice.
This change in outlook has had two
sources. On the one hand sociologists and philosophers presented
an ideal of a consciously evolving
society, in which the varying aspects of human experience might
find a unified and integrated expression. On the other hand, students
of psychology and psychiatry beIN SPITE of the crystalization of gan to extend their studies beyond
the purpose of the school, as an in- the purely mental activities of the
stitution for the training of the individual, and to emphasize the
mind, other types of learning grad- need of studying the physical conually crept into the curriculum dur- stitution and emotional patterns
ing the later years of the 19th Cen- and habits. An outgrowth of these
tury. As the population became studies is the mental hygiene movemore concentrated in cities, and ment, which stresses the fact that
children had fewer opportunities only through the balanced and infor free play in fields and woods, tegrated functioning' of body, emocourses in physical training and tions and mind can a normal indiathletics were provided to take the vidual be developed.
place of the out-of-door play of
rural communities. When the home
THE PRO G RES S IVE EDUCATION
ceased to manufacture its own movement has drawn its ideals and
cloth, and much of its own food, the purposes from both of the above
school study of the skills of cooking sources. The school as an instituand sewing began to take the place tion for mental training has failed
of the domestic training of kitchen, to develop truly happy and effective
garden and weaving room. Courses individuals. It has too often proin music, drawing and painting, duced a person who is divided
which could not be justified on the against himself. The school must
grounds of mental training, were therefore widen its function and do
introduced for a variety of reasons, its best to "educate the whole
and were considered educational child". No one aspect of a human
luxuries. The fact that courses in being can be adequately developed
home economics, music and art are if other aspects are ignored. Thinkstill described as "fads and frills"
ing parents and educators have
society until our national life has
become so chaotic that almost the
only level on which we can achieve
unified action is that of providing
for the need of food. Within the
individual this division of outlook
tends either toward a disintegration
of personality, in which the life is
torn to pieces by the conflict of
competing loyalties, or toward a
completely one-sided existence in
which all loyalties but one are suppressed in favor of the strongest
urge. It is obvious that both of
these tendencies impair the efficiency and happiness of the individual, and thus are a factor in retarding the development of a progressive society.
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therefore banded together in many
communities to provide for children
an environment in which boys and
girls can develop their potentialities
of body, heart and spirit, as well as
those of the mind. Books are not
ignored, but they are not worshipped as the source of all value.
In such schools, teachers are more
concerned with the quality of the
evolving human being than they are
with the n~tmbeT of facts the pupil
can quote. They desire to help a
child to develop better interests and
desires, and to guide him in planning and acting so that he can more
effectively attain his goals.
From the social standpoint, progressive educators are not content
with acceptance of the status quo.
They believe that a society can be
evolved which will not only give
greater physical security but which
will also foster emotional stability,
higher standards of artistic appreciation, and the spiritual values,
such as loving-kindness and true
brotherhood . One major purpose
of the progressive school thus becomes that of helping the child to
become critical of the society in
which he lives, and to plan ways of
improving the present situation. A
second major purpose concerns itself with the development of attitudes which are needed in a progressing society-cooperation, initiative, freedom from prejudice, etc.
These attitudes are not thought of
as "moral ideas" to be ta ught
through courses in ethics, but as
ways of responses which grow thru
use in the situations which arise
daily in the varied community life
of the school.
In the actual carrying out of its
ideal, progressive education has
found that one of its greatest needs
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is that of study courses for adults.
Many parents regret the limited
fields of their own schooling, and
wish to supplement their own experience. It is common to hear
visitors in a progressive school remark, "How I wish I could have
had such and such work when I was
in school!" Other adults who are
dissatisfied with the present state
of society need encouragement and
guidance along lines of constructive
criticism and planning. It is therefore becoming common for progressive schools to organize courses and
round table discussions for parents.
The ideals of progressive education are spreading rapidly in some
communities; in other districts they
are anathema, especially to those
who sincerely believe the "old
times were better than the new",
and to those who have something
to gain from the continuance of an
un cri tic aI, routinized majority.
There are therefore groups who
are convinced that the last thirty
years have shown more real progress in education than the preceding seventy years of the century,while others are equally certain that
the changes introduced since 1900
have been definitely harmful.
The present writer is convinced
that progress in education must follow the trail blazed by the progressive educational movement. Society
must be reconstructed, and in order to do this children must have
an education which 'will help them
develop into well-balanced, effective, unprejudiced and cooperative
individuals.
Changes in conditions of living
have made a return to the individualistic and laissez faiTe ideals of
the late 19th Century impossible.
The home has ceased to be a center
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of industry and a miniature community. The development of lab orsaving machinery has entirely
changed the pattern of industry and
commerce. The church no longer
serves as a dynamic agency for unifying the social and spiritual lives
of the majority of our citizens.
Nations are so closely linked in
economic interdependence t hat
isolated national existence has become impossible. The world must
move forward with assurance and
faith into a civilization which shall
unify into one powerfully moving
stream the conflicting tendencies of
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our present life.
There exists today, fortunately, in
the World Order of Baha'u'llah a
guide to a reconstruction of society
which is in full accord with the
needs of civilization today. In the
Baha'i Faith are discovered ways
of developing characteristics of
heart, mind and spirit which produce happy and effective living.
Baha'is conceive of progress in education in terms of the development
of individuals who will work together for a new social order which
will actually produce on this earth
"the oneness of mankind."

AWAKENING TO REALITY
LOUIS G. GREGORY

"In a short time the relationship between the colored and white people will still
further improve, and by and by no difference will be felt between them . ... The most
urgent requisite of mankind is the declaration of the oneness of the world of humanitythis is the great principle of Baha'u'llah. That which will leaven the human world is
a love that will insure the abandonment of pride, oppression and hatred . ... In the sight
of God color makes no difference at all. He looks at the hearts of men."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

nHE measure of progress from
Dill the beginning to the end of
the century of progress would possibly be the contrast between midnight and sunrise. Those dismayed
by the trials of today have but to
consider past and present and so by
comparison perceive the vas t
changes that have come.
A century ago, in human minds,
a clear division and impassable
boundary separated the races of
mankind. This border was fixed by
inherent, distinct, easily discernible
traits, related to each race and absent in the others. Such a belief although but superstition and fancy
was the foundation for many prejudices upon which the minds of
youth and age were fed. The dominance of one race by another was
accepted as the sine qua non of in-

telligence. The scientist of that
day proved it to his own satisfaction. The politician proclaimed it
from the stump. The pious believed it as a tenet of faith and salvation. Institutions of culture were
founded upon it. It was further
buttressed by the organic law of the
land, hundreds of state and federal
statues, thousands of social customs
and usages and ten thousand times
ten thousands of human chattels
whom it held in durCllrtce vile the
world over. Human slavery in
some form prevailed among all the
nations. Here and there some poet
or seer would raise a voice of protest, but this was soon lost in the
general clamor prompted by gain.
Heretics, if taken seriously, were
regarded as the foes of God and
man. The creeds of that day were
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on a par with its social outlook and
program. Today sees slavery overthrown, wo men
emancipated,
science diffused, quackery exposed,
laws humanized, civil liberty advanced, creeds broadened, and a
growing number of people turning
to religion for the removal of human ills. Assuredly there is some
strange power at work I
The dogma of racial inequality is now
discredited by scientists east and west. But
a short time ago it was regarded as the
holy of holies of all racial adjustment. Such
sweeping changes have meant discovery and
evolution in education, revolution in government and growth and expansion in the more
subtle realm of human hearts. A century
ago and long afterward people common}y
vaunted their prejudices. Today practIcally all intelligent people are ashal~ed. of
their prejudices. Those who would JustIfy
aversion to another group or race seek to
put it upon other grounds. This fact alone
is one of the signs of a mighty transformation in the psychology of the times.

CONDlTIONS today are still remote
from the ideal. That any considerable number of people should be
evalued socially by color rather
than capacity and that such a limitation should extend at times even
to civil rights is a grotesque shadow
from the old order. Idealists, like
the valiant Saint George, combat
this dragon today as they did those
of former days. The modern and
more effective weapon is teaching.
It is both stimulating and encouraging to find how many people are
now ready for the message of the
equality of the races.
The late Theodore Roosevelt who in his
high station held with inflexible courage
to his way of extending social amenities to
all races, was one day entertaining and
being entertained by the Fisk University
Jubilee singers in his home at Oyster Bay.
"Quite a number of whites", he assured
them, "are now ready to receive the colored people socially. But my advice to you
is, do not run toward it. Walk!"
So great and good a friend, with his insight into human nature, probably meant
by this advice to convey his belief that ap-

parent anxiety on the part of a minority
group to claim rights justly theiTs, would
retard rather than speed the attainment.
Perhaps the former :president !ecalh;d h}s
own futile effort to Impress hIS belIef m
racial equality upon the people through
his dinner with Booker W ashington. Yet
he did not fail entirely. It cannot be denied that his action influenced some people
to greater breadth in social life.

Today the number of those who
take a similar stand is greatly increased. Some frankly seek in their
association with other races not
only service but cultural growth.
The mingling of all races upon a
social plane is far from complete
happiness if dictated on the part of
some only by patronage and charity. The true plane of social intercourse is what each can give to the
common weal. The talents of a people long arrested by limited opportunity, now gloriously blossoming
forth, their literature, art, music,
invention, social graces and spirituality, all of which increasingly
shine with the new freedom, can
enrich with many treasures the
combined culture of the human race.
Far greater radiance and charm
are found in interracial gatherings
than in those composed of but one
race or class. Does not God smile
upon them~
GLORIOUS and effective are those
instruments of service known as interracial committees which function
north and south. They are like
dynamos in the machinery of social
progress. No wholesome endeavor
is unaffected by the spirit of the
New Age which makes all races
one.
Although much good has already
been done, greater by far is the task
ahead. Many are the ills which
environ mankind. On one hand is
the greatest menace; on the other
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the greatest blessing. The great of man. Chief amongst the Baha'i
upheaval of world war threatens; teachings is the oneness of manyet the Heavens are telling us their kind. In this all races merge, assecrets. The sole relief of a strick- sisted by the heavenly power. It is
en world is the unity of all its peo- a new spiritual teaching and a new
ples. This is the program accept- scientific law, ideally adapted to the
able to God in whom there abides needs of the hour. Its activities are
security and peace. The majestic motivated solely by the spiritual
Revelation of Baha'u'llah with its might. This is the crowning wissimplicity, wisdom, love, effective- dom of the century of light, lifting
ness and power is the greatest mar- men above the plane of division and
vel in this day of wonders. It is strife into the heaven of divine conlight to the eye, music to the ear, sciousness which alone is reaL Men
solace to the heart, life to the spirit seek peace. Victory rests with God.

THE CENTURY OF PROGRESS EXPOSITION
A FEW IMPRESSIONS
SYLVIA PAINE

The author is a graduate student at the University of Illinois, and a well known
member of the Bah6:i Youth Group.
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S the Chicago Fair really succeeding 1' , is the question
most frequently asked of those who
have visited Chicago in recent
months. For people hardly can believe that any vast new undertaking could succeed in a year which
so manifestly spells failure and
economic ruin. Yet every visitor
agrees, I think, that in attracting
an average daily attendance of well
over one hundred thousand people
the Chicago Exposition is a most
noteworthy success. Strange as it
may seem, it is true that the Century of Progress Exposition held in
a year of unprecedented economic
stress has attracted larger crowds
and from a far wider area than did
the Sesquicentennial Exposition in
Philadelphia in the prosperous year
of 1926. This success is due partly
to the excellent advertising the
Chicago Fair has had for several

years before 1933 and through extended use of radio during the
months of the Fair.
But there is another more fundamental reason for the outstanding
success of this Exposition. It is
distinctly a product of the Twentieth Century, a Fair which is centered on facts of our life today, and
hints of what civilization may bring
us in the next fifty years, whereas
previous Fairs have centered largelyon facts of past centuries. The
World's Fair of 1893, the St. Louis
Exposition of 1901, and even the
Philadelphia Sesquicentennial were
distinctly Nineteenth Century products which could not use to so
large an extent the features of
Twentieth C e n t u r y civilization
which recently have been perfected
as a result of the great scientific
and intellectual awakening of the
past seventy-five years.
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THE MUCH criticised Fair archi- ies from the indiscriminate distritecture is perhaps the best expres- bution of alms to the establishment
sion of this central note of the of carefully organized institutions
whole Exposition. Oolorful, yes, to which not only give :financial aid to
some eyes even garish, these rather the needy but try to help them to
pleasingly angular buildings are avoid such difficulties in the future.
burdened with no heavy or superALTHOUGH there is a Hall of Refluous ornamentations and give one
the impression of size and complete- ligion in which world activities of
ness without the burden of minute Protestant organizations and of
details. The size of the Fair is J udaism are shown, the field of retypical of the present day spirit of ligion is receiving rather less atexpansion and of desire to excel all tention than in the Chicago Fair of
previous records.
1893 when the famous World ParA typically Twentieth Century liament of Religions was held. This,
Fair must almost necessarily stress too, although a disappointment to
the physical sciences rather than the more thoughtful and spiritually
the arts. People are fascinated to inclined visitors is perhaps more
learn how a car is assembled; what befitting a typically early Twentieth
are the modern factory processes in Oentury Exposition held at the culmaking a shirt; and just how the mination of a machine age. The
organs of the human body function. Century of Progress which this ExMoving tableaux and dioramas sup- position represents is one of proplement the diagram and lectUTer gress in material ways. From the
in making facts and processes more Baha,'i writings, however, one
graphic and interesting. There is a catches a fuller glimpse of the
building also where the importance spiritual Source of these unprecedof the social sciences today is ented s c i en t i f i c developments.
brought to the visitor's attention. Baha 'u 'llah has said:
Here with the aid of maps, simple
"The East, dazzled with the brilliancy of
charts and graphic pictures so- Western civilization, became so engrossed
occupied with its visible achievements
cial changes in the past hundred and
as to fail to recognize its true Source and
years are recorded and the lines Origin. Remarkable and fascinating as the
intellectual and industrial accomplishments
of futUTe progress indicated. The of
the leaders of thought have been in modwork of the League of Nations ern times, yet to every discerning observer
is clear and manifest that they have deand other organizations for fur- it
rived the greatest part of their knowledge
thering international cooperation from the sages of the past.... These sages
and world peace is shown.
To of old in their turn acquired their knowledge from the Prophets of God, for these
the thoughtful person this is verily were the Manifestations of divine
a hint of the more essential and wisdom and the Revealers of heavenly
mysteries."*
fundamental aspect of the proMay we not see, in the next fifty
gress in human civilization during the past century. For instance years an even greater development
it is noteworthy that social service in a spiritual way to parallel our
has grown during the past centUT- present material achievements~
'Tablet of Wisdom.
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"Among the results of the manifestation of spiritual forces will
be that the human world will take on a new social form; the justice
of God will become manifest * * * New Remedy and solution for
human problems must be adopted * ~, * The government of a country
must make laws which conform to the divine law. "-{ Abd~t'l-Baha.
THE AMAZING paradox implied in
the present world economic crisis,
is that the chief cause of the present
economic depression-the power of
machinery to do the work of ma111can be made the fotmdation of uniersal prosperity.
It is not possible that humanity
properly organized can suffer economically from the magic productive capacity of machinery, whether
applied in the manufacture of goods
or in the raising of agricultural
products. Human ingenuity and
human labor applied to the production of the necessities and comforts
and luxuries of life, multiplied a
thousandfold by the advantages of
machine power, can only be a blessing to the human race provided results of s~tch industrial and agrict£lt~wal enterprise be properly clistrib~£ted. There is no need of hunger,
of lack of shelter or clothing on the
part of any individual, now that
agriculture and industry can so
easily produce beyond all possibility
of consumption. Man's scientific
power, directing human and machine labor, can meet all the needs
of man abundantly.
The above statements, in the light
of present day history, are axiomatic. Also it is axiomatic that the clue
to world prosperity lies in the problem of distribution. This truth is so

evident as to need no argument.
But how to create and firmly establish the proper and necessary modes
of distribution is another problem,
calling for a different type of thinking than that which made multiple
production possible. It calls for a
new social conscience, a new type of
cooperative organized endeavor.
This is the crux of the whole problem. Unless these requirements
can be attained by humanity the machine will be a curse instead of a
blessing, for it will simply increase
the power of the few to exploit the
many.
THE DIFFICULTY in organizing llUmanity along new social and economic lines is due to the fact that
humanity is made up of different types of individuals, some of
whom are cooperative and unselfish
by nature while others are extremely individualistic, self-seeking and
exploitive.
In the animal world these two opposite types do not exist in the same
species. Some varieties of animals
and many varieties of insects live
on a cooperative basis, the interests
of the individual being merged in
the interests of the group and the
group serving as a means of protection and resource to the individual; while other predatory types
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of animals like the wolf and tiger
are individualistic. But in humanity we find these two types mingled,
"the predatory and the pacific, the
individualist and socialist, the selfsufficient and the associative.' "X'
Here is the chief problem which
confronts any attempt to organize
humanity along truly cooperative
lines. Side by side we may find individuals who are predatory by nature and individuals who are cooperative by nature. The existence
of these two variant and opposite
types in the same mass presents
grave obstacles to the proper organization of humanity. But worse
still is the fact that the predatory
type is fiercer, more aggressive,
more subtle, more unhampered by
conscience or by a strict sense of
justice than is the cooperative type.
When to these qualities are added
the advantages of a keen intellect,
a powerful physique and a strong
nervous organism, we have a situation which is as difficult to manage
for the interests of the many as
were the battles of the Middle Ages
where physical giants of knighthood
fully armored and riding armored
steeds could easily prevail against
masses of unarmored and poorly
armed peasant infantry.
How ARE the intellectual leaders
of humanity, who are aware of the
imperative need of a new cooperative form of society,-how are they
going to succeed in sequestering the
predatory type or in subordinating
it to the general welfare while at
the same time permitting necessary
individual enterprise, invention and
progress 7
The power of government is not
sufficient to accomplish this. The
*J. Arthur Thompson, "Ways of Living".

constant evasions of law on the part
of the shrewd and powerful, the
constant corruption of government
through largess and bribery, make
democracy ineffectual to control the
will of the exploitive type. And a
dictatorship, while it may prevail
for the moment, is only as effective
as the life of the dictator; at his
death all may be undone since in a
dictatorship everything hangs upon
the will of one individual and not
upon the development of the plebiscite.
We must search with desperate
zeal for a power capable of solving
this critical situation. Exploitation
magnified a thousandfold by the
potency of machinery will with its
titanic force destroy humanity itself unless an immediate solution is
found. We have seen that the solution cannot be found within the field
of economics itself, and that only
partial solution can be found within the field of politics. Where shall
we turn then but to the field of religion, which is in its most potent
periods capable of exerting a force
greater than all other forces that
move upon the human heart and
will.
RELIGION is strong enough to harness even the predatory to common
ends. It operates in two ways:
first, in raising human nature
to higher levels so that a large proportion of the exploitive type are
sublimated into types of voluntary
service; secondly, in establishing an
ethics so clear-cut and definite and
final that the percentage of those
who remain predatory are not able
with all their subtlety and force
of persuasion or aggressiveness to
corrupt the standards and require-
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ments of the age. Thus it is that
religion, in its periods of greatest
power, has always succeeded in organizing human groups into cooperative, gracious and successful
forms of economic and social living.
This successful organization has
persisted so long as the dynamic
power of religion was great enough
to hold ethical standards strongly
to the front and create as heroes in
the eyes of communities the men of
greatest service instead of the men
of gTeatest exploitation.
THIS IS just what is needed today
-a renascence of religion, a clean
breath sweeping fro 1n infinite
heights to purify the worlcl conscience; to show right as right and
wrong as wrong>; to remove indefiniteness and confusion from the
consciousness of man; to give an
imperial divine authenticity t 0
righteous mod e s 0 f conduct,
whether in the life of the individual
or in the life of economic and political communities. There need to be
heroes who stand for the right with
all the power of their being, and
with the added power that comes to
them from the Unseen.
There needs to be a growing
moral conviction on the part of the
populace; a clear understanding of
what is socially, economically and
politically right and wrong; a burning fire of zeal; a steadfast allegiance to principles of divine truth
and guidance; a faith in and obedience to those hero leaders who on
the plane of unselfish service seek
to guide humanity into successful
ways of corporate living.
The populace must be deaf to the
siren calls 0 f self-advancement
and of greedy gain; rather must
their ears be open to the voice
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of justice, of charity, of mutual consideration.
JUST AT the time when humanity
needs it most, there has arisen such
a religion of power-a religion
which is fast spreading over the
whole world, pervading every civil.
ized country with its lofty ideals of
social, economic and political justice. The World Order of Baha'u'Wih presents the perfect pattern for
humanity-the pattern which will
solve every social, economic and
political difficulty-a pattern towards which the most advanced
secular thought of the world is
miraculously tending.
But the mere pattern is not
enough. There must be the acceptance and conviction, the obedience of
humanity to these divinely appointed laws. It is here that the idealists,
the leading thinkers of the world
who are superbly progressing in vision and power toward a new world
order, need the support of a great
spiritual movement which has the
poteniality of harnessing the vast
majority of humanity to noble ends
and of subordinating to the larger
needs of the common good the rebellious and exploitive few who still
remain self-seeking.
This cannot be accomplished in a
moment, in a decade. But the beginnings of the new World State
are destined to occur within the century. Its consummation, its perfect working out must be the aim
and effort of humanity for many
centuries to come. Here is a vision,
a task, large enough to command the
admiration and zeal of every human being; large enoug>h to absorb
all human energy and lead it into
the glorious achievement of a perfect civilization.
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WHEN PROGRESS FAILS
A Critique of the Century of Progress Exposition
LEROY IOAs

"The adva,nce'rnent of civilization, mate'rial perfections and hurnan virtues will
bear no fruit or result unless joined to the spiritual perfections, merciful qualities and
sound morals,. and the happiness of the human world--which is the original goalr-will
not be attained . ... Therefore this civilization and material development 1nust be led by
the Great Guidance."-'Abdu'l-Ba,lui.

nl]ROGRESS is cyclic and not
continuous forward movement. Periodic release of energizing' forces carry humanity to a
wider application of cultural ideals.
During the time it takes for our
social practices to catch up with the
new ideals of a people, there is a 13parently a relapse. This relapse itself perfects the instruments for the
further progression.
If this were not so, the ray of
light which left the star L~rcturus
just forty years ago, at the time of
the opening of the Columbian Exposition would have found America
leading the world in the consolidation of the forces for unity and
peace, when it reached here to open
the Century of Progress Fair.
IN orld Fairs, and there have been
three major ones in the past one
hundred years, come in forty year
cycles; are conceived in times of
prosperity, and are born in times of
serious adversity. They thus mark
the dawn of a new period of progress toward world solidarity.
From Prince Albert's proposal
nf an international exposition in
1849, there developed the first
World's Fair, which opened in
London in 1851, attracting some six
~1llinn people to see an international collection of fourteen thousand exhibits. It is more than a
coincidence that at the yery time
God had opened the Door to Uni-

1.11

*The first disciples of the Bab.

versalism and its spiritual heritage
,vas being vouchsafed to the world
through the glorious deeds and sacrifices of the Bab and His Letters
of the Living, * that this first effort
toward a wider appreciation of
world civilization was being made
in the most liberal and deyeloped
country of the world; and consummated coincident with the B:ib's
martyrdom.
Forty years later, nohvithstanding strong competition among
American cities, the Oongress of the
United States selected Chicago as
the site for an international exposition in 1893, to commemorate the
discovery of America, four hundred
years previous.
On May 1st, 1893, the Columbian
Exposition opened, attracting some
twenty-eight million people to view
the greatest collection of international exhibits ever gathered together. Its Philippine village, its
Borneo tribesmen, its lagoons, its
replicas of world famous structures,
exhibits of far and near, etc.,
brought within the vision of the
average American, the world without his boundaries. It introduced
the world to America-and America
to the \7i,1 orld.
Sorely in need of architectural
ideas, the Exposition, following the
classic architectures of the world,
became an architectural renaissance
to America. The eyes of a little
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traveled populace were turned to the sons of men should be strengthened; that
diversity of religion should cease and difbeauties of Europe and antiquity, ferences of race be annulled; what harm is
and classic architecture became our there in this? Yet so it shall be. These
fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall
standard of design.
pass away, and the Most Great Peace shall
America was weaned from pro- come. Do not you in Europe need this also?
Let not a man glory in this, that he loves
vincialism. The prejudice of isola- his
country; let him rather glory in this,
tion gave way to friendly and ap- that he loves his kind.'''
preciative intercourse.
Travel,
IN THE FORTY years since the Costudy, and the increasing spirit of lumbian Exposition, the great
justice, caused America to enter di- forces liberated at that time have
rectly as an harmonizing influence enabled America rightfully to stand
into the councils of the world.
as the great hope of the nations in
The most significant event of the this most deplorable relapse from
Exposition, and the source of the the unifying spirit that was sweeprelease of the most poweTful forces, ing the world. It appeared through
was the spiritual birth of America, the leadership of America, after
through the announcement for the the World War, that the basis for
first time in this far western clime, a world federation had been laid,
of the appearance of the universal and an era of cooperation, unity
Manifestation of God for this dis- and peace had dawned. But alas,
nensation. Rev. Henry H. J essup, the forces of human relationships
Missionary from Beirut, Syria, at released through the messag'e of
the Parliament of Religions, held Baha'u'llah "let him rather glory
as a part of the Columbian Exposi- in this, that he loves his kind" had
tion, presented the message of been lost in the complete reliance
Raha'u'lhih's appearance, in the on the scientific achievements. In
following touching words:
the world economic crisis, the spirit"This then is our mission; that we who ual consciousness of the people beare made in the image of God, should re- came apparent, in the widespread
member that all men are made in God's
image. To this divine knowledge we owe practice of the ' , survival of the
all we are, all we hope for. We are rising fittest" ; rather than the realizagradually towards that image, and we owe
to our fellow men to aid them in returning tion that none can prosper or sucto it in the glory of God and the beauty of ceed, if all do not prosper and sucholiness. It is a celestial privilege and with
it comes a high responsibility, from which ceed.
there is no escape.
At such a time, the Century of
"In the place of Bahji, or Delight, just Progress Fair opened in Chicago.
outside the fortress of Acre, on the Syrian
coast, there died a few months since a fam- Ideally located, the Exposition
ous Persian sage, the Baha!i saint, named grounds about half a mile wide, run
Bahi'u'llih-the 'Glory of God' -the head for about three miles along the
of that vast reform party of Persian
Moslems, who accept the New Testament shore of Lake Michigan. The naas the Word of God, and Christ as the de- tural beauty is enhanced by lagoons,
liverer of men; who regard all nations as
one and all men as brothers. Three years colored fountains, and at night by
ago' he was visited by a Cambridge scholar, the thousand and one electrical
and gave utterance to sentiments so noble,
so Christ-like, that we repeat them as our displays reflecting themselves in the
closing words:
placid waters. For the first time
"'That all nations should become one in electric lighting has been used as a
faith and all men as brothers; that the
"bonds of affection and unity between the part of building ornamentation. Re-
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plicas of famous buildings from
many parts of the world, surrounded by native settings in the foreign
villages bring the attractions and
customs of almost every country.
The greatest variety of international exhibits has been collected. Processes of life are depicted; whole
industries conducted before one's
very eyes; while all the mystic wonders of the mechanical and electrical age are presented for the education of, and to the amazement of
the visitors. Such are briefly, the
attractions that were intended to
bring enthusiastic bewilderment to
the multitudes visiting the Fair.
They must have an attendance of
fifty-six million if it is to succeed
financially.
And yet! Why is there so little
enthusiasm on the part of the
thousands returning from the visit
to this, the largest and most spectacular of all 1110rld's Fairs?
WHEN 'ABDU 'L-BAHA was tra veling in America in 1912, He continuously warned that we were lost in
a sea of materialism; that we were
blinded by the unvalued prosperity
brought through the almost unbelievable scientific discoveries; and
that unless our spiritual civilization
were brought quickly to the same
level of achievement, the structure
we had so laboriously built on sand,
would tumble.
Through the mists of the great
depression, there had gradually
dawned the light, that the solution
of the world's problems lay in social adjustment and control, not
further mechanical invention, engineering, nor even increase in
funds. This was the dawn of divine
~lviliza tion.
Now, just as people
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are recovering somewhat from the
shattering blows of the material
collapse, comes the Century of Progress Exposition, bringing severe
spiritual shock by its embodiment
of this material progress in its architectural presentation.
The Architectural Commission of
the Century of Progress Fair, consisting of eight of America's foremost architects, after long study
and planning, proceeded to develop
a style of architecture, crystalizing
the great progress of the past one
hundred years. That which man
had achieved in the realm of science
was to be symbolized in structures
conceived to increase man's physical comfort and convenience. Utility was the underlying motive.
The mass formations this necessitated were broken up by colors
and lights. This modern style of
architecture was presented as the
reformation of American architecture, and the mode to be adopted by
the world.
Mr. Harvey Wiley Corbett,
Chairman of the Board of Architects, of the Century of Progress
Fair, writes:
"Instead of turning the eyes of America
on Europe, we felt that the eyes of Europe
should be turned upon America, that our
contribution, if we had any to make, should
be one looking into the future and pointing
out thereby the direction in which we as a
nation are moving. This was not an easy
thing to attempt.
Because of modern
science and invention we were forced to
work without precedent. We realized that
beauty if so largely a matter of association of ideas, that setting up new standards
of form, detail and color would be a highly
risky undertaking . . . .
"A Century of Progress will present ideas
in architecture and plan arrangement which
will not only be new in America, but new in
the world as a whole".

Architecture is born in the attempt to crystalize in physical form
the strong spiritual forces surging
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in the hearts. This is why each
new religion releasing anew the
power of the Holy Spirit, develops
the new architecture for the new
age. From this new structural design, representing the renewed relationship of God and man, develops the other expressions of
spiritual endeavor; and thus architecture becomes the "mother" of
the arts.
When a person views a structure,
which is the embodiment of the
highest ideals of a people, great
spiritual emotions are awakened, as
the mind is lifted up to the inspiration behind the form. Similarly
when viewing a structure, perverting the true spirit of architecture,
and rep I' e s en t ing materialistic
ambition; the result can only be one
of emotional depression and spiritual shock. This is why people do
not and cannot become enthused
over the Century of Progress Fair.
While the spiritual shock is perhaps
not yet recognized, it has opened the
heart to the reception of the spirit
of the age.
How supremely important then is
the Baha'i Temple, conceived under
the inspiration of the most dynamic
diffusion of the Holy Spirit the
world has experienced, and symbolizing the noblest conception of
human development ever bestowed
on man. The resplendent dome,
carried to completion during the
Century of Progress Fair, through
the united and sustained sacrifices
of the body of devoted followers
of Baha 'u 'llah in all lands, will
call to life the spiritual seeds
now lying dormant in the hearts of
the thousands disappointed and discouraged by the materialistic motivation of the Fair. The inner un-
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rest of the people will be calmed by
the graceful lines and alluring
beauty of the Temple, while the
spirit disseminated through it will
bestow eternal life. This glorious
dome, indicative of the final and
complete triumph of the Cause of
Baha 'u 'llah, "shall stand as a flaming beacon and a symbol of hope
amidst the gloom of a despairing
world".'
WELL MAY we consider the trend
society will take under the forces
released at this Century of Progress Fair. Revolted by the materialism which it represents, all
,yill readily agree that a continuation of the old practices of individualism will lead only to complete
destruction. The institutions of
man, created for his protection and
development through the necessary
periods of nationalistic development, are now the very instruments
intensifying his suffering. Statesmen, no matter how sincere and altruistic can do little to alleviate the
alarming difficulties. The scientific
age, while increasing the physical
comfort and facility of living, has
lead humanity away from the way
of living; and because of its throwing out of adjustment the practices
which it at first encouraged, leaves
society guideless. Only in the appearance of a dynamic spiritual
power, giving value to the actions of
men, can a leaderless people find
guidance into an order of living
that will permit the attainment of
unending peace and world unity.
Thus we may be assured that the
underlying trend of the next period
of development, in American life
at least, will be the most thorough
search for the true spiritual values

'Shoghi Effendi, "The Golden Age of the Cause of BahO/u'lhih", P. 20.
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of life. Humanity will struggle for
a world order based on the relationships contemplated by the Oneness
of the World of Humanity and the
Fatherhood of God.
There is only one such order in
the world, and that is the World

Order of Baha 'u 'l1ah ! "It is towards this goal-the goal of a new
World Order, Divine in origin, a11embracing in scope, equitable in
principle, challenging in its features
-that a harassed humanity must
strive. ,,1

"Shoghi Effendi.

WHAT HATH GOD WROUGHT.'
DALE S. COLE
"There is an emanation of the universal consciousness today which clearly indicates
the dawn of a great unity."*-'Abdu'l-Baha.

g

HEN on May 24th, 1844 there
flashed fro m the United
States Supreme Court Room to
Baltimore the first inter-city telegraphic message, it was the successful culmination of years of labor
and discouragement on the part of
Mr. S. F. B. Morse, the inventor.
Little did those witnessing this
epoch-making achievement appreciate the import of that first message. It has been ringing down the
years until the present time-the
year of the Century of Progress
Exposition-and will continue to
sound the ever increasing wonder of
the sons of men at the progress
made and being made since that
memorable date.
That first message was "What
Hath God Wrought!"
One wonders in how many hearts
and minds this question rises, as
millions view the exhibits at the
exposition, standing in consternation before some miracle of science.
Certainly there is much conjecture
as to what the future will bring
forth. How fortunate if in these
many hearts the question of "what
can yet be accomplished" lead to a

lAD

*Promulgation of Universal Peace, p. 223.

realization that mankind is beholden to the Power of the Holy
Spirit in all that has been done and
for all that can be undertaken.
Undoubtedly the accent of the
exposition is upon what has been
achieved in the physical world, and
the results are an inspiration for
future endeavors. The greater the
obstacles overcome, the more mysterious the instruments, the more
wonderful the results obtained, the
greater should be our gratitude and
our determination to understand
the bounties of God. If out of this
great exposition, which is giving
pleasure and providing education
for so many, there arises in many
hearts a realization that spiritual
forces have been released and are
being released and that it is man's
paramount obligation to align his
activities in conformity with these
forces, the expostion will have farreaching and lasting results.
FOLLOWING the progress 0 f
science since 1844, knowledge and
experience acquired point more and
more surely to an underlying unity.
Following the experimental method

WHAT HATH GOD WROUGHT!

which has been so productive of results, certain facts or phenomena
are discovered. These are reduced
to a mathematical expression consisting of symbols, but often the
ultimate meaning of the very symbols employed is obscure. There
remams the eternal questionWhy?
Many thinkers realize now that
we seem to be able to go so far and
no farther in our intellectual analyses and that behind or beyond or
above there is some force or power
which lies outside the ken of men,
outside the realm of the physical
sciences, and that this pOUJe1" is the
same regardless of many diversified manifestations in the physical
world.
There is an underlying
unity.
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In the years ahead is it not true
tha t the emphasis must be directed
towards all those things which have
to do with better understanding,
with amity, with concord, with harmony, with the abolition of prejudices and superstitions, with
love ~ Must we not recognize the
unity of mankind, the unity of religion, the unity of God, before we
can expect to know much about that
mysterious unity, which is the
foundation of natural law~
'Abdu'l-Baha has said that
"Love is the highest law in this
great universe of God. Love is the
law of order between simple essences, whereby they are apportioned and united into compound
substances in this world of matter.
Love is the essential and magnetic
power that organizes the planets
and the stars which shine in infinite
space. Love supplies the impulse
to that intense and unceasing meditation wllich reveals the hidden mysteries of the universe. Love is the
highest honor for all the nations of
men.'"
Since love is the "highest law"
and the' 'highest honor", does this
not suggest the line of action which
will lead to the greatest benefit to

SEEING the results of the operation of this unity in the physical
world, are we not lead to inquire as
to what has been accomplished towards the unity of the sons of men
in the world of the mind and the
spirit, and how this phase of progress is represented at Chicago ~
Should we endeavor to base a great
exposition on the progress made
towards accomplishing unity of
thought, action and feeling among
races, nations, groups and indivi- mankind~
, Abdu '1-Baha has also said,
duals, would it not be a difficult
task ~ DeSlJite the fact that means "Love is the cause of the manifestaof transportation and communica- tion of truth in the material world.
tion have been vastly improved, de- Love is the essential bond of union
spite the fact that there are common which exists between God and all
political, economic and social ques- things in their ultimate reality.
tions involved, is it not true that Love is the source of the greatest
advancement towards universal happiness of the material and the
peace has lagged lamentably behind spiritual worlds. Love is the light
achievements in the physical and by which man is guided in the midst
engineering fields 1
of darkness. Love is the communi1Baha'i Scriptures, p. 790.
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cation between truth and man in
the realm of consciousness. Love
is the means of growth for all who
are enlightened.' "
CERTAINLY it is the common wish
of mankind to grow, to progress, to
advance. Perhaps our course has
been charted, as far as we are concerned. Yet man has not yet evolved any world plan for the advancement of all. But in our present state of progress, the recent
economic stress has been evidence
sufficient that there are great common interests which cannot be
ignored and which affect all nations
and peoples, great and small. With
our facile means of communication
and transportation, boundary lines
have lost at least some of their
significance. ,Vorld trade demands
mutual covenants. For the first
time in the history of the world, it
is possible to think and to endeavor
to apply universal measures.
Since "love is the means of
growth for all", since it is "the
light by which man is guided in the
midst of darkness ", the course of
action for the future is clearly and
unmistakably indicated, it is directed towards universal peace. The
application of the law of love to
human needs is not a thing too difficult to achieve, for the "connection of commerce, art, agriculture is
now evident, and has absolute sway.
Therefore union and harmony are
possible to be produced among all.
These means of connection are the
wonders of this glorious century
'Baha'i Scriptures, p. 790.

and great epoch. Former centuries
were deprived of this possibility,
for this enlightened century has
another power, another splendor,
another condition. That is why you
see it daily bringing forth some
new wonder. Finally it will ignite
shining lights in the gatherings of
the world. Like the aurora of the
morning, the signs of these great
lights are already apparent on the
horizon. ,,2
"For this enlightened century"
is a phrase which explains why the
Century of Progress Exposition is
possible, why the mysteries of nature have, one by one, been available to mankind. It also explains
why we may look to the future with
hope and courage, hope that the
years to come will achieve even
greater progress in the realm of
the spirit than has been accomplished in the material world.
Thus we may look forward to
another exposition, a glorious one,
in which great progress will be
evident in the application of the law
of love among mankind. At this
exposition there will be wonder and
thankfulness for what has been acAgain the thought
complished.
will flash through the minds of
many, "God works in a mysterious
way His wonders to perform."
The ever-recurrent question will
touch the hearts of men with awe
and gratitude for His Bounties.
The question stirring humanity
to the very core of its being may
well be-" W hat hat h God
Wrought!"

2Abdu'I-Baha, Baha'i Scriptures, p. 810.
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rrTA TUNGn OR "UNIVERSALISM-"
As Expounded by \iV ang Tse-ping'l A Chinese Scholar
TRANSLATED BY

Y. S.

TSAO

The following exposition of an extraordinary hurnanitarian and universal rnove?nent that has sprung up in China is he?"e described specially for The Balui'i Magazine
by one of its adherents, written at the request of Dr. Y. S. Tsao, the translator. Dr.
Tsao, well known to the readers of The Bahri'i Magazine, is one of the leading Bahri'is
of China. The Bahri'i readers will find sorne si?nUarity between the Bahri'i teachings
and these grand pr"inciples of the ancient Chinese philosophy as practiced during the
reigns of Yao and Hsun over two thousand years before Christ and here revived as a
rnodern philosophy. May we not see here a ?na?"velous instance of how the divine power"
is sti?nulating world thought into channels harrnonious to the coming World Order of
Bahri'u'llrih.

O

N an article entitled ' 'The
. Baha'i Cause in China" which
appeared in the March number of
the Baha'i Magazine of 1932, the
writer made a statement to the effect that any religion which claims
that the central truth of all religions
is the same and that belief in one
does not preclude belief in another,
will be acceptable to the Chinese
people. While discussing the teachings of the Baha'i Cause, the writer
came into contact with some old
Chinese scholars who have been expounding the "Ta Tung"* principles as based upon the teachings
of Confucius. There is some similarity between the ethical principles
of the" Ta Tung" Cause and those
of the Baha'i Cause. One" Ta
Tung" scholar said that he was in
full agreement with the twelve principles of the Baha'i Cause, and he
would undertake to write an article
to prove how the Baha'i principles
could be substantiated in terms of
Confucianism.
The principle of "Ta Tung" or
"Universalism" is based upon the
humanitarian concept. It preserves
the people by teaching that all energy is not for one's self, all pro-

duce is not to be kept to one's self.
There must be living together and
preservation for all; there must be
mutual sympathy and mutual love.
This is distinct from the ways of
the animals which devour the weak
and mutually exterminate 0 n e
another.
Its grand teachings of ruling the
family, governing the state and
pacifying the world is based upon
the foundation of regulating the
person first. That is what is meant
by self-help to help others. It is in
agreement with the benign concepts
of loyalty and forgiveness. All
these teachings are in direct contrast with the imperialistic desire
of enriching one's own country by
impoverishing other countries or
strengthening one's own race by
destroying other races.
It lays an even emphasis upon the
individual, the society, the state and
the world. There is no partiality.
There are states in the world, but
the state must not injure the world;
there are societies in the state, but
the society must not injure the
state; there are individuals in society, but the individual must not
injure the society. That is what is

*The term "Ta Tung", means "Great Similarity" or "Universalism",
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meant by "growing together without mutual injury; working together without mutual conflict".
The final object of "Ta Tung" is
to benefit mankind, so it has been
said: ' 'The old dies in ease, the
strong has his work, the young is
nurtured; and the widower, the
widow, the orphan and the aged are
all cared for".
The "Ta Tung" procedure is
peaceful and conclusive. It elevates
the virtuous and able. It emphasizes sincerity and friendliness. It
avoids unrighteousness and pardons the innocent.
The" Ta
Tung" rule is public-spirited and
unselfish. It follows the golden
mean and absolute justice. There is
no distinction between races, religions' parties and classes. It embraces the whole human family.
During the last few decades of
human history, the nationalistic
spirit has been transcendent. After
the World War, there was a rude
a w a ken i n g. Nevertheless, the
nationalistic concept still controls
politics. The conflict between capital and labor persists and international oppression is on the increase. A second World War looms
on the horizon and class warfare
spreads far and wide. The bankruptcy of nationalism is apparent.
What will be the remedy~ It
must be the message of good-will
and propriety. It must be the principle of harmonious cooperation.
The new principles in vogue are individualism, communism, socialism
and Facism. They all emphasize
the materialistic side to the neglect
of the spiritual side. They follow
the old track of competition and
brute force. Although they are not
so intense in spirit as imperialism,

yet they are far from the "Ta
Tung" goal of "growing together
without mutual injury". The "Ta
Tung" principles of loyalty and
forgiveness emphasize both the material and spiritual aspects of the
case.
It is suggested that in teaching
the "Ta Tung" principles, it will
come into conflict with many other
religions. There will be no opposition if the principles are properly
understood, (as has been proved by
the acceptance of the Baha'i Cause
by all peoples). "Ta Tung" is the
extreme wisdom of humanity. From
it is derived law, politics, education,
virtue and customs, and it forms the
standard for the regulation of person, ruling of family, organization
of society, governance of state and
pacification of the world. Confucius concentrated upon the human
element, and all religions have
humanitarian principles.
Again, it has been asked, that if
all nations persist in pursuing their
nationalistic policies in fighting and
oppressing one another, it would be
disadvantageous for any nation to
adopt the "Ta Tung" principles of
peace and good-will all alone. Such
a supposition is a misapprehension
of the real "Ta Tung" or Universal
spirit. "Ta Tung" believes in saving one's self before saving others,
it is not self-abandonment. Society
is the aggregation of individuals,
therefore anything that injures the
society also affects the individual,
so society is to be saved through the
salvation and not abandonment of
the individual. In a similar manner, the state is to be saved by saving the society first; and the world
is to be saved by saving the component states first.

"TA TUNG" OR "UNIVERSALISM"
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If the people of the world under- the forelock. After the period of Ta
stand the real meaning of "Ta Tung of Yao and Hsun, * more than
Tung", they will be in a position two thousand years ago, the Ohinese
to work for the peace of the world. rulers have abandoned that prinAll nationals in each state could re- ciple, nevertheless, 0 h i n a still
quire their governments to pursue adhered to the spirit of Ta Tung to
a peaceful policy towards other na- a certain extent, so that even durtions. In case one nation should ob- ing' the most prosperous periods of
stinately pursue a wrong policy, Han and Tang dynasties, when
then all nations could combine to Ohinese culture spread its influence
correct it. Should several nations to Korea to the east, to Persia to
combine to carry out a policy in- the west, to Siberia to the north, and
jurious to others, then earlier or to the South Sea Islands to the
later there will be a great conflict south, the people in the outlying
again. Racial and class warfare districts of that vast territory were
would destroy many human institu- neither oppressed or exploited, but
tions, but in the task of reconstruc- were allowed to live in peace, which
tion, the world will again seek a so- was in direct contrast with the conlution in universal principles. Of dition which obtained in other parts
the three alternatives as stated of the world.
above, namely, conscious adoption
The light and truth of Ta Tung
of Ta Tung, combined coercion for have been beshrouded for many
Ta Tuug, or reconstruction accord- centuries, and it is high time that a
ing to Ta Tung after destruction, movement is set in motion to deTa Tung, that is, a peaceful solu- clare it to the world. It aimed to
tion of problems, will necessarily be save mankind from the horrors
the future order of the day.
of modern cut-throat conditions.
The days for nationalism are ap- Since the whole world is envisaged
parently numbered and the tendency as the sphere of activity, it is not to
of the world is toward universal be limited by states, races, reliprinciples, so it behooves us to de- gions, parties and classes. The cenvelop a universal consciousness and tral truth is one, although the apcatch the tendency of the times by proaches might differ.
*The Golden Age of China.

"The1'e have been many holy Manifestations of God. One thousand yea1'S ago, two
hundnd thousand yea1'S ago, one In'illion yean ago the bounty of God was flowing, the
1'adiance of God WCiS shining, the dominion of God was existing . ... The foundation of
the divine 1'eli,gions had becol1w obscu1'ed . . . consequently it was necessa1'Y thcit the
fundal1wntal basis of all religious teaching should be 1"estoTed, therefore His Holiness
Bahd'u'lldh ci1Jpecwed f1'om the horizon of the Orient and 1"eestablished the essentiftl
foundation of the religious teachings of the w01'ld . ... We can conside1' Bahd'u'll{j,h to
be all the Prophets, no lnatteT by what Name He chooses to call Hil1tself, fOT aU theil'
meanings, pe1'fection cind qualities al"e lnanifest in Hint. Bfthd'u'Udh is the Center of
all thei1' pe1"fections."
-'Abdu'l-Bahd.
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APPRECIATIONS FROM YUGOSLAVIA
MART HA

L.

ROOT

His [Dr. Essl61nont's] book* an abiding 1'nonument to his pure intention, will, alone,
inspire gen61"ations yet unborn to tread the path of tntth and service as steadfastly and
as unostentaiously as was trodden by its beloved author.-Shoghi Effendi.

.
O

HE Baha'i Cause is making
progress in Yugoslavia where
the book" Baha 'u 'llah and the New
Era" by Dr. J. E. Esslemont has
just appeared in Serbian. The
frontispiece is a quotation from
President Thomas G a r r i que
Masaryk of the Republic of Czechoslovakia who is very loved in this
neighbor-country, Yugoslavia. The
introduction is by Professor Bogdan Popovitch, the well known Serbian scholar who is Professor of
Comparative Literature in the University of Belgrade.
Professor
Popovitch, Baha'i in spirit, is a coworker for a better world. His
translation of the little Baha'i
booklet giving the universal principles for this new age has charmed
and interested all who read it; it is
in purest classic Serbian. The Serhian translation of "Baha'u'llah
and the New Era" too, is most
poetic, gives the spirit of the Teaching's and delights the readers. This
latter translation is by Mrs. Draga
Ilitch, a poet and journalist of Belgrade who has spent a number of
years in Paris and London first
studying, then doing journalistic
work and lecturing.
The introduction is herewith presented to you translated from Professor Popovitch's words in the
Serbian language. Following this
I shall give you an appreciation
which Mrs. Ilitch wrote. Thus you
may glimpse the soul of the Serbs
*Bah:i'u'll:ih and the New Era.

and read what they think of the
Teachings of Baha 'u 'llah.
THE INTRODUOTION

"Five years ago, Miss Martha
Root, the very deserving and active
American magazine writer and
journalist, an adherent of the
Baha'i Movement, broug'ht to Belgrade a tiny blue booklet "Twelve
Basic Principles of the Baha'i
Teachings"; this book was translated, anonymously, into our language by the undersigned. Full of
wise thoughts and noble feelings
were its pages! It was printed here
in a limited number of copies and
RoId for the benefit of one of our
humanitarian institutions.
"This year, 1933, Miss Root
brought with her a larger work
written by Dr. J. E. Esslemont, in which the Baha'i Teachings are set forth much more extensively. This is the book which is
now presented to the reader in an
excellent translation by Mrs. Draga
Ilitch.
"The book speaks for itself and
is its own interpreter; each reader
must form his own opinion about it;
he may accept everything that is
said in this volume, or may dissent
from it in some particulars. However, in the opinion of the undersigned, even in the case of such a
partial disagreement, the book will
lose very little of its beneficial in-
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fluence. It will not fail to be profitable even to him whose personal
views would in some particulars
differ from the general Baha,'i
Teachings.
"OUR PRESENT considerable external civilisation has not helped us,
and cannot help us, to secure that
glorious age. We have built gigantic cities with immeasurable streets
and magnificent palaces, we have
filled them with all possible contrivances of our perfect modern
technics, we have raised buildings
that reach the clouds, we flyover
oceans, dive under the seas, we send
messages and drawings and sounds
from one end of the earth to the
other with the quickness of lightning . . . and meanwhile men are
hating and murdering one another
like wild beasts; whole legions of
Miss Martha Root (left) and Mrs. Ilitch,
healthy men eager to work are ob- photographed in Belgrade last July, Mrs.
liged to starve, sleep on the benches, Ilitch translated "Baha'u'llah and the New
Era" into Serbian.
live by begging as never before.
Political injustices increase; insol- duals.' It is necessary first to
ent and stupid luxury vaunts itself; change men, of whom society is comthefts, embezzlements, robberies, posed and who create conditions; it
murders, brigandage, kidnapping, is necessary making one's influence
are the fashion of the day; even felt in every way: from the pulpit,
children steal and attack; the very in meetings, through books, through
churches are plundered; wicked pas- the school, through the press,
sions of every kind blaze up on all through societies, by example and
sides; and mammon lures and rules by punishment-to make men underin an unbounded way with high and stand that their egoism, their irlow, sowing envy, hate, fury, and rational egoism, is the cause of all
madness.
evil; to make them understand, as
"What is needed, is to change the the writer of this book says: 'that
inner man. A philosopher said once: selfish views and selfish actions in'by no political alchemy is it pos- evitably bring social disaster, and
f'ible to get golden conduct out of that if humanity is not to perish inleaden instincts;' and Dr. J. E. gloriously, each must look on the
Esslemont, who quotes him, adds: things of his neighbor as of equal
'it is equally true that by no politi- importance with his own.'
cal alchemy is it possible to make a
"Humanity has perhaps never
golden society out of leaden indivi- been further away from these ideas
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guage. This book helped me to
have a clear understanding of the
Baha'i Movement which I consider
to be the best renewal of religion
and the one just needed for this universal age. It is not only a faith,
but it is a social religion in which is
found the solution of present day
problems, and especially it contains
the new conception of the oneness
of mankind. Despairing Yugoslavs
who have come through the Great
War and attained their cherished
ideal of Yugoslav unity, now have a
deep longing for unity spiritually at
home and then with all mankind.
So I think these Baha'i Teachings
will be accepted, because fOT a long
time they have been yearned for in
our country.
"Personally I can say that this
Baha'i teaching came to me in just
the time of my life when I needed it
most. Although all my life I have
been wishing to help others, someMRS. ll,ITOH'S WORDS
1-imes there was bitterness in my
"When I received the book heaTt because those for whom I
'Abdu'l-Bahii's Talks in Paris' in sacrificed so much were not conscithe spring of 1932, while I was ous of the price I gave in oTdeT to
still in London, it was as if sub- bring them happiness and success.
consciously I had known Bahii 'u'- Also, I felt that those whom I loved
ll§Jl and 'Abdu'l-Bahii and Their cmd who loved me, in the most imteachings from my childhood. Since nortant moments did not underthen the book has been precious to ;;::tand the nnrity of my feeling and
me, I never parted from it, but read '-he unselfishness of my actions. This
it often. Reading it again and again 1"ealization always brought me great
in September last, I had the wish to <-0rment and loneliness. Now that
translate it into Serbian, not know- I am a Baha'i, the feeling of bittering the richness of Baha'i literature 'oess has '.'1holly passed from my life,
and that there are many Bahii'i ~lld I am happy that I have done
books that can hB tnmslated.
,vhat I did for others. Now that I
"Then in February, 1933, out of "-0"11 to God, I never feel alone; I
the blue, destiny sent me a true ',."T8 the company of Baha'u'lhih
Bahii'i apostle, Martha Root, who >md 'Abdu'l-Baha! My life is filled
asked me to translate 'Baha'u'llah with halJpiness and I have serenity
and the New Era' into our lal1- in my heaTt.-Draga Ilitch."
than it is today, but this is a good
sign! It means that we have arrived at the culminating point of the
crisis; after which, whenever there
is a question of mankind and not of
individuals, there must inevitably
follow the recovery. The education
of mankind is very seldom if ever,
achieved by theoretical arguments
alone, much mOTe often and more
successfully through an appeal to
the feelings, but always by events.
Even if everything else should fail
to help us, the sad events we witness around us on all sides, the
distressing crisis which oppresses
mankind, will bring, in a more or
less near future, the change which
this humane book foresees and exnects, and which it desires to hasten.
In its scope and contents this is a
good, wise and noble book which
comes at the right time !-Bogdan
Popovitch.' ,
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TWO WORLDS BECKON
Comments from the Geyserville Summer School
MARION

ET no man weak in constitution or mind expose himself
to
Baha'i Faith. The attraction
of God weaves so mighty a spell, a
fascination so certain in its effect,
that none but the unwise will risk
its charms and contemplate escape.
Baha'u'11ah has said, "We have
seized the lives and have begun a
new creation." We who have lived
under His dominion will answer for
His truth and praise Him. But
others had best understand the
meaning, before seeking' to come in,
for to be a Baha'i is to live in two
worlds, and, like a bridge, to have
one's feet upon opposing shores.
There are stresses involved in the
position!
The village of Geyserville, seat of
the Baha'i Summer School, lies
not more than two hours distant
from San Francisco. A few stores,
postoffice, the wineries which bespeak older times, and a rich valley of farms comprise a community
vvhich, in its rural life, epitomizes
the basic genius of America. Here
;8 a world familiar to our fathers,
simple, honest, industrious, local,
reaching to the horizon. But not
farther.
Strangely enough, into the midst
of this quiet locale-where the activities of men have long crystallized
into unquestioned patterns, and the
spirit of desire and revolt has
never penetrated, nor cosmopolitan
chaos sounded even a faint response
~a humorous destiny has chosen to
precipitate its most potent yeast.
"Baha'i Scriptures, p. 542.

HOLLEY
For seven years now the Baha'is of
the western United States and
Canada have gathered here in an
annual Summer School, with their
purpose to prepare minds and
hearts as carriers of a new energy.
They bring a spirit restless, eager,
determined in its pursuit of a brilliant vision. It is a curious fact,
this cradling of vibrant motiol1
within a changeless scene.
NEVER BEFORE, in its brief history,
has the Summer School so fully atlained the objectives set down by
Committee. From the first
Feast, when long-separated friends
allayed their hunger in the precious
communication of love, and one
after another arose to speak of his
I?,Tatitude and joy in the meeting,
there were manifest the characteristics which possess and animate a
true Baha'i group. Some alchemy
inter-action operated to set up
those conditions of affection, understanding and radiance which strangers discerned as peculiar to the occasion.
'Abdu'l-Baha has said,
, 'Should one soul from amongst the
believers meet another, it must be
as though a thirsty one with
narched lips has reached to the
fountain of the water of life, or a
lover has met his true beloved.' ,1
How thoroughly did these friends,
11l1i-.honghtful of their actions, spontA.neol!sly fulfil the divine injunction! In this manner, with a Feast
1~11der the great tree which has come
t 0 symbolize Geyserville, the
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Baha'is have always chosen to in- dividuals, caught in the grasp of
augurate their program.
religion, were unified and moulded
In the scope of study and inten- into vital societies. Masses, through
sity of application the Summer a new will, changed into acting
School surpassed all previous ef- groups. And from the bodies of
fort. Indeed, the work of other dead men, out of a tangle of fruityears finds its proper level as the less humanity, the spirit of faith
preparatory course for the maturity "vas able to produce that most adof this real Baha'i university. The mirable of all bodies, a powerful
course on the Influence of Religion and expressive unit of men. Label
on Society approximated a survey the unit Israel, medieval Europe or
and interpretation of the forces be- Islam: the impulsive principle rehind the history of the world, while mained the same.
From past to future is a leap as
the other courses on Baha'i History
and Administration opened up easily imagined as it is quickly
depths of thought never suspected done. Coming events are but the
by most of us. The results, while unrolled portions of history's scroll.
salutary in their revelation of un- And whether the Prophet came yesguessed ignorance, left cause for terday or today, His effects will live
wonder in some minds. In what after Him, His spirit like a current
books may these things be studied ~ flow through and illumine His folWhere is religion's influence upon lowers. Baha'is must learn to apculture told ~ The questions, al- preciate these facts; otherwise they
though justified, were left un- underestimate their Cause.
For the Baha'i Faith is not a new
answered; for the history which
Baha'is study has not yet been belief. Nor is it a cult for which
written. A whole development of we must apologize to practical men.
scholarship must come before we The love it enjoins can never be decan speak with intellectual assur- scribed in abstract terms. Its ideals
ance of thing's we truly know. In chafe in the dim vaults of Utopian
these preliminary days of the new minds. Yet to equate it to worthy
cycle, we cannot estimate too high- social plans, however timely in their
ly the impetus Baha'i theories will applications, is to misjudge its
bring to learning, theories which, character. All plans, all hopes, all
like the explanation of prophetic remedies are old-world and rooted
cycles, are pregnant "with unsus- in despair, except this remedy
which, since it springs from eternal
pected content.
~nergy, brings vigor to fashion a
IT WAS in the pursuit of this pro- future and create in careless men
phetic interpretation of history that 'tn urge to act. 'Abdu'l-Baha has
the School gained perhaps its most said: "N ow in the world of being,
vivid concept of the Cause. The ap- the Hand of Divine Power hath
proach was ob:iective and clear, with firmly laid the foundations of the
results too obvious for question. all highest bounty and this wonBefore our eyes a mighty vista of drous gift. "'iiVhatsoever is latent in
culture took shape and wheeled in- the innermost of this Holy Cycle
to motion. Vast aggregates of in- shall gradually appear and be made
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A group of BaM/is attending the Bahd'i SU1n1ner School at GeyserviUe, Calif.

manifest, for now is but the begin- voted lives. It matters little if, for
ning of its growth and the day- some time to come, its proponents
spring of the revelation of its signs. :find themselves straddling the void
Ere the close of this century and which separates their true world
of this age it shall be made clear from the one which gave them birth.
and evident how wondrous was that Baha'is will accept with gladness
springtide and how heavenly was this precarious, none too graceful
that gift!' "
task, being assured and made courageous by the knowledge that their
GEYSERVILLE saw a world within a faces are set in the line of necesworld. In the Summer School a sary growth, and that their forward
laboratory was set up, where prin- feet rest on a :firm and cheerful
ciples of a new mechanics of so- homeland. No one who has learned
ciety were proposed and tested in to love that homeland under the
group life, while curious minds wise tutelage of Geyserville, where
traced down the theoretical support aspirations have been shaped to
from past experience. Whether in deeper study and more joyful play,
theory or in fact, those principles and where affections flowered under
proved sound.
the bounty of incomparable hosts,
Thus a "new model of the uni- will doubt its possibility or weary
verse", the World Order of Baha- in the effort to make real, for every
'u'-llah, has sprung to being, posed man, this most real of all discovered
securely on the groundwork of de- worlds.
'The Bah3:i Magazine, Vol. 13, p. 17.
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MEMORIALS OF THE FAITHFU-L
l.-Mirza Muhammad-Ali, the Afnan
, ABDU 'L-BAHA
Translated from the Persian by Marzieh Nabil Carpenter
This series of brief biogmphies of the leading followe1"s of the Brib and Bahri'u'llrih
was c01nposed by 'Abd~£'l-Bahri in 1915 cmd published in Haifa in 1924 in Persicm.
These trcmslations into English have been made by the request of Shoghi Effendi. The
ai1n has been to rende1· them into colloq~dal English rather than to follow a literary
t1"Ctnslation. This work wc's done specially for The Bahri'i Magaz7~ne. The translator
states thcit she does not consid61· these translations final.

~] NE day I was up on the roof
~

of the caravansary; some of
the friends were theTe and I was
walking up and down; it was sunset.
All at once I looked along the shore
and far away there was a carriage
coming. I said" Gentlemen, it seems
as if some very spiritual person
were in that carTiage." It was very
far away. I said, "Come along and
let us go to the city gate; although
they won't let us go out, we can
wait there till the carTiage arTives."
I took two or three people with me
and went. . . . The gatekeeper
brought a chair for me and I sat
and waited. By that time the sun
had gone down and they had shut
the big gate but the little gate was
open. The gatekeeper stayed outside and the carTiage arTived with
the traveler.
What a radiant face the Afnan
had! He was nothing but light
from head to foot. Even to look
at him made one happy, because he
was staunch and sure and smiling.
He was a very blessed person; he
went forward every day; every day
his faith and fire, his spiritual passion grew, so that in those few
days that he spent in the Great
Prison" he made extraordinary progress. It is clear what sort of man
he was if one could sense the power
lIn

~Akka,

Palestine.

of his spirit when his carriage was
still far away on the road between
'Akka and Haifa. At all events,
bounties without end were accorded
him, and then he left the presence
of Baha'u'llah and went to China,
where he spent some time in serving the Ca use of God; afterward he
returned to India and there he died.
THE AFN ANS and other friends in
India planned to send his holy remains to 'Iraq, ostensibly to Najaf
to lie near the City of God, because
the authorities would not give him
burial in the Muhammadan cemetery. His sacred body had been
held in trust, and Aqa Siyyid
Asadu'llah, who was in Bombay,
took charge of it and brought it
with all reverence to 'Iraq. Some
Persians, enemies of the Cause, who
were on the ship, spread the news
through Bushir that the body of
Mirza Muhammad the Babi was
being brought for burial in N ajaf so
tha t a Babi should lie near the holy
places, and they aroused the town;
they tried to cast the body out of
the ship, but they were forestalled;
see what the Invisible Will accomplishes!
The remains reached Basra, and
since caution was essential, Siyyid
Asadu'll:ih was obliged to act as if
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he were taking them to Najaf in the
hope that he could somehow get
permission to bury them there. Now
although N ajaf is a blessed place
and always shall be, the friends had
longed to have the grave elsewhere,
and it was providential that enemies
forbade the Najaf burial. They besieged the quarantine office to lay
hold of the body and bury it in
Basra, or throw it into the sea or
expose it in the desert. The affair
became so notorious that in the end
it was impossible to carry the body
to N ajaf and Siyyid Asadu 'Hah was
forced to bring it to Baghdad. In
Baghdad he could find no grave
where the remains would be safe
from enemies and he finally decided
to take the body to the shrine of
Salman-i-Pak, the Persian, at about
five farsangs (miles) from Baghdad, and bury it in Mada'in near
Balman's tomb, beside the palace of
Persia's ancient kings. He took
this holy trust there and with great
reverence laid it to rest in a sure
place near the palace of Nawshiravan; and this was destinythat thirteen hundred years after
the throne-city of Persia's kings
was battered down, when nothing
was left of it but ruins and sand
hills, and the walls of the palace
were cracked and half fallen away,
pomp and splendor should be given
it once more. It is really an amazing structure, and measures fiftytwo feet across the entrance.
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Siyyid Asadu'llah would correspond with me from Basra; there
was an official in Basra who was
much attached to us and I wrote
him to further this. Siyyid Asadu'11ah wrote me from Baghdad that
he was at his wit's end and could
not tell where to find a grave, because wherever he should bury the
body enemies would unbury it. At
last by the grace of God it was
laid to rest in this place where the
Blessed Beauty [Baha'u'llah] had
walked, where He had revealed
tablets and the believers of Baghdad had gathered in His presencein this very spot where the Most
Great Name had paced. Surely
this was due to the devotion of the
Afnan; otherwise it could never
have happened: "For God is the
Mover of heaven and earth." I loved
him very much; I was very happy
because of him. I wrote a long visitation tablet for him and sent it
with other papers to Persia ....
How amazing the story of N awshiravan's palace, that was so richly decorated once; it is hung with
cobwebs now instead of cloth of
gold, and owls hoot where the king's
music played; it has become "The
house of HJe echoes, where nothing
is heard but the shadows of voices."
I.AThen we came to 'Akka the barracks were like that; a few trees
grew there and all night long the
owls would perch on them and call!
In short, from early youth tiU
IN THIS way heavenly powers sec- old age the blessed, radiant Afn;h~
onded the old Persians, that their shone like a candle amongst men,
ruined capital might be rebuilt; until finally he rose to the realm of
with divine aid this sacred body everlasting glory and was drowned
was buried there, and undoubtedly in a sea of light. May the breaths
the place will become a famous city. of his merciful Lord be upon him,
I wrote a great many letters about the compassion and good pleasure
this, until it was arranged that the of God; may he be plunged in the
body should come to rest there. ocean of grace and forgiveness.
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A WORLD AT PEACE
Baha'i Administration as Presented to a Group of Free-Thinkers
Part 3.-Baha'i Spiritual Assemblies
KEITE RANSOM-KEELER

In this concluding article on Bahd'i Administration, the author descn:bes with
great clarity and lJower the amazing new type of government which Bahri'u'llrih has
set in motion-a form of govermnent so perfect as to hold one in breathless astonish1Jwnt as to whether such a government could ever be. Its perfect f~tnctioning depends
of course on a spiritualized humanity, for govermnent after all can rise little highe7'
than the spirit of its peoples; but in the Bahri'i world of the future spiritual earnestness
and progress will go hand in hand with and support the evolution of the divinely perfect
type of government here described.

m1fl HIS seeking after the Truth
U then, the sine qtW non of
Baha'i consultation, is not a vague,
wistful, metaphysical process: it is
a quite valid and demonstrable method to which the most exacting of
all tests may be applied: its practicability- the test not only of
whether it will work but of whether
it will work with universal satisfaction to remove the ancient evils of
man's life.
The first criticism is that the kind
of people necessary to operate this
new social mechanism do not exist.
The answer is that these people are
evolving. In the thirteenth century
in England or France the people
necessary to operate a mechanistic
and technological society did not
exist; in ancient China or Italy
those able to operate a democratic
state might not be found; in Persia
or Japan, generally speaking,
women capable of political, social
and civic equality with men are absent, but that does not argue that
such a status has not nor cannot be
reached.
All over the world today are millions of ardent, earnest, steadfast
men and women devoting themselves to the necessary restrained
freedom and discipline of consultation. To invoke it means at the

same time absolute candor and
straightforwardness,
scrupulous
consideration and good-will, utter
truthfulness, the banishment of
every vestige of secrecy and intrigue and a healthy disregard for the
fate of personal opinion. Surely
this conquest of self under the powerful religious impulse of the Baha'i
teachings can be considered no more
difficult of accomplishment than
conquering the material universe is
to science.
Still another objection might be
that this presupposition is quite as
contrary to human nature as the
assumptions in other social panaceas, already mentioned. In no
nation anywhere are there a preponderating number who think as
much of unknown people in distant
lands as they do of their own immediate families, the presupposition
of communism, for instance; but in
many nations lying', falsifying, intriguing are highly discreditable
and are internationally so regarded
among civilized men. There is a
definite and formulated tendency
among mankind toward frankness,
honor, truthfulness. Any dispassionate and scholarly inquiry must
take into account the undeniable
power which the religious mandate
exerCIses over men's souls and
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minds and actions. For centuries
the most absurd and antisocial dogmas prevaiL How much more rational then to imagine that a command in accordance with our nobler
aspirations and ideals can become
a common practice.
The next objection is that without a system of checks and balances, with no platform, no constituency to direct and coerce, the
basest oligarchy would result.
It is true that Baha,'i Assemblies
are not responsible to constituents,
for there aren't any; are not bound
to a platform, (for the whole technique of consultation requires
minds free and open to the promised
inspiration of the Holy Spirit, not
closed through preconceptions and
allegiance to mere human plans);
are not accountable to the group.
We see the consistency of this when
we recall our Baha'i belief in the
directive voice of God wherever
hearts are united, minds receptive
and souls attuned in the consultation of our duly elected representatives. The right of human beings to
challenge the results of consultation
would mean our right to question
the voice of God. Therefore Assemblies are not responsible to
Baha'i communities but are accountable only to God.
"How delightfully simple," the
critic here exclaims. "You can do
anything you want, get away with
almost anything, and blame it on
God. " But just the contrary is the
condition. Recalling the previous
quotation fro m 'Abdu'l-Baha:
"Should they endeavor to fulfill these
conditions the Grace of the Holy Spirit
shall be vouchsafed unto them, and that
Assembly shall become the center of the
Divine blessings, the hosts of Divine confirmation shall come to their aid, and they
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shall day by day receive a new effusion of
Spirit," and "should the least trace of
estrangement prevail the result shall be
darkness upon darkness."

Here is a norm of measurement
that requires no investigating commissions, no certified accountants,
no checks and balances, that the
most ignorant and untutored can
"behold and see with his eyes."
, , Things done in secret shall be
cried from the house-top" and responsibility to God becomes far
more exacting than allegiance to
man.

IN BAHA'r consultation Baha'u'llah for the first time lifts thinking
to the status of a group activity.
Our emotions have been socialized.
Eve r y rightminded individual,
whether millionaire or ditch digger
has a uniform reaction to desperate
human need; if a man be run over
each has the same voluntary impulse to afford relief, to call assistance ; but there is no intelligent person who can't reach sane workable
conclusions far more satisfactorily
and rapidly than a group. With the
form of consultation promulgated
by Baha 'u 'llah, man begins the
long, slow climb to the heights of
universal concerted analysis and
reason.
Local Assemblies have complete
jurisdiction in local administrative
matters, but the National Assembly
determines what is local in cases
where appeal is made to them for a
definite ruling on any special subject. The National Assembly of a
country correlates a 11 national
Baha'i activities not only bringing
them into an harmonious relation
but acting in national affairs as the
Primary Assembly in parochial
matters.
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The tertiary Assembly, the International House of J ustice has
only a legislative function; it alone
can enact those universal laws that
apply equally to all mankind, which
are not already established by
Baha'u'llah in the Kitab-i-Aqdas:
According to the explicit text of the
"Testament and Tablets of 'Abdu '1Baha" it "is under the care and
protection of the Abha Beauty
under the shelter and unerring
guidance of His Holiness, the
Exalted One."
Qualification in any of these
bodies includes "knowledge and enlightenment."
A n enthusiastic
group of uninformed individuals is
not permitted to govern by guesswork. "Directed by God and freed
from all error," not only must the
most advanced, enlightened and
spiritually-minded constitute its
membership, but expert opinion and
advice must be sought in all matters
of a special or technical nature.
Baha'u'llah in human affairs, exalts intelligence, reason and enlightenment. Universal education
is obligatory.
l

WITH THE modern world shrunk
to a neighborhood, the most crying
problem of the hour is how to adjust international affairs in a
neighborly manner. Oooperation
amongst the nations of the world
has proven inadequate. A League of
Nations, created by the states that
comprise it, from which they can
withdraw at will, exercises no final
authority, and can call to its support only moral sentiment and public opinion in such an exigency; both
equally impotent in the face of
powerful propaganda and nationallCalled in the Kitab-i-Aqdas the Bayt-ul-'Adl.

istic pretensions at home. Uniformity is not only revolting to
healthy patriotism but is utterly impossible.
The Baha'i Super-State offers
neither cooperation, nor uniformity.
It represents political unification,
exercising final authority in all international affairs, while leaving
every state sovereign in the administration of internal affairs.
There is no desire to efface patriotism or to crush national life;
love of country is a basic human
virtue; but the appalling aspects of
present-day nationalism wherein
love of country implies hatred of
other countries will be extirpated
and forgotten when a tribunal of international justice is established.
The International House of Justice will make all required world
laws and regulations. Any nation
refusing to submit to its commands
must be immediately suppressed by
a combination of all other nations.
As Dr. Esslemont points out, today
all the nations stand idly by letting
those involved destroy each other:
then all nations will immediately
arise to crush the oppressor.
3

Events since the World War demonstrate
that there can be no guaranteed peace until
every government in exchange for the security of an international governing body
with final authority, yield something of its
sovereign power. It may require the attenuation of suffering to bring this to pass,
but the present status is so fraught with
potential disaster and disruption as to bring
that quotidian of suffering nearer and
nearer to human experience.

Oertainly when such an unchallengeable body is incorporated it is
self-evident that there can be no
more war.
The third form of government,
monarchy, is provided through the

2Book of Laws.

3Baha'u'llah and the New Era.

A WORLD AT PEACE

Baha'i institution of the Guardianship.'
ANY CLEAR thinking on the subject
of religion shows its weak point always to have been on the matter of
interpretation. With no one in authority to give definite information
as to what the words of the Founder
actually meant, every religion has
in the course of time broken into
innumerable fragments, each with
its own interpretation, each following its own self-appointed leaders.
Though every religion has unity as
its basic teaching' every religion
passes through the debilitating process of sectarianism, division and
internal strife.
Baha 'u 'llah has made with His
followers a great Covenant that in
His Day these schisms and misunderstandings will be impossible. He
says that One Whom He appoints
to administer His Faith holds the
key to the interpretation of His
Words and that all personal interpretation is absolutely forbidden.
, Abdu 'l-Baha, the first son of
Baha'u'llah, was this divinely appointed Interpreter. A man might
interpret the Words of Baha 'u 'lllih
as much as he choose, but if he do
so there is no way in which he
could possibly be called a Baha, 'i.
By this means the Baha'i community is protected from this most
fertile source of discord and disruption.
'Abdu'l-Baha in turn extended
the Covenant of Baha 'u 'llah to a
succession of Guardians, the lineal
descendants of His Father and Himself, entrusted with this same inter-
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pretive power, thereby insuring the
unity and integrity of the Baha'i
faith forever. For immediately
there is the slightest difference between a Baha'i and the Interpreter
the former automatically puts himself outside the Faith.
Again the objection will be raised,
"The idea that anyone can definitely state what was in the mind of
another person is quite fantastic.
There can be no final reliance in
such a matter." This is entirely
beside the point. Baha'is believing
that Baha'u'llah completely manifested and reflected the Reality of
God, accept this Covenant of the
Interpretation and Protection of
His Words not only without question but with inestimable gratitude
that such a provision will in perpetuity protect His Cause from disintegration and the "darts of doubtfulness." However, for purposes
of argument grant to the objector
that interpretation is impossible
(which no Baha'i could accept).
The fact remains that if everyone
believes it possible, conducts himself as if it had actually been accomplished, subjects himself to its results, exactly the same end is accomplished as if it were possible,
and as if the voice of the Interpreter were the Voice of the Founder. From the pragmatic point of
view even to the atheist this method, whether it have any actual
basis in reality or not, accomplishes
precisely the same results of unity,
coordination and reconciliation, as
if it had such a basis.
The only test for religion or anything else is its fruits. If a me-

lWhy describe tbe government of the future by any single name? It might well be called a constitutional
monarchy. a spiritual democracy. etc., etc. But no existing term can quite describe a government which will
be different in form from any yet known-Editor. 2By this shall all men know that ye are my disciples. if ye
have love one to another. John 13 :35.
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ideas have been true or false, they
have produced the most far-reaching results and have exercised the
profoundest influence in human affairs.
The Baha'i teachings exalt those
of the greatest virtue and most a1Jparent spirituality; they intensify
and increase through the powerful
adjunct of public support and admiration, truthfulness, freedom,
honor and reliability; the reward of
positions of trust is reserved for
the self-effacing, the humble, the
courteous; for no matter how gifted or enlightened one may be these
qualities are essential. They indude an advanced social program"
induding universal education, a universal language, the reconciliation
of relig'ion with science and reason,
the
conquest of prejudice, the equalTHIS THEN constitutes the World
ity
between men and women, uniOrder of Baha 'u 'llah: the democraversal
peace, a universal tribunal,
tic election of competent rulers for
the
solution
of the economic probshort periods; their legislating and
lem,
etc.,
etc.,
which offer the highadministrating by consultation, not
conflict; and the continuous pres- est objectives of human endeavor.
ence of 011e divinely constituted, as Unified by a Guardian, restrained
all Baha'is believe, to interpret the and directed by an international
Words of Baha 'u 'llah and to keep tribunal, protected from the perHis Cause integrated around the sonally ambitious or irresponsible
sublime ideal of His teachings of by the method of consultation, this
movement has already brought
peace, unity and justice.
Whatever our belief or bias, within its fold followers of every
whether we be spiritualists' or ath- religion and creed, members of
eists, history and psychology alike every race and nationality, exponforce us to observe: first how, ents of every dass, a typical crossunder the irresistible commands of section of humanity who are united
a great Teacher old practices have in the stupendous task of sweeping
been discarded, while new, difficult aside superstition and ignorance,
and totally unprecedented attitudes strife, greed and self-seeking, and
have been assumed; how, impelled of establishing, through the teachby religious belief, men have erected ings of Baha 'u 'llah and under the
social structures that have defied direction of His Guardian, God's
the roll of time; how, whether these promised kingdom on earth.

thod has been devised whereby
quarrelsomeness, ambition, intrigue,
and decay are eliminated, then the
method is part of an eternal process of truth and rig·hteousness.
Today Shoghi Effendi, the first
of that mighty succession of Defenders of Faith, has proven, by the
efficacy of his administration, the
divine origin of his office. Harmonizing and consolidating the followers of Baha 'u '11ah in lands as
distant and socially opposed as
Japan and Turkestan, Germany and
Persia, America and Egypt, he is
demonstrating the marvel of Baha'u'llah's Covenant that there will be
no strife and division in His Dispensation, but that all men will
work harmoniously for the achievement of their sublime destiny.

lNot to be confused with "Spiritists"-those who believe in the presence of disembodied spirits.
by Bahi'u'lIih between 1863-8.

2Enunciated
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Incidents from the Life of Mother Beecher*
Chapter 1.-Finding the Purpose of Life
DOROTRY BAKER

"The wisdom and purpose of their [the Prophets] training is that man must pass
from degree to degree of progressive unfoldment until perfection is attained . . . . Man
must walk in many paths and be subjected to various processes in his evolution upward."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

N the year 1844 a four year old
child sat rocking her doll in
the little village of Wilksbury, Connecticut. She sang her song, the
only one she knew,-" Jesus loves
me, this I know", and as she rocked
and crooned to her little wax child,
she explained at length just what it
all meant to be loved by Him. This
to the secret horror, it must be confessed, of the dear New England
Presbyterian mother, who felt that
talking about the Lord was something of a desecration.
At ten N ellie felt strongly impressed by two facts: hell-fire and
the golden streets of heaven. Sitting in the dim old church by the
side of Mother, who preserved, in
uncomforting black taffeta beside
her, a distant silence, she trembled
and tried hard to think about the
little song; and when the hell-fire
raged too close, she closed her eyes
and whispered, "He does love me".
In her middle teens N ellie discovered that one could crowd out
fears to a degree, by moving briskly with the crowd down tinselled
lanes of festivity and laughter; and
where the laughter was, there was
N ellie, original, lively, full of life
and vigor, and possessed of an
urgent desire at all times to be "the
life of the party".

O

IMrs. Ellen

v.

Now it chanced one day that an
itinerant preacher passed that way,
an old hunch-back with a silver
tongue, the pride of New England.
He would talk, it seemed, about the
evils of alcohol. What boy or girl
~ould afford to miss this golden opportunity! In the complete absence
of motor cars and moving pictures,
joys of the later born, an opportunity like this could not be lightly
overlooked.
N ellie 's mother was not easily
won, but at last gave her consent.
Dressed in flowing voiles, N ellie and
her friends proceeded to the church.
They would sit in the last row, and
the boys would sit decorously
across. After the service they
would meet and discuss the evils of
alcohol! Strange thing, circumstance. The church was filled to
overflowing. They were led to the
front row, and there they sat, viewing in horror the ashes of their
plans.
The hunch-back rose and prayed.
Then fastening his kindly old eyes
upon a youthful face in the first
pew he said calmly, "I have
changed my mind, I shall not talk
about the evils of alcohol. My text
will be, 'Our God is a consuming
fire' ".
N ellie forgot her surroundings.

Beecher, universally called "Mother" by the Baha'is.
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She forgot everything except the
words that poured from the old
preacher's lips. When the young
people in disgust filed out past her,
she knew nothing of it. But when a
gentle hand was laid upon her
shoulder, she looked up in startled
amazement to find the church quite
empty.
"God has asked you a question,
my child, " said the old man. "You
have the gift of choice. Will you
sign a contract with God or with
the world~" Then softly, "I will
pray for you".
Something had happened to N ellie
of the tinsel. It was all shabby.
She rose and shook herself like a
little dog. Was it rebellion in her
young eyes, or possibly the fire of
new desires not quite understood ~
She walked home quietly, and very
quietly proceeded into the library
of the great, old-fashioned house.
Mechanically she called to Mother
that she was home. Mechanically
she seated herself in the comfortable recesses of the old arm-chair,
and began to look at life. We raise
our eye-brows tolerantly and smile
at youth. Yet Jean Valjean, taking
the blessing of a Bishop into such
a solitude experienced no greater
soul-searching than this. At such
a time life turns a corner. Hannibal
at nine, kneeling at the altar in
Carthage, pledged his undying
hatred of Rome, and lived to march
victorious across the snowy Alps.
Lincoln, the boy, watched for one
hour the unmatched brutality of a
slave market, and gave to that afflicted race an unwritten IJromise;
and Lincoln, the man, issued the
Emancipation Proclamation forever
freeing the slaves. The small lad
who became our greatest Christian

missionary gazed into the pictured
eyes of a rag'ged Hindu boy, and
chose in that hour a life of sacrifice
in his behalf. We can never quite
understand the business of being
young, its faith, its courage and its
complete honesty.
THUS HAD N ellie come upon the
parting of the ways. A new vision
possessed the upper chambers of
her imagery. Life had purpose, definite and rich in meaning. In the
early hours of the morning she knelt
beside the old arm chair and gave
her life, all, everything she had, to
God, knowing full well that it would
not be easy. When she arose she
said simply, "It is finished, I have
signed the contract and I believe
that God will guide me. I, for my
part, will follow. I am a Christian".
In the morning N ellie fought with
the desire to keep her deep and
moving experience from her dearly
loved mother. She combed her long
hair and looked steadily into the
mirror.
"Afraid", she asked.
"N 0 ", said the reflection, " only
Mother might not understand".
N ellie 's mother was beautiful,
devout, sincere, respected. Let it
not be thought for an instant that
she was hard and unsympathetic.
She was simply the cultural product
of her time.
N ellie, accosting her in the hall
said, "Wait, Mother, I have something to tell you".
Mother waited, smiling.
"I gave my life to God last night,
and I a1n a Christian".
Now the old idea of religion was
scarcely provocative of expressive
comment, but of all the social errors
in the category of churchly things,
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the expression of religious conviction was indeed the most unforgivable. One said (if asked, which was
doubtful) "1 am trying to be a
Christian". But one never said, U I
am".
Mother drew herself to her full
height, her brown eyes flashing, and
allowed her gaze to travel in deliberate scorn from head to foot of
her errant daughter. At last she
spoke. "It would be far more becoming for you, my daughter, to
first learn to control your temper."
At breakfast N ellie was pale and
more than ordinarily quiet. After
breakfast she became ill with chills
and fever, a common ailment in that
day of questionable sanitation.
N ellie returned to bed and accepted
medicinal ministrations with detached meekness. Then, turning
abruptly to her mother she said, "1
want to see Dr. Dorrence".
Mother looked in consternation at
her unruly child. "Surely, she
said, "you will not presume to tell
the pastor what you have told me I"
Unthinkable heresy I But at last he
was called.
The doctor seated himself beside
N ellie, saying, "What do you want
to tell me, my child."
"Doctor," she replied with no
hesitation, "1 want to tell you that
I am a Christian".
The doctor appea.red surprised
and slightly startled. "What do
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you mean ~ " he asked. "N one of
us can know that."
N ellie looked into his stern old
face and smiled. "1 know how unworthy 1 am", she replied, "but
God promised me last night that He
would guide me, and 1 promised always to obey."
After a brief silence, N ellie looked up and saw that his eyes were
closed, and tears were running
down his cheeks. Turning then to
her mother, he said, "1 have been
in this church for fifty years, and in
all that tme 1 have not seen such
faith as this. She is a Christian."
Looking back with her through
years that spanned almost a century, the writer tra.versed pages
streaked with age-pages revealing
old secularism, pages redolent with
feeling, stalwart pages, quaint,
musty, foolish pages, covering years
that brought unexplainable changes
to the world and to the child, N ellie.
The evolution of one soul from
childhood to old age during that
qmazing period is worthy of more
than a passing glance. Looking
backward at ninety-two, keen of eye
and radiant, and with a capacity to
love and expand and believe that
~Tipped the heart, she traced her
life in its graceful, fearless line back
to its beginnings. Youth, suddenly
conscious cries, U I am', and life begins.
( Continued in next is sue)

({ Briefly, the journey of the sm,tl is necessary. The pathway of life
is the road which leads to divine knowledge and attainment. Without
training a1~d guidance the soul could never progress beyond the conditions of its lower nature which is ignorant and defective."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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HOW TO ATTAIN SUCCESS

N THE world of nature the grea.test dominant note is
the struggle for existence-the result of which is the
survival of the fittest. The law of the survival of the fittest
is the origin of all difficulties. It is the cause of war and
strife, hatred and animosity between human beings. In the
world of nature there is tyrallllY, egoism, aggression, overbearance, usurpation of the rights of others and other
blameworthy attributes which are the defects of the animal
world. Therefore, so long' as the requirements of the
natural world play paramount part among the children of
men, success and prosperity are impossible. For the success and prosperity of the huma.n world depend upon the
qualities and virtues with which the reality of humanity is
adorned; while the exigencies of the natural world work
against the realization of this object.

O

"The nobility and glory of man consist in the fact that,
amidst the beings, he is the dawning-place of righteousness.
Oan any greater blessing be imagined by man than the
consciousness that by Divine assistance the means of comfort, peace and prosperity of the human race are in his
hands ~ How noble and excellent is man if he only attain
to this state for which he was designed. And how mean and
contemptible if he close his eyes to the public weal, and
spend his precious capacities on personal and selfish ends.
The greatest happiness lies in the happiness of others. He
who urges the matchless steed of endeavor on the racecourse of justice and civilization alone is capable of comprehending the wonderful signs of the natural and spiritual
world."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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WEEP YE NO MORE

Men sought Him in the market and the street,
Some sought with eager eyes, on eager feet,
And some with desolate hearts and patient tears
Saying, "He is not here. Oh, nevermore shall we
Hear as of old the beautiful tales and sweet
Nor dream those dreams were true. These are the empty years.
Nor shall we hear again the Voice that brake
Upon the peasant ears of Galilee.
Faith has grown old and tired, or has grown afraid.
And we shall never hope that wisdom came
To kneel at the folded quiet feet of a child.
Gone is the faith that once was true. Vain are the creeds."

There came a Voice from the great East, and Spake
Crossing the gulf two thousand years had made:"Oh, piteous, mutilated, blind and dumb
Bearers of pain-lift your rejoicing eyes,
Weep ye no more! The Comforter hath come!"
-ELSIE

In commemoration of the anniversary
of Baha'u'lIah held during the month
of November.

PATERSON

CRANMER.
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" ... for commerce, industry, agriculture and general affairs
of the country are all intimately linked together. If one of these
suffers an abuse, the detriment affects the mass.' '-' Abdt~'l-Baha.

ONE ECONOMIC evil which the depression has exposed is the tendency of industrialists and commercialists to seek unlimited expansion
in obedience to that urge of insatiable desire which characterizes
all humans. Ambition for greater
achievement and for continued progress in one's career is normal and
wholesome; but the extent to which
this ambition has been exploited by
the madness of modern desire for
wealth and for luxmy expenditures
has kept the individual in an unwholesome chronic condition of
overstrain, of abnormal concentration UIJon the tasks of the business
day, with corresponding loss to the
domestic and cultural life of the
business man.
"The men in this country," said
a business man who has been exceedingly successful in acquiring
material wealth, "are waking up to
the fact that they have been giving
their lives to providing for their
families (who would be much better
off without them) four or five bathrooms, endless automobiles, and all
the accessories which these things
mean; and that there is a vast rich
side of life which most men never
touch. They are beginning to feel
that this struggle is not worth
while, and that there is something
better, something which makes for

far greater happiness than these
material things can ever bring."
THE EVILS of this unwholesome
push of ambition are not confined,
however, to the individual and social life of the community. This
system of ruthless competition, with
the aim of unlimited expansion of
the individual's business or industry, has in it the seeds of our
present economic debacle. For it is
mathematically certain that the
various business organizations and
industries cannot all go on expanding infinitely. The craze for expansion carries in its trail inevitable failures of those who are
crowded to the wall by successfully
expanding aggregations.
And
worse even than that, it induces an
enormous over-production of goods
which in turn brings about an economIC crash.
There are other
causes, it is true, for the present depression; but the habit of unlimited
expansion characteristic of America
is quite sufficient cause for recurrent cycles of panics. When we
view the incredible disasters which
a panic causes-the want, the deprivation, the physical and psychological miseries, the pauperization of well-to-do families, the
death and suicides from undue
strain-we may well conclude that
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"the game is not worth the
candle." We must find some way
to prevent these recurrent tragedies
which we have up to now supinely
accepted as acts of destiny, much in
the same way as the Chinese have
accepted per i 0 d i c floods and
famines.
To ONE who has had the privilege
of living intimately both in the Occident and the Orient, the contrast
in the psychology expressed in these
two great civilizations is most interesting and valuable. In the
young and pushing West, we find
the development of insatiable wants
and the thirst for illimitable expansion. In the East, we find a
quietude, a philosophy of living, a
contentment with few things, a satisfaction in continuing one's business or one's work up to the level,
but not beyond it, of past achievement. I have often stopped in front
of Turkish bazaars to admire the
business atmosphere, so different
from that which prevails in the
Occident.
The Turk is carrying on a bazaar which is the business his father had before him. He
is carrying the business on successfully. But he has not the slightest
thought of buying up the bazaars of
his neighbors on the right and left,
of enlarging his business and ultimately building up a vast emporium.
No, there is no such
thought in his being. He sits there
on the platform surrounded by his
rugs and antiques like a king upon
his throne. If you wish to inspect
his wares he is happy to show them
to you. Whether you buy or not, he
is most kindly court!'.ous and attentive. One feels that he has not
bartered his soul for gold. Though
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a commercialist he still remains the
master of his destiny, superbly
philosophical, self-contained and
self-respectful.
But, you may say, this attitude
of quiescence has kept the East
from progressing; whereas the Occidental attitude of advancement
and expansion has developed a vast
new world.
It is true that expansion has inevitably bee nth e keynote of
America up to the present. But we
have already expanded until we
have reached the further ocean. We
have settled and developed our uninhabited lands until we '1l'e now
raising more agricultural products
than we are able to consume. We
have built all the railroads and
factories that we seem capable of
profiting from. And now it would
seem that progress has at last
reached the point of a less rapid
flow, and that the currents of industry and commerce are bound to
become more peaceful. Destiny calls
for a new economic psychology, one
in which the desire for progresspraiseworthy, normal and wholesome though it be-is tempered with
the philosophy of contentment. This
philosophy of contentment we need
sadly for the happiness, welfare and
sanity of the individual lives; and
need it sadly for our economic organization if we are to establish any
stable system of economic and social living.
MOST TRAGIC of all, is the fact that
the mad desire for expansion, when
it has exhausted the confines of its
own country, reaches out for fields
of conquest in other parts of the
world. Here again there is the
mathematical certainty that with

EDITORIAL

many nations each seeking to expand either territorially or economically there are bound to come
clashes that will lead to war. The
desire for imperialistic expansion
is the very root of war. And while
there have been ample historic precedents to encourage this natural
thirst for expansion since it has
proved the means of prosperity and
of great achievement to the successful nations, we must also realize
that it has en t a i led untold
misery and degradation to the other
nations that have become the objects of conquest.
It were idle to declaim against
this imperialistic ambition on the
ground that it is selfish to seek
to bring success to one nation at the
cost of other nations, to seek to
exploit the rest of the world for
one's own people. No! Nations
would never stop making war
against each other because of such
moral arguments. But the trouble
with the imperialistic uge today
is that there are so many strong and
powerful nations capable and perhaps even desirous of expressing
imperialism, that with the modern
destructive processes of war available what will happen will be not the
success of one nation over against
another but the complete obliteration of all the nations that take part
In war.
Aggressive imperialism which
seeks ~tnlimited national expansion
is today simply a fonn of national
suicide.
We are told by Dr.
Gertrud W oker, a specialist in
chemistry and head of the Institute
of Physico-chemical Biology of the
University of Bern, Switzerland,
, 'that one hundred gas-generating
airplanes could in one hour cover a
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city the size of Paris with a gas
cloud twenty meters thick, that
would annihilate the city's population. She tells of the deadly results of white phosphorous bombs,
of the use of bacteria, widely being
prepared for, of electric incendiary
bombs, or recently invented bombs
with time fuses, of the effects on
civilians and soldiers alike of the
Green Cross, the Blue Cross and
the Yellow Cross gases, effects so
horrible that even to read of them is
sickening, and she quotes a chemical
authority as declaring that the
chemical industry is now in a position to destroy unlimited areas completely in a very short time."

VVHAT

for ruthless competition can be found, then ~ What
substitute for expansion-desire 1
What cure for war~
Is it not true that expansion is a
biological as well as an economic
and political uge ~ Is it not true
that the evolution of commerce and
industry as well as of political entities has been in the direction of
larger aggregations and combinations ~ Could we or should we reverse this process ~ No, deeply desirous as we may be on moral
grounds of avoiding the disasters
and evils that come to humanity because of the expansion-desire, we
must not seek remedies that are
totally contrary to human nature
and to natural trends and movements of destiny.
There is, however, one mode of
expansion which is both ethical and
stable, which leaves no trail of evils
and misfortunes in its path, which
satisfies all concerned, which brings
only happiness and prosperity,namely, voluntary cooperative comREMEDY
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facts above stated that the desire
for growth and expansion can find
legitimate and happy expression in
voluntary combinations ~ Does it
not seem that all that is valuable
and harmonious in human ambition
can find room for outlet and achievement in such cooperative enterprise? The very genius of the human race will not begin to adequately express itself until the whole
world is bound together in some
such form of voluntary combination-a World State in which politics and economics are managed
with all the capacity of human
genius, but for the welfare of the
whole rather than for the welfare
of the part. Is it not true that in
so far as we seek the welfare of
the part only, we endanger the welfare not only of that part but also
of every part? Whereas on the
contrary if the part· wotlld btlt
seek the welfare of the Whole, the
DOES IT NOT seem clear to unWhole would establish alnd stabilize
prejudiced examination of all the the welfare of each individual part.

binations for mutual advantage.
The most familiar of such combinations known to history is the
amalgamation of thirteen separate
colonies into the United States of
America. This union has produced
nothing but good for all concerned;
has been the source of universal
prosperity and advancement; has
broug'ht no evils, no misfortunes in
its trail.
In the economic field of today we
find a striking example in the Fruit
Grower's Association of California.
This voluntary combination has improved the quality of fruit grown
and marketed; has aided the individual farmer in the marketing of his
products; has by means of wide
publicity increased markets all over
the world for these products; and
has been a source of guidance and
manifold benefits to the individual
participants.

"All the infinite beings exist by this law of mutual action, and helpfulness. Should this law of joint interchange of forces be removed
from the arena of life, existence wotlld be entirely destroyed . ... The
greatest foundation of the world of existence is this cooperation and
muttlality . ... The base of life is mtltual aid and helpfulness and the
cause of destruction and nonexistence wotlld be the interruption of this
mutual assistance. The more the world aspires to civilization the more
this most importan.t matter of cooperation and assistance becomes
manifest. Therefore in the world of humanity one sees this matter of
helpfulness attain to a high degree of efficiency,. so mttch so that the continua1lbce of httmanity entirely depends ttpon this interrelation."
- ' Abdtl'l-Bah(J"
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THE LABORATORY OF CIVILIZATION
KENNETH CHRISTIAN
The author of this article is a student of jowrnalis1n at the College of the State of
New York. He gives us here an excellent bird's-eye view of the causes of our present
economic disaster and of the new economic order established by BaJui)~t'lzah now sp1"eading th1"ough the world.

nE may say that the world of
UI

humanity is a vast laboratory
in civilization where new ways of
organized living, suited to changing
conditions, are worked out carefully
before being generally accepted.
The Baha'i interpretation of civilization is that of a reciprocal
duality comprising the material and
spiritual aspects of life. The material phase is the sum of all man's
inventions and discoveries in the
physical realm. Spiritual civilization deals with those high qualities
of mind and soul which differentiate
man from the animaL For lasting
happiness and contentment these
two aspects must be equally and
harmoniously developed.
THE INDUSTRIAL revolution plus
our multifold scientific discoveries
have raised the level of humanity
so suddenly, have changed the outlook of people so completely, that
chaotic conditions follow as a natural course.
Wild speculation,
ruthless exploitation of natural resources in backward countries, and
heartless competition are characteristics of a period dominated by selfishness and greed.
The mechanistic phase of civilization is centuries ahead of the ethical. And humanity, like a bird with
one wing developed more than the
other, flounders helplessly. Great
spiritual strides must be taken to
compensate for, and equal, the material advancement.

In this manner Baha'u'llah al1d
'Abdu'l-Baha interpret world conditions. But they do more than offer a plausible interpretation. They
have definitely outlined the spiritual
and material advances and adjustments that will straighten out our
problems and lay the sure foundations for unparalleled future progress.
The disastrous economic dilemma
which is our heritage from the
World War was clearly foreseen by
Baha'u'llah over seventy years ago.
At that time He ·wrote:
"How long will humanity persist in its
waywardness?
How long will injustice
continue? . . . the strife that divides and
afflicts the human race is daily increasing.
The signs of impending convulsions and
chaos can now be discerned, inasmuch as
the prevailing order appears to be lamentably defective."

THE ECONOMIC program given to
the world by Baha'u'llah and expounded by' Abdu'l-Baha is a modified capitalistic system. It goes
neither to the extremes of communism nor of socialism. Classes in
society are recognized since inequality is a law of nature. Private
ownership of property and the
means of production will continue,
but cooperation and control will replace competition. Trusts will be
eliminated by a series of regulatory
measures.
A reciprocal relationship will be
established between employer and
employee. A minimum wage must
be agreed upon. Also, a definite
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number of shares in each business
must be given to the workers over
and above their weekly wages.
Fewer hours of work will open to
the masses of the people unprecedented opportunities for education
and culture.
'Abdu'l-Baha, speaking in Paris
on the question of the distribution
of wealth, said:
"Certainly, some being enormously rich
and others lamentably poor, an organization is necessary to control and improve
this state of affairs. It is important to limit
riches as it is also of importance to limit
poverty. Either extreme is not good."

Wealth is to be limited by
a graduated tax on large incomes
with the result that at a certain
limit all additional income will
go to the government. This is
not done to bring about economic equality but to keep money in
a constant state of flux. It will be
impossible under this system for
huge sums of money to be amassed
and withheld by selfiish individuals.
Agriculture is the basic industry;
and the solution of its problems
presupposes economic recovery.
This will be aided by a decentralized
taxation system. All taxes will be
paid into a local storehouse from
which local, national, and international appropriations will be met.
The graduated tax will bring extreme surpluses of wealth into this
community center. Those whose income will only meet expenses are
free from taxation. Those who cannot meet their daily needs may have
them supplied from the storehouse.
Instead of a false national or international standard of living, the
community will thus set its own
standard according to its economic
ability.
The local controlling board will
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prevent lazy and indolent individuals from taking advantage of the
resources of this general storehouse.
The failure of similar
schemes in the past has been due to
the application of the principle of
supposed equality. The storehouse
is a community protection not an
indiscriminate source of charity.
Concerning the foundation of
true economics, 'Abdu'l-Baha has
written:
"The disease which afflicts the body politic
is lack of love and absence of altruism. . . .
The secrets of the whole economic question
are divine in nature and are concerned with
the world of the heart and spirit."

The Roman civilization collapsed
when indolence and selfishness replaced the vigorous characteristics
of its people. History reveals that
civilization has reached its greatest
heights under races of strong character and high ideals. A spiritual
revival capable of recreating men
and women the world over IS a
prime necessity of our times.
THE FEATURE which is rapidly
bringing the Baha'i teachings to
the attention of the world and which
is uniting the Baha'is of the five
continents is the World Order of
Baha'u'llah. This system of administration based on Bah:i'u'llah's
instructions has been inaugurated
by Shoghi Effendi since he became
the Guardian of the Baha'i Faith.
The individual Baha'is in each
locality elect annually a local assembly of nine and also send delegates to a national convention. The
national convention in turn elects a
group of nine who constitute the
National Assembly. This Assembly
sends delegates to an international
convention which selects the International Assembly or Universal
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House of Justice of which the Guardian is the permanent head. This
body will both enact and enforce
legislation in accordance with the
exigencies of the times. The form
of administration being erected by
the BaM/is for the management of
their affairs will be the example to
be followed by the governments of
the world.
'Abdu'l-Baha/s advice to an
official high in the service of the
United States government was:
"You can best serve your country
if you strive, in your capacity as a
citizen of the world, to assist in the
eventual application of the principle
of federalism underlying the government of your country to the relationships now existing between the
peoples and nations of the world."
Shoghi Effendi writes:
"Let there be no misgivings as to the
animating purpose of the world-wide Law
of Bahii'u'lliih. Far from aiming at the
subversion of the existing foundations of
society, it seeks to broaden its basis, to remould its institutions in a manner consonant
with the needs of an everchanging world.
It can conflict with no legitimate allegiances,
nor can it undermine essential loyalties ....
It calls for a wider loyalty, for a wider
aspiration than any that has animated the
human race .... It repudiates excessive centralization on one hand, and disclaims all
attempts at unformity on the other. Its
watchword is unity in diversity."

Now, HAVING reviewed the fundamental concepts of this Baha'i experiment, let us consider the conditions under which the Movement is
working. We discover that it is not
confined to one continent, one race,
one class, or one country. It is
truly universal, finding adherents
from all classes, creeds, and nationalities. It is not exclusively economic, or exclusively religious, or exclusively social; for all these as-
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pects are intermingled in its sweeping vision.
In 1910 Tolstoy foresaw the
potency of the Baha, 'i Faith when
he wrote: "vVe spend our lives
trying to unlock the mystery of the
universe, but there was a Turkish
Prisoner, Baha'u'llah, in 'Akka,
Palestine, who had the key." From
its unobtrusive beginning in Persia,
the teachings of Baha'u'llah have
permeated, in less than a century,
all parts of the earth. Nine N ational Assemblies have been created, and the Universal House of J ustice will be formed in the near
future.
The translations and printing of
the Baha'i writings have g'one forward with great speed. Books are
now available in more than sixty
languages. The statesmanlike letters of Shoghi Effendi are attracting attention of leaders the world
over. The Baha'i Temple at Ohicago, acclaimed by architects as
superior in beauty and design to
the famed Taj Mahal, is attracting
thousands as its construction proceeds.
Stanwood Oobb, one of the founders of the Progressive Education
Association, recently summed up the
present progress of this experiment thus:
"The time is rapidly approachinii when
this new structure based upon divine foundations will give evidence to the world
of its power to house the culture of the
future. More and more, as men and women
despairingly realize the la.ssitude and effeteness of present culture modes, will they turn
for illumination and inspiration to the new
modes being created by the potent message
of Bahii'u'lliih to humanity."

So, in the laboratory of humanity,
a new era of civilization is taking
form.
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THE EVOLUTION OF A BAHAJI
Incidents from the Life of Ellen V. Beecher
Chapter 2.-A Working Christian
DOROTHY BAKER

"May you help those sunk in materiality to realize their divine sonship, and encourage them to arise and be worthy of their birthright . .. Work! Work with all your
strength, spread the Cause of the Kingd01n antong men; teach the self-sufficient to turn
humbly towards God, the sinful to sin no more . .. ."-'Abdu'l-Baha.
[The incidents narrated in this episode
constitute one of the most astounding spiritual adventures ever recorded in the history
of Christian mysticism.
In the first installment of this life story
of her who became affectionately known to
numerous friends as "Mother Beecher", was
narrated the great spiritual experience she
had in her childhood when she decided not
only that she would try to be a Christian
but that she was definitely a Christian in
the sense that she gave herself unreservedly
to God.]

~~]OTHER BEECHER fastened

. the little white shawl around
her shoulders and seated herself in
the old cane chair that had followed
her through the years. No one in the
house called her' 'Mother Beecher".
She was "Grandma" to all, as befitting' one into whose sympathetic
ear had been poured by three generations the arduous details of
youthful living.
" Grandma", said I, "did your
contract wit h God make you
happy?" Perhaps I had a notion,
bolstered by a sentimental desire to
supply to all young people a short
cut to earthly joy, that having made
such a decision, one lived happily
ever after.
Grandma smiled. "Let not that
young man or young woman make
decisions however great, who is
faint of heart", she said, "for decision draws to itself natural tests."
"Tell me what came out of your
decision, Grandma", said I briskly.
"One cannot churn it out like

butter," said Grandma with a wry
little smile. "There are no words
to express the reality of those
things. I can only tell--a story."
, , Good, " said I, settling down on
a stool at her feet. "Begin".
, 'Shortly after my momentous decision that I must give my life to
God, we changed our residence and
a new chapter in my life opened.
My brother, who had been poisoned by the use of calomel during an
attack of typhoid fever, had to be
placed in the sanitarium of the famous Dr. Foster of Clifton Springs,
N. Y. Dr. Foster was widely
known, not alone for his medical
knowledge, but for his extraordinary benevolence. It is to this lovable and forceful character that
much credit may be given for the
shaping of my life, so newly started on the high seas of Christian
endeavor. Here, in this famous
little village, we lived for six years.
"Soon after our arrival I was
sent one day to report to the doctor
on the condition of the patient.
After a brief exchange of words I
rose to go.
" 'I understand,' said the doctor,
following me to the door, 'that you
are a young Christian.' To this I
gave assent.
" 'What kind of a Christian do
you propose to be?' he asked suddenly.
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"This took me by surprise, but I
managed to stammer that I hoped
to be a faithful one.
" 'I have no doubt of it,' said the
doctor, 'but I should like to know
whether you propose to be just a
good church member or a working
Christian. '
, 'This was a new idea. I toyed
with it for a moment before replying. Then I realized with a rush
that he had touched upon my heart's
desire.
" , Yes,' I cried. 'I want to be a
working' Christian.'
" 'Very well,' he replied with a
smile. 'I will help you to become
one. First you must learn to depend entirely upon the guidance of
the Holy Spirit working within
you.'
, 'I walked slowly home, turning
his words over in my mind. His remark impressed me deeply. Conscience, the great umpire of the
game of living, said, 'This is right,'
or 'That is wrong.' Was that not
enough 1 Life might become involved. The Holy Spirit might demand of one things inconveniently
removed from the common groove.
Moreover, it troubled me deeply to
know how to find such guidance and
recognize it. At last I sought him
out again.
" 'Doctor', said I, 'how can I hear
the voice of the Holy Spirit?'
" 'By turning your heart always
away from self and toward God',
he said gently, 'and by never closing a door that He has opened'.
"Life guided by a vision! vVhat
high destiny was this. '\Vhat would
you do', he asked abruptly, 'if a
very wicked dying man asked you
to pray with him, and your heart
told you to do so l'
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"After a terrific struggle within
my young New Eng'land trained
soul, I made reply.
" 'I would go '.
G"'-'

"MONTHS passed. One Sunday
morning as I sat surrounded by my
Sunday School class, the superintendent approached me, looking
troubled, even pained. Bending low,
he whispered, 'A dirty, ragged child
outside insists upon seeing you. I'll
take your class while you send her
away'.
"At the door stood a child so
forlorn and unkempt that I caught
my breath.
" 'My pop's a-dyin' and he wants
to see you', she sobbed.
"Without a word I took the dirty
little hand and sped through the
deserted village streets. Well I
remembered the father, the town
drunkard who 'hadn 't drawn a so ber breath for over twenty years'.
Well I knew the impropriety of the
thing that I was doing. By every
standard I had ever been taught,
the thing was unthinkable. For a
fleeting moment my mother's lovely
face flashed before me.
"We found him at last, lying on
a pile of dirty rags in a hovel outside the confines of the village, looking with pathetic eagerness at the
door. The stench and filth unsteadied me. This was living, too,
then! I knelt beside him, taking
his hard hand in mine. Though I
had never witnessed the passing of
a human soul, I knew that death
was upon him.
" 'Has your priest been here?' I
asked. He shook his head.
"'Why did you not send for
him?'
I asked, feeling greatly
troubled.
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" 'I sent for you because you are
the only one who has smiled at me
in twenty years', he whispered.
'I've been pretty bad, but if you
ask God to forgive me, I know He
will'.
"Still holding his cold hand, I
asked God to call him home to the
mansions Christ had promised to
those who believe. When I looked
again he was gone, and I was conscious not so much of death as of
peace".
, 'How WONDERFUL, Grandma, ' ,
said I when she had finished. "It
was really a birth rather than a
death, wasn't it ~ Do you suppose
that Dr. Foster sensed the whole
affair intuitively and prepared you
for iU"
"Not necessarily", she thoughtfully replied, "though I feel very
sure that he sought and found constantly the guidance which he
taught me to follow.
"Sometimes he was a bit sudden," she continued with a laugh.
"One particular Sunday morning
comes back to my mind as if it were
yesterday. We were seated around
the breakfast table; my mother, my
younger brother and sister, two
visiting New England cousins of
my mother's, and I. Suddenly Dr.
Foster appeared without warning
in the doorway. Walking straight
toward my chair, he said, 'Take
your Bible and go to the Caldwell
house. Tell them what the Lord
has done for you, and pray with
them'. So saying he turned, and
without further ado, walked out as
he had come, gently closing the door
behind him.
"N ow the Caldwell house, almost
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directly across the street from our
home, was a fine old residence which
had some time before been bought
by the man Caldwell and turned
into a veritable den of iniquity.
For numerous reasons, the people
of Clifton Springs had failed in
their efforts to abolish it, and it remained their one menace to young
manhood.
"To say that consternation took
possession of our dining room following the departure of the kindly
doctor would be putting it all too
mildly. My mother promptly had
hysterics. Bursting into tears, she
walked the floor in a most agitated
manner.
" 'He has grossly insulted me,'
she cried, 'by commanding my little
girl to go into a place like that!
How could he ~ Oh, how could he ~ ,
"In vain the cousins sought to
calm her. Said one, 'I cannot see
why you allow yourself to become
so disturbed. You know the child
isn't going.' Said the other, 'She
hasn't taken leave of her senses,
you know!'
"I left them after that, and slipped away upstairs. No one in all
the hub-bub had directed so much
as a word or look at me. I felt like
an idea in a book, about which a
grea t many people were suddenly
arguing. One would hardly consult
with an idea, you know. Closing
the door of my room, I hastened to
the side of my bed and knelt down.
" 'You promised to guide me', I
said softly, 'and I don't know what
to do. The Bible says that we must
honor our parents. Surely it would
not be right to deliberately disobey
my beloved mother. What shall I
do~'

"The answer did not come im-
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mediately, but when it did, I became aware of a definite assurance,
as positive as if a voice had spoken,
saying, 'Take your Bible in your
hand and go down. Pass through
the room in which your mother is
sitting. If even a word is spoken to
detain you, do not go. If no word
is spoken, go quietly out of the
house, speaking to no one on the
way'.
, 'This I did. As I approached
the front parlor, the murmur of
voices ceased. I walked slowly
through the room, saying no word
and hearing none. The silence, in
fact, was as thick as a fog hanging
over us all. I went out, feeling
strangely unreal, and crossed the
street. As the Caldwell gate clicked
behind me, however, I became real
enough; so real, in fact, that my
knees shook violently and I swallowed hard.
"The old fashioned knocker resounded and echoed. It did not
help the quaking of my limbs. And
when I heard heavy footsteps coming through an uncarpeted hall, I
thought I could not stand. The top
half of the old oak door swung open
a few inches, held by a chain. A
bewhiskered face peered out.
"What do you wanH' asked the
face.
To my horror, the eyes
traveled from my head to my feet
and hack again, with a kind of rollj11Q' leer.
"'T have come to tell you a
wautiful storv'. said I. An amazed
c;ilence ~!.'reeted this. after which the
lower half of the door opened and
i-he ('h~in was removed from the
n1Oner. The man seemed only half
R s dreadful when seen full leng:th,
and I allowed mvself to look lJast
him into the cavernous depths of
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the dark old house. He led me to
the parlor, a musty, closed-off room
which presumably had not been
used since the last funeral. Motioning me to a stiff, uncomfortable
chair, he stood in evident embarrassment before me.
" 'May I see your family, too ~ ,
I asked with growing assurance. He
appeared to be somewhat surprised
at this, but departed without a word
into the cavernous hall again. I
heard him shuffling about. Then in
a muffled roar, 'Mom, come in here.
Somebody t' see you'.
"Mom appeared, followed by a
youth and two unkempt girls of uncertain ages. They arranged themselves about the room in stiff silence. When they were all assembled, I began my story quite fearlessly, saying that God had made
me very happy. After telling the
story of my conversion, I read to
them from the Bible, explaining the
verses with an ease quite beyond
my ken, and dwelling always on the
wonderful love of God in sending a
Saviour to the world. Then I asked if I might pray with them. To
this Mr. Caldwell laconically responded that he supposed I could
if I wanted to. Kneeling down in
their midst, I uttered a simple
prayer, asking God to make them
as happy as He had made me. When
I had finished, I saw that they were
deeply moved, though no one spoke
a word. After shaking hands with
each one, I quietly slipped away.
"Not long after this, I met Mr.
Caldwell on the main street of the
village. He was shy but determined.
Stepping forward and
touching my arm, he looked earnestly into my eyes.
" 'Miss Tuller', he said, 'would
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you be ashamed to talk with me a
moment~'

" 'No indeed', said I, trying to
speak reassuringly.
" 'I was just wondering', he continued, 'whether you would teach
my wife and me to pray. We'd like
to do it the way you do'.
" A rush of joy swept through me.
'Yes', I replied, 'I should love to
pray with you'.
" 'May we come to your house
some Sundayf' he asked eagerly.
"'Certainly', said I, 'but come
after Sunday School hours'.
"I must say that at the time I
had many misgivings about my
mother's reception of my strange
guests, but as the week was a busy
one, all mention of it was forgotten.
Sunday afternoon came, and as
usual we seated ouselves by the big
bay window in the parlor.
"'Why, Nellie', said Mother,
looking out with some curiosity, 'do
look at that strange procession of
people coming up the street! Perhaps it is a funeral. There must be
forty people walking in this direction'.
"N ow funerals of those days were
conducted for the most part without carriages, and as I gazed in horror at the straggling band of oncorners, I was struck at one and
the same time with a sense of the
ridiculous, for it did have the semblance of a funeraL I held my
breath.
" 'There seems to be no coffin,
Nellie', continued Mother, 'nor any
pall-bearers.
Why-why N ellie,
they are turning in here!'
" 'Oh Mother', I gasped, 'I forgot to tell you that Mr. Caldwell
and his wife are coming' to learn
how to pray'. Then, a bit faintly,
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'They seem to be bringing' a few
friends'.
"Mother rose, her eyes flashing.
She left the room and started up
the winding old stairs. At the landing she turned. 'The rag-tag of the
town', she said. 'I wash my hands
completely of such goings-on. You
will be the death of me yet, my
child!' With this last despairing remark, she swept out of sight. Nor
did she reappear that afternoon,
nor on any Sunday afternoon for
six weeks thereafter.
"I went to the door and opened
it to the wide-eyed, silent company.
Mr. Caldwell was wreathed in
smiles, and acted as a sort of major
general, ushering his friends to
chairs, cushions and available places
on the floor. When all were seated,
I opened the Scriptures and read,
telling them quite simply what I felt
it meant to be a Christian.
"'Now', I concluded, 'we shall
all kneel down and just ask God
for what we most want. All Christians must first learn to talk with
God and listen for His answer. And
this we call prayer.
, 'The experience will never be
forgotten, for their prayers were
quite shocking. In their childlike
simplicity they appealed to God as
if He were a neighbor, and their
requests were pitifully mundane.
However, the meeting over, each
one arose feeling highly pleased
with himself and the Almighty. As
they prepared to leave, Mr. Caldwell turned similingly to me.
" 'And may we come again next
Sundayf' he asked.
" 'Certainly', said I without hesItation. And so it happened that
they came every Sunday for six
weeks and I was led to turn it into a
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Bible study class. Mr. Caldwell, at
about this time, closed his house of
ill fame and opened a grocery store.
"And now the Methodist pastor
opened a series of prayer meetings
to all denominations, and it was observed by the amazed population of
Clifton Springs that Mr. Caldwell
and his friends not only attended
the meetings, but joined the church.
"Toward the close of these meetings the pastor asked for personal
confessions of faith. Mr. Caldwell
arose and walked deliberately to the
front of the church. Then clearly
and distinctly, though without emotional display, he told the story of
how a young girl had dared to come
to him and to his family, to bring
to them the secret of her great joy,
the joy that had in turn changed
their lives."
"The spirit became so intense
that a revival sprang up in that
place, and spread through the sur-
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rounding country, becoming at last
almost national in character. It is
impossible for the Holy Spirit to
work in a human heart without having a far-reaching effect, for it is
like a great fever, magnificently
contagious' '.
~

I THOUGHT, as she finished speaking, of our littleness in the scheme
of things. Left to themselves, our
lives reflect only futility. Yet God
denies to no one that eternal spark,
the river of life more abundant, that
is a living', breathing force, and
makes it, even to the unworthy,
"magnificently contagious".
"Dear Grandma", said I, taking
her wrinkled old hand in mine, "you
have spent your long life in spreading that contagion. Are you tired ~"
"I am ninety-two," she said
simply, "and I am a little tired.
But I am happy."

(To be continued)

THE UNSEEN ASSASSINS
MARGUERITE McKAY
R.,
,N The
P!~ Norman

U11tSeen Assassins'''',
Angell discusses certain conclusions he has reached concerning the relation of education to
public opinion and of public opinion
to international relations from both
the political angle and the economic.
The first part of the book sets forth
a few theories which part two, ".A
Book of Cases," applies to specific
instances, chiefly within the British
Empire and the continent of Europe. From first to last the author
dwells on his fundamental thesis,
that the evils of our civilization are
"Harper and Brothers, 1932,

due not to the deliberate intention
of man or to lack of knowledge, but
to their failure to apply the wellknown facts of everyday life to social relationships, especially in the
field of international relations. "We
disregard knowledge which we possess, though we are unaware of that
disregard. ' ,
The average man advocates policies that bring results he does not
really wish, simply because he does
not bring his own experience to a pply in larger fields; and these unperceived implications Angell calls
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the "Unseen Assassins of our peace tional relations, the average citizen
and welfare." He believes in the suddenly throws overboard all his
first place that the opinion of the personal experience in government
ordinary man, however created and and says that community regulation
played upon by powerful interests, stops at that point. In the interwhen once created generally deter- national field he adopts the prinmines nublic policy; in the second ciple of anarchy, though his complace. that education can do no good monsense should tell him that since
bv giving' more knowledge but only anarchy will not work on a small
bv teaching the social truths that scale nor on a national scale, it canunderlie exnerience; in the third not be expected to work as between
plRce that it is possible to change nations. He has not learned from
what mav seem to be instinctive ;e- his education that all societies must
actions. as instanced by changing have an organization through which
attitudes in such matters as savage to function, and this Angell calls the
ta boos. witchcraft and relig'ious "sovereign assassin."
Some say
tanaticism. 'rhe l)urpOSe of the that it is useless to expect peace bebook is to heln the ordinary man to cause it is inherent in human nature
see just where one of the "intellec- to fight, but still no one suggests
tnal assassins" has crept. into some g'iving up police and the safeguards
Q'RllRra11v accented principle or of community life because people
'''nlicv.
are quarrelsome· The fa c t 0 f
A strikin2: examnle of failure to man's antisocial instincts is a rea::lnnlv kl10wn exnerience t.o new son in favor of organizing social
nroblems lies in the field of inter- institutions to preserve peace, not
national relations. In his simn1e a reason against it. If people were
community life . •rohn Smith exnects naturally peaceful and considerate
to have a police force responsible to of others' rights and points of view,
the communitv at 1arg'e to keep anarchy might serve in place of
orner and maintain justice between government, but since they are not,
inilividna1s: he expects that in ad- institutions are necessary.
nition to the need of courts for
THE OONOEPT of nationalism, with
('rjminal cases. courts are also needits
strong attendant sentiment, and
en for civil caims where differcmces
of oninion will be settled bv a third the principle of the sovereignty of
n8rtv and the judgment accepted; nations, that makes for internahe knows that government is neces- tional anarchy, are due, so says Ansarv to regulate dailv life, because gell, not to any inborn tendency of
man's primitive instinct of nug- the mass of ordinary people to
n8city and the tendencv to differ- evolve such ideas, but to the educaences of oninion make it imnossible tion given by t·he philosophers,
for a group of human beings to get teachers, historians and poets. If
alonQ' together without re2:n1atio]1s. this were a biological trait, change
8"lneciallv in lar~te communities. All would be very slow and perhaps
this Rnnl1es to local and national doubtful, but since it is rather an
intellectual concept, there is gTeat
2'1"011P8 withont question.
But when it comes to interna- hope that it may change. For while,
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for example, it is true that men
have a biological tendency to fight,
it is also true that what they fight
about changes considerably from
one period to another.
Another self-evident truth that
men overlook in international affairs is the nature of justice. It is
realized in private life that there
are honest differences of opinion between individuals and that a third
party judgment is the fairest to
all concerned. Why not in international relations ~ We must come to
look on justice as a means of insuring equality of right for both
parties, not merely as a means of
protecting the rights of one side
only. When it comes to international conflict, the idea that we
should fight for our "rights" and
impose our own interpretation of
our rights on another country
means that justice is disregarded.
The greatest obstacle to international cooperation Angell sees to be
the desire for power and the preference for a position where one country can impose its will upon another
instead of forming a partnership.
This he thinks is due to the fact that
the older and more primitive instincts are assets in a struggle to
dominate but have to be restrained
when men cooperate. In cooperation we must consider the point of
view of the other party and this requires thinking, which is biologically our most recently acquired trait.
We are not yet used to thinking and
dislike the doubts that thought
brings, but through thought and
perhaps particularly through consideration of the economic futility
of war, we may finally turn to other
motives besides the desire to dominate, and develop a new political
tradition.
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IN THE second part of the book
AngelI discusses the dangers of the
spread of the principle of se1£determination for nationalities, the
sense of conflict of interest created
by tariffs, the disintegrating effect
of rampant nationalism, the blindness of the policy that prefers
separatism and poverty to unity
and an adequate supply of the necessities of life. In taking up the
relation of India to Great Britain,
the present tendencies in Germany,
the increasing of armaments and
tariff barriers, the attitude towards
peace conferences, the League of
Nations and the Briand-Kellogg
Pact, he shows again and again the
application of his underlying theme,
that we do have access to the knowledge of common experience that, if
applied, would obviate our international difficulties.
THE FOREGOING discussion leaves
untouched many points worth noting; the book is full of penetrating
comments on the fallacies that provoke national animosity and competition and these subjects must be
emphasized again and again if a
healthv international attitude is to
nrevail. However. though the book
deals with basic principles, it leaves
one feeling' that it does not go as
iJ een as possible and does not point
the way to a power strong enoug'h to
a ccomplish the desired end. As is
RO often the case, the difficulties are
presented much more clearly than
the remedv. It is rather in such a
work as Shoghi Effendi's, "The
(toal nf a New World Order," that
one finds a really satisfying and
comnlete exposition of the solution
nf l1ationalism and imperialism bv
world federation. The principle of
the Oneness of Mankind, the funda-
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mental teaching of Baha'u'llah,
provides, both in its Divine origin
and in its applicability to every
phase of personal, national and international life, the real answer to
all the problems set forth in The
Unseen Assassins. It gives both

MAGAZIN E

the touchstone with which to test all
policies and the spiritual basis that
leads to action and in short is the
deeper synthesis that with all his
thoug'htfulness, Angell does not
perceIve.

MEMORIALS OF THE FAITHFUL
2.-Shaykh Salman
, ABDU 'L-BAHA
Translated from the Persian by Marzieh Nabil Carpenter
This series of brief biogra,phies of the lec~ding followers of the Bab and Baha'u'llah
was cornposed by 'Abdu'l-Bahri in 1915 and published in Haifa in 1924 in Persicm.
These tTanslations into English have been 'made by the request of Shoghi Effendi. The
ai1n has been to render thern into colloquial English rather than to follow a literary
translation This work was done specially for The Baha'i Magazine. The translator
states that she does not consider these translations final.

HAYKH SALMAN, the devoted messenger, heard the
call of God in India in 1266, A. H., *
and was made unutterably happy.
He was so bewitched that he hurried
out of India on foot and went to
Tihran ... where he secretly associated with the believers and became one of them. Then one day
when he was walking through the
bazaars with Aqa MuhammadTaqiy-i-Kashani, some policemen
followed him and found out where
he lived. The next day watchmen
and policemen came to look for him
and finally succeeded in arresting
him; they took him to the town
constable, who asked him who he
was. Balman answered:
"I am an Indian and have come
to Tihran on my way to Khurasan,
as a pilgrim to the shrine of His
Holiness Imam Rida, upon whom
be peace."
The constable asked: "What were
you doing yesterday with that man
*Muhammadan calendar dating from the Hegira.

in the white coaH"
He answered, "I had sold him
an 'aba the day before and I was
asking for payment."
The constable said: "What a
strange fellow you are! How could
you trust him ~ , ,
He answered, "The moneychanger vouched for him".
By this he meant Jilllib-i-Aqa
Muhammad, known as the moneychanger. The constable ordered a
policeman to go to the moneychangeI' 's with Salman and investigate. When they got there the
policeman went in ahead, and
asked what was the story of the' aba
and the guarantee; the moneychangeI' said he knew nothing about
it. The policeman said to Salman:
"Come along-we've found out
that you're a Babi."
SHAYKH SALMAN was wearing a
turban like those worn in Shushtar.
As they passed by a cross-roads, a
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man from Shushtar ran out of his
shop, threw his arms around Salman and cried, "Why Khajih Muhammad-' Ali I Where have you
been ~ When did you get here ~
Welcome I"
Salman answered," I came here
a few days ago and I have just been
arrested. ' ,
The man said to the policeman,
"What do you want with him ~
Leave him alone."
The policeman answered: "He is
a Babi."
The man from Shushtar said,
"Heaven forbid I I know this
Khajih Muhammad-' Ali-he IS a
God-fearing Muhammadan, a good
Shi'ih of 'Ali."
Then he gave the policeman
some money and Salman was freed.
They went into the shop and the
man asked him how he was. He replied, "1 am not Khajih Muhammad-'Ali."
The shopkeeper was amazed and
said, "Good heavens I You look
exactly like him, without any difference whatever. Now that you
aren't he, give me back the sum I
gave the policeman." Salman immediately gave him the money,
went out to the city gate and left
for India.
Later when Baha'u'llah went to
Baghdad, the first messenger to
reach His presence was this same
man, who then returned- to India
with a tablet for the friends there.
EVERY YEAR this worthy individual would come on foot to Baha'u'llah, and would return with tablets which he delivered to many
cities throughout Persia, such as
Isfahan, Shiraz, Kashan, and Tih-
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ran. From the year 69 A. H., till
the days of Baha'u'llah's ascension
in 1309 A. H., Salman would come;
he would bring letters, take tablets
back, and deliver each one safely to
its owner.
Eager and happy, he made the
journeys on foot during that long
period, from Persia to Iraq or Adrianople or the Greatest Prison
and back again.
He had an extraordinary power
of endurance; he would walk the
whole way, and usually his only
food was onions and bread. During the entire period he moved so
fast that he was never held up; he
never lost a letter or a tablet;
every letter was delivered; every
tablet reached its destination. Although time and again in Isfahan
he was troubled and weary, he was
a I way s thankfuL Nonbelievers
gave him the title of "The Babi's
Angel Gabriel."
Salman rendered an important
service to the Cause of God his
whole life long, because he spread
the teachings, gladdened the
friends, and brought messages from
Baha 'u '11ah to cities and villages of
Persia every year. He was favored
in Baha 'u '11ah 's presence and received especial bounty; tablets
were revealed in his name. After
the ascension of Baha 'u '11ah he
stayed firm in the Covenant, and
exerted every effort to serve the
Cause; as before he would come to
the Greatest Prison every year
with letters from the friends, and
then would take the answers back
to Persia. At last in Shiraz he rose
into the All-glorious Kingdom.
From the dawn of history until
this day, there never was such a
trustworthy messenger.

lThe Prison in 'Akka, Palestine, where Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'I-Baha were incarcerated for many years.
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ELEGY
FLORENCE E. PINCHON
"What is poetry? It is a synvmet1-ical collection of words . ... Poetry is much more
effective and complete than prose. It stirs more deeplY, for it is of a finer composition."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.

II

AR from the madding crowd"
-the clamor, heat and rush
.
of a gTeat modern metropolis-one
has been transported within an
hour to this peaceful corner of oldworld England, and into the tranquil atmosphere of the long-past
centuries which enfolds this little
gTey church, enshrined in its garden of roses and remembrance.
One enters through the quaint
lich-g'ate. and approaches the sanctlll'lTV l'lIong' a trim pathway. borrlprpd hv velvet turf and adorned
with It wealth of roses, just now in
::111 their g'lory of color and fragrance. A perfumed rosary indeed
for those who lie sleeping' so well
beneath the grassy mounds! And
-with due respects to the author of
the Rubaiyat-although, perhaps,
no "lovely heads" rest here, or
"buried Caesar bled", these rich
red roses bloom, and their petals
fall none the less tenderly over the
humble peasant women and the
rude tillers of the neighboring
fields.

its name, and his own, immortal.
Thomas Gray. like Him who made
friends of fishermen, knew and
understood the lowly. With the insig'ht of poetic genius, he could feel
what lJOVerty imposed upon menits frustrations, wasted sweetnesses, undeveloped latent abilities,
its "mute inglorious Miltons."
One imag'ines l10W 0,10,,11_- 1, ~ ---~., 1rl
have Estened to that great Lover of
the poor Who said: "The poor in
vour midst are My trust; guard ye
Mv trust. and busy not yourselves
wholly with your ease.' '* For in
his verse the lJOet has portrayed
tllese human flowers "born to blusl1
1111seen" with so tender and famil;>11' a touch, that time has only en11"'1I'pr1 it,,, hp>llltv ::ll1,l literm'v
judgment has pronounced it one of
its lJUrest gems. In fact, its charm
made such an appeal to a certain
nrofessor of the University of
Tokyo that he has recently translated all Gray's writings into Japanese. For poetry, like beautiful
music, can make the whole world
kin binding' with spiritual chains
of delicate harmonies and chords of
deep, common emotions all the
varied families of mankind.

IT IS to this quiet and intimate
spot that visitors come from all
over the world, and especially from
the United States. For here also
sleep the two sons of America's
ONE WONDERS if this ancient tree,
revered Quaker Father-William facing' the fourteenth century timPenn-the Founder of the province ber porch, remembers the slight
of Pennsylvania; also, an English figure that once sat in lonely connoet known wherever our tongue temnlation beneath its shade; or
is Rnoke'l or literature read. and recalls the devoted mother who
wJw. linked lw his "Elegy" to this Rometimes came with her son to
l~Hlp, churchyard, has thereby made worship
111
the cool, red-tiled
*Bahi'u'lIih, Hidden Words (Persian) v. 54.
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The Fourteenth Century porch of church Stoke Pogis.

church, and between whom there
existed a mutual affection probably
unsurpassed in the records of famous men. For it is, of course, to
the unrecognized heroism of women
like Gray's mother, that men so
often owe their greatness of character or their chances of achievement.
The evening, itself, is a poem for
all who can read. A tender darkling sky with rose-lit clouds; a sense
of indescribable peace descending
upon the spirit.
The moon, a
golden disk, peeps between the elmtrees, gilds the sombre yews, and
falls with shining feet upon the
grass, its dear, friendly face piercing one with a moment of poignant
remembrance for all those whom
one has "loved long since, and lost
awhile. "
AND THERE, across the park, one
catches a glimpse of the memorial
raised to the poet of this old world
by the pioneering sons of the new.
While yonder in the noisy city, at
this very hour, the fellow-country-

men of both anxiously wrestle with
the tangled problems of two continents, and seek to discover a
common pathway to the sanctuary
of peace and safety for all.
Alas! though it may be the lot of
the delegates to the ,Vorld Economic Conference to "read their
history in a nation's eyes "-in spite
of all their efforts, they have not yet
found the secret of how to "scatter
plenty 0 'er a smiling land," or even
the solvent for that cruel paradox
of the age-an earth of lavish
abundance, the greater part of
whose inhabitants suffer in hopeless restriction or actual want.
Maybe, if these baffled representatives of
the nations could bring their pilgrim burdens of finance and currencies, tariffs and
conflicting national policies to some such
"cool sequestered vale" as this-they might
be able to stand so still that they could hear
the voice of God's Messenger speaking to
them, at evening, in the garden, saying,
"This is the way-walk ye in it!" Then
might they realize, beyond a shadow of
doubt, that no sea of separation could forever flow between two great nations who
shared so ancient and spiritual a heritage;
and with clearer vision perceive that the
whole world is hastening onward to an inevitable hour of reunion and ordered cooperation.
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THE TEMPLE OF LIGHT
.As reported

i~~ ct~rrent

;magazine and newspaper articles.

RT IS noteworthy that at a time

and concrete, one glimpse of the inwhen the building industry is side will demonstrate his error. For
virtually at a standstill, two con- the exterior gives but a faint construction projects of first rate im- ception of the marvelous beauty and
portance are going forward in Wil- thrilling immensity that the interior
mette. One is the waterworks, the reveals~an interior in which the
cost of which is to be defrayed from mystic arts of the orient have been
water
revensuperbly joined
ues. The other
with the strucIS
the Baha'i
tuml skill of
temple, financthe occident.
ed t h l' 0 u gh
Although infreewill offerterpretative of
ings of adhera religious
ents of t hat
principle as old
faith in every
as religion itcountry on the
self, it is ultrag lob e.
The
modern in all
former
of
its
architecmajor local int u l' a I details,
bringing in t 0
terest, the latter of a broadeffective and
Br influence that
pleasing h a l' embraces the
mony a n exemplification of
entire western
world. One dethe golden rule
signed to surwit h today's
pass in appearpractical necesance and mechsities in hea tanical appointi n g, lighting
ments any sim- The Dome of the Bahri'i Temple As It NeCiTS and ventilatC01npletion
ilar plant in
ing.
Eve l' Y
the Chicago metropolitan area, the f eat u l' e 0 f construction and
other to achieve in the grandeur of equipment represents the most adits setting', the originality of its de- vanced scientific thought of our
sign, its sublime beauty, its symbol- time. A point in illustration is the
isms and spiritual interpretations lighting effects. The architect's
one of the structure marvels of all conception called for a particular
kind of light~light that would aptime.
If one imagines that in driving proach, as nearly as possible, naby the Baha'i temple and viewing it tural sunlight, and yet possess a
from the windows of a moving auto- peculiar quality conducive t 0
mobile he has really seen that im- spiritual uplift. It was found that
posing creation in steel and stone no such lamp existed. Therefore

III
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Showing the Exquisite Detail of the Dome Ornamentation

the largest electric company in ship, unique in design and purpose
America was commissioned to pro- -the Baha'i Temple designed by a
duce it. It is interesting to note French architect now deceased,
that the exact light desired has Louis Bourgeois. It is called a
been discovered, and efforts are now "Temple of Light" and is so conbeing directed toward developing structed that the light from within
the lamp to a point where it will be will always be seen from without.
economically usable.
It is nine-sided, two stories in
Everything about this structure, height, surmounted by a great dome
which is to be the shrine of all fol- with clere-story windows. As this
lowers of the Baha'i faith on the building ascends gradually from the
western hemisphere, is so enthrall- base the dome becomes a part of
ing in its appeal to the finer sen- the structure, as though the whole
sibilities and to that love for the were but an elongation of a single
artistic that is inherent in every theme. In style it has no relation
nature that no words of ours can to the past, no prototype. It is not
adequa tely portray it. We sug- Roman or Moorish; it does not
gest that a pilgrimage to this house savor of the Far East or of the
of universal worship while it is in West; it is modern and yet closely
process of erection will aid to a linked to the past.
more complete enjoyment of its
In the building itself and in
beauties when completed. - Wil- the ornamental CC)l1crete for the
mette Life.
dome there is a vast amount
of symbolism, but to the average
~
onlooker it will be the beauty of
ON THE Michigan Lake Shore the work rather than the symbolism
near Chicago is being erected, that appeals. The whole surface of
not as a part of the great Century this great dome will be covered,
of Progress Exposition but for all when completed, by open-work detime, a building dedicated to wor- signs in concrete having the ap-
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pearance of stone in a lace-like pattern, through the openings of which
will shine forth the interior light.
The engineer of this buildingand such buildings are to a great
extent engineering feats-is Mr.
McDaniel.-Leila M echlin, vVashington (D. C.) Sunday Star.
TWELVE years ago, last August,
two gentlemen came to my studio in
Washington. They came unexpectedly and they brought with them
only the photograph of a plaster
model. They had been sent by a
mutual friend, an engineer, deeply
interested in the work being done
with concrete by this studio, who
suggested that we might offer a solution for their problem. One of
these gentlemen was Mr. Louis
Bourgeois, an architect, and the
most unusual personality I have met
in that profession. The other was
Mr. Ashton, his friend, and the
photograph which they brought was
of a Temple, the most exotically
bea utiful building I have ever seen.
It came up out of the earth like the
sprout of some great plant bursting
out to life and growth.
Mr. Bourgeois explained that he
was the architect of the building
and a member of the Baha!i Faith
who believe themselves to be the
children of a new era, who believe
that they have received a new Manifestation. It soon became clear
that this Temple was the dream of
Mr. Bourgeois' life, that all his
hopes and ambitions were centered
in it, and that he believed himself
to have been inspired to design a
temple unlike any other in the
world, so that it might be the sym-

bol of a new religion in a new age.
At that moment he was anxiously
seeking' a material with which to
build it and someone with the ability
to understand his work and the skill
to execute it. He left with me the
photograph, after autographing it.
I have it still. It marks the beginning of the project for me.
In the time which intervenced between this meeting and the death of
Mr. Bourgeois about two years ago,
there developed between us an interesting and instructive friendship.
We studied this temple with all its
ramifications of form, of treatment and of meaning as a preparation for the time when work on it
would be begun. . . . A temple of
light with a gTeat pierced dome
through which by day the sunlight
would stream to enlighten all within
and through which by night the
Temple light would shine out into
a darkened world. . . . Great
curves intertwining in wierd perspective. Ovals, circles, and vesicas
in endless variety twisted and
woven into some great cosmic fabric. This is the theme of the dome,
the courses of the stars woven into
a fabric. But this is not all, interwoven with the courses of the stars
in the pattern of the dome are the
tendrils of living things, leaves, and
flowers, because no symbol of creation would be complete without a
symbol of life. Lifted above the
dome are nine great ribs, nine aspirations that mount higher than
the courses of the stars. I wonder
after all if it was strange that we
of the studio should have given so
much thought to this project~
John J. Earley, Journal of the
American Concrete Institute.
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THE TRUE SOVEREIGN
ALFRED

E.

LUNT

Herein is the concluding part of this remarkable series in which the author has
The
series began in the May number.

so appealingly treated the subject of accepting and obeying the True Sovereign.

nE return, in conclusion, to our
~

underlying proposition. We,
you the reader, and I, have analyzed together the controlling factor
that has operated to turn man's
gaze to the counterfeit sovereignty
rather than to the reality. It is
impossible that one turn his face
steadfastly to one orb and at the
same time have any real knowledge
of another. If we persist in gazing
at the candle, we can never know or
appreciate the sun. In fact, we
come to dmlbt there is any sun.
Similarly, the worship of an idol
precludes a comprehension of the
true object of worship. There is no
escape from the conclusion that surrender to the inferior sovereignty
has plunged mankind into grave
doubt of the act~lal existence of God.
This unbelief is instanced by the attitude of countless millions who
have drifted from the churches, and
by those likewise countless millions
who have never affiliated themselves
with any form of religious worship
whatever. We are referring here
to all the nations and races of men.
Among these are many uprightliving men and women, in whose
hearts are the germs of faith in the
existence of God, but who are deprived of that conscious certainty
of the fact that is so sorely needed
when calamities appear in the daily
life.
Without this certainty, the buffetings and disappointments of life
take a, terrible toll,-for this conscious knowledge of the imminent
'Baha:u'lIah, The Book of Certitude, p. 99.

Presence and Love of God is the
only solvent of human suffering,
when the great tests rear themselves in the individual life. For
these, the spurious remedies of nature are as "sounding brass and
tinkling cymbal". Only a knowledge of the Divine Physician and
His unfailing medicine can allay
the pain of the heart and restore
the vision, at such times.
This knowledge, which is conscious and definite, is the outgrowth of
an awakening of the capacity within, the highest capacity we possess,
to know God. And this awakening
is, in turn, dependent upon the
revivification of the heart and soul
by acquiring understanding of the
shining reality of the Lord of the
Age, the Messenger and Manifestation of that secluded Essence, Who
has ever caused "luminous Gems
of Holiness to appear out of the
realm of the spirit, in the noble
form of the human temple, and be
made manifest unto all men-that
they may impart unto the world the
mysteries 0 f the unchangeable
Being, and tell of the subtleties of
His imperishable Essence. These
sanctified Mirrors, the s e Daysprings of ancient glory are one and
all the Exponents on earth of Him
Who is the central Orb of the universe, its Essence and ultimate
Purpose. '"

IT IS the knowledge and acceptance of this greatest of life's mysteries that constitutes true belief;
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that arms mankind with the power
of the Divine Realm; that reveals
the ineptitude and illusion of nature's forces; that brings forth the
hidden, human reality from its
strong prison and clothes it with
power to control and spiritually enrich the individual life, and to serve
humanity; that confers happiness,
order and equilibrium upon human society; and unfurls the victorious standard of Universal
Peace.
For this re establishment of the
essential relation between the
Primal Reality and the reality of
the human spirit unlocks the floodgates of Divine Love into the human world. This flood cannot flow
except to its counterpart, which is
the conscious, active human reality.
It has nothing to do with the vagaries and illusions of that outward
personality that is enmeshed in the
natural spider-web. For Love, the
Royal Falcon, as was quoted,
, 'preys not upon the dead mouse."
Can it be doubted that this allhealing flood is, today more than
in any other day, the greatest need
of our race ~ Every economic and
social upheaval we are now witnessing depends upon this Love for its
adjustment. Man's relation to man
is the supreme problem of the hour.
How will it be solved ~ ,Ve have
exhausted the resources of the naturallaw to curb this threatened destruction. And we have almost
come to realize that even the human
brain, unguided and unillumined by
the Divine Torch, must confess defeat, in the face of the gathering
darkness of this mysterious and unaccountable array of baffling elements that stubbornly resist our
best meant efforts. May it not be
tha t this hour is an hour of destiny
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for mankind that will not relent,
unless and until the lesson it carries in its brooding wings strikes
home to our hearts, and is humbly
and fully accepted through the creation of a new consciousness of our
relation to one another ~
This consciousness will be the
offspring, the fruit of the Love of
God, which is the universal solvent.
How sorely, how desperately, the
world, whether consciously or unconsciously, is reaching out to that
bright visitant from on high. For
He comes-"with healing in His
wings", and is in truth the real
Physician for our ills. VVe have, too
long, submitted to the unskilled
ministrations of pretended physicians, "blind leaders of the blind,"
whose vision of the cause and the
remedy is veiled beneath the thick
covering of superstitions and fancies; whose self-centered, ambitious
leadership has colored the pure
water of reality into an unrecognizable substance.
IF, THEN, the state of "forgetfulness of God' , is evidenced and
proved by the existence of a widespread doubt concerning the fact
of His Being, it becomes increasingly plain that the greatest task of
mankind is the investigation of
reality. For the reality exists and
with it the capacity to uncover it.
The revealment of the reality has
been consummated in an age fitted
to its reception. The theme of this
article, throughout, is that this
reality, and its understanding, is
contingent, so far as the human race
is concerned, upon seeking, finding
and recognizing, wit h genuine
fealty, the True Sovereign of the
nations. To recognize Him is to
open the doors of the Realm of
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Might and Power to the outpourings
of inconceivable blessings to our
race.
The impotent sovereign we have
hitherto obeyed, in whose service we
have consumed both body and soul,
possesses no eternal gifts for us,
can confer no honor or nobility,
grants neither peace nor happiness.
Rather does it bestow war and
dea th; its fires are the fires of remoteness from God. That sovereign is the veritable core of unreality, deprived of the capacity to
know God, and shrouded in intense
darkness and blindness. It is the
antithesis of guidance and vision.
But the resplendent Reality of the
True Sovereign has direct relationship with the world of vision and
enlightenment. His supreme gift
to man is the connection He has established with the hearts. The human reality, once attuned to the central Orb of Truth, comes in touch
with an Existence which causes it
to enter the pathway of true unfoldment and divine service. From
the mirage, it comes into the pleasant pasture. It becomes conscious
that the real fruitage of human existence is the acquirement of the
Love and Knowledge of God. This
condition, when realized, is equivalent to the establishment of the pillars of the Kingdom of God in this
world. And this condition, despite
the gloom of our old friend, the
pessimist, is now possible for the
first time in human history and is
much nearer in point of actual realization than is generally supposed.
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for mankind ~ Let us ponder upon
the meaning of His Word, realizing
also in that which is about to be
quoted, the striking agreement as to
the meaning of the mysteries of life
contained in all the Holy Utterances.
In a Tablet to an American
Baha'i, 'Abdu'l-Baha said:
"This is why His Holiness Christ said
that unless one is baptised with the spirit
he cannot enter the Kingdom. That is,
unless through the power of the Holy Spirit
he is detached f?"o'Yn the world of nature, he
cannot comprehend the invisible realities.
Not only does he remain ignorant of the
World of God, but also he cannot iV'l,agine
it."
"Like unto the embryonic child, until he
is freed from the obscurities of the prebirth stage he can neither see the brilliant
sun, nor observe the roses of the garden,
envision the clear sky nor perceive the
stately trees, nor understand the resplendent
bounties. When, however, he is delivered
from the darkness of the embryonic condition, he beholds these lights, discovers these
traces, and comprehends the mysteries of
existence.
"Likewise, until the human souls are detached from the world of nature; in other
words, be born again, they remain ignorant
of the World of God and obtain no share
and portion of the Bounties of the Merciful."

This is a light shining amidst the
darkness. Its beams penetrate the
innermost recesses of human life.
Its unerring finger probes into the
very depths of humanity's chronic
affiliction. For it discloses to our
understanding the bewildering truth
that attachment to the world of nature is identical with that of the
foetal state; that in that state of attachment man is incapable even of
imagmmg the existence of the
world of God, much less of comprehending the reality of life. Can we
escape the conclusion, when we look
upon the present disorganized state
HAVE WE sufficiently understood of humanity, that the masses of our
the application of the saying of His race slumber in a consciousness that
Holiness Christ, concerning this is unreal ~ And that because of this,
consummation of the Divine Will this doubt of the existence of God
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dwells side by side with the enslavement of natural law7 This
truth is certified to, beyond refutation, by the Divine Manifestations.
MERE repression of the natural
impulses of selfishness, cruelty and
lust, as is instanced in the lives of
many ascetics, without comprehending- the underlying- significance of
the world of reality, is of little
avail. Knowledge of the real meaning of the words "be born again"
is essential. This pregnant phrase
has become veiled in a mysticism
that has confounded the souls. So
much so, that most of us have looked upon it as impossible of attainment. But, preeminently, we have
not realized just what it is that we
must be born out of, and into what
state the new birth ushers us. This
has resulted in a more or less fixity
of thought that this blessed state
was not of this world, and must
be postponed, somehow, to the life
to come.
Nevertheless, Christ
commanded His followers to establish the Kingdom of God in this
world. Today, the picture, like a
developing camera print, reveals all
the lights and shadows, and stands
out with clear demarcation in all its
wholeness (or holiness).
Instead of fleeing from an imaginary Prince of Darkness, we now see
that essence of evil as the alliance
we, ourselves, enter into with the
sinister, cruel elements of the natural forces. That the' 'balance of
power" created by that unholy alliance is, in effect, a veritable Armag-eddon of the armies of unreality, warring- through the ag-es,
against the hosts of radiant truth.
\Vhile, saddest of all words of tongue or pen, we are only depriving
ourselves of the infinite blessings of

M A GA ZI N E

a 10 v i n g, all-knowing Father,
Whose bestowals cannot reach us so
long- as we persist in remaining in
the foetal state. The unborn babe
itself assists in the process of physical birth. But when confronted
by the eternal mystery of entrance
into the second birth, the will of
man has been stubbornly set
against this, so necessary, effort.
'vVe can 0 n 1 y say that this
stubbornness is largely born of ignorance of the true facts now made
known in this hour of fulfilment by
the Ancient Pen, in this Day of
God. The enemy and the Friend
have, for the first time, been truly
depicted. The lig-ht and the shadow
are intensely revealed.
LACKING even the power of imag-ining- the invisible realities of the
Kingdom of God, while in the state
of attachment, how, then, can we
gather the force and strength to
conquer that attachment, which the
revealed Words state is the first essential to being b 0 r n again ~
'Abdul-Baha tells us this strength
is engendered "through the power
of the Holy Spirit". Reference has
already been made, in these articles
to the mysterious power that converts the mineral into the vegetable
forms, changing both the nature and
status of the former existence.
Also, to the transforming- power of
the emanations from the Spirit of
Faith, the plane nearest and superior to the natural man. Faith, then,
which is ever associated with an
intense yearning- for emancipation,
is the first step. But Faith implies
a definite turning- to, and recognition of the True Sovereign.
This recognition is, above all, essential, because it is through the
Holy Manifestations of God, (our

THE TRUE SOVEREIGN

only means of attaining to the
knowledge of that secluded and indefinable Essence of Reality), that
the power and strength of the Holy
Spirit is focused. Through the outpourings of that heavenly power,
the Divine Love reaches humanity.
In this sense, the Holy Spirit and
the Love of God are one and the
same. Consequently, the recognition of God, through realizing the
proofs and evidences of His Manifestation, confers upon the possessor of Faith the supreme bounty
of His Love, and the soul-refreshing stream of His Knowledge.
In these divine gifts, innately and
inherently the repositories of spiritual power and strength, he who has
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turned his gaze to the True Sovereign finds that reinforcement of the
Holy Spirit that has been declared
to be essential to deliverance from
the claws of nature and the breaking
of the ancient attachment. This deliverance is synonymous with "redemption" and" salvation".
We can thus, perhaps, more
clearly understand why the Chosen
Messenger of every spiritual cycle
has taken to Himself, among other
names, that of Savior ; since through
Him, and within Him, flows that
Fountain of Living Water that we
call the Holy Spirit, which, alone,
conquers the exigencies of Nature,
and redeems man from his supreme
affliction. How great, then, is the
importance of this Recognition.

AN APPRECIATION
PH.D.
Translated from the German by Florence King
WALTER WELLER,

HE hot afternoon sun lies
heavily and inertly over
everything, as though nothing were
unusual. Yet today is the most
marvelous and dreamily improbable
day of my life. For the duration of
a few hours I allow the experience
of the new part of the world and
the greatest city of the world to exercise its influence over me, for I
am from Central Europe and have
just arrived in N ew York to travel
on from there to the city where I
shall begin my professional career.
As I look about me I see tall
buildings which extend far into the
sky, elevated railways thunder past,
automobiles rage, and crowds of
people rush before me. Behind me
is the blue-green Hudson river with
its freight boats, passenger boats

O

Editor~s

and ferry boats swarming in confusion and all active and industrious under the watching eyes of the
Statue of Liberty.
So this is the new world, so entirely different; the land of freedom, work and industry.
But one cannot live on enthusiasm alone, and my companion, who
is an American and used to the uproar here, is more interested in a
good meal. After that we plan a
visit to the barber's shop to further
celebrate the day, and in order to
experience still more the feeling of
the newness of the new beginning.
To this end I wish to enter a spotlessly clean barber shop whose revolving red, white and blue colors
have already beckoned to me in a
friendly manner from the distance.

note-The author of this article, a young scholar from Europe who recently came to cast his
destinies with America met with an untimely death in September last. The article was written in July.
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But my companion suddenly holds
me back· It seems he has a prejudice against being shaved by black
hands.
A sudden almost painful sense of
disappointment comes over me. Is
this indeed the America which I
have looked forward to seeing with
joyful expectancy, where everyone
who works is a free man and respected regardless of what his work
may be~
And this sense of alienation produces a further effect-it opens my
eyes so that I see much that perhaps I would not have noticed otherwise in my enthusiastic prejudice.
Yes, it is true: work does not dishonor one here in this country.
Here they do not know the prejudice
of Europe that is erected as an insurmountable barrier between those
who work ,vith their hands and
those who work with their minds;
but in place of that they know
another one, a much more inhuman
one-race prejudice - crueler because race is a simple matter of
fate and not a matter of one's own
merit or guilt.

prived them of educational opportunities, the same as corresponding
groups among other people.
Are not all vocations honorable ~
But are other Americans or any
Europeans judged only by representatives of such classes ~
Herein is a worth while and
vital problem for the followers of
the Baha'i religion to deal with, and
I have observed that their fearless
struggles against religious and
racial prejudices have already
brought about great blessings. One
of the fundamental principles of
the Baha'i Movement is the Oneness of Mankind, and with a deep
conscious realization of what the
establishment of t his principle
would mean to mankind in so many
ways, the Baha'is are whole-heartedly promoting friendly social relations between all the races.
However, it is by no means true
that all the colored race need to be
educated to fit in to the society of
the white race. No, on the ·contrary, if anyone should be educated, it is members of the white race,
who should learn to free themselves
from outworn prejudices. If earlBy OHANOE I come in contact with ier beliefs about the colmed race
cultivated colmed groups. I learn were ctJl'rect, they certainly are no
to know and esteem them, and also longer so. The white people should
to understand what it means to see and hear for themselves; and
stand under the onus of a prejuidice after discovering that the colored
which does not allow one to be sim- people are human beings quite like
ply a human being and an individual ourselves, it will not be difficult for
personality.
ihem to realize the great intellectual
Does the average white American and emotional capacities and unreally know that there is a highly folding possibilities of these people
cultivated class of colmed Ameri- when some poet among them reads
cans ~ Hardly. And if he has heard aloud his deep sad poetry, or when
anything about their universities the beautiful harmonious tones of a
and their thousands of conscienti- spiritual resounds.
ous, hard-working students, he
And is that not the best thing we
usually closes his eyes and will not can learn-to perceive and overadmit the cultural results. His come our human faults and thus in
contact with the colored race has the future see only h~lman beings
been almost entirely confined to the and so advance further toward true
class whose circumstances have de- humanity~
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NEW VISIONS OF HUMAN UNITY
Interracial Amity Work at Green Acre
Cornpiled

frol1~

reports supplied by Louis G. Gregory and Ha1"lan F. Ober.

UN

institution" as has been
said, ' 'is the length and
shadow of a man," or it might have
been said, of a woman. Such an institution is Green Acre'~, one of the
most remarkable centers of the interchange of thought and the
stimulus of spiritual vision that
exists in the world today. Sarah J.
Farmer, who founded it and devoted to it her wealth and even life
itself, intended it to serve as a platform for the tolerant and kindly interchange of religious and social
ideals. From the first she gave it
an atmosphere of fellowship, of
kindness, so that all who came there
were drawn into a comradeship such
as is seldom known in gatherings of
unrelated and unacquainted people.
Miss Farmer, with her sunny
smile, as she presided on the platform, illumined both speaker and
audience; and her spirit of generosity and friendliness permeated
the whole summer colony with an
atmosphere of harmonious sociability which made it a unique caravansary of thought and of higher
life.
After the death of Miss Farmer,
Green Acre became the Center of
the Baba,'i Summer School of Religions, and still maintains its atmosphere of universal kindliness
and comradeship.
Here we find the different races
meeting and mingling in a real
unity of sincere sympathy and
understanding, not a mere fictitious unity based upon an attempt

fl6l1

*Baha:l Summer Colony, Eliot, Maine.

at tolerance. It is perhaps this
absolute reality in the quality of
friendship which makes members
of races ordinarily discriminated
against absolutely happy in the atmosphere of unity which they find
there.
WHAT AN ideal spot, then, for the
holding of conferences for racial
amity. Such conferences have been
held annually at Green Acre for
many years arranged by the Baha'i
National Committee for Interracial
Amity and furthered by the efficient services of its Secretary,
Louis G. Gregory.
During this last summer one of
the most successful of all these
conferences was held. A brief description of this conference is interesting:
, 'The difficulties in the way of
this Amity Conference in view of
the depression and other obstacles
loomed larger than those which
confronted any previous and similar
gathering. That they were met and
overcome is certainly due to nothing less than Providence whose
ways are ever marvelous in our
eyes. Many of our visitors ,and
workers traveled under such handicaps as to make their presence seem
well nigh a miracle. Thus the mystery of sacrifice was attained and
the devotion of hearts was freely
given in service to the one true God.
It was an effort which commanded
the united support of the Baha'i
friends, those from afar and those
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near at hand. The power of these
meetings was most impressive."
One of the speakers told how he
first came to Green Acre in 1900 at
the invitation of Miss Farmer. He
related several stories of those early
days and of his association with the
founder of this spiritual enterprise
whose great heart made possible the
program she loved. People of all
races and religions found welcome
in her home and Green Acre became a cent er of hospitality. Her
dignified presence and genial spirit
charmed everyone and she was able
to fuse conflicting viewpoints and
clashing personalities through her
serene and spiritual calm. Her
statue grows with the years. Her
fame belongs to the ages. This
brilliant daughter of a great inventor dedicated all her powers and
resources to the ideal that all men
are brothers.
On Sunday afternoon a reception
and tea was held for all delegates
and visiting friends at the beautiful
country estate of two well known
Baha'is. The beauty of the surroundings and the spirit of hospitality shown made a very deep impression.

The speakers and members of the
Conference had gathered from
practically every state east of the
Alleghany mountains, with visitors
from many points further west and
south. The attendance was the
largest of any conference at Green
Acre in many years and the Inn
and surrounding properties bustled
with activities.
The speakers and the chairman of
each meeting reviewed the whole
subject of prejudice and averred
the need of the Divine Power to lift
humanity to a new plane of understanding. The reality of man is
noble, fearless, open-minded, loving
and intelligent. Today countless
souls are showing forth this reality,
scrapping ancient superstitions and
prejudices and revealing in this
way the foundations of human
brotherhood. Every Divine Teacher
of the past has unified races and
nations. He has displaced hatred
and prejudice with love and justice.
Now in this day antagonistic peoples are finding' ideal unity through
the teachings of Baha'u'llah. This
is a Light which shines for the
whole world.

THE CRY OF THE NEW RACE
SILVIA MARGOLIS

God, give us younger singers
Gifted with golden throats;
God, give us stronger singers
To sing the Higher Notes.

God, give us newer singers,
The old are waxing shrill!
God, give us truer singersTo sing once more Thy Will!

THE EDITORIAL in the October number, on the cause and cure of exploitation, has by
request been reprinted as a leaflet of size and weight to insert in ordinary correspondence without increasing postage. Price 6c; 6 for 25c; 30 for $l.OO-postpaid.
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PRESIDENT ROOSEVELTJS THANKSGIVING MESSAGE
H May we on this day in OtW churches and in m~r homes give humble
thanks for the blessings bestowed ttpon us dtwing the year past by Almighty God.
U May we recall the cot~rage of those who settled a wilderness, the
vision of those who fottnded the nation, the steadfastness of those who in
every succeeding generation, have fought to keep pure the ideal of
eqtwlity of opporttLnity, and hold clear the goal of mutual help in time
of prosperity as in time of adversity.

H May we ask gttidance in more sttrely learning the ancient tnlth
that greed and selfishness and striving for undue riches can never bring
lasting happiness or good to the individttal or to his neighbors.
H M ay we be grateft~l for the passing of dark days; for the new
spirit of depel1~dence one on another; for the closey t~14ity of all parts of
our wide land; fay the grea.ter friendship between employeys a14d those
who toil; for a cleayer knowledge by all nations that we seek no conquests and ask only honorable engagements by aU peoples to respect the
lands and rights of their neighbors; for the brighter day to which we can
win thnt by seeking the help of God in a more ttnselfish striving for the
common bettering of mankind.

'ABDUJL-BAHAJS PRAYER FOR AMERICA
"0 God, Almighty Protector! 0 Thou Who art the confirmer of
every just power and equitable empire in eternal glory, everlasting
power, continuance and greatness! Strengthen with the abundance of
Thy mercy every government which acts with equity towards its subjects, and every dominion under whose flag the poor and weak find
protection.
"We ask Thee by Thy holiness and bounty to pour out Thy blessing
upon this government which has stretched its tent over citizens from
every land, that its inhabitants, its industries, its territories may be
penetrated by justice.

"0 God! Strengthen its executives, give authority and influence to
its word and utterance, protect its territories and dominions, guard its
reputation, make its ideals to echo throughout the world, reveal its
traces and exalt its principles by Thy conquering power and wonderful
might throughout the kingdoms of creation.
"Thou art the confirmer of whomsoever Thou willest. Verily, Thou
art the powerful and the mighty!"

The Baha'i Magazine
Vol. 24

DECEMBER, 1933

No. 9

"We say His Holiness Christ is the Word of God. . . . The reality of Jesus
was the perfect meaning-the Christhood in Him-which in the Holy Books is
symbolized as the Word. 'The Word was with God.' The Christhood means not
the body of Jesus but the perfection of divine virtues manifest in Him. . . . The
reality of Christ was the embodiment of divine virtues and attributes of God.
For in Divinity there is no duality."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

IN THE MODERN reaction against
theological concepts of the past
that have become untenable in the
light of today, the tendency has been
to unduly minimize the station and
influence of Christ. Intellectuals
are prone to classify Christ as one
of a group of spiritual geniuses who
have dedicated their lives to the
progress of humanity, differing only
in degree of spirituality and devotion from the rest of us humans.
There are three aspects or factors,
however, in the nature of Christ
which sets that nature off not only
in degree but also in kind from human beings on this planet.

should be followed implicitly by
mankind; for here we cannot find
absolute Truth.
But in the utterances of the Manifestations of God we find nothing
but Truth. The Message of Christ
has not come down to us in all its
original purity; we receive it already adulterated by its passage
through the personality and temperament of those who recorded it.
But in its original form here was a
pure light from God sent to illumine the woTld and to guide its
progress toward perfection. This
is the first point in which Christ
differs from other human beings.

FIRST, CHRIST was a destined SEOONDLY, CHIUST exemplified in
channel for pure truth, for the re- absolute perfection the t l' u t h s
vealed Word of God sent to enlight- which He declared. The quality of
en the knowledge and the conduct of His life and His love for humanity
humanity. Such a Messenger is dif- was not like that of the rest of usferent not only in degree but also in contingent upon efforts toward se1£kind, and His utterances are differ- perfection. It was from birth abThe Manifesent from the utterances of other hu- solute and final.
man beings; for only from the Re- tations of God bring to earth a
vealers of God's Word do we get capacity for mirroring> perfectly the
pure Truth. All other utterance attributes of God. The wisdom, the
upon this planet, no matter how love which They display have a
high its degree of wisdom and of more than human, they have a division, is mixed with an inferior vine quality.
The Manifestations set an exquality of human judgment and
Opll1l0n.
No message, however ample which is one hundred percent
deeply inspired and inspirational it perfect, unalloyed by any human
may be-of thinker, teacher, philo- fraility. And the glorious altitudes
sopher, or humanitarian-can or of conduct which they manifest, in
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and by means of their lives, become
goals for all humanity to strive toward; goals unattainable upon this
planet, it is true-but for that reason all the more impelling, since
there are none who can say: "I
have reached the limit; there is no
more perfection for me to strive toward."
THIRDLY- a factor supremely important as regards the influence of
the Christ upon subsequent humanity-is His ever-living presence in
the hearts of all who devotedly believe in Him and turn to Him for
spiritual help. "I know that my
Hedeemer liveth,' '-is a glorious
impelling t h 0 u g h t resuscitating
hearts and lifting up weak souls to
altitudes of conduct otherwise ununattainable.
If Christians had no other aid and
inspiration to nobility of soul than
the fact that there had once appeared uTJon this planet a spiritual genius who uttered sublime sentiments
on conduct and living, we may be
sure that there would be missing
from the history of human morals
a vast amount of lofty ethical living
which in reality has appeared as a
consequence of Christ's influence.
It is not the historical Christ so
mttch as the indwelling Christ that
has been the caw:;e ot saintliness; ot
divine infinite love manifested by
ht/,man beings who strove to follow
in His footsteps.
"I am with you always ... Where
two or three are gathered together
in My Name, lo! I am with you. " It
is this eternal Christ who is worshipped; this miracle of the Holy
Spirit which Christ mediates to
earthbound creatures-now, as then
in the days of ancient Palestine.

M A GAZI N E

THERE WAS a time when I, like a
majority of the intellectuals of today, believed that man's own intelligence, striving for good, with the
aid and inspiration of noble utterances from the world's great religions, was sufficient for right conduct. But from a deep study of the
pages of history and of the lives of
human beings with whom I have
come in contact I am convinced that
no human conduct can approach in
nobility that of saintly people who
owe their inspiration to the experience of the indwelling Christ (or
to similar spiritual phenomena
in some other world religion).
Nowhere can we find in human experience such divinely forgiving and
self-sacrificing love, such utter devotion to the service of their fellows, such entire severance from
worldliness, such complete sincerity
of motivation, such purity of conduct, such freedom from the passions and from those little besetting
sins which spring upon us out of our
animal selves,-as in the lives of
saintly people who have owed their
saintliness to their devotion to
Christ and to their experience of
union ~with this spiritually charged
Center from which emanate electrically vibrant and vivifying forces
of the Holy Spirit.
Let us study unprejudicially and
dispassionately the history of the
human race since the days of Christ,
and we shall be forced to conclude
that His influence differs not only in
magnitude but also in kind from
that exerted by ordinary beings as
we know them in this world. The
sta tion of Christ is not only lofty
but unapproachable. It is a beacon
light set to guide us from the world
of the finite to the World of the Infinite.
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CHRIST ...

"The grand aim of the religion of
Christ was to draw the hearts of
all men nearer to God's effulgent
T:ruth."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

n

HE advent of Christ on this earth was a blessed day for it was the
U day on which the Sun of Reality dawned; the day on which all
beings were revivified. In the world's calendar, it was the beginning of
a Heavenly Spring."

1nl HE reality of Christ,
U cause of spiritual life.

that is to say the vVord of God, is the
It is a q~&ickening spirit, meaning that all
the imperfections which come from the requirements of the physical life
of man, are transformed into human perfections by the teachings and
education of that spirit. Therefore Christ was a quickening spirit, and
the cause of life in all mankind. The position of Christ was that of
absolute perfection; He made His divine perfections shine like the sun
upon all believing souls, and the bounties of the light shone and radiated
in the reality of men .... The Reality of Christ was a clear and polished
mirror of the greatest purity and fineness, and the Sun of Reality, that
is to say, the Essence of Oneness, with its infinite perfections and attributes, became visible in the mirror .... The Christ sacrificed himself so
that men might be freed from the imperfections of the physical nature,
and might become possessed of the virtues of the spiritual nature. This
spiritual nature, which came into existence through the bounty of the
Divine Reality, is the reunion of all perfections, and appears through the
breath of the Holy Spirit; it is the divine perfections, it is light, spirituality, guidance, exaltation, high aspiration, justice, love, grace, kindness to all, philanthropy, the essence of life. It is the reflection of the
splendor of the Sun of Reality."
~HE Cause of Baha'u'llah is the same as the Cause of Christ. It is
Uthe same temple and the same foundation . . . . In the coming of
Christ, the divine teachings were given in accordance with the infancy
of the human race. The teachings of Baha'u'llah have the same basic
principles, but are according to the stage of the maturity of the world
and the requirements of this illumined age."

~ HRIST was a heavenly physician. He brought spiritual health and
~ healing into the world. Baha'u'llah is likewise a divine physician.

He has revealed prescriptions for removing disease from the body
politic and has remedied human conditions by spiritual power."

-{ Abclu'l-Baha.
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OMNIVEROUS READERS OF JAPAN
SI-HO SAKANISHI, PH.D.
The a~~thor of this article, Director of the Japanese Division of the Library of Con..
g1"eSS, gives us a very informing a1"ticle based on the outstanding research she has accomplished in her particul[~r field of professional work. The enormous literary culture of
the Japanese, the la1"ge number of books and magazines they publish, will be a revelation
to those who have not given this subject definite consideration. It is valuable to Americans to help the1n understand the great c~~ltural achieve1'nents of the Japanese, measured
in terms of journalistic and literary progress.

R'ljHEN Ansai Yamazaki (1618III 1682), one of the gTeatest philosophers of Japan was a mere boy,
his grandmother said to him: "Your
body is worth one sen, while your
eyes are worth one hundred yen.
Therefore you ought not to injure
them, but if you do not learn to read,
you will be as one who is blind."
This impressed young Ansai so
much that he learned to read the
most difficult Chinese classics before
he was ten years old.
Not all the Japanese children are
so fortunate as to have such a wise
grandmother as Ansai's, but their
parents teach them very early to
love and respect books. A Japan..
ese baby is given a book, not the
kind with linen leaves which he cannot tear, but an ordinary paper
book, and he is taught not to tear its
leaves. Any child who handles his
book roughly or disrespectfully
must go to bed without his supper.
He is taught to take up a book with
both hands, sit up straight, and then
open it to read. With such training
he soon finds his books the most
loyal friends and wise counsellors
throughout his life.
The books in Japan, then, seem to
fare· better than some of their kind
elsewhere. Since so little is known
in the Occident about book production in Japan in either ancient or
modern times, will it not be interest-

ing to look into its history and the
present condition f
IN ONE of the earliest dynastic
annals we find the following entry:
"In the fourth month of the year
770, after the eight years of civil
war had been brought to an end, the
Empress Shotoku made a vow and
ordered the production of one million pagodas, within which were
placed the charms printed from
wood blocks. When this work was
finished, they were distributed
among various temples."
To the
Empress Shotoku the world owes its
first certain and clearly attested
record of printing with wooden
blocks upon paper. A number of
the original impressions are still
preserved, and in the United States
the Library of Congress in Wash ..
ington, D. C., and the Art Institute
of Chicago are fortunate in posessing some of these rare specimens.
As the motive of printing' was to
obtain merit, the early J aTJanese
works, were all Buddhistic. For example, Otomo no Akamaro was a
governor of the province of Mu ..
sashi. In the second year after his
death, a calf with black markings
was born on a temple estate. These
marks were interpreted as an inscription designating the name
"Otomo no Akamaro' , and were
said to reveal how the latter had
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secretly appropriated temple property, but having died without punishment, was now suffering retribution by being reborn as a calf.
The family mourned and feared,
and had the sacred writings of
Buddha carved and printed for distribution.
Thus it took nearly five hundred
years to secularize the art of printing. Gradually a few scholarly
works came to be printed, but they
were so expensive that only noblemen and lords of feudal provinces
could buy them, and 1Joor scholars
and students borrowed and copied
them. In some cases a student committed the whole book to memory.
The introduction of metal movable type through Korea in 1597
marks another epoch in the history
of book-making, but the Japanese
language was such that they soon
found the block printing was cheaper than the metal movable type. By
the close of the 18th century the
government press was printing over
1,000 volumes yearly, and the private presses in Kyoto, Edo and even
in provinces under the patronage of
the powerful and intellectual feudal
lords made a tremendous headway
in the matter of book production.
Unfortunately there is no way of
determining' the exact number of
books printed by them. About this
time there were 1,141 licensed book
dealers in Japan. But the matter
of licensing was by no means strict,
and it is more likely that the number quoted above is very much
smaller than the actual book dealers
then in existence. In 1932 the J apanese Book Dealers' Association
had 14,867 members.
Restoration of 1867,
the book industry in Japan has
SINCE THE
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made a 1Jhenomenal development.
An increase of 800 percent in
the total annual output of new
books and pamphlets has taken
place in the last fifty yea I' s
so that in 1932 there were 22,000
new books and pamphlets published.
Indeed, while the United States has
been falling off in the last three
years in new bound publications,
Japan as well as Great Britain has
been gaining. And this in spite of
the fact that owing' to lower wages
in Japan a Japanese pays much
more for a book in real money than
does an American. Recently the
one yen book corresponding to the
American dollar book has appeared
in Japan.
As to the subjects in demand in
J a pan-text books and those on educational subjects lead, as everywhere as a matter of course, and fiction comes next, but sociology and
economics which are comparatively
11ew subjects in Ja1Jan are in great
demand. Another significant change
is in the interest in religious books.
Books on religion had never exceeded the 600 mark in the heyday
of prosperity but have begun to increase since the advance of depression and reached the thousand mark
in 1932, proving the validity of an
old proverb, "Man will pray to the
gods in trouble."
Just before and after the IJuhlication of the Report of the Lytton
Commission, the market was flooded
,yith hooks and pamlJhlets on the
Manchurian and Mongolian crisis.
It may also he informing that
tra11s1ations horn foreign languages
in 1928 were over 2,000, and there
has heen every indication that they
have heen increasing with astonishing rapidity but no accurate figures
for the last few years are availahle.
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Not only this but the Japanese are
omniverous readers of foreign publications in their original languages.
According to the report of the Custon I-louse over a million volumes
in foreign languages, English, German, French, Chinese and Russian,
entered Japan in 1931. Scientific
and technical books made up by far
the largest number of these.
IF THE Japanese are prolific readers of books, their capacity for magazines is still more astonishing. Today there are over 10,000 magazines. They are increasing at an
average rate of 20 a month, and occupy 70 per cent of the total figure
of book production. In 1932 the
T 0 k y 0 Publishers' Association
took a census of the sales figures
of eighty-three leading monthly
magazines and found that twentyeight journals had an annual sale
of more than a million and a half issues. Therefore, it is not considered at all strange that any popular magazine should have 100,000
circulation every month.
Japanese journalism dates back
nearly four hundred years, and it
is not an importation of the West
as some claim. Single news sheets
were issued from time to time informing of a great battle or an
earthquake or any other significant
event of the nation. Some of them
were illustrated with crude woodcuts, and in some sense they were
the forerunner of the tabloid journals of the West.
Today there are 11,118 newspapers throughout the country, but
the comparatively small area of J apan limits the growth of great newspapers outside Tokyo which is the
political capital, and Osaka, the
commercial capital. In their method
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of news gathering, organization,
and plants, these metropolitan newspapers can be compared with the
leading papers of the United States.
In circulation, too, the million mark
has been passed by several papers,
and in fact the Tokyo Asahi has a
million and a half circulation. The
rustle of newspapers is an integral
part of Japanese daily life, and an
English writer once commented:
"Even the scavengers pause for
that daily drug which is taken
through the eyes."
AN UNIQUE phase of the Japanese
news gathering is that the use of the
modern telephone and telegraph is
often supplemented by carrier
pigeons. Correspondents on a difficult assignment in an out of the
way place go armed not only with
pencil and paper but also with
pigeons which fly home with the
necessary report.
There are 3,081 public libraries
and 1,456 private libraries open to
the public. They are always crowded and in Tokyo we often see a long
line of men and women outside waiting to be admitted. Indeed we need
another four thousand of such institutions.
For the rural communities the government has organized a special method of travelling libraries for the winter use. For
example a box of books will be
shipped to a village where it is put
in charge of a school teacher or a
policeman or even a citizen. It will
remain there three weeks. At the
end of its stay another box with new
titles appears, and the old box goes
to the next village. This method
has proved to be very effective in
educating and entertaining the rural
residents during the dull winter season.
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Censorship of the press has been
one of the bitter questions in Japan.
Publishers and authors consider the
Census Office of the Police Bureau
under the Home Department as
their worst bug-bear. ,Vhen a book
or a magazine is ready for the market, two copies must be sent to the
Census Office for inspection and
registration and a book can be suppressed for either of the following
reasons: (1) Being injurious to
public morals; (2) Disturbing the
public peace and order. Under
the :first head come all the
erotic literature and prints. Under
the second comes that with socialistic and communistic tendencies,
the so-called dangerous thoughts.
An average of 2,000 items out of 80,000 deposits which consist mostly of

unbound material, are suppressed
annually by the government.

MORE THAN anyone else, the J a panese realize that to fathom one's
wisdom and knowledge by pages or
volumes he devours, is ridiculous.
The modern so-called education consists too much in reading and swallowing the material he cannot comprehend or digest. Keenly aware of
such danger, the Japanese educators are trying their best not to stuff
young minds ,vith information, but
rather to draw out the mental power
and create a capacity for each to
think for himself. For, they believe, intellectually speaking, very
few die of hunger, but many die of
mental indigestion.

NIGHT ON THE PLAIN OF 'AKKA

Across the plain of 'AklGi' blow the winds
Of evening, soft, caressing, from the sea.
They bear the scent of orange blossoms sweet,
And fragrance from the bloom of lemon tree.
Above a silent world, et crescent moon
rrrans:figures with her light each common thing,
So that a shepherd on a nearby hill,
Becomes a symbol of the Shepherd King!
Across the bay, the Shrine" on Carmel throws
Its light afar, and guides the ships at sea;
But, 0 beloved, it shines beyond these shores,
It lights the path of life for you and me!

-Elizabeth Hackley.
-Esther G. Ha,r-cling.
Jln Palestine

"Shrine of the Bab and Abdu'l-Bahii.
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DESTINY OPENS THE DOOR
GITA ORLOVA

The author, a talented tragedi,enne and the widow of one of the distinguished ?nel1~
bers of a noble Russian family-'most of wh01n lost their lives in the revolutionherein gives very briefly the story of her search for Truth. She may at SOl1te future
til1w give ft~rther detc~ils and a more intimate story. However it is clear in the pen
picture she presents that her hea1"t was p1"epared through a l1tultitude of tragic events
to recognize "the way of life" when the path was olJened and 1nade accessible to her in
the Revelation of Baha'u'llah.

PENGLER says that "Des- insist upon my going to church
tiny is an organic necessity."
again. His own f ai th in God was so
When we realize the necessity for simple and yet so profound that it
the tranquility that a real faith in greatly influenced my whole worreligion brings to the human heart ship, not thru form or creed, but by
and mind, then the words of Speng- an intimacy with God thru all creler take on their true significance, ation.
for it is destiny to find the attitude
In 1892 I remember very disof thinking that brings one nearer tinctly father's reading an article in
to spiritual peace.
an English newspaper about the
The materialist may ask "why death of a great Persian prophet
spiritual peace, why not mental?"
who had made a claim to MessiahBecause mental peace is a quality ship, and whose message was for
of reasoning, and spiritual peace is the abolishment of racial, national
a quality of detachment, or sever- and religious prejudices. I rememance from the storm of human prob- ber that father discussed this meslems and disillusionment of childish sage and its effect upon human rebelief in the truth and heroic qual- lations for some time dUTing the
ities of the persons who make up dinner hour. I also remember that
ones everyday contact with society. the beautiful and rhythmic name of
My father was a scholar whose li- the Messenger impressed me. I was
brary was a treasure-house of clas- moved by the plea that He made for
sic literature. Here I came at a a universal language that we might
very early age in contact with the understand each other's words, inphilosophers, and so sympathetic stead of becoming confused by
was my father that he did not make translations.
it seem strange to me that at the
So DESTINY began its subtle work
age (lf fourteen I was discLlssing
Plato, Socrates and Aristotle with of organic necessity. The seed had
him. If my deductions amused him been planted, and tho many years
he was far too gallant a gentleman were to pass before it became conto embarrass me with his smile. scious of its urge for growth, it
When, however, I told him that I perhaps was not lying dormant endid not wish to go to church any tirely all thru the years that folmore because I did not believe what lowed.
In 1915 a strange whim of Destiny
the preacher was saying, my blessed
took
me to San Francisco. The
and understanding father did not
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war and German raiders caused a
boat upon which I was a passenger
to go into the port of New Orleans,
a destination far removed from
my intention. Other events led me
to San Francisco.
It was Mrs. Spreckles I think,
who one day in San Francisco
several years later handed me a
large volume, and said, "Here is a
book of some religion that is causing quite a stir I hear. I know
nothing about it, but you are always
interested in religions and especially in all the religion and philosophy
that comes from the East. You may
have the book." I accepted the
large volume, and read the title,
, 'Baha 'i Scriptures."
One of the griefs of the yesterdays is that I did not respond to
that first gift of Destiny, in the
moment of her giving. Undoubtedly Spengler would say that at the
moment when Destiny opened the
door the organic was not yet strong
enough to make me conscious of the
necessity of my forgetting all else
to enter the door. Perhaps the
necessity was vital enough but Life
was still a translucent thing to me,
and the irons had not yet burned
deeply enough.
WELL THE large book began its
adventure. First it traveled to New
York, thence to Italy, Switzerland,
France, England, Russia-thru the
turmoil of tragic experiences. It
then voyaged to Siberia, Mongolia,
Manchuria, Korea, Japan and
Ohina, across the Pacific to Oanada,
many times across the United
States from coast to coast, finally to
find a resting place in my home
near N ew York.
One evening a little over a year
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ago, I had been working all day
with my out of door theatre, and
was very weary, so that I sought the
couch, but first searched the library
for something to read while I awaited the solace for my weariness.
Search as I would, I could find
nothing which had not already been
read except one book. That was the
large volume, Bah6,'i SC1"ipt~wes,
now worth its weight in gold
because of its many journeys
by express. Many times my hand
had hesitated in packing it with
others which I loved, but in the end
I always included it with the idea
of some day, in the world turned
upside down, I would find the leisure to read the book whose pages I
had never opened. At this moment
I laughed and said, "Well, old
friend whom I have neglected, and
yet to whom I have shown a strange
faithfulness, you are about to come
into your own."
I OPENED the book to some page
at haphazard, apparently, and began one of the most thrilling and
dramatic episodes in human history, the story of the martyrdom of
the Bab. All my senses as a
tragedienne were in flame over the
superb grandeur of that episode. I
cannot think of any drama of Greek
tragedy, no matter how classic its
climax, not even the death of
Oedipus Rex that can touch this
scene for sheer magnificent tragic
theatre. N eeclless to say, I spent
the night in wrapt reading of the
long neglected book.
It never
dawned upon me to doubt the reality and divinity of Baha 'u 'llah,
nor the miracle of His great plan
for the unifying of contending
forces in the practical as well as the
ethical world. I knew then that the
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organic necessity had become my
Destiny.
I had steadily refused to "belong" to any sect or society, always
saying that if I were anything definite it was a Buddhist because that
was a religion of beauty and particularly suited to the need of an
artist's soul. More and more as
the days passed the words of JacolJ
Boehme became poignantly real to
me: "Not until I lost faith in all
humanity and found refuge only in
faith of the eternal Light did the
Sublime send me help through humans."
My deepest longing had
been crystalizing into a tangible desire to enter an ashrama or refuge
for meditation in Mongolia or Manchuria, to be completely detached
from the world which contained so
much of heartbreak, ugliness and
disillusionment of the most sacred
ideals.
Now, as though made to the full
measure of such a human need, the
answer had come in a form at once
practical, tangible, and yet divine,
leaving one in the world and yet
freed from its attachment. Here
was an ideal or religion for this sad
hour in the history of mankind, that
interpreted the realities of science,
of history, of races and cultures in
a way both rational and spiritual;
which gave a satisfying explanation
for the six mysterious days of the
Creation of Genesis.
I had been carrying the solace for
my spiritual ills like a ruby in my
possession, and had kept it hidden,
but now it glowed and shone.
I was just finishing the reading
of the Scriptures for the third time
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when a real estate woman called
me from N ew York, and asked if I
would be at home that afternoon at
three 0 'clock. I answered that I
would, and asked who her clients
were who wished to see our property. She answered, "Some people
from a religious group called
Baha'is."
Destiny had caught me by my flying feet.
Tha t afternoon at three o'clock,
an auto stopped before the door and
a gentleman and his wife descended.
As I looked into the face of the
man, I said, "You are my spiritual
brother;" and without answering
he turned to his wife and said,
"Dear, a new teacher has come."
Later, I asked this Baha'i teacher how he came to be looking at a
three hundred acre estate, and with
lovely guilelessness he said that the
real estate agent had long entreated
them to visit the property, and
finally on this lovely day they had
consented, the idea being the possibility of using the place as a
Baha'i center, on account of its
proximity to N ew York.
SO THE happy days of instruction
began, days of divine illumination
for the spirit, but full of problems
in my practical life for during this
period I lost the beautiful estate,
and found many tests and trials.
But the words of the Beloved were
a song that rose above all cries of
the world, «A single breeze of His
affl~~ence doth suffice to adorn all
mankind with the robe of wealth."
And so I became a Baha'i.
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KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER
A Brief Sketch of a Dynamic Personality
MARIAM HANEY

"On Persian soil, for PeTsia!s sake, she encounterecl, challenged Cind fought the
fOTces of clc,rkness with high clistinction, inclomitc,ble will, unswerving, exemplary loyalty.
'The mass of heT helpless Peni.an b?'ethren mourns the suclclen loss of their valiant
emancipatoT."-Shoghi Effendi.

(( The days of human existence
are like vanishing shadows: compared to the world of Reality they
are brought t'o a close with extmordinary mpidity . ... Fro11t the king
to the servant all walk i% this fleeting path and live in this circle."
- ' Abdt('l-Ba7ui.
~EITH

RANSOM-KEHLER,
at the saCrIfice of energy,
health and even life iself, remarkably fulfilled a mission which will go
do'\vn to history as new and unique
in the annals of the evolution of
religion. It was a mission not
undertaken for the sake of proselyting Orientals into a religion of t1le
Occident, but for the sake of creating and cementing ties of friendship already inherent in the miracle
which rallied peoples of the East
and peoples of the I,Vest around one
unifying Oenter, Baha 'u 'llah.
Mrs. Ransom-Kehler had a great
and dJ11amic personality "ripened
by the Holy Spirit." If we wish a
concrete example of the power of
the Word of Baha 'u 'llah to effect a
transformation in the life of a distinguished scholar, we have it in the
spiritual rise of Keith, as she was
affectionately known by Baha'is
round the woTld.
When in May 1921 she heard the
Baha'i Message for the first time,
it was as if she had actually listened
to the Divine Voice calling, "Oome,
l~

give me your life for this Oause."
She arose whole-heartedly, as thousands of martyrs already had done in
Persia cementing the foundation of
this great Baha'i world religion
with their life's blood. She heard
of this universal message and ascended to heights of achievement
through her marvelous services to
the world Oause of Baha 'u 'llah.
LET us review briefly a few pages
from the life of this dynamic character. Born in Kentucky around
1878, she received most of her precollege training in a private school
in Oincinna ti, and there prepared
for Vassal'. She graduated from
that well known college. Later she
did graduate work and eventually
received the 1\11. A. degree.
Her years at Vassal' were spent at
a time when the securing of higher
educa tion was a progressive if not
a radical thing for a woman. She
manifested continually those qualities which foreshadowed future
events in her life; always a leader
of thought and expression she was
an outstanding student. Her bold
and origimtl discussions in the class
room won her distinction and the
just praise of her classmates as
well as her professors. Subsequently she held the chair of English in a
western college.
Her multiple gifts and strong enthusiasms led her into many occupations. Each one she fulfilled vig-

Keith Ransom-Kehler (center, holding Persian writing) and her Persian Bah6'i class in character tj·aining.
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orously, glvmg all her energy and
attention, manifesting at all times a
characteristically great dynamic
personality-Hull House settlement
work, prison reform at Sing Sing,
interior decorating, professor of
English. How versatile she was!

Soon her outstanding ability and
services were recognized in an official way by the National Spiritual
Assembly of the United States and
Canada, and she became their official representative in her work and
travels.

BUT WHAT is of the most interest
to the readers of this magazine is to
ponder over the varied aspects of
her active life from the time she accepted the Baha'i Teachings and began to travel "the path paved by
Baha 'u 'llah." How swift and marvelous were her growth and attainments once she dedicated her life to
the study, the application and the
promulga tion of the new World
Order of Baha 'u 'llah. The pride of
a powerful and vvell trained intellect
tempered by her deep study of the
revealed Word of God became sublimated into a superb and dynamic
quality of spiritual life. Her penetra ting mind led her in this study to
a deep knowledge of the mystical
side of life without at any time destroying or minimizing the practical
quality of her achievement on the
outer plane, but rather strengthening it with an inner fire and force.
Possessed of a keen incisive intellect and great gift of analysis-a
thinker, a writer, a lecturer of outstanding ability-she dedicated all
these great gifts to the dissemination of those marvelous principles
given to the world by Baha'u'llah
for the healing of the nations. Freed
by a small income from the necessity
of earning her living, Keith was
able to devote her whole time to the
work of the Baha'i Cause. She
traveled extensively, making invaluable contributions to the organization and promulgation of the Cause.

IN 1926 she made her first visit or
pilgrimage to Haifa and 'Akka in
Palestine. She had longed to meet
in person the Guardian of the
Baha'i Cause, Shoghi Effendi, and
learn from him how to tread more
devotedly the highway of service;
she wished to visit the Shrines of
the B§~b and 'Abdu'l-Baha on
Mount Carmel, and the Holy Shrine
of Baha 'u 'llah at Bahji near' Akka;
she wished to lay her forehead in the
dust of those Divine Thresholds and
try to empty herself of all human
conditions which she felt were still
the dust on the mirror of her heart.
This was undoubtedly the greatest
intellectual and spiritual experience
of her life, a holy benediction. Some
of her experiences in this pilgrimage she wrote for the Baha'i Magazine under the title Excerpts From
Nly Diary.' And in these Diary
Notes we believe are to be found one
of the most beautiful and stirring
pictures of a sacred visit to the Holy
Land ever l)ublished. Keith touched the heights in this series. That
they were both brilliantly and spiritually written is testified by the fact
that Shoghi Effendi himself chose
them for reproduction m The
Baha'i VVorlc1.
Keith had indeed great literary
talent, and one of the most vitally
significant services that she rendered the Cause was her brilliant
work as a contributor to the pages
of the Baha'i Magazine-a splendid

'Baha'i Magazine, Vol. 17, pp. 256, 370; Vol. 18, pp. 124, 198, 251.
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monument to her loyalty and devotion. Her first article appeared in
October 1924, entitled The Q~[esting
So~[l. From it we quote the following important paragraph which so
distinctly demonstrates how the
seed of Baha'i Truth had germinated in her heart and was influencing her mental processes:
"Suffocating humanity can only be revived
from the noxious atmosphere of greed, selfishness and discord to which earthly stand-·
ards and strivings subject it, by the gale of
God's call through His Messenger to throw
wide the portals of heart and mind to the
purifying air of the spirit.
"The real giving up of the self, constituting the only release from struggle that the
soul can ever know~is not possible until
men firmly grasp the essential paradox that
to think of the self, its preferments, its
inordinate ambitions and crude vanities,
brings no happiness; to forget the self and
be caught up in the unlimited joy of a
great ideal, the ineffable adoration of a
Divine Guide and Seer, brings a security
and radiance that no self-seeking, no fulfill·
ment of personal ambition could ever know."

IN THE summer of 1931 she started on a trip which was to carry her
around the world, never again to
settle down in her native land. Her
journey led her from Chicago to th.?
Pacific Coast, visiting all Baha'i
Assemblies enroute - a teaching
tour of great importance. Colleges,
universities, clubs, associations of
various kinds, churches, etc., opened
their doors to her. And right here,
perhaps it is important to state that
her gifts and talents, both intellectnally and spiritually, as referred to
111 this article, made it possible to
serve all types of people, for she
could meet inquirers on their own
level of thought.
She sailed from San Francisco in
the early winter of 1931. Her first
visit was in J apan.' While she was
in that country she visited the
'Baha'i Magazine Vo!. 22, p. 310.

Keith just before she left Tihran. She hctd been
weeping, but tried to s1nile for the cct1nera 1nctn.

Baha 'is; a n cl through Miss Agnes
Alexander, resident Baha'i teacher,
she made many important contacts.
While there she also wrote a significant series of articles on the Baha'i
Teachings for the Tokyo Nichi Nichi
which were later published in the
B8ha!i Magazine under the title Religion and Social PTogTess:
From .J apan she went to China and
visited Hong Kong, Canton, Shanghai
~devoting herself to the work of fur·
thering the Cause of Baha'u'llah. The
first sentence of her Letter about this

2VO!' 23, pp_ 38, 69, 142.
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visit, all Baha'is who have traveled
to other countries of the world will
appreciate:
"What a glorious thing it is to be a
Baha'i and know that wherever you go
there will always be those who extend a
loving welcome; what a moving experience
to see the eager smiling upturned faces of
Baha'is waiting to greet you as you sall
into the ports of the world."

Keith's travels then led her to
New Zealand where she made a
significant study of the native
Maoris. Her contacts were of an
extremely important nature. She
described some of them in her Letters Home.
Next she went to India, visiting
the various Baha'i communities
throughout this great country. In
her Letters Home on India there
is this concluding paragraph:
"What but the power of Baha'u'llah can
blot from men's recollection their outworn
superstitions, their paralyzing dogmas and
emancipate them for the sublime adventure
of making of 'this world another world that
will be filled with the holy ecstacy of the
Grace of God?'"

SHE FINISHED this first part of her
world tour by a second visit to
Shoghi Effendi in Haifa, Palestine.
Here she enjoyed a brief rest and
the inspiration and communion with
the Guardian of the Baha'i Cause,
to whom she was greatly devoted.
But this rest did not last long, for
Shoghi Effendi, fully appreciating
her great gifts for service to the
Cause, decided to make use of these
talents in the land which gave birth
to the Baha'i Cause, Persia itself.
In the March 1933 number of
the Bah6/i lJIIagazine began the
moving, heart-a pp ealing, dynamic
story of her visit to historic
Baha'i centers and her sojourn
among her Baha'i b I' 0 the I' S
and sisters in Persia-that land
which is destined to occupy a central
place in the religious history of the
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world. Starting with her visit to
the Baha'i village of Sisan, arranged for her by the Spiritual Assemgly of Tabriz, she gives a record
of such human and spiritual relationships that, as we live over again
the scenes so vividly described by
her, we are impelled to use her
own words to express our feelings:
"A triumphal progress so extravagant that it will remain forevernot an episode, but an acute emotional experience. . . . The real
meaning of Baha'i solidarity suddenly penetrated me. Here were
Persians, speaking Turkish, fixed in
a tiny town in the mountains of
Adhirb§"yjan, and I an Occidental,
cosmopolitan; but we were bound together by ties 'more lasting than
bronze and higher than the exalted
Pyramids. ' For knowledge of the
coming of Baha'u'llah and lmowledge of His All-enfolding Covenant
is not a question of locality, education or preferment but an unshakable spiritual reality that welds
those who know it into an indissoluble human brotherhood. Here is a
true solidarity that can withstand
all the forces of disruption in the
Her fascinating Letters Home
universe.' ,
about Persia continued through the
April, May, June and July, 1933,
numbers of the Baha'i Magazine.
The continuity, thereafter, was interrupted, at her own request, so
that precedence might be given to
her three brilliant articles on Bah6/i
Ad1ninistration which she wrote at
the command of Shoghi Effendi.
To do justice to her historic visits
in Persia, to such places as Shiraz,
the birthplace of the Bab, to the
Shrine at Sheik Tabarsi "where
first 'The Dawn-Breakers' of our
Revelation gave 'the last full meas-
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Photo by Dr. Lotfullah Rakim

Keith photogrCkphed with Ck group of delegCktes Ckttending the BCkha'i Convention in Tihran,
Pm'siCk, in MCkY, 1933.

ure of devotion,'" to Khunisan,
Mazindaran, Tihran, and other
places, is impossible in this brief account and also all too vastly important to the history of the Baha'i
Cause to be recorded in any other
way save with the greatest degree
of accuracy in regard to every detail.
The Letters about Persia
above referred to as printed in the
Baha'i Magazine give only those
pictures which would be of interest
to both Baha'is and nonBaha'is
alike. Intimate details, lacking ill
such accounts, will be given as the
history of the Cause of Baha'u'llah
in Persia is written by official historians.
Letters from Baha'is in Persia
tell of the never-to-be-forgotten
scenes as she bade farewell to them
in every place she visited. She had
left Tihran with the most affectionate and touching farewells from all
-hundreds of Persian men and
women crowded to see her deparhue, with tears in their eyes ex-

pressing their gratitude for the
noble and valuable services she had
rendered. They would be remembered by all, not only during this
time, but by generations yet unborn
for she served the Cause with a
spirit of sacrifice, devotion and
f ai thfulness.
Mrs. Ransom - Kehler had left
Tihran on her return journey expecting to visit the southern cities
of Persia. She stopped first in
Isfahan, and while there was taken
ill with smallpox and passed away
in October, 1933. Her remains
were interred near the place where
well known martYTs of the Cause as
well as other notable Baha'is aTe
buried.
THE MARVEL of the magnificently
brilliant services of Keith in Persia
is the fact that a westeTn Baha'i
woman, born and Taised in the
United States, surrounded with all
the luxuries of modern life as we
know it, should be sent to the land of

KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER

Baha'u'Wih as an apostle of the
Baha'i religion to serve the Baha'is
and others in this capacity. She rendered such signal services as can
only be adequately evaluated by
Shoghi Effendi himself. Her goingsforth in that land where over twenty
thousand Baha'is had shed their
blood in the path of this Cause in
the early days of its history, can
only be termed an overwhelming
miracle; the mystery of it and the
outer and inner meaning of it will
be known in its true worth only as
time passes.
NOT YOUNG, not strong physically,
used to the refinements and even
luxuries of life, with her type of
capacity intellectually, she could
have earned for herself a marvelous
place in the world of letters and
journalism, but she chose instead to
give her all to the Baha'i Cause. To
even a very strong person the rigors
of travel in unfrequented places,
even in the great cities of the world,
the numberless changes to which
she was subjected, would have been
difficult, and, in many instances, a
hardship. In her magnificent ser-
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vices there was the element of daily
sacrifice, and without this real and
true sacrifice, a service has not been
touched with the heart response.
Such souls have been known in
past religious history, in the eaTly
days of a Manifestation, as saintsbut today that does not mean the
piousness of a religious recluse, but
rather one who sacrifices everything
that a material life holds dear to
that greater type of life which becomes a reality to a Baha'i when the
creative effect of the Word of God
recreates, transforms and transmutes the intensely human life into
the life dominated by the spirit.
Just as she was known around the
world for her brilliant Baha'i services, so she will be mourned around
the world. Her going seemed untimely, tragic, pathetic, sad beyond
human words, but at the same time
a great glory. As she slipped
through the gate into the city of
eternity we can be assured that
"death was as glad-tidings to her,"
and that in the life eternal and
radiant she will continue her wonderful services.

There is one God; mankind is one; the foundations of religion are
one. Let us worsh;ip Him, and give praise for all His great Prophets
a'nd Messengers who have manifested His brightness and glory.
Trt~th

is one and withotd division. The teachings of J est~s are ;in
a concentrated form. Men do not agree to this day as to the meaning
of 1nany of His sayings. His teachings are as a flower in the bt~d.
Today the bt~d is unfolding into a flo'wer. Bah6/t~'llah has expanded
and fulfilled the teachings, and has applied them in detail to the whole
world.
-( Abdt~'l-Baha.
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THE PORTRAIT OF 'ABDUJL-BAHA
MARY HANFORD FORD

'
U

HE magnificent portrait of
After a number of experiments
'Abdu'l-Baha painted by Sig- the artist decided that he must
ismond Ivanowski at the request of paint his subject in the open air
Mrs. Frances Esty of Buffalo, N. Y., surrounded by a landscape, which
was on exhibition recently at the could not be recognized as local, and
Baha'i Center in New York City, could not be designated as either
and attracted widespread interest oriental or occidental, because, he
and universal admiration. It is note- said, 'Abdu '1-Baha belongs to the
worthy for its exceeding beauty of world and His spiritual power is
color and technical treatment which felt everywhere. So the environrender it marvelous as a work of ment is a broadly painted landscape
art, but more than this, it is so per- with a glimpse of blue sea, flowers,
fect a portrait of 'Abdu 'l-Baha shrubbery and a great tree under
that its presence seems to restore which' Abdu'l-Baha is seated.
Him to the world.
Mr. Ivanowski had never been in
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Palestine, he had never see n
'Adbu'l-Baha.
He had learned
something of the Baha'i Movement
and was attracted toward it.
Mrs. Esty said to him, "Could
you paint a portrait of 'Abdu'lBaha, never having seen Him ~ " He
hesitated a moment, and then replied, "1 could only do such a thing,
Mrs. Esty, if 1 could come into the
consciousness of 'Abdu 'l-Baha. 1
could not paint the portrait from a
photogra ph. "
So he returned to his studio
armed with such copies of the
Baha'i literature as Mrs. Esty believed would be useful to him.
EVERY GREAT artist has the power
of visualization, so that as he paints
his subject he sees him with the inner eye, not merely the outer one.
Such a power is almost unlimited,
and is intensified by tranquility and
meditation.
For six months the artist gave
himself to his noble guest, and at
the end of this period, he began to
have definite designs for his portrait, out of which the beautiful
final one emerged.
The artist felt that the personality of the figure must be definitely
given, because it must be re cog-
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nized by those who had known and
loved Him, and must remain to
posterity as a veritable portrait of
the widely known and loved Prophet
figure. Thus the portraiture is unquestionable in this wonderful
painting. The features, the unforgettable eyes, the posture, the singularly vivid life of the painted
form, so that one feels as if at any
moment He would speak. All these
characteristics create a masterpiece such as one seldom sees. Moreover through that marvelous faculty of visualization, Mr. Ivanowski
has painted' Abdu'l-Baha seated on
the low wall which separates his
garden from the highway of Haifa,
where He often sat a moment before leaving for the City or Mt.
Carmel, or when He returned to
His home surrounded by eager
questioners who could not let Him
go.
The artist unintentionally
caught a veritable moment from
'Abdu'l-Baha's daily life, and preserved it for us.
Mr. Ivanowski says, "This is my
masterpiece. 1 can never create
anything like it again."
Sigismond Ivanowski is a distinguished Polish-American art i s t
whose portraits have been cherished
and sought on both sides of the Atlantic for many years.

---0---

U Can ymt paint ~tpon the page of the world the ideal pict~tres of
the S~tpreme Concmtrse? The pict~tres which are in the ideal world
are eternal. I desire ymt to become s~tch an artist. Man can paint those
ideal pict~tres ~tpon the tablet of existence with the bntsh of deeds.
(( The holy divine Manifestations are all heavenly artists. Upon
the canvas of creation, with the bntsh of their deeds and lives and actions, they paint immortal pict~tres which can1wt be fo~tnd i11J. any art
m~~seum of E~trope or America. But yO~t find the masterpieces of these
Spirit~wl Artists in the hearts."
- ' Abd~t'l-Baha to an artist.

THE FUNDAMENTAL CAUSE
OF WORLD UNREST

n

T would be idle, however, to contend that the war,
'with all the losses it involved, the passions it
aroused and the grjevances it left behind, has solely been
responsible for the unprecedented confusion into which
almost every section of the civilized world is plunged at
present. Is it not a fact-and this is the central idea I
desire to emphasize-that the fundamental cause of this
world unrest is attributable, not so much to the consequences of what must sooner or later come to be regarded
as a transitory dislocation in the affairs of a continually
changing world, but rather to the failure of those into
whose hands the immediate destinies of peoples and nations have been committed, to adjust their system of
economic and political institutions to the imperative
needs of a rapidly evolving age?

U

Are not these intermittent crises that convulse presentday society due primarily to the lamentable inability
of the world's recognized leaders to read aright
the signs of the times, to rid themselves once
for all of their preconceived ideas and fettering
creeds, and to reshape the machinery of their
respective governments according to those standards that
are implicit in Bahii'u'lliih's supreme declaration of the
Oneness of Mankind-the chief and distinguishing feature of the Faith He proclaimed ~ For the principle of
the Oneness of Mankind, the cornerstone of Bahii'u'lliih's
war Id-embracing dominion, implies nothing more or less
than the enforcement of His scheme for the unification
of the world-the scheme to which we have already referred. {(In every Dispensation," writes' Abdu'l-Baha,
{( the light of Divine G~~idance has been fOCi~sseel ~~pon
one central theme . ... In this wondrOi~s Revelation, this
gloriOits cent1~ry, the fOi~nelation of the Faith of Goel and
the disting~~ishing feat~~re of His Law is the conscio1lsness of the Oneness of Mankind."
-SHOGHI EFFENDL
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A STOREHOUSE OF WISDOM
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRIOK
"The gift of God to this enlightened age is the knowledge of the oneness of mankind
and of the fundamental oneness of r-eligion."-'Abdu'l-Bahd.
~IGNIFICANT

at this time
~ when, on the one hand, a great
exposition and continual new inventions have centered attention upon
the scientific progress of the last
century and, on the other hand,
conditions throughout the world are
causing us to question the meaning of true progress, is the appearance of Dr. Hume's book, "Treasure-House of Living Religions".~'
Such a book does not command wide
acclaim but it shows a change in
attitude more deep-seated and more
important for true progress than
more widely heralded inventions
and discoveries. And changes in
attitude are nothing less than
changes in human nature, that socalled static thing which the fearful
and hopeless regard as incapable of
change. The material in this book
covers not a century but thirty centuries, yet a hundred years ago no
one would have thought of making
and publishing such a collection. A
freedom of mind which enables us
to see the strength, beauty and
truth in all religions is a great step
in advance.
The crust of our religious prejudices is beginning to crack. The
comparative study of religions has
been seriously undertaken only
within the last fifty years and even
now is largely concerned with the
differences rather than the likenesses of the great religions of the
world. Such a study paves the way
for religious tolerance, the first step
*Treasure~House

of Living Religions.
Scribner's Sons, New York.

towards religious unity. How important religious unity is in bringing about that condition of world
unity, peace and justice which is the
crying need of the world today may
be seen by reflecting upon the dissension, war and bloodshed that
have been brought about in the past
by religious intolerance and hatred.
WHILE THERE have been other collections of sacred scriptures this
one we believe is unique in arrangement. The systematic classification
of the extracts under headings and
sub-headings makes it easy for anyone to compare for himself the
teachings of eleven living religions.
The complete annotations, references, indices and bibliography
make it valuable as a book of reference and basis for further study.
But here we are concerned with
the book as a source of inspiration
and knowledge. May we linger long
enough as we turn the pages to
glean from this storehouse of wisdom a few bits of what the great
ones of the ages have to say on the
fundamental que s t ion s of life.
Through countless ages "The fool
ha th said in his heart, There is no
God", while others a little less
foolish have said, there are many
gods. What do the scriptures say~
In the Hindu we read:
"He is the God in every way supreme.
He the Lord of prayer, encompasseth all."

in the Christian Bible:
"There is but one God, the Father,
of whom are all things and we in Him."

(Selections from their Sacred ScriIJtures), Robert E. Hume. Charles
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in the Qur'an:
"Shall I seek any other Lord than God,
when He is Lord of all things!"

in the sacred book of the Sikh's:
"The greatness of the great God cannot
be expressed.
He is the Creator, the Omnipotent, the
Bounteous."

For ages, too, men have asked, Is
this life all ~ And those of knowledge have always answered in such
words as these from the Zoroastrian
scriptures:
"The Wise Lord with dominion and piety
Shall give us welfare and immortality
In accordance with right by His holy spirit
And by best thought, deed and word."

or these from the Sikh:
"It is they who know not God, who are
always dying.

It is they who die in divine knowledge,
who are immortal."

or these from Taoist holy books:
"Life is a going forth. Death is a returning home."

or these from the QUI' 'an:
"Small the fruition of this world.
But the next life is the true good for
him who feareth God.
And ye shall not be wronged so much as
the skin of a date-stone."

or these from Confucius:
"But the spirit issues forth, and is displayed on high in a condition of glorious brightness."

From the time when men began to
live in groups it has been necessary
to have standards for actions toward fellowmen. So we read in
Hindu scriptures:
"Thou shouldst perform acts looking to
the universal good."

and an Islamic command is :
"Cause not disorders in the earth."

The Taoist holy book says:
"To share one's virtue with others is
called true wisdom.
To share one's wealth with others is
reckoned meritorious."

So we find gathered under the
three main heads, "Faith in the
Perfect God", "The Perfecting of
Man' " "Man and his Social Relations" and arranged under sufficient
sub-divisions for quick availability
these treasures of ,visdom by which
men have lived and developed great
cultures and civilizations for thirty
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centuries. One is tempted to quote
extensively from this rich collection
as he turns the pages and choice
gems come under his eyes and the
great fact that eternal verities, everlasting Truth, underlie the great religions is driven home to his mind.
BUT THE author has purposely
selected those fundamental parts
of scriptures which are eternal
truths and must agree.
"This
book", he says in his preface, "attempts to present important aspects
of the consensus among the teachings of the various living religions.
It does not deal with the mOTe frequently presented subject of the
dissensus or disagreements." These
unessentials include "references to
particular places and individuals,
and also some primitive teachings
and conflicting ritual-forms such as
sacrifice of animals and worship of
animals". These have nothing to
do with the progress of humanity
with which Dr. Hume is concerned.
Their preservation is a hindrance to
progress. It is these unessentials
that cause religious quarrels and
dissensions. "But the progress of
the world", he says, "Needs authoritative doctrines which are lofty and
universal, rather t ha n limited,
primitive and particularistic."
In speaking to an American audience on this subject of the agreements and disagreements of religions 'Abdu'l-Baha made plain the
source of these differences and the
harm their emphasis does.
He
said, "The fundamentals of the religions of God are one in Reality.
There is no difference in the fundamentals. The difference is caused
by the imitations which arise later,
and inasmuch as imitations differ,
strife, discord and quarreling take
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place. If the religions of this time
should forsake imitations and seek
the fundamentals, all of them would
agree and strife and discord would
pass away-for Reality is one and
not multiple.'"
THOSE FAMILIAR with the lofty and
universal writings of Baha'u'llah
and' Abdu'l-Baha may inquire why
the Baha'i religion is not included
in "living religions". Dr. Hume
has limited this research to those
religions which have endured for
more than a hundred years. The
book may in a way be taken as a
summary of the religions of the age
2
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just passing, while the religion of
Baha 'u 'llah ushers in the new age.
The Revelation of Baha 'u 'llah proclaims the same eternal truths which
this collection so plainly shows are
found in all great religions and
points out how to apply them to the
needs of the world today. Over
sixty years ago Baha 'u 'llah raised
the call: "Associate, 0 my friends,
with all the people of religion with
joy and fragrance. Beware that ye
make not the Word of God the
cause of oppositions or contrast, or
for the purpose of causing hatred
among you. ' ,3 This book will
be an aid to those who wish to follow that injunction.

'Baha'i Scriptures, p. 313.
2In his preface Dr. Hume says: "Among cultured people there now exist only eleven distinct religious systems
which have lived more than a hundred years, and which have maintained their own art, literature, social
organization and ecclesiastical worship." 'These he names as Hinduism, Judaism, Shinto, Zoroastrianism.
Taoism, Jainism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Christianity, Islam and Sikhism.
3Bahii'i Scriptures, p. 236.

MEMORIALS OF THE FAITHFUL
3.-Ustad Ismail
, ABDU 'L-BAHA

~'ranslated

from the Persian by Marzieh Nabil Carpenter

This series of brief biographies of the leading followers of the Brib and Bahri'u'llrih
was composed by 'Abdu'l-Bahri in 1915 and published in Haifa in 1924 in Persia,n.
These translations into English hcwe been made by the request of Shoghi Effendi. The
aim has been to rend61" thent into colloquial English rather than to follow a literary
translation. This work was done specially for the Bahri'i Magazine. The translator
stcLfes that she does not consider these tnmslations final.
~NOTHER

of the blessed followers of Baha 'u '11ah was an
architect, Jinab-i-D stad Ismail, the
chief architect of Aminu' Daulih in
Tihran. He lived in happiness, respected by everyone. Then he came
under the sway of divine love and
the passion for reality burned away
his old imaginings; he left his old
ways out of love for God and became known in Tihran as a staunch
supporter of the Baha'is.
At first Aminu'Daulih made every
effort to protect him, but finally he

W

summoned him and said: "Dstad,
you are very dear to me, and I have
done my best to save you, but the
Shah has found you out; you know
how bitter and bloodthirsty he is, I
am afraid that at any moment he
may hang you. Y OUT only hope is
to escape and go away from
Persia."
Completely tranquil, D stad abandoned his position, gave up his belongings, and left for Iraq, where he
lived in destitution.
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Thou hast sold me wine, blown me
He had a young wife whom he
to blazing,
loved beyond measure. His wife's
mother came to Iraq and deceived
Thou hast made me cry out.
him until with his consent she took
Breathe into me if thou wish me
her daughter away, supposedly to
alive;
Tihran on a visit. At Kirmanshah
I am a pipe, thou a piper,
she went to a mujtahid, and told him
I am a corpse, thou a Christ.
tha t since U stad had recanted his
Thou art first, thou are last, thou
faith it was a sin for her daughter
art secret and plain.
to live with him; the mujtahid
From
every eye hid, in every eye
granted a divorce and married the
shining.
daughter to another man. When this
news reached Baghdad, U s t a d
With this song the broken old
laughed. He said: "Thank God man came to 'Akka. He entered the
that in this path nothing is left me, barracks by stealth, completely exnot even my wife. Thank God that hausted. He stayed there a few
I have been able to give up every- days in the presence of Baha'u'llah,
thing that I loved."
and then was sent to Haifa; here he
had
no house, no room, no place
WHEN BAHA'U'LLAH left Baghdad
where
he could lay his head. He
for Asia Minor, the believers staylived
in
a cave outside the town. He
ed behind; then the inhabitants of
got
a
little
tray, and put a few shell
Baghdad rose against them and sent
rings
and
thimbles
and pins on it,
those helpless souls to Mosul as
and
peddled
them
from
morning till
prisoners. U stad, though old, weak
and unprepared, set out on foot noon; some days he would make
across valleys, over deserts and twenty paras, some days thirty-on
mountains, until he finally reached his best days he would make fortv.
the Greatest Prison. Baha'u'llah Then he would go back to the ca:v~,
had once written him of a poem of ea t a piece of bread and praise God.
Rumi's, telling him to sing it while He was continually giving thanks
turning toward the Primal Point, saying, "Glory to God that I hav~
His Holiness the Bab. And now as attained this great bounty, and behe walked along in the darkness of come a stranger to my friends and
loved ones, and make my home in
the night, he would sing':
this
cave. I am like him who paid
o Love, for thy sake I am joyless
his
all
to purchase J oseph-what
and lost,
blessing
is greater than this ~"
Known through the world for my
It
was
in this condition that he
fury;
died;
and
many times from the lips
In the book of the mad my name is
of Baha 'u 'l1ah we heard his praise,
first,
for
he was singled out by God and
Though once I was first on the list
richly
favored.
of the wise.
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Incidents from the Life of Ellen V. Beecher*
Chapter 3.-New Lamps for Old
DOROTHY BAKER

n

"Sing praises to God; sing ye praises with understanding."-Psalm 47 :6, 7.

GUESS," said Billy, "I'll go
~A and have a chat with grandma."
He moved sedately to the stairs
with the air of one weighted down
with important matters, as fittingly
becomes one who has lived eight
years and used the moments to
strenuous advantage. Soon voices
floated down to me, a blended
rumble, interrupted now and then
by childish laughter.
There was
something irresistible about it.
Slipping quietly from my chair, I
crept to a point of vantage outside
the door and peeped into the bower
which was grandma's room. Boquets abounded everywhere; artificial ones when garden flowers were
out of season, and always the loveliest could be found under the picture of the Master, whose gentle
authority pervaded the room. My
eyes feasted on the scene, returning
always to the frail figure surrounded by papers, books and writing
tablet.
"Why," I asked, "does expression come so hard to some ~ , ,
"Inhibitions may sometimes be
inherited," she replied, "but are
much more often formed by environment."
"Were you ever inhibited ~ I
asked curiously.
"I grew up in a welter of inhibitions," said Grandma thoughtfully.
"It was not 'lady-like' for a wellborn young woman to earn her own
living. Look at womanhood today

in the business and professional
world! A young woman of my day
must observe rigidly definite hours
for social activities, and even her
clothing was strictly supervised.
"Inhibitions abounded in the
churches, too, particularly in regard
to women. One could not go hatless to church, nor would a woman
be permitted under any pretext
whatever, to raise her voice in a
church meeting. The reason for
this can be found in history. vVhen
St. Paul established the first Christian church at Antioch, Syria, a
sorely perplexing problem arose.
Cultered women of that day wore
veils in public. The new church
aroused enthusiasm, not only among
the cultured few, but among the
masses. There were many women
in the undercurrent of that society
who went unveiled in the streets
and public resorts, a circumstance
which admitted to all the world a
definite stain upon the character.
During the organization of the
church, these women freely took
part in the meetings. They asked
questions and gave their opinions,
all of which created a furor of dissension and opposition. The unity
which Paul had created was in
danger, and he chose the only course
open to him at that time, that of forbidding the women to appear in
church with uncovered head, or to
take an active part in public meetings. And that rule, far from slipping into oblivion when no longer

*The first and second chapters of this life story of Mrs. Beecher were published in the October and November
numbers respectively. Each chapter is a unit in itself.
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needed, came to be an inviolate law
of the church. Inhibitions! Women have been laboring under inhibitions, with very few and very
brief historical exceptions, for thousands of years, and never until the
light of this day has there been one
gleam of hope that they might be
permanently lifted."
"When did you begin to take
part, Grandma ~ " said I, thinking
back with more than casual interest
over her useful and expressive
years.
"Our friend Dr. Foster appears
in that story, too," she replied. "Sit
down and I will tell you how it all
came about.
"DE. FOSTER had, in connection
with his sanitarium, a large chapel
in which ministers of every denomination were invited to speak every
Sunday. One day it was announced
that Henry Ward Beecher, his
brother, Thomas K. Beecher, and
the great Dr. Horace Bushnell of
Hartford, a noted writer and
preacher, were to be guest speakers
the following Sunday. Dr. Bushnell had written, among other
famous works, two large volumes on
women in the church, always opposing in no uncertain terms, their
taking part in meetings. Needless
to say, the Beechers upheld this
view. I went to the meeting with
joyous anticipation, making sure to
have a front seat where I might see
and hear everything. As usual, Dr.
Foster opened the meeting with a
hymn, followed by scripture reading. Then closing the book, he said
quite slowly and distinctly, 'We will
now be led in prayer by Miss Ellen
Tuller.'
"To say that I was utterly routed
and completely horrified would fail

to express a tenth of my feeling.
Everything stopped. I hung suspended in a great void in which all
motion had ceased. Nevertheless, I
sank to my knees in answer to the
direct prompting of my heart, and
opened my lips. Immediately all
fear left me and I prayed quite
clearly, thoug>h hearing my own
voice as from a great distance. The
die was cast. Shame and remorse
overwhelmed me to such an extent
that I heard nothing of the subsequent speeches. I could only weep
and wonder miserably what all these
grea t men must think of me.
I
thought of my dear mother, of my
]Jastor and of my church. Do you
think this cowardly~ Perhaps it
was, but I ask you to remember that
with the exception of the kindly
doctor, I stood alone in a completely
antagonistic world. When everyone had left the chapel I slipped
out too, quietly and in haste. At the
door a lone figure stepped out of
the shadows and intercepted me. It
was Dr. BushnelL Hot tears started to my eyes. Placing his hands
on my shoulders he said. 'Why do
you weep~ You and I have won a
great victory. God bless you, my
child. N either of us will ever forget this night.'
, 'The next morning mother was
ill and I could not bring myself to
worry her with my story. I worked
busily about the house all morning
and had almost succeeded in putting
the affair out of my mind, when I
received an unexpected calL The
head deacon, dressed in a formal
coat and silk hat, appeared like
some fearsome genie at my door,
announcing that he had come, not
to see my mother, but to see me.
My heart sank as I led the way into
the parlor. Seating himself, he ad-
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dressed me with impressive severity. The thought occurred to me
that I might be having a night-mare.
" 'Is it true, he said, speaking
slowly and pointing an accusing
finger at me, 'that you offered a
prayer in a public meeting ~'
" 'Yes sir,' I replied.
" 'Did you know,' he continued
more sternly still, 'that it was
against the rules of your church ~ ,
"'Yes sir,' I replied, rather
faintly.
" 'Do you intend to repeat this offense~'

" 'Yes,' I said more steadily, 'if
the Holy Spirit leads me to do so.'
" 'If you do, your name will be
crossed off the church books,' he
said, rising abruptly.
, 'I walked in dull silence to the
door and watched, trance-like, his
departing figure, until it was gone
from sight. Dread of family and
friends, of prying eyes and scornful
lips, slipped rapidly into the background and a new fear seized me.
I was born in a day when pastors
of those churches not in doctrinal
agreement often refused to entertain the barest social intercourse;
when membership in the church into which a staunch believer was
born amounted to nothing less than
a passport into heaven. I had never
personally known or counted as a
friend, a human being branded' excommunicated,' that incorrigible
sinner driven out of the church in
the name of Christ; and I believed
with compelling earnestness that the
church had the power to damn me
eternally. Despair and loneliness
hung like a great cloud over me,
and around me, oppressing me
with its dreadful weight. Slowly
memory returned and I saw
again the arm-chair, the Bible,
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the old familiar room whe r e
I had knelt and whispered, 'I am
a Christian.' Through the suffocation of the moment I reached out to
something that seemed to lie just
beyond. Through the belief in hell
eternal for that one who, breaking
law, must be cast out; through the
fears and dreads and threats that
lay in heavy pall upon my heart, I
reached with every fiber of my being, crying, 'God, oh God, is it true~
Can they do this thing? And wilt
Thou then cast me out ~ But I have
signed a compact; even I, poor
weakling in Thy sight, and where
Thou hast guided me, there have I
gone. Art Thou not more than
they~' Bursting then, into uncontrollable sobs, I knelt there by the
door and once more renewed the
compact, asking for guidance; promising obedience. I rose, knowing
that for all time the voice in my
heart must take precedence over all
else.
"My first act was to send for my
pastor. He came in earnest haste,
and took my hand, looking sadly into my eyes.
" 'What is this, N ellie, that I have
been hearing about you ~ I have been
more than grieved by reports of it'.
"Forthwith I poured my story
with its irrevocable conclusion into
his attentive ear. Long before I
had finished I began to realize that
he himself was undergoing a deep
and moving experience. I saw the
blood flow into his face and slowly
recede. He looked long into my
eyes. Perhaps he caught the dawn
of greater loyalties, essential loyalties, unattached to man-made doctrine. Perhaps he saw a young soul
~hoosing between God and church,
between Christ and law, between
Truth Absolute and truth temporal.
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" 'When the name of Ellen TulleI'
is crossed off the church books,' he
said quietly, 'the name of your pastor will follow it.' Exultation filled
my being, the last cruel weight lifted from my heart, and from that
hour I was free."
"Glorious," I sighed. "And you
have lived to see these very inhibitions of which you speak, drop away
from many of the churches. I wonder, Grandma, just what spiritual
connection there is between victories
like that and subsequent victories in
the world about us ~"
"N othing is in vain," she replied.
"It is my belief that pioneers set
free a spirit or reality by which God
chooses to make known His vVilI."
I PAUSED in retrospect. Nine years
before the utterance of that simple
prayer in a country chapel of New
Yark state, the flower of all Persian
womanhood, nSll1g in flaming
beauty out of veiled centuries, cried
in a loud voice, "I am the trumpet
blast!" Tahirih the pure, standing
unveiled among her countrymen,
dared to turn the tide of law inviolate. "New lamps for old," I
cried. Laws! Mere lamps; yet
through them Purpose shines resplendent, until that hom awaited
by them all when, old and rusted,
obscuring that very light for which
God gave them being, His hand replaces them with lamps more new
and beautiful.
The voice beside me broke the
silence that had fallen. "Sometimes
there is outer evidence of that victory which is our thought in
action. And again one may remain
in ignorance of the spirit unloosed.
Yet I declare to you, my child, that
no victory of yours, however quietly achieved, will go unnoticed in the
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mighty scheme of things, or fail to
help, however indirectly, another
human soul, be he your neighbor or
a stranger ten thousand miles distant. Take heart. Think courage!
Breathe courage! Live courage!
Nothing is ever lost. Now it so happens that there is a sequel to my
story. There was, in this instance,
an outer sign of victory upon which
I shortly stumbled."
"Tell it!" I cried, gleefully settling myself far the rest of the story.
Smiling gently at my unrestrained
enthusiasm, she began again.
, 'During the last year of my stay
at Clifton Springs, I visited Mrs.
Mary vVells, a dear friend, who was
spending the winter in New York.
I arrived quite early in the morning
and was greeted happily by Mary
and her husband.
" 'I have a lovely surprise for
you' chattered Mary, as I unpacked
my things.
'Mrs. Marshall O.
Roberts, a prominent woman in the
city who heard that you were coming, has promised to call on you at
once, and I know that you will find
her most interesting.'
"I learned that Mrs. Roberts was
the org'anizer of the first Young
Women's Christian Association in
the world. Her husband was a multimillionaire who had laid quite gladly all of his wealth at the feet of
his beautiful and philanthropic
young wife. Upon meeting her face
to face, I realized that she was a
most remarkable woman. In a spirit
of awe and rapture I listened to the
details of her work. Imagine my
startled amazement to hear her conclude, 'And now, my dear, you have
come in answer to my prayer.
Hundreds of young girls pour into
our city from all parts of the country. They are homeless, ill-advised,
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perplexed. We seek to shelter them,
help to place them in their work,
and provide a back-ground of fine,
sweet, spiritual support. You are
to become their spiritual advisor.
But first, you must know in your
own heart that this is your appointed work. Pray, and find the answer.'
"After a short time it was definitely arranged that I was to stay,
and I took a room at the home of
the Association. Here, by the grace
of God, much vital work was done,
deeply touching in its nature, and
vastly revealing.
"ONE DAY I called at the home of
Mrs. Roberts to talk over the work.
At the close of our consultation I fell
into a thoughtful mood, feeling
peculiarly unmoved to go. As I
lingered, gazing in admiration at the
elegant draperies, soft lights and
graceful furnishings, wonder suddenly seized me. Why had not such
luxury and ease taken its toll in this
loyal and consecrated life ~
"How did it happen ~" I cried.
The question burst forth so spontaneously that Mrs. Roberts looked
her surprise.
" 'About all this,' I explained
with a large wave of the hand, the
better to emphasize the unlimited
extent of its subtle lure. 'Why is it
that with untold wealth at your command, surrounded as you are by
social adulation and worldly standards, you are untouched by it all, devoted wholly to Ohristian service, of
which this marvelous work with the
girls is only one small parU'
" 'Have I never told you ~' she
asked, smiling radiantly. 'Then I
shall tell you at once. Before my
marriage, I lived in Hartford, Oonnecticut. I had been brought up a
Oongrega tionalist, and of course
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joined that church. No doubt you
have heard of my pastor, the great
Dr. Bushnell. He was a very noted
writer as well as speaker on scriptural subjects, particularly bearing
on the life and teaching of St. Paul.
He had been the pastor of that
church for over fifty years when the
experience came to me which was to
completely change my life. One day
he went away. He must have been
gone for several days when quite
suddenly he returned and called a
meeting of the congregation for the
following Monday evening, saying
that he had an important announcement to make. Needless to say, the
church was full. He opened with a
prayer and began immediately
thereafter to recount an experience
he had had at Olifton Springs during a prayer meeting at the famous
sanitarium chapel. There he received a blessing which turned the
entire current of his life, for he was
born anew by the prayer of a young
girl. He had come home, he said, to
set the women of his church free, to
give them equal voice with the men,
to encourage them to leadership, to
active Ohristian work, and to guidance at all times by the voice of the
Spirit. He expressed in deeply
stirring terms the hope that every
woman in his church would re-dedicate her life to God and His service,
to the end that by the power of the
Holy Spirit new life might be born
in the church as new life had been
born in him. I was one member of
his church who followed his call,
and that very night I gave my heart,
my soul, my all, to God I
, , Turning her eyes swiftly to meet
mine, Mrs. Roberts uttered a stifled
cry. With sudden and intense joy
she exclaimed, 'And you, N ellie,
you are that girl!' "
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SOFT shadows had begun to steal
upon us as Grandma drew her story
to a close. Her face, bathed in the
half light of waning afternoon, took
on a strange and rugged beauty.
Small wonder that the lines of it
bespoke the strength of long forgotten tests. A valiant soldier this,
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who had never run away; still a bit
lonely at times; but welcoming even
now the mountain passes for the
strength they promised, and counting sorrows as celestial harbingers.
« Peace be ~~pon those who follow
g~tidance. J

J

(To be continued)

VOLTAIREJS PRAYER
The following scttire of Voltaire's put in the forrn of a prayer is very little known
even to scholars. It has been wwarthed for us by Ml1~e. E1nilie McBride Perigord cond
translated by her fr01n the new complete edition of the works of Voltaire. It is ctlways
well to 1'emember that at no til1W has the vision of the brotherhood of man been entirely
lacking on this earth.

* * *'
T IS no longer to men that I address myself-but to Thee Oh! God of all beings,
of all worlds, and of all times-if it be permitted to feeble creatures lost in this
great immensity and imperceptible to the rest of the universe, to dare to ask
something of Thee who has given all, of Thee whose laws are as changeless as they are
eternal, do deign to look with pity upon all our faults, and let not these faults lead us
into utter failure.

U
.

.

Thou hast not given us a heart for us to hate one another, or hands to kill one
another. Make it possible for us to help one another to bear the burden of a transitory
life of struggle.
That the little differences of clothing which cover our weak bodies, of all our
inadequate languages, of all our ridiculous customs, of all our imperfect laws, of all our
insensate opinions, of all our disproportionate social distinctions,-let all of these little
shades of differences which distinguish the atoms we call men not be the signal for
hatred and for persecution.
Let those who light candles at high noon, in order to worship Thee, endure those
who content themselves with the light of Thy sun.
Let those who cover their robe with a white cloth in order to profess their love for
Thee not detest those who say the same things under a black woolen mantle.
Let it mean the same thing to adore Thee in the jargon of an ancient language, as
to adore Thee in some new jargon.
Let those whose clothing is of a red or violet colour, and who rule over a little plot
of mud in this world, and who possess certain fragments of a round metal, enjoy without
pride that which they call grandeur and riches, and let others see them without envy.
For Thou knowest that there is nothing enviable in any of these vanities, or of which
one should be proud.
Let all men remember that they are brothers. Let them hold in horror the tyranny
exercised over souls as they hold in execration the brigandage which ravishes by fone
the fruit of labor and industrial peace.
If the scourge of war is inevitable let us not rend one another asundeT in the bosom
of peace and let us employ the days of our existence in blessing equally in a thousand
different languages, from Sial11~ to California, Thy bounty which has given us the blessing
of life."

,
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"Religion is the greatest instrument for the order of the world and the
tranquility of all existent beings . . . . Truly I say, whatever lowers the lofty
station of religion will increase heedlessness in the wicked, and finally result in
anarchy. . . . Consider the civilization of the people of the Occident-how it has
occasioned commotion and agitation to the people of the world. Infernal instruments have been devised, and such atrocity is displayed in the destruction of
life as has not been seen by the eye of the world, nor heard by the ear of nations.
It is impossible to reform these violent, overwhelming evils except the peoples of
the world become united upon a certain issue or under the shadow of one religion."
-'Abdu'l-Balui.

"THE PP"OBLEM of statesmanshilJ
is to mold a policy leading toward a
higher state of humanity", declared
Secretary of Agriculture Wallace in
a recent address before the Federal
Council of Churches. "True statesmanship and true religion therefore
have much in common."
And he
went on to picture a nation controlled by spiritual principles, and
denied the claims of those who contend that greed and profit seeking
are the mainsprings of human conduct. "But it will be impossible to
enter into the still almost limitless
possibilities of science and invention until we have acquired a new
faith, a faith which is based on a
:richer concept of the potentialities
of human nature than that of the
economists, scientists and business
men of the nineteenth century. . . .
The religious keynote, the economic
keynote, the scientific keynote of the
new age must be the overwhelming
realization that mankind now has
such mental and spiritual powers
and such control over na hue that
the doctrine of the struggle for existence is definitely outmoded and
replaced by the higher law of cooperation.' ,
It is extremely significant for a
prominent official of high rank in the

United States-one concerned so
vitally with great enterprises for
public welfare-to voice a doctrine
of spiritually inspired statesmanship. In general it is the function of
government to execute and administer the existing order of things. But
today governments the world over
are being' forced by the compelling
power of circumstance to attempt to
create some new order of things
which 'will establish stability and
security in the midst of this failing
civilization.
Secretary Wallace emphasizes the
main cause of our depression as
being' human greed over-developed
by a system of private profit seeking and of unregulated brutal competition. The whole question of
any new order of things hinges upon
whether it is possible for humanity
to be motivated by other emotions
than those of greed. Plainly, however, when such an alternative is
considered it is immediately realized that religion is the only power
that can offer motives of a nonprofit seeking type strong enough to
control human nature. Thus we
find national coordination of the
religious, economic and scientific
approaches to the new age based on
the realization that the doctrine of
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the struggle for existence is definitely outmoded a11Jd 1'eplaced by
the higher law of coopemtion.
THE SYSTEM of unlimited profit
seeking and competition necessarily
creates a struggle for existence as
brutal in the economic world as is
the biological struggle for existence
in the jungle. It has seemed that
the struggle for existence was a
necessary or inevitable part of human evolution, as it is indeed in the
lower forms of life. To a certain
extent this is still true. Undoubtedly
superior human beings, in whatever
line of human enterprise, will rise
to the top. But that men need to
struggle selfishly and cruelly merely
in order to gain an existence is no
longer true, thanks to the efficacy of
modern science and to the immense
resources of our planet. When cooperation supercedes selfish competition, there will be plenty for all.
This truth is evident, viewed from
any standpoint, when we realize
that today more food is being produced in this country, and more
goods manufactured, than can be
consumed by the populace. It takes
no stretch of the imagination to
conceive that a cooperative organization of society can provide all the
necessities and many comforts for
the entire populace.
This is easy to state, but it is not
easy to bring to pass. And why ~
Because the immensely selfish
egoism which is a part of human
nature intervenes. There are those
who, for purposes of luxury and
power, want more than their normal
share of life's goods. And unfortunately those who have such selfish
desires are apt also to be the strongest in intelligence, will power, cunning and ruthlessness.
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In another, much larger group of
humans, the tendency to inertia so
deepseated in every human being
serves as an obstacle to the new cooperative society. The majority of
people instinctively and unreasoning'ly shrink from any change in
their accustomed mode of living and
of doing business.
But time and tide will not wait
upon such dalliers. Destiny is forcing the new economic order by sheer
weight of utter failure of the old.
Fortunate it is that we have available as leaders for this new political, economic and social planning,
men of vision, men of earnest effort,
men of sincere motives of service.
Mistakes may be made. But once a
goal such as Secretary Wallace has
envisioned is firmly fixed in the conscience of the State, we shall arrive
after a certain amount of effort and
struggle and difficulties.
THIS LOOKS pretty much like the
millenium, does it not ~ A social
economic state in which employment
is guaranteed to everyone; in
which want is abolished; in which
ideals of service prevail over the
desire of profit seeking and exploitation. Oan this be brought
about without the powerful aid
which religion is able to lend to
idealism ~
Impossible, it would
seem, to establish such a state without the aid of a vast spiritual force,
a new conscience, a new heart of
humanity. This truth, too, Secretary Wallace envisions and states.
It is a truth that is indeed patent to
the student of history and of human
nature.
WHEN ALL is said and done
and the new social economic state
is established, what will it be like ~

EDITORIAL

Here we come to an amazing fact!
This ideal state which represents
the most advanced vision of humanity-what is it but the New
World Order of Baha'u'lHih revealed to the world over sixty years ago
from the prison walls of an obscure
Oriental city.
Baha 'u 'llah proclaimed a divine
civilization built upon divinely revealed principles of equality of opportunity, security and comfOTt fOT
every individual. Joined with this
Declaration was also a spiritual
potency, a dynamic influence setting'
to work a vast and mysterious
movement of Destiny toward this
established goal.
Over sixty years ago Baha 'u 'llah
spoke of vast changes coming; of
the shaking of the foundations of
every nation; of a day when the
learned would be bewildered and the
wise men confounded; of a day when
the universal conflagration of war
would burn as a caustic until it consumed the core of martial evil from
the heart of humanity.
The hour for universal peace has
not yet arrived. But one more war
with the methods of wholesale destruction now plamled would certainly prove a war that would end
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war, while at the same time tragically exterminating perhaps a third
of the planetary population. Is it
possible for the peoples of the world
to reflect upon the lessons of the
past war and make a reformation
without the agony of this one last
titanic Armageddon; or must they
learn the bitter lesson of woe~ The
choice lies still within the will and
intelligence of humanity. But the
unbiased observer may dread the
prevailing emotional strains of
whole populaces bringing to pass
that of which the intelligence disapproves, and which the reason disavows.
Yet whether through war or
through intelligent evolution of the
spirit of man, universal peace shall
come to pass and the New W orId
Order shall be established! Our
descendants shall witness and enjoy
the benefits of a new society based
upon universal justice; they shall
participate in a new civilization the
splendor of which shall out shine all
that man has known or conceived!
All this Baha 'u 'nah declared. And
Destiny and events are rushing forward with accelerated speed toward
the proving of His Word.

{( That the Cause associated with the Name of Ba7ui'~~'llah feeds
itself ~ipon those hidden sp1'ings of celestial strength which no force of
h~iman personality, whatever its glamow', can replace; that its reliance
is solely ~ipon that mystic Smwce with which no 'worldly advantage, be
it wealth, fame, or learning can compare; that it propagates itself by
ways 1nysterimis and ~dterZy at variance with the standarcls accepted by
the generality of mankind, will, if not already apparent, become increasingly manifest as it forges ahead towards f1'esh conq~tests in its stniggle
for the spirit1wl regeneration of mankincl."
-Shoghi Effendi.
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A FELLOWSHIP OF FREE MEN
An Interview with Norman Thomas
MARION HOLLEY
"This matter of the stTuggle for existence is the fountain-head of all cala'mities and
is the SUp1"eme affliction."-'Abd~~'l-Baha.

While the economic structure in the New World Order of Baha'u'llah bears no
connection with Socialism,' the following interview with Norman Thomas will be of
great interest to all readers of this magazine. Although we may not agree with
his ideas regarding the future economic structure or with the methods he proposes
of attaining it, we shall find ourselves in strong sympathy with his idealism and
his noble vision of a state of society in which the individual is freed from that
economic strain and terror which is perhaps the chief curse of humanity today.

~ LASS

struggle l' ,

Norman

~ Thomas, Socialist candidate

for President in 1932, did not hesitate to attack my question. "The
reason for emphasizing class struggle is to gain solidarity among the
workers. It's our practical tool for
effecting a transformation of society. I don't mean by that extermination of individuals, but only of
the rights of one class to own and
use property for power. We want a
classless society. . . . No! Not a
dull uniformity. There will be
classes in the sense of interest
groups, occupational groups, diversity of abilities, even degrees of
ownership; but property for power
will be socially owned. Olass struggle is the practical unifying motive
for doing this job. I admit that one
objection to Oommunism is too extreme an emphasis of struggle and
hate. In Russia they pursue the
bourgeoisie, even to the second generation. We don't mean that. "Ve
use it only as a tool, to gain solidarity. It is the most effective immediate way of bringing about what
is the only possible ideal for the
world. I call it a fellowship of free
men."
~For

a description of the Baha'i economic state, see

Mr. Thomas, who has been speaking with the earnestness and sincerity which so deeply characterize
him, smiled as I exclaimed over the
felicity of his phrase. "A fellowship of free men!" The aim of socialism, I remembered his writing,
is "to hold up the vision of a classless society to the workers of the
world, a society from which poverty
and war are forever banished."
"But the transition will not be
easy."
We were sitting in my car in front
of the Hotel Tulare. To obtain an
interview, I had driven him ten
miles on his way to inspect the area
of the cotton strike, which had
gained for Oalifornia so much undesired publicity. As we waited for
the accompanying car, we watched
the men and women on the street,
hurrying to work, pausing to window-shop, all engaged in habitual
tasks, their faces set in masks of
vague or lustreless expreSSIOn.
Meanwhile thirty miles away more
than three thousand strikers were
camping in their tent city. The name
could scarcely dignify the dust in
which they slept, cooked their small
rations over stoves constructed out

art~cle
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of wash tubs and tin cans, gave birth
to babies, watched other children
die of malnutrition, and waited
through passing weeks for some settlement by which they might work
and earn at least a living wage. That
they were Mexicans and migratory
workers made them no less human,
although it absolved the citizens
from interest in their case.
"The transition will not be easy,"
said Mr. Thomas, "due to the
weight of prejudices of all imaginable kinds. For instance, take this
cotton situation-"
THE FAOT which has always impressed me, the interviewer, in her
acquaintance with socialism and the
Socialist party, is the extreme
emphasis placed upon the economic
problem. Not only is the course of
history said to be economically determined, but the very goal of
society appears to involve plenty
and economic freedom more than
anything else. Our present situation
is ascribed by them to the capitalist
system. Hence the socialists' insistence on class struggle as an implement of progress. It is quite
true that Mr. Thomas insists that
"socialism is more than the sum
total of specific changes . . . It is a
way of life and loyalty." And in
another place he writes: "An adequate philosophy is what we need
above all else in America." But
these observations are obviously beside the main point, which is that
our crisis is economic in character,
and its solution therefore an economic one.
We may feel that this is an exaggerated vie-wpoint, not only exaggerated but insufficient. Mr. Thomas
has himself written such sentences
as these: " The realization of this
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potential abundance . . . will not
by any means automatically save
us. ' , , 'Racial, religious and national prejudices will not fall simply
by bidding workers think of their
own interests . ."
"The ideal of
class solidarity is ethical . ." "To
reach that harbor requires the
creative energy of the informed
human will."
. . . "No," said Mr. Thomas,
, 'socialism is not limited to the
solution of the economic problem.
But this is so much more pressing
than any other problem that we
emphasize it. I will even agTee with
Harry Elmer Barnes that 'the establishment of a socialistic commonwealth should terminate the operation of economic determinism.' Of
course that indicates that economic
determinism is not fundamental to
society. The trouble with Oommunists is that they try to press the
economic explanation into metaphysics. Yon can't explain all of
history rigidly by this standard.
But let me put in a reservation. It
is a very good explanation for the
occurrences and developments of
the last hundreds of years. As a
matter of fact, we will never be rid
of the economic factor altogether.
I expect there ,¥ill always be maladjustments, even in the socialist
order, requiring our attention."
I was impressed by the honesty
of this man, by his breadth of understanding, his lack of dogmatic
blindness. "But what about our immediate problem ~
Oan that be
solved by attention only to the economic conditions 1"
"No. Of CO'L~rse we won't be able
to gain the economic solution independent of changes in ideology.
There is a large degree of action
and inter-action. Still, you must
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admit that the actual process of
changing the economic order will
greatly affect and shape human
thinking. That is one of the best
ways. Communism, for example,
has certainly developed a characteristic ethics. But that's another
story-"
"Yes. I remember your article,
'Puritan Fathers.' 'The real test
of the Communist attempt to rid the
world of religion will come whenand if-its own achievements as a
secular religion of a well-ordered
system of production and distribution ... are fairly secure.' I wish
we could follow that up ... "
"Not today-"
I longed for the privacy of an
open fire and a winter's night. To
discuss religion with a Socialist is
an opportunity not often gained.
And Mr. Thomas has a background
for it. Not only were his father and
grandfather in the ministry, but he
himself preached in a Presbyterian
pulpit for seven years. That he
has grown out of his religion makes
his obvious spiritual aspiration the
more attractive.
"Y ou see," he continued, "I'm
skeptical of your question. People
who ask me this usually conclude
with the observation that of course
we must return to traditional religion. That's why I'm wary of emphasizing the problem of human
nature. There's been too much
sentimentality already. We grow
more and more remote from the immediate issue."
He had touched the center of our
inadequacy. I sympathized, having
met on innumerable occasions the
same response, a response which
any sane man recognizes as bankrupt. But now to the issue.
"Well tlien, what do you propose~
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Can you transform attitudes swiftly enough ~ , ,
He shook his head gravely. "I
don't think any man alive can
answer that. History is an amazing
process. It's difficult to say why
changes come. No one can foretell
that we will make this change in
time. That can only be recorded
after the event. All we can do is
the thing at hand, the concrete job,
and not give up hope until we have

to. "
For a moment we drove in silence.
see," he added, " I have no
patience with those who talk continually in ideal terms, and fail to
carry on the immediate task."
It was plain to see that the fellowship of free men was still remote
in his judgment, separated, perhaps,
by a gulf which might prove our
calamity. My mind returned to
some sentences written by 'Abdu'lBaha: ' 'The fundamentals of the
whole economic condition are divine in nature and are associated
with the world of the heart and
spirit. . . Economic questions are
most interesting, but the power
which moves, controls and attracts
the hearts of men is the love of
God." Would Mr. Thomas consider
that a bad dream ~ Possibly. But
his own hopes seemed to me unha ppily visionary.
"After all," I ventured, "isn't
our whole problem a spiritual one,
the application of that ancient principle-call it what you will-the
oneness of mankind ~ Isn't this our
situation: that for the first time in
history a spiritual principle must
become the practical formula ~"
"Quite right," he agreed. "But
the adjustment into that time will
not be easy. Yes, ultimately I guess
it's a question of the Golden Rule.
'i You
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But there's another verse we often
For a moment he hesitated, as if
quote from that most abused book, to draw sustenance from the wonder
one that has been misapplied by the of that ideal world. I shared the
capitalist. 'The poor ye have al- vision.
ways with you.' How true that was
"The most pressing problem,"
when it was written! It is no longer Mr. Thomas said, "is to show the
necessarily true. And this is the worker an immediate sacrifice of
hopeful fact. In the end, it will sure- personal gain for the ultimate
ly be easier to apply the principle of ideal. "
sharing for mutual benefit, when
To engage the loyalties and enersharing is a necessity, than it has gies of men in the service of a new
been to establish it upon a basis of world order, is not this the challenge
scarcity.' ,
that we all face?

"If the world shoulcl remain as it is today, great danger will face
it,.

b~d

if reconciliation and unity are witnessed, if

fidence be established, if with heart and
teachings of
of

Baha'~v'llah

h~l;mankind,

sO~vl

sec~wity

and con-

we strive in Q1"der that the

may find effective penetration in the realities

inchvcing fellowship

a~id

hearts of the variotvs religions and

accord, binding together the

~miting

world of rnankind shall attain peace and

divergent peoples,-the

compOS~l;re,

the will of Goel

will become the will of man, and the earth a veritable habita·tion, of
angels.

Souls shall be

ed~vcated,

vice be dispelled, the

virt~l;es

of the

world of h~l;manity prevail, materialism pass away, religion be strengthened and prove to be the bond which shall cement together the hearts
of 1nen."
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THE ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION OF
SOCIETY IN THE NEW WORLD ORDER
PAUL EDMOND HANEY,

M.B.A.

The following article written by a young Bahri'i student of economic proble111~s,
presents very clearly and concisely the fundamental changes which the World Order of
Bahri'u'ZZrih will introduce into the economic life of the nations. The reader will see in
these principles revealed by Bahri'u'llrih a goal of universal justice and beneficence to
which the conscience of hwm.anity is even now approaching due to the nwral purging of
misfortunes and economic suffering.

nHE unprecedented business de~ pression of the last four years
has brought about an almost complete stagnation and breakdown of
the fundamental economic processes
of production, distribution and exchange.
Under our present planless economic system, it was inevitable that
such a condition should bring in its
wake a great amount of human suffering in varying degrees among
practically all classes of people. Is
it possible that such a state of affairs is one of the unavoidable concomitants of modern civilization and
that mankind must continue to suffer these great hardships at periodic
intervals ~
The answer to this
question, fortunately, is in the negative, for there is a solution which is
quite simple in its outline and substance, but which contains all the
essential components of a new economic organization for society,
divine in nature, yet intensely
practical in its direct application to
the everyday economic life of man.
This plan constitutes one of the
twelve basic principles given to the
world by the Persian prophet Bah€t'u'll€th, the Founder of the Bah€t'i
faith. 'Abdu'l-Bah€t, the son of
Bah€t 'u 'll€th, who interpreted His
Father's teachings and gave them to
the Occidental world, placed great

emphasis upon the solution of the
economic problem, and in His writings and published addresses one
finds a complete exposition of the
Bah€t'i teachings on this subject.
The keynote of the Bah€t'i solution is found in the following quotation from one of 'Abdu'l-Bah€t's
lectures in America:
"The fundamentals of the whole economic
condition are divine in nature and are associated with the world of the heart and
spirit. This is fully explained in the BaM/i
teaching, and without knowledge of its principles no improvement in the economic state
can be realized.
The Baha'is will bring
about this improvement and betterment but
not through sedition and appeal to physical
force; not through warfare, but welfare . .
If it is accomplished in this way it will be
most praiseworthy because then it will be
for the sake of God and in the pathway of
His service . . . Economic questions are
most interesting but the power which moves,
controls and attracts the hearts of men is
the love of God.'"

Thus the sine qua non of the
Bah€t'i economic plan is that it is to
be founded upon a new concept of
the relationship between God and
man which, in turn, will be the
means of bringing about a new concept of the social relationship of
man to man.
At this point, undoubtedly, the
cynic will say, "Yes, that is all very
well, but it is too idealistic. Unless
there is something more definite upon which to base this relationship
it can never be brought about."
The Bah€t'i teachings, however, do

"Abdu'l-Baha, Promulgation of Universal Peace, Vo!. 2,pp. 233-34.
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contain a carefully integrated eco- wealth, for there are innate difnomic plan for the world of the ferences of degree in human capfuture. In order to gain a clear acity and individual initiative. If
picture of the implications of this production is to be carried on in
plan, it is necessary first to ascer- the most efficient manner, there
tain in what respects it differs from must be commensurate rewards for
individualistic capitalism on the one those who risk their capital in prohand and socialism or communism ductive enterprises. Also it is essential that the institution of prion the other.
In a word, the Baha'i economic vate property be preserved in order
philosophy proposes a system in to encourage saving and the creawhich the best features of each of tion of the capital which is necesthese are incorporated.
sary to insure the creation and
Perhaps the greatest defect of maintenance of the instruments of
capitalism, as recent history has so production.
clearly demonstrated, is its inflexi'Abdu'l-Baha, recognizing these
bility in the face of changing con- defects of both the present system
ditions with the resultant concen- and any socialistic or communistic
tration of purchasing power in the experiment, has expounded a new
hands of a very small proportion of divine economic philosophy, the
jJ1e population. Obviously such a substance of which is found in the
f~l!ndition, if it is not remedied, will following quotation:
hring about the ultimate destruction
"The arrangements of the circumstances
of the system itself, for a wide dis- of the people must be such that poverty
shall disappear, that everyone, as far as
tribution of purchasing power is possible,
accol'ding to his rank and position,
necessary to insure that continuous shall share in comfort and well-being. We
see among us men who are overbul'dened
production and consumption of with
riches on the one hand, and on the other
material goods without which no in- those unfortunate ones who starve with
. . . This condition of affairs is
dustry can hope permanently to sur- nothing;
wrong, and must be remedied. Now the
vive and prosper. Thus it is ap- remedy must be carefully undertaken. It
cannot be done by bringing to pass absolute
parent that the emlJloyer, in the equality
between men. Equality is a chimlast analysis, is as dependent upon era! It is entirely impracticable. Even if
could be achieved it could not conthe ability of the worker to pay for equality
tinue; and if its existence were possible, the
and consume the products of his whole order of the world would be destroyThe Law of Order must always obtain
factory as the worker is upon the ed.
in the world of humanity . . . HUmanity,
employer for the wage or salary like a great army, requires a general, capwhich enables him to make such pur- tains, under-officers in their degree, and
soldiers, each with their appointed duties ...
chases. If the greater proportion
"Certainly, some being enormously rich
of the income of society is concen- and others lamentably poor, an organization
is necessary to control and improve this
trated in the hands of the few, the state of affairs. It is important to limit
whole economic machine is thrown riches, as it is also of importance to limit
poverty. Either extreme is not good ...
out of balance and all classes inevit"There lTlUst be special laws made, dealing
with these extremes of riches and want " .
ably suffer.
The government of the countries should conOn the other hand, it is just as form to the Divine Law which gives equal
impossible to achieve a Lycurgian justice to all . . . m
or communistic state of absolute
THIS THEN is the foundation upequality 111 the distribution of on which the future economic state
lEsslemont, J. E., Baha'u'lIah and the New Era, p. 166.
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will rest. Now as to the actual
mechanism by means of which these
principles are to be put into effect.

MA GAZI N E
infirm. 4. Support of orphanages. 5.
Education. 6. Institutions for the deaf
and blind. 7. Public health.

In the collection of items (1) and
(2)
of the revenues of the storeTHERE are really three distinct
house,
the principle of a graduated
phases of the Baha'i economic plan,
tax
is
to be applied, so that each
namely the agricultural solution;
person
contributes according to his
the industrial solution; and the
ability.
If certain individuals, by
question of inheritance.
reason
of
circumstances beyond
Since agriculture is the basic intheir
control,
are unable to produce
dustry, 'Abdu 'l-Baha has expressly
sufficient
for
their needs and are
stated that any solution of the economic problem must begin with the thus faced with want, the resources
farmer and the small agricultural of the entire community which have
been pooled in the storehouse are
communities.
The plan as outlined below is in drawn upon to the extent necessary
terms applicable to the village life to prevent these individuals from
of the Orient. However, only minor suffering hardship.
changes will be necessary to adapt
It should be noted that under this
its principles to the agricultural system the private ownership of
economy of the West.
land is preserved, but the income
According to the Baha'i plan, a from this land is taxed according to
storehouse, or House of Finance is the ability of the owner to pay such
to be created in the central village taxes, and thus there is to be a cerof each farming district: The ad- tain amount of socialization in the
ministration of this institution will agricultural industry.
be delegated to a board of control,
elected from the population of each
IN THE industrial solution, the
community. This storehouse will principle of socialization is carried
have seven chief revenues, as fol- a little further, although here also
the institution of private property
lows:
is
retained. The Baha'i plan for
1. Taxes on farm produce. 2. Taxes on
animals. 3. Intestate wealth. 4. Revethe socialization of industry is denues from mines (consisting of one-third
scribed by 'Abdu'l-Baha in the folor one-fourth of the income, depending on
the nature of the mine). 5. N ewly-dis- lowing words:
covered wealth (one-half of all buried
treasure and other forms of new wealth
goes to the storehouse). 6. Lost articles
(one-half the value of such wealth goes to
the storehouse if the owner cannot be
found). 7. Voluntary contributions.

The expenditures of the storehouse, likewise, will be divided into
seven chief classes, namely:
1. Taxes to the general government (onetenth of the income of the storehouse goes
to the public treasury). 2. The care of
the poor. 3. The care of the permanently

" . . . According to the divine law, employees. should not be paid merely by wages.
Nay, rather they should be partners in every
work. The question of socialization is very
difficult. It will not be solved by strikes for
wages ... The owners of properties, mines
and factories should share their incomes
with their employees, and give a fairly certain percentage of their profits to their
working-men in order that the employees
should receive, besides their wages, some of
the general income of the factory, so that
the employee may strive with his soul in the
work.'"

lFor a more detailed treatment of the institution of the storehouse and the agricultura.l solution, c. f. Latimer,
G. 0., "A New Social Contract", Baha'i Magazine, Vol 16, pp. 450·51.
2'Abdu'I-Baha, Baha'i Magazine, Vo!. 8, p. 7.
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In another place 'Abdu'l-Baha
has said:
" . . . Therefore, laws and regulations
should be established which would permit
the workmen to receive from the factory
owner their wages and a share in the fourth
or fifth part of the profits, according to the
wants of the factory; or in some other way
the body of workmen and the manufacturers
should share equitably the profits and advantages.'"

It is obvious that a mere wage
payment, however large, will not
satisfy the laborer, for experience
has shown that labor as a group is
always striving for higher wages;
no sooner is one wage increase
granted than an attempt is made to
secure an even higher one. On the
other hand, the capitalist is constantly striving to economize on his
labor cost, and therefore, under our
present system the interests of
capital and lab or are antithetical.
However, if the worker is admitted to a share in the equity of the
corporation it is to his interest to
strive to the best of his ability to
increase the profits of the organization, for his income, beyond a certain minimum, will vary directly
with the profitableness of the enterprise, just as does that of the CalJitalist at present.
And how, it may be asked, will
this benefit the capitalist ~ In the
first place, the morale of his workers will be benefited, and this will, in
turn, bring about a more efficient
utilization of the factors of production which he owns; therefore his
own income per unit of capital will
be increased, and labor troubles will
become a thing of the IJast.
The divine wisdom of the Baha'i
plan for the industrial organization
of the future is thus apparent, for it
retains the best features of capital'Abdu'I-Baha, "Some Answered Questions", p. 313.
2Abu'I-Fadl, The Brilliant Proof, p. 35_
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lism, namely the incentive for saving and for individual effort and
initiative, while at the same time it
distributes the income of society in
an equitable manner which will insure a widespread distribution of
purchasing power.
THERE REMAINS to be considered
the third phase of the Baha'i plan,
which concerns the question of inheritance.
The Baha'i teachings on this
point and their social significance
have been very ably stated by Mirza
Abu'l-Fadl, the distinguished Persian Baha'i scholar. The following
quotation from his writings contains
the essential features of the plan:
"Inasmuch as the matter of death among
mankind is an unavoidable event, if the distribution of the estate left by those who
ascend to God should be effected according
to this divine recOlmnendation, it will be impossible for wealth to be accumulated by the
few ... , leaving others deprived and afflicted
by poverty and want. FOl' the Mighty Lawgiver Baha'u'llah has dealt with this important affair in this manner: He has divided the heirs of the deceased into seven
classes, including teachers, who are the
spiritual fathers of enlightened individuals
in the world of humanity. The heritage is
divided according to the number 2520, which
is the lowest number comprising the integral
fractions of nine. Under this division the
seven classes eligible to legacies are as follows: first, offspring; second, wives; third,
fathers; fourth, mothers; fifth, brothers:
sixth, sisters; seventh, teachers.
The nearest relatives are arranged the
closest. Each class receives its due according
to the number of sixty, which runs down
through all. He (Baha'u'llah) has decreed
that these seven classes mentioned will come
equally into possession of their legitimate
rights, each receiving his share from this
division ... with this command in operation
wealth . . . will always be in circulation
among all. All mankind will inherit from
one another and all will be benefited from
this capital. H2

This method of bringing about a
more equitable distribution of the
world's wealth is of course an evolutionary one, the results of which
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may not be apparent for some time.
However, the effect is cumulative,
and once it is firmly established,
concentration of great wealth in
the hands of the few will no longer
exist.
IT HAS been possible in this article
to present only the fundamental
principles of the Baha'i economic
plan. These principles, however,
contain the real key to a permanent
and lasting solution of the greatest
problem which confronts modern
civilization. But it should be emphasized that it will not be possible
to establish this divine economy in
a permanent way until the other
basic Baha'i principles such as The
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Oneness of Humanity, Universal
Peace, Universal Education, etc., become a reality in the world, for each
of these ideals is dependent upon
the others for its ultimate and full
realization.
The solution of the economic
problem, nevertheless, is one of the
cornerstones upon which the New
World Order prophesied by Baha'u'11ah must be built, for it is the
question which is the most directly
related to the everyday life of man,
and until the Baha'i plan is put into
effect, the world will continue to
struggle in the morass of periodic
economic depression with its inevitable and disastrous results.

(( In present-day America the conventional pattern of society which
'in-olds its citizens, tho~tgh exceptionally pervasive and penetrating, is
wholly inadeq~tate to the times. New patterns of tho~tght and action are
necessary to release our creative powers and to refine and integrate o~w
efforts. This m~tst be the work of individ~tals. The elemental soul of
the people may be stirring to a new pattern of life, b~d whether that
pattern shall be great and adequate, or shall be trivial and abortive, depends on the leadership of individ~tals. The negative philosophy of
social determination will not produce that leadership. M en, are needed
who conserve and commit their whole powers to the achievement of a
new and better social and governmental pattern."
-Arthur E. M organ,
Chairman Board of Directors
Tennessee Valley Authority.
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HAIFA CALLING
FLORENOE E. PINOHON
'Abdu'l-Baha, as ea1"ly as 1914 when Syria was still in the possession of the Turks,
made '1"61narkable prophecies cibout the c01n11'wrcial development of the harbor of Haifa.
As so significcmt a part of the P1"01Jhecy has now COl1W to pass, it is easy to conceive as
its complete fulfill1]~ent the vision of the magn'ificent metropolis /,lJhich will one day aris(
from the slopes and approaches of Mt. Carl1wl. Haifa, because of its geographic situation, possesses such immense advantages for C01nl1wrce with the Hinterland of the Near
East that in the futu1"6 it may well become the chief emporium. of Western Asia.

(( Some day' Akka and Haifa will
be connected as one large city, u')ith
a long breakwater sheltering harbor
and docks, and a cl1"iveway, thro~tgh
orange groves, skirting the sea. The
ships of all nations will be seen here,
commerce will thrive, (md the Bay
of 'Akka will be tlie center of the
pilgrimage of the wOlrld-the sovereignty of world reverence."
- ' Abd~~'l-Baha.

DT was a thrilling moment when,

U

on the morning of the 31st of
October, 1933, we paused in the business of the day, to listen to the voice
of Haifa, Palestine, calling' the
British Isles.
.
The broadcast was taking place
on the occasion of the opening, by
the High Commissioner of Palestine, of the new harbour, whose construction now makes the port of
Haifa one of the finest and Fwst
sheltered havens in the Mediterranean.
However, to Baha'is generally,
the ceremony meant something far
more than the mere immguration of
a harbour. For not only does it
mark the opening of a new door between the Eastern and Western
worlds-in itself an event of outstanding consequence both to '.vorld
communications and world relations
-but to those who could trace, however dimly, the working-out of a

divine plan and purpose, the happening seemed fraught with a profound spiritual significance.
The masterly description given
in the broadcast of the beautiful
and historic scene in which the ceremony took place, with all its ancient
and sacred associations, and now its
new world importance, filled one
with a deep content. For were we
not actual witnesses of the beginning
of the fulfilment of those glowing
predictions, uttered long ago by
, Abdu '1-Baha, concerning the brilliant destiny that awaited this, the
home of His life-long exile and
labours ~
Authoritative writers suggest
that the immediate future is likely
to witness a re-awakening of the
whole of the region formerly known
to us as Asia Minor. In Palestine
this renaissance is already well begun, with its radiating point at the
port of Haifa. Symbolic of this
progressive spirit, the new harbour
here will constitute a landmark in
the annals of world intercourse, and
play a leading part in the developments that are taking place in the
N ear and Middle East.
THE ANCIENT town of Haifa lies
on the southern horn of a magnificent bay, three miles deep and nine
miles wide, just where the green
promontory of Mt. Carmel breaks
the two hundred miles of inhospit-
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Main Breakwater, Harbor of Haifa.

Wide World Photo

able coast-line and yellow sand- ports, the harbour does not overdunes stretching northwards from shadow the town, but has been dePort Said.
signed to suit the landscape and fit
At the other extremity of the with due proportion into the whole
bay, the grey fortress of 'Aklui- noble picture.
the Acre of the Crusades, and
All who have visited this spot
Christianity's last stronghold in seem to agree that, as Sir Cunliffe
Palestine-stands out into the blue Lister observed in his reply from
Syrian Sea. The great semi-ciI'- London to the High Commissioner,
cular harbour so formed is now it is a monument to British enginspanned by a breakwater about one eering genius, and an achievement
and a half miles long, which runs of which they may be justly proud.
out from Rasel-Kerim at the north- And, in this connection, it may not
ern extremity of the base of Mt. be without interest to note, that if
Carmel, eastwards, in a line parallel two imaginary lines were drawn
to the town front. The leeside of across the globe, passing through
the harbour is formed by another the widespread British dominions
breakwater, about half a mile long, and colonies, they would quite natrunning out at right angles to the urally meet and intersect at this
main one. The sheltered haven so point of the Holy Land. While
constituted encloses an area about Haifa, in the near future, is likely
the size of Genoa harbour, and can to become an important naval, land
afford accommodation to every class and air base of the Empire.
of vessel navigating the Levant.
Yet contrary to what has hapYET, IN spite of its unique posipened in the case of most other sea- tion and rich associations, until
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within quite recent years this parti- district began to change; that even
cular part of the Near East has the atmosphere seemed charged
lain all neglected and forgotten by with a purer and more vibrant
men.
quality. So intimately related are
In the days of the Canaanites, the things of earth and heaven,
Haifa was known as Shikmona, and things temporal and things eternal.
later, to the Jews, as Hepha or
Amid these fateful days of darkhaven.
Among the Medes and ness and chaos, we find ourselves
Phoenicians it was famed as an im- turning, with ever increasing longportant station on the highroads of ing, towards the heavenly Light that
the nations. For Nature appears to once shone from that lonely forthave endowed it with advantages ress, hearing again across the
granted to no other seaport on the world's troubled waters the reassurEastern Mediterranean.
ing voice of the Counsellor of N aAbout half a century ago, a tions: "Be not afraid. "-" These
group of prominent Englishmen, fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars
recognising the immense possibili- shall pass away, and the Most Great
ties of this locality, agitated for the Peace shall comel"
cession of Haifa to Great Britain.
Today we are witnessing in the
And later, the author of "New Old steadily growing importance of
Land" and founder of the modern Haifa and its magnificent harbonr,
Zionist Movement, sailed along its the materialisation of 'Abdu '1shores and envisioned for it a bril- Baha's predictions, and the justifiliant future.
cation of all those who have dared
But it was in 1868, at the time to dream greatly concerning her.
when the whole country lay under Planted at the feet of green and
the indolent Turkish rule, that the majestic Carmel she is beginning to
first flush of another dawn broke blossom like the proverbial rose.
above these ancient hills of God, and
One of the principal causes contria breeze of a new morning ruffled its buting to this prosperity is, of
sleeping waves. For when 'Akka course, the fact that at Haifa the
was but a grim penal settlement- gigantic pipe-line of some 600 miles,
a home of the owl and the bat-and through which will pour the petroHaifa a small obscure town, a Mes- leum from the oil fields of Mosul,
senger of God was sent here by the will find its outlet to the refineries
Persian and Turkish governments, and to the sea. This vast enterprise
as a life-long prisoner and exile. and the implications that oil-the
And so, here, beneath the shadow of igniter of the nations-brings in its
Mt. Carmel, in the land of Jesus wake would alone entitle Haifa to
Christ and of the Prophets, Baha- be called-" City of Lig'ht and of the
'u'llah lived and suffered, and final- Future."
ly triumphed, delivering to men His
It is also anticipated that for
message of world unity and peace, economic, political and strategic
and pointing out the spiritual and reasons, ere long a railway will folpractical means by which such a low the route of the oil-pipes, crossconsummation might be achieved.
ing the wide stretches of desert that
Visiting pilgrims tell us that, lie between Haifa and Baghdad, and
from this time onward the whole tapping the trade of Upper Meso-
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potamia, the Euphrates valley and
Eastern Turkey, and so forming a
truly golden link between the Eastern and estern W orIds.
A link that, as some of us realise,
was forged spiritually long ago,
when Baha'u'llah journeyed across
these same deserts in hardship and
suffering in order that a path
might be blazoned for the kinship of
East and
est, and differences of
race be annulled.

,!If

,!If

SO COMES today the wheel of destiny full ciTcle, and Haifa is again
about to fulfil her ancient purpose as a highway for the nations,
as well as a great distributing center for the wo rId 's merchandise.
Soon, as a certain writer has predicted,-"We shall hear of wool
from Mosul, barley and grains from
Irak and Palestine, dates from
Amara, potash and phosphates from
the Dead Sea, rice, skins and hides
from Persia, oranges from J affa ...
precious articles from Central Asia
and India, all passing through
Haifa to the markets of the West."
In short, as 'Abdu'l-Baha foretold,
it ,viII become one of the first emporiums of the world.
And the story does not end here.
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It is, indeed, only the beginning.
Few of us can imagine the high
destiny that awaits this "radiant
white spot" from which has flashed
forth, in this new cycle of human
power, the guiding Light of the
Spirit.
"The flowers of civilization and
culture from all nations will be
brought here to blend their fragrances together and blaze the way
for the brotherhood of man."
'Abdu'l-Baha prophesied in 1914:
"The entire harbour from' Akka to
Haifa \vill be one path of illumination. Carmel itself \viII be submerged in a sea of light. A person
standing on the summit of the mountain, and passengers on the incoming steamers will look upon the most
sublime and majestic spectacle of
the whole world."
The searchlight, that shines
across the harbour from' Abdu'lBaha's shrine on the mountain-side,
is itself a witness that the word of
God is being accomplished. As the
Psalmist sang:
"Beautiful for
situation, the joy of the whole earth
is Mt. Zion"-because it has been
and is destined increasingly to become-"the City of the great
King."

"The air here at Mount Carmel is fragrant and the earth is sweet. . . . I have
b:eathed the air of many country places and have seen much natural scenery, but the
air of this mountain is most wholesome, vitalizing, and its scenery is very entrancing.
Purity of air, sublimity of panorama and beauty of landscape are united on Mount
Carmel presenting to the eye a noble and inspiring spectacle of nature; its panorama
of sea and land is very unique, its sun is all-glorious, its moon all-beautiful and its stars
are all-sparkling.
"Many Israelitish prophets either lived here or passed a portion of their lives
or sojourned for a while or spent the last days of their existence on this mountain.
"This is the Holy Land, the land which gave birth to the prophets-Abraham, Isaac,
Joseph, David, 8010mon, Moses, Isaiah, Zechariah, and last of all, Christ. Elijah lived
on Mount Carmel. You must love this land very much because all these holy happenings
have taken place here. His Holiness Christ came to this holy mountain many times.
The atmosphere is permeated with wonderful spirituality."

-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE MOUNT CARMEL
OF THE FUTURE

Various Prophecies of 'AbdulBaha Concerning the Development of Haifa, Palestine.

n

N THE future the distance between' Akka and Haifa will be built
up, and the two cities will join and clasp hands, becoming' the two
terminal sections of one mighty metropolis. As I look now over this
scene, I see so clearly that it will become one of the first emporiums of
the world. This great semi-circular bay will be transformed into the
finest harbor, wherein the ships of all nations will seek shelter and
refuge. The great vessels of all peoples will come to this port, bringing
on their decks thousands and thousands of men and women from every
part of the globe. The mountain and the plain will be dotted with the
most modern buildings and palaces. Industries will be established and
various institutions of philanthropic nature will be founded .... Wonderful gardens, orchards, groves and parks will be laid out on all sides.
At night the great city will be lighted by electricity. The entire harbor
from' Akka to Haifa will be one path of illumination. Powerful searchlig'hts will be placed on both sides of Mount Carmel to guide the
steamers. Mount Carmel itself, from top to bottom, will be submerged
in a sea of light. A person standing on the summit of Mount Carmel,
and the passengers of the steamers coming to it, will look upon the most
sublime and majestic spectacle of the whole world!'"

U

n

HE DAY will come when this mountain will be resplendent with
light-lights from top to bottom. On one side of it there will be a
hotel, a universal hotel. Its doors will be open to all the people of the
world. -Whoever comes will be a guest. On the other side of the mountain there will be a university in which all the higher sciences will be
taught. On another part of it there will be a Mashriqu'l-Adhkar
(Baha'i Temple). On another part of it there will be a home for the
incurables. In still another part there will be a home for the poor. In
still another part there will be a home for orphans. All these will be
administered with love.
"I foresee that this harbor [HaifaJ will be full of vessels. And
from here to the blessed Shrine [BahjeJ there will be wide avenues, on
both sides of which there will be trees and gardens. On the surrounding land at Bahje similar institutions to those on Mount Carmel will be
established. And from all these places the songs of praise and exaltation will be raised to the Supreme Concourse. ,)2

U

'Haifa, February 14, 1914.
2l\iount Carmel, January 4, 1920.
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LETTERS HOME
KEITH RANSOM -KEHLER
The final installrnent of Mrs. Ransorn-Kehlm"s "Letters" giving an accmtnt of her
rnissiona1"y travels in Pm"sia--brought to an end by her b"ctgic and itnti1nely deathhere .find posthurnus publication. The reader will note in this articLe a description of
the strain and stress i1wiclent to trCbvel in the East, to which she lent herself a willing
1nartyr, but which lowe1"ed her resistance ctnd made her susceptible to the contagion
which caused her dernise.
~S

I lay in a state of collapse
from the rigors of my journey between Babul and Rasht, I
0}3ened my Moffatt Testament and
read the words of Paul to the Corinthians:
~

"I have been often at the point of death.
Five times have I got forty lashes (all but
one) from the Jews; three times have I
been beaten by the Romans; three times
ship-wrecked; once pelted with stones, adrift
at sea for a whole day and night; I have
been often on my travels, I have been in
danger from rivers and robbers, in danger
from Jews and Gentiles, through danger of
town and desert, through dangers on the
sea, through danger among false brothers,
through labor and hardship, through many a
sleepless night, through hunger and thirst,
starving many a time, cold, ill-clad, and all
the rest of it. And then there is the pressing business of each day." . . . "I am
satisfied for His sake with weakness, insults, trouble, persecution and calamity."*

It was now the middle of N ovembel' and the -winter rains had started
relentlessly by the time we were
ready to leave Babul. Dr. Bassar
and the Spiritual Assembly urged
us to stay lest we meet great difficulty on our journey but we decided
that it was wiser to start before
conditions got worse.
\iVe left in a downpour at nine
o 'clock Friday morning hoping to
reach Shaksavar, after a brief meeting with the believers enroute, in
that evening.
The rain stopped again miraculously, as it had on our return from
Arabkhayl, while I spoke from the
porch of my host's home to what
seemed to me the entire village of
Fraidunkavar.
*II Corinthians 11 :24-28; 12 :10.

A great procession of cars convoyed us to the next town and there,
with tears, I parted from the glorious Baha'is of Babul.
Soon our road was skirting the
beach of the Caspian Sea and so
continued until we crossed the Sefrioud (Wide River) in the Province of Gilan.
THROUGHOUT the length and
breadth of Persia there is no such
thing as a navigable stream; but in
Mazindaran hundreds of creeks and
rivulets flow from the perpetual
snows of the Alburz range into the
great sea. These are spanned by as
many bridges, rather flimsy, temporary affairs; for the road commissioner at one point told us that
that particular bridge was being replaced for the fourth time in a year.
The earth is a rich loose gravelly alluvial soil that gives way under any
undue pressure.
After an hour or two of rain the
creeks and streams begin to roll like
torrents, gutting their banks and
even washing rocks along to the
furious sea. Both the works of nature and the works of man combine
in threat and insecurity, that very
soon become a menace and a devastation. The bridges range from three
or four loose boards to about sixty
feet in length, and fly by when "the
going is good", like telegraph poles
past a train. But at this season and
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A Typical Persian Highway.

under these circumstances we had to flood. A crude temporary structure
had been thrown over the stream
stop and examine every structure.
The first bridge that we attempt- twenty feet lower than the bridge
ed to cross, after parting from our bed, which spanned it on a tressle at
friends, had lost from its center the level of the highway. To go
enough planks to permit the front from this level to the water's edge
end of the car to drop through. in the deep mud of an unpaved deHere began the tedium and exertion scent, and on the opposite bank to
of searching for heavy boards and reach the highway again was probputting them in place. That con- lem enough in itself; but the temtinued to be a quite regular part porary bridge, only loosely anchored
on the crumbling banks, presented a
of our journey from then on.
By now the rain was pouring and very grave danger.
the car was heaving" through sheets
ALAI AND N AJIMIYYIH crossed
of muddy water. It was an old
model loaded to the gun-holes with first on foot; Vahid and I stood in
our luggage, camping kit, bedding the rain and mud on the near side
and all the necessities for just such praying fervently. Water was already dashing furiously over the
an emergency.
Stopping every few hundred tottering boards and as the heavy
yards to examine roads and bridges car rolled onto it, it began to wave
we found their condition growing like a flag.
"Allah'u'Abha! he is clear," we
steadily worse as we neared the sea,
for the whole push and weight of the cried to each other as the car miratorrents were dashing to their out- culously mounted the opposite bank,
let with cumulative violence. We and we followed across with mincing
came to the first of many bridges steps and baited breath, hoping to
dismantled and crumpled by the be equally fortunate. As we step-
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ped ashore Vahid and I agreed that
the bridge couldn't last much longer, and in a short time, we later
learned, it was washed out to sea.
The car stallecl on the hillside:
finally enough stragglers appeared
to push it over the crown on to the
road. All of them were dripping
and plastered with the mud and
filthy water showered over them
from the rear wheels trying to get
traction. Alai looked like an Abyssinian chieftain. But this, which
would ordinarily have seemed a bad
experience, went almost unnoticed
in the midst of the actual dangers
that confronted us.
Hasan Aqa ground his brakes and
jammed on the emergency just in
time to keep us from plunging into
a deep stream where the road approach to the bridge had been
swept away by the chafing eddies of
a backwash.
Another interminable wait while
road-menders, who luckily were
passing, found long stout timbers
to cover the gal). When these were
nailed to the exposed beams of the
bridge that were barely the -width
of the wheels apart, the car made a
perilous crossing without two inches
to spare, right or left.
But we still had the cheering
thought that though late we could
arrive in Shaksavar-only sixty
miles from Babul-that night, and
rest from our labors.
The rain nagged wearily on; the
sea on our right was turgid and
,vild, the mountains on our left sodden and gray, the road beneath us
spongy and treacherous, and all
man's friendly efforts were nullified
by the elements. vVe made a conscious attempt at cheerfulness and
nonchalance, which deceived neither
ourselves nor each other, and as
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each fresh danger was passed
chanted a prayer of gratitude.
For two kilometers we ploughed
on without mishap, then another devastated bridge confronted us, but
this time with no temporary struchue to replace it.
Rahmat'u'llah (whose other name
is Alai) and Hasan Aqa went to find
a ford in the stream but returned
to say that it was rolling higher
than the car and that crossing was
absolutely impossible.
SO HERE we were hemmed in by
the now impassable bridge that we
had miraculously crossed behind us
and this furious wall of water before us to a little spit of land about
a mile wide. There was no village
in sight. A man on horseback passed
us going inland and we told him to
send food and aid.
As a bounty of Providence an old
deserted tumble-down shack by the
roadside offered shelter for the
night. An abundance of wood, left
in a corner by its former occupant
years before, enabled the men
speedily to build two fires, one in
the enclosed room, and one in the
open thatched pavilion adjoining,
where food was cooked, water heated and clothes dried. Camp cots
were opened and our bedding, all
too scanty for five adults on a bitter
night, was spread in the enclosed
room.
At length we saw lanterns coming'
through the wood, and by-and-by
three men hom a distant village appeared. We hastily sent them back
for samovar, utensils and provisions, and after an unconscionable
time spent in coming and going a
gTeat steaming pilau was served
and life took on a brighter aspect.
The villagers brought tea, chicken
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and a huge bowl of mast or clabber
with sticks of charcoal crossed on it.
"Why the charcoaH" I inquired.
"Nothing black must be brought
into the house after sunset," they
explained, "and nothing white must
be taken out of it." So they covered the mast with charcoal to deceive
the evil spirits into believing that
no opening had been left for them
by the removal of a color which they
hate.
Vahid and Hasan Aqa slept in the
car. They said that it would have
been stripped by morning, even in
this uninhabited place, if they had
not done so.
The skies wept their last and
through the serried yellow clouds
of their troubled recollection a
dazed, bleared moonlight fell. The
sea throbbed and beat like a mighty
engine, and the superstitious
visitors, who are very weatherwise told us that that sound betokened the end of the rain.
We were all nipped to the marrow
with the stabbing cold and were
early astir to rebuild the fires,
breakfast, and thaw out before our
next adventure.
True to its reputation Mazindaran was rapidly forgetting the
sullen violence of her storm, for the
sun was now shining brilliantly and
the waters were rapidly subsiding.
OUR DELAPIDATED shelter was only
a few hundred yards from the creek
and when we arrived we found the
road-force already busy repairing
the bridge. Alai and Vahid walked
the beams of the dismantled structure to the opposite shore, had the
heaviest luggage carried across,
and left N ajjie and me in the car to
ford the stream. As we started to
mount the banks after crossing, the
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The Sift Rtid (Wide River) near its outlet
in the Caspian Sea.

engine stalled, the rear of the car
not only formed a dam that sent the
water mounting but also was sinking in the muddy bed of the river.
The road-menders hastily came to
our assistance as the water swilled
over the floor of the car. As many
as could find hand space lifted,
while a dozen of them pulled violently on a rope attached to the front
bumper. With a mighty effort they
heaved up the rear wheels, the men
in front pulling the car ashore;
Hasan Aq a started his engine while
the men at the ropes, uninitiated in
the Life and Habits of the automobile, continued to run ahead pulling,
even after it was under its own
power. I was frantic lest some of
them be hurt, and at last as the car
gained momentum they all cast loose
and we reached the highway without accident. At the very moment
that we passed, the superintendent
received instructions from the engineer to permit no one to cross
there until the bridge was repaired.
Whenever a Persian undertakes
anything difficult it is to the rhythmic refrain: "Ya Ali! Ya Mohamat!
Ya Allah!" (Oh Ali, oh Mohamet,
oh God), very much as sailors cry
"Heave ho." As the car was visibly sinking I kept repeating with
great fervor "Ya Baha ul Abha."
When they heard me they all stop-
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ped dead in amazement wondering
perhaps if this was the familiar
name of one of the Imams. They
would have left us to drown I suppose if I had told them that it was
the Name of the Promised Husayn
who had come to establish peace
and justice in the world.
Full of hope and gratitude for
clear weather and sunshine we
passed a little thatched village and
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came to the Amir rud (river of the
Minister). The heavy mail car was
stuck fast near the shore, the lighter
road car had been turned over three
times and lay on its side in the swollen curent ; the bridge was gone.
So we turned back to find accommodation in the village until the
flood abated or the bridge was
finished.
(To be contin~ted)

RICH OFFERINGS
There is a love that knows
no barrier of race or creed,
There is a beauty
that the soul alone can see,
A loneliness
that has no answer to its need
Save faith that God
is near throughout eternity.
There is a courage
that defies the deepest pain,
There is a happiness
that triumphs over grief,
A wealth not measured
by mere worldy gain,
And firm assurance
that effaces unbelief.
There is a loveliness
that only hearts discern,
There is a calmness
that surmounts all strifeAll these, and others,
let me humbly learn,
That I may bring
rich offerings to eternal life.

-N ell GTiffith W ilson.
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CHANGING CONDITIONS IN PERSIA
A. H.

NAIl'III

The following article adapted from 'material sent us by Mr. Naimi, describes the
rapid progress Persia is making under the Stil1tulu8 of the Baha'i Movement.

o greater evidence is visible of
the creative power of the
words of Baha 'u '11ah than the progress and development that is rapidly taking place in Persia.
N early a century has passed since
the Baha'i Movement arose in
Persia. This world movement dedieated to progress and the perfectioning of humanity-how has it
been able to thrive in the country of
its origin, a country which has been
among the most backward in the
,vor Id. In 1844, the year of its
origin, no man could have foreseen
any rational prospects for the
spread of this modernistic message.
)faterialistic tendencies, firm-rooted
and seemingly unshakeable, swayed
all the civilized world. The East,
that is to say the garden where the
divine seedling was to gain foothold seemed doomed to an irrevocable bigotry, prejudice and ignorance. Consider our own beloved
country, Persia. The people were in
a mass martyred under the cruel
rule of ignorant despots swayed by
the powerful hal1d of demagogic
mullas who condemned them to
moral and spiritual perdition by
thousands just for the sake of their
gTeedy and inhuman designs.
v'lomen were mere figures of
nothingness, to whom every opportunity of spiritual, moral and material education was utterly denied.*
They were veiled in the inner courtyards, kept under the weight of
their own ignorance and superstition as tools and means of satisfac*There were a few exceptions among the upper classes.

tion of men's fancy. The resultant
ignorance and moral debility of
children brought up by such incompetent mothers doomed the future
generations for at least another fivehundred years to degradation and
stagnation. The superstitions, the
soul-killing Tituals, mournings, total
negation of all sane social and progressive principles, unchanged for
the last six or seven centuries, ,vere
keeping the aspirations for a moral
and material betterment throughout
the whole country at the lowest
point.

IN A STATE of such chaotic moral
and social standards the call to salvation of both soul and body raised by the Herald of the Baha'i
Movement, the Bab, Vla s met by an
orgy of peTsecution, torture and
suppression. All classes of society,
headed by the c1eS1Jotic and io'nol'ant rulers and by the clergy, j~ined
hands to annihilate this only hope
of Persia's resuscitation. Tho~s
ands of imlocent souls were most
cruelly put to death. Yet the divine plant took root, irrigated by
the life blood of thirty thousand
martyrs ,yho renounced not their
faith either on the gallows or in the
fire and so made firm the basis of
Persia's, nay, of the world's, spiritual, economic and material deliverance . . . . 'zDhat was the result?
Not more than eighty years later,
we see the gradual realization of
the promised changes.
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I AM NOT concerned here with
the gradual progress of this divine
Cause in the West 01' in the East
outside of my own country as such
an attempt would require much
careful study. Everybody has heard
something of the firm rooting that
this Cause has gained in the most
civilized countries of the world,
both in Europe and in America;
remote spots of Australia and obscure corners in the Pacific Ocean
have not failed to partake of the
soul-vivifying rays of the Sun of
Truth. The basic principles of
this religion: Equality of men
and w 0 men; brotherhood of
all men; total negation of all religious, social, racial and political prejudices; obligatory and universal
education of boys and girls under
equal conditions; the realization of
the world's Great Peace; the establishment of a great International
House of Justice in the cent er of the
world for administering justice to
all nations on an equal footing; the
change of religious rituals and principles long adhered to by all religions; the creation of a universallanguage auxiliary to the mothertongue of each nation and other
remedies which are the panacea for
healing the sick world :-these principles stood in evident opposition
and contradiction to all that was
universally sought and loved in
Persia.
But the era of rebirth was
started. The emancipation of women and their education gTadually
appeared; whereas education in
scientific accomplishments of a girl
was considered tantamount to sin
and even boys received such mediocre educational attention as to make
them good only for very low occupations. But we now see general en-
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thusiasm for the education of boys
and girls alike. The education of a
woman and her study of sciences is
110 longer looked upon with indignation and disgust. Schools for boys
and girls and even for grown-ups
are opened by the hundreds and the
government which formerly opposed any advancement of the people in modern thought is now fostering all means to this end.
The power of the clergy is shaken
and legislative and public opinion
shows signs that its iniiuence is no
longer wanted. The government,
which has been most backward, is
showing signs of enlightenment and
modernization. The weakness of
character, both in the government
and in the people, which made
Persia an easy victim of political
machinations of all descriptions is
giving way to a gradual rise in
ideals. Statesmen formerly easy
and profuse in their professions of
flattering amity to political factions
and even to foreign J)owers now
think well before they accede to
such temptations.
We do not mean to say that all
advancement in this country is directly due to the appearance of this
Divine Cause in Persia for the
spirit of the age would not have
failed to show its effects sooner or
la ter here; but we firmly believe
with all Baha'is and with the more
enlightened elements in our country, that directly or indirectly the
Baha'i Cause is the sole source of
these gene Tal signs of gradual
awakening. For the spirit of the
age is the evident result of the advent of the spiritual springtime
caused by the rise of the Sun of
Truth, Baha 'u 'llah. The Baha'i
Movement then is the sole and unique factor which directly and indi-
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rectly breathed the breath of life
and revival into the perishing and
decaying body of the Persian nation. The world will in time recognize that to this Cause we owe such
magnificent fruits as the world
owed centuries back to Jesus Christ
who saved mankind with His message of love; as the world owed to
Muhammad and in fact to all other
Divine Manifestations who have
been Heralds of the great periodical Spiritual Springtimes. How
and with what success can we attempt to explain the unseen but
penetrating influence of the dawn
of the Sun of Truth in the hearts
and souls of all mankind when it is
impossible to explain fully in detail
even the direct and indirect effects
of the dawn of our earthly sun upon
our handful of dust, this world ~
We see Baha'is by hundreds in
Persia raised out of the mass of
common people. Before they embrace the Cause many are corrupt
and devoid of all promise; after
conversion we see them shining
like gems in the horizon of morality. Bakers and shoe-makers, but-
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lers and butchers, illiterate and unaccomplished, stand up as Baha'is
with such marvels of fortitude and
devotion to the service of humanity
as bewilder all observers.
A look into the episodes accompanying the early growth of this
Cause in Persia helps us to understand how deep-lying are the forces
which are producing these changes
in Persia. You see a simple peasant
engaged in serious discussion over
the Baha'i religion with a clergyman distinguished for his theological knowledge and dumbfounding
him by his simple but decisive
proofs; or a blacksmith transformed and polished by divine education to such an extent that while
sentenced to death without trial for
the sake of his religion, he turns
to his persecutors, who have the
power to pardon if he will forsake
his religion and pours out to them
the Baha'i teachings with such
eloquence and simplicity as to
arouse the enthusiasm of the onlookers and the alarm of the authorities.

"Prophets are Founders; they establish a new religion and
make new creatures of men; they change the general morals, promote new customs and rules, renew the cycle and the law. Their
Appearance is like the season of spring which arrays all earthly
beings in a new garment and gives them a new life."

- ' Abdu'l-Balui.
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CRY HAVOC.'
H USSEIN

RABBANI

A review of a singula1'ly intensting and sti1ntdating book on the subject of war and
peace, written in the form of an article in two lJarts. In the first part, which follows,
M1". Ra,bbani e1nphasizes the point which the m£thor brings out, na1nely, the g1'avity of
the situcition in which we are involved. The second part of the cl,1"ticle which deals with
the "way out" will [I,13pear in the February ntwnber.'

mR.

e.w
liant

BEVERLEY NICHOLS,

an avowed irenic and a brilwriter on social questions,
gives in this, the latest book from
his pen, a most convincing and penetrating analysis of the forces that
are working against peace, and presents a challenge to our present-day
leaders on whom rests the chief responsibility of guiding and adjusting the many and complicated interests of the world.
The book also marks one of the
most decisive stages in the long and
violent crusade for peace which the
writer has so assiduously and so
bravely fought, and should stimulate every thoughtful person who
is conscious of the great need of the
hour to pause, reflect and take a
decisive action against the forces
that are so increasingly threatening the welfare and progress of society. It is also a challenge to the
youth of our age upon whose
shoulders has been placed the responsibility of building a strong
public opinion against war.
As the title of the book clearly indicates the author wishes to draw
the attention of the public to the
gravity of the situation in which we
are involved. Never before perhaps
was the woTld so much prepared
for war as it looks to be at the present time. And yet, no one can deny
that all nations have been so badly
'Cry Havoc!

chastised by the last "Great War"
that none of them is really eager to
commit again such a truly social
suicide.
This is exactly the
dilemma with which we are faced.
But has not history shown that mere
unwillingness to fight is not sufficient to prevent war, that in many
cases peoples and nations have been
simply dragged to it by forces
which, if they could check at the
start, they were later on completely
unable to neutralize or counteract ~
For war is not purely the outcome
of conscious vvill. But the conditions leading to war are those which,
if not entirely deliberate, can at
least be remedied before they become too dangerous. War is, therefore, the culmination of a process
which can be counteracted at the
start, but which, if left unchecked,
results in a state of chaos against
which no power, however formidable, can resist.
This is, therefore, the dilemma:
peoples and nations are tired of
war and yet they are preparing
themselves for war, if not quite deliberately, at least to the extent that
they are unwilling to check the
development of those forces which
we know will ultimately lead to a
general outbreak.
,Vhat the nature, origin and effectiveness of these forces are Mr.
Beverley Nichols tells us in the first

By Beverley NichoIs, Jonathan Cape, London, 1933.
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of the three parts into which his straining at the leash. We have debook may be divided. Herein he cided that such futile 'preparaanalyzes with a remarkable lucidity tions' as we and other nations are
and in a concrete way the prepara- making, are only likely to make it
tions the world is making both for more difficult to hold that leash, are
attack and for defence.
only likely to act as irritants . . .
Mr. Nichols claims that the real that nothing will save civilization,
instiga tors of war are the owners of if war breaks out.' "
large armament firms like the Bethlehem Steel Company in America,
IT IS, indeed, a very gloomy picVickers Armstrong in England, hue which the author unfolds beSchneider Creusot in France, who fore our eyes, and the decidedly pesfor their own selfish financial in- simistic tone in which he concludes
terests influence the governments to his study of the present-day forces
wage those deadly wars which have of war would have crushed every
for so long stained the pages of his- hope for peace had it not been for
story. Nothing short of the com- his analysis of the efforts the world
plete prohibition of the private is making for international reconmanufacture of arms can put an end ciliation and goodwill.
Here a
to such a system. It is armament beam of hope penetrates into our
firms who foment war scares, who heart, disperses for some time the
continually bribe government offi- threatening clouds of disillusioncials, who seek to influence public ment, so crushing and so bitterly
opinion through control of the hostile in their gloomy appearance.
press, and who spread false reports Here too, however, our hope is soon
concerning military and naval pro- turned into discontent and our faith
grammes of foreign countries in into skepticism. The positive and
order to stimulate armament ex- constructive forces of peace appear
penditure.
to be too weak in the face of the
The conclusion which the author swelling army of Mars.
draws is that the preparations for
Geneva, that "City of Hope,"
attack are by far more effective and where the world's highest Tribunal
more numerous than the means of has its seat, and to which all condefence. "By steps which may have vinced advocates of peace eagerly
stumbled, but have at least been turn their gaze in the hope of findhonest, we have reached the conclu- ing something to help them to atsion that another great war would tain their goal, offers a depressing
almost certainly result in the extinc- spectacle. Though beautifully sitution of tens of millions of Europe's ated on the shores of an adorable
civilian population, by gas, by death lake "laced with bridges, and alive
from the air, by starvation or with birds ", Geneva, the Geneva of
disease. We have suggested (not the Internationalists, afforded the
without expert corroboration), that most discouraging site that an ardno amount of war 'preparation', ent seeker of peace could ever conshort of covering' a whole country template. The external appearance
with a roof of steel, will be of any of the building of the League itself
avail against the Furies that are was disappointing, and was fully ex1pp. 114-115.
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pressive of the atmosphere in which mad and purposeless world.' ,3
the meetings were conducted. "All
Mr. Nichols' impression of the
the time" remarks the author "I League, though in many respects
stared up at this singularly unin- gloomy, does not carry him, howspiring edifice. It seemed utterly ever, to the point of denying the
.
impossible that this could house the principle upon which the League IS
League of Nations. For although based. He is, no doubt, fully alive
it would not be accurate to say that to the tremendous obstacles that
I had dreamed of a white palace set block its way and prevent it from
unon a hill, with doves crooning acquiring the true status of a powera~ong groves of myrtle, it would be ful international body. He is by
even more inaccurate to say that I no means a blind admirer of an inhad dreamed of a second rate hotel
stitution which is still in its infancy.
in a back street, with a garden conWhat he is striving to emphasize is
taining only a few old Brussels
the necessity of a League, and even
sprouts. ' ,1
though that institution is actually
Recording his impressions about far too short of what it should be
one of the sessions of the Disarma- yet, the mere idea which it serves to
ment Conference he was able to at- promote is essential to the progress
tend he writes as follows: "The of the world.
truth about the Disarmament Con"Thus the days went by", he reference, as I saw it, on that. first marks, "while I wandered about at
afternoon, seemed to be exceedmgly will, gathering impressions. And
ugly. ,,2 And further on he writes:
the more I saw of the League and
"Life seemed to have lost all pur- its work, the more I felt that here
pose. Is it odd for any man to be- at last was a real internationalism,
come so morbidly dejected by dis- a real sense that the world, at last,
illusionment over an abstraction had found some central directing
like the League of Nations 1 Ought force, if only the world would listen.
a man to keep such despairing mood .... As each day passed the League
for the occasions when he is be- seemed more and more obviously
trayed by his mistress 1 Perhaps. essentiaL'" Being a convinced lover
But, you see, for a very long per~od of peace he undoubtedly favours the
I had felt that civilisation was dnft- idea of an international organizaing, ever more swiftly, to utter de- tion , but he cannot but admit that
struction, and that the only harbour the actual embodiment of this idea
in sight was Geneva. Now, Geneva, in the existing League is far too
seemed only a mirage after alL 1 short of what it should be.
was condemned to live and die in a
(To be continued)
1p. 125.

"P. 128.

3p. 134.

4p . 149.

"Oneness of the world of hI[1na,nity insu1-es the glorifica,tion of 1na,n. InteT1tcdi~na,1
pea,ce is the aSSU1-a,nce of the welfa,re of a,ll hU11Iankind. There are no gTeciter 1notIves
a,nd purposes in the humcm soul . ... Todcf,y the hU11ta,n world is in need of Ci grecit ~)~wer
by which these glorious principles and Puq"poses ma.Y be e~ecuted . ... T!1ToIig~ slnntual
means a,nd the divine poweT it [UniveTsa,l Pea,ce] IS posstble and PTa,ctIcable.
-'Abdu'l-Bahri.
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MEMORIALS OF THE FAITHFUL
, ABDU 'L- BAHA

Translated from the Persian by Marzieh N abil Carpenter
This series of brief biographies of the leading followers of the Bab and Baha'u'llah
was cOl1tposed by 'Abdu'l-Baha in 1915 and published in Haifa in 1924 in Persian.
These translations into English have been made by the request of Shoghi Effendi. The
aim has been to render them into colloquial English rather than to follow a literary
translation. This work was done specially for The Baha'i Magazine. The translator
states that she does not consider these translations final.

fiNE of those who emigrated to
"~ Baghdad was the late PidarJan-i-Qazvini. This winning old
man was distracted by the love of
God, dazzled by the beauty of the
Creator. When he reached Bag>hdad he spent his days and nights
chanting prayers, and though he
walked on earth his heart was in
paradise. To obey the law of God
he plied a trade; he had no money,
but he would carry stockings under
his arm and peddle them through
the streets and bazaars; pickpockets would steal them, until at
last he had to lay them across the
palms of his hands; but he was so
deep in prayer that once thieves
snatched the stockings from his
hands without his knowing it-he
was walking in another world, heedless of this; as always he was in
that strange condition, awestruck
and overcome.
He passed some time in 'Iraq, and
came into the presence of Baha'u'llah almost every day. His name
was ' Abdu 'llah, but the Friends
called him Pidar-J an (dear father)
because he was like a kind father
to all of them. At last with the
blessing of Baha 'u 'llah he rose to
the All-Powerful Lord ....

MONG those who emigrated
and were near to Baha'u'llah
and were imprisoned, were Mirza
Mahmud of Kashan and Jinab-i-Aqa
Rid:], of Shiraz. These two souls
were aflame with the love and knowledge of God. From childhood on
they were reared in God's grace,
and for fifty-five years they rendered services that can never fittingly
be told in words.
When Baha 'u 'l1ah left Baghdad
for Constantinople, a great crowd
of people made up His cavalcade,
and there was famine on the way
and every hardship. These two
beings walked twenty or twenty-five
miles a day before the howdah; they
would reach the halting-place exhausted, but would set about cooking food to serve the Friends. They
truly endured more than men can
bear. Some times it happened that
they slept only two or three hours
out of twenty-four, because when all
the friends had eaten, these two
would wash the pans and dishes,
and finish near midnight; then they
would rest, to wake before dawn,
pack, and walk on again ahead of
Baha'u'l1ah's howdah. What a service they were able to render, what
a bounty they were singled out for I
They walked before Baha'u'llah
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from Baghdad to Constantinople; fifty, and they would spend this
they comforted the Friends, made money for their evening meal. Once
them happy, served each one with when the others had earned nothing
whatever he asked.
one of the seven earned twenty
Aqa Rida and Mirza Mahmud paras, he took the coins and bought
were both the incarnation of divine dates, and the seven made a meal
love, severed from all but God. of t~em-so spare their life was, but
During all that time no one heard so JOYous.
them raise their voice; they hurt no
These two estimable people spent
one, they lived straightforwardly. their days achieving human goodBaha'u'llah showed them the great- ness. They were aware and heedest favor; they would often come ful, they were fair of speech; they
into His presence and He would ex- wished for nothing but the good
press approval of them.
pleasure of Baha'u'llah, wanted no
In his early teens, ]\'!Iirza Mahmud gift but service at the sacred Threshad traveled to Baghdad from hold. After the supreme affliction,
Kashan, while Aqa Rida became a the passing of Baha'u'llah, they
Baha'i in Baghdad; here they ex- wasted with sorrow and prayed for
isted in a way that can hardly be death; they stayed firm in the Covepictured. There was a group of nant, bestirred themselves to spread
seven of the greatest Baha'is in the Cause of the Light of the World.
Baghdad, who lived together in on8 They were my close companions and
bare room, because they were poor; worthy of every trust; they -were
they could hardly keep body and lowly and humble, pure nothingness,
soul together, but they were so they never spoke a word about
happy that they thought it was para- themselves. At last during my abdise; they were entirely pleased sence they ascended to the Kingwith life; some nights they would dom. I grieved deeply that I was
chant prayers until dawn. In the not present when they died; I was
daytime they worked; one of them there in spirit, mourning for them,
would make ten paras, another per- but outwardly I took no leave of
haps twenty paras, others forty or them and this saddens me ....
(To be contintwd)

"In Pm"siet the eet1"ly believers in this [Ba,hd,'i] Revelettion 1net with the utmost opposition, persecution etnd cruelty C(,t the hcmds of their fellow-cmmt1'ymen, b~a they
fetced etll cetlet1nities cund ordeetls with sublime herois1n, firmness and lJ[(,tience. Their
betptis1n WetS in their own blood, for 1netny thousetnds of the1n lJerished as mC(,TtY1'S . ...
For sixty years OJ" ?nore etnyone in PeTsiet who dcwed to own etllegiamce to the flab 01'
Bctha'u'llah did so C(,t the j'isk of his p1'01Jerty, his freed01n etnd even of his life. Yet this
deteT1nined and ferocious opposi,tion could no 1n01'e check the progTess of the Movel1~ent
than Ct cloud of dust could keep the sun fTom 1'ising.
"F1'01n one end of Persia to the othe1' Bahd,'is C(,1"e now to be found in al1nost every
city, town cund village, and even c('mongst the nomad tTibes . ... Rem'uited from mcmy etnel
divm"se sects, which weTe bitte1'ly hostile to ectch other, they now f01'1n a gTeat fellowship
of friends who acknowledge brotherhood, not only with each other, but with coll men
eve1'ywhe1'e who are working for the unification and upliftment of hU11wnity, f01' the
removal of c('ll prejudices and conflict, and for the establislwnent of the Kingdom of Goel
in the world."
-DR. J. E. ESSLEMONT,
In "Bcthd'u'llah cund the New Ent"
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Wanted:
(From the Journal of The Gods)

We want a new, another race of men,
To work the broken, bleeding earth again,
To raise new pillars and spread out a Stage,
And make it ready for another Age.
Thus qualified must be the men that do
The resurrecting of the earth anew:
They must be strong for strain, and stout for stress,
Yet intimate with all the Silences;
They must be trained in those celestial arts
That make for steadfast and enlightened hearts;
Their souls must be all-luminous and tall
For loving Justice, Justice above all;
Their love must be a broad and boundless thing
Of Mercy, insight and long-suffering,
And doubly rich in those abundant graces
That must, will unify, the scattered races.
No others need apply. The work is vast
Beyond the Architects of Ages past.
SILVIA MARGOLIS

The Baha'i Ma.l!azine
Vol. 24
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"No scheme which the calculations of the highest statesmanship may yet devise; no doctrine which the most distinguished exponents of economic theory may hope to advance; no principle
which the most ardent of moralists may strive to inculcate, can
provide, in the last resort, adequate foundations upon which the
future of a distracted world can be built. "-Shoghi Effendi.

"THE MOST eventful year in
American history," declared a high
official of the American government as the year 1933 passed across
the border of its destined period.
"A new and better world order is
in the making," presciently stated
a prominent senator.
W ere the fiery Paul to be incarnated in this momentous epoch and
to repeat his career of flaming
al::Jostle of a new dispensation, would
he not utter to these rulers, as he
did to rulers of old, that destinymaking phrase: "He whom ye
ignorantly (unawarely) worship, do
I declare unto you.
Never within the memory of man
have human thoughts and actions so
universally turned toward the remaking of the world; toward the
creation of better and more stable
institutions based on justice and
humane concepts.
It would seem that for the first
time humanity is endeavoring with
all its mind and heart and soul to
consciously advance its evolution
upon this planet so rich in potency
for universal prosperity and halJpiness, yet so indigent and miserable, in the main, because of the
lack of a guiding ideal and an
ethical statesmanship. Truly the

enlightened rulers of the world,
like the Athenians of old, are worshiping a god whom they begin
dimly to perceive but cannot name
-the god that is to further progress, justice and universal prosperity.
AND PAUL, standing on the steps
of the capitol of the richest and
most powerful nation on earth today, would boldly proclaim: "The
world order that you dream of and
desire with all your hearts-the
ideal civilization the beauty and
brilliancy of which so captures your
imagination that you even now dedicate your lives and all your possessions to it-what is this but the
New World Order of Baha'u'llah~
That Divine Civilization of which all
the prophets sang. The foursquare
Eternal City founded on justice,
benevolence, brotherhood, and the
amplified spiritualized intelligence
of man ?"
AND IN such preachment Paul
would have the sanction of the unified opinion of the deepest and
most earnest thinkers on world affairs. For economists, sociologists,
journalists, statesmen all perceive
the desperate need of a "planned
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society." And many, such as Sir
Edgar Saltus and John Maynard
Keynes, perceive that it is not possible to plan for each individual
country independently of the rest of
the world. In other words, as Sir
Edgar Saltus has stated, a world
pla,n is imperative.
But how is such a world plan possible, queries an editorial writer in
the New York Times. Such a plan
assumes a perfect planner, and
where is the person or persons gifted with such superhuman powers as
to evolve a perfect plan for humanity1 Secondly, this editor points
out, the effectiveness of any world
plan depends upon absolute and undivided acceptance of and obedience
to this plan. There can be no
wavering of allegiance to other competitive plans. And how can it be
expected that any plan, even the
best plan proposed, can succeed in
so dominating world opinion 1
There are, it is true, very intelligent planners at work in this country, endeavoring to evolve a new
structure for humanity. Many of
the ideas they are evolving and
putting into practice seem good and
destined to persist in whole or in
part. On the other hand, many of
their ideas seem questionable-certainly give no indication of omniscience. And when we come to the
gravest problem of all-that of the
unqualified adherence and unquestioned loyalty of all humanity to
these or any plans proposed-we see
that we are confronted with an insuperable obstacle to that "planned
society" of which all forward looking people are now dreaming.

MAGAZINE

and rulers of the world and proclaim in terms of power and assurance: "The perfect plan of which
you dream has already been given
to the world. Its Revealer is one
Who summons, with necessarily
superhuman power, the people of
the world to accept and obey the
Word of God for this day and generation. "

IN THE World Order of Baha'u'llah is established a civilization
divinely perfect in
its details.
Here we have, not a structure for
human society created by the limited and fallible intellection of man,
but rather a pattern every line of
which has been delineated by the
hand of the Supreme Architect. It
is a plan ideal in two senses of the
word. Ideal in the sense in which
Plato used the word, in that it comes
from that archetypal plane of existence wherein first creation emanates; wherein perfection resides
and penetrates by degrees to this inferior world. Secondly, the pattern
of Baha'u'llah for a planned society
is ideal in the usual meaning of the
word, in that it meets every need of
humanity today and solves every
problem-social, economic, political,
moral and spiritual. It establishes
a perfect structure for societyeliminating the problems of capital
and labor, of production and distribution. It solves the problems of
internationalism-eliminating war,
eliminating artificial barriers to
tariff, eliminating prejudices as between races. It solves the supreme
problem of religion-that of unifying all peoples of the world in one
belief and custom, thus eliminating
This is why we need again a Paul the anomaly of great religious barto stand before the governments riers in an age when the world is

an
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being forced to a unity of life by the
rapprochement of commerce, transportation and education.
No WONDER the writer in the New
Yark Times questioned the possibility of any world plan winning
universal allegiance and implicit
obedience. Indeed this were impossible except through the realization and acceptance of a world plan
as divine in its origin.
Baha'is the world over-no matter
of what previous condition of race,
religion or custom-give their complete loyalty and obedience to the
requirements of the New World
Order as revealed by Baha 'u 'llah.
Here we find a growing body of unified world thought represented in
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almost every country in the world.
In the midst of every world religion
and every major race we find a
Baha'i group coherent, universalized, powerfully effective because of
absolute unity and loyalty.
Where else upon the horizon can
be seen any movement capable of
actually unifying the world-this
sad world so torn by divisions of
self-interest, of prejudice, of ancestral hatreds ~ Well may those
idealists despair who have dreamed
of world unity, unless they come to
realize its possibility of achievement, nay, its 'inevitability of achievement through the divine force
which is operating to establish the
New World Order of Bahii 'u 'lliih.

"Let there be no 1nistake. The principle of the Oneness of Mankind-the pivot
round which all the tecichings of Baha,'u'llah revolve~s no mere mctburst of ignorant
e1notionalism, 01' an expression of vCigue and pimis hope. Its appeal is not to be
merely identified with a 1'eawakening of the spi1'it of brotherhood and good-will among
1nen, nor does it aim solely e&t the fostering of harl1wnious cooperation al1wng individual
peoples and nations. Its impliccitions Cire deeper, its claims greater than any which the
Prophets of old were allowed to advance. Its 1nesscige is applicable not only to the
individual, but concerns itself primarily with the nature of those essential relcLtionships
that must bind all the stcites and nations CiS 1nel1~bers of one human family. _It does not
constitute l1w1'ely the enunciation of an ideal, b~f,t stands insepa1'ably associcited with an
institution adequate to embody its tr~ith, demonstrate its vaUdity, and lJeTlJetuate its
influence. It il1~plies an orgcmic change in the stnwture of present-day society, a
chcmge such as the world has not yet experienced. It constit~f,tes a challenge, at once
bold cind universal, to outworn shibboleths of national c1'6eds-c?'eeds that have had
thei?' day and which ?mcst, in the o?<dinary course of events as shaped and cont1'olled by
Providence, give way to a new goslJel, fundamentally diffe?<ent fr01n, and infinitdy
superior to, what the world has al?<eady conceived. It calls for no less than the reconst?'uction and the d61nilita?'ization of the whole civilized world-a world orgcmically
unified in all the essential aspects of its life, its political machinery, its spirihial aspiration, its trade and finance, its script and language, Cind yet infinite in the diversity oj
the n((,tional characteristics of its federated units."
-Shoghi Effendi.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH DR.
WELLINGTON-KOO
J ULIA

GOLDMAN

"Today the most important purpose of the Kingdol1~ of God is the lJr'omuigation of
the cause of unive1'sal peace and the principle of the oneness of the world of humanity.
Whosoever wrises in the accon~plishmcnt of this preeminent sel'V1ce the confinnation of
the Holy Spirit will descend upon hirn."--'Abdu'l-Bahd.

Il\1 MONG

the foremost of the
band of devoted statesmen
and scholars who have for years
been working and who continue to
work with unabated zeal and effort
for the restoration of social order
and the stabilization of the Chinose
Republic stands Dr. Vi-Kyuin Wellington-Koo.
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Though Dr. Koo is one of the
most indefatigable workers, "nth
many grave responsibilities due to
tho critical period through which
his country is passing, his cordial
welcome and gracious manner in
granting' me an interview quickly
dispelled the impression of an almost solemn reserve. In replying
to a question concerning the greatest noed of the hour, he quickly responded: "I was brought up in a
cultural cent er based upon the ageold teaching of the fundamental
oneness of the human family. Confucius said, 'Within the four seas
all men are brothers.' Today we
must work for peace and make it
a living reality. We must mobilize
for peace through education and
through an enlightened public opinion. The keynote of the old Chinese
culture may be summed up in the
old adage: 'While others treasure
their swords I value my pen.' The
abhorrence of war and love of peace
was impressed upon all children
even through the poems and songs

written for them. The youth was
trained to depend upon reason not
force; and for the individual conduct, the golden mean-reasonableness-was the keynote."
An expression of appreciation of
China's great heritag'e in the world
of art, philosophy and literature
brought the quick response in a tone
of unmistakable gravity: "Yes, we
mt~st work for peace, a peace based
upon justice and international understanding, so that we and all the
nations may be free to develop the
inherent gifts with which mankind
is endowed. China has great faith
and confidence in the League of N ations as a valid instrument for
peace. China needs the help and
goodwill of the western world. We
are grateful for American help and
friendship and for the good will expressed by all the nations of the
West. Moral disarmament must
precede the limitation of arms."
Dr. Koo also expressed deep appreciation of the work of Lord Lytton and the Committee appointed
to work with him in investigating
conditions in the Far East. N otwithstanding his manifold duties
and responsibilities as Ambassador
to France and delegate to the
League, Dr. Koo has contributed
many articles on international affairs and is the author of "The
Sta tus of Aliens in China," a book

AN INTERVIEW WITH DR. WELLINGTON-KOO
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which has challenged the attention
of students in the West as well as
in the Orient. Though an ardent
worker for China, he is a strong advocate of international cooperation.
DURING this interview with Dr.
vVellington-Koo which the writer
was privileged to have in Geneva
she was impressed with a special
quality of courtesy, a distinction
and friendliness, bespeaking the cultural heritage of an old civilization.
Dr. Koo's personality expresses the
alertness of a brilliant intellect, the
sensitiveness of a discerning spirit
and the dignity and restraint of a
well ordered and well balanced
mind.
Dr. Koo's secretary, Dr. Tze, graciously gave the writer detailed information regarding the education
and public career of this distinguished gentleman who exerts all
his powers and talents to bring
about his vision of a new China and
a world organized for peace.
Practically all of Dr. Koo's mahue life has been spent in serving
his country in political and diplomatic posts and although still on the
sunny side of £fty these services
have been many and outstanding".
His education, partly in his own
country and largely in the United
States, was such as to develop his
natural tendencies to internationalmindedness. The prizes, medals,
honors and degrees which he received while a student at Columbia
Universit:y testify to his high
scholarship. Later he was honored
by Yale University with the degree
of doctor of laws.
Upon receiving the degree of doctor of philosophy from Columbia Dr.
Koo returned to China and accepted
a government appointment of Secre-

Dr. Wellington-Koo, Chinese Alnbassador to
Fnmce and delegate to the Council and
Assembly of the League of Nations.

tary to the Cabinet and to the President. Three years later he became
Minister to the United States and to
Cuba. Since then he has served
his country in important government posts at home and abroad.
Especially is he known in international circles as Chinese delegate to
the Washington Conference in 1922,
to the Paris Peace Conference in
1919 and as delegate to the Assembly and Council of the League
of Nations.
vVhen asked how he managed the
work in so many directions, he
smiled and said, "By running away
once in a while on a £shing trip
or playing several games of tennis.
These are some of my hobbies."
THE RAPIDLY changing conditions
in China, the birth of the new Republic are not merely phases in the
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Perhaps the aims and ideals, not
only for China, but for world cooperation, can best be summarized
in his own words quoted from his
address given at the last session of
the Assembly of the League of
Nations:
"We have arrived at the crossroads of the world's destiny. Our
choice lies between an armed peace
which, based upon a precarious balance of power, is most costly to
every nation and postulates war as
inevitable, and a peace based Ul10n
collective responsibility, which is
the most economical for all, because
it is maintained by joint effort and
common sacrifice, and which is
stable because it accepts justice as
the final arbiter of nations. It
means disarmament or rearmament,
economic recovery or continuance
of the world crisis, it means, in fact,
war or peace. These are the alternative roads before us. For the
sake of civilization and for the well
being of humanity, I sincerely hope
that we shall all choose wisely."
At this time when nations and
goVeTllments are harrassed and disheartened by their own problems
and distress it becomes increasingly
difficult to focus the attention of the
world upon the special needs of any
one country; but with the realization of the great part that China is
destined to play in the New World
DR. WELLINGTON-Koo, like a vast Order, we can as individuals and
majority of his countrymen, is groups, help through understanding
strongly in favor of world peace. and moral support.

life of one country. In art, in philosophy, in poetry, in length of duration and vastness of scale, the Chinese civilization has an indisputable
claim to a place among the highest
achievements of mankind. Young
China is now awakened. Its spirit
and aims are well expressed by
Prof. Shao Cheng Lee of Honolulu:
"We did not realize that we are
at least one hundred years behind
the West in the development of
scientific inventions, political and
industrial systems and humanitarian institutions until we were
thoroughly shaken up by the ferocious impact with modern technological civilization. In order to
catch up with the advancing nations,
we have undertaken the multitudinous tasks of political reorganization, social reform and the moderniza tion of currency, industry,
education, communication, transportation and sanitary system, all
at the same time and in spite of
many difficulties. All we ask is that
the advancing nations will have patience with us by giving us an opportunity to adopt and assimilate
the best elements of modern western civilization and by living up to
the Washington Treaty agreements
so that we may develop a new culhue which will be a worthy component of the new civilization of the
World."

The principle of the Oneness of Mankind, as proclaimed by
carries with it no more and no less tha11b a solemn assertion
that attainment to this final stage in this stt~pendot~s e1)ol1,~tion is not
only necessary btd inevitable, that its realization is fast approaching,
and that nothing short of a power that is born o/God Ca11b st6cceed in
establishing it. "-Shoghi Effendi.
«

Bal/(l,'t~'llah,
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W AR AND PEACE

It is God's Will that the differences between nations should
disappear.-'Abdu'l-Baha.

m ANdestroy
is the temple of God. He is not u human temple. If you
a house, the owner of that house will be grieved and
~

wrathful. How much greater is the wrong when man destroys a building planned and erected by God [ Undoubtedly he deserves the judgment and wrath of God."
I:~~AHA'U'LLAH

has proclaimed and promulgated the foundation
of international peace. For thousands of years men and nations
have gone forth to the battlefield to settle their differences. The cause
of this has been ignorance and degeneracy. Praise be to God [ in this
radiant century minds have developed, perceptions have become keener,
eyes are illumined and ears attentive. Therefore it will be impossible
for war to continue. Consider human ignorance and inconsistency. A
man who kills another man is punished by execution but a military
genius who kills one hundred thousand of his fellow creatures is immortalized as a hero. One man steals a small sum of money and is imprisoned as a thief. Another pillages a whole country and is honored as
a patriot and conqueror .... Consider the ignorance and inconsistency of
mankind. How darkened and savage are the instincts of humanity ["

fi

&riLL nations will join in adopting the teachings of Baha'u'Wih
raJ revealed more than fifty years ago [now over eighty years ago].
In His epistles He asked the parliaments of the world to send their
wisest and best men to an international world conference which should
decide all questions between the peoples and establish Universal Peace.
This would be the highest court of appeal and the parliament of man so
long dreamed of by poets and idealists would be realized."
i:S~ Y a general agreement all the governments of the world must

fD disarm simultaneously. It will not do if one lays down its arms
and the others refuse to do so. The nations of the world must concur
with each other concerning this SUIJremely important subject,-thus
they may abandon together the deadly wealJons of human slaughter."
HERE is no greater or more woeful ordeal in the world of humanity today than imlJending war. Therefore international peace
is a crucial necessity."
- ' Abcl?,~'l-Bah6,.
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CRY HAVOC!
HUSSEIN RABBANI,

M.A.

In this conclusion of Mr. Rabbani's article on the book, "Cry Havoc!" by Beve1'ley
Nichols, we see the impossibility of the cause of universal peace being effectively and
pennanently established through purely human agencies. Nothing sh01"t of diV1:ne assistance and int61"Vention can bring to pass this greatly desired goal. The first part of this
1'eview was published in the January nU1nber.'

g.

T IS the realization that the
League, as it is composed and
functions to-day, is too impotent to
save the world from the abyss into
which it has fallen that has led Mr.
Beverley Nichols to look for some
more efficacious solution. In an
imaginary dialogue between G. D.
H. Cole and Sir Arthur Salter he
sets forth and evaluates the two contending doctrines of Capitalism and
Communism, pointing out the social
panacea which each one of these systems of political organization offers
to the world. To the socialist argument of Cole that the capitalist society, being essentially based on
cutthroat economic exploitation and
competition, inevitably leads to the
outbreak of war, in all jts forms.
Sir Arthur Salter replies that capitalism and war do not necessarily
coincide; that they do not follow
each other with that mathematical
certainty which the Socialists are
so inclined to believe; that peace
and order can be safely established
and insured under a modified capitalistic system in which the law of
cooperation in both the national and
the international domain, in economic as well as political affairs, is
substituted for the actual competitive system.
Cole is convinced that capitalism and socialism are so antithetical that no compromise whatever
"Cry Havoc r by BeverJey Nichols, Jonathan Cape,

can be effectively established between them; that genuine socialism
must necessarily be international;
that what is termed "National Socialism" is but a farce, and only
another new form of capitalism.
"I would rather not get votes for
socialism at all than get them for a
bastard National Socialism. And
that is what I am really afraid of,
that Socialism may be called to
power while it is still permeated
with nationalism. Perhaps instead
of 'international' I ought to have
been using the word' cosmopolitan,'
because that expresses the sort of
socialism I want far more accurately.),2 Sir Arthur Salter, -voicing
the feelings of those moderate socialists who wish to keep capitalism
and to introduce in it certain necessary modifications, condemns the
purely socialist proposal of Cole as
illusory and impracticable. At the
end of the dialogue the two speakers come to the conclusion that the
fundamental difference between
them is that one of them belie-ves
that economic equality is right while
the other considers it not only as
unrealizable but unjustified.
The author then in-vites the reader
to make up his mind, after ha-ving
put before him the solutions which
capitalism and socialism respecti-vely offer. But this by no means
ends his task. There is one more
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question he has not yet answered.
What are the microbes of Mars ~
This he has reserved to discuss at
the end of his essay, for in it he not
only reviews the chief causes of war
but also attempts to offer some constructive suggestions by means of
which the idea and the possibility
of war would be totally eradicated.
All the factors leading to war he
sums up in the word Patriotism.
"I believe," he says "with every
fibre of my being, that the hour has
struck in the world's history when
every man who wishes to serve his
country must realize that patriotism
is the worst service he can offer to
it. The time has come when it must
be definitely admitted that patriotism is an evil in every country, that
the German patriot is as great a
sinner as the English patriot or the
American patriot or the Italian patriot. The time has come when this
word, a hallowed word, I admit, a
word that calls up memories of sublime sacrifice and deathless heroism,
must be recognized as having
changed its meaning, and as having
lost its sense and its virtue." *
PATRIOTISM is thus the generic
name of all the poisonous germs
,vhich cause war. It is this germ
which our political leaders and educators are unceasingly inoculating into the minds of the people,
and it is this germ which should be
eradicated at once if the world is
to be saved from i m m i n en t
destruction. For patriotism is not
an instinct. It is something which
we acquire from our parents, our
teachers, and all those who have a
share in the shaping" of our lives.
The family, the school and the state,
these are the three main bodies re'p.
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sponsible for the spread, growth
and dissemination of such a germ.
Every movement for peace should
take this fact into consideration.
War has to be fought through the
same instruments which have been
responsible for its spread. It is
through education, enforced and
propagated by various social bodies,
that people have come to form a
war psychology, that they have been
intoxicated by such words as nationalism, patriotism and the like. And
it is through these same agencies
that such ideas must be combated
fiercely before they lead the world
to a still greater and more widespread calamity than the last war.
Here, therefore, is the crux of the
whole problem which the author has
been discussing all through the
book. War is a social disease and
it is a disease which is contagious.
Its germs spread with a terrific
rapidity, and find in man's psychological make-up a ready and fertile
soil where they vegetate and finally
burst out. To combat such a disease, is in the opinion of the author,
a relatively easy matter as the main
germ of it has been discovered and
is to be found in the philosophy of
patriotism which our writers, statesmen and educators have been
so eager to promote. Patriotism is
a mask under which many people
hide their selfish and criminal intentions. In its name countless
people have incited the masses to
wage wars in the hope of exploiting
their fellowmen.
This is the crusade which Mr.
Nichols is vehemently preaching
against war. War is our enemy,
and in order to get rid of that
enemy we have to combat, through
every means at our disposal, that
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organism responsible for its spread
and which we call patriotism. Patriotism has to be wholly eradicated
from the mind of our youth, and
this has to be done by changing our
existing social, political, and educational system. Parents should cease
teaching their children that myth of
patriotism. Governments have to
cease building war memorials destined to immortalize the names of
their warriors. History has to be
taught anew, and with emphasis not
so much on conquests and military
achievements as on the intellectual
and moral progress of the world.
THIS IS the a ppeal which Mr.
Nichols addresses to his fellowmen. It is a vehement appeal,
at once convincing and challenging.
And it is also a sincere call to all
those who are really desirous to
remedy the present international
situation. But whether the solution
offered by the author is really effective and practicable is a quite different matter. We agree with him
in his condemnation of war, but we
do not go so far as to consider patriotism as being intrinsically a
social evil. The Baha'i view, which
stresses the necessity of moderation
in every human action and thought,
seeks to dissociate what is good and
wholesome from what is false and
dangerous in patriotism. Baha'u'llah's well-known dictum, "Glory is
not his who loves his country but
glory is his who loves his kind,"
should be interpreted not as discrediting patriotism but as glorifying humanitarianism by emphasizing its superiority over any patriotic feeling. For Baha 'u 'llah 's
ideal of the world as one common
fatherland, transcending all arbitrary and man-made frontiers and
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delimitations, can be fully reconciled with, and is even partly based
upon, what is really genuine and
constructive in patriotism. It considers the latter not only as natural
but usefuL It certainly discards
that form of patriotism which becomes aggressive and hostile. But
it cannot but tolerate, and even encourage, the healthy growth of a
patriotic feeling which stimulates
people to serve their country to the
utmost of their power and in a constructive and peaceful way.
N or do we, as Baha'is, believe
that the cause of peace can be effectively and permanently established through purely human agencies,
and without the intervention and
::Jssistance of God. We do admit,
HS Mr. Nichols does, that the diffiflnlties in our way are fundamentalIv moral and spiritual in character,
that mere mechanical and institutional readjustments in the social,
political and economic organization
of society cannot lead to any permanent and beneficial result; that
mere technical manipulation, unless
motivated by, and based upon, a
thorough change in man's inner life
is doomed to failure. This truth is
becoming increasingly evident to
those who formerly used to discredit
and deride it. The materialistic
philosophy of the pre-war days has
fortunately lost much ground and
no serious thinker today can really
doubt that the way out of the present chaos is to be found, not so much
in mere social tactics, but in a fundamental moral revolution. The key
to world peace is, indeed, basically
moral and spirituaL
Here the
Baha'i program is in accord with
the thesis developed by Mr. Nichols.
But, whereas the latter depends for
the success of his plan on purely
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human resources, the followers of political agitation, coupled with an
Baha 'u 'llah, fully conscious of their unprecedented and increasing drift
earthly limitations, look for guid- towards atheism and irreligion,
ance and help to that mighty Re- have so much shaken the foundavealer who can alone render effec- tions of our social order that peotive their endeavors for the attain- ple are losing faith in the efficacy of
ment of their goal. "It is towards every power, whether spiritual or
this goal-the goal of a new World otherwise, to save humanity from
Order, Divine in origin, all embrac- its perilous state. People are geting in scope, equitable in principle, ting more and more bewildered, and
challenging in its features-that a their outlook upon life is becoming
harassed humanity must strive.' ,* dark and pessimistic. There is
nothing to which they can firmly
AND HERE is to be found the basic cling.
difference between the Baha'i proAnd while a large proportion of
gram for international reconcilia- mankind is suffering from the intion and order and the varied and evitable results of such a terrible
world-wide attempts which innum- mental and physical condition, the
erable organizations and societies followers of Baha'u'llah, fully conthroughout the world are making> for fident in the blessings and in the
the attainment of the ideal of peace triumph promised to them by God,
and for the embodiment of such an and united more than ever under the
ideal in some form of organization. aegis of their divinely-appointed
The difference may be one of means. Administration, are ceaselessly toilIt is, nevertheless, essential. For ing for the gradual establishment of
it is the consciousness of the innum- that Divine World Order destined
erable and insurmountable obstacles
to save and redeem mankind. Inwhich block the way to peace, comspired by a zeal which no human
bined with a deep-rooted and unpower can quench, and wholly conshakable faith in the Divine assistance extended to it by Baha'u'llah scious of their manifold privileges
that constitutes the streng,th of the and responsibilities under this new
Baha'i Community and gives to its Dispensation, they are continually
members that certainty and peace wOTking in oTCler to hasten the apwithout which they would be unable proach of the day when that" City
to attain their goal. It is precisely of God", so beautifully visualized
that certainty and peace which the and so clearly depicted by Auguspeople of our age so sadly lack. The tine will have been established in all
growmg economic distress and its fullness and splendor.
*Shoghi Effendi, "The Goal of a New \'Vorld Order."

"All prej~idices whether of religion, race, politics 01> nation, m~ist
be renounced, for these prej~idices have cmisecl the wodcl's sickness.
It is a grave malady which, tw/,less ar'rested, is capable of ca~ising the
destruction of the whole h~iman race. Every niinous war wdh its
terrible bloodshed and mise1'y has been catised by one or another of
these prej~idices."-( Abcl~i'l-Baha.
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-IABDU-IL-BAHA VISITED BY GREAT
CATHOLIC SCHOLAR
MART HA L. ROOT
"In everyone of the Verses, the Sup1'wrne Pen hath opened doors of love and union.
We have said-and our saying is Truth-'Consort with all the (people of) religions with
joy anl fragrance.' ..Through this utterance, whatever was Uw cause of foreignness,
discord and disunion has been 1·emoved."-Baha'u'llah.

n'WJHEN this generation is gone,
none will be left who can tell
the world about meeting 'Abdu'lBaha, Center of the Covenant of the
Baha'i Movement, and what He
said to them and how His great and
gracious presence impressed them.
It was on May 31, 1932, in Lublin,
Poland, that I met a distinguished
Roman Catholic, Dr. Joseph Kruszynski, President of the celebrated
Roman Catholic Theological University, Lublin University. What
he told me of his visit to 'Abdu'lBaha in 1914, what the latter prophesied for Poland, and the conversation of these two men about
the relation of the Baha'i Movement to Roman Catholicism is
thrilling and I relate to you very
simply.

'ut

I found President Kruszynski a
tall, handsome, scholarly, kindlyinteresting man with eyes full of
light. Anyone just to look at him
would say: "He lives the life!"
His whole expression beamed a welcome and hospitality to the writer
because he knew that she too, had
known' Abdu 'l-Baha.
"PLEASE TELL me all about your
meeting 'Abdu'l-Baha", I said,
, 'and may I ask too, if you are the
Roman Catholic Priest who visited

Him in Palestine in 1914 and was
the first, so far as is known, who
ever knew and wrote about the
Baha'i Movement in Poland?" He
replied that he was that priest.
This University President said that
on his second visit to Haifa, Palestine, in 1914, a Russian Doctor one
day mentioned to him about 'Abdu'l-Baha, such a world-renowned
spiritual teacher living there. The
Roman Catholic Priest said: "I
shall go to call upon Him;" and the
Russian Doctor pleaded: "0 father,
if you go, I wish to accompany
you! "
Together they went to
'Abdu'l-Baha's home in Haifa.
"How well I remember that
day", said President Kruszynski,
"it was July 14,1914, the fete day of
the French Revolution; I went at
eleven 0 'clock in the morning, to
visit Him. My card, I recall, read
"Joseph Kruszynski, Roman Catholic Priest, Doctor and Professor of
Old Testament in Wloclawek Roman Catholic Seminary, Wloclawek,
He received me so
Poland."
courteously and with such friendliness. He led me to his drawingroom and had me sit at His right,
beside Him on the divan. He expressed how glad He was that I was
in His home and we spoke of many
matters; our discourse was very interesting!' ,
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The President explained to me
that. wit.h them, that morning, was
a secretary who was also an interpreter, but they did not have him interpret. as both t.he Catholic and
'Abdu'l-Baha knew Arabic. "And
'Abdu'l-Baha knew Persian and
Arabic extremely well; I was impressed by His command of these
languages," said the President,
"and He always used the intimate
word' thou' in addressing me, it '.vas
very pleasant."
First they spoke of Poland and
Polish writers, and the Catholic said
He was astonished that this Persian
scholar knew so much about the history and sufferings of the Poles and
that He 11ad read their lit.erature.
He said that 'Abdu'l-Baha told Him
that Sienkiewicz' works had been
translated into Arabic, he had read
them and considered Sienkievricz
a great man, but added: "Tolstoy
was a great man too; there was no Dr. Joseph K'r"uszynski, P1"esident L1£bHn
greater writer in Europe than
Unh'ersity.
Tolstoy."
Dr. Kruszynski asked 'Abdu'lBahawhat He t.hought of conditions
in Europe and the latt.er replied:
"There ,viII be a great. war in all
Europe and after the war, Poland,
thy fatherland shall be free. I will
pray to God t.hat thy fatherland
shall be free 1" The President said
that. this touched him profoundly
and he always remembered it. He
related to me how, on the voyage
when the Russian ship on which he
traveled had left Constantinople,
some Russian passengers had loudly proclaimed that there must. be
war and that. Constantinople must
belong to Russia; it was necessary
for the greatness of the R.ussian
Empire.

THESE REMARKS about political,
national affairs and about writers
only were the introduction to the
real topic of the visit which was religion. "I asked 'Abdu'l-Baha",
said Dr. Kruszynski, "what is
Bahaism ~ And He told me that it. is
a relig'ion of brot.herhood. He explained to me about a Mashriqu'l..L~dhkar, a great Baha'i Temple
'Nhich is being built. near Chicago,
and He gave me a picture of it; I
have it. here. 'Abdu'l-Baha said
t.hat. after many years Baha'ism
~will be very great., that there ,vill be
many believers in this religiol1; He
said it. ,vas His hope t.hat all people
can be united in these Teachings.
He foretold that. many in America,
later, will believe.
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The President told me how 'Abdu'l-Baha served them Persian tea
and then after many farewell greetings, they left. They visited His
beautiful garden, and later they
went to 'Akka to see the Prison
where Baha'u'llah, His Father, had
been incarcerated, and they went
last to Bahji, just out from' Akka to
visit the Tomb of Baha'u'llah. Dr.
Kruszynski said that the custom in
the Orient is that the first born son
bears the name of his father, but
'Abdu'l-Baha Abbas had taken the
name of the Servant of His Father.
"You see", he said, "Baha was His
Father's name and' Abdu'l means
servant; so He was 'Abdu'l-Baha
the 'Servant of Baha'. Abbas His
last name means Master. He was
evanescent, selfless, humble; He always spoke of His Father, 'not My
Teachings, but those of My Father
Baha 'u 'Hah'. ' ,
DR. KRUSZYNSKI said that as soon
as he returned to Poland he wrote
an article describing his visit to
'Abdu'l-Baha in Haifa, Palestine;
he stated in this article that there
would be a great world war in all
Europe and at its close, Poland
would be free, because 'Abdu'l-Baha
had said so. He took this article to
the editor of a Warsaw paper, but
the editor did not wish to print it,
he refused it. "Just one week later
the war exploded", said President
Kruszynski, "and I kept the article
in my library till the end of the war
and when Poland attained her independence, I took this same article
to a Polish editor and it was published in full in Slowo K ujawskie,
in Wloclawek. I have seven volumes of this newspaper, I shall try
to find the article and send it to
you."

MA GA ZI NE

Oertainly it was illumining to hear
from one of the great Catholic
University Presidents of Oentral
Europe that 'Abdu'l-Baha had made
this prophecy about the independence of Poland and that this Rector
of the university had seen it fulfilled
before his very eyes. This New
Poland, tIlis nation of 32,000,000
l)eople, statesmen think, is becoming' a bulwark of Western civilization and a powerful factor making
for the equilibrium of Europe and
the peace of the world.
THIS GRACIOUS President showed
me his university, introduced me to
some of his students and then I
dined with him before taking the
train back to Warsaw. He was so
hospitable, so thoughtful, it gave me
a picture of Polish courtesy at its
highest. During the dinner we
spoke of religion, of Roman Oatholicism and the Baha'i Movement.
"What do you, a Roman Oatholic
scholar, think of the Teachings of
Baha'u'llah F', I asked, and he replied: "Baha'u'l1ah as a reformer
of religion and as a philosopher is
very great. From my viewpoint as
a Oatholic, I can say that I like this
Baha'i concept of religion because
it is a religion of brotherhood, and
'Abdu'l-Baha wished all men to be
united as brothers."
"I asked 'Abdu'l-Baha, 'who is
Ohrist ~' and He answered that
Ohrist was only one of the great
Prophets, World Teachers, that
Moses was a great Prophet but that
Jesus Christ was greater than
Moses and came to make the world
better than it was in the time of the
Jews. He said that Muhammad
came to make the people better and
now in our time all these religions
are not sufficient, and Baha 'u 'llah
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came ('not 1, but My Father Baha'ullah came', He said to me), to
make better the Muhammadan religion, the Christian religion, the
Jewish religion, all the religions.
"Abdu'I'Baha also said that Baha'u 'llah 's religion Was better for this
epoch than Christianity and Muhammadanism. "
"1 told Him", continued Dr.
Kruszynski, "that the correction of
His Father is very great, but only
for the Muhammadan religion, because the Muhammadan religion is
an exclusive one, but His Father has
made religion less exclusive and
m 0 I' e a religion of brotherhood.
However, in the Christian religion,
we believe in a revealed religion;
we believe the Bible is a Revelation
direct from God and that Jesus
Christ is God and man in one, and
this cannot be changed. 1 know that
among the Christian believers are
abuses, faults, but the idea of our
religion is correct. And' Abdu '1Baha considered that the religion
of His Father, Baha'u'llah is the
last and best religion.
"So between Our viewpoints,"
the President concluded, "there was
just this difference, that 1 cannot
think that Baha'ism is the last and
best religion. 1 honor the religion
of Baha 'u 'llah, but 1 cannot believe
it is the best and the last. 1 believe
the Baha'i religion has many principles for the social life. 1 believe
the foundation of Baha'ism is suited
to our times; questions of the social
life in our age are very great. The
relation of Baha 'u 'nah to Moses
and Muhammad 1 think is correct,
but the relation to Christ is not correct. 'Abdu'l-Baha knew very wen
about Christianity, 1 was convinced
of this, but the Teachings of Christ
are inspired, the Books of the New
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Testament are inspired and I believe in these Revelations."
Again Dr. Kruszynski said: "I
believe the Teachings of Baha 'u 'Hah
are the Teachings of a very great
philosopher. 1 consider that Baha'u'11ah has been the greatest philosopher in our times. He has given
the world a system uniting religious
beliefs with social foundations. I
remember one sentence 1 said to
'Abdu'l-Baha, I believe your reformation is very great, very good for
Muhammadans because they are intolerant, very exclusive, they will
not participate in or associate with
other religionists; Christians are
more tolerant. For example, I believe in my religion, but I myself
honor your religion. A Muhammadan would be intolerant to all
other religions. You have reformed
religion so that your believers will
be more friendly, more cordial to
the Catholics. 1 thank you very
much, 'Abdu'l-Baha, because you
are bringing people nearer to the
Catholic religion than Muhammad
brought them."
And 'Abdu '1Baha responded, "Yes, yes, you are
right! Our believers are more cordial to the Catholic faith than Muhammadans are!"
My conversation with this kind,
great Catholic President was so interesting that the hour came all too
quickly to leave Lublin, but it was
train-time. He had served me so
generously with delicious Polish
foods, though he himself had eaten
only yogurt. He blessed me, wished
me success and put me into his own
carriage and his own coachman
drove me to the station. Sitting in
the railway carriage returning to
vVarsaw from this ancient city of
Lublin, 1 pondered in my heart all
that he had told me.
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LETTERS HOME
KEITH RANSOM -KEHLER
This concludes the ser1'es ~~nder the title "Lette1"s Honw" begun by Keith Ranso1nKehler in the Janua?"y 1932 issue of this magazine. In this series we have t?"c('ced her
w01"ld pilgrimage through Japan, China, Aust?"alia, New Zealand, the Holy Lcmd, and
then her prolonged travels in Pe'rsia, a pilgr'image tenninated by he?" sudden and tragic
death in that land last October. Following is the second pcwt of the c(,uthor's description
of difficulties encountered in her travels thru rund dist1"icts between Babul ((,nd Rasht.

nHE keeper of the Coffee House
U welcomed us to his home, the
most pretentious in the village. The
better houses are built of logs plastered with thick mud; the roofs are
high gabled (not flat as in the desert
portions of Persia), and thatched.
When I inquired how much it would
cost to build such a house the maI1
said thirty tumans; the tuman at
par is worth one dollar.
There were two rooms and a partially enclosed porch. We took the
I i vi n g - r 0 0 m and kitchen-porch
where all the cooking was done.
There were no windows in the house
and even N ajmiyyih had to stoop to
pass the low lintel. This small opening furnished the only light and
ventilation, making the room warmer in "\vinter and cooler in summer.
At one side was a mud ridge under a mud mantel and a hole in the
ceiling just above the door some distance from this hearth furnished
the only outlet for the smoke of the
newly kindled fire. The opening led
to the attic reached by stairs improvised from an oblique tree-trunk in
"\vhich regular notches had been cut
for a foot-hold. The light from the
opening in the roof, where the
smoke finally emerged, revealed the
rafte'rs hung with dried fruit and
vegeta bles, pickled I would think,
beyond nourishment from hanging
in that chimney.
The wood stood upright against
the "mll the thick flange of dried

mud holding it in place. The beams
and ceiling were burnished the most
beautiful vivid black by constant
incrustations of smoke. I never
knew that black could be so vibrant
and lovely!
There was a narrow mud platform or dais on one side of the
room, on which stood a chest, the
only piece of furniture in the house;
a triangular shelf about four feet
from the ground spanned every corner and a little thick lip of mud extended from the west wall marking
the Giblih, or direction of Mecca;
on it was kept the 1nohr or sacred
earth from the blessed spot compressed in a tablet on which the
forehead is pressed at the time of
the frequent daily prayers. An iron
kettle suspended by three chains
from a rafter kept the dried meat
from marauding animals.
Once more the cots were set up,
and since it had now begun to rain
again and walking was impossible,
"\ve reclined nearly all day to keep
below the level of the smoke whose
stingil1g acrid bite penetrated eyes
and nostrils "\vith a sharp hurtful
tang.
THE WOMEN of this village of
.Amirrud (named for the river) are
extremely comely. Our hostess had
refined regularity of features and
beautiful even teeth. The costume
was pichuesque: a very full bright
skirt reaches the knees, a loose
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blouse covered with a sleeveless
Eton jacket embroidered in silver or
strong colors is worn atop, while a
snug little pill-box of a hat from
which dangles the woman's dowry
in silver is covered with a small
head-shawl.
When we first arrived, while Alai
was making the arrangements, I
sat in the car the cynosure of uncramped village curiosity. The woman nearest, with her brood hovering round her, announced frankly,
, 'In the village we don't see many
sights!"
And I certainly looked
one with my unwashed face, uncombed hair and muddy, mussed
clothes.
When I told our hostess that she
is pretty she said simply, "Sorrow
has aged and changed me; I have
never been able to bear a child; five
have now been taken; but Inshallah
(God willing) this one will live."
The women do all the hard work,
the men idly watching as they tug
their lives away. Children are not
an economic responsibility but an
actual commercial asset, and the
family fortunes are built by having
one every year. It is a common
sight to see a young woman, an infant tied to her back, one astride her
shoulders, a third, the eldest trudging behind, a fourth expected,
walking with her produce or weaving to the distant village fair.
Our hostess climbed up the steep
tree-trunk ladder to transact business in the attic, twenty times a day.
She lifted enormously heavy containers of water or rice for the coffee-house, brought wood for the
fireplaces, washed, cooked, carriod,
never sat down. Hordes of women
in America of a corresponding social class would pick up the first
loose object and break a man's skull
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if he ever suggested her working'
like this.
Once she came into our room and
with great ceremony unlocked the
chest with a key tightly fastened on
a cord to her girdle. It seemed a
quite solemn occasion as she unhasped and unstrapped it lifting the
lid carefully removing what appeared to be very precious objects,
until she found a small bag which I
thought must contain the family
wealth if not diamonds or pearls.
After everything had been painstakingly replaced and the chest secured again, I discovered that she
had extracted a package of black
pepper! If by accident I ever
found any of that vile condiment in
my possession I would hastily bury
it for fear the dog might get it, since
I do not consider it fit for consumption by man or beast; and here was
this dear soul treasuring it.
The corner shelf nearest the fireplace contained a copy of the
Qur'an. "My husband can read it,
but he can't read anything else,"
said the wife naifly. When questioned he said that though a Moslem
he new nothing about the history of
Islam, nor when or where Muhammad lived. We tried to speak to
him of Baha 'u 'llah, but he had no
idea what we were talking about.
THE LONG RAINY day drew to a
We
close and a muggy night fell.
could neither go nor return. Our
gasoline had been greatly depleted
by our frequent stalling and heavy
going. "Ve paid no more attention
to punctures and engine trouble
than to mosquito bites under such
circumstances. Reports from the
river told us that the mail car was
still washed by the rolling waters;
the road car drifting nearer the sea.
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Alai hired a man to go with his
son to a nearby village across the
river, one of the king's villages, supervised by a young Baha'i. "Tell
him of our plight and don't return
without gasoline," was the command.
At four 0 'clock, the rain having
again stopped and the sun come out,
we were delighted to have the
rescued road-car draw up and say
that the river was now passable.
"Then we ought to go right away,"
I said, "before the rains start
again. " "And spend another night
like last night by the roadside ~" inquired Rahmat.
"I'm sure we were all very happy
by the roadside," I said smilingly.
"We were so grateful for warmth
and shelter, so thankful to God for
having safely passed such dangers,
so joyful for any experience in the
pathway of His service. But it is
true that ,ve might not be so fortunate another time.
Whenever
there is any question or doubt
among Baha'is they must invoke the
great principle of consultation," I
continued.
Though Hasan Aqa left Tihran a
Moslem he was by now a Baha'i, so
the five of us prayed, offered our
opinions and voted. There were the
two opposite views; first, that the
man hadn't come with the gasoline;
it was late and the road-menders
had gone; so that if we stuck we
would have to stay there; and secondly, the possibility of being confined to this village for a week if
the rains started again.
There were three votes to stay
against two to go, so we settled
down with perfect satisfaction to
fleas, inadequate covering, smokesaturated atmosphere and all the
comforts of home, for another night.
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Great cosmic forces are evidently
embraced in consultation. It never
fails that where it is used exactly
as directed" all its ways are happiness and all its paths are peace."
Though this was one of the most
formidable streams that we crossed
we forded it easily and without assistance the next morning.
ABOUT FIFTEEN kilometers farther
on there was a three day accumulation of cars on either side of the
stream. If we had left our village
the night before we would have had
only the ardor of loading and unloading for our pains for we could
have come seven miles and no
further, provided we had safely
crossed the AmiI' rud.
Here was a "wide river with the
bI'idge partially swept away. The
ford was a quarter of a mile from
the highway nearer the sea. An
army of men were lined up to reap
a harvest pushing the cars across.
N ajjie and I rode over on horseback, Alai and Vahid were carried
pick-a-back by stout peasants, the
car vms stripped, the engine muffled and with a great shout of "Ya
Ali" the dangerous passage was begun. It rolled three-fourths of the
way without trouble and then all the
king's horses and all the king's men
couldn't budge it. I couldn't bear
to look at the strained and futile efforts of the crew to start it. At last
after I had given up the idea of its
completing the passage, they pulled
an enormous bundle of drift wood
from under the front wheels and
made the shore.
The greatest peril that we encountered was still ahead of us,
however: reaching the highway
again. The grade to and from the
river brink to the road had been
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hastily made by loose, fresh, wet
loam carried in donkey panniers
and lightly dumped to form a fill
Gown the hillside. As the car
started up, the men still pushing, the
road simply rolled away under the
weight of the car and there was imminent danger of its turning over
and crushing the men on that side.
They had no firm place on which to
stand to steady the car and it was
inclining at a treacherous angle.
"Ya Baha-ul-Abha," I cried in a
frenzy of apprehension lest some
one be killed. By another evident
I'liracle it righted itself and made
the highway.
WE HAD NOW spent three nights,
cold, bedraggled, covered with fleas,
without removing our clothes, half
suffocated with wood-smoke, on
flimsy cots, but except when in actual
peril, we had managed to keep remarkably cheerful and happy. Some
way, in our hearts we felt that SUCll
hardships were a very little thing to
guage the reality of our devotion to
the service of Baha 'u 'llah; and remembering the "last full measure
of devotion" offered by thousands
at His Threshold in martyrdom that
His Faith might live, this all seemed
very trivial and ordinary. Whatever apprehension we had was quite
evidently for each other. All except me had families of growing
children; I was the only one who
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could really be spared for my family
is grown and scattered; each felt
a great responsibility for the other,
however. In the whole course of
our adventure I did not hear one
complaint-one regret; though I
confess we were all too preoccupied
to laugh when Alai, like a motionpicture comedy, turned pot-black
with mud in a twinkling while trying to push our mired car, which
showed that our attitude at last was
not superficial.
This is only the merest outline,
the high-lights of our experience;
there were a score of other things
that seem too slight to mention although ordinarily we would think
that they had spoiled a trip. Unfortunately we were unable to get the
right films for our camera in Babul,
so that this experience must go unrecorded except as I have written it.
At last by the grace of God we
found the Friends waiting for us in
ShaksavaT, where I rudely left
them to bathe and sleep the clock
around in a quiet little room high
in an orchard of orang"e blossoms.
How grateful we were to Baha'u'llah for providing against every
need of our journey. How near such
experiences bring us to Him. The
promise of the Bab that "God will
assist all those who arise to serve
Him," had been spectacularly fulfilled.

"Man must become evanescent and self-denying.

Then all the

diffimtlties and hardships of the world will never even touch him. He
will become like
mging and the

~tnto

a sea that althmtgh on its

mow~tainmts

calmness."-{ Abd~t'l-Baha.

s~trface

the tempest is

waves rising, in its depth there is complete
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THE NE~7SPAPER-AN
EDUCATIONAL FORCE
MILNOR DOREY
The authoT is well qualified to SlJeak of the i1npoTtance of the newspapeT fOT he
is on the staff of the New YOTk Times. PTeviously he was connected with the
PTogTBssive Education Association as Executive Secretary. As editoT cond wTiteT he
expresses admi1'abTy the impoTtance of the dc.ily newspapm' in the life of the individual
and of the c01nmunity.
~HE

newspaper gives a complete picture of contemporary
life, a continuing story of events, an
appraisal, material for cultural
study, and opportunity for stimulating discussion. However, it gives
only what you take. If you read
casually, not seriously; if you do
not digest and reflect, the newspaper is not giving you full return.
The important thing is the attitude of the reader. The newspaper
must be accepted as a public institution, making a substantial contribution to the public welfare. To
develop the habit of reading the
newspaper with profit, one must
first consider that the newsllaper,
for example, whose motto is "All
the news that's fit to print," treats
news as fact, not fiction; that such
news, to be acceptable for print,
must be part of a continuing story
of events which help the reader interpret life and his part in it.
To read intelligently one must desire truthful information, possess
some background of knowledge of
affairs, reflect on the significance of
events, and to form opinions based
on weighing subsequent events. Intelligent reading develops powers
of analysis, habits of reflection, and
ability to form substantial judgments. A simple pattern to follow
is Selection, Digestion, Reflection,
Deduction. One by-product of or-

U

ganized reading of the newspaper is
the ability to grasp values quickly
from the printed page without complete subjection to "The tyranny
of IJrint"; to note what to omit,
what to skim and yet absorb, what
to read entire and reflect upon.
To accomplish these ends, one
should acquire the knack of knowing how to find the news.
One should learn to distinguish
between national and local news,
and where regularly to find it. It is
advisable to note first the content
of the front page, and the balance
of important articles. A study of
headings and sub-headings not only
provides a key to the articles themselves but often is sufficient. News
style gives the reader in the opening paragraphs the answers to the
questions What 1 Where 1 vVhen ~
Who ~ Why 1 This portion often
makes further reading unnecessary.
The editorial page is a study in itself,-the subjects chosen, the viewpoints, the collateral columns of
comment, and those devoted to
"Letters from contributors." This
page is the public Forum.
AFTER ALL, is the newspaper merely a purveyor of news, a restless,
eager busybody, gadding about to
find that which satisfies the curiosity of the public 1 As we said before, it gives only what you take.
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If you look only for sensation, you
will find it. If you want to share in
the process of history in the making, the newspaper is your textbook, teacher and counselor.
The world is in a constant state
of flux. Events crowd upon each
other, revlsmg our judgments,
changing our decisions and acts.
The newspaper is the most immediate and comprehensive agency to
give us the facts. It spreads before
us a mobile world creating and reshaping history, economics, politics,
government, finance, industry, commerce, science and the arts. Most
of all it offers the spiritual implications inherent in the human drama
through ethical and religious reports and commentary. Right use
of the newspaper and conscientious
deductions made, tend to create
good citizenship. Reading current
accounts of the progress in science
and the arts develops appreciation
of art, music and the drama, and
enables one to utilize scientific discovery for personal skills. Accounts of medical discoveries reflect
in healthier human beings. Stories
of invention, discovery and travel
widen the horizon of knowledge. All
tend to a larger social consciousness. The newspaper gives one the
data, the tools, the stimulus.
A certain school prints this statement in its catalog: "The traditional school curriculum is subordinated to cultivating the mind by
thinking through meaningful problems and to the building of ideals
that will function in the world as
we know it." It refers to the wellorganized use of the newspaper in
its classes. It is interesting to note,
therefore, that the newspaper is not
merely the reporter of news. For
example, can one follow the daily
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record of the National Recovery Act
without observing the various reactions to the codes, and without responding to the new spirit of cooperation that is sweeping the land ~
Can one read the reports of activities in Germany, Italy, and Russia
without recalling the liberal provisions of our own forefathers which
guaranteed freedom of speech, universal education, religious tolerance, and the right to individual initiative ~
The daily factual accounts of
business and finance are more than
facts and statistics. Business is
more than trade: it is economics applied to social service. And economics connotes history, political
science and sociology. Even in the
mere world of creature comforts
the newspaper reveals man's wants,
the product he uses, and how to get
it. Business has a pattern and a
philosophy, and citizenship is inherent in its practice. Can any
serious student of human interests
fail to see underlying the ebb and
flow of investment, finance, and
trade the operation of laws,-the
laws of supply and demand, changing price values, the relation of
taxation to manufacture and consumption, with all the conclusions
necessary for individual and social
welfare?
The revelations recorded in the
daily press of banking investigations conducted in Washington; the
revelations of civic management in
the New York City political campaign; the strike of Western farmers; the r e c e n t recognition of
Soviet Russia; the onward sweep
toward repeal of the eighteenth
amendment; the backwash of the
Insull system; the plan of the President to raise commodity prices
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through the control of gold-these
and many other vital issues all carry
much more than their factual
values.
THEREFORE one should read the
daily newspaper in light of individual reactions and social goals.
To form opinions from others' expressed opinions after the event is
not enough. An enlightened democracy can come only through the
mind of the individual reacting to
the passing show as it passes, receiving the impression, noting its
implication, keeping in abeyance a
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judgment until the cumulation of
events spends itself. Then the judgment, derived by following the
course, will be sure and substantial.
Mr.
vVhat is a newspaper~
Robert H. Davis wrote the following: "I am the voice of today, the
herald of tomorrow. . . . I am the
record of all things mankind has
achieved.... I am light, knowledge,
and power .... I epitomize the conquests of mind over matter. .. I am
the printing press."
The newspaper is in many ways the fullest
expression of this force.

n. HE pages of swiftly appearing newspapers are indeed
U

the mirror of the world; they display the doings and
actions of the different nations; they both illustrate them
and cause them to be heard. Newspapers are as a mirror
which is endowed with hearing, sight and speech; they are
a wonderful phenomenon and a great matter. But it behooveth the writers (editors and others) thereof to be
sanctified from the prejudice of egotism and desire and to
be adorned with the ornament of equity and justice; they
must inquire into matters as much as possible in order that
they may be informed of the real facts and commit the
same to writing."
-Ba7ui.'~~'Uah.

U

MAN begins with a little selfish view of Good limited
to himself; after a time he learns more wisdom and
his view of Good enlarges to his own household. Then with
more wisdom comes the realization that Good must include
his family, no matter how large. Again more wisdom, and
his family becomes his village, his village his city, and in
turn, his city his country. But this is not enough; as his
wisdom grows, his country becomes his continent, and his
continent the world-his family has become mankind. It
is the duty of the Press to teach this wisdom to mankind for
it is the wisdom of God. It is the work of a true Press to
teach this wisdom of God."
~

n

HOSE newspapers which strive to speak only that
which is truth, which hold the minor up to truth, are
like the sun, they light the world everywhere with truth and
their work is imperishable ... How are people to know the
truth if it is veiled from them in their journals."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.

U
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Incidents from the Life of Ellen V. Beecher"
Chapter 4.-Changing Attitudes
DOROTHY BAKER

"It is a great power to have a stron.g will, but a greater power to give that win
to God."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

ELLIE TULLER g I' e w to
womanhood at a time when
America was beginning to rub its
sleepy eyes and stretch its strong
young arms from coast to coast.
With the casual mind of youth,
N ellie took for granted all that she
saw and believed that anything
might happen. Like her America,
she reached to the four winds, eyes
bright with anticipation, head back,
breast heaving, crying, "Now let me
live! ' , Yet she was not altogether
happy. Her faith was suffering
serious alterations. A man named
Darwin thot that the world was far
more than six thousand years old,
and young Robed Ingersoll made
her vaguely uneasy. She put away
those things that could not honestly be faced and went to New York to
work in the slums. There she found
human nature in the raw, and a
thousand perplexities where before
there had been one. The vague unrest increased. She married, then,
a young newspaper man, J oseph A.
Beecher, grandnephew of the famous Lyman Beecher, "father of
more brains than any man in
America". Never were two human
beings more wierdly unmatched.
The unrest became tumult. "Why~"
she asked herself. "Why did not
God make it easy~"
As she had once chosen tinsel to
cover a void in her heart, now she

wore the heavy robe of labor. "I
will work in the church", she told
herself. "Then I will be most close
to God". She was appointed to
train women for leadership in the
Presbyterian churches of southern
New Jersey. She looked upon her
work with a critical eye and saw
that it was good. Yet the tumult
remained.
"I will do something civically fine
and constructive ", she told herself.
And she did. The Temperance
League held out hungry arms to
her. She spoke with fiery eloquence to thousands and edited a weekly magazine dedicated to that
Cause. Her idealistic young husband praised her work and for a
brief moment they almost touched
hands across the ever-widening
chasm that destiny had set for them.
AT ONE point, prison reform opened its yawning gates and quite successfully swallowed her up. One
could surely submerge oneself and
one's longings in prison reform!
Here was suffering that obliterated
one's own. Her work was largely
with men. And then an invitation
came to become a member of the
Board of the Trenton Reform
School for Girls. She told me
about it one day as I was preparing
to talk to a group of young high
school girls.

"Chapters 1, 2 and 3. were published respectively in the October,
chapter is a unit in itself.

November and December numbers.

Each
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" Your audience will be cultured,
well-trained, receptive", she said.
"What would you talk about if they
were criminals 1"
, 'I would not discuss the prodigal
son," said I laughing.
She smiled a smile that broke out
in hundreds of little ninety-year-old
wrinkles, and I caught the light of
retrospect in her eyes. "What
would yotL say 1" I asked.
"It makes me think again of the
platform in the Reformatory auditorium where we sat after my first
Board meeting", she replied. "1
can see it yet, the sea of white faces
looking up at us, sullen and bitter.
One in particular fascinated me, for
it was at the same time beautiful
and terrifying. It made me think
of marble statuary, shot thru with
living, breathing hate. The girl sat
in tlle front row.
, 'One after another of the men
arose and told them how thankful
they ought to be; and what they did
not actually say about their characters, they insinuated with cutting
accuracy. Hate flashed back at
them.
Feet shuffled.
Suddenly
their eyes turned to me. I mentally
groped for something to support
me, and realized that 1 must have
been called upon to speak. My
heart sank for I had not prepared
a '\Vord to say. My legs carried me
to the front of the platform, but I
could only stare foolishly. Pity
drove me. God had meant them to
be beautiful.
" 'How many of you, ' I heard myself ask, 'would like to be beautiful ~'
"Every hand shot up but one.
My marble goddess looked at me
from under half lowered lids and
sat immovable. I told them that
there were two kinds of beauty, but
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tha t the inner kind endured to the
end; that God loved this beauty,
for His image was in it; that loving one another and loving Him
made that kind of beauty possible,
and that He had made everyone of
them without exception to be beautiful. I told them stories, too, and
loved them in a fierce, protective
sort of way, until that love began
almost to hurt me. I might almost
have been their mother.
"The shuffling ceased, and many
wept openly.
The matron rose
when I had finished and said that
every girl who desired to talk with
Mrs. Beecher personally might
come into the library. 1 found them
there, all of them, sitting crosslegged on the floor with a chair fixed
for me in the midst of them. No
sooner had I seated myself than I
heard a choking' sob, and turning,
saw my dark-eyed little beauty
stumbling toward me, trampling
blindly over the luckless ones in her
path. Throwing herself down at my
feet and burying her head in my lap,
she cried, 'Do you think that even I
might be beautifuH'
"That was only the beginning.
The passing months found me often
with my girls and always with the
same desire to love and protect
them. They had sinned. So had I.
They had suffered.
So had I.
Amazingly my work with them
brought me far closer to God than
had my church work."
"vVhat became of the little wild
creature?" I asked.
"I saw the child of hate grow
into lovely flower, full of charm and
grace. She was later adopted by a
wealthy family 'who gave her every
advantage and she finally married a
young mar of high attainment. She
became an influential, Christian
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woman, greatly beloved by all who
knew her."
"It sounds like a fairy story," I
breathed.
"There are n0 fairies," she replied smiling, "but there is God."
Yet I doubt that God had remained always reachable to her in those
years that followed the incident of
the Reform School. Frustration
and disappointment greeted her OIl
every hand. With it all, her faith
was tottering; not faith in God and
in Christ, but faith as she had
known it. Wherever she turned
with her questioning heart, she received only a blur of contradictory
doctrine which further confused her.
"Why?" she cried again. "Why
are not all things made plain to
me?" Even her work failed to lull
her into insensibility to her poignant needs. Nor l\ould she lean Sf-curely on domestic happiness, but
rather found herself thrown back
again and again upon the necessity
of finding the God of comfort.
One summer she took her child to
visit the old homestead at Simsbury.
He became ill during that visit, so
ill that the doctors told her that he
would die. She sat beside the wasted little form and saw all that was
most dear to her passing slowly out
of her world. At last she felt that
more could not be borne. Turning
to her sister who wept silently at
her side, she said, "I am going into
the garden. If there is the slightest
change, come to the window. If he
is worse, lower the shade. If he is
by any chance, better, raise it." She
slipped out then, and walked across
the little bridge where as a child she
had played beside the water. The
sky, reflected in the pool, was deeply blue and beautiful. The trees
were mirrored clearly in its pure
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depths. She walked on, her heart
measuring out its lonely dirge. Returning, she saw again the pool, no
longer calm, but ruffled and disturbed. "How like my heart", she thot.
"It cannot reflect God because it is
so busy with its own disturbance."
SHE SEATED herself under a tree
where she could watch the window.
A mother hen stalked by, surrounded by her chicks. Suddenly a wagon
clattered down the road, drawn by
a runaway horse. Every chick flew
under cover this way and that. Long
afterward she could hear them
cheeping pitifully in the growing
dusk. The persistent clucking of
the mother hen drew them at last to
her protecting wings. The woman
watching ,vas aware of a sonse of
comfort. They had a haven and
they were no longer afraid. Or
were they? She listened, and heard
the distant peeping of the tiny
things, and as she watched she could
see their little feet stepping, restlessly stepping about beneath the
protecting shelter of their mother,
unwilling to completely accept the
promise of a solace. She herself
was like that, she thot. She knew
that there was a God, but somehow
the thot did not always protect her.
Again she wondered why. Then one
by one the tiny feet stopped stepping until at last every foot was
still, and with that final stillness
came the benediction of a mother's
wings dropping over them. The
woman mother saw them drop,
quietly and without ado, and something gave way in her feverish
heart that had been like an iron
band. She thot that she heard a
voice, soft as a breeze, saying, " And
when will you stop stepping?"
It could be as simple as that then,
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to stop stepping. "When my heart rific possibilities, she had stopped
is still enough", she thot, "it will all stepping. The protection of God
be given to me, the full solace of was in every circumstance, yea,
complete protection. 0 God, I will even in this. She knew that she
accept everything quietly and know could have lost he1' child and said,
that Thy purpose is in it. I will "Thy will be done." And in some
stop stepping and find the perfect strange unaccountable way, she
comfort of Thy wings. And when I knew, too, that there was in the
have become still enough, Thou ,vilt world at that very hour, a full al1Sguide me into all truth, and I will wer to all of life's perplexities and
take refuge in Thee forever---anu that something of the radiance of it
surged thru her and around her in
ever. "
this garden. She could afford to
A faint rustle came indistinctly to wait, for time seemed such a puny
her ear. With a rush of joy she thing. She would search and watch
knew before she lifted her eyes to and pray. In the twinkling of an
the raised c1wtain of that fateful eye the beaten, lonely thing that was
window, that beautiful, that blessed herself had arisen resurrected and
window, that even in the face of ter- victorious.

MEMORIALS OF THE FAITHFUL
, ABDu'L-BAHA
Translated from the Persian by Marzieh N abil Carpenter
This series of brief biogTCtphies of the leading followers of' the BCib cond BcthCi'u'll6h
',vas c01nposed by 'Abdu'l-BcthCi in 1915 cond pnblished in Hctifa in 1924 in Pers·ian.
These translations into English have been made by the request of Shoghi Effendi. The
nim has been to rendeT the1n into coLLoquial English TCtthM' than to foLLow a Literary
tTanslation. This wOTk was done SlJecially fOT the BahCi'i Magazine. The tTo"nslato'r
states that she does not consideT these t1'anslations final.*

WfljHE twelve gates of Tilmin are trucks to get through in comfort.

U

soon to fall, and people who
are old fashioned and unwilling to
part with something that used to be
beautiful hate to see them go. But
the city is grov,ring, moving UIJ
across plains to the mountains, up
toward the heights where in the not
so distant future the Baha'is are
going to build Persia's first Mashriqu'l-Adhkar.
And besides the
gates are crumbling of themselves,
their intricate patterns of green and
yellow enamel are peeling away,
they are too narrow for motor

The Shemiran Gate for instancethe one which pilgrims go out from
when they leave for Mashhad-is
typical; a quiet, bright structure,
not unlike a mosque, with ogival
archways, a mud lump of a dome,
and six crumbling towers tipped
with sky-blue tile. Like many inanimate things that people live
with, it has become dimly human
through the years; one is sorry to
see it, stuck here in the old moat
which is also doomed to disappear
-and to feel that departing cara-

:::This series of stories have appeared monthly, beginning in the October 1933 issue.
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vans al'e S0011 to lose half their
meaning', with no gate to mark their
journey, no archways to echo the
beating of their bells.

and public opposition to this work
was tremendous, as rllmors spread
that the Baha'is were daring to put
up a Mashriqu'l-Adhkar,

TIn TWELVE gates of Tihran are a
Balla'i memorial, built by one of
those personages who responded to
the summons of Baha'u'llah when
such a response meant death. U stad
Hasan was considered a remarkably handsome young man, and he
was absolutely fearless; when he became a follower of the Bab and
Baha 'u 'llah, he was soon known all
over Tihran as "Ustad Hasan the
Babi". At a time and in a country
where work was anything but sacred, Baha'u'llah taught that every
individual should have an occupation, that work was a form of
prayer, and many early Baha'is
turned to some labor or trade.
U stad Hasan b e c a m e a builder, one of those designer-masons
who are the Persian equivalent of
architect. It happened that a big
mosque was being planned by the
Sipah-Salar, and U stad lIasan was
among the builders working on it.
According to the story, the otner
architects, wishing to humiliate
him because he was a Baha'i, assigned him the meanest. most inconspicuous section of the mosque; his
work was to build a small roof that
would never be noticed, over an outbuilding of the Mosque. U stad
Hasan set to his task, and his roof
was a masterpiece; the Sipah-Salar
looked at it, and had him build the
whole mosque. In time he became
the Shah's architect-in-chief, and
built among other things the old
Imperial Bank, the Palace of the
Gulistan, and the twelve gates. It
was U stad Hasan who designed the
Grand Hotel in the heart of Tilmln,

USTAD HASAN was often beaten in
the streets. He would invite large
gatherings to his house at a period
when even small groups could not
com0 together, alld more than once
the mobs broke ill and plundered.
He lived in the old quarter of Sar-iQabr-i-Aqa, in what was then the
worst part of the city, Great numbers of the Tihran Baha'is lived in
this quarter then; they were poor,
and hunted down, and often the mud
lanes ran with blood; the place was
especially known for its immense
graveyard, where generations or
dead were crowded. Not long ago
the Persian Governmellt condemned
this graveyard, and made it into a
public park; so that today it i8 a
favorite walk, known as Baq-iFirdaus-the Garden of Heaven;
the bodies of Baha'is that were
buried there now lie in the Baha'i
cemetery.
In his later years U stad rode
everywhere on a fast donkey, and
kept one of his saddle bags filled
"nth coins for the POOl'. One afternoon he was carried into his
daughter's house, bleeding and
faint; mullas had seen him outside
the door, and had set a gang of
street rowdies to beat him; they had
struck him over the head, and
broken his arm with a stone pestle;
the saddle-bag was gone. His eldest grandson, then a small child,
still remembers the alarm in the
house, the running for water and
bandages.
U STAD LIVED to be quite old, in
spite of dangers and hardships. He
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received tablets both from Baha'u'llah and' Abdu'l-Baha, the originals
of which, on thin yellow paper in
still glossy ink, are treasured by
his descendants and are soon to be
placed in the Baha'i archives.
Baha 'u 'nah wrote to him: ' 'He is
the Utterer, the Wise! The fire of
illusion and fancy has encircled the
world, and the Great Debasement
has come on creation, yet none is
aware. Justice like the phoenix is
now only a name; the spirit of fairness has fled from the forces of
darkness to hide in high tabernacles; and heedless, men spend
their days in unspeakable desires.
Beg thou of God that He will light
the world with shining sight, and
grant men a share from the chalice
of knowledge. Fortunate art thou;
well is it with thee that thou hast
heard my cry .... Glory be on thee
and on those who bear witness to
this mighty Day."

M A G A Z I NE

A tab let from 'Abdu'l-Baha
reads: "0 servant of God! It behooves you to raise up a house that
will stand forever-so speaks the
True Architect. The floor of the
building is knowledge, the roof is
assurance, and God's love is the
light of its lamp. Rear this strong
building, raise up this palace, so
that you may become a sound builder, a faultless designer. Upon you
be greetings and praise."
The gates may go, the buildings
may gradually be replaced by
others, but it is probable that
Ustad's real work will never be dust.
His life bore constant witness to the
coming of a new Manifestation of
God, the beginning of friendliness
and peace on earth; he traded comfort and safety for humanity's fuhue. For a long time the influence
of such lives will continue, perhaps
for as long as Demavand rises
above the plains of Tihran.

"Man in this age has learned the weight of the sun, the path of a
star, the movement of an eclipse-the advance step now is to learn the
expansion of the inflexible law of matter into the subtler kingdom of
spirit, which contains a finer gravitation which holds the balance of
power from age to age unbroken. Blessed is that soul who knows that
against all appearances, the nature of things works for truth and right
forever .... The emancipated soul sees -with the eyes of perfect faith
because it knows what vast provisions are made to enable it to gain the
victory over every difficulty and trial. Yet man must ever remember
the earth plane is a workshop, not an art gallery for the exhibits of
powers. This is not the plane of perfection, but earth is the crucible
for refining and moulding character."-' Abcl~L'l-Baha.
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CURRENT THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"Recove'ry means a reform of many old methods, a permanent
readjustment of many of our ways of thinking and, therefore, of
manv of our social and economic arrangements ... Civilization cannot
go b"ack; civilization must not stand still. We have undertaken new
methods. It is our task to perfect, to improve, to alter when necessary, but in all cases to go forward."
-President RooseveIt.
~]NL Y through perils and up-

~ heavels can the nations be
brought to further development.
"It is in times of economic distress such as we experience everywhere today that one sees very
clearly the strength of the moral
forces that live in a people.
"Shall we worry over the fact
that we are living in a time of danger and want? I think not. Man,
like every other animal, is by nature
indolent. If nothing spurs him on,
then he will hardly think, and win
behave I i k e an automaton.' ' Albert Einstein.
, , NEVER BEFORE was man more
powerful, never did he have more
mechanical aids, and never was he
less able to see what the morrow
would bring forth . . . . The violent
transformations of our material
values and of economic life has
found no corresponding developments in respect to new political
and moral creations. We look for
some kind of redemption. We yearn
for new values that will make life
worth living ....
"You ask what recipe I would
recommend. Well, my own private
recipe is that we must make every
effort not to do anything that could
increase the suffering in the world

-and at the same time we must try
to make the distance that separates
men and beasts as wide as possible.' '-Paul Valery. Living Age.
, 'THE DEFECT of religion up to
now has been its attempt to dominate the whole of human experience
through one faculty of its sensorium, the emotional. The defect
of nineteenth century science was
its attempt to subject vital experience to the test of a single aspect of
human endowment, the analytical.
The demand now of a mechanised
hasty outer life to dominate the contemplative necessity by the dynamic is equally defective. Yet these
attempts at domination were signs
of a true movement in human progress; not a movement towards domination of the whole of life by any
one or two of its phases but of a
future free interaction of all phases
of human endowment; in short, a
movement towards synthesis.
"When the process of interaction
is sufficiently advanced, the religion
of the future will have begun to
emerge. Its intuitional assumptions, mental illumination and emotional expansions will have been
pondered by philosophy, tested by
science, expressed by art, incorpora ted in life. " - J ames H.
Cousins, l'he Y OWltg B~tilder.
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"MAN'S INVENTIVE genlus has loves his country, but rather his
placed within mankind's reach who loves his kind-a translation
boundless wealth, sufficient for from the words of Baha'u'llah"every inhabitant of this planet to Dr. R. F. Piper, Syram~se Univerenjoy life wit h 0 u t encroaching sity.
upon supplies of any of his fellows.
"And yet amidst all this abund"WHEN I speak of education as
ance, we are inundated with my- an absolute prerequisite for se1£riads of starving, ragged people, all government, I mean education. I
because we have not the intelligence mean more than that. I mean unito see that the old economic theories versal education. . . . I know that
have become fallacies, ... and that without a highly educated electorate
just as our productive methods to our system of government cannot
which we owe this age of plenty be maintained; certainly it cannot
have been revolutionized, so our en- be developed and perfected.
I
tire economic system must be re- know that an intelligent government
organized." Arthur Kitson, British and an intelligent citizenship do not
engineer, inventor and economist.
spontaneously grow. They must be
Living Age.
fashioned by carefully fabricated,
highly intelligent tools. Our chief
"To MEET three ardent Baha'is
interest as a government, therefore,
in Shanghai the other evening was
is education ... . "-Harolcl L. Ickes,
like a breath of fresh spiritual air
Secretary of the Interior.
from the pure land of God. There
were four of us, two Persian, one
Chinese, and I, American. I did
"Under our very eyes, journalism
not realize until this moment of has become world-minded, vitally
writing, I had not thought until interested in events beyond its own
now of the fact that in physical horizons. Not since the World \71[ ar
origin we were of three races. And has international news bulked so
I am sure the others, during our large in American newspapers as it
happy evening together, were quite does today.
as unconscious as I, of the differ"The newspaper of tomorrow
ences of racial origin. We realized will select, classify, interpret, and
in profound feeling the unity and evaluate with greater discriminacomity of mankind. We were one tion than its brother of yesterday.
in the spirit of comradeship in the I look for more informational
great cause of bringing God and articles recording progress in archibrotherhood to mankind.
tecture, drama, music, literature,
"I write in my diary: This was the leisure arts, science and rea night of joy and illumination. Mr. ligion, written by specialists who
Ouskouli wrote in my autograph bring to their task keen intellects,
book: Tonight is one of the best well furnished minds.
nights in my life, for I have en"Humanity is a field. Only the
joyed this evening. Dr. Y. S. Tsao newspaper can find and tell the
wrote: In and out the five con- amazing story, only the newspaper
tinents all are brothers· This is an can lead the way over the distant
improved version of a great say- hills."-H. F. Harrington, Director,
ing of Confucius. And Mr. Sulie- M eclill School of J m~rnalism, N orthman wrote: Glory is not his who western University.
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SPRING . . .

"This time of the world may be likened
to the equinoctial in the annual cycle.
For verily this is the spring season of
God."
-'Abdu'l Bahri.

ONSIDER this present century of radiance and compare it with
past centuries. What a vast difference exists between them! How
minds have developed! How perceptions have deepened! How discoveries have increased! What great projects have been accomplished! How
many realities have become manifest! How many mysteries of creation
have been probed and penetrated! What is the cause of this ~ It is
through the efficacy of the Spiritual Springtime in which we are living.
Day by day the world attains a new bounty.

Km HEN

the Holy Divine Manifestations or Prophets appear in the
Everything is
renewed. Minds, hearts and all human forces are re-formed, perceptions are quickened, sciences, discoveries and investigations are stimulated afresh and everything appertaining to the virtues of the human
world is re-vitalized.
~ world, a cycle of radiance, an age of mercy dawns.

m

ELIGIONS are like the progression of the seasons of the year.
to When the earth becomes dead and desolate and because of frost
and cold no trace of vanished spring remains, the springtime dawns
again and clothes everything with a new garment of life ... each springtjme that comes is the return of the springtime that has gone; this
spring is the renewal of the former spring. Springtime is springtime
no matter when or how often it comes.
HE Divine Prophets are as the coming of spring, each renewing
and quickening the teachings of the Prophet who came before
Him. Just as all seasons of spring are essentially one as to newness of
life, vernal showers and beauty, so the essence of the mission and accomplishment of all the Prophets is one and the same .... The Spiritual
Springtime has come. Infinite bounties and graces have appeared.
"Vha t bestowal is greater than this ~ , ,
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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" As this age is a luminous age and this century the century of
knowledge, new teachings are necessary, a new effulgence is essential and a new life is needed. The souls cannot accept the ancient
ideas, a new thought and new teachings are necessary that shall be
the spirit of this age and the light of this century."
-( Abd~~'l-Ba7ui

IT IS WITHIN the bounds of reason
to aver that unless humanity speedily replaces egoistic, aggTessive and
cruel qualities with cooperative and
serviceable qualities (at least in the
type of men who control affairs in
all departments of human activity)
civilization is doomed. For the
forces of obstruction and destruction grow in geometric ratio with
the progress of man's intelligence,
his inventive ca pacity, and his
science of control over the resources
and powers of nature.
There must needs be a planned
society, world wide in its scope, cooperative in its foundations and
principles, scientific in its development and distribution of produced
wealth, and non exploitive in its administration.
1]nless such a world state comes
about, society will wreck itself in
titanic struggles for supremacy on
the part of this group or that, this
nation or that. The battle of the
possessed against the dispossessecl,
of nations rich in resources against
those in need of them, of those countries who seek to maintain positions
of advantage against those seeking
to rise to power,-this immense
world-wide contest cannot chronically persist. The means of destruction are too great, the scope of
attack too vast to confine this

strife within such minor bounds as
to injure only a part of humanity.
Today we all stand to sink or
swim together. What happens in
the Antipodes affects us no less than
what happens next door. vVe are
therefore compelled for the first
time in history to think in world
terms and to make plans that are
universal in their scope.
Out of this very necessity-this
"Ananke" which compels eventswill come tremendous progress and
transformation. I do not apprehend that either humanity or Destiny will fail in the crisis. That
which is necessary will be brought
to pass. Humanity will rise to new
heights both of concept and of action. The creative forces of gifted
and truly patriotic souls, fOTging
new folk-ways within each nation,
will eventually flow together and
coalesce as a wodd power of totally
new type; a directive, constructive,
conserving power that will build
and not destroy, that will distribute
and not preempt, that will stabilize
and not endanger the structure of
civilization.
With the enormous creative power of modern science fully available
to agricultural and industrial production the world over, with improved and cheaper modes of locomotion, with the expansion of all
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means of international communications, and with the advancing coalescence of world cultures,-we may
reasonably look forward to an age
of ttniversal prosperity and happiness such as philosophers have
dreamed of and poets sung of.
WE ARE only at the dawn of the
power age. The application of electricity to the arts of life is in but
its kindergarten stage, if we may
take the word of the scientists.
And who knows what new universal and titanic power awaits discovery ~ Whether this be the power
of the atom or an electric force to
be derived from the atmosphere,
there is destined to be such a discovery within the present century.
All over the world scientists are
striving to wrest from nature this
gigantic secret that would double,
treble, expand to an unknown degree the wealth of the world.
Recent investigations point to the
stratosphere as the source of such a
new power. Scientists have discovered that the world is a huge
dynamo, with the earth and its
heavy atmosphere the negative field
and the stratosphere the positive
field. In that outer atmosphere, it
is computed, there is kinetic electricity of 200 million ampere,
enough to provide 160 million horsepower for every human being on
earth.
"Science is on the verge", says
Dr. Luther S. H. Gable, "of unleashing forces capable of lifting mankind to heights beyond the wildest
dreams of a generation ago, or of
plunging humanity into an orgy of
destruction which might well depopulate and leave barren the
civilized world."
The next kind of power that will
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be discovered will be not only more
universally available, but cheap beyond all present expectation. It
will lessen the cost of transportation. Air travel will be so low in
cost that trips around the world will
be within the means of the average
person. Structural metal will be
grea tly lowered in cost by the application of this new power to electrometallurgy in the production of aluminum alloys from the almost exhaustless supplies of aluminum ore
in which the earth '8 crust abounds.
Agriculture will be stimulated and
enriched by the low cost of nitrogen
fertilizer obtained from the earth's
atmosphere by this new power at
low cost. (Nitrogen composes 78%
of our atmosphere.)
Toil, as mankind has hitherto
known it, will be a thing of the past.
A small amount of labor per capita
will produce goods enough to satisfy all human needs and desires.
A new leisure will ensue which will
raise the dignity of the working
man and make possible the complete
democratization of culture.
BUT HUlVIANITY in order to utilize
and profit by such an age of plenty
must undergo a spirittwl transformation.
The history of power up to date
has been a history of exploitation
more than of service. The few
have grown enormously rich out of
all proportion to justice or expediency. The power already discovered has not been divided in
proportionate blessings among the
human family. If a vast new power
were to be discovered while humanity is organized socially, economically and politically on the old individualistic selfish basis, the process
of human exploitation would be ag-
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gravated rather than diminished. ury-desires and sensuality. The new
Instead of a blessing such a power age of plenty and of leisure will
would prove a curse, for it would prove a temptation far too great for
engender class warfares and disrupt humanity to endure, unless there
rather than insure the order and comes simultaneously with it a prostability of civilization.
cess of spiritualization to refine
More dangerous still would such man's desires and customs.
What humanity desperately needs
a power prove in the field of nationalistic rivalry and warfare. The more than new sources of power,
power sources we already have on more than leisure and prosperity, is
hand are so destructive as to men- a new consctence. When that arace the very existence of civiliza- rives, man's intelligence and will
tion. Added power would prove to can forge a way to a prosperity not
be but added ruin if the old com- only far greater than human hope
petitive nationalistic system were to has envisaged, but also eternally
continue with its exploitation in durable.
the name of patriotism, its selfish
Philosophers, economists, statesmonopolizing of earth's resources, men are seeking today, with a zeal
and its fanatical and unreasoning enforced by necessity, sect~rity for a
belligerancy.
failing world. The solution to their
quest must be found chiefly in a
THIRDLY, there is a distinct dan- new universal moral and spiritual
ger to civilization in the opportuni- consciousness applied in practical
ties given by added leisure for the terms to the more perfect organizasatisfaction of greed, vanity, lux- tion of human society.

{{ A new era of divine consciousness is ttpon us.
The world of hwnanity is going throttgh a process of
transformation.
The thOttghts of

A new race is being developed.
ht~1nan

brotherhood are penneating

all regions. New ideals are stirring the depths of
hea,rts, and a new spirit of

t~niversal

consctOtGSltess

is being profotmdly felt by all1nen."
-( Abdt~'l-Balui.
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THE LESSON OF SAINT-JEAN

D~ACRE

EMILE SCHREIBER

Translated from the French by Emily McBride Perigord
The following article is a translation, spec'ially authorized by M. E1nile Schreiber,
from his recent book, "Cette annee a Jerusalem," of the concluding chapter devoted to
his experiences during a visit to 'Aklai and to the Shrine of Bahri/~£'llah at Bahje. The
author is a notable /igu1"e in F1"ench intellectual circles, a 1nan of vast experience and
travel, and though himself not an adherent of the Baha'i Faith, one who has a deep
and sincere appreciation of its world progra11~.

T Saint-Jean D 'Acre, in the
North of Palestine, I visited
the tomb of Baha 'u 'llah, one of the
creators of Bahaism, that religion,
or rather that religious philosophy
of an incomparable breadth, which
was preached from 1844 to 1921 by
three Persian Prophets, the Bab,
Baha 'u 'llah and His Son 'Abdu '1Baha....
While Soviet Marxism proclaims
historical materialism, while the
younger Jewish generations are becoming more and more indifferent
to the established beliefs, the Baha'i
doctrine takes on, in these present
times, special interest, an interest
all the greater as, departing from
the purely philosophical domain, it
upholds, in economics, solutions
which coincide curiously with the
preoccupations of our times.
This religion is, moreover, by its
very essence, opposed to the dogma
of racial superiority. It originated
in Persia, in 1844 and the three successive prophets who preached it
were Persians. The first, the Creator, was called the Bab. He preached in about 1850 and taught besides the reconciliation of all the
various religions, the liberation of
women, still condemned to a semiservitde in all Islam.
A Persian of rare beauty, Quarratu'l-'Ayn, gifted with a great

talent of oratory, became a convert
and was the first woman in the
Orient to unveil. Tens of thousands of Persians were converted at
that time. The Shah of Persia had
the Bab imprisoned, and soon after
beheaded.
Quarratu'l-' Ayn was
strangled to death. Almost all of
the followers were imprisoned, tortured, and killed. Later some of the
few remaining disciples were exiled
to Sant-J ean D' Acre, which has
since become a Palestinian city.
It is there that I visited the house
of the Bab's successor, Baha'u'llah,
transformed today into the Temple
of Bahaism, which is more a philosophy than a religion, in the traditional sense, as it has no cult, no
clergy. The Bahaists think that
generally the priests are tempted
for selfish ends to falsify and corrupt the disinterested idealism of
the founders of any religion.
BAHA'U'LLAH, the Principal of
the'se three prophets, spread His
doctrine not only in the Orient, but
in many European countries, and
above all in the United States and
Canada.
He was persecuted and imprisoned for over forty years, and finally
died in exile. His son 'Abdu'lBaha, succeeded Him and elaborated in harmony with the teachings of
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His Father, the economic principles
of the Baha'i Faith. These prophecies indicate, to an astonishing degree, the profundity of His knowledge, His spiritual vision and insight. He foretold the Great War
and the subsequent economic crisis.
He died soon after the realization
of the first part of His prophecies.
The house where Baha 'u 'llah
lived and died in exile, at SaintJean D' Acre, has been transformed, by pious hands, into a retreat of
silence and meditation. It is situated on the edge of a large forest of
Eucalyptus, in the middle of a large
Arabian garden, filled with quiet
poetic charm. The principle room
of the house, in oriental style, resembles a mosque. It contains only
the most rare plants and flowers
arranged in perfect harmony. On
the first floor the rooms, in oriental
style, are scrupulously clean. These
rooms are offered to pilgrims desirous to withdraw in quiet and
peace. The caretaker is a Baha'i
of great serenity, and who refused
when we left to accept a pour boire
( oh! marvel in this country of the
Oriental). He gave us a pamphlet
containing a resume of the Baha'i
principles.
The Baha'i Doctrine: The human race is universal. All men are
like the leaves of the same tree, and
the flowers of the same garden.
Racial hatreds are insensate.
All religions are to be respected.
Moses, CIlTist, Muhammad, have
lifted men to higher realms of
thought and civilization.
Universal peace should be assured by a League of Nations, intenlational arbitration, and adequate
sanctions.
The rights and opportunities of
both sexes should be the same.
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It is the preaching' of this last
principle so violently in opposition
to the Muhammadan tradition, that
makes the enslaving of its women
the basis of society, which brought
to the Forerunner, the Bab, the penalty of death in 1850.
IN THIS quiet solitude, I reverently evoked the martyrdom of these
generous men, who paid, with their
lives, or with exile, for a noble
idealism.
N either Christians nor Jews,
consequently above the conflict
which is breaking' out anew in
Christian countries under the form
of religious persecution, these Persian Prophets lifted their voices
against the sterile hatred of races.
In what way does one race differ
from another ~ Climate, social usages, education, language, food,
and, last but not least, intermarriage either secretly or outwardly
acknowledged, can produce in any
country a rapid blending of the
most diverse races, if no political
principle or social philosophy interfere.
Without doubt there exists a J ewish type, just as there exists a German type, or French. How many
more numerous are the Jews, the
Germans, or the French who possess
no definite type, and in which it is
impossible to recognize at first
glance, and even after careful examination any signs of their racial
ongm.
This experience confirms the generous and humane philosophy of the
Baha'is, who have themselves been
inspired by the doctrine of Christ
, 'all men are brothers."
The Baha'is declare that social
relations become fatally impossible
in a community where individual
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idealism does not supply a firm Faith conceived in far away Persia,
basis for the ties that bind men to- then so backward, reached the idengether.
tical conclusions advanced by our
The individual feels himself more foremost modern economists. These
and more isolated in the midst of a economists maintain that in the difsocial jungle which menaces, in ferent countries of the occidental
many respects, his well being and civilization, international cooperasecurity. Good will and honesty tion is the only way out of the presfailing to bring him the anticipated ent crisis, which drags all peoples
results, cease to have in his estima- into an ever increasing misery.
These humanitarian principles of
tion any practical value. Hence
arise in him according to the indivi- the Baha'is might seem seriously
dual temperament, indifference, dis- endangered at a time when Nationcouragement or unscrupulous dar- alistic frenzy, recently aggravated
ing, which move one to secure by by racial hatreds, seems to render
fair or foul means the material their practical application more remote and unattainable.
necessities of life.
Society, no longer under any conThe whole question is to know if
trol, either moral or political, be- those who are in power today
comes a ship without a rudder, throughout the world are able to
where no prediction is possible and solve the simple problem of food
becomes the victim of crises of in- and shelter, in the different councreasing frequency and violence.
tries which deny in theory and practice the solidarity of peoples and
THE PRESENT age, declare the races.
Baha,'i Prophets, marks the end of
A new world war will no doubt be
a civilization which no longer serves necessary before humanity, which
the interest of humanity. It leads has not as yet learned the lesson of
to the complete bankruptcy of ma- 1914, finds out that the solutions of
terial or moral institutions, which violence and conquest can only reare originally intended to assure the sult in the general ruin, without
well-being and security of men, that profit for any of the participants.
is to say the State, the Ohurch, Oommerce and Industry.
HERE ARE the economic principles
The fundamental principle which of Baha'u'llah, as they were formucould save civilization, on its way lated half a century ago, and which
to destruction, is the solidarity of gave expression to the fears which
nations and races, for the inter- have since been fully justified.
penetration of peoples is such that
There is an organic cycle in huthey can not by their own efforts man evolution marked by the duraalone find the road to a lasting tion of the life of a religion, of approsperity.
proximately one thousand years. A
These prophecies w h i c h un- social cycle begins with the life of
doubtedly appeared over-pessimis- a religion, with the appearance of a
tic when they were made toward prophetic founder of religion, whose
1890, were not, as subsequent events influence and teaching renews the
have clearly shown, mere jermiads! inner life of man and releases a new
It remains to study how the Baha'i wave of progress. Each cycle de-
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stroys the outworn beliefs and institutions of the former cycle and
creates a civilization based on beliefs in closer conformity with actual human needs.
In the past the influence of each
founder of religion has been limited
to one race or region by reason of
the physical selJaration of the races
and nations. The present cycle has
worldwide influence and meaning.
If the old tTibal morality persists,
science will be a destroyer. Its
forces can only be controlled by a
united humanity striving for the
general welfare and well being,
The law of the struggle for existence does not exist for man when
he becomes conscious of his mental
and spiritual powers. It is replaced
by the higher law of cooperation.
Under this higher law the individual will enjoy a far larger status
than that of passive political citizenship. Public administration will
pass from partisan politics which
betray the people, to those who can
regard office as a sacred trusteeship
in wllich they can serve divine principles of justice and brotherhood.
Economic stability depends on
moral solidarity and the realization
that wealth is a means and not the
end of life, rather than the working
out of any elaborate socialistic or
communistic plan. The essential
point is the rise of a new mind, a
new spirit of cooperation and mutual help, not universal subservience to a formal system, the effect
of which would be to remove all individual moral responsibility.
N either democracy nor aristocracy alone can supply the correct
bases for society. Democracy is
helpless against internal dissension;
aristocracy survives by foreign aggression. A combination of both
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principles is necessary-the administration of affairs by the elite of
mankind, elected by universal suffrage and controlled by world constitution embodying principles having moral reality.
At this time of transition between
the old age of competition and the
new age of COOIJeration, the very
life of humanity is in peril. It is a
major stage in human history, a
turning point in the evolution of
mankind.
'ABDUL-BAHA, Baha'u'llah's son
and successor, developing the
thoughts of His Father, thus concluded an address in New York in
1912: "Material civilization has
reached in the West the highest degree of development, but it is the
Orient that has given birth to spiritual civilization.
"In the western world material
civilization has attained the highest
point of development, but divine
civilization was founded in the land
of the East. The East must acquire material civilization from the
\Vest and the ,Vest must receive
spiritual civilization from the East.
This will establish a mutual bond.
vVhen these two come together, the
world of humanity will present a
glorious aspect and extTaordinary
progress will be achieved."
Thus spoke' Abc1u'l-Baha in 1912
and everything has happened as He
predicted.
But these words have not aged;
they could without a single alteration be repeated in 1932. Today, as
in 1912, the tllTeat of war is again
hanging over our heads, and the
causes of hatred and of conflict have
accumulated to such a point that if
it be true that there exists an ebb
and flow in human evolution, one
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the human race. But the voice of
the Baha'i Prophets seemed to me
to offer an interest of actuality and
of truth, an interest which is the
greater because these men from
Persia belonged to a nation rather
backward at a time when they sacrificed either their freedom or their
lives, to preserve the flame of truth,
and of human generosity.

can conclude that we have never
been so near a revival of those ideals
of world cooperation which alone
can save us.

In this Orient where ideas are as
clear and luminous as its skies,
voices have been lifted braving martyrdom to proclaim the brotherhood of man and the solidarity of

FRONTIERS -- OLD AND NEW
DALE

S.

COLE

"How have we wandered a long dismal night,
Led through blind paths by each deluding light."
-Roscommon.

ACH year, as spring approaches, there is a quickening in the tempo of life in the animal
and vegetable kingdoms. Somehow
spring induces optimism and a
fresh hope-an acceleration. How
intensely we yearn for the turning
of the tide just now! Spring is the
frontier of a new era of living, and
there has always been lure and romance about a frontier.
It has been said that we must
enter a new area of human behavior. This area is a frontier,
lying between the mistakes of the
past and the possibilities of the
future.
Several writers have recently
mentioned geographical frontiers
and tbeir influence on human activities in the years gone by. They
have pointed out that the frontiers
of civilization have served a purpose which, possibly, has not been
sufficiently appreciated.
A concrete example from history will illustrate this function.

When conditions in the New England states became so distressing
that certain individuals could no
longer cope with them, what did
many families do ~ They packed
their belongings in a wagon and
migra ted, many of them, to the
Western Reserve.
What were numbers of these
pioneers doing~ They were runing away from intolerable conditions, from forces which they could
not control. They were seeking a
new environment where they would
not be hampered by the limitations
imposed upon them in the old. They
were seeking a place where there
was greater freedom, at least freedom from economic pressures,
which they could not withstand.
They were entering a "new area of
behavior' '-a frontier. Well they
knew that it was a difficult task, that
while they might be escaping from
some vexing situations and competition, they were beginning a contest with nature. But even this,

FRONTIERS-OLD AND NEW

they deemed not too high a price
to pay for release from burdens too
heavy to carry.
MANY are the accounts of mIgrations in history; migrations of
tribes, of peoples and nations.
Sometimes these moves were forced
by climatic changes or a natural
catastrophe.
In some instances
peoples were exiled by stronger
groups. Often they moved in search
of food. Again they became acquisitive and sought to conquer.
Wanderlust played its part. But
almost always the goal of such a
migration, voluntary or involuntary, was a new land, a frontier, unsettled and untried but promising,
which offered some measure of relief from undesirable conditions.
To recapitulate, fhst a frontier
was a "place." Secondly, it was a
new place. Third, it was a retreat,
a refuge, a relief, or release for the
overburdened, or an expansion
chamber for the over-crowded.
Fourth, it was a' 'land of promise."
Where are the frontiers now to
which distressed individuals, families and peoples may repair O? There
are few, if any, for they have disappeared with the advance of civilization. J a pan has been trying to
define one for herself.
This disappearance of frontiers is
one of the "unprecedented conditions" pointed out by contemporary
writers and thinkers. Always before, groups could run away, as it
were, from intolerable conditions
and start over again in a new place.
Now there is no place to go.
BUT A FRONTIER may not always be
a place. It may be a period of
time between the known past and
the unknov\Tn future. It may be a
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different environment, somewhere
between the old difficulties and relief. It may be a state of mind intermediate between despair and
hope. And finally, it may be a condition of spiritual consciousness
which takes full cognizance of shifting values and the significance of
events, but at the same time orients
individuals and peoples so that they
may become unobstructed channels
for a spiritually dynamic power.
It is becoming more and more
generally appreciated that the only
force which can be effective enough
to correct the ills of the world is a
force originating with God, and that
such a force really becomes effective
when His Will is carried out in daily
life.
Few, if any, place frontiers remain. Time frontiers are beside
the point although time is of the
essence of the problem. A new
environment is desirable but impotent of itself. A temporary improvement in the general state of
mind, although an intellectual possibility, is inadequate. So that there
remains a single open frontier to
which we may migrate with any assurance. It is the area of a new
spiritual consciousness, of "wider
loyalties," of "higher aspirations"
than have ever hitherto moved mankind.
Our immediate objectives are new
political, economic and s 0 cia 1 achievements, but these can be most
expeditiously and permanently attained by realizing that they are but
limited areas of the whole, and that
the highway of approach to the solution of Ilolitical, economic and social vicissitudes is through the frontier of a kind of spiritual awareness
not sufficiently prevalent today.
Any frontier presents its hard-
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This migration into a new frontships.
One cannot usually slip
from old, familiar h ab its of ier, imperative though it be, may
thought into new and broader ones not be a retreat, a flight from inwithout considerable effort. Like tolerable conditions as such, rather
the old frontiersmen, we have many it may be a voluntary advance, a
obstacles to overcome. But just as rising above old limitations into the
they conquered the wilderness of frontier of greater potentialities for
physical frontiers, changing their concerted human endeavor where a
mode of life in so doing, so can we true community of interests may be
change, not only our sentiments but found.
also our attitudes, both passive and
In this frontier of a new spiritual
active, towards those fundamentals consciousness, true signi:ficances
of life which form the sub-structure will appear. These will be profound
of society.
and fundamental. The oneness of
The frontier of a new, more uni- mankind and the oneness of reliversal consciousness, the 0 n I y gion will emphasize the solidarity of
available refuge, is the portal to foundations. The various spheres
the Most Great Peace on earth, a of activity of the sons of men will be
peace with a trinity of virtues; seen as concentric about the center
peace among peoples, peace between of the essential unity of mankind.
individuals, and peace and tranIn this frontier there will be no
quility within the individual. No differentiations such as racial aniprice is too high to pay for such a mosities and national antagonisms.
benevolent consummation for it pre- There will be an integration of husages the "culmination of human man purposes and ideals. There
evolution. ' ,
will be withal, "unity in diversity"
not uniformity. There will be virWHAT ARE some of the changes to gin soil for human cooperation, the
be encountered in this frontier of philosophy of despair and selfisha new and deeper spiritual consci- ness yielding to one of lovingness
ousness?
and faith.
As the pioneers of old left behind
Today, the Baha'i Movement is
them many things, tangible and insounding the broad principles upon
tangible, which they could not take
which the future advancement of
along, so must reliance on tradition
man must be based. This frontier
and superstition be abandoned. Preof a new spiritual consciousness of
judices of all kinds must be left
tremendous possibilities a wa its
with the old environment. Outthose in search of truth.
grown creeds and dogmas must not
The :first step towards it is a debe allowed to impede progress. By
sire
to know the Truth as enunciindependent and trustworthy invesated
in the Divine Plan. This
tigation the trail of truth must be
followed through the frontier. The knowledge is not difficult to acquire.
The spiritual springtime is here.
guidance of science and religion~
religion the revealed Word of God The roads to the frontier are open.
The pioneers are moving.
for this day-must be followed.

aN THE world of nature the greatest dominant note is

U

the struggle for existence-the result of which is the
survival of the fittest. The law of the survival of the fittest
is the origin of all difficulties. It is the cause of war and
strife, hatred and animosity between human beings. In the
world of nature there is tyranny, egoism, aggression, overbearance, usurpation of the rights of others and other blameworthy attributes which are the defects of the animal world.
Therefore, so long as the requirements of the natural world
play paramount part among the children of men, success and
prosperity are impossible. For the success and prosperity of
the human world depend upon the qualities and virtues with
which the reality of humanity is adorned; while the exigencies
of the natural world work against the realization of this
object.
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HE nobility and glory of man consist in the fact that,
amidst the beings, he is the dawning-place of righteousness. Can any greater blessing be imagined by man than the
consciousness that by Divine assistance the means of comfort,
peace and prosperity of the human race are in his hands?
How noble and excellent is man if he only attain to this state
for which he was designed. And how mean and contemptible
if he close his eyes to the public weal, and spend his precious
capacities on personal and selfish ends. The greatest happiness
lies in the happiness ofhothers. He whfo urges thedmatclhless
steed of endeavor on t e race-course 0 justice an civi ization alone is capable of comprehending the wonderful signs of
the natural and spiritual world."
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TRAINING FOR THE NEW WOMANHOOD
IN PERSIA
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRICK
"The world of humanity is possessed of two wings-the male and the fe1nale . . . .
When the two wings or factors become equivalent in strength, enjoying the sa11'W
prerogatives, the flight of 1nan will be exceedingly lofty and extraordinary. Therefore
woman 11~ust receive the sa11'W education as 1nan and all inequality be adjusted."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.
~HE

liberation of women in the
Near and Far East is going
on with such rapidity that we in the
western world are scarcely conscious how advanced our eastern sisters are. Recently a young woman
from Turkey, a student in one of
our great universities is reported as
saying that Americans were wholly
uninformed about conditions in
Turkey; that she had more personal
freedom in her native land than on
the university campus here. A
Chinese wo m a n s 13 e a kin g in
America recently made the statement that there is no profession but
what is open to women in China;
that women are finding opportunities in the political, business and industrial world as well. From India
we hear of the eagerness with which
the masses of women are seeking
and grasping opportunities to learn
and to improve their condition. All
over Asia are organizations and
leagues for the liberation and advancement of women.
But we are especially interested
in the progress women are making,
and the training girls are having in
Persia, the homeland of the Bab and
of Baha 'u 'llah, those Supermen
Who first proclaimed that the recognition of the equality of man and
woman was necessary to the progress of mankind. Not very much
news from Persia gets into our
papers and periodicals, perhaps be-

U

cause there are fewer commercial
connections between that country
and western countries.
But however that may be women are awake
in Persia and when the history of
the rise of feminism in the Orient is
fully written the original impulse
will be traced to Persia.
THE DRAMATIC story of Persia's
heroine, the inspired Tahirih, better
known as Qurratu'l-' Ayn, is the
story of the beginning of woman's
liberation. Born in a family of
rank and learning she herself was
famed as a poetess and for her brilliant scholarship. Her fearless act
of appearing unveiled before a conference of men in a country bound
by centuries of tradition and custom which not only gave woman no
rights and privileges but which held
her as an inferior creation, was
much more than a startling gesture.
Behind it was the firm and inspired
conviction that this was the beginning of a new cosmic cycle for
which new laws and customs were
necessary and in which the essential
equality of men and women would
be understood and realized. The
story of this learned and noble
woman who possessed the graciousness, charm and dignity of perfect
womanhood, strengthened by the
steadfastness of an inspired and
unyielding faith, who calmly adorned herself for her own martyrdom
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as she would for her bridal day, has publicly put in practice sueh a prinalready been told throughout the ciple as the equality of men and
world and will in the future be women was out of the question, and
familiar to all.'
yet during these years of testing
Of her Professor Edward G. and suffering this and other teachBrowne says: "The appearance of ings of Baha 'u 'llah were being
such a woman as Qurratu'l-' Ayn is quietly spread throughout Persia.
in any country and in any age a Just as a seed or a bulb spreads its
rare phenomenon but in such a roots deeply and firmly in the dark
country as Persia it is a prodigy- ground before it can send up
nay, almost a miracle. Alike in vir- branches and leaves and bear fruit,
tue of her marvelous beauty, her so these divine teachings were takrare intellectual gifts, her fervid ing firm root in the pure soil of the
eloquence, her fearless devotion, hearts of thousands during these
and her glorious martyrdom, she long decades of persecution.
stands forth incomparable and imThe time eame however when the
mortal among her countrywomen.' ,2 Baha'is ventured to form classes
Thus by her life and her death did for giving children lessons in Baha'i
Qurratu'l-' Ayn indelibly impress teachings. But so deep-seated were
upon the consciousness of those customs and traditions that even
early followers of the Bab that they then it was for boys only that
were called not simply to a purified classes were started. In a few
and exalted spiritual life but to es- years however the time was ripe for
tablish new principles as a basis for beginning the formal work with the
new clTstoms, in fact, to lay the girls. We know that during all
foundation of a new cycle in human these dark years the girls in Baha'i
history. And one of the most start- homes had not been neglected for
ling innovations in this new eycle when the classes were formed there
was the principle of the absolute were women well fitted to teach
equality of men and women.
them. How eager the girls were
and how rapidly the work proWITH SUCH a beginning and such
gressed is shown in this little acan impetus Persian women might count sent us by Dr. Susan I.
easily have been in the lead of their Moody:4
Oriental sisters today. But when
, 'One day in 1911 a young Baha'i
we remember that this idea of libworker among the boys, Mirza
erating women was a part of a great
Niematollah Alaie, came to me and
religious revolution we can understand why, in that backward, priest- said: 'Why don't you start the girls
ridden, and fanatical country the in this study of the Teachings ~'
declaration of such advanced prin- That inspired me to get busy and
ciples called fOTth the most cruel, we soon began to gather the girls in
bloody, and unrelenting persecu- a quiet way. As they were most
tions known in the history of man- eager we soon had classes opened in
kind. For half a century Persia various parts of the city. It was
was in the throes of religious per- my privilege to visit a class every
secution and civil disOTder. To Friday morning and often when a
3

lSee Baha'i Magazine, Val. 21, P. 231, for a fuller account of Qurratu'l-Ayn.
2A Traveler's Narrative, Note Q, p. 309.
. '
3An account by JaIsl Sahihi printed in a former issue of this lnagazllle shows WIth what dangers these first
schools were attended. See Baha'i Magazine, Val. 21, p. 3G<L
1Dr. Moody is an American Baha'i who has for years Iuade her hOlne in Tihran, Persia, and found her work
among Persian Baha'is.
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class finished a course the examination was held in my home.
"One year we ha d a large ga thering of the girls and their mothers
in a place on the outskirts of the
city-the home of a Baha'i-chosen
because it was isolated.
"In the midst of a very interesting program of recitations by the
children word was brought to me
that three police officers were at the
gate to find out what we were
doing. This became known and
there was more or less excitement.
A teacher in a government school
who was friendly but not a Baha'i
ran into the house and over the roof
to another house greatly scared.
"I went outside and explained
that this was a social gathering and
invited the officers, who were surrounded by quite a crowd of boys,
to come in and have some ice cream
with us. They laughed, asked to be
The
excused, and went away.
friends were so excited that we
soon had refreshments and closed
the meeting, dispersing by various
routes to our homes. There was
never any further disturbance.
"The classes have developed
greatly since those days and we
continually render thanks for the
freedom now enjoyed by the
Baha'is. We now have sixteen centers, all managed by trained teachers, where the same curriculum
mentioned by Mirza J alal is used,
and in these classes many who started years ago in the first course are
teaching and training others."
A MORE recent letter from Eshraghea Zabih, one of the present
leaders in this work, tells us that
there are now several hundred girls
in these classes. The following
paragraph quoted from this letter
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helps us to see with what careful detail these classes are organized.
"These girls are classified according to their age and studies. In the
first and second classes they learn
brief quotations from Baha'u'llah
and 'Abdu 'l-Baha; in the third a
brief history of the Cause; later
they study The Traveller's Narrative, the Book of Certit1;cde, the
Book of Laws. Public speaking is
included in the last grade. The
children of from four to seven are
formed into a kindergarten class.
"There are forty-five teachers
and inspectors who meet once a
week for plans and consultation and
if there is anything that cannot be
solved by this group it is left for
the nine elected from this group to
carry on the executive side of the
work. These make the program
for the classes, set the time for examination and give a large feast in
celebration of the year's work for
the mothers, the children and those
who donate their houses for the
classes. At that feast we give prizes
to the children."
Miss Zabih tells us that this
teaching work is by no means all
that these Baha'i sisters in Persia
are doing for the advancement of
themselves and children. In all
there are four women's committees;
one which has charge of and arranges all general meetings, conferences and feasts, another the
Women's Progress Committee, one
known as Moballeghat, which provides for teachers to spread the
Cause, and the one already described for teaching- children.
Could anything but a great spiritual force develop these sisters in so
few years to such a degree that they
are not only teaching themselves
but organizing and directing these
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different activities themselves 7"
These accounts come from our
sisters in Tihnin, the capital and
most advanced city in Persia. In
the few years since their schools
were started they have made wonderful progress j even in Tihnin
there are many obstacles, and in
other cities and in the rural districts there are more difficulties, but
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advancement is rapid everywhere.
The sacrifice of the noble Qurratu'l'Ayn and of thousands of othersmen, women and even children-is
bearing fruit. A new spirit pervades Persia and women are sharing this spirit of progress. Like
our sisters in India, China and Turkey the women of Persia are rapidly
going forward.

EDUCATION IN A WORLD ORDER
KENNETH CHRISTIAN
"Education holds an important place in the new orde?" of things . ... All children
must be educated so that there will not remain one single individual witho~~t an education . ... In ctddition to this widespj"ectd educcttion, ecwh child must be taught a profession OJ" trade so thctt each individual me1nber of the body politic will be enabled to earn
his own living and at the same time serve the c01nmunity . ... Univej"sal education is a
~miveTsal law."
-'Abdu'l-Bahd.

nBE Baha,'i Faith is unique 111
U that it alone presents a program for a World State complete in
all its ramifications, with a world
constitution outlining all the laws
essential for a universal, progressive society.
It is also an interesting fact that
the Baha,'i Administration (as the
world government in its present
form is called) is functioning already among several millions of
people throughout the five continents. The details of the World Order of Baha 'u 'llah are being carefully studied and put into practice
by groups of people as separated
nationally as Americans and Burmese, as Germans and Persians, as
English and JalJanese. Thus, daily,
the future administrators of a unified world are being trained.
PROMINENT AMONG the many chal-

lenging features of this World Order are the theories of education.
To establish real peace and unity
under the Baha'i plan will, first of
all, require that a universal curriculum of study be adopted. All
religious, racial, nationalistic, and
political prejudices m us t be
effaced from our books of history. No more can we allow NorthSouth sectionalism, Franco-German
hatred to bring about such a patent
distortion of historical fact as is
now the case. Not in history alone,
however, but in all subjects must
the universal cuuiculum be supreme. This is the first fundamental of education for world citizenship.
It is the duty of the State to make
education compulsory under this
curriculum. If the parents of a
child are unable to provide for its
education, the State must assume
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the responsibility. If the parents
of a child are able, but unwilling,
to furnish an education, the State
has the right to tax such a family
for the entire amount necessary for
the child's training. These matters
are placed in the hands of each local
Spiritual Assembly
(governing
body).
There must, under no circumstances, be any difference between
the education given to the boy and
that given to the girl. If there is
any necessity of choosing which
shall be educated-the boy or the
girl-always, Baha 'u 'llah writes,
must the girl be given the preference. This is essential, since girls
are the mother-educators of the
race. Universal education of women
will be an effective guarantee of
permanent peace. "Hence the new
age will be an age less masculine
and more permeated with the feminine ideals, or, to speak more exactly, will be an age in which the
masculine and feminine elements of
civilization will be more evenly balanced.'"
Each individual must be taught a
trade or profession so that he may
become economically independent.
It is an obligation of the State to
provide such an opportunity to
everyone. And, in addition to this,
all are to be given a "liberal" education.
This is, however, a decidedly new
interpretation of what constitutes a
liberal education. Every child from
birth will be taught to do things
independently. The ideal that will
permeate all progressive thought
under the Baha'i Order will be "the
in de pen den t investigation of
truth." There will be constant effort to motivate the child, not toward gullible acceptance of his an-
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cestor's theories, but toward constant, continued, universalized progress.
IT SHOULD not be inferred that
there is, in any of the Baha'i writings, a belief that all people are capable of the same amount of understanding. 'Abdu'l-Baha states explicitly that there is as much difference between the innate capacities of individuals as there is difference in odor, color, and form between the flowers in a garden. This
new education will give careful attention to each individual under the
conditions above stated. The result will be similar to a comparison
between a field of wild flowers and
a cultivated flower garden.
The child is to be continually
trained in world citizenship. History will be presented to him as the
record of humanity's aspiration
throughout all time. World vistas
will replace sectarian interests.
Coupled with this will be a new attitude toward labor.
With the people of the world
working but several hours a day,
drudgery will be abolished. And,
since everyone will be compelled to
do his share in the world's work,
work will be simple and universal
in its relation to daily life. To enhance this position, Baha'u'llah has
declared that in this age all work is
worship. "Work done in the spirit
of service is the highest form of
worship.' ,.
This liberalized education will include thorough training from early
childhood in the sciences and arts.
Such subjects will be taught to the
child through games and by the
use of simple toys.

l'Adu'I-Bahii in "Bahii'u'llah and the New Era," p. 176.
2Bahii'i Scriptures, par. 574.
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President Bliss of the American
University of Beirut that '~~bdu'l
Baha stated the three cardinal principles to be followed by the universities and colleges of the world.
"First: \Yhole-hearted service to
the cause of education, the unfolding' of the mysteries of nature, the
extension of the boundaries of
science, the elimination of the
causes of ignorance and social evils,
a standard universal syst.em of instruction, and the diffusion of the
lights of knowledge and reality.
"Second: Service to the cause of
morality, raising the moral tone of
the students, inspiring them with
the sublimist ethical ideals, teaching them altruism, inculcating in
their lives the beauty of holiness
and the excellency of virtue, and
animating them with the graces and
perfections of the religion of God.

"Third: Service to the oneness
of the world of humanity; so that
each student may consciously realize
tha t he is a brother to all mankind,
irrespective of religion or race.
The thoughts of universal peace
must be instilled in the minds of
all the scholars, in order that they
may become the armies of peace,
the real servants of the body politic
-the world. God is the Father of
all. Mankil1d are His children.
This globe is one home. Nations
are the members of one family. The
mothers in their homes, the teachers
in the schools, the professors in the
colleges, the presidents in the universities, must teach these ideals to
the young from the cradle to maturity."
Here is the educational Magna
Oharta of future generations!

{( The time has ar'rived fOT the 1Dorld of h~tmanity to hoist the
standard of the oneness of mankind, so that solidarity and unity
may bind together all the nations; so that dogmatic form1l-Zas and
s'ltperstitions may end; so that the essential realitynnderlying all
the religions as founded by the Prophets may be re'vealed.
{( That reality is one.

{( It is the love of God, the p-rog-ress of the world, the oneness
of hmnant:ty.
"That -rea,lity is the bond which can tcnite a,U the hl,Mnan
race . ...
{( The1"efore strive; 0 ye people/ and P'ltt forth yO'l1<1" efforts,
that this reality may o'UerCOYfW the lesser forces of existence, that
this reality alone may cont1"ol the li1!es of }nen . . "
Thns may a
new springtirne be ushe~'ecI in a,nd a, fresh spirit 1nwy Tes'[[,scitate

m.ankind.
{( This is my'messa,ge."
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KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER IN JAPAN
A Trib'ute
AGNES B. ALEXANDER
"It is quite plain and obvious that the life of this mortal world, like the breezes
at daybreak, is not enduring b~it passes away. Blessed therefore is the great one who,
walking in the path of God's Will, shalllecive behind hin1- a praiseworthy fa1ne and happy
remembrance . ... To be approved of Goel alone shoulel be one's aim."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.

nNTERNATIONALLY known Baha'i Cause, and she felt that
and loved, the subject of this without his sanction she could not
article Keith Ransom-Kehler needs stay longer. Knowing the great imno introduction to the readers of portance to Japan of her presence
the Baha'i Magazine, who have, there, I cabled the Guardian asking
through her writings, been given a that she might extend her stay. Just
glimpse into her pure, beautiful as she was packing to be ready to
soul.
leave, the answer came, "WholeFor me to attempt to write any- heartedly approve Keith extend
thing which would be adequate to stay. " She then remained a month
Keith's life and station is utterly longer.
impossible. I feel though, I must
add my tribute to one who did so
ALL THAT Keith's visit meant to
much for the Cause of Baha 'u 'llah
J a pan can never be told in words. I
in Japan, where, through the great
will therefore only recount briefly a
bounty of God, it was my rare privfew incidents. Her first public
ilege to have had her with me for
speech, the day following her arsix weeks. Although we had never
rival, was given at the Pan-Pacific
looked into each other's faces, and
weekly luncheon in Tokyo. She
I had only known her through her
spoke with great inspiration and
writings, yet even before the cable
power on the Bah6/i Movement. The
reached me telling' of her coming,
next morning the Japan Advertiser,
an expectant joy had filled my
the leading English newspaper of
heart,-a joy which came from an
Japan, printed these words from
unseen source and was not connecther talk:
ed with the world about me.
In arranging for Keith's visit to
"The world has developed into a neighTokyo, the doors had all opened borhood,
but there is no spirit of friendand a program for two weeks had liness and neighborliness. The Bah:i'i Movebeen filled, when on J uue 30, 1931, I ment has given to millions of men and
women today, representing every l'ace, every
met her at Yokohama. It was a religion, evel'Y nationality, evel'Y class,
happy meeting and we felt a joy every type of human being, this great unifyimpulse, which we believe will enable us
and peace in being together. Her ing
to move fOl'ward like an army of faith and
plan to spend two weeks in Japan strength to vanquish evil things on earth,
such as racial prejudices, religious animosihad been submitted to and approved ties,
social antagonisms-these things which
by Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the have spread and divided men."
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In a Buddhist
Temple, where the
priest is a progress i v e, enlightened
soul, Keith was invited to speak on
The Way of Salvation. It was the
same t e m pIe in
which I had previ0usly spoken on the
Boh6/i Movement,
referring' to the
teaching's 0 f the
Budhha. A Bah:i'i
brother, who was a
Christian minister,
acted as her interpreter at these meet111gS.

At the C h ape 1
services of the J apan Women's University, Keith spoke
of Baha 'u 'llah and FT07n left: MTS. Ranso1n-Kehler, Mr. K. Sudo, a student of
Keio University, Tokyo, and Miss Alexander.
His teaching·s. A
Japanese teacher, a
graduate of Vassal' College, inter- out of the city. The principal of
preted for her and nresented 11S the school was an ardent and liberal
Christian and greeted us with great
with bouquets of flowers.
cordiality. The students of the
school were poor boys, self-supportDURING KEITH'S stay several teas
were g'iven in her honoy and be- ing and preparing for immigration
sides these we were often guests at to South America. It was a heavendinners and teas where we met ly meeting we had. Keith spoke and
students and OD en-minded men and our brother translated. The ferwomen of intellectual attainments. vent prayer of the principal as he
After a dinner with some directors knelt before his stUdents, made a
8t the Tokyo Chinese Y. M. C. A. fitting close.
Keith had an opportunity to speak
One of the happiest meetings for
to a gTOUl) of' Chinese students, The Keith was a few days after her arEnglish Speaking Club of the J an- rival, when she spoke before a
anese Y. M. C. A. more than once group of the English Speaking Club
invited her to address the youn,£',' of the Commercial University. It
men. Several of these attended our was her first talk with Japanese
meetings afterward.
students and she was thrilled. After
One morning we had the rare her talk, tea and cakes were served,
privilege of being invited, through and she continued for another hour
the efforts of our Baha'i minister discussing with the students the
brother, to an agricultural school proofs of the Manifestation of God.
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It was the first time that a lady had
been invited to speak in the University Club rooms, and the students were astonished at Keith's
brilliancy.
One afternoon we were invited to
meet with a group of law students
from Keio University in the law
library of Dr. R. Masujima, a wellknown international lawyer and
friend of the Baha'i Cause. After
Keith's talk, we all had Japanese
supper together. When we were
ready to return home the student
who had invited us asked me if we
would have our photograph taken
with him. It was so spontaneous
on his part that we gladly consented.
WHEN THE time came for Keith to
leave Tokyo, I accompanied her
from y okohama on the steamer to
Kobe, and from there by rail to
Kyoto, where we met our blind
brother, Mr. Tokujiro Torii and his
family, whose guests we were that
night. Keith was very happy to be
in a Japanese Baha'i home. It was
then August 7, and the weather had
become extremely hot. The kindness of the Torii family to us was
without bounds. Keith said, "I
have never kno,vu such kindness."
She was moved to see in the place
of honor in the home the Greatest
Name and a portrait of 'Abdu'lBaha made in relief, so that they
could be touched by those deprived
of sight. This was our last night
together. In the morning Mr. Torii
and his son accompanied us back to
the steamer in Kobe where our
Buddhist priest brother of the city
joined us and we had a final hour
together before Keith sailed for
China, on her way to Australia.
SHORTLY before Keith left Tokyo
the Japanese Advertiser printed a
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full column, giving an account of
her lectures in Tokyo, and explaining the aims of the Baha'i Faith.
Also in the English edition of the
leading Japanese paper a series of
articles by Keith on Religion and
Social Progress was published.
Through Keith's visit to Japan, a
foundation was laid for the future
formation of a Baha'i Assembly,
which was accomplished the following spring. Her love for Japan and
its people was very great. How
she loved the babies on their
mothers' backs and all the artistic
things of the country! Her wonderful love and understanding of human nature made her loved by all
who met her. It was her hope to
return to Japan sometime and be
with me again. In all her letters
she repeated the statement of her
love for Japan.
One day, while in Tokyo, Keith
came into my room bringing an
article she had written on The Station of MartydoYn, which she read
to me. How significant it now
seems when she herself has attained
this high distinction among the
American believers and become
their first martyr. When visiting
the Shrine of Shaykh Tabarsi in
Persia, Keith said, speaking of the
great martyrs entombed the l' e ,
"This is what that celestial army
died for, the unity of East and
West, of men and women, of rich
and poor, of young and old, of black,
white, yellow, and brown."
Keith's great devotion to the
Baha'i Ca use and her intense desire
to serve it will forever live in the
hearts of those she touched in her
earthly travels for His sake, and
through her love, East and West
will become more closely bound together in loving service.
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THE EVOLUTION OF A BAHA-'I
Incidents from the Life of Ellen V. Beecher
Chapter 5 (Conclusion)-The Vision of Reality
"It is i'mpossible to realize the gr'Cmdeu,r and spiritual significance of these peerless
days! God is establishing in the hearts of men His kingdom, of peace and good will.
Blessed are those who have taken part in this glorious work."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.

I:'

URING middle life, Ellen
Beecher became increasingly
aware that something of unusual
import was happening to the world.
So convinced of this was she that
she left no stone unturned in her
search for Truth. She studied avidly the confusion of tongues which
was Church doctrine. Were the justice and love of God fabulous untruths, irreconcilable in the fact of
His merciless damnation of countless millions who heard not the
name of Jesus, the dear Savior?
And could the Divinity be divided
into three Persons? Would God
create a Satan who would hate His
Holy Ways?
She turned to the philosophies of
the hour. New Thought, Christian
Science, Theosophy and Spiritualism took, in turn, riotous possession
of her thinking. From each she
took many beautiful lessons, but
found in none a complete solace.
Feeling rather like a homeless
pigeon, she continued in a state of
wandering for some time. The moment of promise in the New England garden seemed remote at
times; but at least, when it had
slipped almost into oblivion, two
events occurred which brought it
back with a wealth of new meaning.
She had gone to visit her friends,
the Thompsons. The quiet evenings
~

spent with them were like periods of
calm in a storm at sea. Now she
lay on a divan, listening to the soft
music that issued from the little,
old-fashioned piano under the gentle touch of Mrs. Thompson. She
thought of the garden. Had she
stopped stepping? Was her heart
given wholly to God? Slowly she
let go of the tension of the world
and slipped into a deep sleep. In
her own words a faint ray of the
perfection of those fleeting moments
is conveyed to us :
"In the corner of the room appeared a Glorious Man, robed in
white and wearing a white turban.
I dare not attempt to describe the
majesty of that Presence. The moment I saw him, he extended his
hands to me. 'I know that you long
to die,' he said with exceeding gentleness. 'You may go with me now
if you wish.' The room seemed suddenly flooded with light. How I
longed to arise and go with him!
Then he spoke again, telling me that
although I might make my choice as
I willed, a great blessing lay in my
remaining here of my own volition,
and that all things would he made
plain to me. My soul cried out to
go, yet immediately my desire to be
obedient to this shining Person obliterated all other desire. Joy filled
my being as I acquiesced to the
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things that he had spoken. There- they passed from the ladder on the
upon I began to be aware once more left to the one on the right. The
of physical sensation, and found my- fragrance of the flowers seemed to
self being vigorously rubbed back to permeate all the atmosphere. The
consciousness by Mr. and Mrs. cloud disappeared, and in its place
Thompson who had become greatly I saw a great light. Standing in
alarmed about me. Even after I the light at the top of the ladder on
had opened my eyes, I saw the dim the left was the glorious vision of
outline of that luminous Presence that Being whose beauty and mafor a brief moment. Then all too jesty had so enthralled me. He was
soon the vision faded, leaving me arrayed in most brilliant garments
transfigured by a strange joy while and his arms were outstretched as
at the same time desolate because of if pouring upon me a blessing. The
its passing; so desolate indeed that spirit of that hour cannot be conI could not forbear crying out in the veyed to you, for it bursts the nargrievous pain of that parting.
row confines of the world of words.
"Several years passed before I
"At four o'clock I awoke, feeling
saw again that consummate Radi- strangely in the world but not a part
ance. I had been invited with three of it. Quickly regaining the path
others, to visit a friend at Framing- to the cottage I hurried along, prayham near the famous old Methodist ing wordlessly that none would
Camp Grounds. For ten days a speak to me, for I felt that the
conference was to be conducted by sound of a human voice could not be
Dr. Cullis of Boston. I prayed borne. The four ladies were seated
earnestly that we might become con- on the porch, and as I passed them
scious of the Holy Spirit among us. they looked long at me but spoke no
On Sunday, the last day of the con- word. I threw myself on my bed,
ference, hundreds poured in from lying prostrate for hours undisturbBoston and surrounding territory, ed. Later they crept in, one by one,
many of them common ruffians who and when at last the silent spell
came with the marked intention of could be broken, they told me what
breaking up the meeting.
had occurred in my absence.
"I waited until the others had
"Several thousand had gathered
gone to the meeting, and then start- at the meeting, but Dr. Cullis, rised out alone toward the big tent. ing at the appointed time had said,
Before I had gone very far, I felt a 'There cannot be preaching here tohand on my shoulder, directing me day. There is nothing we have the
to walk thru the woods to a great, power to say or do in the presence
flat rock upon which I lay for some of the Spirit which has touched
time, unconscious of my surround- someone in this camp since you have
111gS.
entered this tent. I do not know who
"A black cloud hung directly over it is that has received that Spirit
me, as dense as a great wall in the but I would like to know how many
heavens. Then I perceived two lad- others than myself have felt it ~
ders, one on my right and the other Hundreds arose vvithout a word.
on my left, and angels descending, When they had quietly resumed
carrying garlands of flowers. These their seats, the doxology was sung
they silently dropped upon me as and over a thousand came to the
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altar to kneel and give praise to
God.
"At some time during each of the
three nights which followed, my
friends were awakened by a great
light which shone directly upon me.
Each one, unwilling to be alone in
discovery, called upon the others for
verification. Through the years that
fo1lowed they often called me to
remembrance of it."
IT WAS early in the nineteen hundreds that the heavens literally
opened for Ellen Beecher. From
the lips of a Persian rug dealer she
heard the first fragment of the story
of Baha 'u '11ah, the Glory of God. A
beautiful New York woman then
gave her a prayer revealed by His
Son, 'Abdu'l-Baha. With this in
her possession she met with an accident and was taken to a hospital,
where she lay in pain for many
weeks, the prayer a crumpled little
sheet under her pillow. She lived
on the strength of that prayer.
Hungrily she ate of it and was filled.
One day she became aware of the
astonishing' fact of faith, and on
that day her fever left her and she
was quite well. The world of yesterday was a dark memory, a night
as compared to day. All things
were made new. All nature sang.
The oneness of mankind became apparent in rich and poor, black and
white, European, Chinese and
American. The miracle of love was
born anew within her. Perplexities,
tight buds of mind and heart, opened into a garden of a thousand
understandings. Difficulties became
light and mercy, and troublous
hours had healing in their wings.
The Eternal Christ, revealed again
in Baha'u'llah became a living reality, a river of life coursing
through the ages "from the begin*Old age caressed her.
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ning that hath no beginning unto
the end that hath no end". Wonder
welled up within her, and every
fibre of her being cried, "God is
glorious".

IN 1912 'Abdu 'l-Baha came to
America. How she had longed to
see Him. Others had made pilgrimages to the Holy Land, but she
could only serve and wait. Her
heart beat very fast on the day that
she mounted the stairs alone to see
Him for the first time. He opened
the door before she had quite arrived and held out His hands, calling, "Mother Beecher! Welcome,
Mother Beecher!" He had known
her immediately. The strangeness
of the greeting did not immediately
occur to her. One remembers the
greeting of the Bab to His unknown disciple, Quddus: "We have
communed with this youth in
spirit." All of life pointed to this
hour when the Master of 'Akka had
cried, "Welcome I" How gently He
taught her. To the end of her life
she carried with her the tenderness
and grace of that meeting.
YEARS of loving service, toil and
change took their toll and sped
away. * The heavens had opened indeed, and confirmations had descended upon her in fragrant
showers. Life had achieved full
meaning. Destiny stood clothed in
ermine. Possessed of nothing, such
a soul is sovereign over all things.
One short week on earth remained
for her when, looking earnestly at
me one day, she said, "My Lord
has accepted me". Who shall look
with grief upon that final "Welcome"'? A ship had found its harbor; a soul its God. A garden gate
opening and closing; that was all.
The mother of the faithful had
gone home.
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MEMORIALS OF lHE FAITHFUL
, ABDu'L-BAHA
Translated from the Persian by Marzieh Nabil Carpenter
This s61'ies of brief biographies of the leading followers of the Bab and Baha'u'llah
was composed by 'Abdu'l-Baha in 1915 ctnd published in Haifa in 1924 in Persian.
These b'anslations into English have been made by the reque:;: of Shoghi Effendi. The
Ciim hCis been to render the1n into colloquial English rCith61' thcm to follow Ct literary
translation. This work was done specially for The Baha'i Magazine. The t1'anslator
states thctt she does not consider these t1'Cmslations final.

111HE great Jinab-i-Nabil-i-Qa'in,
Muila Muhammad-' Ali, was
one of those who recognized Baha'u'11ah before the Bab declared His
mission.... It happened that the son
of Mir Asadu'llah Khan, AmiI' of
Qa'in, had been ordered to reside in
TihTiin as a political pledge, and because the prince was young and far
from his father, Mulla Muhammad'Ali was serving as his instructor
and guardian. Since the young man
was a stranger in Tihnin Baha'u'l1ah was especially kind to him; on
many a night he was a guest in
Baha 'u'llah's house, and Mulla Muhammad-' Ali, later given the title of
Nabil-i-Qa'in, would come with him.
This was before the declaration of
the Primal Point. It was during
those meetings that this trusted
friend was inesistibly drawn to
Baha 'u 'llah, and wherever he went
he praised Him with enthusiasm
and spiritual passion, saying as men
did in former times that in the presence of Baha'u'llah he had witnessed miracles and wonders; he was
wonderfully inspired, flaming with
a great love, and in this condition he
returned to Qa'ill with the young
prInce.
Then the noted scholar Muhammad-i-Qa'ini, whose title was Nabilc

•

i-Akbar, arrived in Qa'in; he had
been made a mujtahid by Shaykh
Murtada, who by this time was dead,
gone to Baghdad and become a believer, after which he had returned
to Persia; all the ulamas and leading mujtahids acknowledged his excellence, his wisdom and learning,
his eminent rank; when he anived
in Qa'in he boldly set about spreading the Oause, and as soon as Mulla
Muhammad-' Ali heard the name of
Baha'u'llah, he accepted the Cause
of the Bab, saying, "I attained the
presence of the Blessed Beauty in
Tihran, and I was fired with His
love the instant I saw Him."
Nabil-i-Qa'in had sublimity of
soul and was divinely favored. In
his village of Sar-Chah, he spent his
clays in teaching; he made believers
of his family and taught many
others, until he brought a great
number under the law of the love of
God. Although he had been a close
friend of Mir ' Alam Khan, governor
of Qa'in, had served him on many
occasions and won his trust and respect, the thankless AmiI' turned
against him in anger when he saw
his faith, and, tenified of Nasir-iDin Shah, began to persecute the believers. He banished Nabil-i-Akbar,
and after confiscating the properties
of Nabili-i-Qa'in, put him in prison,
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tortured him, and drove him out into the desert.
To N abil, the sudden calamity
was good fortune, the loss was a
rich reward; to him the disgrace
was a joy and a great bounty. He
passed some time in Tihnin, outwardly homeless and in distress, but
tranquil and cheerful at heart-this
is characteristic of all those who are
firm in the Oovenant. He had access to the society of nobles and
other important people, and knowing them well, he would frequent a
number of them and teach them as
he saw fit. He was a consolation to
the friends, and a drawn sword to
the ill-wishers of Baha'u'llah; he
was one of those of whom the
QUI' 'an says:" Reproach shall not
turn him aside." He taught the
Cause to the utmost of his endeavor,
day and night; he was surging and
thundering and drunk with the love
of God.
FINALLY permission came for him
from 'Akka to go to the Greatest
Prison, because he was in constant
danger in Tihran, where he was
known everywhere as a Baha'i, as
he was absolutely fearless, never
thought of caution or patience, and
would not hear of secrecy. When he
reached the Prison enemies shut
him out, and try as he might he
could find no way to enter; he was
obliged to leave for Nasirih, where
he spent some time, alone except for
his two sons Ghulam-Husayn and
'Ali-Akbar, living in extreme poverty. At last it was arranged for
him to enter the fortress . . . . He
was called into the presence of
Baha'u'l1ah and entered in a state
that cannot be described; when he
sawthe Blessed Beauty he trembled,
fell down and lost consciousness;
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Baha 'u 'l1ah spoke kindly to him,
and he rose, and spent a few days
hidden in the barracks, after which
he returned to Nasirih; here the inhabitants were much puzzled by him
because they saw that he was a
great man, doubtless of importance
in his own country, and they wondered how he had come to live in
their village and to content himself
with so destitute a life.
Later when as Baha'u'l1ah had
promised the doors of the Prison
were opened, and friends and pilgrims could enter and leave the barracks as they pleased, respected and
unmolested, Nabil-i-Qa'in would
come every month to see Baha'u'llah, but in fulfillment of His instructions continued to live in N asirih,
where he taught the Oause to a number of Ohristians and sorrowed over
the wrong done to Baha 'u 'l1ah. He
earned his living by going into partnership with me; I furnished three
hans of capital, and with this he
bought needles, and used them to
trade with; the women of Nasirih
gave him eggs in exchange-an egg
for three needles; he would collect
thirty or forty eggs a day, sell them,
and live on the profits. He sent into
'Aqa Rida's for needles every daythere was a daily caravan between
'Akka and Nasirih-and amazingly
enough he lived two years on that
capital. He was always thankful
and one can judge how content he
was from the fact that the inhabitants of Nasirih would say, "We can
tell by the way this old man acts
that he has endless wealth, but because he is in a foreign country he
is selling needles for the sake of
prudence to hide his fortune."
Whenever he entered the presence
of Baha 'u 'l1ah he would receive new
bounties, and he was my constant
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companion; if sorrow came upon me that N abil was ill. I went to his
I would send for him, and as soon as house at once and found him sitting
I saw him I was happy; how genial down, talking and very happy; he
and eloquent he was, how radiant was laughing' and joking, but for no
and pure in heart! He eventually apparent reason his face was beaded
came to live in the Greatest Prison with perspiration, and that was his
('Akka) and saw Baha'u'llah every only sign of illness; he continued to
day. Then one day when he was perspire, grew weak, and took to his
walking with some friends in the bed; toward morning he ascended.
bazaar he met a grave-digger known
The Blessed Beauty (Baha'u'llah)
as Haji Ahmad; he was in perfect
showed
the greatest favor to this
health at the time; he spoke laughpersonage
and revealed important
ingly to the grave-digger and said
tablets
in
his
name, and after his
"Come with me". Then he lead the
passing
whenever
he would be menway to the shrine of Salih, and said,
"Haji Ahmad, I have a favor to ask tioned Baha 'u '11ah would speak of
you; when I go from this world to his faith and certitude and love, saythe next, dig my grave here-close ing that he was one who had been
to the grave of the Purest Branch", drawn to the Baha'i Dispensation
and he gave the man some coins. before the declaration of His HoliAfter sundown they brought word ness the Bab.

RELIGION --CAUSE OR EFFECT?
SYLVIA PAINE

"Religion is the oute1" expTession of the Divine Reality. TherefoTe it must be
living, vitalized, moving clmd prog1"essive. If it be without 1notion ccnd nonpTog1"essive
it is without the divine life-it is dead. The di.vine instit~~tes aTe continuously active
and evolutionary; the1"efoTe the revelation of them must be prog1"essive and continuous.
All things are subject to re-formation. This is a centuTY of life and renewal."
-'Abdu'l-Ba,Jui.
~HE
~ ent

fact of change in oUT presday political and economic
surroundings is a commonplace.
Likewise students in the field of religion are aware of similar tendencies
in this branch of life today. Dr.
Charles S. Braden of Northwestern
University has recently published
lJ!I odern :l'endencies in Wodd Religion''', in which he summarizes
trends in each of the present world
religions other than Christianity.
*Macmillan Co., New York.

His book is based on the premise
that religion must of necessity
change with our cultural and economic life. Religions that fail to
satisfy h~i1nan needs, he says, do
not live and in the long run anything
which affects our social, intellectual,
or economic life must likewise produce a change in man's religious beliefs.
At least five factors are constantly
inter playing to produce change in
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man's life and hence in his religion;
scientific discovery, e con 0 mic
change, political evolution, intellectual change, and cultural interchange. As knowledge in each of
these fields of man's activity has increased, the scope of religion has
been thereby narrowed. Man has
discovered facts and laws which
have lead him to think for himself
rather than follow blindly the superstitious beliefs and practices
which were formerly the bulk of
his religion. Furthermore as his
control over forces around him has
become more complete his concern
has come to be predominantly with
the present rather than future life.
His concern over his life in future
worlds has become less acute and
thus the sphere of religious influence has been doubly narrowed.
THE MAIN ch apt er s of Dr.
Braden's book are devoted to showing briefly what has happened recently in each of the largest countries and religions to affect the religious beliefs of the people, and
furthermore along what general
lines change has taken place within
each of the world religions. He
treats Hinduism, Islam, and Judaism, religion in China, in Japan, and
in Russia today. The similarity of
the trends is most striking.
Forces are at work the world
over to increase international and
inter-cultural human intercourse
and consequently to bring the various religions into closer contact and
to subject religious creeds to more
critical scrutiny. This makes for
reactionism on the one hand and at
the same time breeds scepticism,
agnosticism, and eve n atheism
among the adherents of each religion. Syncretic tendencies also re-
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sult and religious creeds and practices are borrowed.
Lastly there is in each case a
movement towards liberalism in religious, and social thought the world
over. Women are being given a social status in Oriental countries
where formerly they had none, the
caste system is gradually being
done away with, and the idea of
mass education is spreading.
We feel after reading this book
that, although it is regrettable that
religious influence is somewhat on
the wane today, this loss is almost
more than compensated for in the
tendency toward shaking off time
worn religious prejudices and the
accompanying social liberation.
The general social well being of human beings is certainly a most important goal to be held in view. Is
a spread of scientific knowledge, of
universal education, and of elass
liberation a more vital gospel in the
Orient today than the more purely
religious one ~ This leads us to
question, what is religion and what
part should it play in the civilization of the future as well as in the
life of tIle modern individual.
People today tend to regard religion as only one among a number
of factors which go to make our EOcial and individual life what it is.
Religion and religious institutions
seem to many to be of human origin
and to exist primarily because of a
desire in man to worship a Being
greater than him8e]f. Dr. Braden
similarly rather implies that the
various change-producing factors in
our modern life are themselves the
causes of religious change. .Jllst as
social, economic, and political ideals
and institutions change, so do religion and religious institutions alter
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in respon se to the chang e in human
life and relatio nships .
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religio n is to ackno wledg e what is
reveal ed by God and to obey the
laws establ ished in His Book. "
'Abdu 'l-Bah a in SlJeaking of the influence of religio n on man's life
says:

IN SHARP contra st to this rather
comm only accept ed mater ialisti c interpre tation of histor y we find the
Baha' i teachi ngs insiste ntly em"Religio n is a mighty bulwark . If the
and totters, comphasiz ing its religio us interp reta- edifice of religion shakes
motion will ensue and the order of things
relithat
state
y
tion. These clearl
will be utterly upset, for in the world of
two safegua rds that progion itself is the ~tltimate Ca1tSe mankin d there are
tect man from wrong doing. One is the
h~tman
of
effect
mthe1" than an
law which punishe s the crimina ls; but the
manife st crime and
progre ss. All the great proph ets law prevent s only the
conceal ed sin; wherea s the ideal
the
not
past
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CURRENT THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"We have called on enlightened business judgment, on understanding lab or and on intelligent agriculture to provide a more equitable balance of the abundant life between all elements of the
-President Roosevelt.
community."

E have to educate a whole new
generation of citizens and
leaders for responsibilities that you
and I were never educated for at all.
We have to expand the body of human knowledge beyond everything
we have previously imagined. For
we are entering a great period of
American life, a period in which our
voice, our power, and our example
will be felt in every quarter of the
globe .... To discharge this responsibility we shall have to change the
outlook of young men. We can no
longer allow them to believe that the
normal career of a college man is to
go out and make a private fortune.
... And the young men who go to
college must be taught to look upon
themselves as engaged in preparing
to qualify for an elite of democratic
rulers who have renounced vulgar
ambition and private acquisitiveness . . . . No people has ever long
fulfilled a high destiny, which lacked a governing class that was ready
to live and die for the Commonwealth.-Walter Lippmann, Har1!ard Al1tmni Bttlletin.
WHETHER we like it or not, we are
having in increasing measure with
each passing year an extension of
the role of government in organizing and directing economic activities .... Everything depends upon
whether the government is autocratic in character or democratic in
its organization and in its methods

of operation, and whether the objective of enriching human life is
borne consistently in mind. It may
well be possible so to organize our
government machinery and so to enlist the interests of citizens in the
affairs of their government-national, state and local-as to stimulate the development of individual
capacities in ways and to a degree
hitherto undreamed.-Dr. Harold
Glenn Moult on, President of the
Brookings Institution.-The Scientific Monthly.
IN CELEBRATING the anniversary of
the birth of Susan B. Anthony the
progress of woman's struggle for
equal rights will be reviewed. For
the life and character of this unique
crusader are a source of perpetual
inspiration to the feminist movements.
Miss Anthony's role in the emancipation of women can not be apprecia ted without understanding of
social and economic conditions when
she began her work. In the eyes of
the law, woman was merely a chattel. The colleges were closed to
female students. Only the most
meager opportunities of earning a
living were open to women. Politics, business, the professions and
industry were entirely outside of
their province.
Early in life Miss Anthony evolved
a modern philosophy of woman's
place in the world. Her greatness
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arises out of her persistent and effective crusading- for women's
rights over more than half a century.-Editorial, Washington, D. C.
Post.
CHINESE HISTORY records the a·
chievements of many women leaders.
In the affairs of state, too, women
have been prominent. Formerly
they were as well educated as men.
Today women assume leadership
ill China in every field of human
endeavor. They are vital in shaping the destiny of the nation. They
have made big strides in education,
entered the professions, taken part
in business and asserted their individuality in their family and social relations.
Women doctors,
teachers, lawyers, nurses, clerks,
secretaries and typists are to be
seen an over the larger cities of
China.
The ideal, of course, is to have
the Chinese woman retain the best
in China and supplement it with the
best in EurolJe and America. ·With
a foundation of this sort, there will
come a sweet harmony in meeting
her threefold duty to self, home, and
society_' ' -King-Chau J\i[ui, Chinese
Consul in Hawaii, Pan-Pacific Union

MAGAZINE

IN TRAINING the mind of our
youth, in teaching the student to
think and to use his mind as he
would a finely tempered tool, we
should urge always the practice of
the scientific method. That method
proceeds by experimentation, by
making a disinterested search for
truth, by getting the facts and seeing where they lead. Imagination
constructs the hypothesis. Then we
verify or check the hypothesis to see
if the thing works.
This means that no ~'[ed and
static dogmas can necessarily stand
unchanged in a changing world.
They must give way to fit the alteTed conditions. Our university can
give the student the spirit of this
scientific approach to most efforts
of human endeavor; not only to the
realm of abstract knowledge, but to
a vast number of the practical affairs of every-day life, to sociology,
religion, business, politics, government. Our university can give its
students tolerance, so that they ·will
not condemn an idea offhand, because it is new or because it is old.
It can help them to develop that
tempered judgment which is the beginning of wisdom.-Thomas W.
Lamont-The Scientific Monthly.

B~llletin.

IN THE last four years there has
been a 40 per cent increase in the
nnmber of people using public libraries, according to Carl H. J\i[ilam,
secretary of the American Library
Association. On the rolls are 4,000,000 new borrowers. By far the
heaviest demand is for books in the
technical, trade and cultural fields.
Fiction gets little time from these
millions possessed with new leisure.
-New York T'imes.

RELIGION is a power house; something you can get power out of if
you know how. Of that sort of religion . . . . tl1ere is a lot in circula tion and more making . . . . Now
it may be that there is ahead of us
a good deal livelier outfit of religion than we have been able to observe for many years, and one that
will capture intellect in increasing
quantity and make it m01'e seTViceable to the country and better qualified to lead mankind.-Edward S,
J\i[artin-Harper's Magazine.
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THE LA W OF CHANGE

nHE call of Baha'u'llah is primarily directed

lilt

against all forms of provincialism, all in-

sularities and prejudices. If long-cherished ideals
and time-honored institutions, if certain social
assumptions and religious formulae have ceased to
promote the welfare of the generality of mankind, if they no longer minister to the needs of a
continually evolving humanity, let them be
swept away and relegated to the limbo of obsolescent and forgotten doctrines.

Why should

these, in a world subject to the immutable law of
change and decay, be exempt from the deterioration that must needs overtake every human institution?

For legal standards, political and

economIc theories are solely designed to safeguard the interests of humanity as a whole, and
not humanity to be crucified for the preservation
of the integrity of any particular law or doctrine."

-Shoghi Effendi.
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"Bah:i'u'll:ih taught that in all schools and colleges sciences, both divine and
material, should be taught in o·rder that the students may discover material
realities and the realities of the Kingdom, for material sciences are as the body
and divine sciences are as the spirit. The body must live by the spirit."
-'Abdu'L-Ba,ha.

A GREAT DEAL of attention has
been paid to character development
in the last few years. The need for
this is obvious. The authority of
the family and of the church on the
life of childhood and youth has been
constantly diminishing. The influence of ancestral morality and of religious precepts is about as feeble
as in any period the historian can
point to. Therefore the school is
desperately turned to as a sociological and ethical, as well as intellectual factor, in the development of
the child.
And this is as it should be.
Education cannot escape a definite moral obligation. Its responsibilities are not to the intellect
alone, but to the full nature of man
and woman. As humanity has been
evolving from brute to homo
sapiens, education has been the
major factor of progress. But progress cannot stop with the arrival at
man-intellectuaL It must go on to
the further development of manethical and man-spirituaL In this
higher development education, I
conceive, has the same responsibility for furthering progress that it
has always had.
It is folly to say that education is
concerned only with the child's intelligence, and that his moral and
spiritual nature must be formed by
the home and the church. The higher development of man is a major

operation, requiring as complete an
environmental conditioning as possible. The school, which has possession of the child for half its waking hours apart from meals, certainly has an equal responsibility with
the home for the direction of the
child's moral and spiritual nature.
THE CONCERN of the educator of
today for the development of character in his pupils is not confined to
benefits to the in:dividuaL Human
society in its collective activities is
in crying need of more earnest conscience and more ethical behavior.
Of what use is it to train intellects
for the purpose of exploitation ~
Better perhaps not to sharpen mental swords that may penetrate the
vitals of society. If education is
merely to increase the materialistic
powers of man, leaving his moral
qualities unchanged, we may well
despair of civilization.
Dr. Arnold B. Hall, fOTmerly
president of the University of Oregon, recently gave me a very vivid
account of how he became convinced, early in his educational
career, of the necessity of developing character in proportion to the
training of the intellect. In giving
a course in political science early
in his teaching career at a university in the middle west, he made the
subject unusually concrete and vivid
by detailed references to politics at
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the state capitol. Among other crime among our youth the effects
things, he gave so clear a picture of of a religiousless age, in which
how graft works in state and city the home and school have failed as
government that two of his students agencies of character training.
the ensuing year were able to put
Children pathetically need the asthese methods into practice in their surance of those definite moral valfraternity stewardships, to the tune ues that were in religion, and the
of several hundred dollars. Dr. motivation which comes from spiritHall told me of his consternation, ual earnestness. It is not necessary
upon being confronted with these that religion be dogmatically or
facts by the president, with the real- creedally taught.
But children
ization that these students had been should at least realize that prinactually helped to crime by the de- ciples of right behavior inhere in
velopment of their intelligence with- the spiritual pattern of the universe.
out a correspondingly awakened They should feel and realize in
conscience.
adults about them a spiritual consciousness that will help them grow
THE QUESTION of religious instruc- into an instructive adherence to
tion enters markedly into this mat- spiritual principles of right beter of the training of character. havior.
Education has had to fight for centuries to free itself from medieval
CERTAIN BASIC truths of the spiritdogmas and pious concepts anti- ual life could, I believe, be taught
pathetic to scientific discovery and all children, even those in the public
to human progress. As a result of schools. First, that there is a divine
this struggle, we have arrived at the Power which controls the destinies
complete separation of education of the universe, causing not only the
and religion. Is this to be the final creation but also the evolutionary
settlement of the case ~
progress of both matter and of
We can do very well without reli- mind; and that this is a power that
gion when we are dealing with facts. one can have faith in and turn to for
But can we do without religion when aid. Secondly, that every human
we are dealing with character ~ being has, or rather is, a soul posEthical concepts and the practice of sessed of infinite energy; living durmorality in the daily life depend ing life upon this planet only a
very closely upon the truths reveal- minute fraction of its eternal existed in religions of the past. Char- ence; continuing in activity and
acter training without illumination progress after it leaves this earthof spiritual vision or enforcement ly scene; and deriving its destiny
by the conscience of religion is not directly from the actions it has built
into its character.
as effective as it needs must be.
One generation can live on the
That what we sow that also shall
ethical momentum inherited from a we reap; that every thought and
previous religiously-minded genera- deed has its effect upon the develoption. But when that momentum is ment of the inner Self, and hence its
spent, beware ! We are witnessing fateful consequences upon our futtoday, in the enormous spread of ure. Herein we find, I am convinl

EDITORIAL

ced, the greatest incentive for right
action. To emphasize the great universal law of progress in the light
of infinite growth and development
presents ethics to the child from a
point of view that strongly motivates right conduct. And this is a
trnth in harMony with the jhvd'l:ngs
of modern science. It is not something that will have to be unlearned
la ter in lif e.
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spiration for idealism than any gospel of personal salvation.
This is a program to which anyone can dedicate himself. Indeed,
it is seriousJy to be considered
whether the world e-an go 011 at all,
unless the individuals composing it
are willing to dedicate themselves
to this aim of a perfected civilization. The establishment in any
s c h 0 0 I of such an ideal center
around 'vvhich to rally the spirit.ual
and ethical life of the children helps
to tinge all t.hought.s and actions of
the se-hool wit.h idealism.

01m OF the greatest services of
religion to t.he individual is to give
a concrete focus to idealism. The
history of civilization shows t.his
IN THE BAI-IA'r St.at.e the difficuldist.inctly to be true. Although ties t.hat. at present stand in t.he way
fundamentalist religion has, in doc- of Sl)iritual instruction in the
trine and in practice, frequently schooJs will be eliminated. All
proved an oppressive and retr'ogres- being united in the one universal resive force, on the other hand it is ligion, its precel)ts of nohle living
clear that. religion has proved itself will be taught to the children from
to be the most definite and vivid the earliest years. These Divine
focus of reforms. The abolition of vv~ ords will effect not. only their pergladiat.orial combat.s in Rome, of sonality development but also their
hmllan sacrifice among the Druids, motives and the goals of life.
and of slavery in modern times is
To all t.he children of the Balui'i
t.raceable directly t.o tIle high ideal- State will be unfolded that majest.ic
ism and zealous self -sacrificing ac- vision of universally perfected and
tivities of religionists. Hundreds of spiritualized Imma:llity which will
minor reforms in modern times are constit.ute the New World Order of
treaceahle to the same source. The Baha 'u 'llah. Toward i deal s of
reasons for this are clear to any- service, of consecration, of pure
one who studies the psychology of and noble living, children of the fureligion.
hue will be immoasureably aided
Great.est of all mot.ives for service by the power which religion brings
to humanity is the conscious effort to t.he daily living, and t.his spiritual
to bring to pass the Kingdom of atmosphere will smTound the child
God on earth.
not. only in the home but also in the
I know of nothing more splendid se-hool.
in all the history of human thought
The training of a single generaand endeavor than this concept of tion in this spiritualized type of eduthe Perfect Civilization-this vision cation will effect a miracle in the extow h i ch philosophers, seers pression of human nature on this
and prophets have dedicated their planet and make possible the establives the ages do·wn. It furnishes a lishment of t.he Kingdom of Goel on
broader and more satisfying in- earth.
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THE END OF AN AEON
HELEN FRASER

Miss Fraser is Cha,irman National Council of Women, London; Executive, London
Luncheon Club; Executive in National WOl1wn's Citi?zen Association and in the Council
for Representation of Women in the League of Nations; Councillor, Kensington Borough
Council, und associated with other organizations in England. Herein she expresses her
ideas of this changing wor'ld and the need of the resurrection of truth.

nE are living today in a period
UI

of disintegration of forms and
institutions. Thrones, government,
commerce, ideas are in the throes of
change. Man in the mass, though he
imagines he is governing, is at the
mercy of contending forces whose
intentions and desires he does not
perceive even dimly. The elaborate
mechanism he has built is slowing
up, creaking, trembling, collapsing.
We are quite clearly approaching
the end of an aeon.
Here in Britain despite the outer
show of stability we maintain, since
we are a slow and conservative and
long-suffering people, not given to
sudden action, everything is in the
melting pot, moving, unstable, everchanging.
The disintegrating action is perceptible in every field of human activity, from governmental to social
-nothing is unaffected. To have
institutions disintegrating indicates
the dying away of the inner power
that animates them. It means the
spirit is going or has gone out of
them. On the outer, practical plane
it means they cease to have authority, to carry conviction, to sustain
or support action and organization
in life.
CONFORMATION and loyalty to our
forms in society, whether they be
of government, politics, finance, industry, law, education, art or social

welfare is dependent not only on
their being enforced but on their
being accepted as authoritative and
responsible manifestations of the
spirit and mind of the people. It is
literally true that no institution goes
unchallenged today, and while it
may be claimed that there is always
challenge to institutions and established forms, the challenge today is
so widespread as to resemble not
the challenge always to be found in
life, but much more the questioning
that has heralded the decline and
fall of all past empires, the consummations of the aeons of great
teachers.
People are conscious, often without clearly knowing it, that the
spirit is being increasingly withdrawn from the forms we have, so
that there is to some a feeling of
unreality in things. To others this
withdrawal of the spirit brings a
fear that makes them refuse to face
it, and they continue to reiterate
that things will get better and be
again as they were.
As always in such a condition,
leaders of the people are concerned
with holding and seizing power,
with action for reprisal against each
other or to insure survival, with
measures for ameliorating the most
intense suffering. Always they try
to patch the old garment, to put
new wine in old skins-in vainfor relentlessly the great forces and
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events that mould and overrule
earth and man's destiny move on.
An aeon, like an individual, goes
through the tests of the Divine
whether, like the individual it goes
on the way to the perfection that
is its infinitely far off ultimate
form, or on the "broad path"
through the grave to dissolution and
the end of its existence. For its
spirit, and being, which are of God
are eternal.
Is IT NOT clear that what Christ
Jesus always called the "world",
that which we look out on is very
largely the manifestation of the
false, or the unreal, the phantasmal,
in the eternal sense, of that life that
must be laid down to gain ete'rnal
life ~
The forms we have now in the
world are all rooted in possessiveness, in self-gratification, denying
the bounty of God to the many,
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justifying in law and politics and
teaching the power of the Cains
over the Abels of the earth. The
Baha'i Teachings set forth with
great clarity the need of changing
not only the forms but the fundamental spirit of our institutions.
The pattern laid down by our
Lord on the mount stands eternally
true. There is no compromise possible in the end. The relative truth
of the world must bend to the absolute truth of the Divine. Man
moves only in the freedom of the
law and suffering he himself has
evolved, and is again bringing most
of his work to death.
The present forms are moving to
dissolution and the grave-but out
of it can come the resurrection of
truth, of an earth made "new", of
forms expressing truth, truth not
only universal, but eternal, always
known to the wise, still taught to
him that hath ears to hear.

Among the results of the manifestation of spiritual forces will
be tha,t the hilman wor'ld will take on a new social form; the justice of
God will become manifest . ... New remedy and solution for human
problems must be adopted . ... The governmenl of a country must make
laws which conform to the divine law."
U

And among the teachings of His Holiness Baha'u'llah is justice
and right. Until these are realized on the plane of existence, all things
shall be in disorder and rema,in imperfect."
-( Abdu'l-Baha.
U
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'ABDU"L-BAHA---THE SERVANT OF GOD
Z.

N.

ZEINE

The author, a teacher in the American University at Beirut and a grciduate of said
institution, presents h61'ewith a brief, but intense,ly i,nteresting picttc1'e of the life of
'Abdu'l-Bahri. What M1~. Zeine states about his Ikrticle gives it great historical value.
"I have 1nade an attempt in this article, very imperfectly perhaps, to record some
of the impressions of my childhood days when I had the privilege of 1neeting 'Abdu'lBlkhri almost daily in Haifa. When once one had 1net 'Abdt~'l-Bahri, whether old or
young, one could not forget Him.
"The personality of 'Abdu'l-Bahri, the magnetism that permeated Hini and radiated
frmn Him, will always rema,in a 1nystery. Even those around Ht'1n did not and could not
understcmd Hint. Indeed it will be long befmoe nwrtal and limited minds cun grasp the
real entity of 'Abdu'l-Baha's divine nattire."
The second and concluding part of this cirticle will follow in the May mwnber.
~VER

since the dawn of history, nineteenth century, the age of scienwhenever there have been tific achievements and mechanizafamines, plagues, earthquakes and tion of life, the belief in the milleneclipses, whenever a barbarian in- ium becomes even more intense.
vasion or a terrible war has de- William Miller interpreting the
vastated a country, whenever ter- "two thousand three hundred days"
ror and distress and misery and mentioned in Daniel 8 :14, as 2300
corruption have increased in the years, calculated that this period
world, people have believed that would come to a close about 1844,
"the world was dying, passing "at which time the world would
away, faIling to pieces" and that fold up, the righteous be transportthe millenium, the dawn of a new ed directly into Heaven and the rest
age was at hand. Here are a few of the race destroyed".
By a most remarkable coincidin stances.
In the sixth century A. D., it is ence 'Abdu'l-Baha Who was dessaid that Pope Gregory the Great, tined to become the recipient and
urged the building of the Church of the promulgator of a nevv Spiritual
Apostles at Rome, "although the Light, was born on the twenty-third
world was ending". During the of May 1844.
tenth century, the phrase "the end
THIS ARTICLE is not intended to be
of the world drawing near" was
frequently used at the beginning of biographical in nature. But it is
donations and charters to monaster- almost impossible to write about
ies. The opinion of the thirteenth 'Abdu'l-Baha without at least recentury is voiced by Dante : "We ferring to the sufferings and privaare already in the final age of the tions which He endured for sixty
world". In the latter half of the years, from the time He was a child
seventeenth century, Abbot J oachim of eight. If Christ on Calvary
of Fiore, a mystic visionary, be- once said: "Father, forgive them;
lieved in religious progress and for they know not what they do,"
dreamt of a new age when "the 'Abdu'l-Baha could have said it alknowledge of God would be univer- most every day of His life, so great
sal, because revealed directly in and numerous were the oppressions
men's heart by the Spirit, without showered on Him.
the need of teachers."
At eight years of age, 'Abdu '1Baha
is brought before the dusty
Two hundred years later, in the
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and rusty iron bars of an underground cell to see His F'ather,
Baha 'u 'llah, then a prisoner of
Nasiri'd-Din Shah in Tihran, and
persecuted for teaching such" seditious" messages as, the following:
"0 ye beloved of the Lord! Commit not
that which deftleth the limpid stream of
love 0'r destroyeth the sweet fragrance of
friendship. By the righteousness of the
Lord! ye were created to show love one
to another and not perversity and rancour.
Take pride not in love for yourselves
but in love for Y0'ur fellow-creatures.
Glory not in love for your country but in
love for all mankind".
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w e can not g 0 in t 0 details.
'Abdu'l-Baha spent the flower of
His youth in the Prison City of
'Akka. Twenty-three years passedwell-nigh a quarter of a century!
ON APRIL 14, 1890, the monotony
of events in 'Akka was temporarily
broken by a non-Baha'i haveler, an
English scholar and professor in
Cambridge University,'~ who came
to visit Baha'u 'Hah for the first
time. His description of 'Abdu '1Baha Who was then forty-six, is
worth being repeated here:

A YEAR later, we find 'Abdu'lBaha in a caravan accompanying
"A tall strongly-huilt man holding Himself straight as an arrow, with white
His Father on His journey of exile
turban and raiment, long black locks
to Baghdad. At that tender age, He
reaching almost to the shoulder, broad
powerful forehead indicating a strong inis already entertaining the princes
tellect combined with an unswerving will,
and the 'Ulamas of Islam who could
eyes keen as a hawk's and strongly-marked but pleasing features . . . One more
not resist the temptation of calling
eloquent of speech, more ready of arguon Baha 'u 'Hah to listen to His
ment, more apt 0'f illustration, more intimately acquainted with the sacred
teachings. When He is nineteen,
books of the Jews, the Christians and the
He is banished again, this time to
Muhammadans, could, I should think,
scarcely be found even amongst the eloConstantinople. Shortly after He is
quent and subtle race to which He bein Adrianople. At twenty-four He
longs. These qualities, combined with a
bearing at once majestic and genial, made
is sent with a guard of soldiers to
me to cease to wonder at the influence and
the fortressed city of 'Akka with
esteem which He enjoyed even beyond the
circle of His Father's followers."
Baha'u'llah and a small band of followers, children, men and women.
Then came 1892. Baha 'u '11ah asFor a time they seemed to be buried cended to the Kingdom of Light
alive, for they had no communica- whence He came. He left a Will in
tion whatsoever with the outside which He declared' Abdu '1-Bah:i the
world. "During the intense heat, Center of the Covenant. On His
malaria, typhoid and dysentry at- shoulders fell the mantle of leadertacked the prisoners, so that all, ship and the great responsibility of
men, women and children were sick promulgating' the Most Great Peace
at one time. There were no doctors, advocated by Baha'u'Hah, of "hastno medicines, no proper food and no ening the advent of the Golden
treatment of any kind." Only one Age" anticipated by Him, and in
man remained in good health and short of establishing a New World
that was' Abdu'l-Baha. Speaking Order "Divine in origin, all-embracof those days, 'Abdu'l-Baha once ing in scope, equitable in principle".
said laughingly: "I used to make
But 'Abdu'l-Baha was still a
broth for the people, and as I had prisoner, still surrounded by enemmuch practice, I made good broth". ies and spies and ungrateful friends.
For a brief account such as this, Nay, His enemies became now more
.Professor Edward G. Browne.
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dangerous, their hatred increased
while at the same time the government's restrictions m u 1 tip 1 i e d.
"Sometimes we were better off
and sometimes very much worse,"
said 'Abdu 'l-Baha. "It depended
on the Governor who, if he happened to be a kind and lenient ruler,
would grant us permission to leave
the fortifications, and would allow
the believers free access to visit the
house [where 'Abdu'l-Baha and
family were permitted to stay] ; but
when the Governor was more rigorous, extra guards were placed
around us, and often pilgrims who
had come from afar were turned
away."
Sixteen or seventeen more years
passed.
Meanwhile' Abdu'l-Baha had ordered the erection of a building on
Mount Carmel to become the resting place of the sacred remains of
the Bab, the Forerunner of the
Baha'i Faith. But His enemies
stirred the government to bring
against Him the ridiculous charge
of building fortifications on Mount
Carmel "armed and garrisoned secretly". Whereupon the neurotic
and SUSpICIOUS Sultan ' Abdu '1
Hamid sent successively two commissions from the Sublime Porte.
The second one was "an extremely
overbearing, treacherous and insulting Committee of investigation". It
included commanders of varying
ranks, one of them a general.
The Committee, helped by 'Abdu'l-Baha's enemies, drew up a long
report full of seditious libels and
false accusations against 'Abdu '1Baha. He was even threatened that
upon the return of the Committee to
Constantinople, the Sultan would
issue an 0 rd e r to either s en d

--*A caravan station on

'Abdu'l-Baha to Fezzan * or to have
him" hanged" at the gate of 'Akka.
As the time was drawing nigh for
the Sultan's firman to reach' Akka
and the sorrow and anxiety
of 'Abdu'l-Baha's family and His
friends grew more intense, one evening a mysterious person presented
himself to 'Abdu '1-Baha and said
that an Italian ship was at 'Abdu'lBaM,'s disposal. He could leave on
it that same evening if He wanted
to, and could choose to land at any
safe place He desired. But' Abdu'lBaha Whose courage was ever unyielding and Who never ran away
from justice or refused to meet His
enemies smiled and said: "The Bab
did not run away; Baha'u'llah did
not run away; I shall not run
away". For three days and three
nights the ship tossed up and down
on the waves some miles off the
coast of 'Akka. But' Abdu '1-Baha
did not change His mind and the
ship sailed away.
However, before the members of
the Committee reached Constantinople, revolution had broken out.
The Chairman of the Committee
"was shot with three bullets, the
general was exiled, the next in rank
died and the third ran to Cairo
where he sought and received help
from the Baha'is". 'Abdu'l Hamid
lost his throne. Constitutional government was declared in Turkey. All
political prisoners of the Ottoman
Empire were set free and amongst
them was' Abdu'l-Baha.
IT WAS 1908. 'Abdu'l-Baha's
family moved to Haifa, at the foot
of Mount CarmeL
Three years later, 'Abdu'l-Baha\
bearing still the indelible marks of
fatigue and sorrow on His face,

the bonndary of Tripoli in Fezzan, Libya, North Africa.
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after fort.y years of imprisonment and ul1iversities, in clubs and halls,
left the Mediterraean shores for in privat.e homes and grand hotels 1
Europe and America. Re ,yas a in churches and synagogues.
youth of twenty -four WheJl He enAND THEN came 1914 ~Then the sotered the Oitadel of 'Aldca. He left
called God-fearing and God-loving
it with the weight of sixty-four
nations of the world plunged into
years of age.
the dreadful holocaust of the Great
, Abdu 'l-Baha toured Europe and
,VaT, when man fought against man
America for two years) from 1911
with more t.han beastly and IJagan
to 1913. Wherever He went, people cruelty. And the tragedy of it all
of all denominations and socia1 was that every side prayed for diclasses gathered around Him to
vine assist.anc.e t.o win the war! Inlisten to His words. ,\Vith His undeed it was not prayer but a. shameusually chaTlning diction and most
less blasphemy! And what eloquent
remarkable vel'satility, He con- expression of our folly and stupiversed v.rith those who had sought dity is found in the following words
His presence. One instance picked uttered by a field-ma.rshal of the Alout of many will convey to the read- lies towards the close of the war:
el' some idea of the popularity and
"With our backs to the wall, and believthe respect that 'Abdu'l-Baha ening in the j1istiee of MW Cause, each one
of us must fight on to the end. . . . "
joyed in Europe and America.
At no time, perhaps not even dur"Arr:iving at Vanners" He found a
large strangely mixed crowd, assembled ing His long imprisonment was
about the gate to welcome Him, from the 'Abdu'l-Baha's heart so pulsating
quite poor to the wealthy who had
motored over from their count.ry places. ..vith grief and sorrow as during th€
. . . All day long people of every condition gathered about the gate f()~ a chance 'Vorld "\:v ar when a high percent.age
(Jf seeing Him and uwre than fmcty drove of fallacy a.nd irrationality dark(Jr cycled to -{Tanners .to see Him, ma?y
wishing to question HIm on some speclal ened the human mind and when the
subject. Among them were the clergy of poison of hate filled the soul of
several denominations, a headmaster o~ a
boys' public school, a membe.r> of Pa~·lIa. man-man 1v}lom 'Abdu 'l-Baha bement a doctor, a famous polItlcal wI'lter, lieved to be "the highest creature of
the vice-chancellor of a UnivHrsity, a well.
known poet and a magistrate from the phenomenal world, endowed
London.
-with continuous bounty bestowed by
"Re will long be remembered as He sat
in the bow window in the afterno(}ll sun- divine generosity -without cessashine His arm around a very ragged but tion. "
very 'happy litt]p boy, who had comp ~o
'Abdu'l-Baha did not liy€ long
ask 'Abdu'I·Baha for six pence for hIS
money box and for his invalid mother, after the World -War. "I have done
whilst round Him in the room were
gathered men and women discussing e~u all tllat eould be done", He wrot.e.
cation socialism, the iiTst Reform BIll, "I have served the Cause of
and the relation of submarines and >\Vireless telegraphy to the new em cm which Baha 'u 'l16.h t.o the utmost of my
man is entering.""
ability. I have laborec1 night and
In America, 'AlJdu'l-Baha stayed day, all the years of my life ... "
for nine months and visited no less He IJassed away on the 28t.h of
tha11 thirty-two towns and cities November 1921, in Raifa, Palestine,
spreading day and night the mes- shortly after mid-night. "His face
sage of love and universal peace,. He was so calm, His expression so
addressed people of all denollima- serene, they t.hought Him asleep."
tions and social classes in sc.hools
(To be continued)
CA little f a:rm house on an oJa r(]~al m:>uor iU.:i?yfl£,et, a, village "cme tw€nty miles out of London.
" 'Abdu'l-Baha in London", Amerlcan edltIon. PP. 84·91.
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sh010ing the completed d011~e of the Ba.h6;·i Temple in WiLmeUe

(near Chicago), Illi1wis.
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TEMPLE DOME FINISHED

(As Reported by the "North Shore Review")
With placement of the ornamental stone work on the dome section
of the Baha'i temple completed early this month, temple trustees and
representatives of the John J. Earley Studio, Washington, D. O. contractors, now are preparing for extension of operations to the clerestory
section immediately below.
The dome of the Baha'i temple, at Wilmette harbor, which now
offers a brilliant concept of the ultimate appearance of the entire structure, is one of the five largest domes in the world. The peak of the
joined ribs at the top of the dome stands the equivalent of 15 ordinary
building stories above the ground ....
The process employed in casting the ornamental work was originated by the contractors. Two kinds of crushed quartz are used:
opaque and crystaline. . .. The quartz, which is crushed to about the
size of a thumb-nail, is mixed with a white Portland cement base, the
pure white and non-staining qualities of the white cement setting the
quartz out in brilliant, unalloyed relief. AfteF casting and setting, the
sections are stored in moist closets for two weeks to permit proper
curing and then are polished to bring out the light reflecting qualities of
the quartz.
Some appreciation of the ultimate weight to be oarried by the nine
great caissons which penetrate to bed-rock 125 feet below the basement
floor is offered in the fact the 387 sections of ornamental work placed
over the dome and the ribs weigh more than 500 tons. This weight is
exclusive of the rest of the structure which was cast into place.

THE

MASHRIQU~L---ADHKAR

(Baha'i Temple and Its Accessory Buildings)

"When these institutions-college, hospit'al, hospice and establishments for the incurables, 'university for the st~~dy of h'igher sciences and
giving postgraduate courses, and other philanlthropic b~~,ildin,gs-are
built, its doors will be open to all the nations and all religions. There
will be drawn absolutely 11JO line of demarcation. Its charities will be
dispensed irrespective of color and race. Its gates will be flung wide to
mankind; prejudice toward n,Q1~e, love for all. The central b~~ilding
will be devoted to the purposes of prayer and worship. Th~~s for the
first time religion will become harmonized with science and science will
be the handmaid of religion, both showering their material and spirit'iwl
gifts on all humanity. In this way the people will be lifted out of the
quagmires of slothfulness and bigotry."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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A PERSIAN MIRACLE
During the past 1nonths the story of Keith Ransom-Kehler"s arrival in Tihnin and
of her travels and visits to va1"ious cities and villages in Persia has been told in the pages
of this magazine. In a detailed letter fro~n Mr. A. H. Naimi, he states that for fmwteen
months she served in Tihran in a great variety of ways. Some things are possible for
an A1nerican to accomplish in Pe1"sia that a Persian ca,nnot. In his letter Mr. Naimi
points out the uniqueness of this visit and the beautiful relations which existed between
this gifted sister and the Persicm friends. The following account has been c01npiled
from Mr. Naimi's letter and Mrs. Ransom-Kehler's articles.

rDlEOPLE of proceeded with them to Tihran and

ID the West are

accustomed to demonst rat ion s ,
even frenzied demonstrations, but
these are promptKEITH
ed by political
zeal or partisan ardor rather than
warm religious love and fervor. Can
we understand a little the bond
which drew a western sister to Persia and caused the friends there to
receive her with such unselfish love
and genuine joy1
The account which we received of
Keith Ransom-Kehler's welcome at
Tihnln, the capital city, was written in such glowing terms that it
seemed almost necessary to step it
down lest American readers should
consider it an exaggeration. But
when again and again we received
accounts of the enthusiasm and joy
with which Keith was received in
every city, village and hamlet which
she entered, it began to be evident
that it was the imagination of the
people of the west which was at
fault, limited and inhibited as it is
by our restrained manners and stiff
formalities.
In the first place when the friends
learned of Mrs. Ransom-Kehler's
approach, a group of them drove
ninety-six miles to escort her to
Tihran. When about half way there
another larger group met them and

when finally they reached the city
an assembly a thousand or more
strong was gathered to welcome her.
At Barfarush a doctor and his
family moved out of their house in
order to insure the complete comfort and repose of their western
sister and the doctor established his
home and office elsewhere. Here a
party of middle aged women walked
a distance of twelve miles and back
in order to be sure of a visit with
her. Whenever she visited a Baha'i
village the whole community made
holiday, coming in groups to meet
her, the children singing and old and
young raising the ringing cry of
welcome, "Allah-u-Abha".
On several occasions a new road
was built; for perhaps an automobile had never entered this village
or hamlet before. If, at another
place, the ford of the swollen river
was too deep for the auto, horses
were in readiness. At one city
where the party arrived by train
"the telegraph master wired the
governor ... that a mob was marching through the streets". The governor at once telephoned the mayor
to inquire the reason, and the
mayor, "who had already been apprised, responded that it was only
the peaceful Baha'is greeting a
Baha'i from the West." Everywhere was overflowing joy and unaffected hospitality. And every-
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A group of young BahrYis -in one of Ke·ith Ra:Mo-1n-Iiehlm">s classes in Pm>sia.

where were eager and tireless listFROM THESE bits gathered from
eners hungry f01' the message whic.h accounts aheady published it is
this sister had brought from the plain that Mrs. Ra.nsom-Kehler's
Guardian of the Bahii'i Cause at. journeys and visits in Per,<iia were
Haifa or poured out from her own not those of an ordinary traveler.
Her mission to Persia was neither
loving and understanding- heart.
Not ill a single instance was this diplomatic 1101' scientific. Nor was
American visitor permitted to it as a sight-seer that she went, nor
travel alone. She a.nd her escort as a missionary in the usual sense
8l1tered one village through "a of the word.
Oommenting on her visit Mr.
shower of flowers and petals" and
were met by "women bearing bri§!:ht }[aimi says: ., Tourists, visitors of
brass trays with offerings of fruit, high scientific accomplishments, hisperfume, flowers and incense". And torians, archeologists and perSOlleverywhere she noted the light of alities of inteTnational renown have
joy in the faces of Bahii'is even from time to time paid visits to t.his
"\vhen they lived the monotonous old count.ry; but our chronicles do
peasant life of an isolated rural Hot sllO'W even in one instance that
community. "There is a freshness) any general display of delight and
a spontaneity, a beauty, a simplicity rejoicing was ever manifested by
about the true Baha'i life that the Persians for such visits except
searches the core of the heart", what the g'oYernmellt authoTities or
wrot.e Mrs. Ransom-Kehler in Olle the peoples immediat.ely concerned
of her "LetteTs Home."
could produce sup8Tficially and with
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no deep sincerity. But the ecstacy
of joy, the fervent delight, the concern and attention shown by friends
at the visit and during the stay of
Keith in this country were truly unparalled and unprecedented."
.And then he adds, "God's work
is an inscrutable mystery which cannot be fathomed or measured by the
standards of human logic or the
usual rules of cause and effect". So
to the uninitiated the almost extravagant ardor with which this
simple untitled American citizen
was received throughout Persia is
unexplainable. Those who know of
the bond of unity created by the
Baha'i teachings and the spread of
the Baha'i Cause from the East to
the West and now from the West
back to the East again will understand. These teachings have created a bond of "unity in the love of
God". Think well on these words.
This is a bond not unknown but
rare and almost forgotten in the
world. The early Christians possessed it. They knew its power.
REFLECT UPON what has happened
to bring about this unique visit. In
darkest Persia in the middle of the
nineteenth century Baha'u'llah proclaimed the new age, the age of the
oneness of mankind and of universal
peace. Persecuted and harassed by
His own government and that of a
neighboring s tat e, incarcerated
and subsequently exiled from His
native land and consigned to oblivion in the deadly prison fortress of
'Akka He yet stirred and roused
the lethargic world by proclaiming
principles far in advance of His
times. From His prison throne He
diagnosed the disease of the sick
world and stipulated the remedy.

Gradually the Message spread over
the world, to Europe, to America,this Message which the world, now
conscious of its sickness, is still so
loath to accept. This is the Message
which has created the strong, new,
living and loving bond between Persia and America. It has caused
followers of Baha'u'llah in Persia
to journey to America in order to
instruct Americans in the precepts
and commands of Baha 'u 'llah and
to inspire them with His love. It
has stirred Americans to visit Persia in order to learn lessons of love
and sacrifice, of hospitality and
openhearted generosity. And this
talented and devoted American sister who spent many months, nearly
a year and a half in Persia, both
learning and teaching, gave to Persia some of the things that America
has and Persia lacks and received
some of the hidden treasures that
are Persia's but are lacking in
America. For the East needs the
West and the West needs the East.
The exchange of teachers and
ideas with European countries is
familiar to us, but the world has yet
to learn that Persia has rich spiritual treasures which when turned to
practical use will solve the vast social, economic and political problems with which mankind is now
well-nigh overwhelmed; and that
Persia is holding out her hands to
the Western World asking for help
in applying these same spiritual
truths to her own problems. Persia
is spiritually awakened, is alive and
eager to turn this spiritual energy
into action which shall make for just
government, universal education,
the liberation of women.
It is in this spirit that Keith
Ransom-Kehler and Martha Root

A PERSIAN MIRACLE

and other American Baha'is have
been received in Persia, the spirit of
a mutual love, a mutual understanding, a mutual belief in Baha'u 'llah 's mission; the spirit of assurance of the early establishment
of the World Order of Baha'u'llah
coupled with a consuming desire to
aid in bringing it about.
MR. NAIMI closes his letter with
a little picture of the departure of
the western sister from Tihran. The
same anxious care for her safety
and comfort was exercised as upon
her arrival. The farewells were
no less loving and heartfelt than the
greetings, but tinged with sorrow.
"Every Baha'i in Tihran", writes
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Mr. Naimi, "was aware that Keith
was going and each tried to outdo
the other in seeing her off." Companions attended her to Hassanabad, a village a few miles south of
Tihran, where some two hundred
friends gathered to listen to her and
speed her on her way. Speaking of
this farewell meeting Mr. Naimi
says: "I wish that agnostic politicians and materialists who deny the
feasibility of the unity of mankind
and the elimination of hatred and
warfare could have been present to
see members of the human family
from all religions, creeds and
classes joyfully unified in the love
of God through the Teachings of
Baha 'u 'llah".

KEITH

o

poet soul, whose unremitting toil
Has helped to rend the veils from dark Iran,
Thy tree of love is planted in her soil,
Where Suns have clothed the crescent faith of man.
When, in the dawn of that immortal day,
Our martyrs quaffed of God's eternal wine,
The stream of glory coursed its crimson way
Until it blended their rich blood with thine.
First martyr from America to stain
The rose of Persia with thy fragrant blood,
The annals of thy life fore'er remain
The signs of love's unconquerable flood.

-Philip Amalfi Marangella.
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NATIONS AS NEIGHBORS
BERTHA HYDE KIRI{PATRICI{

I1IJ ROM his vantage
tD Honolulu David

p 0 in t in
Livingston
Crawford has written a little book*
"Can Nations be Neighbors~" with
the expressed purpose that countries bordering the Pacific may be
prevented from developing such an
attitude of hate, jealousy and fear
as exists in European countries.
The book, he says, "frankly presupposes that this is a new world
growing' here and that it need not
duplicate the history of international strife and hatred around the
Mediterranean and around the Atlantic. ",
Mr. Crawford is a biologist and
an educationalist. At present he is
president of the University of
Hawaii so that it is natural that he
should be especially concerned with
Pacific relations.
The central idea in this book is
that nations can be neighborly just
as individuals can if they will learn
mutual respect.
The question
"Who is my neighbod" can be
answered in generous and humanitarian terms by nations as well as
individuals if they will set themselves to it. Let nations keep their
nationalism, the author says; but
why can they not at the same time
respect other people's nationalism ~
By this he means their laws, customs, culture and even their commercial activities. The book is most
readable and abounds in suggestions of ways in which boys and
girls and grown-ups may be educated in national neighborliness.
For example, faulty textbooks
are a source of misunderstanding,
dislike and even hatred between na*The Stratford Company, Publishers, Boston, Mass.

tions. China has recently introduced a new set of textbooks with
aims quite contrary to neighborliness. These books contain halftruths and misleading statements.
We find such a statement regarding
the economic oppression of China:
"Oppression of this sort is more
disastrous to us than massacre of
armed millions of soldiery. When
they use armed forces it is impossible to annihilate us, but if they use
economic force, everyone of us may
be completely plundered of all our
vitality within ten years and not one
of us would be lucky enough to escape that fate.,,2
When one considers the great injustices that China has suffered at
the hands of Western commercialism we can understand the spirit
back of such statements. We must
also realize where it will lead. All
countries are offenders in regard to
inaccurate textbooks. Our own histories and geographies abound in
half truths and one sided statements
which often breed a false feeling of
superiority.
What is the remedy for this bad
situation asks Mr. Crawford. A
widespread consciousness that tbis
barrier exists is the first step. Turn
on the lights of publicity. "N 0 nation would persist long in the use
of faulty text books when the guns
of ridicule are directed against the
practice. ,,3 Another aid in correcting faulty text books would be a
world language for it would do much
to spread accurate information concerning different countries and also
concerning what is taught in different countries.
'See preface, p. 1. "p. 40.

3p. 47.
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ONE CHAPTER in this book is filled
with illustrations showing how cultural differences are a barrier to
understanding between nations. The
occidental shows politeness in greeting another by a handshake while an
oriental performs a series of bows.
What is pathos to an occidental may
be humor to an oriental. Under certain conditions suicide is noble for a
Japanese while in the occident it is
reprehensible. In commenting on
these and other cultural differences
Mr. Crawford says: "It is not necessary at all that the differences be
removed and that all the world be
brought to one culture. God forbid
that such a thing as that should ever
come to pass. What a deadly monotonous world it would be! What is
necessary is that we learn about the
differences and base our attitudes
toward and judgments of other peoples on a sympathetic knowledge of
them. Thus may international coopera tion increase.'" To help bring
this about the author suggests that
our colleges and universities might
well offer courses in Oriental culture
as they do now in Greek and Roman
culture. And why not have an international exchange of professors
across the Pacific as well as cross
the Atlantic ~
ANOTHER subject to which the author devotes several pages is the opportunities which cinemas and newspapers have for acquainting peoples
of different nations with e a ch
other. For the most part these are
poorly used. The newspapers fall
short in that they print the unusual
and so create wrong impressions.
And while the author deplores the
low standards, the falseness, the
"caricature of the American home"
depicted in the exported American
film yet "how else," he asks, "exlp. 60.

2p. 65.
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cept by travel, could the people of
the Orient get even as good a pichue as they do of American and
European cities and farms, industries and tools of manufacture,
modes and methods of travel and
transport, to say nothing of such
items as women's place in the
scheme of things, ways of courtship
and love, characteristic ways of expressing emotions and many other
things that go to make up a culture. ,,2
What a great purveyor of neighborliness the moving pictures might
be!
Mr. Crawford does not overlook
the value of the many organizations
to promote internationalism such as
the Institute of Pacific Relations,
the Institute of International Educa tion, and many others which he
mentions. Heading all these is the
League of Nations much of whose
educational work might be more
fully utilized.
WHAT SHALL we say about the national superiority complex ~
Is
there such a thing as a superior nation ~ These questions our author
attacks with the facts and logic of
a scientist. Cultural differences
and race prejudices are bound up
with the superiority complex. This
feeling of superiority is not limited
to Nordic countries, though they
are prominent offenders. There is
hardly a nation so small and humble
but feels itself superior to some
other neighbor nation. There is a
reason behind the antipathy which
people of different color and culture
have for each other. Mr. Crawford
traces this dislike back to primitive
man whose dominating urge was
self-preservation. Whatever was
different and unknown primitive
man shunned from fear, instinctive-
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ly. But man has advanced now beyond the primitive state. Science
and reason are now his means of
protection rather than instinct and
weapons.
Differences there are in races and
nations but who shall say which are
superior and which are inferior....
But for all practical purposes our
author grants that there are superior nations, nations which rise above
other nations just as certain individuals rise above others, either because of better government or
greater industrialization or better
development of natural resources or
all of these things. The practical
question is, How shall these nations
treat each other? The answer is,
treat them with respect. "To think
of treating them all on an equal
footing is as futile a thought as to
desire that all culture be reduced to
a uniform culture ,,1 writes Mr.
Crawford. And further he says,
"Whether it be nations or individuals neighbors need not be equals
to be good neighbors. Individuals
who are very unequal in intellectual
endowments and in economic status
may still be good neighbors if there
is the right mutual respect between
them, and nations which are quite
unequal in strength and different in
culture may s till beg 00 d
neighbors "."
Nor does respect for a nation's
neighbor mean t hat boundaries
might not be changed but simply
that such changes be made according to due process of law and to the
satisfaction of all concerned. In regard to the Manchurian situation
Mr. Crawford writes: "There is no
doubt whatever but that the development in Manchuria is benefiting
both nations, and will continue to do
lp. 87.

'p.

88.

'Po 98.

·P. 75.

so if they will cooperate reasonably
in the great undertaking. The interests of the two nations do not
seriously conflict, for one furnishes
the land and the people to occupy it
and till its soil while the other is
furnishing capital and managerial
ability both of which are as essential
as the former two things. If one
neighbor had not had its temper
riled by the unfortunate first approach of the other, what a different
story it might have been!,,3
CLOSELY OONNEOTED with the superior race complex is the question
of interracial marriage. Recently
conducted studies by the University
of Hawaii suggest that contrary to
current popular opinion hybrid people are neither inferior nor superior
to both parent stocks. "One often
hears in Hawaii that the ChineseHawaiian cross is an excellent one,
producing a better strain than either
the Chinese or Hawaiian stock and
with the same frequency he hears
that the Hawaiian cross is a vicious
one, 'full of dynamite' and productive of great social evil. Both of
these assertions are unfounded and
lack a scientific basis of fact. The
recent studies show that the Hawaiian-Whites and Chinese-Hawaiians
are about equal in social achievements and general performance.' ,.
It is in such things as these, race
prejudice, national prejudice, or as
he calls it, the national superiority
complex, a lack of understanding of
differences of culture, language difficulties, that the underlying causes
of war lie, Mr. Crawford believes,
and until we remove these causes
through education we can expect
very few results from disarmment
conferences. "There is no greater
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task", says President Orawford,
"no greater opportunity, confronting education than this: to teach the
nations of the world to understand
their neighbors, to respect their
neighbors as themselves. Let us
educate for mental disarmament,
with the assurance that then physical disarmament will take care of
itself.' ,1
THIS
lpo 113.

BOOK

in itself is a valuable

!!'AbLu'l-Baha, Star of Weat Vo1. :l, p.

1~~1.
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step in the most imperative task of
educating for peace. Let it be read
and put in practice so that "this
ideal of Universal Peace may leap
out of the world of words into the
arena of activity".2 With nations
already at each other's throats we
must make haste to use this and all
other possible means to peace for,
"Today in the world of humanity
the most important matter is the
question of Universal Peace"."
3'Abdu']~Bnh,J.J Sta~

of West, Vol. 5, p. 115.

FUG ITA SAN
KEITI-I RANSOM - KEI-ILER

The following appreciation of a unique personality, lovingly rememlJe1'ed by many
Bahri'is in the United States and by all visitors to the Bahri'i Shrines in Palestine, is
taken from an interview which the author gave while she was visiting in Japan.

[eo

URING the course of every

il year thousands of pilgrims and

tourists visit the shrine of Baha'u'llah at' Akka, and that of the Bab
and' Abdu 'l-Baha on Mount Oarmel
in Palestine. Lying at the foot of
Mount Oarmel and ascending halfway to its ridge is the city of Haifa,
which has been made under the English mandate, the official sea-port of
Jerusalem. It has thus become one
of the international centers of the
world.
"What more suitable than that
the Japanese, noted for their excessive courtesy and consideration,
should be the nation to contribute to
this cosmopolitan port, an efiicient
representative of its spirit and of
its culture in that universal contact
which his position entails?
"FUGITA SAN went to America in
young manhood and had become a
medical student at the University
of Michigan when 'Abdu'l-Baha
visited that country in 1912. Im-

Mr ..Mountfort Mills of New York and
London, international lawyer and distinguished Bahri'i who has j'epresented the
Bahri'i Cause at Geneva and other importa.nt places, hej'e pictured with Ft[gita, the
little man who contributes a big service.
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bued with a liberal spirit, which is
characteristic of his enlightened
country, Fugita San heard in the
Message of 'Abdu'l-Baha that allinclusive program to which mankind
can subscribe without affront to
their most cherished conceptions
and beliefs. Thereupon he attached
himself to the retinue of 'Abdu'lBaha and traveled widely as His
companion, throughout the United
States. At the close of the war,
'Abdu'l-Baha summoned Fugita
San to the Holy Land, there to assist Him in His ever-widening
duties of ministration to a sorelystricken world.
After the passing of ' Abdu '1Baha, when the direction of the
Baha'i Movement was taken over, at
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His request, by His grandson,
Shoghi Effendi, Fugita San became
the one member of this household to
whom was intrusted the delicate and
important position of greeting all
visitors and making them welcome.
To reflect the true Baha'i spirit of
universal love and good-will to the
countless number of Baha'is and
non-Baha'is alike is the superlative
gift of this ever kind and smiling
Japanese whose happy spirit cheers
and warms all who experience this
contact. When we remember the
innumerable cruises, the large passenger lists, that make Haif a a
port-of-call, we begin to realize that
this tiny little man with his heavenly smile is becoming an international figure.

HERALDS OF THE DAWN
MILLIE

B. HERRICK

The following is the first part of a very worth while article dealing with the subject
of the Forerunner of a Manifestation of God. The author has presented historical facts
in a concise and readable form. The conclusion will follow in the May number'.

nHE earth in its journey around
AMONG THE Jews before the
the sun makes an elliptical Christian Era there was widespread
path. Its tendency is to fly off into expectation of the coming of a new
space and thereby to leave this path, order of things. This expectation
but the power of the sun holds it to had been derived from the older
its orbit. Like this power of the prophets and from the latest one:
sun is the strength and purpose of Isaiah had spoken of the preparathe heralds and messengers of tion to be made for Him, the
mighty God. When man has wand- straight highway; Malachi had
ered far from Him, these Forerunners are sent from Heaven to draw spoken of the herald to come, even
him back to the Sun of Truth, to the the return of Elijah from the unLight of the World. It is of two of seen world "before the great and
these Messengers that I would dreadful day of the Lord."
speak : John the Baptist, who came
THE JEWISH people were greatly
about 5 B. C.; and the Bab, who was
sent in 1819 A. D. Both were Mes- agitated and distressed before the
sengers of Fulfillment, both were appearance of the Messiah. They
Heralds of the dawn of aNew Day. were suffering under a tyrannical
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government, and their thoughts
were centered, therefore, upon national independence. They believed
and hoped that the Coming One
would free them from the Roman
yoke and control thereafter the
whole world. They dreamed of material splendor and grandeur for
themselves and of a great Teacher
wholly earthly and temporal in His
power and majesty.
To some of the more thoughtful,
however, the new time meant something quite different, something less
material and more spiritual. Such
people as Simeon and Anna and
J oseph of Arima thea were waiting
for the kingdom of God. Their eyes
were open to the higher vision and
the greater truth. When, finally,
the transition did come, it came
naturally at first, and more like an
event of ordinary life. The old
order passed away gradually and
became absorbed in the new. Thus
God fulfills Himself.
IN A J UDEAN village not far from
Jerusalem, about 5 B. C. there was
born a babe destined to fill a great
place in the sacred history of the
world. His parents, Zacharias and
Elizabeth, were upright and blameless Jewish people. Zacharias was
a priest in the temple at Jerusalem.
It was his duty to burn the incense
while the people were praying.
While he was working, one day, in
the temple, an unexpected thing
happened, so startling and wonderful that Zacharias could not speak
for several months, so filled with
awe was he. It seems that while he
was busy near the altar, suddenly
an angel stood before him, beautiful
in light, and he heard a voice speaking: "Zacharias, do not fear. I am
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Gabriel sent from God. I bring
thee good tidings. Thy wife shall
bear a son. Call him John. He shall
be filled with the Holy Spirit and
shall have the power of Elias in
turning people to God. A messenger shall he be, of the coming of the
Lord. I am sent to tell thee this.
Be glad." Then he vanished from
sight.
And it came to pass as the angel
said. The babe was born, and Elizabeth and Zacharias named him
John. And to John, afterward called the Baptist, the Almighty gave
a mission, "the prophet of the
Highest going before the face of the
Lord to prepare his ways."
He was well trained in his boyhood, by his pious parents. He
loved the out-of-doors, the desert
and the J udean wilderness. There
he roamed about dressed in camel's
hair and leathern girdle, and eating
wild fruits, locusts, and honey. This
freedom of the open was preparing
him for his special work. "The
child grew and waxed strong in
spirit, and was in the deserts till the
day of his showing to IsraeL"
His public ministry began in 28
or 29 A. D. He was a stern teacher
as the old Jewish dispensation was
stern. He startled the country by
his passionate earnestness, his boldness of speech, his fiery directness,
"Repent ye! Repent! Repent!" he
cried. "The kingdom of heaven is
at hand. There cometh one mightier than I after me, the latchet of
whose shoes I am not worthy to
stoop down and unloose."
Crowds of people went out to hear
him. It was the proper thing to do.
Wild tribesmen, shepherds, peasants, merchants, soldiers, Pharisees
and priests hastened to his call and
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listened to him. They needed to, Son, in Thee I am vvell pleased."
for everyvvhere there vvas corrup- Jesus understood this heavenly sign,
tion, deep-seated and vvide-spread. this divine assurance, God's confirEveryvvhere personal immorality mation of His mission. Immediately
and injustice prevailed.
' 'The He drevv apart from the people and
times vvere out of joint." At such departed into the vvilderness to
a time as this, a Manifestation al- meditate and pray-to think things
vvays comes to earth-vvhen it is in over.
its deepest gloom.
After forty days He returned to
the
scene of His baptism vvhere
Hovv DID John knovv that the kingJohn
vvas still continuing his labor.
dom of heaven vvas near? Who told
him that a nevv day vvas da-wning? Some of the Baptist's disciples joinTo some souls in every generation ed Him: Andrevv, John, Peter,
the Voice speaks out of the Invis- Philip, and Nathanael. They lmevv
ible. It calls majestically, mysteri- their Messiah had come. N orthously. It spoke to John. It is speak- vvard to Galilee they follovved Him
ing today. John the Baptist vvas a to learn from Him and to spread
great prophet, so great that a quar- His truth throughout the Graecoter of a century after the crucifixion Roman vvorld.
of Jesus, St. Paul found in Ephesus
a group of men vvho vvere still disciples of John and vvho knevv but
little about Jesus.
John baptized the people in the
river Jordan. He adopted this primitive custom as a symbol of cleansing and change of purpose in life.
It vvas a preparation for the Messiah and the N evv Day. He said, "I
indeed baptize- you vvith vvater unto
repentence; but he that cometh after
me is mightier than I ... he shall
baptize you vvith the Holy Ghost and
vvith fire."
Meanvvhile Jesus, the cousin of
John, vvas grovving into beautiful
manhood among the common people
of Nazareth. As a carpenter of the
people He vvent from Galilee to be
ba ptized by John vvho vvhen he savv
Him coming suddenly lifted his
hand directing the eyes of everyone
and exclaimed, "Behold the Lamb
[Man] of God!" And vvhen he vvas
baptizing Him, the heavens opened
and a dove descended upon Him and
a Voice said, "Thou art my beloved

SOON AFTER the baptism of Jesus
John's imprisonment came. Herod
vvas a cruel and crafty official of the
Roman Emperor against vvhose
vices and immoralities John protested vigorously. He had moreover, married Herodias, the divorced vvife of a kinsman. John
spared no one because of family,
race, or position; he spared not
even the king. Herod therefore
cast him into Machaerus, a gloomy
castle on the heights east of the
Dead Sea.
John suffered in prison. He began to have gloomy thoughts about
himself and his vvork-and Jesus ,
"Was He, after all, the Messiah?"
He sent some friends to Jesus in
Capernaum asking Him about it.
His reply vvas that John must judge
for himself, that He vvas making
the blind to see, the lame to vvalk,
the deaf to hear, and raising the
dead to life.
Not long after this Herod gave a
feast in the castle to his Galilaean
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nobles. Salome, daughter of Herodias, danced before him. Her grace
of body so pleased him that in the
excitement and revelry of the evening he promised her that he would
give her anything she might wish,
even to half his kingdom. Urged
by her wicked mother she demanded
the head of John the Baptist. Herod
hesitated for just a moment and
then gave his consent. And so the
executioner was sent in to do his
bloody work.
"Said Salome to her mothe!':
,Away with lute and harp,
With the glad heart forever and the
dance;
Never again shall tabret sound for me.
Oh! fearful mother! r have brought
to thee
The silent dead, with his rebuking
glance,
And the crushed heart of one to whom
are given
Wild dreams of judgment and offended
heaven.' "

John's work was done. Prophecy
was fulfilled. The Messiah had
come-the New Sun, and the New
Year.
"What went ye out to see~ A
prophet ~ Yea, I say unto you, and
more than a prophet. . . . Verily I
say unto you, among them that are
born of women there hath not risen
a greater than John the Baptist."
NINETEEN CENTURIES have passed.
Again we look upon the human race
in its spiritual development and
evolution. At this time it is better
prepared and readier to receive the
deeper and greater truths of the
prophet. What Jesus could not tell
His generation, now a new Manifestation can give. Again God opens
the Divine Book and sends to earth
His Messengers of Revelation to
guide and illumine by His Word its
progress toward perfection.
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As J OEN the Baptist was the
Herald who proclaimed to the Jews
in Judea. the coming of the Manifestation of Jesus, the Ohrist,-so
the Bab, meaning the Gate or Door,
was the Herald Vlho foretold to
the Muhamma.dans in Persia the
commg 0 f the great Teacher
Baha'u'llah. This was in the nineteenth century.
Persia, at this time, had fallen
from her high estate. Her early
greatness, queen among nations,
was gone. There was corruption in
her public affairs, feebleness in her
officials, cruelty in her rulers,
bigotry in her priests, ignorance
among her people, and superstition
everywhere. Zoroastrians, Muhammadans, Christians, and Jews hated
one another and refused to associate together though they were living in the same country.
Here and there, however, even in
this deplorable state of affairs,
there were good souls awaiting
eagerly the coming of the Mihdi, the
successor of Muhammad. They felt
sure His time was at hand. And it
was. The Bab came, the Herald and
Messenger of a new era, the "Flame
of God's Undying Fire."
His birthplace was Shiraz in
southern Persia. His father and
mother could trace their origin back
to Muhammad Himself.
The y
named their child' Ali Muhammacl
-While He was still an unweaned
babe His father died and the child
was given into the charge of an
uncle on His mother's side, Haji
Mirza Siyyid 'Ali, a merchant.
l-Ie was sent to school like any
other ordinary child. Yet He was
not like an ordinary child, there was
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something different about Him. One
of the teachers brought Him home
one day saying as he did so that
he felt a mysterious power about the
child which only "The Lord of the
Age" could explain. Nabil, the historian, says that He showed evidences of superhuman wisdom such
as he was powerless to recount.
"The understanding of these mysteries is given to seekers after truth.
. . . Whatever signs of unusual
greatness and knowledge appeared
in Him were innate and from God."
THE BAB, like John the Baptist,
was born into the world with a
special work to do. His appearance
was "The early light of the true
morn."
As a youth He was fair of face
for a Persian and possessed a personal beauty and charm. He was
sweetly pious, obeying both the letter and the spirit of the Prophet's
teachings. His voice was soft and
melodious. His manner humble,
lowly, and self-effacing; and the expression of His face was so serious
that one seeing it could never forget it-such was the impression.

Most of His days devoted to corn··
mercial work were spent in Bushire
on the Persian Gulf. There, upon
the roof of His house, He would
meditate and pray unmindful of the
burning heat of the summer sun. He
would turn His gaze in the direction of Tihran greeting with joy the
rising sun which to Him was the
symbol of the Day-Star of Truth,
Baha'u'llah, soon to dawn upon the
world. He seemed to be entrusting
the sun with a message to His Beloved.
He married when He was twentytwo and when His son was born He
named him Abmad. In the year
preceding the declaration of His
mission, 1843, the child died. The
Father did not grieve over His loss
but consecrated his death by words
like these : "0 God, my God! . . .
grant that the sacrifice of My son,
My only son, may be acceptable unto
Thee. Grant that it be a prelude to
the sacrifice of My own, My entire
self, in the path of Thy good pleasure.
Endue with Thy grace My
life-blood which I yearn to shed in
Thy path."
(T 0 be contiwued)

PERSIA -- ANCIENT LAND OF GLORY
HELEN PILKINGTON BISHOP
The author is one of the most prominent and gifted workers among the Bahri'i
youth of America taking an outstanding part in youth activities both inside and outside
of the Cause. The material in this article is selected from her thesis presented to the
Division of Social Science, Reed College, Oregon, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts which she received last June.*

NHAPPY Persia in the middle of the nineteenth century
belied its splendid past. The impoverished nation was sunk in
apathy, preserving but a remnant
of the ancient sovereignty which it

had formerly exercised, victim of a
woeful spiritual ignorance in which
for m a I piety and corruption
flourished. It was not always thus.
History records brilliant epochs in
the evolution of Persia, during

*The editors consider the exhanstive bibliographical footnotes accompanying this thesis as one of the most
scholarly efforts in research and reference work. La"k of space precludes publicatiou herein. These references will be furnished upon request to anyone interested.
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which its culture contributed to the
enrichment of the world.
Persia covers an enormous area,
the western and larger part of the
lofty Iranian plateau. It combines
days of intensive sunshine with
nights of stimulating cold. The
heart of the country is a relentless
desert, desolate throughout all
seasons; but the more favored soil
was the first to yield the peach, the
orange, the lime, the pistachio, lilac,
narcissus, and jasmine. Because
there were no natural harbors of
consequence and n 0 navigable
rivers, transportation down the
ages has been by caravan. The
traveller, weary of the afflictions of
the desert, delights in "the gardens
watered by living streams" as in
an earthly Paradise. In these oases
the atmosphere is free from the
phantasms of the dreaded desert:
the sky is a flawless turquoise frequently enhanced by snowy peaks.
This is the, fabulous Persia of gardens and nightingales, perfumes and
sons-Alexander of Macedon feared
Persia's seduction of its conquerors
might prove more hazardous than
warfare.
Here in the plains one must seek
the background of aesthte, poet and
priest, probably dark from exposure
to the sun; while from the mountains there first appeared the fair
Aryan family-pioneers, warriors,
men of action. Prehistoric and unknown is the racial origin of this
Aryan people; but, if not by race,
by language the Iranians stand
identified with the people of India
-perhaps the most ancient of
stocks.
In those early times Persia lay
in the direct path of the highway
between Europe and Asia. It received a flow of peoples; witnessed
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the birth of great religions and the
making and undoing of states; lived
in the flux of the movements which
have helped to mold the patterns of
culture; participated in the dissemination of ideas. Elements of culture both ma terial and symbolic
were introduced into Persia by interaction with the peoples of Egypt,
Phoenicia, Assyria, and Chaldea,
and their assimilation modified and
enhanced the Persian genius. The
imprint of this genius upon the
eclectic features of its art harmonized them and gave to the whole a
distinctive appeal.
'The ruins of Persepolis introduce us to
a composite art, born of the royal fancy,
which had gathered into an artificial, powerful unity every artistic form which had
struck it in the provinces of Assyria, Egypt,
and Asiatic Greece: it was the caprice of
an omnipotent dillettante with a love of
size.'
The art of Persia was Oriental and it
was Aryan; like that of Greece, to which
it was indebted in sculpture, it displayed,
to some extent, a sense of proportion and a
love of order. Its charm was to affect the
Arabs, and, through the Arabs, the Western art of the Middle Ages.

Hellenic customs and ideas and,
doubtless, new blood was introduced into Persia by the Greek
armies under Alexander. He encouraged mixed alliances and set
the example by his marriage to
Roxana. Nor was the Greek world
uninfluenced by Persia. It is said
that Alexander owed his dream of
world-monarchy to his prototype
Cyrus, who had created two and a
half centuries earlier a vast empire
from the Indus to the Hellaspont,
"the first of its size to be seen on
earth. "
This Cyrus achieved by applying
new principles of government. The
Great King broke with the custom
of razing the cities of the enemy,
destroying' the captives and exiling
or enslaving whole peoples, after
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the practice of Assyria and Babyloma. In the treasure-houses of the
latter he found national gods, which
he restored to their owners, and
permitted the Jews to return to
Jerusalem to rebuild their Temple.

plastic social controL On t.he whole,
t.he rule of the Achaemenids was
benevolent; it was progressive because it established a wider unity
among the numerous states which
comprised this universal empire.

UNDER THE Sassal1ian Dynasty
the personal belief of Zoroastrianism became the state rethis illustrious figure, whom the ligion. Its supreme head was the
Greeks admired as one "full of king; his presence was revered as
wisdom", the Babylonians regard- the earthly shrine of the Deity. The
ed as a worshipper of Mardul{, and political genius of Persia and the
the Jews hailed as "the anointed of superb art school which adorned the
the Lord"~ "Vas the Great Achae- kingdom with monuments attracted
menid like his dynasty a believer in travellers from China, India, and
Ahura-Mazda, God of Light, who Oonstantinople-------even Rome yielddirected the course of civilization ed admiration. Persians have not
to the ultimate victory of justice ceased to extol the golden age of
and peace ~ His Prophet Zarath- the Sassanids: to the IJersistence of
rusta, in spite of the opposition of their reverence for it may be traced
the priesthood, had made taboo the the monarchical trend 0 f the
blood-sacrifice which they sanction- Ininian ethos.
ed, and reformed the ancient reliThis trend became the source of
gion by winning men away from conflict when democratic Arabic,
formalism to the active resistance exuberant in the early period of a
of evil and the endeavor to harmon- great religious awakening, poured
ize social relationships.
its militant missionaries into PerThe Achaemenids adhered to a sia. Here an old fiction must be
religious conception of monarc11Y: shattered; the conquerors were a
the king reigned "by the grace of composite group, by 110 means uniAlmra-Mazda." The i r political formly Arabs-many were not even
wisdom was pervaded by a moral :Muslims. They closed in upon the
temper; they conceived of the con- political anarchy and religious sepquered as subjects and permitted aratism which concluded the decline
them to keep their religion, their of the Sassanids. Zoroastria11ism
law, and eVel1 their national chiefs. was not annihilated; but it ceased to
Except in crushing rebellions t.hey play a vital part in Persian life.
conducted warfare with modera- The masses were converted to the
tion. Ont of order came prosper- new religion.
ity: roads were built; communicaThe cultural transformation was
tion increased; ideals of religious dramatic: Islam became the basis
toleration and the divine sanction of a new unity. However, the reliof government spread throughout gion was not propagated in Persia
the empire. The mores unified atl Muhammad had enunciated it;
diverse communities in their allegi- for it had already undergone adulance to the king. Autocrat though teration at the hands of the" Comhe was, his adherence to the ethical panions of the Prophet.' , They
code of a vital religion served as a had incorporated into His revela-
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tion the hadi,t7~s or traditional sayings attributed to Him. These bore,
aB may be expected, the imprint of
diverse influences difficult to identify and impossible to explain.
Furthermore, the Aryans made
their own interpretation of the religion which they got from the
Semites. Their modification was
also their accomplishment; it lay
in the exploration of its philosophical and mystical doctrines-as may
be anticipated from a hadith of the
Prophet:
Were knowledge in the Pleiades,
Some of the Persians would reach it.

Hand in hand with the study of
the Qur'an went the transmission
of Hellenistic thought, primarily
through the Syriac translations of
Aristotle which had been made for
propaganda by N estorians to whom
Persia had granted sanctuary.
Recreated by "the subtle metaphysics of the Persian mind," these
doctrines were correlated with the
tenets of Muhammadanism. Jewish
and Arabic scholars carried them
into their universities in Spain.
From there the movement spread
throughout the European centers of
learning - Monpelier, B 0 log n a ,
Padua, Venice, Paris - wherein
the i r influence un d er m i n e d
Medieval Latin Christianity. Thus
" ... Persia plays a vital part in
the most romantic history of culture-drift which is known to us in
detail.' ,
THE INFLUENOE of Islam was not
solely ideological; for its ethics
elevated the morality 0 f the
Iranians. The most unregenerate
element among them, the Mongols
of the Genghiz Khan invasion,
curbed their lust for blood and
ceased their wanton destruction
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after their conversion to Islam.
The Mongols cultivated the refinements of Iranian life; and their
dynasty contributed by its strong
rule to the country's integration.
Their court was renowned for its
brilliance. Its historians, philosophers and scientists were famous.
Mystical poetry reached its apex in
the work of the Sufi contemplatives,
Jalal-u-Din Rumi, Hafiz, Sa'di, and
J ami.
Architecture achieved a
Grand Style: the shrines 0 f
Mashad, "the glory of the Shi'ah
world" were built. Bukhara and
Samara had epitomized the grandeur of the Mongol-Aryan fusion.
In this fusion of differentiated
peoples and combination of culture
pa tterns, ' , germinal hostilities' ,
and" warring heredities" led not to
"blood chaos" but to the phenomenon of the "luxuriation of the
hybrid" because the collective individuality of Persia embraced
these alien elements from Africa,
Europe, Arabia and Asia, bound
them by social tradition, language,
government and a common religion
into a fairly homogeneous unit, and
emerged-after d 0 m i n a t ion by
Greeks, Parthians, Arabs, Mongols,
Tartars, Turks and Afghans-" a
distinct nation with peculiar and
well-maTlced idiosyncracies."
Granting to each physical factor
its due importance: a geographical
situation in the stream of EuroAsiatic life; not too exacting an
agricultural economy, a climate conducive to leisure, the presence of
diverse racial elements whose assimilation resulted in a fairly
homogeneous people-a n a t ion
emerged with a cultural bent for
reflective thought, fertile in the
creation of ideas and capable of
vigor in their propagation.
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LETTER TO A NEWSPAPER COLUMNIST
The following letter was sent to a columnist writer on the Jewish IntermouTdain
News Denver, Colorado, and here republished as we think it presents vividly and concisely'the need of the Divine Power for the establishment of Universal Peace.

, 'Honoured friend:
Today the thought goes to you, as
it has before, and to your brother,
and to the happy evening spent with
your family in your home in Denver.
Best wishes to all who were there.
If a teacher had a class-room filled with students of different religions, nationalities and races, and
he set them a problem in mathematics to work out, would it facilitate
the solution if all the students got
up and fought each other?
The answer is obvious.
Yet the world, faced with the
problem of insuring comfortable
bodily existence, and the opportunity for the continuance of mental
and spiritual development to further heights, thinks to reach a solution
by ferocity, bigotry, religious and
racial and national prejudice.
It is clear that peace has to be
established in the school-room before any solution can be reached.
His Holiness Baha 'u '11ah said:
"We desire but the good of the
world and the happiness of the nations; yet they deem us a stirrer-up
of strife and sedition worthy of
bondage and banishment ... that all
nations should become one in faith
and all men as brothers; that the
bonds of affe0tion and unity between the sons of men should be
strengthened; that diversity of religion should cease and differences of

race be annulled-what harm is
there in this?"
This peace only the heavenly
teachings of Baha 'u '11ah can and
does establish. The proof of this is
that when this writer traveled in
Palestine, Egypt and Europe in
1931, whenever he associated with
those gatherings whose members
had accepted and studied the teachings of Baha'u'11ah, he found people
who had come from all religions
gathered together in loving harmony and spiritual happiness.
From all nations and races these
progressive souls came; fro m
Jewish, Christian and Muhammadan
ancestry they united as one soul in
different bodies. They had found the
oneness of God, Oneness of religion
and oneness of humanity being lived
and practiced. All of this unity
was made possible through the logical and scientific explanations of
His Holiness Baha'u'11ah. While
each was loyal to his government,
yet they lived above a false and
hating nationalism in that sane and
beneficial patriotism that yet loves
the one human family, in recognizing that all are the children of one
God, Who loves and is kind to all
alike. This is the Path.
May the good work never cease.
Sincerely,
WILLARD

P.

HATCH."

"The teachings of Balui'tt'llah are the breaths of the Holy Spirit
which create men anew.
They are the Light of this age and the
Spirit of this centttry."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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CURRENT THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"The adjustments which must be made, not only in our farms
and factories, but in our methods of thinking, are, I believe, fully ten
times as great as the majority realize."
-Henry WalIace, Secretary of Agriculture.
~HAT we need is to teach
~ rising generations how to

the
get
along together.
They must be
taught the principles of world citizenship .... Love of humanity finds
no conflict with love of country....
Old aversions should be wiped from
the boards of the human drama and
a frank facing of facts with a wholesome broadmindedness should be
substituted. This must be done before friendships can take the place
of battleships. Intellectual and
emotional disarmament must precede material disarmament. . . .
There never has been a time since
the dawn of history when an educational program calculated to develop
the spirit of understanding, cooperation and world peace was so
much needed. It will require an informed public opinion and a new international morality to lead us out
of the morass in which we are entangled. We are lost in the dismal
swamp of misconception, misunderstanding, and the misapplication of
justice. " -W orId Federation of
Education Association's, B~llletin.

its blossom, its feeling of well-being
and of safety in a safe world.
"Look at the world about us, and
what do we see? The disintegration of many religions. It is generally admitted that the churches are
not holding the people as they did,
particularly educated people, who
do not feel longer that they are redeemed by a system of theology.
The same thing is seen in the old
established religions of the EastOonfucianism and Buddhism. Half
the temples in Peking are empty. In
our west.ern world millions of people do not go t.o church. Protestantism alone is broken up into four
hundred denominat.ions.
"We have today an int.ricat.e and
complicat.ed life full of mechanical
devices for living. A life cTowded
with mot.or cars and radios and motion pict.ures. B~d none of these
things is a substit1tte for what we
have lost. Religion gives us a r'ich
application for our feelings. It
gives meaning to life."-O. G. Jung,
Cosmopolitan.

AMERICAN scholarship, through
its ministry in the universities,
"Hrs [MAN'S] consciousness, re- through its teachings and its teachcoiling from the difficulties of the ers, is to remove the evil, to inst.ruct
modern world, lacks a relationship the ignorant, to broaden the narto safe spiritual conditions. This row, to elevate the low, and to transmakes him neurotic, ill, frightened. mute the brutal into the human, and
Science has said to him that there is the hum a n into the divine.no God, and that matter is all there Thwing: History of Higher Educais. This has deprived humanity of tion in America.
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"THE PLACE of music in the life of
the ayerage man and the value of
music in the development of the human spirit have been recognized by
thoughtful men during the many
centuries of man's struggle to develop out of barbarism to that ideal
state of existence which has been
the Utopia of the philosophers ....
Surely 'with the economic adjustments which are bound to come
there will appear a new philosophy
of business which will fa'lOT a regulated adjustment between production and consumption, and which
will return the benefits of science
and efficiency to the working-man in
the form of higher standards of living and decreased hours of employment.
, 'As this goal is approached the
problem of the productiY8 use of
leisure will become more and more
insistent. Music as the greatest of
the social arts should be a povverful contributor to the solution of
this problem and it is the duty and
privilege of every musician and of
every lover of music to turn his
mind to the c.hallenge."- Howard
H. Hanson, D ire c tor Eastman
School of Music-The Torch.

"A

of Japan is surely incomplete "without some mention of
our women. vVhile they aTe traditionally c.onservative and apt to retain their old manners and culture,
theiT progress is simply wonderful.
"It is a matter of course that they
choose their own life mates, instead
of marrying the cl10ice of their parents. They are no longer dictated
to by their tyrant husbands, but instead the:? are becoming dictators
and tyrants themselves at home.
One will observe many Japanese
PICTUR.E
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girls going about the streets of
Tokyo in the latest American
fashions and looking quite smart at
that. These girls go out and earn
their own living as school teachers,
typists, muses, etc ....
, (One significant fact is tha t.
Japanese l:)eriodicals devoted to
women readers are always best sellers in Japan. Fonr or live such
monthly magazines claim from a
quarter to half a million or more
cireulation....
"Young boys and girls no longer
thinl{ of observing the ancient Confucian etiquette of non- association
between male and female, but they
mix freely, go about together, play
games together, dance viith each
other, and make friends as they
please.
"A re ma r k a b I e phenomenon
among t.he younger sets is that their
aSl~iration in almost everything is
to follow American ways of saying
a n cl d 0 i n g things.' '-Sometaro
8heba, ~;[i.{t-Pacific Magwzine.
TALK ABOUT European rac.es has
all the academic charm of talk about
snakes in Iceland. There are no
snakes in Iceland and no pure races
in Europe. Even in the remotest
recesses of the continent there has
been some intermingling or blood.
Absolutely pure Nordics or .L~lpines
do not exist. And even if they did
exist, would they constitute separate races 7"-Aldous Huxley in
"The Myth of Race," World Digest.

"I

compromise. Regardless of race, creed, eolor or politics, I would select the best man or
woman for the job. "-F a l111 i e
Hurst, N. Y. A~·neTican.
WOULD NOT

,
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LIKE A FLAMING SUN
SILVIA MARGOLIS

(In commemoration of the Declaration of The Bdb celebrated
throughout the Bahd'i World on May twenty-third each year)

How shall I tell of Him, the Primal One?
Has He a parallel, saving the sun?
Has He a likeness, save Effulgent Light?
Did He not break our bonds and cleave our night?
How shall I sing of Him, the Beauteous One,
Who came at Midnight like a flaming Sun,
Who came in Winter like eternal Spring
And told us of the coming of the King?
And who amongst the Saints that dwell in bliss
Has known the ecstasy of Love like His?
Has ever nightingale more gladly bled
To tell his tale of love ere night was fled?
What Harbinger of unbeholden days
Sang Hymns of Dawn with such a flood of praise?
Was ever flute or tabret half so clear
As His sweet crying to the dumb and drear?
Was ever harp or psaltery half so sweet
As the Sweet Music of His running feet?
Were ever lips divine more like a sword
Hewing a path for a Beloved Lord?
Did ever Hands more white bring back again
The native loftiness to bowed down men?
Who taught the desolate again to dream?
Had ever Sun of Truth a John like Him?
How shall I tell of Him, the Primal One?
Has He a parallel, saving the sun?
Has He a likeness save all Truth that be?
Did He not carve the Second Calvary?
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"It js towards this goal-the goal of a New World Order,
divine in origin, all-embracing in scope, equitable in principle,
challenging in its features-that a harassed humanity must strive."
-Sho g hi Elf endi.
HONORABLE HENRY

A. W ALLACE,

Secretary of Agriculture, is issuing
in the Washin,gton News and other
papers a remarkable series of articles under the title A Challenge to
Religion. "True statesmanship and
true religion have much in common," he says. "The problem of
statesmanship is to mold a policy
leading toward a higher state for
humanity.... Isaiah, Jeremiah and
Micah were truly great statesmen.
They caught the vision of a superior
social state, and with all the fire at
their command held up that vision
before the people .... " And he goes
on to show that those who bring a
great vision and inspiration to humanity from the plane of religion
are the most practical in their creative force, for" religion," says Secretary W allace, "is to my mind the
most practical thing in the world."
Secretary Wallace's vision of the
ideal state is that it should express
in its political as well as in its social
and economic institutions the supreme principles of religious truth.
"To enter the kingdom of heaven
brought to earth and expressed in
terms of rich material life, it will be
necessary to have a Reformation
even greater than that of Luther and
Calvin. ' , In other words the most
ideal patterns which statesmen may
devise for the government of their
respective countries and of the
world as a whole will assuredly fail

of achievement unless the human
heart is changed and is inspired
with a greater love and humanitarianism than ever before. "Men
must change their attitude concerning the nature of man and the nature of human society. They must
develop the capacity to envision a,
cooperative objective and be willing
to pay the price to attain it."
"ONE OF the objects of most noble
religions is to bring about the creation here on earth of the kingdom
which exists in the heaven world.
For nineteen hundred years it seemed that the realization here on earth
of anything in the nature of the
Lord's Prayer or the Sermon on the
Mount was sheer nonsense and impossible from an economic or material point of view. Today we
know the thing is easily possible
from a material point of view, and
that the essential requisites afe first,
really up-to-date social machinery,
and second, sympathetic human
hearts to perfect and run that machinery. . .. Perhaps the times will
have to be even more difficult than
they have been during the past two
years before the hearts of our people will have been moved sufficiently
so they will be willing to join together in a modern adaptation of
the theocracy of old."
We see in these utterances of Secretary Wall ace the modern expres-
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sion of the Messianic hope. The
catastrophic events which have
overwhelmed not only this country
but the whole world have hastened
the realization of the practical as
well as the spiritual necessity for
obedience to the la,ws of God. Man
armed with the power of science and
industry attempted to build a Tower
of Babel defying the spiritual
forces of the universe. And this
Tower of Babel which man has built
in the last generation has ended in
utter chaos. Now we are beginning
to realize that we must learn to
speak one language if we are to
build successfully. We must learn
to speak the language of brotherhood, of cooperation, of world unity.
So long as the various nations and
various individuals composing the
nations are speaking the language
of selfish and competitive individualism, we shall have nothing but
chaos.

MAGAZINE

original sense of the term. I wish
that in some way, it might be so universal as to embrace Buddhists,
Muhammadans, Jews and Protestants, as well as the so-called Catholics.' ,
This is indeed a remarkable Message for a government official to
proclaim to the world-remarkable
in its own terms, and to Baha'is still
more remarkable in its close parallelism to the principles of the New
World 0 r de r proclaimed by
Baha 'u 'nah over seventy years ago.
Baha'is have known that the salvation of the world lay not in commerce, or industry, or science· nor
.
'
111 attempts through international
conferences to combine the world into a unity based upon the selfseeking compromises of hostile and
competitive states. Two generations ago Baha 'u 'llah proclaimed a
great Truth to the world, and for
doing so was cast into dungeons,
thrust on the long road of exile and
IN HIS chapter A World Ripe for finally incarcerated in' Akka PalesReligion, Secretary Wallace ap- tine, for forty years. His Message
proaches the highly important ques- was too potent for the world to then
tion of the possibility of a universal accept for it threatened to break up
religion. ' 'I am convinced that we the forms into which were crystallare approaching the time of estab- ized the institutions of the world.
lishing spiritual allegiances on a Yet the Message continued to go out
much broader base than hitherto. even from prison walls, and Baha'is
There are genuine seekers in all of the world over have for half a centhe great religions believing in the tury been proclaiming those noble
fatherhood of God and the brother- truths of which Secretary Wallace
hood of man, in the transcendental, has seemed to capture a partial
mystical importance of all that this vision.
means in terms of other worldliWE OURSELVES in a recent lecture
ness; while, at the, same time, they
believe in the fundamental necessity tour have presented this same arguof embodying these inner-percep- ment to men and women of various
tions forth in terms of the machin- types of culture and of outlook upon
ery of the outward world. . .. The life. Nowhere could we find any
world is now ripe for a type of re- competitive solution for the world's
ligion which is truly catholic in the deep problems. N or could we find

EDITORIAL

any who fundamentally objected to
the transcendent plan of Baha 'u 'llah
for the world.
For it is apparent to all thinking'
people that something drastic has
got to be done to clear up these terrific ills of humanity. All intelligent
readers of current events perceive
that the drift of the times is not toward peace and unity, but in the op?osite direct~on. There is nothing
III the capacIty of humanity in its
ordinary process of evolution to
achieve world unity. Rather human
nature, as it is, is consumating with
devastating speed its progress toward chaos and disintegration. It
is evident to the most cursory
thought that something' has got to
happen to humanity to change its
modes of thought and feeling.
Something must happen to work a
transformation in the conscience and
heart of mankind. We cannot build
permanent institutions of government and civilization upon the present motives which dominate human
activities. It has at last come true
that the dreams of the idealists are
more practical than the materialistic slogans of the mart. For the
highest possible idealism is indeed
the most practical and the only effective way to world peace and prosperity. The cynical selfish attitudes of this waning age of materialism avail only to construct mausoleums to past glories. These outmoded attitudes have no creative
force for the new humanity which
must arise phoenixlike upon the
ruins of the past.
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supernal inspiration, a joining of
hands the world over for one common purpose and goal. This we can
find only in the Baha'i Movement,
which enlists the loyalty of men and
women in every major race, religion
and country-creating a superloyalty to the Kingdom of God. The
Baha'i
Movement is doino·
that very
.
6
t }lIllg which Secretary Wallace
hopes may be done. It is establishing spiritual allegiances on a
basis as broad as the world its81f.
And it is pointing the expl'ession of
this religion toward the creation of
an outer form of unity perfect in its
plan and pattern, in which the loftiest spiritual aspirations of humanity as conceived and expressed
throughout the ages will find a field
for palpable and enduring achievement.
Without such a focus for humanitarian ideals and efforts the most
benign expressions of idealism the
world over will prove largely ineffectual. Nothing in the outer
p.lane is achieved without organizatIOn and form. The forces of evil
are well organized. The forces of
good must be supremely organized
and supported by invisible Powers
transcendent over the powers of selfishness, greed and aO'O'ression
60
.
There is no salvation for the
world today except to heed the call
of Baha'u'llah and join definitely in
the organization of His New World
Order. Already the framework of
these new institutions is being erected in all quarters of the world. The
more old institutions wane, the
faster will grow these glorious institutions of the Kingdom of God.
BUT WE need something more than In the midst of the darkness shines
idealism. We need an organiza- a great Light, and that Light is for
tion, a focus for effort, a channel for the life of the world.
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HERALDS OF THE DAWN
MILLIE

B.

HERRIOK

In the previous installment of this article the 1nission of John the Baptist was
described, and the childhood and youth of the Bub. In this concluding installiment is
described the public mission and tragic martyrdom, of the Bub.

HE Bab's public work began
in 1844. People of all classes
listened eagerly to Him as He
taught. He explained to them the
meaning of the terms Resurrection,
Day of Judgment, Paradise, and
Hell :-Resurrection, the appearance of a new Manifestation; the
Day of Judgment, the Day of the
new Manifestation and the acceptance or rejection of its Revelation;
Paradise, the joy of loving God revealed through His Manifestation;
and Hell, the deprivation of that
knowledg'e of God. He taught that
man has a life after death in which
progress is limitless. The essence
of His whole teaching was to know
and love God, to mirror forth His
attributes, and to prepare the way
for His coming Manifestation.
He became a courageous and zealous reformer, a harbinger of good
tidings of the Reality soon to appear. His fame spread throughout
the land. Disciples began to gather
around Him, drawn as by a magnet
to Shiniz. "The mystic band of the
spirit called them and dreams, contemplation, meditation, and prayer
linked their souls together." Eighteen experienced the light of His
Revelation and were declared" Letters of the Living."
To the first Letter of the Living,
Mulla Husayn, the Bab first declared His mission and foretold the
coming of the other Letters. Mulla
Husayn had fasted and prayed for

O

many days before he had set forth
on his holy adventure of finding the
Beloved of his heart. A power
which he could hardly understand
drew him to Shiraz and to the presence of a radiant Youth wearing a
green sash and turban-his Beloved,
the Bab. There he sat enraptured
by the melody of His voice and the
sweep of His words. There he
heard Him pray ethereal harmonies.
There the knowledge of His Revelation "galvanised his being." There
on May 23rd, 1844 he heard Him declare, "0 thou who art the first to
believe in Me! verily I say, I am
the Bab, the Gate of God."
ONE EVENING in conversation with
Mulla Husayn the Bab announced
that seventeen Letters had thus far
enlisted under His standard and
that the next night the last Letter
would arrive to complete the number of His chosen disciples. "In
the world of the spirit," He said,
"We have been communing with
that youth. We know him already.
vVe indeed await his coming." True
to His words the next evening Quddus, the last Letter came, and accepted the Revelation. This completed the eighteen disciples of the
Bab. A traditional utterance says
, 'On the last Day, the Men of the
Unseen shall, on the wings of the
spirit, traverse the immensity of the
earth, shall attain the presence of
the promised Qa'im, and shall seek
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from Him the secret that will resolve their problems and remove
their perplexities. "
These disciples He sent forth into
the land to teach the Truth of God:
"Awake, awake, for lot the Gate of
God is open, and the Morning Light
is shedding its radiance upon all
mankind! The Promised One is
made manifest; prepare the way for
Him, 0 People of the earth." He
reminded them that they were the
witnesses of the Dawn of the promised Day of God, ... that they must
purge their hearts of worldly desires and let angelic virtues be their
adorning, ... that they should beseech the Lord to grant that no
earthly entanglements, no worldly
affections, no ephemeral pursuits
should tarnish the purity or embitter the sweetness of that grace
which flowed through them. He instructed them to raise the call that
the Gate to the Promised One had
been opened, that His proof was
irrefutable, and that His testimony
was complete. Fourteen of them
set out at dawn from Shiniz resolved to carry out in their entirety
those tasks entrusted to them.
The Bab with Quddus and His
Ethiopian servant began His pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina to
fulfill the mission with which God
had entrusted Him. This was in
October, 1844.
His days at sea were spent III
meditation and in writing prayers
and epistles which Quddus took
down as dictated. Then after a
stormy voyage of two months duration, He finally landed. Upon the
back of a camel, the rope held by
the faithful Quddus, the Bab rode
into Mecca.
Within the shrine of the Prophet
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of God and to many pilgrims who
gathered He again declared, . . .
, 'None beside Me in this day,
whether in the East or in the West
can claim to be the Gate that leads
men to the knowledge of God. My
proof is none other than that proof
whereby the truth of the Prophet
Muhammed was established."
From Mecca He proceeded to
Medina. He thoug'ht of I-Iim, the
great Prophet, who had lived and
died there. Before His holy sepulchre, He prayed. He also remembered the Herald of His own Dispensation, Shaykh Ahmad-i-Ahsa'i
whose body lay buried in the cemetery of Baqi not far from the shrine
of Muhammad. There came to Him
also, visions of the pioneers and
martyrs of the Faith whose blood
had brought victory to the Cause of
God. Their spirits seemed to welcome Him and to plead with Him
not to return to His native land
where enemies were waiting and evil
plots were forming against Him.
But the spirit of the Bab replied to
them:
"Fear not. I am come into this world
to bear witness to the glory of sacrifice .
. . . Rejoice for both I and Quddus will be
slain on the altar of our devotion to the
King of Glory.... The drops of this consecrated blood will be the seed out of
which will arise the mighty Tree of God,
the Tree that will gather beneath its all
embracing shadow the peoples and kindreds of the earth. Grieve not, therefore,
if I depart from this land, for I am hastening to fulfill My destiny."

After a pilgrimage 0 f n i n e
months, He re1urned with His faithful followers to Bushire where
friends and relatives welcomed Him
home again.
FOR SIX years only this beautiful,
prophetic soul taught, and wrote
"voluminously, rapidly and without
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premedita tion. " He c 0 m p 0 sed
commentarie8, explanations of the
verses of the Quran, and treatises
on the doctrine of Divine Unity.
During His incarceration in the
Oastle of Mah-Ku, He wrote more
than a hundred thousand verses.
Often He would chant as He wrote
and His voice could be heard by
those living at the foot of the mountain. It penetrated their very souls
and re-echoed through mountain
and valley majestically. In one of
His writings, long a mystery in its
meaning, He assigned the time of
the advent of the Promised One as
nineteen years after that of His own
Declaration.
The Bab's greatest book, the Persian Bayan, Baha 'u 'llah calls the
Mother Book. It was written while
He was a prisoner in the castle of
Mah-Ku. In it are found the laws
and precepts of His Dispensation
and the al1l10uncement of the coming of Him whom God wonld make
manifest. The Bayan is yet to be
translated into English.
John the Baptist walked and talked with his Master, but the Bab
communed with His Beloved in
spirit only. At one time in prison,
He received a letter from Baha 'u'llah. The message it contained
made the Bab very happy and joyful for it assured Him that should
He suddenly pass away, "The Oause
which He had revealed, would live,
develop and flourish."

holy church in peril; civil rulers
saw the institutions upon which
their living depended, gone forever.
Oonsequently their animosity knew
no bounds. They imprisoned Him,
haled Him before tribunals, dragged
Him from one place of confinement
to another, and even scourged
Him. They finally condemned Him
to death as a heretic to the principles of Islam.
Ecclesiastical dignitaries and
notables of Tabriz held a meeting to
which the Bab was summoned. The
hall was filled. A mysterious silence fell upon the gathering.
"Who do you claim to be~" they
asked Him, "And what is the message which you have brought ~"
, 'I am, ' , thrice exclaimed the
Bab, "I am, I am, the Promised
One! ... "
"This claim which you have advanced is a stupendous one," they
challenged Him. "It must be supported by the most incontrovertible
evidence. ' ,
"The mightiest, the most convincing evidence of the truth of the
Mission of the Prophet of God," He
replied, "is admittedly His own
word. He himself testifies to this
truth: 'Is it not enough for them
that we have sent down to Thee the
Book ~ , The power to produce such
evidence has been given to Me by
God. " ... After this He· arose and
left the halL

A LARGE portion of the Muslim
population of Persia became ardent
followers of His Oause. Thjs fact
aroused the bitter hatred of civil
aut h 0 r i tie sand Muhammadan
clergy. The priests thought they
saw their faith uprooted and their

HIS RETURN to the castle of Ohihriq followed. He began at once to
collect all the documents and Tablets in His possession there, together with His pen-case, His seals,
and agate ring·s. These He entrusted to the care of Mulla Baqir, one
of the Letters of the Living. He
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was making ready for the goal that
He yearned to attain.
The day before His execution, in
the courtyard of the barracks of
Tabriz a bare-footed youth flung
himself at the feet of the Bab:
, , Send me not from Thee' 0 Master.
Wherever Thou goest, suffer me to
follow Thee."
"Muhammad-' Ali" answered the
Bab," arise, and rest assured that
you will be with Me. Tomorrow you
shall witness what God has decreed. "
When the morrow came the Bab
and the youth were suspended by
two ropes in the barrack-square of
Tabriz. The head of Muhammad, Ali rested on the breast of His Master. As the regiment fired its shots
a severe gale swept over the city
and a whirlwind of dust obscured
the light of the sun.
The martyrdom of this "King of
Messengers" set up a conflagration

that fired the whole of Persia. Her
public squares ran with the blood of
thousands of men and women. Like
Muhammad-'Ali, th e y sacrificed
their lives and all they had for love
of I-Iim and in His Service. They
are the "lamps of God and the stars
of sanctity shining gloriously from
the eternal horizon."
"I am a letter out of that most
mighty book ... and when He shall
appear my true nature, my mysteries, that which is now unanswerable
will become evident."
So it came to pass as prophesied.
The Dawn came and then the Rising
Sun bringing to life aNew Day.
, 'I-le whom the Lord shall make
manifest" has appeared.
They lived and died-t h e s e
mighty Heralds, and the centuries
have not dimmed nor will they dim
their glory which is as eternal as
God.

NDEED the greatness of the B6b consists p~"imarily, not in His
: '; being the divinely-appointed Forer~wb1~er of so transcendent a

O

Revelation,

b~d

herent in the

r·ather in His having bee'n invested with the powers in-

ina~~gurator-

His wielding, to a degree

ofa sepa.rate

~tnrivalled

religiot~s

Dispensat'ion, and in

by the JJ!l essengers gone before Rim,

the scep'tre of independent Prophethood."
-Shogh'i Effendi.
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RACE PREJUDICE--A BARRIER TO THE SOUL
E. B. M.

DEWING

"All prejudices are against the will and plan of God. Consider for instance racial
distinction and enmity. All hurrna,nity are the children of God; they belong to the same
family, to the same original race. There ca~t be no multiplicity of 1"aCeS, since all are
the descendants of Adam. This signifies that racial assurnption and distinction is nothing but superstition. ... Any kind of prejudice is destructive to the body-politic."
-'Abdu'l-Bahd.

NE of the grea test handicaps
a soul can place upon itself is
prejudice, and racial prejudice in
particular. It is unjust, unscientific, unethical, and produces a boomerang effect inasmuch as prejudiced
people are dangerously conservative
and their material as well as their
spiritual condition is liable to suffer. The root cause of prejudice
from the psychological angle is fear
of the unknown.
The strong element of fear which
is present in race prejudice is
usually due to a dominant race
fearing loss of status to an underprivileged people within its midst,
which is pressing towards the cultural and economic level of the former. Most of the racial friction
that in many parts of the world appears to be chronic exists because
one section of the community, often
a small but highly organized minority, is over jealous of its privileged
position at the top of the occupational pyramid. However, as long
as the status of the two peoples is
clearly defined there is no prejudice.
It is like a master and his dog. The
master may be kind or cruel according to his nature, but he will not be
prejudiced. It is for this reason
that slaves often lived happy and
harmonious lives in the service of
their owners. When, later, the slave
became free and the defining line
obscured, fear of loss of status crept
in and prejudice grew apace.

It does not make it right or just
for a dominant race, however, to
justify its attitude of exclusive privilege simply because a backward
people who know no better tacitly
acquiesce to the conditions. It is
the function of man to cultivate and
improve the vegetable and animal
kingdoms, a function which he readily performs. But when it becomes
necessary to assist in the unfoldment of the potentialities of our less
fortunate fellowmen the task becomes less welcome.
Under all circumstances it is indefensible that any section of society should enrich itself at the expense of another section. It cannot
be reconciled with justice. "The
light of men is justice", wrote
Baha'u'llah, "quench it not with the
contrary winds of oppression and
tyranny. The purpose of justice is
the appearance of unity among
people .... Truly I say, all that has
descended from the heaven of the
Divine Will is conducive to the order of the world, and to the furtherance of unity and harmony
among its people."
From what has been written it is
evident that a prejudiced man is
selfish and envious. It is a paradox
that the selfishness of prejudiced
people is often a saving grace.
When commercial interests are persuaded that it no longer pays to ostracize certain sections of the community, they do not hesitate to
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raise the racial barrier. Where abstract argument fails to bring them
into agreement with the statement
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, who said, "Prejudices of religion, race or sect destroy the foundation of humanity
. . . ", concrete demonstration will
succeed.
This commercial aspect of racial
prejudice is evident in certain parts
of Australia where acute friction
occurs between the Italians and the
Australians because the former
work for a lower wage. The "Black
fella", on the other hand, is not the
object of prejudice because his numbers are few and he cannot yet compete with efficient artisans. The reports of cruel treatment meted out
to him which periodically shock the
cities are due to his being regarded
as a pest rather than an economic
menace.
Fear ridden prejudiced persons
are sometimes extremely cruel. In
order to maintain a dominant position, no action is considered too
mean when directed against the
under privileged. All their energies are designed to limit educational and cultural, pursuits; wages,
comforts and privileges are reduced
to a minimum. These tyrants, who
are often to all appearances pleasant respectable people, "do not hear
the midnight sighing of the poor".
By a process of rationalization they
sustain their attitude of superiority
by means of pride based upon the
false supposition that certain races,
due to physical differentiation, are
of a superior order in the scheme
of things. They refuse to face
reality and prefer to deny that" all
men are of one family" and that
God bestows his attributes and like-
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ness upon every soul. They even
clothe their prejudice with a false
idealism and call upon the scriphues to provide the authority. This
position is entirely untenable because the overwhelming evidence of
science and of the inner voice proclaims the essential underlying
unity of all things. In justice, however, to those who are afflicted with
the disease of race prejudice, it
must be admitted that the insideousness of the disease is such that it is
really difficult for them to overcome
their feelings.
It is sometimes no easy matter
to act in an unprejudiced manner,
for it frequently entails considerable self-sacrifice. Our animal inclinations have to be conquered, socalled friends desert us, and a loss
of business may follow. While it is
true to say that prejudices are instilled into us from childhood, it is
untrue to say that we are born with
them. It is in children's nature to
be without racial antipathy. It is
always easier to teach children and
adolescents the p ri n c i pIe s of
Baha-'u'-llah, or any other principles, than it is to change older folks
whose ways are set.
For those who sincerely desire to
conquer this w e a k n e s s these
t h 0 u g h t s may be helpful. In
Baha'u'llah's "Epistle to the Son of
the Wolf" occurs the following remarkable passage which provides
the key for those who desire to train
themselves to overcome race prejudice:
"Also there is today a science
which eradicates fear. It must be
taught from the earliest period of
childhood and if it become popular,
the very nature of man will be
changed, for that which decreases
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fear increases courage. If the Divine Will assist me a lengthy commentary on this point will flow from
the Pen of explanation and developments may take place in the field
of art and science which will renew
the world and its nations. "'~
Just how far these words of
Baha 'u 'llah have been fulfilled in
the achievements of scientists it is
too soon to state, but it is interesting in this connection to review
briefly the experiments of Professor
Watson and others of the Behavimist School of psychology. Professor Watson experimented with animals and later with children and
showed how the fear of an object
can be induced by associating the
appearance of that object with
something unpleasant. Then he
showed how fear of this one object
may spread to other objects only remotely connected. Having reached
this stage he proceeded to remove
these fears by associating the object with pleasant experiences.
In one of these experiments Dr.
Watson chose a child who was
deeply attached to a pet rabbit.
Every time the rabbit appeared, he
made an ugly noise until the stage
was reached when the chi 1 d
screamed the instant he saw the rabbit. This fear then spread and the
child was frightened by anything
furry or in any way suggestive of
the rabbit. This last condition when
the subject is frightened by things
for no apparent reason is the beginning of inhibitions, hysteria and
even insanity. Most people in a
greater or lesser degree suffer from
these fears and most of us are
afraid of a harmless snake or
mouse .
• Epistle to the "Son of the Wolf" P. 25.
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These unreasoning fears are
nothing less than prejudice and our
social prejudices are induced by exactly the same process, for instance,
a child may have a friend who is a
colored child. As time passes it
discovers that other children jeer
whenever the two are together; or
the mother scolds it. Soon the two
children cease to associate together
and even come to hate each other.
Later this prejudice spreads to
ha tTed of all of the same race. It is
quite possible that these children
may soon find themselves developing a prejudice to peoples of other
nationalities and religions.
To return to Watson's experiment, he next proceeded to cure the
child. This he accomplished by associating the presence of the rabbit
with something pleasing, namely,a meal. At first the child would not
eat unless the rabbit was at the far
end of the room, but gradually this
antipathy lessened until the child
permitted the rabbit to be brought
close and finally he played with it
as before. With the departure of
the rabbit fear complex went all the
other acquired inhibitions and the
child was cured.
By a similar process those who
are working for racial amity can
train themselves and others to forget their prejudices. Much can be
accomplished by finding common interests.
A human being can make himself
believe anything and having formed
a theory everything will tend to convince him that his theory is correct. The unreal can seem real; the
real, unreal; and the real, real according to the set of one's thoug'hts.

RACE PREJUDICE-A BARRIER TO THE SOUL

Thus, those who aTe convinced that
the dark races are inferior will soon
find ample evidence to justify this
attitude. The following illustration
taken from an article in the New
Zealand Herald entitled, "A Wrong
Idea: Its Power to Work Evil," by
E. H., shows how a preconceived
idea can play the most amazing
tricks with a mind that is closed by
it. A doctor tells of how in Australia the neighbor of a farmer disappeared. The two were on bad
terms and suspicion fell upon the
farmer. One day a messenger came
to the doctor to say that some human bones had been found on the
property of the suspected man and
to ask that the doctor come and inspect them so that a warrant could
be issued for the arrest of the
farmer. "Accordingly," says the
doctor, "I rode to the station and
was received by a very serious
looking man who after describing
the finding of the bones led me to
them. With an almost tragic air
he unlocked the door of his store
and motioned for me to enter. As
soon as I did and glanced at the
bones laid out on the floor, I began
to laugh and remarked, 'Well,
you've got hold of Goliath of Gath
at any rate'. They were the bones
of a bullock, but I had great difiiculty in convincing the squatters of
their mistake, so firmly persuaded
were they that they had secured evidence of foul murder. Yet' all these
men were cattle men accustomed to
the cutting up and handling of carcasses." When a preconceived idea
obtains a footing everything tends
to support it to the untrained and
unscientific mind.
It follows that while it is easy to
take the line of least resistance and
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find ample proof to support the unreal, it can also become easy to find
ample proof to support the real.
When all is said and done, a person
who is a lover of truth cannot long
be separated from, Truth. An inward peace and happiness comes to
confirm those who are sincere. This
is totally absent when we are followers of umeality. In other words
if we desire to find Truth and a way
of life that demonstrates Truth we
shall find it; but if we are selfish and
materialistic we shall be prevented
from finding it.
Those who turn to the Manifestation of God in this age have the task
of following a true way of life immeasurably lightened because they
do not have to expend their energies to a vain extent upon wondering what is the right thing to do.
They 0 bey the c 0 m m and s of
Baha'u'lHih without hesitation convinced that He is not mistaken and
they aTe not disappointed by the result. The role filled by the Balla'i
Cause in the promotion of racial
ha rmony is thus unique. Classes of
sociology at universities, for instance, hear explained the scientific
reasons for the theory of the oneness of mankil1d with no more interest than if they were listening to
a discourse on trigonometry. They
feel under no obligation to do anything about it and for the most part
are satisfied if they can pass the examination, because they have not
connected it with a spiritual command issued by one of those focal
centers of civilization-a Prophet.
To a Baha'i student therefore, this
kind of exposition becomes a golden
discourse-it is a confirmation of
the divine ideal he holds so dear.
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In conclusion, let it be pointed out
that the more the numbers of people
who have cast off their old prejudices increase, the easier it will become to live unprejudiced lives, and
the more we strive individually to
widen this enlightened circle of unprejudiced people, the more rapidly
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will the circle expand. The Baha'i
Cause is slowly but surely erecting
a social sanctuary wherein people
of all races can dwell in harmony
without fear of social or economic
disaster. Some day this sanctuary
will be society itself.

A SPIRITUAL BASIS FOR SOCIAL
CONSCIOUSNESS
KATHERINE COLE

"The sciences of bygone centuries ar'e not adequate for the present because sci~nces
have undergone reform. The industrialism of the past will not insure present effic~ency
because industrialism has advanced. The laws of the past are being superceded because
they are not applicable to this time. All material conditions pertaining to the world of
humanity hCbve undergone refonn, have achieved development, and the instit~ttes of the
past are not to be cornpared with those of this age. The laws and institutes of former
govern·rnents cannot be current today, for legislation must be in conformity with the
needs and requir61nents of the body-politic at this time."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

OCIAL consciousness has be- of the chaotic mass of details the
come a popular phrase among tendency is easily discernible and,
thinking people today. The depres- "if all roads lead to Rome," by
sion which has in many ways re- some route or other the world will
tarded the wheels of progress, has eventually arrive at a solution.
More important than the route is
also brought to light vividly the
the
basis of the will toward imnecessity of improving conditions
provement, for thereon depends the
for everyone.
At present social consciousness is sincerity of the effort. Granted that
an ambition rather than a science. those in authority are imbued with
The world contains many govern- a pure motive in the beginning, it is
mental experiments which have re- not unheard of that after a modicum
sulted from a yearning for the bet- of progress has been made their
terment of mankind. From com- vision becomes clouded by cons idmunism around the circle to fascism, era tion of their personal interests.
we find everywhere an effort toward Enlightened self -interest has been
improving the condition of the quoted as a sufficient motive.
masses.
Sometimes the experiIt is being more forcibly borne in
ments lead off on tangents, but pop- upon us every day that there can be
ular reactions are swift in these no lasting material prosperity for
days and governments more fie,xible anyone unless it is to include everythan they used to be, so that these one,-witness the much discussed
mistakes are not irrevocable. Out purchasing power of the people. It
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is also clear that physically each
To help mankind attain this conof us is benefitted by the physical dition Baha 'u 'llah has given certain
well-being of our community, our rules of procedure along the lines of
nation, the world. Intellectually social organization and economic
also the world becomes more inter- principles. A study of the latter
esting in proportion to the number impresses one, with their sane balance rather than their novelty. As
of people who are mentally alert.
The problem is, are these consid- 'Abdu'l-Baha elucidated them He
erations a sufficient basis for real said over and over again that their
progress? How do they compare success depends on the spirit behind
with a spiritual basis for social con- them. In one of His addresses givsciousness, and where can such a en in this country He said:
"That there is need of an equalispiritual basis be found? On the
zation
and apportionment by which
principle of progressive revelation
true spiritual enlightenment must all may possess the comforts and
come from God through one of His privileges of life is evident. The
Manifestations. These divine teach- remedy must be legislative readers, from time to time, have brought justment of conditions. The rich
to the world spiritual precepts, the too must be merciful to the poor,
absolute truth of which never var- contributing from willing hearts to
ies, and also advice to the people their needs without being forced or
based on these spiritual truths as compelled to do so. The composure
to the best way of living in the world of the world will be assured by the
establishment of this principle in
at the time of their coming.
the religious life of mankind."
WHEN WE examine the teachings
And at another time He said:
of Baha'u'llah we find that they con"The disease which afflicts the
tain the essence of social conscious- body politic is lack of love and abness and clear directions for its ac- sence of altruism. In the heart of
complishment. A picture of life as men no real love is found, and the
it will be lived under the Baha'i dis- condition is such that unless their
pensation is one of a harmonious susceptibilities are quickened by
blending of the various separate ele- some power, there can be no healing,
ments which make up daily living no agreement among mankind. Love
today. Worship is to be a vital part and unity is the need of the body
of life, but because there is to be no politic today. Without these there
paid clergy, there will be no distinct can be no progress or prosperity atline between man's religious life tained. Therefore the friends of
and his work-a-day activities.
God must adhere to that Power
A Baha'i will make his conscious which will create this love and unity
connection with God for the purpose in the hearts of the sons of men.
of receiving guidance and power to Science cannot cure the illness of
apply to his daily life. His daily the body politic. Science cannot
routine will be one of activity car- create unity and fellowship in huried on in a spirit of service in or- man hearts. Neither can patriotism
der to express in deeds his love for or racial prejudices effect a cure.
God.
It can be accomplished only through
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the divine bounties and the spiritual must ultimately transcend the urbestowals which have descended ban and nationalistic phases.
from God in this Day for that pur"Some form of a world Superpose.
State must needs be evolved, in
, 'This is an exigency of the times, whose favor all the nations of the
and the divine remedy has been pro- world will have willingly ceded
vided. The spiritual Teachings of every claim to make war, certain
the Religion of God alone can create rights to impose taxation and all
this love, unity and accord in the hu- rights to maintain armaments, exman hearts. Therefore hold to cept for purposes of maintaining inthese heavenly agencies which God ternal order within their respective
has provided so that through the dominions. Such a state will have
love of God this soul-tie may be es- to include within its orbit an Intertablished, this heart-attachment rea- national Executive adequate to enlized, the light of the reality of unity force supreme and unchallengeable
be reflected from you throughout authority on every recalcitrant
the universe.
member of the commonwealth; a
"The secret of the solution of the vVorld Parliament whose members
whole economic question is divine in shall be elected by the peOl)le in
nature, and is concerned with the their respective countries and whose
world of the heart and spirit."
election shall be cOllfirmed by their
respective governments; and a SuIN SPEAKING of the whole plan of preme Tribunal whose judgment
Baha'u'llah, Shoghi Effendi, the will have a binding effect even in
Guardian of the Baha'i Cause, has such cases where the parties consaid in a recent letter entitled" The cerned did not voluntarily agree to
Goal of aNew World Order":
submit their case to its considera"To claim to have grasped all the tion. A world community in which
implications of Baha'u'llah's prodi- all economic barriers will have been
gious scheme for world-wide human permanently demolished and the insolidarity, or to have fathomed its terdependence of Capital and Labor
import, would be presumptuous on definitely recognized; in which the
the part of even the declared sup- clamor of religious fanaticism and
porters of His Faith. To attempt strife will have been forever stilled,
to visualize it in all its possibilities, in which a single code of internato estimate its future benefits, to tionallaw-the product of the conpicture its glory, would be prema- sidered judgment of the world's fedture at even so advanced a stage in erated representatives-shall have
the evolution of mankind."
as its sanction the instant and
However presumptuous, s u c h coercive intervention of the comspeculations are a great temptation bined forces of the federated units;
to students of the Baha'i movement, and finally a world community in
for even in its broad outlines the which the fury of a capricious and
vision is stimulating. S hog h i militant nationalism will have been
Effendi points out later in the same transmuted into an abiding conarticle that our social consciousness sciousness of world citizenship,-

A UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE

such indeed, appears, in its broadest outline, the Order anticipated by
Baha,'u'11ah, an Order that shall
come to be regarded as the fairest
fruit of a slowly maturing age.
"'The Tabernacle of Unity,'
Baha 'u '11ah proclaims in His message to all mankind, 'has been
raised; regard ye not one another as
strangers ... Of one tree are an ye
the fruit and of one bough the
leaves ... The world is but one counfry and mankind its citizens ... Let
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not a man glory in this that he loves
his country; let him rather glory in
this, that he loves his kind.' "
Social consciousness is the epitome of the temporal teachings of
Baha 'u 'nah, a social consciousness
the scope, of which includes all the
people of the world in one friendly
and reasonably organized family.
Enlightened self-interest it is to be
sure, enlightened to the point of a
deep realization of our absolute
unity in the love of God.

A UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE
We a1'e indebted to Professor R. F. Piper of SYT'Ctcuse (N. Y.) University for the
following condensed report of what he speaks of as a,n "extraordinarily inter-esting"
informal address on "Cosmopolitan ConveTsations" by Docto?' H erber't N. Shenton, head
of the depar-t1nent of Sociology at SY1'acuse Univer-sity and Executive Secretar-y of the
Intentational Auxiliar-y Lcmguage Association.

nHE International Auxiliary
IN ITS research the association has
Language Association is an carried through many psychological
organization carrying on extensive experiments. One notable such exinvestigations in regard to a uni- periment was designed to see what
versallanguage. Its members have answer could be made to the objecwon the cooperation of all impor- tion that there is no place in the ortant persons who are practically dinary public school for the addiconcerned with the creation and tion of a universal language. This
promulgation of such a language. experiment was carried on with
More than three hundred proposals classes in French over two year
for a universal language have been periods. In two different classes all
made up to date and all these have conditions were the same as far as
been carefully studied by this asso- possible, except that in one class a
ciation. It has made an intensive course in basic language was given
study of their usage in interna- for one semester and French was
tional conference. 'x' It seems that given in the other three semesters
international conferences h a v e while in the other classes all four
steadily increased in number from semesters were devoted to French.
the first (of a non-political kind) in At the end of two years the students
1840, until now there are more than in the former class knew more
three hundred a year to which five French than those in the other class
or more nations send representa- who had actually studied French a
semester longer. The values were
tives.

U

*

A recent book by Dr. Shenton entitled "COslTIopolitan Conversations," published by Columbia University Press,
New York City ($7.50) gives the complete results of ihis study.
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carried over also to those who studied German. The explanation of
this is that in this basic language
study the students get principles
and not exceptions and come to understand the structure and functions of a language.

a substitute for any existing culturallanguage.
"It is a grand program,n Professor Piper adds, "and has promise
of fulfilment. It will be a powerful
agency for making possible free
communication among peoples."

AT PRESENT the association is carrying on other researches and seeking money (about $400,000) to finish
up its work. As soon as it gets a
little more money, it will begin its
final six years' pro.gram. This includes two years to set up another
congress which will decide upon the
general nature of the language to be
advocated; another two years to get
ready for still another congress
which will agree upon the details of
the language; and a final congress
at the end of a third two years to
accept the whole and launch it. The
association regards this language as
distinctly an auxiliary language, as
a means of "clearance" and not as

BaM, 'u '11ah sixty years ago advocated one language as the greatest
means of unity and the basis of international conference. Sixty years
ago He wrote to the kings of the
earth recommending the unification
of languages; that one language
should be adopted and sanctioned by
all governments and promulgated
by all nations. By this means,
every nation might have its own
natal tongue and acquire the universallanguage. All nations would
then be able to communicate and
consult with perfect facility and the
dissension due to diversity of language would not remain.

[ , IVERSITY of lang'itages has been a fruitf'itl cause of discord. The
~ /tlnction of language is to convey the tho'ilght and purpose of one
to another. Therefore it matters not what lang'iwge man speaks or
employs. Sixty [now over eighty] years ago Baha''ib'llah advocated one
lang'ilage as the g1'eatest means of 'ilnity and the basis of international
conference. He wrote to the kings and rttlers of the vario'its nations
recommending that one lang'itage should be sanctiMbed and adopted by
all governments. According to this, each nation should acq'ilire the universal larnguage in addition to its natal tongue. The world would then
be in close communication, cons1,lltation would become general and dissernsiorns due to diversity of speech would be removed . ... A committee
appointed by national bodies of learnring shall select a s1,litable language
to be used as a medium of in,ternational commtlnrication. All m'ust
acq1,tire it. This is one of the grea,t factors in the ttnification of ma?t."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha

Holy Mountain--A Prayer
(Written to a Pilgrim to Haifa, Palestine)
Take my heart to Mt. Carmel,
Oh friend of the Golden Dawn!
I've tried to send silver and incense,
At my touch they have faded and gone;
Rose petals have turned to ashes
And floated away in tears, ...
My deeds of the past and the present ...
Oh, there's nothing but on-coming years
To give to the Lord of the Ages,
So, the life of the future that's mine,
Take it, my friend, and lay it
At the High and Holy Shrine.
Take my heart to Mt. Carmel,
Oh friend of the Shining Light!
And as you go, remember,
The world is crying tonight,
Out of sorrow and anguish,
Calling to you and to me,
Asking the Life Eternal
That is found on bended knee,
The Life with Love enkindled,
The power, the peace, the pulse-throb,
Th exuberant joy and the splendor
That is known on the Mountain of God.
Take my heart to Mt. Carmel,
Thou radiant servant of Day!
And there under azure heavens
Where the sun sends a pure white ray,
Where breezes are healing and holy,
Where rains wash clean and renew,
Lay it among the flowers,
Rich blossoms fragrant with dew;
Oh pray that this, my offering,
Be cleansed on that sacred sod,
That I may give to earth-children
Of the Life that comes from God!
-ALICE

Cox.
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Z. N. ZEINE
In this second and concluding part of his article the author, who ha cl the lJriviZege
of 1nany intimate contacts with 'Abdu'l-Bahri, describes His' mission and its expression
toward humanity as seen at first-hand.

S we study the life of 'Abdu '1Bahii, we cannot fail to realize
that it was a strange kaleidoscope of
events. The pendulum of His days
swung from episode to episode unparalleled and unrivaled in the history of the world. A prisoner in the
citadel of 'Akkii, surrounded by
spies, enemies and evilwishers, we
:find Him later a free man in the
western hemisphere addressing
great and heedful audiences in
places of worship and of social service. In England, at St. John's
Church, Westminister, the congregation kneels to receive 'Abdu'lBahii's blessing! In 1920, Great
Britain confers upon Him the honour of Knight of the British Empire, "so profoundly impressed
were the government representatives by His noble character and
His great work in the interests of
peace, conciliation, and the prosperity of the people"!
, Abdt~'l-Ba,ha seemed to have one
grea,t task to live for·, the task of
loving mankind and teachi1lig mankind to love one another. "The
lovers of mankind, ' , He wrote,
" these are the superior men, of
whatever nation, creed or color they
may be." One of the western believers visiting 'Abdu'l-Bahii in
'Akkii wrote:
"Five days we remained within those
walls, prisoners with Him Who dwells in
that 'Great Prison'. It is a prison of
peace, of love and service. No wish, no
desire is there save the good of mankind,

the peace of the world, the acknowledgment of the Fatherhood of God, the mutual rights of men as His creatures, His
children."

A native of 'Akkii hated' Abdu'lBahii for well nigh ten years. And
yet 'Abdu'l-Bahii showed him
every kindness and amiability. At
last, one day, the man came into His
presence, helpless and bewildered:
"Master", He said, "why is it that
you are kind to me when you know
that I hate you~" 'Abdu'l-Bahii
la ughed cheerfully and said: "My
son, it is because I love you. But
you don't understand me. " 'Abdu '1Bahii loved man because He believed that man was created in the
image of God.
ONE OF the familiar sights witnessed in Haifa was the Master
walking in the streets accompanied
by a group of followers and friends.
But what a picturesque and colorful group it was! Men in red fezes,
in black caps, in felt hats; men in
oriental cloaks, in European dress,
in Indian attires; brown men, yellow men, black man, fair men! What
a variegated agglomeration of assorted members of the human family accompanied' Abdu'l-Bahii! And
all of them with folded arms, bowed
heads and responsive hearts walked behind Him and listened to Him.
It has been truly written:
"To 'Abdu'l-Baha came men and women
from every race, religion and nation, to
sit at His table like favoured guests,
questioning Him about the social, spirit-

'ABDU'L-BAHA-THE SERVANT OF GOD
ual or moral programme each had at
heart; and after a stay lasting from a few
hours to many months, returning home,
inspired, renewed and enlightened. The
world surely never possessed such a guest
house as this."

At times, early in the morning, at
noon or towards sunset, 'Abdu'lBaha would be seen walking alone
with firm steps and in a pensive
mood. -Where was He going to ~
Where was He coming from 7 Perhaps one could read the answer in
the eyes of the little children who
stopped their play and looked at
Him with tender and reverent eyes.
"He is the father of the poor," one
would whisper to the, other.
Much has been written about
'Abdu'l-Baha's giving alms to the
poor. Little has been said about the
way He did it. 'Abdu'l-Baha knew
the poor, knew them by their name.
And many indeed they were, of all
sects and groups, orphans, blind,
crippled, sick and suffering,-they
all came to Him. Whatever He
gave them, food, corn, clothes or
money, He gave it to them with a
sunny smile and a cheerful word.
His was not a cold, passive, mechanical and impersonal way of helping
the needy. He was never too busy
or tired to stop and say a happy
word to the miserable pauper who
rushed to kiss the hem of His cloak.
How often in rainy, cold and dreary
winter days, 'Abdu'l-Baha would be
visiting unexpectedly the dingy shed
or dilapidated shelter of some poor
and wretched human being! How
truly people could say of Him: "We
love him because he first loved us.' "X'
IT IS futile to make any attempt
to describe the joy, the feeling of
exaltation, of wonder and awe, of
• 1st John, 4. :19.
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spiritual tranquility, of elation that
one experienced when in the pre,sence of the Master! What utter oblivion of self one plunged into when
one met 'Abdu'l-Bah:i! And with
what inexhaustible energy' Abdu'lBaha insisted on meeting, nig'ht
after night, in His own house, the
handful of sorrow-stricken believers
that stayed around I-Iim, I-Iis guests,
and His visitors! He never refused
to see anyone, friend or foe, no matter at what season of the year, or at
wha t time of the day one called.
1.1 hose meetings were unique and
unparalleled in the spiritual history
of the world. The friends would
gather in the drawing room of the
Master's house, and occupy all the
places on the floor and on the chairs,
except one. sofa, half way up and to
the left of the entrance, which was
the habitual place where 'Abdu'lBaha sat. Eag'erly and longingly
the eyes would be looking towards
the open door and the ears would
be strained to be the first to see the
Master approaching and to hear the
rhythmic sound of His footsteps.
But it was most remarkable that
often none of those present could
even tell how the Master had come.
For He would appear suddenly as if
from nowhere. And at times, before one had time to spring to one's
feet, 'Abdu'l-Baha's voice would be
ringing in the room: "Marhaba,
Marhaba" (You are welcome, g'reetings be upon you.) And then for
the rest of the hour, the soul in communion with the Spirit forgot its
self, and was utterly unconscious
of the matmial world around it.
'Abdu'l-Baha often closed His eyes
in meditation and remained for a
while as if in communion with the
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Universal Spirit of creation which
permeated His own being. Then
after an hour or so, one would be
conscious again that there were
people in the room, that in fact
one's self was in that room, that
outside the windows it was black
and the wind was blowing,-then
one realized that the Master had
left the room!
"About the greatness of this man
and His power," wrote Professor
Edward G. Browne, "no one who
had seen Him could entertain a
doubt."
Perhaps it was His remarkable
understanding and grasp of human
suffering and misery and discord
and hatred, His patience, long and
enduring, His most lucid and penetrating insight, the depth of His
knowledge and wisdom rivaled only
by His own spiritual way of life,
and His humility so compelling and
so mighty-perhaps these were
some of the attributes that made of
'Abdu'l-Baha the perfect Exemplar
of the quintessence of creationMan.
BUT GREAT and inspiring' as
, Abdu 'l-Baha was in the truest
sense of the word, He never referred to or admitted His greatness. Nay, on the contrary, His
greatest joy was being called
'Abdu'l-Baha, i. e. the "Servant of
Light"*.
"My name is 'Abdu'l-Baha," He wrote,
"my qualification is 'Abdu'l-Baha, my
reality is 'Abdu'l-Baha, my praise is
'Abdu'l-Baha". A believer once asked
Him, saying: "Master, who art thou?
Art thou the Christ?" 'Abdu'l-Baha answered: "Verily, I say unto thee, that I
am indeed an humble, submissive and imploring servant of God; a servant of His
Beloved; ___ a promoter of the greatest
peace among all nations and tribes; ... a

* Baha'u'llah-'Abdu'l-Baha's
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herald of the Kingdom of God among the
sects of all horizons. This is my station
and condition; . . . because my servitude
to the Holy Threshold is my brilliant
light, my shining star and my drawn
sword; and beside this I have no other
name."

, ABDU 'L-BAHA lived at such a remarkable period in the history of
civilization that one cannot help
stopping a moment to review very
briefly some of the most important
incidents of world history between
the years 1892 and 1921, when
'Abdu'l-Baha alone and singlehanded faced humanity with His
message of peace and love and light.
In 1894, the Sino-J apanese war
broke out. Four years later, Germany, Great Britain and Russia
seized Chinese provinces and thus
"a flame of hatred for the Europeans swept through China".
With remarkable intellig'ence and
energy, Japan westernized its people in an astonishingly short time,
until in 1899, it was" on a level with
the most advanced European powers". In 1905 Russia declared war
on Japan. At this time, 'Abdu'lBaha was so disappointed with the
Hague Peace Congress that He said
later: "It resembles many drunkards gathered together to protest
against the drinking of alcohol.
They say drink is horrible and they
straightway go out from the house
to drink again".
Three years later came the fall of
Sultan 'Abdu 'I Hamid, and the establishment of constitutional government in Turkey. From 1914 to
1918, the world witnessed the spiritual, moral and physical collapse and
bankruptcy of the nations. Two
Western monarchs, the Emperor of
Germany and the Tzar of Russia,
dramatically lost their thrones. In

Father-literally means, the "Light or Splendour of God."

'ABDU'L-BAHA-THE SERVANT OF GOD

1919, Russia in particular suffered
from disorganization and re;volution. In 1920, one year before the
passing away of 'Abdu'l-Baha, the
League of Nations met for the first
time.
Thus a keen observer cannot fail
to notice that' Abdu'l-Baha lived at
one of the most momentous periods
in the history of the world, at a
time of narrow and obsolete moral
creeds, dead and dying political
ideas. In fact it was a time when
people lived on ideals of autocracy,
of brute force, of triumphant capitalism, of physical and spiritual
slavery.
No wonder then that
'Abdu'l-Baha wrote:
"Today, the world of humanity is walking in darkness because it is out of touch
with the world of God. That is why we do
not see the signs of God in the hearts of
men. The power of the Holy Spirit has
no influence."

WELL-NIGH thirteen years have
passed since' Abdu'l-Baha left this
travailing' world. Where do we
stand now? To begin with, let us
remember these prophetic words
written by 'Abdu'l-Baha, in January 1920:
"The ills from which the world now
suffers will multiply; the gloom which
envelopes it will deepen. The Balkans
will remain discontented. Its restlessness
will increase. The vanquished powers will
continue to agitate. They may resort to
every measure that may rekindle the
flame of war. Movements newly-born and
world-wide in their range will exert their
utmost effort for the advancement of
their designs . . . . "

We do not need to stretch our im.
agination in order to understand the
foregoing passage. Even a casual
observation of the events of the last
fourteen years re,veals to us most
glaringly the astounding truth underlying 'Abdu 'l-Baha 's pregnant
words.
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Whether we admit it or not,
economically and politically, we still
consider the injury of others the
measure of our success and welfare.
\Ve still believe in the military
catechism which says: "The way to
make war impossible is to make victory certain," in other words that
"when each can beat the other, both
will be safe." False and nugatory
promises that self-respecting nations give each other are not things
of the past, yet.
,Ve have seen months and years
of endless conferences, congresses
and conventions to remedy the ills
of our social, political and economic
conditions, not to mention the "vast
mountains of documents, reports,
discussions, accusations, counter
charges" which are stored in drawers and safes and do not seem to
get us anywhere.
There is so much passion in the
world, at present; passion of individuals against individuals which
makes them hate one another and
the organized passions of nations
which make them responsible for
the wholesale murder of innocent
people. It was this passion which
, Abdu '1-Baha condemned when He
said:
" . . . In short, in this tumultous sea of
u!lbridled passions all the peoples and
kmdreds of Europe, with all their accomplishments, with all their fame, are, lost
and submerged. Hence the outcome of
their civilization is null and void."

To SUM UP, no words better describe the conditions of the present
age than those of Shoghi Effendi,
the Guardian of the Baha'i Faith
when he writes of "disintegrating
institutions, discredited statesmanship, exploded theories, appalling
degradation, follies and furies,
shifts, shams and compromises' '.
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We cannot help saying with Sir quate account of 'Abdu'l-Baha's life
draws to an end, we cannot fail to
Norman Angell:
remember His last and stirring
"Are we to continue to struggle,
as so many good men struggled in words addressed to a group of bethe first dozen centuries of Christen- lievers and friends gathered around
dom-spilling oceans o:t blood, wasting
mountains of treasure-to achieve what Him on board the steamship Celtic,
is at the bottom a logical absurdity; to the day of His departure from New
accomplish something which, when accomplished, can avail us nothing, and which, York on the 5th of December 1912.
if it could avail us anything, would con- These words sum up the mission of
demn the nations of the world to neverending bloodshed and the constant defeat 'Abdu'l-Baha. on this earth and the
of all those aims which men, in their sober principles of love and peace and
hours, know to be alone worthy of sustained endeavour?"*
unity for which He lived and died:
How long will it take us to learn
that "the true felicity of the human
race", as 'Abdu'l-Baha wrote, "lies
in man's nearness to God, and in the
welfare and happiness of all the
members of human society, both
high and low" ~
And again, He said:
"True civilization will unfurl its banner in the midmost heart of the world
whenever a certain number of its distinguished and high-minded sovereigns-the
shining exemplars of elevotion and determination-shan, for the good and happiness of all mankind, arise, with firm resolve. and clear vision, to establish the
Cause of Universal Peace. . . . "

As this brief and all too-inade* The

"This is my last meeting with you, for
now I am on the ship ready to sail away.
These· are my final words of exhortation.
I have repeatedly summoned you to the
cause, of unity of the world of humanity,
announcing that all mankind are the servants of the same God; that God is the
creator of all; he is the provider and lifegiver; all are equally beloved by Him and
are His servants. upon whom His mercy and
compassion descend. Therefore you must
manifest the greatest kindness and love
towards the nations of the world, setting aside fanaticism, abandoning religious, national and racial prejudice. . . .
"Until man reaches this high station,
the world of humanity shall not find rest,
and eternal felicity shall not be attained.
But if man lives up to these divine commandments, this world of earth shall be
transformed into the world of heaven and
this material sphere shall be converted
into a paradise of glory."

Great Illusion, by Sir Norman Angell, P. 263.

SPEECH
(U Speaking the Trttth in Love"-Eph. 4:15.)

When speaking has its permit from Above
]'ew ,¥ill there be to doubt it;
When we ourselves become embodied Love
In every act we shout it;
But vain, resultless, it will ever prove
To talk about it-without it.

-WalteT H. Bowman.

RELIGION

00

0

Religion is meant to be the quickening
life of the body-politic.
-'Abdu'l-Baha.

=======~~=======
~~~:

n

F the edifice of religion shakes and totters commotion and chaos
will ensue and the order of things will be utterly upset, for in the
world of mankind there are two safeguards that protect man from
wrong doing. One is the law which punishes the criminal,-but that law
prevents only the manifest crime and not the concealed sin. Whereas
the ideal safeguard, namely, the religion of God, prevents both the
manifest and the concealed crime, trains man, educates morals, compels
the adoption of virtues and is the all-inclusive power which guarantees
the felicity of the world of mankind. But by religion is meant that
which is ascertained by investigation and not that which is based on
mere imitation-the foundation of Divine Religions and not human
imitations.

III

u~a

Y religion we mean those necessary bonds which unify the world of
humanity. This has ever been the essence of religion; for this
object have all the Manifestations come to the world. Alas! that the
leaders of religion afterwards have abandoned this solid foundation
and have fabricated a set of blind dogmas and rituals which are at complete variance with the foundation of Divine Religion.
~

~ONSIDER

history. What has brought unity to nations, morality
to peoples and benefits to mankind ~ If we reflect upon it we will
find tha t establishing the Divine Religions has been the greatest means
toward accomplishing the oneness of humanity. The foundation of
divine reality in religion has done this-not imitations. Imitations are
opposed to each other and have ever been the cause of strife, enmity,
jealousy and war. The Divine Religions are collective centers in which
diverse standpoints may meet, agree and unify. They accomplish oneness of nativities, races and policies .... All other efforts of men and
nations remain as mere mention in history, without accomplishment.
~

-( Abclu'l-Baha.
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POWER FOR A NEW ECONOMICS
How ARD

COLBY IVES

"The supreme need of hltmanity is cooperation and reciprocity. The stronger the
ties of felloW'ship and solidarity amongst 1nen the greater W'ill be the poW' er of constructiveness and acco'mplishment in all the planes of human activity . . . . Every cooperative attitude and activity of human life is praiseW'orthy and foreintended by the
Will of God."-'Abdu'l-Bahri.

nHAT the world as a whole is
fij~ passing through an upheaval
which gives indications of presaging
an entirely new world order as regards economic, social and religious
conditions, few will deny. The
question now knitting the brows of
thought is: What will be the character of the new order when, and if,
it arrives 7 Shall it be of the type
Russia is struggling to perfect and
spread 7 Shall it evolve from the
seeds now being planted in Italy and
Germany 7 Or shall it be a form of
modified and improved democracy 7
The possibilities of democracy have
by no means been exhausted. Would
it not be wise to give real democracy a further trial 7 This is
the philosophy lying b a c k of
what President Roosevelt has called
the "New Deal" and Dr. A. E.
Morgan calls a "New Game". Democracy was not finally and ultimately defined by those early
Americans living under conditions
which had not the slightest parallel
with those under which Wf) now live.
The book of democratic revelation
was not sealed by J efferson and
Hamilton. Democracy is a quest in
search of that measure of peace,
security, social welfare, prosperity
and a happy life which may be secured by the united efforts of a selfgoverning, self-respecting people. If
the machinery by which these results are at present being sought
does not produce them we must install new machinery.

philosophy alone is not sufficient. We must have action. As
I visited the sites of N orris dam
and the town of N orris now being
built about five miles from the dam
I saw two thousand men working
to produce results commensurate
with the ideals of a true democracy.
And as I have talked, over a period
of two weeks, with Dr. A. E. Morgan, Dr. H. A. Morgan and Mr.
David Lillienthal, the Directors of
the Tennessee Valley Authority,
and with the heads of the various
departments engaged in developing
the plans of their hearts and heads,
I am deeply impressed with the sincerity, vigor, wisdom and efficiency
with which the whole project is
planned and carried on. It has been
called a "yardstick" by which the
efficiency and honesty of the utility
corporations are being tested. It
is that but it is far more. It is
also a log by which it may be determined how rapidly the Ship of State
is moving, and whether it is navigating in safe waters. It is a plumb
line to sound the depth and purity
of these waters. It is a search light
turned upon the home life of two
million of our citizens in a friendly
desire to better those conditions. It
is a telescope used to find the stars
to which our practical wagons may
be hitched. It is a laboratory in
which may be analyzed ways and
means by which farms may be made
more productive with less labor;
soil erosion be corrected and forest
BUT A

l
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land preserved: and it is "a crucible of research for the solution of
national problems of economic and
social interest.' "
Space will not permit of a detail
ed description of the methods by
which it is hoped to attain these results. I can only endeavor to draw
as graphic a picture as possible for
the readers of the Baha'i Magazine
of some of the steps by which it is
hoped that a great and worthy goal
may be attained. "That goal", in
the words of Dr. A. E. Morgan,
chairman of the Board of directors
and the heart and head and guiding
hand of all that is done, "is that the
moving spirit of our social and industrial life shall be neighborliness
and not the predatory impulse; that
we shall guide our social and economic affairs by a realization of their
total effects, to the neighbon; and
to the future, as well as to ourselves
and to the present. Whether we are
dealing with soil erosion or electric
power or local government or industrial distribution, that is the
goal." In other words: that" the
science of economics deals with the
realm of the heart and spirit"," and
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as
thyself. "
PICTURE a tract of land as large
as the State of Ohio, or threefourths
the size of England, about forty-two
hundred square miles. Most of this
tract lies within the boundaries of
Tennessee, North Carolina and Alabama; but it also touches Virginia,
Georgia, Mississippi and Kentucky.
Within this area, or near enough to
be served from this center, dwell
about eight million souls. Through
this country flows the Tennessee
1

Dr. H. A. Morgan.

2

'Abdu'l-Baha.
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River, formed by the confluence of
the French, Broad and Holston
Rivers. Knoxville lies four miles
below the junction of these rivers.
The Clinch River and the Powell
River and a small stream called
Cove Creek meet at a point about
25 miles northwest of Knoxville,
forming the main body of the Clinch
River which joins the Tennessee
River about sixty-three miles below
Knoxville. From there it flows
southwest to Guntersville, then
turns almost due west to a point just
west of Muscle Shoals in Alabama,
and thence it flows almost due north
to Paducah, Kentucky where it joins
the Ohio River. Altogether from
N orris to Paducah the distance is
eight hundred miles. The headwaters of these rivers are fed by
countless tributaries which drain
the watershed of the Cumberland
Mountains. In May, 1933, Congress
appropriated fifty million dollars,
and, as I write, it is reported is
about to appropriate another fortyeight million dollars, to further the
vast projects envisaged by the Tennessee Valley Authority.
This,
briefly stated, is to build a series of
at least eight great dams and from
20 to 30 smaller ones for the control and release of a large part of
the potential water power of this region, totaling in the neighborhood of
three million horse power. The
hydro-electric power thus produced
is to be used, in the language of the
enabling act" for the economic and
social well-being of the people living in (and contiguous to) said
river basin." It is the first time in
the history of the world that such a
vast development project, with such
aims in view, has been undertaken
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by any government. It recalls the
legendary accounts of the efforts
and expenditures of the beneficent
King Asoka, who abandoned war at
the height of his victorious power
to devote the resources of his government to the welfare of his
people.
BUT THE production of this power
leads to many problems upon the
successful solution of which depends
the full realization of those great
advances in the "social and economic well-being" envisaged by the
President. In the first place how
is this power to be put within the
reach of people so poor that large
numbers of families live on farms
which produce, besides the food they
raise for themselves less than one
hundred and fifty dollars per year ~
To be sure, the price of this power
will be reduced to less than half now
charged by the power corporations,
but even so the cost of electric appliances, wiring, etc., will be beyond
the reach of many. Before such
homes can have the advantages of
power,-income must be greatly increased and costs reduced. To help
meet this latter difficulty, the Electric Home and Farm Authority has
been incorporated, with one million
dollars capital, under the same directora te as the Tennessee Valley
Authority, which has for its object
the making of contracts with electric appliance manufacturers so that
the price will be greatly reduced;
and also arranging so that payments for such appliances may be
extended over a period of four
years.
Another great problem is the correction of soil erosion. Due to improper farming methods and the

denuding of the hills of their protective timber, large tracts, thousands
of square miles, of top soil have
been washed away. If this should
continue unchecked it is not too
much to say that this whole district
within a comparatively brief time
will be fit only to pasture goats.
Greece has been reduced to this
condition for exactly the same reason, as Dr. Morgan has pointed out.
So the Tennesee Valley Authority
has undertaken to reforest this region, to instruct the farmers in
proper methods of protecting the
top soil, and to adopt means of securing the use of these methods.
This is a most important part of the
whole project, for even if these
dams should be built as planned it
would hardly be fifty years before
the silt washed down from the hills
by erosion would completely fill up
the river beds.
IT IS plain that the education of
the people who are to benefit by this
project is most important. Not
academic education, but education
in the art of living. To this end
plans are well formulated to make
the town of N orris a cent er for the
dissemination of such knowledge as
will make the inhabitants of the valley able to use and not abuse the
blessings planned for them. I quote
from an address given by Mr. J. D.
Dawson, Director of Training. "A
number of families (families of
workmen) will come from localities
where the use of electricity and
other home conveniences is not a
common thing.
The Tennessee
Valley Authority is providing some
leadership in matters of home planning and management so that
women may get assistance in learn-
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iug ways of home making. One
home in the town is to be occupied
by a skilled person in home management as a center of demonstration
and use by the women of the community."
There are four shifts
working five and a half hours each,
day and night, at N orris dam. The
hours when the men are not at work
will be occupied by them in learning
such arts and trades as will be useful to them and their community
when they return to their homes.
I quote further from Mr. Dawson:
, 'In the trade shops instruction and
practice will be available in a wide
variety of useful trades essential
to life on the farm and in rural communities .... The trade shops will
assist in the general Tennessee Valley Authority program of developing appropriate industries to coordinate with the agricultural resources of the valley, and will furnish facilities for employees to prepare for work in such industries. In
the electrical shop the training work
will anticipate the future needs of
rural people and communities, in
the selection, care and upkeep of
electrical equipment. Training work
and projects in home planning, agriculture, and small industries will be
related to the general power and
rural electrification program which
is being directed by Mr. Lilienthal,
the third member of the Tennessee
Valley Board."
I HAVE endeavored to stress what
to me is the most significant feature
of this program which is the kindly,
human, gentle, yet vigorous and
efficient, spirit in which every detail of the work is carried on. No
one could spend a half hour talking
with the chairman of the board, Dr.
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A. E. Morgan, as I did, and fail to
be impressed with the fact that in
him lies the source from which this
spirit springs. "I am assured" he
said to me, "that a very large proportion of our human difficulties
could be solved if we should approach them on a good-will basis.
As an illustration of this: A question arose regarding the price of
cement. We did not altogether approve of the methods and business
ways of the close monopoly controlling this industry, We did not
wish to antagonize them by building our own plant. We got around
a, table in Washington and an arrangement was arrived at which
bids fair to solve all difiiculties."
And again "One of the greatest
problems we have to meet is the
fact that every effort towards economy or improvement in method involves some suffering on the part
of innocent people. Even the housewife's endeavor to save the 'leftovers' involves a hardship on the
garbage man. It is heart-breaking
sometimes to read the letters we
get from bond holders of Utility
Corporations complaining that what
we are attempting to do in this Valley will deprive them of dividends
upon which they are dependent. It
will take time and endless patience
to meet these problems successfully,
but it will be done. We are all anxious to achieve the same ends. We
all want happiness, security and social well-being. If we all work together in the spirit of good-will
great advances in American civilization can be achieved. "
No STUDENT of the Baha'i teachings, no one familiar with the writings of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-
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Baha, can fail to see in this great
project and in the spirit in which it
was born and is being nurtured, the
working out of some fundamental
details of the New World Order.
All that is being done here is being
undertaken in the light, the glory,
of the New Day. It is universal in
its scope. No distinction or prejudice is shown in the treatment of
different races. Labor difficulties
are avoided by kind and just treat-

Economic
Stability

~

ment and by encouraging consultation. Education is carried on with
a wise regard to the needs and
capacities of all. Men and women,
of course, are on the same level of
opportunity. In fact most of the
principles of the Baha'i teaching
are here put into operation. These
leaders of men are truly" followers
of the Light regardless of the lamp
from which it shines."

CONOMICS must commence with the farmer

~ and thence reach out and embrace the other

classes, inasmuch as the number of farmers is
greater than that of other groups. Therefore it
is becoming that the economic problem be solved
for the farmer first, for the farmer is the first
active agent in the body-politic."

n

HE principal cause of these economic diffiU culties lies in the laws of the present civilization, for they lead to a small number of individuals
accumulating incomparable fortunes beyond their
needs, whilst the greater number remain destitute,
stripped and in the greatest misery. This is contrary to justice, to humanity, to equity; it is the
height of iniquity, the opposite to what causes
divine satisfaction .... The government of a country should make laws which conform to the divine
law."
~~a AHA'U'LLAH set forth principles of guid~
ance and teaching for economic readjustment. Regulations were revealed by Him which
insure the welfare of the commonwealth .... This
readjustment of the social economic is of the
greatest importance inasmuch as it insures the
stability of the world of humanity; and until it is
effected, happiness and prosperity are impossible.' ,
-( Abdtt'l-Baha.
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CURRENT THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"I have accepted the concept of a united world as being goodgood for the world and good for the men of the world. .. We can never
get world-wide action on present day or modern problems without first
creating in concept the possibility of world-wide action."
-Elbert D. Thomas, United States Senator from Utah.
"COMPARATIVELY few young peo"THE VICE of the age is that our
ple are interested in traditional values all are false. . . . Like the
theology or in sectarian views. Athenians of St. Paul's time, we
Many intelligent boys and girls are incessantly are running after new
tremendously interested in discover- things, as if a novelty necessarily
ing the meaning of life, and in were good. We live for the day, unbringing their aspirations into har- mindful of yesterday and of tomormony with the knowledge that mod- row. We have lost our sense of the
ern science has put at their disposal. true values of human life.' '-RepThey have decided that the au- resentative J ames M. Beck of Pennthority of tradition is not an ade- sylvania. Evening Star, Washingquate basis for religious belief, and ton, D. C.
frequently they are at a loss to find
any other basis.
"MAY WE practice the Divine law
Of all American college and university students today, we might of love in every relationship. This
guess at the following distribution. law interpreted in our economic life
Perhaps one-half have, no concern means cooperation for the common
about religion, either new or old. good rather than competition for inSome of them tacitly "believe" and dividual supremacy; in our racial,
some" disbelieve." They go to col- class and national relations it means
lege to improve their economic or achieving the more abundant life
social status, and not to find the way through understanding, justice and
of life. Perhaps ten or fifteen per cooperative service; in our percent are sincere, active adherents of sonal lives it means the surrender
some orthodox faith, while possibly of special privilege and material
thirty or forty per cent are earn- power in order to achieve the suestly concerned about the signifi- preme goal of a universal brothercance of life, but have permanently hood.' '-Peace and the Present
abandoned orthodox beliefs. They Crisis. The ReligiMls Society of
cannot be forced back into these be- Friends.
liefs, and unless valid purposes and
objectives can be presented to them
"NEVER WAS there a time when it
or discovered by them, they may
was
more necessary to preserve a
lose the hope of finding any.
... The way to truth lies through sin- balance and try to adjust oneself to
cere, open-minded inquiry, and not irresistibly changing conditions.through unquestioning acceptance of
dogma or creed.-Antioch [College] Notes.

Literar'Y Digest.
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"THE THOUGHT of making profits
out of war, of building fortunes
out of the misery and the sorrows
of the maimed, the broken in health,
and the insane is revolting enough
to anyone who has left in him a
spark of human sympathy or a
sense of decency. But to foment discord and to spread false and sordid
statements, to engender bitterness
and suspicion and hate and fear
among nations, all that such profits
may be made and enlarged reaches
the dead level of human depravity.
There is nothing lower in the scale
of human avarice-From Speech of
Hon. WiUiam E. Borah in the
United States Senate.
"IN TODAY'S world nationalism is
rampant, internationalism a vanishing dream. Communism, fascism,
socialism, capitalism, and racialism
are at war within the nations. We
need profoundly to realize what Dr.
Booker T. \V"ashington clearly saw,
that only through cooperation with
others is it possible for individuals,
groups, and nations to achieve security and progress.
Believing in people,-Dr. Washington believed that selfish exploitation could be superseded by cooperation and mutual welfare and that
everybody would benefit by the
change. The soundness of this confidence was abundantly demonstrated by his success .... No man surpassed him in the courage and the
wisdom with which he struggled
that Negroes might achieve fuller
material, intellectual, and spiritual
life. The success of his efforts was
amazing, not only through the
founding of a great educational institution, but through his influence

M A GA ZI N E

upon the total life and ideals of his
people.
His obvious desire to cooperate
with others commanded their cooperation in turn, drew generous support from many sources, and made
possible an educational institution
that has prepared tens of thousands
for worthy citizenship and attracted
the favorable attention of the world.
-From Founder's Day Address of
Dr. Thomas J esse J ones at Tuskegee Institute. Press Service, Commission on Interracial Cooperation.
THAT THE people of the Bible
lands have an enduring sense of
gratitude towards the people of the
United States for the aid rendered
during and after the World War to
thousands of victims of that great
calamity is evidenced by the shipment of 18 small cedars of Ijebanon,
now enroute to the United States.
These trees are the gift of the
various racial elements composing
the Lebanon republic to the people
of the United States through the
N ear East Foundation. Cedars of
Lebanon have been selected for this
expression of gratitude because
throughout the East these trees are
symbols of long life and endurance ....
, 'The shipment of the trees was
attended by many colorful ceremonies on the part of the various races
participating in the affair. Among
the organizations sending trees
were groups of former inmates of
the orphanages of the Near East
Relief, the Brotherhood Society of
the American University in Beyrouth and the Armenian Church ....
-Wo rid Topics, San Francisco
ChrQ1l/,icle.
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"Regarding the economic prejudice: it is apparent that whenever the ties between nations become strengthened and the exchange of commodities accelerated, . . . universal benefits will
result. Then why this prejudice ~"-' Abd~~;l-BahCt,.
ONE OF the most amazing' symptoms of retrogression in world affairs is tbe widespread movement
of economic nationalism. Each nation is putting up tariff barriers to
prevent the importation of foreign
articles. The aim is to become as
far as possible economically selfsufficient. When we consider how
world trade previous to the world
war was a constantly increasing influence toward universality of culture, it is a tragic thing to see this
desirable trend of world evolution
obstructed by the force and jealousy
of nations. These tariff rivalries
are not only ludicrously anachronistic but they are also charged with
dynamite as possible causes of wur.
The reasons for this economic nationalism are twofold. First, every
nation of any claim to power is apprehensive regarding its supplies of
raw materials and necessary commodities in case of another war;
it is the fear of military isolation
which urges every nation to become
as far as possible self-sufficing. Secondly, the world depression with its
terrific dislocation of world trade
has compelled each nation to institute economic reforms within its
own boundaries seeking to improve
the consuming power of its own
domestic markets. Attempts have
been made, as in the London Economic Conference, to meet the depression with a united front and on a

world basis, but unanimity of plan
or effort has proved impossible.
Therefore each nation has by necessity had recourse to remedial efforts at home, despairing of any
general improvement due to world
planning.
Thus we have arrived at the anomalous situation, that in the Twentieth C e n t u l' y tariff barriers
throughout the world are more severe obstructions to the flow of
world commerce than at any time
since the Middle Ages.
THIS regrettable sutuation is not
without its compensations, which
are also twofold.
In the first place, economic nationalism is a tremendous stimulus
to industrial and economic eff01't
within each country. It is strong
medicine for that inertia which has
in the past kept certain countries
from developing industrially and
from realizing their full potentiality
of natural resources andman-powel'.
Now we see a great wave of economic emulation sweeping through
those countries which have been
rather primitive agricultural civilizations. Russia is rapidly industrializing herself, as are other nonindustria] countries of eastern Europe. Turkey has a five year industrialization plan and is intelligently and efficiently working her
way into the ranks of industrial na-
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tions. China is on the road to industrialization. Ultimately it is
probable that all peoples will combine, in their civilization, industrial
with agricultural expression. This
will be a benefit to each nation which
thus progresses from a more primitive to a more advanced state of
civilization. And although it will
temporarily be a blow to the export
trade of highly industrialized nations, the general prosperity resulting from universal industrialization
would in time increase rather than
diminish the prosperity of the now
leading nations.
Secondly, and more important
still, is the knockout blow that this
new economic nationalism gives to
the old economic imperialism which
has been the prevailing world order
for the last hundred years. This
now defunct system of economic imperialism has been the cause of
many wars including the World
War, and the chief cause of the domination of the primitive agricultural Orient by the advanced cultured technological Occident.
So long as there were vast areas
of low industrial culture, powerful
nations of high industrial culture
held as their goal of highe'st industrial efficiency the flooding of these
low cultural areas with their own
manufactured goods. As new industrial nations evolved to a degree
of efficiency of production such as
enabled them to compete powerfully
for these low area world markets, it
became apparent that this economic
competition contained in itself the
chief contemporaneous causes of
war. It was a situation which grew
more unstable, year by year, eventuating in the World War. If continued, it would result in nothing
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but future wars, catastrophic to
civilization itself.
Furthermore, low areas of economic culture would not willingly
submit forever to be flooded with
manufactured goods of powerfully
industralized countries. Thus the
economic imperialism of the past
century contained -within itself fatal
seeds of hatred between the Orient
and the Occident, as well as the'
seeds of internecine strife between
the Occidental countries themselves.
The efforts, then, of major countries of the world to find markets
for their agricultural products and
industrial goods within their own
confines is a wholesome even if difficult correction and antedote to the
fever of economic competition
which resulted from basing national
prosperity upon flooding the world
with surplus goods.
How LONG will this tide of economic nationalism flow1 It may continue so long as there is dread of
future wars. Certainly there must
be assurance of safety to each nation before the various peoples of
the world will remit their energies
in the way of making themselves
self-sufficient in as many directions
as possible.
Secondy, there must be some concept of unity of interest and purpose strong enough to restrict and
sublimate the self-seeking energies
of individuals and nations. Even
enlightened self-interest is not sufficient to bring economic unity to the
world. This tragic fact was made
evident by the complete failure of
the London Economic W orId Conference.
Those who have dreamed that economic self-interest would obligate

EDITORIAL

world unity are sadly mistaken.
The human emotions, whether expressed on an individual or on a national scale, are more powerful than
human intellection. Self-interest,
even when enlightened, is fundamentally selfish; and groups of people seeking only their selfish advantage, no matter how intellectual they
may be, will never arrive at unity.
WHERE THEN is the solution to
this complicated problem ~ It lies
before us clearly defined in the new
World Order of Baha'u'llah. Here
we find all forces working simultaneously to produce world unity.
We find organization backed by
dynamic spiritual conscience working for the abolition of war, simultaneous limitation of armaments,
the establishment of world peace
and a world federation. All of these
new developments must come together. No one of them can be established separately for the reasons
above demonstrated, since economic
and military problems are so interwoven.
In the new World Order of
Baha 'u 'llah there will be a truce to
economic as well as to martial warfare. Tariff barriers will be eli-
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minated, as they were eliminated in
the colonies of this country when
they became merged into a Nation.
Again will be restored that healthy
flow of specialized world products
from countries specially adapted to
particular goods into countries lacking the normal facilities for their
production.
One would find it difficult to assure any grounds for the reestablishment of world prosperity until
such a World State is made effective. Then and then only will come
cessation of war, cessation of economic nationalism, cessation of national rivalries which are destructive of world prosperity as well as
of world peace.
Baha 'u 'nah threw this challenge
to the world over seventy years ago.
He portrayed what would be the result of causes then working throughout the world, causes derived from
the selfishness and greed of human
nature accentuated by the attenuation of spiritual restraints and
ideals. That challenge still stands;
and will stand, we may believe, until
the world, with a new conscience,
fultills all the requisities for world
reconciliation and world unity.

--------~;-------UWhat else, might we not confidently affirm, btd the unreserved
acceptan,ce of the Divine Program enunciated, with such s'implicity and
force as fa,r back a,s sixty years ago by BahCi'tl'llah, embodying in its
essentials God's divin,ely appointed scheme for the unijica,tion of ma1t,kind in this age, cOtlpled with an indomitable conviction in the tlnfail,ing
efficacy of each and all of its provision.s, is eventually capable of withstanding the forces of internal disintegrat'ion which, if unchecked, must
needs continue to ea,t into the vitals of a despairing society."
-Shoghi Effendi.
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THE SOCIAL PRINCIPLES OF
'BAHA-'U-' LLAH
HELEN PILKINGTON BISHOP

The following is a chapter selected from the author's Bachelor of Scie!ltC61
thesis presented to the Division of Social Science, Reed College, 01'egon. It deals with
the establish11Mnt by Bahri'u'lltih of universal laws for a world civilization. The introductory chapter of this thesis was published in the April nU1nber ~mder the title!
"Persia-Ancient Land of Glory." The accompanying bibliog1'aphy for each chapter is
exhaustive and scholarly. Lack of spnce precludes publication herein.

"We exhort mankind in these
days when the countena11JCe of Justice is soiled with dttst, when the
flames of unbelief are burning high
and the robe of wisdmn rent
aStt11Jder, when tranquillity and
faithjtIJlness have ebbed away and
trials and trib1tlations waxed severe,
when covenMb,ts are broken and ties
are severed, when no man knoweth
how to discern light from darkness
or to distinguish guidance from
error."-Bah6/u'llah.

heres in the conviction that society
will eventually rise to the standards set by its superior individuals.
Not that the individual is the beginning in the pre-existent sense.
The group and the individual are so
interdependent that they cannot be
dissocia ted except in an abstraction. Granting this, the Baha'i
point of view is that society is the
beginning: the individual is the end.
Laws and restrictions are imposed
upon the individual in order that
men can live. Reflecting upon this
'Abdu'l-Baha says:

OCIAL ETHICS:
During
" ... the dissemination of the divine reliHis imprisonment in 'Akka gion
is owing to the perfecting of the indiviBaha'u'llah wrote the greater part dual, to goodness of disposition, to acceptable habits or customs and deeds proceeding
of the literary thesaurus which con- from
a spiritual mind. . , . Thus will the
stitutes the Baha'i Revelation. His principal purpose of the revelation of holy,
heavenly laws be attained-that is to say,
works are voluminous; His style is the
civilizing of this world, the purifying of
matchless; but due to the paucity of the characters of men and the realization of
the happiness of the next world."
good translations, a perusal of His
writings tests the patience of the
Since the individual perfects his
student. Categories of thought are humanity t h r 0 u g' h association
so intimately linked with language rather than isolation, his liberty to
that imperfect translations from do is contingent upon the liberty of
Arabic and Persian are frequently others. This regulation of personal
liberty is an imposition tmless it is
obscure if not misleading.
True to His resolution in the voluntarily accepted by the indiviSiyah-Chal, " ... to concentrate all dtwl. To impose upon one's self the
My forces toward the regeneration restrictions and obligations which
of these souls "-Baha'u'Uah wrote were formerly imposed upon one by
the "Kitab-i-Aqdas," (Book of the group is to be self-ruled.
"The Book of Laws" gives genLaws). It contains those moral precepts which form the ethical back- eralizations: they are static until
bone of the spiritual life. This em- they are accepted by individuallivphasis upon individual morality in- ing initiative; then they become the
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qualities of the art of living. To be
specific; the Book forbids mendicancy, slavery (both chattel and industrial), gambling', the use of narcotics, and of intoxicating' liquors
as a beverage. Arson, theft, libel,
and backbiting' are prohibited and
appropriate penalties are provided.
Murder is unequivocally condemned; elsewhere Baha'u'llah assumes
the attitude that it is better to suffer than to do evil: "It is better to
be killed than to kilL" Suicide is
also prohibited.
Asceticism of the nature of se1£mortification and austerities is declared useless. Marriage to one
woman is enjoined and adultery is
condemned. 'Abdu'l-Baha states
the following problem:
"Cultivate your finer nature through your
senses and your emotions, taking care meanwhile that they do not become your masters .
. . . Sensations remain as abstractions in the
mind, and, though so subtle that they can
scarcely be recognized, exert an effe'Ctive influence towards their own repetition. Yet
while making earnest efforts to subjugate
the senses man is liable to err; his nature is
very complex, and to find the true path requires wisdom . . . . By asceticism worse
evils will be encountered; for the effort may
produce serious physical or mental disorders,
perhaps insanity or death; or it may result
in merely diverting the uneradicated evil
tendency into some other channel where it
may be even more injurious to the character; and it will in any case tend to foster
selfishness, which is worse than sensuality.
"Therefore, the attractions of the senses,
must be met, not by running away from
them, but directly, by a man's will and the
power Which is within himself to resist
evil when temptation arises. . . . Selfishness must also be rooted out, not only in its
gross, but in its exceedingly subtle forms.
... Lust and selfishness lead men ignorantly
to evil acts, and evil acts in turn increase
lust, selfishness, and ignorance.
"To learn one's own nature is better than
to seek for the unknown and the unknowable."

Divorce is permitted after a preliminary separation of one year; a
reasonable cause lies "in their aversion for one another."
However, truthfulness, kindness,
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courtesy and refinement of manners
are imperative under all circumstances. A pleasing appearance,
music and hospitality are favored.
Cleanliness is endowed with spiritual implications; while legal impurities and taboos against association
with other religions, or the perusal
of their sacred books, are abolished.
Prayers are to be offered in private,
or in temples of worship-never
while walking the streets. The confession of one's sins to another is
not sanctioned because" ... God
does not wish for the humiliation of
his servants." Temples are not to
be furnished with pulpits or aclorn~
ed with images or pictures; moreover, congregational prayers are
abrogated (i. e. only one voice may
be heard). No pilgrimages to the
tombs of the dead need be undertaken. During illness reputable
physicians must be consulted.
The laws of the government under
which one resides must be obeyed.
. . . Special mention is made of the
payment of taxes the performance
of useful labor and willing participation in the sharing of wealth.
The acquirement of arts and
science is encouraged, the, education
of one's children or proteges is enjoined, a responsibility which is assigned to the community when parental obligations are forfeited.
Kindness to animals is taught; the
over-loading of beasts of burden is
taboo.
A distinction is draWl1 between
personal enemies and those who
prey upon society: the fo'rmer
should be forgiven and shown magnanimity and love, but recourse to
law must be had against the latter.
A unique prohibition is that making "religion a source of liveli-
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hood,' '-no priesthood exists; no tendencies which accompany the declass may be granted the preroga- cline of religion ~ Coercive measures
tive of serving the Baha'i Faith for depend for their execution upon officials who are free from bribes:
lucrative benefits.
The rationale of an ethical code there is a dearth of such men in irmay be sound; but that does not en- religious societies. Consequently,
sure its adoption. Moral conduct is selfish interests take precedence
less a matter of reason than of de- over community welfare and lawsire; and it is because of this that lessness prevails. Moreover, through
religion has proved to be the most the decline of religion, mankind is
effective and widespread basis of robbed of much of life's deeper
ethics. Religion has stirred man's meaning. World-weariness overdesire to do good.
takes the people; indifference to
community interest is general. InTEACHINGS on Culture: Baha 'u '1- accurately informed, indifferent to
1ah teaches a new philosophy of his- injustices which do not obtrude their
tory-the Prophetic Cycle. With a ugly features directly upon them
periodicity analagous to natural law and impair their immediate securthe appearance of the Prophets of ity, the people are carried on by a
God has preceded every great cul- trend which can end only in chaos.
ture. By creating a common basis
The existing religions have beof unity among men, they have re- come effete: they can no longer
leased forces, heretofore directed to fecundate the new institutions for a
personal aggrandizement, into chan- world-culture; and yet, institutions
nels which would enrich the whole. can be effective only when they are
The appearance of Muhammad and rooted in sentiments, ideals, emothe rise of Arabic civilization of- tion, all of which inhere in religion.
fers a dramatic example.
Baha 'u 'llah says:
Religion is subject to an immut"All things of the world arise through
able law of change. The religions man and are manifest in him, throu",h whom
they find life and development; and man is
of the past were revealed for isol- dependent for his (spiritual) existence upon
ated peoples and nations, hence, the Sun of the Word of God."
they are inadequate to the needs of The truths taught by the Prophets
the modern world. Civilization has of old have been restated by
culminated in institutions which Baha 'u 'nah to meet the needs of tonecessi ta te the "Prophetic return." day: the basis of culture has reapThe success of material enterprise peared. Its goal is world peace-a
largely depends upon the willing- peace which the religion of the Proness, the integrity and enthusiasm phets anticipates and underlies.
of men-qualities which have been World peace lies within the possinurtured by religion. Can social bility of human endeavor when hulegislation and social control of man action becomes animated by
themselves check the disintegrative the spirit of a vital religion.

THE CRITICAL MOMENT
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"As this is the cycle of sciences, there mtlst needs be new teach~
ings, a new r'evelation is r'eqtl,ired and a new lite wanted,. The
1ninds and hearts 1"e/tlte the veracity of ancient opinions. New
ideas are called for and new pr'inc'iples are ttrgently demanded
which may fill the req'Lliremen,ts of this age, be as the spirit of this
centtlry and a,s the life of this per'iod."
- ' Abdtt'l-Baha.

-------~--------

THE CRITICAL MOMENT
The following suggestions of Shoghi Effendi, as inscribed by his secretary to an
American Bahri}i, strikingly demonstrate that in the teaching of Baha/'u'llah will be
found today the only solution of world problems.

ULL the spiritual and social
~ movements existing in the
world, and undoubtedly there are
many of them, have some spark of
the divine truth. Their very existence shows that they have something to offer to man and fulfi11 some
purpose. But what the world needs,
at such a critical moment in its history is not a mere palliative. It
needs a movement that goes deep into its spiritual and social illness and
brings about a complete fundamental
change-a change that will include
in its scope both the social and spiritual reform of man, But such a
movement cannot be inaugurated
save by a Messenger of God revealed by Him for that very object. In
similar critical moments that have
punctuated the history of man in the
past, a Zoroaster, a Moses, a Ohrist,
and a Muhammad appeared. And in
this day, the Baha 'is declare
Baha 'u 'Hah has been revealed.
, , Just as in the past the Prophets

were persecuted and their Mission
was ridiculed so has the message of
Baha 'u 'Hah been scoffed at as a
mere impractical idealism. ]'rom
His earliest youth He was put in
chains, expatriated and persecuted.
But what do we observe in this day,
less than forty years after His
death, the principles He advocated
are the only solution for practical
politics, the spiritual truths He
voiced are the crying needs of man
and the very thing he requires for
his moral and spiritual development.
"He does not ask us to follow Him
blindly. As He says in one of His
Tablets, God has endowed man with
a mind to operate as a torch-light
and guide him to truth. Read His
,TV ords, consider His teachings, and
measure their value in the light of
contemporary problems and the
truth will surely be revealed to
you."
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SEEING ADRIANOPLE WITH
NEW YORK EYES
MART'HA

L.

ROOT

This pen picture of so interesting a, city-by Miss Root, inteTna,tional Baha'i lecturer,
teacheT and wTiteT-ca,rri6s its own message'. The article was published on the fTont
page of "Milligazete", a daily paper' in Adrianople.

S a journalist from the United
States, I have long had the
wish to stop over in Adrianople and
see this city which is the front door
to Turkey. All summer I have been
working hard, so now that I have
come to your city, I am calling this
trip my vacation.
Perhaps you ask me: "How do
you like our city?" I reply: "I like
it immensely bewlUse· it is typically
Turkish and is full of interesting
suprises. Constantinople and Ankara are fine but more westernized.
Adrianople has a charm all its own,
it is the real Turkey.
Perhaps other Westerners, just
like us, hestitate to come to Adrianople because they do not know
about the place, because the train
arrives in the· night, the station is a
little distant from the city. We
did not know about hotels and did
not know what languages are
spoken here. Also, we didn't know
if you would like us-you have had
so many wars with Westerners.
However, we came and this is how
I found Adrianople: my friend,
Miss Marian E. Jack, an artist
from St. John, New Brunswick,
Canada, and I, arrived on the night
train. The officials at the Customs'
office were very thorough, sincere
and trustworthy; the chief spoke
French. After they looked at our
bag'gag'e they came down the steps
with us to find a carriage. An im-

pression, too, of Turkey that I shall
always remember was when the porter an older man, left the valises to
help me down the steps and called to
the others to bring the light. They
saw us safely into the carriage,
shook hands with us and said:
"Hotel de I 'Europe, Madame
Marie."
The drive was along a good paved
road lined with beautiful trees mystic in the shadows and as we came
over the Martiza bridge, lovely in
the moonlight, the lights of Adrianople gleamed a welcome.
The driver kept standing up and
looking back keenly. I did not
know what was behind to which he
turned his searching glances, but I
did not feel afraid, because he
smoked with calm composure. If he
was not nervous or afraid, why
should we be! As we came to the
entrance of the hotel we discovered
that it was our bags placed in a
second carriage to which he had
been directing his attention.
A bright Turkish boy showed us
to our rooms in the hotel. Next
morning imagine my surprise when
suddenly from my 'window I saw the
Sultan Salim Mosque in all its
glory! This mosque is so beautiful
that my artist friend Miss Jack
and I go to see it every day; she
likes to have a view from different
points so she gets out of the carriage to see it from the rive:r or
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halts the carriage, to catch new
views from the hillside. One reason
she came to Adrianople was to paint
this mosque. All the mosque architecture here is so marvelous, indeed
well worth a visit.
It was satisfying and pleasing to
me that when I went into the Sultan
Salim Mosque and the Mouradiyyih
Mosque to pray, the caretakers did
not treat me a,s a foreigner. As I
came out if I could have spoken
Turkish I would have told them I
found God very near when I prayed in their sacred mosques. I believe that .Jesus Christ and Muhammad were World Teachers; I have
learned to love and to appTeciate the
QUI' 'an. Each World Teacher down
through the cycles has ushered in a
great new spiritual culture and each
time the first great art as a fruit of
this new Spiritual culture is new
architecture.
PERHAPS YOU ask if people have
been good to us in Adrianople ~ I
reply: "Yes, everyone whom we
have met has helped us graciously.
Madame Marie has interpreted, and
really she has treated us as if we
were friends in her home.
Mustafa, the driver who takes us
about, has shown us a lot of Adrianople. He interests us too, because
he truly tries to show his city. If
all drivers were like him, tourists
would carry away memories of
many interesting vistas that probably they would not have known
about otherwise. The caravansaries
here are like a glimpse into another
epoch when Adrianople had the
most luxurious caravansaries to be
found anywhere. I have stayed in
caravansaries in the East when sudden snow storms have halted OUT
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motor car journey, but I never
dreamed that caravansaries so elabOTately de luxe as these existed
anywhere in the world.
We have found the people of this
city not only kind to show us the
way to all places we wished to visit,
and they did it similingly as if we
were indeed sisters, but we have
found how honest is the Turk. Miss
.J ack, one of the first days, when out
sketching in a garden lost her English money. The man who discovered it knew from his motheT whose
money it must be fOT it was just
where the painter had been making
her sketches; he broug·ht it immedia tely to the hotel. She said to me
that night: "I am glad I lost the
money for it is an admiT able example of the honesty of the Tud:
who has not always been fairly
spoken of in some pads of the
world."
A Queen on a throne in Europe
once said to me: "I find the TUTk
a very lovable character."
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WE HAD tried to come to Adrianople several weeks earlier but were
so busy and so hindered we couldn't
get started. When we had the great
joy of being here on October twentyninth, the tenth anniversary fete
day of the Republic of Turkey, how
glad we were that we had been delayed, otherwise we should have
missed this greatest day in the year
in Adrianople. The days here preceding the twenty-ninth had been so
full of preparations that we had
caught the enthusiasm. It was like
our Fourth of July at home (our
Independence Day), only I tried to
think what it would be like in our
United States if it were only our
tenth anniversary and if our enemies had in our lifetime brought four
different wars upon our cities and
if everything almost had been bombarded and much demolished, and if
our houses, vineyards, fields had
1,een so destroyed that no one had
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much courage to build or to plant
the fruits all over again until
George Washington, the "Father of
our Country" had been so strong
and powerful that we felt our country would be safe.
~What impressed me most at the
splendid fete here on Sunday, October twenty-ninth was that we all
heard the voice of the Ghazi Kemal
Pasha the "Father of the Republic
of Turkey" speaking to his thousands of citizens here in such a way
that each one felt he was speaking
personally, directly to him alone!
The power of that voice, the tender
sympa thy, the good counsel: No one
could hear that voice and not feel
sure that the man who spoke had
unbounded power to continue this
Republic and evolve it educationally, socially, materially to a high
place in the galaxy of nations. Every
man and woman and all the youth
here had a new light in their eyes,
a new courage, a new dete,rmination after they heard that speech.
We liked to think that our representatives of Adrianople, those
three hundred students, boy scouts
and girl scouts who had marched so
proudly through the streets here on
Friday in the dress parade would be
standing at attention in Ankara to
do homage to the Ghazi Kemal
Pasha while we were hearing the
speech here.
Other impressions at the fete
were how carefully dressed, how
fully prepared with flowers and
flags, how orderly, how dignified
was the crowd in Adrianople; how
fitting to wait in respectful silence
to hear the message of the President
before beginning the program here!
It was most interesting to see the
Governor of the Province Salim
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Ozdemir Big Effendi cordially
salute the assembled throngs and
walk among them to inaugurate the
festivities.
Then representatives from the
forty thousand and more inhabitants marched in front of the Governor and in passing saluted him as
he stood with the Mayor, the Army
Officials, the Director of the Evkaf,
the Prefect of Police, and the representatives of the different Oonsulates. It was a moving picture of
the life, the hopes the spirit of the
Turks, demonstrating their character as well as their industries. It
was a touching tribute of gratitude
that first came the soldiers who had
been wounded in battles and they
were cheered and showered with
flowers as were the soldiers who followed them.
Most of the girls in that procession marched with perfect rhythm
and the stride of the young men
proves the Turks are musical,
sure of themselves; and that they
have a great love of art was seen
in their decorations. I liked the
fine faces of the teachers. It was
so interesting to us from other
countries to see the representatives
of all the industries. It was sad to
see how many orphans in Adria1
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nople will not have the help of parents to direct their lives. The music
of the fete, combining both the Turkish and the Western melodies
seemed typical of the role that
Adrianople is to play in the destiny
of world culture. Adrianople, the
city about which we knew so little a
few days ago has become so loved
we are sorry we are leaving.
MAY I OLOSE with a quotation of
something that I wrote about Turkey which appeared in a book' published in New York Oity, and in a
Magazine' published in Washington,
D. C.: "Turkey, the new Republic
under the powerful courage of the
Ghazi Kemal Pasha, has contributed a mighty forward impulse to
world understanding, to the union
of the East and the West. This
great President, and he is the same
man who as Commander of the
Army blocked absolutely the, Dardanelles to a warring world, has
open1ed wide the men1tal darclanelles
so that the East and the West may
come and go, so that there may be
Arabic Latinized script, so there
may be co-education, great freedom
and progress for women in this
eastern-western republic, and so
there may be genuine free thinking,
and freedom for all religions."

Babii'i Magazine, Vol. 21, p. 75.

--------~-------((When the light of Mtthammad dawned, the darkness of ignorance
was dispelled from the deserts of Arabia. b0 a short period of time
those barbarotls peoples atta,ined a superlative degree of civilization
which with Baghdad as its center extended as far westward as Spain and
afterward infi1lenced the greater part of Etlrope. What proof of prophethood could be gr'eater than this, unless we close otlr eyes to jtlstice and
remain obstinately opposed to reason."
-( Abdtt'l-Balui
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THE NE-W CATALYTIC
DALE S. OOLE
"f seem to have been only like a boy playing on the seashore and diverting m.yself
in now and then finding a smoother pebble, or a prettier shell than ordinc<ry, 1,vhilst the
great ocean of truth lay all undiscover'ed at my feet," (Sir fsaac Newton.)

NDER dark clouds, against influences our attitudes towards
driving winds and mountain- many events.
Furthermore, the attitude of a
ous waves, a great ocean liner
forges ahead, ever on the, true group is the synthesis of the atticourse towards its destination. tudes of the individual members of
What an example of the play and the group and little appreciated is
interplay of forces-controlled and the tremendous potential and dynamic power of concerted thought,
uncontrolled.
In the realm of physics there is a concerted feeling and concerted aclaw which states that to every ac- tion. I t is as yet almost untried. *
tion there is a reaction. The inter- It is one of those instruments for
play of forces in the physical world good, which, somehow, man has failhas its counterpart in the lives of ed to use, but one which he can use
men, for are not our waking hours and one which is attracting attenmade up of actions and reactions? Is tion now as possessing enormous
not existence a continual series of possibilities.
responses, in some form or other, to
This power of concerted action
stimuli ~ Our responses are either can only become operative in the
passive or active, but whether we world when the fundamental Oneact or remain adamant, we consci- ness of Mankind is realized and
ously or unconsciously, voluntarily when the Principle of Unity is the
or involuntarily, assume certain at- motif of endeavor. The exigencies
titudes towards affairs and these of the times, both as regards short
color our existence. These atti- range and long range contingencies,
tudes can be either positive or nega- is bringing about a knowledge of the
tive, their polarity determining, in imperative necessity for cooperaa large measure, the nature of the tion on a broad and comprehensive
basis.
response.
These terms, "positive" and
"negative" are' relative as are our
FORTUNATELY, we have recently
responses. There seems to be in- had some reassuring evidence of
herent in life a series of great con- what government agencies can do
trasts: positive and negative, good under the lash of necessity. Secand bad, light and darkness, health tional and partisan interests can be
and illness, wealth and poverty, surrendered to the best interests of
knowledge and ignorance. These the whole, when the partisans deconflicting ideas are of great inter- sire to do so-as they do in the
est, for our understanding' of them presence of a great common dan* There

has been all down the ages a limited group action, in times of danger and at other times, but the
author here intends, evidently, a united action as based on the acceptance of the Oneness of Mankind set forth
as a religious principle.

THE NEW CATALYTIC

gel'. Is it not strange that it seems
to require a threat of disaster to
instill the cooperative attitude into
the hearts of men ~ As long as there
is no danger-we bicker. When
ruin looms-we agree.
Every individual has some degree
of responsibility with reference to
the affairs of the world but our collective responsibility is great. Action is requisite to solving our difficulties and to renovating our environment. In order to act with wisdom the right attitude must prevail
and this attitude must be positive"
A new
constructive and just.
understanding of essential relationshil)S is required.
Returning to the idea of contrasts, what is darkness ~ We do
not measure it and have no instruments for so doing. We can and do
measure light. Darkness is then,
simply the absence of light. Light is
positive-darkness negative.
'Abdu'l-Baha has explained these relationships most clearly.
"Evil does not exist. Death is only the
lack of life; therefore death does not exist.
Darkness is only the lack of light. Evil is
only the lack of good. Ignorance is only the
lack of knowledge. Poverty is the lack of
wealth. Misleading is the lack of guidance.
Miserliness is the lack of generosity. The
non-existence of light is darkness. The lack
o·f sight is blindness. The lack of hearing is
deafness. All these things are non-existent.
God did not create any evil thing. God did
not create a man poor. Poverty is only the
lack of wealth. Guidance is the gift of God,
and if man is deprived of it, he will be
misled; but he is not misled by God-it is
only the result of the lack of guidance."*

HER,E IS a basis for faith, hope,
courage and action-action not fettered with a limiting sense of frustration and impotency, of predestined failure. Here is justification
for relegating some old and outworn conceptions, some old fears
and apprehensions "to the limbo of
* Baha'i

Scriptures, paragraph 800.
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the obsolete." Here is freedom to
act courageously.
In these impulsive times it is frequently very hard to be unbiased, to
suspend judgment, to be tolerant,
calm and tranquil. But it is also a
very wise attitude to achieve. It
lifts one above petty impulses to a
vantage point of seeing matters in
true perspective. Is it not preparation for Divine Guidance~
How then are we to know what is
wise, true and just ~ By studying
the Re'veaZed Word of God.
Divine Guidance is available for
everyone. For this present advanced age it is contained in the
teachings of Baha, 'u 'llah.
IN TR,YING to apply these teachings to life, it must be remembered
that we are dealing with world affairs, not merely local, state or national ones. Hence principles to be
just have to include all, they have
to be universal in every sense. We
need not expect to find a detailed
solution given for some petty misunderstanding between two people
under a certain set of conditions.
We need not necessarily expect to
:find detailed directions for the solution of personal problems, although
many are given. We do :find the
broad, general principles of love and
justice sounded. By living in accordance with the great, positive,
Divine Laws for this day, we will
obviously eliminate the causes for
many of our troubles, both large
and small, and if they no longer occur, detailed solutions are, not required, or become apparent, as the
lleed arises, from our knowledge of
the basic principles.
An infinite variety of beautiful
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and useful plants are the result of
the great and mysterious law of life
and growth. They are the detailed
evidences of the operation of the
fundamental law. They manifest
the power of this law, and we accept, enjoy and use them without
necessarily understanding many of
the detailed procedures, actions and
reactions involved. As the plant develops, from seed to fruit, so will
the details of Divine Law unfold as
stages of progress follow one
another.
The span of a human life on earth
is but a tiny increment of eternity.
But we are living in eternity. The
trivial vexations of these passing
years pale into insignificance when
it is realized that we are "building
for eternity"-a tremendous and
glorious task, worthy of our best
efforts.
However, even a small degree of
perfection is difficult to attain and it
will be necessary for mankind to
consider carefully its steps-to seek
true guidance for all time to come.
We can, though, try our best to live
in accordance with Divine Law, and
when we do, we will find that many
of life's problems seem to solve
themselves or dissolve into nothingness. The accenlt changes from the
negative, doubting, halting, fearful
attitude, to one of faith and assurance, to a positive, constructive, cooperative endeavor to "live life
whole."
THE BAHA'r Revelation sounds
those broad principles upon which
the spiritual civilization of the present and thel future rests. It places
* BaM:i Scriptures, paragraph 965.
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the accent on the positive deeds. It
defines the attitude which each
should have if we are to contribute
our maximum to the continued upward evolution of humanity. Perhaps what we, as individuals, need
is a new" ca talytic" to bind us more
closely together and to make our efforts effective collectively.
This
"catalytic" must have "celestial
potency." It is Love.
"The greatest gift of man is universal
love, for this love is the magnet which renders existence eternal, attracts reality, and
diffuses life with infinite joy. If this. love
penetrates the heart of man, all the forces
of the universe will be realized in him, for
it is a divine power which transports him
to a divine station; and man will make no
real progress until illumined by the power
of love."*
" "If one possesses the love of God,
everything that he undertakes is useful, but
if the undertaking is without the love of
God, then it is hurtful and the cause of
veiling one's self from the Lord of the
Kingdom."

"If this divine love penetrates the
heart of man, all the forceH of the
universe will be realized in him ... "
,;\That a tremenduous IJOssibility!
Man must needs reflect the attributes of God in his attitudes and actions, thereby flooding the distracted world with the light and warmth
of the Breaths of the Holy Spirit,
thereby reawakening the powers of
recuperation and growth.
Man
must attain to the attitude of spiritual nobility, for "it is possible"
said 'Adbu'l-Baha, "to so adjust
oneself to the practice of nobility
that its atmosphere surrounds and
colors every act."
Once the catalytic of this love becomes operative in human life, the
noble attitude will cast everlasting'
glory on mankind and his deeds.
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~NIVERSITIES are among the most enduring of all social
~ institutions. The oldest universities are definitely older

than the forms of the governments of the nations in which
they are located. Although universities may survive many
centuries, they are, subject to changes quite as much as other
forms of social institutions.
HE changes in ~ocial institutions of all ty~es are goi?g
forward at an mcreased rate of acceleratIOn. The mdications are that the changes in American universities in
the next twenty-five years will be as great as in the preceding
seventy-five years .... Our policy in the future may be to concentrate on a few functions, and hence to drop many or even
most of our schools.

D

Wri N America, however, universities serve in the mam three

U

functions: to preserve, disseminate and discover truth;
to train men and women to serve human needs; and to develop
men and women.... It is entirely possible that we may concentrate more and more on one of these, or change to a function not now recognized as of fundamental importance, such
as the development of human relationships. We have heretofore been predominantly interested in cultural and technical
training. Most of America's difficulties at the present time
lie in the field of human relationships. During the next twentyfive years we may expect a great expansion of all sorts of
training having to do with cooperative effort and thinking.
We may in the future concentrate much more effectively on
social training, looking toward better human relations in a
democratic society.
(~]NE of the greatest
~ future will result

improvements in instruction of the
from a better understanding of the
learning process and what is involved in the adequate development of the students' abilities. That is, instructors will utilize
in the future not merely improved instruments and methods
for presenting materials, but will develop also a new science
of education.

m EADERSHIP in religion is difficult today in the home,

~
the church and the university. Nevertheless, our
faculty, definitely religious in its interests, is striving for a
new integration and through such integration for a leadership
above any conflict between science and religion, a leadership
guided by broad conceptions of science and motivated by a
faith profoundly religious. *
• Northwestern University Alumni News, May 193'.
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The au~thor, an attorney, chooses to call the following article Ha commentary" ratherr
than Ha review" of the book entitled "The Racial Myth.'" As his great interest is im
racial harmony, peace and go'od will among aa peoples, he has', in response to our
request, presented herewith what he considers the salient points of this book.
Humanity has been "running to and fro after knowledge,''' to a gr'eater degree m
the past one hundred years than in previous centuries, and there is no gainsaying the
fact that race and race relations have been subjec-ts given marked attention by
anthropolgists, scienti,sts, advanced thinkers,-and their findings have awakened deep
interest among resealY"ch scholc('rs, welfar"e workers, students, religionists and otherrs.
As the dynamic teachings of Bahri'u'llrih-creative in their" effect because emanating
frrom a divine sourrce-have been rnore widely spread, humanity in increasing numbers
have been dedicating themselves to these noble ideals of WM"ld unity and world peace,
even when unconscious of the Suprerne Light which was their Source. It is well known
that one of the grea,test principles, considered fundamental in the Bahri'i Cause, is the
Oneness of Mankind. Its importance cannot be' overestwna,ted or sufficiently str"essed.

THE RACIAL MYTH
EDWIN L. MATTERN
ROFESSOR P a u 1 Radin,
anthropologist at the University of California, has essayed the
task of carefully analyzing the
claims to superiority of certain
races and nations and in his book
gives conclusions that are worthy
of serious consideration.
There is no doubt that mankind
early became overwhelmed by the
life about him, the author believes.
Instead of freeing himself from the
demoralizing complexities of life he
made it more complex. He created
something that more and more engrappled him and threatened his
very existence but without destroying his sense of power to control.
In spite of adversities suffered, this
egotism survived, and with each
fresh survival man's consciousness
of superiority grew. He did not always ascribe this wholly to his own
genius, but as, for example, in the
case of the Jews, he believed himself specially favored by God. Consequently, they were the "chosen
people' '. They held to this belief
1
2

"The Racial Myth" by Paul Radin.
Daniel 12 :4.

for thousands of years and each new
victory over some menacing tribe
wedded them more strong'ly to it.
Defeat and captivity did not destroy it. The Messiah would surely
come and redeem them from their
enemies. Though scattered and
without national status the orthodox
among the Jews still have the conviction that they are God's favorites whose superiority will in time
receive His recognition in a way to
convince the world.
THE GREEKS evidenced a similar
mode of thought. A person was
either a Greek or a nobody-a barbarian, bearded one. .Alexander
conquered these aliens but thereupon they made themselves Greeks by
adopting their language and culture.
Origin then played no part in the
constitution of a Greek and so there
was no chance for any declaration of
Greek superiority for, to their
minds, no one lived with whom to
make comparison.
Then Rome developed. In due
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time the Romans became race conscious, they boasted national superiority, the purity of their stock.
They were a pastoral people, and
despised Greek culture and Etruscan civilization because they did not
know what it was all about. They
rejoiced in simple tastes and homely
virtues but as soon as they had reduced Greece to a dependency, they
lost their pride in these and rapidly
absorbed Greek manners and learnmg. The foundations for national
or racial egotism were swept away
for they were no more Romans but
Graeco-Romans.
And thus, too, the fall of Rome
meant no extirpation of Roman culture. The shell we call Empire passed away but those wild men who
swept down from the north readily
recognized the excellencies of her
ways of life and incorporated them
into their own political and social
structures.
So, also, have the fabrics of nations been woven down to the present. The web may be native but the
woof is contributed by outsiders.
The patterns have become so intricate in these days that they defy
disentanglement. We are all part
of each other. Even our languages
are impure. We deliberately take,
without asking leave, words or laws
or methods-anything that promises advantage to ourselves, and use
it to exalt our peculiar self-pride,
often claiming it as our own discovery. Everything in the domain
of civilization is inextricably fused
and confused. No nation is responsible for all, nor is there any race
that has not added its due portion
to the whole. We are so arrogant
and boastful, all of us, nations and
individuals,-and individuals are
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but the reflection of their nation,tha t we lose sight of the fact that the
greatest gifts to civilization came,
perhaps, from prehistoric man. Who
presented us with the lever, the
most utilized principle of mechanics,
for instance ~
BUT PnoFEsson RADIN is most concerned with what he calls the Nordic
Myth or the Illusion of the LateComers. He subjects the Nordic
claims to superiority to searching
analysis and finds them sadly wanting. He ridicules the theory of a
N ordie or German race with its cultivation of exclusiveness or "desire
to eat alone", as he expresses it.
The great periods of history of the
German people, he asserts, coincide
with those in which they were most
influenced by for e i g n thought
and culture. Their assumptions
that everything good in the world
today was of Germanic origin; that
all the benefactors such as Dante, da
Vinci, Raphael, Titian, Michelangelo, Valesquez, Murillo, V oltaire,
Gounod and Tasso were descended
from real Teutons wither away
under the keen analysis of the author, who declares such unfounded
claims as sheer nonsense. The doctrine of specific German qualities is
only another mirage. So-called national differences depend rather upon whether a Frenchman is looking
at a German, or whether an Italian
or an Englishman is observing him.
In essential characteristics human
beings are largely alike.
According to Professor Radin
races have always been mixed, the
white more than any other. While
the Negro is overwhelmingly longheaded and the Mongolian equally
round-headed, the Caucasian is
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both. Purity of race remains always a doubtful quantity. Human
heredity cannot be dictated like
that of cattle.
The accent upon Aryan race is
roundly assailed. An Aryan race
never existed, and doubtless never
wilL There was an Aryan language
but surely the Teutonic tongue is
not its offspring. Here again, even
admitting the Germanic contention,
mixture and not purity is the order.
Chinese invented the compass,
movable type, rag paper and gunpowder; Arabs and Jews kept alive
the Greek tradition, particularly in
medicine; India passed on to the
Arabs numerical notation and algebra, the bases upon which modern
mathematics rests, as well as the
concept of zero. Trade and the
capitalistic system came from Jews,
Italians, English and Spaniards;
mathematics was developed by
Italians, French, English, north
Germans and Jews; physics, until
the nineteenth century, by Italians,
English, French and Dutch, and
later by Germans and Jews as wen;
chemistry originally by English and
French but in Germany it later achieved some of its most conspicuous
advances; biology started in Italy
and at the same time progressed in
Germany, Holland and England but,
at the present time, its accomplishments are due to the latter countries
and America. Germany must be
given credit for its contributions to
music, but many of her innovators
in this field are not Aryans, according to the modern definition. Once
again national egotism has the
props knocked out from under it.
In the sixteenth century, there
was substantially but one religion
in Europe. When this split into two
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and separate national entities arose,
European culture became English,
French, Spanish or Italian and nationalism came into being. The
Church had "plumbed the art of
emotions to its very depths, but the
art of thinking it had neglected".
The Renaissance had brought back
man to the art of thinking and reinstalled Graeco-Roman civilization.
Henceforth, umversalism must express its aims within the boundaries
of nations. So it came about that
there is an English science, a
French science,-each nation had its
this and that, and each boasted its
own variety. Like school-boys, all
that is mine was exalted; all that is
yours, degraded. This blind appraisal has led to extravagance, untruth, intolerance, sensitiveness to
criticism, selfish aggrandizement,
war.
By specific examples the argument proceeds to show that neither
race, nation nor religion determines
the advent of a great man. "The
wind bloweth where it listeth, and
thou hearest the sound thereof, but
C<Jllst not tell whence it cometh, and
whither it goeth; so is everyone that
is born of the Spirit." To cause
one of pre-eminent ability to appear
in any particular country is beyond
human ability. God operates no
monopoly in behalf of any nation.
The Spirit cannot be confined within
a wall of conceit.
The place of the Jew in the modern world is handled effectively.
The debt of civilization to the Jew
is itemized down to the last achievement-an impressive schedule of
contributions. That he should be
persecuted and driven from any
country is a tragedy completely incomprehensible to the liberal and
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sicentific mind. Inheritance may
mean much in the development of
humans, but is environment without

no such achievements in twice that
length of time, unhampered though
they were by a state of bondage.
influence~
The conclusion is irresistible that
races as well as peoples are not alAFTER ALL, what definition can together good, for we have not yet
without injustice separate the in- reached the millenium, nor altoferior races from the superior ~ gether bad, as we are still on the
Wha t nation excels another ~ Color upward trend, and there is no meis no criterion. Civilization has thod yet devised that can accurately
been common to all; culture like- tell which is superior or inferior to
wise. The Mongolian for ages led the other.
the world, and Japan, leaving its
The authtor's hope lies in Russia,
chrysalis stage less than a century the Americas and the .r ews. Only
ago, advanced to a front-position time can tell whether or not that
by adaptation and imitation of hope has been justified. That we
western accomplishments. Surely a re tending in the direction of some
one cannot brand the Japanese as type of co-operative state, recent
inferior because of his color or the events prove. What its final form
shape of his eye-lid. The Negro, will be is pure conjecture, Professor
wha t of him ~ He has never built Radin believes. But, Whatever, it
any great civilization, his critics be, we know that it must banish into
say. They forget, however, that everlasting oblivion not only nawithin three hundred years since he tionalism but individualism and
was forced to come to America, he racial superiority, for in a world
has produced the only distinctly like ours all these are figments of
original music and literature of our selfish imaginations. By that path
land. Northern Europeans reached alone can we regain our lost souls.

---H--(( This human plane or kingdom, is on,e creation and all so~~ls are the
signs and traces of the d'ivine bounty. In this plane there are no exceptions; all have been recipients of their bestowals thr·o~~gh the heavenly
bounty . ... All h~~manity are the children of God; they belong to the
same family, to the same or'iginal race. There can be 1'&0 multiplicity of
races since all are the descenda11;.ts of Adam . This signifies that raci·al
assumption and distinction is nothing b~d s~~p'er·s,fition . ... God did not
make these divisions. These distinctions have had their origin. in man
himself. Therefore as they are against the plan and p~trpose of the
Reality they are faZse a1lbd i.maginary."
- ' Abdu'l'-Baha.
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The following is a recent address by Dr. Woolley in Wa8h~ngton, D. C., at thel
"All Univm-sity Religious Service", Howard University, the largest institution of learning in the' world devoted to the higher education of colored youth.

Thine eyes shall see the King in
His bea~dy; they shall behold the
land tha,t is vory far off." (Isa.
«

33 :17.)

g wo

thousand six hundred
years into the past,-that is
the backward look which I am asking you to take with me this morning. I am calling your attention to
a graphic picture, a picture drawn
with words, words that are both
beautiful and appalling. Note the
rapid transitions in the chapter,
which is our morning lesson: "vVoe
to thee that spoilest, and thou wast
not spoiled; and dealest treacherously, and they dealt not treacherously with thee!"
"0 Lord, be
gracious unto us; we have waited
for thee; be thou their arm every
morning, our Salvation also in the
time of trouble."
"Who among us shall dwell with
the devouring fire ~ \Alho among us
shall dwell with everlasting" burn·ings ~ " "Thine eyes shall see the
King in his beauty; rrhey shall behold the land that is very far off."
IT IS not difficult to understand
the dark side of the picture; we
have only to recall the situation of
Judah 700 B. C. to appreciate the
reason for gloomy utterances. The
great Powers of Assyria and BabyIon and Egypt filled the national
life of Israel and J udah with uncer-·

tainty and foreboding and sometimes with tragedy. Isaiah was
statesman as well as prophet and
saw infinitely more clearly than the
politicians just what dangers confronted his country. Beyond that,
he saw the shortsightedness of the
nolitical philosophy of his people.
They, "looking through their dark
glasses at life ,,-to quote a famous
scholar, said, "IMe is simply a war
in which the strongest prevail, a
,Q,'ame which the most cunning win."
So they made fast their alliances,
and were ready to meet the Assyrian, or they fled in panic before
him, according as Egypt or he,
seemed the stronger. Isaiah saw
that with Assyrian and Jew another
Power was present-the real reason
of every change in politics, collapse
or crash in either of the empiresthe active righteousness of God.
Assyrian and Jew had not only to
contend with each other. They
were at strife with Him. We now
see plainly that Isaiah was right.
Far more operative than the intrigues of politicians or the pride of
Assyria, because it used these simply as its mines and its fuel, was the
law of righteousness, the spiritual
force which is as impalpable as the
atmosphere, "yet strong to burn
and try as a furnace seven times
heated."
Isaiah preached, as we are reminded, that "Righteousness is the
atmosphere of the world" and our
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task, if I may interpret, is to bring
ourselves into harmony with this
righteousness: First, by our relations to one another, as a group, a
community, a nation, a world; second, by our relations to our selves,
that is, by our lives as individuals.
First, by our relations to one
another, as a group, however small,
or large, that group may be. Our
age is critical from the group point
of view, beyond any other age in the
history of the world, because never
before were groups brought together in such close relationship. In
other words, the situation in the
modern world raises to the nth power the importance of the attitude
of individuals to one another. A
Robinson Crusoe might be characterized by ill-will and suspicion and
distrust and, with the exception of
Friday and the reaction upon Robins on Crusoe himself,-it would not
matter particularly. The absence
of a social attitude doesn't count on
a desert island! But we are not
living on a desert island today, far
from it.
Ruth Nichols spoke at Mount
Holyoke College a few days ago to
an eager audience, on the would-be
aviators of the future, and in the
course of her remarks said that the
time was coming when planes would
be as truly within the reach of the
average person as For'ds are today.
A remark like that is fraught with
meaning. It is a superficial understanding that sees in it only increased opportunity for sport, for
commercial intercourse, for scientific expansion. It means also annihilating space, weaving the world
into an even closer fabric. That is
not the conception of a visionary;
it is going on before our eyes, day
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by day. And it presents a situation
appalling from one point of view, inspiring from another.
I HA VID SAID more than once that I
expected to learn a great deal from
my six months in Geneva, but that I
did not expect to learn religion. Yet
that is just what I did learn. How
could one help it when, in the
speeches of the representatives of
the governments, the changes were
rung on the supreme importance of
good will among the nations as the
best security~ "Vhen the blocking
of agreement is so clearly the result
of mistrust and suspicion and fear
and ill-will 1 The significance of
religion for international understanding, for a new international re1ationship, based on reason not on
brute force; on cooperation, not on
competition; on good wiIJ, not on
ill-will i-never was that significance so clear. There is a new meaning to religion in this day in which
we live, religion defined not in terms
of creed, or ecclesiasticism, or
ritual, but religion defined as the
"way" of him "that walketh righteously and speaketh uprightly; he
that despiseth the gain of oppressiom;, that shaketh his hand from
holding of bribes, that stoppeth his
ears from hearing of blood, and
shutteth his eyes from seeing eviL"
That is the normal humanity, the
normal world which is the creation
of God; all else is abnormal. The
tragedy of the international situation, of the clash of class with class,
of race with race, is that it is not
necessary. There are great catastrophes that cannot be prevented
by any human agency, the devastations of nature, hard to understand
and impossible to control. But hu-
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man catastrophes need not be: the
clash of will, the greed of self, the
blight of hate. And the meaning of
religion today is to make clear that
truth, to help human beings to become normal not to leave them abnormal in their relationships with
one another.
May I t urn the shield to
ourselves as individuals rather
than as members of a group,
forgetting, for the moment, that
, 'none of us liveth to himself ~"
What is the meaning of religion for
the "me", as well as for the "us"~
What is it that the individual particularly needs in this day in which we
are living~ There are many answers,-we cannot even list them all.
I should like to suggest two. The
first is the answer that I think the
majority of a typical audience of
this age would give, and that is
cmtmge. Courage to meet the present, to face the future. Do we need
it, you and n The question answers
itself! Down through the ages the
assurance comes: "He shall dwell
on high; his place of defence shall
be munitions of rocks."
Seven
centuries afterward came the reaffirmation: "Therefore, whosoever heareth these sayings of mine,
and doeth them, I will liken him
unto a wise man, which built his
house upon a rock.
"And the rain descended, and the
floods came, and the winds blew,
and beat upon that house; and it fell
not, for it was founded upon a
rock. "

A gain, the words come down to us
over the ages, from the seers of visions. A vision is not something
that is visionary, in our usual definition of the word. The greatest powers in the physical world today are
the intangible, the ones that we
neither see with our eyes nor feel
with our hands.
I spent an hour and a half in our
physics labora tory the other day,
having explained to me, as far as
explanation is possible, some of the
marvels of the electrical world,
those marvels which within our lifetime, have become commonplaces.
The vision of the scientist is the
working power of our every day
life. It is a mystery~ Yes, but because the power is a mystery, we do
not refuse its use in our living.
"The scholar who visioned and
verified electron structure' ',-my
eye fell upon that heading in the
daily paper as I was preparing this
talk for you. "Visioned and verified' '-in the physical world,-we
see and accept that fact every day
of our lives. "Visioned and verified" in the spiritual world is surely not less essential to the human
soul.

"For my feet have stood upon the
mountains,
And I have seen a vision of beauty;
And though my heart be cast down
agaIn,
Y et will I lift up mine eyes unto the
heavens;
For he that worketh in Heaven
W orketh also in me;
THE MEANING of religion 1 It As He has lifted up the mountains,
means cO~trage; it means also vision. So will he lift up my soul,
"Where there is no vision, the peo- That I may behold the beauty of His
ple perish." , 'Thine eyes shall see
work in the heavens,
the King in his beauty; they shall And on the earth in the hearts of
behold the land that is very far off. "
men. "
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THE VISION OF HENRY GEORGE
The' follow~"ng remarkable passage with which Henry George concludes his Progress
and Poverty (first published in 1879) beaT's restatement at this critical period of social,
economic and political change.
Here was a man who devoted his life with the ~~t1nost of self-sac?"ifice and idealism
to the concept of a better age when social justice should yule. As John Dewey says of
him: "It would requiye less than the fingers of the two hands to enumerate those who,
from Plato down, rank with Henyy George among the world's social philosophers."
l

T is not the Almighty, but we
who are responsible for the
vice and misery that fester amid
our civilization.
The Oreator
showers upon us His gifts-more
than enough for all. But like swine
scrambling for food, we tread them
in the mire-tread them in the mire,
while we tear and rend each other!
"In the very centers of our civilization today are want and suffering enough to make sick at heart
whoever does not close his eyes and
steel his nerves. Dare we turn to
the Oreator and ask Him to relieve
iU Supposing the prayer were
heard, and at the behest with which
the universe sprang into being there
should glow in the sun a greater
power; new virtue fill the air; fresh
vigor the soil; that for every blade
of grass that now grows two should
spring up, and the seed that now
increases fifty-fold should increase
a hundredfold. Would proverty be
abated or want relieved 7 Manifestly no! Whatever benefit would
accrue would be but temporary.
, 'This is not merely a deduction
of political economy; it is a fact of
expenence. We know it because
we have seen it. Within our own
times, under our very eyes, that
Power which is above all, and in
all, I'lnd through all; that Power of
whicil the whole universe is but the
manifestation; that Power which
maketh all things, and without
which is not anything made that is
made, has increased the bounty

O

which men may enjoy, as truly as
though the fertility of nature had
been increased. Into the mind of
one came the thought that harnessed
steam for the service of mankind.
To the inner ear of another was
whispered the secret that compels
the lightning to bear a message
round the globe. In every direction
have the laws of matter been revealed; in every department of industry
have arisen arms of iron and fingers
of steel, whose effect upon the production of wealth has been precisely
the same as an increase in the fertility of nature. What has been the
result 7
"Oan it be that the gifts of the
Creator may be thus misappropriated with impunity7 Is it a right
thing that labor should be robbed
of its earnings while greed rolls in
wealth-that the many should want
while the few are surfeited 7 Turn
to history, and on every page may
be read the lesson that such wrong
never goes unpunished; that the
N emesis that follows injustice never
falters nor sleeps! Look around
today. Oan this state of things
continue 7 May we even say, 'after'
us the deluge!' Nay; the pillars
of the state are trembling even now,
and the very foundations of society
begin to quiver with pent-up forces
that glow underneath. The struggle
that must either revivify, or convulse in ruin, is near at hand, if it
be not already begun.
"The fiat has gone, forth! With
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steam and electricity, and the new
powers born of progress, forces
have entered the world that will
either compel us to a higher plane
or overwhelm us, as nation after
nation, as civilization after civilization, have been overwhelmed before.
It is the delusion which precedes destruction that sees in the popular
unrest with which the civilized
world is feverishly pulsing only the
passing effect of ephemeral causes.
Between democratic ideas and the
aristocratic adjustments of society
there is an irreconcilable conflict.
Here in the United States, as there
in Europe, it may be seen arising.
We cannot go on permitting men to
vote and forcing them to tramp.
We cannot go on educating boys and
girls in our public schools and then
refusing them the right to earn an
honest living. We cannot go on
prating of the inalienable rights of
man and then denying the inalienable right to the bounty of the
Creator. Even now, in old bottles
the new wine begins to ferment and
elemental forces gather for the
strife!
"But if, while there is yet time,

we, turn to Justice and obey her, if
we trust Liberty and follow her, the
dangers that now threaten must disappear, the forces that now menace
will turn to agencies of elevation.
Think of the powers now wasted;
of the infinite fields of knowledge
yet to be explored; of the possibilities of which the wondrous inventions of this century give us but a
hint. With want destroyed; with
greed changed to noble passions;
with the fraternity that is born of
equality taking the place of jealousy
and fear that now array men
against each other; with mental
power loosed by conditions that give
to the humblest comfort and leisure;
and who shall measure the heights
to which our civilization may soar 7
Words fail the thought! It is the
Golden Age of which poets have
sung and high-raised seers have told
in metaphor! It is the glorious vision which has always haunted man
with gleams of fitful splendor. It
is what He saw whose eyes at Patmos were closed in a trance. It is
the culmination of Christianity-the
City of God on earth, with its walls
of jasper and its gates of pearl! It
is the reign of the Prince of Peace."

---_i---

.. The world of existence is continuously progressing and developing and therefore ass~lredly the virt~les characterizing the maturity of
man must likewise expand and grow. The gTeatest bestowal of God to
man is the capacity to attain h~lma11/, virt~les. Therefore the teachings
of Teligion must be reformed and renewed because past teachings a,re
not su,itable for the present time . ... The laws of the past are being
superseded because they are not applicable to this time."
-~ Abdu'l-Baha.

THE REFORMATION

From every standpoint the world
of humanity is undergoing a reformation."
-'Abdu'l-BaM.

===========~~~-===========
~~ROM the beginning' to the end of his life man passes through certain periods or stages each of which is marked by certain condipeculiar to itself. For instance during- the period of childhood his
conditions and requirements are characteristic of that degree of intelligence and capacity. After a time he enters the period of youth in
which his former conditions and needs are superseded by new requirements applicable to the advance in his degree. His faculties of observation are broadened and deepened, his intelligent capacities are trained
and awakened, the limitations and environment of childhood no longer
restrict his energies and accomplishments. At last he passes out of the
period of youth and enters the stage or station of maturity which
necessitates another transformation and corresponding' advance in his
sphere of life-activity.

~ IMILARLY

there are periods and stages in the, life of the aggregate world of humanity which at one time was passing through
its degree of childhood, at another its time of youth but now has entered
its long presaged period of maturity, the evidences of which are everywhere visible and apparent. Therefore the requirements and conditions of former periods have changed and merged into exigencies which
distinctly characterize the present age of the world of mankind. That
which was applicable to human needs during the early history of the
race could neither meet nor satisfy the demands of this day and period
of newness and consummation. Humanity has emerged from its former
degrees of limitation and preliminary training. Many must now become imbued with new virtues and powers, new moralities, new
capacities.
~

nH1S is the cycle of maturity and re-formation in religion as welL

U

Dogmatic imitations of ancestral beliefs are passing.... Heavenly
teachings applicable to the advancement in human conditions have been
revealed in this merciful age. This reformation and renewal of the
fundamental reality of religion constitute the true and outworking spirit
of modernism, the unmistakable Light of the world, the manifest effulgence of the Word of God, the divine remedy for all human ailment ... "

-( Abdu'l-Baha

THE BAHA'I TEMPLE (see opposite page)

THE MASHRIQU'L-ADHKAR===iI
(THE BAHA'1 TEMPLE)
The following corn1nunication, w1'itten by the Guardian of the Bahr}:i
Cause, has been l)rinted previously in the pages of this rnagazine. It is
here l'el)l'inted by request. This gl'eat House of WOl'ship is being el'ected in
Wilrnette-neal' Chicago, Ill. Its architectural beauty and great religious
and hurnanitarian si.gnificcmce attl'acts thousamds of visitol's.

+--+
If'fI1j OWEVER

inspiring the conception of Baha'i worship, as witnessed
in the central Edifice of this exalted Temple, it cannot be regarded
as the sole, nor even the essential, factor in the part which the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, as designed by Baha'u'llah, is destined to play in the
organic life of the Baha'i community. Divorced from the social, humanitarian, educational and scientific pursuits centering around the Dependencies
of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, Baha'i worship, however exalted in its conception,
however passionate in fervor, can never hope to achieve beyond the meagre
and often transitory results produced by the contemplations of the ascetic
01' the communion of the passive worshipper. It cannot afford lasting satisfaction and benefit to the worshipper himself, much less to humanity in
general, unless and until translated and transfused into that dynamic and
disinterested service to the caUSe of humanity which it is the supreme
privilege of the Dependencies of the lYIashriqu'I-Adhkar to facilitate and
promote. N or will the exertions, no matter how disinterested and strenuous,
of those who· within the precincts of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar will be engaged
in administering the affairs of the future Baha'i Commonwealth, fructify
and prosper unless they are brought into close and daily communion with
those spiritual agencies centering in and radiating from the central Shrine
of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar.

W

OTHING short of direct and constant interaction between the spiritual forces emanating from this House of Worship centering in the
heart of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, and the energies consciously displayed by those who administer its affairs in their service to humanity can
possibly provide the necessary agency capable of removing the ills that have
so long and so grievously afflicted humanity. For it is assuredly upon the
consciousness of the efficacy of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah, reinforced on
one hand by spiritual communion with His Spirit, and on the other by the
intelligent application and the faithful execution of the principles and laws
He revealed, that the salvation of a world in travail must ultimately depend.
And of all the institutions that stand associated with His Holy Name,
surely none save the institution of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar can most adequately provide the essentials of Baha'i worship and service, both so vital
to the regeneration of the world. Therein lies the secret of the loftiness, of
the potency, of the unique position of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar as one of the
outstanding institutions conceived by Baha'u'llah.

-Shoghi Effendi.

When The Divine Sun Shines •

• • • • • •

ON the divine Holy Books there are unmistakable prophecies giving
l

U

the glad-tidings of a certain Day in which the Promised One of
all the Books would appear, a radiant dispensation be established, the
banner of the Most Great Peace and reconciliation be hoisted, and the
oneness of the world of humanity proclaimed. Among the various nations and peoples of the world no enmity or hatred would remain. All
hearts were to be connected one with another. These things are recorded in the Taurat or Old Testament, in the Gospel, in the Qur'an, in
the Zend A vesta, in the Books of Buddha, and in the Book of Oonfucius.
In brief, all the Holy Books contain these g·lad-tidings. In all of them
it is announced that after the world has been surrounded by darkness,
then radiance shall appear. For just as the night, when it becomes
excessively dark, precedes the dawn of a new day, so likewise when the
darkness of religious apathy and heedlessness overtake the world, when
human souls become negligent of God, when materialistic ideas overshadow idealism and spirituality, when nations become submerged in
the world of matter and forget God-at such a time as this shall the
Divine Sun shine forth and the Radiant Morn appear.

I:'

TIRING the years when the darkness of heedlessness was most
~ intense in the Orient and the people were so submerged in imitations that nations were thirsting for each other's blood, considering one
another as contaminated and refusing mutual association-at such a
time as this His Holiness Baha'u'llah appeared. He arose in the Orient,
uprooting the very foundations of superstition and brought the dawn
of the Light of Reality. Various nations became united, because all
desired the Reality. Inasmuch as they investigated the Reality of religion they found that all men are the servants of God, all are the posterity of Adam, all are children of one household, and that the foundations of all the Prophets are one. For inasmuch as the Teachings of the
Prophets are Reality, their foundations are one .. " Through Baha'u'llah
the nations and peoples grew to understand and comprehend this ....
After centuries of hatred and bitterness the Ohristian, Jew, Zoroastrian,
Muhammadan and Buddhist arose for amity-all of them in the utmost
love and unity. They became welded and cemented because they had
all arrived at Reality."
, Abdu'l-Baha.
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CURRENT THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"We must learn to work together-all of us, regardless of race,
creed orcolor. We must wipe out the feeling of intolerance whenever
we find it-of belief that anyone group can go ahead alone. We shall
all sink together unless we go ahead together. I think the day of
selfishness is over. The day of working together has come."
-Mrs. FrankIin D. Roosevelt
At the National Conference on Negro Education

I(\'iRT is the outpouring of the
~ spirit: painting, sculpture,
music, more than anything else is
this outpouring. It knows no creed,
no color, no stupid narrow-minded
prejudice. It is talent that counts.
I hope sincerely, yea fervently, that
this concert (at Howard University,
Washington, D. C., institution for
higher learning for colored youth),
may not just be a successful concert,
but another step forward in the removal of race prejudice. "-Dr.
Hans KindleI', Conductor, N a,tional
Symphony Orchestra.
"THE INFLUENCE of Geneva is
striking upon all who long reside
there and have close relations with
the League. The spirit of internationalism there prevailing is something amazingly distinct from public
sentiment in any other corner of the
world. There is, in fact, a nascent
language not of Geneva but of the
League, which at first, makes local
discussion either public or social
well nigh unintelligible to the newly
arrived stranger, and Sir Arthur
speaks that language. ' '-Frank H.
Simonds in his review of ' , The
United States of Europe" by Sir
Arthur Salter. The Saturday Review of Literature.

, 'THERE LIE the test and peril before which every university, every
college, stands today ... the changes
are swift, tempestuous, and one
might well say incalculable. But
they are real, and they are almost
raucous in the demands which thev
shout at the institutions of hig'he~
learning .... The college will t~'ain
its subjects not so much in the accumulation of knowledge as in the
desire and capacity to know.... It
will train their minds, but it will
realize that its chief function is to
discipline their personalities into
the conquest of life.' '-From address of Dr. J oseph M. M. Gray at
his inauguration as Chancellor of
The American University, Washington, D. C.
"THE WORLD of Science has opened up all around us, vast possibilities of swift connections. The physical world has become small and
manageable, but the mind of man
has still its dark and unknown continents. Old habits of thinking
paralyze him; old antagonisms warp
him. He needs a Raleigh or Drake
of the mind to push out on to the
nearly chartless seas.
That human nature does not
change, is the most destructive of
fallacies.' '-Phyllis Bottome in review 0 f her boo k, "Private
Worlds. " The Modern Thinker.
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, 'EDUCATION in the past has been
concerned with emphasis of skills,
but education in the future should
train young men and women to the
highest possible independence in
thinking, especially in the field of
social relationships. "-Dr. J ames
R. Angell, President of Yale University in an address at the Univer-

sity of Hawaii.
"I RENOUNCE war." "Rather
than sanction another war, directly
or indirectly, I'll see you in prison
first." ...
"Gen. Sherman came nearer the
truth than these war glorifiers when
he said ' War is hell' "
"Men cannot have Christ and war
at the same time. I renounce war!
"I renounce it because of what it
does to our men. I've seen it. I
stimulated raiding parties to their
murderous tasks. Do you see why I
want to make it personal ~
"I lied to the unknown soldier
about a possible good consequence
of the war. There are times when I
don't want to believe in immortality
-the times I want to think that the
unknown soldier never can realize
how fruitless was his effort. The
support I gave to war is a deep condemnation upon my soul.
"I renounce it, and never again
will I be in another war."-Rev.
Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick, Riverside Baptist Church, New York.
As KEYNES [English economist]
has eloquently insisted, it is no longer the problem of man's capacity to
create wealth, but that of his will to

control it, which bars his way to
Utopia. It is not a matter of material equipment, but of knowledge
and faith. The economic problem is
at last solved, in the sense that man
can produce easily and abundantly;
hence Utopia need not remain a
dream. Its realization seems to depend chiefly upon human collaboration-which is hardly likely to be
furthered by a feverish competitive
scramble by isolated, mutually suspicious and heavily armed nations,
even though they may thin1{ that,
each in their own way, they are all
engaged in the search of Utopia."Harold Callender, New York Times.
"BUT NO poem, no play, no novel
of first-rate quality has been so
stupidly insensitive to the human
qualities that we have, so laboriously built since the end of the Dark
Ages, as to celebrate violence as an
end in itself. Only politicians, fanatics, sadists, neurotics, and. a
stupidly impressionable populace
are capable of that sin against the
Holy Ghost.-Editorial, The Satur-

day Review of Literature.
"THE BAHA'r Magazine" for
March, just received, contains the
usual good selection of high-toned
articles, reviews, notes from Balul'i
writings, and extracts illustrating
current thought and progress along
lines of spiritual and social uplift
among mankind. No periodical that
comes to our desk is equal to this
magazine in thought-arousing subject matter.-John O'Groat Journal, Scotland.
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"The old political principles are undergoing change and a
new body politic is in process of formation .... Thoughts must be
lofty and ideals uplifted in order that the world of humanity may
become assisted in new conditions of refOTm."
- ' Abdtt'l-BahCt.
THE FUNDAMENTAL trouble with
business and politics today is that
the expression of greed and selfishness is prevalent in all human activities. The success of the individual
is too much based upon the exploitation rather than the service of society. Especially are political organizations-from country village
up to huge metropolis, and from
county up to state-cynically corrupt; the very foundations of these
organizations are the exploitation of
the group. But the business world
is not much better; for here the rule
is self-advancement, even if at the
expense of society.
This attitude and practice in human affairs is not merely selfish and
unrighteous. It is crude naive folly.
For it is mathematically certain, if
every member of the Social Group
is trying to exploit rather than to
enrich the Group, that with the impoverishment and degeneration of
the life of the group the individual
composing the group is bound to
suffer proportionately.
It is a sociological and economic
axiom that the welfare of the individual is bound up in the welfare of
the group. Therefore it is merely
enlightened self-interest for the individual to serve rather than to exploit his group. But enlightened
self-interest will never accomplish
this reform. The lag between exploitation and the evil results that

follow is too great to deter the individual from exploitation. For
frequently an individual may exploit
society and become enriched and
honored thereby. Frequently, even,
a whole generation may thrive on
exploitation, leaving the cataclysm
to be endured by their successors.
As Louis XIV, in his cynical exploitation of the masses which was
reaching a point of economic ruin
for the state, said "After me the
deluge", so many a modern exploiter of society may reasonably
feel that he can unfairly pursue aggra,ndizement and yet escape ensuing consequences which must fall
upon others than he.
No, it is not the individual who
will reform himself because of this
inescapable organic law of the social
group. Rather it must be the social
group which from enlightened selfinterest knows how to discipline the
individual. Instead of rewarding
those of its members who are seeking riches and grandeur by methods
of exploitation, society should condemn them to swift punishment and
social obliquy.
Ohildren know ,veIl how to deal
with those members of their group
who unduly practice greed and selfishness. The boys who make a pig
of themselves at the table, taking
much more than their share of delicacies; who play unfairly in games;
who seek always to get rather than
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of citizenship. The Social Group
has, until recently, been one hundred
per cent successful in conditioning
its members into willing subordination to the needs of the group in
times of war. Social as well as governmental pressure has inclined and
forced men to fight. Woe to him
who has shown the white feather in
time of military need.
But now we must begin to condition our youth to voluntarily contriTHERE MUST be an entirely new bute to their country in time of
type of education which will not only peace. We must indoctrinate them
train the individual to realize his wholesale with ideals of cooperation
duty to the group, but will also en- and service. We must train them
lighten the group as to efficacious to regard the exploiter as the enemy
methods of dealing with the exploi- of the group-as something far
worse than a pacifist, rather in the
tive individual.
When I was in college the career class of a traitor. For the exploiter
motto guiding the practical ideals of is doing something more fatal to the
the students upon graduation was- group than mere non-cooperation.
"Make Good". This did not mean: He is in reality betraying his group.
Do good. It meant: Achieve suc- And not until the group itself takes
cess no matter at what cost. The in hand the discipline of its recalideal career of a fellow alumnus held citrant members will exploitation be
up before the students was that of abolished.
its greatest (so considered) graduate, a statesman whose ethical prinLET us not be illusioned. No mere
cipals were so notoriously evil that change in form of government will
Emerson was led to say of him- right this ancient wrong of exploita"The noblest brow that ever bore tion. There must be a deep-seated
change in the attitude of the indithe sign 'For Sale.' "
There is needed a wholly new type vidual. From childhood the indiviof education based on a new patriot- dual must be conditioned into a psyism. Not to die for one's country, chological attitude of abhorrence for
but to live for it righteously is glor- the exploiter and for exploitation in
ious! For centuries, nay for mil- any form. This can be done if all
leniums, youth has been indoctrin- text-books and all instruction are as
ated with the concept of the duty of efficaciously designed for teaching
obeying the call to the colors. They this new patriotism as they have
must willingly risk their lives in been for teaching the former milibattle when their country was in ta.ristic patriotism. (A text-book of
danger or when it wished to ag- narrative poems published for
grandize itself by conquest. The Junior High School groups consists
duty to fight for one's country has almost of poems in praise of war
been held the paramount obligation and fighting.)
to give,-to such individuals in the
child-world is dealt out social ostracism and often more severe punishments.
How strange it is that this same
group, when grown to manhood, will
view only with favor and fawning
esteem those cunning members of its
group who succeed in taking all the
cream from the economic milk
bottle.

EDITORIAL

The New Patriotism will call for a
wholly new type of literature, for a
new kind of text-book, for a new
ideal of celebration in art and poesy.
Instead of statues to military conquerors we shall have statues, like
that erected in Paris to Pasteur, to
men of great achievement in advancing civilization. Instead of tales
and poems holding up to immortal
obliquy the Benedict Arnolds and
Ichabod Oranes of history, we must
have a literature which pillories our
economic and political exploiters.
THERE IS grave question whether
this new conditioning of society can
take place without a new spiritual
force being called into action. The
p I' e v ale n c e of righteousness
throughout the activities of the social group cannot be achieved by
fear alone. There is needed the
higher counterpart of fear, namely,
love. The individual must be trained from childhood into noble concepts of generous service, toward his
fellowmen. He must prefer to lose
through methods of ethical dealing
rather than to profit through methods of unrighteousness. He must
desire to express in his life the
qualities of spiritual man rather
than the qualities of material man.
That old animal self which would
hog all must be subordinated to the
higher spiritual self which stands
ready, if necessary, to give alL It
is this kind of an education which
'Abdu'l-Baha had in mind when He
said to President Bliss of the American University of Beirut (Syria) :
"The universities and colleges of the world
must hold fast to three cardinal principles:
"First: Whole-hearted service to the caUSe
of education, the unfolding of the mysteries
of nature, the extension of the boundaries
of science, the elimination of the causes of
ignorance and social evils, a standard universal system of instruction, and the diffu-
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sion of the lights of knowledge and reality.
:'~econd: Service to the cause of moraiity,
ralSmg the moral tone of the students inspiring them with the sublimest ethical
~deals,. te!1ching them altruism, inculcating
111 then hves the, beauty of holiness and the
e:x;cellency of virtue, and animating them
WIth the graces and perfections of the religion of God.
"Third: Service to the oneness of the
world of humanity; so that each student
may consciously realize that he is a brother
to all mankind, irrespective of religion or
race. The thoughts of universal peace must
be instilled in the minds of all the scholars
in order that they may become the armies of
peace, the real servants of the body politic~
the world. God is the Father of all. Mankind are His children. This globe is one
home. Nations are the members of one
family. The mothers in their homes the
teachers in the schools, the professo,rs i~ the
colleges, the presidents in the universities
must teach these ideals to the young fro~
the cradle to maturity."

Fortunately we did not have to
wait until every single member of
the race becomes thus indoctrinated
and spiritualized before the New Society based upon the New Patriotism can be established. Only do we
need to train and establish leadership in this direction. Those to
whom is given the privilege of higher education should be only such as
are capable of devoting themselves
to the true welfare of their country.
The education of moral morons had
best leave off where that of mental
morons ends. Let them become
hewers of 'wood and drawers of
water for their fellowmen, rather
than entrepreneurs, financiers and
politicians.
Society must close the gates
harshly against all foes who would
work havoc within the fold. To this
end we need to establish a new enlightened civic consciousness and a
new patriotism. There are signs
that this great process is already
effectively begining in this country
and elsewhere. And this evolution
will inevitably continue until the
New Society emerges.
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IT COULD OCCUR AGAIN
A MIRACLE IN ATHENS
MARTHA

~THENS,

L.

ROOT

Greece, bathed in sun- in Athens about one Infinite God.
They had compelled Socrates to die
a metropolis where the world is on this Mars Hill because of the new
constantly coming and going, where ideas he was spreading. But sometourists flock and scholars tarry, thing of his teaching had permeated
where inhabitants have settled for their consciousness, for centuries
thousands of years-what is the afterwards this Temple had been
most thrilling sight in this world- dedicated to the Unknown God-a
renowned place ~ To the writer it is God so great none could understand
Mars Hill, known as Areios Pagos, Him. Likewise Minerva, the virgin,
(which means a small hill belonging was adored in this Temple and the
to Mars) sheltered just below the oil lamp lighted before her picture
mighty Acropolis; for here a mir- was not allowed to become extinacle took place nearly two thousand guished.
years ago, and an even greater
Paul had been invited to come to
spiritual phenomenon co~tld occur Mars Hill to speak of the teachings
again in Athens!
of the new Messiah. Only a few
"What is this miracle~" you ask, came up to hear him, but the invita"and what could be a second one ~" tion showed first, that the Athenians
That is the story I am going to tell were tolerant, permitting him to say
you. Stand with us in the caress- whatever was in his heart; second,
ing, brilliant sunshine on Mars Hill, that they were then as now, always
today, April 15, 1934,-with my searching, always keen, always askfriend Mr. Dionysios S. Devaris, ing, "What news~ What news~"
editor of an Athens newspaper, and Third, it indicated that the Athenwith this servant, a Baha'i, a jour- ians were prepared by the philosnalist from the United States. You ophies of their own Socrates and
will raise your eyes with us, first to Plato to listen to fuller truth. Then
the Acropolis, one of the very as now in the twentieth century, the
beautiful high places of earth. Here most of them were afraid to stand
in 50 A. D. Paul, an Apostle, who, boldly for a new Revelation when
on his second great missionary jour- the fiery great Paul stood here on
ney, had come down from Mace- Mars Hill and told his listeners that
donia, stood just where you are he would explain to them Who their
standing. He too, lifted his eyes to Unknown God really was. Then he
this Acropolis and saw also, for the preached to them the Message of
first time, this marvelous Temple Jesus the Christ.
built and dedicated to The Unknown
Now THIS is the miracle: one man
God. For Socrates who had preceded Paul by some, four hundred who listened to Paul on Mars Hill
years had taught his fellow-citizens that morning became a believer. He
~ shine, a city of a million souls,
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The Am"opolis, Athens, GT'eece. The small hill just below is Man Hill ~uhe1"e Paul the
Apostle stood and fi7"st pTeached to the Athenians the 7nessage of Jesus ChTist. Standing
on this MaTs Hill aTe Miss MaTtha L. Root, Bahd/i teacheT and United States .iou7"nalist, and MT. Dionysios S. DevaTis, Athenian editor who t7"anslated into GTeek the English book, "Baha'u'llrih and the New ETa." This pictu1'(J was taken APTiI15, 1934. Miss
Root is the< first Baha'i teacher who spoke in Athens, and MT. Devaris is the first G7'eek
who has W7'itten about the Bahri'i teachings.

was the judge of the tribunal there day as well as all night, when at
and his name was Dionysios Arei- night each church procession bore
opagate. Today, nearly two thous- out, uplifted, the figure in painting
and years later he is the great Saint of the crucified Christ, can ever
of Greece! A magnificent, imposing doubt the miracle of St. Paul's
new church just being completed has preaching on Mars Hill ! The
been named Dionysios Areiopagate Orthodox Church founded by Paul's
Church, and the very street beside followers, as travellers well know,
this mighty Acropolis bears the is the state religion not only in
name Dionysios! Athens was not Greece, but in Bulgaria, in Jugochanged in a day; Christianity was slavia, in Rumania and until the renot really esta blished in Athens volution in Russia.
until the third century A. D., two
Tarry a little on Mars Hill, 0
centuries after Dionysios Areiopa- reader, and think about St. Paul.
gate, the first Athenian Christian, The Greeks say he was never well,
had confessed himself a follower of he had either consumption or
Jesus the Christ. However, no malaria, for he was always consumtraveller who saw Athens on Good ed with fever, yet he never stopped
Friday this year 1934 as I did, when to rest! No man, even the strongest
nearly a million people fasted and and healthiest, could have endured
carried flowers to all their dead, those tremendously difficult jourwhen the very street lamps were neys that Paul took, generally on
swathed in black and kept lighted all foot, but perhaps sometimes by
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mule-back, and survived without
Paul's spirit. St. Paul's life has
illumined history with an example
of how the human body can become
a most responsive instrument of its
master, the spirit.

turned to Athens for a few days
only and Mr. De'Varis kindly offered
to translate into Greek Baha'u'llah
and the New Era, an English book
written by Dr. J. E. Esslemont,
which has appeared in twenty-eight
languages during the past ten years.
Now I have returned for the third
time. Mr. Devaris is helping me
very much in the publication of this
book in Greek. We had come up to
Mars Hill this sunshiny Sunday
morning to speak about the Baha'i
Teachings and to look over some
proof sheets of this book.

SIT IN THE sunshine on Mars Hill
and listen to what a Greek, Mr.
Dionysios Devaris, says about the
transition of one religion to a fuller.
He related that this Temple to the
Unknown God gradually came to be
known as the Temple of the Lady
because it contained the, famed picture of Minerva the Virgin, before
whom the light of the oil lamp was
WE SPOKE first of St. Paul and
always shining. Then when Chris- then Mr. Devaris expressed his
tianity was accepted in Athens thoughts about the Baha'i Teachthere was no great outer change at ings. Among many other things he
the Temple; Minerva gave her place told me:
to St. Mary, the oil light was never
"I believe every real Buddhist, every real
quenched and St. Mary for many Christian, every real Muhammadan is a
even if he does not confess it. I
years was pictured as standing up- Baha'i
think the Bahft'i Movement is so needed in
right in the image of Minerva and the world today because Christianity is imprisoned in fanaticism and intolerance and
without the Child.
Baha'u'lhih has come to break these chainsI said to Mr. Devaris that I was not only the fetters of Christianity but of
all other religions. To the masses blinded
praying for a twentieth century by
sectarian feelings, certainly Baha'u'llah's
Paul to arise for Baha'u'llah in teaching that we can go to any place of
if God is worshipped there, seems
Athens. I had come to Greece in late worship
like a profane revolution, but to me this
December, 1927, to tell the Athe- saying of Baha'u'llah is a return to the real
nians about the life-giving Prin- spiritual freedom."
Then Mr. Devaris explained that
ciples and Teachings of Baha'u'11ah. I stayed two weeks in Athens what makes him hopeful the Baha'i
and later four days in Salonica, Teachings will be accepted is that
lecturing in Salonica University. men need this Light and the very
Through the courteous help of the necessity itself will oblige them
Esperantists I had first given a pub- sooner or later, to turn to this Sun
lic lecture in a hall down below of Truth, these great new TeachMars Hill before four hundred per- ings. He elucidated:
sons when I met Mr. Dionysios
"Men who do not know anything about the
Devaris, a most brilliant and spirit- Baha'i Movement begin to realize, that a
change is near, at least that little ray from
ual man. During my stay he wrote the
Baha'i Teachings has succeeded in
three excellent articles about the getting through their darkness. Everybody
that we have been going wrong.
Baha'i Movement in its relation to realizes
The fact that some people offer false remedChristianity. These were published ies does not alarm me, for what is untrue
will in time pass of itself. We must admit
in "Vradhini". In July, 1933, I re- that humanity is, at the crossroads, one
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path leading to salvation, the other to a
precipice, but I do not believe humanity will
go down. History has taught us that humanity in its most critical, agonizing times
finds its Savior, for is then, at these very
crossroads, where humanity has to choose
between life and death, the Savior appears."

Mr. Devaris said that he likes the
Bahii,'i Movement because it embraces life as a whole, the individual, the mystic, the social, the economic.
I remember that Mr. Devaris
said:
"The Greeks begin to believe just what
Baha'u'llah taught fifty years ago, that
work is a sacred thing."
"The Greeks are spiritual and very religious. We need these Baha'i Teachings because we must get rid of our prejudices
the same as other nations must, but
I prefer that the Greeks get acquainted
with the Baha'i Teachings and purify their
own religion according to these Teachings,
rather than to say quickly: 'Yes, we are
Baha'is', and yet not live the Principles.
Baha'u'llah would be more pleased with the
Greek who purifies his own religion through
the Baha'i Revelation than with the Greek
who would become Baha'i only in name."
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pictures, a snapshot, plunges the
card into a liquid chemical solution
and turns it, dripping wet, over to
the individual-came precariously
with his outfit up these same slippery stone steps where Paul had
come and where we had come up to
Mars Hill; he saw us and took a
picture. It turned out a wonderful
view of the Acropolis and Mars Hill,
but our conversation had thus been
interrupted, and we turned to leave
this memorable spot and go back,
down into the center of Athens to
our work.
However, I halted and said: "Let
us linger a moment longer to pray
that a twentieth century Paul may
arise here in Athens for Baha'u'llah '8 Faith." Then Mr. Dionysios
Devaris uttered this challenge:
"I do not believe this new Apostle will
ever appear from Greece or from any other
Western country; he will come from the
Orient, from Persia! The' atmosphere of
our Western world is too material to cultivate and develop such an Apostle. The
Easterners are more religious, 11'1Ore spiritual, they take their religion more seriously
and they will go to 11'tartyrdom for it? It is
not very easy for a man to go to martyrdom
gladly and happily. Even Christ's disciples
sometimes at the critical moments were
afraid, and in the beginning Peter denied his
Lord. A l1.1an must be full of fine spiritual
life to become a martyr, but the Persians
attained it!"

We spoke at length about how
much more rapidly Baha'u'llah's
Teachings can spread in the world
today than Jesus Ohrist's Message
could two thousands years ago; for
today, with the express trains, ships,
aeroplanes, telegraph, radios, newspapers, international associations,
the world has become much more
"I agree with you", he added,
compact than in Paul's lifetime. that our hopes in the coming of a
Also, we cannot conceive what a new Apostle like Paul are not vain.
bounty it is that Baha'u'llah, not I believe Baha 'u 'llah is living and
quickly put to death as was Jesus, will ever be living: when He finds
had time to write His Revelation, the soul who is capable of firing the
His Teachings, so that in this new world with these teachings, His
universal cycle humanity has His Voice will be heard!"
own Words under His own signaThen we prayed and afterwards
hue and is not dependent upon what descended carefully the steep, slipHis followers have understood and pery stone steps leading down from
taught.
:Mars Hill, but in their hearts forSuddenly an itinerant photo- ever is burned a challenge: a miracle
grapher-who takes those instant cotlld occur again in .Athens!
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UNDER THE DOME OF GOD
DORIS MOKAY

"J ant aware of the incalculable blessings tha,t must await the ter1nination of a
collective enterprise which, by the range and quality of the sacrifices it entailed, de'serves to be ranked among the most outstanding exa~np'les of Bahri'i solidarity ..•"
-Shoghi Effendi.

~ISITORS

to the Convention of
Uthe Baha'is of the United
States and Canada shaded their eyes
and gazed upward at a clome of
white against a sky of burning blue.
Cars passed endlessly on Sheridan
Drive and Lake Michigan sparkled
in the bright, hot, sun; the gracious
homes of Wilmette, Illinois, bordered the Universal House of Worship. The dome was the center of
absorbing interest. Delegates riding out from Chicago on the Elevated saw from the train window
its high-lifted bowl above the treetops. Those arriving in automobiles
leaned far out for a first glimpse.
A year ago in June it had been a
structure of glass and steel, im-

posing in its proportions-the fifth
largest dome in the world-but
rigid and bare in appearance. This
year it had been clothed in an enveloping shell of a white concrete
composition that with its glint of
quartz crystals radiated a white
light. Before it hardened, this flexible medium had been cast in great
moulds in an intricate lace-like design. It might have been an ivory
minaret in an ancient tale of Baghdad, in reality it was "the Baha'i
Temple" so challenging in its modernity that it has excited the interest
of architects and engineers since its
inception. It had risen above its
foundations in two years. For its
accomplishment these same Ameri-
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can believers, assist.ed by t.heir Ori- the social experts of the world were
ent.al and European brothers, had ,Yearily searching for that key.
in the years of t.he depression sacri- They were aware of the delicate
ficed t.heir mea11S.
balances of the great living Forces,
religion, science, government,-saw
AT NINE 0 'clock of the morning of them as reconciled, sustaining, and
May 31st, 1934, the group of dele- interbvining with each other. They
gates and friends ascended a 1011g knew that the great Amalgam which
flight of steps to the main auditor- had fused these people -and these
ium and entered reverently the principles was tl1e basic Ba11a'i
great round room.
On e hun- teaching of Oneness which like the
dred and thirty-five feet above their ribs of that magnificent dome overbowed heads to,vered the great head had brought the circumferel1ce
dome. From one of the upper gal- to the Center in a nrml1ess and a
leries voices read or chal1ted t11e symmetry that is unshakeable.
words of God. Thus was the four
-eNDER the Dome of God at. each
day convention gathered. Each of
the other days, ·with their busy, new Convention the principle of
is put. t.o another testin b0'
crowded sessions, was preluded by Oneness
•
as
111
a
laboratory
a scientific varithe half hour of worship beneath the
ety
is
unfolded
throllgh
c011secut.ive
dome.
The Convention has been held for trials. That. impulse toward unity,
years in a large nine-sided room be- the special genius of the Baha'i
neath the audit.orium. For back- Faith, which in its earlier interpregTound imagine tlle walls hung witll tation was applied to the removing
soft gIo·wing rugs from the oriental of the prejudices of race, nation,
shrines, and the perfume and color class, and creed has in its present
of great bowls of roses. A skylig·ht. administrative phase foeussed unin which the curved panels of tlle swervingly on the evolution of govceiling met transmitted the sun- erlIDlellt. \Ve witness the vitality
beams which had strayed tluough of the forces at work at this C011the glass of the dome. Soft, parch- vention ill ·which representatives of
ment-shaded lights dispelled t.he all the BaM,'i communities of Amerdimness. In that room in tensely ica have come together to exercise
interested rows sat a few hundred their yearly prerogative of consultBaM!' 'is, a people who for many ing with and making recommendayears have worked together in a tions to tl1e National Spiritual Asclose anc1loving fello·wship to estab- sembly, their elected body. We oblish the Kingdom of God in this our serve the po·wer and magnetism of
present age. They represented all these emancipated people, so diraces and nationalities, all varieties verse in themselves, so unified in
of social and educational back- their aim, and the event. becomes
grounds and in this variety lies portentious to the future unification
their great significance t o t he of mankind. Each day iOl" mm1y
world. They had found the key centuries multitudes have prayed
to the palace of 1111man relation- for the coming of tl1e Kingdom of
ships-outside that cool, dim room God on earth. For the Ballli'is this
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expectancy has taken definite form,
that of a divinely conceived model
for world government described by
Baha 'n 'llah, revealed in its further
details by 'Abdul-Baha and amplified by Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of
the Baha'i Faith.
A DISTINGUISHED sociologist has
said that nations might learn the
secrets of government from the laws
governing the growth of vegetable
organisms. One is reminded of
Baha'u'llah's words with which the
idea of Oneness was first given to
His followers: " Ye are all leaves
of one tree and fruits of one
branch." At this present stage of
its application Baha'i Administration is concerned with the relationship between the leaves and the
tree, the fruits and the branches.
In the National Spiritual Assembly
and in a correspondingly lesser degree in the Local Spiritual Assemblies are vested the powers of central government. They represent
the future Houses of Justice. The
finger of progress points to the balance between complete and cheerful
acceptance of the authority of the
governing bodies and individual responsibility and initiative. A Oonvention delegate orients himself as
an active cell in the group mind; as
a point of light in an illumination.
He is encouraged to exercise his full
powers but in the words of Shoghi
Effendi "The unfettered freedom
of the individual should be tempered
with mutual consultation and sacri-
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fice, and the spirit of initiative and
enterprize should be reinforced by
a deeper realization of the supreme
necessity for concerted action and a
fuller devotion to the common
weal. " As these years of the formative period go by the tendency to
dominance by separate personalities recedes. The ego, common to
all of us, suffers a series of successive deaths, such is the discipline
of true Baha'i functioning when the
spirit of separateness opposes itself
to Oneness. The majority vote represents the verdict of the group
mind-to deny obedience after a
mature decision has been duly
reached is anarchy. As the Oonvention proceeds each year there is
a heightening of vision. In contrast
to the divine model, the flaws of
humanly limited "views" and
worldly opinions have become strikinglyapparent. A celestial sense of
values is set up and a new order of
being, equipped for world citizenship, approaches maturity.
THE LAST session of the Oonvention came, the last reports of the
committees had been read, the last
resolutions passed. While tourists
to the World's fair were passing on
the busy Drive and staring with
wonder and curiosity at the building which has sounded a new note
in architecture, within, under the
Dome of God the real builders of
"The, Divine Edifice", the World
Order of Baha 'u 'nah, their work
accomplished, arose as one soul to
sing the Baha'i "Benediction".

-------~------"The treasttre hottses of God are filled with bounties."
- ' .Abdtt'l-Baha.

Spiritual Adventures of Today
A. W ALLACE
Secretary of Agriculture

HONORABLE HENRY

il\1NY religion which recognizes above all the
~ fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of
man must of necessity have grave questionings
concerning those national enterprises where the
deepest spiritual fervor is evoked for purely nationalistic, race, or class ends. In saying this, I
am quite willing to admit that the great religions
of the world have for the most part abdicated during the past :fifty years and perhaps even for
much longer than that. Certain outward forms
were maintained, vast sums of money were given,
churches were built, rituals were observed, alms
were distributed, ethical principles were inculcated, but the heart of religion which has to do
with faith in the values of a hig'her world, with
the cultivated joy of the inner life which comes
from the Holy Spirit, both immanent and tTanscendent, was lacking.
Moreover, in spite of the tremendous increase in
material things resultil1g from the stimulus to the
human spirit growil1g' out of the Protestal1t revolt,
no truly fruitful effort had been made to bring
the Kingdom of Heavel1 to earth in terms of social
justice....
THE THING which I am arg'uing for fundamentally and eventually is a continuous, fluid, o])enminded approach to reality. I cannot help but
feel that the destiny of the world is toward a far
greater unity than 'that which we now enjoy and
that in order to attain such unity it will be l1ecessary for the members of the different races,
classes, and creeds i~o open their hearts and minds
to the unfolding' reality of the immediate future in
a way which they have never done before. The
stress and strains of the next twenty years are
going to be peculiarly favorable to such an awakening. Men will undoubtedly arise who can make
the issues vital and real. I feel it is impossible to
clarify the issues further until such time as the
pressure of events has further sharpened our inner vision. *
'From an address given in Mandel Hall, University of Chicago.
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NOT BY BREAD ALONE
DALE

S.

OOLE

"Until the hea,venly civilization is founded, no result will be forthc01ning front the
material civilization, even a,s you observe. See what c'atastrophes take place! Consider
the wars which disturb the world; consider the expr'ession of enmity and hatred! The
presence of these wars indicate the fact that the heavenly civilization has not yet been
established. If this heavenly civiUzation be promulgated, all this dust will be dispelled,
all these clouds will pass awary, and the Stm of Recdity with greatest effUlgence, with
glory, will shine upon mankind."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

R T is not a new idea that one of
the most certain things in our
universe is change. There is an immutable law of change especially
concerning human institutions. Is
it not strange then that we have not
devoted more thought to the ever
recurring possibilities of changes
and their influence on life? Instead,
we, for the most part, resist changes
until conditions become intolerable,
until we are driven almost to despair by the exigencies of the times.
Is it not also strange that when such
a juncture is reached in human affairs we immediately assume the attitude of indignation? Indignation
against what? Almost everything
man-made.
At a meeting of the Franklin Institute, Mr. J ames Shelby Thomas,
LL.D. spoke on "What the Machine
This adis Doing to Mankind."
dress is a defence of the industrial
order and in his introductory remarks, the author speaks of change
in words probably descriptive of the
attitude of many.
, 'Well, this attacking business is
a pleasant and exhileratillg exercise,.
For while we attack, we have no
need of doubt and less for constructive planning. We only need to affirm vehemently that whatever is, is
wrong. The spell of indignation is
upon us. We unconsciously become
the high priests of evangelism and
change. Ohange of what sort? It

U

is no matter. Any sort, just so it
is change. 'Tear down and you will
build something better' is the favorite axiom of critical philosophers,
though by now Greece and Rome
have good reason for doubting' its
truth. It is to be observed, however, that the philosopher always
leaves the work of reconstnlCtion to
more practical people."
Even in the attitude of indignation is it true that we have "no need
for doubt and less for constructive
planning"? Mr. Kettering' of The
General Motors Oompany has also
suggested in a magazine article, that
we need not be too concerned about
planning for the future. He believes
that we will acquire knowledge so
rapidly in the future that any long
range plans made now will soon be
obsolete. He fE)els that coming generations will not want our plans any
more than they will want to payoff
long standing bonded debts which
they do not incur.
These are provocative and challenging thoughts. We may be indignant, but there comes a time
when, if we think at all, we must
have doubts and demand changes.
And some surely will think about
constructive planning for the future. What many have not recognized is that there is an immutable
law of change operative in the universe and that there is a Divine
Plan. Oan we by any possibility
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learn this Divine Plan and so make
our efforts count?
FROM NUMEROUS sources we are
told that civilization is breaking
down, or at least not advancing as
it should, and something must be
done about it. This civilization, we
are also informed, is a materialistic
one in that it places the emphasis
on things. In the ultimate analysis,
things are composed of matter.
But there is no such thing as matter! Science has quite conclusively
proven that when we dissect matter
we find only various forms of en·,
ergy. So is it any wonder that there
is no stability in materialism? Its
basis, material or matter, does not
exist!
Of course this is not quite what
the critics of the day mean when
they say that our materialistic
civilization is endangered, but it is
nevertheless scientifically true and
suggests interesting possibilities.
Per h a ps, since, scientifically
speaking, there is no matter, since
the foundation stones of such a civilization, as formerly conceived, do
not exist, we should turn our attention to energy, for that is the newly
discovered building block of the universe.
Ener.gy is applied through the
machine. Thus an industrial civilization is predicated. Mr. Thomas
said that" all civilizations have been
industrial. There is no other way
for them to exist. They have differed only in degree and intensity
and the variations in them have been
determined almost entirely by the
wants of men at a given time."
Here is a suggestion for a profound change- one pertaining to
the "wants" of mankind. Hitherto
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these have been interpreted as being
almost wholly material. Already a
great yearning is developing for
those things beyond the boundaTY
of the material.
Probably what we really mean
when we say that material civilization is threatened, is that we are beginning to realize, vaguely and
timorously, that what was written a
long, long time ago, may have modern significance, namely-" that man
cannot live by bread alone". Man
needs something more than the satisfactions derived from a highly developed external civilization.
GRANTED then that thel civilization
of the future must satisfy the higher
longings of mankind can we justifiably base our next step in building
this civilization on energy~ Had
we not better, before going further,
answer the question,-W hat is
energy?
The technical definition in good
standing is, that it is "the capacity
to do work". Instantly we realize
that this definition is wholly inadequate. A characteristic of a thing'
such as "capacity" is not the thing
itself. Metals are hard, but we do
not define a metal as "the capacity
to be hard".
So, just as we were confronted
with the alluring and interesting
possibilities of starting construction of a new conception of civilization based on energy, we find that
we do not know much about it.
Matter seemed quite real, but has
proven otherwise. It has failed us
in stability. It too obeys the law of
change.
Would energy prove any more
stable as a foundation? It certainly
is not static. It has many forms,
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some quite elusive. The more we
think about it the more wonderful
and elusive it becomes. About all
that we can say is that it must be
the manifestation of some great
power, influence or spirit. Furthermore it is one of the essentials of
life-one of the imponderables in
many aspects. Perhaps we come
closer than we know when we say it
is the manifestation of spirit-or
spiritual power. For what else can
it be~
An appreciation then of the importance of energy, in life as we
have it, leads us towards the recognition that energ-y manifests God.
Going a little further it becomes
evident that a civilization based upon energy in its highest sense is a
spiritual one. If we would have a
real and enduring civilization it
must be one in which spiritual needs
are taken account of, in which spirituallaws are obeyed. It will be universal as to time, place and continuity. God's spiritual sovereignty
embraces all possible civilizations of
wha tever kind.
IF WE ARE to be good citizens in
this new civilization we must learn
to think in world terms, terms larger and more comprehensive than
those applying to state or nation, to
a group or race, to a single philosophy or limited relig;ious conception. This may require some mental effort, some character building
to think thus unselfishly. It may
call for some reorganization, some
reconstruction of the individual before the effects are apparent collectively. But, if the signs and portents now visible are not mirages,
we will have to do all this and more.
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Changes are imminent-either controlled or uncontrolled. In attempting to control them we do well to
remember that "man cannot live by
bread alone."
It is fine mental discipline, especially in times of economic distress to
segregate those things in life which
are real from those which are not.
On the real side of the ledger we
would certainly find all those things
which have to do with intellectual
and spiritual conceptions and significances.
When we realize that we cannot
"live by bread alone" the emphasis
of life shifts. The accent is no
longer placed on material 1)ossessions. They are retained but are no
longer so important. 'Abdu 'l-Baha
has explained this change of emphasis in the following words:
"Bah:i'u'lh'ih teaches that material civilization is incomplete, insufficient and that divine civilization must be established. Material civilization concerns the world of matter or bodies but divine civilization is the
realm of ethics and moralities. Until the
moral degree of the nations is advanced
and human virtues attain a lofty level, happiness for mankind is impossible. The philosophers have founded material civilization.
The prophets have founded divine civilization. His Holiness Christ was the founder
of heavenly civilization. Mankind receives
the bounties of material civilization as well
as divine civilization from the heavenly
prophets. The capacity for achieving extraordinary and praiseworthy progress is bestowed by them through the breaths of the
Holy Spirit, and heavenly civilization is not
possible of attainment or accomplishment
otherwise. This evidences the need of humanity for heavenly bestowals and until
these heavenly bestowals are received, eternal happiness cannot be realized."'"

Man cannot "live by b rea d
alone"; neither on a material basis
can a real and lasting civilization be
erected, for that "which is born of
the flesh is flesh, and that which is
born of the spirit is spirit". Only
the spiritual is real, lasting and
worthy of attainment.

*'Abdu'l-Baha, "Promulgation of Universal Peace," Vol. 2, p. 370.
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THE NEED OF A WORLD LANGUAGE
ALBERT GUERARD

Thel following has been c01npiled with the lJennission of the author who is Profess01'
of English, Stanford Univer'sity, frmn his articles pt"blished recently in the "San
Francisco Chr'onicle." It will be extrmnely inter'esting to the r'eaders of this 1Jwgazine
to know that Dr. Gtwrard met 'Abdw'l-Baha personaUy. He sta,tes, "I arn in gr'eat
sympathy with the Baha'i Move111.ent which I have followed for many years: indeed I
had the privilege of listemng to 'Abdu'l-Baha Himself, at Stanford, some twenty years
ago."

D

frontier is in all cases an obto peace and understanding and may at any moment turn
into a battle line. Of all frontiers,
the most insurmountable, both physically and morally, is that of language. The airplane, the telegraph,
and especially the radio may ignore
the artificial boundaries traced by
diplomats and defended by fortresses; but you carry your own linguistic limitations wherever you go.
Language differences turn the most
marvellous inventions of the age
into a mockery. The most sensitive
radio set becomes a cause of exasp··
eration if the sounds it conveys are
meaningless to me. It is, language,
most of all, that turns the stranger
in to an alien. The" unspeakable"
foreigner is the man with whom we
cannot have speech.
Among the worst obstacles to a
close federation of Western Europe
(by which we mean the whole of
Europe minus Soviet Russia) is the
fact that this area) barely two-thirds
the size of the United States, possesses some forty languages. And
by languages I mean not local
patois, which are innumerable, but
only those dialects that are advancing definite political and cultural
claims to recognition; those that are
actually taught in schools, and in
which books and periodicals are
printed; those that are strong
enough to create a question; those
(this is the supreme test) for the
~stacle

sake of which men are willing to
fight or be persecuted.
In Western Europe the geographical domain of even the most important languages is notably small.
The largest, the area of German
speech, is smaller than our single
state of Texas. If you draw a circle
with a radius of 200 miles, ,vitll any
capital city except Rome as a center,
you will find that at least four languages are reached.
BUT MORE confusing than adjoining nations with different languages
is the fact of populations of differeIlt speech residing in the same territory under one government. No
map can do full justice to snch a
situation, the result of conquest, migration or infiltration. Frequently
the dominant population belongs to
one linguistic group and the common people another. There are
Poles under German regime and
White Russians, Lithuanians and
Ruthenians under Polish regime.
Perhaps the most extreme case of
mixed language is provided by the
city of Salonika and its immediate
hinterland in Macedonia. The place
was Turkish for centuries; it is now
under Greek rule, and, due to exchange of refugees, it is becoming
increasingly Greek. But TurkiRh
never was used except by a small
minority; and even at present it is
doubtful whether Greek clearly pre ..
dominates. At the very gates of the
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city are found Macedonian peasantR
whose Slavic speech shades off imperceptibly from Serb to Bulgar,
Rumanian and Albanian tribes
hover nearby, and the chief element
in the city is Jewish. But these
Jews, exiled from Spain ages ago,
still speak a Spanish jargon, instead of the Germanized Yiddish of
most of their coreligionists. No
wonder that the current language
should be none of these conflicting
tong'ues, but French, in which the
best schools are conducted, and the
most widely read papers are published.
Every effort at sincere and efficient cooperation between the countries is thwarted or vitiated by the
lack of a common medium of intercourse. The problem is pressing
and cannot be denied. Whenever
people from different lands come
together-and come together they
must with increasing frequencythey have to decide upon a method
of communication. They may agree
upon several languages, with many
translations. They may restrict
themselves to a couple, as in present day diplomacy. But they have,
first of all, to face the language
question. For them it is not, as
many ~~mericans think, a curiosity,
a fad, a Utopia; it is an immediate
need. Moreover the practical business of the world-science, travel,
commerce-requires means of intercourse. In our splendid ,:Vestern
isolation we are apt to misunderstand the bitterness of this need;
we are tempted to ignore or belittle
the efforts made to meet it. It is
a practical problem in human reconciliation and efficient administration, and it deserves to enlist our
sympathy.

MA GAZI N E

BUT THERE must be a way out.
World recovery and world peace
need world organization. Blind is
he who refuses to acknowledge that
the remedy must be international
like the disease! Nations will find
it hard to organize if they cannot
understand one another. Today
there is no agreed means of communication. In official gatherings such
as the Assembly of the League, two
languages at least are official, and
many others are heard. There is
no sign that a single language will
prevail.
The one insurmountable obstacle
to the adoption of a single national
language for international purposes
is that it would reduce all others to
a position of inferiority. All assumption of hegemony will be resented by self-respecting foreigners.
N or should this be ruled out of court
as mere touchiness. A man who has
to use a foreign language, in competition with natives, works under a
severe handicap. Even though he
should be perfectly correct and
clear, he will be constantly, and unconsciously, trembling on the brink
of the ridiculous. One little slip of
the tongue and the whole effect of a
powerful argument is spoiled. This
position of inferiority will not be
accepted without chafing'. At present the necessary interposition of
translators is a great weakness. Indeed the interpreter may be harder
to understand than the interpreted.
To give at leisure an accurate version of a foreign passage is difficult
enough; to improvise your rendering, sentence by sentence, is well
nigh hopeless.
So pressing' is the need, so inadequate the present solutions, that the
thought of a simple, neutral, auxil-
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If we bear in mind this purely
iary language was bound to arise.
In spite of skepticism and derision, auxiliary character of the new lanit has been gaining ground. For the guage, we shall readily understand
sake of convenience, we shall refer why there is no danger that it should
to such a language as Esperanto, al- split again into local dialects, as did
though we are aware that many Latin after the disruption of the
other solutions have been offered, Roman Empire. Esperanto will
some of them very attractive. But never become Anglo-]Jsperanto in
Esperanto deserves to be the stand- London and Franco-Esperanto in
ard bearer of the international lan- Paris, because it will never be used
guage cause. It is the only scheme hy Englishmen among themselves,
that has received a prolonged and or by Frenchmen among themselves.
varied application on a sufficiently Heserved for the international field,
large scale. In the course of nearly it will remain international. The
half a century, hundreds of books printing press, the airplane, the te1e-and magazines have been printed in phone, the phonograph, the talkie,
it. Over a score of international the radio, are means of diffusion uncongresses have been held in which known in the fifth century of all r
it was the only medium. It is no era; they make it extremely easy to
longer an experiment; it is a demon- preserve linguistic unity.
stration, and to treat it as a mere
An objection that comes to mind
fad is to expose one's ignorance.
against the use of Esperanto js that
it is an "artificial" language. VIe
WE MUST insist that what is pro- greatly exaggerate the difference beposed is not a Unive1'sal Lang~wge, tween "artificial" and "natural";
substituted for all others, but an in this we are guided by false logic,
A~~:J)il;iary Lang~wge, exclusively for
not by actual experience. No laninternational use. No existing ton- guage ofiicially used and taught can
gue has anything to fear from Es- be wholly natural. As soon as Engper'auto. Just as a genuine League lish was written down, standardized
of Nations would be a guarantee for by classics and good society, codified
each member nation, and not a men- by grammarians, it ceased to evolve
ace, so Esperanto would come not as with the freedom of a Central
rival to native tongues, but as friend African dialect. Its tendency is to
and helper.
become more regular with age i you
It would bring salvation to those will have to make quite an effort to
minor languages that are now strug- create a new irregular plural or
gling not merely for prestige, but another inegular verb.
for existence. It would restore a
On the other hand, Esperanto is
real linguistic democracy; every made up of natural elements groupsingle speech, even the, humblest ed according to natural laws. It is
patois, supreme in its own domain, not a purely arbitTary conception; it
however small; all men, whatever is merely a simplified, standardized
their native tongue, able to meet on language, an anticipation of a naterms of complete equality. This tural trend. It borrows its roots
would not make for gray uniformity, from words that are already interbut for the richest variety.
national; it forms its compounds ac-
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cording to methods familiar to every
European; its grammar is no "invention," but the basis common to
the tongues most widely spoken.
When we learn Esperanto we do not
have to acquire strange habits of
thought; we are simply freed from
the incubus of endless irregularities.
The grammar of any Esperanto can
be written on a postcard and memorized in an hour. The simplicity
and regularity of Esperanto grammar makes it an excellent introduction to the study of "natural" languages, including our own.
It is evident that in an "artificial" language each word will be reduced to its essential meaning, without an the associations, all the overtones, that enrich it in a "natural"
language. This absence of timbre or
harmonics may be a great handicap
for a certain form of literature; but
it does not affect the precision of
the international medium. On the
contrary, it compels us to analyze
our thought, to express fully all that
we want to convey, and nothing
more. That is why Esperanto,
strangely enough, has been found an
instrument of matchless accuracy.
The purity of meaning is not clouded by sentiment.
IF THE problem were solved, as it
could be tomorrow, the millenium
would not start at once. But many
of our difficulties would be greatly
lightened. Travel and commerce
would be facilitated. International
gatherings would be far pleasanter
and more efficient; they would come
within the reach of people of limited education, who already have sympathies and interests beyond the
frontiers and ought to have more.
Costly scientific publications, addressed to a limited public, would

avoid the delay and expense of several translations; one learned journal could reach the whole world. An
international aviation service, an international police corps, even an
international army, would cease to
be remote Utopias. The marvelous
inventions of the last one hundred
years in the realm of communication, now thwarted by the language
obstacle, would come to full fruition.
Ultimately, the fate of the auxiliary language will depend upon the
official action by the governments,
the learned bodies, the existing international agencies. But these,
conservative by nature, cannot commit themselves to an untried scheme,
however tempting it might be on
paper. The role of Esperanto has
been precisely to give the world a
1)ractical demonstration that such a
language could be devised; that it
could be used for all purposes, even
for literature, even for poetry; that
it could be kept free from local differences and perpetual changes. All
this Esperanto has definitely achieved. It has met every test. We
can and we must, strengthen it,
through our support until the governments are compelled to take
notice.
Then, when the world is ready for
a final solution, it may be wise to reexamine the question in its entirety,
with the best expert knowledge and
in the light of extensive experience.
Until then, all proposed reforms defeat the main object. Esperanto,
imperfect as it may be, is alive. Perhaps because it has a soul, the soul
of 'Dr. Zamenhof. To give up every
desire for domination and privilege;
to plan and work for tomorrow-in
no other way can we escape from
hatred and strife.

AN AUXILIARY
LANGUAGE . ...

"A language will be made which
all the people will learn and
through it converse one with
another."-'A bdu' l-Baha.

===========~~===========
~~~
HIS is a century of illumination surpassing all others in its many
discoveries, its great inventions, and its va.st and varied undertakings. But the greatest achievement of the age in conferring profit
and pleasure on mankind is the creation of an auxiliary language for all.
Oneness of language engenders peace and harmony. Oneness of language creates oneness of heart. It sweeps away all misunderstandings
among peoples. It gives to the human intellect a broader conception, a
more commanding point of view.

nODAY the greatest need of humanity is to understand and to be
understood. With the help of the international language every
individual member of a community can learn of world happenings and
become in touch with the ethical and scientific discoveries of the age.
The auxiliary international language gives to us the key-the key of
keys-which unlocks the secrets of the past. By its aid every nation
henceforth will be able easily and without difficulty to work out its own
scientific discoveries.

Pitit

~]NLY think how
.~
communication

the international language will facilitate interamong all the nations of the earth. . . . In the
sch'ools they will study two languages-the mother tongue and the international auxiliary language.

II1ffjIS Holiness BaM,'u'llih many years ago [now over seventy years]
W wrote a book called 'The Most Holy Book' one of the fundamental
principles of which is the necessity of creating an international language, and He explains the great good and advantage that will result
from its use .... Once establish this auxiliary language and an will be
enabled to understand each other.
(Abdt~'l-Baha.
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A Brief SttLdy of the Life of Bahiyyih KhamL1n
ANISE RIDE OUT

The following article concerning the life of Bahiyyih ¥-hanton, sister of 'Abdu'lBahri has been condensed from a 11wr'e extended story subm~tted by the author. It has
been ~ditecl by Bertha Hyde Kirkpa,trick as limited space ~Lnfortunately 1JTecludes publication of the manuscript in its entirety.

nvVO

years have passed since
~the
ascension of Bahiyyih
Khanum, the Greatest Holy Leaf.
In his cablegram announcing this
sad news Shoghi Effendi said,
"Plunged in unutterable sorrow,
humanity shall erelong recognize its
irreparable loss." It is with the
hope of helping humanity to recognize in a greater degree this irreparable loss in the passing of a life
"laden with sacred experiences, and
rich in imperishable memories"
that this article is written. It is a
loving tribute, an attempted expression of tender appreciation for all
she attained. Little has been made
known of her heroic life. In the
future one will surely arise fully
capable of doing justice to the life
and example of this peerless soul;
her memory must in the meantime
be kept alive and sacred in the
hearts of all.
Through a long life this exalted
soul gave triumphantly her glorious
services, a life which knew, almost
from infancy, successive and disastrous suffering. Our first glimpse
of her finds her, a child of six years,
obliged to endure a long journey
over a mountaillous country in bitterest cold, insufficiently clothed,
with unfit food and little of it.
Baha'u'llah, her Father, was an exile from Persia, His native land,
and with Him went all His family.
Driven from a home of wealth and
deprived of their property these

tenderly nurtured people were obliged to take this long journey without money and with only a few
articles, hastily collected; which
could be bartered along the way for
necessities.
The journey lasted one month.
Finally the little band of faithful
followers of Baha 'u '11ah, with Him
arrived in Baghdad in a state of
great illisery and destitution. Here
they settled down with the expectation of remaining indefinitely and
here the child grew into girlhood,
even then, Shoghi Effendi tells us,
"entrusted by the guiding hand of
her Father with missions that no
girl of her age could, or would be
willing to, perform."
AFTER eleven years Baha 'u 'llah
was again banished,-this time to
Constantinople. And now we see
the girl of seventeen a member of a
caravan containing some seventy
souls enduring the sufferings of a
four months journey over weary
desert sands and rough mountains
in the heat of summer. Arriving at
last at a port of the Black Sea they
completed the journey to Oonstantinople by boat. But here they were
allowed to remain only four months
when orders from the Turkish government sent them on to Adrianople. In the dead of winter and
with insufficient food and clothing
this painful journey took six weeks.
Bahlyyih Khanum has said that she
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was a strong vigorous girl until she
was subjected to these terrible exile
journeys.
But even here in Adrianople,
many hundreds of miles from His
native Persia, Baha'u'llah was allowed to stay less than five years.
His relentless and jealous enemies
constantly formed new designs
against His life, new plots to discredit the sincerity of His high
claims, new calumnies against His
flawless character.
Indeed His
worst enemies were those of His
own house and were constantly with
Him. We know t,hat everywhere
that Baha'u'llah went He was loved
and respected by all who came to
know Him. Often magistrates and
others in high authority were filled
with sorrow and expressed great
sympathy for Baha'u'llah and His
family. They were po"werless, however, in most cases, to suspend or
modify orders but must proceed
with their execution. And so we
see Bahiyyih Khanum, now a young
woman of twenty-one or two experiencing another long journey over
land and sea, filled with all kinds of
inconveniences and fraught with
untold suffering. The end of this
journey was the prison fortress of
, Akka. rrhis prison was reserved
especially for murderers, thieves
and highway robbers. A sentence to
it was commensurate with a sentence to death. The poison of filth and
disease soon brought a release in
death to those who entered there.
Yet few fatalities were suffered by
this band of prisoners. Bahiyyih
Khanum relates of this last banishment:
, , Of my own experiences, perhaps this is the most awful. The
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suffering's of the voyage had reduced us almost to the point of
death; upon that came the seasickness.
"vVhen we landed in 'Akbi all
the people of the town came crowding around us, speaking loudly in
Arabic which I understood. Some
said that we were to be put in the
dungeons and chained; others that
we "were to be thrown into the sea.
The most horrible jests and jeers
,r,Tere hurled at us as Vie marched
through the streets to this dreadful
prison. Arriving at the prison barracks, the massive door was closed
upon us and the great iron bolts
were thrown home.
"Words fail to describe the filth
and stench of that vile place. We
were nearly up to our ankles in mud
in the room into which we were led.
The damp, close air combined with
other horrible odours caused me to
faint. Those about me caught me
before I fell; because of the mud
and filth there was no place upon
which I could be laid.
, 'On one side of the room a man
was weaving a mat for soldiers. One
of our friends took this mat and I
was laid upon it. They begged for
water but were refused; the soldiers
would permit no one to leave the
prison. There was a pool of water
on the dirt floor in which the mat
maker had been moistenlng his
rushes. Some of this water was
dipped up and strained and put to
my lips. I swallowed a little and
revived; the water, however, was so
foul my stomach rejected it. I
fainted again.
"Finally a little of the water was
t111'0wn in my face. At length I re-
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vived sufficiently to
stairs.' "~

ascend the

THE suffering of those two years
in the confinment of the unspeakably poisonous atmosphere of that
terribly crowded prison of 'Akka
was the final fire that purified the
already almost spotless soul of
Bahiyyih Khanum from the last
vestige of dross. Of this period
Shoghi Effendi writes:
"Not until, however, she had been
confined in the company of Baha'u'11ah within the walls of the prison
city of 'Akka did she display, in the
plenitude of her power and in full
abundance of her love for Him,
those gifts which single her out,
next to 'Abdul-Baha, among the
members of the Holy Family, as the
brightest embodiment of that love
which is born of God and of that
human sympathy which few mortals
are capable of evincing."
At the end of two years Baha'u'llah and His family, still prisoners,
were allowed to live in a small
house, and later in a larger one,
within the walls of the prison city
and we find the Greatest Holy Leaf
devoting herself selflessly and untiringly to the needs of the family
and to her Father's Cause. From
early morning until late at night
she was occupied with household
and other varied duties which to her
were precious privileges. Her work
was an unceasing prayer, her presence an inspiration to all.
One of the Persian Baha'is relates that when as a young man of
twenty-one he came from Tihran to
Akka to act as secretary and translator for 'Abdu'l-Baha, he found
the heat of 'Akka hard to endure
in contrast to the clear, cool, moun-

tainous atmosphere of his Persian
home. Consequently he wrote often
after sundown and far into the
night. The Greatest Holy Leaf was
always about, busy lvith her tasks,
generally in the kitchen. Many
times during the hottest weather a
messenger would appear from her
with a loving message and a refreshing beverage. No one was forgotten. Each detail of this unusual
household was overseen by her,
whether it was to give loving counsel or offer carefully prepared food.
As HEAD of her Father's household her social duties became most
exacting, for while Baha'u'llah was
a prisoner and submitted to all the
indignities and surveillance which
the authorities thrust upon Him yet
His Presence was sought by officials,
scholars and people of rank as well
as by His followers. "Whether in
the management of the affairs of
His Household, " writes Shoghi
Effendi, "in which she excelled, or
in the social relationships which she
so assiduously cultivated in order
to shield both Baha 'u 'llah and
'Abdu'l-Baha, whether in the unfailing attention she paid to the
everyday needs of her Father, or in
the traits of generosity, of affability and kindness, which she manifested, the Greatest Holy Leaf had
by that time abundantly demonstrated her worthiness to rank as
one of the noblest figures intimately
associated with the life-long work
of Baha'u'llah"
So bitter was the antagonism
stirred up by the opponents of the
Cause of Baha'u'11ah that even the
gracious hospitality and unstinted
benevolence of Bahlyyih Khanum
was met with ingratitude, and, in-

"Related by Bahiyyih Khanum to the Countess M. A. DesCanovarra.
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deed, malicious slander. With such
serenity and forebearance did she
receive these malevolent acts that
Shoghi Effendi says of her: "No
calamity, however intense, could obscure the brightness of her saintly
face, and no agitation, no matter
how severe, could disturb the composure of her gracious and dignified
behavior.' ,
WE MAY do well to reflect upon
the life of this noble woman in order to understand in a degree what
complete detachment and selfless
love means in the development of
character. Throughout life she was
deprived of most that we are accustomed to consider essential to normal development. School life, girlhood companions, the marriage relation were not for her. In her loyalty to Bahli'u'llah she even found
it necessary to sever many family
ties. But her character was perfectly rounded. In the school of
suffering her spiritual development
was complete so that she was in perfect mastery of any situation in
which she found herself. "In the
school of adversity", Shoghi Effendi writes, "she ... learned ...
the lesson she was destined to teach
the great mass of His followers for
so long after rIim". (i. e. Baha'u'llah) .
The depth of the bond which existed between' Abdu'l-Baha and His
sister is revealed in letters written
by Him to her while He was away
on a speaking tour in Europe and
America. During His prolonged
absence many additional responsibilities fell upon her. "In the daytime and the night-season My
thoughts ever turn to thee" He
wrote, "Not for one moment do I
cease to remember thee. My sorrow
and regret concern not Myself, they
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center around thee."
And In
another letter He says, "However
great the distance that separates us,
we sWI feel as though we were
seated under the same roof, in one
and the same gathering." Throughout this long separation the heart
of Bahiyyih Khanum was constantly buoyed up and g;laddened by
the news of 'Abdu'l-Baha's spiritual victories in those distant lands.
This note of joy we find too in
another letter written by 'Abdu'lBaha in regard to a journey of His
sister's: "The news of thy safe arrival and pleasant stay in that land
of Egypt ha th reached Me and filled
My heart with exceeding gladness.
I am thankful to Baha'u'll§,h for the
good health thou c10st enjoy and for
the happiness He hath imparted to
the hearts of the loved ones in that
land."
PERHAPS it was concerning this
same journey that 'Abdu'l-Baha
wrote this exquisite and tender message to one of His daughters: "It
is incumbent upon thee throughout
the journey to be a close, a constant
and cheerful companion to My h011orable and distinguished sister. Unceasingly, "with the utmost vigor and
devotion, exert thyself by day and
night to gladden her blessed heart;
for all her days she was denied a
moment of tranquillity. She was
astir and restless every hour of her
life."
And, that we who are of
duller insight might know the
source which gave birth to and constantly nourished the selfless love
and ceaseless activity of His dearly
treasured sister, 'Abdu 'l-Baha added these words, "Mothlike she
circled around the undying Elame of
the divine Candle, her spirit ablaze
and her heart consumed by the fire
of His Love."
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Those who were privileged to see
and talk with Bahlyyih Khanum
were strongly conscious of this love
and the strength that came from it.
Such a one wrote: " Just to sit and
look into the eyes of the Greatest
Holy Leaf, to feel that spiritual
power which she is consciously
pouring into the world today, is a
bounty beyond words, and will assist a soul throughout all the worlds
... If you go there with a spiritual
hunger, and even a little freed from
self, your heart will be filled to overflowing and you shall have tasted
that water after which one will
thirst no more."
To another who was a guest in
that home in Haifa over whicl1 she
presided, Shoghi Effendi said:
"You are most fortunate to be near
the Greatest Holy Leaf, bodily
close. I hope that you will be able
to receive something of her spirit to
take to the friends in America. Her

spirit is the remedy for all their
troubles."
The world at large, tragically in
need of her healing spirit, is still
unaware of Bahiyyih Khanum, unaware of her of whom Baha'u'llah
wrote, "Verily We have elevated
thee to the rank of the most distinguished among thy sex, and have
granted thee in My court a station
such as no other woman hath surpassed." But we are assured that
future generations "will pay a
worthy tribute to the towering
grandeur of her spiritual life, to the
unique part she played throughont
the tumultuous stages of Baha'i
history", that "history . . . shall
record for her a share in the advancement and consolidation of the
world-wide community which the
hand of 'Abdu 'l-Baha had helped to
fashion, which no one among the
remnants of His Family can
rival".~'

"Quoted from letter by Shoghi Effendi.

---------~~-------

"Let ~iS then . .. ponde7' for a while upon the underlying reason thc(,t had 7nade
God's Divine Messengers prefer a life of torture to one of ease, and those blessed
7nartyrs-so ma,ny of then~ cut off in the springtinu3 and pr07nise of their youthchoose death with faces 7'adiant with joy.
"What did the Bab sacrifice His pr'om,ising youth for except out of a burning desire
to have 7nankind live in unity a,nd peace; and what was the spirit tha,t anin~ated those
bold and heroic mao'tyrs but love cmd adoration to a Cause they wished to triu7nph?
What made Baha'~(,'llah, born and brought up in opulence, fling away aU earthly possessions and choose upon Hin~self UnS1Jeakable ha7'dships and deprivation, save for an
earnest appeal to the world at large to tu,rn thMr hatred for one another into genuine
love and to nwke a world seething with blood a peaceful home for God's children? And
why did 'Abdu'l-Baha Who could have chosen a life of ease and con~fort, prefer to lead a
cTusade against the stT'ongholds of human hea7'ts and 7nake a direct appeal to individuals
as well as grou,ps tha,t unless we love one' anoth61' with ail our might a.nd with all our
heaTt we are absolutely doomed. He caTried a crusade not with a sWOTd of steel but
with a sWOTd of love and affection."*-Bahiyyih Khanun'/,.
*From a letter addressed to Friends throughout the West, March 30, 1924.
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STRENGTHENING THE FORCES OF PEACE
FLORENCE

E.

PINClION

"The second Light is harmony of ideas in rega7"d to essentiaL ?natters, and the
effect of this will soon be apparent."-'Abcln'l-Bahd.

m ONTEMPLATING

the vast embodied in the League could war
audience gathered at a demon- be averted and civilization saved,
stra tion of the League of Nations' and promising support to the BritUnion recently held at the Royal ish Government in all efforts to seAlbert Hall, London, one recalled cure the greatest measure of allthese prophetic words of 'Abdu '1- round disarmament.
Balla. For the speakers of the evenThere were those, observed the
ing, as well as the audience, were speaker, who advocated the policy of
representative of all classes and of isolation. But no longer could naall shades of political and religious tions live like Diogenes in his tub,
opinions.
and those who held such an idea
Viscount Cecil of Chelwood, in his were living in a dreamland of their
usual place of honor as chairman, own creation. vVe had now reached
headed a distinguished platform, a stage in which when one member
while ministers and ambassadors be- of the nations suffered, all must suflonging to ten other countries sup- fer ·with it, and the policy of indifported the meeting by their pres- ference and separation spelt disence. And all were finding it pos- aster to the whole.
sible to sink minor differences and
Others, again, ascribed our presunite on the one "essential mat- ent difficulties to our very attempt
ter", the one supreme and vital is- to treat the world on an internasue now before England and Eu- tional basis, and considered it a
rope, and upon which the solution case of conflicting loyalties. But a
of all other problems must ulti- devotion to the family did not make
mately depend-the maintenance of a man or woman incapable of good
peace.
citizenship-on the contrary. All
In the words of Lord Cecil: "We human life was built up on a whole
all reject the old system of interna- series of supporting loyalties. And
tional anarchy in which every nation just as a good family man could also
did what it thought right, and en- be a worthy citizen, so a patriot
forced its will by force of arms could widen his horizon and sphere
without let or hindrance. That was of service, and become a worthy
a disastrous state of things, and if member, not only of the British Emnot removed it could only end in the pire, but of the community of nadestruction of civilization."
tions. For it was now only too
Lord Halifax, President of the evident that, in the words of Nurse
Board of Education, moved a resolu- Cavell, " patriotism is not enough."
tion which recorded the profound
Or, as over sixty years ago
conviction of the gathering, that Baha 'u 'nah taught that, in this new
only through the collective system Day, "Glory is not his who loves
~
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his native land alone, but glory is
his who loves his kind."
Lord Halifax instanced the unflinching courage and moral resolution displayed, a hundred years ago,
by his great ancestor, William Wilberforce, in his struggle to abolish
slavery. Only the power of a similar manifestation of belief in the
great Oause of which the League
was, at present, our chief instrument, could possibly carry us
through to ultimate victory.

definite policy could meet the dire·
needs of this fateful hour.
When Sir Herbert emphasized
that the Oovenant of the League
should be made superior to Peace
Treaties, one recalled the grief expressed by 'Abdu'l-Baha on learning the terms of the Treaty of Versailles. "Peace, peace, they cry, but
the fire of unquenched hatreds remain in their hearts!"
Peace is not, as some think, said
the speaker, a merely negative idea,
it is a vital condition of all progress.
SIR HERBERT SAMUEL, M. P. who As the Ohinese proverb says: "Lean
is acquainted with the Baha'i Mes- years follow in the track of great
sage, and is a recognized leader of armies."
those forces making for reconstrucThen came a solemn warning. At
tion and the establishment of peace the close of the last war, all Europe
founded upon justice, spoke with was discussing " self-determinastatesmanlike gravity of the crisis tion. " Today we were in danger of
confronting Europe today. Though substituting the principle of "selfcautious in his utterances, one felt extermina tion. "
that here was a leader of men who
THROUGHOUT the speeches that
realized that the nations were being
"weighed in the balances and found followed, supporting the resolution
wanting." Amid the darkening of for the abolition of the manufacture
counsels, and the loud voices raised of armaments for private profit, the
to demand a return to the old and audience~a predominantly youthful
discredited methods of obtaining se- one-gave evidence of their awarecurity, it was still possible to dis- ness of the sinister forces at work
cern the road to salvation.
in this connection, both here and on
vVe were, declared the speaker, the continent. It seemed that they
faced by four alternatives: isolation were indeed ready and eager for
-a futile and impossible creed; al- some instrument of Peace that
liances-a policy that history has would really prove effective and
proved a most fruitful source of make wars to cease from the earth.
wars; anarchy-where each member
It was encouraging to hear the
of the orchestra played his own a ppeal made to his fellows by the
tune, and there was no conductor; representative of Youth-a wellor the maintenance of the collective known tennis star - summoning
and cooperative system as embodied them to devote their natural energy
in the League. .. .A compromise and courage to combating the powwas certainly better than nothing; ers of evil, of indifference, or of a
but no compromise, however ingeni- narrow nationalistic outlook.
He said, that it appalled him to
ous, could ultimately avail. Only
courageous actions, and a strong, think that he might ever be called

STRENGTHENING THE FORCES OF PEACE

upon to fight those with whom he
played his matches.
In this connection, it is interesting
to learn how Mr. Vernon Bartlett
would personally solve the problem
of conflicting loyalties that might
arise in any future war. For as a
brilliant Broadcaster on international affairs, he has achieved a remarkable reputation and a wide
sphere of influence. He declares:
"If I were called upon to support
my own country in an act of aggression, then loyalty to the principle of
internationalism would require that
I took the consequences of refusal.
But should my country be summoned to co-operate in maintaining
the principle of collective action
against an aggressor, then I should
be found among the first to offer my
services. ' ,
This is pacifism hand-in-hand with
realism, and it is in harmony with
the Baha,'i teaching. For during
these days of transition from chaos
to the new solidarity and world order, as proclaimed by Baha'u'llah,
military or other coercive action in
the cause of justice, unity and peace,
may become a positive duty. And
'Abdu'l-Baha said that, in such a
case, "Even war is sometimes the
great foundation of peace, and destroying is the cause of rebuilding."
In a letter to Queen Victoria 111
1865, Baha 'u 'Hah wrote:
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"0 concourse of Rulers! Compose
your differences, then will ye no
more need a multitude of warriors,
nor the equipments thereof, but
merely such as to protect therewith
your realms and your peoples.
Should one of you arise against
another, arise ye, one and an,
against him, for this is naught but
manif est justice."
And Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of
the Baha'i Cause, has warned us
that:
"N othing short of the fire of a
severe ordeal, unparalleled in its
intensity, can fuse and weld the discordant entities that constitute the
elements of present day civilization
into the integral components of the
world commonwealth of the future."
To those of us who hold the glorious vision of that commonwealth,
and of what the world might, and
ultimately will, become, these days
of vacillation, re-action and turmoil
demand the exercise of the utmost
patience. The cry goes up from our
weary hearts - "How long! 0
Lord, how long!" and we have need
to remember the counsel and consolation given by 'Abdu'l-Baha to
the friends of peace in Paris:
"Only ha:ve faith, patience and
courage. This is only the beginning.
But surely you will succeed, for God
is with you."

"And as to the world's evil plight, we neecl but recaU the writings
and sayings of Bah6/~~'llah, who, more than fifty yea1"S ago, declared in
terms prophetic the prime ca~~se of the ills and sufferings of mankind,
and set forth their tr~w and divine remedy. 'Sho~~ld the La,mp of Religion be hidden,' II e declares, 'Chaos and conf~bs'ion will enS~be. ' How
admirably fitting and a,pplicable are these words to the presen,t state ot
mankind!"-8ho g hi E if endi.
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SONGS OF THE SPIRIT
"Treasures lie hidden beneath the Throne of God; the key to those
treaS'ltreS ,is the to'ng'ue of poets." (From The Dawn-Breakers, pp.
258-9.)

THE TONGUE OF POETS
The poet's tongue is not his own,
And he writes with a holden hand;
In lowliness before the Throne,
He makes the hidden treasures known
At God's express command.
V·lHAT POETS WRITE
"VVhat I have written
I have written,"
Said Pilate to his critics, in days o{ old.
\Vhat poets write
They do not write
'When inspiration has them in its hold.
Swayed by the Breath
Of what God saith,
They write, perforce, the Truth as it is to,ld.
That Spirit moves
The poem proves~
A fadeless flower of beauty does unfold.
~Vlalter H. Bowman.

AMBITION
Not for praise and not for pelf
To one great aim I cling:
To, make the self a better self,
The thing a better thing.
I take from Nature's storehouse fair,
I share with him who needs:
I dread no, pain, I fear no care:
He only lives who bleeds.

I toil to add to Beauty's store:
I sweat to give men food,
The more I give, I gain the more,
The wealth of servitude.
I walk a king amongst the crowd.
A sceptre high my heart.
I rule because I serve the proud,
I reign by humble art.

I may not hope to conquer death,
But fear I will and can.
J OY011S I face earth's final breath,
I Imow the wider plan.
So not for pride and not for pelf
T awards this far star I wing,
To make the self a God-like Self,
The thing a holy thing.
-Howard Colby Ives.

GOD'S DREAMS
Dreams are they-but they are God's dreams!
Shall we decry them and scorn them?
That men shall love one another,
That white shall call black man brother,
That greed shall pass from the market-place,
That lust shall yield to love for the race,
That man shall meet 'with God face to face--Dreams are they all,
But shall we despise themGod's dreams!
Dreams are they-to become man's dreams!
Can we say nay as they claim us?
That men shall cease irom their hating,
That war shall soon be abating,
That the glory oi kings and lords shall pale,
That the pride of dominion and power shall fail,
That the love of humanity shall prevailDreams are they all,
B ut shall we despise themGod's dreams!
-Thomas Curtis Clark.
FAITH
vl/hy do I smile though shadows creep across
the future years?
\Vhy do I smile when others weep and I should
share their tears?
Have we not the promise of God who loves and
shields us all?
Though the night be dark and the hillside steep,
He hears us when we call.
The dawn lies beyond the shadows of night· the
light of day is ours.
'
There's joy in tears that are shed for love' the
dew but brightens the flo,vers.
'
Then smile with me though your eyes be dim
and the lessons of life severe;
They are stepping stones to a Higher Life and
the spirit of God is near.
~EUa L. Rowland.
'TIS LIVING THAT I FEAR
I bled so many times
~loocl stains my every path.
I died so many times
I have no fear of death.
'Tis living that I iear,
On earth or in the sky.
\Vithout a mighty Truth
F or which to bleed and die.
-Silvia Margolis.
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CURRENT THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"T'he coming to birth of a new civilization is by far the most
significant event that is occurring today. . . . If a civilization is in
process of being born, the most interesting thing to do is to put
oneself in line with the kind of thinking that is heading towards the
future.
--Harry Overstreet in his latest book "We Move in New Directions"

HERE can be no full under- commencement address, University
standing of national history of Nebraska, lVashington Post.
which does not take account of uni"THE TRADITIONAL rugged individversal history.... History is not a
philosophy teaching by example but ualism is past, the philosophy of
morality teaching by example, and laissez faire is through. . . . The
morality and social justice are one yearnings of the hearts of the peoand indivisible. . . . The primary ple cannot be assuaged with legal
quality of man is his social quality; sophistries and technical obstruchis capacity for living and working tions to the forward movement of
adequately with other men, adjust- humanity. . . . People are not coning his mind to theirs, maintaining tent to follow any system cast in the
certain faith and unbroken loyalty." pattern of an outworn tradition."
-Sir WillmoU Lewis, Washington -Former Governor William E.
correspondent of the London Times, Sweet of Colorado in his commencein his commencement address at ment address, H owa,rd Univer'si,ty.
American University.
, 'DENOMINATIONALISM has pro b"IF WE HAYE learned anything ably had its place in establishing a
from the past, it is that we must not certain emphasis or effecting cerlet this concurrent machinery of the tain liberties, but it has so divided
physical and social sciences get out the Christian world in groups that
of balance . . . . As my generation the very divisions have undermined
found its magic key in the physical the influence of Christ. . . . "It is
sciences to unlock a world of plenty high time the denominational barriers should be broken down and the
from our inheritance, so you will
dismembered body of Christ should
find your major task in the social
be restored. Non-Christian peoples
sciences to control and apportion in the east are asking missionaries
that world of plenty which is your the meal1ing of this un-Christian
inheritance. How much organized anomaly and the first step to the regovernment must be enlarged, how union of Christendom is an earnest
much the free action of the indivi- endeavor on the part of several
dual must be curtailed, you will dis- groups to Ullderstand one another.
cover . . . . A social order within a , . , Social institutions which break
nation must strive not so much for down religious barriers should be
unattainable equality as manageable carefully guided and not wholly disequilibrium." - Owen D. Young, com·aged. Marriage is one of these.

O
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"While mixed marriages may
seem to create difficulties, sometimes
they would in the end serve to bring
about mutual understanding. Parents and church authorities in giving careful direction to young people in this important matter would
be wise to recognize that marriages
of this kind may be serving through
a perfectly natural impulse the higher end of a reunited Christendom."
-Rev. Dr. Burton H. Ro binson,
pastor Fairmount-St. Giles Church,
JIIl on trea~ Gazette.

and let us drift into another war,
still satisfied that the millennium
had arrived, and that, by the simple
device of signing a new" scrap of
paper", all the old dangers could be
exorcised. "Peace by anesthetic",
that has been the watchword, but
unhappily for the sloganites, the patient is beginning to come out of the
ether.' '-The Saturday Review of
Literature.

"AN AUTHOR who is worth the
name doesn't write what he feels
will be a commercial hit. Your true
"THE WORLD at large should get author writes what he must write.
back to placing a higher value on He says the things that are hamhonesty, in fact the very highest mering inside to be said. He revalue .... It is a good sign that the leases the dreams that have been
public conscience, which has suffer- milling about in his head, and the
ed long or has been supinely indif- release is a compulsion and a referent, is arousing.... Unfortunate- lief. "-Charlie Chaplin, Washingly not only the morale but the ton Star.
morals of people and nations have
IN EMERGENOY, obsolete methods
slipped. The world sorely needs
must
give way. Government is conhonest people in business, in profestinuous
emergency.... At present
sions, and in offices of public trustand,
let
us hope, during the coming
in fact in every walk of life.' '-John
years,
reconstruction
of government
H. Cowles, Sovereign Grand Commander, The Supreme Council 33° is, next to the defining of life purpose and the achievement of perMasons, The New Age.
sonal character, the most productive
field of endeavor, the field most callFRANK H. SIMONDS, in his review
ing for great service. "-A. E. M.of the book, "War Unless" ... by Antioch Notes.
Sisley Huddleston, Paris correspondent of the London Times,
DR. ERNEST C. MOORE, provost of
states: "Huddleston's is a little the University of California at Los
book with a big punch. But the Angeles, in the course of a very
punch does not lie in the logical and thoughtful criticism of Communism
unexceptionable manner in which he and other substitutes for democsets forth the reasons why war is racy, said: "Whether we like it or
coming, but the cool and contemptu- not, the machine is with us and we
ous fashion in which he exposes the are out of work because it is with us ;
post-war politicians and the way in but there is no way of 'uninventing
which the "peaceafyers," profes- it.' We must learn to use it so that
sional and otherwise, have helped all will benefit from it. "-Washingthese politicians disguise the truth ton Herald.
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THE SUMMIT OF TRUTI-I--SEEING GOD

W rapt in the veil of self, man does not see
The Beauty of God. Only the selfless heart
Is pure: the \"Word-enthralled, by Truth made freeThose who, by love for God, from self depart-They see His F ace. The pure in heart behold

In everything His Beauty and His Might;
Their bodies do the macrocosm enfold,
And, lit by single eye, are filled with light.
Wherefore the light-filled lovers of His Face
Love all mankind-because of seeing Him!
To them the Lord of Hosts, by His full grace,
Is Glory's crown and Beauty's diadem!
And in their hearts His Love is shed abroadAnd Paradise is just this Love of God!
-WALTER

H.

BOWMAN.

'The Baha'i Magazine
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"It is clearly evident that while man possesses powers in common with the
animal, he is distinguished from the animal by intellectual attainment, spiritual
perception, the acquisition of virtues, capacity to receive the bestowals of
divinity, lordly bounty and emanations of heavenly mercy. This is the adornment
of man, his honor and sublimity. Humanity must strive toward this supreme
station."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

WHAT DO WE mean by education ~
There is a great deal of confusion
regarding the meaning of this term.
Do we mean by it cultural development ~ The training of the mind
and the acquisition of knowledge ~
The preparation for a livelihood ~
All of these objectives enter in varying degrees into present day education, but the emphasis varies much
according to the ideals and theories
of individual educators. It would
be very difficult, in fact, to arrive
at any unanimity or agreement as to
what education essentially is.
As a practical means of unifying
various concepts and arriving at a
definiteness of objective, it might be
well to eliminate the word echwation
from the discussion. This term,
loaded up with connotations and
values from centuries of past educational theory and practice, is extremely difficult to clear from the
encumbrance of varied and often
contradictory traditional concepts.
Let us choose a new phraseology
which will permit us to wipe the
slate clean of all past thought connected with the subject. Let us use
the term homoculture and see where
it will lead us to.
If we conceive of the human being
as something which like the plant or
the animal is to be brought by planned effort to the highest potential
degree of development, we have
here, I think, the most fundamental

concept of what we have been striving to accomplish by means of education. Let us then call this conscious training and development of the
human species homo culture, or the
cultivation of man.
TIn SOHOLASTIC education of the
past--originating as a system for
teaching the arts of reading, writing and arithmetic and for developing that capacity for thought and
kno,vledge which distinguishes man
from the animal-is overloaded with
concepts of a purely intellectual
type. But as man is more than his
mind, so the perfect training of man
is more than the training or his
mind.
Homoculture, on the other hand,
implies the complete training of
111,an in eve1"Y aspect of h'is nature,
1118 normal development of every
quality and gift up to the point of
individual perfectibility. With this
idea of homoculture in mind, we can
take a look ahead and envision new
and more lofty goals for the deve1opment of the human race.
In the past, educators have held
as their chief goal the perfecting of
man intellectually. Up to the present this has been an objective far
enough beyond the ordinary development of the human race to ahsorb
all the ideology and art of the educator. To raise illiterate brute man,
sunk in the abysmal ignorance of
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the ages, living a life almost as unthinking as that of the domestic
animals that grazed his meadowsto raise this "man with the hoe"
to the stage of a thinking being capable not only of reading and writing but also of understanding the
great cosmic laws of cause and effect; to do this not only for a favored few but for the vast democratic
mass: this has been up to date the
stupendous, a 1 m 0 s t superhuman
task of the educator.
BUT THESE goals are being arrived at, even though slowly. They
are too limited, too definitely near
achievement to serve as a complete
objective for the future. For the
coming ages we need an educational
goal more nearly proportionate to
the limitless cosmic forces \vhich reside in man, embryonic though these
may yet be. Approaching human
training from this point of view of
homo culture, we see that the first
step in the new education must be
to obtain a new and more complete
evaluation of man and his potentialities. By means of an intimate
and deeply scientific study of man
we shall find several serious omissions in the previous concept of education.
The first such omission j s this:
man is not only a being with capacity for thought and knowledge; he
is also a creative being possessing a
Protean cosmic quality. What this
power is in all of its ramifications
we can at present only begin to
divine. Basically, it is the power
through the use of creative intelligence of meeting environment and
circumstance successfully, either by
a process of accommodation or of
re-creation. Man has the supreme
gift of the universe-the power of

ruling and modifying nature. He is
the earth-subduer, the destined ruler
of his environment. Not only does
man dominate the IJhysicallJlanet to
purposes of comfort and of pleas-·
ure, but he possesses also a capacity
for lending beauty and grandeur to
his environment. The extent of his
powers in this direction is far beyond the possibility of our conceivmg.
HERE, THEN, is a new goal for
education, the homo cultural goal of
forming a superior race of creative
humanity, a race which would be as
far above man intellectual as man
intellectual is above brute! man. The
primary method of this system of
education wo u 1 d be the intuitional intimate study of the child to
discover what gifts and powers
were pressing there for development. It would be the function of
homo culture to assist the individual
toward the largest fruition possible.
As the agriculturist develops his
product to the highest degree of
potentiality, as the horticulturist
trains his trees to the point of maximum quality or fruitage, so the
homoculturist will learn how to
train the individual child to the completest possible expression of talents and powers.
Such a development will be an advantage not only to the individual
but to the race. The effects of such
a system of education will be swiftly cumulative, for the new generation trained to this higher development of its powers will be able better to train the succeeding generation, and so on ad infi11iitum. Just as
coday in the most privileged seetions of the more advanced countries of the world the goal of 1nan
intellect1wl is being universally a t-

EDITORIAL

tained, so in the coming centuries
the cosmic goal of man cr'eat1iue will
begin to be universally obtained
amongst the more advanced groups.
This goal is lofty enough, however,
to remain far in advance of average
educational achievement fOT many
centuries to come.
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advance from brute to honwsap·iens
is a truth pregnant with meaning
for the educationist.
This regeneration, or rebirth in
the spirit, has been the goal of religion from time immemorial, but it
has been a goal attained by the few,
and training toward this goal has
been limited to the church. This
spirit1.wl goal is d.estined to become
the 1mive1'sal a.spira,tion of h1wnanity. In the new world order of
Baha'u'llah, in which there will be
no clergy and no church separate
from the state, this regenerative
training of character will become
the foundation of all education.
Here we find the loftiest goal for
education of which man can conceive. The compJete spiritual development of man will be the cause
of the awakening and development
of new and undreamt of powers in
the individual. It will also be the
cause of the total realinement of
humanity into new and glorious institutions which will make this
world the abode of universal peace,
prosperity and happiness.

THERE IS another even more important aspect to education which
the system of homoculture must
tnke cognizance of. Loftier even
than the intellectual and creative
aspects of his being is man's spiritual essence. Man is not only a
thinker and creator. He is a e.pirit
possessed of infinite capacity for
growth and progress. (It is by virtue of this power of the spirit in him
chiefly that he is able both to think
and to create.) Man sunk in materialism, unaware of the spiritual
side of his nature, ignorant of the
great Cosmic forces which rule and
guide his existence,-such a one is
but half-man. He has not attained
to his destined maturity as a son of
God. "The majority of people",
says' Abdu 'l-Baha, "are submerged
THESE ARE objectives transcendin the sea of materiality. We must ent enough to absorb the abilities
pray that they may be reborn, that and powers of educators for unthey may attain insight and spirit- dawned milleniums. It is a field of
ual hearing, that they may receive operation magnificent in scope.
the gift of another heart, a new Human imagination cannot surpass
transcendent power." When spirit- these infinite horizons; it can but
ual enlightenment takes place "a endeavor to create the most efficacinew spirit is realized within, a new ous means of traveling toward them.
power descends and a new life is
So here is homoculture, the new
given. It is like the birth frmn the art of man-training; to which in the
animal kingdom in,to the kingdom near future the greatest and most
of man." That this advance from gifted people of the world will gladunspiritual to spiritual man is as ly dedicate their lives. For it is
significantly transforming as the a cause greater than all else.
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A PREREQUISITE OF INSIGHT
RAYMOND FRANK PIPER
Professor of Philosophy in Syracuse University

D
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DAWN-BREAKERS'~ the dogs of hate to pester the visitor

what a staggering domonstration of religious realities I This
book is no parade of theological abstractions. It is a thrilling story of
adventure, a history of heroes, who
dare to follow God anywhere, who
gladly suffer revolting tortures that
the glory of their Beloved may shine
more brilliantly before men. For
the philosopher of religion this
beautiful and stirring volume is a
rich diamond mine of universal
truths. In this essay I shall strive
to polish one gem. I am looking for
the passports to religious insight.
I begin by asking why a multitude
of Persians, and others, failed to
sense and appropriate the satisfying way of life offered by the Bab ~
He himself often ascribed this failure to human heedlessnes. From
heedlessness many sank into bitter
vilification, and sometimes to barbarous torturing. But why such an
astonishing dullness and cruelty in
the visible presence of deeds that
are clearly kind and of teachings
that are transparently altruistic ~
Why do the saviors of the world get
a crumb, a kick, and a cross ~ I shall
answer only far enough to emphasize one condition of access to saving
truth.
MORE dangerous than the veil of
heedlessness is the thick wall of prejudice.
The unreasoning bigot
bangs shut the gate in the face of
truth-fearing error, or 0 the r
perils-and then madly sets loose

at the door. Truths cannot grow
abundantly in the soil of the mind
until it is cleared of the rocks of indifferenee and the choking weeds of
prepossession. \Vhy did J esns declare that truth may be revealed to
babes ~ Because they have no prejudices I
The truth seeker must have a
mind that is open in at least two
senses. It needs to be open in feeling, free from evil-making prejudices, ready for and sensitive to
new and nobler emotions. It must
also possess open reason, willingness to consider judiciouslT all
relevant evidence.
But is open-mindedness thus
characterized sufficient for winning
real knowledge ~ By no means. It
is a necessary but not an adeauate
condition of ~ttaining truth,
provides the right of way upon which
may be built the road to truth, but
it provides neither track nor vehicle
for communicating insight. Two
additional conditions are requisite.
I shall only mention the second, the
roadway of reason, the method of
science, and turn now to describing
the third basic condition.

It

I MAY have a clear right of way
and I may have perfected my logical
method, and yet no commerce in
truth may be in process at all. I
must have, as the last and indispensable condition of religious knowledge, the vehicle of insight. 'Vhat
is this basic, penetrating, elusive
fog-destroyer and revela tor ~

':'''NabiI's Narrative" of the early history of the Baha'i Cause.
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My answer is derived from a
striking fact observed in The DawnBreakers. It was to those who called the Bab the Beloved that He revealed Himself most fully. Love ,is
the answer, love in the sense represented by the agape of the New
Testament.
Love transports the sympa thetic
mind of the seeker into the heart of
the beloved, and the mind returns
possessed of vital knowledge, personal di,Bcovery, revelation. Two
minds harmonized in noble love ini-erflow and interglow, like two lights
dancing upon the same scene. By a
kind of spiritual osmosis the riches
of one are communicated to the
other. Love alone can transmit
from self to self the, precious jewels
of religious insight. One can best
learn the meaning of artistic beauty
by close personal and sympathetic
association with another Ivho possesses a refined and expressive appreciation of beauty. Love somehow creates a medium in which the
values esteemed by either lover become dissolved and appropriated as
common property.
TIn CONDITION of insight which I
am emphasizing is dramatically illustrated by some words of the second
martyr of Tihran addressed to his
judge. The latter said, "Take him
away from this place. Another moment and this dervish will have cast
his spell over me."
Then Mirza
Qurban-' Ali replied, "You are proof
against that magic; that can capti'la te only the pure in heart. You
and your like can never be made to
realize the entrancing power of that
divine elixir which, swift as the
twinkling' of an eye, transmutes the
souls of men." (Page 452).
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Only those who love with utter
unselfishness are prepared in mind
to attain the deepest truths of religion. The great prophets have
often suggested, "If you love me
and follow me with pure and sincere
heart, then, step by step, you shall
know the truth which is life abundant.' ,

J US1: today I concluded listening
to the translation by a Japanese
friend of one of the most important
recent books in Japanese philosophy, called A St~bdy of the Good, by
Ikutaro Nishida. He thinks, as I
do, that religion is the consummation of life. I shall quote the essentials of the last chapter of the
book, which is called "Knowledge
and Love."
"Knowledge and love are one
spiritual process. Therefore, in
order to know a thing one must love
it. In order to love a thing one
must know it. ... For example, when
we are intent on things we like, we
are almost unconscious, we forget
ourselves, and only some mysterious power above us works magnificently. vVe have passed beyond
distinction between self and object,
and in this union knowledge is love,
and love is knowledge .... If these
statements are true of things, they
are a11 the more true of persons.
Love means the intuition of the
feeling of others .... Finally, since
the foundation of reality is a personal God, then love is the sole way
to the deepest comprehension of
things as well as of persons. We
know God only by love, or the intuition of faith. Love is the summit or acme of knowledge, the way
to the core of reality."
These are remarkable words, and
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remarkably true. What follows
from the insight that love is the indispensable condition for knowing
reality~

First, the surest way to delusion
is selfishness, unlove; from blind
pride issues tragic downfall; and
the culmination of this self-willed
separation from reality and God is
-hell.
In some way, therefore, a hard
and self-seeking mind, before it can
find saving truth, must receive an
infusion of love. How may this gift
be acquired? The most potent
means is close personal association
with an unselfish personality who
himself radiates love abundantly.
Incarnate grace begets its like in all
directions. By gazing upon personified and enlightened goodwill
the most unloving and darkened
mind may gradually acquire that bit
of love which is the outer gate to the
temple of spiritual treasures.
THE SECRET of the influence of the
Bab was the love that emanated
from His presence. So powerful
was this radiation that it penetrated
and softened the hardest of hearts,
further refined and ennobled those
already pure, and called for the incredible gifts and sacrifices described in The Dawn-Breakers. At
the same time this lavish dispensation of grace upon others produced
in Himself new revelations of truth
and goodness. Thus in the realm of
spiritual values dividing wit h
another does not diminish but sharing brings growth.
My main proposition, then, is that
love is both the gateway and the
pathway to reality of every kind.
Love entails and includes knowledge. I wish there were a single
term in English to name this con-
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crete insight which springs from
this indivisible union of love and
science. It is somewhat different
from wisdom, which is science plus
discretion. It might be called mystical comprehension, or spiritual intuition.
I turn to a second principle which
follows from my main proposition.
Love is a great sentiment, a complex spiritual experience. As such
it admits of many degrees of refinement. A noble sentiment, like a
splendid temple or epic poem, cannot be brought to perfection in a
day. Unlike a temple, its structure
need not follow a framework fixed
from the foundation, but is ever
being remade on a grander scale, as
the whole personality unfolds and
grows.
In short, there are levels of spiritual insight, of personal appreciation. This is the first great gift of
the Baha'i Cause to me, a profound
truth which I learned from an ardent disciple at Honolulu. The
Bab, like Jesus, suggested to His
disciples more than once that there
were many things He could not reveal to them at the time because
they were unprepared. ( Jesus said,
it is wasteful to cast pearls before
swine.) They had not yet sufficiently enlarged their spiritual horizon;
had not sufficiently sharpened their
sensitivity to religious values.
I believe this principle of levels of
insight is of profound and farreaching significance. It is a warning truth of great importance in our
time when many people want quick
returns in ideas, as in things. These
people mistakenly assume that they
can accumulate ideas, ideals, insights, by such external processes as
are used in amassing economic
goods. But these values will grow
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only in minds that provide, for a
long time, certain essential conditions of discipline. The chief of
these conditions is unselfish, expansive, creative love.
A THIRD and last implication I
shall now indicate. Love is a condition of knowledge because knowledge is a social process, an interchange between minds. The more
active and sensitive the response between two minds the more truth is
generated in each.
Now the best and wisest conduct
grows out of the truest personal
knowledge. When this condition of
sympathetic understanding exists
among several minds, this communion, this" spiritual assembly," constitutes the perfect pattern for a
civilized group, whether of the
family, of more extensive groups, or
of mankind. Its basic prototype is
the brotherhood relationship. At
the same time, because of the mutual
respect and sacrifice which love entails, this pattern includes also the
best of the fatherhood relation.
I believe that human associations
bound together, not primarily by
race, color, language, or creed, but
by a love which is at once fraternal
and religious, is the safest, most
satisfying, and most enduring basis
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for civilization. A proposition akin
to this is elaborated with powerful
logic and sweeping historical perspective in the remarkable book
published in 1928 (Scribner) by ,T.
H. Denison, entitled Emotion as the
Basis of Civilization.
It is illuminating to notice how
often in The Dawn-Breakers the
disciples of the Bab are referred to
as "companions." Similarly it is
significant that Jesus promised His
followers that they would be, henceforth, not servants, but friends. At
the same time it was entirely consistent that they should be called
They are
also "sons of God."
brothers in God, sharers in the" Beloved Oommunity" (Royce), participants in the" spiritual assembly"
of the transformed.
The future safety and progress of
civilization depends, I believe, upon
the dissemination and generation of
this spirit of creative, unselfish
benevolence among the peoples of
the world.
I conclude that my fundamental
duty to myself, my neighbor, and
my God is to do everything in my
power to increase in myself and
others the supply of divine love. Is
this not also your duty, and your
opportunity~

---R--(( Consider to what an extent the love of God makes itself manifest.
Among the signs of His love which appear in the world are the DawningPoints of His Manifestations. What an infinite degree of love is r'eflected by the divine M aWi>ifesta,tions toward mankind! ... His divine
Manifestations have offered their lives throttgh love for- ttS. Consider
then what the love of God means . ... The fields and flowers of the spiritttal realm are pO'inted Ottt to HS by the Manifestations who walk amid
their glories. It remains for the sottl of man to follow them in these
paths of eternal life throt{,gh the exercise of its own httman w'ill."
, Abdtt'l-Bah6.
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"Hul1wn reason . .. is by its very natu1'6 finite and faulty in concl~isions. It cannot
surround the Reality Itself-the Infinite Word. Inasmuch as the source of traditions and
inte1'pretations is human reason, and human reason is faulty, hoW' can we depend upon
its findings for real knowledge?"-'Abdu'l-Baha.
~HY has tradition and tradi~ tional influence had such a

"Oh-old ways of doing things,
customary procedures, habits, tradiprofound affect on the trend of hu- tionary influences."
man thought and action ~ Is it he"You think then, that traditioncause of sheer mental inertia, fear ary influences are good for youth ~"
of the new, of change, or simply a
"Why-I guess so, do you think
failure to appreciate the signific·· they are not ~"
"I'm wondering about them these
ance of progress and the necessity
days. Certainly progress has much
for advancement ~
In the light of recent scientific to contend with in tradItio nary attidiscovery a static condition of any- iudes. Just when, if at all, does
thing is rather more the exception tradition cease to be negative and
than the rule. Very few things can become a positive help in human
remain static and not deteriorate. experience 1"
Change seems to be a necessity.
"Tha t is an interesting question.
Positive change as contrasted with I don't believe I have ever thought
the negative is desirable. And yet about it."
Have you ~
the attitude that what was good
enough for our forefathers is good
IN THE BAT'lA'T Revelation we are
enough for us is encountered in
every activity of life-in business, instructed not to rely on traditions,
in politics, in social problems and especially traditions as to truth.
in religious thought. For instance Perhaps this is a subject for real
there is great resistance to chang- meditation. It is quite natural to
ing our educational system and revere some customs and traditions.
Vvhen does tradition begin to remethods.
Quite recently the writer was dis- tard development? Can we say that
cussing education with a well in- it is when it closes our minds and
formed, thoug-htful man, who re- susceptibilities to a recognition of
marked that there was an atmos- that which is true, to those things
phere about the eastern universities which tend towards advancement,
of the United States which was not to those values vyhich are real and
found in the great state universities lasting whether it be in regard to
of the middle west. When question- our own personal experiences or to
ed as to just what he meant his the wider spheres of human endeavor~
answer was:
"There is something, background
Some changes recorded in the
pages of history were certainly
perhaps, customs, traditions. "
"What do you mean by tradi- good. For instance the sail boat
was a great improvement over the
tions~"
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ancient car-propelled galleys. The
modern steam or oil driven liner is
surely better than the sail boat. And
yet when we view land transportation we find heavy, inefficient trains
being used and great resistance
being offered to the new, speedy
"zephyr" type trains.
It is a traditional fact that in medicine any innovation is viewed askance. This is well in so far as it
forces careful experimentation before wide application is attempted.
But it is also a detriment in that it
stifles rather than stimulates independent lines of advancement.
Many a worthy undertaking has
failed because the resistance was
too great. rrhe pages of science are
strewn with example after example
of the opposition to progress. Galileo's experience is the classic instance, and there, are many others.
BUT IS IT not a rather encouraging fact that although traditional
attitudes have customarily opposed
the facts and accomplishments of
science, yet in this day such reactionary or static attitudes sooner or
la ter break down ~ They cannot
stand the pressure of revealed
truth. Witness the many revolutionary inventions in the last hundred years. Once the allegiance to
tradition in regard to material
things has been weakened there is
usually an acceleration in the enthusiasm with which the new is
taken into life's experiences. Take
the automobile for example, From
an object of derision it has become
a necessity, a thing which is given
up last in adversity, a thing for the
possession of which financial futures are mortgaged.
Why then are we so loathe to re-
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cogmze revealed truth in other
spheres of life,-in economics, in
politics, in social reform and in religious thought ~ Is it because the
immediate benefits are not so clearly revealed ~ Is it because these
advantages may seem remote or intangible '? What is more intangible
than the great imponderablestime, the ether and the law of
gravity~ And yet our experiences
with these are continuous. \71[ e cannot escape them. They are operative necessities in the universe as it
is organized. Little as we know
about them, we use them all. The
mere fact that a thing is intangible
does not exclude its utility, its benefits or its influences. Certainly the
bounties of God as revealed for this
age are no more intangible than
these.
Humanity, and youth especially,
lightly sweeps aside many traditions, some minor and some major.
A change in the amount of clothing
worn may have very bene:ficial results but disregard for law and
order gives grave concern. Blind
acceptance of pa st practices, customs and institutions and a dogmatic attempt to carry the old over
into the new is not conducive to intellectual or spiritual advancement.
On the other hand a mad rush into
unproven principles of action is no
less unwise. A recognition and appreciation of that which is true in
every realm of activity is requisite
to balance.
Is IT NOT inconsistent to rely on
traditional a,ttitudes with reference
to the deeper realities of life, while
at the same time embracing with
enthusiasm all that is new in material experiences ~ How then can
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this inconsistency arising out of
traditional inertia be removed in
so far as it retards development of
the individual and civilization ~
The first step would seem to be to
test any given tradition, to weigh it,
to analyze it thoroughly. If it is not
in accord with the latest revelation
of truth-cast it aside. But before
large numbers of people can be induced to unburden themselves of
handicapping traditions they must
be brought to a realization of true
significances and values.
This
means that they must strive to
understand the fundamental principles of real life as successfully as
they have striven to understand the
automobile. People soon learned
that an automobile was useless nnless one knew how to operate it.
And to operate it intelligently a certain amonnt of knowledge regarding it was essential. This knowledge was not attained without the
desire to attain it and the expending
of some effort in learning. The art
of steering soon becomes almost a
" reflex action"-certa inly it becomes more or lese involuntary; but
this is through practice and experience. Traditional experience was
not relied upon,-there was none.
But before we undertake to educate ourselves in regard to any new
thing, we must be convinced of its
benefits. No one in America today
would tolerate for a moment being
forced to use a horse-drawn conveyance. It would be considered a
grave limitation of liberty to be so
restricted. Certainly human mobility would suffer by reversion to
such methods.
THE CONCLUSION seems evident
that humanity will free itself from
the detriments of tradition, through

self education,-the will to change,
-only after achieving a realization
of the advantages to accrue.
This realization comes wit h
knowledge of the realities, one of
which is that we are living in eternity, and that this life is merely preparation for the future. When one
is convinced that life here is but an
instant of eternity he is likely to
weigh values in a more nearly true
perspective.
The revealed Word of God is the
greatest bounty ever vouchsafed
mankind. This is the dawn of a
New Day,-a day of new and ever
changing conditions. The time to
acquire knowledge of how to make
the most of it is in the early morning so that later in the day one may
be proficient in the requirements
thereof, and really be useful and
happy before the sun sets. We are
not concerned with yesterday but
with tomorrow and the day after.
We are not servants of tradition
and do not want to be beholden to it.
This is a day of advancement, not of
static equilibrium or retardation.
And so, perhaps, we can attend
some festivity on the village green
re-enacting some event which has
been thus re-enacted every year for
the past one hundred, and enjoy itbut enjoy it for what it is. We can
pay respect to great men of the
past, to their wisdom, to their judgment, to their sincerity,-acting
under conditions then existing,-but
we need not be bound by the same
conclusions now under utterly different conditions.
Underlying all considerations are
certain unchangeable verities. But
a verity is not a tradition. It is a
fact. It is truth-independent and
unassailable.
Tradition springs
from human attitudes, and human
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attitudes are influenced by many
factors. Tradition has much to do
with what certain people thought
about a certain thing at some particular time and under specific conditions. It may have had benevolent
influence and may still have, but as
a pattern for intellectual and spiritual guidance it may be utterly at
fault.
AND so TO return to the question
propounded "When does tradition
have a deleterious effect ~" a series
of answers presents itself. When
we find it restricting our line of action to some impractical procedure.
When reliance upon it blinds our
eyes to the revealed truth. When we
find it forcing acceptance of some
out-worn dogma, creed or admonition. When it beckons us to look
backward rather than forward.
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When it blinds our eyes to the progressive revelation of God.
The very fact that great Revelators have been sent from time to
time to educate humanity, as humanity grew from infancy towards
maturity, is proof (should it be required) that tradition is not to be
relied upon, even in so fundamental
a conception as religion. If tradition was to be unchanged there
would have been no succession of
Educators. God's bounty is continuously emanating" in progressive
guidance as humanity advances
from age to age.
But to those who have seen the
Light of the Revelation of Baha'u'nah no proof is required. r:L'he aim
is not to acquire a knowledge of
traditions and be governed by
them, but to acquire a knowledge
of God and His Divine Plan for the
day in which we live.

-u-"Know then: that which is ,in the hands of people-that which they
believe-is liable to error. For i'n proving or dis1J'r'oving a thing, if a
proof is brottght forward which is taken from the evidence of o~tr
senses, this method . .. is not perfect; if the proofs are intellect~tal the
same is tnte; or if they are tmd'it'ional S1tch proofs also are not perfect.
There/or'e there is no sta'ndani in the hands of people ~tpon wh'ich we
can r·ely.
"But the bounty of the Holy Sp'irit gives the true method of comprehension which is infallible and ind'nbitable. This is thro~tgh the help
of the Holy Spirit which comes to man, and this is the condition in 1.vhich
certainty can alone be attaine(l."
- ' Abdn'l-Baha.
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INSPIRATION OF SCIENCE AND
RELIGION DURING THE AGES
N. F. WARD, M.M.E.
Assistant Professor, University of California
"Religion must stand the analysis of reason. It must agree with scientific fact
and proof so that science 1IJiU sanction T8ligion and rdigion fortify science. Both G,re
indissolubly welded and joined in the Teality."-'Abdu'l-Ba1uL

HE science of old concerned
itself with the heavens and its
constellations. Today science penetrates the minute vitals of matter
and life itself. Its boundaries have
extended into the expanse of space
as well as in all places between the
great and the small. The conquest
of matter and life continues with undiminished zeal as the days pass.
Time, space, and ener.gy are the
vaults in which science now works.
The key to the innermost recesses of
this world is the mind of man.
Science's Method. Science deals
with that which we know, or the
"how" of this physical universe. It
is human experience tested and set
in order. Science represents an attitude of mind towards facts of matter and of life. "In fact science
may be likened to a mirror wherein
the infinite forms and images of existing things are revealed and reflected. It is the very foundation of
all individual anclnational development. Without this basis of investigation, development is impossible.
Therefore seek with diligent endeavor the knowledge and attainment of all that lies within the power of this wonderful bestowal. ' ,
These are the words of 'Abdu'lBaha, the Exemplar of the Baha'i
life.
THE
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teachings of their Divine Educator,
Baha 'u '11ah, to seek Truth independently, unfettered by prejudice,
and apply I'eason as a test to religion.
The tool for finding truth is the
scientific method of attack, which
may be divided into the following
logical steps:
(1) Recognition of the problem,
as illustrated by the quest of Dr.
Geo. Carver~' for a suitable product
for the Negroes to raise. He developed from the oils, fats, starches of
peanuts and sweet potatoes, seventy and eighty forms of saleable ingredients for the peanut and sweet
potato respectively, thus providing
means of independent income in.tho
southland.
(2) Control of. situation,-which
requires women and men of capacity, intelligence and training or experience.
(3) Observation of all possible
combinations and variables 111volved.
(4) Comparison of records thus
secured, as Dr. Drummond and
Harry Kirkpatrick compared the
results of Chicago scientists in the
speed of electrons in the atom.
These men found results which
check
(5) Rejection 0 f irrelevantf]lruth here usually suffers a setback
are urged in the as illustrated by non-acceptance of

*Professor in Tuskegee Institute, Tuskege.e, Alabama.
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inventions at the first, because the
layman's vision or comprehension
is limited. Science is becoming less
dogmatic, as it finds in its quest for
inner realities of matter that no
finality of its parts or components is
revealed.
(6) Synthesis of relevant facts
and materials.
(7) Testing of postulates 0 I'
theory thus formed with fresh
cases.
Ptolemy (140-160 A. D.) founded
astronomy on this basis.
Application of this procedure has
resulted in drawing forth from the
unknown realms known facts with
increasing rapidity. As will be
seen, the scientific mind is an investigating mind, alert to new facts
or verification of old facts. Of the
man of science' Abdu 'l-Baha says:
"He is perceiving and endowed with vision, whereas he who is ignorant and neglectful of this development is blind. The
investigating mind is attentive, alive; the
mind callous and indifferent is deaf and
dead. A scientific man is a true index and
representative of humanity, for through
processes of inductive reasoning and research he is informed of all that appertains
to humanity, its status, conditions, and
happenings. He studies the human bodypolitic, understands social problems and
weaves the web and texture of civilization."

W HAT IS SCIENOE LOOKING FOR ~
Science today is searching for the
fundamental unity amidst apparent
diversity. Science is looking for the
constant property of matter which
is common to all forms living and
organic, dead and inorganic. Experiments of Dr. J. O. Bose of India
are most enlightening in this respect. He has found that metals,
plants and animals all sink under
fatigue and become vibrant with
stimulants or impulses.
Photographic films which are sensitized
to light when exposed are actually
under molecular strain and upon
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aging become renewed or rested. Is
not Einstein combining gravitation,
heat, electricity, magnetism, in one
equation of energy~ The least common multiple of all matter appears
to be that energy is tension in the
ether.
The great truth which has been
proved as workable was inspired by
ancient Brahmanic teaching and
may be here quoted: "They who
see but one in all the changing manifoldness of this universe, unto them
belongs lDternal Truth-unto none
else, unto none else."
It is this conscious urging to
know that truth which has led men
in their quest for the great Oauser
of causes.
TI-m SPHERE OF RELIGION.
It is
the purpose of religion to furnish
the basis for action in life. That
the action be correct involves both
knowledge of action and spiritual
urge to serve. Science serves the
material, religion the spiritual. Eddington says:

"In comparing things spiritual and temporal, let us not forget this: mind is the
first and most direct thing in our experience; all is remote reference. Surely then
that mental and spiritual nature of ourselves, known in our minds by an intimate
contact transcending the method of physics,
supplies just that interpretation of the symbols which science is admittedly unable to
give."

Truth or reality is a matter of
mind as well as of heart. Science
brings to bear all facts without that
spiritual substance so enduring in
the race.
Thus the results of
science are lost in the main with the
fall of temporal dynasties. We may
question whether science in some
respects has attained to the whole
truth beeause Truth is one, does not
admit of division, and endures.
-Where must we seek truth ~ Some
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say in everything. Yet can we know
four
hundred and
sixty-nine
sciences, evolution, all the literature, culture, and languages of the
nations ~ Our purpose is more than
to spend our days in acquiring
knowledge for its own sake. It is by
application of this knowledge in
daily life that we are perfected and
progress. It is service-motive which
characterizes religion. Truth must
be one ur it is limited, since it could
have exceptions and limitations.
Baha 'u 'llah has said, "Knowledge
is one point. The ignorant have
multiplied it." What we need today is more simplicity, less complexity of reasoning.
What race has survived in modern times without science? Yet
what race has in our times permanently gained by permitting science,
as applied to life's usefulness, unbridled rein? The profit-motive,
which implies selfish interest, has
given the greatest setback because
of the enlightened selfishness which
resulted in enrichment of a few at
the expense of the mass. Correction of this unbalance or this source
of social instability lies in religion
with its teaching of moral consciousness of the individual. It is the
individual's responsibility to regiment his moral and mental endowments for the welfare of the race, if
the race is to survive. The joint
interplay of science and religion,
science's stabilizing force, produces
true progress through material and
social evolution for the benefit of
civilization. When religion loses
cadence with science through institutionalization or crystallization,
then science gets beyond its normal
sphere and becomes dangerous to
society.
*As quoted in "Creation by Evolution."

'Abdu'l-Baha in His writings concerning science and religion likened
life to a bird in flight supported by
the two wings: one wing science,
the other religion. To fly with the
wing of science alone ca uses the bird
to sink into the bog of materialism
with consequent loss of all ideals of
peace, justice, and unity in diversity. This state is likened to War
with all of its destructive proclivities. Then if the bird tries ascent
with the wing of religion alone superstition and fanaticism is its
course of flight. The combined effect of both wings furnishes the balanced flight, enabling' the race to
soar to realms beyond the limited
vision of the mind alone.
Dr. Millikan says in "Science "'~ :
"The purp0'se 0'f science is t0' devel0'P
vv:ith0'ut prejudice 0'1' prec0'ncepti0'n of any
kInd, a kn0'wledge 0'f the facts, the laws and
the pr0'cesses 0'f nature. The even m0're imP0'rtant task 0'f religi0'n, 0'n the 0'ther hand
is t0' devel0'P the c0'nsciences, the ideals and
aspirati0'ns 0'f mankind. Each of these tW0'
activities represents a deep and vital functi0'n 0'f the S0'ul 0'f man, and b0'th are necessary t0' life, the pr0'gress and the happiness
0'f the human race.
"It is a sublime c0'ncepti0'n 0'f G0'd which
is furnis~ed by science and 0'l19 wh0'lly C0'nS0'nant. WIth the highest idea'.s 0'f religion,
when It represents Him as revealing Himself thr0'ugh c0'untless ages in the development 0'f the earth as an ab0'de 0'f man and
in th~ age-I0'ng inbreathing 0'f life into its
C0'.nstrt.uent~,. matter culminating in man
WIth hlS spIrItual nature and all his G0'd-like
P0'wers."
THE PROPHETS and founders of religion have built enduring civilizations and they have a basic truth of
value to man's ultimate welfare,
each one revealing what is within
capacity of time. Hence from each
the truth should be obtainable and
final. Witness the civilizations of
Moses, Christ, Buddha, Zoroaster,
Muhammad, and now that of
Baha 'u '11ah, with their power to
establish new horizons and modes of
living.

Compilation by Frances Mason, 1928.
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The power released by these men
of God exhibits its tangible effect
upon the works of men, who have
been inspired by the Prophet's
teachings. Expression of the effect
of this power may be seen in new
and unique developments. Witness
the creation of houses of worship in
all lands as an example. The latest
contribution to the consolation of
harassed humanity may be found in
Wilmette, Illinois, where the Baha'i
Temple of Light stands a beacon on
the horizon of aNew Day to enlighten the spiritual life of humanity. This power of which we speak
has been the support of a handful
of believers in Baha'u'llah who
have erected, during most trying
times, an architectural symbol of a
new faith in the prophets. Burton
Holmes, the world traveler, has
called it the eighth wonder of the
world.
All prophets therefore must have
that one truth and the latest Prophet should be able to cope with all
problems of His dispensation. Obviously, truth is obtained more directly and effectively by acquaintance with the last Prophet.
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The religious experience is just as
real jf the heart is atuned. But the
search finds one in labyrinths of
imponderables, which should be reducible to qualitative and quantitative values for life, one considers that" religion is an attitude towards divinity expressed in life.' "
An interesting analogy between
scientific and religious truth is here
cited ;3
PHASE CHANGEl.-Illustrated by change of
state, such as liquid to vapor upon application of heat; composition and decomposition; seasons of the year.
PROPHE~T'lC DISPENSATIONS..
Pro£. J oseph
Le Conte advanced the theory' that at
the beginning of accelerated development
a great personage emerges just as in
water when boiling, a new state appears, or
in metals there are states of decalescence
and recalescence.
The Renaissance was
contemporary with Muhammad. The Fall
of the Roman Empire was .contemporary
with Christ.
The Prophet brings new consciousness with
which to build for progress in cyclic development. Yet He abrogates useless spiritual
regulations and renews essential tenets of
religious experience. May be likened to the
power of the sun in supplying life. Yet
when most important life elements have
served their purpose, the sun decomposes
that material form.

CONCLUSIONS. In Science's method, Religion assists, so that the
man of science combines the eleP ARALLELISMS OF SCIENCE AND RELIGION. Phenomena which repeat ments of both branches of human
themselves in known manner and activity.
Religion is the basis of truly enfrequency usually indicate the oplightened
action. Truth is one and
eration of some law to the scientific
admits
of
no division. Truth is obmind. To this the religiously minded would subscribe so that an ana- tainable as it is applied to harlogous condition can be sought in monize and contribute to progress
religion. By reason of science's through service as exemplified by
contact with the material universe the prophets, and as demonstrated
research is more greatly facilitated. in their civilizations.
IFrom 'Abdu'l-Bahot's Teachings.
2In "Evolutjon and Its Efl'ect on Religion."
3Several analogies were given by the author but they hac] to be omitted in the interest of brevity.
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MARIE CURIE---A EULOGY
CORALIE FRANKLIN COOK

"The spiritual life is symbolized by simplicity and conternplation combined with
usefulness and well guided activity."-'Abdu'l-Bahri.

"Can any greater blessing be
imagined by man than the conscionsness that, by Divine Assista1!&Ce, the
means of comfort, peace a11cl prosperity of the h1lman race are in his
hands ?" -Balui'tt 'llrih.
SILENCE is over all of
'Woman's World today for
news has been flashed wherever
news travels to say that a great
woman has crossed God's "threshold" and passed "from labor to
reward. " INherever women toil or
live in ease; wherever they study
and plan or exist aimlessly and unthinkingly; in palace or cot; in
crowded and congested cities or far
from haunts of men in desert or
mountain fastnesses-the name of
]\!Ime. Curie is known, and to many
thousands of women and men her
singleness of purpose, her unselfish, tireless scientific pursuits have
brought alleviation of misery and
suffering.
It would seem that the life of this
devoted woman has been a special
gift of God to womankind. The
things she embodied, taught, exemplified, are priceless treasures to
women, to all women, struggling up
through the centuries to rightful
place in the world of humanity.
Marie Skolodowska was born in
,V" arsaw, Poland about sixty-seven
years ago.
Not without background was she ushered on to the
stage of life for her father was a
professor and she probably grew up
in an intellectual atmosphere. When

she was about twenty-five years of
age, her ambition took her to Paris
where she met and later married
Dr. Curie.
HEItE was indeed a union of kindred spirits. Together these two
gifted people simply and umeservedly gave themselves to scientific
study and research. Their experiences and achievements cause one to
wonder how the idea ever found
place in the minds of men that between religion and science there is
fixed opposition. Rather it would
seem that science is God's own
handmaiden, and that in the laboratory where the Curies worked
God's own vision presided over the
crucible. That' 'His hand led them
and His right hand guided them."
However that may be, who does not
recall the excitement, the wonder,
the applause that followed the announcement made by the Curies in
the last days of the Nineteenth
Century that they had succeeded in
extracting and confining radium ~
Radium, that priceless substance
taken from the mineral pitchblende
was to be given to the world and
was to meet and stay the advance of
the dreaded and hitherto unconquerable disease, cancer!
It is worthy of note that first,
last and always Mme. Curie shared
equally with M. Curie the honor of
this priceless discovery.
Never
once was her full share in this notable service to mankind questioned.
Indeed, one may recall that in num-
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erous printed reports concerning
the two, the man seemed to give to
the woman more credit than he iook
to himself for their invaluable service.
\Vithout the least bit of ostentation the Curies carried on, and men
of science everywhere turned eagerly to radium in behalf of the countless sufferers from cancer who appealed to them. The Q.TatifvinO'
•
b resuits are now a part of medical history.
~

SHALL WE put it down as one of the
mysteries that M. Curie did not live
long to enjoy his triumph, and that
his tragic death due to an automobile accjdent separated him from his
work and from the noble woman to
whom he had been coworker and
comrade? How would she bear the
test? Could she even live without
him ~ At best a frail little body,
modest and retiring) surely no ,vord
of blame would have been uttered
had she abandoned her tasks. And
now indeed the strong spir1 tnal
forces by which she had been guided
man.ifested themselves in amazing
fortItude and courage. In a little
while Mme, Curie resumed her research into the mysteries of her own
precious discovery.
At the Curie Radium Institute in
Paris she devoted her entire time to
the work which she and her husband
had so long followed.
It has been written:

"Forever from the Hand that takes
Our blessings from us, others fall."

This law of compensation apparently has operated in Mme. Curie's
affairs, for as assistant to, and coworker with her, came her daughter,
Mme. hene Curie J olliot. Endowed
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with the same enthusiasm and
scholarship that had charaeterized
her distinguished parents, the
daughter continued with her mother
the labo1's of the husband and
father, perhaps often doing the
things he had planned to do.
Once more it seems significant that
it is a daughter who has taken up
this beneficent service to humanity.
The lives of the Curies have been
truly altruistic, evidenced not only
by personal service but in the humble and unegoistic way they accepted every honor or turned into the
work of the laboratory everv p'ift
awarded them.
.
., '"
Generations to come of American
women will cherish in their hearts
the glad memory of the visit made
by Mme. Curie to this countrv and
her acceptance of the gTa~ of
radium which at a cost of one hundred thousand doUaI'S they presented the distinguished guest as a
token of gratitude for her service to
the world. It has been interesting
to learn that that particular bit of
the precious substance has been
kept intact although constantly
used in the Paris Laboratory or at
times rented out to others and the
income used to further the interests
of the Cmie Institute.
That Mme. Curie had no desire
for publicity, that the social life
which would have opened its doors
to her in all the great cities of the
world made no appeal to her, is selfevident. No mere ambition for
knowledge stimulated her efforts. A
passion for service, a zeal to help
suffering humanity, were seemingly
the spiritual gifts that held her to
her task. Here was a life" I-Iidden
with God, in sympathy with man."
And, oh, what a radiant life it was ,
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-a sacrifice to the experiments of
which she knew the danger but
which she persisted in making almost to the time of her death!
All the world is better not only
physically but spiritually because of
the life of Mme. Curie. "The one
nearest the threshold of God, ' ,
writes 'Abdu'l-Baha, "is he who
serves all ... who forgets himself

M A GA ZI N E

utterly, turning' to God alone, and
for the sake of God serves all mankind." So near God's threshold did
Mme. Curie's service to all mankind
bring her that only a step must have
carried her over. What joy to the
two daughters who survive her and
to her world-wide sisterhood to
think of her as finding greater service still in the "many mansions!"

--------~-------
~
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HE body does not conduct the processes of intellection
or thought radiation. It is only the medium of the
grossest sensations. This human body is purely animal in
type, and like the animal, is subject only to the grosser sensibilities. It is utterlv bereft of ideation or intellection, utterly incapable of the' processes of reason. The animal perceives according' to its animal senses. It comprehends not
beyond its sense perceptions .... But we know that in the
human organism there is a center of intellection, a power of
intellectual operation which is the discoverer of the realities
of things. This power can unravel the mysteries of phenomena. It can comprehend that which is knowable, not alone
the sensible. All the inventions are its products, for all
these have been the mysteries of nature .... All the sciences
which we now utilize are the products of that wondrous
reality. But the animal is deprived of its operations. The
arts we now enjoy are the expressions of this marvelons
reality. The animal is bereft of them because these conscious realities are peculiar to the human spirit.
"These evidences prove that man is possessed of two
realities: a reality connected with the senses and which is
shared in common with the animal, and another reality
which is conscious and ideal in character. This latter is
the collective reality and the discoverer of mysteries. That
which discovers the realities of things undoubtedly is not of
the elemental substances. It is distinct from them. for
mortality and disintegration are the properties inherent in
compositions and are referable to thing'S which are subject
to sense perceptions, but the collective Teality in man, not
being' so subject, is the discoverer of things. Therefore it
is real, eternal, and does not have to undergo change and
transforma tion."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.

SCIENCE ...

H.

"The highest praise is due to
men who devote their energies to
science." -'Abdu'l-Bahri.

============--============
~HE

virtues of humanity are many but science is the most noble of
U them all. The distinction which man enjoys above and beyond the
station of the animal is due to this paramount virtue. It is a bestowal of
God; it is not material, it is divine. Science is an effulgence of the Sun
of Heality, the power of investigating and discovering the verities of the
universe, the means by which man finds a pathway to God. All the
powers and attributes of man are human and hereditary in origin, outcomes of nature's processes, except the intellect, which is supernatural.
Through intellectual and intelligent inquiry science is the discoverer of
all things."
LL blessings are divine in origin but none can be compared with
this power of intellectual investigation and research which is an
eternal gift producing fruits of unending delight. ... Science is the governor of nature and its mysteries, the one agency by which man explores
the institutions of material creation .... Briefly: it is an eternal blessing
and divine bestowal, the supreme gift of God to man."
crENCE ever tends to the illumination of the world of humanity.
It is the cause of eternal honor to man, and its sovereignty is far
greater than the sovereignty of kings. The dominion of kings has an
ending-the king himself may be dethroned; but the sovereignty of
science is everlasting and without end .... Kings have invaded countries
and achieved conquest through the shedding of blood, but the scientist
through his beneficent achievements invades the regions of ignorance
conquering the realm of minds and hearts. Therefore his conquests are
everlasting.' ,
~UHTHERMOHE,

religion must conform to reason and be in ac!La cord with the conclusions of science. For religion, reason and
science are realities; therefore these three being realities must conform
and be reconciled. A question or principle which is religious in its
nature must be sanctioned by science. Science must declare it to be
valid and reason must confirm it in order that it may inspire confidence.
If religious teaching however be at variance with science and reason it is
unquestionably superstition. The Lord of mankind has bestowed upon
us the faculty of reason whereby we may discern the realities of things.
How then can man rightfully accept any proposition which is not in
conformity with the processes of reason and the principles of science 'I
Assuredly such a course cannot inspire man with confidence and real
belief.' ,
-( Abdu'l-Baha.
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LESSONS FROiVl THE
RUTH

J.

BAHA~I

TEMPLE

MOFFETT

"This is a Bah6/i Ternple, a Te1nple of Light, a s~tlJrenw House of Worship, a place
of spiritucd gathering and the manifestation of Divine mysteries . ... The Bahri'i Temple
of Chicago is of grec,test i1J~portance. Its importanc'e cannot be confined w'ithin a,ny
measure or limit, beca,use it 1:S the first Divine Institution in this vast continent. From
this Temple hund1"eds and thouscmds of others will be born in the fut~cre. Its construction
is the most important of all things. This is the spiritual foundation. For that reason
it is the most important of all foundations. F1"01n tha,t spirit~lal foundation 'will come
for-th a new manner of advancement and progress in the world of humanity."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.

T is interesting to note the effect of the twentieth century
design of the Baha'i Temple upon
those who have devoted a careful
study to its harmonious outlines.
Since the foundation was started,
multitudes have come to gaze first
with curiosity and then with admiration. Many of these were the
World's Fair guests of last year
who had seen the small model
in the Hall of ReI i g ion s .
Artists, musicians, architects, engineers, teachers, students, poets
have all been enthralled by that
something which seems to attract
them ag'ail1 and ag·aill.
" Tlla t
Something" elicits understanding
comments. For example an editor
said, "I begin to understand now
how the continuity of mankind entirely depends upon that which this
building symbolizes-Unity."
An economist after studying the
structure from nearly every angle
without comment finally said"The beauty and grandeur of this
Temple inspires all who see it to
contemplate the more vital aspects
of the simple, eternal truths that in
the past have been forgotten."
A clergyman teaching in a southern college remarked that, "The
Baha'i Temple is undoubtedly a new
channel releasing spiritual powers
for social regeneration. It fills a

different function from that assumed by the sectarian church and
has already become a vital center
of united worship for all classes and
races. One of the greatest needs of
today.' ,
Vve recall again these impelling
words of 'Abdu'l-Baha in which He
calls the world from separateness
and exclusion to unity, amity and
inclusiveness.
"In every dispensation the command of
friendship and the law of love have been
revealed, but it has been circumscribed
within the circle of the believing friends
and not with contrary enemies. Praise be
to God that in this wonderful cycle the
laws of God are not confined within any
limitations, neither must they be exercised
toward a special community to the exclusion of another. He hath commanded all
the friends to show forth friendship, unity
and kindness to all the people of the world."
THE HEAD of an Art School in
Chicago, one day took her class to
the Temple and on the way said to
them, "Inspiring, stupendous, sublime is the picture of the Baha'i
House of Worship as it towers into
view, framed by the long avenue of
branching trees. This great masterpiece of architecture is unique in
that it represents in its plastic form
the teachings of the New Revelation for the New Day. It is the concrete expression of a spiritual conception. N ever before in the history of architecture has spiritual
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Photo by George D. Mille:;-.

idealism been woven with such exquisite art and skill into a concrete
symmetry of beauty, aspiration and
reverence. ' ,
Before the illumined model of the
Temple, an architect from England
stood speechless one Sunday morning. The waves of thought, emotion
and inspiration surged over his sensitive and responsive soul. After a
tjme he exclaimed, "What a conception ! It does not seem to come
from this earth!"
A student from the University
of Chicago asked a teacher standing
near the model, "What is the interpretation of the words that are so
familiar in the language of the religions of the past, such as religion,
godliness, the 01 0 g y, morality,
faith~" "In the words of 'Abdu'lBaha," said the teacher, 'Religion
means those necessary bonds which
unify the world of humanity.'"
And she continued, "Godliness

means godlikeness, or the possession
of those qualities that are developed
by following as closely as possible
the steps of the Manifestation of
God. r:Cheology is the science of the
study of man's formulated doctrines about Religion. Morality is
a code of conduct changing from
age to age as man's understanding
of God unfolds. Faith, about which
you asked, is the trust that the soul
exercises toward God and which expresses itself in tranquility of mind
and heart, even in the midst of
difficulties. "
"My main question is this," said
the student, "How does the Baha'i
Revelation interpret these ideas diffrently from the religions of th(~
past ~ " The teacher replied, "In
the Bah:'i,'i Revelation it is emphasized that the greatest essential is
not what one believes, not where nor
when he worships but how that worship and those ideals are express-
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ed in the social life of the commu- gion, civilization had become ripe
nity for the good of all. The great- for the greater teaching of unity to
est essential is a perfecting and har- the world. Because mankind had
monizing growth in our collective for countless ages evolved from the
activities; otherwise our Faith will stage of infancy to relative maturdescend gradually to a philosophy ity when he could erase the barriers
of life, like the religions of the past separating peoples and be ready to
instead of maintaining its unique establish the bonds of World Unity.
position, as a compelling way of Since the power of Balla 'u 'llah was
released all barriers are being
living. "
broken away with astonishing rapA BAHA'r FRIEND after taking a
idity and we see the foundation of a
group of clubwomen through the ungreat new civilization, aNew World
completed structure reported that
Order already established!"
one of the officers of the club asked
if the Baha'is believed in life after
ONE DAY a sight seeing bus stopdeath. To this the Baha'i friend ped at the Temple. The guests
replied, "Baha 'ullah teaches us that wished to view the massive and inlife in the flesh is but the embryonic spiring dome from the interior. A
stage of our existence and that es- gentleman turned to a Baha'i friend
cape from the body is like a new and said, "What a scientific achievebirth in a new world, through which ment! You say that science and rethe human spirit enters into a lig'ion must agree. What in science
fuller, freer, richer life. " "Bu t could possibly agree with religion ~"
where are heaven and hell", asked The Baha'i replied. "They agree
another club woman. "N owhere !" on fundamental truth. The great
replied the Balla'i. ' , They are Prophets of religion and science
timeless and placeless conditions of have always been in agTeement on
spiritual life. Hell is spiritual truth and both have been persecuted
death. You may be in heaven or and crucified for their advanced
hell just now in this body. The joys ideas, as were Galileo, Bruno, Galof heaven are spiritual joys and the vani and a host of other great scienpains of hell consist in the depriva- tists. You remember that Boole,
tion of those joys."
One club- the great mathematician, said,"
woman then remarked, "It seems Geometric induction is essentially a
like heaven in this Temple now."
process of prayer-an appeal from
Another woman then asked, the finite mind to the Infinite for
"Why do you consider Baha'u'llah light on finite concerns". The sciento be unprecedented among the tist owes a debt of gratitude to the
prophets ~ " "Beca use" the Baha'i Prophets and saints who have helpreplied, "the conditions of the ed them breakdown superstition and
world at the time of His coming outworn dogmas. In the teachings
were unprecedented. Because He of Baha 'u 'nah there is a strong
appeared in the darkest hour of a emphasis on science and reason that
dark age when it seemed as though satisfies both the heart and the mind
no light had ever come to show man and in which religion and science
the way. Because art, science, reli- are one."
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A teacher then asked, "Can you must have been a factor of importgive one proof by which we can ance in bringing the m about,
recognize that Baha'u'llah is the whether those directly responsible
Manifestation you claim ~ "The for the changes ever heard of His
Baha'i friend replied, " Yes, many existence or not. We can today in
proofs, and one most convincing' the rapidly moving' world events see
proof is that since the advent of the regeneration of mankind and the
Baha 'u 'nah, the Glory of God, the creation of a 'New I-leaven and a
world has been changing faster than New Earth', and perhaps we can
it ever did before, and this marvel- understand something of the meanous progress has taken place since ing of the words of Abdu'l-Baha
His Proclamation of underlying when in speaking of this symbol of
principles.
The most inspmng spiritual ttnity-the Bahlt'i Hottse
changes are taking place along the of W 01"ship, He said that « fr'om this
lines laid down by Baha 'u 'nah. spirittwl foundation will come forth
Reason tells us that One who so a new 1nanner of advancemenl and
clearly anticipated and so power- progress -in the world of httfully advocated these world changes manity.' "

---a--I deeply appreciate the contintted and self-sacrificing endeavor of
the American believers in the face of the gmve financial and econo-rnic
depr'ession into which their cottnlry and the whole world is now plttnged.
That the Temple edifice sh01tld arise ttnder sttch cir·Cttmstances, that its
elaborate and exqttisite 01'1ta1neniat,io'i1. shottld be car-r"ied otLt, thr'ottgh
the effo-r·ts of a mere handful 0/ Ba/t6/i followe1's clespite the gloom, the
ttncertainty and the danger-s which stlr-rmtnd them, is btd anothe1' evidence of the mysterimts all-compelling power' of Bah(J.'tt'llah whose
blessings will be bottnt-ifully vouchsafed to all who ar-ise to ca1'r-y out His
purpose . ... The American believe1's ha-ue made a splendid beginning.
Let them br-ing to a speedy and successful termination a task which
they have so nobly initiated and which they alone are destined to aCIrcomplish. "
-Shoghi Effendi.
«
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TI-IE CELESTIAL PRISONER
DORIS

McKAY

The following story of supreme spiritual impoTtance is based on "NabiFs Narrative," a histoTY of the early days of the Balui'i Cause, tTanslated by Shoghi Effendi, and
published under the title, "The Dawn-BTeakers."
~HE

star-pricked curtain of
U night still hung over the wilderness of northern Persia as Ali
Khan, chief officer of the frontier
fortress of Mah-Ku, rode his horse
in the direction of home. There was
no sound save the thud of hoofs upon the sand and Ali Khan was wra pt
in abstraction as in a long. dark,
cape. Among the sensibilities of
this stern, strong man, part Kurd,
part Persian, a conflict was raging;
all the forces of the man~his Kurdish harshness, his almost fanatical
sense of duty and responsibility, his
uncompromising nature were arrayed against a disintegrating power~an attitude toward a captive
received into his keeping at the
hands of the Persian state.
AMAZED AT himself, he seemed to
be fighting the very breezes of
spring as they blew across his wintry heart at the thought of that prisoner. A siyyid of tl1e Shi'ah sect of
Islam, known as the Bab or Gate of
a new Revelation, had been sent
there by the minister Haji Mirza
Aqasi who feared His influence on
the Shah. Here, in a fortress topping the last northern wedge of Persian soil, stubbornly braced against
the pressure of two hostile countries, Turkey and Russia, it was
thought that He would be inaccessible to His followers. It was a
feat challenging human endurance
to reach this highspot in the robber
Kurd country.

The journey accomplished, its end
lay in two unyielding barriers, one
the gate of the city of Mah-Ku, the
other the locked door of the fortified castle on the mountain. Nature
and man had combined in attemnting to effect the complete obscurity
of a prisoner whose qualities were
grace of person, modesty, spirituality, rather than aggressiveness. But
~Ali Khan had tried and all his efforts had been like an attempt to
hide the sun itself. On the dawn of
the first day a voice had lifted from
the window of the prisoner's chamher and had poured like a golden
river of sound into the valley below.
The Kurds who lived at the base of
+he mountain in the town of MahT(u had at the first syllables of the
Ba.b's voice tnrned their faces toward the castle. In their fierce
Sunni hearts there was a hatred of
the Shi 'ah sect; in the belts of every
one of them were knives and pistols,
fools of the trade of bandits. Unkemnt and wild, clad in crude colors
and harbaric jewelry, weather-beaten, s::\vage. the Kurds of that village
hRd heen inundated by the torrent
of thRt heavenly voice. It wreathed
in spirals up the snowclad sides of
the mountain, it penetrated like mist
into the crevices of the rude hnts, it
hroke the wills of the listeners.
Straight up the sides of the mountain they climbed for a glimpse of
His face. Eagerly they shouted to
Him. He answered. Since then
every morning the same thing had
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A prisoner out of bounds ~ He descended from his horse and strode
toward the Bab, a stern rebuke upon
his lips. But the words were never
uttered for as he paused a moment
for the prayer to be finished a great
fear seized him and he recoiled from
ALl KHAN'S musings on his prob- the thought of intruding himself nplem continued until against the on this holy person. He da1"ed not
lightening sky he could see the dis- speak. He sprang to his horse to
tant, grey outline of the city walls demand explana tion fro m the
with the formidable mountain over- guards, found the outer gates locktopping them. The masjid'" outside ed, opened them with his great iron
the gates where the pilgrims lodged key, clattered through the streets of
was dark. The Araxes River slip- the city and up the steep path to the
ped along in the half light reflecting four-towered gate of the fortress.
the last gleam of the morning star This too was securely locked. No
before it faded. Then all the dark one had passed that way that morncurtain was rolled up with the sud- ing!
We find our warden, shaken and
deness of dawn in Persia and the
river turned silver beneath a tent of tremhling) expostulating with the
cerulean blue with lifting purple surprised and innocent guards. 8iybars. Across the bridge and Ali yid Husayn, companion of the capKhan would be at the gate. But he tive prophet met him at the antereined his horse to a standstill for chamber and was astonished at the
here beside the river and quite alone courtesy with which that most arstood his prisoner. Like a vision rogant and domineering of keepers
He seemed with His hands raised io returned his salute. He seemed
heaven in a transport of adoration, completely unnerved and he accomthe delicate oval of His countenance panied 8iyyid I-:lusayn to the Bab's
upturned, the eyes seeming to pierce chamber on quaking limbs. Yes,
the veils that intervene between the Bab was there! In that angelic
man and the mystery of the divine projecti0l1 of His fOTm outside the
Reality, His voice calling fervently cHv gate He had worked no greater
upon the Name of God. The Bab miracle upon His opposer than that
stood and prayed and seemed to be which Paul had exnerienced two
the dawn's very embodiment-dawn thousand years ago. The Bab arose
of a new prophetic Day, essence of from His seat and welcomed him
blue light and silver waves, sense of and Ali Khan flung himself at His
a dark curtain lifting, of Light re- feet. With mved reverence he returning and the whir of rising wings peated the story of the appearance
from the nests of the nightingales. at the river-side, saying "I adiure
You, by the Prophet of God, Your
ARMORING HIMSELF against the mustrious Ancestor, to dissipate my
thrilling beauty of this scene, the doubts, for their weight has wellwarden felt his authority outraged. nigh crushed my heart. ... I am ut-

happened. Ali Khan, cryptic, forbidding, resolved upon the letter of
his duty, was powerless now to influence them. Ali Khan must not
yield to the intoxication of a personality, must stand firm.

*}l1osque.
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Love seeks to express itself
through service and Ali Khan was
privileged in the months that followed to render assistance to the
struggling Cause of the Bab. The
opening of the door of his heart was
a signal for the opening of the gates
of the castle to all those pilgrims
who had come across the plains and
m~untains to obtain the instructions
and inspiration of the Bab. The
pilgrims departed to scatter themEelves over Persia with the Great
Message. So the leadership of the
Bab was not lost in that critical
phase of the development of the
IN THE MASJID Shaykh Hasan-i- Faith.
Zunuzi, a trusted intimate of the
Nine months the g·entle spirit of
Bab, had been waiting with the
the Promised One held sway in the
other pilgrims for days to be adrocky fortress; for nine months the
mitted to the castle but the privilege
magic of His voice swept down into
had been denied. Now the love of
the valley; for nine months Ali
His chosen One did indeed take full
possession of the heart of Ali Khan Khan paid his respects to the prisand he longed to make immediate oner with gifts of choice fruits and
amends for his obstinate resistance. entertained His guests with unHe said, "A poor man, a shaykh is stinted liberality. And during that
yearning to attain Your Presence. time the Bab wrote the fiery verses
He lives in a masjid outside the of His great Book, the Bayan (Regate of Mah-Ku. I pray You that I velation). Then followed removal
myself be allowed to bring him to by the determined minister of state
this place that he may meet You. (who had never beheld His Beauty!)
By this act I hope that my evil to Chihriq, the Grievous Mountain,
deeds may be forgiven, that I may where still another stern jailor and
be enabled to wash away the stains barbarous countryside were to sucof my cruel behavior toward your cumb to the irresistible charm of
friends. ' ,
the Celestial Prisoner.

terly confounded.
I know not
whether my reason has deserted
me." "What you have witnessed is
true and undeniable" returned the
Bab. "You belittled this Revelation
and have contemptuously disdained
its Author. God, the all-merciful,
not desiring to afflict you with His
punishment, has willed to reveal to
your eyes the Truth. By His Divine
interposition, He has instilled into
your heart the love of His chosen
One, and caused you to recognize
the unconquerable power of His
Faith. "

The Bab said, '0 My Glorious Lord! I sacrifice Myself entirely
to Thee. My only desire is to be martY1"ed for Thy love. Thou dost
suffice Me!' The Bab's desire was to be realized for the glori01ts crown
«

of ma1"tyrdom was placed upon His head.
world. "

The gems light the whole
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.

·.....

SPEECH

"M:V mmd/" shall speak the praise of the Lord."-Psalm 145:21.

"Speech is one of the most valuable of human privileges, one of the

It is provided
by God in order that man may clothe the truth in such expression as
another may understand. It is both a vehicle of thought and a stimulator of thinking, intended for both use and pleasure. Man is given the
power of speech, and not the animals, because its chief mission is to the
welfare and development of the soul; therefore it ought to be accurate
and pure, and used to convey thol..1ghts that are worth expression. Within
external speech lies the thought expressed and the pur/Jose that prompted
the thought, therefore it can convey both ideas and feeling."

closest bonds of union and communication between men.

-DR. PAUL SPERRY,

Church of the New Jerusalem.

Evil ..
Speech

"The treasury of man is his speech."
"No one of all the people of the world should suffer harm
from your hands or tongues."
"The tongue is for honorable mention; pollute it not with
evil speech."
"Defile not the tongue with execrating anyone."
"Por the tongue is a smouldering fire, and excess of speech
a deadly poison. Material fire cOllsumeth the body,
whereas the fire of the tonglJe devoureth both heart
and soul."-Baha'u'llah.

"The 1I'orst human quality and the most great sitz is backbiting, more especially when it emanates from the
tongues of the believers of God."
"God who sees all hearts knows how far our lives are the
fulfillment of our words."-' Abdu'l-Baha.
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SONGS OF THE SPIRIT
SILVIA MARGOLIS

I

IV

NEW SONGS TO SING

WE ARE FREE

Too long have we borne with raneor
And woes of an ancient weaving!
Too long have we borne with eonflictAnd what have they brought us but
grieving!
Behold! We have cleared our hearts
Of each bitter and withering thing:
We have seen a Light in the Darkness:
We have New Songs to sing!

II
WE CAN SEE AT LAST

We are free! We shall sing to the world,
We shall sing to the sad and the dread
We have Truth and Beauty to giveAll the nations shall waken and hear!
We shall quicken the dead with our singing,
We shall free all the bound! \'Ve are
strong:
We shall sing of the Oneness of Mankind
And renew all the earth with our Song!

V
OF A NEW REVELATION

Our eyes, that were blinded with groping
Are healed! We can see at last!
We can see all around every limit,
And Beyond our portionless past!

Away with all blind imitation!
A wa y with ancestral beliefs!
We have done with the strife they engendered,
We have done with humanity's griefs!

Never more shall we hate at a bidding,
Or slay at a warrior's command!
At last we can see that the earth
Is really one native land!

We sing of a new Revelation,
Of a Cycle untrammeled by rage!
We sing of Divine Civilization,
And Humanity's Coming of Age!

III

VI

WE HAVE WINGS

LIKE THE FALCONS

We have Wings! We may fly, at last!
At last we may search and explore!
We may soar, at will, like the angels,
We shall chafe in confinement no more!

We shall fly, neath the sky, like the falcons
And lift up our Voices with strength!
Far and near over Valleys and Mountains
We shall cry the Good Tidings at length!

Past the fogs and the mists of tradition
Our flight will be steady and smooth:
We have Wings of Faith and of Reason,
At last we shall search out the Truth!

We shall fly, neath the sky, like the falcons·
And cry to the dwellers on earth:
"Lo! the ways of all freedom are opened,
And the gates to the ways of rebirth!"
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CURRENT THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"There will still be war until you stir and change men's souls.
War will never disappear from the face of the earth until religion
swoops men up in a spiritual fervor of abhorrence of war."
-Rabbi D. do Sola Pool of New York
At the Institute of Public Affairs,
University of Virginia.

t:,lEANWHILE, be they great or
W small, or last a long or a short
time, a majority of so-called" great
men" justify and illustrate
Shakespeare's admirable description of man's passing self importance:
"But man, proud man,
Drest in a little brief authority,
Most ignorant of what he's most assured,
His glassy essence, like an angry ape,
Plays such fantastic tricks before high
heaven
As make the angels weep."-Washington
Hemld.

function: to make the lives of men
possible with less lab or.
What should have happened and
what, I am sure, w'iU happe·n is that
the great gift of technic will be
diverted from its service to competitive economics and will be turned
to its rightful function. That function is: to free the energies of men
from bread-and-butter activities so
they may be released for richer
spiritual activities.
Listen to me: The historians of
the future will describe our era as a
time of measles-and-mumps sickness
in the record of humanity.
The child Man has grown too fast
for his own welfare and has suffered a tempOTary obstructive sickness-Albert Einstein, lifT or-ld D·igest.

ApPARENTLY German youth is
being conditioned for war from the
kindergarten up. The latest German schoolbooks, according to a correspondent of the London Observer,
speak of battle as "the divine business of every German"; a prayer
contained in a representative volume for children of eight and nine,
"W OItLD understanding and interends by asking all to raise their national co-operation are an empty
hands in honor of "the day of just dream unless built upon high ethical
vengeance' '; and a song, highly and religious principles." - Dr.
popular in the school, has the re- Fred B. Smith in Baccalaureate serfrain, "Nation to Arms! Nation to mon Stanstead Oollege Oanada,
Arms!" A sorry outlook, indeed, M 0110treal Gazette.
for those who believe that the only
hope of eliminating future wars is
ALWAYS interested in youth moveby educating the rising generation ments and founder of many such, I
to abhor the thought of battle.-The was shocked to find no active inSa,t~trday Review of Litemt~tre.
terest in religion among the youth
of Germany.
THE DEVELOPMENT of technics and
"Any youth movements are
machinery has, until today, helped largely political. . " The churches
the process of business competition have generally dropped their youth
rather than performed its natural organizations.
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"Exclusive of the Jews, and in
some parts of Germany the Roman
Catholics, there is a falling away
from evangelical fervor; so what we
in America would best do is to pray
hard for a rebirth of a pure religion
there, unhampered by governmental
creeds and dogmas."-Dr. W. H.
Houghton, New Y Gr'k World-Telegram.

M AGAZI N E

of the Gospel must try to realize the
fact that in the gigantic upheaval
of the world's political, economic
and social life, the church cannot
escape "the mills of the gods" for
already we note a decided change in
the thinking mind of those who
would seek a truer philosophy in the
realm of religion .... But with the
coming of this new age-which is
one of knowledge-the expanding
"THE PASSAGE of the equal na- Christian consciousness finds the
tionality law giving women com- limitations of the theologian inadeplete equality with men in nation- quate and restricted. It has passed
ality in the United States and the the stage of "blind faith" ("seeing
ratification of the equal nationality through a glass darkly") and wants
treaty are indeed notable victories. "to know." It wants a new religi"They are significant as an exten- ous philosophy that will bring man
sion of the principles of democracy to a truer knowledge of and closer
at a time when democratic govern- relationship with God by a study of
ment is under severe scrutiny and His laws and workings, in a Religiocriticism. Furthermore, they are Scientific Theology.-C. M. W.,
particularly significant in connec- M ontreal Daily Star.
tion with the effort of women to
achieve equality on a world wide
THE TRUTH revealed in all the
scale. "-Miss Alice Paul, Chairman
International Relations Committee, existing religions are one and the
National Woman's Party, Washi1lbg- same, but in every cycle they have
been explained in proportion to the
ton Star.
understanding and the perspicacity
"EUROPE TODAY is on the point of of the people of the day. The more
fading out just as other great civili- we grow, the more we require new
zations of the past faded out. garments to fit us.
Athens, Rome and Carthage deBaha,'u'llah the Manisfestation of
pended upon their shipping for Heavenly Love, says to us: (mantheir wealth and power. When, this kind)-" All of you are the fruit of
failed they died.
one tree and the leaves of one
"Since history repeats itself, the branch. "-"You are created by one
big interrogation point today is, Creator,-living on one planet. One
what area of the world will wear the sun shines upon you. " Why should
mantle which Europe drops ~ After we dispute ~ Let us try our best to
Athens came the great rivals, Rome bury the hatchet by avoiding our
and Carthage. The only question selfish feelings unnecessary doubts
in my mind is, which will be Rome and fruitless suspicions of each
and which Carthage 1-Gen. Rafael other by following the advice of
de N ogales of Venezuela, Washing- Baha 'u 'Hah - acting in co-operaton News.
tion, love and unity, then the
Heavenly Hosts will help us in our
THOSE kind-headed, honest and undertakings.-M. H. Touty, North
sincere adherents to the preaching China Daily News.
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"The Word of God is the storehouse of all good, all power and all wisdom.
The illiterate fishermen and savage Arabs through it were enabled to solve such
problems as were puzzles to eminent sages from the beginning of time. It
awakens within us that brilliant intuition which makes us independent of all
tuition, and endows us with an all-embracing power of spiritual understanding."
'Abdtt'l-Baha.
THE PURPOSE of education is to
develop the powers of the individual. But to center upon man's intellectual powers is to develop only
a fraction of the real man. FOT man
in his reality is infinitely more than
intellect.
The new education of today is
adding to the traditional intellectual goals highly important goals of
a creative nature. The modern
educator strives to develop the creative powers of the individual, feeling that these powers are of more
importance to the race and to the
individual himself than are even
the intellectual powers.
There is still a further power
which a few rare individuals have
well developed today, pioneers in a
realm in which the whole human
race will one day be at home and
enabled to function. This is the
power of intuition. It is a power so
rare and so little understood that
no one knows just how to define it
or how to state its constituents. All
we can do is to describe its workings.
Through intuition man seems able
to attain to a, knowledge or guidance which is impossible for him to
acquire through intellection. By
being able to estimate intuitively
whether the outcome of a certain
course of action would be favorable
or unfavorable, one is able to avoid
many diffieulties. And when in the
midst of unavoidable dilemmas in-

tuition helps us to find the way out.
Through intuition man is enabled to
complete his quest for new discoveries and inventions, thus capturing a
central idea which the intellect, even
when most powerfully and assiduously directed upon the problem,
had failed to attain. Through intuition we are assisted in realizing the
thoughts and motives of other people and are thus able to steer our
way more safely in the midst of the
human whirlpools and vortices of
life.
A FEW THOUSAND years ago intellectual man was a rarity and exercised an enormous power by means
of this advanced development. So
today there are men and women
here and there who have unusually
developed powers of intuition, thus
possessing an impOTtant advantage
over others in the conduct of life.
Intuitional perception is clearly
of immense value in all professional
work. To the doctor it brings added
powers of diagnosis; to the teacher
a closer rapport with his pupil; to
the merchant or financier it brings
a clarity and correctness of financial
vision which makes markedly for
success. In the exercise of military
genius, intuitional judgment swiftly exercised in moments of crisis is
frequently the added factor which
induces victory. In fact there is no
career in which intuition is not an
immense aid. If this be true, how
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important it is for education to
awaken and train if possible intuitional powers in all students.
But have all people such powers ~
Or is intuition, like genius, a gift
reserved for the few~ A careful
study of the phenomenon of intuition would lead one to believe that
it is a l)ower possessed by all l)eopIe, though at present exercised by
few. Intuition is closely connected
with the workings of the subconscious mind, whatever that may be.
It is when the focus of activity is
changed from the conscious to the
subconscious that the intuitional
powers begin to function. It is in
this mysterious plane of the subconscious, or as I would prefer to
call it, the super-conscious, that intuition is at home. We are dealing
here with a higher self-hidden usually even from its own possessor
-to whom we state our problems
and to whom we turn for guidance
and decision.
All people, not a few, possess this
inner guide, this wiser self, which is
not moved and played upon by illusionary motives as are the desirenature and the intellect of man.
Here is a self which unperturbed
seems able to weigh calmly every
claim and render unprejudiced
judgment. But wherefrom does this
higher self, this reality of our being,
get its wisdom ~ Is it not through
contact with the Infinite Source of
all wisdom~
Plato speaks of the archetypal
World of the Ideal from which the
artist and the seer derive their inspirations. Here truth resides in
its pristine purity. Here is beauty.
Here is perfect goodness. The
higher self of man, making contact
with this World of the Ideal, brings
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back to earth as much of goodness,
beauty, and truth as its limited
capacity enables.
Yet nothing can be brought back
to this lower plane in its original
perfection. Just as man's intellect
is fallible, so man's intuition is
short of omiscience. It makes contact with the Infinite-but cannot
comprehend the Infinite, nor perfectly translate it into terms of the
finite. What it does succeed in capturing is a much gTeater proportion
of beauty, goodness, and truth than
can be attained in any other way.
The higher wisdom which intuition brings to bear upon the problems of life is closely connected with
those spiritual guidances which men
and women have always sought,
down through the ages, by means of
prayer and earnest spiritual effort.
The higher self of man, which we
may call his soul, making contact by
means of prayer with the Infinite
Source of wisdom, may secure a
guidance which is impeccable. There
have been many individuals in the
history of religious life upon this
planet who have rightly managed all
their affairs, even down to daily details, by means of such guidance.
It is no uncommon phenomenon, if
we measure it in terms of centuries;
yet very rare if we measure it in
terms of the habits and powers of
ordinary men.
The inspiration of the artist, the
intuition of the scientist and inventor, the guidance of the saint-can
we do anything by means of education to awaken, develop and train
these powers ~ Oertainly there is
no process yet developed for accomplishing this-no educational
process available in scholastic circles.
Yet such means can be

EDITORIAL

evolved, just as there have been
evolved means for developing man's
intellectual and aesthetic nature.
First the student must be given
faith in such powers and be lead to
realize his possession of this priceless gift. There must be a thorough
study of the whole phenomenon of
intuition, and discussions of individual experiences. There must
then be opportunity for the exercise
and expression of these powers. The
best means of developing the intuitive faculty is the practice of meditation, as used by many religionists,
and described by 'Abdu'l-Baha as
follows:
"Through the faculty of meditation man
attains to eternal life. . . . The spirit of
man is itself informed and strengthened
during meditation; through it affairs of
which man knew nothing are unfolded before his view. Through it he receives divine inspiration. . . . "

The greatest authorities on this
possession and use of the intuition
are the Manifestations of God, for
They function more through the intuitional than through the intellectual powers, and They alone possess
in its perfection the power of immediate knowledge. If we study
Their writings, Their teachings, 'we
will :find ample material for helping
us to develop this intuitional side of
our nature. Here we have the real
authorities in the matter, and their
directions incorporated into an educational system would more speedily than any other method produce
the goals desired. This means that
education must cease to be secular,
and become spiritual.
All this is far in the future. There
is not even the beginning, in the
present educational world, of realization of such powers-much less
any conscious effort to awaken and
develop them. It is a hard enough
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task to persuade the educational
world to the importance of developing the creative side of the child.
Even when we see the creative nahue of man functioning commonly
around us and producing daily results of enormous value to general
progress as well as to the individual,
-in spite of all this evidence before us hardly one per c e n t of
all educators are consciously aware
of the importance of making creative development a goal of education. How then can we expect the
educational world to investigate
even, and much less to adopt, methods for developing intuition.
And yet education, in its capacity
of homoculture, must accept responsibility for developing every power
which resides in man, no matter how
recondite. It is by perceiving ultimate though hidden values in plants
and trees that the agriculturist and
horticulturist have developed new
and valuable varieties of food, (As
Luther Burbank once said, he merely aided nature to accomplish what
it was reaching out for). So educationists have constantly been discovering new goals for humanity, goals
expressive of values and powers as
yet undeveloped in the masses.
The function of the educator, if
rightly understood, is the most important of any profession. He must
know human nature, know its weaknesses and also its powers, more
fully than any other man. It is to
him that humanity must look for
new visions and new human values.
The educator, seen in this light, is
a human engineer whose province it
is to perfect the human race-to aid
it to evolve constantly toward new
powers and new goals. There is no
limit to this process.
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THE WORLD ORDER OF BAHAJUJLLAH
HAsAN M. BALYUZI
"The creative energies released by the La,w of Bahri/u'Utih, per1nectting and evolving
within the ?m'nd of 'Abdu'l-Bahti, have, by their very impact and close interctction, given
bir'th to an instrument which ma,y be viewed as' the Char-ter' of the New Wor-Id Or-derwhich is at once the glory arnd the pr-omise of this most gr-ea,t Dispensation."
-Shoghi Effendi.

n"fAHILE in London, 'Abdu'lflm Baha was asked by a journalist to relate His experiences of
prison life. He smiled and said:
"There is no prison save the prison
of self." Perhaps this sentence
may give us a clue to the remedy for
the world-wide ailments of the bodypolitic today. We need only to
glance around us to realize that today individuals live in self, families
reside in self, communities dwell in
self and nations abide by self, All
are deaf and blind to realities surrounding them. Wha t can be the
first and foremost task of the Baha'i
Cause but to liberate the human
race from the bondage of self ~
Someone might say that ascetics
and hermits have had this same end
in view. In the seclusion of their
caves and cells they have struggled
to purge themselves of "self."
Their object has been the elimination of the ego but with no thought
of their fellow men,-a stupendous
and impossible task, as impracticable and harmful as undesirable.
The Bah6!i Ca~tse aims at mastering and s~tbd~ting the ego and employing its h~lge reservoirs of initiative and e1lbergy and its colossal
potentialities in the service of h~l
manity. Fierce competition is a natural corollary of selfishness. It is
the fashion to call it "struggle for
existence," and wrap it in the gossamer disguise of biological necessity. Nothing is more alien to the

spirit of Baha'u'llah's World Order
than unbridled competition. This
must be abandoned and cooperation
must take its place.
Some of the basic instructions of
Baha'u'llah concern work. Work
done in the right spirit is ranked by
Him as worship. "The basest of
men," He asserts, "are they who
yield no fruit on earth, and they
verily are accounted among the
dead, nay better are the dead in the
sight of God than those idle and
worthless souls.' , , 'The best of
men, ' , again He says, "are they
that earn their livelihood by a profession and expend on themselves
and their kindred for the love of
God, the lord of all worlds." What
stronger indictment against social
parasites need we have ~
THIS AT once brings us to the
cardinal question of capital and
labor. Let me dispel all doubts by
stating at the outset that the Baha'i
Cause stands on a higher and vastly
larger plane than either of our principal schools of economic thought.
-Whereas Capitalists a,re impelled
by the interests of the more favored
few, and the Socialists demand the
rights of the great mass of workers,
the Baha'is take a detached view,
and consider the two contending
factions of capital and labor as inevitable and indispensable organs of
the body-politic. It is both disastrous and criminal to suppress one at
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the expense of the other. No solution can be obtained, unless both the
capitalist and the laborer admit
frankly their interdependence, and
start afresh on that solid and firm
basis. Baha'u'llah's thesis is a
wise and just system of taxation
and of distribution of public funds,
combined with voluntary sharing in
industry. Baha 'u 'llah would dismiss from human minds the very
idea of deprivation whenever the
social well-being of all conflicts with
individual comfort and luxury. The
rich should not be stripped of their
property and wealth. The poor man
must not be in want of necessities.
Rather the rich should feel in themselves that no ease and peace can
be imaginable as long as abject
misery is the lot of millions of their
fellow men.
But how can this spirit of responsibility of the fortunate fOT the unfortunate be brought about ~ Human
nature, we are told, cannot be
changed. But if mankind is to live
on, it must undergo a great unprecedented transformation. What we
term human nature and view oftentimes with resigned repugnance is
only a faint shadow of the ruling
traits of jungle life. However appalling and bea stly man was years
ago, his predatory and wicked instincts were limited in their application by the lack of efficient method
and instrument. Today we live in a
world rampant with dangerous possibilities. Man has in his possession
the most devilish means of destruction. Thus the very preservation
of the human race decrees subordination of this dreaded human nature.
THERE ARE people who believe that
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under harsh discipline and external
pressure, man can be reformed.
They assume that force and suppression can induce men to visualize
the common weal. These zealots
lose sight of a secret. We can blow
air into a balloon but not indefinitely. A limit passed, it will burst. If
we wish to proceed with our pleasure, we have first to increase the
capacity of our plaything. And so
it is with humanity.
The only way to correct conditions is through just laws; but, in
order to have j~£st laws, and also
complete obedience to Jaw, man
must be changed from "rithin. This
change of human nature makes possible a willing and intelligent obedience. Without this inner gro'.vth
some become scheming and resentful.
Both Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha lived long lives of suffering
and deprivation in order to show us
that the spirit within can conquer socalled human nature and substitute
love for hate and justice for greed.
But a desire for justice for all
does not mean absolute equality.
This is a chimera that has decoyed
men into baseless assumptions and
deleterious experiments. Baha'u'llah is emphatic on this point: we
can not have absolute equality. But
the fact that ranks and degrees are
inevitable does not entail oppression and irresponsibility. Baha'u'llah declares unequivocably for
equality of opportunity and absolute, unconditional equality in the
sight of God. Compulsory universal education affords equal chances
to all.
Furthermore, God recognizes no
distinction of color, race, language,
mltionalitv, religion, wealth and
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position. "0 children of vainglory,
for a fleeting sovereignty ye have
abandoned my imperishable dominion and have adorned yourselves
with mortal hues, and pride yourselves therein. By My Beauty! All
will I gather neath the unicolored
canopy of dust and efface all these
diverse colors save them that choose
My own, and that is purging from
all colors."
T his oneness of humankind,
which in the words of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
is "the gift of God to this age, "constitutes the cornerstone of Baha'u'Hah's dispensation, Here a pitfall
should be warned against. Unity
and uniformity are two different
themes. Uniformity is deadening.
It paralyzes human faculties, and
dries up all fountains of originality
and creative thought. Buha'u'llah
never supported the idea of uniformity. By comparing the world
and its multiforms of race, nationality and language, to a garden
effulgent with varieties of plant life,
'Abdu'l-Baha showed the undesirability of reducing all to one type.
One of the glories of Bah8!u 'llah 's
World Order is the fact that it sanctions "unity in diversity."
The BaM!i Cause, then, champions universal tolerance and appreciation rather than the enchaining of the human intellect to produce one type. No violent move,
however, against political order and
social equilibrium is permitted. But
as long as a movement is peacejttZ
and works through befitting channels, no person or persons should
have the right of prevention.
Men are free to express what they
think and feel. But if on a vital
point two should disagree and drag
others into the vortex of their con-
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flict, both are deemed wrong. Thus
demagogues and charlatans lose
their standing.
TIn WORLD ORDER of Baha'u'llah
ordains the establishment of a Supreme Tribunal, a supernational,
fully-sovereign b 0 d y exercising
control over any and every affair,
problem or occasion that affects international relations. The words of
'Abdu'l-Baha will best explain the
nature of this tribunal:
"Although the League of Nations
has been brought into existence, yet
it is incapable of establishing universal peace. But the Supreme
Tribunal which His Holiness Baha'u'11ah has described will fulfil this
sacred task with the utmost might
and power. And His plan is this;
that the national assemblies of each
country and nation-that is to say,
parliaments-should elect two or
three persons who are the choicest
men of that nation and are well informed concermng international
laws and relations between governments and aware of the essential
needs of the world of humanity in
this day. The number of these representatives should be in proportion to the number of the inhabitants of that country. The election
of these souls who are chosen by the
national assembly, that is, the parliament, must be confirmed by the
upper house, the Congress, and the
Cabinet and also by the president
or monarch so that these persons
may be the elected ones of all the
nation and the government. From
among these people the members of
the Supreme Tribunal will be elected and all mankind will thus have a
share therein, for everyone of these
delegates is fully representative of
his nation.
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, 'When the Supreme Tribunal revealed to us. Now, we are forced
gives a ruling on any international to admit that unity is the urgent
question, either unanimously or by need of the hour. Today we stand
majority-rule, there will no longer at the cross roads, face to face with
be any pretext for the plaintiff or a critical and momentous decision.
ground of objection for the defend- Which path are we to take, order or
ant. In case any of the govern- anarchy?
ments or nations in the execution of
the irrefutable decision of the SuLOOKING IN perspective at the
preme Tribunal, be negligent or projected World Order of Baha'u'dilatory, the rest of the nations will llah, three salient features command
rise up against it, because all gov- our immediate attention,-Justice,
The followernments and nations of the world Unity and Love.
are the supporters of this Supreme ers of Baha 'u 'llah aspire to a new
Tribunal. Consider what a firm order in which war, discord, jealfoundation this is. But by a limited ousy and competition are eliminatand restricted league the purpose ed, not merely because they are
will not be realized as it ought and banned and tabooed, but because the
human soul will rise to such an eleshould. "
From these words it is evident vation of justice and wisdom that
that Baha'u'llah inculcates the no- greed and carnage will seem childtion of collective responsibility, ish, brutish and outgrown. The
even in world affairs. More than World Order of Baha'u'llah is not
sixty years ago, He foretold and a negative system. It does not simforesaw the present sad plight of a ply forbid. Its richness, potency
bewildered humanity. Now, we are and animating, revitalizing spiritbeginning to comprehend tha t no ual power, have not failed those who
nation can act as the sole judge of have enlisted on its side. A strucits conduct and behavior. Now, the ture founded on justice, unity, love
full connotation of Baha'u'llah's and appreciation will inevitably
warnings and exhortations is being' have peace within its walls.

---,m--"The rise and establishment of this Administndive Order'<-the shell that shields
and enshrines so precious a gem_constit~ties the hc~ll-mar·k of this second and formative age of the Baha'i em, It will C011'W to be 1'6gar'ded, ctS it r·ecedes farther and farther
fr'orn our eyes, as the chief agency C'YI~lJowered to usher in the concluding phase, the
consummation of this glorious Dispenscttion.
"Let no one, while this System is still in its infancy, rnisconceive its character, belittle its significance or misrepresent its pur'pose. The bedrock on which this Administra,ti'IJe Order is founded is God's irnmutable pIcr·1Jose for mankind in this day. The
Source frorn which it derives its inspiration is no one less than Baha,'u,'llah Himself.
... The central, the ~mder"lying airn which animates it is the establishment of the New
World Order· as adurnbr'ated by Baha'u'llah . ... "
-Shoghi Effendi,
"The Dispensation of Baha'u'llah."
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THE GREEK PRESS AND THE
BAHAJI MOVEMENT
DIONYSIOS

~]NE of
"~ great

the many proofs of the
need of our times for
something more spiritual is the attitude of the Greek press towards the
two Baha'is who visited Athens in
these days. Miss Martha L. Root,
New York and Pittsburgh magazine
writer and journalist, came the first
of April, 1934; and Mr. Abdul Hussein N aimi from Tihran, Persia,
passed through Athens and remained May first, second and third. It
was a coincidence that they were
here at the same time, and their
visits were much too brief.
The reception of these two
Baha'is by the press has been extraordinary. Our press, like any other,
deals generally with political events.
It is divided into two hostile camps
representing two great political
parties, one fighting the other; but
these two camps were united and in
harmony in speaking about the
Baha'i Movement. This shows they
have taken the Baha'i Faith seriously as something much above the
daily political strifes to which they
ordinarily devote themselves. The
interest shown is all the more significant because when one group of
Greek papers praises an event, a
person, a movement, often the other
side (namely, the other five papers
-for they are divided five newspapers on each side) ignores or attacks it. This time all the newspapers put aside their strifes and
spoke with their hearts.

S.

DEVARIS

These two Baha'is, Miss Root and
Mr. N aimi, were not considered as
subjects of curiosity but were taken
seriously by all the papers without
any exception. This means the
newspapers outdid themselves, for
generally all topics outside politics
have one common purpose which is
to satisfy the curiosity of the
readers.
An excerpt from V radhini (The
Evening Paper) follows:
"Miss Root with Mrs. Tsaldaris:
Yesterday morning at ten 0 'clock
Mrs. Lina Tsaldaris" received in a
long interview the American journalist and representative of the
Baha'i Movement, Miss Martha
Root, and the Persian delegate of
the Baha'i Faith, Mr. Abdul Hussein N aimi of Tihran. Miss Root
spoke long to Mrs. Tsaldaris about
the new Faith Baha'i which counts
millions of followers all over the
world and whose scope is the brotherhood of the peoples and the establishment of universal peace. Miss
Root in going out from the home of
the Prime Minister said the following: 'I consider my meeting with
Mrs. Tsaldaris as the most beautiful success of our Cause in Greece.
Mrs. Tsaldaris is not only a lady of
very broad education but a great
soul, and I am happy to hear you
say that what she thinks has great
weight with the Greek people and
that her influence is so profound.'
Miss Root will remain in Athens ten

"Mrs. Tsaldaris, wife of the Prime Minister of Greece, is the daughter of the late President of the National
University of Athens, Dr. Lalnbros, who was also former Premier of Greece.
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days longer supervising the
printing of the work Baha'tt'llah and the New Era in
the Greek language, and
Mr. Naimi left yesterday,
May third, at three o'clock,
for Constantinople and
thence for Tihnln.' ,
This article was also published with slight changes
in four other papers.
Mrs. Tsaldaris aRked her
guests about the Baha!i
Movement. She was interested and wanted to read
more about it. Since it was
a formal visit, and we were
talking with the wife of the
Prime Minister, I asked her
secretary three times if our
time was over and we
should leave. But he said
'no". It was a most happy
visit.
Mrs. Tsaldaris is the
leader of every intellectual
movement here. At the time
when Greece first took part From left: MT. Dionysios S. Devaris of Athens,
Gr-eece, Miss Mal'thc" L. Root of the United States,
in the Exposition of Art at
M1'. Abclul Hussein Nairni of Tihnin, Pm'sia.
Venice, the participation
was chiefly due to Mrs. Tsaldaris. people all over Greece read about
She is a patroness for every worth- the Baha,'i Teachings.
Later the American journalist
while intellectual event such as literary readings and lectures. She is had an audience with the Mayor of
unusually spiritual and very liberal. Athens, Mr. Kostas Kotzias,' and on
May 16, she spoke in Archeological
The Athinaika Nea (Athenian News)
printed an enthusiastic article. The inter- Hall under the auspices of the
viewer after learning from Miss Root about Esperantists before five hundred
the Bah:'!'i principles and the history of the
Movement exclaimed, "Then I am a Bah:'!'i and fifty people on the subject:
also, because I have no prejudices." But "Esperanto as aWay to Peace and
Mr. Naimi smiled, So it seems that lack of
prejudice is not a sufficient basis for be- the Principles of the Baha'i Movecoming a Bah:,!'j,
ment."
Valuable articles of varylllg
As a result of the visits of Miss
length were printed in all other Root and Mr. N aimi several have
papers so that during' those three wished to establish a Baha'i group
days at least five hundred thousand in Athens.
IMayor Kotzias, an outstanding humanitarian, has established a unique aunUller resort. for children of the poor.
It is like a small republic. (Editors.)
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THE CULTURE OF THE AMERICAN
INDIAN
ALIOE

E.

SOOTT

The followi,ng article, wr"itten at the r'equest of the editors, treats for the most part,
of the history of the Indian in the sm~thwestern part of the United States. There is
so m~wh of cruelty and injustice in the histor"y of EurOlJean settlement in A'Ynerica that
it is refreshing to contemplate the harmonious relations possible of establishment whenever j~[Stice and love are practiced. The a1~thor"s unprej1tdiced and syrnpathetic viewpoint will pa;rticular"ly interest Baha'is. Mr"s. Sea tt, an alurnnus of the University of
California at Berkeley is now Pyesident of the American Associcdion of University
Women in her home town.
~ HE

American Indian and his
achievements are of particular
interest to the people of the United
States, because they afford a study
of human history on this continent
and because Americans have forcibly intervened in the destiny of the
race. Probably nowhere in the
world is it possible to observe so
well the reaction of a land and nahue upon its population. Here was
a people isolated and undisturbed
by invaders for many centuries.
Racial types and characteristics
were developed without acute conflict of interest because of the vast
space in which this people dwelt.
Ages of cultural history and perhaps a series of civilizations must
have passed on these American continents before the white man's invasion and the beginning of written
American history.
Mr. J ames
Henderson believes that the beginning of the Basket-Maker period
was three thousand or more years
ago. The cliff dwellings of Mesa
Verde in Colorado had been abandoned and were falling into ruins
when the Spanish conquistadors
reached New Mexico in 1540.

and, in warmer sections, cotton. Seepage in the valleys, even without
irrigation as such, helped the growing of crops. At the present time,
fair crops are grown in favorable
seasons on the tops of mesas. For
example, the Indians of Acoma, the
Sky Village, about seventy miles
west of Albuquerque engage in agriculture. Excavations show that the
surplus crops of the favorable seasons were stored to be used when
there was a drought for storage pits
were used. Sometimes these were
natural and sometimes they were
made in caverns under over-hanging
cliffs, protected from inclement
weather. James Henderson says
that these storage pits may have
suggested pit dwellings which long
preceded the pueblos and cliff
dwellings such as we have at Pueblo
Bonito, near Grant's and Canyon de
los Frijoles near Espanola, above
Santa Fe.
In the earlier days when game
was too scarce to afford a very
great portion of their food, the Indians depended on maize to a great
extent. They used rabbits both for
food and clothing; wild turkeys
served for food, and their feathers
WE KNOW from excavations that for decoration.
these Indians raised hardy varieties
The Indians had no horses, cattle,
of maize, squashes, gourds, beans, or sheep until the coming of the
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Spanish conquistadors in 1540. tive art, which reached a high plane
These facts show why the southwest in the course of the centuries-witIndians developed along the lines of ness the beautiful shiny black bowls
agriculture while the Plains Indians, and vases of Maria of San Ildefouso
dependent upon large herds of bison and her daughter, which are sought
for their meat supply, were nomadic. the world over.
A common misconception of the
This natural and necessary use of
weapons for a livelihood encouraged Indian has been the tradition of savwarlike habits rather than the age cruelty, acquired during the
peaceful arts of rug weaving and period of early American history
pottery making enjoyed by the Pue- when the Indian was torn from the
blo Indians.
very soil in which his physical and
The people of the Red Race have spiritual character were rooted. It
venerated the powers of nature, be- was a purely human reaction and
cause they owed everlasting grati- not a permanent characteristic of
tude to the warmth of the sun, the the race. If we judge him by his
fertilizing action of the rain, and the works-the remains of his monureproductive response of the earth. ments, temples, sculpture, fabrics
They express their gratitude by and utensils,-we are bound to give
bringing gifts and performing dra- him a worthy place among the races.
matic ceremonies with song and
OF SPECIAL interest at this time,
dance at various opportune seasons
of the year. For the purpose of when the whole modern world is
bringing rainfall in August, for ex- troubled over the kind of governample, the Hopis of Arizona stage ment it shall have, is the form of
the weird snake dance as an obeis- government which developed among
ance to the rain gods. The Zunis these Indian tribes. In their lives
too have their form of supplication of adventure there was great opporfor rain. These religious rites do tunity for leadership so chieftaincy
not prevent them from also using without overlordship arose. The
practical procedure to save their sense of individual freedom was too
great to permit of dynasties. In
crops.
Dwellings excavated in the south- regard to the Pueblo government
west, e. g., Ohaco Oanyon, testify Dr. Hewett says: "The Pueblo govnot only to a high order of physical ernment was a model of state craft.
strength, but to mental virility and There was always solicitude for the
esthetic sense. Achievements in de- people, exaltation of the tribe, never
sign and color in their textile weav- of the individual or self." This
ing and pottery making are notable. self-effacement was a constant trait
Mr. Stanley Vestal says that pottery of the Indian character and still is.
making represents the highest de- The Indian race left no personal
velopment of technique, and that it history, only tribal or communal.
was one of the most important and He was not boastful of personal
distinctive elements of the south- power as are the modern Americans
west culture. The need of pottery and Europeans. The evidence of
vessels to hold and carry water en- his cultural remains shows that the
couraged the development of decora- life of the Indian was highly unified
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and socialized. His religion entered
into every form of activity,-esthetic, industrial and social. He put
his whole spiritual life into all of
his actions, always with the thought
of the people. Ancestors were venerated, but not mentioned by name.
Wisdom was of the ancients.
IF WE WOULD judge the Indians
fairly, we must rid ourselves of our
ancient prejudices, and remember
that the deg'eneracy among them
has gradually crept in since the Indian came in contact with the white
man. The studies and excavations
of the archeologists help us to know
the Indians prior to the invasion of
the white man and a sympathetic
study of their present lives makes us
understand that fine characteristics
still remain in spite of corrupting
habits and vices learned from the
white man.
When we study our history in relation to the Indian we find it is
without glory to us. From the beginning the conflict to subdue a race
has been unequal and, although we
have robbed him of his lands, unsuccessful. For the Indian tribes of
the United States and Canada still
remain for the most part unconquered and ' 'uncivilized' '. They
still retain their self-respect and independence in spite of the powers
that would destroy their tribal existence. We have tried to convert
them and found it not easy, in fact,
practically impossible. Religious
conversion involves the eradication
of an age-old culture and the destruction of the very soul of the
race. It is just about impossible to
impose an alien culture upon a subjugated people; far better would it
be to make our culture and civiliza-
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tion so attractive that the Indians
would deliberately select from it.
For it is neither through stupidity
nor perverseness that the Indians
resist our well-meaning efforts for
their betterment; rather there is a
conflict between new standards and
age-old ideals of authority, morality, and justice. Our ideas seem as
perverted to them as theirs do to us.
The Indian believes that a promise should be kept, that authority,
being the will of all, must be obeyed.
The observance of his ceremonies or
, 'dances" is his religion. Our ceremonies to him are paganisms. Dr.
Hewett says: "He is simply guilty
of belonging to the race that thinks
it came from the womb of the Earth
Mother, instead of the one that believes its common ancestor to have
been fashioned' from the dust of the
ground!' "
WE SOAROELY realize yet what a
debt we owe the Indian. Vve are
conscious that we have deprived
him of lands and homes, but not that
much of our own culture is derived
from his. In coping with nature
and unfamiliar situations the early
white settlers learned much from
the Red Man. In fact, they would
hardly have survived without the
aid, voluntary or enforced, of their
so-called enemies. We can make
some slight amends for our past offenses by making an effort to understand the race and help to preserve
what is valuable in its culture. ,Ve
must try to understand the spiritual
side of the race as well as its material and linguistic aspects. There
should be a destiny for the American Indian more honorable than to
be exploited as material for stirring
fiction and spectacular exhibition.

THE CULTURE OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN

His is a race of splendid works and
noble characteristics, that, in spite
of the adversities of the past four
hundred years, may be blended with
its conquerors while preserving its
O'Nn arts and culture. From him
we have received much. To him we
may give much. Indeed our government is showing a greater understanding, greater fairness, and
greater good will toward the Indians than ever before, and it is reC81vmg cooperation from them.
'rhey need instruction in disease
prevention, sanitation, and erosion
control. I-Iave we not much to think
about ourselves when we learn that
the Navajos, in their recent council
meeting at Keams Oanyon, Arizona,
have warned the American towns
adjoining their reservation that
they must clean up vice condi tions ~
Otherwise the Indians will refuse to
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participate in the annual exhibit of
ceremonial dances after January
1st, 1935.
Let me quote, in conclusion, from
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett: "Viewed
from any standpoint, it is a noble
heritage that comes down to us from
the long past of America-a heritage of experience, of thought, of expression, recorded in art, religion,
social order-results of fervent aspiration and mighty effort; a race
pressing its way toward the sun,
running its course and passing into
shadows."
(The author is indebted to Mr. Stanley
Vestal, "Colorado Short Stories of the Past
and Present," published by the University
of Colorado; Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, "Ancient
Life in the American Southwest;" Dr. T. M.
Pearce and Mr. Telfair Henden of the University of New Mexico, "America in the
South West.")

You m~lst give grea.t importance in teaching the Indians, i. e., the
aborigines of America. For- these souls are like the ancient inhabitants
of Penins~llar Arabia, who, pr-evimls to the Manifestation of His Holiness Muhammad, were tr-eated as sa'uages. But when the Muhammadic
light shone for-th in their midst, they becam~e so ill~lmined tha,t they
br"ightened the world. Likewise, shmtld these Indians and ab01'igines be
educated and obtain g~liclance, the1'e is no doubt tha,t thr-otlgh the divine
te(~chings they will become so enlightened as in ttwn to shed light to
all reg;ions."
( Abdtl'l-Baha.
u
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THE LAND OF FOUR FAITHS
HUSSEIN RABBANI

n

N his recently published book bring, if not the masses, at least the
U on PaZestine' Mr. Norman intelligentsia of the country to a
Bentwich, who was formerly Attor- deeper realization of the cultural
ney General in the Palestine govern- and religious values so essential to
ment, and who is now Professor of the building up and maintenance of
International Relations at the He- a civilization.
For the outstanding feature of
brew University of Jerusalem, and
who may be well considered as one modern Palestine, and one which
of the leading authorities on modern will for many years continue to imPalestine, makes the following sig- press every foreign visitor to that
country is the increasingly rapid
nificant statement:
(( Palestine may indeed be now mechanization and industrialization
regarded as the land not of thTee of the land. From a relatively backbut of fotw faiths, beca~lse the ward and medieval country of not
Bah6/i creed, which has its centTe of more than half a million inhabitants,
faith and pilgTimage in ACTe and Palestine has during the last fourHaifa" is a,ttain,ing to the chamcter teen years, thanks to the wise and
of a world religion. So far as its in- energetic administration of the
fi~lence goes in the land, it is a factoT
British government, evolved into a
making for inteTnationaZ and inter- progressive and prosperous counreligiotls ~mderstanding.'"
try of more than one million inhabitants. Despite the conflicting
IT IS, indeed, significant and chal- and continually clashing interests
lenging to everyone who has the and rights of the Arab and Jewish
interest of Palestine at heart that communities it has made a swift
such an eminent writer and scholar headway in the process of capitalas Mr. Bentwich should make a ization. The wave of Jewish imstatement which is tantamount to a migration, particularly in the last
challenge to the three main religious two years, has given an added mobodies who today, to an almost equal mentum to this process of economic
extent, consider the Holy Land not reorganization, with the result that
only as their religious but as their today the Holy Land is the only
cultural centre, and in which they country which can be said to be
have had and still claim to have really prosperous. The severe and
such a wide range of interests.
unprecedented economic crisis that
The statement is the more signif- has brought so much confusion and
icant when viewed in the light of misery to peoples and nations is
the rapid economic and political practically unknown in this part of
transformations through which that the world. While other countries
country is now passing-transfor- are suffering from unemployment,
mations which sooner or later will Palestine has actually a shortage of
l"Palestine" by Norman Bentwich-London, Bean 1934.

2Ibid p. 235.
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labor, due to the new industries and
economic enterprises initiated by
the use of foreign capital.
SO THE Palestine of today is being
rapidly ,Vesternized, and this tendency towards westernization i,o;
being felt in every department of
life, in the economic as well as in the
intellectual and political. But this
eagerness to adopt and apply western methods of living is in the nature of a copy, and is hence rather
mechanical in character. The East
and the West have indeed been
brought into a closer and more intimate contact than ever, and this
has opened the way for a social experiment which is unique in many
ways.
But despite this close physical
proximity between the Arab and the
Jewish sections of the population
there is a wide gulf separating the
two communities. And even if such
a gulf is eventually filled in, the
fact remains that the whole country
is developing in the direction of
western materialism, and is losing
rapidly that religious and moral
consciousness which history has
shown to be the mainspring of civilization itself.
Religious communities are, indeed, very numerous and their institutions, whether in the form of
churches or schools, are distributed
all over the country. But in so far
as their influence is concerned they
pertain more to the dead past than
to the living present. In fact they
exist rather than live. For far
from fulfilling their true mission,
which is to open the way for greater
interracial and interreligious understanding and cooperation, they add
to the confusion of thought and action which is so hopelessly disturb-
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ing the peace and retarding the progress of the country.
AND IT IS precisely in this connection that Professor Bentwich's
statement concerning the role and
character of the Balui'i Movement
acquires its full significance. One
should go even further and state
that this Movement is not only a
factor working for peace and understanding between races and religions in Palestine, but that it is
actually the only factor working in
that direction. For although the
teachings and principles it advocates cannot, for reasons that are
only too obvious, draw the attention and influence the mind of the
public in Palestine as t:ffectively as
they should, they nevertheless constitute the sole panacea for the innumerable spiritual and moral diseases which are ravaging that land.
In a country in which religious and
political hatreds and animosities are
in a continual state of ebullition, and
in which riots and outbreaks are the
rule rather than the exception the
Gospel of Baha 'u 'nah has not much
chance to effectively impress and
mold the public mind. But the day
will surely come when as a result of
the excessive material developments
"which are now rapidly taking place
both the leaders and the masses will
have to stop and think of the C011sequences of their actions and to
come to the realization that the way
to peace and happiness does not lie
in pure material advantages and
gains but is essentially to be found
in a state of harmonious spiritual
relationship between man and God
-a state which will inevitably bring
about the necessary readjustments
in our personal and social relationships.
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A MORAL PROGRAM FOR PEACE
J ULIEN
IRST, what is peace'~ Peace is
not merely the avoidance of
war by the European nations as a
result of the skill of their diplomats,
even over a considerable period of
time, the while armaments grow and
mutual suspicions flourish and national prides smart-the while, in a
word, war hovers over the Continent as it has since 1918. That js not
peace. I adopt Spinoza's definition:
"Peace is not absence of war, but a
virtue that springs from strength of
soul." In other words, the problem of peace is more than anything
else a moral problem. It is a problem of moral reformation. That of
course is not to say that it is not
also an economic problem, a problem of statesmanship, a problem of
law. "\Vhat I mean is that in addition to being those things, and more
distinctively, it is a moral problem,
and especially therefore a matter
for our moral educators.
A number of writers preach
peace in perfectly good faith, but
meantime say things which I believe are false and which do actual
harm to the cause of peace. In the
first place, they lead people to expect too much of official organizations devoted to peace. They fail
to lay enough stress on the fact that
such organizations can prove effective only to the extent that they
have public support; that peace will
be achieved only through the desire
of the peoples for peace, through a
change in their moral outlook in
the 'world; that peace is a gift that
the peoples must make to them-

BENDA

selves, that it will not be handed
down to them by some power from
above, that their governments can
be nothing more than their intelligent agents, not their transcendent
benefactors.
Ot.hers think the best interests of
peace are served by urging the
peoples to know each other better
and to visit each other back and
forth, assuring them that in this
""Tay they will eradicate the sense
of their differences from their
hearts and replace it with the sense
of their human brotherhood. That
seems to me very doubtful. One
may quite well argue the contrary,
that contacts with foreigners intensify differences. I recently read a
book by a Lettish scholar which
contended that the French and the
Germans first bee-ame conscious of
their antagol1isms when they were
fighting shoulder to shoulder in the
Crusades. . . . Peace is to be the
product of a spiritual effort on
the part of men, not of wholesale
gallivantings over the surface of
the globe.
In any event, the
"mutual understanders" wo u I cl
bring peace to men by mechanical
agencies, making no demands 011
their inner strength of soul.
I hope that. I shall not be misunderstood. I am not insisting that
national differences be wiped out.
... The peoples, rather, should be
urged to take their spiritual stand
in a region of the soul where national differences bee-ome unimportant. '"

*Quoted ["om an article in "Foreign Affairs," for July, 1934.

THE REMEDY
FOR WAR . ....

" . . . The resources of war will
be expended on that which will be
conducive to the spiritualization of
mankind."- 'A bdu'l-Baha.

============_U============

ARS will succeed, peace measures and pacific documents will remain dead letters unless the Word of God and His Supreme
Power comes to exercise its influence. Not until this is attained may
lasting peace be realized."
OT until the darkness of differences among men is dissipated will
the pavilion of unity cast its shadow over all regions: otherwise
rest and composure, peace and universal reconciliation are unachieveable."
~LL wise men witness that these Divine Teachings [Baha'i] are the
~ very spirit of this age and the light of this cycle; humanity will

never find peace and tranquility without the spreading of these teachings, nor will it attain perfect civilization."
ULTI-IOUGH the representatives of various governments are asr~ sembled in Paris in order to lay the foundations of Universal
Peace and thus bestow rest and comfort upon the world of humanity,
yet misunderstanding among some individuals is still predominant and
self·interest still prevails. In such an atmosphere Universal Peace will
not be practicable, nay, rather, fresh difficulties will arise. This is
because interests are conflicting and aims are at variance.... Universal
Peace will not be brought about through human power and shall not
shine in full splendor unless this weighty and important matter will be
realized through the Word of God and be made to sbine forth through
the influence of the Kingdom of God. Eventually it shall be thoroughly
established through the Power of Baha 'u 'llah." (J anuary, 1919.)

;:Fa Yarm
a ger:-eral agreement all
of the world
dissImultaneously. It WIll not do If one lays down 11:s arms
~

t~e governm~nts

~ust

and the other refuses to do so. The nations of the world must concur
with each other concerning this supremely important subject, thus they
may abandon together the deadly weapons of human slaughter."

- ' Abd~t'l-Baha.
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A MESSAGE TO BAHAJ[ YOUTH
A.

ROCHAN

The a1~thoT i.s a student in the University of PaTis and a devoted follower of the
Bahd/i Teachings. His pTimary interest is in encouraging all Baha'i Y01~th to j'ealize
fully "their manifold and sacred responsibilities" fQ?' futuj'e seTvice in the New World
Order of BahU'u'llah.

T seems that every great movement is subject to the same law
as that which governs the seasons
in Nature. After a period of sleep
and cold stagnation, Spring is born,
to be followed by Summer with its
blossoms and ripening fruits, at
length passing into the full maturity
and abundance of Autumn.
In the season of Spring signs of
new life appear; but the loosening
of frozen rivers and the melting of
the snows beneath the increasing
power of the sun create also floods
and storms that sweep the land and
work destruction. So that Springtime is likely to be a period of many
tests, difficulties and danger. But
Spring passes into Summer; the
earth has been prepared and refreshed and there come the long
days of activity, unfoldment and
growth, leading at last to Autumn
with its fruition and peace.
Just so, when a divine Manifestation appears, His Cause is at first
hindered by the opposition of nearly all the world. The adherents of
the old, crystallized order of things
resist with fear and hatred, the influx of new ideas and ideals and the
birth of change. Therefore those
who become pioneers of a spiritual
springtide will have to meet an

avalanche of trials, privations and
martyrdom.
HISTORY bears witness to the fad
that the opening period of the
Baha'i Cause demanded a sublimity
of sacrifice, on the part of a far
greater number of its followers,
than the initiation of any previous
religion. But with the plaster of
their blood and the bricks of their
bodies they well and truly laid the
foundations of that New World
Order which is the Baha'i Movement.
This period is passing and Summer is at hand, the season of activity
and construction, the opportunity
for the unfoldment of every latent
power and capacity among those
who seek to carry on the great work
so nobly begun.
The responsibility for its continued progress and ultimate achievement rests, in a large measure,
upon the Baha'i Youth of todayheirs of a unique spiritual heritage.
If we do not want the heroic efforts
and sacrifice of those who have bequeathed to us this heritage to remain fruitless, we must be ready to
follow in their footsteps, arise to
serve, and never rest until the work
is accomplished.

"If thou wishest to know the divine remedy which will heal man from aU sickness
and will give him the health of the divine kingdom, know that it is the precepts and
teachings of God. Guard them sacredly."-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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WHAT IS A

BAHA~I

SUMMER SCHOOL?

SYLVIA PAINE
"The teaching of the [Bahd!i] Administration is . . . an indispensable featnre of
every Bah6,'i Snmmer School, and its specicil significance can be better undwl'stood if we
realize the great need of every believer today for' a mm'e adequate und61'standing of
the social pr'inciples and laws of the Faith."-Shoghi Effendi.

U

young couple, driving one
evening on a state road a few
miles from Flint, Michigan, chanced
to pass a house surrounded by numerous white buildings of various
sizes. One of the buildings bore the
name "Louhelen Ranch" and the
general appearance of the place as
well as the number of people belied
its being an ordinary farm. Overwhelmed with curiosity these people
drove into the yard and inquired if
the ranch specialized in renting riding horses. Two ladies explained
that this was a Baha'i Summer
School where people from all over
the country met together for two
weeks to discuss problems of the
world and to study the solution of
them which Baha 'u 'llah, a wonderful Persian leader and teacher had
propounded eighty years ago in the
far away Orient. Eagerly these
two inquirers listened to the story
so familiar to Baha'is of the spiritual awakening which took place in
the middle of the last century in
Persia and of the principles, world
wide and universal in import, which
were enunciated by the leaders of
the Baha'i Faith, that religion for
the New Age born in the most backward of countries and amid direst
persecutions of fanatical Islamic
clergy. "How delicious this water
is, " exclaimed the young lady as
she stood with a cup of drinking
water in her hand and listened,
spellbound to the words which a
young Baha'i girl told her concern~

ing the principles and aims of the
Baha'i Movement. "Why," the
visitor exclaimed, "I have been
longing and searching for truths
such as these for many years."
And as the young couple drove
away, a half hour later, promising
to return at their earliest opportunity they remarked "We feel as
if we had really come home at last. ' ,
These words express in perhaps
the simplest terms possible the sentiments of those who each summer
attend the fourteen day conference
of Baha'is and those interested in
learning of the Baha'i teachings.
For those who have been amliated
with the Faith for many years this
annual summer conference offers an
opportunity to meet with Bah:i'is
from other localities, to form new
friendships as well as to renew old
ones. For newcomers it is a unique
way of catching the essence of the
Baha'i message by being a part of
a group in which unity, cooperation
and brotherly love are practiced as
well as preached. Much as we may
lecture, read, and discourse about
the spirit of the Bah:i'i Faith, we
can most effectively convey these
ideas to our hearers by showing
them through actions how the spirit
may animate and control one's daily
life.
BUT A BAHA'r summer school is
not a group of physically detached
or ethereal individuals who gather
for a week to tell each other how
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Showing some of the buildings at the Bcdui'i Summer School, Louhelen Ranch,
Flint, Michigan.

happy they are to be together. It
embodies a beautiful balance of the
practical, the spiritual, and the intellectual; a balance which should be
maintained in the life of everyone
who desires the fullest and most
purposeful existence. A glimpse of
the daily program may serve as an
illustration of this point. The day
begins after breakfast with moments of prayer and meditation by
the whole group together, and then
follow talks of about forty-five
minutes each on various phases of
the Baha'i teaching's. These include
narratives of the early days of
Baha'i history, the principles of
Baha'i gove-::nment and administration, as well as the more purely
spiritual phases of the teachings.
The afternoons are left free save
for a short public lecture designed
to give inquirers an introduction to
the Baha'i message. The younger
members of the group often go
swimming in an attractive lake
nea,rby, others may play tennis, organize a baseball team or ride

horseback. Those of more moderate physical ambition go for strolls
in the beautifully wooded ravine
nearby, or sit under the trees by the
house and chat. Often informal
discussion groups are in process
where one has the opportunity to
share with others his own problems
or thoughts on the subject nearest
and dearest, to him.
Again in the evening the whole
group meets together, this time for
a brief and relaxing program of
stories, stunts or games. On some
evenings intimate incidents connected with the lives of the fOlmders of
the Faith, Baha'u'llah and' Abdu'lBaha, and Their families are related by those who may have known
'Abdu'l-Baha personally or visited
in His home in Haifa, Palestine.
Personal experiences of Baha'i
teachers, as well as descriptions of
and stories concerning the Baha'i
Temple in Wilmette also find a
place in the evening's program.
Stunt nights include everything
from classical piano solos to recita-
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admirable living example of this
truth, so familiar to Baha'is.
It is a commonly accepted maxim
that any group enterprise requiTes
leadership by one or a few individuals, and there was leadership in
the activities which characterized
this summer school. It was, however, not the autocracy of one personality or an exclusive clique of
persons. The keynote of the plan
for government and administration
laid dOW11 in the Baha'i teachings is
consultation rather than personal
dictatorship. Programs were planned, meetings arranged, aft e r
thoughtful and prayerful deliberation of a group, and suggestions
and criticisms were invited from all
members of the conference. The
"c11001 is deeply indebted to the host
and hostess, who own the two hundred and eighty acre farm where
these conferences are held and who
BOTH THE YOUNG people's and accomplish so successfully the engeneral conferences alike attracted ormous task of furnishing pleasant
more new people, people who had and comfortable living accommodaheard nothing of the Baha'i Move- tions. But it cannot truly be said
ment previously, than ever before. that the school is wholl1y dependent
And through the means of this on the vision and energy of anyone
gathering inquirers were enabled to person. A conscious effort is made
know that Baha'is are not a cult to vary the teaching personnel from
living in tents and following elab- year to year and to offer a wide
orate rituals, but normal people variety of approaches to the fundstriving to live sane and well bal- amental truths of the Baha'i }1'aith.
anced lives and to introduce into Many visitors have remarked on the
their daily thoughts and aspirations complete lack of petty factionalism
more of what is in the finest and and gossip at these conferences.
highest sense intelligent and spiritual. The Baha'i Cause is one which
To SEP.VE AS a means for deepenis, truly, universal in scope and cap- ing one's knowledge of the animaable of attracting people of all ting principles of the Baha'i Faith;
walks and interests of life. The to offer opportunity for Baha'is
loving harmony with which people from various localities to meet with
of wide,ly varying backgrounds and one another to form new friendinterests met and lived together for ships and renew old ones; to inthese fourteen days served as an form those who know little or noth-

tions of limerick and good natured
burlesques on various members of
the conference. Group singing also
has an important part in the evening program and frequently the day
closes with a marshmallow roast
and sing around the camp fire in
the ravine.
Four days of the two wee;;:s summer school were for the first time
this year devoted exclusively to
young Baha'is and their friends. A
daily program, similar to the one we
have just outlined was followed
and, save for those adults whom the
young people themselves had previously chosen to give the lectures,
adults were absent or kept tactfully
in the background. The young people felt that their first attempt to
carry on a summer conference for
youth met with happy and worth
while results.
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ing of the Canse; and lastly to serve
as a testing ground in which the
spirit and precepts of the Faith may
be practiced-these are the chief
aims and ends of the Baha'i Summer Conferences. And it is this last
function on which I would dwell
particularly in closing.
In the Baha'i teachings are laid
down the principles on which the
Commonwealth 111 future years
must be based. Baha'is are not
Utopians in the sense that they
dream and plan for ideal future
states and seek to withdraw themselves from their present surroundings to establish small communities
in which their visions are put into
practice. They endeavor to be active, wide awake citizens, to participate in life around them, to associate freely with classes, creeds, and
na tionalities other than their own.
Hence at the present stage of development of the Baha'i Faith the
best opportunity that is offered for
the Baha'is to live together, to form
a small model of a Baha'i community, is presented in these Baha'i
summer conferences, held annually
in three localities in the United
States (the far West at Geyserville,
California; the Central States at
Louhelen Ranch near Flint, Michigan; the Eastern states at Greenacre, near Eliot, Maine). Here can
the exalted standard of daily living
by individual,s and groups, laid
down for Baha'is by the Founders
of the Faith, be put into practice,
and here can strangers and inquirers catch a glimpse of the spirit
*Baha'i Mministration, pp. 121-122.

which is animating the Baha'i Faith
in all corners of the globe today.
I AM REMINDED of the words of
Shoghi Effendi, present Guardian
of the Baha'i Faith, uttered a few
years ago with reference to the activities at the Baha'i summer colony
at Greenacre, Maine:
May it . . . (the conference at
Greenacre )-serve to banish once
and for all every misgiving and mistrust as to the attitudes that should
characterize the conduct of the members of the Baha'i family .... May
the assembled believers, now but a
tiny nucleus of the Baha'i Commonwealth of the future, so exemplify
that spirit of universal love and
fellowship as to invoke in the minds
of their associates the vision of that
future city of God which the almighty aim of Baha 'u '11ah can alone
establish . . . . By the sublimity of
their principles, the warmth of their
love, the spotless purity of their
character, and the depth of their devotion and piety, let them demonstrate to their fellow-countrymen
the ennobling reality of a power that
shall weld a disrupted world. . . .
We can prove ourselves worthy of
our Cause only if in our individual
conduct and corporate life we sedulously emulate the example of our
beloved Master (' Abdu '1-Baha)
whom the terrors of tyranny, the
storms of incessant abuse, the oppressiveness of humiliation, never
caused to deviate a hair's breadth
from the revealed Law of Baha'u'11ah. ,,*
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MR. HARALD THIL./1NDER AND HIS
PUBLICATIONS FOR THE BLIND
IN SWEDEN
NELLIE

s.

FRENOH

~:'URING our recent brief so-

~ jOlUn in Stockholm, made interesting and valuable through an
unexpected and delightful meeting
with Miss Martha Root, Baha,'i lecturer and teacher, we were able,
with her assistance, to have an interview 'with one of Sweden's outstanding literary geniuses. Because
of certain efforts in behalf of the
blind, Miss Root knew that we would
have much in common with Mr. and
Mrs. Harald Thilander, and accordingly at an appointed hour, these delightful people came to the Grand
Hotel in Stockholm to call on us.

IF WE mention here the physical
handicaps under which Mr. Thilander is working it is because of his
amazing accomplishments and his
beautiful spirit that we venture to
do so. Totally blind, and seriously
crippled in both arms he must also
depend upon an apparatus to convey
to him the sound of his wife's voice,
for it was through the medium of a
conversation in Esperanto with Mrs.
Thilander that our messages were
conveyed to him. Mrs. Thilander
herself is nearly sightless, and since
she was nnacquainted with the English language we found Esperanto
our best vehicle, although Mr. Thiland er being master of six languages
modestly replied to us in English.

Mr. and Mrs. Hamld Thilander.

Faith of which Mr. Thilander had
first learned through a small booklet which he had received from Miss
Root some time before. So attracted was he to the spirit and principles of the Faith because as he
puts it, "It is the religion of life,
built u p 0 n deeds-not merely
words," that he translated the booklet into Esperanto Braille, and sent
a copy of it to each of the subscribers to his various magazines
OUR INTERVIEW naturally turned
and a large quantity to Dr. Echner
upon the subject of the Bahii'i in Praha.
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BESIDES BEING an accomplished eign magazines, one Spanish, one
linguist Mr. Thilander is the owner Irish and one Bulgarian.
Besides the above and Lumo
and editor of a number of periodicals. An enumeration of these will which appears semi-annually, there
give an idea of the large amount of is a Woman's Magazine published
work which Mr. Thilander accomp- in Swedish BTaille in which Mrs.
lishes. This he does through the aid Thilander also assists. This has a
of a man who reads to him, and an monthly circulation of three hunoffice force consisting of two blind dred and fifty copies.
men and one who sees.
THE AOOOMPANYING photograph
One of the Swedish publications can give but a meagre impression of
has a circulation of nine hundred these two remarkable people, the
fifty. Its title translated into Eng- charm of their sincere interest and
lish is The Weekly Review for the the light in their faces which is exBlind. Mr. Thilander chooses and pressive of that great inner Light
edits all the material which is print- which they so beautifully reflect.
ed in this weekly. In this connection he was deeply interested in the
AT THE close of this impressive
fact that Miss Helen Keller had interview Mr. Thilander asked if he
read of the Baha'i Cause and had might hope to have something more
received and graciously aclmowl- on the Baha'i Faith to give to his
edged some Baha'i books in BTaille. readers, and it was then that our
His most important publication in modest efforts in Braille transcripSwedish Braille is Gefrata Rondo, tion seemed to receive the divine
a religious paper which is founded confirmation, and how joyously we
on liberal ideas and expresses the promised that the new National
liberal church. This has a subserip- Baha'i Committee for Braille Trantion list of five hundred sixty-five. scription would send him as soon as
A quarterly Esperanto magazine is possible some products of their decalled Lumo Sur Lavojo. The Es- voted labors for the spread of the
peranto Ligilo has one thousand Baha'i Message-the Message of
readers. Then there is the Radio the New Day. We told him, too,
Journal, a Swedish weekly for the that this interview would be printed
blind.
The N orthlaoftd Mfttsical in our Bah6!i Magazine, and with a
GazeUe, printed in Norwegian, radiant smile he replied: "Don't
Swedish and Danish has a monthly say anything about me, the person
circulation of one hundred fifty. Mr. means nothing, it is only the work
Thilander also publishes three for- which matters."

"His Holiness Bahi'u'llih has revoiced and re-established the quintessence
of the teachings of all the Prophets . . . These holy words and teachings
are the remedy for the body-politic, the divine prescription and real cure for
the disorders which afflict the world."-'Abdu'l-Bahri.
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SONGS OF THE SPIRIT

THE GLORY OF HIS BEAUTY
BEATRICE

E.

Vv'rLLIAMS

The crimson rays of the setting SU11,
Shone from the western sky,
As my Master entered His garden,
At the close of the day, to pray.
The silvery throatednightingale
Sent forth his glorious song,
And the fragance of the roses,
On the balmy breeze was borne.
I saw my Lord and Master
In a haze of golden light,
His Form of Power and Majesty
Was robed in dazzling white.
The flowers that bloomed around Him,
Of every kind and hue,
'A' ere sending their periume upward,
vVhile drenched in heavenly dew.
By the side oi a pond where lillies grew,
He paused and prayed awhile,
And the very place seemed .flooded
'A'ith the radiance of His smile.
The air itself seemed vibrant
Vlith a power undefined,
As He prayed for peace triumphant,
And unity 01 mankind.
He prayed for another garden
\Vhere birds of knowledge soar
In the meadows of the souls of man,
That their wisdom may be pure.
He prayed that knowledge, faith, and love,
Into the heart of man be born,
And the flowers of human kindness,
Like a crown the head adorn.

That the cause of God be nourished,
And spread through all the land,
Though sin and strife still flourish,
vVith the foes on every hand.
Then as I watched and waited,
He vanished from my sight,
But the Glory of His Beauty,
Filled my soul with pure delight.
My heart was filled with singing,
As I passed along my way,
For my Master had walked in I-lis garden,
At the close of the day, to pray.

THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD
MILLlE

B.

HERRICK

A slender wing-ed bird
Perched himself on a Cedar bough
In the deep of midnight,
And sang his song of love.
He wooed the spirit of the night
As though she were his bride of light.
Ah! mocking bird!
Sweet messenger of mystery,
Melodious soul of prophecy.

So in a time not long ago
A Bird of Paradise
Sang His melody of Love and Right
Into the gloom and midnight
Of the world.
Sang from a prison dank and dark,
\Vith chains around His neck and heart;
Sang to the stricken life of humanity
His song of the Oneness of humankind,
That the earth might know the Light"His sonO" is My song," saith the Lord ol
Hosts .."0
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THE BAHA-'I TEMPLE--AN APPRECIATION
DR.

REXFORD

N EWOOMB

Dean of College of Fine and Applied Arts, Unive1'sity of Illinois

Il\1RCHITECTURE is, and alra~ ways has been, an index to the
life and thought of an age or a race.
Throughout history the aims, the
ambitions, the ideals of mankind
have been built into those structures
which man in his strength has
reared to symbolize his relationship
to his fellow man or his relationship
to what he considered God.
Man is, and always has been, incurably religious and prodigiously
inventive. His earliest monuments
were shelters to shield his body
from the elements, but almost as
early came some sort of a. sanctuary
in the sacred precincts of which he
attempted through certain rites of
propitiation to make whatever contact he might with those unseen
forces which he felt ruled and
guided his destinies. Thus the early
house symbolized the brotherhood
of man, the temple the sonship of
man to whatever God may be.

Light" opens upon the terrain of
human experience nine great doorways which beckon men and women
of every race and clime, of every
faith and conviction, of every condition of freedom or servitude to enter here into a recognition of that
kinship and brotherhood without
which the modern world will be able
to make little further progress.
Entering these portals, one comes
presently into a great lofty central
space, the aspiring structural lines
of which, reaching from the lower
planes of human relationship, as
symbolized by the outlying wings of
the temple, gracefully, yet with assurance, contrive to define the
triumphantly beautiful dome that
crowns the structure.
The dome, pointed in form, aiming as assuredly as did the aspiring lines of the medieval cathedrals
toward higher and better things,
achieves not only through its symholism but also through its strucIN THE design of the Baha'i Tem- tural propriety and sheer loveliness
ple on the shores of Lake Michigan'~ of form, a beauty not matched by
the late Louis Bourgeois, be- any domical structure since the conloved of man generally and of ar- struction of Michelangelo's dome on
tists and architects in particular, the Basilica of Saint Peter in Rome.
has conceived a temple which at
Thus this building points out
once symbolizes the brotherhood of through its symbolism that out of
man and his kinship to God. Framed the yearnings, the hopes, the aspirof steel, the constructive material ations of man there comes the recof modern architecture, but clothed ognition of the essential oneness of
with a protective covering of con- mankind, the oneness of Godhead,
crete to withstand the ravages of and the essential continuity and
the elements, this "Temple of unity of all human experience.
*W i1mette near Chicago, Ill.

SEARCH AFTER TRUT.H

~E

must use the faculties with which God has endowed us and search
fill after Truth fearlessly and with unbiased minds. We must not
accept traditional dogmas that are contrary to reason, nor pretend to
believe doctrines which we cannot understand. To do so is superstition
and not true religion. Bahii'u'lliih enjoins justice on all His followers
and defines it as 'the freedom of man from superstition and blind imitation, so that he may perceive the Manifestations of God with the eye of
oneness and consider all things with keen sight.' "

«

Reality
Is One ..

-J. E. Esslemont,
Bahri'u'llrih and His Message."

HE first principle Bahii'u'lliih urged was the independent investigation of Truth. Each indivi.
dual is following the faith of his ancestors who themselves are lost in the maze of tradition. B)eality is
steeped in dogmas and doctrines. If each investigate
for himself, he will find that I{eality is one) does not
admit of multiplicity, is not divisible. All will find the
same foundation and all will be at peace.')

O

"It is imperative that we should renounce our own
particular prejudices if we earnestly desire to seek the
Truth. Unless we make a distinction in our minds between dogma, superstition and prejudice on the one
hand, and Truth on the other, we cannot succeed."

"Reality or Truth is one, yet there are many religious beliefs, denominations, creeds and differing opinions in the world today. Why should these differences
exist? Because they do not investigate and examine
the fundamental unity which is one and unchangeable.
If they seek the Reality itself they will agree and be
united; for Reality is indivisible and not multiple. It
is evident therefore that there is nothing of greater
importance to mankind than the investigation of
Truth."
--( Abd1t'l-Baha.
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A SWEDISH NEWSPAPER REPORT
TRANSLATED BY SELMA GUSTAVSON

The following is an extract fr'Orn the Swedish paper "Svenska Dagbladet" 1<eporting
an interview with Mrs. Stuart W. French of Pasadena, CaUf., on a recent visit t'O
Stockholm.

n

HE [Baha'i] Movement has

U proved itself able to recreate
the hearts and lives of people and
so to make of them spiritually new
individuals. A firm and acceptable
foundation has already been established by this Movement on which
thinking people of all religions,
races, nationalities and classes can
unite themselves into one single
harmonious family. The Baha'is
believe that their teachings, for the
first time, have created precepts for
the upbuilding of a new civilization,
in which cooperation will take the
place of competition, friendship of
animosity, revolt will give way to
willing assent and selfishness and
worldly desires to the will of God.
Baha'is do not stand in opposition in any way whatsoever to the
existing religions. According to the
Baha'i teachings all the great religions are only parts of one Divine
Plan and all the great prophets and

founders of religions have taught
the same great fundamental truths.
It is their biased followers and disciples not being able to see the Reality who have fallen into strife
among themselves. In our day,
however, humanity has attained to
such spiritual capacity that it is ripe
for the purpose of uniting in a universal religion; and through the
technical developments of railroads, steamboats, postal system,
the press, telegraph, and telephone,
airplanes, wireless telegraphy and
radio the material contact between
people has been facilitated. And
through Esperanto a means has
been supplied for facilitating the
understanding between peoples of
different languages. The only thing
still to be demanded is the change
of hearts. It is for that the Baha'is
are striving. Baha 'u 'llah is our
Prophet and it is He Who will create
the New Era into which humanity is
about to enter.

--------~--------

"We must cast out prejudice, fear and greed, which make it
impossible for us to think. They cause the heart to rust and a rusty
heart cannot weigh the hard, cold facts."

--Honorable Henry A. Wallace J
Secretary of Agriculture. In a~~ address to
fifteen thousa1~d farmers at Camp Grant.
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CURRENT THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"International war is international mad.ness; but a mad man
might force the world into it again. Even so, I hope the rest of the
world would join to get the mad man in some way into chains just
as we do when an individual mad man runs amuck upon our streets."Dr. Robert A. Millikan of the California Institute of Technology.
m~.:HE

most beautiful thing we can
experience is the mysterious.
It is the source of all true art and
SCience. He to whom this emotion
is a stranger, who can no longer
pause to wonder and stand rapt in
awe, is as good as dead: his eyes
are cl 0 sed .-Albert EinsteinW or'ld Digest.

U

"THE NEWSPAPEl1, of tomorrow
will deal with revolutionary ideas,
wit h daring social experiments
rather than tarry too long among
passing incidents, frivolities and
empty rumors. I look for more informational articles recording progress in architecture, drama, music,
literature, the leisure arts, science
and religion, written by speciaEsts
who bring to their task keen intellects, well-furnished minds ....
"The reading public of tomorrow
will have scant patience with newspapers run by professional patriots,
by political demagogues, and promoters interested solely in dividends. Party organs have ceased to
serve, and belong to the past of
journalism rather than to its future.
The newspaper of today and tomorrow, caught in the vortex of social reconstruction, is to have a tremendous share in building a more
enlightened civilization where all
men may have a better chance to
work and live. Business, industry,
politics, affairs of government, the

vast pageantry of contemporary
life, await the skillful interpreter
who knows whereof he writes.Prof. H. F. Harrington, School of
Journalism, Northwestern U niversity. Al~(mni N eW3.
"NOT INDEED by fratricidal strife,
but by the cooperation that is God's
will, can the nations solve the great
problems of our era".-Dr. Englebert Dollfuss of Austria, at the last
session of the Council, Assembly of
the Leag~te of N alions.
THE ANNOUNCEMENT this week of
the British government's plan for
the immediate construction of a new
railway project to begin at Haifa
and extend across the Transjordan
to the remote regions in Persia has
stirred a new awakening to tourists'
possibilities in the Near East. The
plan to parallel the great biblical
rivers of the Tigris and Euphrates
with electric engines has already
brought a changed attitude of mind
from native communities, according
to steamship and tourist officials
who see Haifa and Palestine the center of expanding arteries in the new
empire development.
, , No project since the Suez Canal
has offered possibilities of such a
trade and tourist boom fOT all eastern Mediterranean coast ports,"
said one travel authority . . . . The
projected railway lines, to cost more
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than 7,000,000 pounds, '>vill make in future years were so amazing as
I-Iaifa the western terminaL The to be almost beyond conception.
Such fields as housing, transporold biblical coast city, with its intime of Jewish colonists and capital, tation, medicine, education, commuis already being transformed into nications, radio, television, new conan industrial port.-}Vas h£'ngton sumable products, and new useful
services came within the range of
Star.
discussion by these learned men.
One by one they spoke, and all
"THE MACHINE has not betrayed
agreed that science and industry
us. We haye betrayed the machine.
are on the threshold of great achScience and technology haye given
ievements.
us the means by which we may emAirplanes \'till be powered from
ancipate the race from poverty,
stations on the ground. Electric
drudgery, and insecurity. If we now
motors will run by sunlight. Inproye incapable of using these
fectious disease ,vill be eliminated.
means to the full, the yerdict of hisHegular transoceanic air pIa n e
tory upon us will be that we were a
schedules ,vill be run. Slums will be
people strangled by our own suc~wiped out by low-cost pre-fabricatcess. "-Dr. Glenn Frank, President
ed houses. Man vrill live to the
University of Wisconsin.
Biblical threescore years and ten.
All houses will be air-conditioned.
Facsimile
radio will "manufacIs THE world finished ~ Haye we
ture"
your
"newspaper" in your
reached the pinnacle of progress alhome.
These
are but a fe,v of the
ready, with nothing outstanding
suggestions
of
what developments
ahead of us? The Glooms would
to
look
for
in
the
next decade, achaye it so, but 500 leaders in science
and industry belieye otherwise; and, cording to yarious autllorities at the
in no uncertain terms, proclaim, by meetil1g.-E d it 0 r i a 1, Scien,tijic
inference, that today is our period American.
of adolescence. They say the 21st
Century will be the "Coming-ofFORTY YEARS ago, a young CzechoAge" Century of mankind.
slovakian, Thomas Bata, was so
The occasion for the expression shocked by the fact that so many of
of this philosophy of achieyement his fellow-citizens walked barefoot
was a meeting in the Hall of Prog- because shoes at that time ,vere too
ress in the General Motors Build- expensive, that he decided there
ing, Century of Progress Exposi- and then to do something about it.
tion, to which these 500 specialists He started manufacturing cheap
were invited by Alfred P. Sloan, Jr. shoes and he died a millionaire, but
W €Te it not for the fact that these to the end of his life he was inspired
men are all hard-bitten realists who by the same ideal. And there are
deal in fa,cts rather than dreams, many people like Bata who work
one might be inclined to suggest for a definite purpose other than
that they had allowed their imagina- that of making money.-Condensed
tions to run away with them. Their from Le Mois, Paris, Magaz'ine
predictions of what we may expect Digest.
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QUESTIONS

-+MIGHT THERE NOT EMERGE OUT OF THE AGONY OF A SHAKEN
WORLD A RELIGIOUS REVIVAL OF SUCH SCOPE AND POWER AS TO EVEN
TRANSCEND THE POTENCY OF 'fHOSE WORLD-DIRECTING FORCES WITH
WHICH THE RELIGIONS OF THE PAST HAVE, AT FIXED INTERVALS AND
ACCORDING TO AN INSCRUTABLE WISDOM, REVIVED THE FORTUNES OF
DECLINING AGES AND PEOPLES?
-SHOGHI EFFENDI.

-~, 'Is it true ... that vast numbers of people in today's life are morally ill and spiritually famished, and that the only satisfaction of their
need is through vital, personal religion? Is jt true that most of what
passes for religion in our day is a travesty and that the prevailing religion of the churches is sterile and unreal-unsoud in its working belief
in God, insincere in the hiatus between what it professes and what it
really attempts to live, and pitifully inadequate to the spiritual demands
of the age~ ... Is it true that our civilization is tottering in imminent
peril of mortal collapse and that its illness is, fundamentally, not political and economic, but spiritual ~ ... Is jt true that we have been brought
into our present unhappy distress by the whole character of modern life
-its false goals, its pitiable pretense of human self sufficiency, its willful egotism, selfishness, and self destructive follies ~ Is it true that
there is no promise of escape from our threatened fate except through
radical social conversion-that is a complete about-face from the character and habits of modern life-and unless the way be prepared by
world-wide spiritual revival1-Henry P. Van Dusen, The Atla'ntic
Monthly.

"Leaders of religion, exponents of political theories, governors of
human institutions, who at present are witnessing with perplexity and
dismay the bankruptcy of their ideas, and the disintegration of their
handiwork, ·would do wen to turn their gaze to the Revelation of
Baha 'u '11ah and to meditate upon the ·W orld Order, which, lying enshrined in His teachings, is sIo·wly and imperceptibly rising amid the
welter and chaos of present-day civilization. "-Shoghi Effendi, The
World Order of Ba7ui'u'lltih.
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"But the principal cause of these difficulties lies in the laws of the present
civilization, for they lead to a small number accumulating incomparable fortunes,
beyond their needs; whilst the greater number remains destitute, stripped, and in
the greatest misery. This is contrary to justice, to humanity, to equity; it is the
height of iniquity, the opposite to what causes divine satisfaction."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.

T HE-RE IS A tremendous change
taking place in popular psychology
-a shift from goals of individual
prosperity to goals of individual
security. In the past the opportunity to make individual wealth
was inevitably accompanied by possibilities of failure and of want. The
past industrialistic system has contained many different types of insecurity, all due to some factor of
the capitalistic state. There has
been insecurity due to illness or accident; insecurity due to old age
(this form of insecurity has tremendously expanded as the working
career of the modern industrial
labOl'er has been shortened); insecurity due to unemployment.
.E::ven before the present world depression various governments had
attacked with varying forms of
insurance this problem of insecurity
in the life of the workman, No
country however had arrived at the
dramatic point of guaranteeing support to every individual. Today in
the midst of the depression no govel'llment could long stand which did
not in some way or other guarantee
life to every citizen, no matter how
humble.
At present in this country the important subject of unemployment
insurance is beillg attacked by committees of research, and the government is pledged to find some way of
preventing such a cataclysm of uu-

employment and want as we have
lmo,vn for the past few years, It is
a greatly involved matter and calls
for human engineering on a huge
and complicated scale, but if the
government concerns itself, as it
should and must in the present age,
with the greatest good for the greatest number a solution to this pressing problem will be found.
IT IS NOT only the industrial laboreI' however who is experiencing
insecurity today.
The immense
scope of the present depression has
disillusioned the masses of the people as to the efficacy of thrift. Bank
savil~gs have proved no barrier to
poverty. Fortunes in stocks and
b 0 11 d s which erstwhile yielded
splendid incomes h a v e become
worthless as to current needs because no dividends have been forthcoming.
Thus today both the laborer, and
the capitalist (in the form of the investor from small to great), have
found themselves in the same predicament. ,Vhat can be done about
it'? rrhere is widespread insecurity
in the midst of a ridiculous plenty.
"Ve have within our country a surplus of raw materials, a surplus of
labor, and a surplus of needs and desires. If these three factors could
be brought together, all want would
be abolished. Yet the whole situation waits upon the catalytic of
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money to perform this union. If
these three factors are brought together without the medium of
money, which is certainly possible,
we have state socialism. To many
this appears the ideal solution. It
is not however the solution which
the Baha'i vVorld State offers. The
Baha'i economic system is a controlled or balanced capitalism which
permits self-interest to operate
within restricted spheres.
Self-interest is still the strongest
motivation of effort and efficiency.
Human nature as it is today and as
it will be for thousands of years to
come cannot act collectively without
some scope for the profit motive. It
is as idle to seek to abolish that motive as it is to seek to limit sex expression to the purpose of procreation. Human organized society must
be based on reasonable grounds of
human psychology.
But how can the self-seeking motives in the industrial and commercial life of the world be controlled
so as to prevent the evils of present
day individual capitalism ~ The
control cannot be purely political
for this reason-political organization is an expression of the people
and a people who universally desire
uncontrolled opportunity for the
satisfaction of greed will find ways
of violating or vitiating government
regulation.
A certain measure of control
must be contributed partly by popular opinion. The right kind of combination of government function and
of a new economic consciousness
will make pos8ible the new economic
order of the Baha'i World State
which may be described as a modified form of capitalism.
rrhe Baha'i State requires no one

to serve without motives of personal
reward. Self-8eeking incentives are
allowed still to operate, but within
the practical range of mutuality as
between individuals and between
classes. It is to be a fifty-fifty proposition. All economic enterprise
must be fair. It must be mutually
advantageous and the rewards and
profits must be equitably distributed
as between the classes.
This great law of mutuality and
equity is the only possible basis of
security whether economic or politioal. Any government which desires stability must offer clearly
perceived advantages to the vast
majority of its citizens and any
government which would endure today must guarantee economic security. How is this to be done ~

IN THE BAHA'r State there are
four main provisions which will inaugurate complete equity and mutuality as between labor and capital;
and which will so spread the profits
of industry throughout the entire
population as to maintain a steady
equilibrium between investment,
production and consumption.
First: Labor throughout all industry will share in the ownership,
management and profits of factories; and this not by illusionary
methods of stock purchase but by
mere fact of workmanship. Thus
labor ,vill receive not only wages but
also a share in the dividends. In
this way the profits of industry will
be so distributed throughout the
masses that consumption will always be able to equal production,
and the recurrent chronic depressions of the past will be thus
avoided.
Secondly: Sharply graduated in~

EDITORIAL

come taxes will prevent the accumulation of large fortunes. When such
a system of taxation is effectively
put into action, it will discourage
men from even an attempt at amassing large fortunes; it will no longer
be any advantage to gain enormous
incomes since the State will take
a large proportion of this income. Such a system of taxation
limiting huge aggregations of
capital within individual ownership
will make a vast change in the industrial system, throwing open
once more all industry to the ambition of small operators, thus giving
greatly expanded opportunity to the
average person of commercial or industrial ability.
Thirdly: \Vhatever of fortunes
are allowed to be accumulated within this modified capitalistic system
will tend to be widely distributed
at death both by inheritance taxes
and by the provisions of the law of
Baha 'u '11ah which arranges for
m any definite bequests. T h u s
usage in the New World Order
would distribute a fortune at the
death of its owner among relatives even to the third degree, including also teachers of children.
Fourth: The habit of voluntary
giving, which already has reachedif we view it historically-a unique
proportion in this country, will be
vastly enhanced in the Baha'i State,
the charitable tendencies being increased.
Hand in hand with this new industrial order will go a direct economic responsibility of the State toward every citizen. Everybody in
the Baha'i State is guaranteed a
livelihood. The State assumes responsibility either of giving employment to the individual or of supply-
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illg him with the necessities of life.
Thus no citizen of the Baha'i State
will suffer privation and want. Such
a guarantee on the part of the State
is an enormous responsibility and
calls for a highly intricate form
of human engineering. Already
however we have seen the dawn of
such ideas. The governments of the
future will not shrink from this obligation, no matter how arduous or
complicated is its application.
As WE HAVE said above, even the
most perfect type of political-economic organization would fail to
flourish unless it had, the support of
the majority of its leadership. There
must take place simtlltaneously a
new organization of economic life
within the nation, and a new individual enlightened conscimice and
consciousness. In the New World
Order of Baha 'u '!hih these two
things go hand in hand, and of the
two the latter is in reality the more
important. There must be achieved
a new vision, a new aim, a new purpose; this is the major endeavor of
the BaM,'i Teachings and it is most
significantly accomplished.
But this is Utopian, you may say.
Yes, it is Utopian in the sense that
it is a plan for a better world. But
this is the day of Utopias, is it not 1
It is a period alive with change.
Baha'is pledge themselves to the
achievement of the great Transformation-a New World Order which
will definitely work to abolish poverty and want and to eliminate exploitation and organized injustice
the world over. Its aim is the establishment of brotherhood and justice, both political and economic.
Balul 'u 'llah has said: ' '0 Oppressors 011 Earth! Withhold your
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hands from tyranny, for I have
pledged myself not to forgive any
man's injustice .... "
Many an ancient prophecy is
being fulfilled today. Malachi's"I will be a swift witness . . .
against those that oppress .... " is
as strikingly true in this remarkable
epoch as it was to the Christians,
who in the period of the decline of
the great Roman Empire realized
more keenly than any other group
the dramatic purposes of destiny in
destroying old forms and breaking

to pieces ancient injustices and oppressions.
So today Bahii'is realize, as no
other groups can realize, the vastly
constructive purposes of destiny
underlying all the cataclysmic
changes of this age. Out of it a11the terror, the suffering, the travail
-will emerge aNew World Order
based on mutuality and justice. It
is worth working for. In fact, is
there anything else today that is
worth working for, in comparison to
this 'J

-$1-"W hat a wond erf'ttl cenhtry tlL'is is! It is an age of universal
'refor'mat'ion. Laws and stat~ttes of governments civ'il and federal are
in process of change and transforma.tion. Sciences and arts are be'ing
mmtldecl anew. Thoughts are 'metamorphosed. The foundations of
human society are changing and strengthening. Today sC'iences of the
past a1'e useless. The ptolema'ic system of astronomy, numberless other
systems and theor'ies of scientific and philosophical explanation are d'iscarded, known to be false and worthless. Ethical precedents and pr'inciples cannot be applied to the needs of the moden~ w01-ld. Thoughts
and theories of past ages are fruitless now. Thrones and governments
are cr1t'1nbling and falling. All conditions and requisites of the past
unfitted and inadequate for the present time, are undergoing radical
reform. It is evident therefore that counterfeit and spurious religious
teach'i'ngs, ant'iquated forms of bel'ief and ancestrat imitations which are
at variance w'itk the foundations of div'ine reality must also pass away
and be reformed. They mnst be abandoned and new condit'ions be recogn'ized. The morals of human,ity must unclergo change. New remedy
and sohd'ion for human problems must be adopted. Hnman intellects
themselves m~tst change and be subject to the universal reformation.
If we remain fettered and restricted by human. inventions and dogmas,
day by day the world of 'I'nankind will be degraded} day by day warfat'e
and str-ife will increase and satan1ic forces converge toward the destruct'ion of the human race."
-( Abdu'l-Baha.

THE
SOCIAL FABRIC

"Be not occupied with yourselves.
Be intent on the betterment of the
world and the training of nations."

-BaJui'u'Utih.

==========================~~==========================-

n

AKE ye counsel together, and let your concern be only for that
which proflteth mankind and bettereth the condition thereof ....
Regard the world as the human body which, though created whole and
perfect, has been afflicted, through divers causes, with grave ills and
maladies. Not for one day did it rest, nay its sickness waxed more
severe, as it fell under the treatment of unskilled physicians who have
spurred on the steed of their worldly desires and have erred grievously.
And if at one time, through the care of an able physician, a member of
that body was healed, the rest remained afflicted as before .... rrhat
which the Lord hath ordained as the sovereign remedy and mightiest
instrument for the healing of all the world is the union of all its peoples
in one Universal Oause, one common Faith. This can in no wise be
achieved except through the power of a skilled, an all-powerful and
inspired Physician. This verily is the truth, and all else naught but
error .... Be united, 0 concourse of the sovereigns of the world, for
thereby will the tempest of discord be stilled amongst you and your
peoples find rest."

U

fii'!J0NSIDER the civilization of the people of the Occident-how it
~ has occasioned commotion and agitation to the people of the
world. Infernal instruments have been devised and such atrocity is
displayed in the destruction of life as has not been seen by the eye of the
world, nor heard by the ear of nations. It is impossible to reform these
violent, overwhelming evils, except the peoples of the world become
united upon a certain issue or under the shadow of One Religion."
MELIGION is the greatest instrument for the order of the world and
the tranquility of all existent beings. The weakening of the pillars
of religion has encouraged the ignorant and rendered them audacious
and arrogant. Truly I say, whatever lowers the lofty station of religion
will increase heedlessness in the wicked, and finally result in anarchy."

m

~]

ye sons of intelligence! The thin eyelid prevents the eye from

!!I seeing the world and what is contained therein. Then think of the

result when the curtain of greed covers the sight of the heart!"

-Baha'u'llah.
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A MESSAGE: THE NEW WORLD ORDER
Lucy J.

HEIST

"It should be noted . .. that this Administrat-ive OrdM' is fundamentally different
fr'om anything that any Prophet has p1"eviously established, inasmuch as BaJui'u'Ulih
has H i:mself 1'evealed its pTinci1Jles, estltblished ,its instit'utions, appointed the pe1"SOn to
inte?'pret His Word and conferTed the necessary authority on the body designed to
supplement and apply His leg'islative ordinances. Therein lies the secret of its strength,
its fundamental d'ist'inction, and the gua1"antee against disintegration and 8chism."*
-Shoghi Effendi.

~BOUT

once in a thousand or
two thousand years new laws
of living are released in the world of
humanity. At present new principles have been working in the
minds of men for nearly a hundred
years making great changes and a
slo,v revolution in thonght. These
invisible divine influences, like magnets, are drawing thinking men all
over the world, and they are weaving these new principles il,to the life
of mankind.
The masses are slowly responding, with much running to and fro,
not knowing what it is all about.
The leaders are now realizing that
a New World Order is at hand. They
see the world as one huge neighborhood. Realizing the importance of
world consultation for the past few
years they have been struggling
with conference after conference for
world disarmament and peace. But
this can only come through the
working out of the great law of
unity which is the law emphasi~wd
for this New Age.
But meanwhile the nations are
struggling in a world chaos of fear
and suspicion, preparing for selfdefense, while the dangers of war
grow, equally with the growth of
armaments. The ideal of gradual
and simultaneous disarmament IS
~

• The DiHpensation of llahu'u'Uiih, p. 53.

held out to the world in these conferences, but the nations seem afraid
to let go.
MRS.
FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT
says in her book, It's Up to the
lVomen :-' 'We are building more
ships, not because we want to fight,
but because we are afraid not to
live up to our neighbor's strength.
IDurope is alive with rumors of war.
rrhe world is sitting constantly on
high explosives. We are told that
all life is based in nature on principles of survival of fittest; but the
world is evolving new ideas, and we
find that policy no longer satisfactory. "
She also says-" The time has
come when quarrels shall be referred to courts of law, for an international police force. . . . The challenge to organize a new social order
all over the world would have possibilities that would take the place
of excitement of war; it would establish a will to peace, a new conception of life, a real International
Court, and a real League of N ations.' ,
Mrs. Roosevelt t h i n le s that
"women and youth have a special
obligation to the new social order
which is growing up about us."
Many are speaking of this new so-
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cial order, whieh is being felt H.lld of Nations, a -World Court, a Unirecognized all over the world, as the vGl'sal House of Justic,e, an International Police J;""orce to keep the
only way out..
c)Jle m'an says,-" In the cOllfusion ]lCaCe, a solntioll for economic probof a broke1l ,,,orld order, we are lcms, and social justice. There mm;t
groping blindly for the way to eco- not be the very rich nor the very
nomic understanding and social jus- POOl'.
tice; ignoranee and untutored thinking still hold men back from the
THE LEADERS of mankind might
well a pproach and examine this new
vision of Goel."
World Order; it is the remedy for a
,\THAT IS THIS vision of God ~ What
sick world; it blends and harmonis the Divine Plan ~ It was given to izes.
Contrast its slow steady
the ·world nearly a celitury ago, hy a growth with the devastating forces
great ,"lorld Teacher, such as comes of disintegration that are assailing
to the world from age to age, to es- the outworn institutions of present
tablish 11e'l'\' ways of living, accord- day society!
ing to the needs of that partieular
This llew administrative order
time in \vhich He comes. Thil-l grpat shows a new vitality, a courage, virreacher gives a Hew blue-print to sion, hope, discipline, unity, peace
humanity. He plants the seed in and power. You say, can all this
the old order of the clay. Then the groY''''' out of a bitter chaotic worldf
old order disintergra tes, and the Does not a water-lily grow out of a
new order grows out of its chaotic stagnant pond ~ The flower of a
conditioll. This new V{orld Order futuro civilization is budding now.
has been growing and evolving uutil
Are we not told that God doeth
soon the leaders of humanity are whatsoever He willeth"? Think of
bound to recognize it as a pattern the civilizations that grew out of
destined to embrace the whole of the effort of l\i(oses, of J esns, of' Mumankind. Stai esmen all over tIle hammad!
world are strugglillg to adjust
Thillking men are giving warnchanging' coudi tiOIlS to the old ing of a civilization tottering right
methol18 and it cannot be doue.
1l0W.
But they are also getting
'rIle principles belonging to the glimpses of this n.ew administrative
ne,v \ 7il orld Order are, among
"Vorld Order ·whieh is evolving and
others :-" The Independent Investitaking shape all over the world and
g'a bon of 'rru th," '''rhe Oneness of
which is founded on the purpose of'
Mankind", "rrhe Accord of Science
and R.eligioll", "rrhe Equality of God for this day, the Unity of Man:l\Jen and vVomen", "A Universal kind, "C"niversal Peace,-the KingAuxiliary Lang'uage ", '''rhe Aboli- dom of God on earth.
There is a Movement in the world
tion of Prejudice", "Education for
Every Child". All of these lead to embracing all these teachings. It
Universal Peace and this requires a was anllounced some seventy years
new Administrative Order for the ago by the great Law-giveT, Baha'u'l1ah, ""\Vhose coming was promis""\\Torld.
This plan includes a real Leagne ed by all the religions of the world.
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TEMPLE ECHOES FROM THE WORLD-'S FAIR
DR..

ZIA BAGDADI

The Bahd'i Temple: <lA befitting and concrete ernbod-i?nent of the spirit animating
the Cause standing in the hewrt of the A me1'ica,n continent both as a witness and as a
'/'allying centre to the manifold activities of a, fast g1'owing Faith."
-Shoghi Effendi.
~ ILEJN

thG Century of Progress hibit from the others; to repeat
Exposition was opened in some of the questions often asked
Chicago a year ago, t.he Baha'is by thousands of visitors and to give
used this opportunit.y t.o acquaint. brief answers to them; and to report
the people with the significance of some incidents observed and rethe Baha'i Faith, first, by giving oc- marks repeatedly heard, all of which
casionallectures at. t.he Hall of Reli- indicate public reaction toward the
gions, and lat.er by placing an ex- Baha'i ~fovement and its rremple.
hibit. in a prominent place in the In this way the readers of the
heart of the Han of Religions. As Baha'i Magazine may get a comprethe 'writer ,vas one of the many hensive idea of the fulfil1ment of
volunteers who had the privilege of 'Abclu '1- Baha's promises, especially
in regard to the influence of the
assistil1g in this service he \\'ishes to Temple on mankind during the days
set fort.h a few of the features of the greatest exposition ever
which distinguished the Baha'i ex- known to man.
~
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By night the Fail' is a glowing wonderland of light, color, and beauty.

To THE BAHA'IS the -World's Fair
meallS El century of spiritual }J1'0gl'C:-;S as well as material progress;
to others it means material progress
only. Bnha'is demonstrated the instruments of universal peaceremedLcs for all hnman ailments
and problems, the means for the
establishment of Divine Civilization. Others demonstrated the ne\vest machines and most modern devices of industry, agriculture and
transportation. Bah:i'is attributed
this ceuil1ry's miraculous progress
and acllievements to 110 ot11er reason
than the eoming of the Promised
One of all nations-the Glory of
God, Baha'n'lLlh. Others attributed success, discoveries, inventions
and the advancement of science to
human endeavors only, unaware of
the Sonrce of all inspiration. In
their exhibit, accordingly, the
Baha'is had only one aim,-to convey a heavenly message which
brings true happilless, real prosperity, and permanent security to all
mankind. This heavenly message
was embodied in a small model

of the beautiful Baha'i Temple,
made by ]\fr. Louis Voelz of Kenosha, vVisconsin. The chaste beauty
of this miniature temple held the attention of many and a Baha!i was
ahvays at hand to explain how the
principles of world unity and
brotherhood for which the Temple
stands, are, through the pOViTer of
Balla 'u '11ah, the remedy for the sick
world.
"VVI-IAT IS THE purpose of the
Bahit'i Temple~" was one of the
first questions asked by those ·who
paused to examine the Temple
model.
To this we answer in
, Abdu 'I-Baha 's own words:
i i Temples are the symbols of the
reality and divinity of God-the
Collective CenteI' of mankind. Consider how within a temple every
race and people is seen and represented; all in the lwesence of the
Lord, covenanting together in a
covenant of love and fello\vship; all
offering; the same melody, prayer
and supplication to God. Therefore it is evident that the cburch is
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a collective center of mankind. For
this reason there have been churches
and temples in all the divine religions.' ,
At one time 'Abdu 'l-Baha impressed upon me the importance of
building the Temple. It was in the
year 1920, in the city of 'Akka ill
the Holy Land, as we were passing
in front of a very old church. He
stopped suddenly and pointing to
it called my attention to the fact
that were it not for that little church
not one of the followers of the
Christian Faith could be found or
seen in the city. No other power on
earth than this humble church could
protect and unite such a small community of Christians for more than
thirteen hundred years in a Muhammadan land under fanatic and
despotic rulers.
ANOTHER QUESTION commonly
asked was: "vVhy build such a
costly building when the huge sum
of money now being spent on its
ornamentation could be used for
ma terial benefits to mankind ~"
To this we reply that it is for the
benefit of all mankind and for nothing else that the Temple has been
built in the utmost beauty. Baha'u'11ah has said: "0 Concourse of
Creation! 0 People! Construct
homes (or Houses of Worship) in
the most beautiful manner possible
in every city, in every land, in the
name of the Lord of Religions. rrhen
commemorate thy Lord, the Merciful. ... Verily by this commemoration, the breasts shall be dilated, the
eyes illuminated, the hearts gladdened."
Few people yet realize that the
remedy for this sick world must
have a spiritual foundation. In
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speaking of the erection of this
Temple 'Abdu'l-Baha has said: "Its
building is the most important of all
things. This is the spiritual foundation; for that reason it is the
most important of all foundations;
from that spiritual foundation will
come forth all manner of advancement and progress in the world of
humanity.' ,
THIS LEADS US to another question
often asked: "In what way does
the Baha'i Temple differ from other
tBmples and churches, and how can
one expect more benefit from this
one temple than from others 7"
Those who give only a passing
glance at the Temple may carelessly
speak of the design as oriental, but
those who inspect it even briefly see
that the design is new and unique.
Indeed, according to the master
minds of world famed architects and
engineers the Baha'i Temple is
"the first new idea in architecture SIn c e the thirteenth
century."
The idea behind it
and for which it stands is equally
new-the idea of the unity of mankind and of the essential oneness of
all religions. In the words of the
architect of the Temple, the late
Mr. Louis Bourgeois, "the Baha'i
Movement is the fusing of the essential spiritual elements of all reliExgions and all philosophies."
plaining further he says: "Into this
new design, then, of the Temple, is
woven, in symbolic form, the great
Baha'i teaching of unity-the unity
of all religions and of all mankind."
The Bal1a'i rremple, so exquisite
and perfect in all the details of its
conception and execution, so perfectly symbolic of unity, is a most
powerful influence in bringing the
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Showing the desi.gn of the cle1'cstOJ"Y section now nearing complet·ion

people int.o il consciousness of th2
need of world unity and of the
vitalizing power of the teachings of
Baha'u'Jlah. Shoghi Effendi helps
us to understand this when he says,
"it is assuredly upon the consciousness of the efficacy of the R.evelation
of Baha 'u 'llah, reinforced on the
one hand by spiritual communion
wi th His spirit, and on the other by
the intelligent application and the
faithful execution of the laws He
revealed, that the salvation of a
world in travail must ultimately depend."
, 'How IS THE building of the
Temple fh1anced ~ , , Many of the
Fair visitors who 'vent to \Vilmette
to see the Baha'i Temple and attended the meetings, found t 0
their amazement that there was no
such thing as a money collection, returned to us with this question,
"':Yho pays for the building of the
Temple and from where does the

money come to run the affairs of
the MovemenU"
Our answeJ.' is simply t.his: That
the Baha'is t.hroughout the world
have the reputati011 of being a 8e1£sacrifieing people. They do not
ask material rewards for their services rendered for the sake of God
and humanity.
They have no
priesthood and clergy to support.
Therefore joyously and generously
they are ready at all times to contribute according to t.heir best
abilit.y to carry on their transactions
and support the administration of
the Oause.
"Truly I say," 'Abc1u'I-Baha once
wrote, "the friends of God (i. e. the
Baha 'is) display wonderful generosit.y in regard to the contributions
for t.he :Mashriqu'l-Adhkar (the
rremple). This spirit of sacrifice
has been especially noteworthy
among t.he friends in the Orient. In
regard t.o this 'Abdu 'l-Baha said,
"Until this day an event. of this
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character has never transpired, that a ttend the Service in the Foundafrom the East and Asia contribu- tion Hall of the Temple. They had
iions \Yore forwarded to the "Vest heard about the Temple and wished
for the building of a temple. Verily to know for what it stood. After
this is a cause of astonishment for the service they expressed their extreme happiness over what they had
the people of perception."
heard and wished to come again as
"Do THE BAHA'IS believe in they had missed part of the talk.
Christ?" was another question ask- One of the group added that he had
ed many times. To those who are been a seeker all his life and his soul
familiar with the Baha'i Teachings was hungry for just such a message
this query seems Rtrange indeed. as he had heard. The next Sunday
"\Ve assure all that the Baha'is be- they were present again and this
lieve in Christ and ill all the divine same man publicly announced, with
Messengers of God. '''Balla 'u 'Hall ~incere devotion and great hapestH blished Ohrist in the East," said pjness, his faith in the Baha'i
'Abdu'l-Baha. "He has praised Cause. Since then the members of
Christ, honored Christ, exalted Him, this family of three have been
called Him 'the vVorc1 of God', 'the rendering important services to the
Spirit of God', raised the name of Cause.
During the past summer a gentleChrist to supreme summits of gloriman
from a distant city heard that
liea tion. Throughout the Orient
"sun
worshippers are building a
Baha'is have illumined the lamp of
temple at Wilmette, near Ohicago !"
Ohrist and spread His mention."
When he finally went to Ohicago,
BESIDES THESE and other questions just for curiosity's sake, he went to
which were asked many interesting see the Temple. He was so imjncidents occurred. Oue of the most pressed by the Temple and the
striking was as follows: One day a Baha/i teachings that after further
handsome young man stopped and investigation he declared himself a
after gazing at the model his face believer in the Baha,'i Revelation.
In short many are those who
flushed, his eyes sparkled and with
through
their visit to the Temple
a voice intense with emotion he said,
are
now
studying
the Baha/i teach"Do you know that this Temple has
wherein
they
have found their
ings,
saved my life! You see I am a flier,
hopes and all their heart's desireB.
and once 'while returning to Chicago
"With the World's Fail' in full sway
during a severely stormy night I
the rush of vjsitors and tourists
was lost because nothing below was may be compared to the waves of
visible. I became desperate and the sea. What a commotion, what a
prayed. Soon after I saw the light spiritual attraction, what a heaventhrough the dome of the Baha'i ly inspiration, what eternal beTemple. Then I knew where I stowals are emanating from this
was."
sacred sanctuary, this House of
One Sunday afternoon a family of vV orship, t his Baha/i Temple!
three came from some distance to Blessed are those who know.
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POR T ALS TO FREED OM
(An Autobiographical Story)
The reader wm find in the following article a most gripping description of the
spi1'itual evolution of a soul in this day and genemtion. It is full of human and spiri.tual interest. The author wishes his name· withheld for the present.

m

Y life divides it~elf, in retroW spect, sharply III two. The
years before I met 'Abdu'l-Baha
look to me now much as the ten year
old child might be imagined to regard his matrix life, assuming him
capable of that keen vision. The
comparison is apt, also, from
another angle; for, just as a child of
ten has still before him experiences
of vast and unimagined heights and
depths, splendol' and shadow, so I,
the twenty-two year old youth of
the spirit, look back indeed upon
the forty-five years of gestation, recognizing the fact of that necessity
if birth were to occur, but beyond
that fact lnlO'wing little or nothing
of the trivial causes which could
lead to such effects. How much less,
then, is it possible to estimate the
future of the twice-born soul
throughout unimaginable ages of
life in all the worlds of God. If the
wood in which the earthly sap flows
briskly still is capable of such a
flame, how great the conflagration
when, freed from the laws of the
world of nature, the fire kindled
from the Sinaitic Tree becomes
ablaze! Truly birth is the great
event but, compared with the second
birth the first is only a feeble significance.
THE FALL and Winter of 1911-12
is a period marked in my memory as
months of great unhappiness. Life,
in all that composed its deepest
values, seemed to have left me high

and dry on the banks of its swiftlyflowing stream. Outwardly all was
well but that inward voice that adds,
, 'All is well indeed," was silent. I
know of no greater disappointment,
no more terrible depression than
tha t which comes to the sincere soul
'which, seeking God, finds Him not.
]"'01' many years I had found myself unable to accept the conventional connotations of such words as
God, Faith, Heaven, Hell, Prayer,
Christ, Eternal Life, etc. In very
early manhood I had come to grips
with the g'oblins of superstition masquerading as churchly creeds and
had cast them out, but no satisfying,
spirit-bearing convictions had come
to take their places. Perhaps for
ten years my thought life was
frankly and positively agnostic.
But these were great years nevertheless, for they were portals to
freedom. But, alas, that freedom
had failed to bring peace. I began
to suspect that freedom without a
guide and teacher fell little short
of anarchy. True I still had the
teachings and life of Jesus of
Nazareth, and never had I failed in
love for them. But I failed woefully in the practice of them. And
even a casual glance at the lives
around me and the civilization men
called "Christian", convinced me
that so far as any practical parallel
between words and deeds were concerned there were few, if any,
Ohristians in the world, and certainly no expressions of social, eeo-
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nomIC and national life worthy of
such 11 name. Besides this objective faet impossible to evade or
dellY, I ,vas confronted by the even
grea ter difficulty of the confused
thought life created by years of
sci entific, pbilosophical and theological study and reading. In all
these cross cnrrents of human
speculatioll my f1>ail skiff had all it
could do to keep afloat and the
strnggling' oarsman little hope of
finding his desired haven by following anyone of them.
One day I found in the library of
a village rector where we were
spending' a summer's vacation, a
volume of the works of ,Villi am
J!~llel'Y Channing.
His sermon on
the occasion of the ordination of
.Tared Sparks in Baltimore in 1844
opened a uew horizon. Perhaps
onc could be free and yet have a
guide freely chosen! Thus began a
period of about fifteen years of socalled liberal study, thought and
preaching which, on the whole, can
not be said to be fruitless years for
work was sincerely done and doubtless necessary lessons learned. But
measured by those inner standards
which from boyhood had subconsciously been cultivated, these were
barren years.
-Was this to be the fruit of mystic
dreams, of God-ward yearnings, of
passiona to longings to aid just a
little in the uplift of sorrowing humanity around me ~ rro preach
once a week j duly to make my
parish ronnd of calls on elderly
spinsters and the sick to whom my
visits were simply what I was paid
to give j io build churches to hold a
handful of people j never to forget
the eollection, for wbich lapse of
memory my treasurer was always
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scolding me, and to fill in odd hours
with reading of the latest modern
philosophy in order to pass it on to
my unsuspecting congregation with
appropriate unnotations,-did this
round of living eOlltain the germs of
that" Truth for which man ought to
die~" Was it my own fault that I
had missed the point and was I a
fool in that I could not adjust myself to that definition of success
which found its goal in a wealthy
congregation, the whispered, "That
was a mighty fine sermon", the annually increasing' salary ~
Well, anyway, suffice it to say I
was desperately unhappy. I had
tried the orthodox scheme j I had
tried to sail the uncharted sea of, 'I don't know j " I had hied the
"Liberal Faith" and I found myself approaching spiritual bankruptcy. A balancing of life's books
showed me in debt to God and Man.
It had not yet begun to dawn upon
me that to be recreant to either was
to be in arrears with both, and that
spiritllal insolvency is assured when
freedom of the mind is assumed to
mean liberty to follow every will-othe-wisp of human philosophy.
IT WAS in October of 1911 when
those first stirrings of infiuenees
which were to change the course of
life throughout all the W orIds of
God came to me. I picked up a
copy of Everybody's Magazine from
a casual bookstall and found therein a ra tller complete article on
'Abdll'l-Baha and His projeeted
visit to America. I shall never forget the thrill this somewhat commonplace story gave me-commonplace, I mean, in comparison with
the reality of that story as future
months were to unfold it to me.

PORTALS '1'0 FREEDOM

Again I heard the inner voice which
since vcry early youth has come to
me again and again: "Come along
up." I read and rc-read the story.
Here was a :Man who had indeed
found n rpl'uth for which He was not
ol!ly willing to die but had died, a
living death covering sixty years of
torture, banishment and imprisonment, and who had seen many thousands of His followers willingly and
joyfully face a martyr's death. And
above all-O happy marvel I-here
was a man who placed money where
it belonged, beneath His feet. He
never took up a collection!
I read and re-read that glorious
and tragic story and filed it away in
my voluminous t.wenty-five volume
scrap-book. rrhel'e may have been
a vague purpose in my mind of making that story the background of a
sermon some day. To such human
uses do we often put the skyey
glimpses God vouchsafes us. Which
is well; or would be if those heavenly visions found utterance in our
lives as -well as through our lips.

I'1' MAY have been all indication of
my spiritual unrest and sense of
frustration that had prompted me
some months before to organize in
Jersey City what we called The
Brotherhood Church. It had no
affiliation with my regular den omina tional work. No salary was attached to its service. It tried to be
in fact what its name indicated: a
group of brothers of the spirit aiming to express their highest ideals in
service to struggling humanity. Our
meetings were held in a large
]\lasollie Hall every Sunday evening, since my suburban church held
services only in the morning. How
little one can estimate the great results that may flow from even slight
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efforts undertaken in a sincere spirit
of service. It is hardly too much to
say that had not this Ch1H'ch of
Brotherhood, as 'Abdu'l-Baha later
called it, been inaugurated and carried on for a few brief months, the
Sun, of Reality might not have risen
for me for many years, if ever upon
this little planet.
For one of the members of the
Board of Trustees was a man whom
I had grown to respect and love
deeply. This was Olarence Moore.
His health was none too good and he
suffered, at intervals all too short,
from blinding headaches, indicating
a pathological condition which, a
few months later, carried him from
this world. His nature was one of
the humblest and sweetest I have
ever known. None was too lowly or
poor to be denied his understanding
love; none too casual an acquaintance to make·him hesitate to seek to
find and touch with healing art the
hidden springs of sorrow and distress which all conceal. His tact
seemed never failing and his faith
in human greatness boundless. He
had no money, or little, to give. He
had more, the key of universal love
which unlocks every heart.
Clarence came to me one Sunday
evening just before the service was
to begin and handed me some notes,
saying: "I am not feeling well
enough to stay this evening for I am
very tired with some work I have
been doing and in connection with
-which I want to ask your assistance." "How can I help ¥" I said.
You know I am only too glad if I
can assist in any way."
",VeIl," he said, "you see it's
like this. I have for some years
known of a world-wide movement
which seems to have great spiritual
and social significance. Friends of
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mine have found in it much of value
and inspiration which so far have
seemed too high and deep for me
to fathom and explore. It occurred
to me that your knowledge and experience in such matters might assist me to a just appreciation. So,
this afternoon I attended one of the
meetings of this group in New York
and made some rather full notes
with the idea of submitting them to
you for your criticism and
opinion.' '*
I was dubious. There was no connection in my mind between this
movement and the magazine article
I had lately read, and I hesitated
more than a little. Oriental cults,
eastern philosophies, and the queer
supposedly idealistic movements of
which there are so many, had never
appealed to me. But., of course, I
t.hanked him and on my way home
in the train that night I studied his
notes carefully.
Interest.ing, I
thought, heart.-stirring a little but
that was about all except. that I
looked forward to further discussion of them with my friend.
WITHIN A FEW days the mail
brought to me an invitation to attend a "Baha'i Meeting" in New
York at which a Baha'i friend from
London, England was to speak. At
once I connected this with Mr.
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l100re and his notes. He had evidcmtly given my name to someone
and with this result. I was disturbed. I had no desire to be drawn
into any movement. or interest
which might distract my attention
from my legitimate work. I was
on the point of throwing the card
into the waste paper basket. Only
the thought of Clarence, his selfless
service, his friendship and love, deterred me. I could not refuse his
request that I investigate.
So I went, although it entailed an
evening wasted, as I thought, and a
midnight return to my home which,
in my then state of health was a
not inconsiderable hardship. How
slight the occasion upon which often
hang great and vital issues! Suppose that I had refused to go! Nay,
suppose that Clarence Moore had
allowed his physical weakness, bis
need of rest that Sunday afternoon
to weigh too heavily against his desire to serve; if the material had
overbalanced the spiritual in his
mind that day I probably would not
be writing these words twenty-two
years later. Indeed, Sir Launfal to
the con t I' a r y notwithstanding,
Heaven is not given away, God cannot be had for the asking unless
with that asking goes all that one
has.
( To be continued)

• I came to know much later that this was just his characterbtically humble and tactful way of enlisting my
attention. He had long loved the teachings and his daily life was their application.

--------~-------THE HEART HAS SEASONS
I know the heart has seasons
Like fields that drink sweet rain.
Only the heart drinks tears
Instead, and grows with pain.

--Silvia 1I1argolis.
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THE DYNAMICS OF A CHANGING WORLD
MARION HOLLEY

All conditions and requisites of the past unfitted and inadequate for the present
time, are undergoing 1'adj~cal1'Cform . ... New remedy and solution for human problems
must be adoptcd. Human intellects themselves must change and be subject to the
universal refonl1cttion. Just as the thoughts and hypotheses of past ages are fruitless
today, likewise dogmas and codes of human invention are obsolete and barren of
p1'ocluct in religion.
-'Abdj('l-Baha.
~VERY

religion has seen great
days and nurtured its heroic
Every religion has released
upon its home environment a power
of such purgative vigor and insistent purity that the entire complex
of culture, from basic institutions
to characteristic individual traits,
,vas in each instance stirred and reshaped according to a nobler pattern.
It was to this mighty social influence that the Bab alluded when
He asked, "Has He (God) not subjected the barbarous and militant
tribes of Arabia to the holy and
transforming discipline of Muhammad, His Prophet 1' ,1 The men to
whom He spoke, Persians of the
Shi'ite tradition, reared in a sentiment of admiration for Muhammad
and to a just evaluation of His attainments, recognized the verity of
the B:ib's words and were inflamed
by them to ardent emulation. But
we of the Occident lack standards
whereby to judge the Prophet's
power. 'With alien and stubborn
hearts we neglect His teachings,
while our historical susceptibilities
a re so dulled by mediocre schooling
that even the sudden drama of
Islam's birth and rise fails to seize
our attention. Yet the impact -of
.uuhammad upon the East and upon
the world was terrific.
Arabia, in those days, was un-

m
men.

1

Nabils Narrative, "The Dawn-Breakers," p. 94,

tutored and uncouth. 'The average
Bedouin, although courageous and
fiercely devoted to his own small
family and tribal groups, scarcely
surpassed the crudest American Indian tribe in cultmal attainments.
He was a polygamous fellow, both
as to wives and gods. Of the former he had enough that he valued a
full-blooded horse more higply. Of
the latter he counted three hundred
and sixty-five, and this fact, far
from creating in his heart a commensurate respect, left him free to
indulge his passions and pursue a
proclivity for drunkenness and
gambling. For would not his misdemeanors be overlooked in the
crowded disorder of heaven ~ At any
rate, these people accepted life so
naturally and were so persistently
and flatly human, so little filled with
the thirst for nobility either of mind
01' spirit, that they produced a culture which has been described as
"savagery. ",
In the meantime, across the Mediterranean sea European men were
doing little better. Rome's imperialist vigor had dwindled into a
pathetic senescence which was power'less to withstand the invasions of
restless barbarians; while the early
Ohurch, remote from its source of
inspira ti OH, Jesus, was losing- the
spirit of simple devotion and fellowship and beginning its accumula2 Von Keler. HEssence of the Koran," p. 6.
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tion of temporal power. Europe
had slipped into that dreary period
which we call the "Dark Ages,"
when" society had grown stagnant,
and there was probably not mnch
more to record in a whole year then
than happens in the course of a
modern day.'"
INTO THIS world a Prophet of God
was projected like a fiery meteor
across the sodden and uninspired
scene. For eleven brief years he exhorted the Bedouin tribesmen, shattered their gods, abolished their
dearest customs, and cleansed them
of a depraved morality. Muhammad, the camel-driver, so intoxicated his obscure followers that
Arabia,owhich heretofore had exerted an incidental influence upon the
course of events, suddenly became
"a garden of fine men" who, by
their ardent faith and an inexhaustible enthusiasm for culture, "created a society more free from widespread cruelty and social oppression than any society had ever been
in the world before.' ,2 There can
be no question about it. Arabia
was transformed by a dynamic religious ideal, and it was the vitality
of Islam which, penetrating lDurope's sluggish veins, stirred the
Christian world to a defense and
emulation that carried it into the
modern phase. 1'hese are not fantastic assertions; they are sober
truth, as inescapable as a thousand
more obvious and prosaic facts of
history.
BUT THE study of history is not
without its dangers, for our minds
have a curious inclination to set
1

down as ordinary and matter-of-fact
those things which have been merely
observed. Genuine comprehension,
far from contenting itself with a
superficial description, must always
reach into the causes and motivation of phenomena. It is not enough
to trace in the historical process a
succesHion of great epochs, nor to
discover an inseparable coincidence
between those periods and the lifespans of great "religious myths,'"
nor yet to deduce by logic that the
causal factor of each new period
must indeed be sought in the enel'gy
created by religious faith. It is not
enough to count over the names of
grea t Founders and Prophets, and
by the simple gesture of recognizing them, think to relegate their
unique achievements to a fool's
paradise of inevitability.
The world is not automatically
saved when a Prophet enters it.
Anyone who saw or has read
"Green Pastures," Marc Connelly's
outstanding play, will remember
that it required more than God's
good will to inveigle man into the
"paths of righteousness." It was
an indispensable phase of Islam's
triumph that Arabia became a" garden of fine men," that the message
of .M uhammad not only dazzled and
intrigued His followers, but persuaded them to an irrevocable inward change.
To STUDY the writings of Baha'u'118.h is to become convinced that the
proud days-the vibrant and heroic
days when religion, born into a new
integrity, speeds to its fulfillment,
-are not, as SOllle would persuade
ns, forever dead. That this is "a

Thorndike. "The History of Medieval Europe/' P. 163 . .2 Wells, Outline of History," Chap. 31.
by Spengler in "The Decline of the West. "Abdu'l-Baha," Baha'i Scriptures," p. 273.
I
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new cycle of human power' ,. be- ies nor wisest arguments, not the
comes a belief of intimate and sincerest idealism of our hearts will
tenacious streng·th, until to deny an impress this decadent society or lift
obvious physical fact would be simp- it from its stagnant course. The
ler than to erase or neglect the over- business of changing a world is
mastering impression of authority above all a realistic one. The ambicreated by Baha'u'11ah. When He tion may originate in a great faith
testifies to the "inconceivable great- inspired by a prophetic Leader. But
ness of this Revelation,'" one be- the business itself is a hard onelieves Him; one knows that, for all concrete, exacting, detailed, disIslam's enviable accomplishments, couraging, even ordinary. It in"had Muhammad, the Apostle of volves a struggle, the struggle that
God, attained this Day, He would every man invites who dedicates his
have exclaimed: 'I have truly recog- life to God.
nized Thee, 0 Thou the Desire of
Today the impetus is new, the
the Divine Messengers!' ,,2
vigor of spirit flows with a new
But let us be honest, all of us who, momentum, the goal beckons with
by some grace of destiny, have fal- mysterious new fascination. But
len under the magic of His words. the virtues are old, and in the vVorld
Neither Baha'u'llah's words nor Order of Baha'u'llah as in Muhamours will suffice. Not all our ardour mad's Islam, "one particle of chasand enthusiasm as new-fledged de- tity is greater than ten thousand
votees, not our weightiest testimon- years of adoration.' '"
(To be concluded)
Abdu'l-Baha, "The Dispensation of Baha'u'lIah", P. 11. "Ibid, p. 13.
Mrs. Charles Bishop by Ruhi Afnan.
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A PROPHECY

"Tablet of Abdu'\-Baha, translated for

"The mere fact that a person is
learned does not mean that he is
free from prejudice."

n. HE academic life also has its fashions and fads, even though they

U are of different nature from the fads of the man on the street.
These fashions Rre not permanent; they are bound to change. Today
the fad is a materialistic view of life and of the world.
A day will soon come when it will become deeply religious and
spiritual. In fact, we can discern the beginning of sHch a change in the
writings of some of the most eminent souls and liberal minds. 'When
the pendulum will start its full swing, then we shall see all such eminent
men turn again to God.
-Shoghi Effendi,
"Baha'i News", No. 80, p. 5
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SUMMER WEEK AT ESSLINGEN
HELEN PILKINGTON BISHOP

"The dissemination of h'igh thoughts is the motive power in the artM'ies of this
transitory world; yea, it is the soul of all peoples.'''
-'Abdu'I-BahrL

[~ DR classroom was the terrace
.~

adjoining the miniature home
collectively owned by the Baha'is of
Germany. The cottage lies on the
hillside in old orchards carpeted by
tall grasses. A breast of the hilltop
is "Katharinelllinden", a monumental tree, the namesake of the
Queen who reigned here a century
ago. That tree-looks down upon the
configuration of the valley: to the
left the old walls of Esslingen; 011
the dim horizon the Hohenzollern
estates; to the right the jade-green
dome of Katharina's mausoleum.
Beyond it lies "StuttgaTt, a new
town only seven hundred years old"
-and once the stud farm (garden)
of the Duke of 'V nrttemberg. Afterwards, the latter expanded his dukedom into a sweeping area by yielding mercenaries to Napoleon. The
Duke's castle is gone, but the old
forest creeps up to the cornfields.
The peasants greeted us with the
traditional "Gruss Gott". Late
afternoons, the forest rythmns captu red us: easy it was to slip back
into the fantasies of the Gothic
mind and overburden beauty by
describing sirens and goblins,-" a
bogey behind every toadstool". The
mushrooms were a practical 'wonder
and the delight of the evening's
soup!
boT THIS quiescent background we
broke with the past and shared in
the new era of creativeness initiated
by the Bab. A new cent er of learn1

The Mysterious Forces of Civilization.

illg has been dedicated at Esslingen.
Its origin like that of the great
medieval universities is humble,but it has the forward look to the
future. Greater than a university is
this summer community realized
through Baha'u'll{lh: therein rich
and poor, learned and simple, old
and young work and play and worship together.
The lectures carried us at flood
tide into the stream of universal history; ethnology, psychology, philosophy and art woven into a pattern
culminating in the WOI'ld Order of
BaM. 'u 'Hah. His divine Manifestation in its secret relations to the universe was penetrated, and the intelleet confronted with ideas regimented into a formidable system. The
method of these distinguished teaehel'S is that same art of synthesis
perfected by the German mind: an
effort to encompass the whole of
things and find a unity of experience, then to give its truth as a
formula.

IN I-hs exposition of this Revelation' Abdu'l-Baha has made it indubitably clear that the Point common to human experience is the apl,earance of the Prophet of God.
This theophany occurs at fixed int ervals from age to age; and it is
man's source of life and light and
love.
Hegelian minds ellthrall, but it
was not the lure of words which held
me through two-hour lectures. My

SUMMERWEEK AT ESSLINGEN
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Friends
gathered for
the Esslingen
Sommerwoche
(Summerweek)

Vis i tor s Tepresent'ing
America, SwitzeT/and, Bulgaria, Jugos/wuia, Persia,
Austria, Holland,
F'rom
left to r'ight, stc/'nding: Mr',
XChar'les Bishop, M, Mo)'ched
Zade, Mrs. Thomas Collins,
Mrs. JIIIax G1'eeven, Frau
Epple, Herr Pmnz Pollinger; sitting: #,il1.rs, Charles
Bishop,7¥M'iss Mar'ion Jc/,{;k,
JIIhs Louise Gr'egOl'Y, Mr'.
1I1ax Gl'ee'ven, M'l's, Lud1llUa
Bechtold.

Left to right: Dr. Adelber't Muhlschlegal, Dr.
Hermann Gross111amn Dr,
Eu.gen Schmidt, lecturers
at the Sutnmer School,
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German guides me only through the
marketpla.ce j hence, I was dependent upon post-mortem translations.
I suffered no withdrawal of consciOllsness for I sensed a deep rich
sentiment almost transparent, a
geniality and warmth and tenderness which embraces aliens into fraternity. Antagonisms give way to
an exceptional unity in Esslingen.
Men are dominant j leadership is intelligent j authority is unchallengeable. \Vhat are to be the differentiating cha,racteristics in the Faith
since the world community will be
a uuity in diversity~ \Vhat equalities are legitimate~ Is intellect
sovereign or do we assert the prim-

acy of the moral will ~ Is" the race
to the swift, the proud and the
strong 7' , Or shall "the meek in118rit the earth"?
In an amazing passage of the
Germania, Tacitus declares that the
Germans sprang from the Persians.
The accllmulations of evidence lie in
the roots of race, language and
mythology, besides a maze of culture
traits. Loyalty is exalted among
both peoples. That loyalty which is
born of twenty thousand Persians
who gave "the last full measure of
devotion" will assist the mental
power of the BaM/is of Germany
to fulfill the expectations of 'Abdu '1Baha.

-------

THE PRACTICE OF SELFLESSNESS
MURIEL IVES BARROW

"How long /li.est th01L in the atmosphere of self?"-Baha'u'llah.

f!nil]HESE words are familiar to

U

Baha'is. Other words, couched
in other phrases, spoken by other
Prophets, but always carrying the
same plea and advice and command,
are equally familiar. \Vhy do we
not heed? How long-oh, how long
-will we continue to fly in the atmosphere of self ~
Surely it is not through desire
that we stain our wings with this
dark mire of selfishness; that we
throw betwcen our hearts and the
Great Light this black shadow of
our own ego. From the first moment during which our souls stir
and begin to struggle upward, then
on and on through a long series of
trials and tests and battles, we are

contiuually fighting ag·ainst the
Hnrge of self j against the attempt
to raise the flickering· torch of our
own puny wish in opposition to the
flooding Light of the vVill of God.
We pray for release from this conquering ego-for there is not one of
LlS who, having entcred the lists in
this tourney between the soul and
self, willingly permits the self to
rise triumphant. But we find that
prayer is not enough. This is the day
of deeds and not of words. So to
pray with folded hands, even though
one pray with streaming eyes and
imploring heart, is not enough.
Then what may we do ~ How may
we overcome this enemy which is so
firmly encamped within our gates ~

THE PRACTICE OF SELFLESSNESS

What attack shall we make that we
have failed to make? ,Vhat crack in
his annol' may we c1iscoved
rl'HIS IS THE day of deeds and not
of words. TheTein, it seems to me,
is the answer to the problem. Deeds
and not words. vVe must leaTn to
school ourselves actively in the techniqne of selflessness. We must train
ourselves as consistently as a Tunller trains himself for a race. How
foolish and short-sighted a Tlmner
would be if, for weeks before a Tace,
he did nothing; if, "when asked concerning the race, he would say, 'Oh,
yes, to be sure I shall run; but when
the time comes breath and muscle
awl endurance will be given me.'
Yet is not that the attitude we aTe
prone to take Tegarding this matteT
of the selH Oh, yes, \\'e will be selfless-when the great cdses come;
when the tests of endurance and
courage and even martyrdom aTTive, we shall be completely selfless.
But shall we 7 How can we guarantee to Balul'u'llah the complete devotion of our hearts and utter selflessness of our beings if, up to the
moment of crisis, ,ve have proved
nothing? How can the TUnnel'
guarantee his wind and endurance
if, up to the moment of the race, he
has not tested and trained his capacityP
So we must develop, and maintain a constant, neveT ceasing, technique of selflessness. We must
praeiice, in the small matters of our
dnily li\'('H, H1Wlt n ]l(\l"I'(~('ti()ll of d(\tailed selileJ:Hmess ill order that,
when any moment may arise to test
the degree of our selfless devotion
to the service of Baha 'u '11ah that
moment, may it come never so unexpectedly, will find us ready with
sure endurance and stTength.
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1 say in the small matters of our
daily lives. I mean exactly that.
rllhe small triHing matters that clutter up the waking hours of us all.
As an example: One prefers cream
in one's coffee. For some reason or
other having' cream in one's coffee
offers complications. Shall we insist upon the cream or shall we go
wlthout7
Let us consideT the consequences
of asking for cream. We Teceive
the cream and our palate is grateful.
Our palate becomes a little more
sensitized to the smoothness of
cream. The groove in our mind,
which demands such niceties, becomes a little deeper. 'rhe part of
us, which panders to the appetites
and wishes of the body, becomes a
little more fiTmly established. Not
mnch, of COUTse. So little that one
considers it not at all. But yet-a
little. One more veTY humble soldier has been added to the lists of
self, drawn up, in battle an ay, to
defeat the soul in its struggle toward flight.
Now let us look at the consequences of refusing to pander to the
appetites and wishes of the body
which, in this instance, involves the
sacrifice of the sweetness and
smoothness and geneml delectability of cream in our coffee. The first
effect of our refusal is an instant
sense of inward peace which is the
result of our having, by our action,
stilled our inner conflict. Then
there comes a deep sense of spiritunl ;joy which is the triumphant
l:3illgillg' of the soul because of the
victory, even such a slight victOTY,
over the self. But of greater importance than this is the fact that
we have deepened the groove in our
minds which is slowly forming the
habit of sacrifice.
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the point. Why cannot we live, day
by day, so that we form, slowly and
eal'cfully, the habit of sacrifice?
vVhy cannot we train ourselves in
the technique of selflessness just as
the runner trains himself in the
technique of running'? Is it llot as
necessary that we prepare ourselves
for the great service before us as
that the runner prepare himself to
win his race 7
Let us be clear concerning this
goal of selflessness to which we
would attain. Let us not confuse
selflessness with asceticism, since
we are taught clearly that the good,
the beautiful, the delectable things
of life in this phenomenal world are
for our enjoyment and benefit. So
asceticism can be no virtue. No, llot
asceticism; rather a degree of clear
selflessness wherein we may rest
serene alike in the midst of famine

MAGAZINE

or in the profusion of abundance.
-Where wealth and poverty are alike
to us, and where, in perfect truth,
we may have no thought of what we
may eat or what we shall wear or
where we may rest our bodies at the
time of sleep. For these are great
days which are upon us.
"Take no thought for yourselves
or your lives-whether ye eat or
whether ye sleep, whether ye are
comfortable, whether ye are well or
ill, whether ye have friends or foes.
For all of these things ye must not
cai'e at all. Look at me and be as I
am. Ye must die to yourselves and
to the world; so shall ye be born
again and enter the Kingdom of
Heaven. Behold a candle how it
gives its light. It weeps its life
away drop by drop in order to give
forth its flame of light.' ,*

• 'Abdu'[.Baha, "Divine Art of Living," p, 90,

-------~-------"Not by the force of numbers, not by the mere expositio'n of a set
of new and noble principles, not by an organized campaign of teachingno matte1' how worldwide and elaborate in its character--not even by the
st(tunchness of our faith or the exaltation of our enthnsiasm, can we
itltimately h01Je to vindica,te in the eyes of a critical and sceptical age
the s'upreme claim of the Abha Revelation. One thing and only one
thing will unfailingly and alone secure the undonbted trinmph of this
sacred Canse, namely, the extent to which ont' own inrner life and, private
character m'irror forth in their ma,n'ifold a,spects the splendor of those
eternal pt'inciples proclai'fned by Balui'1l 'lhilt."
-Shoghi Effendi.
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One of the g;'onps photogmphed at the Baha.'i Summe'r School for the
Western States, Geysel"ville, Calif.

THE SPIRIT AND INFLUENCE OF THE
WESTERN STATES BAHA-'I SUMMER
SCHOOL
CHARLOTTE LINFOOT

"How pressing and sacred the responsibility thM now weighs upon those who are
already acqlwinted witl~ these Bahri',i Teachings! How glor'ious the task of those who
are called upon to 'vindicate their h'uth and demonstrate their p1'acticability to an unbelieving world!"
-Shoghi Effendi.

no have lived for two weeks in

1.11

the atmosphere of a Baha'i
Summer School is to have tasted of
the quintessence of fellowship and
love. \Vords do not describe its effect upon the individual. Oue must
experience it to understand it, and
having experienced it one is able, to
comprehend to some degree at least
the underlying purpose and pene-

hoating' spirit of the World Order of
Baha 'u 'l11'i11.
This was particularly true this
year at the \~Testern States Baha,'i
Summer School at Geyserville,
California, which was convened at
the very hour when a protracted altercation between Pacific Coast
waterfront workers and their employers took on the proportions of
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a general strike which threatened to
cut off all cities and towns within a
radius of fifty miles from San Francisco Bay from all sources of food
and gasoline supplies.
Unperturbed by the confusion
that held the vast population in its
grip, and drawn by the magnetic
power of BaM,'i love, a large
number of BaM, 'is, some from
the very heart of the strike area,
assembled at the Unity Feast
under the Big Tree on the Bosch
Place to partake of the heavenly joy
of reunion and to delight in the
peace that" passeth all understanding" on the part of the uninitiated.
New friends who might have come
with some curiosity or even uncertainty quickly fonnd themselves responding to the irresistible spirit
of the occasion and living magnificently that fundamental principle of
the Baha'i Faith-the brotherhood
of all mankind. Even the material
food savored somewhat of heavenly
manna because of the strike difficulties encountered by the committee which provided it.
rrhe real spiritual joy of the gathering, however, was consummated
in the sharing of messages of greeting from old friends and new.
While a number of the pioneers of
the Summer School were absent for
the first time in eight years, their
hearts reached out across oceans
and continents to mingle in the
spirit and to derive new inspiration
for their tasks in distant lands. As
always, the day slipped away all too
quickly for those whose duties did
not permit them to remain for the
classes, but as they returned to the
problems of the strike days ahead
they carried with them new strength
and greater faith in the ultimate
triumph of love alldlight.

BEGINNING at nine o'clock Monday morning with devotional services under the Big Tree, the Summer School classes contiuued for two
weeks with the largest enrollment
in the history of this particular
school. In its membership were representatives from fourteen Baha'i
communities, several residents of
the village and surrounding towns,
and a number of teen-age boys and
girls who were not only most attentive students but who contributed
to the musical programs which preceded each session.
In accordance with the wish of
Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the
BaM,'i Faith, the curriculum consisted of three subjects: the History of the Baha'i Faith; the Principles of Baha'i Administration, and
]\mdamental Baha'i Principles.
One hour was devoted to each subject daily, the leaders having been
chosen because of their particular
study of or ability to present the
various subjects in each course. Although many of the former able
teachers were missing, their places
were filled by new and young leaders who give great promise of outstanding service to the Cause of
Baha 'u 'llah.
Only those who have studied deeply that remarkable narrative, "The
Dawn-Breakers," the text of the
first subject, can appreciate the
spirit which moved the speakers and
transported the group in imagination to the scenes of the early days
of the Baha'i Faith. As the stirring story unfolded day by day, one
grasped a deeper conception of the
mighty epoch which prepared the
way for the glorious dispensation
of Baha 'u 'Hah, and became impressed anew with the great bounty
bestowed upon the world by Shoghi

THE SPIRITUAL INFLUENCE OF THE WESTERN STATES

Effendi through his translation of
this magnificent history which for
all time will remain the authentic
record of His Holiness, the Bab, and
His disciples.
As IF TO preserve an appropriate
balance between the spiritual and
the practical, which is one of the
principles of the Baha'i movement,
the second hour each day was devoted to the discussion of some aspect of Baha'i administration. Although fully realizing that the present generation stands too close to
the birth of this great movement to
grasp its full implications, one was
able to glimpse now and again the
gralldem and beauty of the plan so
perfectly revealed by Baha 'u 'llah
for the regeneration of human affairs. As the history of past religions was reviewed one saw fully
that they failed in the fulfilment of
their purpose, not because of any
weakness in their spiritual impulse
but because of the inability of man
to establish the kind of institutions
which would permit the full expression of the po·wers released into the
·world by their Divine Founders.
Apart from acquiring a greater
knowledge of the motivating principles of the new W orId Order contemplated by Baha'u'llah, one became deeply conscious of his individual responsibility for learning
and obeying the new spiritual laws
which will eventually permeate all
human relationships.
The third session was more or
less in the na hue of panel discussions on various social principles of
the Baha,'i Faith. Much very interesting material from outside
authentic sources was presented to
illustrate the trend of affairs and
thought in the world today. rrhe
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closing homs of this division, however, were devoted exclusively to
the study of the most recent communication from the Guardian of
the Baha'i Cause to the American
believers, entitled, "The Dispensation of Baha 'u 'nah. " The great
power of this document penetrated
the consciousness of every student
and it was the means of establishing
a unity of understanding and faith
which far smpassed the results of
any previous course.
So intently did the members of
the Summer School live in its spiritual atmosphere that one forgot entirely that there was qnarreling and
strife in the world. Here was a new
world but a very practical one, seriously investigating all the spiritual
truths involved in the economic,
political and social problems concomitant with evolving soeiety.
It was not all study, however.
While the morning discussions were
frequently resumed after luncheon
under the Big Tree, the afternoons
were generally left free for rest,
reel' eat ion and individual study.
Soeial gatherings arranged by the
Geyserville friends, the annual
dinner at the local farmers' grange,
and the "jiux" around the eamp
fire at the beautiful Griffith Park at
Santa Rosa, provided social outlet
for young and old, while hikes to the
redwood g r 0 v e, swimming and
eanoeing parties gave the children
and young people opportunity to eugage in a.ctivities suited to their physical energies.
In order that those in the village
of Geyserville and the surrounding
area might have opportunity to hear
some of the outstanding teachers,
two public meetings were arranged
-one in the village itself and the
other on Sunday afternoon at Grif-
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fith Park which attracted an audience far beyond the capacity of the
amphitheater to accommodate.
Perhaps no greater testimony to
the influence of the spirit of the
BaIn'i'i Stunmer School call be cited
than this: that there appeared onc
afternoon a young professor, not a
Buha/i, who had once given a series
of lectures on the Summer School

program. Agitated by the strike
disturbances he had witnessed in the
strike in San Francisco, he said he
had come to seek an hour's peace
and quiet among the friends of God.
In departing he asked that he be
permitted to carry back with him to
the scene of his labors the strains of
the Baha,'i song of benediction.

---Sl'--YOUR VOICE
(To a Baha!i teacher who l'ecently made a trip through Australia.)

Your Voice is like a most
beloved flute
That translates every tongue,
sings into the Soul
Of all mankind.
Some notes are gold, the gold
of ripened corn,
Bringing fulfillment
and security.
Some of your notes are brown
as Mother Earth,
And sound her song of gladness
after rain.
Some notes are black,
For you have seen the depths
of all despair,
Yet from your lips, they are
black velvet light.
I love your red notes best,
For they are sorrowing virgins
Grieving for war-torn youth,
And £lashing, flashing from
your Soul
Come notes of white, white
Light
That blend your Voice into an
ecstasy of Loveliness.

o Voice of the most beloved
Flute,
Sing on, for Earth's Springtime
is near.
-R. C. M. Searby.
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CURRENT THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"The present League of Nations is resting on an outworn and
insecure foundation. A New League is needed to cope with the complexities of a modern worId-a League fashioned in terms of today and
tomorrow."-Dr. NichoJas Murray Butler, President of Columbia University. Washington Star.
~OOPERATION must
~ leading thought, not

be the
country.
'rhe VV orld must be organized into
one commonwealth. National armaments must disappear and only a
sufficient police force remain to
keep order; without order anarchy
would reign, and we would be plunged back to savagery. Continued increase of armaments will bring complete dissolution of civilization....
Those countries in which women are
most interested and active in public
affairs are democratic and peace
loving.' '-Arthur Henderson, President of the Disarmament Conferference at a dinner given by the
TV01nen's Organizations of the Consu.ltative Group.

hieved by the West during the Nineteenth century is monstrous, inhuman and absurd. To raise armies
of millions of men by arming all
citizens from the, age of 18 to 45 is
one of the most extravagant and
dangerous ideas the human brain
has conceived.-Guglelmo Ferrero,
Eminent Historian of Europe.

AN EMOTIONAL disturbance may be
the cause of such physical diseases
as stomach ulcers, goiter, and diabetes. Not merely the symptoms of
such ailments, but actual changes in
the tissues of various organs and
glands may be produced by emotional factors alone.
These facts, showing the close relation between mind and body and
"T Hl~ LIBl!jRAL scientific research personality, were brought out at a
-man's eternal search for truth in meeting of the American Psychiaits vast ever-changing forms-can- tric Association and were particunot be too highly encouraged and larly emphasized by the associapraised.
Limit this unfettered tion's presiding officer, Dr. George
search and man's thonght channels R. Kirby of New York.
become confined within a narrow
Figures from various big diagframe. If expression of thought is nostic clinics show that for about
not permitted free sway in its ef- half the patients who come in with
forts to expand into greater and complaints of physical disease no
greater spheres, our entire culture sign of such disease can be found by
withers and begins to suffer from the most careful examination with
spiritual anemia.' '-Crown Prince X rays and all the other aids of
Gustaf Adolf of Sweden. From, h'is modern medical science. Even in
address at the Spring Festival, animals emotional shock or disturbUppsala Unive1·s,ify.
ances can produce physical diseases.
Psychiatrists hope that physiTHE MILITARY organization ac- cians in the future will not only
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examine a patient by taking his
pulse and blood pressure and by
X-ray pictures but will analyze or
examine his personality and his
emotional make-up as well in order
to find the real cause of his ailment
and how to treat it.-Science Service.

passing through the most momentous and far-reaching changes that
have taken place since the beginning
of recorded history. Science has
made us the undisputed masters of
all the forces of Nature. There is
enough grain to feed everybody.
There is enough wool to clothe
everybody. There is enough stone
STOCKHoLM-The sponsors of the and mortar to keep everybody detwenty-sixth Esperanto CongTess, cently housed. And a vast surplus
now in session here, declared today of time should allow everybody a
it ·was the greatest in the history of reasonable amount of leisure. And
yet the picture all around us is one
the language movement.
Its 2,000 delegates, representing of yast hopelessness and despair.
Something therefore must be
thirty nations, were greeted on their
convocation Saturday with an ad- wrong with the picture! That is
dress of welcome by the Governor of what we say. Would it not perhaps
Stockholm. Since then representa- be a little fairer to confess: "Sometives of the various countries have thing is ·wrong with ourselves" ~
delivered reports on the progress of
A civilization that has made the
Esperanto in their countries.
accumulation of inanimate objects
They said particular advances the chief aim and purpose of life is
had been made in Holland and in never going to enjoy the hearty coNorth Africa, where Arab tribes operation and the undivided loyalty
were said to be using the "universal of the more intelligent members of
tongue." Mrs. Manja Gernsbacher the community.
of Cologne is president of the COllTo have or to be ! I shall submit
gress-N ew Yark Times.
that terrific senteHce to all those
who have eyes to see and ears to
WHY IS MAN, why arc all of us,
heal' and that true spiritual courage
why is the world at large in such a that is the base of all pcrmtl11e~t
terrible state of misery at this pres- progress. Hendrik \V. Van 1..oonent moment 1 ...
'Fo Have or 'Fo Be.
The present time is not an economic revolution but a spiritual revolution. Onr state- of perturbation
"T
H 'S eyes are openmg
. t0
E WORLD
is psychologic rather than physical the fact that the majority of young
and it will continue until the mil- men would refuse to fight if another
lions of people who are now working war broke out. The only men in
at a new conception of the good and the future who will be deemed
desirable life, shall have given us a great are men who have lived for
new ideCl] in keeping with the de- their fellows and not on them.' ,_
mands and the necessities of our Dr. Stanley Russell of Toronto at
.
,
new world.
the Internatwnal Convent'ion of
'IV" e, the people of today, arc Optimists Cl~tbs.
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OUR UNIVERSAL GOD---A Prayer
RAYMOND

FR..... NK

PIPER

Professor of Philosophy ·in Syracuse University

Thou art Lord of all!
Thou workest in near places and Thou workest in far places.
In the farthest strangest landscapes of all spaces,
Thou art Lord of Power and Genesis.
In countless constellations of fiery suns is manifest
Thy everlasting love of creation.
Thy mind has leaped beyond the. cosmic fringes of far lonely stars,
to vision new universes of vivifying light.
In Thy Spirit, awaiting Thy animating Word,
lie the ethereal forms of infinite possible worlds.
And if ever Thou hadst dreams, what inscrutable imagery!
what pag-eantries of transcendent glories.
And a5 Thou dwelIest in the farthest,
so Thou dwellest in the nearest and the smallest.
Thy quickening Spirit ever stirs in those marvelous realms
that are forbidden to man's finest magnifying glasses.
There atoms are palaces, and pearls as big as suns.
There move the primal energies of things.
There somehow are born the chidren of the stars.
Oh that we knew the magic bridge that runs
between Thy thoughts and the seeds of all things!
Yet we acknowledg-e in humility that the secret of creation
would not be safe in our sinful hands.
Thou darest not trust more power to hearts than consist not of love.
Thou alone art perfect love!
Thou art Lord of all!
What matters then where on this chip of earth
I lay down my head to sleep?
Thy Spirit envelops me, Thy Spirit permeates me,
as sunlight a crystal sphere.
Thy heavenly peace falls upon my mind as silently, as ceaselessly
as moonbeams on still waters.
The magnificence of the star-strewn firmament quiets my too active mind.
The heavens' ineifable serenity infects me with irresistible calm.
Thou art my invisible, ever-present Friend.
In peaceful sleep my soul departs somewhere to live in Thy mysterious care.
Amen.

Written in Central China, while sailing down the yellow Yangtze in hright moonlight,
Septemher 19, 1932.
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"It is plain and mainfest that the surest means toward the well being and
prosperity of men and towards the highest object of civilization, the liberty of
the citizen, are love and friendship and the most intimate union between all
individuals of the human race. Nothing in the world can be imagined or rendered
easy without union and agreement; and the true divine religion is the most perfect
cause of friendship and union in the world."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

"THE CRY today is for order," and possible cures of this worldsays Dorothy Thompson, "for wide depression, since self-interest
order and security, as a refuge for brings home to every OHe of us the
a disorganized, atomized, self -de- necessity for a solution to these
structive society. It. is the desire colossal disturbances "vhich, more
for order and security which is be- disastrous even than earthquakes or
hind every movement in the world tidal waves, have brought suffering
and woe to millions, and have forced
today. '
A gTea t cry is going- up all over upon everyone that fearful COIlthe "vorld for economic security and scionsness of insecurity which at
for stability in organized human present besets all living.
Many causes have been assigned
living. Never in the memory of livfor
this chaos in which the world
ing man has the world been in such
rinds
itself today, and many cures
a universal chaos and apparent disllave
been
suggested to set humanintegration. Today the adventurous
and creative spirit of man therefore ity again upon its feet . .Jlay we COllneeds to be turned not to the dis- sideI' here Olle cause which, howcovery of new lands and new riches ever lal'g'e a portion it mny bear to
underneath the surface of the earth, the total causes of the world depresbut to the discovery of new modes sion, is a factor of such importance
of human organization, new pat- that no security or stability will
terns for civilization which shall ever come to humanity again until
bring to harrassed humanity the this cause is eliminated. The cause
stability and security for "vhieh it I speak of is the disruptive influence
longs and which it mnstfind or of centrifugal emotional forces
\vorking fOr disunity not only exterperish.
nally as bel ween the various nations
and peoples of the world but also inMANY LEADERS of great caliber are
working with devotion and inspira- ternally within practically every nation in their respective countries to tion on the planet. Never, it seems,
bring to pass snch improvements in have hatred, fear, suspicion, V'lal'
political and economic organization hysteria, bee 11 so universally
as may solve the pressing evils of potent; 1he period just prior to
the day and restore the unemployed the -World War was harmony itself
to a life of usefulness and steady as compared with the war-imminent
labol'. And all of us, with whatever situation which exists today. And
degree of mental capacity we pos- within each eountry tbe strugg-le of
sess, are pondering" all the causes classes is steadily and persistently
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eating into national unity and prosperity.
THEnE CAN be no secnrity where
stability is lacking; and there
can be no stability where there is
disunity. It is absurd to seek to
build upon a theoretical foundation
of economic and political reforms a
stable and secure civilization, while
the realities of life are surcharged
with these passionate forces of dis11llion .. , Today the greatest need of
the world," said 'Abdu'l-Baha "is
the animating, unifying presence of
the Holy Spirit. Until it becomes
effective, penetrating and interpenetrating hearts and spirits, and until
perfect, reasoning faith shall be implanted in the minds of men, it will
be impossible for the social body to
be inspired with security and confidence. Nay, on the contrary, eumity and strife will increase day by
day and the differences and divergences of nations will be woefully
a ugmellted."
Men of vision must build not only
more perfect and more equitable institutions, but they must also work
strenuously to overcome the psychology of disruption and disunity
"which prevails universally today.
rrhis latter task is a spiritual process that cannot be accomplished by
merely intellectual or scientific
remedies. A strong spiritual medicine is required to alleviate such a
fatal disease.
Many leaders of thought and action are proclaiming this pregnant
truth, that the world will not recover from its prostration until
spiritual remedies are applied. But
the consciousness of this truth is not
nearly enough permeating the uni'Shoghi Effendi, "The Dispensation of Bah,,'u'lh'th, p. 7.
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versal thought of mankind. More of
suffering, more of catastrophe will
be required before the world turns
to its only means of salvation-the
spiritnal rebirth of humanity.
IT IS THIS great truth that the
Baha'i Movement first and last is
proclaiming' in its world-wide message of unity, peace and brotherhood. This noble ideal Baha'u'llfth
has been projecting into the world
consciousness for over half a century, but not until today has the
world been ripe for a realistic appreciation of the need of these great
principles. The doctrine that the
Baha'i Movement enunciates is the
superb truth of the essential oneness of mankind, and the necessity
of realizing that oneness in every
expression of human thought and
energy - whether political, economic, religious or social.
The Baha'i Movement does not
only proclaim t.his great truth but
has demonstrated it act.ually in the
lives of various religiollists, people
of different races and nationalities.
The power of unity to overcome
every factor of difference and to
eliminate the poisonous emotions 01
prejudice, hate, misunderstanding
and suspicion, has been conspicuously shown in Baha'i commulllties
throughout the, world. The literature of t.he Baha'i Movement, including the writings of Baha 'u 'll1ih
and 'Abdu'l-Baha, have been h'anslated and published "in no fewer
than twenty-five of the most widelyspoken languages," and the unprecedent.ed progress of the Baha'i
Faith is amply proven in "the rise
and steady consolidation of Baha'i
institutions in no less than forty of
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the most advanced countries of the
world." "
.bJvery race, religion and clime has
contributed zealom; adherents to
this great "world movement which
offers the only solution adequate to
the need of the time.

divide blocks of human beings and
set them off from each other.
At this very moment of intense
darkness and despair-a period of
critical danger to world civilization
such as has not been since the days
when the Ooths overran the Roman
Empire-in this period so full of
AND WHILE this great living force
expressive of divine evolutionary terror to millions of individuals,
power is spreading over this grief- one star of hope is leading the way
burdened planet, there is also dawn- -the hope of a new universal coning upon the conscioll Slless of think- science of unity which shall bring
ers and leaders everywhere the healing' to the nations. May the Dinecessity for just these principles vine assistance bring success to
which Baha'u'llah has enunciated- every institution and to every group
principles of universal peace; of of people who are working, no matworld trade free from selfish bar- ter under what banner, to bring
riers of na tionalism; of justice and about this great Event which we
eqnity to 1abot'; of the abolition of are assured is actually destined to
those insentla te prejudices which so take place.

--.'--

"1 s it not a fact . .. that the fwndQ1nental ca1tSe of this world 1tnrest
,is attributable; not so much to the consequences of what 'must sooner or
later come to be l'egarded as a t'l'ansitOTY dislocation ,in the affairs of a
Gontinllally chaJ/,9lng world, but mther to the failure of those in,to
whose hands theimlnedia,te destin'ies of peoples and nations have been
cO'lllmifted, to aeljust their system of econo'm'ic and poz.it-icial institutions
to the imperative needs of a rapidly evol'v'ing age? Are not these intermittent crises that convulse pI'esent-day society d1te p'ri,marily to the
lamentaule 'inability of the world's recognized leaders to read ar'ight the
signs of the ti'mcs, to r'id themselves once for' all of the'ir preconceived
ideas and fettering creeds, and to reshape the mach'inery of their respective govern'ments according to those standa'rds that are implicit in
Baha'u'lllth's supreme declamtion of the Oneness of Mankind-the
chief and dist'inguishing feat1,lre of the Faith He proclaimed? For the
principle of the Oneness of Ma.nkind, the cornerstone of Balui'u'llah's
woTld-elnbmcing dominion, 'i'mplies nothing more or less than the enforcement of His sc:he1ne for the 1,tnification of the world-the scheme to
which we have already referred. 'In every Dispensation,' writes
'Abcl1tl-Bahci, 'the l'ight of Div'ine G1,tidance has been foc'ltssed 1,tpon one
central thenw . ... In this wondro1,ts Revelation, th'is gloriolts century,
the foundation of the Faith of God and the distinguishing feat1,tre of His
Law is the consciousness of the Oneness of Manhind."
-Shoghi Effendi.

SEARCHING FOR THE ANSWER
RUTH H. BRANDT
"The1'e acre two influences tending toward prospe7'ity and prog1'ess which emanate
from the forefr'ont of advancement of the 'World of humanity., .. , One is the influence
of civil'ization~that de'velopment of the 'World of nature that conce'rns the mate1'ial Hfe
ol '/nan. , . . The othe?' 'is the dit'ine inj!:u,ence, the holy and spiritual revelations
'Which ins1t'l'e ete/'nal glory, e'Verlasti,ng happiness, the illumination ol the 'Wo'dd, the
appearance ol m e'l'c'ifll I phenomena in the wo'rld of humanity and perpetual life."
-'Abd'll'l-Bahd.

m

AN has always been a seeker;
W he has always sought for
knowledge, striven for advancement, amI yearned t.o know the unknowable. Centuries ago Job cried
out from the depths of his anguish
of heart, "0 that I knew where I
might find Him!" In the confusion
and chaos of today we heal' the same
cry going up from old and young
alike, the bewildered souls calling
for help, the confused souls asking
for peace and the doubtful for assurance.
'What is man's destiny1 Is maukind progressing'"? In what manner
ancl by 'what means does man progress 1 These are some of the questions for which perplexed andllOrJe less souls are today demanding satisfactory answers. Let us search
first for an answer to the last two of
these questions examining as we
proceed the thoughts of some of our
modern writers who are calling the
truths of science to their aid. But
let us not neglect, in seeking light
npon this problem, the shining
words of Balul'u'llah and' Abdu'lBaha.
HUMANITY seeking t.he light presents a picture-or rather a pageant
-always in motion from the very
begiuning of human consciousness,
Dr. lDl'asmus Darwin, the grandfather of Charles Darwin, saw this

picture and movement and expressed it in these words: "The
world has been evolved, not specially created. It has risen little by
little from a small beginning to an
Almighty Word."
.J uliall Huxley, two generations
la ter, adds a tremendous thought.
when he writes: "The reason mankind's movement corresponds with
what we call progress and value, is
that. man himself is in the main
st1'ea'in of progress, and not in an
eddy or backwater."
'Abdu'l-Baha, speaking with the
power of spiritual knowledge wrote:
"Movement is essential to existence,
nothing that has life is without. motion. Things progress and then deeline; but with the human soul there
is no decline; progress alone constitutes the motion of the souL"
We find then science and religion
agreeing that mankind is in the line
of progress.
Is THIS progress of the human
sonl, of humanity, at a steady, gradual rate, or are there times of comparative rest and times of rapid
advancement ~ Some years ago the
Du tch botanist DeVries after experimenting with primroses a number
of years gave to the world the' 'mutation" theory. He discovered that
a certain primrose would suddenly,
with no apparent cause give rise to
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an entirely distinct species. He experimented with them over u period of years and bred fourteen Hew
permanent varieties. His mutation
theory is that it is not the small
varia tions among individuals that
determine the course of evolution,
but these sudden and larger "mutations.' ,
Since that time various scientists
have taken hold of the same idea
wi th regard to the advance of civilization, and have strongly emphasized their belief that human progress would have been impossible
without the "mutations" 01' sudden
noticeable great stddes in human
enlig'htenmen t.
'1'he chief cause of such epochal
advancements in human enlightenment can be traced to the appearance and influence of one of the
g'l'eat Divine Manifestations, those
inspired teachers and prophets,
such as Christ, Moses, Muhammad,
who have founded new religions
from which new civilizations have
gl'o'Yvn. Each one has brought a
greater knowledge than had previously existed and an added power
to comprehend it. They thereby injected into the rnain s.tream of evolution a pennan,ent gain. Such a
stream, augmented approximately
every thousand years by a new influx of power which increases both
its potency and its velocity cannot
stop. Nothing can stop it. It flows
on into eternity. "My Eternity is
My Creatioll; I have created it for
thee, " we read in the Hidden Words
of BaM, 'n 'llah.
Vl e find Floyd Darrow in his
book, "Through Science to God,"
expressing this same thought when
he writes: "Everywhere is ceaseless
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ehange. Nowhere is there perfect
adjustment and harmony, always a
constant becoming', a never ceasing
growth. The world is never finished,
never a flawless work of art, but always striving toward perfection,
taking its course it may be, toward
that one far off divine event toward
which the whole creation moves."
BUT WE find a note of fear creeping into some minds as they contemplate this evolutionary process.
1J1an, no longer at the mercy of
blind forces, has become a trustee of
the evol1dionary process, J ulian
Huxley affirms. But this very trusteeship is the foundation of fears
expressed today by many thinkers
that all civilization will crash into
chaos, because trustees do not necessarily fulfill the trust vested in
them. This danger is minimized for
those who believe that there is a
main stream of spiritual progress
and that mankind-though not all
men-is in this main stream which
will go on. For those who have indeed found assurance that the spiritual power of Baha'u'lHih is the
new impel1~s that has renewed this
current or main stream the fear is
non-existent. Such ones know from
experience the truth of these assuring words of 'Abdu 'l-Baha,:
"The Baha'i Movement bestows upon
man a new spirit, a new light, a new motion.
It enlarges the sphere of thought. It illumines the horizon of the intellect. It expands
the arena of comprehension. This is the
ultimate goal of human life. This is the
fruit of existence. This is the brilliant pearl
of cosmic consciousness. This is the shining
star of spiritual destiny."

With the impetus
spirit, llew light, new
kind will build a new
in economic justice

of this new
motion, manworld whereprevails and
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where a 11 11 a v e equal OPPOl'tllllitiei-i for self-development. rrhns
man himt-;clf will develop into
11 new creature.
Up to this time
mankind has been passing through
hit-; childhood years. Now inspired
hy this new light, he is becoming
spiritually mature and will not fail
to be faithful to his trust.

i-ihillS would never be possible." And
lle adds that in the long process of
tIle building up and breaking down
of modes of fellowship, evolution
has prevailed over dissolution.
,,;rere this not so the higher modes
of fellowship would have passed
a,vay and would no longer exist.
Here we have the constructive
side of disintegration. 'rVe might
apply it to the various religions and
sects. There has been great concern
over the dissolution of fellowship in
religion, since it is not understood
that higher fellowships must be set
up. Heligion TP'II,·ewerl will be upon
a higher plane of fellowship. The
scattering of congregations, the running to and fro among religions and
cults, has undoubtedly been to a certain (~xtent a seeking for higher fellowship, and to that extent it has
heen constructive and has been a
seeking· for the light.
In fact it is difficult in such a time
as this to distinguis]l hetween the
dissolution and evolution taking
place before our very eyes. It is in
1ruth lj]{e the springtime, when the
torrents come and tbe floods rage
and the driftwood is swept away, in
order that new life may take its
place.

BUT 'l'HEBE is further confusion
of thought in the face of present
events in regani to the trusteeship
of man over the evolutionary process. ,Ve see suffering and disintegration going 011 all ahout us. Are
not thet-;e things signs of retrogression '/ III order to understand this
we mnst reHlize that in the midst of
nlpid evolution Cl proportionate
amonnt of dissolution is inevitable.
nhange is a law of life. 'rYe easily
recognize this in the physical world
where we see constantly going on
about us decomposition and decay
on the one hand, new life and
gTowth on the other. In the world
of human institutions there is also
a necessity that the old should
crumble and die making place for
the new. New developments in
science and inventions call for ne·w
methods am1 new institutions. It
is because 'Ne cling so blindly and
1F MAN would save himself he
tenaciously to the old that calamilies come. ,Ve are then swimming must first be guided into the current
agaillst the main stream of prog- and then swim with it with a sure
and careful stroke. The Divine
ress.
C. Lloyd l\forgan recognizes this l\i(anifestations of God are the
when he writes in his book, "Mind guides who will keep us in this main
in the ?\Iaking": "Mind in evolu- stream of spiritual progress. Happy
tion meallS the coming into existence are those who recognize these
or being of higher and richer modes guides at the time of their appearof fellowships. There is also a dis- ance.
solution of fellowships, and perhaps
Rejecting the Manifestation at the
without this dissolutioll, the evolu- time of His appearance has oction into newer and higher fellow- curred in every dispensation and
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the deliberate persecntions that
have takell place amount to eutting
straio'ht
across the midstream of
,
b
evolution-trying to dam its eease10sB {iow. rrhllS those "who crucified
Christ f;pt np their 0"\\,11 momentum
which could not fail to carry them
into the backwaters. Yet only a
few who "were in po\ver were deliberatelyevil. The great multitude
who c1esln)d Christ's crucifixion
were those whose minds "were crystallized in the old doctrines and
ceremonies and who therefore had
HO 110\ve1' to swim in the Ct1lT8nt of
man's dest.inv. Thev were the heedless, the Ul;~l\Vare.· They heeame
dl'ifh\'ooc1 and the eurrent conld do
lHlllght but toss them aside.
Misconeeptions and. misinterpretations of religious thought tend to
lead men out of the main stream of
spiritnal cYOlnlion.
This is -illustrated agaill and again in the
insensate opposition of religion to
modern science. rrhis is 1)ecause
much of so-called religion has been
based on dogmas and dod-rines
evolved in man's mind. For scientifie truth can never he contrary to
true I'eligioll as revealed hy the Divine }Ianifestations of God.
Mr. Danow in the book already
referred to recounts these facts
and continuing tells the story of
how in defiance of organized religion
Kepler'8 laws governing planetary
movements were crowned and completed by Sir Isaac Newton's Law
of gravitation "which unlocked the
very anteroom to the eiernal verities of the universe. Oommenting
upon these unfolc1ments Mr. Darrow
writes: "And thus through the
conquests of these pioneers of
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scientiik diseovel'Y, the religious
ideals of men and their eonceptions
of God had been given truer and
nobler meanings. Indeed these paths
of science had led to a more reverent kuowledge of Him whose life is
the soul of the universe."
SOIENCE has ever been the handmaid of religions freeing the mind
for nobler and nobler conceptions
01' God, and bringing to light the
means and iuventions wherehy ma11
may provide a better way of living
fol' all mankind. But. religionists
have ever beeIl loatl1 to aclmo\vledg'e science as a helper. rChis
makes ns understand "why today so
many people are rejecting religion
saying that it has always been an
obstacle to progress. It is evident,
]JOwever, to the careful thinker that
sei.enee alone will neyel' save the
"world from dest.ruction, for "we have
only to look around 11S to see to
what diabolical uses scientific inventions Hnd discoveries are being
put. rphe ,,'odd Heeds both, but religion must he purt',- uncOlltamiml ted by man-made dodrines.

"Man has two powers and his deyelopment two aspects. One pawer is connected
with the material world and by it he is
capable of material advancement.
The
other power is spiritual and through its
deVelopment his inner, potential nature is
awakened.
These powers are like two
wings. Both must be developed, for flight
is impossible with one wing. Praise be to
God! material advancement has been evident
in the wOl'ld but there is need of spiritual
advancement in like proportion. We must
strive unceasingly and without rest to accomplish the development of the spiritual
natul'e in man, and endeavol' with tireless
enel'gy to advance humanity toward the
nobility of its true and intended station."

So spoke 'Ahdu'l-Bahi"l ill exlllainjllg' Ih8 Heed the world has fo1'
both material and spiTitual advancement. Is not tl]is knowledge mall's
true destilly J
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YOUTH AND THE JOB
DAI,E

S.

GOLE,

M.M.E., E.E.

"When the divine and fundamental reality enters human hearts and lives, it conserves and p}'otects all states and conditions of mankind."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

mrrmN a recent article in T.he Scien-

~~ tific Monthly on Psychology
and Re-employment J Prof Morris S.

Viteles starts his discussion with
the very challenging and pertinent
question, "vVhat am I going to do
about a job "I "
This query stabs alike, now and
again, into the consciousness of the
youth in schools and the older ones
out of employmont. It lingers there,
too, with the persistence of chronic
palll.
But before any attempt is made to
comment 011 the anS'Ne1', the "job of
life" should be defined for behind it
is a p'wrpose of profound significance.
VVHAT IS the purpose of life in
g'eno1'al and yours and mine in particular ~ In a recent Sat~trday Evening Post article, Prof. \Vhitehead,
British philosopher and mathematician, was quoted as follows: "The
problem is not how to produce great
men, but how to produce great societies. The great society will put up
men for the occasions."
A great society-what is it but
an integration of individuals and
their influences ~ And back of a
great society there must be a great
purpose. Since the great purpose is
but the resultant of individual purposes and purpose depends upon intention-the importance of r'ight intention is clear.
The author who quoted Prof.
Whitehead continues: "In creating

such a society we all of us, down to
the humblest, have our part. For
when there is good will and the will
to dO J leadership emerges and
strong individuals begin to see their
way through the urgent problems of
tlie time."
How can we " see our way
through" without having clearly in
mind the real purpose of our lives 7
, Abdu 'l-Baha spoke of this repeatedly. The purpose of life is progress toward God. It is carrying out
His Divine Plan for the age as revealed by Baha 'u '11ah. It is being
obedient to the vVill of God. It is at
once a great task and a most joyous
privilege-to the end that we have a
great society, with just and adequate leadership, and that we all
become strong enough to "see our
way through."
vVhen we have a great society
there will not be so many dark
clouds to dim our vision, there will
not be so many quagmires to flounder through or circumnavigate,
there will not be so many discordant
sounds to muffle the melodies of
God's symphonies.
So the question of the job resolves
into two elements, one most assuredly dependent on the other. One
element consists of our relationship
to the building of a great society.
vVhat can we do for others and the
world? And the other element has
to do with subsistence here on earth
while we are helping- build a great
soeiety.
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rrruly, as a poet has said, ill help- actually what does it matter if the
ing others we help ourselves for a early years seem difficult 1 Profigreat society would benefit all. eiency in anything presupposes apAgain if enough people helped prenticeship.
,Ve owe it to ourselves and society
enough other people now, many of
our problems would va11ish and to keep the "morale" Prof. Viteles
those which did not would be much speaks of as high a s possible and
this is much easier-difficult though
easier of solu tiOIl.
So we all have work to do-the it be at best-if we are reinforced
biggest and most glorious ever- and strengthened by the assurances
that of building a great society in of Bahfl'u 'Hah, if ,ve are moving
accordance with the Divine Plan. with the current of Divine Will and
This work cannot be taken away by not across or agaii1st it. By keeping
economic upheavals which only ac- up our own morale we lift that of
cent its importance. Once this is Oth01·S, and a high tone is conducive
realized and taken into our con- to better feeling in the harsh world
sciousness as an actjve force we then of business. Cold as the financial
acquire the right intention, which sphere is, it is a sensitive organism
has very important practical effects as history evidences and a generally
on life and the requirements thereof. high morale is commercially valuable. rrhis significance is of course
BUT YOU SAY, this is all very beau- a secondary one, but points out antiful and idealistic hut what can we otlWl" thillg we can do 'JtO'/u.
do about it now'!!
To SUM UP, the formula for the
There are several things. Fil'st
illdi vidual today contains these
j he "~rea t society" referred to is
formulating. It is composed of those qualities: Right intention, prayer,
who are trying" to carry out the Di- eonfidmlCe and actioll. VVe cannot
vine Plan. ,Ve can help by doing OUl" be impotent if we are God's instrubit, first beil1g sure that we have the ments. Our problem is to become
right intention awl then helping one of His instruments, effective
others to acquire it. Second, there ones, working with the assurance of
is a very definite promise that" God His help.
will assist those who arise to serve
So when Youth asks "What are
Him."
rrhe path to assistance is we going to do about a joh7" can
service and the gateway to the path we not answer, "make one in some
is prayer, real sincere prayer. "Ask senicc to humanity." There are
and ye shall receive." Many an un- p10nty of opportunities for real 8erexpected door has opened through "ice in all departments of commerce
service to others and to God. It may [wd indnstry, and history shows
not be the door expected. Often it tha t real service is inevitably reis a better one.
warded materially. Spiritually serAnother' thing we can do is to foI- vice is and has its own rewards.
low 'Abdn 'l-Baha's admonition. Outside- the realms of commerce and
"Never 1)8 discouraged." After all inrlustry the opportunities increase
-"we are living in eternity" and in proportion to the unselfishness of
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the endeavor. In edncation, in
medicine, arts and science tremendous progress is possible.
Having made a job for itself III

MA GA ZI N E

the service to humanity Youth will
simultaneously be serving Godthus fulillling the purpOtle of life
here and hereafter.

IN THE PRESENCE OF rABDUL-BAHA
(An Early

Pilgri1r~age)

ROSA V. WINTERBURN
"Grieve not because of my i1'np1"isonment and calamity; for this prison is my
beautiful garden, my mansioned paradise and my throne of dominion among mankind.
My calamity in 'my lJ?'ison is a crown to me in 'which I glory among the '/'ightaeous."'A bclu'l-Balui.
~ OD

are going to your greatest test," said a friend as we
drove to the station to commence the
trip to 'Akka, Palestine, the "\",\Thite
City by the Sea." The words were
uniutelligible to me then, and it was
not until some weektl later that
iheir real meaning became clear.
Scarcely heeding them, in fad, in
the happiness of making the start,
they were forgotten until their truth
came back to me when the visit in
'Akka was moving slowly into the
past.
Six days in 'Akka! Six days in
the presence of 'Abdu '1-Baha! Six
days in an atmosphere of the most
perfect love and peace that it has
ever been mine to know. Others may
have spent six weeks there, six
months. That is nothing, for time is
nothing in the presence of the
Servant of God. If a thousand
years are but as a day in the sight
of the Lord, is it not equally true
tha t a day may be as a thousand
years? We lived a lifetime in those
six days. The outside world disappeared. IJThe past had never been.
There was no future. It was as if
~.M

the moment in that Presence were
all of life and that it was eternal.
Peace, happiness, calm joy enveloped us from the moment 'Abdu '1Baha took our hands in His in a welcoming gTasp until He said "Go
back and serve," and we left His
Presence, perhaps forever in this
world.
BEF'ORE starting on our journey I
had feared being overwhelmed with
sadness at the sight of the imprisonment of 'Abdu'l-Baha'; so I had
prayed earnestly that I might be enabled to look into His dear face only
with smiles. Once in 'Akka the
prayer was as completely forg'otten
as if it had never been breathed, and
I fOllnd myself wondering at the
readiness with which I smiled into
those eyes that always smiled back
at me in tender love. It was not
until' Aklul, was fading into the distance beyond the blue waters of the
Mediterranean, that I remembered
my prayer and marvelled at its complete realization.
The eutrance into the Presence
of the One called by so many" Mas-
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tel'''-rame as simply and naturally away, two questions perplexed us:
as into that of some dear friend. ,Vha t WD s the "greatest test" to
,Ve wondered somewhat, my lms- which we had been subjected 7 We
band and I, for we had thought it had been unconscious of it. Why
impossible to see Him whom our had we not felt some overpowering
hearts so reverenced without being conviction of the sanctity of that
overcome with emotion.
Hours Presence in which we had spent six
passed, we met Him face to face, such bliss-filled days 7 Then we alfelt the touch of His hands, basked most laughed at our simplicity in
in the light of His smiles, amI still asking ourselves the latter question.
we had not been overcome by any ,Vhat experience could we have had
mighty wave of irresistible feeling, more overwhelming in its convicand still we wondered. Days passed, tion than the steadily cumulating
the life in 'Akka had received us, proof of those six days 7 For now we
had taken us into its loving arms, realized, as had been impossible
and still ,ve were wondering when while still in the presence of
and how was to come that mighty , Abdu 'l-Baha, t hat every hour,
sweep of power. It did not come. every interview with Him, every ob'rhe dominance of 'Abdu'l-Baha servation of the life around us had
spoke to us only through His love. brought conviction to the reason, to
His influence expressed itself to our the judgment, to the emotions, to
mortal senses in the peace around the whole mental, moral, and spiritus that was aJ"ways unbroken. His ual nature, that this was indeed the
wisdom was manifest in the grey- Servant of God for Whom we
haired men "who bo"wed before its de- searched, that this was the Divine
cisions in unquestioning acceptance. Exemplar ,Vho could show the
The efficiency of His teaching was il- world the way into life eternal.
lustrated in the eagerlless of those
"\Ve re.alized now that when we
who had been Zoroastrians, Muham- first entered His Presence so
madans, or Christians to live all to- quietly, it was as if we had been
gether there in perfect peace and taken np by the first swell of a great
unity, under His sheltering care; tidal wave, raised so tenderly that
and in their determination to carry we had scarcely been conscious of
with them to the ends of the world its uplift; we had been carried on
the same peace and harmony that and on, higher and. higher, until, as
wrapped them in its folds in that the tidal wave may sweep over
dreary, but gorgeous, little prison coast, rocks, and even cities, we had
been carried high over all worldly
city of 'Akka.
consciousness and it had been as if
THE DAY of departure came. The the world were not. As this realizadoors of 'Abdu '1-Baha 's home tion came, we prayed that we might
closed upon us. 'rhe grim walls
never again be upon the spiritual
and the defiant gates of the crumblevel
where we had been standing
ling old city of the Crusaders were
behind us. The world and the ser- when that wave lifted us and bore us
vice upon which we had been sent so high into the realms of absolute,
out were before us. Slowly driving common-sense, unquestioning COll-
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viction. "By their works ye shall
Imow them," and it was through the
works of' Abdu'l-Baha and of those
who served Him that we had attained to the heights of on1" conviction of the truth of the BaMt'i
Teachings.
rrHEHE STILL l' e m a i n e d the
thonght, ,Vhat had been our "greatest test"? It had sunk into insignificance. '1'hat ineOl"poration of the
living Spirit of God in a human
body could )HweI' be a stumbling'
hloek llOW to onr steps. Vve had
met a man, it is trne, a man with all
the needs and elements of hnmanity.
But it had been to realize how perfeet an instrument of the Lord the
human body may become. How else
eould God have spoken to us so
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foreibly as through those human
lips, that let fall Divine Wisdom;
as throngh those human eyes, whose
(ender glances bore into one's soul
a conception of the love and tenderness of God; as by that human
tongue that never uttered a harsh or
an unkind word; as through that
stately form, unbowed by all the
grievances of the world or by the
sU1ferings of long years of prison
life and deprivation '7 Surely, if mall
is the greatest work of God, man
must also be the most perfect Messenger of God to man.
There had been but six days in
'Akka; but the human world was
behind us, before us was the world
of God. They had been separated by
a faint conception of Eternity, lived
in the Presence of 'Abdu'l-Baha.

-$1CB}DAR OF LEBANON

Nourished by the earth, with God ever nigh,
Moulded in His heart and fashioned by His hand,
Its feet on the ground and its head in the sky,
rrhe Cedar came forth at His beck and command.
vVith its arms outstretched and a prayer on its lips,
F'ree from contention, sorrow and strife,
,Vith a look far away to love-laden ships,
rrho great Cedar stands, a symbol of life.

-Henry Polk Lowenstein.

rABD U L-BAH A ..... .

"Servitude to all the human race
is my perpetual religion."

============~~~==========
~~~~HOUGH

moving in a sphere of His own and holding a rank radi-

~ cally different from that of the Author' and the Forerunner' of the

Baha'i Revelation, He, by virtue of the station ordained for Him
through the Covenant of Baha'u'llah, forms together with them what
may be termed the Three Central Figures of a Faith that stands unapproached in the world's spiritual history.

~HErrHER

in tlw Kitab-i-Aqdas [Book of Laws]-the most weighty
and sacred of all the works of Baha'u '11ah, or in the Kitab-i-' Ahd,
the Book of His Covenant, or in the Suriy-i-Glmsn (Tablet of the
Branch), such references as have been recorded by the pen of Baha'u'Hah-references which the Tablets of His Father addressed to Him
mightily reinforce-invest' Abdu'l-Baha with a power, and surronnd
Him with a halo, which the present generation can never adequately
appreciate.
~

He is, and should for all time be regarded, first and foremost as
the Center and Pivot of Bah{t'u'llah's peerless and all-enfolding Covenant, His most exalted handiwork, the stainless Mirror of His light, the
perfect ]Jxemplar of His teachings, the unerring Interpreter of His
,Vord, the embodiment of every Baha'i ideal, the incarnation of every
Baha'i virtue, the Most Mighty Branch sprung from the Ancient Root,
the Limb of the Law of God, the Being 'rmmd Whom all names revolve'
the Mainspring of the Oneness of Humanity, the Ensign of the Most
Great Peace, the :Moon of the Central Orb of this most holy Dispensation-styles and titles that are implicit and find their truest, their
highest and fairest expression in the magic name' Abdu 'l-Baha, [Servant of God].
He is, above and beyond these appellations, 'The Mystery of God'an expression which Baha'u'llah Himself has chosen to designate Him,
and which, while it does not by any means justify us to assign to Him
the station of Prophethood, indicates how in the person of 'Abdu'lBaha the incompatible characteristics of a human nature and superhuman knowledge and perfection have been blended and are completely
harmonized.
-Shoghi Effendi.
l

Baha'u'l!ah.
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IMPRESSIONS OF A UNIVERSAL
ESPERANTO CONGRESS
:J:L\JtTHA

L.

ROOT

"The activIties which are trying to establish solidarity between the nations, and
·infus8 the s]Jil"'it of univ8'1'salis'in ·in the kea?·ts of the children of men, are like tG11to
d'ivine 'rays l1'om the Sun ol Reality, and the b1'ightest ?'ay is the cO·lIui1J.g of the ttnive?'sal
langllage."~
It is of spec'ict/ interest to Bahci'is to 16a.1·n that 'Audu'l-Bahci infonned a
"l1"iend" that the first 1J1·inc·iple of Bahcl,'n'llcih to be accepted by the wo1"ld wOll/d be
that ol the Auxil·iary Uni'vcrsal Language.

m1 ERE we sit, 0

readers, you and 1,veek on the mountain top to the
I, at this mental banquet of disciples of this evangel-instrument
thought and you perhaps ask me to to peace, it is like a University of
arise and give you my impressions Esperanto to the scholars of this inof a Universal Congress of Esper- ternational tongue; and to the youth
anto. Some of you are Bah{t'is of all lands who eome for the first
and BO 1 shall speak also from the time it is like a lit.tle lifetime in the
Baha'i viewpoint.
A Universal "Land of Jjjsperantujo."
Congress of Esperanto is like a
'What impressed me most at t.his
IL~

*'Abdu'l-Baha,

"Divine Philosophy"

(first edition) p. 112.

Twenty-s'ixth Unh'ersal Congress of ESPM·U.,d

UNIVERSAL ESPERANTO CONGRESS

Twenty-sixth Universal Congress of
Esperanto held here in SLockholm,
from August fourth to twelfth, this
yeal', 19:-34, are the possibilities of
}iJsperanto as the very greatest
language for universal nse and its
spirit of "Esperantismo" which is
the essence of brotherhood. Prefacing this impression, permit me to
offer tribute to the creator of this
universal auxiliary language, Dr.
Ludovic Zamenhof of Poland, one of
the greatest humanitarians of this
twentieth century. The few youth
of his day who were present in the
Stockholm sessions have borne him
in their hearts across the generation
and their hearts rose up at the mention of his name as the Gardes du
Rois spring up cheering when their

held in Stockholm, Sweden, August 4-12, 1934.
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kings appear. \¥hy is this 1 It is
hecause he has given to our world
something pure and precious, an
iustl'llment for world understanding.
W HO SAYS that :B]speranto is not
a living language 7 IiJx-Mayor Carl
Lindhagen of Stockholm who is
one of the pioneers for our
Esperanto language and other progressive movements says it is much
more "li ving' , than some of the
other languages commonly used
which are entirely inadequate in international life. He even goes so
far as to proclaim that we should
not too modestly speak of it as a
"help language," an "auxiliary
language," for it is in truth a world
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language, a universal language. I
give you an excellent proof of this:
in Stockholm more than two thousand delegat.es from fifty countries,
and representatives from more than
t hidy langnages sat in the great
Swedish Parliament House and held
numberless sessions illcluding university courses, professional discussions, illterl1a tiollal parleys, plenary
sessions of the Universal Esperanto
AHsociatioll and everybody underst 00(1 every word. P(~ople remarked
how every year the delegates express themselves so fluently, correctly and courageously in Esperanto. The ]Jsperantists sat in the
theat.er and heard Sweden's great
actors and actresses give Moliere's
and Strindberg's plays in perfect
and caressing I~speranto. The non]Jsperantists and the journalists
wrote: "It is most wonderful to
realize how beautiful Esperanto
sounds from the stage. Perhaps it
is not 0111y a congress language but
also a language in which one can
converse and love and hate."
~lhey crowded the splendid Concert Hall, regal in its appointments
and listened agape with rapture to
S~wedish musicians, some of them
famous throughout Europe, who
sang in Esperanto the glorious
songs of Sweden. Of the important
newspapers of Sweden, one had a
daily page and others had columns
in this world language, not only of
the Congress news but the world
news!
The same week, in another part of
Stockholm a very important International Congress of ~Women Physicians was in session where every
speech had to be interpreted tediously into English or French or
German or Italian or all-just as in

hundreds of other international conferences which are fair examples
that the world language system is
still in its dark "middle ages." The
Stockholm daily papers in articles
and editorials voiced the opinion
that what the world needs is not a
:BJuropean language but a world
language.
SHOGHI EFFENDI, Guardian of the
Baha'i Cause, sent his warm greetings 10 this Universal Congress of
bJsperanto and his significant message was read at the first plenary
session of the Congress of Work
called "La Labol'kUlu,ido," before
many hundreds of delegates.
As a Balui'i I was profoundly interested in the ]Jsperanto University Summer Session Lectures
presented by celebrated European
linguists; For instance, Professor
VV. E. Collinson of the University
of Liverpool spoke on "The Northern European Languages and
I~speranto. "
He showed excellent
features in both and suggested how
a few Northern European suffixes
could with profit be added to the
T1Jsperanto suffixes.
This clear exposition brought to
my mind the exhortations of Baha'u'llah that the governments of the
world should appoint an international committee of their best linguists which should study the problem of a universal language. There
are many language possibilities for
Esperanto which are not yet utilized,
but which may be found by comparison with the many national languages. Every language has found
some very good expedients for expressing thought simply, and if Espm'anto explores these special expedients of every language, it can
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become the best and most practical
of all.
J1Jsperanto has all the potential
qualities of a universal languageit is neutral, logically constructed
and can he easily learned by the
masses of world peoples-it has
been created by a world genius, it is
perfect as a construction and modelled with every possibility for future evolution. Dr. Zamenhof himself planned this. There is an International Committee, forming the
Academy of Esperanto whose members are appointed by the Esperantists of, the world and the evolution of the language is under their
supervision. However, the scope
should be wider, the governments of
the globe should interest themselves
in this ulliversallanguage principle.
If they do, God help them to keep to
the super-nationalism ideal and may
the big nations not try to 0 btrnde
their na tionalism into this auxiliary
tongue, trying to crowd out the
smaller states. One can see how in
the world today, politics could hold
back Esperanto, but Dr. Zamenhof
gave this language a soul and the
majority of Esperantists are adherents of its lofty spirit.
Looking over the Esperanto books
in the Congress book-shops one can
see that Esperanto already has a
very rich literature with books from
all nations.
COME TO SWEDEN and you will
say: always smiling, always be helpful, describes the fair fine race that
welcomed the Esperantists to this
, 'Venice of the North," this" Queen
of the Baltic," this gay Stockholm
flying flags of fifty nations, Esperanto flags and hundreds of Swedish
flags. Each Swede seemed to act as
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Miss Almida Zettc1'lund, Bahri'i Esperantist
of Stockholm, who presided at the Bahri'i
Espm'anto session of this g7'eat Congj·ess.

host, intuitively knowing our needs.
':Phey have somehow captured the
magic wand of civilization and
waft ed it over tbeir nation. I liked
the way Mr. J. B. Philip praised
them for he said that the imaginat ion of a northern people has crystalized into a city which is a poem
in stone.
'rhe first Esperanto film ever
presented to the world was made in
Sweden by Swedish Esperantists
and was given in Stockholm during
the Congress week. It will be historic and perhaps is the forerunner
of Esperanto films that will circle
the five continents.
THE WHOLE Congress was honored in having as its President,
H. R. H. Prince Carl, brother of
His Majesty King Gustavus V of
Sweden. A most noteworthy feature of this Congress too, was that
for the first time in the history of
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Universal Congresses of ]~speranto, )lowers and as far as its political
the imposing "Solena l\lalfermo"* freedom of movement allows, makes
the magnificent opening in the Con- of itself an instrument for these
('crt I-Iall, was broadcast. The most tasks.
awaited, the most. eagerly-heard
speech that memorable evening was
THE BAHA'r lDsperanto session of
the radio address of Dr. lDdmond this great Congress was held in one
Privat, for many years President of of the beautiful Council rooms. of
the Universal lDsperanto Associa- the Parliament, attended by Espertion, an idealist and one of the most autists from twenty countries.
There
eloquent of lDsperanto orators. He ]jjvery seat was occupied.
spoke by telephone from Lausanne was a fine display of Baha'i literavia Germany into the radio-station ture in different languages. Miss Alin Stockholm. Breathlessly this micla Zetterlund, a Baha'i lDsperseated international audience lis- antist of Stockholm presided and
tened to every word, even every welcomed the guests to Sweden alnuance as his loved voice carried his so giving a short talk. The writer
light-bringing message over the air spoke and Miss Lidja Zamenhof,
to them. The writer felt that both daughter of the creator of lDsperanDr. Privat and Miss Lidja Zamen- to (herself a Baha'i who has transhof, who was also one of the lated into classic lDsperanto, "Baspeakers in this "Solena Mal- ha'u'llah and the New lDra," "Paris
fermo" that day, had their lips rralks," -' Some Answered Questions" and "Iqan") gave a vivid,
touched with Fire of God!
profound and philosophical Baha'i
'l'HE journalists of Stockholm address which was much applauded
gave a dinner for visiting lDsperanto and later praised in the press. The
journalists, in their renowned Press last day of the Congress at the great
Club. The Chairman for the toasts "Lnhorkunsido," a two minute rewas 1\11'. Anton Lindbel'ger of the sume of the Baha'i session was
Stockholm "Dagens Nyheter" who givon before nino hundrod lDsperspoke in lDnglish and the writer had cUltists.
the privilege of being his interTHE ,VHOLE Congress was most
preter into ]jjsperanto. He said
among other things: "It seems to interesting for it gave visitors from
llS that yon, 0 colleagues, represent mallY lands cL deeper insight into the
in double measure two of the most high spirit of the Swedes, and one
important objects of the newspaper Clees how they have taken the best
press. I mean the transmission of from all cultures and adapted it to
international infOl'mation and the their tranquil and beaufiful nafurthering of international under- t nre; likewise, they are themselves
standing. ,Ve know that these ob- outstandillg in their own creative
jects are at the very root of the genius in music, art, literatm'e, inworld language idea, but in such ventions, explorations. 'Where did
times as we live in, it is of no less Jenny Lind, Anders Zorn, August
importance that the press of all Strindherg, John Ericssol1, Alfred
languages after the measure of its Nobel, S. A. Andre, and Sven Hedin
*The Opening ceremonies.
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come from'l r.I'hey came from this
Sweden that has just had the initiative to stage Olle of the greatest
Congresses of Esperanto that the
world has Yl't witllessed.
Rector Sam J ansson of Beskow
School in Stockholm where some
members of the Royal Family have
studied, who is himself a noted
European Esperantist and had personally taken the responsibility for
this Esperanto Summer University,
said to me one Cla)T at the Congress
that it was interesting to him to see
the great mixture of nationalities
from Southerll Europe and how
here in Stockholm, through EsperRllto, they were all blended into perfect unity. I could also state that
all delegates remarked that the
Swedish atmosphere had a tranquilizing and friendly-making influence upon all guests. ]}ven the little
foibles 'which always occur in big
congresses were met with such good
hnmol' and forhearil1g mind that
everything in and outside the Congress was sunshine here in Sweden.
No 'wonder that we ha ve become not
only g'ood 'will ambassadoTs of our
own country and ]}sperantujo but of
this land 'which, through the "Vorld
Congress language, we have come to
know and to love t
The Blind JiJslJOrantist delegates
also had some special Congress sessions in the Royal Swedish Institute
for the Im;tructioll of the Blind
where the visiting bliud from other
lands were lodged. Tbe reports from
that section are illuminating and the
rest of the world could look to
S'weden as a model of the way to
give blind hl'othen; Cl more equal opportunity when they are striving to
mahJ' therm,elves usefnl members of
the eommuJlity.
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General Louis Bastien of France
in the name of the Congress expressed thanks for the Congress
week, mentioning the names of many
eminent members, but he also said:
"Let us not forget the other man,
to whom we owe so much. One always speaks of the great man, but
so many J~sperantists work unceasingly for our world language in
little cities and towns, whose names
one does not even know-those
whom one does not meet in Congresses because they have not the
meallS to travel. Let us salute The
Ullknuwn Esperant-ist." And the
audience arose and applauded.
THESE ARE only a few of the outer
impressions of the Congress, but the
great inner peace revolutionary
forces unloosed at this World Language Congress are still another
story, for this world lallguage ideal,
the Baha'i Ii"aith, the many universal brotherhood ideas set forth here
will spread, the very winds of
heaven will be their messengers;
igl1orance, superstitiol1s, narrow nationalisms may nail them to the
cross, but they will resurrect of
themselves, span the seas, encircle
the earth and sweep onward to the
very confines of human intelligence
and understanding.
The Twenty-seventh Universal
COllgress of ]}speranto will be held
in I{ome next year, in the early days
of August.
So, dear readers, let us raise our
glass (of water, if you will), to our
next mental banquet in Rome: Vivu
la Balm Movado, Kreanto de unueco
kaj Savanto de divel'seco! Vivu Esrer'anto la viviga pacilo! Vivu gasj ama S{ oekholmo ! Kaj gis la revido
ell Homo t *

*Long live the Baha'\ Movement, creator of unity. saviot' of t\itY(>rence~ 1 Long l~ve Bsperanto, the peace in::;tnnnent! Long live hospitaJity loving Siockholnl! And until wc meet ag;-dn in Rome! (Instead of goodbye in E:.:;pel'anto, we ~ay. until we meet again, gi5 la revido!)
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POR T ALS TO FREED OM
(An Autou·iog·mpliical Story) *
CHAPTER

n

DO not remember much of
what happened at the meeting-my first Ba ha' i meeting.
There "vere l'eadings of beautiful
prayers, and I had a slight feeling
of regret that they had to use a
book. The Baha'i friend from
London talked, but nothing of what
she said remains. No hymns, none
of the religious trappings I had
been accustomed to: but t.here was
Cl spirit t.hat attracted my heart. So
w11en t.he meeting' was over I asked
the speaker if she could recommend
someone who would come over to
Jersey City and tell the story to
my people. She intTodnced me to
"1Iountfort Mills who, within a week
or two did give a talk in the
Brotherhood Church. I remember
his subject was The Divine Springtime. One of my people sitting in
front of me, for I sat in the audience while :Mr. Mills was speaking,
seemed enthralled. She turned to
me as ,ve all rose to leave and said
in a hushed voice: "There, indeed,
is a man! ' , Her succeeding remarks indicated her meaning: A
feeling of a\ve for the speaker and
his subject. ' 'If we could only be
S11.'j'e it were all true,"
she concluded.
Then began a period of about
three months upon which I now look
back us 1he most remarkable of my
life. The Divine Voice calling from
on high seemed constantly ringing
in my ears. Not that r was at all
convinced of the truth underlying
what I heard on every hand. In

U
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fact I did not undm:stand half of
what most of these people talked
about. Sometimes I was definitely
repelled and would try to put it all
out of my mind. But it was no use.
My hea.rt \vas in a turmoil and yet
incredibly attracted. Mr. Mills devoted much time to me, ~{)hy I was
at a loss to understand. At his
home I met several of the Baha'i
friends. And here I received my
first copy of The Seven Valleys by
Buha, 'u 'nah. I read it on my way
home that night and it stirred me
beyond measure. Not one word in
ten did I understand but doors
seemed to be opening before me. It
"was like a leit 'motif from a heavenly opus of which the theme could
not be guessed. Oert.ain passages
struck my heart like paeans from
angelic choirs. Even The Hidden
TV ords, by B aha 'u '11ah, which Mr.
:Mills had given me a few days before, did not approach the core of
my being as did this.
I BEGAN going over almost weekly
to meetings in New York. There I
met more of the "friends" as I
heard them designated. They certainly expressed a type of friendship n€\v to me. I bought all the
books I could find and read , read ,
read constantly. I could hardly
think of anything else. It reflected
in my sermons so that my people
remarked and spoke of it. Always
I had w r i t ten m y sermons,
rather priding myself on style and
ratiocination. Suddenly that all
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closer together, and I might. have a
bcttor chance of understanding even
if no ,vords were spoken. I am very
tired of ''lords,'' I concluded rather
lamely.
This was about six weeks before
'Allc1n'I-Baha came, two months
perhaps. 'We never referred to t.he
subject again nor did Mr. Mills
speak of my wish to anyone, as he
nfterwards assured me.
Finally the day arrived. I did
not go to the steamship wharf to
meet Him but I did make an effort
to get at least a glimpse of Him at
a gathering specially arranged for
Him at the home of BaM.'i friends.
A glimpse was all I succeeded in
gett.ing. The press of eager friends
and cnriolls 011es was so great that
it was difficult even to get inside
1he doors. I have only the memory
ONE DAY I
,vas 1.\Talking with uf all impressive silence most unMonntfort nlills near his home on usual at sueh functions. In all that
west End Ave. It was in February crowded mass of folk, so wedged toand the winter winds were chill. ,Ve gether that tea drinking was almost
walked briskly talking of the ever an impossibility, though the atenthrallil1g subject, 'Abdu'l-Baha's tempt ,vas made, there was little or
approaching visit; what He looked no speech. A ,vhispel'ed word; a relike; 'what effect His meeting had mark implying awe or love, was all.
011 souls; stories of Mr. Mills C011I strove to get where I could at least
tacts with Him ill 'Akka. and Paris. see Him. All but impossible. At
Impulsively I said:
last I managed to press forward
",\Vllen 'Abdn '1-Baha arrives I where I could peep over a shoulder
won1cllike very mllch to have a talk and so got my first glimpse of
with Him alone, 'without even an in- 'Abdu'l-Baha. He was seated. A
terpreter.' ,
cream colored fez upon His head
~ir. Mills smiled sympat.het.ically from under which white hair flowed
almost to His shoulders. His robe,
but remarked:
"I fear you couldn't get very far ""hat little I could see of it, was
without an interpreter, for' Adc1u '1- oriental, almost. white. But these
Baha speaks little English and you, 'were incidentals to which I could
I imag'ine, less Persian.)'
pay little attention. The impresI \''lOuld not. be dissuaded. "If sive thing, and what I have never
He at all approaches in spiritual forgotten, 'was an indefimtble aspec.t
cliscernment what I heal' and read of majesty combined with an exof Him," I said, "we would get quisite courtesy. He was just in

dropped away. I found myself
going into the pulpit with only the
preparation of praycr and meditation. And 'what a myw meaning began to attach itself to this word
prayer! I had always prayed after
a, fashion, but since religion had
become a "profession", public
prayer-pulpit prayer had to a
great extent disIJlaced personal devotions. I began yaguely to understand what communion might mean.
But I \vas not happy. Strange to
say I was more unhappy than ever.
It ·seemed as though the very roots
of my being wcre rent asunder.
Perhaps, I thought when' Abdn'lBaha arrives He 'will be able to
calm my restless soul. Certainly
none of the proponents of His cause
could do it. I had tried them all.
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the moment of accepting a cup of
tea from the hostess. Such gentleness, such love emanated from Him
as I had never seen. I ,vas not emot.ionally disturbed. Remember that
at that time I had no conviction, almost, I might say little or no interest in what I came later to undersand by the term" His Station." I
was an onlooker at a scene concerning the significance of which I was
totally ignorant. Yes, ignorant.
vVhat matter that I had read and
prayed! My mind was attracted
and my heart, but inner doors were
::-;hllt-anc1 locked. No wonder that
I was unhappy. But "within my sonl
was an urge, a longing, that would
not be stilled or thwarted. vVhat
was it that these people around me
had which gave to their eyes such
illumination, to their hearts such
gladness 1 viVhat connotation did
the word" wonderful" have to them
that so often it was upon their lips ~
I did not know but I wanted to know
as I think I had never known the
want of anything before.
THE MEASURE of that desire and
the determination to discover may
be indicated in that the very next
morning, early, I was at the Hotel
Ansonia where the friends had rese.rvecl rooms for Him-a heauhful
suite which' Abdu'l-Baha used only
a few days, removing to a simple
apartment, and refusing with kindly dignity the urgent offer of the
friends to meet any expense. "It
iF; 110t the part of wisdom," He said.
So before nine o'clock in the
morning I was there, which meant,
since I lived some distance from
New York, an early start indeed.
Already the large reception room
was well filled. Evidently others

MA GAZI N E

also were conscious of a similar
mge. I wondered if they too felt
as I a burning in the breast.
I remember as if it were yesterday the scene and my impressions.
I (lid not want to talk to anyone. In
fact I would not. I withdrew to the
window overlooking Broadway and
turned my back upon them all. Below me stretched the great city but
I saw it not. vVhat was it all abouU
"\Vhy was I here '? What did I expect from the coming interview: indeed how did I know there was to
be 'any interview at alH I had no
appointment. Plainly all these other
folk had come expecting to see and
talk with Him. ,\Vhy should I expect
any attention from such an evident
personag-e 7
So I was somewhat withdrawn
from the others when my attention
was attracted by a rustling throughout the room. A door was openingfar across from me and a group
was emerging and' Abdu'l-Baha appeared saying farewell. None had
any eyes save for Him. Again I
had the impression of a unique dignity and courtesy and love. The
morning sunlight which flooded the
room seemed to center on His robe.
His fez was slightly tilted and as
I gazed, His hand raised with a gesture evidently characteristic and,
touching, restored it to its proper
place. His eyes met mine as my
fascinated glance was on Him. He
smiled and with a gesture which no
word but lordly can describe He
beckoned me. Startled gives no
hint of my sensations. Something
incredlble had happened. vVhy to
me, a stranger unknown, unheard
of, should He raise that friendly
hand ~ I glanced around. Surely
it was to someone else that gesture

PORTALS TO FREEDOM

was addressed, those eyes were
smiling! But there was no one near
amI again I looked and again He
heckoned and such umlerstanding
love envelopecl me that even at that
distance and with a heart still cold
a thrill ran through me as if a
breeze from a divine morning had
touched my brow!
SLOWLY I obeyed that imperative
command and, as I approached the
cloor where still He stood, He motioned others away and stretched
His hand to me as if He had always
known me. And, as our right hands
met, with His left He indicated that
all should leave the room, and He
(hew me in aud closed the door. I
remember how surprised the interpreter 10oke(1 when lte too was included in this general dismissal. But
I had little thought then for anything bu t this incredible happening.
I was absolutely alone with' Abdu '1Balul. rrhe halting desire expressed
weeks ago was fulfilled the very momell t t ha t our eyes first met.
Still holding my haml Abdu'lBalla ~walked across the room towards where, in the window, two
chairs -were ~\Yaiting. Even then the
majesty of His tread impl'essed me
and I felt like a child led by His
father, a more than earthly father,
to a comforting conference. His
hand still held mine and frequently
His grasp tightened and held more
closely. And then, for the first time
He spoke, and in my own tongue:
, 'Y Oll a re my very dear son." He
said.
~What there was in these simple
words that carried such conviction
to my heart I cannot say. Or was it
the tone of voice or the atmosphere
pervading the room, filled with spir-
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i j nal vibrations beyond anything I
hall l~ver kno~wn, that melted my
heart almost to tears "I I only know
that a sense of ve'rity invaded me.
Here at last 'was my Father. \Vhat
earthly paternal relationship could
equal this 'I A new and exquisite
emotion all but mastered me. My
throat swelled. My eyes filled. I
could not have spoken had life depended on a word. I followed those
masterly feet like a litile child.
Then we satin the two chairs by
the window: knee to knee, eye to
eye. At last He looked right into
me. It was the first time since our
eyes met with His first beckoning
gestnre that this had happened.
Ami now nothing intervened between us and He looked at me. Be
looked at me! It seemed as though
never before had anyone really seen
me. I felt a sense of gladness that I
at last was at home, and that one
who knew me utterly, my Father, in
truth, was alone with me.
As He looked such play of
thought fonnd reflection in His face,
that if He had talked an hour not
nearly so mnch could have been
said. A little surprise, perhaps, followed swiftly by snch sympathy,
such underst.anding, such overwhelming love-it was as if His
very being opened to receive me.
With that the heart within me
melted and the tears flowed. I did
not weep, in any ordinary sense.
There was no breaking up of fea1me. It was as if a 10ng-l1ent stream
was at last undammed. Unheeded
as I looked at Him they flowed.
He put His two thumbs to my
eyes while He wiped the tears from
my face. "Don't cry," He said,
"D on 't,cry. You must be happy.
You mnst be happy." And He
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laughed. Such a ringing, boyish
laugh. It was as though He had
discovered the most delightful joke
imaginable: a divine joke which
only He could appreciate.
I could not speak. We both sat
perfectly silent for what seemed a
long while, and gradually a great
peace came to me. Then' Abdu'lBaha placed His hand upon my
brea st. "Ah!" He said, "The heart
speaks. ' , Again silence: a long,
heart-enthralling silence. No word
further was spoken, and all the time
I was with Him not one single
sound came from me. But no word

,vas necessary from me to Him. I
knew that, even then, and how I
1hanked God it was so.
Suddenly He leaped from His
chair with another laugh as though
consumed with a. heavenly joy.
rrurning He took me under the elbows and lifted me to my feet and
swept me into his arms. Such a hug!
No mere embrace! My very ribs
cracked. He kissed me on both
cheeks, laid His arm across my
shoulders and led me to the door.
That is all. But life has never
been quite the same since.
(To be continu,ed.)

-+~ If E

body-politic O'r the socia,l unity of the h~tman world may be
likeneri to an ocean and each member, each 'indiv'idual a wave upon
that same ocea'n.
The light of the sun becomes apparent in each object according to
the capaci,ty of that object. The difler'ence ,is simply one of degree and
receptivity, The stone wo~(lcl be a recipient only to a limited extent,.
another c'f'eated thing 1n'ight be as a mi'rrO'l' wherein the sun is fully
reflected; b1(,t the same light sh'ines 'Upon both.
The most important th'ing ,is to polish the mirrors of hearts in
order that they '/1wy beco'me 'illumined and receptive of the divine Zi,ght.
One heart may possess the capac'ity of the pol'lshed mirror,. another be
covel'ed and obsC1wed by the dust and dross of this world. Althou,gh the
same Sun is shini'ng upon both, ,in the mirror which is polished, pure and
sanct'ijied y01t may behold the Sun in all its f~dlness, glory and power
r-eveal'ing its majesty and eff1.tl,gence, b~d ,in the min'or wh'ich ,is n£sted
and obscured there is no capacity for reflection aUho~£gh so fa.r as the
Sun itself is concer'ned it is sh'ining thereon and is ne'ither lessened nor
deprived, Therefore our duty lies in seeking to polish the mirrors of
O1U' hearts in order' that we shall become r'eflectors of that light and
rec'ip'ients of the d'ivine bmmt'ies which may be fully revealed thr01£gh
them.
This means the oneness of the world of h~£manity. That is to say,
",L'llen this human body-politic r'eaches a state of absol1~te 1~nity, the
effulgence of the eternal S~£n will make its fullest light and heat
manifest.
-,' Abdu'l-Balui.

g
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INDUSTRIAL AND SPIRITUAL PEACE
HOWAHD

R.

Il'iP~DU 'L-BAH~ wro~e: "There

fla)

a great wIsdom III the fact
that equality is not imposed by
la"w; it is therefore preferable for
moderation to do its work."
IS

HURLBUT

l.wecll capital and labor, Abdu'lBaha has also said: "Strikes are
due to two causes-one, the extreme
sharpness and rapacity of the capitalists and manufacturers, and the
other the excesses, the avidity and
ill will of the workmen and artisans."
And further He says: "The principal cause of these difficulties lies
in the laws of the present civilization, for they lead to a small number of individuals accumulating incomparable fortunes beyond their
needs, whilst the greater number remain destitute, stripped and in the
greatest misery. This is contrary
to justice, to humanity, to equity;
it is the height of iniquity, the opposite to what causes divine satisfaction." By this "you see that
general peace and joy are destroyed,
the welfare of humanity is partially
annihilated, and that collective life
is fruitless."

A PRACTICAL plan for representation of workers in determiuing conditions of labor and for prevention
of industrial disputes must have its
foundation in a soil which cannot
fertilize and fructify the seeds of
discontent. This will lie in a mutuality of consideration of related
rights and the establishment of
"laws and regulations which would
permit the workmen to receive from
the factory owner their wages and a
share in the fourth or fifth part of
the profits, according to the wants
of the factory; or, in some other
way the body of the workmen and
manufacturers should share equitably the profits and advantages. Indeed, the direction and administration of affairs comes from the owner
,::y HILE A DEEP consideration of
of the factory, and the work and labor from the body of the workmen." these conditions must stir in many
As we are aware, there are num- people an urge to bring about a corbers of such profit-sharing business rection of existing laws it is evident
enterprises existent today wherein that better conditions can also be
there is shown to be a minimum of brought about by relations directly
discontent and a practical elimina- established between the employer
tion of the strike attitude. "When and the employed.
matters will be thus fixed," said
"When brotherhood shall come to
'Abdu'l-Baha, "the owner of the fac- stand for something more than
tory will no longer put aside daily mere words-a voice without action
a treasure of which he has absolute- -therein will lie the minimum of
ly no need, and the workmen and unemployment, because each will
artisans will no longer be in the see the benefit to himself in the benegreatest misery and want."
fit others receive and will find that
In regard to the relationship be- universal employment, (i. e. work
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for everybody,) brings about a universality of leisnre-a lei~ure for
intelll'chwl amI 11enlt1lf1l1 Illlnmits.
It may he seen t.hut one reason for
g'l'ea t ulll'mploymlmt rests in compet itioll for those evanescent benefits of ·which every individual is certain to be deprived by death.
Under a wide-spread sympathetic
cooperation tIle matter of wages in
t.he major sem;e should not and will
not occupy the param.ount station in
the relation of capital and labor.
\Vhen all share in proportion to
their capacity, their devotion to industry and their application of the
powers they possess to the development of the project, a long-sought
era of industrial and spiritual peace
will follow.
It is not impossible nor, indeed,
improbable that either from independent inner prompting or from
the application of laws in the absence of such inner urge, the not fardistant flltme shaH ·witness a world
in which there are no longer those
"who are abnormally wealthy and
none abjectly poor-that even the
poorest shall possess a competence
and the richest shall not be rich to
profligacy.
one may feel,
it must be conceded that there is no
promising outlook for an evolution
in the existing methods of determining conditions of work which shall
eliminate disputes. Therefore, no
modification of the present plan
whereby its basic features shall be
preserved can be looked to as practical, for the reason that it must
carry the seed of the original eITor
·which any time and at all times will
HOWEVElt OPTIMISTIC

be capable of germinating and de\'elopillg' the identical trouble ·which
it is sought to eliminate.
Labol', regarding itself as the
hase of prosperity, must in future
eontiuue to resent abnormal profits
to capital through its employment
of the wage-earning class. The system, therefore, must be subject to a
study of possibilities based upon human nature as we find it, striving
witll altruistic pnrpose for a desirable end.
No system except one in which
capital shall be accorded recognition
proportional to its investment, and
labor in proportion to its capabilities and intelligent application, and
which shall place the greater emphasis upon general betterment, can
possess the potentials of endurance
and harmony.
The major trouble in the world of
humanity today is that it has almost
ent.irely lost sight of the intended
harmonious association of humankind and deliberately adopts and
pursnes the preeise modes of action
which tend to perpet.uate a destructive and degrading inharmony, discontent and conflict.
War has sent its missiles of hate
into the heart of t.he world and by
reason of its attendant sorrows and
miseries has burned away some of
the dross. Mankind has wakened in
a measure to the sense of interdependence and inter-responsibility.
1Vhat remains to be accomplished is
that oncoming generations shall attain to a vision enabling them to
recognize a higher than existing
human relationships and a nobler
than the prevailing limited concept
of gain and riches.

PROGRESS.

"Will the spiritual progress of the
world equal and keep pace with
material progress in the future?"

=============~~~-============
~~---

W®1N

a living ol'g(\lli~m the full meaSlll'e of its development is not
kno"\"n or realized at the time of its inception or birth. Development and progre~sioll imply gradual stages or deg-ress. }1'or example,
spiritual advancement may be likened to the light of the early dawn.
Although this duwll Jight is dim and pale, a wise man who views the
march of the sUllri~e at its very beginning' can foretell the ascendancy
of the sun ill its full glory alld effulgence. He knows for a eertainty that
it is the beg'inlling of its manifestation and later that it will assume
great power and potency.
~

Again, for example, if he takes a kGed and observes that it is sprouting, he will know a~~nredly that ultimately it ~will become a tree,
Now is the beginning of the manifestation of the power spiritual
and illevitably its potency of life forces "will assnme greater and greater
proportions. Therefore this twentieth century is the dawn or beginning
of spiritual illuminatioll and it is evident that day by day it will advance.
~ MONG

the re:-:;uH:-:; of the .mHllife:-:;h~tioll of :-:;piritnnl f:)]'('e8 will 1;12
that the humall world Wlll adapt Itself to a Dew SOCIal form, the
justice of God will become manifest throughout human affairs. . . .
Through the manifestation of God's great equity the poor of the world
will be rewarded and assisted fully and there will be a readjustment in
the economic conditions of mankind so that in the future there will not
be the abnormally rich nor the abject pOOl'.
~

~ HE essellce of the matter is that divine justice
~ fest in human conditions and affairs, and all

will become manimankind will find
comfort and enjoyment in life. It is not meant that all will be equal, for
inequality in degree and capacity is a property of nature .... There will
be an equilibrium of interests, and a condition will be established which
\yill make both rich and poor comfortable and content. This will be an
eternal and blessed outcome of the glorious twentieth century which
will he reali7::ed universally. The significanee of it is that the gladticlings
of gTeat joy rev0aled ill the promises of the Holy Books will be fulfilled.

- ' Abdn'l-Baha.
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SONGS OF THE SPIRIT
By

AUCE

SnumNs Cox

l-.fANIFESTATION
Gor!, I was weary with searching,
Tlle world was a wonderland maze,
I climbed to high turrets of learning,
I walked the roughest roadways.

o

sought Thee, the Light of my spirit,
In crystal bright globes of the seers,
sang sweet lays with the poets,
I talked with plcbians and peen.
And still, the pearl of great beauty
Eluded my l1Ungering l1and,Buried, perhaps, in an acorn!
Or, hiding away in the sand \
And then one hour in a vision
1J y heart burned a scarlet flame,
And I saw through smoke and confusion
A. door to God's Greatest Name:
"Beloved," Creation was singing,
"God waits for the hearts ot His own!
Your love is the sacred portal,
Your virtue the scat of His Throne.
"The Father will manifest always
As Infinite Heavens unroll,
Mighty, Supreme and Triwllphant,
1£ standing withil1 your soul."

BEYOND SYLLOGISMS
By method of Baconian renovm,
"\'-fan counts the ages o'er,
Till human reason stands in cap and
At heaven's door.

gOW11

From prehistoric oays of Adam's call,
By long induction through the years
He hears the Truth from Prophet&, one and all,
Their saints and seers.
"God is, and man was in His image made,
First premises of Law.
And man may be His son. as Christ essayed ;"Therein man saw:
If Spirit of God, His Power ;l.l1d Harmony
Were breathed into him at birth,
Tn the soul of l1il11 must lie the golden key
To heaven on earth.
But not to wisdom's store, alone, replete,
He learns the portal swings,
GOll's :final word is "He who imlo's" Illay meet
The King of Kings!

ASSURANCE
Must souls like mine arise to joyful mood
When shadows fleck the globe of highest
dreams,
And should I walk in peace by drying streams
If o'er the hills I see Life's plenitude
\Vhat Stoic penned the saddest platitude
That happiness is never where it seems,
But flashes as a wisp its burning gleams
And never knows the rest of certitude?
The buttercup finds bliss in heart of gold,
The night is lulled in peace by pungent stock,
And when the sky takes out her evening frock
The stars trip forth on pleasures manifold:
V'/hen things of earth are fragrant of God's \Vill,
M y heart is loth to be content with ill.
For I am sure God opens many gate&
To souis that burn with paSSiOlh"lte desire,
And in the quest of Guidance never tire,
Or forfeit Joy to bravely smile at Fates;
Divine Assurance lifts the latch and waits
Upon tbe highway, by the sweet rose brier,
In cloisters of an atom's smouldering fire-\Vbere God with wakened souls communicates;
These mysteries of Life I ask to know,
From which are born the joys that never fade;
For eyes that see with God I've served and
prayed,
Beyond the hills of doubt I rise and go.
HEART OF THE WORLD
No heart of the world?
Ah ~ It beats tOllight
As waves on a far, clean shore,
Sounding the depths of a people's plight,
Drowning the uproar of wealth and of might,
Setting the pul,e of the nations right,
Their happiness to restore.
Oh. heart of the world!
Now the old rules fail
And confusion beats at the brain,
Pounding 011 souls with the bite or hail,
VVithering cheeks already grown pale,
Blinding eyes to the welI-marked trail,\Vhel1ce comes the dawn of your reign?
Haste heart of the world!
Thou art Love! Beat strong,
Let thy rhythm touch each ear,
Tuning all souls with thy vibrant song,
Sending elixir to cure old wrong,
Binding all earth with thy joyous thung,
For a life-giving brotherhood here.
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CURRENT THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"The tap root of our undoing is personal selfishness, personal indifference, personal greed and personal godlessness. Nothing can exterminate these evils except personal and un defiled reHgion."
Dr. S. Parkes Cadman-Brooklyn Dany Eagle.
~

0 COLLEcrrlVE provision
~ will contribute more to ensure security, banish war and destroy the menace of aggression than
the total abolition of national armed
forces and tl18 suhs1ihltlon of an
international police force. "-Honorable Arthur Henderson, Montreal
Daily Star.
"RELIGION really has something'
to say about the meaning of life;
and, to put it very bluntly, a religion is at least just as valid a part
of human experiencc as is science or
philosophY. The day will surely
come again when relig'ion and
science and philosophy will be fitic(l
together once morc into a great
positive synthesis, a world-view
·which all educated men wi1l accent
and share.' '-Frederick C. Grant,
Real Amer'ica.

IF NATIONS, like indivi.duals, ",vere
regarded as being called npon to live
according to the moral law, they
would certainly fall short of lovi·ng
their neighbours as themselves, hut
they would at least endeavour to
understand them.
Modern nationalism. in fact, is
moved by three thin~'s ·which have,
throughout the ages been forbidden
to individuals-envy, hatred and
malice.
"Vhat is necessary to good will hetween nations is a positive effort on

the part of all to understand each
other's qualities as well as their defects. As soon as teachers, in their
attitude to other people, adopt a
positive in place of a negative aWl ude, as soon as they begin to look
for the good qualities of foreign nations, mutual goodwill will take the
place of prejudice.
IDvery nation has something- likeable about it, as it is proved by the
fact that every person who g'oes
abroad and lives among a foreign
people returns home liking them.Prof. R. B. Mowat, World Digest.

"IT MAY

that, without freedom
from one's self, all other freedom is
vain .... Clearly, too, in the minds
of a great portion of the people is
the conviction that the victory over
our present-day evil cannot be won
by an individual or by any class
alone.
"Perhaps in the deeper realization of our inevitable brotherhood,
perhaps in our increased awareness
of values other than material, there
may lie the germs of lasting faith by
means of which the diverse peoples
of this nation may be united in a
common purpose ...
"We need 1:1 unifying faith, by
means of which some part of the
responsibilities that we are now
calTying may he lifted from us, in
lhe light of which onr way may be
matle cIen 1'er before us. We need a
BE
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j)ody of cOllvietion in harmony with
our corporate welfare by which our
decisions may be weighted. 'vVe need
a way of life which only faith can
blaze. For few of us are strong
enough or wise enough to make our
way alone.' '-J\Jargaret Carey Madeira, ..titlantic 111 O'Il,thly.
THE SITUA'ITON in the Occident
'where bankruptcy has overtaken the
'world's greatest achievement in
lll"oc1nction of the substances of life,
calls for a drastic revision of the
technique of human relationships,
Hud Cl complete alteration of the attitude and intention of such relationships. It calls for a technique
of life which must itself be 1:1 living
tee1111ique. Life can never be fully
alive 'when controlled by the powers
of death, as in armaments and organized force, 01' when supported by
death, as ill the blood-thirsty appetiies of people in their food. Disiniegl'a fion is death; integration is life.
No system of human relationships
can succeed if operated in the attitude and with the intention of mutual exploitation; any system will
succeed if operated in the spirit of
mutual service; indeed, in this
spirit, the need of systems would
disappear.-,T ames H. Cousins, The
YOUllg Builder.

"A STONE AncH built aeross the
road at l~~n<licoj t, N. Y. reads,
"Home of the Square Deal." Slnce
JUr. Geor-ge F. J ohnson, head of the
JDndicott -J olmson Shoe Corporalion, sincerely believes and practices
the truth lmplied in these inscriptions, the industrial reforms NUJ\.
sf<1l1rls i'or--rlecellt h011],s, decent
wages, decellt conditions of lalJOr

aml representation are an old story
in .EJnclicott, and four other towns of
the Susquehanna Valley, West Endicott, .J ohnson City, Oswego, and
Binghamton. In these towns the
population dependent upon the Endicott-.J olmson shoe making plants
scarcely knew that the world was
suffering for lack of a solvent consuming class. "-Rose C. Field, New

y 01"~ Times.
"IF COUNTRIES will only lay aside
'nationalism' and 'internationalism' and substitute in their places
a world-wide principle of cooperaiio'n, ... I feel confident that their
efforts would be many times repaid.' '-J ohn D. Rockefeller Ill, in
a speech at La]\[aisonB'rctncaise, a
unit of Rockefeller Center.
SCIENCB today is smashing a toms,
transmuting them into other elements, transforming matter into
ellorgy and discovering new fundamental things, such as the positron,
the neutron, the deuton, and now the
triton. No one can forsee the application of this new knowledge, but
the electron brought us long distance telephony, radio broadcasting,
talking pictures, television and
scores of useful automatic controls.
Surely from its newly discovered
colleagnes we m a y confidently
expect in time applications of equal
01' greater importance.
Since the stone age, men have
thought the world finished, but history shows that one thing is certain
-challge.-Dr. 'V. R. ,Vhitney, Vice
President in cha rg-e of Heseareh,
Oone1"[ll Electric Co.-The Scientific
Jf o'nthly.
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C H R 1ST . . . . . . .

"How great the difference between the glory of Christ and the
glory of an earthly conqueror!"

=============~=============
~ HE

church bells are pealing in memory of His Holiness Jesus

~ Christ although more than nineteen hundred years have passed

since He lived upon the earth. This is through the power of the spirit.
No material power could do this. Yet people in their blindness deny
Christ, seeking to perpetuate their names in worldly deeds. Everyone
wishes to be rememhered. Through earthly and material accomplishments Olle will hardly be remembered nine years while the memory and
glory of Christ continue after nineteen hundred years have passed. For
His Name is eternal and His Glory everlasting. Therefore man should
heal' with attentive ear the call of the spiritual world, seeking first the
Kingdom of God and its perfections. This is eternal life; this is everlasting remembrance.

n

N His day Christ was called satan, beelzebub, but hear the bells now
ringing for Him! He was the Word of God and not satan. They
mocked Him, led Him through the city upen a donkey, crowned Him
"with thorns, spat upon His blessed face and crucified Him, but He is
HOW with God and in God because He was the Word and not satan.

U

~ IFrry

years ago no one would touch the Christian bible in Persia.
Baha 'u 'Hah came and asked "Vlhy ~ " They said, "It is not the
Word of God." He said, "You must read it with understanding of it::-;
meanings, not as those who merely recite its words." Now Baha'is all
over the East read the bible and understand its spiritual teaching.
Baha 'u 'llah spread the cause of Christ and opened the book of the
Christians and Jews. He removed the barriers of "Names."
He
proved that all the Divine Prophets taught the same reality and that
to deny one is to deny the others, for all are in perfect oneness with
God."
~m

~ EE

what Christ has accomplished! Witness what one soul who
~ was crucified has accomplished! He was alone! alone! but the
traces of His work and the signs of His Message have filled the world .
. . . Consider the essential teachings of His Holiness, Jesus Christ, you
will see they are lights. They are the very source of life. They are the
cause of happiness for the human race, but subsequently imitations appeared, which imitations becloud the Sun of Reality. That has nothing'
to do with the Reality of Christ .... Christ is always Christ."

- ' Abdn'l-Bahft.

I
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"Religion is a mighty bulwark. If the edifice of religion shakes
and totters, commotion and chaos will ensue and the order of things
will be utterly upset. The ideal safeguard, namely, the relig'ion of
God ... is the all inclusive power which guarantees the felicity of the
world of mankind. "-( Abdtt'l-Bah(J..
THE CHIEF objection to religion in
this practical and scientific age has
been that it does not enough meet
the realities of life. The modern
materialist looks upon religion as
a sort of vague and mystjcal philosophy fanned at times into the
ecstacy of worship-which postulates a soul undiscoverable by scientific methods and a God who regulates the universe and the affairs of
humanity. He looks upon religion
with scorn because it does not seem
to be an effective force in the vital
life of the community, the nation,
and the world.
The forces which at present seem
to play the controlling part in humanity are those which emanate
from the world of science, of industry, of commerce and of politics.
With these forces every individual
has to grapple atone time or
another. They enter so directly into life that no one can deny their
existence; and they impinge so
closely upon our attention as to absorb it and to shut out from such
obscured vision the universe itself.
IT MAY be said in answer to this
critique of religion that the obsession of t.he man of t.oday wit.h socalled practical affairs of the mart
and his blindness to higher and more
subtle forces operative in the universe is no proof that there are 110
snch forces. A large coin held be-

fore the eye can conceal the whole
world. Symbolically speaking, this
coin which conceals the world of reality from the eyes of modern materialists is greed and t.he fearsome
struggle for existence.
Furthermore it may be pointed
out, in answer to the materialist's
concept of religion, that far from
being unpractical, true religion is in
reality the most practical and effective expression of humanity.
Much that passes under the name
of religion is as untrue as it is unvital.
In a materialistic age such as this,
institutional religion is apt. to degenerate into form without a soul,
into rituals and emotional stimuli
which end in vapidity. Such expressions of religion are not practical. They bring little help to t.he
individual. It is perhaps for this
reason that so many individuals
have ceased t.o attend church; they
find nothing there that can aid them
to meet the exigencies of life.
But real religion, which we may
describe as the actual contact of t.he
spirit of man with the Infinite
Spirit which created him, has been,
is, and always will be the most practical means of meeting successfully
the necessities of life. To the materialist, it is true, these moments
of realization of contact. with the
Divine may seem but the imaginations of mysticism. But let us look
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at some of the successful manifestations of this religious expression.
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high achievement have been theirs
out of all proportion to their numbers.
Again in the modern sect of
Christian Scientists we behold a
group seeking' to guide their lives
by devotion and spiritual meditation
practiced daily. They too, as a
group, have met with phenomenal
success far out of proportion to
their numbers.
And now the Oxford Movement
looms upon the horizon, achieving
a ~remarkable growth through its
power to mold the lives of its adherents and to satisfy their desires
for an effective guide to life. These
Oxfol'dites believe in prayer, in
meditation and guidance. They
study the Word of God daily and
make such study a prelude to each
day's activities. In their public
meetings they give remarkable testimonies to the effectiveness of gl1idance which they find; and this testimony comes not chiefly from those
types who have been considered by
the materialist as naturally religious-tha t is to say, dreamy, poetic, or psychopathic individualsbut from men of affairs, business
men, journalists, officials and others
·who are doing practical work and
are playing a significant part in
world affairs.

WE HAD in the founders of New
England a people who believed in
God and successfully sought His
guidance.
Narrow-minded, onetrack minds many of them might
have been; but unpractical no one
could call them. Did they not successfully meet, by the very means of
their religious zeal and guidance,
the exigencies of pioneer life in a
land full of perils, both of climate
and savage environment1 Did they
not conceive, create and perpetuate
one of the most practical cultures
the world has ever known ~ The
very essence of the New England
soul is efficient practicality combined with dutifulness.
Another group of ardent religionists, more mystical even in their
spiritual habits than the Puritans,
fled from England to seek freedom
of worship on these shores. In the
Quakers, followers of the Light who
sought within themselves through
connection with this Lig'ht always a
guidance for their actions, we behold a people who built with remarkable success all the appurtenances of civilization amidst a barren
wilderness. The Quakers have been
eminently practical. They have also been eminently successful. A
careful study of the causes of their
THE GREATEST practical advantage
business success might be found to of religion remains, however, still to
lie in constructive spiritual quali- be considered. The purpose of reties which were the direct result of ligion is not only to fructify and
their religious idealism and spirit- guide the life of the individual; its
ual practices. Even to this day no purpose also is to establish foundaone can call the Quakers unpracti- tions for a stable and harmonious
caI. They are canny, far-sighted, organization of humanity. The most
shrewd yet honest, industrious, and important function of religion for
kindly even in their business and ilJe life of today is its application
professional relations. Success and to the development in human beings
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of those qualities which work to- manity requires ere it perish. Let
ward harmony and unity.
the materialists come together and
Let us compare the benefits which do something of practical value for
religion has to offer in this direc- i.he world; that is to say, save the
tion with the effects of materialism world from its chaos and distressin the world today. Where has ma- for this is the only service which is
terialism produced stability, unity of any practical value today. The
and harmony in human affairs '1 Do religionists may well throw out this
we find in the jungle-like competi- challenge to materialists; but if
tion which prevails in industry, com- they wait for an answer they will
merce and world trade those evi- wait until Doomsday, for the madences of harmony, unity and sta- terialists can never produce the sobility which the world so impera- lution to this problem.
tively needs 1 On the contrary we
The solution to the problem of
find materialism to be the very core world chaos lies not in materialism
of the poison which has produced but in the practicality of religionthe almost complete disintegration that is, in the power of religion to
of human society today. vVe find it, better the lives of individuals and
untaught by the shocking lessons peoples by inspiring those qualities
of the World War, expressing it- of sympathy, of tolerance and
self more rampantly today than Ullderstanding which alone can
ever before in ways of disunity, dis- make for the unity of the world.
harmony and disintegration.
Religion, far from being unpractical, is the only effective force in
WHERE, THEN, are those practical the world today. When we have
benefits which the materialistic more of it prevailing amongst men
philosopher derides religion for fail- of the mart, we may hope to estabing to produce? Let the material- lish a civilization which has someists produce those values which hu- thing of stability and perfection.

-+"If men followed the holy cmtnsels and the teachings of the
Prophets, 'if Divine Light shone in all hearts, and men were really religious, we shonld soon see peace on earth, and the Kingdom of God
among men. The laws of God may be likened unto the soul, and material
p1"ogress unto the body. If the body was not animated by the soul, it
wou1d cease to exist . ... Unless ethics be improved, the world of humanity wW be incapable of tn/,e advancement."-" Abdt{,'l-Baha.
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THE HAND THAT DIRECTS
LIlJJA ZAl\UjNHOF

Tl'anslated from the Esperanto by Lucy J. Marshall
The authm' (da·ughter of D1'. Ludovic Zamenhof, creator of Esperanto) gave the
following stirring add1'ess at a special Bahti'i Esperanto ses.sion held cotemporaneously
'with the Twenty-sixth Un'iversul Congress of Esperanto in Stockholm, Sweden, August
4-12, 1.934. The tmnslat01' has adhered to a li.tB1·u.l translat·ion in order to faithfully
eX]J1:ess the ((.uthor's intent and purpose,

[IN:m day, sitting in a public gar.~ den, I beheld the following
scene: Close to a bench on which his
father sat, a very small boy played.
He made cakes in the sand and
threw pebbles in the little lake. He
enjoyed the beauty of the summer
weather. But the sun soon inclined
to the west, the shadows lengthened
and a breeze began to blow through
the garden. "Come, little son, it is
time to go home", the voice of the
father was heard to say. But the
son did not obey. He still wished
to make more sand cakes and to
throw more pebbles into the water,
The father repeated his words but
the son remained deaf. The father
approached to lead the child from
the lake and the boy commenced to
shout his protest. Then the father
said: "I will leave you alolle; I no
long'er wish such a bad child". But
the child did not believe that and
was not even able to imagine that
his father would leave him alone.
Nevertheless, several minutes later,
he looked all around and did not see
his father. Terror seized him. The
beautiful garden appeared as a desert, or labyrinth of paths among
which he was unable to find the way
home. And full of fear he wept and
repented, loudly calling his father
whom he believed to have gone
away. But the father had not gone;
he had only hidden behind a tree,
that the little son might through

fear learn a lesson in obedience.
When the child had repented sufficiently, he suddenly saw before him
his beloved father, who had neither
left nor forgotten him, but pardoned
him and, holding his hand, led him
home.
Another day, walking in the same
garden, I again saw the same persons. This time the boy did not
make sand cakes, but dug a hole
with such seriousness as though the
well-being of the whole garden depended on his work. Opposite him,
with the same serious mien, his little
sister dug' another hole. The children began to hamper each other,
sharp words followed and finally the
boy lifted his hand and hit his sister. The cry and noise brought the
father to them, who punished the
boy with severe words and some
blows.
EACH OF us has witnessed similar
scenes many times, or perchance in
the hero of this story one may recognize himself of former years.
Much time has passed since our
childhood.. We have grown. We
play no more with sand. N evertheless) we remain children, and alas
often we are bad children. We wish
only to play in the garden of lifeand we forget that when our day is
finished, we must return to our
Father's house. And when He asks
us what we did in the day of our
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life t we will answer: "We played
with sand and threw pebbles into
the water, and the lesson which we
had to learn, we learned not".
We threw pebbles into water, we
built castles of sand-these signify
that we did work which endured not,
outlasted nothing, and from which
we learned nothing.
"What must we learn?
Our whole life is ceaseless learning. The child learns first to speak
and to walk, afterward to knead
little clay pots, and later, he goes to
school, where having commenced
with the alphabet and elementary
arithmetic, he enlarges his knowledge, until his mind lifts him above
the earth to explore the mysteries of
the solar systems and the milky
ways.
And if his mind also inclines toward analytical work, he will begin
to investigate the material universe
about him until finally in the construction of the atom, that tiny universe, he will uncover the same laws
which govern the solar systems.
There will come to him those true
words of Baha'u'lHih: "If you
split the smallest speck of dust, you
will find in ita world".
He will bow his head before that
eternal law, before that unwritten
code of universal harmony. He will
begin to feel himself as only one
small instrument in that eternal
symphony, and he will realize that
he must not be a grating instrument
-but one in harmony with the symphony of existence.

Miss Lidja Zamenhof

hend by the word" God". We are
able to name it by a thousand
names, in a thousand different tongues; no matter, the essence remains the same. It is important
that we understand that those
thousand names name one sole and
same eternal and boundless Being.
There are people who deny the
existence of that Power; some, truly
the most naive, deny because they
are unable to see, hear and feel that
Power. They cannot "capture"
God in the net of their perception.
They deny, as a blind one denies,
what he sees not. They deny, saying that the idea of God is childish
fantasy which no serious proofs
confirm. They fail to comprehend
that everything which exists eloquently attests to the potency of
WHAT IS that eternal harmony, tha t w hi c h created. One green
that power, penetrating' through leaf attests to that Power better
and holding in its will, the universe ~ than thick volumes could possibly
It is exactly that which we compre- do, The hum of summer insects,
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enjoying their existence, their creation, is a voice far stronger than the
loud talk of those who do not understand that there does not exist an
effect without a cause; that where
there is a creature, there must be a
Creator. Seeing a table, they realize that there must have been a
lumberman who cut the wood, a
furniture maker who gave it form,
but seeing before them worlds and
suns, they do not comprehend that
there must be an intellect which
planned them, a Power which
brought them into being, a Hand
which directs them.
There are people who believed
and lost their faith. 0, that is the
fate of many of those who prayed
but found their prayers unfulfilled;
those in sickness petitioned for
health; those in misery asked help
for those whom death had robbed of
their best beloved; finally, millions
of those who lived through the hell
of the war, of those who having
missed bombs and gases, vainly
search for the most miserable existence. All these rebellious, hopeless
ones ask: "Truly, does a God exist"/
\¥here is He 1 Why did He create
so much misery and cause so many
tears to flow ~ , ,
Or it appears to these people
that beside God another and equal
power reigns in tIle world which is
the scene of an eternal battle between the good God and the prince
of darkness.
THE BAHA'r teachings proclaim
the nonexistence of evil. Is it possible to imagine a power which
would be able to stand against the
Creator of every thing 1 To believe
in satan means, in fact, not to believe in God, for it means not to be-
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lieve in His most essential attributes: His Goodness and His
Power over Everything.
If we investigate the construction
of our planet, we find in it most diverse elements, and we are able to
certify that these elements are also
in the sun, from which our earth
has come. We are not able to
imagine elements in the earth which
are foreign to the sun, but in reality
we find on the earth that which is
not in the sun. For example, we are
unable to suppose that on the sun
is water, and what is more, ice! But
we can believe that the sun has
oxygen and hydrogen, which combined in our conditions, produces
water, and which at a considerably
lower temperature, forms ice.
By the same token, whatever we
observe in the world of creation, we
may be certain that it came from
the Creator. And because He is the
haTmollY itself, from Him can come
no evil, for harmony and evil cannot
exist together.
That which we call evil, is only
lack of good. Darkness is only lack
of light. Blindness is only lack of
vision. These are but passing circumstances, often created by ourselves. They will pass, for eternity
is an attribute of God, and to Him
only good belongs,
One may say, on the contrary,
that small is the consolation to the
hlind to assert that blindness will
pass together with his life, but that
is the viewpoint of the short-sighted. For life does not pass.
\¥ith full assurance the Baha'i
teachings assert the undying quality
of the human spirit. The body is
only an instrument, which during a
certain time the spirit uses, to express itself. Even if the instru-
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ment is defective, the hand which
uses it does not perish. rrhe body
is as a garment which becoming outworn is cast a"way, but together with
the garment, is not cast away the
thing which it carries. Again, the
body is as a cage in which lives the
bird of the spirit, and when the
cage is broken the spirit flies to
heavenly heights.
,Vhen corporeal life shall cease
and the blind eyes are closed, other
eyes will open and the joys of the
spiritual world will recompense
those who with eyes of the body
saw not the brilliance of the material sun.
W HAT IS TRUE of man is also true
of mankind. It, also, must learn the
lesson of harmony and that harmony it must find, before everything
else, in itself. It must be as a chord,
in which one tone does not grate
against another, but together with
the others, form a beautiful harmony. It must exhale perfume, as
a garden, where blossom fraternally many different flowers, one beside
another. It must feel itself as one
tr'ee, rich with many brotherly
leaves, one sea, abounding in many
brotherly drops.
Also, humanity is as a child in the
garden of life. How often great
peoples and powerful nations bake
cakes of sand, or, digging holes,
strike their brothers, jealous of a
piece of earth,-for a piece of that
earth which at the end will be only
their tomb. How often humanity
disobeys the voice of the Father,
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and afterward, when that Father,
always loving, l1ides His visage, it is
overcome with woe and becomes lost
in the labyrinth of little paths,
among which it is unable to find the
way home. And it is necessary that
great be its peni.tence and that
great be its longing for the Father,
so that He may re-appear and conduct the child home to peace and
harmony.
Frequently the voice has sounded,
but humanity has not always recognized it. Humanity is as a child,
who having seen his father yesterday in an old suit, today does not
recognize him in new clothes. Yesterday' having heard and recognized
God's voice, sounding from the
mouth of one Prophet, humanity
does not again know that voice if
another Prophet sounds it,. Nevertheless, eternal is the same voice
and the teachings are the same. Behold! in the last century it began
to sound in the land of Persia, from
the mouth of Baha'u'lh'th, the
Prophet of the! new day. The ancient truth He brought again to the
world. Formerly it has been said:
"Love your neighbor", but today
louder and vaster sOl1l1ds the decree: "Glory is not to him who
loves his own people, but glory is to
him who loves humanity."
During a long time the darkness
of night has veiled the way of humanity and this dark way has
seemed to be the kingdom of bats.
But the light has reappeared! The
Baha'i teachings bring to the world
aNew and Brilliant Day!
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AN ORDERED SOCIAL LIFE
IhJLEN PU,KINGTON BISHOP

The following is the concluding chapter of the thes'is on the BahU;i Religi01lr-submitted by the author for her degree of B. A. conferred by Reed College in Portland,
Oregon. Othe1" chapters from this thesis have been pu,b1:ished from t-ime to time.
~HE

student of culture finds the
Bah:i'i Faith to be the most
remarkable manifestation of the religious spirit since the spectacular
rise of Islam. It appeared upon the
background of medieval Persia
among a people whose national
charader exhibited ignorance, fanaticism, cupidity and slothfulness.

U

those scholastic descriptions of personality which seek to reduce behavior to terms which define biological satisfactions. The "Eighteen' , abandoned securdy when
they deprived themselves of the
benefits which the law offered to
Muslims, but denied to "heretics"
IVlany of them had recognition until
they identified themselves with the
cause of the obscure wool-mong'er
from Shiraz. The desire for response or a thirst for power can
scarcely be a sufficient drive for individuals who combined the essentials of leadership with submission
to the Bab-a singular combination
in so many highly differentiated
personalities. Undoubtedly, they
broke the monotony of a voluptuous civilization by new experience;
but the Bab had warned them of its
type-imprisonment, exile, refinements of torture then characteristic
of Iran, and ignominious death,
frequently without the burial to
which the mores attach so g'reat a
significance. Such were the choices
of a people whom ethnologists have
described as cowardly and egotistical.

THE INITIAL impulse was the Bab,
a YOUllg man 'Whose influence was
not clue to advantages of education
or prestige. Nor does the ideologieaI basis of His doctrine account
for its attraction; it was not new in
the sense of novelty. Indeed, the
Bab declared that He had come to
restore the purity of religion. The
influence exercised by the Bab upon
His contemporaries was due to the
persuasive spiritual power which
anima ted Him.
His chosen apostles, the "Eighteen Letters of the Living", were
the innovators in a pattern of behavior which departed radically
from the formal piety of a mechanical religion. The claim which they
advanced for the Bab was "a live
option"; it created emotional conflict between old loyalties and the
new values; it was received with
No DOUBT some of the early Babis
zeal or attacked with passion, but were too exuberant, and exceeded
few remained indifferent. These ill- the bounds of moderation to the detimate associates of the Bab were gree that they provoked resistance
martyred un d e l' circumstances from the conservative elements.
'which have been scarcely paralleled After all, their Movement was less a
in religious history. Their willing system of instruction than an
sacrifice cannot be explained by energy. Although fanaticism was a
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prominent trait in Persia the recorded utterances and the attitudes
in which these pioneers met death
indubitably prove that it was not
emotionalism, superb hut irrational,
which swept so many to martyrdom.
It was an unshakable conviction,
passionate or serene according to
the individual temperament, that by
stanuing firm in a great ca use they
were perpetuating a Religion which
would bestow an era of enlightenment. A cogent example is Tahirih's
defense before the dignitaries of
Church and State: "You can kill me
as soon as you like, but you cannot
stop the emancipation of women.' '*
The apostles of the Bab were enthusiasts, uncompromising, impassioned, il1umined; the type of those
who must ever inspire the simple at
heart, the Hegelians, and the social
philosophers who hold to the preponderate role played in history by
those who are consecrated to a
cause which is greater than themselves.
THE BAB emphasized the regeneration of Islam; Bahii'u'llah of the
world. The latter discarded Muslim insularities and appealed directly to all men for the renewal of the
spirit of religion. The potency of
His influence is appal'ent when one
reflects that His sworn enemies
testified to His power; that about
seventy of His followers chose exile
with Him rather than separation
from Him; and that His teachings
were spread throughout the Near
East during His own lifetime by
those who gained His presence in a
Turkish prison.
Baha!u'lliih was the beginning of
Baha'i experience for the vVest;
it was through Him that Baha'is
-TBbirih, well known in Baha'j histvry
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acknowledged the Bab as Prophet
and Forerunner of the New Era.
Baha'u'lHih anticipated the needs
of the modern world and adumbrated the form of a world-culture in
which religions should be harmonized; social classes reconciled; economic competition replaced by cooperation; and political isolation
by international government. He
not only gave these definite teachings, but He enjoined the reshaping
of the social institutions with which
they are identified. His teachings
are free from the extremes of the
secular schools which deny the life
of the spirit., and the arrogance of
those religions which lay claim to a
monopoly of truth. The beauty of
other religions and the worth of
other groups is taught by Baha'u'11ah.
THE RECEPTION of this Message
in the West was due to the missionary tour of 'Abdu 'l-Baha. He
stressed the social significance of
the Faith rather than the metaphy~
sical basis: in the universities He
spoke of the compatibility of reason
and faith; in the synagogues, of the
Prophets as the educators of the
race j to peace societies, of the unification of races, nations, religions,
and classes; to Christians of the return of the Spirit of Christ.
, Abd u '1-Baha contacted the individual; He sa tisiied the human
heart by spiritual experience and
awakened the desire for the maximum of self-development. The independent exploration of truth on
all planes became the purpose of
those whom He attracted. Each
discovered according to his capacity,
but the process of shaTing related
him to his fellows. Regardlet:ls of

Qurratu'}-'A:rn.
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martyred for her
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individual differences the orbit of
such activity became the Baha'i
community; it comprises intellectuals and mystics, Jews and Christians, the colOl'ed and the white, the
rich and the ]lOOI'. Their common
bond is devotion to the universal
aims of Balul'u'11ah.
Even to believe that these aims
can be realized alters the psychology of the individual: the modern
temper of futility gives way to the
zest of activity. Consciously or unconsciously the individual acts according to these aims and thus
helps to accomplish their realization. rl'lw conviction of the possibility of world unity and peace makes
of this age the most impor.tant in
history, and participation in its universal trends not only an obligation
but an adventure. This world-view
inheres in the recognition of one's
common humanity irrespective of
distinctions of race, nation, caste,
or creed. It is supplemented by att itudes such as the responsibility of
developing one's latent capacities
for the enrichment of the group;
ready cooperation; and the perfonnance of labor as an act of
worship. rPhese attitudes are cultivated in the group; definite training is given for an ordered social
life.
These attitudes are not mere
ideals for they are imbedded in
structural form, in Baha'i institutions such as schools, libraries, summer recreation centers, houses of
worship. Provision is made for the
requirements of the social life of

the community. Moreover, all participa te in the election of representatives. The administrative bodies
of local and national assemblies, the
institutions of the Guardianship,
and the future Universal Assembly
provide a pyramiding of wills into
H definite scheme of world organization.
THJ<J BAHA'r Faith has united
Orientals and Occidentals in a community of minds and hearts.
Throngh the Faith the Baha'is of
the agricultural villages of Persia
and the Near East are devoted to
universal aims which transcend the
internationalism accepted by advanced western groups. The significance of this idealism is the high
probability of its diffusion; and conviction deeply held releases the will
to action beyond the immediately
possible.
rl'he diffusion of the Baha'i Religion is et social-psychological proeess; but its invention was an individual phenomenon.
At its
Source are two individuals, the Bah
and Baha'u'11cih. The Bab was the
initia 1 impulse; Baha 'u '11ah is the
Author of the 'Message which has
beell accepted both in the East and
the vVest.
The Baha'i Religion is steadily
growing' because it meets actual human needs, as they are now recognized by social science. The major
trends of recent sociology are a
seientific confirmatjon of the intuitive wisdom of the Prophets, the
Founders of religion.

THE BAHAJI
ADMINISTRATIVE
SYSTEM

"The central, the underlying aim
which animates it is the establishment of the New World Order as
adumbrated by Bahii'u'lhih."

============~~============
~~

~

HID creative energies released by the Law of Baha 'u '11ah, per-

~ meating and evolving within the mind of 'Abdu 'l-Baha, have, by

their very impact and close interaction, given birth to an Instrument
which may be viewed as the Charter of the New VV orld Order which is
at once the glory and the promise of this most great Dispensation.

I0JrRt T should be noted ... that this Administrative Order is funda~ mentally different from anything that any Prophet has previously
established, inasmuch as Bahft'n'llah has Himself' revealed its principles, established its illstitutions, appointed the person to interpret
His ,Vord and conferred the necessary authority on the body designed
to supplement and apply His legislative ordinanees. Therein lies the
secret of its strength, its fundamental distinction, and the guarantee
against disintegration and sehism.
T would be utterly misleading to attempt a comparison between
. . this unique, this divinely-conceived Order and any of the diverse
systems whieh the minds of men, at various periods of their history,
have contrived for the government of human institutions. Such an attempt would in itself betray a lack of complete appreciation of the
excellence of the handiwork of its great Author. How could it be
otherwise when we remember that this Order constitutes the very
pattern of that divine civilization which the almighty Law of Baha,'u'llall
is designed to establish upon earth'~ ...

O

~

HIS new-born Administrative OraeI' incorporates within its structte hue certain elements which are to be found in each of the three
recognized forms of secular government, without being in any sense a
mere replica of anyone of them, and without introducing within its
machinery any of the objectionable features which they inherently
possess. It blends and harmonizes, as no government fashioned by
mortal hands has as yet a-ccomplished, the salutary truths which each of
these systems undoubtedly contains without vitiating the integrity of
those God-given verities on which it is ultimately founded."*

-8hoghi Effendi.
"Quotation" from

"The Dispensation oC Bahii.·u'lliih".
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SWEDEN AND AMERICA DISCUSS
EDUCATION
REPOHTED BY 1:[ARTHA ROOT

Martha Root, international BaM'i teacher and journalist, here describes the disc-ussion at the dinner of the Swed1:sh-Amwrican Society, at which she wall' a guest, in StockhoLm, OetobC1'12, 1934, The speaker of the evening was G'l'efvinna EsteUe Bernadotte of
Wi.sb01'g, a niece of His Majesty King Oscar Gustaf V of Sweden, (An American by
birth, G1'efvinna Bernadotte was for'merly Miss Estelle Manville of New Y01·k). The
following d'iSCllSS1:on on education ~(liU be of inte?'est to readers of the Baha'i Magazine
not only because such occas'ions do much to p1'omote internaUonal friendship and
u.ndentanding but beca1tse 80 many of the pomts in the COlmtess Bernadotte's ad,.
dress are in line with the ideals of BahQ'i education.
~ T this time when political dis~ agreements and trade jealous-

ies are tending to separate nations,
when disarmament conferences are
failing and naval parleys bid fair
to come to naught we must not forget the less prominent groups in
various countries that are doing
their bit to create friendship and
understanding among nations. Such
a group is the Swedish-American
Society in Stockholm whose aim is
to further social bonds and sympathetic relations between the
Swedes and the people of the United
States. This society has been the
means of forming' iunumerable ties
on both sides the Atlantic between
the people of these two nations.
At a dinner recently given by this
Society Countess Berradotte spoke
on the subject of education. The
Countess, who was introduced by
111'. Borye Brilioth, the presiding
officer of the evening, assured her
audience that she did not wish to
pose as an authority on education,
but wished simply to give some
thoughts, based on her own reading, observation and experience, as
an introduction to a discussion on
the subject, In the course of her
talk she first dwelt on a few general

points in the field of education and
then suggested certain things which
each country might learn from the
other in educational lines.
In her general remarks the speaker stressed the extremely responsible position the teacher holds and
the responsibility of the parents in
cooperating with the teacher. The
burden of seeing' to it that the next
generation is better equipped to
solve its problems than we have
been, is on the shoulders of both
parents and teachers
"In Ancient Greece", Countess
Bernadotte said, "the teachers were
looked upon as one of the most impOl·tant groups, * and rightly so.
The man or woman who has the responsibility of training the future
citizens of a country has just as important a job as the men or women
in the present government of that
country.' ,
Another important point in the
general remarks of the Countess
was that "the ideal school is a place
where children learn how to learn."
The essential thing is that the child
be taught to concentrate, given the
key to the mastery of the studying
process, not that information be
crammed into him. Indeed many

'On this point 'Abdu']·Baha says: "In the scheme of human life the teacher and his system of teaching plays
the most important role, carrying with it the heaviest responsibilities and most subtle influence."
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Sfockhol111, Yiew f1'om the Townhall-Towc1'

educators believe that the acquiring of information takes care of itself largely if a child's natural
curiosity and desire to know and
understand is not thwarted by too
much interference and regimentation on the part of the adult. "There
is no better expression of the children's innate desire to learn than
the ever growing stream of questions they ask from the time they
begill to put words together into
sentences' " said the speaker.
AMERICAN schools and colleges
have long emphasized vocational
training as a means of fitting young
people to follow a certain profession, art or trade for a livelihood.
In recent years certain colleges are
adding special courses for training
students for public careers in government service at home or abroad.
Countess Bernadotte quoted somewhat at length to show how such
work has been developed at Princeton University where President
DoddR lntroonced a public careers

course four years ago. He now believes that "the New Deal, which
had to draft its brains from college facultieB and private business,
has amply proved his thesis of the
need of brilliant professional public servants in the United States.
... The students are campus leaders, Princetonian editors, football
men, class presidents. They spend
their summers living abroad in native homes, attending government
conferences. Each year the school
has five conferences on p~tblic affairs of its own. Then students
pretend they are a senate committee, aNew York City charter commission, a League of Nations Assembly, and proceed to thresh out
the question at hand with all due
form and ceremony. At the final
conference last May, the school was
the United States Ways and Means
Committee considering the reciprocal tariff bilL" It is said that these
young conferees voted for amendments which the real United States
Senate adopted one week later.
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"Princeton has lately begun to lead
the nation in graduates accepted
for the United States Foreign Service. "*
BUT WHEREAS specialized training
may be invaluable in preparing
youth for earning their livlihood
just the opposite of this,-a broad
liberal cultnre on a sound ethical
basis would seem to be necessary if
,ve are to fit our young people for
the new, unknown and constantly
arising problems of the future.
"One rightly asks ", said the speaker, "how is it possible to know what
will be necessary twenty years
hence." But a flexible, searching,
open mind coupled with firm and
assured ethical principles are certainly parts of the equipment which
are needed to meet unforeseen
situations and which modern education should provide.
Countess Bernadotte suggested
the honor system as an aid in developing self respect and moral
stamina. ' 'This is not", she said,
"self-governing or sjalv-styrelse,
but more hedersbegreppssytem. It
is the system whereby the individual
child has only its own self-respect
to answer to for its actions. If the
self-respect of certain individuals is
rather tarnished, the attitude of the
other children towarrls these will in
most cases stimulate the slack ones
to polish up their self-respect and
become part of the honor goro up.
rrhere is no time in a human being's
life which is so purely idealistic as
childhood and youth. Most of the
individuals in that stage of development are not yet familiar with the
grinding effect the world has upon

their ideals. That is why I believe
the honor system inculcated in the
school ag'e of the coming generations of citizens will help towards
making man's world a better place
to live and work in."
ANOTHER practical suggestion
which would tend to liberalize and
broaden the minds of young people
as well as furnish them much information was made by the speaker.
She believes that a greater stress
should be placed upon current
events in our schools. In regard to
this Countess Bernadotte said,
"Would it not be advisable, in the
light of guiding our children's reading of the daily newspaper, to teach
them how to pick the worth while
from the trash .... My own experience of Current Events speaks
strongly for a period once a week,
when the outstanding events of the
week are read out and discussed
... before the whole school. ,-, The
Countess pointed out too how much
America might learn from Swedish
schools in regard to a better use of
the radio in education.
In her closing remarks the Countess said that she would like to give
expression to her feeling about what
in general each country could learn
from the other. America, she said,
seemed to her to be the land of new
ideas, but America's weakness was
in a lack of discrimination as to
whether the new ideas were good
or bad. People in America are too
prone, she believes, to make a fad
of any new idea and only find out
after the idea has proved a failure
that it was unsound. Also since a
good idea may, too, become a fad,

'01\ the point of government service it should be made clear that while Baha'i. are warned not to become
entangled in politics and political issues, they are encouraged to serve their governments in non-political
adminisirative position!'!.
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it is often overlooked and discounted by the more conservative people,
or perhaps even lost sight of, for a
time, at least. Sweden, on the other
hand, she believes to be a land where
ideas are considered and weighed
carefully. Since the Swedish people are more slow to take up new
ideas before they are proven they
may gain in the end. Sweden has
two advantages which make it easier
to adapt new ideas to her needs.
One is that her population is homogeneous, of one nationality; another
is that her people are spread over a
relatively small area.
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of the foremost educators of Sweden pointed out what the two countries can learn from each other in
the new educational methods. The
American minister of Sweden, Mr.
L. A. Steinhardt, in a talk brief but
full of truth and humor gave the
viewpoint of the boys and girls of
both countries naming' studies they
would like to have taken out of the
curriculum and new courses they
would like to have introduced.
Surely occasions like this Swedish - American dinner - discussion,
where representative people get together in a friendly exchange of
ideas, have a value which cannot be
AFTER THE address of Countess
Bernadotte a most interesting dis- estima ted. May such occasions incussion developed in which several crease.

THE MYSTER,Y OF SACRnnCE
ALICE SIMMONS

Cox

A lily bloomed because a bulb was torn,
A caterpillar wove a golden mesh,
Discarding it 'with joy when wings were born;
A martyr rose triumphant from the flesh.
These things I saw with wonderment and pain,
As, led by love, I climbed a mountain slope;On levels far below gleamed ripened grain,
Small seeds to hold the resurrection hope!
And then I saw on shining laurel blades
The emerald tracery of crossing bars,
And knew that cells must break to build facades
Of giant shrnbs that yearn to meet the stars.
Oh, Love, Who spreads white arms above my earth,
Thy mantle robes the mystic cross of birth!

POR T ALS TO FREED OM
(An Autobiographical Story)
CHAPTER 3.
"The authorized Interpreter and Exemplar of Bahli!u'llah's teachings was His
eldest son 'Abud'l-Baha (Servant of Baha) who 'was appointed by his Fathe}' as the
Center to whom all Bah6'i,~ should t1!1'n fO?' insh"llci'ion and gU1'dance."
-Shoghi Effendi.

fiflYJO estimate, even to imagine, tainty, that heights far beyond ever
ttmJ the possibilities of the human before dreamed attainable, lay besoul is beyond man's thinking. "I fore me and could be reached. This
am man's mystery and he is My was all I knew but it was much. I remystery." And 'Abdu 'l-Baha says member saying to myself over and
that no man can know himself since over: "At last the desire of my
it is impossible to look at oneself soul is in sight." In sight, but alas
from without. Because of this, and how far away! I gazed at 'Abdu'lbecause men commonly tend to ac- Baha with a mixture of hope and
cept a lmver estimate of their own despair. The world and I in turmoil
capacities rather than a higher, a and here was peace. He sat or stood,
certain heroism is essential to high walked or talked in a world of His
attainment. This is true, of course, own, yet with beckoning hands to
when the goal is a material one. It all who yearned and strove. It
is not generally realized that it is seemed to me that He stood at the
much more true when the plane of heart of a whirlwind in a place of
seeking is spiritual. To accept the supreme quiet, or at the hypothetidictum that nothing is too good to cal but perfectly still center of a
be true, and nothing is too high to ra pidly revolving flywheel. I looked
he attained, requires a willingness at this stillness, this quietude, this
to run counter to the accepted immeasurable calm in' Abdu'l-Baha
standards of men, who, as a rule, and it filled me with a restless longmeasure their ambitions by a quite ing akin to despair. Is it any wonder I was unhappy7 For I was desdifferent standard.
perately unhappy. Was I not in the
AFT E R MEETING 'Abdu'l-Baha, outer circle of that raging tornado ~
life, as I have intimated, assumed And to attain that Center of stilla quite different aspect.
But in ness meant the traversing of the
what that difference consisted I storm. But to know there was a
could not then detel'mine, and after Center: nay, to see One sitting
these twenty-two years I cannot calmly there, was a knowledge, a
now determine except that a goal glimspe, never before attained. And
had emerged from the mists sur- so, another divine paradox; in my
rounding worthy of supreme strug- misery of doubting hope lay the
gle and sacrifice. I began to see, first hint of divine assurance I had
dimly indeed but clearly enough to ever known. I remembered another
give me hope, that even if I could arresting phrase in the Seven Valnot know myself, I knew with cer- leys* and said to myself: rrhOllg-h
·Seven Valleys by Baha·u·Uah.

PORTALS TO FREEDOM

I search for a hundred thousand
years for the Beauty of the Friend
I shall never despair for He will assuredly direct me into His way.
NOT LONG after that great first experience with' Abdu'l-Baha I was
again talking with Him. It was in
the beautiful home of the family of
one of the friends who seemed to
feel that all which they possessed
was too little to express their adoring love. Entering their home the
roar of the city, the elegance and
luxury of Riverside Drive, the poverty and wealth of our modern civilization all seemed to merge into a
unit of nothingness and one entered
an atmosphere of Reality. These
heavenly souls who thus demonstrated beyond any words their se1£dedication had a direct influence upon my hesitating feet of which they
could have had no suspicion. My
heart throughout all worlds shall
echo with thankfulness to them.
In this home I had become a constant habitue. I could not keep
away. One day' Abdu'l-Baha, the
interpreter and I were alone in one
of the smaller reception rooms on
the ground floor. •Abdu 'l-Baha had
been speaking of some Christian
doctrine and His interpretation of
the words of Christ were so different from the accepted one that I
could not restrain an expression of
remonstrance. I remember speaking with some heat:
•• How is it possible to be so
sure 1" I asked. '., No one can say
with certainty what Jesus meant
after all these centuries of misinterpretation and strife."
"It is qui te possible", said
•Abdu'l-Baha calmly.
It is indicative of my spiritual
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turmoil and my blindness to His
station, that instead of His serenity
and tone of authority impressing
me as warranted it drove me to
actual impatience. ., That I cannot
believe," I exclaimed.
I shall never forget the glance of
outraged dignity the interpreter
cast upon me. It was as though he
would say: "'Vho a re you to contradict or eve n question 'Abdu '1Baha!"
But not so did •Abdu'l-Baha look
ai me. How I thank God that it was
not! He looked at me a long moment before He spoke. His calm,
beautiful eyes searched my soul
with such love and understanding
that all my momentary heat evaporated. He smiled as winningly as
a lover smiles upon his beloved, and
the arms of His spirit seemed to embrace me as He said softly: " You
try your 'way and I will try mine."
It was as thoug'h a cool hand had
heen laid upon a fevered brow; as
though a cnp of nectar had been
held to parched lips; as thoug'h a
key had unlocked my hard-bolted
crusted and rusted heart. The tears
started and my voice trembled,
"I'm sorry", I murmured.
OFTEN since that day have I pondered on the tragic possibilities of
the effect of an expression of the
face. I have even thought I should
like to write a book on The Glance
that Samed the Wo'rlrl, ta.king as a
text the way .T esus must have looked upon Peter after the three-fold
denial.Wha t could that gla nee have
carried to the fear-stricken, doubting, angry Peter? Surely not the
self-righteous, dignified look in the
eyes of the interpreter. As surely
it must have been something ap-
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MA.TERI/1L EVIDENCES OF GOD
"If we w'ish to come in touch with the Reality of Divinity we do so by recognizing its
phenomena, its att'ributes (md t1'aces which are widespTead in the universe . .•. When
we look at the reality of this subject, we see that the bounties of God a1'e infinite,
witholLt beginning amcl without end."-'Abclu'l-Baha.

Il\1 MONG

a certain class or inW tellectuals, there are those
who seem to take a kind of pride
in their SCOI'll of all religious beliers.
These individuals insist that a belief
in anything above 01' beyond this
physical existence, is rank superstition. Religion, with all its supernaturalism, they assert, is nothing
but a somewhat refined form of beliefs originally held by savages, and
handed down to this generation.
Such ideas, these intellectuals assert, had their origin in the brain of
man at a time when all the phenomena of nature was considered as
a direct act of a personal God.
This type of reasoner rejects
everything of a divine nature, everything relating to another world, in
JA f P:0 part because convinced that
all that is, is matter. Such persons
regard all force, all so-called intelligence, all reeling, as but the interaction of one form or matter
upon another form of the same
thing. This rejection of all religious concepts is, of course, pure materialism-premised upon the idoa
that all causes reside in the qualities
and properties of matter.
To THE materialist or this type,
such phenomena as the holy lives or
the Prophets, the self sacrifice of
noble men and women of all ages-thousands of them vvilling- to be tortured and io die for their faith,mean nothing relati11g to the spiritual. A martyr, to a materialist, is

simply a highly sensitive person
whose emotioll has gotten the better
of his common sense. According to
that form of reasoning, the emotion expressed ill the willingness to
suffer for an jdeal or a supposed
truth, is nothing but an example of
an unusual combination of chemical
reactions in the brain and nervous
system, ma.king the victim happy to
suffer punishment, rather than to
face the loss of his ideals or his self
respect, or his hope for rewards in a
supposed life hereafter.
If we can assume that such a materialistically minded person may
hold these views in all sincerity, and
no doubt many of them do, it might
be worth while to consider whether
,ye call point out any evidence of a
kind 'which would be impressive to
this type of mind, and actually refute conclusions which exclude the
possibility of an Infinite Being and
life after physical death.
I have met scientists of note who
express the conviction that, regardless of what we may believe about
the matter, the physical universe in
which we live bears no evidence
which we have been able to discover
that any plan or purpose in creation exists. They tell me they find
llothing on this plane which, for its
creation or composition, would require an overshadowing intelligence)
such as is part of the religious conception of God.
I have had great difficulty jn
understanding how even an ext~'eme

MATERIAL EVIDENCES OF GOD

materialist could hold such a view,
if willing honestly to face facts well
within his own knowledge. It seems
to be human nature to make our
f'ach; fit the theory for which we
hold a preference, rather than to
make the theory fit the known facts.
Few men probably are of that purely scientific type which can always
and on all subjects forget their preconceived notions.
IN AN address in Paris, J!'rance,
J!1 ebruary 9, 1913, I Abdu 'l-Baha explained the three theories as to the
composition of physical matter. He
said that these theories are: 1accidental composition; 2, involuntary composition; and 3, voluntary
composition.
Accidental composition He described as composition by a chance
arrangement of the particles; involuntary composition, means that
particles of matter come together
due to an inherent quality within
themselves; while voluntary composition is explained as due to the
action of a superior ~Will acting according to an intelligent plan. In
this m 0 s t interesting analysis,
I Abdu 'l-Balu'i makes clear that both
accidental and involuntary composition are alike irrational, and that
positive proofs exist that discredit
both of these theories.
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elements composing the watch could
uver cause them to accidentally take
i lw exact form of a watch.
It is further evident, I feel sure
ihat, even if we were unaware as to
the purpose for which a mechanical
device as complicated, yet well organized a.s a watch, we would nevertheless quickly decide that such a
mechanism must have been planned
alld put together by an intelligence
of some kind. It would be apparent
also, that behind the plan of design
and assembly must have been a
pUl'pose--a planned function.
If, as I believe is true, the very
existence of a watch, conclusively
indicates that an intelligence plannoel its composition, is it not evident
by the same definite type of reasoning that our universe required an
intelligence to bring it into its present marvellously organized being?
Surely the millions of varying composite forms in the mineral, vegetable and animal kingdoms, arc,
many of them, even more wonderfully made than anything that the
mind of man has conceived.

AND HOW wonderfully are our
own bodies builded! Can we rationally contend that, by a mere
chance shuffiing of the elements,
these human temples of ours were
formed"? Can we reasonably maintain that these complex organizaACCORDING to this analysis, for ex- tiolls in infinite variety are the 1'eample, that ingenious arrangement suit of laws residing inherently ill
of material elements which we call the three material kingdoms, which
a watch, would be classified as canse them to come together, be11 volullta ry
composition."
The cause composition is their very n<lwatch was planned and the elements t.ure~
put into their place by an intelliNo. As 'Abdu'l-Baha points out,
gence, with a purpose. A moment's if it were the essential nature of
reflection will make clear to anyone these elements to unite on their own
that no by-chance shuffling of the accouut, we could not explain de-
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composition, which is the inevitable
fate of all composed things.
And what of the whirling universes that extend for thousands of
light years out into stellar space't
Are not these systems of suns and
planets even more complex and systema tic in their plan of organization than that of the time piece
which we carry in our pockets ~ Oan
anyone sensibly say that these organizations of heavenly bodies
"just happened" to get into their
present geometrically perfect relationships f
But what of the plan or purpose
of it all1 A moment's contemplation of the enormity of the mere
physical universe-a realization
that all this is but the outer fmm of
a far greater spiritual infinity,
makes evident that any adequate
comprehension of the probable purpose of the thing is entirely out of
the question. We have no powers
which would enable us to understand the very existence of more
than a minute portion of the stl'UChue of God's creation. Its function
and purposes, by its very magnitude, is not for us to see, or know,
or even to imagine.
God has given us a sort of reason, and a very limited perception.
"Ve can see that there is existence,

M AGAZI N E

but of the exact essential nature of
that existence, we know practically
nothing. "Ve can perceive clear
evidences of an intelligent plan and
purpose, even in the physical structure of these specks of dust which
come within the range of our vision.
But as to the extent or nature of
that intelligence or purpose-we
have no faculties with which to
touch even its fring·e. God sends
His Manifestations to teach us,
again and again. His message deals
with how to llve-and Oh, so little
of that is able to enter the cramped
portals of our hearts. But of the
Plan, the Ultimate Purpose-of that
God speaks, if at all, in symbols the
meaning of which no man comprehendeth.
, Abdu 'I-Baha, puts the problem in
this language: "God is infinite,
and as terms are finite, the nature
of God is not to be expressed in
terms. But as man desires to express God in some way, he calls God
'love' and 'truth', because these are
the highest things he knows. Life is
eternal, so man, in order to express
God's infinity, calls God 'Life'. But
these things in themselves are not
God. God is the source of all, and
all things that are, are mirrors, reflecting (a part of) His glory."

"It is perfectly evident that man did not cnate himself and that he cannot do so,
How could man of his own weakness create such a '1nighty being? ThC'l"efore the
Creator of man ?!lust be more pe'l'fect and powe'rfiil than man. If the Creative Cause
of man be simply on the same level with '!Han, then IIU(,11 himself should be able to
create, whe'l"eas we know ve'l'Y well that we cannot Cl'eate even O1t'l" own Ukeness.
Therefo're the Ol"eato'l' of man must be endowed with supe1'lat'iv6 intelligence and power
,in all points that creation 'involves and implies."-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE COLLECTIVE CENTER
JOYOE LYON

"It is self-evident that humanity is at variance. Human tastes differ; thoughts,
nativities, races and tongues are many. The need of a Collect'ive Genter by which these
differences may be counterbalanced and the people of the world be unified is o~vious."
-'Abd'n'l-Bahli.

n

F we analyze the concept of a
center, we can see the center
as a focal point of attraction. Coexistent with it are other entities
removed from the center, which
have been created with a vital connection with the central point.
There are two aspects to this connection. The separate bodies are
attracted to the center, and at the
same time the cellter is a source of
life to them. As we think about
this concept it seems marvelously
beautiful. And it should seem so to
us, because it is the most fundamental principle in our lives.
Throughout the physical world
we find the center represented. The
smallest unit, the atom, is composed
of widely separated electrical particles in a state of tension with the
nucleus as cellter. It is interesting
that the atom, the basic unit from
which all things are formed, has
been compared in structure and relative distance between parts to our
vast solar system.
In the darkness of the solar ,1YStern, the sun is the center of light
and life for the planets. With.mt
the sun, the earth would be a dead,
inert mass, incapable of change. The
sun is the cause of the multiple life
-the unceasing growth and de'7elopment on the earth's surface. Although the earth is removed from
the sun it receives power and energy through the rays of heat (lnd
light. And in the changes of the

U

·'Abdu'!-Baha, "Baha'i Scriptures," par. 825.

seasons we see the evidence of the
earth's continual connection and response to its center of bounty.
IN MAN'S world of thoughts,
hearts, and spirits there is also a
center of inspiration and life. For
humanity the collective center is the
:Manifestation of God. The Manifestations are like the life-giving
sun, and man, helpless and limited,
is like the earth. As the sun is remote from the earth, so is the Divine Reality remote from man, absolutely independent in its essence.
But an intermediary there must be.
For the earth it is the rays of the
sun; for man it is the ever-present
power of the Holy Spirit.
The Manifestations reflect the Divine Reali ty which "represents
power absolute, capacity for all
things, fulfilment for all the needs
of man.' ,* A Manifestation has
three stations or conditions. The
first is the physical. And the physical body, since it is a composition
in the phenomenal world, is subject
to decomposition. This is the only
station that mankind has in common
with the Manifestation. The second
station, the rational soul or individual reality which has a beginning
but no end, is holy and distinguished from all others by its essential
perfection. In the same way the
sun's particles have the property,
essential to them, of producing rays
and light, and differ from the par-
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ticles of the moon which can only
reflect light. The thi1'd station is
the Holy Heality which has no beginning and no end. It is the Preexistent Bounty w h i ch shines
through the individuality like the
light through the glass globe of a
lamp. The human body of the
lIanifesta tioll is like the niche illumined by the lamp. Although the
niche be detroyed, the light is shining always.
The Holy Spirit, the intermediary
which brings God to man, is the
bounty of God emanating from the
Manifestation. It does not descend
or enter into man but like the mental realities has a direct connection.
Knowledge is a state of the intelligence, an intellectual condition,
and thoughts are like images reflected in a mirror. In the same way
the splendour of the Holy Spirit
appears as in a mirror.
THE RELATIONSHIP between man
and the Collective Center is indeed
vital. Baha'u'llah said, " ... man is
dependent for his (spiritual) existence upon the Sun of the Word of
God. ", It is through the Manifestations that man learns of the
essential and eternal. The Creative
Word is the source of all good, all
wisdom and power. The innate
light which the Manifestations have,
the knowledge and understanding
of all things in the universe, is mirrored in the minds and hearts of
men. This light is reflected in an
individual according to his capacity;
in different people it gives 1'ise to
different attainments.
The coming of a Manifestation
results ill a wonderful expansion
and creation in the world of thought.
WitnQSs 1he flowering of Arabian
culture in Baghdad and Andalusia
1

Bahii'i Scriptures, par. 142.

2

after the appearance of Muhammad.
"With the perspective of time we
cau appreciate the change wrought
from obscurity and the actual addition made to the world by new
ideas, new beauties, and noble characters. Consider the marvels already uncovered in the very beginning of this era of Baha'u'llah-the
extraordinary progress in science
and communication, in freedom and
fellowship.
THE REVELATION of God is continuous and progressive through the
ages. Ji}ach of the Manifestations inaugurates a cycle during which his
laws prevail. His teachings are the
spirit of that age. When a cycle is
completed by the appearance of a
new Manifestation, a new cycle begins. 'Abdu'l-Baha said: "The
great ones are from all time in
their glorious station, their reality
is luminous from the beginning, the
reality that causes the qualities of
God to appear, but the day of their
manifestation is the day when they
proclaim themselves upon t his
earth. ' ,2 The cycles are stages in
the unending evolution of the one
Divine Religion. Each Revelation
is limited in accordance with the
spiritual capacity of mankind at
that time. And in the course of
man's divine education, every Revelation is more ample than the last.
Each of the cycles forms a part
of a larger, universal cycle which
covers an exceedingly long period of
time.
"In such a cycle" says 'Abdu'l-Baha, "the
Manifestations appear with splendour in
the realm of the visible, until a great and
universal Manifestation makes the world the
centre of his radiance. His appearance
causes the world to attain to maturity, and
the extension of his cycle is very great ....
We are in the cycle which began with
Adam, and its universal Manifestation is
Baha'u'lhlh."·

Divine Philosophy, p. 62. "Some Answered Questions, P. 184.
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THE DECLARATION OF
INTERDEPENDENCE
DALE S. COLE
"The prindple of the Oneness of Mank'ind-the pivot round which all the teachings of Bahri'1t'lltih 1'evolve-is no mere o1ttbuJ'st ofignora,nt emoi'ionalisrn or an expression of vague a7Ul pious hope . . . . Its nW8sa·ge is applicable not only to the in,..
dividual, but concerns i,tself rf'inw1'ily with the natw'e of those essentia1 1'elationships
thatm1!st bi7Ul (tU the states a:nd natiOll.R a,s members of one ivu'lIl<Ln famvily."*
-Shoghi Effendi.

~]

NE of the most influential hu- correction of those underlying mal~ man docnments ever written, adjustments which give rise to these
was the A'mB'r'icQin Declarat'ion of dilemmas. Economic, political and
lnde"[endence. It broke the bonds social relationships are "but facets
with a past, with a set of condi- of the indivisible substance of life."
t ions 'which had become intolerable. It is with the substance of life that
Today, it seems necessary that we we must deal and this substance is
declare onr independence from cer- not compounded of material eletain limiting factors, and at the ments.
Sir Alfred Ewing, addressing' the
same time recognize the inter-dependence of all parts of the world in British Association for the Advancement of Science, in speaking
the fundamentals of life,
The introduction to snch a de- of the "pageant of discovery and
invention",- said: "Man was ethiclaration might read",Vhen in the course of human cally unprepared for so great a
even ts, it becomes necessary" fm hounty, In the slow evolution of
1he people of the world "to dis- morals he is still unfit for the tresolve" those bonds \vhich bind them mendous responsibility it entails.
to obsolete and outgrown doctrines, The command of nature has been
they must, of necessity, have re- put into his hands before he kno\'iTs
course to that guidance 'which is how to command himself."
Before man can command nature
embodied in the Divine Pla'n for the
and
control his environment comcomplete and unreserved unity of
he must learn to control
pletely,
the sons of men.
himself, individually and eolleclively. Certainly individual effort
THE CUMULATIVE effects of eco- is essential. Only by trying can we
nomIC difficulties, political dis- a ttain a personal eonsciousness of
agreements, national misunder- the significance of passing events,
standing's, racial antagonisms and of shifting' values, and of the steps
religions impotency have brought necessary to the solution of such
mankind face to face with forces problems as have never before conwhich he "can neither understand fronted humanity. Each must try
nor controL"
to understand for himself, for as the
The fundamental problem, ho,\,- Syrian philosopher Gibran sugever, which faces humanity is not geststhe solution of economic, political
"The vision of one man lends not
and social problems as such, but the its wings to another man.
*"The Goal of a New World Order", P. 22.
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"For in this holy Dispensation-the crowning glory of bygone
ages and cycles-true Faith is no mere acknowledgment of the Unity
of God, but rather the living of a life that will manifest all the
perfections and virtues implied in such belief. "-' Abdu'l-Baha.

As WE FACE the New Year of
work and achievement, it is well
to pause and consider how we may
improve ourselves; for in reality
all outer progress is founded upon
and correlated with inner growth
and achievement. Therefore the
most important step toward greater
achievement and happiness is an
earnest effort toward self-improvement.
If we should seek to discover the
greatest factor in self-improvement, we would find it to be the
power of making a true analysis of
our character and of recognizing'
our characteristic and chronic
faults both of commissi011 and
omission. There can be no progress in character development
without this honest facing of ourselves in a sincere effort to discover what is wrong with us.
True self-analysis is not only a
necessary basis for all spiritual
growth, but it is also absolutely
essential to success in practical affairs and to harmony and happiness in the daily life. Those who
habitually assign the causes of their
troubles to factors outside of themselves are not only mistaken in
their assumption but are gravely
lia ble to a continuance of these
troubles until they come to analyze
the cause of them as being within
themselves.

TROUBLES, trials and tests are
Destiny's way of teaching us how
to discover and how to correct our
faults. Most of the annoyances and
tragedies of life arise from faults
within ourselves. Even where they
are not caused directly by our
faults, they have a divine purpose
toward self-development.
Therefore upon every such occasion we
should turn our gaze within ourselves, instead of idly complaining
of our lot and of the injustice of
people and events. We should face
ourselves honestly, trying to discover what it is in us that is attracting these disagreeable situations and what purpose they may be
serving in impelling us toward
higher evolution.
The person who habitually avoids
thus honestly bcing himself is in
grave danger. Not only does he
render himself liable to constantly
inharmonious situations with his
fellowmen such as may wreck both
his happiness and his career; but
also he approaches more and more
the danger line between sanity and
a diseased mental condition. For
the turning away from reality, the
refusal to face things as they are,
is the path which leads to mental
ill health and aberration.
On the contrary, the habitual
tendency to examine one's self, to
recognize one's faults and short-
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comings, and to seek earnestly to
overcome them-is the sure road to
mental health and happiness, to
harmony in all our human relations,
and to career success whether
great or small. "Truthfulness is
the foundation of all the virtues of
the world of humanity," said
, Abdu 'l-Baha. "Without truthfulness, progress and success in all of
the worlds of God are impossible
for a soul."
As in the world of affairs, so in
the world of the spirit, self-examination is absolutely essential to
sound growth and successful development. Progress in all the worlds
of being is based upon this. The
danger of insidious attack from our
lower self is ever present and 'imminent; we can be protected from
it only by a constant awareness of
our proneness to temptation and by
an effective realization of the occasions when we fall from grace.
Just as repentance is a requisite of
reform, so self-realization is a requisite of repentance. Once these
preliminary steps are taken, desire
and prayer for improvement bring
to bear upon our life a divine power
and aid which enables us to continue our climb above the lower
planes of human nature. "Bring
thyself to account each day ere
thou art summoned to a reckoning;
for death, unheralded, shall come
upon thee and thou shalt be called
to give account for thy deeds.' '*
As WI'l'H the individual-so with a
city, a nation, or a world group.
There come times when these social
groups must examine themselves
honestly and realize the shortcomings in their collective and organized life. Until such realization
'Baha'u'lh,h, v. 31, Hidden Words from the Arabic.

comes, there can be no reform,
Usually a great deal of suffering
and even tragedy has to occur before larg'e groups of human beings
become fully informed of the heinous defects in their collective life.
Thus the "movie" had to descend
to the utmost depths of degradation
before sufficient public opmlOn
could be aroused to institute a reform. Thus crime had to ripen and
fructify into the major operations
of gangsters, racketeers and kidnapers before the public could be
aroused enough to even permit of
effective organized collective action
against the wholesale criminality of
the age. Thus a great world-wide
depression cha.racterized by many
tragedies and horrors had to occur
to awaken mankind to the grave
need of economic and social reform.
It has taken a brutal world wardevastating in its effect upon
human lives, property and moralsto thoroughly arouse the human
consciousness to the tragic cruelty
and error of war as a means of
solving collective human problems.
Even now this public conscience
against war does not seem to be as
powerful as the psychological factors making for war. If such is indeed the case, the world will yet
witness, and that soon, another war
far surpassing, in its horror and
tragedy of destruction, the previous
war. When this second world war
shall have achieved its destined toll
of human tragedy and tl1ught once
for all its lessons, it may thus come
to pass that the world conscience
against war will grow to surpass in
power and effectiveness the psychology of nationalistic selfishness
and aggression and hatred which
has perpetually led to wars.
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EDITORIAL
THERE IS no better time than the
beginning of this N ew Year of 1935
for world civilization to take stock
of itself, to repent its sins, and to
sincerely and earnestly seek improvement. If humanity were to
successfully analyze itself for the
greatest single item in the way of
its shortcomings and the chief
cause of its present vast collective
disaster, it would become g'uiltily
aware of a waning of spiritual consciousness the world over; of an
obstinate and fatuous refusal to
perceive Divine Power as effective
in our human affairs; and of a consequent overpowering and unbridled sweep of the self-seeking and
animalistic emotions which motivate human action when there is a
lack of spiritual control.
Let the whole world then, so to
speak, put on sack-cloth and ashes;
mourn before its wailing-wall j vow
a return to allegiance to the one
"Power which animates and dominates all things;" and pray for re-

form and progress up and out from
the morass of suffering and tragedy
in which humanity now finds itself
plunged because of its sins.
THIS IS our New Year's greeting
to the world. And in order that
such greeting may not end in
gloom, let us consider the inspiring
words of 'Abdu 'l-Baha calling us to
the realization of the g'lorious possibilities that await earnest and inspired effort toward self-improvement:
"It is possible so to adjust oneself to the practice of nobility that
its atmosphere surrounds and colors every act. When actions are
habitually and conscientiously adjusted to noble standards, with no
thought of the words that might
herald them, then nobility becomes
the accent of life. At such a degree of evolution one scarcely needs
try any longer to be good-all acts
are become the distinctive expression of nobility."

THE NEW DAY
The day from darkness, leaps alive at dawn
A new born thing all beautiful and fair,
Shrouded in colors and soft tintings rare,
It sings itself into the fire of morn.
From out the darkness, day doth ever spring,
A new beginning, with a page all pure;
So with each life, darkness can not long endure,
Let each dawn to our hearts a new day bring.
Wipe from our minds the errors of the past,
Let love and courage overflow our hearts,
Be strong and true and nobly play our parts,
So shall each day he better than the last.
-SHAHNAZ WAlTE.
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THROUGH THE EYES OF A GREAT
SCULPTOR
RUTH

J.

MO],],ETT

"If love and agreement are manifest in.a single family, t~at ff!m~ly :will advan.ce,
beco-me illumined and spi1-itual; but if enmtty and hatred eX1st w1thm ~t destructwn
and dispersion are inevitable. This is likewise true of C! ci.ty. .If those who dw~ll
within it manifest a spirit of a?cord, love and fellowsh1p, 1~ mll prog,!"ess. ste~tly
and hwman conditions become bNghter, whereas through enmtty and stNfe 'tt wtll. be
degraded and its inhabitants scattered. In the same way the people of a natwn
develop and advance toward civilizatiqn and. enlighte?m~ent through love. aru[- acco~d
and are d'isintegrated by war and st.7,!-fe. F·mally th18 18 true of humantty 1tself, m
the aggregate.
.
"When love is realized and the ideal spi7"itual bonds untte the hearts of men,
the whole race will be uplifted, the world will continually grow 'more spiritual, and
the radiance and hapP'ine8s and t1'anquility of mankind will be immeasurably increased.
Warfare and strife w'ill be uprooted, disag-/'eement and dissension pass away and
Universal Peace ttnite the nations and peoples of the wo?'ld.-'Abdu'l-Baha.

~ HAT a magnificent
~ of unity, of beauty

symbol
and of
aspiration," exclaimed Mr. J. Otto
Schweizer after gazing in profound
silence at the BaM.'i Temple in
Wilmette. * , 'The keynote of this
age is unity," he continued. "The
law of the cells of matter, the law
of the farfiung celestial spheres and
the law of the whole human kingdom is unity. How strange that
man is only now a~akening to the
realization that the law of unity is
the very heartbeat of human progress! What a symbol of this powerful and permeating idea of unity
and its relation to all human progress is this magnificent Baha'i
House of Worship!" The kindly,
scholarly eyes of Mr. Schweizer
glowed with light as he studied the
symbols and structure of the
Baha'i Temple in detail.
The impressions of the great
Universal House of Worship as
seen through the eyes of this great
artist were most thrilling to the
writer, who had the privilege of
spending a day with Mr. Schweizer
and his family guiding them
·Near Chicago, illinois,

through the Temple and discussing
art and architecture in relation to
the problems of the human race.
This artist is one of the torch
bearers of humanity who from his
early youth has realized that ultimately all of its problems, whether
economic, social, political or national, are inextricably woven, and
have their secret roots imbedded in
the hearts and minds of man and
are inherently spiritual in nature.
In his art work he has tried to express the evolution of mankind to
higher and greater spiritual capacity, oneness and peace.
LET us step aside a moment and
glance at some of the infiuences that
have come into the life of this true
artist that we may understand a little better why this universal House
of Worship, symbolic in every
way of unity, made such an appeal
to this artist of international fame;
for he has breathed the culture of
many lands and been tested in the
school of difficulties. Mr. Schweizer
was born some seventy years ago in
the somewhat cosmopolitan city of
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Bah6/i House of Worship at Wilmette, IlI.*

Zurich, Switzerland. Even at the
age of three the talent for his life
work expressed itself in childish
drawings and paintings which were
admired by all who saw them. As
he approached maturity he went to
Dresden to study his art, first in
the Royal Academy and then in the
private studio of Dr. J ohannes
Schilling. After this for five years
he pursued his artist's calling in
both Rome and Florence.
In 1934 circumstances brought
young Otto Schweizer to America.
Then began a period of twelve
years of hardest and bitter est
tasks and tests. As he became acquainted with the habits and
thoughts of people in many lands
during all these years of training
and trial, his own attitude toward
life broadened and deepened and he
built up a sound philosophy of applied idealism which it would be
well to put in the schoolbooks for
the students of all races.

Molded thus in the school of life
as well as by technical training, he
became able to give expression to
his feelings, thoughts and philosophy in some outstanding statues
and relief panels. His works have
been exhibited in various art academies and may be seen in many of
our larger cities. Only last July
there was unveiled in Fairmount
Park, Philadelphia, his most recent
work, a group in honor of "The
Oolored Soldiery of Pennsylvania
in all Wars." His "James J. Davis
Allegorical Group" at Mooseheart,
Illinois, is much admired. Milwaukee possesses his large equestrian statue of General Von Steuben, and in Oarlisle, Pennsylvania,
may be seen his Molly Pitcher
statue. His ideal groups, panels of
, , The Harmonics of Evolution,"
"Lions On the Way," "Light
Bearers, " particularly express the
idealism of the sculptor.
Delicacy of line, perfection of

"This picture shows the completion of the ornamentation of the dome; work is proceeding on the clerestory
Hection; and the same magnificent ornamentation will adorn the outside walls of the entite bulldinlr.
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form, originality of idea, beauty of
arrangement characterize his work.
Profound meaning and aspiration
are woven into every line. Seldom
does one see such hig-h idealism
wroug-ht in stone. He is truly an
artist of the new age.
SO AS the little group stood under
the dome of the g'rea t edifice gazing
intently upward, this query was
put, "To one who can see a vision
of the far stretching path of evolution in a block of cold marble and
patiently chisel it into our view,
what does this great temple in its
unfinished condition mean 1"
"It is a divine inspiration from
foundation to the crowning apex,"
replied the artist with glowing- eyes
and radiant smile. ' 'At the very
root of this materialization of a
vision lie age old symbols of truth
and wisdom with new light. It is
expressed in an entirely new and
most beautiful conception. There
is nothing like it in the world. The
nine-pointed star which dictates the
g r 0 u n d plan and is reflected
throughout the building up to the
highest point of the edifice is the
new symbol of a new age.
"Permeating the whole structure
is the spirit of the lofty principle
of the unifying of the races, religions, classes and nations of mankind into a new degree of togetherness. The proportions of the construction are perfect. See those
nine gracefully curved lines of the
nine ribs of the dome, which, rising, touch each other as fingers of
upward stretching hands meeting in
prayer over the glistening whiteness of the crystal dome. The
fairylike openwork ornamentation,

containing- the religious symbols of
the world, gives an air of ethereal
refinement, aspiration and unity
that harmonizes with the central
thoug-ht of the whole structure.
"Even in this unfinished state,"
Mr. Schweizer continued, "the interior offers to the eye of vision
untold and marvelous possibilities
of finishing and final expression. It
can be truly said that the building
has no back or front or sides. All
the nine entrances lead to one center, symbolically one spiritual center, the Creator, the God of Love
and Wisdom. Though as yet devoid
of decoration, the structural masses
leading- up to the first and second
balconies produce a lofty and uplifting sensation. The intense desire arises in the heart that this
beautiful edifice may soon be finished, finished ill the same magnificent workmanship and in harmony with the priceless original
designs of its inspired architect and
creator, Mr. Bourgeois."
Mr. Schweizer showed a keen
appreciation, as did his radiant
wife, of the permanency of the
Baha,'i Temple when he said, "The
technical construction is of a quality that will endure for hundreds of
years and every precaution is
clearly being taken toward that end.
The spot where the Temple stands
was most wisely selected as through
the guidance of a divine hand. I
can picture the Temple of the future, standing out like a sparkling
jewel mounted on the golden rim of
God's earth. I repeat, there is
nothing like it in the universe.
When completed it will undoubtedly
be the Mecca for millions of people
from all corners of the earth. It
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"Lions on the TVay"
one of the ideal panels by
Mr, Schweize'r.

, , The H a'f'nw'JPics of

Evol'ution," by Gtto 8ch'iveZ.ze'f.
This panel., together with the panel,
" Light-b earers" (see following page) ma·rvelously
ecrpresses in
form

goals

evol'llt'i01I

sculpt'ured
of 8pl~ritual

toward

which

hnmani,ty ·i8 te'l'//.ring.
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be s tow the
highest gra titude
and
c red it upon
those who are
sacrificing so
inuch to build
this Temple.
Their earnest
con v i c t ion,
their sincere
purpose, their
profound love
form a piercing be ac 0 n
light against
the prevailing
darkness and
confusion 0 f
the wo 1'1 d.
They by their
lives seem to
be calling
t h 0 s e souls
who are ready
to come forth
to pray in a
new spirit of
"Light-bearers"
freedom and
will be considered as one of the unity and love. ll'or when love is
great wonders of the world of arch- universally realized, the hearts of
men will be united and the whole
i tecture. "
Again Mr. Schweizer revealed human race will be uplifted.
"You teachers are certainly
the depths of the inner understanding of the meaning of the Baha'i carrying the brightly shining
Temple for just as we were about to torches as true light bearers to the
leave he said: "It has been a great children of God, pointing the way
and inspiring moment of our lives toward the ultimate goal- the
to visit the Temple under your lov- Kingdom of God. I shall never
ing guidance. We have learned forget this great privilege. I am
much of the religion of Love of deeply grateful to God that the
which this is the exquisite symbol Temple of Light is being conand beloved shrine for the people structed to promote the unity and
of the world. We of today must progress of the world today."

OUR RESPONSIBILITY

FEEL the urge to remind you one and all of the
necessity of keeping ever in mind this fundamental verity that the efficacy of the spiritual forces
centering in, and radiating from, the first Mashriqu'l-Adhkar (Baha 'i House of Worship) in the
West will in a great measure depend upon the extent
to which we, the pioneer workers in that land will,
with clear vision, unquenchable faith, and inflexible
determination, resolve to voluntarily abnegate temporal advantages in our support of so meritorious
an endeavor.

I

"The higher the degree of our renunciation and
self-sacrifice, the wider the rang"e of the contributing
believers, the more apparent will become the vitalizing forces that are to emanate from this unique and
sacred edifice; and the greater, in consequence, the
stimulating effect it will exert upon the propagation of the Faith in the days to come.
"Not by the abundance of our donations, not even
by the spontaneity of our efforts, but rather by the
degree of self-abnegation which our contributions
will entail, can we effectively promote the speedy
realization of 'Abdu 'l-Baha 's cherished desire. How
great our responsibility, how immense our task, how
priceless the advantages that we can reap !"-Excerpt from a letter of Shoghi Effendi, auardian of
the Bah6!i Cause, to .American Bah6!is.
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THE OUTPOSTS OF A WORLD RELIGIO.N
LOULIE A. MATHEws
This w the fi1'st of a series of spiritual travel a1,ticles by the author who is making
official teaching tOto'S in the Pac·ific aj'ea in behalf of the New World Order of
Bahci/n'lllih.

ON

every Baha,'i community,
unity is a coveted quality. It
is one of the pillars of the New
,V orld Order of Baha 'u 'Hah. It is
the amalgamating force in groups
of people working for a common
end. Unity, like a golden chain that
threads a string of pearls, holds
each in place, yet is itself unseen.
The pages of history reveal man's
struggle for power, without recognizing in unity a force more compelling than violence.
Only when a. divine teacher walks
among men do we catch the meaning of this shining quality.
We were approaching New Zealand and it was a comfort to know
that the "Franconia" would come
to anchor at the wharf, instead of
out in midstream as so often had
happened in cruising among the
South Sea Islands. WOI' here, with
rare exceptions, there are no harbors and passongers must be carried ashore in small motor boats
that thread their way between dangerous coral reefs over which
breaks eternally the surf.
New Zealand is really two separate islands divided by a channel.
The north island holds the cities of
Auckland and vVellingion, while on
the south island is the city of Christ
Church. One can grasp something
of its remoteness when you remember that it is from here that the
expeditions for the South Pole set
out; it is the last land sig'hted be-

U

fore reaching the Pole. We were
now more than ten thousand miles
from the Atlantic seaboard. Some
of these facts drifted through my
mind as I laid out the name and
address of the secretary of the
Auckland Baha 'i Assembly to whom
I had written some months back,
telling her that I hoped to be on the
S. S. Franconia when she put into
port and that I should find my way
to her house without delay. How
little did I dream that here I was
to see a demonstration of the power
of unity from which I should gain
fresh insight into the workings of
this most baffling force.
EAHLY IN the morning of March
3rd we docked. The stewardess
knocked, usually so calm she seemed
all in a fluny. "Hurry," she cried,
"there are lots of people here asking for you." "For me7" I queried, incredulous. "Yes, truly, the
corridor is filled with people asking for your cabin."
I flew into my clothes and flung
open the door. There in the early
morning' was the whole Auckland
Assembly. One after another they
repeated the BaM.'i greeting, their
hands full of flowers and small
baskets of fruit-tokens of welcome. My letter had told them my
name. They knew nothing more.
I was a Balul 'i; that was enough.
One of their number was waiting
011 the wharf, a recent stroke hav-
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iug robbed her of speech, but she
had come nevertheless. Breakfast
had been prepa red up town so we
walked together throngh the clear
sunshine, for it was already autumn in New Zealand and the air
"was light and slightly chill, as it
would be with us in October.
A photograph of Mrs. Keith
Ransom-Kehler taken with the Assembly, the friends had brought to
s how me ; m any remembered
l\fartha Root's visit and spoke of
the wonderful addresses she had
given during her visit to Auckland.
,Ve were welded together by our
admiration for these two standard
bearers of the Cause-two pioneers
who had blessed New Zealand by
their presence.
As I had errands to do, we parted. I promised to return at noon
for we were to lunch together and
afterward I was to spea le at the
·Woman's Club.
THE FRIENDS had secured a surprising number of opportunities for
me to speak dnring our short stay.
No one asked me if I was accustomed to speak in public-it was
taken for granted that whatever
furthered the Cause I would do.
Their sublime confidence in my
abilities was contagious, and silenced the excuses that naturally
rose to my lips. I asked for suggestions and advice as to topics.
They replied that they felt confident
that I would know exactly what to
say when the time came. They did
not wish to confuse me with words.
The routine of their own lives they
would drop in order to be with me,
and to pray for the success of the
undertaking. The result, they felt,
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would be remarkable. And so it
proved to he without a single exception.
Whatever I mentioned pertaining
to myself was received with the
greatest interest, but no. personal
questions were asked me. I could
not help thinking of Emerson's
definition of culture, "The measure
of things taken for granted." I
was experiencing what that definition implied.
Soon I was to learn that the
friends had been just as active in
publicity work as they had been in
welcoming me. As I stood that first
morning before a window displaying shoes for every sport under the
sun I was reminded that I needed
shoe laces. I stepped inside and a
man advanced briskly, words already forming on his lips, but he
uttered no sound. Instead he stood
stock-still and stared as though I
were a ghost out of Macbeth; then
darting behind the counter he
emerged, holding up the "Morning
News."
, 'You are a passenger on the
cruise boat that came in this morning-there's yOUl' picture right
enough. " He broke off and began
reading the caption beneath: "'l'he
Baha'i Movement, a world religion
that will bring about international
pea c e, inter-racial harmony."
"Why," he continued, "when I
read about this ill the morning
paper, I said to my wife, 'I should
like to know something more about
that religion' and then you walk
right into the store."
, 'IN ell, if you are in no hurry we
might sit down and talk about it,"
said 1.
"Yes, indeed, but wait, wait.
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Next door is a factory that lets out
at noon today. I'll call the menthey are badly in need of cheer,
they have no heart in them."
THE rear of the store he
shouted to the foreman and presently the buzz of the machinery
slowed and then died away. Into
the shop the men came in little
bunches-many had leather aprons
on, some were in jumpers, all were
grimy from machine oil. My friend
of the "Morning News" elected
himself chairman. He made the
men sit down on the floor and then
proceeded with a formal speech of
welcome as a member of the great
BaM, 'i Movement.
He gave a
graphic reproduction of the words
printed in the morning paper.
While this introductory measure
was in progress two women looked
in at the door, curious to know
what was in the wind. Some one
beckoned and in they came and
seated themselves on the bench as
though by appointment. Then we
spoke together of The Grea test
Thing in the World, the Prophet of
this age; of the changes He had
wrought in the structure of human
society; of the profit sharing program that under the new economic
plan labor would be entitled to; and
of how Baha'u'llah had placed
labor, if carried out with nobility
of purpose, as an act of worship.
The unwelcome noon-day chimes
rang out, no one moved, but it was
the hour of my promised return.
We shook hands warmly. I told the
men how interested the Baha'is in
America would be to hear about
our impromptu and magic meeting
and of how staunchly I should deny
FROM
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that the English were either cold
or conventional. As for the parting
between the chairman and myself,
it was as though lifelong friends
separated for the first time.
Who shall say one thing is important and another insignificant.
when from a shoe string had been
built a bridge-a veritable Jacob's
ladder that had spanned the distance between earth and heaven!
THE DAYS sped by. Each in turn
brought fresh opportunities to present the Baha'i Cause. The evenings were devoted to public meetings. Only occasionally we allowed
ourselves the privilege of a meeting reserved for ourselves, so that
we might talk over the thrilling
event about to take place - the
forming of a new National Spiritual Assembly for Australia and
New Zealand. Then again and
again must I describe the beauties
of the Temple at Wilmette, and
read aloud the letters of Shoghi
Effendi.
At last the time came when we
had only one day left. In order to
prolong it my husband went to the
purser and asked permission to
hold a reception on board the Franconia. The suggestion met with an
unexpected response. The purser
beamed and said he would give us
wha t he called "a spread." The
management made only one condition-that no one should be a guest
without a personal invitation.
The night was clear, a forest of
masts stretched across the bay,
each with its twinkling lantern,
while beyond were the lights that
crowned the little hills dotting the
entrance to the harbor. When we
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were all gathered in the tea-garden
there were nearly a hundred people.
Ministers had come and radicals,
too, teachers and members of the
varied organizations before which
I had spoken. There were chance
acquaintances and my chairman of
the shoe shop. The Maori's came,
their dark eyes and hair set off by
shawls of bright C010TS j they had
brought a noted singer so that we
might hear the legends and stories
of their race-the ancient lays of a
most ancient people. The singer,
young and fair, sang in the soft
accents of the Maori tongue, a language fast becoming obsolete. In
song she used the" poi balls" made
of delicately tinted straw, attached
to the wrist. As the chorus proceeds the ball describes graceful
circles over the head and shoulders;
when the theme is sad, the motion
almost ceases and the ball ripples
back and forth, but when the measure is bright and tripping the ball
flies about like a humming bird.
The words of Baha 'u 'llah and
His message outlined supplied the
spiritual part of the feast, that the
light He brought was for all mankind and how we had but to open
the doors of our hearts to receive
our portion.
Men arose from among the
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audience and gave thanks for this
message, which many were hearing
for the first time. Sincerity shone
in their faces as they repeated
what they had heard and each spoke
from a full heart. It was one of
those hours when everything but
the spiritual realities faded away.
W HAT HAD brought these days to
so high a fulfillment ~ The answer
is to be found in that little word,
'Lmity. The Baha,'is united in a
given program j everything that
contributed to that program was
fostered, everything not relative to
the activities of the Cause was banished. Night and day a strong resolve found us advancing without a
moment of retreat.
It was as though a magician had
spread a magic carpet that rose
above the city of familiar things
and carried men into a purer atmosphere, giving them a wider
view, a broader horizon. This
journey can only be accomplished
when everything material is sifted
out so that pure spirit remains.
Then fellowship becomes a reality.
And Baha'u'llah in the Hidden
TVords tells us that "Fellowship is
the cause of unity and unity is the
source of order in the world."

---S--(( Discover for yourselves the reality of things, and strive to assimilate the methods by 'which the means of life, of welTrbeing, of noblemindedness and glory are attained among the nations and people of the
world."-' Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE GROWING TREE
DOHIS }\lc[(AY
"Through the power of the D'ivine springtime, the downpour of the celestial clouds
and the heat of the Sun of Reulity, the T'l'ee of Life is it/st beginning to grow. Before
long it will produce buds, bring forth leaves and /,I"tlits and cast its shade over the
East and the West./I-'Abdu!l-Baha.
~

HE word Baha'i is filtering
into the consciousness of
tllOse progressives who are helping
to construct a new world of thought.
One hears the echo of it in Esperanto congresses and educational
forums, in inter-religious conferences, interracial and international
groups; in peace meetings and economic round-tables, there it is
again-Baha'i, spirit of reconciliation and unity.
vVj th the word comes the demand
for a definition. Many people are
asking, "What is a Baha 'i 7' , The
answer would have been different
eighty years ago or twenty or even
five years ago because the Baha'i
of today is a composite of all the
stages that have preceded him.
That which is today known as the
Baha'i ]j'aith enshrines a life inspiring and creative Principle; in
the intellectual comprehension of
this principle, changes not fundamental but evolutionary have occurrecl It has sprung from the revealed Word of Baha 'u 'Hah like a
young tree from its first roots.
Branches have spanned the countries of the world and leaves have
multiplied. In this present period
we have the promise of efflorescence which, in turn, shall bring
forth the fruit of the tree. That
destined fruit, the world federation,
will thus appear as the product of
all previous growth. The cells
which have constituted that organ-

!!iD

·Inaugurated in 1844.

ism which we compare to a tree are
tho Baha 'is. Potentially it has ever
been one tree, the Baha'is of any
period have been one people-the
"people of Baha" (Glory). Therefore in order to understand the
meaning of Baha'i today we must
reconstruct a background by assembling the influences and characteristics which are the Baha'i heritage.
A BAHA'r in 1863, at the inception
of the Baha'i Faith, was one who
had touched the personality of the
recurrent and eternal Chirst. Most
of the early Baha'is had had special
prepa.ration and discipline as followers of the Bab, that radiant
young Prophet who had met His
death by execution nineteen years
before. The subsoil of the Baha'i
}\[ovement was in the Babi Movement* which had attracted from out
all Persia the pure and courageous
spirits. Its challenge, the reform
of Muhammadanism and belief in
the imminent appearance of "Him
whom God shall manifest" was the
rallying bugle for all in whom the
flame of true religion had not been
stifiecl by decadent religious practices.
The nucleus of existing
Babis had truly survived an ordeal
by fire, had weathered long years of
nllspeakable deprivation and suffering infiicted by a combination of
church and state. At the hour of
the Baha'i Revelation, Baha'u'llah,
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the one great BaN leader who had
escaped death, was facing removal
to a mOl'e remote exile than Baghdad. '1'he Bab years before had announced to an assemblage of His
interrogators "I am, I am, I am
the Promised One." Now Baha'u'11ah made a declaration which was
the equal in import to that dynamic
statement by His own Precursor for
He made public a secret knowledge
of His mission which had been His
for ten years, since the days of His
imprisonment in Persia. The turbaned and abba'd listeners in the
garden called "Ridvan" in Baghdad heard from the lips of the great
Prophet of all our modern era the
statement that He was destined to
be the RevealeI' of the divine Word.
The lamp of "divine and indivisible" religion had again been elevated to its niche for here indeed
was a Man among men Who manifested the authority and power of
a Moses, Zoroaster, Buddha, a
The
Muhammad or-a Christ.
forefathers of our present generation of Baha'is, entranced, were
swept into the acceptance of a disturbing new doctrine upon which
all the teachings of Baha 'u '11ah
were threaded as pearls upon a
cord-that of the principle of Oneness.

ing mark of the Baha'i of any Age
-by simple, unquestioning obedience to laws which they knew to be
the authoritative Will of the Almighty. No matter how circumscribed the past, prejudice melted
before the penetrating rays of intelligence and love which were in
these words. r]lhey were a people
changed in themselves by the spaciousness of the Splendor of God
among them, even as the associates
of those earlier appearance~ of ~he
divine Reality had cast aside their
dead selves. Not a phil080phy-pure religion wa::; what they had,
ardor of spiritual ~assion, s",eetness in the cup of martyrdom, freedom from hatred.
The creative period, that of direct
revelation, terminated in the passing of Baha 'u 'llah in 1892. For
nearly thirty years He had been engaged in building a llew culture, an
elaboration (,f the concvpt of Oneness, destined to influence civilization's trend for thousands of years.
Now when the Supreme Pen was no
longer moving over the pages, thl~
Faith of Baha 'u '11ah passed into its
Heroic or Apostolic Age, that in
which the tree was to extend its
shade to forty of the countries of
the eastern and western hemispheres.

Now BEGAN an actual transformation in the conduct and standards
of these disciples because their
faith required an immediate change
in their attitude to the people of
the diverse religions which composed the smoldering creedal background of th8 Orient. They were
translated into that consciousness
we call Universal-the distinguish-

To THE people of Baha the Prophet left a covenant, with 'Abdu '1Baha, His son, as its Centre,
Exemplar and Interpeter.
This
son, referred to by Baha'u'llfth as
the "Mystery of God" in His
unique station blended the human
qualities with" super-human knowlA certain
edge and perfection."
definite spirit to be characterized
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again as Baha'i, breathed from the
teachings and deeds of 'Abdu '1Baha. He called this Servitude.
The Baha'i Principles, relating
broadly to the establishment of
Oneness, concerned social and economic reform, the establishment of
internationalism and peace, the reconciliation of science and religion
-all, foundations of a new world
order. These were to be infused
into a self-absorbed and materialistic world by the simple efficacy of
love expressed through deeds. The
Most Great Peace of Baha 'u 'llah
was to become a contagion-or a
fire spreading from heart to heart
fanned by the loving personal
counsel and touching example of
, Abdu'l-Baha.
Released at length in the latter
years of His life from the confinement which had begun in His
youth, He made the journey to
Europe and America in 1912. His
personality broke down inhibitions
and dissolved barriers because it
was incarnate Love with the miracle-working "power of the Holy
Spirit." A distinctive, magnetic
figure, He was recognized as the
very spirit of mercy and forbearance. Those who accepted His
teaching and walked in the Path
He traced led charmed lives; they
caught His fire, reflected in a
measure His winning grace. The
way to attainment was through
profundity of the inner experience.
Meditation and prayer were to become the nourishment upon which
the social energies were to be genThe sense of wonder so
erated.
lost to our times was to pervade
strongholds of western materialism
like a fragrance borne on a spring

wind. Apostles of unity traveled
from the Orient to the Occident and
teachers arose from the west to
journey to new regions bearing the
Baha'i Message.
THE PASSING in 1921 of the saintly
Exemplar of the Baha'i Faith
('Abdu'l-Baha) revealed a Will and
Testament which put a practical
and concrete emphasis upon the intended world application of those
principles of heavenly living. The
import of the document was of
startling significance. Through it
'Abdu'l-Baha welded the link between the Apostolic era over which
He had held benign sway and the
sterner more strenuous Formative
Period which lay in store.
The
Baha'is, stunned by the removal of
their beloved Master and Friend received as His final bestowal a scroll
-the Will and Testament-with instructions for their future building.
The Cause, they learned, was not to
be set adrift by any severing of
communication with the direct
channel of divine intention; it was
to have a leader in the person of
the first Guardian of the Baha'i
Faith, grandson of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
Under the leadership of Shoghi Effendi the Cause of Baha'u'llah has
reached another definition.
"The Divine Courser moves
swiftly on," their beloved Master
had once said. The Baha'is were
now to have actual experience of
the rapidity of growth. Here was
a challenge to a new transformation of themselves in order to qualify for functioning in a period of
their faith which may be termed
administrative and intellectual.
The energy of goodwill whose re-
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deeming forces they had tested
must now be definitely ordered
toward its preconceived purpose of
a New "World Order. The idea of
Oneness was to transcend the province of emotion and become incorporated in an institution, the embryonic germ of a World State.
The divine protoplasm replete with
creational vitality was visibly taking shape. There was a rhythmic
movement of the Tree, a synchronizing of the flow of its life currents .
Through the ordered establishment
of Baha'i groups every single constituent was knit into an organic
whole through which an interpretative authority vested in the Guardian combined with the legislative
prerogatives of the national and
local governing bodies.
THE SPIRIT of Faith, born in the
earlier period of the Cause and the
spirit of Love manifesting itself in
the day of 'Abdu 'l-Baha now
seemed to unite to call forth nothing
short of a new mental conditioning.
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Perfect steadfastness in the essential Teaching and complete flexibility in meeting evolutionary trends
must merge in the New Baha'i. As
a sacrifice to the Administration all
remallllllg sense of personality
must become submerged, somewhat
as in the philosophy of Plato the individual was to give himself, his
talents, his energies to the idea of
the State. That the consummation
of the future State does not as yet
exist in no measure diminishes the
zeal of the individual for he labors
now in his own section or group of
the Baha'i organism where the perfect model for all futurity is being
created.
What is a Baha'i? Still, a person whom the recurrent Christ has
touched; still, a "wanderer in the
wilderness of love," and now, as
well, a citizen of a World Order
divine in origin, that overshadows
all this last troubled valley through
which mankind will pass on the way
to its Golden Age. Then shall the
Growing Tree bring forth its fruit.

-+"The face of natu,re is illumtined-the g1'aSS, the stones, the hills and valleys shine;
but they shine not of themselves, but because they 1".efiect the 1"ays of the sun. It is
the sun which shines.

In the sa'me way, our minds reflect God.

Those who live

thinking good thoughts, doing good deeds, and with 101)e in their hearts-the minds of
these become ever clearer, reflecting more and more prefectly the love of God, while the
minds of those who Hve in ignorance and desire are cLouded and obscured and give
fm"th His light but meagrely. . . . When in the course of evolution the stage of
thought and reason has been reached, the human mind acts as a mirror reflecting the
glory of God . . . . Life

1$

eternal, but the individual human consciousness is not in-

hfwently so. It can only ga,in
This union man may reach by a

irn~mortality
p1t1'B

by uniting with the pure Divine Essence.

life and love for God and his fellow men."
'Abdu'l-BaM.
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POR T ALS TO FREED OM
(An A'Ldobiographical Story)
CHAPTER

4.

H.
•
•
Nothing will produce results save intense sincerity. Nothing will be
p1'oducNve of f1"lIit save complete advancement toward God!"-'Abdu'l-BaM.

lO.i)--rcm ASKED

'Abdu 'I-Baha one
day: "Why should I believe
in Baha 'u 'Wih ~ , ,
He looked long and searchingly
as it seemed into my very soul.
The silence deepened. He did not
answer. In that silence I had time
to consider ·why I had asked the
question, and dimly I began to see
that only I myself could supply the
reason.
.After all, why should I
believe in anyone or anything except as a means, an incentive, a dynamic for the securing of a fuller,
deeper, more perfect life '/ Does
the cabinet-maker's apprentice ask
himself why he should believe in
the master wood-worker"?
He
wants to know how to make these
raw materials into things of beauty
and usefulness. He m~~st believe in
anyone who can show him how to
do that, providing he first has faith
in his own capacity. I had the stuff
of life. vVas Baha 'u 'nah the .Master
VV orkmall ~ If He were I knew that
I would follow, though through
blood and tears. But how could I
know?
I wondered why 'Abdu 'l'Baha
kept silence so long, yet was it
silence ~ rrha t stillness held more
than words. At last He spoke.

M

"The work of a Christian minister is
most important. When you preach, or pray
or teach your people your heal't must be
filled with love for them and love for God.
And you must be sincere-ve1'"Y sincere."

He spoke in Persian, the interpreter translating fluently and
beautifully. But no oIle could int.erpret that Divine Voice. He

spoke, indeed, as never mere man
spake. One listened entranced and
understood inwardly even before
the interpreter opened his mouth.
It was as though the Eng'lish skimmed the surface: the voice, the eyes,
the smile of 'Abdu 'l-Baha taught
the heart to probe the depths. He
continued:
"And you can never be sincere enough
until your heart is entirely severed from
attachment to the things of this world. Do
not preach love and have a loveless heart.
Do not preach purity and harbor impure
thoughts. Do not preach peace and be at
inward strife."

He paused and added with a sort
of humorous sadness: "I have
known ministers who did this." My
guilty conscience acquiesced. So
had 1.
It was not until many months
later that I realized He had answered my question. Certainly I was
brought nearer to faith in Baha'uHah as Life's Master vVorkman.
Surely this was a glorious hint as
to how the stuff of life could be
made into things of beauty and
worth. Just for an instant I
touched the Garment of His Majesty. But only for an instant.
rrhe doors swung quickly to again
and left me out. These days and
weeks of alternating light and
darkness, hope and despair were
black indeed. Yet, strange to say,
I gloried in the depths. They were
at least real. For the first time I
realized the value, the imperative
need, of spiritual suffering. The
throes of parturition must always
precede birth.
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I REMEMBEH as though it were
yesterday another illnstra tion of
'Abdu'I-Balu1 's divine technique. I
was not at all well that summer.
A relapse waH threatening a return
of a condition which had necessitated a major operation the year
before. My nervous condition made
me consider breaking the habit of
smoking which had been with me
all my adult life. I had always
prided myself on the ability to
break the habit at any time. In
fact I had several times cut off the
use of tobacco for a period of many
months. But this time to my surprise and chagTln I found my
nerves and will in such a condition
iha t after two or three days the
craving' became too much for me.
Finally it occurred to me to ask
the assistance of 'Abdu 'l-Baha. I
had read His beautiful Tahlet beginning: "0 ye pure friends of
God!" in which He glori tied personal cleanliness and urged the
avoidance of anything tending
towards habits of self indulgence.
"Surely," I said to myself, "He
will tell me how to overcome this
habit."
So, when I next saw Him I told
Him all about it. It was like a
child confessing to His mother, and
my voice trailed away to embarrassed silence after only the fewest
of words. But He understood, indeed much better than I did. Again
I was conscious of an embracing,
understanding love as He regarded
me. After a moment He asked
quietly:
"How much do you smoke ~ , , I
told him.
"Oh," He said, "T do not think
that will hurt you. The llWll ill tll(~
Orient smoke all the time. rrheil'
hail' and beards Hnd clothing be-
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come saturated. It is often very
offensive. But you do not do this,
and at your age and having been
accustomed to it for so many years,
I do not think that you should let
it trouble you at an." His gentle
eyes and smile seemed to hold a
twinkle that recalled my impression of His enjoyment of a divine
joke.
I was somewhat overwhelmed.
Not a disseI-tation on the evils of
habit; not an explanation of the
had effects on health; not a summoning of my will power to overcome desire, rather a Charter of
li'reedom did He present to me. I
did not understand but it was a
great relief for somehow I knew
that this was wise advice. So immediately that inner conflict was
stilled and I enjoyed my smoke
with no smitings of conscience. But
two days after this conversation I
found the desire for tobacco had
entirely left me and I did not smoke
again for seven years.
LOVE IS the Portal to Freedom.
This great truth began to dawn
upon me. Not only freedom to the
one who loves but freedom also to
the one upon whom this divine love
is bestowed. I have mentioned
several times the impression He always made upon me of an all~em
bracing love. How rarely we receive such an impression from
those around ns, even our nearest
and dearest, we all know. All our
human love seems based on self,
and even its highest expression is
limited to one or to very few. Not
so was the love which radiated from
'Abdu'l-Baha. Like the sun it
pomed upon all alike and, like it,
also warmed and gave new life to
aU it touched.
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In my experience in the Christian
ministry I had been accustomed
often to speak of the Love of God.
All through my life since, as a boy
of fifteen I had experienced the
thrilling gift of "conversion," socalled, in which, literally, the heavens had opened, a great light shone
and a Voice from the world unseen
called me to renunciation and the
life of the spirit, I had heard and
spoken much of the Love of God.
I now realized that I had never before even known what the words
meant.
About this time I first heard the
now familiar story of 'Abdu'lBaha's answer to one who asked
Him why it was that those who
came from His presence possessed
a shining face. "Is it so," He said,
with that sublime smile and humble
gesture of the hands which once
seen may never be forgotten, "Is
it so ~ It must be because I see in
every face the Face of my Heavenly Father."
Ponder this answer.
Deeply
search the depths of these simple
words, for here may be discerned
the meaning of the "Love of God"
and the source of Its transfOl'ming
power. One may readily understand why the lover's face should
glow with heavenly radiance. Surely one's whole being would be
transformed once the Lamp of
Cosmic Love were ignited in the
heart.
But why should It cause
the face of the seeker, the estranged, the sinful, upon whom that Love
is turned, also to become radiant ~
i{l.T e find the answer in another of
'Abdu'l-Baha's comprehensive, authoritative sayings: "Dost thou desire to love God? Love thy fellow
men, for in them ye see the image
and likeness of God." But it re-

quires the penetrating eye of a
more than personal, individual,
limited love to see God's Face in
the face of saint and sinner alike.
Must it not require, to some degree at least, that all-embracing
love which Christ showered upon
all alike, to enable us to see the
Face of our Heavenly Father reflected in the faces of our brother
men ~ This must be what our Lord
meant when He said: "A new commandment I give unto you that ye
love one another as I have loved
you." A new commandment indeed, and how basely neglected let
the condition of our pseudo-Christian civilization bear witness.
ABOUT THIS time I was present
at an interview sought by a unitarian clergyman, who was preparing an article on the Baha'i Movement for the North American Review. Here again I saw this universal, cosmic love illustrated. This
minister was quite advanced in age.
He has since passed from this world
and now, we hope, has a clearer
vision of the Reality of Love and
Truth than he seemed to have discovered here. It was incredible to
me, even then, that any soul could
be so filled with human ego as to
be impervious to the influence emanating from 'Abdu'l-Baha. He
(' Abdu'l-Baha) sat quite silent
throughout the interview, listening
with unwearied attention to the
long hypothetical questions of the
reverend doctor. They related entirely to the history of the Baha'i
Cause; its early dissensions; its
relation to the Muhammadan
priesthood and teachings. ' Abdu '1Baha answered mainly in monosyllables. He never flagged in interest but it seemed to be more an

PORT ALS TO FREEDOM

interest in the questioner than in
his questions. He sat perfectly relaxed, His hands in His lap with
palms upward as was characteristic of Him.
He looked at the
interviewer with that indescribable
expression of understanding love
which never failed. His face was
radiant with an inner flame.
The doctor talked on and on. I
grew more and more impatient. I
was ashamed of and for him. ,Vhy
did not' Abdu 'l-Baha recognize the
superficial nature underlying all
these questions 7 Could He not see
that their object was only to gain
substantiation for a critically adverse magazine article for the
writing of which a substantial
check might be anticipated 7 Why
was not the interview cut short and
the talker dismissed 7 But if
others in the group grew impatient
'Abdu'l-Baha did not. He encouraged the doctor to express himself
fully. If the speaker flagged for a
moment' Abdu'l-Baha spoke briefly
in reply to a question and then
waited courteously for him to continue.
At last the reverend doctor paused.
There was silence for a
moment and then that softly resonant voice filled the room. Sentence by sentence the interpreter
translated. He spoke of "His Holiness Christ;" of His love for all
men, strong even unto the Cross;
of the high station of the Christian
ministry "to which you, my dear
son, have been called;" of the need
th[lt men called to this station
shoulll "cha rac1erize themselves
with the characteristics of God" in
order that their people should be
attracted to the divine life, for
non e can resist the expres-
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si on in your life of the attributes
of God. It is a key which unlocks
every heart."
He spoke, too, of
the coming Kingdom of God on
earth which Christ had told us to
pray for and which, in accordance
with His promise, Baha'u'llah had
come to this world to establish.
Within five minutes His questioner had become humble, for the
moment at least a disciple at His
feet. He seemed to have been
transported to another world, as
indeed we all were. His face shone
faintly ai3 though he had received
an inner illumination. Then' Ab du'l-Baha rose. We all rose with Him
in body as we had risen with Him
in spirit. He lovingly embraced
the doctor and led him towards the
door. At the threshhold He paused. His eyes had lighted upon a
large bunch of American Beauty
roses which one of the friends had
brought to Him that morning.
There were at least two dozen of
them, perhaps three. There were
so many and their stems so long
that they had been placed in an
earthenware umbrella stand. We
all had noticed their beauty and
fragrance.
No sooner had 'Abdu'l-Baha's
eyes lighted upon them than He
laughed aloud; His boyish hearty
laughter rang through the room.
He stooped, gathered the whole
bunch in His arms, straightened
and placed them all in the arms of
His visitor. Never shall I forget
that round, bespectacled, grey head
above that immense bunch of lovely
flowers. So surprised, so radiant,
so humble, so transformed. Ah!
'Abdu'l-Baha knew how to teach
the Love of God!
(T 0 be contimted)
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STOCKHOLM CITY BUREAU FOR BOYS
MARTHA

L.

ROOT

"There are two pathways which have been pointed out by the Heavenly Educators.
The first is divine guidance and 1'eHance upon the Manifestations of God. The other is
the 1'oad to materialism and 1'eliance upon the senses, These roads lead in opposite
directions. The first leads to the world of the Kingdom; the other ends in the world of
human vices and is contrary to the cause of divine guidance. , .. Upon the children 0/
today, whether boys or g'b'ls, depends the moulding of the civilization of tomorrow."
-'Abdu'I-BahU.

n

T IS impossible to overestimate the importance of
the right training and guidance of
young people, Everywhere people
are becoming more and more conscious of the necessity of universal
education. Besides this, people in
the more enlightened countries
have become aroused during the
last twenty-five years to the need
of special provision for unfortunate, neglected and delinquent youth
and we find various organizations,
public and private, especially in
large cities, for meeting this need,
At the present time Cl vast army of
vagrant youth induced by unemployment has made the problem of
providing means for their livelihood and training extremely acute.
rrhe story then of how one city
successfully meets its boy problem
becomes of universal interest.
,\Thile in Stockholm the writer has
been privileged to observe at first
hand the characteristically thorough-going and efficient way in
which the city of Stockholm is caring for its boys; if other cities in
the world have more high and practical plans for this work she does
not know of them.
Let us look briefly at some of
the services the Stockholm City
Bureau for Boys renders. All boys
who \vish advice about what 10
study for their life work call come
and consult this bureau. They can

U

find out what kind of work they are
best fitted to do, can find out how
long it will take to train for this
work, how much it will cost, what
are the possibilities of getting
financial assistance from the state
-for the Swedish government
helps in the education of its youth
-and how to make application to
enter different schools, The boys
can receive medical examination to
determine whether they are physicallyfit for their work; often
parents come with their sons to this
Bureau to make these inquiries.
Each year many hundreds of boys
come for advice.
The Bureau also serves unemnloyed boys who come to ask whel'e
they can get training or for something to keep them busy until thev
can find work. The city gives two
and a half kronins (about sixtyseven cents) a day to the very poor
boys between the ag'es of eighteen
and twenty-five years who have no
means of employment. This is
given only after careful investi,g-ation has been made to know that
these boys actually need the help.
An such boys must have at least
twenty hours of school work each
week. The maiority of them desire
to study such things as woodworking, mathematics and the Swedish
language. Means for this is provided in the Bureau. They receive
the materials free for their wood-
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work and may keep articles which
they construct; some take the articles home, some sell them. They
learn to make simple but artistic
and practical furniture. Many of
these unemployed boys who are interested in higher studies through
the Bureau are placed in excellent
schools. Thus this Bureau is like
a port through which progressive
boys may walk into a new life.
A THIRD group aided consists of
boys and parents who have great
conflicts in their homes. Both parents and sons may consult the Bureau which thus becomes the unofficial lawyer who tries in a fair,
just way to bring them together
again, or failing in that, to find
another ·way of solving their difficulties. A careful diagnosis of
each case is made, even including
the boys' companions and their
workshops, for sometimes the
trouble comes not from the homes
but from the workshops.
Every
one of all the thousands of boys
who pass through the Bureau is
carefully studied socially and pedagogically. The results show many
remarkable circumstances which
very often are a reason for their
handicaps in trying to get employment. This expert advice which
the Bureau is able to render thus
proves invaluable.
Boys who have been in Homes of
Detention make up another group
helped by the Bureau. When the
boys leave these places, the Bureau
often has orders from the City of
Stockholm to look after them and
help them get positions, or to help
them continue their education. All
such boys are expected to come to
the Bureau once a week or in some

M1'. Ha-n'Y OhHn, Director of Stockhotm

City Bu.reau for Boys.

cases once a month to report how
they are getting along.
Another service which this Bureau renders is to look after the
very young boys who are working
in the streets to sell something or
engaged, perhaps, in some work in
amusement parks. In these cases
the home situation is looked into
and the Bureau decides whether
the boys should be working or
whether Stockholm Oity should
provide for them until they are old
enough to work. Then, too, there
are the boys over sixteen who often
come to Stockholm from the country and must live in poor hotels.
Often it is possible to send them
back to their homes in the country.
Perhaps the boys have no home outside of Stockholm. In such case the
Bureau finds a better place for
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them to live. It is always very insistent that these boys do not stay
in lower class men's hotels.

class rooms, and many club rooms.
In fact, they cannot accommodate
all the clubs that wish to meet
there, and the standard of clubs
IT IS interesting to know that
that can meet in that building must
H. R. H. the Crown Prince of
be morally very high.
Sweden, Gustaf Adolf, from the
Mr. Harry Ohlin, the fine young'
very beginning has been following
director,
who has by the way twice
this Bureau work and has given
the
United States in order
visited
most generously to help its promoto
study
in
Columbia University
tion.
His interest has been not
and
who
has
as well studied th~
only to give the money but also to
youth
problem
in the leading cenknow how the young boys can have
ters
of
Europe,
is not at all satisthe best help for their future.
This Bureau was started in 1928 fied. He says that the Stockholm
with a committee of four members Oity Bureau for Boys is only beonly, whose aim was to find out new ginning its great work; he is planways to advise and help boys and ning how to have a simple but high
to furnish a complement to the class hotel for boys where thev will
schools and employment bureaus. have not only rooms in whi~h to
o
They began with five rooms in the sleep but have an attractive dinin 1:>'
room,
a
big
swimming
pool,
a
gymold part of Stockholm City and today, in 1934, six years later, they nasium, an outdoor place for sport
have become a part of Stockholm training, and last but most importCity. Now they have a twenty-six ant of all, he says there must be
room building in the modern dis- the spirit of young enthusiasm, intrict where they have their office, terest, plain living but high thinklarge assembly hall, writing room, ing, high vision!

-+"In the tenderest years of their youth the pU1'e hearts of boys and
g'irls must be iUumined with the light of the love of God. Then when
they grow up most astonishing results w'ill be prod~wed because the
maps of their' whole lives wnl be drawn with the hand of the Spiritual
Edu,cator . ... The lower' appetites of nature are like kings over men,one must defeat their' forces, otherwise he will be defeated by them,."
- ' A.bdu'l-Bahd

DIFFERENCE IN
CHARACTERS

"Never think whether you will
have more or less wealth for riches
will never guide any man in the
right way."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

========================~~==========================
IlUESTION.. How ~~ny kinds of cha~·a~ter.has man¥ and what is
~
the cause of the dIfferences and varIeties III men ~
Answer. He has the innate character, the inherited character, and
the acquired character which is gained by education.
""Vith regard to the innate character, although the divine creation is
purely good, yet the varieties of natural qualities in man come from the
differences of degree; all are excellent, but they are more or less so according to degree. So all mankind possess intelligence and capacities,
but the intelligence, the capacity, and the worthiness of men differ. This
is evident.
]101' example, take a number of children of one family, of one place,
of one school, instructed by one teacher, reared on the same food, in the
same climate, with the same clothing, and studying the same lessons-it
is certain that among these children some will be clever in the sciences,
some will be of average ability, and some dull. Hence it is clear that
in the original nature there exists a difference of degree, and varieties of
worthiness and capacity. This difference does not imply good or evil,
but is simply a difference of degree. One has the highest degree, another
the medium degree, and another the lowest degree. So man exists, the
animal, the plant, and the mineral exist also but the degrees of these
four existences vary. What a difference between the existence of man
and of the animal! Yet both are existences. It is evident that in existence there are differences of degrees.
~HE

fathers and especially the mothers, must always think how they
u.e
can best educate their children; not how to fondle and embrace
them and thus spoil them. By every means at their disposal they must
inculcate into their growing bodies, souls, mind, and spirits, the principles of sincerity, love, trustfulness, obedience, true democracy, and
kindness toward all races; thus hereafter the world of civilization may
flow in one mighty current and the children of the next generation may
make secure the foundations of human solidarity and goodwill. From
the tenderest childhood the children must be taught by their mothers the
love of God and the love of humanity not the love of the humanity of
Asia, or the humanity of Europe, or the humanity of America, but
the humanity of humankind.
~HHOUGH education the
~ become valiant, through

ignorant become learned, the cowardly
cultivation the crooked branch becomes
straight-the acid bitter fruit of the mountains and woods becomes
sweet and delicious, and the five-petalled flower becomes hundred
petalled. Through education savage nations become civilized, and
even the animals become domesticated. Education must be considered
as most important. Education has a universal influence, and the differences caused by it are very great."
, Abdu, 'l-BahQ,.
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THE CREATIVE ART OF HUMAN
RELATIONSHIPS
CHARLOTTE

M.

LINFOOT

~~N

his book, "The Enlargement out that it is a relatively simple
of Personality,' '* Mr. J. H. matter for each of us to discover to
Denison tells of an ancient tale of what extent we are the products of
a land where all the people were ex. . artificial masks of habit, custom and
ceedingly ugly of countenance, with modern practices, and how con. .
thick, protruding lips, brutal lines stantly we are aware of their pres . .
about the mouth, crafty wrinkles sure upon our individuality.
about the eyes, and so on. The King
PROCEEDING further, Mr. Denison
of this land was a man keenly sensi . . states that this same method has
tive to beauty and the ugliness of also produced a society so accushis subjects brought agony to his tomed to certain habits of thinking;
soul. One day he conceived a plan and acting that it looks with disby which he believed he could corn . . favor and suspicion upon any new
pletely transform the features of ideas which do not accord with the
his people. Accordingly, he order . . accepted standards and order of the
ed a mold to be made from the face day. He goes on to show that the
of a beautiful youth whose features only thing that has saved the human
were serene and perfect, with clear. . race from becoming wholly uncut nostrils, firm chin and delicately thinking creatures of changeless
chiseled lips. From this mold an habits has been the appearance
iron mask was formed and this from time to time of great souls
mask he ordered to be placed upon who have dared to throw off the
the face of every new . . born babe in mask and give expression to the
the land so that as the child grew spiritual urges within them. By so
the soft, unformed features would doing, they have been able to create
take on the form of the mask and so within men such an exalted conscibecome beautiful according to the ousness of the purpose of life that
king's conception
not only have their characters miraMr. Denison makes the observa- culously changed, but they have action that to a large degTee this same quired the courage to break away
mask method is that usually em. . from standardized social patterns
ployed in forming the character of and establish a civilization reflect . .
the mass of people in any land. The ing their new attitudes and aspira . .
school, the social set, national and tions. This method of transformracial traditions and the church, he ing character Mr. Denison defines
says, each forces its pattern upon as the method of inspiration. Those
the young and thus characters and who have been the source of this
conduct become the result, not of new impulse, he points out, have so
some deep underlying emotion, but startled those among whom they
of some preconceived and superim. . have walked that they have been re . .
posed idea of perfection. He points garded as "tainted" selves. When

1'. . J

'Published by Charles Scribner, 097 Fifth Ave., New York City.
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a man breaks a taboo in order to do
a good deed, he says, he becomes
bad by doing good and as a result
he is crushed by the persecution of
the good (~) men of his day, or else
he starts a new religion, or hoth.
As an illustration, Mr. Denison
cites the story of Jesus Who not
only plucked corn for His hungry
disciples on the Sabbath Day, thereby breaking a strict Jewish law
against working on holy days, but
a t the same time broke an equally
strict law by permitting them to eat
it without ceremonial washing.
The above are only two of several
methods of character formation described by Mr. Denison. As one
reflects upon his statements one
comes to the conclusion that much
of the confusion in the world at the
present time is due largely to the
unwillingness of mankind to relinquish long' established habits of
thought and living and to establish
a line of action more nearly suited
to the new human relationships
which are the result of the age of
maturity in which we are living'.
IT WOULD seem that the great
need of men today is a new spiritual
impulse, a new principle of action,
an ideal so lofty and so absorbing
that all will be possessed of an allconsuming desire to give expression to it in their daily lives. Just
as His Holiness Jesus, the Christ,
was the inspiration of a new civilization which aspired to give expression to His Teachings, so today
Baha 'u '11ah, the Founder of the
Baha'i Faith, is the Source of a new
World Order that is slowly but
surely taking shape amid the chaos
and distress of the present day.
"Here," says 'Abdu 'l-Baha, "are
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teachings applicable to the advancement of human conditions, the realization of every desire and aspiration, the cause of the happiness of
the world of humanity, the stimulus
and illumination of mentality, the
impluse for advancement and uplift, the basis of unity for all nations, the fountain source of love
amongst mankind, the centeI' of
agreement, the means of peace and
harmony, the one bond which will
unite the divergent elements of all
civiliza tion. "
An open-minded investigation of
the history, spiritual truths and social program of the Baha'i Faith
inspires new ideals in the honest
seeker and creates within his heart
a passionate desire to cooperate in
the shaping of a civilization wherein his lofty ideals and ambitions
may attain their fullest expression.
In the Book of Certitude, Baha'u'llah reveals these words:
"Is not the object of every Revelation to
effect a transformation in the whole character of mankind, a transformation that
shall manifest itself, both outwardly and
inwardly, that shall affect both its inner
life and external conditions? For if the
character of mankind be not changed the
futility of God's universal Manifestation
would be apparent."

The first step, therefore, in the
re-creation of civilization is the acquisition of divine characteristics
on the part of individuals. In the
Tablet of Tarazat, Baha'u'llah
says:
"Man should know his own self and those
things which lead to loftiness or to base~
ness, to shame or to honor, to affluence or
to poverty." In the same Tablet He points
out that good character is the best mantle
for men on the part of God and that good
character is the means for guiding men to
the right path. "We hope," He says, "that
bv the providence of the Wise Physician
man may discover that for which he has
been created."

Ha,ving looked first to his own
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character, the individual is instructed to so live that he may
be the means of elevating the
society in which he lives. For
example, Baha. 'u 'llah admonishes
His followers to practice such qualities as forbearance and benevolence. "These are the two lights
for the darkness of the world and as
two teachers to lead nations to
knowledge." He calls the people to
"consort with all people with joy
and fragrance; for association is
conducive to union and harmony,
and union and harmony are the
cause of order of the world and the
life of nations." Above aU, they
are expected "to show forth good
deeds, and to render justice in affairs. "
Arthur Twining Hadley, in one
of his sermons at Yale University,
entitled, "The Moral Basis of Denl0cracy," says:
"We are so accustomed to think of religion as an affair of the heart that we overlook the fact that its application to the practical conduct of life requires the use of the
head. There is no field in which it is so necessary to combine intelligence with faith as
with our idea of God. In former days men
were bound by creeds which described in detail God's attributes and God's wishes. You
accepted Him as He was pictured in those
creeds or you rejected Him altog·ether.
Today we try to judge for ourselves. Of

MA GA ZI N E
all the responsibilities which go with the
exercise of private judgment this is the
greatest. You call your God the God of
Justice; see to it that your faith takes such
shape that you can worship Him only by
doing justice. You call your God the God
of Love; see to it that your faith is so
shaped as to make you give love instead of
merely trying to receive it."

In His book, "The Divine Forces
of Civilization," 'Abdu'l-Baha
writes:
"Can any highel' career be imagined than
this, that a man should devote himself to
the cause of education, progress, glory and
prosperity for the servants of God? No,
in God's Name! It is the greatest of pious
deeds that the blessed souls should take hold
of them that are powerless by the hands,
deliver them from ignorance, degradation
and poverty, and filled with sincere purpose for the sake of God, should gird up
the loins of their ambition in the service of
all people, forgetting their own worldly advantage and striving for the common good."

Such is the challenge of the
Baha'i Faith. Such is the eternal
ideal seeking expression in the
lives of human beings. He is a real
artist who is able so to translate
these gTeat principles into his own
life that his efforts will find such
response in the heart of another
that they will join hands in a new
spirit of mutual love and understanding and go forth together in a
new spirit of service. This is the
(']'eative art of human relationships.

--S-"Free thyself front the fetters of this 'Wor~d, and escape from the
prison of self. .Appreciate the value of the ti'rne, for thou shalt never see
it again, nor shalt thou find a like opportunity."
-BaMt, "I,t 'llnh.
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CURRENT THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
''The Kingdom of Heaven; won only by the rebirth of individuals,
is expressed in social relationships."
-Arthur E. Morgan. " Antiach Nates."

"SC1IENUE PRESENTS a new outlook
over the universe, with a clearer vision of man's place in the scheme of
things, a better opportunity of appreciation of what life represents
and a changed attitude toward its
problems. Seen in this light, it
should aid in the forming of basic
beliefs. Philosophy and even religion may use it as the material with
which to build. It finds need for
common ground with philosophy,
art and religion in the work of developing a clear, broader and deeper vision of the world and things
about us . . . . With the advances
made by modern science, the socalled material universe does not
grow more definitely material. At
least, one may say, it is still beyond
our full understanding. :H'or these
reasons we need a close relation
among the va rious points of view
we must take. The interests of
science, art, philosophy and religioll
must be joined if their human value
is to be most fully l·ealized. Each
may stand alolle as an abstract or
non-human value, but when human
interests are touched, they must
come into intimate, mutually supporting relationship. "-Dr. John
C. .l\lerl'iam, President of the Carnegie Institution.
Washington

Evening Star.
NEITHER SOCIALISM nor communism meets the realities of human

nature as I sense them. Both of
them have an emotional dryness, a
dogmatic thinness which repels
me. They deal in the dry bones of
the "economic man" and I crave in
addition the flesh and blood and
spirit of the religious and the artistic man.
I want to see whole realms of being kept out of the sphere of economics and business. The economic
and business machines should be
subjected more and more to the religious, the artistic, and the deeper
scientific needs of man ....
We are approaching in the world
today one of the most dramatic moments in history. Will we allow
ca tastrophe to overtake us, and as a
result force us to retire to a more
simple, peasant-like form of existence, or will we meet the challenge
and expand our hearts, so tha t we
are fitted to wield with safety the
power which is ours almost for the
asking1-Honorable Henry A. Wallace, U. S. Secretary of Agriculture.

New Tracts for New Times.
"THE GOLDEN age is coming along
the economic highway."
"In all these spheres-the economic, the racial, the international,
which in many places overlapthere are signs that the golden age
is dawning. It will not come automatically. It will come as reforms
have always come, because some
heroic souls count not their lives
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dear in order that they may translate from the ideal to the actual
those trnths by which Jesus Christ
lived and for which He died.' '-Dr.
G. \V. Stafford of University Temple, Seattle, at the Institttte of
World AjJQ;i.rs, Riverside, Ca/if.

least, millions of modern Christians
lang'uish under that melancholia
which results fl-om a deepest divorce between belief and practice.
'Vc are flirting with wholesale neurosis.-Frank C. Bancroft, The
Christian Century.

"ORGANIZATION is to society what
the skeleton is to the body, at once
the framework which supports it
and the kinematic mechanism which
shapes it to its immediate environment and which moves it. Organization must, therefore, possess sufficient flexibility to adapt society to
its immediate environment and sufficient strength to move it."George H. Shepard, Professor of
Industrial Engineering' and Management, Purdne University. Sigma
XI Qua'rte1'ly.
NEW YORK papers report that
Bevedy Nichols' "Cry Havoc" has
been made compulsory reading in
the Canadian schools, Too good to
be true !~vVomen's International
League-News Letter.

"Is IT not better to press on in
our efforts to secure more wealth
and leisure and dignity of life for
our O\V11 future generations, even
thoug'h '.ve risk a glorious failure,
rather than accept inglorious failnre by perpetuating our present
conditions, in which these advantages are the exception rat.her t.han
the rule '?
"Shall ,ve not risk the fate of that
overambitious scientist, Icarus,
rather than resign ourselves without an effort to the fate which has
befallen the bees and ants? Such
are the questions I would put to
those v,rho maintain that science is
harmful to the race.' '-Sir J ames
Jeans in his address before the
British Associatioll fat· the Advancmneld of Science.

As A MANUAL of practical Christian dynamics, this book, The Pow et'
of Non-Violence, by Richard B.
Gregg, should have definite therapeutical value. That there is need
for therapy, can be doubted by no
one who has sensed the sinister division in modem Christian attitude
t.oward soeial problems: on the one
side deepening conviction that the
New Testament is something more
than the literature of a postterrestrial, individual mystery of
escape j on the other, bewildered
cynicism about the actual possibility of bringing it to bear upon corporate society. Subconsciously at

"THl~ ONE hundred thousand scientists of the world are its best
minds. In their thought.s and attitndes they are far in advance of the
1'est of the population.
Among
themselves these men, regardless of
the accident of nationality, form a
hrotherhood which is essentially
111ternational; more aeeul'ately, nOllnational. Science ignores politica.l
hOlllldal'ies, In the spirit of their
commingling and cooperation scient.ists thus flll'l1ish the closest existiug approach to practicillg' internationalism which the world can show
t 0 day. "-Editorial, Scientific
Alner'icQlfL

oci(tl tJnd Spiritttal PrInciples
••• of th~

•••

1.

Unfetterell search after truth, and the abandonment
of all Iluperstition and prej\l~ice.

2.

'fhe Oneness of Mankind; all are "leaves of one tree.
tl()wel':l in one garden."

3.

Heligion must be a cause of love and harmony, else
it is no rdig'ion.

•.

All religiong lire one in their fundamental principles.

6.

Religion must go band-in-hand with science.

I<'aith

Illld rea!lOIl must be in full accord.

6.

Universal peace: 'l'he establishment ot International
Arbitratiun and an International Parliament.

7.

The adoption of an Illternational Secondary Language
which shall be taught in all the schools of the world.

8.

ComllUh!ory education.-...especially for girls. who will
be mothi.!l·S IWJ the rust edUc1>tors of th0 next
genel'ation.

9.

Equal opportunities of devc!opment Ilnd equal rights
and privilel,>'es for both Sexes.

10.

Work for aU: No idle rich and Do idle poor, Ilwork
ill the spirit of service is worshi'P."

11.

Abolition of extremes of llOverty and wealth: Care
for the needy.

....

I ')

R~Olrllition

of the Unity (.)f God find obedience to
His Con,mands. as r<lvu,led throulith Hia Divine Mani:{"statkms.
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"In the world of nature there is tyranny, egoism, a~gression, overbearance,
usurpation of the rights of others, and other blameworthy attributes which are
the defects of the animal world, therefore so long as the requirements of the
natural world play paramount part among the children of men, success and prosperity are impossible. For the success of the human world depends upon the
qualities and virtues with which the 1'eality of humanity is adorned; while the
exigencies of the natural world work against the realization of this object."
-'Abud'l-Baha.

THE WOULD has got to choose between a nationalism pregnant with
dissonance and chaos, and a world
unity built upon concepts of human brotherhood. There is no midcUe ground. .rust as the dipsomaniac canllot be cured by merely modera ting his consumption of poison,
so rampant nationalism of today
cannot be ameliorated by intelligent
moderation urged upon peoples by
this statesman or that.
Today nationalism means loyalty,
patriotism, religion, everything that
is most binding and emotionally effective in the life of the average
man. Until something else can be
found to supplant or sublimate this
emotional warmth toward the fatherland, the world will live in the
midst of wars and rumors of wars.
"Framers of plans for a stable
world-order," says Lothrop Stoddard, historian, writing for the
-Washington Post, "are apt to believe that these will be decided on
their abstract merits; that if they
are economically sound and politically sensihle, their eventual acceptance is assured.
"This, however, assumes that
men are at heart canny and wise,
whereas history proves emphatically that they are not. By and large,
mankind is basically emotional, and
as such is swayed primarily by emo-

tions like enthusiasm, beliefs and
prejudices. Unless we recognize
this truth and make due allowances
for it, our best-laid plans will g'o
awry and our fondest hopes come
to nanght. ...
"No scheme for world-governance
will get far until it succeeds in
awakening enthusiasms comparable
to the loyalty and devotion now
aroused by the sentiments of race
and nationality. Arguments addressed to men's minds, no matter
how sound and logical, will not suffice. ]\!(en's hearts must be touched
as well. For mankind is built that
way."
THERE IS only one thing that can
exercise a stronger influence over
the individual than materialism, and
that is the spiritual appeal of religion. This is capable of establishing broader unities and larger loyalities than any other force that operates on human nature. And we
ha ve in the teachings of Baha 'n '11ah
not only the basic effective principles for a World State, but the
driving force necessary to inspire
individuals already loyal to their
respective nations to merge that
loyalty into the higher loyalty to
God and to humanity.
Before the majestic principles of
the Baha'i World State can be effec-
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himself flew away, leaving the bread
uneaten. (And so it is with human
beings. They endeavor to preempt
a larger store of wealth than they
have any need of).
A little later on another dove arrived and began feeding. Again
the sparrows came and tried to eat.
This dove was exceptionally gentle
and permitted the sparrows to feed;
finally it flew away and left the two
sparrows feeding on the crust. Now
came a third dove, more aggressive
than the others. For although the
sparrows now had the first claim on
this food, he edged in to feed and at
the same time bristled up his breast
feathers in a belligerent attitude
preventing the sparrows from enjoying the benefits of their own
property. (Here we have a typical
example of man the exploiter, who is
worse than the ordinary man of
greed; because in exploitation, with
greed is joined a cruel and cynical
aggression which is willing to deONE CAN clearly observe in the acprive other humans of their due
tions of animals or birds those rights in order to acquire more
animal qualities openly expressed wealth and power.)
which in the activities of human
beings are camouflaged or glossed
IN AN unreligious age, as has been
over with a certain etiquette or sub- said, the gentle, the unselfish, the
tlety. Animals, having no shame, spiritual type is not sufficiently predo openly the things which human dominant or powerful to check the
beings are apt to do under cover.
selfishness, the aggression, the exThe writer was watching recently ploitation of the prevailing type.
some doves and sparrows feeding in Yet whenever a powerful spiritual
a public park of Washington. A impulse seizes masses of humanity,
dove was pecking at a fair sized this situation is reversed; the nonpiece of bread which two sparrows aggressive, the nongreedy, the nonwere also trying to feed from. But sensual types are able to prevail
the dove effectively discouraged the and to control the actions of more
sparrows from eating any of this animally-minded men. This is due
plentiful store (far more than was to the fact that religion is so specific
needed to suffice his own appetite) in its condemnation of injustice,
and finally drove them away. After cruelty and sensuality that it is posanother moment of feeding the dove sihle for leaders who a.re deeply

tively applied, however, there must
come considerable change in human
hearts. Not only must whole nations be willing to accept and give
allegiance to the Baha'i World
State, but the individuals composing these nations must be inspired
to more unselfish, more impersonal,
more spiritual concepts of living.
Man is fundamentally animalistic
in his basic qualities. That is to
say that normal man, without the
active influence of religious ethics,
expresses the basic and fairly
chronic qualities of greed, jealousy,
ellVY, agg'ression, l)assioll.
TIle
man who is free, or mostly free,
from these qualities is the atypical
or unusual man; and in times of irreligion, as today, this unusual type
-the advance guard of evolutionis not strong enough in numbers and
driving force to control and direct
the great mass of animalistic-charactered men.

EDITORIAL

spiritual to uphold strongly the
banner of righteousness and receive
the securing support of loyal followers.
Ancl this is what must happen to
the worlcl today. There must be a
cleansing spiritual force in the
lives of men which will reverse the
standards that operate in the market-place-substituting service for
greed, equity for injustice, humanitarianism for exploitation.
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righteous leadership to assert itself.
Then the masses-sick unto death
of exploitation, of greed of unrighteousness-join with their newfound leaders and th r us t the
"money-changers out of the
temple. "
When there is joined with any
such wave of reformation a basic
change in the thoughts and habits
of the masses due to spiritual awakening to the importance of ethical
practice and righteous living, then
THERE ARE always sufficient num- we have what might otherwise be
bers of men and women innately only a temporary reform stabilized
noble in the human group to furnish into a fairly permanent situation.
ample material for leadership when- We then see a new civilization grow
ever there is any opportunity for np, expressive of the more spiritual
the qualities which they express to qualities of man. And as long as
commallc1leadership. There is no oc- this religious impulse effectively
casion for cynicism concerning hu- operates in the collective life of the
man nature. We may be fully aware people, civilization holds a steady
of all the faults inherent in human and progressive pace.
But again may come a decline of
nature; we may realize that a majority of the people are weak and the spiritual impulse betrayal of
easily lead; we may even perceive the unities and equities of a benethat a certain minority of humans ficent and splendid civilization.
As the centuries go by, and the
are actually evil in their intents and
actions. There are dark periods masses evolve to loftier higher conof human history when the evil ditions of intelligence and spiritual
minority prevail and set the pace perception, the cycles of high civilfor the great mass of their fellow ization will grow longer and the
men (who are neither strongly vir- periods of dlsruption will be less
tuous nor yet strongly unrighteous) frequent and less cataclysmic.
in what becomes a universal pracTODAY humanity stands at the
tice of competitive unfairness and
greed. And in such periods we find parting of the ways. One way
the minority that is capable of leads to chaos, to the abyss; the
spiritual leadership ineffective in other leads upward to new heights
action, and restricted to criticism of of human power under the spiritual
conditions rather than capable of leadership of Baha,'u'llah. Dark as
may be the outlook at the present
reforming them.
Yet it cloes not take much to re- moment, we may know that huverse this situation-a situation manity cannot fail in its choice.
which is never stable because it is Before many decades are passed,
founded on injustice and cries aloud proof of this statement will be made
for reform. Therefore sooner or manifest in international events and
later the opportunity comes for world development.
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BA.HAJUJ LLAHJ THE LA W-GIVER
DORTS

lVlcKAY

"A mere 1'eference to the claims which, in vehement language and with compelling
power, He [Baha'u'llah] Himself has repeatedly advanced cannot but fully demonstrate
the characte'l" of the Revelation of which He was the chosen beare'r."
-Shoglti Effendi.

OOSYCHOLOGISTS m ea sur e
~ man's intelligence by his ability to adapt himself to his environment. Certainly, when the human
race began its investigation of
science it was demonstrating a supreme prerogative of mind. Nature, when she gave up her secrets
to the curiosity of man revealed
one truth predominating over all
others, the presence of Law in the
universe. The discovery of the laws
governing nature and the application of them through invention has
brought freedom and lordly powers
to our generation as far as the physical is concerned. Parallel to such
acquired knowledge on the part of
man are the fundamental precepts
of social law, in obedience to which
we have adaptation to the social environment.
The principles governing human
relationships remain the same as
those operating in the physical
universe and we find them put
into words with a special terminology in the writings of the Prophets.
Science teaches the cohesive principle among atoms; the Prophet
teaches the cohesive principle
among men calling it love, unity.
The attraction of bodies to a center
is called gravity by science; the attraction of the soul to the Supreme
Center is called by the Prophets,
"the love of God." The scientist
speaks of evolution toward perfect
form; the Prophet delineates the
way to the Kingdom of Heaven. It

is all one Law, a life principle, operative in all planes of existence.
"Love," says' Abdu'l-Baha, "is the
highest law in this great universe
of God .... Love is the law of order
between simple essences whereby
they are apportioned and united into compound substances in the
world of matter. Love is the essential and magnetic power that organizes the planets and stars .... Love
is the highest honor for all nations
of men." Is it not then the sign of
intelligence to turn to the Prophet
in the same spirit of humility and
reverence that has distinguished the
search of the scientists for the
truths of the physical world ~ For
the Prophets as Law-interpreters
hold the key to unlock the promise
of the age in which They appear
and to release the special genius of
the people to whom They come.
Baha 'u 'llah restated the Law of
Love for this cycle of human development and by His doctrine of Oneness translated to humanity the significance of its own mechanical age.
BAHA'u'LLAH first appeared ill
His capacity as Law-giver in the
fourth year of the revelation of the
Bab (1848). In that year the Cause
of the Bab passed into a crescendo
movement. The Bab, from His
exile seemed actually to project a
ray of His spirit to certain of His
chosen followers. Opposition of the
superstitious and reactionary became more fanatical. There was

BAHA'U'LLAH, THE LAW-GIVER

the sparkle of danger and exhilaration. It was a time of the fusing
of the divine and material worlds,
the Divine ·Will leavening the
heaviness and resistance of the
earth consciousness. Now the Bab
sent a written injunction to all true
believers to "hasten to the land of
Kha (Khurasan)." Among those
who responded was Balui 'u '11ah,
·Who, although He had at that time
no recognized authority, became the
natural center of a conference
·w:hich follo"wed. At the hamlet of
Badasht, He, with eighty-one leaders of the B5b'i Movement established a residence for twenty-two
days. To quote from the narrator,
Nabil*, "Each day of that memorable gathering witnessed the abrogation of a new law and the repudiation of a long-established tradition. The veils that guarded the
sanctity of the ordinances of Islam
were sternly rent asunder, and the
idols that had so long claimed the
adoration of their blind worshippers were rudely demolished. No
one knew, _however, the Source
whence these bold and defiant innovations proceeded, no one suspected
the Hand which steadily and unerringly steered their course. Few, if
any, dimly surmised that Baha'u'llah was the Author of the farreaching changes which were so
fearlessly introduced."
In conclusion Nabil declares:
"The object of that memorable
gathering had been obtained. The
clarion-call of the new order had
been sounded. The obsolete conventions which had fettered the
consciences of men were boldly
challenged and fearlessly swept
away. The way was clear for
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the proclamation of laws and precepts that were destined to usher in
It was
the New Dispensation."
several years before Baha'u'llah
was universally recognized as the
Subject of the Bab'i teaching relating to "Him Whom God shall manifest. " The conference at Badasht
had been an instance of the power
of the Prophet active even then in
Baha'u'llah to state and to establish the "Will of God. We recall
Michael Angelo's figure of Moses
with the Tables of Stone in which
the reality of eternal unchanging
law is clothed in the symbolic form
of man. Before the solemnity and
grandeur of prophetic law humanity
must bow.
WHEN Baha 'u 'Hah assumed the
mantle of Law-giver (in 1862) His
teachings applied to those two relationships before referred to on
which "hang all the Law and the
Prophets," namely, the love of God
and the love of man. With these
two ardors in balanced equilibrium
what a future for those who have
heard and answered the call! ·What
a destiny for an emancipated world
whose energies shall have been
freed by this Revelation!
A study of the laws of Baha'u'lhih reveals a sublime interpretation of justice. " Justice,' , said
Baha,'u'llah, "is to be loved above
all. ' , Again,' 'The purpose of justice is the appearance of unity
among the people."
He saw the
ultimate so cia I relationship, a
world federation, freed from ignoble competition tuned to justice.
Justice means f l' e e d 0 m fro m
r a cia I, religious and national
prejudice; justice means economie

"Nabil'. narrative of the early history of the BahlL'j Cause, published under the title "The Dawn-Breakers."
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reform; justice means a representa- belong t.o the House of Justice.
tive governing body of all the na- This ... will be not only a body for
tions; justice means peace and the legislation according to the spirit
boon of a universal language; jus- and requirement of the time, but a
tice means work for all, education board of arbitrat.ion for the settlefor all, the equality of men and ment of all disputes arising between
women. All these are among the peoples. The laws of Baha'u'llah
laws of Baha,'u 'Hall.
are t.he Ullchangeable organic laws
What is the individual's obliga- of the Universal House of Justice.
tion to justice? For this, Baha 'u'- They are the very foundation upon
11ah restates the Golden Rule: "If which the struct.ure of additional
thou lookest toward justice, choose legisla tion is lmilt .... At first N athou for others what thou choosest tio11a1 Houses of Justice will be esfor thyself." A subtle problem for a tablished in every country and they
generation which has been trained will elect, in turn, members to the
by a competitive economic and edu- Universal House of Justice." This
cational system to a desire for dom- syst.em is the very opposite of the
inance! But individualism. must inflexible laws attributed, by tradicapitulate to the Law of Love by tion, t.o the Medes and the Persians.
merging with the whole. It finds its
For in Baha 'u 'Hah 's own words:
genius by bestowing its gifts upon
"Inasmuch as for each t.ime and
the community. It discovers its
day a particular order and decree is
power when it turns with true huexpedient, affairs are therefore enmility to the idea of God.
trusted to the ministers of the
House
of Justice so that they can
THE I~AW and authority 0 f
Baha 'u 'Hah \Vel'e in a measure ex- execute that \vhich they deem. adtended to the Baha'i Institution. The visable at the time. ') Thus, the adlegislative function was decreed to ministrative body becomes the link
the House of Justice. In definition between divine and t.emporal auof t his International Tribunal, thority-obedience t.o it is incum'Abdu'l-Baha said: "All the civic bent upon all. U Blessed is he who
affairs and the legislat.ion of the heareth the Voice and f'ulfiUeth that
material laws for the increasing which ·is c01n1'nanded on the part of
needs of the enlightened community God, the Lord of the Gt"eat Throne."

-------

People have come to realize that ,in wnity the1"e lies strength; in
concentration of pt~rpose there is pO'wer; and in self -sa.crifice ther'e is
growth and deveZop'inent. J1tst as we are often t"eady to sacrifice our
possessions, o·ur wealth, and om' lives for the sake of t'ruth, we must
likewise be w'illing to sacrifice our opinions and ideas, if we know that
such a thing win bring about 1~ndy and accord."-' Abdu'l-Balui.
U

THE MEANING
OF FREEDOM

Freedom! Liberty!
Security!
These are the great bestowals of
God.
-'Abdu'l-Baha.

============~~============
~~

Il'iMONG the people are those who glory in a desire for liberty. Know
ra~ that the animal is the symbol of liberty and manifestation thereof, hence it behooveth man to put himself under laws which will protect
him against the ignorance of himself and the injury of the deceitful.
Liberty is confined to compliance with the Oommandments of God. If
ye adopt that which He hath revealed for you from the Heaven of Inspiration, ye will find yourselves in perfect and pure freedom. The
liberty which profits you is that which is confined to your servitude to
God, the Truth. He who tastes its sweetness will never exchange it for
the possessions of the realms of the heavens and earths."
-Baha,'1,t'llah.

rRm ~E

real materialist i~ th~ animal: ~ompared to. the ~nimal, man
IS but a tyro and nOVIce m materIalIsm. The alllmal IS a natural
materialist. He does not mention God and knows nothing about the
Killgdom. He depends solely upon sense perception. That which is
not perceptible to the senses he rejects. From this standpoint of knowing, the greatest Plato is the cow, and the donkey is an arch philosopher.
In the great university of nature where nothing beyond the pale of
sensibilities is classified as knowledge, the animal is a graduate, and the
human materialist but an under-graduate."

D.e

~MONG

the teachings of His Holiness Baha'u'llah is man's free-

fI~ dom: that through the Ideal Power he should be emancipated and

free from the captivity of the world of natul'e; for as long as man is captive to nature he is a ferocious animal. ... "

n

H~

and happiness depen~ upon the spiritu.al percepThe powers of mmd are the bounhes of God
given to man to lead him toward spiritual happiness."
true

ple~sure

~.e hon and enJOyment.

~HEN

men are developed spiritually they obey God ... The true be-

~'A1J liever is the one who follows the Manifestation of God in all

things .... The Manifestation of God is a perfect example of real obedience. Like Him we must sacrifice everything, every plan, every longing
and ideal must be given up comnletely to the Will of God. We must
look to God for all we desire, all we attain. Real obedience and real
sacrifice are identical-absolute readiness to follow and perform whatever you are called upon to do in the Oause of God. When you really
love God you will be willing to sacrifice everything and submit yourself
entirely to His ·Will. His 'Will is everything; His service paramount .
. . . If each human creature had his own will and way, spiritual development would be impossible."

- ' Abdu'l-BaM,.
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YOUTH) S CONFESSION OF FAITH
KENNETII CHIUSTIAN

Ve?'i/y. the ,qift of guidance dU?'ing this g?'cat centur'y and this Age of Lights is
g1'eater than reigning over the ea1'th and all tlwt is therein."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.
~rr AN,VOOD

COBB in his re-

~lt cent book, Security For A

Fa.iling TV odd, devotes a chapter' to
the problems of modern youth in
relation to the appeal of universal
religion. In the midst of widespread moral collapse youth is turning to the security and hope extel10ed lw the Baha'i Faith. Mr.
Cohh writes:
"Into t his great world-wide
movem('nt the youth of many COl111tries, of many races, of many hereditary relig'ions are throwing themselves with deep sincerity and with
earnest endeavor. Here youth are
finding ag.'ain a solid fonndation for
life activity, a sure guide to conduct
and to exnression. Here they find
motives higher than those of mere
expediency. The eternal quest of
the soul for beauty, guidance, and
truth again finds assurance in the
snirituA 1 principles of revealed religion.' ,2

WITH THIS particular statement
in mind, I recently approached eight
Baha!i youths in an eastern citv and
put to them the question-"Why
are you a Baha'i 7 What is there in
the Baha'i Faith that commands
your 10yalty'l" From each of the
ei pdlt I received a written reply.
These young people are not alike
in temperament or interests. Three
of them are high school students:
one interested in art, a second interested in music, the third OCClTPYing the highest position of leader'Chapter XV "Youth and the Modern World."
page 300, <Ibid, p. 171. 'Ibid p. 159.

ship in his school. One is a young
man just starting in business. Three
of them are college students, one
holding several positions of honor
in an eastern professional school.
And the one college graduate of this
number approached the Baha'i
]\fovement as an avowed agnostic.
These are modern youth-doing
thing's. enjoying' life, living creatively. ,Vhat has the Baha'i Faith done
for them 'I Here is the answer:
"THE power of the Creative
,Vorc1 made me a Baha'i and keeps
me one. GO(Z And The Universe" in
the BaM.'i Scriptures is the most
wonderful explanation of life I have
ever read. I could base my belief
on thllt alone, but add also the Hidden TV01'ds l and The Seven Valleys'
and it is overwhelming proof."
"IT (the Baha'i Revelation)
teaehes the abolition of all prejudices, and I feel that this accomplishment will help to bring about
universal peace and understanding.
Secondly, I believe that the economic laws brought forth by Baha 'u '11all form the logical solution for the
present-day economic situation."
"I ACCEPTED the BaM!i Faith because the books I read and the talks
I heard convinced me that Baha'u'!Hih was a Manifestation of God."
"1\1Y BELIEF in the Bah3!i Cause
has come about through the prac-

'''Security For a Failing World," p. 120.

sBaha'i Scriptures.

YOUTH'S CONFESSION OF FAITH

tieaIness which it teaches. The proof
of its teachings by the use of science
is, I believe, a drawing-card to
many practical-minded persons ....
Religions . . . must have proof of
their ideas, in this era, in order to
arouse and stimulate."

"IT WASN'T the proofs and the
prophecies that attracted me but the
fact that it was permeated with
truth and hone and good. It
reached out and absorbed me."

"IN THE Baha'i Faith I found the
reality and fulfillment of Christ's
mission. At one of the first meetings I attended I sensed very clearIv the JOY the disciples felt. at that
time in the upper room when 't011.2'nes of fire' sat on their heads. All
the romance. g-lorv, chivalry tlwt I
ever dreamed of I hlwe found pe1'm(~ating' the Baha'i Teaching·s. It
rthe Ball~!i religiol1] is t11e IJight of
the world."
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mnch:l many fall'Hl claims. However, through close contact with the
people '\V110 did believe in it, I grew
to accept it. This much has been
very gradual because I realized,
after a while, that I knew it to be
the truth and had no more doubt.
Now I am a believer because it has
stood all tests and gives a deeper
meaning to the religious a11d social
aspects of life. I like the feeling
that there is a new awakening which
we are witnessing and that the
causes for barriers between the peoples of the earth are dissolving for
they never had real foundations."
11l1d

In such manner youth sets forth
its confession of faith in Baha'u 'Hah .

Here is our demonstration of the
diversity of appeal in the Baha'i
Movement. Like a skillfully-cut
gem, it has its social, economic, and
spiritual facets. Being multi-sided
itself, the Baha'i Faith summons to
" ... a peace of mind-a continual its standard cosmopolitan people.
In future centuries, when the
unfolding, like a flower. It grows
gTea
t structure of ·W orld Order has
richer and sweeter as a rose does
been
established and developed, the
the nearer you get to its heart. It
g'enius-youth
of a great world culis getting close to the heart of God.
ture
will
hail
the Baha'i Youth of
. . . A person becomes more sensitive of the spirit because it is a way today as the forerunners of a spiritof seeing the practical realization ual race. In the adversity of world
collapse the sinews of a new species
of truth."
of men and women are being form"Wmm I first heard of the ed. In the death-throes of man, the
Baha'i Cause, I did not like it. It animal of greed and corruption-is
seemed to me that it was not right horn Man, the son of God.

{{ Conf;rast the dreadful conmdsions, the internecine conflicts, the
petty disputes, the outwO'rn controversies, the interminable t"evoluti·ons
that a,gita,te the masses, with the calm new light of Peace and Truth
which enljelops, gIt'ides and sustains those valiant inher'itors of the law
a'Jt(llo'ue of Baha'11!Uah."
-Shoghi Effendi.
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A BAHAJI DOCTOR
LOTFULLAll

S.

HAKIM

"Souls have appeared in the world who were p'ure and undefiled, who have directed
their attention toward God, seeking the rew((rd of God, attaining nearness to the
Threshold of God, acceptable in the good pleasure of God. They have been the lights
of guidan~e and stews of the Supre1ne Conco1wse. Consider these souls, shining like
stars in the hm'izon of sanctity fm·evennore."-'Abdu'l-Baha.
~ HERE

has recently passed
from this world in Tihran,
Persia, a man whose noble life and
ancestral history give us occasion
to pause and reflect upon the influence and widespread importance
of the Bahi'i Cause in Persia and
upon the many ties which bind
Persia with America.
Dr. Arastu Khan Hakim belonged
to the third generation of Baha'is.
His grandfather, Hakim 1\1asih was
court doctor to Muhammad Shah
and the first Jewish Baha'i. Hakim
Masih's life takes us back to the
very early history of the Cause for
he had learned something of the new
faith when he was in Bag-dad
through Tahirih * herself, during
the early days of the Rib's manifestation. From that time 011 he
had searched for the source of
her power.. Later in Tihran, when
Moslem doctors refused, he had offered to visit the prison and treat
a Balui'i child. The father of the
child was the famous Ismu'llahu'lAsdaq and in the course of these
visits Hakim Masih became a
Baha'i and later achieved much
fame in the Cause.
Dr. Arastu's father Hakim Sulayman was likewise a Baha'i and Dr.
Arastu himself gradually increased his services in the Cause as he
grew to manhood. Meanwhile he
was carrying on the family tradition, as are his sons today, of practicing medicine. About 1897 he
graduated from the American

DB

----

School in Tihran and was working
in the American hospital, where he
already showed signs of that healing personality which later made
him one of the foremost doctors in
the capital. At this period knowledge of Baha'u'llah's Cause often
ended in a martyr's death, and so
we find him studying the Baha'i
teachings unobtrusively in out of
the way houses in the back streets
of Tiln'an. Soon he began to teach
on his own account.
Dr. Arastu's brother, Aflatun,
was also an ardent Baha'i, much
loved by (Abdu '1-Baha, Who wrote
him many tablets. In 1900 Aflatnn
died and Rhorthly after this Arastu
Khan went to Akka, where it was
his privilege to remain wit h
'Abdu'l-Balui for one year. During
the first days of his visit 'Abdu '1Baha continufllly addressed him as
"Aflatun". This puzzled him considerably, until one night When he
and Dr. Yunis Khan Afrukhtih
were follow i n g 'Abdu'l-Baha
through the narrow crooked streets
of the prison city, when 'Abdu'lBaha a 12: a i n addressed him as
"Aftatun" and said, "Do you know
why I call you Aflatun' It is be'~
('·a11SC I desire his truth and spiritnality to reappear in you."
DR. ARASTU developed rapidly in
Akka studying' Abdu'l-Baha's way.
Hp, worked with Dr. Yunis Khan
translating letters from the Americall and other Western BuM, 'is.

.Well known In BahA'i history by th" name QuYmtu'I-'Ayn.
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'Abdu'I-BaIHt had hoped to send
him to Amel'ica, but family concerns
necessita ted his return to Persia.
Here he ,vorked devotedly for the
Cause, founding a weekly teaching
meeting which continued till his
death, and which according to his
will is to be perpetuated. He received his medical diploma and became known throughout the capital
as a physician most generous to the
poor and as one gentle and considerate to·ward all.
During the very last year of his
life his activities were linked with
America again through his work of
advising and assisting' Mrs. Keith
Ransom-Kehler' who was at that
time laboring devotedly to bring
before the Persian government petitions to insure justice in every way
to Baha'is, especially in the matter
of free circulation of Baha'i literahue. Right here in connection with
DT. A1'astu Hakim
Mrs. Ranson-Kehler's association
with Dr. Arastu we find a bit of words from the QUI' 'an: "0 well
romance mingling itself with the assured spirit, willing and blessed
more serious duties of her service, go thou back to thy Lord."
for it was she who arranged for the
PERSIA is full of such glorious
betrothal of Dr. Arastu's son, Dr.
Qulam Husayn Khan and the sister- souls as this man who are profesin-law of Rahmat Ala'i and officiat- sionally and practically successful
ed at the wedding which will long in their careers yet deeply spiritual
and mystical in their complete devobe remembered in Tihran.
tion to the Cause of Baha'u'llah,
DR. ARASTU'S death made a deep willing to sacrifice everything, not
impression in Tihran where he was only career, but life itself in order
mourned alike by Baha'is and non- that world brotherhood should be
Baha'is. A long procession of sev- carried forward. All the rest of the
eral hundred people followed his world of Baha'i brotherhood know
coffin up one of the main thorough- that it is due to the faith and selffares of the capital mourning their sacrificing devotion of such Perloss and honoring his life of loving sians that the Cause of Baha'u'lhlh
service and sacrifice. Engraved on grew to the point where it could bethe stone which marks the resting come a world message and a world
place of his body are the well chosen movement.
'An American flaha'i who carried the BIlha'i Message throughout the world and labored extensively in Persia
where Bhe sacrificed her life.
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A SCIENTISTJS VISION
An article by DJ". George H. Ashley entitled, "Reclaiming the A'rnerican Dream,"
published in "The Torch" magazine for October 19.34, seemed to the editors of the
Bahri'i Magazine such an unusually discriminating treatment of the subject that, with
the kind pennission of the author of the article and of the edit01' of "The Torch", we
are presenting here a BU1mnary and discussion of this theme,
~ HE

slow recovery from the
D.lD depression in America and
the long continued demands for relief are causing thoughtful people
to analyze American life and culhue in the search for deeper seated
causes than banking and credit
maladjustments or social and economic injustices commonly held responsible for periodic financial depressions. These people are realizing that our present plight is much
more serious than an ordinary depression and that drastic efforts
must be made for rescue.
So we find Dr. George H. Ashley
in a recent article carefully scrutinizing American life and culture as
it is today, pointing out its needs,
lacks and mistakes and suggesting
remedies. He sees America confused, not knowing which way to go
because she has lost the dream of
her forefathers, the dream which
envisioned a country where justice,
happiness, liberty and peace should
reign. ·With the sage of old Dr.
Ashley would warn us that "where
there is no vision, the people perish". In some ways America has
been successful beyond any vision
of her founders. She has grown
rich and powerful, has abolished
slavery, established free schools.
But Dr. Ashley reminds us that we
have not provided equal justice for
all, nor equal opportunity, nor have
we "prevented the unhealthy segregation of wealth and power".
"11any thoughful people", he
writes, "think we are drifting the

way of Egypt, Crete, Assyria, or
ancient Greece and Rome~once
glorious, now mouldering ruins.
They point to the low moral tone
of many high in business, banks, and
government; of our art, literature
and parts of society; to our highly
organized and armed gangs of outlaws. "
WHEREIN lies the trouble, Dr.
Ashley asks. In answer he points
to the failure of those charged with
moral g'uidance to keep pace with
science, or in his own words,
"Science, creative power has outrun culture, which gives controL"
Defining culture as a triangle of
knowledge, art and morals he accuses those responsible for morals
as trying to fit an ethical code suitable to the customs and achievements of 2000 years ago into an age
dominated by entirely different theories in our thinking and entirely
different tools and mechanisms in
our everyday life. Briefly the theory that explains our universe is
evolution, and our aids in daily living are machines and devices for
saving labor and giving speed undreamed of 2000 years ago. Plainly a restatement of our ethical code
is necessary. In regard to this very
matter' Abdu 'l-BaM, in an address
before an American audience in
1912 s po k e these illuminating
words:
"From every standpoint the
world of humanity is undergoing a
re-formation. The laws of former
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governments and civilizations are
in the process of revision, scientific
ideas and theories are developing
and advancing to meet a new range
of phenomena, invention and discovery are penetrating hitherto
unknown fields revealing new wonders and hidden secrets of the material universe; industries have
vastly wider scope and production;
everywhere the world of mankind
is in the throes of evolutionary activity indicating the passing of the
old conditions and advent of the new
age of re-forma tion. Old trees yield
no fruitage; old ideas and methods
are obsolete and worthless now. Old
standards of ethics, moral cocks and
methods of living in the past will
not suffice fOT the present age of advancement and progress."
'The question arises, does man of
himself possess the vision to restate
our ethical codes and the power to
incorporate them into our community and family lives ~ Always
in the past our ethical codes have
grown out of our religious beliefs
and our religious beliefs have centered in the teachings of a great
Prophet or Revealer such as Christ.
,Vhen a very great crisis in the
world's history takes place a new
Revealer appears restating the
great basic religious truths and
adapting them to the needs of the
times. This is what Baha'u'llllh
has already done for this time of
need. His plan for a new ,VorlU
Order is gradually penetrating our
western world. Those who make a
careful study of Baha 'u 'Hah' s plan
find that it satisfies the scientific
mind Hnd the 1leeds of a scientific

we find him stating his concept of
man and his destiny in part as follows: "God is creating a universe
by a process called evolution. . . .
Man is a stage in the process, probably near the cnd. His part in the
process is to respond to the urge of
the God within him and to advance
as far as he can toward realizing
God through the discovery of truth,
the recognition of beauty or perfection, and the use of truth to create
or acquire beauty."
Developing his thoughts still
further Dr. Ashley says, "After all,
this most modern idea of Man's nature and destiny is only a restatement in modern language of the
fundamen tal teachings of Jesus."
And then he suggests that the line
of Hebrew prophets have been the
growing point which, culminating in
Jesus would bring forth a new race.
"That race," he writes, "which He
(Jesus) called the Kingdom of God
is not Christianity; though it has
survived within Christianity ... "
But along with this belief in the
gradual spiritual evolution of man
1)1'. Ashley suggests some very practical steps whlCh man may take toward the realization of the American dream, "to make a visible, real,
enjoyable heaven, here and now."
He would have profit sharing in industry; a minimum and a maximum
wage; a planned economy instead of
the philosophy of laissez-faire; the
recognition of labor as well as capitalm the management of industry;
the proper use of wealth to create
"beauty or perfection of body and
mind, of house and home, of our
surroundi~gs, of the 'world in gell- .. , -~.
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that while all should have an op-
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portunity to develop to their utmost
yet that we should choose our best
and wisest men to make our laws
and rule over us. These are only a
part of his suggestions.
BUT WHAT is the source, one almost involuntarily asks, of the inspiration necessary to develop the
new race and to bring about the
changes which will fulfill the American dream ~ How shall the divine
urge in man be roused to action'
How shall that lower selfish nature
which seeks only his own material
prosperity be replaced by the higher nature which seeks the prosperity and comfort of all ~ How shall
all be made to believe that the standard of a truly successful life is "to
leave the world a little more Godlike than when he came into it" ~
It is evident that a higher power
than dwells in unregenerate man is
needed for this. In his closing
paragraph Dr. Ashley expresses his
hope and his faith that this higher
power will not fail us. He says,
"Evolution has been in progress a
long time. It may be a long time

before our dreams of today come
hue. But surely, He that created
the Milky Way, who has patiently
guided life up the geologic ages, has
the patience and power to complete
the job. Some day our dream will
come true."
And surely no one who contemplates the unfolding of God's marvellous plan through past ages will
fail to agree with this statement.
But do we need to stop here ¥ Can
we not have a more definite understanding of where we are in the
evolutionary process and an assurance of a plan for a new social order
so wise that all will be inspired to
work for it'
In the Baha'i teachings thousands have already found a divine
plan for building not only a new
America but a new World Order.
More than that, they have complete
assurance and abundant evidence
that "He who has patiently guided
life up through the geologic ages"
is g~tiding us now,. that there" is a
formula for life" that conforms to
scientific knowledge.
-B.

"This Ba7ui/i Ca1lse is great and it was at great cost that

Bah6/~l'

Ufth strove to spread these principles in the world. During His life 11 e
was imprisoned, 11is property was pillaged. 11 e was separated from
His friends, and twenty th01J,sand of His followers were martyred. They
sacrificed their lives in the gloriotts cause of doing away with imitations
and limitations, to this end-that unity might be established among the
children of men."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.

A SCIENTIST PROPHESIES

noprocesses
achieve some real understanding and control of the forces and
operating in human societies is the next great task for

~

science; and the applications of scientific discovery in this field will
have as their goal what we may call the Socialized State. The religious
impulse, itself one of the social forces to be more fully comprehended
and controlled, will increasingly find its outlet in the promotion of the
ideals of the Socialized State.
Exactly how all this will happen no one can say-whether the religious impulse will again crystallize into a definite religious system with
its own organization, or will find its outlets within the bounds of other
organizations ....
vVe can, however, on the basis of the past history of religion, make
a further prophecy. We can be reasonably sure that the inner momentum of logic and moral feelings, combined with the outer momentum
derived from increasing comprehension and control, will lead to an improvement in the expression of this socialized religion comparable to
the progress of theistic religion from its crude beginnings to developed
monotheism.
We can prophesy that in the bng run the nationalistic element in
socialized religion will be subordinated or adjusted to the interna tionalist: that the persecution of minorities will give place to toleration; that the subtler intellectual and moral virtues will find a place and
will gradually oust the cruder from their present preeminence in the
religiously-conceived social organism.
We can also assert with fair assurance that this process of improvement will be a slow one, and accompanied by much violence and
suffering.
In the near future, the religious impulse will find its main effort
in relation to the internal environment of the human speciessocial, economic, and psychological-for it is the forces of this internal
environment that are now causing distress and bewilderment and are
being felt as Destiny to be propitiated. Meanwhile science will find its
main scope for new endeavor in this same field, since it is here that our
ignorance and our lack of control are now most glaring.
There will again be a race between the effects of ignorance and
those of knowledge; but with several new features. For one thing the
growth of science in the new field will this time not lag by many centuries behind that of the new modes of religious expression; and for
another, the facts concerning the religious impulse and its expression
will themselves fall within the scope of the new scientific drive. The
probable result will be that in the socialized state the relation between
religion and science will gradually cease to be one of conflict and will
become one of cooperation. Science will be called on to advise what expressions of the religious impulse are intellectually permissible and
socially desirable, if that impulse is to be properly integrated with other
human activities and harnessed to take its share in pulling the chariot
of man's destiny along the path of progress.-Julian Huxley, .Eminent
British Scientist. The Modern Thinker.
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A1./,tobio.qmphical Slm'y)
CHAPTER

5.

Happy is he who penetrates the mystM'ies and who takes his share from the
world of Light. The S11n could shine a hundred thousand years and shower its heat
upon a stone 01' hard piece of ea1'th-they wW not become luminous gems, a ruby or a
pectrl.'''-Abdu'l-Bcthti.
~

HE home to which I have be- outward appurtenances of material
fore referred, where' Abdu'l- wealth did He possess. All His life
Baha spent most of His time dur- had been s,pent in prison and exile.
ing His stay in New York, was the He bore still upon His body the
rendevous of all the friends, and at marks of man's cruelty, yet He bore
all times, day or night, there they no signs of ever having' been other
could be found clustering like bees than free, and evidently it was a
around the celestial flower garden. freedom which no earthly wealth
One beautiful spring day I dropped ever bestows. And He seemed
in there drawn by the same attrac- never to be hurried. Amidst the
tion. One cannot help making the rushing turmoil of New York He
attempt to,vard analyzing the reas- walked as calmly as if on a lofty
on for this attraction, futile though plateau, far removed from the
it may be. vVould it be possible for tumult and the shouting. Yet He
the moth to determine why it hov- never stood aloof. Always His iners around the candle, even though terest in people and events was
its wings be singed? Or to deter- keen, especially in people. Souls
mine why the cold earth of spring was the term He always used. He
responds with beauty and abun- was ever at the service of any or
From five
dance to the bounty of the sun? To all who needed Him.
man, however, is given intelligence o 'clock in the morning frequently
denied to bee and soil. The miner until long after midnight He was
knows why he toils for gold or actively engaged in service, yet no
precious stones. The diver knows evidence of haste or stress ever
why he braves the depths to seek could be seen in Him. ' 'Nothing is
the pearl. They bear in their minds too much trouble when one loves,"
the vision of the g'ood things of life He had been heard to say, "and
represented by the treasure they there is always time."
seek. The imagination of the lonely
Is it any wonder that we were
prospector is stirred by the dream attracted? But for me the attracof the vast fortune which his prob- tion was not enough. I was like
ing pick may at any moment un- the prospector drawn by visions of
cover. The wealth of sea and mine wealth to seek its fabulous source.
and market-place represent to men Just a sip of that celestial wine had
power, leisure, freedom; and these caused to spring up in my heart a
they ardently desire. Yet here in passionate desire to seek the Holy
this Man I saw personified such Grail.
power, such leisure, such freedom
as no material wealth ever confers
IT WAS mid-afternoon when I arupon its possessor.
N one of the rived at the house, for I had pur-
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posely timed my arrival so that it
should not be at the luncheon hour,
for hospitable as were the souls of
these dedicated ones, and however
flexible their dining table, I knew
the size of their household and the
great number of probably uninvited,
but always welcome, guests. There
were many bees. But I had not
counted on the irregularity of
'Abdu 'l-Balui 's meal times and now,
at half-past three or four 0 'clock in
the afternoon I heard, as I softly
ascended the stairway, the unmistakable sounds of a large group
busy in the dining room. The last
thing I desired was to walk in upon
such a gathering unexpectedly, so I
very quietly crept through the upper hall and through the drawing
room into a little alcove as far from
the dining room as I could get. I am
very sure that no oue saw me. But
I had no sooner picked up a magazine and settled myself to wait patiently until the meal should be
over, than 'Abdu 'l-Baha's ringing, challenging voice pealed like a
bell through the large rooms. He
called my name: "Mr.
, Mr.
- - . Kam, Kam.' '* rrhere could
be no hesitation when He summoned, but as I rose and walked
slowly back into the long dining
room set T-shape to the drawing'
room, I was amazed, wondering
how He could have known so surely
and so quickly that I was there.
There had been no opportnnity for
Him to have been told, and, anyhow I had let myself in at the unlocked door and, as I have said, no
one had seen me ascend the stairs.
Yet here I was evidently an expected, if not an invited guest.
Even a place was there for me, at
any rate I have no remembrance of
*Persian for come, come.
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any of the usual fuss of "s('tting
a place." , Abdu 'I-Baha embraced
me and set me at His right hand.
It is most difficult to describe at
all adequately such an experience
in such a Presence without hecoming rha psodical. There were perImps thirty people at the table and
such joyous exultation was on every
face that the whole room seemed
strangely vibrant. 'Abdu'l-Baha
served me with His own hands most
bountifully, urging: "Eat, eat, be
happy." He himself did not. eat
but paced regally around the table
talking, smiling, serving. He told
stories of the East, His hands gesturing with that graceful, rhythmic,
upward inflection so characteristic
and so indescribable. I had no desire for food, at least not for the
food on my plate, but' Abdu '1-Baha
was insistent: "You must eat. Good
food, good food." And His laughter seemed to add a divine significance to the words. A phrase I
had read somewhere in the writings came into my mind: "The cup
of significances passed by the Hand
of the Divine Servant." What was
this food served at the table of
'Abdu'I-Bah:i ? Of course I must
eat. And I did.
D

IT WAS not many days after that
that there occurred one of the most
poignantly remembered incidents.
Ever since I had first read a sentence in the prayer for Inspiration
it had rung in my mind with insistent questioning'. "Prevent me
not from turning to the Horizon of
renunciation." What has renunciation to do with inspiration ~ I
wondered. Why should I pray for
the gift of renunciation ~ Renounce
the world ~ That was an ascetic
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concept. It smacked of papacy and
the monkish cell. ·What had this
modern world to do with renunciation? Yet across the ages came a
Voice. "If a man love father or
mother, wife or child more than Me
he is not worthy of Me." My mind
rebelled but my heart responded.
I thank God for that. I resolved
that I must know more of this
matter.
So one cold spring day, a strong
east wind blowing, I made a special journey to ask 'Abdu 'l-Balul
about renunciation.
I found the
house at Ninety-sixth street almost
deserted. It seemed that' Abdu'lBaM, was spending a day or two
a t the home of one of the friends
on Seventy-eighth street and so I
w a I ked there and found Him
just on the point of returning to
the home I had just left. But I
was too intent on my mission to
allow difficulties to interfere. I
sought one of the Persian friends
and, pointing to the passage in the
little volume I carried in my
pocket, I asked him if he would request' Abdu'l-Balul to speak to me
for a few moments on this subject,
and I read it to him so that there
should be no mistake: "Prevent me
not from turning to the Horizon of
renunciation.' ,
Returning, he handed me the
book saying that' Abdu'l-Balul requested that I walk with Him
back to Ninety-sixth street and He
would talk with me on the way.
I remember there was quite a
little procession of us, a dozen or
so, mostly composed of the Persian
friends but a few others; Lua Getsinger was one, I remember. The
east wind was penetrating and I
buttoned my coat closely with a lit-

tIe shiver. But' Abdu'l-Baha strode
along with his aba (coat) floating
in the wind. He looked at me as
we walked together at the head of
the little group, a slightly quisical
glance: "Mr.
is cold," He
said, and I unaccountably felt a
little disturbed. ,Vhy should I not
feel cold? Could one be expected
to live even above the weathed
But this slight remark was indicative.
Always His slightest word
affected me as a summons. "Come
up higher," He seemed to say.
As we walked a few paces ahead
of the others He talked at length
about Horizons. Of how the Sun
of Reality, like the physical sun,
rose at different points, the Sun of
Moses at one point, the Sun of
Jesus a t another, the Sun of
Muhammad, the Sun of Baha'u'llah
at still others. But always the
same Sun though the rising points
varied greatly. Always we must
look for the light of the Sun, He
said, and not keep our eyes so
firmly fixed on its last point of rising that we fail to see its glory
when it rises in the spiritual springtime. Once or twice He stopped
and, with His stick, drew on the
sidewalk an imaginary horizon and
indicated the rising points of the
sun.
I WAS greatly disappointed. I
had heard Him speak on this subject and had read about it in
"Some Answered Questions." It
was not of horizons I wanted to
hear, but of renunciation. And I
was depressed also because I felt
that He should have known my desire for light on this subject, and
responded to my longing even if I
had not heen so explicit in my 1'e-
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quest; but I had been most explicit.
As we approached our destination
He became silent. 1\1y disappointment had long since merged into a
great content. Was it not enough
to be with Him ~ What, after all,
could He tell me about renunciation
that was not already in my own
heart~ Perhaps the way to learn
about it was by doing, and I might
begin by giving up the longing to
have Him talk to me about it.
Truly, as the outer silence deepened
my heart burned within me as He
talked with me on the way.
We came at last to the steps
leading up to the entrance door.
'Abdu'l-Buha paused with one foot
resting on the lower step while the
little group slowly passed Him and
entered the house. ' Abdu 'l-Baha
made as if to follow, but instead
He turned and, looking' down at me
from the little elevation of the step
He said, with that subtle meaning
in eyes and voice which seemed to
accompany His slightest word, and
which to me was always so unfathomable and so alluring: "Mr. - - ,
always remember that this is a day
of great thing's, very great things."
I was speechless. It was not for
me to answer. I did not have the
faintest inkling of what lay behind
the words, the resonant voice, that
penetrating glance.
Then He
turned and again made as if to
ascend but again He paused and
turned His now luminous face
towards me. My foot was raised to
follow but as He turned I, of course,
paused also and hung uncertainly
between rest and motion.
"J'.fr.
," he said, so impressively, so earnestly, "Never forget
this that I say to you. This '/,s a
day for very grea,t things."
~ Head

covering.
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Wha t could He mean 7 Whu t
deep significance lay behind these
simple words?
Why should He
speak so to me 7 Had it anything
to do with that still alluring
thought of renunciation?
Again ' Abdu 'I-Baha turned to
ascend and I made to follow; but
for the third time He paused and,
turning, as it seemed to me, the
full light of His spirit upon me, lIe
said again, but this time in what
seemed like a voice of thunder, with
literall-r flashing eyes and emphatically raised hand:
"Mr.
, remember what I
say. This is a Day for very great
t hi n g s - v er y great things."
These last three words rang out
like a trumpet call. The long, deserted city block seemed to echo
them.
I was overwhelmed.
I
seemed to dwindle, almost to
shrivel where I stood, as that beautifully dominant figure, that commanding aud appealing voice. surrounded me like a sea, and blotted out for the moment, at least,
all the petty world and my petty
self ·with it. Who and what was I
to be summoned to accomplish
great things, very great things? I
did not even know what things were
great in this world awry with misbegotten emphases.
After what seemed a very long
moment, in which His burning eyes
probed my soul, He gently smiled.
The great moment had passed. lIe
was again the courteous, kindly,
humble host, the Father whom I
thought I knew. He touched His
tal'boosh* so that it stood at what
I called the humorous angle, and a
slightly quizzical smile was around
His mouth as He rapidly ascended
the steps and entered the open door.
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I followed closely. We passed
through the few steps of the hall to
the stairs. I remember the WOllderil1g, slightly envious glances that
followed me as I followed' Abdu '1Baha up the stairs. The upper
hall was empty and 'Abdu'l-Baha
swept through and up another
flight to His room, a large front
room on the fourth floor. And still
I followed. I have often marvelled
since at mv temerity. Had I known
more or felt less I never should
have dared. But how glad I am
that I did dare. It is said that
fools rush in where angels fear to
head.
Perhaps that is the way
that fools are cureCl of their folly.
We came to the door of 'Abdu '1Balul's room. He had not invited
me tl1ere nor had He looked once
behind Him to see that I was following, and it was with much inward trepidation that I pHllsed at
the threshold as He entered the
room. ,Vould He be displeased?
Had I overstepped the bounds of
the respect due' Abdu'l-Baha? Had
I been lacking in due humility?
But that my heart was humility itself-He must know that.
He
swung the door wide and turning
beckoned me in. "Kam," He said.

which always melted my heart. A
deep content and happiness flooded
my being. A little flame seemed lit
within my breast. And then
'Abdu'l-Baha spoke:
"Are you interested in renunciation ~"
Nothing could have been more
unexpected. I had entirely forgotten the question which had so
engrossed my thoughts an hour
since. Or was it that in that 110111'
during which the word renunciation
hail not been mentioned, all that I
wlf'11ed or needed to know about it
had 11een vouchsafed me ~ I had no
words to answer His question.
Was I interested ~ I could not say
I was nnd I wonlc1 not say I wasn't.
I stood hefore Him silent while His
whole Being sepmed to reach out to
embrace me. Tlwn His arms were
Hronnd me and He led me to the
door. I left His Presenee with mv
sonl treading' the heig'hts. I felt
as thoug'h I had bee11 admitted, for
the moment at least. into the ranks
of the martyrs. And it was a goodIv fellowship indeed. During all
thp. long years of renunciation that
followp.d, the memory of that walk
with Him; my disar-rpointment that
Be had not understood; His ring'1nl!,' challenge: "Thi s is a Day for
AGAIN I was alone with Ahdu'l-npn/ preat thil1QS;" mv following
There was the bed il1Him up those long stail'S without
Baha.
which He slept, the chair in which ('ven knowing whether He wished
He sat. rr'he late afternoon SUll- me to or not, and then the question
light lay palely across the floor, but wrapped in that sublime love:
I saw nothing.
I was consciom; "Are yon interested in renunciaollly of Him and that I was alone tion ~" has risen before me, a comwith Him.
The room waD very fl)l'ting' and inspiring' challenge.
still. No sound came from the Tndeed I was interested and my instreet nor from the lower rooms, tel'est l1as never flagged from that
and the silence deepened as He re- day to this. But I never dreamed
garded me with that loving, a11- 1hat renunciation could be so
embracing, all-understanding look glorious.
(To be conti'nlled)
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"By the Powe1' of the Holy Spirit alone is man able to prog1'es8, for the power of
man is limited, and Divine Power is bOllndless, The 1'earl-inq of history b"inqs us to
the conclusion that all. t1'uly great men, the benefactors of the human 'race, those who
have moved men to /01le the ri,lIht and hate the wrong and who have cansed 1'pal prog1'css,-all these ha've been inspi7'ed by the f01'ce of th" Holy Spirit . ... We understand
that the Holy Spi1'it is the energizing factor in the life of man."
-'Abdu'l-Bahd.
~ HE

trend of human compre-

~-'~ hension might be likened to a

muddy, turbulent river flowing from
its source in t11e uplands of antiquity to the fertile plains of our
time.
For various distances it
moves swiftly and unimpeded. It
dashes itself against obstructing
rocks in midstream and again
spreads out into the complacency of
pools through which the motion 1S
slow and leisurely.
Upon closer inspection of these
murky waters there might be traced
a rivulet within the turgid mother
stream, a little ribbon of clear
water, which for some reason, like
the Gulf Stream, retains its clearness and identity, separate and
aloof, winding' ill and out in unbroken continuity as a white thread
in an otherwise dark fabric.
This clear rivulet might be likened to human appreciation of some
basic, fundamental phase of truth,
some profound and significant fact
-which from the time of its discovery or recognition impresses its
validity on human consciousness
with a dynamic potency, eventually
causing' discerning' ones to incorporate its benevolent influences into
the pattern of life.
IN THE light of Shoghi Effendi's'*'
many recent references to energy
and forces and the possibili ties of
their effective release in the spheres
of human endeavor, the subject of
'Guartlian of the Bahii'i Cause.

the Power of the Holy Spirit is of
intense interest to every sincere individual at all concerned with today's events and the future welfare
of mankind.
Several hundred years before the
beginning of the Christian era,
thonghts were contributed to a clear
little rivulet of ideas concerning
spiritual forces. For example"The 7Jower of spiritual forces in
the Universe-how active it is
everywhere. Invisible to the eyes
and imnalnable to ihe sense it is inherent in all thing's, and nothing' can
escape its operation, Like the r11s11
of mighty waters, the presence of
the unseen powers is felt, sometimes a hove us, sometimes around
us." (Confucius.)
Many, many years later, from a
land far distant from China. from
a man not so much concerned with
philosophy and ethics as with the
dawning' of scientific knowledge,
from one of the early laboratories
another representative thought
comes echoing down the canyons of
time.
"I do not know what I may appear to the world: but to myself J
seem to have been only like a boy,
playing on the seashore, and divert~
ing myself in now and then finding
a smoother pebble or a prettier shell
than ordinary, whilst the great
ocean of truth lay all undiscovered
before me."
And then the resounding utter-
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ance of BaM,'u 'lliih, the Manifestation of God for this age:
"Oneness, in its true significance,
means that God alone should be
realized as the one power which animates and dominates all things,
which are but manifestations of it's
energy.' , (Words of ·Wisdom.)

Is it not time that the significance
of the "one Power" and the tremendous possibilities of making it
effective in life be realized more
fully 1
Think for a moment of a mighty
mass of water, impounded behind
a huge dam. It has potential energy
-energy by virtue of its position.
But the mass of water does not do
any useful work for man until it is
caused to flow-to move. (Except
as it evaporates in the great thermodynamic cyclic engine of nature.)
Then it may turn great turbines
transforming its potential energy
into the kinetic energy of motion
and finally into electricity.
Our intellectual conception of
physical energy is "the capacity to
do work"-presupposing motion
for work is "force times distance."
Ther~ is a great "ocean of truth",
a great reservoir of spiritual energ-y
in the universe but as far as man is
concerned it is potential in a sense,
like the water behind the dam.
W hen man provides channels
through which this spiritual energy
may flow it becomes effective in the
human realms-but man must elect
to provide these channels. He has
been given that choice which involves duty, responsibility and obligation.

SINCE EVEN before the time when
the ethical-philosopher saw the
"power of spiritual forces" "like
the rush of mighty waters" until
the present, has not humanity been
diverting itself "in now and then
finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary, whilst the
great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered . . . ~"
Sometimes these pebbles and
shells have been political expedients; sometimes they have been social reforms; again they have been
scientific discoveries or cultural advantages. Sometimes they have
been nlasterpieces of art or craftsmanship, or they have been commercial accomplishments. Infrequently and rarely have they been
the unfoldment of spiritual veri ties
into kinetic, spiritual energy resulting in effective universal action.
These pebbles and shells which
were found, beautiful and useful
though they may have been, were
limited in their effect because of the
IN NATURE God has provided ways
relative isolation and mutual infor
the spiritual powers to function
accessibility of peoples and nations.
Now, however, facile interchange of -growth-life, the wonderful manithought and experience can be a festations of heat, light, electricity
matter of minutes over wide areas. and that mysterious chlorophyl.
Man has learned how to control
They also may have lacked the power of the direct creative Words of physical energy so that it serves
God and were relatively impotent him well. It obeys certain laws in
in causing universal pl"og-ress in the which exact mathematical relationappreciation of the Power of the ships occur. However these no
Holy Spirit.
longer trouble him in the constant

"LIKE THE RUSH OF MIGHTY WATERS"

and continued use of energy in all
its many forms and applications.
J'.falhemntical permissions and prohibitions are taken as matters of
course, as a part of the method and
technique.
'Abdu'l-Baha once said t hat
"spiritual laws are as exact as
those of mathematics."* This is a
profound statement-o n e which
merits the closest attention.
Perhaps the failure to make the
Power of the Holy Spirit more effective in life can be attributed,
among other things, to at least three
omlSSlOns.
1. Not having realized that the
Power exists.
2. Not having provided requisite
channels for its functioning through
man.
3. Not having been sufficiently
exact in either the method or technique of using it, or rather of permitting it to use us.
As to the first point, all of the
great Teachers and religions bear
adequate witness to its existence
and to its unlimited possibilities,
not only by spoken and written
words but by the confirmation of
deeds and actions. Man has but to
seek sincerely to acquire knowledge
of this. It has left its imprint on
life for all to read.
As to the second omission, all of
the great revelations past have
given implicit instructions as to
how men may become the necessary
channels-in the aggregate one of
great volume. The import of these
directions may be realized but realization must result in action-in
action according to the exact
spiritual laws in order that positive
results may accrue.
-Table Talks

of

'Abdu'l-BaJui,

1906.
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Is it not, however, the third
omission which is most in need of
rectification now~ Is it not a matter of "instant, exact, and complete
obedience ~" If we wish to solve a
methematical problem we obey absolutely certain admonitions and injunctions. Transgress these and the
answer cannot be trusted. When we
use physical energy we apply known
laws of procedure to the letter.
Transgress these and either no result or a troublesome one ensues.
'Abdu'l-Baha said-"This is a
new cycle in human power." Human power is but a derivation of
the Power of the Holy Spirit and is
dependent upon it. Are we making
the most of this great bounty of
God~

There are many evidences of the
extension of human control over
physical energy-of pushing the
frontiers of knowledge to greater
astronomical areas and to smaller
and smaller atomic ones.
There is no more important task
before us today than that of making
ourselves channels for the Power of
the Holy Spirit. It is basic, fundamental-imperative. Especially
imperative is it to youth, which
faces a future either dark or luminous depending upon whether we voluntarily become effective instruments of the "one Power."
THERE IS a very important difference between trying to use the
spiritual power for our own ends
and in voluntarily surrendering to
the great sweep of this power, and
letting it use us. It is the difference between acquisWoll and giving, though we will be acquiring
the greatest of blessings. It is the
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difference between a life of service
to others and a life dedicated to
trying to obtain and hold temporal
advantages.
The conquest of the control of
physical energy has been dramatic
and romantic. The conquest of the
control of self as a channel for
spiritual energy must be glorious
and inspiring.
There are whole libraries of instructions as to how to achieve this
in the Teachings of Baha 'u 'lIah and
explanations of 'Abdu'l-Baha. Perhaps it is not such an intricate procedure as might be imagined. "Thou
art but one step away from the
glorious heights above and from the
celestial tree of love. Take thou
one pace and with the next advance
into the immortal realm and enter
the pavilion of eternity. Give ear
then to that which hath been revealed by the pen of glory."*
When man started to investigate
the power of physical forces he had
little if any previous knowledg'e to
guide him. So while the task relative to the Power of the Holy Spirit
may be exceedingly more difficult,
guidance has bee n vouchsafed
through the Bounty of God. Knowledge of former dispensations and
experience plus the living, effective,
dynamic urge and confirmation of
the words from the Supreme Pen
are ours today.
Are we not here for the purpose
of being willing instruments of the
Holy Spirit in the transcendently
glorious work of carrying out God's
Divine Plan for this day and age at
It is at once a great obligation
and privilege to become a channel
according to capacity. To do this
is but to apply the given spiritual

laws-exactly and exactingly.
*Bahii'u'Uiih. Hidden Word. (from the Persian) verse 7.

The laws have been formulated
and disclosed in so far as we are
capable of comprehending them,
which is sufficient for great progress. The method and technique of
applying them to life has been not
only explained but demonstrated in
the life of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
It remains for individuals to apply them to life. The effect will
then work outwardly from the
hearts to the world of human relationships and affairs.
To THE pragmatic question-I 'but
will it work?" the answer is-it is
of the very nature of energy "to
work." If this be true of what we
know as physical energy how much
more is it true of spiritual energy~
We see manifestations of energy
working on every hand in the world
of nature-spiritual energy. We
cannot actually see it working for
it is invisible and intangible just as
is the physical energy we use in so
many ways without thinking it unduly strange.
That energy will work, once the
proper channel is provided, is assured.
There is " one power"
which" animates and dominates all
things "-tha t also is assured.
There is no more crying need in
the world today than for the relief
of insistent yearning in human
hearts to be effective, to be able to
cope with contingencies, to be
happy, to hope, to be assured, to be
really spiritual.
-When man cries out for assistance and guidance with an intensity of the order of that which
would be voiced when physically
drowning-man will approach the
requisite sincerity, severance and
faith. But it is not sufficient to
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make one impulsive clutch for as- suggestion in this simple, homely
sistance. The effort must be sus- example~
A flute is mute until some player
tained and continuous if results are
likewise to be sustained and con- uses it as a channel to form musical
tones.
tinuous.
The diversion of finding extravVe must strive with "ceaseless,
ordinarily
p l' et t y shells and
tireless energy" fo], the reward is
smoother
pebbles
is an entirely inpriceless beyond compare a 11 d
adequate
g
est
u
r e commendable
merits as well as requires the greatthough it be.
est effort ever put forth.
"Instant, exact and complete obedience" to the spiritual laws as
"Happy is the man that findeth wisdom,
And the man that getteth understanding. given by Baha 'u 'llah, here and now,
For the gaining of it is better than the
will bring that necessary consciousgaining of silver,
ness of "the one power which aniAnd the profit thereof than fine gold.
She is more precious than rubies,
mates and dominates all things"And none of the things thou canst desire it will bring it "like the rush of
are to be compared unto her." Proverbs
mighty waters "-an ever present,
3-13.
potent, dynamic event which renCONSIDER a length of pipe.
If ders life effective.
placed across a flowing stream it
May' Abdu'l-Baha's desire for US
acts but as an obstruction while if be quickly realized, for He said:
it be placed with the stream the
"I desire for you that ideal powwater flows freely through it-the er, so that you may come into the
amount depending upon the size of stream of uninterrupted motion and
the pipe. Is there not a worthy never cease progressing'.' '*
+Divine

PhiJosophy.

l).

122. old edi.ti.on.

-+GUIDANCE FOR THE NEW ERA
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRICK

DT IS not with a spirit of great

M

hope that one lays down Professor Reinhold Niebuhr's recent
book, Reflections on the End of an
Era* "Ve believe, however, that
the author is not an undue pessimist, but rather that he himself is
facing facts and that he would stir
others to the same duty. In his
own words, he hopes that his book
will "help a little to shake the easy
*Siribners

New York.

faith by which modern liberalism
lives and through which the actual
and tragic facts of contemporary
history are obscured."
The aim of the present writer is
not to give a critical review of the
book but to gather up some of the
most obvious of its arguments and
conclusions and to add to these certain further reflections which come
naturally to one who has made a
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study of the Baha'i writings and of
the remedy which Baha'u'llah offers for the sick world.
IT IS the era of capitalism which
Professor Niebuhr sees now drawing to a close.
Already after a
short but very virile life, he states,
it is in its senility and past revival.
The problem which the author
would force upon his readers is the
need of definitely working to build
the new social order and of finding
adequate guidance for this great
task. Catastrophic events are already overwhelming the world and
he foresees decades of bitter class
struggle and national warfare unless social justice is speedily established.
The theories upon which the industrial age was built insured from
its beginning, Dr. Niebuhr points'
out, a short life and tragic death,
for in it there is the lack of any
organic relation between the classes. In the much longer era of
feudalism, for example, however
gross its injustices, there was a
personal relation between master
and serf, a "sense of noblesse
oblige on the one side and loyalty
and obedience on the other"
wholly lacking in the industrial era.
The modern captain of industry,
except in a few enlightened cases,
feels no responsibility for the welfare and protection of the worker
nor does the worker feel any loyalty towards his employers. Hence,
, 'industrial society had the seed of
its destruction, class antagonism, in
it from the very beginning."
THE PICTURE of a sick world
which the author draws is not reassuring. The nature of the sick-

ness is such that a violent death
seems inevitable.
Civilizations
"must die a sanguinary death. "
Every social system is "bound to
make one final and ruthless effort"
to live by an attempt to destroy all
opposition. " The sickness from
which our modern civilization suffers is organic and constitutional,"
he declares, "due to the very character of the social system." Our
social system is like a "man of
robust frame who ignores the
disease from which he suffers for
months before he finally admits its
existence. ' , Even then he is unwilling to submit to the treatment
of competent physicians. In the
fascism which, Professor Niebuhr
believes, threatens most capitalistic
nations, he sees the wild delirium
which precedes death, a "desperate
venture of power" before the final
collapse. And furthermore the
"net effect of fascism" is to "guarantee that the end of capitalism will
be bloody rather than peaceful."
It is the easy-going culture of
the nineteenth century which has
allowed disease to creep upon society unawares. This culture, based on rationalism and liberalism,
optimistically believed that somehow the life relations between
classes and between nations would
easily adjust themselves. Even the
academic wise men failed to see
until too late that the need for raw
materials, for example, and larger
and larger markets would force industrial nations into demands for
imperialistic control of new lands
with the resulting conflicts of nations; or that the struggle between
classes instead of being easily adjusted because of mutuality of interests would become more and
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ousIy collectivized as in Russia,
nor that socialization will solve all
political and social problems." A
radical spirit is necessary to bring
about political reform, "yet the
radical callnot build society unaided." The liberal spirit is also
a "needed resource in building and
preserving a community." Its contributions are "tolerance, goodwill
and rational sympathy," things always needed both in building and
preserving harmony between social
groups. But however necessary the
liberal spirit, it too proves insufficient. "Liberalism can tame life
only if it is fairly tame to begin
with." "The liberal soul produces
neither warriors nor saints, heroes
nor rebels, and it is ill at ease when
confronted with their fury and their
passion. To meet such situations
religion must come to the aid. "An
adequate view of human nature
which does justice both to the
l1eights and depths of human life
and which sees the moral ideal in
purest terms and judges historic
realities in the light of the ideal is
possible only to religion."
N either in orthodox religion as
practiced today nor in liberal theology does Professor Niebuhr find
the impelling religious force necessary to meet impending and present crises. His hope is that the
human spirit will in time find its
WHERE THEN does Dr. Niebuhr
way back to the profound religious
look with any hope for a way ont ~ convictions that in time past have
Both a11 adAqnate politica] program furnished guidance.
and the impelling, balancing and
sustaining force of high religion
1'1' IS just here that the point of
ar,e necessary. The political pro- divergence comes between those
gram which he believes modern who are following paths of orthosociety is moving towards is col- dox or liberal religion or of politlectivi stic but "this does not mean ical radicalism or both and thosp
that all property 'will be as rigor- who have been fortunate euough to

more intense. Misguided self-interest and fear of loss of power has
prevented those in power from even
seeing that there is a mutuality of
interest. In fact the weakness of
1iberalism is its "erroneous estima te of human nature."
So the author sees this industrial
age, "an age of liberalism, rationalism and optimism ... ushered to
its close by a world war more terrible than any previous conflict."
l\[oreover he sees "another world
war practically inevitable." "But
it is not at all certain when it will
come." The class struggle may go
on for decades, especially in America. In the end, however, the
workers mnst prevail, he believes.
No organization or no force in
sig-ht is adequate to guide struggling humanity to a better social
order is Dr. Niebuhr's opinion.
Rationalism cannot be depended
upon, for reason is helpless to restrain impulse, especially the impulse of the gTOUp. Communism,
while demanding justice for one
class, reeks vengeance on another
and takes too little acconnt of the
individual. And "the creed of individualism may lead to the enslavement of the individual ... because it discourages adequate social
checks" and so cannot be depended
upon for deep-seated reform.
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come into full knowledge of Baha'u 'Hah and the guidance He has
provided for building the new
world order. There is no douht
that we al"e at the end of an era,
that. the present social order is in
a state of disruption and that inspired guidance is needed to establish a. llew social order. It was
over sixty years ag'o that Balla'u'Wih wrote His Letters to the
Kings. He saw even then that this
was a sick world and that only a
fu,ndamental 1l'n'it1! SUell as would
wipe out all prejudice and dissension between races, nations, religions and classes could bring about
peace and econom.ic justice and so
happiness for ::d1 t11e neop1e. The
messa~'e of Bahc! '11 'Hah is indeed to
all the world. He established It
world religion based on the solid
founoation of the Unity of God and
ihe Oneness of Mankind.
The
Baha'i Faith cannot be dismissed
as a cult or a reform movement
within a single religion. A few outstanding facts will aid in understanding this.
A large view of history enables
ns to see that the great civilizations
of the world have arisen afte), tlle
advent of a great prophet or teacher so divinely inspired as to be able
to found a living;, dynamic, sm'eading' relig'ion. For example, the ci.vilization of the westel'l1, world followed the spread of Christianity
and the glorious but more sho1'tlived Arabian civilization followed
in the wake of Mnhammad's teaching. The student of recent Persian
history is familiar with the hearistirring' and tragic yet glorious
story of t11e Bab, the inaugurator
lQuoted in "B'h,,'i Word", VoI. IV, p. 222.
of the Bab. Ibid, P. 54.

of the Baha'i Cause, and many have
asked with Dr. Carpenter, "has
Persia, in the midst of her miseries, given birth to a religion which
will go round the world ~", Subsequent events answer "yes" and
give abundant evidence that a world
religion has been established and
the foundation of a new civilization
laid.
IT IS now ninety years since the
Bab-radiant, inspired youth-declared His mission and the New
Age. In these ninety years uncounted heroes have given their
lives for the love of God and to
establish His message of hope for
the world today, while others have
tl'aveled far and wide to spread it.
The heroic period has come to a
close. The message of Baha 'u 'Hah
has been carried to every continent
and firmly established in many
countries.
The religion which Baha 'u 'llah
established is founded on the eternal law of love and fully meets the
needs of the world today. In His
world order, sane and practical,
provision is made for the establishment of the international machinery to insure world peace and for
the enactment of such economic and
social regUlations as will provide
justice and comfort for alL
In the Baha'i Administrative
Order which is slowly evolving in
these countries is found the "very
pattern of the New World Order
<lestined to embrace in the fullness
of time the whole of mankind.' ,.
"Well is it with him who fixeth his
gaze upon the Order of Baha 'u'lhlh and rendereth thanks unto his
Tjord !",

"Shoghi Elfendi, "The Dispensation of Baha'u'l!ah", p. 62 ••Words
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CURRENT THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"Beyond the material recovery, I senSe a spiritual recovery as
well. The people of America are turning as never before to those
permanent values that are not limited to the physical objectives of
life. There are growing signs of this on every hand."
-Franklin D. Roosevelt.
PTesident of the United States.

"ONLY by cooperation and conciliation on the basis of justice and
right to all, only by tIle rule of
reason and never by the arbitrameut of force, can the peace of the
Pacific be successfully preserved."
-Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo, Chinese Minister to France, at the Celebration of Balboa Day. The Shanghai Times,

OFTEN, on a winter's night, when
the sky is sparkling, I have gone out
and looked hour after hour at the
great double stars, blue and yellow,
orang'e and purple j the clustering
brilliant constellations, blazing like
n crown of diamonds in the sky,and have at last felt almost as if I
had left this little nlanet and was
roaming' Hll'ough the infinite universe of God.
Rut what are an these comnared
"RELIGION is concerned with the
to t11e sonl of man ~-to the maiest.ic
mea,n'i,ng of life, It is also con- intellect which cml mete out the
cerned with the dwuelomnent of life, heavens with a snan, and compreits upJiftmeni" nnd enrichment. In- hend the dust of the earth in a
disPlJtably one of the great services meaSlll'e, and weigh the mountains
of religion is io IJelp men see wit-h in f'(cales.
the eyes of God, to see, that is,
,Vhat is the glory of the midnlg-ht
what really matters, has enduring heavens to that of a snirit which
worth, is able to lwovide 811dnrillg rises to fI ehi eve truth ~ - James
satisfaetions, ... A British ohserver "b'reeman Clarke.
has remarked. whereas in England a
man ,!!,'oes to the university to deve"MAYBE in some mountain chalet,
lop himself, in America he goes to "itting about a l'oaring fire of nine
distinguish himself. Yes. but seek- logs, bl'O-Wll, yellow and white
in.go to disting'nish himself he may women will meet in friendly Wathfail to develon himself; and if he eriug' for an internatimlHI conferfails to develop himself he wiu ence (ill Canada) .... Without will
achieve no permanent distinction. hrood the deen quiet of mountain
... In deprivin2,' yonrself of the dis- vastnesses. \Vit.hin a peace of
ciplines of religion, its moral and Hpirit-onc built. upon international
spiritual insig'hts, its noble inspira- understanding and the deep COI1Victions and restraints yon are gravely tion that there can be no world
imperiling -whatever challce you prosperjty or happiness until there
may have for real and enduring is a lastiug' friendship between all
distinction in years t.o come. "-Dr. eonntries and all peoples. "-Mrs.
Ernest Fl'emont Tittle. N o'rth'l{:esi- E. Bailey Price, a Canadian deleern Uniuersity Aru'mni N eW8.
g'a te to the Pan Pacific Women's
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Oonference in Honolulu.
Pacific Magazine.

Mid-

SCIENTIFIC conquests, are only a
part of knowledge and growth, helping man to control the forces he
used to think were pressing him
down and making him a fatalist.
We cannot overdo the development of the understanding of nature and how she works. Beliefs
will continue shifting, but religion
is not merely that. It is a big force
in human society, working to diminish human grief. It is the expression of ideals and desires that develop people.
There is no such thing as "The
Supernatural," for we have been
calling everything which we did not
understand "The Supernatural."
This universe is not of our making.
The development of science shows
a universe of orderliness, not a
chance thing. Who diel iH That
Question inspires our reverence.
You can use the word "God" if you
want to describe what is behind i1.
You do not have to mean an
anthropomorphic individual, or a
canricious, manlike pel'soll.-Robert
Millikan, Nobel Pd?:e Winner for
Science.

"WE MUST insist on teachers who
are more interested in refining' the
minds and souls of their students
than in turning out hordes of graduates with minds fined bnt not
trained to think. YeH, it is equal1y
important to teach people how to
live as it is to teach them how to
make a living. We need people of
the best personalities and highest
ideals in our school rooms, persons
as much interested ill insti1ling
sacred principles as they are in filling minds with cnrrent events.' ' -

Daniel O. Roper, Secretary of Oommerce in an address broadcast from
Wa,shington, D. C.
"THE GROUPINGS of mankindwhether in nations, states, cities,
communities or families-are today interrelated and interwoven in
a complex pattern that would have
seemed incredible a hundred years
ago. This is what our machine
civilization has done to us. It has
reached out with gigantic hands to
compress time and space within a
small compass, and the process has
brought into existence new procedures and institutions and a new
principle of human integration.
"For better or for worse here we
are-with our machines piled high
about us, our airplanes, telegraphs,
automobiles, railroads and highspeed productive processes. These
new t.ools involve a new method of
living. They have introduced us to
our neighbors with whom we must
live as best we can. They have
broadened our contacts so t11at our
interest and curiosity now range
far beyond the parochial limitations
of our forefa thers. Not only in relation to our physical needs but in
relation to our mental needs does
this new interrelated civilization
play a vital part. Spiritually we
cannot go back to the water-tight
divisions, to the narrow loyalties, to
the little sectarianisms that characterized the old way of life. A_
new and wider trail has been blazed; and while there wm undonbtedly l)e an occasional loss of direction,
as there is at the present moment,
the trend toward a world economy
and a planetary consciousness is
too definitely under way to be permanently reversed. "-Raymond B.
Fosdick, Scientific American.
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HE Revelation proclaimed by Baha'u'llah, His followers believe,
is divine in origin, all-embracing in scope, broad in its outlook,
scientific in its method, humanitarian in its principles and dynamic in
the influence it exerts on the hearts and minds of men. The mission of
the Founder of their Faith, they conceive it to be to proclaim that religious truth is not absolute but relative, that Divine Revelation is continuous and progressive, that the Founders of all past religions, though
different in the non-essential aspects of their teaching's, "abide in the
same Tabernacle, soar in the same heaven, are seated upon the same
throne, utter the same speech and proclaim the same Faith." His
Cause, they have already demonstrated, stands identified with, and
revolves around, the principle of the organic unity of mankind as
representing the consummation of the "\vhole process of human evolut.ion. This final stage in this stupendous evolution, they assert, is IlOt
only necessary but inevitable, that it is gradually approaching, and that
nothing short of the celestial potency with which a divinely ordained
Message can claim to be endowed can succeed in establishing it.

The Baha'i Faith recognizes the unity of God and of His Prophets,
upholds the principle of an unfettered search after truth, condemns all
forms of superstition and prejudice, teaches that the fundamental purpose of religion is to promote concord and harmony, that it must go
hand-in-hand with science, and that it constitutes the sole and ultimate
basis of a peaceful, an ordered and progressive society. It inculcates
the principle of equal opportunity, rights and privileges for both sexes,
advocates compulsory education, abolishes extremes of poverty and
wealth, exalts work performed in the spirit of service to the rank of
worship, recommends the adoption of an auxiliary international language, and provides the necessary agencies for the establishment and
safeguarding of a permanent and universal peace.
-Shoghi Effendi.
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"The station of man is great, very great. God has created man after His
own image and likeness. He has endowed him with a mighty power. The
virtue of man is this: that he can investigate the ideals of the kingdom and
attain knowledge which is denied the animal in its limitation. The station of
man is this: that he has the power to attain those ideals and thereby differentiate
and consciously distinguish himself an infinite degree above the kingdoms of
existence below him. - ' AbduT Baha.

THERE IS a rapidly growing consciousness, especially among educators, that education is to be one
of the major factors in the evolution of the new social order and
tha11 educators have a grave responsibility in this direction. Children
and youth must be given a complete realization of the faults and
dangers in the present structure of
society, and of the needs to be fulfilled before the more ideal civilization can be achieved.
"Educational leaders," say s
George S. Counts,1 "mold the
minds of the coming generations
and thus share in shaping the
future of the nation and even of
world society.... Education is one
of the highest forms of statesmanship. The educator is under obligation to foster the most complete
development of capacities of the
citizens on whose power the state
depends for its existence, its security and the fulfillment of its
ideals. . . . Both American and
world society are passing through
a critical period in history. Consequently the educational leader
entrusted with the function of shaping a policy for the public school
must be prepared himself for enlightened action and must take his
place in the front rank of statesmanship."

Should the schools themselves attempt in practice to build a new
social order ~ " No," says Professor Henry W. Holmes of Harvard,2
" actually building a new social
order is not the job of teachers."
But he thinks education should develop insight as to the direction of
social change. . . , "Education
should stand for social change in
the direction of security, social justice and higher economic productivity.... The social gospel of education is more positive than utilitarianism. It is a gospel of creative
effort, a shared spiritual purpose,
to develop the positive resources of
humanity and press forward in the
mastery of nature. . . . Therefore
education requires peace, the abolition of involuntary poverty, social
justice but not equality, and a
social conservatism for excellence
in all its forms."
IF THE youths of the country are
thus to prermre themselves for
careers of enlig'htened creative effort for the achievement of a better
civilization, how important it is
that they realize the essential nobility and power of man when viewed in the light of his spiritual
reality.
"In the world of existence there
is nothing so important as spirit.

l"Social
Foundations of Education." CharJes Scribners' Sons.
lf
2 Ultimate Values in Education," Progressive Education Magazine. February, 1935.
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Nothing is as essential as the spirit
of man. The spirit of man is the
most noble of phenomena. The
spirit of man is the cause of human
life. The spirit of man is the collective center of all virtues. The
spirit of man is the cause of the
illumination of this world. The
world may be likened to the body
and man may be likened to the
spirit of the body because the light
of the world is this spirit. Man in
the world is the life of the world,
and the life of man is the spirit.
The happiness of the world depends
upon man, and the happiness of
man is dependent upon the spirit.' '''''
The chief weakness of education
today is its failure to awaken
youth to an adequate realization of
their own powers, or to inspire
them to develop their intellectual
and spiritual capacities with any
sense of responsibility toward societv and world progress.
"The average college graduate,"
said recently to me a man who has
had a wide experience in the industrial and commercial world,
"has received in the course of his
education very little, if any, intellectual awakening; his interests are
narrow and restricted to his special
As regards the
vocational field.
immense and pregnant changes taking place, the fatal drift of events
toward a new construction of society, he simply does not know what
it is all about. He has not acquired
a knowledge of, nor the capacity to
understand, the true significance of
na tional and world affairs. He
drifts with the drift of events,
blindly giving his support to existing conditions rather than formulating accurate critiques of our
*Baha'j Scriptures, P. 362, section 690.

social, economic and political institutions. "
THE FIRST step toward stimulating youth to more earnest intellectual endeavor is not an intellectual but a spiritual one. If we
could help the youth of today to
understand the essential nobility of
the nature of man, his immense
capacity for knowledge and for
progress, and his grave responsibilities toward humanity as a whole
in return for all the blessings of
civilization which he is passively
enjoying, we could then inspire him
to make actual effort toward intellectual advancement and spiritual
progress.
There is no gTeat incentive to
youth to acquire lmowledge merely
for the sake of knowledge. Why
should he work to amass any more
knowledge than is necessary for
him to gain his own chosen goals of
academic advancement and degrees' What incentive has he to
do more ~ He cannot be blamed if
he contents himself with the minimum of academic achievement,
which in reality is an almost worthless achievement as regards the
needs for national and world citizenship. It is the primary obligation of education to make it clear
to students from the very first the
marvelous quality of their own potentiality; the value of learning accurately the nature of the physical
and social universe in which they
live; and their immense obligation
to society to develop themselves intellectually, morally and spiritually
so as to be potential factors in
the forging out of a new and better
civiliza tion.

EDITORIAL
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It is not for educators to dictate ation will disappear only when
to youth the details of this new and youth comes to a complete realizacoming civilization, as Professor tion of its true powers and of its
Holmes very justly points out; it is obligations toward society in the
not only unnecessary but harmful midst of a changing world.
to attempt that. The educator has
AGAIN WE repeat, the type of eduno right to commit youth under his cation which would achieve this
care to definite patterns of social, conversion of youth to a deeper
economic and political change; but earnestness is essentially spiritual
he has the right and in fact the in nature. Materialistic motives
obligation to awaken youth to the can never accomplish this immense
vision of a more ideal humanity and task. What we need in the educato send them forth from his care tional world are men and women
able and trenchant critics of the with the earnestness of crusaders,
world as it is today.
who are willing to give their lives
if necessary to this awakening of
AMERICANS HAVE always re- youth. Such a spirit is contagious.
sponded marvelously to the needs It can set a world on fire. And
and responsibilities of a pioneer youth stands awaiting as marvelage. This is perhaps their greatest ous fuel to be used for such a congift and power. Today is again a flagration. The time has surely
period for pioneering, a period come for a new moral and spiritual
which calls for the most strenuous purpose to seize upon the heart of
activity, the most authentic intel- youth and to direct the intellectual
lection, the most clear-minded de- processes of youth into channels of
CISIOns. For we face dangers as world service.
grave as the dangers of nature and
"Man has two powers, and his
of savagery which threatened the development two aspects.
One
lives and security of our early power is connected with the mapioneers.
terial world and by it he is capable
If one studies the lives of the of material advancement.
The
early settlers one realizes the ex- other power is spiritual and
traordinary maturity which the through its development his inner,
necessities and exigencies of pio- potential nature is awakened.
neer life· wrought in the develop- These powers are like two wings.
ment of youth. While still in the Both must be developed, for flight
teens, they learned to assume grave is impossible with one wing. Praise
responsibilities, to live earnestly, be to God I material advancement
and to give all they had to the task has been evident in the world but
at hand.
there is need of spiritual advanceCompare the powers of youth as ment in like proportion. We must
shown then with the powers of strive unceasingly and without rest
youth as manifested today! One to accomplish the development of
cannot but lament the tragic malin- the spiritual nature in man, and engering, sabotage and waste that deavor with tireless energy to adprevails among the twenty million vance humanity toward the nobility
youths of our country. This situ- of its true and intended station."·
"Abdu'l-Baha, "Promulgation of Universal Peace", p. 67.

THE NEW YOUTH SPEAKS
by

SILVIA MARGOLIS

The Clarion peals, the Trumpet sounds
Thru every bowed and blasted land;
The heavens are a flaming Scroll:
The Day of Oneness is at hand.
The Balances are laid in Justice,
All hidden issues are disclosed:
And we will hold the reigns of government,
And make the Peace that you opposed.
The Night is passing, and the morrow
Will find us with attentive mind
A forging and reforging still
The broken fortunes of mankind.
The Earth you carved into the nations
To feed a primal flame of greed
Will know a clement generationHer mighty ribs will cease to bleed.
The Rivers strained from out their courses
To wash some conqueror's domain
Will now forget their long abasement
And find the Ocean once again.
For ours will be the Light of Justice
And ours the fortitude sublime

And here are barriers to sunder,
And hearts to render free and rife,
And souls to teach that they are Kindred,
Upon the Ancient Tree of LifeThe Offspring of one Holy Father,
The Children of one Mother Earth;
For in the long and drear dispersion
Mankind forgot their common birth.
Ah! Ours will be the work stupendous,
And superhuman the Ideal,
But We will have the lasting ardor,
And We will know the Martyr's zeal
To end the falsehood and delusion
Of many Gods and many Nations,
Of many Creeds, and many Races,
And high and low degrees and stations.
And nevermore will Tyranny
Command the Peoples, or console,
Nor greed, nor exile, nor banishment
Obstruct the Light from any Soul.
For in our hands will be the Power,
And in our hearts the Emanation,

To bring back rivers to their sources

The love of Kind that hears and haloes

And men to men in every clime.

And blesses with divine creation.

Our task will be a task of grandeur
Supernal and ElysianFor here is a planet to refashion
Into a peaceful home for man.

And we will heal men of their Blindness
And they will be like Seers and SagesA race reborn and transfigured
Returning to the God of Ages.

HOW TO ATTAIN
HAPPINESS

"The first bestowal to the world
of humanity is happiness, that
kind of happiness which is unalterable and ideal"
-'Abdu'l-Baha.

============RR============

n

HE Divine Messe:lgers .come to bring joy to this ear~h, .for this is
the planet of tnbulatIOn and torment, and the mISSIOn of the
Great Masters is to turn men away from these anxieties and to infuse
life with infinite joy.
"vVhen the Divine Message is understood all troubles will vanish.
Shadows disappear when the universal lamp is lighted, for whosoever
becomes illumined thereby no longer knows grief. He realizes that his
stay on this planet is temporary and that life is eternal. When once he
has found the reality he will no longer retreat into darkness."

g

IflI1J APPINESS is an eternal condition. When it is once established,
IlJlU man will ascend to the supreme heights of bliss. A truly happy
man will not be subject to the shifting eventualities of time. Like unto
an eternal king he will sit upon the throne of fixed realities. He will be
impervious to outward, changing circumstances, and through his deeds
and actions impaTt happiness to others. A Baha,'i must be happy for
the blessings of God are bestowed upon him. . . . This is the day of
happiness. In no time of any Manifestation was there the cause for
happiness as now. A happy state brings special blessings."
~ HAT

is necessary is divine joy. Divine happiness is the speaker
of the heart .... The soul of man must be happy no matter where
he is. One must attain to that condition of inward beatitude and peace,
then outward circumstances will not alter his spiritual calmness and
joyfulness. True happiness is found in purity of thought." ...
"If by happiness physical enjoyment of material things is meant
then the ferocious wolf is made happy because he kills the innocent lamb
and satisfies his hunger for a few hours. This is not happiness.
Happiness is a psychological condition created in brain, mind and heart,
the effect of which works out from the center to the circumference."
~

~]NE
J.~ of

'who is imprisoned by desires is always unhappy. The children
the Kingdom have unchained themselves from their desires.
Break all fetters and seek for spiritual joy and enlightenment; then,
though you walk on this earth, you will perceive yourselves to be
within the divine horizon. To man alone is this possible."

- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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Miss Jane Addams, "mother of Hull House", Chicago, and referred to as "the most
useful citizen" of tha,t city. (See opposite page.)
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'ABDUL-BAHA-'S HISTORIC MEETING
WITH JANE ADDAMS
HUTH

J.

MOFJ<'ETT

"Oneness of the world of humanity ins~tres the glorification of man. International
peace is the assurance of the weTfan of an manldnd. There m'e no greater motives
and purposes in the human soul." * ,;, * "Your efforts 1nust be lofty. Exert yourselves
with heart and soul so that perchance through ym~r effm·ts the light of Unive1"Sal Peace
may shine and this darkness of estrangement and enmity ma,y be dispelled among men;
that all men 'fIWY become as one family and consort together in love and kindness; that
the East 1nay assist the West and the West give help to the East, for all are th9
inhabitants of one planet, the people of one original nativity and the flocks of one
shephm·d."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

aT was

on ~ waI:m,. springlike
U day, Apnl thIrtIeth, 1912,
that Hull House in Chicago was all
astir. For 'Abdu'l-Baha, a great
and holy Personage from Palestine
was expected. This important visit
was planned by J ane Addams,
"Mother 0 f Hull House," 0 I'
"Chicago's Most Useful Citizen,"
as the people of Chicago lovingly
call her.
Seldom has biographer presented
two more significant and inspiring'
world figures, both working' earnestly for the Unity of Mankind
and the establishment of Universal
Peace than' Abdu'l-Baha, the Center of the Covenant of the Baha'i
·World, and J ane Addams, the President of the Woman's International
League for Peace and Freedom:
one Who had been chosen as a Divine Exemplar to humanity, and
the other reflecting the spirit of
service. How fitting that Hull
House-an outstanding example of
the application of the great prineiple of the Oneness of mankind,
should be the place of meeting.
DURING a recent interview with
Miss Addams, the writer learned
that it was in 1844 that the Quaker
father of J ane Addams moved to

Illinois. A pinecrowned hill is the
living memorial of the bagful of
seeds planted by him in that memorable year of world history. In
1860 a little girl was born at Cedarville, Illinois, in the shadow of those
pines. As a child. she was a shy,
conscifmtious, sensitive, idealistic
girl. These qualitieR developed into
hig'h moral conrage, the unswerving' devotion to duty. and the pasRion of self-sacrifice for others,
These characteristics served to
make this frail woman eleet to pass
her life in an unsavory quarter of
this great industrial citv, Chicago,
and to spend there, in behalf of the
poor, her inheritance, which would
have maintained her in comfortable idleness amid the beautiful
things that she loved. Here she has
ministered to and educated those i.n
dire need and thus worked indefatigably for the establishment of the
unity and amity of mankind.
As the years unfolded, Jane Addams received her A. B. degree at
Rockford College, Hockford, Illinois, in 1881. Then she spent two
years in Em ope, 1883-1885, because
of imperfect health. In 1888 she
studied in Philadelphia, and the
m~xt year opened Hull House with
the assistance of Miss Ellen Gates
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Starr, and has ever since been its
Head Resident. For three years she
served as inspector of streets and
alleys on the southwest side of
Chicag·o. She received her LL.D.
from the University of Wisconsin
in 1904 and in 1910 was honored in
the same way by Smith College.
Later she became president of
the National Conference of Charities and Corrections. Yale University granted her its A. M. degree in
1910. In 1912 she became vicepresident of the National Woman's
Suffrage Association and chairman
of the Woman's Peace Party.
In 1915 she was elected delegate to the first Peace Convention
at the Hague, and the same year
became the founder-president of
the \V-oman's International League
for Peace and Freedom, and still
remains its active, president. She
was the delegate to the Peace Conventions at Zurich in 1917, at
Vienna, in 1921, and at the Hague
in 1922. On January 12, 1923 she
started on a six months tour of the
world in the interests of world
peace. During all these years many
books have come from her pen, and
she has served on numerous state
and national committees having to
do with social, philanthropic, industrial and international problems.
HULL HOUSE, one of the first
American settlements, stands as a
dream fulfilled. It was established
in 1889, to become a spacious and
hospitable home, tolerant in spirit,
equipped to care for the pressing
physical, mental, social and spiritual needs of a poor, alien, complicated community.

About fifty men and women of
various races and creeds and backgrounds form the residential staff,
mostly college graduates who
pledge themselves to remain two
years. In addition, one hundred
and fifty others come to Hull House
each week as teachers, visitors or
directors of clubs. About nine
thousand persons come to the settlement each week during the winter months, as members of the audiences or classes. Miss Addams explained that the attractions offered
include classroom instruction in
English, current topics, typing,
arts and crafts, music, drawing,
folk dancing and nearly all phases
of domestic arts. Public lectures
and clubs of many kinds supply the
needs of men, women and children
of all classes, beliefs and shades of
color. A circulating' library of two
thousand volumes stimulates mental interest. A well trained, working boys' band of sixty-two pieces
is a source of great joy, as are the
many tournaments and contests,
enjoyed especially by the little children of foreign lands. The monthly
gymnasium attendance is three
thousand, and the fifteen showers
are kept in constant use. During
the year six thousand paid showers
and twelve thousand free showers
help to keep up the physical, mental and moral standards. The Italian, Jewish and Greek nationalities
seem to predominate in the clubs
and classes.
In Miss Addams' high-ceiled
living room, the writer asked her,
"What has been one of the central
ideas of the activities of Hull
House 7" Her kindly eyes bright-
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ened as she said, "The things
which make men alike are finer and
better than the things tha t keep
them apart, and these basic likenesses, if they are properly accentuated, easily transcend the less essential difference of race, language,
creed and tradition." After a time
she continued with an alert enthusiasm.
"Life at the Settlement discovers
above all what has been called the
extraordinary pliability of human
nature; and it seems impossible to
set any bounds to the moral capabilities which might unfold under
ideal civic and educational conditions. In order to obtain these conditions, the Settlement recognizes
the need of cooperation, both with
the radical and conservative elements. Hull House casts aside none
of those things which cultivated
man has come to consider reasonable and goodly, but it insists that
those belong as well to that great
body of people who because of toHsome and underpaid labor, are unable to procure them for themselves. Added to this is the profound conviction that the common
stock of intellectual enjoyment
should not be difficult of access because of the economic position of
him who would approach it, that
'those best interests of civilization'
upon which depend the finer, freer
and nobler aspects of living must
be incorporated into our common
life and have free mobility through
all the elements of society, if we
would have a true, enduring democracy. The educational aetivities of
a Settlement, as well as its philanthropic, civic and social undertakings, are but differing manifestations of the attempt to socialize
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true democracy, which is the very
existence of Hull House itself. It
is thus that peace and unity are established. "
"Do you think that the people of
the world generally are more peaceminded than before the World
War~" she was asked.
"0, yes.
The war startled and shocked them
into a realization of the need of
peace as never before. It has been
more discussed and written about
and has become the most vital problem before man."
"What do you consider the greatest forces of the world today working for peace ~ " "There are three,"
she replied: :J3'irst, psychological;
second, political; and third, mechanical First, the psychological includes all the books, newspapers,
magazine articles and all the addresses and discussions on the subject, but something more than all
of these, the interest and overwhelming desire in the heart for
peace. Second, the political, even,
has become a. force for peace. International instruments to take
care of the affairs of all the nations
of the world must be created before
peace can be maintained. These are
only just beginning, in the League
of Nations, the World Court, an International Code of Law and an International Police Force to enforce
the law. Many other international
instruments of this nature will be
required. Third, nothing can stay
the progress of the machine age, the
invention, the improved methods of
intercommunication and intertransportation. This is also a great
force, bringing about better understanding in the world which is the
basis of peace. "
"You ask vy]wt I eonsider to be
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the greatest need of the world today~" she continued. "I would put
it in one word, understandin,q-understanding between individuals,
classes, races, nations. Literature,
history and mechanics are bringing
it about much more rapidly today.
Are not nations simply families living together, learning to adjust
themselves to each other for the
best good for the g rea t est
number~"

"Yes, you are right," she said in
reply to my question. "The problems of the world which are caused
by wrong mental attitudes are returning to the heart and mind of
man and the solution must come
through changed mental attitudes."
ALTHOUGH having spoken on the
same platform with Miss Addams
many times and dined as her guest,
yet during this interview at Hull
House, alone in the spacious living
room with her, the writer was
more than ever impressed with a.
fine quality of innate courtesy, a
sympathetic sensitiveness, a queenly
diginity and gTeatest of an the keenness of a brilliant intellect expressing a well-balanced and well-ordered
mind.
When the author asked her if she
had met that distinguished Personage of Palestine Whom Great Britain had knighted as one of the
greatest advocates and establ~shers
of World Peace and the Umty of
Mankind that the world had known,
(Abdu'l-Baha, she replied with an
emphatic "Yes." In a low pitched,
well modulated voice, she spoke of
inviting' Abdu 'I-Baha to visit Hull
House on April thirtieth, 1912, to
speak in Bowen Hall, and although

the hall seats 750 people, it was far
too small to hold the crowds that
poured in. In streams the rich and
poor, the educated and ignorant,
the managers of business and the
industrial slaves came. Hull House
was all astir. So was Halstead
Street, that bit of cross-section,
seemingly, of all the markets, bazaars, cafes and wayside churches
of all the races, nationalities and
creeds of the world.
Miss Addams herself, acting as
chairman, welcomed 'Abdu'l-Baha
and graciously presented Him to
the audience. Dr. Bagdadi, a physician of Chicago, served as His interpreter, having known and loved
'Abdu'I-Baha years before in the
Holy Land.
To attempt to describe 'Abdu'lBaha is like trying to paint the lily.
As he stood before the sea of hungry upturned faces, His magnetic
personality, His radiance, His penetrating potency, the power of His
inspiration, the very purity of His
life, and the great understanding
compassionate love, made an impression upon His listeners that
they can never forget.
Because in 1912 racial prejudice
and hatred were very intense and
because of the outstanding historical work that Miss Addams had
achieved, 'Abc1u 'l-Baha spoke of the
races being like many varieties of
flowers in one garden, all adding> to
the fragrance and beauty of the
garden. He spoke of the benefit to
be derived by all humanity when
universal peace and racial amity
have spread over the earth. This
depends upon the spirit and intelligence of man. The basis for the
establishment of world peace and
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the amity of man cannot be based
upon color, but only upon noble
qualities. With an almost overwhelming' power, 'Abdu'l-Baha declared, "The standard can be no
other than the divine virtues which
are revealed in him. Therefore,
every man imbued with divine qualities, who reflects heavenly moralities and perfections, who is the expression of ideal and praiseworthy
attributes, is verily in the image
and Wceness of God . . . a divine
station which is not sacrificed by
the mere accident of color."
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ment of the New -World Order, and
of peace and good will to all mankind.

As THE writer said farewell to
Miss Addams, who was leaving on
an extended trip for her health, she
presented her wit h a n autographed copy of her photograph
and her book, "Twenty Years at
Hull House," and spoke again of
be i n g deeply impressed with
'Abdu'l-Baha, and with the beauty
and spirit emanating from the
Baha'i Temple. She expressed the
hope that more people would feel
'ABDU'L-BAHA at the close of the the great need and rise today to
meeting' in Hull House went out help bring amity permanently to the
into the dingy crowded street, ming- world.
Gazing at the very building' in
led with the little children and the
under-privileged poor, and gave to which took place the historic meetthem freely from a bagful of coins, ing' of 'Abdu '1- Baha and J ane Adwith many kindly words of encour- dams, and in which 'Abdu '1-Baha
agement, sympathy, love and hope, had so perfectly voiced the note of
which brightened the eyes, strength- the Oneness of all Mankind, and left
ened the courage and uplifted the His spirit like a benediction hoverfaith and hope of all who met Him. ing over all, one saw people of all
'Abdu'l-Baha expressed his pleas- races streaming in and out of Hull
ure at meeting Miss J-ane Addams House, honoring' the founder before
because she was serving mankind. her departure. With a deeper conAccording to His own words, He sciousness of realization, one recwas chosen by His Father, Baha'u- ognized the fulfillment of those
llah (the Glory of God) to be the priceless words of 'Abdu 'I-Baha:
Servant of humanity, and because "Today the most important purMiss Addams has devoted her life pose of the Kingdom of God is the
unreservedly to others she cer- promulgation of the cause of Unitainly reflects the beautiful light of versal Peace and the principle of
servitude. One of the bounties of the Oneness of the World of Huthe Baha'i Revelation is that women manity. Whosoever rises in the acof heavenly capacities can never complishment of this preeminent
more, be hindered by the ancient service, the confirmation of the
stupid form of male supremacy, but Holy Spirit will descend upon
may rise to help in the establish- him."
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A CHALLENGE TO THE CHRISTIAN

WORLD
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRIOK

"AfteT 11utny tTibulations He [Baha'tt'llah] has shown man the kingdom, fTeed
hhn fTom chains of pTejudice and attached him to the WOTld of T1'uth. The Light of
Divine FaVOT is shining and will shine fTom centu1'y to centtw'y."
-'Abdu'l-BaM.

u

GAIN the Baha'i World owes
gratitude to a Britisher for an
immense service, a service which it
is at present impossible to estimate.
For The Promise of All Ages~', the
latest book to set out the history
and fundamental principles of the
Baha'i Faith cannot fail to be widely read and exert a profound influence. As one reads the quotations
and excerpts in the introduction he
is reminded how gTeat a debt the
Baha,'i Cause in the West already
owes to British scholars. Professor
Edward G. Browne of Cambridge
University was the first and only
Westerner to see Baha'u'llah and
his description of Him is familiar
to all Baha'is and to many others.
The translation of A Traveller's
N arnative, by Professor Browne,
was for many years the only source
in English for the early history of
the Cause. Dr. Cheyne, the internationally famed theologian and
Biblical critic of Oxford University,
in his book, Reconciliation of Races
and Relig'ions, paid highest tribute to Baha 'u 'Hah, the Bab and
'Abdu'l-Baha, aclmowledging> his
devotion to them. Lord Curzon, in
his Pe'rs'ia and the Persian Question" contributed valuable historical
facts concerning the early events of
the Babi Cause. Many other travelel'S and scholars from the British
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Isles have in their writings given
added evidence of the power and
purity of this great universal religion. And finally to Dr. J. E. Esslemont, a Scotsman, Baha'is are
indebted for the most complete one
volume survey which we have of the
history and teachings of the Faith.
This book, Bah6/u'll6h and the New
Era, has already been translated
and published in over twenty-five
different languages.
The introduction reminds us, too,
of the many eminent continental
authorities who have either espoused the Cause of Baha'u'llah or
left written testimony of its beauty
and power. Among these are the
names of Count Tolstoi, Professor
August Forel, Count Gobineau, the
Dowager Queen Marie of Rumania.
As the title implies, the approach
in this book to the universal teachings of Baha'u'llah is that of a religionist and Bible student. In
places an almost passionate appeal
is made to the Christian world not
to let pass an opportunity to bring
to fulfillment the mission of Christ.
"Is this the time to ignore," the
author asks, "a movement rich in
the very blessings Christians know
they need-rich in the reality of religious faith, in courage, in confidence, in the possession of an opportune and definite policy ~"

."The Promise of All Ages," by Christophil, pUblished in London by Simpkin Marshall, Itd. May be obtained
from the Baha'j Publishing Committee, P. O. Box 348, Grand Central Station, New York City.
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In spite of tho fact tha t the
"Cause of Baha'u'lHih is the Cause
of Christ" and the coming of Baha'u 'Hah is "that which Christ foretold" and that the path of Baha'u'llah is the path of peace, and
that Baha'u'llah definitely promises that we are about to enter the
Kingdom of God upon earth-that
for which Christians have prayed
for well-nigh 2000 years-in spite
of these things "no Christian body
seems to have paid any heed to the
Baha'i Fellowship or the teachings
of its Founder."
WHILE the author's appeal in this
book is to the Christian world yet
the emphasis throughout, as must
needs be, is upon the universality
of Baha 'u 'Hah 's teaching. ]1' I' om the
beginning of the first chapter, significantly entitled "The Epic of
Humanity," throughout the nine
chapters the reader is made, to feel
and begins to comprehend that all
previous history culminated in the
great event of the Coming of Baha'u 'Hah, "the Promise of All Ages,"
and that, although most are still
unaware, the world has definitely
entered a new era, the era of peace
and justice. What can be more
challenging to a world in chaos,
drowned in unbelief, denyin.g God
and disavowing the hand of divine
guidance than to face such words as
these:, 'Baha 'u 'Hah revealed a sublime
vision of human history as an epic
written by the finger of God. . . .
He taught that human history
throughout its entire length, was an
intelligible and connected whole,
centering around a single theme
and developing a common purpose.
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From the beginning of the cycle to
the present day and beyond the
present to the cycle's distant end,
one master scheme is by set degrees
disclosed. The stage upon which
the action moves forward is the entire globe, with all its continents and
all its seas; and there is no race nor
nation, nor tribe, nor even individual who has not a designated place
in the unfolding of the Grand Design of God."
Other prophets have taught this
great truth and the Bible upholds
it, but Baha'u'llah is the first one to
unfold it in all its full significance
and glory. In the light of this fundamental teaching the Bible and
other scriptures take on new meaning-that which was hidden is made
known. Even the present day confusion finds its place in the ordered
whole of the great epic of humanity.
Classical literature and secular
historians have not as a rule taken
this view, but Baha'u'llah "would
have men read history anew, seeing
past events in a new perspective,
grouping them in new relations and
judging them by new values." He
would have man realize that just as
in his own inner relations harmony
between himself and his Maker are
necessary for a purposeful and satisfying life so "the vital concern
for the race and for the nation ...
is cooperation with the creative will
and readiness to follow God's allinclusive design for progress and
attainment. " All events of human
society revolve "however remotely
around this unchanging centre of
the decree of God."
To understand this we must understand that all progress of hu-
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mankind is dependent upon God's Indeed one feels sure that it was
Manifestation of Himself. At stated intimate knowledge of Christ ftnd
intervals from the time of the be- deep love for Him that led Chrisginning that hath no beginning to tophil to recognize the same love
the present time God's Manifesta- and power in Baha'u'llah that is in
tion has appeared on earth. This is a Christ. To him it was revealed that
very difficult truth for modern man, to deny Baha 'u 'nah was to deny
proud in what he has accomplished Christ.
by the power of his intellect, to
What was Christ's mission~ Was
comprehend. With loving insight, it to bring the Kingdom of God to
the author develops this great prin- earth 7 Here again the light
ciple of creation, that man is utterly brought by Balla'u'llah gives for
dependent for his progress on the first time a complete underGod's bounty in sending to earth standing of Christ's mission. "The
these divine Educators of mankind central message of Jesus was His
at stated intervals,-that of himself promise and His warning that beman would be totally unable to rise fore long (at the end of one more
above his animal nature. "Were it Era, the Era then begun) God
not for the special intervention of would in deed and in fact establish
God in human affairs, so teaches the Kingdom upon earth; its founBalla 'u 'llah, the earth would be a dation would be laid in the hearts
cockpit of base desires and raging of men, and those who were found
appetites and man himself would to be unworthy would be deappear as the most disagreeable of stroyed."
the animals." This special interChrist's mission was two-fold, or,
vention of God is made through the as Christophil puts it, "Jesus' recoming of divine Prophets such as velation was not exclusively spiritChrist, Muhammad, Baha'u'l1ah. ual. It was in part historicaL" The
When viewed in the light of references to the coming of the
Baha'u'llah's teaching the evidence Kingdom have not been well underof this truth found in the Bible, the stood, but Jesus gave many signs,
Qur'an and other Holy Books is in- some in parables and some more decontrovertible.
finite. Mankind would be taken by
surprise, for His coming would be
DOES ONE then deny Christ when
he accepts Baha 'u 'l1ah as the Re- as a thief in the night when all are
velator for this age ~ Thus asks asleep. No man knoweth the exact
many an eager soul. No one -vho time save the Father, not even the
truly loves Christ and truly longs Son. The most definite sign of the
for His Kingdom can be in doubt time when His Era would end and
after reading this book. Inter- the Era of the Kingdom begin was
woven throughout the thought [,nd the time when the exile of the Jews
underlying all the argument of the should be ended and they should rebook one senses that the author, ftS turn to their own land.
his pen-name, Christophil, implies,
Thus and in many other ways,
is truly a sincere lover of Christ p.nd Christophil points out, did Christ
not simply a bearer of His name. teach His disciples that He would
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come again and at that time many
portentous events would take place.
The Bible is not the only Holy Book
that foretells the coming again of a
Messenger from God. But not until
the coming of Bah:i'u'lhih with His
words of illumination and wisdom
has anyone been able to rightly interpret these warnings and prophecies. They were sealed by the command of God until the "time of the
end".
As WE FOLLOW the author's argument through the chapters dealing
with the story of the beginnings of
this great Oause we understand
more and more clearly that we are
verily seeing the" time of the end",
the end of a dispensation and the
beginning of such a glorious one as
the world has never seen. In the
light of the events of that early
period of unparalleled sacrifice and
spiritual outpouring on the one
hand and atrocious and diabolical
cruelty on the other we obtain insight into tl1e meaning of what has
been called Ohrist's Second Ooming, of the Day of Judgment, the
Day of Resurrection, the" clouds of
glory". While what lover of Ohrist
can fail to be touched when he reads
for the first time of the sublime and
majestic, yet gentle and altogether
loving lives of the Bab, Baha'u'11ah, and' Abdu 'l-Baha. ~ Here were
three supermen who lived Jives of
complete self-abnegation under the
most difficult conditions, the source
of Whose power was absolute rlevotion io i-l10 Will of God and Who so
inspired thOfie who chose to be rrheir
disciph~R iha t they gladly offered
life, p1'operty, home,-everything
for the love of God." A perfect
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love for God and for men is the
explanation of Their lives, the key
to the mystery of Their combined
achievements. "
This law of love is fundamental
and gives birth under the inspiration of Baha 'u 'Hah to the consciousness that all men are brothers, and
"this belief is to direct conduct and
to become the basis of the new
world order." "The Revelation of
Baha 'u 'llah does not deal alone
with pure religion.... It is a social
as well as a spiritual gospel." This
is the age of deeds. Building on
this law of love and this underlying
hrotherhood Balla. 'u 'llah has given
certain specific commands to be
followed. These furnish the pattern for the new world order, the
Kingdom of God on earth. In his
chapter entitled "The Light of the
King's Law" the author gives in
broad outline a picture of what this
new world is to be like with its universal education, an internaUonal
language, work for all, a stabilized
and iust economic system, an international government and other necessary changes. The g'erms of this
New Order are already working' in
Baha'i groups and assemblies
throughout the world.
IN HIS last chapter the author
turns once more to "The Fire of
God's Love" and tllerein opens the
door for the reader to gain insight
into that divine love which shone in
the perfect life of Ohrist and whieh
has shone again in perfecl.ion in the
lives of the Bab, Baha'u'llah and
'Abdu'l-Baha. Such is the love
that God has breathed again upon
tllE: dead heart of the world. "Such
is the love which is to reawaken the
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souls of men to the consciousness of
heavenly things and to quicken their
spirits to a higher life." "This
love now pouring down from God in
fullest measure upon the awakening consciousness of mankind is the
power that will regenerate human
nature, and will create in deed and
in fact a new heaven and a new
earth. "
Thus has a "Lover of Ohrist"
given once more to the world, and
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especially to the Ohristian world,
the Message of Baha'u'lhlh. "Will
not' I, he says in his closing paragraph, "the story set forth in these
few inadequate pages touch the
heart of Europe and of Ohristendom~"

Surely so stirring, so earnest, so
loving a presentation of the Greatest Message God has yet sent to man
will awaken hearers and enlist
doers.

RAISE be to God! The springtime of God is at
hand. This century is verily the snring season.
The world of mind and kingdom of soul have become
fresh and verdant by its bestowals. It, has resuscitated the whole realm of existence. On 011e hand
the lights of reality are shining'; on the other thp
clonds of divine mercy :He l)onring down the fnl1l1esp,
of heavenly bounty. Wonderful material progress
is evident and great spiritual discoveries are being
made. Truly this can be called the miracle of centuries, for it is replete with manifestations of the
miraculous. The time has come when all mankind
shall be united, when all races shall be loyal to one
fatherland, all religions become one religion and
racial and religious bias pass away. It is a day ill
which the oneness of mankind shall uplift its standard, and international peace like the true morning
flood the world with its light.

P

The Divine Prophets are as the coming of
spring, each renewing and quickening the teachings
of the Prophet who came before him. Just as all
seasons of spring are essentially one as to newness
of life, vernal showers and beauty so the es"ence of
the mission and accomplishment of all the Pronhets
is one and the same. Now the people of religion
have lost sight of the essential reality of the spiritual
springtime. . . . His Holiness Baha 'u 'llah came to
renew the life of the world with this new and divine
springtime.... The spiritual springtime has come.
Infinite bounties and graces have appeared. ,Vhat
bestowal is greater than this?
- ' Abd~t'l-Balui.
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ESPERANTO
LIDJA ZAMENHOF

"A universal language shaLL be adopted and be ta1tght by all the schools and ·institutions of the world. A committee appointed by national bodies of lea1"ning shall
select a suitable language to be used as a medium of international comn1unication. All
must acquire it. This is one of the g1'cat factors in the 1mification of ma.n."
-'Abdu'l-Ba.M.

rm HEN

two ants meet they
understand one another by
the touch. When two spirits meet,
they understand one another by
means of the language of spirits,
the language of heaven, which is as
different from every earthly language as the bleating of a goat differs from a Beethoven sonata.
When two men meet, they understand one another by words.
It is often said that the gift of
speech is one of the qualities by
which man is distinguished from the
animal. True, but on account of
this very quality man is often also
lower than the animal. For a mute
fish in the ocean depths understands
another fish; the birds of all lands
sing in harmony when they meet in
winter under the warm southern
sun. But where is the harmony
among men if their languages are
different, if from mouth to ear there
travel only the vain S0l1l1ds of incomprehensible words ~
The Bible relates that. at one
time all men had a common language. That sameness of language
bound and united them and gave
them strength. But that strength
filled their hearts with pride, and
they began to want to reach heaven
itself and stand as equals, face t.o
face with God. And t.he Lord wa~l
angry at this arrogance and confounded t.heir t.ongues. Broken waR
the bond, gone was t.he strength of
the proud. The grandsons of Adam
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were scattered throughout t. h e
whole eart.h. Heaven I'emained
closed against them, but t.here opened instead the way of misunderstanding and strife for long, long
ages.
But God, who confounded the
proud, did not wish the punishment.
to last forever. So in the book of
Zephaniah shines the promise that
when the measure of the blows of
fate shall be accomplished, when the
whole earth shall be consumed with
the flame of the indignation of the
Lord, then God will give back one
pure language to mankind, so that
all may with one voice glorify His
Name; so that they may glorify the
Name of God, not I'ise up in pride
against Him.
The promise was not vain, for
already from time to time on the
wings or piety harmonious voices
have been raised in one lang-uRge
to heaven.
First, the languag'e of the Ten
Commandments, the Hebrew tongue, bound together the seed or
Israel. When the great and solemn
"Yom Kippur" comes round, the
Day of Judgment, in every synagogue of the world prayers resound
in one and the same language. The
language of the Prophets, the Hebrew tongue, urd tes all the children
of Israel, aud [cllfils to a certain degree the promise given by the
mouth of Zephaulah.
In the same way, the language of
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the Christian martyrs, slaughtered
in crowds in the arenas of Rome
with the cry of "Pro Christo"
("For Christ") on their lips, became, and was for a long time a
bond between Christians speaking
different languages.
So, too, when the suu t'inks to
rest from the tops of minarets
throughout the whole Muhammadan
world the voices ring in one language glorifying the one God and
His Prophet.
has its chosen
language, its sacred language,
which builds a bridge between the
believers and helps them to know
one another as brothers.
But each of the great Messengers,
by whose mouth God spoke to man
in times past, had only a limited
audience. Modern methods or conquering space did not then exist. A
thousand times greater than now
were the distances between lands
and continents. Each Prophet spoke
in fact to one race alone or to limited groups of peoples.
Not so today, in the era of
Baha'u'llah. The Baha'i Revelation is not for one race alone, nor
for one people or nation. It is for
the whole, great, wide world; it
speaks to all men, whether black or
white, whether dwellers of the desert sands or of the icy north. One
common language is necessary so
that understanding' may reign
amongst the many-tongued children
of men. The acceptance of one
international language was proclaimed by Baha 'u 'llah.
And soon after this divine command was proclaimed by the mouth
of Baha 'u 'llah, in response to the
creative power of the Prophet's
EVERY
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word appeared Esperanto. It was
born, not through pride of the human mind wanting to outdo God,the cause of the confusion of the
tower of Babel,-but from an ardent, sincere desire to serve men, and
by giving them the means of understanding one another to bind them
once more into one harmonious
family.
How STRANGE, how foolish must
have sounded to sceptical ears
some seventy years ago the proclamation about the choice of one
of the existing languages or the
Creation of aNew Langttage. A
lang'uage is not made in a retort; it
is the product of long evolution, the
expression of the culture or the
resnective society.
But with the Divine Will nothing
is impossible. Esperanto was born,
it is gTowing and spreading
throughout the world.
In many of His addresses' Abdu '1Baha encouraged the spread of
Esperanto, and expressed the hope
that it would bind together men 'who
otherwise could not understand one
another.
Baha'is watch the gro,vth of the
Esperanto Movement with sympathy and good wishes. Many of
them are already Esperantists, but
many are only lookers-on. This is
not enough. For as Christ says,
"Not everyone who says 'Lord,
Lord' shall enter the Kingdom of
Heaven, only he who does the will
of my Father which is in heaven".
It is not enough to watch with sympathy. We must accept and follow.
Once I met a Baha'i who told me
he did not intend to learn Esperanto
as he knew four languages and that
was enough for him. Unfortunate-
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ly Polish was not one of the four,
and the language in which he was
speaking I could hardly understand. So that as far as I was COllcerned, his knowing four languages
did not suffice. One day I asked
him if he never meant to visit
Poland. He answered that Poland
was beyond him, as one cannot
easily get about in a country whose
language one does not understand.
So for him, too, four languages were
not enough. And between us there
remained a barrier. The friondship which might have sprung up
was prevented from the beginning,
for between persons who do not
understand one another, hatred is
possible, or a blind love, hut friendship is not possible.

The international language is
part of the Divine Plan which is
given effect in the era of Baha'u'llah. And the Cl' ea tion and spread
of Esperanto are proofs of the
creative power of Baha'u'llah's
words.
Esperantists are aware that it is
not only a new vocabulary and
grammar that they are presenting
to the world. They realize their
mission of international brotherhood. And when they, the sons of
many peoples, gather at the great
international congresses, when over
their heads waves the green banner, there rises from their breasts
the Esperantist's hymn, the work
of the author of Esperanto, Dr.
L. L. Zamenhof.

ESPERANTO HYMN BY DR. ZAMENHOF

LITRRAL TRANSLATION

La Espero

Hope

En la mondon venis nova senta,
Tra la mondo iras forta voko ;
Per flugiloj de facila vento
Nun de loko flugu gi al loko.
Ne al glavo cangon soifanta
Gi la homan tiras familion:
Al la mond' eterne militanta
Gi promesas sanktan harmonion.
Sub la sankta signo de l'espero
Kolektigas pacaj batalantoi,
Kaj rapide kreskas la fero
Per laboro de la esperantoj.
Forte staras muroj de miljaroj
Inter la popoloj dividitaj;
Sed dissaltos la obstinaj baroj,
Per la sankta amo disbatitaj.
Sur neutrala lingva fundamento,
Komprenante U11U la alian,
La popoloj faros en konsento
U nu grandan rondon familian.
Nia diligenta kolegaro
En laboro paca ne lacigos,
Gis la bela songo de l'homaro
Por eterna ben' efektivigos.

Into the world has come a new feeling,
Through the world goes a mighty call;
On light wind-wings
Now may it fly from place to place.
Not to the sword thirsting for blood
Does it draw the human family:
To the world eternally at war
It promises holy harmony.
Beneath the holy banner of hope
Throng the soldiers of peace,
And swiftly spreads the Cause
Through the labour of the hopeful.
Strong stand the walls of a thousand years
Between the sundered peoples;
But the stubborn bars shall leap apart,
Battered to pieces by holy love.
On the fair .foundation of common speech,
Understanding one another,
The peoples in concord shall make up
One great family circle.
Our busy band of comrades
Shall never weary in the work of peace,
Till humanity's grand dream
Shall become the truth of eternal blessing.
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THE PASSING OF DR. SUSAN I. MOODY
An American Bahd/i Heroine
MARIAM HANEY

"And now I give you a commandl1wnt which shall be for a covenant,-that ye have
faith; that your faith be steadfast as a rock which no storms can l1wve, which nothing
can disturb, and that it endure through all things even to the end."
-'Abdu'l-BaM.
~ HEN a
~ ceived

cable was recently reby the Baha'is in
America announcing the passing of
Dr. Moody in Tihran, Persia, the
words quoted above came vividly to
mind. One can well understand the
reason, for these words are explanatory of the sacrificial services of
this American medical doctor who
spent over twenty-five years in the
land which gave Baha'u'llah His
birth. Particularly do the women
and girls of Persia who knew her
well mourn the loss of their true
friend and sister, one who sacrificed
the best years of her life that they
might have proper medical care and
education.
Full of years and good deeds, unstricken by disease, gradually her
strength failed and Dr. Moody
passed into the eternal life at the
ripe age of eighty-three years. The
hundreds of men, women and children who attended her funeral services gave silent testimony to the
love she had engendered in their
hearts. Most significant was the
long line of women and children
who, carrying flowers, walked reverently in the procession to the Baha'i
cemetery where her earthly body
found resting place. Dr. Moody's
spirit remains. Her light will ever
be shining. "But if the body undergoes a change," said' Abdu '1-Baha,
"the spirit need not be touched.
When you break a glass on which

the sun shines, the glass is broken,
but the sun still shines."
Who was Dr. Susan I. Moody and
why does she occupy such a unique
place in the hearts of Baha 'is ~ The
full story of her rich and colorful
life will doubtless be written by some
future historian, but we can not
let the immediate opportunity pass
without paying tribute to this noble,
loving, self-sacrificing pioneer soul.
Let us review briefly the story of
her life. She was born in 1851 in
Amsterdam, New York of ScotchCovenanter parents who had migrated from the north of Ireland to
the United States. Here she received the usual schooling and
orthodox religious training of the
"best" families of the day.
After graduating from Amsterdam Academy, she taught school
for a while, and then went to
New York City and entered the
Women's Medical College, but soon
discovered that work in the dissecting room was far too great a strain
for her nerves at that time. A little
later her parents passed away, and
her brother called her to Chicago to
live with his family. While there
she studied music, as she was endowed with a fine voice. She was
not, however, to make music her
life's work, and decided to study
painting and sculpture at the Art
Institute in Chicago. From there
she went to study in the Academy
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of Fine Arts in Philadelphia where
she remained three years. She was
privileged also to study under the
great painter, Chase, in New York
and later to continue her studies in
the art schools and studios of Paris.
On her return to this country she
lived with an artist friend in Chicago. Often she repeated the old
adage, "Man proposes, but God
disposes," and she suited the action
to the word, for instead of following the professional art career, for
which she was qualified, she finally
yielded to the constantly increasing
urge which she felt to continue her
study of medicine, matriculated in a
Chicago medical college and finjshed
her course there successfully.
DURING those early days of her
life in Chicago, she met friends who
were attending the first classes
formed for the study of the Baha'i
teachings. These classes she joined
but did not become a confirmed and
confessed Baha'i until after her
intensive study of the teachings in
1903 with Mrs. Isabella D. Brittingham, an illumined Baha'i teacher,
who brought many of the most
staunch friends into the Cause in
those early days. Dr. Moody always acknowledged with a thankful
heart the privilege that was hers in
being taught by so able a Baha'i
teacher.
In the following years Dr. Moody
gave much of her time to teaching
and speaking for the Baha'i Cause,
though she had never before been a
public speaker. The first Baha'i
Sunday School in Chicago was conducted by her and to this day those
who attended that sunday school
tell of how she taught them to save
their pennies to help in the pur-

Dr. &tsan I. Moody

chase of the land for the first
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar in the western
world. Later she herself was one of
the group of Baha'i sisters who
traveled up and down the outskirts
of Chicago's north side in search of
the best location for the now famous
Baha'i Temple which is in the
course of construction in Wilmette,
Ill.
ABOUT THIS time (1908) a party of
American Baha'is traveled to Persia to visit the Baha'is in that land,
and while there some Persian
doctors had asked whether it would
be possible to induce an American
woman doctor to come to rrihran to
live for the purpose of caring for
the Persian women who at that time
were so deprived of skilled medical
care. While stopping in ' Akka,
Palestine, on their return from
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Persia the Americans communicated
this wish to ' Abdu '1-Baha Who
asked them if they knew of such a
doctor. The name of Dr. Moody
was presented, and she, received
word vrithout delay from 'Abdu '1Baha telling her she had been
chosen for this great medical work
in Persia. "I knew then," Dr.
Moody often remarked, "why I had
felt the urge so strongly to study
medicine, I was obliged to study
medicine in order to come to Persia." She was indeed destined for
this great post of noble service.
N or did she hesitate when the call
came but proceeded immediately
on her journey. Had she not
10 n g e d to see 'Abdu'l-Baha ~
Se v e r a,l yea r s before, she
had made this vow, "I hereby devote, consecrate and sacrifice all
that I am and all that I have and
all that I hope to be and to have to
Thee, 0 Divine Father, to be used
in accordance with Thy Purpose."
She now realized that the time had
come to fulfill this vow. There
were obstacles in her path, many
did not wish to see her cast aside
the practice she had established.
"But my' vow had been recorded,"
she said, "and 'Abdu'l-Baha had
summoned me. I was ready."
Enroute to Persia Dr. Moody
stopped in the Holy Land to see
'Abdu'l-Baha. She received from
Him the necessary instruction and
encouragement which gave her
strength for, and joy in, the work
ahead of her. At the time of parting He said, ' , You will need patience, patience, patience!" She
tried never to forget that important
injunction. Thursday, November 26,
1909,-the American Thanksgiving
Day-was her first day in Tihran

and her heart was full of gratitude.
It was a Thanksgiving Day never to
be forgotten.
The story of the first year of Dr.
Moody's service in Persia was one
of struggles. Dr. Lotfullah was her
first interpreter since her knowledge
of Persian was very scanty. Often
she left her sick ones in the office
and retired to another room to pray
for the supreme patience which
, Abdu '1-Baha had prescribed. Later
she became fluent in the Persian
language and preferred to use it.
Baha'is all over America will remember the many interesting
stories related by Dr. Moody herself during her visit to this country in 1925. In each city she visited meetings were arranged where
she fully but humbly described her
pioneering services to the women of
Persia. All realized that had it not
been for her absolute devotion to
the Baha'i Cause, her faith in the
Baha'i teachings, her oft repeated
vow to consecrate her all to Baha'i
service, she could never have endured the many hardships which
were her portion in the early days.
Her faith was sublime
Later a group of Persian doctors
decided to open a hospital and
at their request she joined them as
a physician for the women patients.
The hospital was successful from
the beginning and continues its
work as one of the foremost institutions of the kind in Tihran today.
ASIDE FROM her medical work,
there was ever present in her mind
the most important question of the
education of girls which had been
almost totally neglected in Persia.
Some few women had studied be-
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hind a curtain when a tutor was
teaching the boys, but they w~re
very few. Dr. Moody often Sal~
"Mv heart ached for the neglected
one~. " Then began her magnificent
efforts toward interesting others in
this question of education; ,. She
found that many of the Baha 1 men
were in full sympathy with her
ideas and through BaM. 'i consultation ~nd cooperation, a girl's school
was started with an attendance of
thirty pupils. This, too, w~s ~uc
cessful from the very beglllnlllg,
and has steadily grown in importance. It now has an enrollment of
several hundred and is known as
the Tarbiat School for Girls. Some
one has declared it to be "the greatest among a 11 the schools in
Tihran." In fact the school long
ago had outgrown its quarters. One
of the activities most dear to the
heart of Dr. Moody was the raising
of funds for an additional building.
She wished this fund to be known as
The Kappes Memorial Fu)nd in
memory of Miss LiJian Kappes, the
first American Baha'i teacher who
died in Persia after giving nine
years of indefatigable service to the
school.
But it was not only the Tarbiat
School for the secular education of
girls that Dr. Moody was instrumental in starting. She also founded the Baha'i study classes for girls,
and 11ersel£ visited these classes
everv Friday. The same curriculum
was ~sed as'in the boy's classes for
the study of the Baha'i teachings.
There are now sixteen different centers of these Baha'i study classes
for girls, all managed by trained
teachers, and in these groups many
who started years ag'o in the first
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course are now teaching and training others.
W RAT WAS the secret of Dr.
Moody's noble and self-sacrificing
life? It was built on the only firm
foundation that there is-the eternal rock of ages, the Tevealed Word
of God. Her outstanding qualities
were a keen spiritual pereeption, a
clear vision, a pure and undefiled
conception of the Bahli'i Teachings,
and most important of all was her
willingness to render inst.ant obedience. She never knew the word compromise. She was humb~e, ~evered
and selfless; her sense of Jushce was
outstanding. The writer was an intimate associate of Dr. Moody for a
time, and it is assuredly true that
few there be who have the capacity
she possessed to make just measurements such a capacity is rare. Her
intens'e love for the Persian Baha'is
vv'as most manifest and her loving
tributes to them at all times and ll1
all places most noble and generous.
Deeds appealed to heT far mO~'e
than words. "All are partners III
words, " said Baha 'u 'Hah. Often we
have heard her recount the story of
the famous Persian Baha'i heroine,
Qurratu'l-' Ayn, who, attending a
meeting where a learned man was
discoursing all philosophy, giving
proofs and evidenc~s regar~ing. t~e
Oause, arose and cned out, ThIS IS
the day of deeds. If thou art a man
show 'forth deeds!" And in Dr.
Moody's living of the life of a true
and faithful Baha/i there weTe daily
deeds which revealed her station.
These deeds had made her widely
known in Tihran, and her unique
life and outstamJing services were
much eulogized in the press of that
cHy.
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Group of Baha'is in Vienna, Austria. Seated, second /1'om left, Miss Martha Root,
A1nerican journalist and Baha'i teacher and lecturer.

n

HE Message of Baha 'u '11ah
was first heard in Vienna
several years ago and Baha'i
teachers have visited there at various intervals since that time. In
1926 Miss Martha Root began a
series of visits to that city for the
purpose of building up a permanent Baha'i group and this has been
accomplished. Her most unique
service and experience was her
interview with Mme. Hainisch,
mother of the former President of
Austria, who gave Miss Root the
story of Qurratu '1-' Ayn 's influence
in the life of Miss Marie vonNajmajer, the famous Austrian poetess
whose greatest poem was on the
teachings of the Bab and the life of
Qurratu'l-' Ayn: Another article
under the title "The Servant
Apostle"," described the beautiful
life and service of a Baha'i brother

U
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who had been, and continues to be
most zealous and self-sacrificing in
spreading the Baha'i religion in
that city.
All Americans who have had the
privilege of visiting Vienna, find
that its people are accomplished,
charming, high intellectually and
cultured, in fact their culture is
unique. History has given ample
demonstration of their patronage of
the fine arts, especially of music.
The g rea t composers, Haydn,
Schubert, Mozart and others were
Austrians.
In the tribulations and tragedies
which the Austrian people, and especially those of Vienna, have experienced in the last two decades,
may there not a great spiritual
Renaissance blossom forth from
this Baha'i group.
-M. H.

WHAT IS
M US le?

"Music is most important. Music
is the heart's own language. Its
vibrations uplift the spirit; it is
very beautiful and a great art."
·-'Abdu'l-Bahd.

==========================~~~=======================-=
mUSIC is one of the important arts. It has a great effect upon the
iW human spirit. Musical melodies are a certain something which
prove to be accidental upon etheric vibrations, for voice is nothing but
the expression of vibrations which, reaching the tympanum, affect the
nerves of hearing. Musical melodies are therefore those peculiar effects
produced by, or from, vibration. However, they have the keenest
effect upon the spirit. In sooth, although music is a material affair, yet
its tremendous effect is spiritual and its greatest attachment is to the
realm of spirit. Voice is the vibration of air and is like the waves of the
sea. The voice is produced through the instrumentality of the lips with
the tongue, etc. These cause a wave in the air, and this wave reaches
the nerve of the ear, which is thereby affected.

~HAT

is music~ It is a combination of harmonious sounds. 'What
MI is poetry? It is a symmetrical collection of words, therefore they
are pleasing' through harmony and rhythm. Poetry is far more effective and complete than prose. It stirs more deeply. A fine voice, when
joined to beautiful music, causes great effect. All these have in themselves an organization and are constructed on natnral laws, therefore
they correspond to the order of existence like something which fits into
the mould of nature. When it is so, this effects the nerves, and they
affect the heart and spirit. In the world of existence all material things
have a connection with spiritual realities. Thus the voice connects itself
with the spirit and it can be uplifted by this means. In short, musical
melody forms an important role in the associations, or outward and
inward characteristics or qualities of man, for it is the inspirer or
motive power of both the material and spiritual susceptibilities . . . .
When man is attached to the love of God, music has a great effect upon
him.... The art of music is divine and effective. It is the food of the
soul and spirit."
- ' Abd1.t'l·-Baha.
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SECURITY IN A FAILING WORLD
SYLVIA PAINE

RN

U

8ecttrity

for

a Failing

Worlcl~', a recent book by :Mr.
Stanwood Oobb, noted educator
and writer, we have a uniquely
comprehensive and convincing
treatment of both the political and
religious sides of our life today.
He shows clearly and conclusively
the crying need of reform in both
these spheres and of their interdependence.
The first half of the book is devoted to the political, economic, and
religious approaches of the Bahii'i
Faith, whereas the last ten chapters
deal in a broad fashion ·with its
basic truths and principles. The
book is not overburdened with details and facts, and in it are skillfully woven quotations from current writings and speeches which
point to the present world conditions, and excerpts from the words
of Baha'u'Uah, 'Abdu'l-Baha, and
Shoghi Effendi, showing most clearly in what ways the Baha'i Faith
embodies the answers to the needs
of the world at present.
The opening chapters point to the'
advantages of a planned society.
:Material and scientific development,
it is shown, have far outstripped
the development of society morally
and spiritually.
",Vhat humanity desperately
needs," says :Mr. Oobb, "more than
new sources of power, more than
leisure or prosperity is a new conscience. When that arrives man's
intelligence ... can forge a way to

a general level of prosperity not
only far greater than human hope
has envisaged, but also eternally
durable. Philosophers, economists,
statesmen, with a zeal enforced by
necessity, are seeking today security for a failing world. The solution to their quest must be found
chiefly in a new universal moral and
spiritual consciousness of brotherhood applied in practical terms to
the organization of human society."
But, the writer goes on to question, is the intelligence of man capable of creating the needed stable
civilization ~ Do we not, after all,
need a super-human mind and spirit
to guide successfully the complicated affairs of modern civilization ~
A force more powerful than that of
human intellect is needed, for men
are, even though intelligent beings,
swayed by their emotions. Is not
a development of, an education, so
to speak, of the emotions needed 7
And what power has been found,
through the ages, to be greater than
that of true religion ~ A spiritual
renaissance, we then conclude, is
the only possible cure, in this age
of doubt, whose many and decadent
religious institutions are rendered
even more impotent by the very
fact of their numerousness and
rivalry.
"The greatest of all master emotions," says :Mr. Oobb, "is religion.
This is the force which normally
governs and directs the emotions of

*Baha'i Publishing Committee, P. O. Box 348, Grand Central Station, New York City.
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human beings, harnessing them into
spiritual and cultural unities."
THE NEXT four chapters are devoted to a brief but extremely comprehensive treatment of the place
which the great religions of the
pas t, Zoroastrianism, J udaism,
Buddhism, Christianity, Islam have
had in their influence on civilization. The truth which Baha 'u 'llah
and 'Abdu 'l-Baha have so clearly
pointed out is saliently emphasised,
in this account, that religion, like
everything else in the world, is subject to transmutation and change
and that each great religion has, in
its turn, suffered the same spiritual
decline and final impotence. This
does not mean that religion should
be regarded as for all time in the
discard heap of decayed institutions, but points to the all-important fact that a renewal of religion,
of spirituality, is from time to time
most vitally necessary.
In presenting the essence of the
Baha'i Faith, its principles and
message for today, Mr. Cobb speaks
first of the universality of its appeal. As amply demonstrated already among the adherents of this
Faith, members of all races, nations, classes, religions, find in its
teachings the ideals, both individual
and universal, which meet most
closely their needs. In addition all
religions have abundant prophetic
utterances about the One Who is to
come in the latter day. The great
political principle, that of a universal federation of the world, on
which the Baha'i Faith is based is
likewise universal in appeal in that
it leaves no room for domination of
Olle nation over another. But for
the founding of a truly effective fed-
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eration it is absolutely essential
that all peoples should be likewise
bound together through a common
religious belief, and hence a common standard of morals and ethics.
To further ensure a common world
culture Baha'u'llah g'ave the important principle that there must be
one universally accepted auxiliary
language.
Prejudice, Mr. Cobb emphasises,
is one of the greatest barriers to the
establishment of a firmly knit world
state or civilization, a world unified
in a lasting way. Selfish emotions
must be overcome by altruistic. One
of the oldest and most deep seated
of prejudices is that existing between Orient and Occident. Religions of the past have not succeeded
in overcoming this prejudice and
since the days of the Golden Age of
Greek civilization, Western and
Oriental cultures have been becoming more divergent, the former advancing along more purely material
lines, the latter contributing much
in religious thought but little in the
practical sciences. As the world
is, through the many technical advances, becoming more closely unified, it seems inevitable that Orient
and Occident can no longer live independently of each other. Is it not
imperative for them to find a common basis of ideals and of culture,
a loyalty to a cause which both can
share equally"? The Baha'i religion
like all others arose in the Orient
and has the spiritual qualities which
appeal naturally to the Oriental.
But in its teachings the importance
of scientific knowledge and investigation is stressed. Already it has
spread widely in theW est as well
as the East, and has proved to be
peculiarly well :fitted to serve as a
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bond linking Oriental and Occidental together in a true spirit of
brotherhood.
ONE OF the most illuminating and
most sorely needed teachings of the
Baha'i Faith is the plan for the
political and economic state. Gradually throughout the past century
and especially in the last quartercentury there has been a growing
consciousness of the obligation of
governments towards all those
within their territories. Especially
in view of the growing complexity
of the economic pattern and the
greater scope and intensity of economic crises and ensuing depressions has the need for the government to enter into new fields of
enterprise in order to keep large
masses of its citizens from starvation become evident. The Baha'i
plan, Mr. Cobb points out, maintains a very remarkable balance between capitalism and socialism:
keeping on the one hand the profit
motive for the individual, but providing for just distribution of rewards among all and a guarantee
of a living to each. Through a system of profit sharing between capital and labor in industry, steeply
graded income and inheritance taxes, and an acknowledged recognition by the state of its duty to provide employment or living for each
individual, an order will be brought
about in which extremes both of
wealth and of poverty will be
avoided, and political and economic
justice be attained.
In the concluding chapters Mr.
Cobb deals briefly with the problem
of modern youth, the relationship
of the Baha'i Faith to other relig-

ious institutions, the joy and inspiration which comes to those
working towards the Baha'i goal of
"making a better world." The
Baha'i Faith, he says, is the
answer to the problems of modern
youth, torn between the alternatives
of complete materialism and overthrow of ethical and moral standards on the one hand, and the acceptance of unsatisfying religious
dogmas and creeds on the other.
This Faith asks of no loyal adherent of any of the religions that he
forsake the fundamental truth on
which they aTe based. It does not
demand that one renounce in any
sense his loyalty to or love for
Christ. Rather the teachings of
Baha 'u '11ah serves to enhance and
put in a more glorious light the
teachings of the Prophets of old.
And in the goal of helping to establish the New "\Vorld Order of Baha'u'11ah one finds inspira tion and
strength sufficient to remold and
make more rich one's individual
character.
ON READING this very able treatment of the outstanding points in
the message of Baha'u'lhih, Baha'is
will surely find renewed inspiration
for themselves as well as a fulleT
knowledge of the signs in the world
pointing' inevitably to the need and
truth of this stupendous revelation.
For all thinking' people this book
offers an irresistible challenge and
a promise: A challenge to the teaching's, the creeds and principles on
which our present institutions are
working in the "failing world,"
and a certain promise of a more
just and secure world order in the
not distant future.
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INSTRUMENTS EFFECTIVE
DALE S. COLE
"To strive to obtain a more adequate understanding of the significance of Baha'u'lldh's stupendous Revelation must, it is my unalterable conviction, rC1nain the fir'st
obligation and the object of the constant endeavor of each one of its loyal adh(wents."
-Shoghi Effendi.

RANSITION periods of whatever nature are always rather
difficult and confusing experiences.
There usually is the disturbing proclivity of contrasting the familiar
factors of the past with the strange
elements of the new.
The pattern of behavior in such
periods has been well defined. Two
divergent attitudes vie with each
other,-the inertial bent to cling to
the old and, if the exigency is sufficiently threatening, a clamor for
some relief, protection or improvement.
Man has become quite expert in
applying the scientific method involving experiment, to the conquest
of knowledge and benefits of the
physical world. In these activities
he is, in a sense, outside the arena
of action. But it is more difficult to
experiment with forces and influences which alone are adequate to
bringing; about the re-acceleration
of civilization. Man is a pat·ticipant in such events and not outside
the sphere of action. There is always the fear that even the experiment itself may hurt and persistent
doubt as to the outcome. Man is
fearless in experimenting with
everything except his social re]ationships and responsibilities.

D

THE LARGER any new undertaking,
the greater the need for a comprehensive plan, the correct method
and the proper technique. The establishment of the New World Order is at once the greatest task and

the most glorious privilege which
has ever confronted humanity.
That a New World Order is not
only imminent but imperative is the
resultant opinion of many points
of view and it is being freely and
persistently voiced in various
modes of expression in a profusion
of contemporaneous discussions in
magazines and books, here and
abroad.
The plan has been formulated and
revealed by Baha 'u 'llah.
The method has been explained
by'Abdu'I-Baha.
The technique has been demonstrated by 'Abdu'l-Baha.
The early stages of construction
are being directed by Shog'hi Effendi.
Is it not true that: The more
significant the task the greater must
be the preparation ~ The more
fundamental the revisions involved
the more securely must the foundations be laid ~ The more comprehensive the scope of influences the
more important the initial steps
of building? The more complex
the effects the more exacting the
craftsmanship required ~ The more
exacting the craftsmanship the
more requisite an apprenticeship~
The Baha'i Movement aims at
the establishment of a New World
Order-nothing less.
This can
only be accomplished by "instant,
exact and complete obedience." It
presupposes the sustaining power
of continuous meditation and prayer. It must be pursued with" cease-
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less, tireless energy."
It is the
most exacting, yet thrilling and
glorious adventure in human experience.
Consequently, it is not difficult to
realize and appreciate that the early
steps in the practical application of
such a tremendous and vital project must be very wisely and correctly executed. This conception
helps to explain Shoghi Effendi's
many and continued specific instructions as to the importance of Baha'i
Administration in so far as it has
evolved or been given. This should
allay any concern regarding the remote possibility of undue stress
being directed to it. It is the task
of the moment, essential to the
present status of the project.
Understanding and a 13 ply i Yl g
Baha'i Administration is the preface to subsequent chapters of advancement. May it not suggest the
training and obedience required of
apprentices, who lea'1"11, while they
work; who apply the kno'wlec1ge
they have previously acquired, but
gain more by actual experience and
the constant unfoldment of working operations ~
IN MANY engineering undertakings it is necessary to use the step
by step method in calculations, experiment and construction. The establishment of the New World Order of Baha 'u '11ah is not, however,
an experiment the culmination of
which is in doubt. There is the Ullquestionable assurance that it w'ill
be. But abilities and capacities are
such that man best employs the step
by step method-gaining skill and
strength as he proceeds. It is a
protecting bounty that the sun does

not rise abruptly in the morning.
The susceptibility of the world also
is such that the gradual unfoldment
of the New World Order is ordained by divine wisdom. Life must go
on while these great changes come.
Administrative principles and
methods, as being enunciated by
Shoghi Effendi, constitute, in a
manner, the basic parts of the lower
frame work, around and upon which
the structure will be built. Even
though the magnitude, the form, the
beauty, or the influences of the
structure when complete cannot
now be seen, each step of the work
can and must be performed in accordance with the specifications and
instructions of the Master Builder.
Scientific accomplishment requires long years of training, the
mastering of fundamentals, correct
methods and adequate technique,
patience and persistence before
even initial results are obtained.
For the scientist, fame and recognition lie in the distance, many degrees beyond his first successes.
What years of painstaking apprenticeship and "grounding"
must the artist, the musician, the
poet, the craftsman spend before
they can "weave cloth with threads
drawn from their own hearts." Is
there any more exacting profession
to master than that of learning' to
express thoughts proficiently and
beautifully in words ~ And yet how
strict the rules and how laborious
the learning ere the satisfaction of
self-expression blossoms.
"The
greatest gifts of man are reason
and eloquence of expression." How
inflexible and sovereign al'e the laws
of the most exact of the sciencesmathematics. What a powerful
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tool it is, but by what detailed steps
of progress is it understood and
mastered sufficiently to be of real
service. Each stage is "groundwork" for the next higher. }11ach
pace a toe-hold for the next. Such
examples of the necessity for preparation and careful beginnings in
human experience are many and
need not be multiplied.
"A chain is no stronger than its
weakest link" and that weak link
may be the first or second one
forged.
AN ENGINEER or group of engineers designs an intricate and
complex unit of automatic machinery. Do the men in the shops, working on individual parts from a detailed blue print, question the shape,
material, dimensions or tolerances
prescribed thereon? They may have
no conception whatever of the final
assembly but a good workman cooperates and follows the specifica.tions, and how proud he is of his
contribution when the machine performs perfectly some service, automatically going through the motions dictated for it by the designer!
This is requisite cooperation-essential unity of action.
In emergencies, some people have
the valuable faculty of almost instinctively doing the right thing--and emergencies do occur. These
are good people to have around in
times of danger. And is this characteristic, a matter of straight and
clear thinking, not largely attributable to thorough grounding in selfcontrol and response, to training
and experience?
Animals a I' e
taug'ht to traverse an intricate
labyrinth of paths to reach food, so
that the animal eventually responds
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to its need by taking the correct
path unerringly and surely. Steering an automobile soon becomes
"second nature." Again, illustrations of "grounding" or the mastery of essential fundamentals are
profuse in life and need not be
further elaborated.
Do not these experiences indicate
the value of mastering first principles in order that we may perform the simple requirements correctly and more or less involuntarily, leaving our additional abilities
free to cope with the more advanced
problems when and where they
arise? Do they not establish surely
the wisdom of careful and correct
beginnings and accurate execution?
So should anyone, for any reason
whatsoever, feel even the slightest
trace of indecision regarding the
importance of mastering and applying Bahii'i Administrative Principles as they evolve or are given,
it is to be remembered that:
1. The good craftsman questions
neither the plan, the designer's
specifications, nor the master builder's instructions.
2. All human experience attests
the value of "grounding" in knowledge and response.
3. The greatest unity is essential
for the greatest degree of cooperation.
4. There is an obligation of "instant, exact and complete obedience", through which and only
through which one can draw upon
spiritual power sufficient to supply
one with the requisite "ceaseless,
tireless energy."
THE COMPOSITION of physical substances appears to begin with a
"nucleus" of the atom. The em-
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mission of physical energy is dependent on minute bundles of
"quanta. " Behind every project
there is an idea or nucleus of
thought. The idea of present day
Baha'i Administration. is to teach
the beginnings, the rudiments of
the commg New World Order.
Doubtless there is also an element
of discipline therein.
Balla'i effectiveness is predicated
on the idea of the greatest unity and
harmony of action ever conceived.
Baha'i Administration is a safeguard for the undivided, practical

application of such unity as a great,
regenerative force.
Shoghi Effendi has spoken of
"wider loyalties", so whatever
loyalties to the basic principles of
the Revelation of Raha'u'llah may
exist, from which nothing should
ever detract, are we not being asked to clothe ourselves with a widerloyalty within the Plan-and embrace the opportunity to make ourselves more effective instruments
for the carrying out of The New
'\Vorld Order~

---R--MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORAR Y ART
IN BELGRADE
MAHTHA

L.

ROOT

The ciuthor of this article, Miss Root, who fottr times hCis had the privilege to be
received in the RoyaL Palace in Belgrade by their Royal Highnesses Prince Paul of
Yugoslavia and Princess Olga, has written a special article for "The Bahli'i World"
Volume 5-(which is soon to appear )-about these chcirming and serious 'members of
the Royal House of Yugosla,via. They have deep interest in religion and education, and
are very conve1'sant with Bahli'i ideals of training children, with Bahli'u'lllih's teachings
for the oneness of humanity and with the architectural beauties of the Mashriqu'lAdhklir' in Chicago. H. R. H. Prince Paul of Yugoslavia is now the chief Regent of
His Majesty young Peter of Yugosla.via since the tragic passing of His Majesty King
Alexande1'.
~ HY

should art lovers in the
United States be interested
in the new Museum of Contemporary Art in Belgrade, Y ougoslavia ?
There are several excellent reasons:
first, all travellers will find this N ational Art Gallery contains some of
the great works of the Yougoslav
sculptor Ivan Mestrovic, whose exhibitions in New York, Washington,
Chicago, Detroit and other cities
gave a forward impulse to artistic
education; a few of his sculptural
masterpieces are in our country.
A visit to this Balkan Gallery
shows from the forty-four works of
~

Mestrovic that he is an epic artist
with a strength like Michael Angelo.
This Yougoslav is a creator of temples-national, Christian, human
temples. He loves the themes of
maternity, childhood, revolts, suffering, death. His men are prophets, saints, heroes, titans. Coming from the Balkans, Mestrovic has
in his soul several civilizations,
Mediterranean, Eastern, Western,
all these are blended together, synthesized in his great works.
Secondly, this new gallery founded five years ago from nothing
really, by His Royal Highness
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Prince Paul of Y ougoslavia, now
has representative pictures from the
French, English, Dutch, German,
Hungarian, Bulgarian, Rumanian
Schools of painting as well as the
works of the best Yougoslav artists.
There are only three American
painters' works in the whole gallery. Holland, at the Hague has a
"Comite pour la propagation de la
connaissance des arts plastiques
nederlal1dais en Yougoslavie" composed of Yougoslav officials in that
land and some of the Dutch painters
and patrons of art. The writer feels
that it is possible to have a similar committee of some of the Uuited
States artists and patrons of art
collaborating with the Yougoslav
Minister in Washington and Y ougoslav Consuls in the different cities.
THIS Belgrade National Gallery
is the first permanent exhibit of
foreign paintings in that capital
and it is a gallery unique of its kind
in South-Eastern Europe. Imagine
Washington, D. C., a vassal capital
for more, than five hundred years:
imagine all the soldiers of the
United States being driven out of
their country to some island like
Corfu; then in the building up from
the ruins of world war, of a recaptured, restored, free fatherland they
again construct Washington and in
the midst there is created a charming, small National Art Gallery,
then 0 reader, you will feel what
this gallery means to the people of
Belgrade! It is visited by enormous throngs and the writer observed
how often Y ougoslav artists come to
Belgrade to remain for a few days
to study these pictures.
It would be wonderful if His
Royal Highness Prince Paul could
come to the United States and

H. R. H. Princess Olga of Yougoslavia, frmn
a painting by the French a,j·tist, .I. E.
Blamche.

know our galleries as he knows
those of Europe. He is a, deep
scholar and a connoisseur of art;
this Prince studied in Oxford University, but as his work was interrupted during the world war, he returned and received his M. A. degree later. Prince Paul is the inspiration, the promoter of Yougoslavia's artistic life-His Majesty
King Alexander was a very great
lover of art, but was too busy to
give it full attention-he followed
each artistic movement in his country with profound interest and
helped it in every way possible.
H. R. H. Prince Paul took the entire initiative in founding this fine
gallery. He has housed it in a most
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pleasing palace of ancient Serbian
architecture and the distribution of
rooms is especially picturesque. It
is said to bel the most beautiful
house of old Belgrade; built in
1828, it is in itself an architectural
monument interesting and precious.
Passing on through the semi-circular rooms one sees in the School
of Painting of Contemporary Yougoslavs how flourishing it is, how
worthy of being represented in the
Gallery of Prince Paul. Among
the artists most famous one should
mention the works of Milunovic,
Bijelic, U relac, Tartaglia.
Among Mestrovic's works one
should not miss seeing the superb
bronze bust of H. R. H. Prince Paul,
and one should also study the parts
of a National Temple, also of Mestrovic, which will be raised on the
Field of Kossovo, in m e m 0 r y
of the battle with the Turks in
the fourteenth century. Another
modern Yougoslav sculptor whose
works attract many to this gallery
is Toma Rosandic; his domain is humanity.
The French School of Painting

includes a lovely portrait of Her
Royal Hig'hness Princess Olga, wife
of Prince Paul, painted by J. E.
Blanche.
His Royal Highness
Prince Nicholas of Greece, (father
of Princess Olga) and a well known
painter, has one rare picture in this
gallery, a landscape of Bohinje, the
summer home of Prince Paul and
Princess Olga in the Julian Alps of
Slovenia, near Bled.
It is very easy to stop over for a
day or two in Belgrade coming
through on the Orient Express from
Paris to the Near East, and see this
gallery and other beautiful and interesting sites and scenes, and meet
some of the fine people of Belgrade.
Through the courtesy of H. R.
H. Prince Paul, several exhibitions
of Y ougoslav paintings have been
made in other countries. Press
comments revealed that the beauty
and value of Y ougoslav modern art
are much appreciated in other lands.
United States lovers of art who
visit this gallery will begin to ask
about having exhibitions of Yougoslav paintings and sculpture in
our country.

-+PORTALS TO FREED OM
(An Autobiographical Story)
CHAPTER

6.

"And finally there ern61'ges, though on a plane of its own and in a, category entirely
apart frorn the one occupied by the twin Figt~r'es [the Btib and Bahti'u'lltih] that
preceded Hirn the vibrant, the rnagnetic personality of 'Abdu'l-Bahti, reflecting to a
degree that nd rnan, however exalted his station, can hope to rival, the glory and power
with which They who are the Manifestations of God are alone endowed."
-Shoghi Effendi.
~ URING one of the talks given
~ by 'Abdu'l-Baha to a compar-

atively small group of the more in-

timate friends, I sat beside Him
on a small sofa. For most of the
hour, while He talked and answered
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questions, He held my hand in His
or rested it lightly upon my knee.
There flowed from Him to me during that marvelous contact a
constant stream of power. The
remembrance 0 f t his experience has brought to me through the
years, at higher moments of insight,
thoughts difficult to ex pr e ss.
"Words cannot step into that
Oourt." When' Abdu'l-Baha. says
that" there is a Power in this Oause
far transcending that of men and
angels," what does He mean in
terms applicable to our everyday
human eX1Jerience, if not that the
'W orId of Reality is a World of such
Power as this world has never
known ~ When mankind learns how
to become a channel for that Power
as He always was and is, instead of
attempting to mop it up for one's
own use, then indeed "this world
will become a garden and a 1Jaradise." Oertainly I felt that b'anscendent power flowing from Him to
me; and Mr. Mountfort Mills once
told me that he had the same experience when sitting close to
'Abdu'l-Baha during' an automobile
ride. He said it was like being
charged by a divine battery.
I speak of this only because it is
another illustration of the effect
Abdu'l-Baha's presence always had
on me. I could not be near Him
without surges of almost irresistible
emotion sweeping through me.
Sometimes the effects of this emotion were apparent, but not always.
I once spoke of this to ' Abdu 'I-Balla.,
apologetically referring to my
childish weakness. "This is an
evidence of strength, not weakness," He said. "Such tears are
the pearls of the heart."
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It is not unusual for deep emotions to be stirred when the eye is
satisfied by a noble picture--a glorions sunset or a peach orchard in
full bloom. Or when the ear is entranced by the genius of a Beethoven, a Bach, a Mendelssolm. To
the eye or ear trained to detect subtle harmonies of color, composition
and tone, a chord is struck by transcendent beauty which stirs the
depths. How much more must this
be true when the eye, the ear, the
heart are filled with the vision of
human perfection!
Here in 'Abdul-Baha I saw that
for which all my life I had longed,
-perfection in word and deed,a beauty which no line or tone
could ever depict; a harmony which
resoundec1 to my inner ear like a
mighty symphony; a reposeful
power such as is hinted at in the
M oses of Michael Angelo, or the
Thinker of Roc1in. In' Abdu'l-Baha
it was not a hint I got, it was the
perfection of all that the hungry
heart desired. I have heard of instances in the Orient of believers
who entered His presence for the
first time being swept by such irresistible tides of emotion that they
would seem to dissolve in tears. I
cannot wonder. Here I saw and
felt and heard a simplicity merging into power; a humility which
sat His brow like a kingly crown;
a purity which never tarnished,
and, above all, Truth personifiedthe very Spirit of Truth enshrined
in a human temple. It was utter
satisfaction to my soul simply to
be near Him.
Perhaps there was also a reason
for my emotion in the despair lymg ever deep within; for to me it
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could never be enough merely to
contemplate such perfection. A
voice continually cried within me:
"You must never rest until you
have clothed yourself in the attributes of God." I seemed to hear in
every word He spoke the words of
Jesus: "You must be perfect even
as your Father in heaven is perfect. " These had always been more
or less only words to me. I began
now dimly to hope that they might
really mean exactly what they said.
And this became certainty when I
read for the first of many times
these wonderful words from Baha'u'llah's Tablet to the Pope:
"If ye believe in Me ye shall experience that which has been promised you, and I will make you the
friends of my soul in the realm of
My Greatness, and the companions
of My Perfection in the Kingdom
of My Might forever."
Under the influence of such tremendous thoughts as these I one day
asked' Abdu'l-Baha how it could
ever be possible for me, deep in
the mass of weak and selfish humanity, ever to hope to attain,
when the goal was so high and
great.
"Kam kam," He said,
"Kam kam."
Little by little; little by little.
And I have all eternity for this
journey from self to God, I thought.
The thing to do is to get started.
TOWARDS THE latter part of April,
late one Sunday afternoon, I was
again at the home where so many
wonderful hours had been spent. It
had become almost a habit, when
the service at my church was over
and dinner dispatched, to hasten in
to New York and spend the rest of

the day and evening at this home.
Sometimes I would have an opportunity to speak to' Abdu'l-Baha, but
usually I must be content with a
glimpse of Him, or with listening
to Him while He spoke to a small
group. This particular afternoon,
however, was destined to be a redletter day. I was standing alone at
one of the windows looking out
upon the street, when I was startled
by seeing a large group of boys
come rushing up the steps. There
seemed twenty or thirty of them.
And they were not what one would
can representatives of the cultured
class. In fact, they were a noisy
and not too well-dressed lot of urchins. They came up the steps with
a stamping of feet and loud talk,
and I heard them being ushered in
and up the stairs.
I turned to my hostess, who was
standing near. "What is the meaning of all this ~" I asked.
"Oh, this is really the most surprising thing," she exclaimed, "1
asked them to come today, but I
hardly expected that they would."
It seemed that a few days before
'Abdu'l-Baha had gone to the Bowery Mission to speak to several
hundred of New York's wretched
poor. As usual, with Him went a
large group of the Persian and
American friends, and it made a
unique spectacle as this party of
Orientals in flowing robes and
strange head-geH!" made its way
through the East Side. Not unnaturally, a number of boys gathered in their train and soon they
became a little too vocal in their
expression. As I remember, even
some venturesome 0 n e 13 called
names and threw sticks. As my
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hostess told the story, she said: "I
could not bear to hear 'Abdu '1Baha, so treated and dropped behind the others for a moment to
speak to them. In a few words, I
told them who He was, that He was
a very Holy Man who had spent
many years in exile and prison because of His love for Truth and for
men, and that now He was on His
way to speak to the poor men at
the Bowery Mission."
"Can't we go too?" one who
seemed to be the leader asked. I
don't think that would be possible,
she told them, but if you come to
my home next Sunday, and she gave
them the address, I will arrange
for you to see Him. So here they
were. We followed them up the
stairs and into 'Abdu 'l-Baha 's own
room. I was just in time to see the
last half dozen of the group entering the room.
'Abdu'l-Baha was standing at
the door and He greeted each boy as
he came in; sometimes with a handclasp, sometimes with an a~'m
around a shoulder, but always wIth
sLlch smiles and laughter it almost
seemed that He was a boy with
them. Certainly there was no suggestion of stiffness on their part,
or awkwardne::-;s in their unaccustomed surroundings. Among the
last to enter the room was a colored
lad of about thirteen years. He was
quite dark and, being the only bo?,
of his race among them, he ev]dently feared that he might not be
welc~me. When' Abdu'l-Baha. saw
him His face lighted up with a
heavenly smile. He raised His hand
with a gesture of princely welcome
and explained in a loud voice so

that none could fail to hear: "Ah,
a black rose."
The room fell into instant silence.
The black face became illumined
with a happiness and love hardly of
this world. The other boys looked at
him with new eyes. I venture to
say that he had been caned a black
-many things, but never a black
rose.
THIS SIGNIFICANT incident had
given to the whole occasion a new
complexion. The atmosphere of the
room seemed now charg'ed with
subtle vibrations felt by every soul.
'rhe boys, while losing nothing of
their ease and simplicity, were
graver and more intent up 0 n
'Abdu'l-Baha, and I caught them
o'lancin bo' abo'ain
and a~!:ain at the
to
c
colored boy with very thoughtful
eyes. To the few of the friends in
the room the scene brought visions
of a new world in which every soul
would be recognized and treated as
a child of God. I thought: What
would happen to New York if these
boys could carry away such a keen
remembrance of this experience
that throughout their lives, whenever they encountered any representatives of the many races and
colors to be found in that great
city, they would think of them and
treat them as "different co]ored
flowers in the Garden of God." Tbe
freedom from just this one prejudice in the minds and hearts of thi R
score or more of souls would nnquestionably bring happiness and
freedom from rancor to thousandR
of hearts. How simple and easy to
be kind, I thought, and how hardly
we learn.
When His visitors had first ar~
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rived, 'Abdu'l-Baha had sent out
for some candy and now it appeared, a great five-pound box of
Park & Tilford's mixed chocolates.
It was unwrapped and 'Abdu'lBaha walked with it around the
circle of boys, dipping His hand
into the box and placing a large
handful in the hands of each, with
a word and smile for everyone. He
then returned to the table at which
He had been sitting, and laying
down the box, which now had only
a few pieces in it, He picked from
it a long chocolate nougat; it was
very black. He looked at it a moment and then around at the group
of boys who were watching Him intently and expectantly. Without a
word, He walked across the room
to where the colored boy was sitting, and, still without speaking,
but with a humorously piercing
glance that swept the group, laid
the chocolate against the black
cheek. His face was radiant as He
laid His arm around the shoulder
of the boy and that radiance seemed
to fill the room. No words were
necessary to convey His meaning,
and there could be no doubt that all
the boys caught it.
"You see," He seemed to say,
"He is not only a black flower, but
also a black sweet. You eat black
chocolates and find them good:
perhaps you would find this black
brother of yours good also if you
once taste his sweetness."
Again that awed hush fell upon
the room. Again the boys all looked
with real wonder at the colored boy
as if they had never seen him before, which indeed was true. And
as for the boy himself, upon whom
all eyes were now fixed, he seemed

perfectly unconscious of all but
'Abdu'l-Baha. Upon Him his eyes
were fastened with such an adoring,
blissful look as I had never seen
upon any face. For the moment he
was transformed. The reality of
his being had been brought to the
surface and the angel he really was
revealed.
I LEFT THE house ,vith many deep
thoughts crowding' my heart. \Nho
was this Man ~ Why did He have
such power over souls ~ He made
no pretentions of goodness. He did
not preach; oh, never! Not even
by the faintest implication diel He
ever intimate that one should be
otherwise than what he was: yet
somehow He showed us worlds of
heauty and grandeur which tore our
hearts with longing to attain, and
made us loathe the round of socalled life to which we were bound.
I did not know what to think of it
all, but I did know, even then, that
I loved Him as I had never dreamed
of love. I did not believe as those
around me did. Indeed, I hardly
ever thought of what their many
word s concerning His station
sought to convey. I was not interested in that at all, it seems. But I
certainly did believe t hat He
held a secret of life which I would
give my life to discover for myself.
I spent myself in prayer that
night. I felt that I had never really
prayed before. I am not given to
what is called occult, or mystic experiences, but as I prayed that night
there were surely Presences in the
room. I heard rustlings and little
whispeTillgs. A new and wonderful world opened before me from
that night.
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